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not. upon’. “subsidy,” still a dirty
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Hence
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‘Continued on page 69)
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Your article ‘describing how 650,-000. gringo .tourists go. to Mexico.
every.” year. and. spend all. their
‘time in night clubs. drinking worse.
|booze at -higher prices than -at

@eeages

ey

pressed in Japan from. masters has in mind ‘for role played .
by pn a: finalist in the World's: Ball-.
sent from America.
{James Barton. on Broadway.”
(Conitinued: on’ Page soy
Recent ruling;. ‘Wynn. claims, is}
a
junfair, because it ‘disregards fact.

that heavy royalties, were. paid to
|}
U: S: companie
ahd; artists on |jf,Sales” ‘and that other: locally manufactured . ‘products (soft drinks,
—,
| ReWse magazines; etc.). continue to

ETY

|fication’ project, which is soon put-.

for. most .U. S. labels. on’ military
Ag for. “Paint Your Wagon,” ‘it: 'ting its: big.toe into the world of:
circuit: in Far East ‘with. disks depends.on signing young ‘star.he :cosmetics.: Miss. Neagle; who. was

|homé

sure: puts the

_ SUBSCRIPTION Anntial, $15; Foreign, $16; ‘Bingls:Copies 35.
Coats _
ABEL. GREEN, Editor

|shaiie.on these United States. Per‘haps your correspondent in Mexi-}
;eo" D.F. would be willing to inform
bus stay-at-homes what .else besides
ithe. . ‘extravagant - consumption | of |
;bad liquor .goes on in those hot
ispats south of the border -that di-:
Iverts attention. from the pictureisque. ‘rural: life, fabulous scenery,.

and}

sother exotica that you would think
4 somebody might. travel to look at. |.
:- Somehow -I. doubt: whether the

-Side-shows _in' those hoozeries are
as hot as all’ that. I think perhaps }

|.a little boy.I happened to overhear|
had the answer when he told his.
peppa, ‘Los Americanos. del norte}
SODn Toco, loco."”
Grant Code.

a
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Volume 223.
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{fantastic | ‘architectural:ruins
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HowPensionQualification Work
jkssCOMEBACKAT1|CarterSells265,420Republic Shares;

~DESPITE TRIALS,America Corp. Becomes Top Owner;
'.
igen
demareene
aS:

: Hollywood: Ju
une.7.
"Benefits, to. film’‘industiy ‘workers: ‘ar their new. vested interest in’
7 Motion : Picture Industry.’ Pension Plan,” recently: negotiated between.
we studios’ ‘and ‘unions as: ‘part of four-year agreement, have ‘been outlined |

An detail by Ted: Leonard, board. chairman:..

“prior to July “I, 1963.

‘By VINCENT ‘CANBY ,

t.

Any. ‘participant. working 10:-or, more. qualified. -years,. accumulated:
10,000. or:mofe. credited: hours and. is 35 years or, older, at end of Jast
qualified year shall be. entitled. to’ percentage. of.. norimal. retirement
-benefit at. 65. if certain’ additional requirements are fulfilled: ° |:
~
*(k) That. after ‘Dec: 24, 1954, employe worked. three. qualified years
in five-year’ period ended. with last- qualified: year prior to termination
Additienally,
‘or,..if he is 65 or over, prior to time -he. elécts: to vest.
‘participant: must ‘not have. withdrawn or |‘been terminated from Plan.

; “Réance:. Nuyen; .“OR - ” Year. -.old] ;
| French-born Eurasian ‘beauty, is |.

NoChange iinManagement Foreseen

on her. ‘way to;A screen eareer— me
her. second: *
a
* Return
: The actress, Who a¢ year. ago was |
-“Washed’ up’. and. aliditiohing for:
-Shozaburo.

Tokyo, May |30.
Shasho,Shin-toho's ‘first. prez, is expected to

‘status, ‘as: ‘one - of. the. industry's

youngest _ shas-beens: .since.

*

of Shintoho

-Baby

take. over

that position

again

tt_Leroy. grew into knickers, has just.] -. When.the'troubled Japan major
between. 62 and G4 Yseen the. release ‘of.-one’ picture. t ‘is’: reborn’ at~ extraordinary

(27, Participant’ must leave: contributions in:Plan: until he. retires a

65 ‘or’. oldér; ‘However, Plan’ does provide. women

United Artists” “The ‘Last ‘Time If
meet of shareholders on June
~. and .leaves -today |~ ‘B..
benefit. payment. provise permits ‘par- || Saw.’ Archie."
Shasho. now. topper’ of Ni: ticipants: rétiring on or-after J uly: 1,-1961 to elect: 1) regular:.$120' ‘per (Wed.) for :London. to. ‘start. 20th=|
.month or 2) joint of “survivor beriefit.vat lower rate, or.3y. 10-year cer--|. Fox's: “The. ‘Devil’ Never -Sleeps,"
‘eo-starring William Holden .and ~ for
chibei
Eiga, ofhas
been working
rebirth
Shintoho
in post
tain: benefit: at-lower rate,Joint -and.. survivor benefit. participant ‘retiring: ‘at’ 65. ‘gets. $81:21|being. produced. and Sirected. by} of general manager. He will
Leo
McCarey.
“bring. new management lineup
a check. until he dies. After death spouse receives saine’ amount for life.
‘While - Miss” ‘Nuyen’s four-year 7 with him when he assumes
‘In case. of.eniployes retiring’ ‘at.Aater’ age, different actuarial. ‘schedule
stage. and. ‘film career: has’ been
topper position.
_- Obtains...
Filmery has -been on ropes
Te ‘participant ‘decides ‘on’ 10-year cartain’ plan. and retires at 65. he.! unique” in ‘many. ways,: it -also .ik-[
with heavy debls and labor
~Feseives: $109.08 a month for :period. However, if. he’ only lives. five lustrates ‘the ‘trials and tribula“peat designated beneficiary receives: balance: of,‘monthly. Payments. | tions that. stand: in. the path of |. _csquabbles.
-+—|-youngsters’ trying to ‘get ‘ahead in
‘show business,
no ‘matter’. how
‘shrewd ° and: ambitious ‘they. may’
- The - “star's most . colerful
ories revolve around her -nearly
‘| disastrous. experience: anent the|.
‘Ray: Stark, ‘screen. version of. “The |
‘World... of Suzie Wong,” when she
Quarterly Net, “$132,000-Predict. Ultimate ol was: “relieved’’..of her: title - role
| while. the .film "was" in production: |
OnSouth |
Pacific’"Will.Total $30, 000,000 .
. San. Fraticisco, June 6.
- early last: year.
Uz S.‘District Court . of. Appeals
Though |the. ‘stories’ which: cirlast. :week ruled that Manuel M.
| culated” (she says’: ‘planted’ fullowMirisch’ Stays. UA
Magna Pictures. Corp. fs’Woaking |
Ellis, a stockholder in Republic
ing that fiasco—that she was phys-praliteinary preparations for Iisting.|. . “The: Mirisch: .Company and
Picturées..Corp., has right to sue

America Corp, diversified holding company
whose subsidiaries
include
Pathe Laboratories,
has
become the biggest single sto:ckholderin Republie Corp tformerly
| Republic
Pictures)
through
the
purchase of 265.420 common shares
from Rep president-chairman Vic|tor M. Carter. Gordon K. Green-

field,

umay: retire and: receive invested interest at reduced rate."
‘Under

new

optional persion

- its common

shares on the Ameri: |- -United- ‘Artists. have signed a
‘can Stock: Exchange, prexy George |" new three-year ‘contract under.
Skouras told..the ‘annual--meeting |. ‘which |al}. Mirlsch- films will
ae
+ ‘Magna...shareholders in New’'|. --¢ontinue to be released ‘excluYork: ‘Wednesday (BL). .Prexy' said |. ‘sively ‘by. U.A.,. per Harold. J..
- he’ understands that ‘Magna is able: - Mirisch and Arthur :‘B: ‘Krim
‘to -meet: alf the. Fequirements for |’. of UA.
:
such listing. :
‘New. deat goes ‘Into‘effect at:

Skouras reported ‘the:‘company rs.|” the’end of 1964, when’ ‘the cur-

gross” income for the’ first: quarter, | rent. agreement expires.
ended April 30, of. current fiscal.}
year, “amounted. to. about: $860,000.

J ically

iil, .emotionally... disturbed.

éx-chairman’ Herbert J. Yates and

‘too. fat.: arid just.- plain difficult—.

four. other big stockholders - for
-| almost ruined her ‘caréer, the ac‘conspiracy. to defraud him
tress. has ‘until now remained reti- Decision . ‘by. Judges
Stanley
‘}cent re her side of. the: story. Sipping” “a. Vichy ~water-and-lemon ‘Barnes; Frederick Hamley: ahd Oliover.
-Koelsch
reverses
April
20,
‘juice at: the Plaza. Jast Friday (24,.
she. finally gave ‘out. with

her ver

1960; Tuling

by Federal

Judge

sion of what happened in. Landon.' son: M. Hall: of Los. Angeles.
per which would. per ‘to. avoid | Weingard

250ScribesClon |
Product atWe

‘stantially better. with ‘the ypeom-:
‘ing release ofthe. 35m version of }
~ "South Pacific”-abroad “seen ‘as os
“additig: to:‘the- company's revenues. |.

the

move

America

represents

J. Yates.

Greenfield and Carter are keep‘ing the
purchase
price
under
wraps, at least for the present, but
the

j New

been

recent.

York

trading

Stock

at around

value

on

the

Exchange

$18 per

has

share

Rep is in the film processing
business, rents out studio facilities
and equipment to producers, di
‘tributes pictures on the television
end and deals in plastics. Produce
tion of theatrical’ pictures was di9continued
in 1957.
Company
in
1960 had earnings of $2,096,208,
equal to 85c per share.
Pathe Labs, of course, also is a
i major factor in film processing.

na ‘Kramer’s Secret Feature:

i Not Directing This Time;
Cornfield Readying Script

and Value ‘Liné Income|

Fund Inc., for $1,315,000, but Judge
a “number of ‘libel suits..
| Hall ‘ruled -Federal court Jacked
‘Her. Heroes
- While:those details: are unprint- ‘jurisdiction. “In reversing. appel-.
late court. said SEC Act of 1934
‘able, she.. thinks that .two'.other

and that its:net for the period was.
ft
.:. ‘estimated “at '$132:000,.He expects |
‘the ‘latter. six: months. to: be sub- -

of

the

Peir- ''

rand Hong Kong. almost all of .the Els. had. ‘sued Yates, Victor M.
specifics. ‘unprintable’. in’ a. news- |Carter:. Louts: Boyar. Benjam

“(rs

said

of the common, 30,000 shares of
the cumulative preferred and $1.200,000 of 4°. debentures. Carter’
bought out control from Herbert

Manny ElisCan
Sue Yates, Et Al.

MagnaforAmericanStockExchange

president

outfit,

diversification, that Carter will remain at the Rep helm, no change
in Rep management or personnel
fis anticipated.
_Shares
involved
were Carter's
personal holdings and represent
about 13° of the total Rep outStanding. He retains 50,000 shares

provided

Hollywood,

June

8.

jurisdiction.
Stanley Kramer Is giving up dilEllis. who claims he owns 69,000- ; rectorial reins on one of his own

events, ‘which o¢curred subsequent
{o:-her bow-out- ‘from . the. filmed.

version of “Suzie?” ‘should .be plus.shares of. Republic, said he |j Pictures for the first time in five
noted.. as ‘illustrative of |the| fact and Carter had’ entered into joint! years and has signed Hubert Caorn‘Hollywood, June 6.
Approximately
250°"
newspap
er:
|
|
that:
she. wasn't quite the -villainess venture to acquire control of Re-i field and has what he describes
” ~ time. ‘this .‘first’ release- of. “South
(Continued. on page 16.
as a-“hush-hush” forthcoming feaol Pacific”<. Is: completed-in: -. both: men .and-mag writers’ and: editors. she. was’ made out to be:then. One
ture
fe remains as producer.
4s
‘director:
Jean _Negulesco’s Jeav35m: and. Todda- AO—around:
the are ‘participating ° in’ ‘Warner: Bros.’
Every effort is being expendcd
_ world, .‘pic. will have taken: |In’ two-day .Jubilee:.of Films today “ing”. “Suzie” ‘shortly after she wasi
Retake
ei
relieved.
The’
other
|
ts
that
Wiltoward
guarding secrecy of the
‘about .$30:000.000._in rentals, - Film | (Tues: y “and tomorrow, in. giant
liam: Holden, her co-star in. herproject, though a spokesman for
~ Shas taken- in $5. 000,000 -in: Britain
|,
upcoming
20th
film
‘and
the.
star.
the
producer
said it {s a drama
‘alone, and is now in its 162d. week.| ;
ing. product. Majority of. ‘press
:
and would inyolve several top stars.
..
in-London: -Prexy-said .he was_es- will rep-citiés all. over. the U.S. “of «the. ‘ill-fated. “Suzie,” would
.
on
a
high-budget
deal.
Shooting
hardly:
have
agreed
to
to.
let
her.
* pecially” ‘proud ‘that the ‘company: ’s. ‘Some: will” Temain. an.: extra day|
would begin within six ta etght
--'$1.106.457 net. far ‘the fiseal -year or so for: follew-up stories: and. in-| do this new film if: he had. found
weeks,
depending
on
proper
casther so difficult and: untrustworthy
,ended. -Jan:-31,°1961 was, the. ‘high- terview S:.
Legislation to require the dubwith
film
“very = tikelv”
in. the earlier. venture...
vest: in: its history. t
bing.in Portuguese.in Brazil labara- {198: In. “addition. to press, . ‘who. wit |!
Kramer's
next
project.
He
has
CA: BE. Bolle: gier, Weep |and treas- |;view. new films, “Fanny,” “Susan | “Her ‘bitterness. ‘anent: the “Suzie” fories. of all imported foreign pica urer, ‘reported. that the company’s | Slade’ and “Splendor, ‘fn the experience .is- now tempered. to- a (ures.-has been defeated in the: owned the property for some tin.e,
ibut
title
and
subject
matter
are
= $8,000 000°" indebtedness, incurred Grass,”". company
has’ -brought. in: large. ‘degree: -by her gratitude to Brazilian C‘ongress, Harry Stone, being closely guarded for reasons
pany
“has
"dn 1955 1 for: Magna’s ‘investment in: exploitation reps
to
attend broug
Jubilee|:Jack. Webb, :who | cast. her .in Brazilian rep for.the Motion Pic- that would not be disclosed.
.. .Todd-AO and “Oklahomia”), - has and-special promotional cotifererice|.“Archie” with no. questions: asked, ture. Export Assn; has. informed
Equally tight-lipped is Cornfield,
York headquarters of
“snow. been’, -yeduted to -$1; 800, 000. today: Discussions at’ special. méet |29¢ {> Leo McCarey, for her role the New
though he noted he is now working
‘“The ‘Devil’. Never -Sleeps." MPEA.
-” Magna is now negotiating ‘for funds ;. will
pivot on“Parri
WHLpivo
sh”andnd “Fanny.”
on
a completed screenplay of the
arrish”a
|18
When she first returned ‘to Holty-:
Tho proposal. :in addition to’ the:
with which it. will be able to.finance campaigns. .‘Richard. Lederer,“Fanny:
nsi mysterious film.
.
“the production-and- distribution of. ‘tional ad- pub director: Joe Hyams, -wood from: - the “Suzie” debacle, ‘dubbing of dailog, also would have 4 Original scripter was not identl-.
Says ‘shed.was
almost complete-:
further 35m as well as 70m prod-|. -: . Continued: ‘on:page 20)
| she.
ly -ostracize
‘piofesstonally;
and requited all musical backgrounds
ed.
to. be -rerecorded
by. Brazitian

‘Skouras predicted “that, by: ‘the |”

|DefeatBraaiian Bill

‘Would Have Forced Dub
(Portuguese) inLocal Labs.

_Juct.: Both Bollengier and’ Skouras:|..

.. anticipate another’ ‘Profitable. year |
coming up.
_,
Sales: head Joe. Sugar told: hold
_-ersof plans: to release. the .35m°
me British . | ‘comedy, .“Wateh-. -Your|.
Stern:” ‘starting ” in July, and. the:

:

that’ even

forthcoming ‘roadshow

release of.

|

May Reali

‘orchestras. The bill. was the subject of intensive lobbying by nationalist interests and by dubbing},

her’ home: studia, 20th,

| and: her then: agents: ‘(she has new
MurraySilverstone.
‘| ones. now} réfused: to believe her
‘side of the fracas: .She finally did
"Ja: couple of. 20th. tv. shows, but. it
“Overseas,Though
.
a
| wasn't till’ Webb -gave her’ a job
n Enrope that ‘she began

to get film offers.

studios and artists. in Brazil.

|: - The defeated legislation, which

Cinerama, Unexplained

has .been a matter of serious conSam Boverman has resigned as:
cern to film importers, has been
| under heavy attack by MPEA in- general counsel and corporate sec-

the 70m: “Black” Tights,” ‘starring
Things Looking Up
terests in Brazil for many months. retary of Cinerama Inc. for reasons
Albeit: soe “Murray Silver- |.:
Cyd. Charisse.and Maurice -Chey- | stone,.”
‘Miss Nuyen js now ‘back on the | The ‘lid was nailed tightly on the undisclosed. He joined the comhead. of “20th-Century-Fox
élier, which was produced ‘by the.
track:
and
‘talking. like. ‘an’ actresd proposal last week when the Senate pany two years ago after a short
Films. International, ‘is. -currently
‘fate Joe Kaufman in. France. Magwhile in private practice and, prior
—
“holding: a. powwow. in. Paris, Rome in a hurry: she ‘wants. more money frejected it unanimously.

.

:

‘na -is screening product for ‘potén- and... Geneva. with. his.:European |from 20th...
——
to this, a 29-year association with
‘tial release almost’ daily, Sugar
‘She has .a ‘wonderfully : under-}:f
‘| Paramount.
managers. .A recent -heart victim,
said.
an
Boverman has been prominent
he’. was’. _permitted.-to- make’ the ‘standing -business ‘manager, she }.
business .trip’ berause, :
‘it’ so: hap- reports, because he: isn’t nervous
—_—_—_
in copyright iaw for most ef his
in domestic
pens, his’ New York. doctor ‘is also ‘about that’ fact that :“she is jeaving |First Project Is. Roger Walters’ career, specializing
‘the ‘country still “owing ‘$6,500 on
and foreign
picture
production
, Novel: ‘And Ged Cried’
abroad. :"|
along with the literary, musie and
‘Understood. étiat some sort. oftrée-. cher, mink coat..and: her Jaguar. In
allied phases of the entertainment |
_ Holly « ood, June 6
: centralization. of: the 20th-Fox: set-"} fact, the‘ business: manager even|.
ik
up.in Europe willbe ‘keynoted by urged he r-to-get the mink if it. . Albert . ca Cohen. vet producer, industry

People WWill,B

atS

l
Not Compare Hisa
‘Angel’
To ‘Gantry,’ Sez Woods

S

“ALBERT J. COHEN'S OWN

Silverstone with a more vital over- might give her ego the. proper lift}

has set up Albert: Jay. Productions

In 1954 he was

the rep. of the

for a program of theatre and teie- film industry and advisor to the
alt: ‘Eurppean- supervisor . to take|. -The- actress Says she. hasbeen
Registrar of Copyrights
at
command, as in the. old: Albert “under. “contract: to -20th.-for. four vision pictures ~ He’s taken of- GS
Cornfield ©days. --before. latter re-| years,. but’ she still has five years fices at the Red Skelton Studios.. {the Ad Interim Committee meettired. It :was:Spyros :‘Skouras’ ‘edict to go..on her- original seven-year |. First. feature. will be “And God ing of the Universal Copyright
‘unpublished novel
by Convention in Paris.
that. “foreign” -be handled by di-: ‘contract, _a bit-of peculiar arithme-: |Cried,’
While at Par the lawyer played
tic .she blames. -on -her- former ‘Roger. L ‘ Walters.. Initial tv prorectives from.New York.
a
_that.their themes are ‘far’. apart
Seems. ‘that when ‘Josh ‘gram will bea new comedy series, @ major part in writing out proSilverstone .. reportedly.- never. agents..
” even if subject matter is-the same. was happy with. it. and. there. may Logan borrowed her to do. the . “That’s. Our: Girl,” written and duction contracts. Along with this
.Could be the timing of the Allied be ‘some. sales topper shifts made,- original -stage version of “Suzie”. created. by Seymour. Robinson, for ‘it's noted that Cinerama is now
; ‘Artists” ‘belsccm 15 likewise - unfor-. perhaps: starting with the.‘French —which she did for two: seasons which producer is: negotiating with allied with Metro in new produc.
* Jack Haley. and Jesse White.
tion endeavors.
{Continued ‘on page: 16).
set
tap.
:Continued on page 16)"

|

* Tendeney by some. -filmites and
~ others ‘to. compare: “Elmer Gantry”
with his: “Angel. Baby” is deemed
“unfortunate” .by: producer. Frank
Woods, :whose. ‘primary. point is

|

a

—
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[Moscow FestivalUsing.NewTheatre;
Pleased ThatUS.Isin‘Competition’

1PasternakBlueprints:
Wells Gathering Material;.
Durante Up for ‘Jumbo’

Hollywood, June 6.
George Wells: who scripted “The
| Horizon Lieutenant” for MGM
INVOLVED ORIGINS
producer Joe ‘Pasternak, ts due |
:back: June 19 from Europe where |
’
Allied.
Artists - Distribs ‘British‘he's: gathering material for. orig-|
.
‘Made ‘Film. From Germany
inal for same producer.

Moscow, June 6..

|: Over 50 nations are expected to
: participate in. the Second‘ Interna
-..
‘tional ‘Moscow. Film. Festival: -get~..

«ting underway here July 9, Ekate-

©

rina*Furtzeva, USSR Minister of
“Culture, told: a: crowded press .con- —
ference fast. week. : ‘A new .cinema,

Idea behind “untiled” story is to

.
Hollywood, ‘June. 6.
;show what happens to several girls |.
Allied ‘Artists will handle U.. Ss.
| traveling through England, France release of J.: Arthur Rank’s Ger-.. the. Rossiya, a big. and modern
‘and about five. or six other coun.
man-filmed~ Production, “Brain- ‘theatre. is “expected. to be compiet- , tries.
“ed’in time -for. use ‘during the fest.”
‘washed.”
: Ty _Meanwhile, no cast has’-been set
Feature stars ‘Curt Jurgens and Affair opens. Officially at the 1.500- ::
Seat ‘Lenin Sports Palace. “
7 ' for. “Lieutenant.” Although Mickey w as directed: by Gerd Osw ald.
-The USSR. is -clearly- pleased
;
i Rooney was considered. for major
‘
that
‘the
United
States
plans
to
jrole, producer. Ahasn’t yet ‘made
enter: a ‘pic. competition ‘this time;
, final décision.
Two. years .ago,,. 20th- Fox's “The
Pasternak’s other project, “The;
Diary ‘of Anne. Frank” was ‘shown
i |-Unsinkable Mrs. Brown,” ‘will be;
.. here,. but: it. was -screened out- of- :“a big. picture.” He has Doris Dey|
competition. “Joshua Logan. is: set
:In mind for name. part, though he
to be the U.: S. member of the 17Jape; hasn't contacted her. She's due on?
man jury.
- -; Culver City lot for his “Jumbo:”
“J
Mme. Futzeva also tld the press
~. | At that time he should know w here
that, ¢if8 official Russian” -enitry ds. |
; the Stands on “Mrs. Brown” script
still undecided, but that a ‘decision
oe
mee
_

‘NobelPrizeNovel,

‘Stockholm’s Okay,

for tens tered wsot! Ag Metro Feature

should be. made

in a ‘week or'so.

~

, Regarded as a strong’ possibility ig sin will,be. made: public soon.
Hollywood,
‘June 6.- "Clear Skies,”. the latest film. by” .
Since Red Skelton's askin
rice |.
ees
gp for
‘Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ' has .ac- “director: Grigory .Chukkrai, ‘whowas- regarded “prohibitive”
did. “Ballad of. A Soldier.”
_
1 “Jumbo”. lead‘ rote played in 1935 quired: the. film. rights .to “The...
The -fest will makeé awards: in.
at Hipp’ in New: York: by Jimmy.| Prize,” ~ forthcoming. novel by: 17: different. categories.
te
“The
;
Durante. Pasternak léft Friday for |Ivving Wallace, ‘author. of
(kd.. Note: Above - mentioned 2
Report,”
for $250.000
|Cieat
“Skies” has - ‘impressed a
ee
—e
|!Lake: Tahoe .with: director Charles |“Chapman”
~
yalters. to talk. to. Durante. ng a plus. an additional: sum based on * mumber ‘of . westerners who hate:
jand ‘screen comic is appearing at the. picture’s ‘gross. Pandro’ S. -already. seen fhe pic: by ‘iis ‘frank:
-Harrah’s.
Berman was set as. producer, with
‘depiction of ‘the “national relief?
| Durante ..also has: a-Las Vegas.‘ Ernest Leliman scripting.
felt. by -Soviet citizens following _
| date lined up in month from now.
Every major ‘studio Was-said to’ the death of. Stalin. and the ‘end of. >
‘Pasternak <originally planned
to!-be bidding for the property, which. - the Stalinist -era. It is: thotght to.
visit comic there and discuss deal..is still only. in .atthor’s first. draft:
“be one-of the first Russian, films.in, .
Change ‘of travel. Sked is due. to iand aimed: for..publishing ‘by Si- recent -yedrs..to. comment on: inter.
increasing impression Durante‘pub-!-mon. & Schuster in January, :1962. - nal. politics in.such, sciequiroeal : |
: licity.’ on pic could add considerable !
Story concerns six’ -winners~ ‘of way.)...
.
vo

=:

| prestige. . Property “has ‘beer
on| the Nobel Awards—a: young Amer'shelf -since Billy: Rose produced !‘jcan author;
a German’ -Fefujiee

spectacle. ‘in. November,

1935 and’ i Physicist naw living ‘in: ' America:

{sold to MGM.
‘a French. husband and wife who:
‘ Walters ‘also plans to. tour Eu- ‘win a team award in medicine: an:
‘Lrope’for circus acts for. special se- |American. and Italian who: share
quences. Departure date is not set:! the chemistry award; and. a young
[In any event, Pasternak is not look- | Swedish woman. andthe’ niece of
ling forward -‘to _European

present.

trip at’‘ the’ German, who

VancouverFest
Counts Promises |

have the femi- |

inine romantic leads. ‘Casting will

|be for eight key roles, with several|

US. to Europe
Eddie Bracken.
Franeo Corel
Birney. ‘Golden

Sophia

Loren:

Sigmund Miller

.

Joseph Nederlander
Carlo, Ponti.

Robert St
an

Murray Silverstone

FRED MAcMURRAY. star of the ABC-TV show. "My Three Sons.”
as photographed in Rome with his lovely wife JUNE

nationalities.

Bus

.

Robert S. Taplinger °

HAVER.

. Low Walters,

|

TWA SuperJets from

Europe to U. S.

‘Irving Drutman.
Jean Goidwurm ~*~
Harry E. Gould

_. David M. Holtzmann.

Ed’ Kingsley”
Don Murray .
Ralph Richardson

~

‘Herbert T. Silverberg,
Robert Siodmak.
Herman ‘Starr “”
Dorothy

Stickney

L. A. to N.Y.
Irwin .Allen: :
Lee

J.

Cobb

Alexander

: Do

H. Cohen

Martin Jurow
Buzz Kulik

Sam. Lutz
Marilyn

Monroe.

Lloyd Nolan. Russell Nype
Bert Orde
':
‘Don: Parker

Hildy Parks
Herbert

°

G. Richek

‘Irene. Sharaff
Richard Walsh.
Milton Weiss .

Make your reservations today... First Class or
Economy Class aboard superb TWA SuperJets

.
Call your travel agent or nearest TWA office

.

N.Y. to L. A,

Frank DeVol

_ Charles. Einfeld
Erroll Garner
Carol ‘Lynley -

- Irving Mansfield
Groucho Marx
—

7 THE ONLY AIRLINE SERVING
(70 U.S. CITIES AND 23
WORLO CENTERS. OVERSEAS.
a

os

wy

TWA THC SUPERIEY C RUN +0 9 calege Aad meted acctetvaly Op None Wale deitenes,
Ine

USA

THE

EVROPE

AFRICA

hiLe
SUPERUVET

Sal Mineo.

AS:1-)

AIRLINE

°

Bruce Savan
Sol A. Schwartz
~

Mike Selsman |
Spyros P. Skouras |
Bob Weitman —

Joe Vogel
Pi 9

; countries.

too

7

-Vice- ‘President: of Japan's Towa
.of.:
“Giegler- Hell- ‘Ruin: -Corp.,. Mrs... Kawakita.. has _

man-Ross - jesler-° agency. repre-| judged previously ‘at: the Cannes:

sented Wallace in the deal. |

“| Film: Festival in 1960, and at- Ber-

jthe recent Cannes: festival and her

‘Managing
Director of
Westchester’S ‘Downfall’ ‘husband.’
|UniJapan; was briefly in Vane ouver.
Jearlier this. year on his way: to.
Headed for Menotti Fest;:Ifestivals in Europe. . 7

It's Off-Broadway

Vancouver’ has acceptances. to
Cast! ;
date *from: . Czechoslovakia. Mexi-

An independent production “eom- teo and. India. Czechoslovakia will

pany

has ‘completed a feature!send

animator’ Jiri Brdecka

.-

and-"

first’ print. will, be ‘shipped‘ Ceskoslovensky. Film. export di- .
Richard. Falbr.
Brdec ka
to ‘Spoleto, Italy, for the New: rector’
American Cinema Festival which |authored: “the. script for "Bomb

takes place this month. as part. of | Mania,” a, cartoon, vw hich has
-the - festival. composer
Gian-Carlo: '.Menotti’s [been entered:
Mexico's” delegation.
Festival of Two Worlds, which this | competition.
{will include director Robert Gavalseason is augmented: by films,

Feature

is “Downfall,” :mystery jdon and ‘stars Ignacio Lopez Farso’

meller locationed in Westchester | 4d Pina Pellicer. whose film “Ma-

‘County, N. Y¥.,. written and pro-. cario” -will. be’ shown during .the
duced by. ‘Wilson. Ashley, directed festival, Also from Mexico. will be

by Graeme Ferguson and with a Emilio .Gomez Muriel.’ producercast that includes
off-Broadway | director of another festival feature
players
Nuella Dierking,
Mark ;, scheduled,. “Simitrio.”
“India's film - critic, Mrs. Anita
Saegers and. Robert Mihi.
| Malik, has’ advised festiv al officials’...
- Fnancing was on an- independent, eat she will be presént and festival _
limited partnership basis. A: dis‘director. Fox: is still hopeful that.
tributor is. now being sought.
director Satyajit Ray will be able

NICK RAY YANK REP *, foHowing . ‘films. have ‘already arON BERLIN FILM JURY“pstesy,
:Phillipines: “Badjo” (Sea ‘Gyp-

to features mentioned from. Mexico, |

Morris. Saphier Walter Seltzer ..

”

Evarts Ziegler.

-[to come to Vancouver: In ‘addition |

_

Charles Raeburn |
-. Martin Ransohoff.
a>)

-

whose

Irving Shapiro:

LONDON - SHANNON
PARIS - ROME
MILAN - MADRID
LISBON - FRANKFURT
ATHENS - GENEVA
-URICH - BOMBAY
DHAHRAN

iMancouver,. June: 6,

| Vin -in: 1956.. ‘She was.a delegate at’

' Ludwig Bemelmans .
-Chester F. Casanave

New York, Chicago or Los Angeles

-.

Mrs, ‘Kashika. Kawakita of |‘Japan: |
top supporting ‘characters.
‘yell. be. a jury. meniber at the 1961. ©
Studio head Sol. Cc. Siegel states:
i
Vancouver
International. Film.Fés| ‘that:.the
Nobel. Committee- has..
fully cooperated with Wallace -on, {tivar July: 10-22. She: joins-Norman
,
of Canada’s National’ .
McLaren;
: the story. He revealed some of the}
filming will be done in Stockholm,;|Film Board, and Herman G. ‘Wein- .:
‘berg,
subtitle
‘writer of New York, ©
‘| Copenhagen, Paris. and various
'U. S. locales, with important stars;lin. ‘judging “competitive .documen‘tary
films
from
nearly 30 different
of each country playing their own.

|

rived in Vanicouv er:

Hollywood, J line: 6.
j"Bulgaria: “Stars.”
.
Director Nicholas Ray will be the
Czechoslovakia: “Romeo, Juliet’
American. representative on’ Berlin Film Festival theatrical jury,” “and Darkness” and: “The Slinger. ”.
U. S. A. “The. Sand Castie” (Jes,
joining a panel.of nine other mem-.
bers ‘from participating .countries. :rome Hild.
Two will be .from.. hosting -Ger- t Rumania: “Danube. Waves:’
many, with England, Frarice,|: Some 70° documentary. . “ghorts
Japan, ©Italy. and Sweden ariong ;;have also beén Yeceived’ to date,
others.
ito ‘keep. -pre-selection> . streening -

There will be a separate sev sng | Committees, hard at work,

member jury for documentary and
short |subjects, . according to. Bert:
Reisfeld, who is handling American
details for the Festival: -

Jurors

U Votes25¢Quarterly .

will .arrive in. Berlin. on | Universal's board «declared

25e°

of prelim-. ‘quarterly dividend..
It's: payable: June: 29 to holders
inary meetings prior to the start:
of the event,. which | continues of record’ at’ close ot business .
ar
2
through duly. i4.,
; June 15..
June

21

for. two

days

ot

.

.

‘Wednesilay, June’ 7,1961.-
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STORY.WoxPopVeryMuch HeardatMeeting
Goldwyn$Fri
risco
ScaleDown |SeENf
| -Producer Wins:Bat Only.‘$100,000 Trebled In. VALUES MOTWWATE: Of Paramount; Balaban Stars as JB’
oe
Long-Pending Conspiracy Action. °
- GivesAssurances on Screen Product
2,: By’ WILLIAM. ‘ORNSTEIN

Hollywood, June 8.
- San Francisco, ‘June. 6. fe. ish “Heart. ‘and :“A Song’ isie
- Federal Juidge George B. Harris | . Born.”2 On current intentions, |at least|
“Yast week :awarded Samuel. Gald- |”: Late’ “Federal ‘Judge’ Edward: 10 features for -20th-Fox: will. be {.

By GENE

—>

ARNEEL

“Taplinger 0 0.'sI Cid’

Barney Balaban, when he had
"wyn. $300,009: in -his: antitrust suit] ~ P. Murphy, who tried. this-case:-| prodiiced outside of U.S.: Five. ‘pro-|
; the chance to talk, told the annual
Against. 20th-Fox,: National Theatres Jour. years .ago, -excluded .the |: ducers are. Jerry Wald with half of].
“Robert.
S.
Taplinger,
whose
pub|
Meeting
of Paramount stockhuld-tolal::
‘Wald's:
sked
:
‘at.
moment:
calls.
:
1937-47
period.
under
‘the
stat"and Fox West Coast:. ‘This ‘followed
judge's: May "4 opinian. that ‘defend: |

ants. were
oom ease.

"

Goldwyn,

trebled..oF

guilty

ute of limitations.

York yesterday «Tues)
. | Hie relations company represents |ers in New ¥
| against ?-)ml Overall number ‘doesn't ' includé |independent producer Samuel |that while the company seeks new

for i. ‘pix:

in. ‘Hu‘year-old | ' -Goldwyn's antitrust: ‘suit
Naify circuit, which Jiidge Murphy .:Hetiry

T.. Weinstein'’s: “Tender

Is {Bronston, left. New York for Mad- | values

via

diversification,

produc-

5000/5
:
the “Night” which. Henry King 1sirid over the weekend to see 3 tion-distribution of theatrical films
000 spHt off, from’ the Fox. suit, ‘pre-,
had “asked 9585:
Now . ‘directing '-overseas witht} fough. print of Bronston’s newest, remains its basit business concern.
: sumably will follow.
$1,755,000. but judge;

On. the public record that Par has
| French, Swiss and Italian: locales “El Cid.”
He'll also confer with reps of been going off in many directions;
to. be lensed -béfore unit™.returns.
the president acknowledged this
Allied
Artists,
:distrihuter
for
the
|
| frony. abroad. Also. not:embraced in |
but firmly put to rest any possible
total: ‘is recently “canned’’ ‘Plato; western hemisphere:
etEqua
used defendants", own. figures. and.
ls ‘+ Skouras production — 100°. Ttalo- |
| fears. that the theatrical ‘product
, ame: to conclusion. that - Goldwyn}
‘|might. be sloughed.
ne made. “Francis. of Assisi.”
oon received ‘far Jess. film -réntal--tromBalaban’s own running time at
‘Producers ‘assert’ ‘these’ features :
” \y [National Theatres than he received|
the session was surpassed by sey-are no |. “runaway; ve have nothing !
‘> fromy other‘ exhibitors, particularly |
‘eral minority holders, a couple of
jto ‘do’ with union: or cost. factors
‘those. whose. position lacKed..mon-|.
raised
dissenting
vaices.
:
t but. ‘are’ dictated ~‘by necessity’. and .
T ll
S
|whom
- " Opoly conditions. :Judge ‘cited ‘two | Warner ‘Bros: this. week: feported. f
Color televisien tube demonstraee
authenticity.
7
tr
dnstances; - particularly’:
{fons and brief talks by other Par
P laintirt™ a met’ ‘profit equal, to, $3.18 _per: * Joe Mankiewicz,’ diréctor.,: “and |0
esse
received .some $62.000° less from !‘share ‘for’-the: six. months . ‘ended,
officials completed the occasion
(producer Walter: ‘Wanger * are ada-j °
_ National. Theatres. for. ‘The ‘Secret !:last . Feb. 25.. ‘compared -‘With: $2.27 mant. that... Liz -Taylor’ ‘starrer
Obviously irrilating to manageTelevision. was given substantial
uo. Life of Walter Mitty’ than: it actu- |per ‘share ‘for -the.- corresponding |.
fellow investors
“Cleopatra” cannot: ‘be made: cultt=- spotlighting at the annual meeting ment and many
_ ally would ‘inave received. under'’j period a year ‘previous. |
was one William Leighton, selfof Paramount stockholders in New
anywhere
but
Italy:
and}
-v. gimilar: conditions. absent. the. ‘ille-.| ‘Earnings: for. fhe new -half. year \Eevpt.
of five =shares,
-¥ork yesterday (Tues.) with (1) the identified owner
Bypt.
oe ‘gal monopoly : . and some $29.000 |-amouinted to’ $3,564.000 after'a pro-'|..
of the Par who urged that a suit be filed to
-Leo McCarey, :. producer-director: first..demonstration
.. less from: NTC ‘for: “Enchantment”: ‘vision -of $3;100,000 for federal: in-! for '‘The. China Story,”” flatly. stat- Chromatic newly-refined color: tv determine how much money the
- than the.:‘plaintift actually ‘received come taxes. compared with $3,- ed - 20th- Fox wanted Bill Holden tube. and {2). discussion | of -tollvi- carmapany owes the US. Govern’ from: non-NTC |‘exhibitors: vunder’; 422,000 in net -and ‘federal. inconie® for: pic: Holden would only ‘make sign's future.
ment. His argument was that the

: “In: his 28-pag
e” “opinion ‘ci
ting:WB
a his bases ‘for the: judgment,
Judge
N

8 18PerShare

.

. similar. -circumstances.”.

Par'sColor Tube,

j tax" of. $3,500,000. for the first+ halt it.in England. And so be it.

.Judge’ also -laid: heat. stress’ on , Of 1960..

Pos

- Mark

t. ign’sfeRaibourn;

Robson;’ ‘producer-director

slides. ‘and: motion

v.p.,

showed

pictures.

on

a

|

Government
Was
Par’s partivipation

damaged = by
in a syndicate

+ “additional film rental” of $500,000": ' As” ‘a:result’: of the ‘company’s :. for: - “The: : Inspector. "revealed |.C hromatic set,: emphasizing
a theaded by Bache & (Co: which
“which NTC. paid’ 20th-Fox in 1945 -“Stock tender earlier this: year, the’! Tangiers, Holland: and‘: England ‘brightness achieved. until now only sought to buy out the Swiss Intersh an
d again Jin -1947:° These: $500.000. ‘profit: for the: new. ‘period, in. per-. were vitally" ‘necessary- to. back- }in: black-and white receivers. A pri- handel interests. in General Ant-

chunks. were “aHocated to individu ; share- -equivalents,. -was..eonsider-: ground. which. ¢an’t be constructed
|vate showing earlier picked up the line & Film Corp.
-.
al picture. ‘film rental’ and. ‘judge: ably’ changed. ‘Outstanding at.the: on. BevHills. backlot: Not if - yout Price Is Right”: show from NBC.
It wasn’t made clear just how
‘cited: testimony af -20th-Fox’'s ‘Pete. end: of the new period were 1, 420.-. want authentic: location. scenes.
- |No one could argue with Raibourn the Government was damaged. alLundgien _that © “distribution .. ‘de- | |013 shares after deducting. 723,283 |”: : Follow The Story © .: .. “Jabout the added brightness, while though
Leighton.
monopolizing
' partment * maintained ° that. *-they ishares.’ held in. treasury: Year: be-: “Darryl F; . Zanuck, who starts. -definition, too,. was impressive. He the floor, talked of a Par potenwere
entitled — to. ‘receive more | fore there were. 1,504,000 shares. ‘June 15 filming “Longest Day” -in: couldn't be specific about costs, but i lial liabiJity at “about $17,000,000 "
Mofiey.... ey"
out. after deducting. 339,296: shares Frarice’, also plans. “The Short Cut”. insisted the retail price will be; : The man asked further that he be
jin England.:: “The Day. That Christ. considerably ‘less than
tint re-' . appointed
In: closely” reasoned: argumént, |in treasury.
stockholders’
rep
to
ceivers: presently on the market
.Judge.then notes that. ‘Lundgren «. It :was further’. disclosed. ‘that Died” ‘unit could: very: wéll ‘travel!
work with an outside Jaw firm in:
also. testified that. while. “National ,+ WB's unloading of. shares. in -Agso-. in’ ‘foreign. lands, after’ “Longest | :-.Telemeter president. Louis No- j pursuing such a suit and be paid
‘vins. disclosed that tests are now |i “adequate
was a’ 20th-Fox ‘subsidiary, -“there | ciated. British -Picturés Corp. recompensation” — from
“s was: an “understanding betweén: the :sulted: in-an. estimated net profit: ‘of } “Wald, who. advocates. shooting ‘in ‘going on in Los Angeles of a hame- | such work, the payoff to be “comdistribution - department and: the... $4,500, 000 and ‘this: will be reflect- areas where authors place stories. ALOH system - over the air, rather mensurate with the benefits deexhibition depar tment. that to all!ed in the. financial statements for has “Adventure Of A: Young Man” jthan cable. The attributes of this rived by the corporation from sucia
intents*and purposes: there: would | the nine months - ended “May: 27, set .for Italy, “Lost Girl”. in -Eng-j‘ought to be known by year's end,! yor, ° He insisted that. the regland,. “Let. If: Come” in Tangiers, --he said. Also underlined
the in- { alar Par law firms of Simpson,
_be arms-length. -negotiations.. for 1961:
“Ulysses”: in: ‘Dublin, and “High } formational benefits. of the cable!
; Thacher & Bartlett: and Philips,
fiirn *.
especially in view of the | “Also. of.‘significance: WB's. op-|
trun
of Telemeter in Etobicoke. t Nizer, Benjamin, Kim & Baton
fact. that «‘there ‘were certain ‘con-.| erating and general expenses °were. Wind’ in: Jamaica,”
-tractual ‘obligations’ with: individu. |eut” from. $9.313;000° in’ fhe;"1960 | Qn basis of: those. definitely. set, :Canada.
be excluded from consideration as
ree
see
‘als. that. depended partly.” upon. half ‘year: ‘to88908;000,In: the 1961. :20th-Fox will be’ spending. $31,000.- '
atforneys in the proposed sunt
{000 -“on ‘foreign. soil: It's estimated ;
either ‘contract profits” or other |period:
Balaban did a temperate Joh as
“Longest :Day” Will approach $3.types. of additional’ compensation: ay le
did director Edwin Lo West, in
‘000,000 ‘or better, :“Cleo” at ledst
' handling the rebuttal
Both tank-4 $10,000,000, half. of which already}:
tae ata olor oficeis ered eeeLowMane
on:
, Prestige
‘Ty said they ditin't dig Leiwhton’s
jhas been ‘marked: off ‘by 12 feet of
point
tAnothe:
stoekhboldey
ofagers’ contracts’ which. provided .
ge.
discarded film..Eight others figure:
-for. compensation: based upon the;
fered that the proposal “was out
‘lat “least” $2,000, 000. each. “Assisi”
‘of order and Sheer honsense
‘profits: -of their. ‘respective. division|:
lost’ $1.850,000.. according ‘to direcA. modern’ version of the 1905
of NTC... It-is fairly inferable from
tor: Mike .Curtiz. “Tender Is the! one-reel film classic, “The Great ¢ ‘Balaban explained that Par was
the.. record .that. these. ‘gentlemen |
interested at one time in possrbly
, Night?” three-to- four week Euro- ‘Train Robbery.” will be the first:
were ot. engaged: in. making’ gifts
|~
“locales” should run about |pic to be produced by Peter- Law- buying the fils division of Antiinea
~ Madrid ‘June. 6. ;pean «=
at
something hke $39,000 W00) tit
ta. 20th. Century if it would: mean
ford's Chrisiaw Productions: undes
oy
The: Spanish government and ‘its ‘$100,000.
a reduction in their own compensa- |,
Al m representatives inereased. subthe Swiss group was not interested
Estimated cosis—accent. on. esti- :‘its new . agreement vith
United : and there IS no Offer pending
tion. It is further inferable: .. that, : Sidies. to’ film: “producers: but -will tmated—aceording to producers’ and Artists. Deal calls for Chrislaw
‘to,
these. executives were. not: engaged ;(crack: down on: film. procuct -classi-,|} directors ‘who have: worked abroad. [make both theatrical and ty ful Government angle is that Arline
has been under the purmdiction of
dn. operating an‘: eleemosynarv. in- | fed in. tailend categories. ~
|-—could end with five. to'10 million ;for UA over the next three. years
the Dept
of Justice ay wartiune
. titution. Mindful: of their- general |: In: an. order’: dated May. 13. but | More—-or less:
_ “Robbery will
star
Lawford, etoes
ahen property
‘+ pattern’ of conduct,. one would not.
-Unforeseen
°
obstacles.
“always
a;
published last‘ week.. the Spanish |.
; Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sam- :;
Leighton
demanded — another:
expect them to- deal out ‘two .pay- government. raised .the maxinium -“possibility, like .bad weather, ill jmy Davis Jr. _and Joe Bishop, the
‘ments | of. -$500 .000 “each without ‘subsidy from.three ‘million. to four. nesses of principals, .- politica). dis- Leelan” which “Was in “Oceans 11,' , Mul, this one avainst emplave benleficiaries
of
the
stack oplian plaa
_ great ‘intramural’ compulsion.”
| million: pesetas:’ for films’ ‘classified: :turbances in-certain countries, be- | another preat robbery plot, and is
. In-other words. Judge’ ‘Harris. is jIAs Ww “Pix |‘will’ in the’ future :: sides. ‘Ampulsive ..“script ‘changes: in. now making “Badlands” for Sina- “voted June F 1960, wsth the al
Sock
withheld
from
the aptionees
’ saying ‘that 20th- Fox's. distribution:
receiv
only a- maximum of. three ‘addition - to- any number -of unex-:! tra‘s Essex Productions and UA 1epending Jitivation of the sum
tla
7 department enjoyed.-leverage’ on; million. pesetas. Top. subsidy ‘for ‘pected goofs could throw one or _ lease.
tunderlined
that
the
securties
hi a
National. Theatres: whieh’ Goldwyn’s |2% classification is now 1:800,000 ° more budgets out’ of kilter. aeeens = ee 6 eee
“sone. up comiderahis
since
toa
then” distributor. RKO, -did not; and -only a ‘half-million for ‘those: ‘Foreign shooting .skeds are “estheboard voted the options and t* ef
have: Judge. cites result of com! in 2B grade...
mated at minimum with ‘Maximum ,
Par omirepresented the fach
oan
petitive bidding - as. another.
basisi‘ . Besides: these delimitations, ‘the? up. to gods. Hence $31 millions
a
‘Day.
=. «OF

.

.

7

|

1905 ‘Train Robbery,’
Oldest Title, Revived For:
Peter Lawford’s Own Pic

-Totem Pole: in Spain
. GetsNoGovernment Coin.

|.

Pathe’s ‘Companions’ Into

‘for judgment. saying:

_

“While.vari- “government has flatly specified that ‘could spiral :to $35 millions. or bet-|

ations occtrred.. . the total result ! the. fifth arid tag-end classification.; .ter. And, in: same breath, it could!

“of. ‘competitive: bidding was"'to:..as- disqualifies | ‘producers
sure. producers. better. filin: rentals | state. aid...

U.S. Saturation Playoff-Statenients

“Deadly Companions. © first exh.
fron
- pition- backed
production

waven

oat

acighed

anen! the opliaw prone: ad
Leiviton ala asked that

tiea

te
Pathe-America, preemed vecterday .appanted stoctratder "rep in thug
‘Plato - Skouras .. ‘is ‘currently in:
*Tues:)
in
Tucson
Arisona
=
pitos
atfuern
with
Cadequete
Cagiperc.s
Another. -far-reachi ng step’. ds:Italy: seoring.. “Assisi”. far. world
rto: saturation bookings around the Hon ete
Judze also’ was much: impressed :authority: pranted |‘the ‘direetor. Zen- j[{Continued on. page. 20).
eountry, Widesereern pic, a distalfBalaban ans cerned that ote ana te.
me by. testimony of. Goldwyn’ s. James {eral for cinéma. to inform. ‘produc:;
angled.- western,
slurs “Man cen
ment fave ae atten
ail paateeraes
‘Mulvey, and .savs ‘so. Judge. ‘points “ers soliciting’ -shoofing permits: that
oC
Hara.
.
‘tron,
vatiheid natives
ceeqapt for
Out there are no specific criteria for |certain ‘projects are of “insufficient
“Company $s dickering with ten: trade-cecre!
operedins
deal1%
‘money. award. though ‘there:is a {nterest™.-for the -‘Spanish ‘industry ,
|
produe
ers
involving
16
production.
.
Arapes
&
Busretated
45
for che
mass) of conflicting. testimony’ and; and: consequently ‘may not: ‘qualify.
It's pledged to exhibs delivery at sb-eeqent
ree um
tne sale,
data. It-is sufficient, says Harris, ifor. -government.. ‘subsidies. “-The
at least. a dozen attractions a seas Ve ptes ordered a3 the comyd tae
that ‘plaintiff prove. damage, ‘with: |motryes: for -such- pre-classification |”
‘ta take up the product, slack.
ims stockholder
.arud
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Spanish ‘dust.

There 'the German wife of a-U. S.. major, |

-Paramount release of Jerry Lewis’ prin

tie vast.
splendid)
canca films
showing
to the propahome. ri one”‘aineeting f of. lips
, far back'a a wildwild ‘mixture off everything.
Lewis:
features.directed
Helen “and
Fraubele”
* aiatist
ueatist the
ve
lendid Cesert
Cecert nical
contrast.
German
hi
y -. :Une
‘duction,
‘coniithored.
star- ° +
shy

Stasles

Bo

Ralgon’s

editing

front that the: Jews in camps are4 rom ihe campfires

seundls
spices togetier
Odd
crchesteat:
ae the drama.
Ne . MATa eh s0N, eygid
AEG

,

Aln

SREES,

yneted

RENNETC

*

ut then hey

Kaeutner

became

a victim. of Kathleen: Freeman. Hope Holiday, Lynn."

“yell Ataken eare
of" and xetting camera,
545. ‘I'm.
sorry” and:to walks
off- /pimself: He Jjust put too much into!j- Mary,
Ress: LaRoche.
;Gretehen, Madivn
Hauser,Rhue.
Liltian
Brigks,
ch)
a gentleman
his teeth,’
Alex |
Geérrys.

by

by the soo”
)

sufficient
;

current

food:

and

Jerusalem
.

finally. -the|intent only upon: niontogamy:

this film: And ‘seemingly lost con-|| Jack’ Kruschens Vieki. Benet:{ Buest starss.

trial —wring

uddyGeorge
Raft,
Harry,
James.
trol: Some may admit. that there's Buddy
pesterSter,eeoree
screenplay
Lewiss
- : 2:

guiters of Leurindo Almeida and which Fichmann declares. himself| In managing his ‘multitudes and :some golden footage too.:.such: as:
Rebert Bain. and featuring a nunpanorama‘ of ;some: cleverly. lensed outdoor shots:
not guilty, minimizing his: deeds | playing the broad
ber ob revel instruments including as having merely executed orders.. ships at sea. the boarding’ and raid- :,
and a number ‘of: good: -actine sesone
Indianesque
percussion. ,
On: ‘the positive: side is:
Mezo.
| ing, the scaling of walls, the. gov-; quences,
brings a most listenable. air to the |
ernor’s .banquet and: all the rest’ the. discovery’ .of _Helmut' Wildtproduction
Hawever, ‘there
are;
Andre ‘De Toth. has kept the ac-i Berlin stage actor. who.enacts here.

moments

when

the

musie

grows:

focl that

conscious
there

are

and makes
Indian

him (tor

percus-

Wallace

Kelley:

camera

‘Technicolor, .W.--- we

editor; Stanley. Johnson; -- --

‘Piewood

Theatre,

June -Ay "61."“Running

time; . 106: ‘MINS..

Mark Robson's Red Lion: Pro-.| tion steady and mostly believable. ;in .his film .debut. the..role. of /a
ductions takes over “The Wingate |He ‘and: ‘Joe -Levirie’ deliver .the;
‘German. truckdriver. And there. is{ Jerry” Lewis’

too listenable. when its ‘nature disconcer tingly
merlaps
into
the :: Story”

viewer's

Bill. Richmond:

‘art ‘directors, Hal Pereira: :‘Ross -Bellah;..
music... - Walter. .* Scharf;°.. sound. -Charles
‘Grenzbach:. assistant©‘directors. _a
a
Coleman’ Jr., Ralph. Axness, -Reviewéd at

7

Pictures” make

at 20th, previously slated | merchandize’’:to ‘Metro: as -‘con-}aeratchy: jukebox sone,-’Fraeulein: money,. and. “The .Ladies: -Man’. is: Sle
Sidney Buchman’s. production | tracted. But. De. Toth’s ‘script wab- ‘'°:“‘“midt, ” which. ‘eould. bérome a |.not likely to .be. the excentian. De-:
| ~
Continued: on. page 20) «
bles" here and there ‘and the edit- hit.
‘Hans.
;

helmung.

ane.

“Wednesday, June 7, 1961.

PICTURES

«ft

ici,“BUDD, |Diversification Care ar Afeld
AOD SID:Ml.ByChesler’s Canadian 7Arts Group

"arthur O’Conneli ‘planed: in’‘briefly ‘to “collect! an “award. from. the}

. ‘Démocratic Club: of N.Y..“‘for. his outstanding: ‘accomplishments in the]:

_ fields of art, cultural development and civic ‘activities.. - Dina Merrill.

n Arts Productiens is aim- ‘ect, a Seven

:- fet For ‘strawhatting this summer‘ ‘in. “Voice of the Turtle”:. . Arizona
a circuit.owner Harry Nace brought eight. of: his theatres into: TOA.:
in
“""

‘Kdith Head in town for a series of: press- conferences. about. costume

Arts

exec

savs

that

lagtoSet up an entertainment in-. his company, like other film operdustry complex that will eventually | ations, will be rooted in real es-

By: JACK: ‘PITMAN

/tate, “but not the real estate of
*. “Allled Artists, which. five years: span. “the total cycle of creative

designing: with. “Pleasure of His’ Company”. the focal. point. : William
: - Wellman;. who goes..way ‘pack; has.a ‘coproduction .dea with: Paramount: ‘ago’ ‘got its. feet wet, and its “will
1 going, He'll -produce’. and- direct: the adaptation of. “The. Rounders,’" chilled ‘via: “Friendly Persuasion, "
“Max. Evans novel.
.
and: later “Love in: the Afterrioon, "

_ Producer-director Robert Rossen. off to Israel. to‘yisit his:son. “going | appears to have- again imade* the ;
“to the. university there
....:.Jean Goldwurm, prexy of Times Film, and
g earnest: . ‘plunge © “into: the’ ‘deeper:
Mrs. ‘Goldwurm. back: from: a‘ six-week stay in’ Europe .:: ..Twoy
. filmmakers. “John Korty and Robert: Lowe; will attend’ ‘the Ith Robert Wypatelrs, Meaning anew and classi“+ Blaherty: Film: ‘Seminar in Puerto Rico .as recipients of the “Movielab} er- ‘image viz, unweighted. product
scholarship . . Irvin Shapiro’s Films Around The World. has acquired |perspectives.
‘The
‘still undis-

production,” from

the

promotion; studios, rather in the kind of reat

of new authors, through publish- ;estate with a future, that which
ing, to the packaging, production takes into consideration
the im-

and: distribution

of those proper-

ties to the stage, tv. or motion
ture theatre,

pic-

This was the way a. top Seven
| Arts
exec yesterday (Tues.) de-!
scribed

the tremendous

variety

creasing

amount

of

liesure

time

being made available in thix-eountry.” Grand Bahama lies just 80

off Florida.

A footnote

of; ‘nancial

to the company’s

statement

shows

that

fita

activities. and interests revealed in|iFebrwee olving creat wet wd
just issued annual
“Keisuke. Kinoshita, .whase. “Carthen ‘Comes: Home’. was” featured: lal closed but. hefty. shellout. for: Sam the company’s:
:
with a bank to borrow $10,000,000
. “last year's fest-of. ‘Japanese pix. at the Little Carnegie here»...
Ritz -Bronston’s- -Spain-made.. “El -Cid”. report. The report is the first to ‘terminating in February of 1903.
‘Hayworth and’ daughter. Yasmin Khan. -passed ‘through’: New: “York: for hardticketing late this year is -be issued since the. present man- OF this sum, $4,500,000 is restrictUS. rights: to “The :Ballad ‘of Narayama,”

Japanese’ ‘pic directed:b

of Eliot Hyman,
tea
“briefly en route ‘from: Spain. to. Hollywood. ‘Miss -Hayworth. just -.com- -exhibit -A,. but: tending, - perhaps, ‘agement
ed for Investment in the Bahama
‘pleted a 'statring. Tole. in SOnce- A Thief,” in awhich’ ‘Yasmin does. her- to’ overshadow. -company-inspired prexy of the U.S. subsidiary, Seven
‘efforts |that are ‘also helping: to. Arts Associated, and Ray Stark, project, and $2,000.000 applied to-.. first walkon bit.
-escalate
|
it,
Ue"
{head of motion picture activities, wards the payment of an cartier
-United Artists’ énthusiastic. press department * goofed. ‘Th a:“telease.
note. The new loan agreement reannouncing the departure. of- ‘Pamela Tiffin for ‘Germany: ‘to make ‘Billy |. ‘None of’ this ‘implies that Allied, joined chairman Louis Chesler of
siricts the parent
company
and
-.° Wilder’s ‘One; Two, Three.”: it ‘wag-‘tioted. -that:.the- Wilder-I.' A. L.. -Circa’ "61, sées itself on @. -block- Canada. ‘last fall.
certain of its subsidiaries. from
oe Diamond team had previously- collaborated On: “he Apartment, dd which buster. kiek.. If there is such’ a
- Financially, the report reveals paying dividends, other than ia
" . -won, among °“other | Oscars, the best: actor award.. Burt Lancaster won. thing. But.the AA image is none- ‘that. the company lost $1,090,212
‘. that-Oscar, of course,. but Elmer. Gantry never. quite made, it into “The theless |broadened. Peter Ustinov's. in. 1960 fiscal year, including $770,- stock, and provides for other re_ Apartment. woe
ioe Billy - “Budd,” -: and: the “George 000 on the record company, with strictions “with respect for cerSack Garfein-Carroll ‘Baker's. Prometheus‘ Productions’ has bought. an “Raft “Story,” Ray Danton-Jayne™ the remainder being. what are de. tain investments and to the creation of additional debt Oy guaroriginal ‘screenplay,, “Magi¢e,’ by Alex Karmel, who scripted: Pro-: ‘Mansfield: costarrer, are both’ just scribed. as “organizational los
“metheus recertly. completed |“Something: Wild,” which. UA is ‘releas- underway... ‘High hopes -(and coin) ‘Report states, however, that Chis antees.”
Also considered
of particular
‘ing. New property. will ‘be- produced by. George Justin. and directed by are also pinned
on. “Reprieve” ‘loss will be. more than wiped out
‘Garfein’....
The-local Paper Book 'Gallery. has just published -‘!Views ‘with’ Ben. Gazzara; King. Vidor-' by an anticipated net before taxes importance by Seven Arts toppers
are
their
deals
with
Bryanston
of a. Nearsighted. Cannoneer,”’ by. Seymour. Krim,. UA. script. reader.Viking’s “Turn ‘in’ the -Road”;.and: ‘of. $1,500,000 -for the’ first 1961
The New. Yorker. Theatre, upper West Side artie, currently. running ‘Three’ Crown’s' “Hitler” with Rich- ‘quarter, primarily from the dis- and Associated British Pictures.
The
joint
Seven
Arts-Bryanston
‘a: series on: “The. Forgotten -.Film,” ‘U.S.. and --foreign ‘pictures®which ‘ard Basehart: starred; and. obvi- ‘tribution. of feature films to tv.
company will have the effect of
for one reason or. another never ‘quite. made the ‘critical’ grade -in the ‘Gusly: ‘another attempt to cash tn
‘Company’s‘annual meeting is set
the U.S.'Sample titles: “While The City.‘Sleeps,’a “Jet Pilot,” “The Big. -on. the. ‘currefit. “Nazi. Beast”. eycle. 7 to -be ‘held in. Toronto June 15, at moving Seven Arts more and more
closely to foreign distribution at
.- Sky” and “Ugetsu.’”””.
To perhaps. fortify the: “point, which time. stockholders will be
Look reveals that. Doris. ‘Day turned Christian. ‘Scientist 10 years ago. the upgrading. cafi also: he viewed’ asked to comasider a “reverse split” a time when the foreign market
is looming so important to US.
arid ‘that,’ guests. at. her. homé get. no. cocktails stronger ‘than ‘carrot “in production
costs. . “Company of the company’s common (submitjuice . «Mag says’ she and. hubby rate. net value of around $6,000,000 will have: three...attractions this. ting two shares for one in return), film people. The product made by
the joint company will be released
and that “she saves for. personal use .ali clothes in -her. productions.
year which between them will ag- as ‘well .as plans for additional. fin Britain through British Lion,
.Moss Hart. would’ like to see Tony. ‘Perkins impersonate hii in the’ gregate. something like. $12,000,° filn of. Hart’s atitobiog “Act ‘One,"latter’s wife Kitty Carlisle. told 000 in- negatives—“Budd, * “Road,” financing. (Main purpose of this and Seven Arts will control weatof split, an exec states, iS! ern hemisphere rights.
- Frank Rasky, editor of Liberty (June). But: Joshua Logan, ‘who. bought land,
of course, “Cid,” latter ac-|-kind
“to squeeze out the speculators’
The report confirms Seven Arts
the rights, wants: Sal. Mineo to do it, he fold same ‘editor later.
_--who might otherwise be encour- management's interest in the do‘counting. for .$7,000,000 ‘of that:
‘Metro now’ busy ‘arranging: ‘a Los "Angeles. date for. ‘King of Kings”.
Moreover, ‘Allied. has three proj- }aged to dabble in a low price mestic distribution scene, but says
for. the latter part of this: year to qualify ‘for: Academy Awards éononly that management feels that
. sideration. Distributor hopes to follow ‘the “Ben-Hur” pattern ...: . | ects” waiting: activation: which also stock.)
While Seven Arts’ present finan- the film indusiry “can secure a
Laurence -Tisch,. chairman: and continuing president of Loew’ 3, goes look to. burnish ‘the new. image..
of profit as any othee
before the..N.Y. ‘Society: of: Security ‘Analysts. today (Wed:) to: answer One of. them,. “Unarmed in Para- cial health is totally dependent on ‘margin
what sometimes are. penetrating questions. . Joshua ‘Logan takes on a dise, " could: yet get rolling this the distribution of features to tv. grouth industry, if methods of dispress conference next Monday. designed mainly for ‘him ‘to talk about. year, in Paris, probably: with Maria {see . ‘separate Story in tv section), tribution can be streamlined and
‘Schell and. Bradford Diliman. Pre- company’s future plans envision a modernized . . . Your company ts
a his: latest “Fanny.”
_° “AL Tamarin’s. indie press’‘relations outfit been signed. to handle’ special -production snags have stalled it: so quite remarkable diversification in! perfecting more efficient methods
publicity: for Carl Foreman’s “Guns ‘of Navarone.”.
- Bob Tisch ‘back |. far.-Other two pix rated important all phases of show business as well! of distribution both in America
from San Juan -where. ‘deal was set. for’ ‘construction. of a new Tisch are “Streets of Montmarte” and as in real setate.
i and around the
the w
world”sd
“99
Park. Avenue”—if, |as and | Highlights of the activities as;
hotel to .be-known.as.the Americana of San'Juan:
©
__4 shown. in. the annual report in“Gower Champion's pressagents |apparently. ‘took: @ survey. ‘How else. whenn Whey -get: rolling:

would: they: know: he Has ‘an “unprecedented number of -television 7

‘offers”?.

Video producers. have

“deluged”’-him

with: bids. Anyway,

|

Made

| clude:.

35 In 1958.

WA "$5,000,000 investment In a
Quantity cutbacks reflect the se- | resort, residential and commercial

.. that’s using the. old-lexicon ,.. . Jack Beresin of Philly. na éd- ‘head of
Jectivity, “Whereas AA released 35 {‘develo ment on Gr nd Bahama
Is-|
International Variety. -Club’s Humanitarian ° ‘Award Co. amittee ;
P the Bahamas.
a
“Richard Basehart: tapped far. title. role in Allied... _rtists’ .“friiler, i “pictures: in: 1958, this year, and | land: in.
Which Stuart. ‘Heisler. will direct:‘and_E;. Charles Straus. will produce. ‘including “Cid,” eleven projects _ (2) The forthcoming acquisition
’. -Rolls in August -oe AA’s “Billy-Budd” is before the cameras ‘off the (at. current. projection): will bear of the Famous Artists Co., includSpanish coast’...
.. TOA group life insurance policyholders ‘due for the company aegis. Last year, for. ing ‘the services of its head,
second | ‘consecutive :-eash .dividend—proving: exhibs don't :have: ‘to. be |further comparison, figure was 12. Charles. Feldman, not only as Fa“Used ’ to. be that Allied was ~ ®{ mous Artists head, but as a top
* entirely dependent:on product for. revenue,
. Carol Lynley: will ‘help U's. “Last. Simset” kickott in: Chi.‘Jan. 8, prime. source of program westerns, level. exec with Seven Arts.
: riding’ in’ a State St.’ motorcade. : > Dickers: are. on for U ‘to. acquire: ‘—it turned. out no less than: eight|: (3:-A two-part deal with Bry-|
mostly low-budget shoot-'em-ups} anston: Films of Britain, which
: global rights :to:the. ‘indié. Twincraft’s “Sergeant ‘Wasa. Lady,” which

'

Bernard.Glasser directed and produced . . .With Sophia Loren brought in both ‘5% .and 58, in fact.

By

IRWIN|ALLEN’S ROAD:
RO!
EMBASSY VS. 20TH

Whether producer-director Irwin
Alen will accept what he ternis:
to be a “fabulous” offer from Joe
Levine to join Embassy Pictures,
or will continue on with 20th-Fox,
will be decided within the next
week or so, Allen sald in New

York Monday (5).

town

to set plans

Producer js in

for

his

national

recent
in. by Joe Levine for “Two: Woinen”. bally. and dubbing, Allied Artists .1959 only one oater was. produced,:
Voyage to The Bot‘would like her to .also’ drop: some “El. Cid”. mentions around, She’ S. and: last year there were -none.. ticipate in the financing of various ath aelease. “V
There's ‘nothing ‘unique in this, of. Bryanston es Sint eit
-eostarred in it with Charlton Heston: .-..also Allen said he expected his agents
_. Andrew and: Virginia Stone in ‘London last’ week ‘completing the course—decline ‘in ..cowboys. corP
pany
to meet on the cosst. either yester’. formalities: for their upcoming -prodiiction based on“ the. novel; “The related at virtually. all studios with ‘Britain which, in turn, will offer day (Tues.) or today. (Wed.) with
. Password is.Courage,”. which is due to roll in London‘ starting. Sept, 1. ‘the splurge of sagebrush on home-: 100% financing to top British film- 20th-Fox prexy Spyros P. Skouras
; | makers.
“Jt is based-on the wartime. ‘experience ‘of an: English. soldier, ‘Sgt.-Major screens. :
to receive 20th’s counter offer for
‘Charles Coward, and will be filmed entirely on location. Before return. Like. the first spring. ‘robiti, UAL: . (4) A: future coporduction deal his future services. He won't deing stateside, the Stones visited the Auschwitz: concentration camp ‘in. ‘ied’s harbinger was “Persuasion” with ‘Associated British Pictures cide which way he'll go until he
‘Rock singer! in 56. Company went another Corp., for the production of tv has time to study the terms.
Poland, ‘where. some ‘of. the ‘locations may be shot-.
In his two most recent pix for ©
Clift. Richard, ‘one of Britain’s.top ‘selling disk stars; “started: -his first step. in 53 with “Love in the: Af-. ‘films.:
_. filmusicalJast .week at the. Associated: British . Elstree . studios, It’s ‘ternoon.” _And at fhe: homeoffice
The report also: reveals that as 20th, “The Lost World” and up: titled “The. Young ‘Ones,” will ‘be in. ‘Scope and Eastmancolor, and ‘{s precincts they think the upgrading of next Jan. 1 producer Fred Coe, coming “Voyage,” 20th participated
being directed:-by Sidney Furie under the production. guidance -of was helped along also by ‘“Hunch- now working on the fitm version as a partner with Ailen'’s indle_ com_ ‘Kenneth Harper. Robert Morley has been inked to play Richard's back of Notre Dame,” ‘also. in '58, .of “The Miracle Worker,” will join pany, the producer sald, with each
‘father:. . . Macdonald Carey is currently working on ‘his: third British. and “Big Circus” and
Seven Arts to work on “selected pic made on a single pic agiee: film, “On the Brink, a Hammer production for world release. through -pone,” both out ‘in 759.
| projects,” the first of which will ment.
A new deal, he said, would cerColumbia. Joseph: ‘Losely is directing at Bray studios-and other top “the Chi hood, as’. ‘already: much-- be. the screen version of Tennes“oles have been ‘assigned to ‘Shirley. ‘Anne Field, Oliver Reed (nephew -documented, proved a: “sleeper’’ see Williams’ short play.
“This tainly be a muitiple pic artangzeNo matter with whom he
‘of Sir €arol and. Alexander Knox ...... Leo MeCarey Aas: changed the and. as profitable an. attraction as. ‘P-oaperty Is. Condemned” (retitled ment.
signs, Allen intends next fo make
‘title of his’ upcoming: British production from “China Story” to “The the. company has had in. years, : “The Main Attraction”).
Jules Verne’s “Five Weeks in A
. Devil Never Sleeps.” Pic, which will costar: William’ Holden and Frances ‘Made: for. $560.000; it's: since
In addition. to Coe, company has Balloon.”
-. Nuyen, goes into production atthe -Metro-British. studioson June 19, racked.-up over $3,000. 000. in- rent-.deals with
writer
John
for:world release through :20th-Fox..’. . World. from the Jordan location als, with more to come. In its own talent
Patrick.
“Met Ferrer (as « producer
of.Sam Spiegel’s “Lawrence. of ‘Atabia’’. reports that swarms ‘of locusts:
indeed. . “Capone” is As’s for the stage and motion pictures),
Way,
Jhave been hampering. transportation convoys plying between. Aqaba and
version of. Universal's “Imitation: director John. Huston,
‘ the shooting ‘sites at Jebel. Tubeiq. some 250. miles: to the East. As it's’
scenarist |asizea Nationalities on Slate Ie
‘Isobel -:Lennart,
among
others
.*-.been: impossible. to keep windows closed. in the“116- degrée- heat, drivers ‘of Life” b.o. ‘sprint. “
Hollywood
it ‘its apgtadings seemed for a These deals, of :course, are all in
"imt rhave been rigging cheesecloth curtains for:their vehicles . . : Hammer's
-addition
to
préviously
announced
|.
"exec ‘producer’ Michael Carreras. commissioning “Lord ‘Maugham to while tentative; this year sees. Al} Saverto Hollywood. ane an
-Write: a South island story for $6000.Deal
D
was set:through: Eric. Glass.. lied Teally | in. the -‘names-make- film. deals with 20th-Fox, mnounced |
Ballantine Books will publish novella “Sardonicus,”. by Ray Russell, | news. arena. Sales topper Morey the Mirisch Company and United coeds Bertil Unger (Sweden: as
. “which- author also filmi. scripted for: producer. William Castle. Book is. (Razz) Goldstein still has his share Artists, Columbia, Paramount and prexy of Hollywood Foreign Press
“scheduled to ‘tie-in. with release of pie -in. fall and probably will” be of: who-dat cast. mellers: to puish, Universal.
iAssn.
Latter hield post for three
One of the more Interesting of :years.
titled “Sardonicus & Other Stories” as ‘volume also will contain some but: now he can also tick off for
King of. the Seven Arts pending deals|
additional .short” stories’ by ‘Russell. .... Jerry Brester’s “Gidget Goes ‘the’. marquees’ 4 Ustinov,
New panel also includes Ingrid
Hawaiian” for-Columbia release ‘will,“have initial run. of 400,000: Ban- vidor, Dina Merrill, Charlton Hes-. is that praviding for its acquisi- Clairmont
‘Sweden,
vp,
Oia
tam: pocketbooks,. Rath. Brooks Flippen’ ‘wrote screenplay directed by} ton and: Sophia Loren, to.list some ‘tion of the Cinemiracte process. Andre ‘Latin Amierica:, secretary;
‘| at: random.
“l Deal Is now subject only to the} Cyrus Zulghadr ‘Jrani, treasurer.
Paul Wendkos.
a.
|approval of the boards of directors |Board of directors: Dora Albert
Fred Hift: due back in ‘town today (Weid.) after & national :four 6 L> 'Canada:, Miro Brunetti
‘{!a's,
_—
behalf of .20th-Fox’s “Francis of Assisi”. -: -Producer-director- Irwin ||Clifton ‘Webb: ‘with William Hol-! of the two companies.
(Latin Amerie
41. in 20th j Commentina an its fuge invest-|i Miguel DeZarraga
OoVoyage to The> Botton: ofThe:Sea") ‘Allen,in town to ‘talk to 20th:;devrcd Zonya,
. ieon ”toppers.

gives Seven Arts an option to par-

our on behalfee of his most

FOREIGN PRESS OFFICERS

_l+the Devil Never Sleeps.”

ment in- the Grand Bahama: proj- ta’, Victoria Wolff (Gerriaty).

°

PICTURE GROSSES

—

LA. Dips Sharply Albeit ‘Master’

Wednesday, , June 1,
196

]WestEnd BizOlay;Peyton’Socko

|i LaggardShow OK

|:$8,000, ‘Savages’

Trim $18,000; ‘Constable’ Hotsy 86, |

“1 Sunrise’Dim 5G;‘Navarone’ Big

6G, ‘Spartacus:

, Minneapolis, June. 6.
Trade ‘remains: sluggish here |
this. round and probably ‘will continue slow until. the. smallfry get |
-out_of school a week hence. Hold-|
overs” predominate. again; but ex“London, May 30. .
planning . wholesale
hibs are
“On the three’Ynajor ‘new: entries «
_| changes -for subsequent. chapter
“ ‘the West. End Jast: week, only.
| when six fresh entries are slated to
one has turned out well. -It-is “Ree
‘| debut.: Only. newcomers this ses.. :}turn To. Peyton Place” at.the Carle.
alGross.
_{ sion. are .“Big Show,” -barely good ‘Estimated Total
‘ton,
.which is heading for’ a.sock
| at State: “Thrills and Laughter,” | This Week .........., $525, 000 +] #22.000 opening frame..
‘(Based on 29, ilieatres).
- fair at. ‘Gopher, and “Angry. SiThe. two «‘ disappointments: ’. ate:
~ lence,” loud". at. the: Suburban : Last: Year .....05.5., $49 2,300 “Raisin ‘in Sun,” which loonis mild.
: World, .
.
(Based on 26 theatres)
{in first: Columbia. Session, and “Sune.
.. “One-Eyed. Tacks" looks pat in |.
{rise at Campobello,”. which shapes. ~
‘| third shuffle at Lyric while “Ques-|
‘drab at about ‘$5,000 at the: Warner.
{Hon 7," a. sleeper which is conLatter: ig due to: ‘be: pulled. at. the
. | cluding ‘pleasant -five-week stay at
- end of, its. first stanza.
World, shapes trim. Others ‘bowing
‘It’s. the’ blockbusting. ‘poldovers
‘lout this stanza are “Young Say- |
which: contiriue.. to ‘dominate the ..
| ages” at ‘Orpheum,
“Two Loves”
West: End ‘séene:* “Guns |of. . Nava-..
| at. St. Louis Park .and ““Gorgo’™ at |
rone” finished. its fourth week. at... :
‘|}Uptown. Two of three ‘haraticket|

86,4Ath;Exodus’Bof$21,000,3d.

Days’ Fast 76: Pleasure 106,adi
Los Angeles,’ Tune 6. +
First-runs
are facing a bad
slump in the seasonal dropoff this
week although several individual

pix are

doing

well.

“Master

of

orld” shapes trim $18,000 in
three theatres. “Carry On Constable” is rated slick $8,000 at the
El Rey.
“Days
of Thrills and
Laughter” looks hefty $7,600 at
Vogue.
Twos other newcomers, ‘however, |

are on the dull side, “Hitler's Ex-

erutioners” being poor on opener
at Beverly. Reissue combo of “‘Picnic” and “Caine Mutiny” is rated
soft $14,060 in three houses.
“Young Savages” is shaping falr
$13,500 in three sp»ts.
In contrast, “Pleasure of His Company”
looms nice in second at Hollyw ood
Paramount.
‘Estimates for This Week

Key CityGrosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week ..:.....$2,010,800
(Based.on

23 cities and 244

‘theatres, chiefly first runs, ine
cluding N.Y.)
Last Year .........$2,359,200
(Based. on. 24 cities and 247

theatres. )

:

Deck’ Fai
alr 6,

~ BroadrayGroses

Pepe’Hefty %

KC; ‘Jacks’ 86)

-1the Odeon, Leicester Square, with
—
offerings are .also. ‘calling it quits |:
Kansas City, June’ 6. .| a. mighty” $28,000, and only .$2,060. °°
this round, with “Spartacus” wind- |
ing up lively..three-month-run, and. . Trend’ is” Mild this: session: in: below. the. record - opening. ‘week:
|:
“Seven Wonders of World” ending kéeping with calibre. of new prod- ‘take.
‘run after eight weeks. “Exodus,” uct.: “Black-Sunday” is fairish at: |. “Fxodus,” too, has been’ gaining we
State, Pix, Baldwin ‘(CATC-PrinToronto, June 6:
Uptown
and
Granada.
“David:
and
strength: at’ Astoria, . with -third -:
19th.
‘third
hardticket
entry:.
in
Among neweomers, “All Hands
State: 2,404; 756; 1.800; 90-$1.50)
—"Master
of World”
‘AD and! on Deck” and “Raisin: in Sun” are: round at Academy, ‘Stays for, one Goliath” playing ‘day-date in’ -four round at. around $21, ‘000, and sub.
j
drive-ins
and
two
hardtops
is
likeStaritiallyahead’ ‘of the: first .two
more
week.
_
“The Hand” ‘Fass.
Trim $18,000. |off to fairish starts, with ‘Return
‘wise medium,
“Atlantis” in six weeks. “South Pacific” remains the-.
Last week, State with Wiltern, | to Peyton Place,” in second stanza,
. #Estimates ‘for This Week
theatres
is
getting,only
a
fair
play.
‘phenomenon
of the’ firstruns, with ' ....
Hawaii, “Tw. Loves” (M-G), “Se- continuing big. “Saturday ‘Night ,
Academy. (Mann). (947; $1.75‘a whopping. .$19;600' in ‘its. 161st
Sunday
Morning”
ret Partners’ (M-G), $12,900. Pix |con
shapes $2.65) —“Exodus”: (UA) (19th wk). Best holdover i
Paramount,
‘hefty
\in’
second,,.
~and.
week
‘at
the.
Dominion:
*. *.
with Los Angeles, “Big Show” | sturdy in second round. “Young. Looks moderate: $4,500 :in next-to‘may stay again.
e-Eyed J:acks”.
“All in’ Night’s Work” shapes.
(20th, “Canadians” (20th), $9,500. Savages,” also in second frame,is last ‘round. . Last: week, $5,000,
.
is
solid
in.
second
round
at™
the
fancy
in
third
Plaza
week...“‘Spar-"*
“Gone
With
Wind,’
in.
Baldwin with Hillstreet, El Rey, good.
‘Century. (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150; Empire. Weather is about normal: tacus” looks tall in 26th round at: oa
“Absent-alinded
Professor”
‘BV)| fourth. stanza, still is torrid.
$1:75-$2.65)—“‘Seven Wonders of for. season: ofhale with. little ete. Metropole...
(ist wk, Baidwin, El Rey; 3d wk,
Estimates for: This Week:
World”. (Cinerama). (reissue) ‘(8th fect. on filmb
Hillstreet). “Atlantis” ‘M-G) (1st
7
Estimates for Last ‘Week
a

Toronto; ‘Sun’ 66

Ar. Je” at the

vki ‘Ba'duin!, “Hangman’s Knot”
(Col) ‘reissue) t3d wk) (Hilstreet),
“Great
Impersonator” © (U)
{EI

Carlton,

Danforth,

Humber

wk). Bowing out with tine $13,000.

‘Gatimates {
for ThisWeek -

Astoria (CMA) (1,474; $1.20-$1.75):
(Rank)
2,318;
t
1,330; 1,203; $1-: ‘for eight days. Last week, .$9,000. |:
(Fox . “Midwest-Na- ; —“Exodus” (UA) (3d -wk). . Great.
(reissue) | | Brookside
(NT)
$1.50)-—“Saturday
Night, Sunday. “Windjammer”
tional Theatres)
(800; $1.25)—. $21,000; and’ better: than ‘the. two:
Morning’? (Cont) (2d. wk). Sturdy’. opens June 12.
Rey), $21,300.
Gopher (Berger) .(1, 000; $1-$1 25). “Gone With Wind’. (M-G). (reissue) preceding . weeks. Substantial. ad$15,000. Last week, $16,000..
Vogue :FWC)
'810: 90-$1.50)—
(9th -wk).. Okay $2,700, holds. Last Nance ‘indicates; Jengthy run...
Eglinton (FP) (918; $1.50-$2.50) > Days | of - Thrills, Laughter” week,
“Days of Thrills, Laughter” '20th!.
$3,000:
(20th).
Fair. $4,500. Last. wéek,
‘Carlton (20th). (1,128;. 70-$1. 75)—.
Hefty $7,008
Last week, “Gen- —'Windjammer” (NT) (24th wk). “Curse
(U)
and|
of:
Werewolf”
Capri’ (Durwood). a 260: “$i.25-|“Return To Peyton Place” (20th).
$5,000.. Last’ week, ditto.
eral Della Rovere” ‘Cont), “Tunes EE
| $3)—“Spartacus” - (UG). 15th" wk).. Heading ‘for sock. $12,000. ‘or. near.
“Shadow of. Cat” (U), $4,000.
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.50)
of Glory”
(UA)
(2d wk-5Sdays),
Lyric. (Par) (1,000; $I-$1. 25) —. Good. $5, 000;_ Stays on, Last week, T- ‘Casino (Indie). (1,155; -$1.20-$2.10):
—“Return To Peyton Place” (20th).
$2,500.
.
“Qne-Eyed | Jacks” (Par) ’ (3d° wk).. same.
—“Search For. Paradise” (Robin)
Los Angeles ‘FWC? (2,019; 90- (2d wk). Big $12,000. Last week, ‘Nice ‘$5,000. Last -week, $8,000.
Crest,
Riverside
(Common: 412th wk). Lofty. $22,000. _
$1.50\—“Cazunibal
Island”
(Read) $14,000.
Mann (Mann). (1,100; $1.75-$2.65) wealth) (900 cars . each), Heart
Dull | Hyland (Rank) (1,357; .$1-$1.50) | _
- Columbia (Gol) (740; $1.05-$2.50)
and “Without Pity’ ¢Pat).
—“Spartacus” (U) (12th -wk). Con- ; (Noah-Wiles) (1,500. cars). -Boule-"
—“Raisin in Suh”. (Col). Below
$4,500.
“Raisin in Sun” (Col): Fairly cluding nifty
:three-month run ‘vard
(Rosedale
Theatres)
(750
se
El Rey (FWC) (861; -g0-$1. 50)—
okay $6,000. Last week, “Portrait | with modest: $5,000,: same as. last cars). (90c)—“David and: Goliath’. hopes at. about. $5,000...
“Carry
On,
Constable”
(Gov). of Sinner” (Rank), $4, 500.
70-$1.10)-=
week, .““Reéturn to. Peyton |Place” (AA) and ‘“Plunderers” (AA),. Mod= bar.Curzon.
Dole(GCT)-.
Vita” (500;
(25th-final
-“wh).Slick $8.000.
Imperial
(FP)
(3,343;
$1-$1.50)—
(20th). opens. Friday (9).
est $12,000. Last week, ‘sub-runs:
Beverly (State) (1, 150: 90-$1.50)
“All Hands on Deck” (20th). “Fairtf.
. " Orpheum (Mann) (2,800; $1-$1.25) - Empire (Durwood) . (1 :280; -$1-. ‘Finishing. highly. successful ‘run
—"Hitler’s
Executioners”
(Val). $9,500. .Last week, “A bsent-Mind- | —“Young..
—
Savages”. (UA) (2d wk).. $1.50)—“‘One-Eyed - Jacks’ ” (Par) with . ‘okay. $4,800. “Ballad. of Sole.
Poor $1.500. Last week,.‘‘Friendly
ed Professor” (BV) (6th wk), $7,500 Mild .$6,000.: Last. week, $8,000: ‘(2d wk). Nifty $8,000; holds. Last -dier”. (BL) and “Virgin .Spring”
Persuasion” (AA} ‘reissue},. $3,000. in 4 days
| (Curzon). follow June.2.
“Homicidal” -(Col), starts Friday: week, $10,000.
Warren’s, Hawaii, Wiltern (B&BInternational (Taylor) (557; $1-.}. (9).
‘Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1. 25)
G&S-SW! (1.757; 1,106; 2.344; 90- $1.25)s=“‘Never On Sunday” (Lope)
- St. Louis . Park: (Field) (1,000; —“Picnie on Grass” (indie) 3d. $2.20) .— -“South :Pacific” -(20th) (Continued on page 10)
119th wk). Firm $3,500.. Last week, $1.25): — “Two. Loves”. (M-G). (3d in 5 Oey $1,500.. Last“ week, (161st wk). Smash $19,500...
‘ditto.
wk). ‘Okay $3;000. Last week, |
‘Empire-(M-G) (1,700; $1:05-$2. 80)
$1,80
Loew’s (Loew) (1, 641; $1-$1 .25) |$3, 800.
Paramount. (Blank-United :Par)
—“Young Savages” UA} (2a: wk).
State (Par): (2, 200: $1-$1.25) —|-,(1,900; - $1.25-$1.50)— “Pepe.” (Col) 7: ; (Continued On’‘age 10)
Hefty $7,500. Last. week, $10,500. “Big Show”. (20th) Should hit: good (2d. wk). Hefty $9, 000;holds.. Last}::
Tivoli (FP) (935; $1.50-$2.50)— $8,000. ‘Last week, “‘Absent-Minded week, .$11,000..
.
1 “Exodus” (UA) ti1th wk). Good. Professor”. (BV). ‘(5th wk), $6,000.
|.. Plaza. ‘(FMW-NT) (1,630: $1.25) !
‘Suburban .World§- (Mann) (800;.|_.—“Young Savages” (UA) (2d wk). |
$6.500. Last week, same.
Towne (Taylor) (693; 90-$1 25)— $1.25)— “Angry Silence” (Valiant). ‘Medium $5,000.. Last week, $6,500.
San Francisco, June 6,
“Virgin Spring” (Janus) (4th wk). Pair $2,000. Last -week,- “Upstairs
- Rockhill (Little Art: Theatres).
Only a ‘few pictures are. doing Okay $4,000. Last week, $5,000.
and Downstairs”-(20th), - $2,500.
(750; $1-$1.25)-——“Love Game” (In-|.

.

‘Dominion: (CMA) .(1,712; $1.05-<

Pleasure’ Big $14,000,

Frisco: ‘Jacks’ Hep 156,
‘Sat. Night’ Loud 76, 2d.

really

big

trade

here

JuveBizHes.Lille; .
“WassHep $6,000;Prof
4 ?an
. Smash $12,000 in Ath

currently.

University (FP) (1,360; $1-$1.50)
Uptown (Field) (1 000; $1.25) — ‘die).. Fair $1,200. Last week, “Vir"/ +* Louisvilie, June 6...
~,
—'Pepe” (Col) (5th wh). Okay’ “Gorgo” (M-G) (2d. wk) Winding ‘gin Spring” (Janus), $1,500.
Ways” at the Kentucky oe
$6,000. Last week, $7,00
‘up with 60-so- $2, 800. Last. week,
‘Roxy (Durwood) (850; “$1-$1.50) is “Secret’
the lone newcomer,: and holding.. 2 Je
Uptown (Loew) (1,304;."S1-$1 50) $3,500.
—Return To Peyton Place”. (20th)—Gone With Wind” (M-G). (re- | - World (Mann) (400. B5-$1. 50)— “(Sth -wk). parish. $4,000. Last. it’s. own ‘nicely. in the downtown
first-run -lineup. ‘All: others are
issue) (4th wk). Torrid $10,008..| “Question - 7”
(Indie), (th wk). + week, $4,50
holdovers, and doing practically on.
: Trim $4,000. Last. week, $4,500.
Last ‘week, $13,500.
63d. Street’ (S&S) qa500 cars), ‘a- par: with’ grosses |garnered :in:
Dickinson
Leawood,
— |Shawnee,
(Dickinson) (1,100 cars, 900 cars,|.previous week. =...
“Weather is, currently ideal, cool
--1 700 seats), -Hillerest. - (Indie) :¢600
|-’
-| cars), Waldo (Rhoden): (700. seats) rand. pleasant, and. with ending ‘of
Estimates for This Week
school.
‘sessions,: “the downtown
“Atlantis”
(M-G).
and
“Se-.
(90¢)—
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; $1.25- |.
cret Partner’ (M-G) new combo: houses are getting plenty. of juve
$1.50)—"Pleasure
Of His Comtrade,
Many
of the youngsters are
brings these ugually sub-run ‘drive-.
ny” (Par) (2d wi. Fancy $14,000.
ins. and outlying hardtops into. visiting .a real film house for. the
ust ween, $20,000.
first time, their only previous “eXfirst-run
deal.
Fair
at
about:
$15;Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1. 50)—
perience at. witnessing film: fare
Cincinnati, June 6.
“League of. Gentlemen* ' (May) (4th 000. Last week, sub-runs.
“Return To Peyton Place”. (20th)
having -‘been. drive-ins. and’ old pix
Robust preem of. “Return to wk).. Nice $1,400 after $1, 600 in Pion, Granada (Fox. ‘Miawestand “Circle Of -Deception” (20th)
on tele. “Absent-Minded Profesor”.
(2,
043;
1,2175:
“$1-$1
.25)—.
Peyton
Place”
at
Keith’s
and
firm
third.
(24 wk). Fair $10, 50g in 8 days.
in fourth session: atthe Brown still
Fairish
outlook
for
other . newcomers
‘Hyde Park Art (Shor) (600;
Last week, $15,000
to Peyten Place”
Last week, ig“ Show”. insockeroo,
scond “Return
Warfield (Loew) 22,456; $1.25- shape for a heavy advance in film :$1.25)—"Up the Creek” (Indie) (2d. $8,500.
at. United. Artists looks
$1.50)—“‘Cimarron” (M-G) (2d wk). ‘trade here this round. . Looming bees9 ONY $1,100. Last week, (20th), -$6,000.
good.
“Mein
Kampf
shapes. okay,
: Isis, Vista ‘(Fox - “Midwest-NT)
Slow $7,000 after $10,000 in first. better than par are “Raisin ‘in $1,40
709 90c)—"David ‘and Go- insecond at theO
‘Keith's (Shor) (1 500; 90-$1 23)——- (1.360; 700;
Paramount
(Par) (2,646; $1.25- Sun” at Grand and “Goliath and
. Estimates. for. wigsWeek ;
AA) and “Serengeti Shall].
$1.501—“Mad Dog Coll”. (Col) and Dragon”: at Twin Drive-In’s west “Return to: Peyton Place” (20th).
“Underworld
U.S.A.” (Col. Dull side, Ozoner’s other side looks Big $10,000. Last sce “Young Not Die” (AA). Fair: $4,500. Last |; ‘Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,1005: a
| .week, sub-runs. ae
:b75-$1.25) —- “Absent-Minded. Pro-.
$9,000 or less. Last week, “Cry fairish for “Hitler’s Executioners.” Savages” (UA), $4,5
-Hesor’ (BV) (4th ‘wk),-Strong: $12.2" “One-Eyed
Jacks”
.Palace (RKO) (2,Vis $1-$1.25)— .
For Happy” !Col) and “Five Golden Thirdweeker
000 after third week’s $13,000.
retains.
winning
form
and
long“Big
Show”.
(20th).
.
Mild.
$7,000.
Hours” (Col), $12,000. —
St. Francis (Par) «1 400; $1.00- runs “Gone With Wind” and “Ex- Last week, “Vera Grin (UA). and
- Kentucky -.(Switow). (900: 75-61)oe
J “Apache” (UA). (reissues), $5,500
$1.50)
— “One-Eyed
Jacks”
(Par) odus” continue okay.
—“Secret Ways” (U). ‘Good $6,000.
Estimates for This Week
+] at. $1-$1.10 seale;
‘Last ‘week, “All. Hands* on Deck
(3d wk'. Big $15,000 or close. Last}.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; $1-$1.50)—|
Twin Drive-In (Shor) (800 cars’
week. $18.000.
;
each’ side;. 90c)—West: - eat |
Denver, June 6.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,151; “One-Eyed Jacks” | (Par) (3d wh).
“Mary Anderson (People’s (000; ©
Bright
$8,500.
Last
week,
$10,200.
and
Dragon” (Indie) and
“Some ° new product will make'| 75-$1)—""Young.
y
$1.25-$1.50) — “Young
Savages”
Savages’: (UA) (2d.
Capitol
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,400; - Pint’. (Indie). ‘Good $9,000. Last things ‘look on at the boxoffice this.
(UA) and “Matter Of Morals” (UA)
wk). Fair $3,500, and slight upbeat: .
With
Wind”
week, .“Hippodrome” ™ (Cont) and round. “Pleasure of His Company”. over. first week's $3, 000...
(2d wk). Oxay $7,500. Last. week, $1-$1.50) — “Gone
(M-G) (reissue) (7th wk), Okay $8,- “Tiger . Bay" - (Cont), $6,000. East: shapes -big: at Centre while. “Ate:
$9.000.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 60-$1-—"Mein _
“Hitler’s
‘Executioners”
(Indie) lantis”. is rated nice in first week.
Stagedoor (A-R) (440: $1.25-$1.50) 000. Last week, same.
Esquire Art (Shor) (500; $1.25)—: ‘and “It Takes.a Thief” (Inde), Fair at Orpheum.. “Fxodus” .still is Kampf” (Col) (2d wk). Okay. $6,000, 7
—"Saturday Nighi, Sunday Morn-}
first ‘week's. $5,000.
ing” ‘Cont) ‘2d wk). Big $7,000 or “Big. Deal” (Indie). ‘Fair $1,200. $5,000... Last week, ‘Atlas ” (Indie) sturdy in second frame at. Denham | *pping
Last week, “General Della. Ro ‘and’ 1
of. Desire”. (Indie), while “Absent-Minded Professor” |. _ Rialto .(Fourth-Avenue) (1,100A
clase. Last week, $8.500. —
$5,200
looks good in fourth at the Den- $1.25-$2.20)—“This Is. Cinerama” ©
Vogue
(S. -F. Theatres) (364; vere” (Cont), $1,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,300; $1-$1. 25)— |. Valley: . (Wiettie) m6 |200; $1 50- ver, “Young Sayages” is rated (Cinerama) (8th. WE), .Oke 96,500."
$1.50)—“Breathless”
(FAW)
(4th
7 Last -week; $7,000.-:
wk). Fast $3.000. Last week, $4,000. “Raisin In Sun” (Col). Oke $7,500: $2. 50)—-“Exadus”” (UAY (11th wk). okay in second at: Paramount...
. Estimates for This Week
Alexandria
(United California) Last week, “Mein Kampf” (Col): Rairish $5,500..- Pickup on “last. |
: United Artists (Fourth: Avenue):
(m.o.) (2d wk), $5,700 at $1-$1.50. week's”. announcement
over. $5,-- Aladdin (Fox) (900; $1.25-$2)—| (3,000; 75-$1.25)—"Return to Pey-.
(1,610: $1.49-$3.50)—"‘Exedus” (UA)
000. in 10th week: “Fanny”: (WB), “Spartacus” Ww)
. “Wk).- Nice
(17 wk’. Okay $9,500. Last week, seale.
Guild (Vance) (300; $1.25) — due June 30 on popscale,.:
$7,500: after: opening week’2s $8,000
$10,000.
7
(Continued: on page 10):

Two of them are “Pleasure of His
Company,” rated fancy in second
at Golden Gate, and “One-Eyed
Jacks,” big in third at the St.
Francis. ‘““Mad Dog Coll” is dull in
first at Paramount. “Exodus” still |
jis okay in 17th session at Alexandria. “Saturday Night, Sunday
Morning” continues big in second
week at Stagedoor.
,

Peyton’ Big$10,Om,Cincy: ‘Show’
Mild 76, ‘Sun’7146,Wind’ 86,7th

Pleasuré’ Hot$14,
000,
Denver; ‘Atlantis’ 106

66

a

;

ton Place” (20th) (2d: wk). Good
go

RIA, ateop Bs at Ps
‘Wind’Fast “WGK FAT ID Plus Stage Boff $165,000; ‘Savages’

, Paae
Heats OBB0

~ $7,000,Silence
eG Sth:Pleasure’Ofto2

Fine 286, 2d, Double’ Fast 166, 3d

. Detroit, June 6.
With: the exception of ‘three new-

{comers, two of them’ strong, first-.

Chicago,” ‘Jone. g, +—

|

‘With only one big newcomer
~|Tuns currently. are in ‘a holding
spell - ‘of--hot :
| situation—that. is holding |up with. and the belated. arrival of warmer
weather wilting trade, Broadway
weather -‘is:wilting” first-run. biz
Very: solid grosses. -.
shapes sluggish. Numerous hoid. generally. . this: ‘Week, with. new:
Film: _£TOSS. “estimates as. Tee ‘in Hehice,. ‘it looks’ like A great overs which
have been
overly. ‘comers little’. help..“Secret: Part-| - ‘ported herewith: fromthe vari-: | week:
extended and some recent arrivals
“ ners,” initialing. ‘at the -Esquire, | “Pleasure ‘of: His: Company”. is
-ous. key’ cities, are .net; “Le;
that failed to. hold: up as well as

Estimates ‘Are Net.

shapes .nice’ $7,000. Loop pair’ of:| “ without usual.’ tax, _Distrib-.. | wow in first. ‘Oliting at: the Grand
expected are hurting biz generally.
“Blast of Silence”: and- “Trouble In| “utors share on. net take, ‘when
Circus. “This Is Cinerama” returns : “Pleasure of His Company” and
Sky" rates fancy /$7,000.
for a-good first. week at Music Hall.
new
.stageshow (is heading
for
Brightest items are a- pair’ of. ~~- Playing:
hence
estimated.percentage,
figures are
net: the.
ine “Twinkle and:Shine”coupled with ‘socko $165,000 in: first week at the
longtermers — “Gone
With The]. ‘come. Le!
“Picnic” .are so-so reruns at “the Music-Hall, ‘and looks in.for a solid
Wind" heading for’a fancy: eighth |" .
“Madison.
engagement.
“Young .Savages”
“week at United “Artists, ané “Never| -. The. parenthetic admission.
‘Second
week.
of. “One - Eyed
-On Sunday” shaping torrid in’18th ‘prices, -however, as indicated, . | Jacks” at the Michigan is great. looks to dip. to solid $28,000 in sec‘include.
U.
Ss.
amusement
tax,“
ond. session: day-dating the Astor
— at: the Surf..
-|Also. in sécond, “Young: Savages”|

week,

“Parrish”

(WB)

and

stage-

show (4th wk), $139:000.
Rivoli (UAT? (1,545: $1 50-$2 50)

—"On
Double”
(Par)
(3d wk).
This session finishing tomorrow
(Fhurs.) is heading for fine $16,000
after

$22,000

for second.

Contin-

-

ues until
“Two Loves"
(M-G)
comes in later this month.
State (Loew) (1.900: $1.5)-$2 50)
—"“Gone

With

Wind”

issue! (7th wk).
ed

last

$23,000

night
or

(M-G)

(ré-

Sixth stanza end‘Tues!

near

after

wag? smash
$27.000

in

fifth week.
‘and arty Murray Hill.
Victoria (City Inv.)- (1.003; 50Jat the Palms shapes slick. “Return
. “White: Nights”* initial pie to
Lae “trated in two, sécond. weekers, with|
“Last Time I Saw Archie”
ito Peyton Place” at the Fox is fair- play at the new Carnegie Hall
(UA)
(2d wk’. This first holdover
‘.. “Pleasure of. His Company” ‘notch:
y goad.
Cinema, a. 300-seater, hit a good.
ing a gréat second lap at the Chi- |
" “Alamo”. looms: ofty ia. third $5,200 in: first’ week’ which was|round winding up Friday (9) looks
_.@ago and. “Young Savages’” looking|
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|
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=
|
for
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to
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(Continued on
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(Continued: ‘on page 10).
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June 2
opens
$23,000.
Fast St4.000. Last week,
Galdmian

-Geldman-

+1.200@:

Finn! cer, “Me inKampf,”

F

(Col. -3d “wk-. $9,000.
Midtown -‘Goldanan>

(1,000:

99-

Goldman:

+2.500:

99- °first-runs

Randalph

. {winding in fifth position:

Los ANGELES

from

To

Peyton

preview.

Place” itor

BE 500.
Stanley

SW:

the

week, !“Raisin

9.

outdoors.

Newcomers

at

Omaha

Protesser”

:

‘BV:

het at $6,000.

; Dundee

and third

week
is hot

session

of

8.000.

Great

$8.500.

$ st di

Goldt

ee

“Sun Lovers

of

ee

“Big

“Ab-

Eden”

99-$1.

«Indie’.

Last week, $5,200...

and

Dundee

(Cooper)

'Indie): (2d) ¢2.90)—"Spartacus”

1500;

‘Ur

Show”

).

Savapes

and cane

T-1.)

:

‘$1.55-

+500: 99-$1.80: '—"'Secret

spot. “Spartacus”

Ways”

Sunday

(U) and “Posse

_

50.5
500. Nifty -$9,000.

1

(__BOSTON

ing” (Cont) 3d wk). Wow $10,000. ing and“yet. not.in ‘the cellars. of © *

$2.25\—"Saturday

$8,000

__-or, near,

,

NEW
YORK.
Four - §Star’.
” w ATC). 1868; 90‘Continued from page.9) .
1 $1 50-= ‘Pepe -.'Colh 6th wk).
hit:
mght
being invitational preview. | Neat $6, 500:.. Last week.. $6.900..

Arts -Davis! +468; 90-$1.80).|

Fox

Wilshire .\F WG)

Opened) $1. 80-$3.50i—"Exodus’”

Monday ‘6. In. akead; “Breath: |who.

.

sonare

Th

L gy

less” (FAW?

Acordent

week.
Neary a &$ Nasty
AUST G8 eon
Beekman
teacy .
wk
i ad

R&BY

‘BLA

$8 eu0 or Clee

Second was $S.000.

:590;

ey) Aventura”

gy a5,

:

et

Shadow

is pump-

.

‘of “Cat” ‘and

Estimates for This: ‘Week:

Metropolitan (NET): (4.3875. 90-1 Continental Arf ‘Art.-.Fheatre
$1.25) —
“On Double . (Par) . {2d | Guild). (900: _$1-$1:25'—"Million-

wk).

Mild $11, 000. or near.

Last fairess” {20th) (3d wk, . Thin, $900

Peyton Place” (20th)

(925 ~ $1-$1.25). — _“Milionair ess”":

$16,000. —Last week,. (20th) - (3d wk). Poor's. 900: » * Last

$18,000.

~ “'"Lweek, .$3.300.

‘Paramount’ (NET) (2,357;- #o-| Hippodrome -[E'ast¢rn: Hipp) we
| $1.25) .—- “Big. Show". (20thy and |‘3; 700; $1-$1.25\—"Shadow. of Cat?’
“Canadians”.(20th).

Okay $12.000.. land: “Curse of

Last.

“Baby”

“week, | “Angel

| (AA)

Werewolf” --cU);

Okay: ‘$11, 000.- -Last w 2ek,fe ‘Absent= -

(1.990; and “Look in Any Window" TAAL, ‘minded: ‘Professor’: (BVi’oth: wk), 7
same.

(UA) 124th

.

"1 $5; 000 in:4 days. :.

7

Pilgrim (ATC) (1;900; 75-$1:95) | “Ohio “Loew? 12.200:. $1.25-$2:755
—"Exodtis?-(UA) 12th wk. So-so.. =
“ATamo” -(UA)
(rerun). - Sends !

Thin $6,500." Last «week,

(17th wk-6 davs), fair |$8,200.

Leicester Square Theatre CMA! ¢4 809 after: $5.300 for 16th full]

(ais:

combo,

From Stranger” (Indie) (24 wk), |holdover:”
is:~Palace’s ‘One-Eyed... Jacks” but it’s only. mild ‘in: second.

‘okay $3,200..

$1.50-$2)——“Raisin
in “Lat, Cal)
- A
i Slow. $5,200.. Las wee

I” ¢Zenithi.

"| Key Stands, ° a

589, '90-$ Re- |}ror

Knot” ..iCob)_ (reissue) - (4th wk). fF week; $14,000, way. under. hopes.” lin-5 days after. $1,700 ‘on full-week.
_ Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 90-$1.49)
Heights. Art (Art. Theatre Guild)

to combined]

and

(UA)

{urns house" to’.second-runs after “Cursé _ of “'Weréwolf.”.- “Two. |
try with a couple of. first’ runs. “Loves” :is' only. okay. for: Stillman:. :Last:’. week; “Never: Take ‘Candy. las ‘only. other fresh entrant. Top en

” East ©_ week,

Admiral, Chief, Skyview (Blank) | Slim $3.000.

daree hali aed modern theatre
ea stout S2ES500
Pie maves today
Fine
128) ta the Koyaity, legiter leased
i--"Cow
cs: iors-tern bw Metro, where pie
COMULES

=

Mayflower (ATCY (689; 90-$1.25) | INS UP: some okay biz. with the hor-

Night: and’ Sun-

IS
Ne

week at Metio showcase Lctore this |
ws remoacled

‘
‘Caf:
‘CurseOK

Last week, $1t, 500:

day Morning” (Cont) . (3d° wk). Big-._““Apartment”

wee

Comtizued from nate &
i Slaves” (UA), Fine $16.000.
—“Ren-lur
31-Gi 76th wke Final
wee
ee

fieictre

“

"Kenmore: (Indie). (700s $1250): =| toa many.. grosses -hére are ‘on
Started ” third. -week
(4) after big: $16,600. last “Saturday ‘Night, Sunday :Morn- ;the queasy ‘side, neither’ outstand-

—“Return. to
| 1 239- 1.000, 1,122, $1)—"Revolt of |. Warner. Beverly. ‘SW). mt 316; |(3d
wk). Loud

LONDON

me Camplete: Bozopice Reports:on
.

| Page 89-10)

or.|/

Show

Last

a

(20th). (m.o.) -(Holly-.|

-$10.700.
Chinese » (FWO a.
1.408): $2-$2.40)
“Hoodlum Priest” «UA+ (6th wk). | Orpheum ‘Tristates) (2.877; 715- —"King and [| ‘1Zothy (reissue)
Mild $4,000. Last week, $4,500.
gl1i—"Raisin In Sun” ‘Col’. Mild 14th wk). Dreary. ‘$6,000.“Last. week,
$10.000.
—
Hillstreet (Metropolitan). (2,752°
$1 &0--"Love and Frenchwoman”
“gate sCooper) --743: $11—"“Ab30) _—'“Absent-Minded Pro-:
(Kings 2d wks Nice $2200. Last sent-Minded. Professor” ‘ BV) 13d 90-$1
‘Hangman’s
«¢BV) ‘and
-eek, fessor’
Le
ette |
Y
weeh, $4.400,

483; 99- $5,500. ssa, eB

): is. winding

|.

P.

Viking -Sley' +1,000; 99-$1.80.— :$7,800.

R&B-Pathe!

Seattle. ve

(reissue)...

(2d_ wk):

—"“Neveron Sunday” -Lope) §‘28th ! from
Hell” 'U). Modest
$4,000.
wk. Okzy $4.000. Last week. $4.200. |
‘Last week, “Trapp Family” 120th),

World

“Cimarron” Qa), - Augeish. ‘Sa nore

‘Frisco, *looks°.mild. ‘in

| previous. weeks, ‘is taking nifith shapes mild in K.C,

av ges"

ian who “Or eum), up 10th.

wk, Neat $2,500 in four days. Last ;Boffo $6,000 after $6,500 bow..
“} wee
Music |‘Hall, ios} (720; “$1, 85- Omaha ‘Fristates). (2,066; °75-$1)
week, $6 600.

Trans-Lux

: WSeoret Ways”, (U;. “fair: in N.Y,

‘shapes ‘good in “Louisville. “BenHur”. (M-G) {s° light. in L.A: “!Alae.°
*mo”.. 'UA),- .Bood in:‘Boston, 4s, fine. _
in ‘Detroit.
ve

(1.468; $1-$2. 40)—" ‘Pleasure of His. Love’? tIndie) (2d wk). Slow $2,000.
Company”. ~ (Par) (2d wk.” |Fine Last: week, $2,850.
Gary (Sack) (1.277: $1.25-$1.80).
11,0
mo
$10,000. “Last week, $16,000.
)intJleve.2
Warner . -Hollywood - (Cirierama “Ea. Dolce Vita” (Astor). (7th. wk): S
Inc.) 41, 389: ‘$1.20-$2.65!—"‘Seven Holding -slick at . $11, 600. ‘Last.
|
aes * Glevalena; Jane. 6.Wonders ‘of. World”: ‘tCinérama) | week; $12,000...

;

‘687; |$1.55$2.20\—"This‘Cooper).
Is Cinerama”
‘Cine-

1483;

Holiday”

wic,

‘UA

close. Last week, $25, 300. .
Hollywood - ‘Paramount
(State)

Last|.sent-Minded Professor” is lofty. at
|State, “Revolt of Slaves” is rated

week, | ‘Cooper

BLES

= okay: in Balto, looks fast: in: Frigco;.

“oe

wood, . Loyola). . Fair -$13 500

; 483 9g $1.80) |rame! 116th wk). Slowing to $4,800.

udio -Goldberg)

—“Garden

Last

BOT

Three”

-of
at

:
LOU
.
;
fine for three houses.
a Gone
Stanton
aw) 1,483:
99-$1.80)— |
Estimates for This Week
With Wind”
«M-G) ‘treissue)
(6th wk

T

1298: 90-$1 50) “Young:

andj ira)’ og

In Sun” at Orpheum. are

jboth
modest.
Second
99-$1 g0)— i“Spartacus”. however,

°2.500:

*“Absent- Minded

(sth wk. Std
week. same.

Last)

. 62

a

Or UA) ireisaties’,wood;
Loyola ‘js finishing eighth... “Big. Show™ “Blast of: Silence”: (Uy 4s: fated.
213." 756;: (20th), doing much better than. in | brisk-in-Chi. “Black” Sunday”. ‘AD, om
as weather proves’ ideal iM ito olitan no (2.2

(20th ath wks Fair $7,006, with |“Secret’ Ways”

help

+UA),|- “Tiger Bay” (Cont) looms -hotsy

Place” ‘20th),. third a week ago, is: ‘Washington: “Breathless” (FAW),

months. at: this -house. .

$)600--"Raicin in Sun” -Colr id
Wk Hep $8.500 Lust week, $6,700. | Biz stays ‘soft at the downtown
€1 80)—-"Retuen

Savages”

“One-Eyed Jacks” (Par), second
‘\Jast frame, -is taking sixth money:.
“Saturday.
Night,- Sunday Morn_
page
from
ontinued
|
ing” iCont). is capturing ..‘seventh
766,. $1. 50)—"Picnic” (Col). and -“Caine
BOFE
1S’BOE
SP ARTACUS’
place,
the
highest
an import has.
‘
' Mutiny” (Col). treissues).. Soft been in _ Weekly .ratings.
in . many
OMAHA, PROF.’ BIG 9G:$14,000.
Last... week, Warren's, mont."
“Absent-Minded Professor” iBv)
' Omaha, June 6.. | Anartment setae, fimer Gan-.

99- 7

© Pare. Smash

ble”

De

On

ti.

Sremt

“Young.

Nice !—"Exedus” ‘CA: 113th «ki. Solid |week. ‘Current week makes: this |champ. last
stanza,
is” ‘copping *in --Chi.” “Love: and. Frenchwoman” :
' $9,000. Last: week, same. Was to! one. df--longest® ‘coin-getting runs, |fourth place.:“Return. ‘To Peyton i:Kings); nice ‘in_Philly.- is offo in. *

Fine Arts (FWC).(631;: $2-$2.40)

-house’ back:

to -rertins ‘with: fai

_ 185:000:after. $7 900.dn. 8.days Tast

(UAL (28th
Synday’®
—“Never-on
Last. week,.
“Atlantis |S
Palace iSinik: &. ‘Helper’ 2. 739s. at
$7,800. . Last : week, . $6,000.
Sharp
(M:G) and
“Missiles. From. Hell”. ereenee
;
‘‘One-Eyed Jacks”: :Par)’. oy
| Undie),
$7,500.
(Janus) |$7,300.
‘Mild $8,000...
Last week,$1. 20-. | wki.,

Las ‘wee
i $
Pantages (RK), :(1.513; $1.80- ‘Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1. 50-$3)~ $12,500.
“Absent - raced Dratessar ‘Dis- 10th wk'. ‘Ninth week ended Mon-|
day ‘5) upped to hep $6,000 after |$3. 50\—"Spartacus”..(U): (33d_ wk). “Exodus”. (U.A)° (24th wk).. ‘Good
_ ..
Less ds pet fo follow,
State (Loew. 13:700%.$1-1, 50\-— Ire
400.
su,
week,
“Last:
$8,500.
Tepid
|
and
“Rocco
round.
eight
in
$5,080
701.217,
London Pavilion UA+
$8,000: “East: week, $9, 000. ["Young Savages’: .UAY :2d :who
el ve “Magnificent ae SS" Brathers” Astor) opens June 28.
_
| Weak $8,000). Last week, $11.000, °°" =.
Ti wks Sturdy $8.500, “Mesits”
Embassy
‘Guild
Enterprises)
Stillman (Loew 12, 700; $150
(U4. preens June 2,
Metropole
CAA: LAID:

€2 20 —" Srartacus’

6:

-500;
$1 056.dise”

, Caeon. Leicester Square. -CMA?!

200. TST T3-—"Guns
Col

'Thurs.) is 0

0}

—~BUT. PEYTON’ HOT
‘Proyidence, _ June
Dia- _ First all-sunny” ‘weekend:
First most residents. saying: “have

‘ nice .$7:500 after $13,500 for first.

Tail $11.260,

rene’

90-$1:751—"Primitive Para- HEAT WILTS PROV. BIZ
sIndie (2d xk. ‘This neck
;
"
T

26h wk. _ ending tomorrow

[op
Fifth Ave.

Cinema

of Nava- -$1.25-$1.801— “Ashes

-4th wk, Boffo $28,000

;monds”

‘Janus!

R&B). (250;

2d

and

wk).

cr over and better than two preced- |frame ended Sunday 4) was good: will

travel,”

PpITTSBURGH

(Continued from, page 9).

nga Loves"

00..

(M-G),

-° Average”

Last week. “Mein Kampf”

ae
7G $4.000 or near. . Last week, $4.300. | 1Coly 3d:wk), “$6.800.
opyentre. (Fox) (1,
Les $1-$1. AS
|.
6.
had. “Pleasure of His:Com any’. (Par).P | “Return}
"CHICAGO
Last week;
.car. Big $14,000.

to Peyton Place” 20th) (3dwid;.['

and this’ brings .a

(Continued:froni page 9)-

ers of Congo” tTéitel) ‘and‘"Amaze aa,
definite drop in’ cinema biz. Majes- $7,600.
4 die si.2 Carnegie iT Carnegie} tie’s. second. week of “Return to | Denham - (Indie) . i900: $1.25- Hing Mr. Callaghan” (Teitel), $4,200. ea,
pt)
-$2)—"Violene
Summer" ‘Peyton Place” is ‘still the leader $2.50)—"“Exodus” -(UA) “(2d wky., I. ‘Oriental (Indié} -(3,400; '90-$1,80)' —)
avith. a hotsy total. State’s ‘“Atlan- Sturdy. $10,500. Last week, $11,- !__“Big Show’: (20th) "2d wk). Mild

Ing weeks. but could stay: longer: : 86.500.

at this gait.

~EAt

Cee
aeeeerie aren UA ode tFilms. “Around World) .13¢-final:
(Brvansien BLC:

$P S00 or clove.
>
°

ond wk.

i

Averagee

114,000. or close. Last week. $17,000. ee
tis”. looms’ mild. ‘Strand's third “500: Denver (Fox). (2, 432: $151. 2512+ -Roosevelt (B&K) 11-400; .90-$1.80): : .:
:'Thurs.) is heading for .a good round of “One-Eyed Jacks’. ‘shapes.
i$7 -000—after. $10,500 in -second. strong: ‘Albee’s “Big Show” is: fair. “Absent-Minded Professor’”: (BV) “Young
‘>
Savages". 'UA). (2d: wk).
’ Estimates: for This Week - 4th wk). Good $8, 000.. Last: W eek, Torrid $18.000. Last. week, $29;000.:
ui
1Guild)
|
——:}
4 State-Lake: (B&KY’: 12.400; 90‘Albee - (RKOI:. 12,2005: 65-90)— $14,000. .
Wk’ This

week

ending

tomorrow:

waitin Mahe Work Paty ad) FeRate” chimes, opens June, 10,
“Big: Show”.
the

wk.

eht

Fates

$21,000

Rother

June 1,

Rialto

rT

S15. vd,

in

to)

or

neak

second | wee k.

Knock”

20th:

alter

|a ‘Please Turn

Ov er” Col?

(6th- final

Don't ; wk:. Okay $5,000 looms after $6;000

WP): opens for

592; -70-$1:20)

fifth

week.. “Romanoff

jJuliet” 1C) opens June &.

—j% .Murray

Hill

‘'R&B)

(565;

and

Professor” ‘Esquire (Fox). (600; $0—"sav- tt$1.80)—“A bsent-Minded
}
:

(20th) and “Days of

Thrills: and: Laughter”

(20th). Fair

$ 6:000. Last aweek, “Curse of. Werewolf” 10)" and “Shadow -of Cat”

age. Eye” (T-L) and “Private: Prop- 1 poe:wean: ‘Si:00. to:
. oke. $9.000. -

»
if|. erty”

95- (U); $5,000.

(Indie).

Big

$4,000...

Last | Surf

(H&E. ‘Balaban)

(683°. $1 ‘50-

week, .“Carry: On Sergeant”. (Gov): : $1.80)—"Never On Sunday” (Lope)

(2d. wk), “$2,400.

°-.

V8th © wh)... Bangup.. $6,200. .Last. * a

Majestic: “(Swy 2 200; "5. $125)
“Can-Can”
20th! cm.o.h ‘Heading j $1.80\—"“Young Savages” tUA) (3d
Orpheum (RKO) | ‘Q, 690; - ‘$1-; week, $6,400.
for sturdy $6.500.
‘wk. Second, round, ended. yester- “Return to Peyton. Place” (20th)
Ritz M-G:
+430: 50-$1:75! —jday ‘Tues.). was okay $6,000. after:|12d wk). ‘Happy. $7; 500. First was|.$1.25)—“‘Atlantic” °(M-G) and.”“Se- |°°‘United. Artists (B&KY. it.700: ‘90-.
“Secret Partner” -M-Gt. Neat $4.-/$§9.000 for first..
$9,000. ; cret. Partner” «M-G). Nice $10,000. $1: 80)-—"'Goneé * With. Wind". (M-G) ..

BQ

Paris

(Pathe

Cinema)

1568; 90-:

‘State (Loew) (3;200; 65-90)-="“At-|

Studio One ' Indie) ‘554; 50-$1.20) |$1.80) —“Cheaters™ \Cont.) Opened lantis”” (M-G) -and “Gambler With
—"“101 Dalmatians”
Disney) :9th}|Sunday (4). In ahead, “Love and. Gun” (UA). Mild $7,000. Last week,

wk’. Wham $8.00.
Warner -WB) (1.785; 70- $1.15)—
“Sunrise
at Campobello”:
«WB).
Way below hopes at dull. $5.000.
“Stranger on Train” (WP) Weissue)
ooves in June 1,

Last week,

“Gone With .Wind’:| (reissue) 18th: wk). Fast $12,000 or:

(M-G) (reissue) . (Sth. wk), $5,500... near. Last week, $18,000...
Paramount | (Indie)- (2,100;:-.90- || “Woods. “(Essamiess) - 41,200;. 90- °°

Frenchwoman” AKings): (14th: wk-6 “Gone With Wind”. (M-G) reissue) $1.25)—"‘Young Savages” (UA): (2d | $1.80)—“Return To: Peyton: Place” ™
wk) and “Mad Dog Coll” ‘Col). 1420th)... (5th. wk). ‘Smash S14;060. or.
| (8d wk), $6.000.
| days). fair $5,100.
‘Strand. (National Realty) .(2,200; Okay $11,000. Last week, $12, 500°. i over. Last -week; $16,000
Plaza ‘Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)—
'Tewne (Indie) (600; $1-$1.45)—
World iTeitel): (606; °"90-$1.25)—.
|“Never On. Sunday”? (Lope) (34th 90-$1.25)-—-"“One-Eyed Jacks” (Par)
|wk). Fhe 33d round ended Monday: (3d wk). Healthy * $6,500.: Second “One-Eyed -Jacks” Par)’ (3d :wk): “Virgin: ‘Spring’: iJanvs) “4th wk).Good: #5,000.." Last week, $6.00." Fancy: $7,000.: ‘Last:
biweek; $7,500.
$
(5) was great $14,000 after $15,500 week, $8,000,
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PARRISH #& PARRISH |
WARNER BROS. ADVERTISING
FAIRCHILD
IN-DEPTH
@ _ CAMPAIGN

|

\AK

_USE THE

q i “ne
acesel ) -

Half a miition dollars °

)

\ewnenatarwits
e
|
j
'

Ny
é
:
:
,
S

|

nationalTV personal’
appearance tours, and
full page ads breaking.

in Life, Seventeen, —
‘Sunday Supplements,

Fan & Photo-magazines
willtell everyone

_

‘about the Warner Bros.-).

Fairchild Talent Search.)
Anyone can make

|

their own Screen Test_
at home with. the
‘amazing new, easy to’

4

rent Cinephonic: camera

¢

which captures both.

:

|

action and sound right.

,

<onthefilm.Aspecial

=i

Talent Search Trailer.
‘Is ready to go to work

'

for you familiarizing your,

- audience with this —
promotion. |

PARRISH stars TROY DONAHUE &
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
=
KARL MALDEN- DEAN JAGGER:
and Parrish’s three loves...
CONNIE STEVENS
DIANE McBAIN
SHARON HUGUENY
‘From the novel by MILDRED SAVAGE
music by MAX STEINER « written, produced

and directed by DELMER DAVES

“a

|

a

7
ee

‘ese ewes wits wi wvehikenVee,

From eye: stopping
- teasers iin every size

-you need them to

| eye-catching display ads,

‘Parrish really tells.

~

and sells its story. all the
way of a young intruder,

ii

in Connecticut's.

“Million Dollar Mile’
and histhree loves.

a8

USE THE USE THE
~- PARRISH| ~-PARRISH

RADIO- # SOUND:
ACTIVE i TRACK
CAMPAIGN | ALBUM

_

Troy Donahue,”

Connie Stevens,

Ww

2

Diane ‘McBain doing spot ae

.

“commentaries. on
“Advice to Girls,"

“S20 “Advice to Boys,"

“CTrouble with Women,”
_-.:

:“Favorite Type of.Man”. =
and many other:
#DJ. The young ‘stars.
orWarner Bros. alsotie

mm

into time, traffic,

pose weather announcements .

andstation breaks.

i

|
i

_

§

“the“hit. song” listings,

Do's everywhere. are
(| “'Spinning a lively!Parrish
-platterfrom,..
Warner Bros.: records:

Parrish. Each interview
~ $égment runs less
than: five minutes and is

The original hard-cover

— climaxed by scenes

-” from Parrish. In addition,

Climbing.faston:

use it with, your...
i
‘regularspots. to give you"-_
‘the most exciting
q

“conduct a live interview?
” "-with the stars of

; |
ia

magic thatlingersiong:

‘Get.your platter now: and =m

‘radio campaign. in years

|

nation-wide scale...

‘The Max-Steiner |
“score has an echoing!

after you've heardit.

Anybody who has a TV

-[ME.._showcan-personally’

~ Parrish are enchanting’
ainwaves and-eardrums: ~

|
§
Hi-

a

7 “Here's 'a fabulous first}
"from Warner Bros.

ZZ.

“The sweet soundsof:

| {juicyitems forthe focal’ Zona
_~

USE THE
‘PROVOCATIVE
PARRISH
BEST:

USE THE
PARRISH _
SPLIT:‘SCREEN

edition was a

six TV trailers have
|

§

‘Literary Guild Selection.

been prepared. Two

one-minute, three
.20-second and one’
“"10-second spot—with)
:& “open ends.”

Pocket Books has

:
}
im
|

now released a Giant;
Cardinal edition—«
featuring Troy and
Connie in color..

this exciting material available to you
to sell the most exciting young stars in
America today! GET YOUR PARRISH
KIT! GET YOUR PARRISH PRESS BOOK!
CONTACT YOUR WARNER
»

.
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Days of Subtitled Foreign Films
For U.S. Market Nearlyel
Paris, June 6. +
The days of subtitled foreign pix
for U.S. market chances are about

over,

At least that is the opinion

of French

producer Paul Graetz.

He opines that no foreign flim ever

realy

broke

into

complete

and

vanietys Lonvon: ‘OFFICE

~ InsideSt hoe”
@ St. James's Street, Piccadilly

AN ACT APIECE.

El Cia’Exploiteer

Rome, May 30.
‘Unit of “Samuel: Bronston's| |
production company recently.
The rapid. ‘rise. to fame’ of: Manuel El. Cordobes: ‘(Manuel The ‘Cor. -

conipleted editing of a 26-min-

ute documentary ‘on-shooting:

| dovan). during the early phase of this year’s bullfight ‘season posed a.
|conflict with another matador by the same name. Latter inserted: a.-

of. the. battle sequences :of ‘|legal announcement. in. the : press ‘claiming:
-_priority based on patent .. ~- , Bronston’s Spain-shot ‘El Cid”.
number 58,185 for his use. of.the name. in the “registry for. intelectual
feature. This is ‘a 16m: blackproperty” and number .378,436 for its. use in the press, on radiv and" QL
.and-white film to be: delivered -} television. If one of the two toreros does not: drop the qualifying

* to’ territorial .distributors -of
7 Cordobes” soon, someone isgoing. to.
take: the bull, ‘by ‘the horas:and
Three Ballerinas Share De: Cuevas’ |- the: major production and to sue.

be used. for promotion pur_
- poses, including ‘showings beRecommendations on. ‘appeal for’ reduction: or. abolition. of ‘theatre wt.
fore
educational 'groups ‘and.
| Paris, June 6.
admission
taxes
in
“Japan
will
not’ be -disclosed’.until the fall when: ~~
.
| Late Marquis De Cuevas’ Inter-| local television, .. .
study is completed by Tax. Administration Investigation Commission. "°:.
national Ballet came back as of |. Also nearing the. completion
Problem
appears.
to:
‘be
how.
to
make
up the.reyenue that ‘would be’‘lost oe
‘gtage. is. a. .30-minute. documen-.: June 2 for a limited repertory inyby. such ‘@ move, —
cluding its new “Sleeping Beauty.” . tary in .16m.-on ‘the life: of the’
For its opening. at the Theatre | Spanish. legendary hero, inJapan's -film production reached. all-time.‘heh in.1960 ‘with ‘sal
itteas: os
tended. for ‘similar outlets as
Champs-Elysees, ‘Cuevas Co. had
|tures, 7 documentaries and .14 tv: films. which: were subsequently
three prima ballerinas each. doing “the warfare Picture.
released theatrically. Of total, color pictures. ‘reached record: high of
an act of “Beauty,” to wit, ‘Rosella |:
| 243; Action films numbered: 265: against ‘109. melodramas.. Breakdown.
Hightower,. Nina Vyroubova ‘and
by .studio: Shochiku, 76. (color’ 45); : Toho ‘51,: (color 18);: Takarazuka
‘Liane Dayde plus.split appearances
|51 (color 12); Toei, .104:(color 57); Toei’ #2, 70 (color: 17); -Nikkatsu, BONE,
of Serge Golovine and Nicolas:
” (Toho affil): 12 (color 9); Takyo- Eiga; 12; Daiel: 83.‘color 37); Shintoho, fot
Polejenko.
Preem
-:was in the
101 (color 40), Dokuritsu, 12 (color 4). Soe,
‘Sleeping Beauty’ .

regular U.S. depth. distrib.
He
thus ‘gauges his films and usually
immediately dubs his local pix,
which,
though
costly
and
not
yuaranteed overall U.S. distrib, can
still recoup their exorbitant dubbing costs, $15 90°-to $20,000, via.
U.S. video sales
At other times,
he makes a direc: Anglo version
along with.the French.
He is doing that now with “View. From The
Bridge.”
nature of a salute to De Cuevas,|
Graetz points out that Yank ma- delivered by Maurice Chevalier. .
jors are investing mare and more
Incidentally,
Horaeio. . Guerrico .
in foreign pix which are in many
has resigned as the company mancases just used in foreign: marts to ager and given: up all heritage |
fill out necessary distrib skeds and claims and. been paid: off |for his

Widmark.Sold
Oh
“USProducing
Px 0YSeasBritishFilmProducersGroupsSek

pad

out

falling

production.

He

investments

in

“Beauty.”

Te Break|)allockOverCo-Prod.

James |

thinks that foreign producers with

Slevin

the right savvy
and flair now
could begin to help give. U.S. dis-

Brisson office in’ N.Y. to act as
production supervisor for the sum-

is.on leave from the Fred

“London, June 6.
Richard Widmark, having wound
London}: Jane. 6.:
_|up his role in “Judgment at. Nu- |
° top. ‘brass of the British Fini
<
‘}remburg,” has arrived: in .Britain
7 AIBERALIZED’ GESTURE
7 Producers -Assn. and the: Federa-"
‘| to: discuss release of his indie pro-| *
‘|tion’ of: British Film: Makers will
added fillip of a frank and true
duction, “Secret. Ways”. (UW), to find » Non-Resident Accounts. Helped: meet here next Friday (9) in a’ bid.
art treatment.
.
—Move May- Be Omen
locations for -his next Heath pro-|tobreak’ the. deadlock. that “has
How to go about that?
Graetz
:.| duction, “The Tigers Roar;” and to.
_|arisen: on negotiations for Anglofecls it is simple.
Get an Ameri| take a. motoring . holiday with his |
-Fokyo, ‘May 30. | European: coproductions, following:
can director and writer, plus a
wife.: “Tigers” is: an. original idea |. Finance Ministry. has - approved ; the walkout of |
the. Federation’ of
Frenth writer for the local version,
‘by Jack Davies, -concerning the ef- ‘transfer ..of non-resident «accounts Film Unions.
_
and go ahead.
If it has’ a Yank]
fects .of: an. American air base on ‘from: one importer-distributor .‘to -A week earlier, faving’ ‘charged. ~
locale there is no problem for exthe inhabitants of a ‘small ‘Village. ‘another, retroactive to May. 1: This both- of... the :employers orgahizateriors can be made there. But on
in England,
is regarded as, another step toward tions with. bad faith in ‘having
a strictly economic level, he finds
|
failed to honor’an undertaking to
Widmark. ‘believes that ‘it is es- liberalization of the » foreign ex
interiors should be made on his
change.
.|
sential
to
make
‘films..on
location.
|
'
press. for increased: screen’ quota home
grounds.
Graetz had the
“Television ‘documentaries
Move: has little. practical valug,. if coproduction was. agreed, the ..
and
London; Jurie 6..
exteriors of ‘‘View”" made in BrookFFU
notified .the. BFPA .and the.
quick
travel.
have
opened.
up
the
however,
as,
such
transfers
are
neg|
A
new
offensive
for
the
promoIvn and then moved his interra| FBFM ‘that’ -it: was -‘withdrawing’ .
tional cast here. It came in exactly tion of British films in. overseas world to far too many. peorle in ligible.
cinema
audiences
for
them
to
be
‘from
all
the. negotiations. The two. °.; °°.
Also
approved
was
‘transfer:
of.
territories
starts
this
week
with
on sked, winding this week, with
two and half weeks in ‘N.Y. and participation in an international fooled by back ‘projection and stu-- non-resident: funds from a ‘non-film: associations ‘are hopeful. that a for-,. =”.
dio mock-ups,’ * he told “VarRIery. industry account to one within the mula may be. found that: will in-!
film
week
in
Beirut,
which
is
to
five and a half wecks in Paris.
“Maybe originally, Hollywood film- industry. But funds of such trans-. duce: the unions to. resume round- te
Another helpful factor was U:S. be. followed by British weeks. in. makers went all-over the world fer must receive special treatment. table talks.
dizector Sidney Lumet whose tele Warsaw and Cairo.
simply for kicks: .But now, I think, and would. not .fali. ‘under. normal |. The unions. in the Federation. ot "
Only
British
pieture
to
be.
and stage background led to speed
they've discovered that -you can't remittances could not ‘be used for.| Film Unions claimed. that the pro-..
and efficiency without Sacrificing screened at Beirut will be the Asso- beat: the. genuine locations.
. It’s location shooting. expenses.:
+ ducers..gave’.a. solemn promise’ to —
quality.
Graetz says intensive pre- ciated British comedy, “The Rebel,” not simply. . a ‘matter of saving
ttarring
Tony
Hancock.
The
same
In, ‘recent months, ‘accumulated ask the: Board of Trade to hike
rehearsal then had things running
money. In’.fact, very often the yen is being:
the
quota1969,
for if:
the.coproduiction:
year beginning
being ‘remitted
‘remitted regularly.
January,
was:
smoothly and quickly.
He reiter- film will also be one of: six pix reverse .is the case.”
But. Wid-.
ates that perhaps
some
foreign selected for showing at. the: War- mark: admits that. ‘there can be:
‘}imminent, and..staged. their: walk-:.
dubbed pix Iike the Brigitte Bardot saw film week, starting June 17.
out. after “the BFPA‘-had failed to--.
Other pix to be shown in War- ‘snags.
films. the Alec Guinness epics and
do so.: The. FFU. row. asserts that.
““T shot ‘Ways’ in Vienna because
fhe Italo dubbed beeicake costum-. saw are “Saturday Night and Sunfit. “would. have been. satisfied with.
the
‘story
is:
set
in
Vienna
and
day”
Morning”
Bryanston
‘Cont);
ers broke into fairly wide distrib
-| only.a token increase. of about 5% ~
(20th), “The Budapest, and I. knew -that the
in the U.S
But he insists they “Sons and Lovers”
‘in. the ‘first’ year, and ‘éven if ‘the.-.
Long and. Short and- Tall,” {Asso- backstreets of Vienna’ could. easily|
are the few exceptions.
‘bottom had :fallen’ out..of ‘the-C0900:
But shoot-1
ciated
British),
“Lady Killers” double :‘for. Budapest.
Two verstons were made simul‘production
markeft:-in that period,: ..
ing.
in’
Vienna
was
“sheer.
murder
{Rank) and “Kind Hearts and Corotaneousty on “View.” and. Graetz
tthe’ slack... could.” reasonably ‘have...
——
~——
ine
iene
"ee
.ee
7eS
and: I'd: never go there: agéin in
nets” (Rank). Matgregor Scott of—
alsa feels that a plus faetor is using
7 Mexico City, ‘May 40: {been taken. up: by: the: feature film wee
AB-Pathe and Richard -Odgers- ‘of ‘similar. circumstances.. I had. three|:
a rcal Italo actor in the role of the
- Salvador. ‘Amelio; exec’ who re- | industry domestically...” °
Rank Overseas will be ‘repping Americans and three ‘Britishers in
naturalized Italian docker who has
‘As: already ‘noted, the. ‘BOT on: a
my: unit.. but’ there's. little English! | vitalized: the Cimex’ operation, has
Hved auch of his Ife in the U.S. their respective cempanies, while. spoken in Vienna and we even had \ been. named. new. director of -Peli-. the récommendation
of the’ ‘Cine- ° |:
Graetz believes that the best box- Tony Hancock and: Richard Todd difficulty : in ‘finding. interpreters. culas Nacionalés, and is ¢harged matograph- Films::.Council,- “has ©
will.
be
emong
the
participating.
of fice is a #ood story and a good
agreed
-that
the
quota
shall: remain:
You
-can
“guess.
the:
problems
«of
‘with doing the same job for this
actor
‘That is vhyv he insisted that stars,
static at 30°C ‘for. the “year: begin- ‘
The Cairo film weck. ter. tatively 1communication... -I'd only shoot: in’: distributorship -handling. national ning next ‘January.
Vadlone rather than a known Yank
; Product. within the country.Board:
star play the lead in “Bridge.” He scheduled tor the early fall, will:a foreign ‘speaking country again. of. directors of. Cimex will meet.
-Though. there is ‘stalemate for:
thinks that the author's intentions be given ‘full ambassadorial. ‘sup- ‘fie I bie over a, full, unit to get.;soon to name a replacement ‘for the. time being: on: paper, .the pro-,
rere the main thing and-not fashion- port. It will be the first’ promotion | on With the Job."
ducers .are. hopeful |of an -early|
Amelio..
,
of
its
kind
for’
British
films.
in]
W
idmark
said.
he'd.
taken
up
pro-.
ing a role areund an already dediconclusion . of”.an * Anglo-French
Cairo, though in récent times there ,duction because. “acting’s: too eph- | Appointment |of “Amelio was: by: agreement, ‘and. that a-treaty with
cated) personality.
have been numerous. other. weeks | emeral-to be’a fulltime job, I. go {unanimous vote. He takes over for | Italy; .following” Iast -week’s. ses-.
Walier Reade’s. foreign film disin the city, ineluding ones spon- for -subjects ‘that. interest .cme. + Blas:‘Lapez Fandos,. who-bowed out|sion in Rome, is-on ‘the: cards totuih company, Continental, has in- cored
by America, Japan and You’re bound ‘to. make mistakes in. ‘to devote his time to private affairs.
vested
in the pice for: the U.S. Rusia...
jany business. It's best~to learn. There: are some. reports. that the- follow. What is..admittedly. dubi-+
ous, ‘however, isa pact with.Gertights.
Greetz is so bullish about
from them but -‘not worry about. | Peliculas ‘Nacionales setup: needed many,
though. _exploratory. . talks’.
the film that he his already inked
‘them. --I was with. 20th- Fox. for ' some: more activity..
Lumet ta direct his next: pic. “Epi-!
years... Imade some good ones and: | Amelio, who was “slated. to.fy.to. were continued. in Cannes.‘ Frey-..
will ‘be-resumed: during the Berlin ._
taph For an Enemy.” to roll next|}
{ made some bad. ones.. Sure, Fox
{the Santa Margarita Liguori. fest: in |Film Fest later in the’‘month:
ce
year—also to be made in two Ver :
‘made plenty of ‘mistakes With me,
Italy, cancelled the trip. and: was’
sions,

tribs and exhibs a lift with product }!mer.
that has the g'oss, movement and
feeling of Yank product with the

New Offensive
For British Pix

Opens This Wk.

5AmelioNamed
Peliculas Chief

|
|

Suain’5 Sanction
Sluffs Scripts|

| but Im a big: boy |now: and-I
like| eloseted with Federico Heuer, Film:
("°‘make my own mistakes.’ an
|Bank head, discussing ©the :-P.N:.
“I'm ‘only a ‘smalltimer in the | situation.
huddling’!
He. is‘.also
have cost twice as mueh if made in
jenna
business—just. on my. with ‘producers Pedro Galindo and|
the U.S. He savs he is for two verown—and it’ takes me about two Gregoria’ Wallerstein |to: map. out]:
Madrid: May 30.
sion films only when the subject
So I
years. to set. up: a project,
Three young wave directors, two ;imake films. for: other ‘people to reorganization: plans.. ~., .
ealls for it.
A certified public - accountant,
> Graety, a French producer “ ith | of whom have already. made. auspi-} make enough money. to’ make. -my Amelio: first entered. the _picture|.
“London, June. 6...
a US. passport. has made pix here, cious bows in the industry, will sit own films.
{ like to make ‘one a ‘business as an accountant. ‘for: Peliin Italy, Great Britain and now in it out on the sidelines. after ‘Rov-.| year. for ‘other ‘companies.
- OF ‘culas Mexicanas, and moved ‘up .to "Selection. of: Metro's -*Spinster” °
ernment
film
authorities
rejected
.
as:
the
official
U.S.. entry ‘at the .° _-.:
the U.S
He is a producer ready
course, ‘ta do: that you: have to assistant manager spot. About two
to travel when the subject calls scripts although plans for produc- i
! make sure you're in. a big grosser years ‘ago,.he was given. free hand.| Berlin: Film :.Fest.- has - ‘thrown: a |
for it. He is also convinced it is tion were in various stages Of ilike “The Alamo” (UA), because to. reorganize Cimex, which handles|wreneh into the company. ‘plans for.
the era of the international film. preparation.
lin Hollywood
-you're -judged. .b ‘product in the American and Euro~ the. takeover’: of. the Coliseum.
{Press and public .were alerted that
But yet exch should have one uniMarco
Ferrari, "Madrid- based.|what. your last vam tabs It’s. a. ean. _markets.then offers
{the Shirley - MeLaine-Jack Haw--:
fiing outleok
depending
on the Italian director who scored at. the. blockbuster? = Right,
Venice Film
Festival. fast_ year! for other jobs will ‘peur. in; but if |
-|kins -. Laurence’ Harvey starrer
subject.
with “El Cochecito,” was denied | it's a financial flop: then:a they. don't | Ex-Editor. Cast As _
would open: the light Coliseum.-as:

Graetz claims the cost ‘of “View”
was $1,000,000, and feels it would

British Govt. Distrib
Mulling Tokyo Rep

MetroMoves Wiind?Into
_ TendonColiseum Since
~ Spinster’ Goes to Fest:

permission to film his version.of
| Want to ‘know: we
Franz Kafka’s “The Chateau.” — |

|

An Ed. in Brit. Pie

a picture. house with |a gala.preem S

June 6.
“Condon; June 6..
‘Since “Spinster”. cannot now be.
Another banned was “La Boda” .
Arthur. Christiansen, former ‘ede! shown: publicly in. Europe prior: to”
‘The. Wedding). which promising
‘itor of the Daily: Express and now ‘the June. 23: festival, Metro.had
young Carlos Saura wanted to di-.
London, June 6.
editorial adviser .to ~ Associated hurriedly to scout around for a subSaura represented.
The British Commonwealth Film rect this year.
Sydney, May 30.
Corp., an industry-operated outfit Spain at the Cannes Film: ‘Festival
The 10th. Melbourne Film Festi- Television, started his: first role stitute. It. has come up with a-re-_
this
week, playing. &n |editor of a vival ‘of “Gore With: Wind.” *” :
mainly converned with the distri- last year with hiss. “Las Golfos:”
val is currently ‘underway with a
iM
|:. “Spirister” is now. the problem dae
‘Miguel, Picao, who planned -to- varied group of. product,. Sydney national newspaper..
hution of British pix in Japan, is
He..
was originally engaged as child. “Wind”: might. well run for’" toxing with the idea of again hav- make his dethut as director with | also will hold another. fest shortly,
ing a fulltime rep based’ in Tokyo. “Jimena”
‘(Chimene),: will. also With» about _.125-:pix listed for |?adviser on, “The Day ‘the: Eartn an . _ unpredictable. periad,. maybe. ..Caught Fire,” a.scifi feature with. ‘even up to the end of the-year, For sone sears past, Ralph S. have to wait until he can pr esent screening from 20 ‘countries.
Brombead, a diecter of the corpo- a screenplay authorities Will: ‘ap-| Current lineup in Melbourne in- ‘a Fleet Street ‘background. Sub-: when .“King of Kings”. is skedded _““Jimena” was to be a cludes “The Prize, ” “Madhamati;” sequently, he was invited: to ‘essay for the Coliseum. If it’s needed for.
ration, hes been acting: as liaison prove.
Ink,".
“Muddy- Waters,”: the role of the editor. He started. fairly early general release — and:
between British producers and Ja- modest-budgeted film story -about “Red
“People on Sunday, ” “The Young filming: at Shepperton. Studios yes- Associated British Cinemas. ig. curponese distrihutors, making peri- the maidenlwod.- to- womarihoad
odie visits to Tokyo. The last full- years of Spatn's medieval distaffer. One, “Lola “Montez” - ‘and. “Naza-. terday (Mon.}'and. has been made rently debating the pic — “SpinFest |will’ run. about. three. a probationer member ° of -British ster” may well have to settle for
figures prominently
in the vr in.’
time rep was Willism Moffatt, for- who
\the- smallish: Ritz .
Actors Equity.
:
‘| weeks,:
great legend of “El Cid.”
wer head of Pauie.

10thMelbourne.Fest:

eer te ee
"- (WARIGTY’S#!. LONDON. OFFIC
a
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'
International SoundTrack,
, More than"60% of "Tokyo :6Nations toTake Partin Berlm
% Triple-Fea
eature

Tokyo; “May. 30.

~ Film Fest; Claim Overall Quality

“heuses: “are. ‘running. triple-fea- |.
|
ture- ‘programs; .according to «|.
. ‘survey by. Tokyoto Kogyo Ku- ..|

° miai -(Tokyo. Exhibs’

Assn.)

-

Of Product MayTop Cannes Fest

" Jast. ‘May when: Tokyo: ‘theatres.

_Atbert’ (“Cubby”) ‘Brose has set’ up. a‘new ‘company, Warheld Pro: i numbered 564, with 380report: ai
“caseuens. to. make’ a lavish “‘Arabian-nights” .type of film’ which Wolt . to date...
Mankowits ‘is scripting. :Broccoli will.‘still. operate as director. and tf -Of those reporting, 232 were”
ot -executive producer with Warwick Films « . ..“The Spinster”. is skedded| . showing triple headers. 137 ran
to open:'the Metro takeover of. the: Loridon: Coliseum. on ‘Tuesday: ¢6) | - twin’ bills while only. 11 houses
:.

« “Picture Parade,’ the: BBC ‘program,. is ‘under fire from some

in|

7
trade as ‘being too critical. of the industry... ; ..Carol ‘Grey. co-stars, with |. Survey indicated ‘increase: of
_ pop: singer. Cliff Richard. in. Richard's musical pic, “The Young Ones.” |.:- triple- featuring in future: Now:
-. Kenneth Harper, who produces. is linkéd with.Lew.and Leslie Grade|Le such “multi-bookings.. are more. .
“programmed. single. features.

- Berlin. May $0
Forty-five nations will take part
in the fortncoming llth Berlin In‘ternational Film Fest June 23-July

Tock Tope Japanese

-

Majors. in Earnings :
i4 Of these. 20 willl come along
Tokyo, May 30.
rwith feature Alms
The overall
“and also. _Associated-British in ‘this ‘venture::.... Richard Patterson, who j "conspicuous ° An’ ‘small. ‘tow ns:
“Toel, with product basis in cos-' quality of entered
feature pix
fas just quit: Paramount-British; has: been named. chairman: of Séven| than. in.xeys.
- | tume actioners, claims the largest ;promises to be high, and if’s claimArts’ ‘European affairs in. succession to. Kenneth: ‘Hyman, whoa bevomes:
; revenue .of. Japan's six major com: jed possibly higher than at the revice-prexy: .
‘Niall McGinnis has: been added™ ‘to the. cast ‘of: Walt.
panies during Jatter ae
its: cent Cannes Fest.
. Disney’s' “The Pritice. ‘And The Pauper”... . Lady: Meiniice, who is the.
widow. of ‘Sir Archibald MeIndoe, -the. plastic surgeon, has..okayed a:
| fiscal annum ending Feb.
28 In'“a; Complete lineup of entries has
+ film: about. ‘her .husband's lifé titled “The. Maestre.”, She has. formed. Davis
P
lans
| report delivered by. prez Hiroshi 'not been revealed as yet But there
we Ohkawea, |
her own
a
fompany to launch, the ple.
Te
betes
aTo
Air
‘Vie
care atite a few pix which have
The topper declared earnings of:: already stirred considerable ad., | $19.500,000.” ‘an dineréase of 4.3% ‘vance attention here This goes for.
“Paris
‘over similar. period © of previous,the German film. “The Miracle of
Christiane. Rochefort: ‘corpleted her. first play “Sotdler’s ‘Wightimaré, "
year. Ohkowo claimed net profits: Malachias’; Bernhard Wieki's sec3 “+. Miss -Rochefort: wrote “Warrior's Rest”. which Roger Vadim will direct;:
“to be $3,490,000 and assured share-‘ond
feature film, “The Rridge.*
"with Brigitte Bardot.for producer: Francis:Come ..... Orson Welles. ‘wilt
"
Rolders
of. a 20% -dividend,
and
Switzerland’s
“Marriage
of
- play himself in Louis’ Malle’s: “Private: Life’:-witich. he ‘begins: cart |
Air, Mississippi.” a Friedrich Duer? next month also with: Brigitte Bardot ..; French. producer Paul. once
*“ has-inked” Sidney Lumet’ to diréct “Epitaph for An: Enemy” ‘for-in
London; June"ra
4 Kurt Hoffmnen. Geerans talented
and: intends to ‘start: early next" ‘season in: Norniandie.. Film’ concértis a
creator.
- Jove affair between’ ‘a French girl anda Yank GI. ‘right-after D-Day.’ Sriduistey and ‘political |attention
‘is. béing focussed on the third: cirAlso likely entries are Italy's
Graetz may run into: Dartyl: Zanuck down: ‘there who will be. making:
cuit in Britain, ‘For many. months;
“La
Notte” :Michelangeflo Antonj“Fhe ‘Longest. Day”: (20th)...
Andre Roussin: has used Diego. Fabbri's: there haye -béen ‘recurring reports|.
oni', Japan’s “The Bad Sleep Well”
play “The Liar” ‘as the. basis ‘of a new ‘play he- calls “The. Shrewdie.”.
“of the- inipending - demise’ of they
‘Akira
Kurosawa.
France'ss “Une
° Jt is due next, season with: Jacqueline Gauthier. . The. Polski Cannes. National :Circuit,.” which -‘would
|Femme Est Une Femnie’ “eJam Toe
“:prizewinrer. “Mother : Jeanne’ of: the Angels:”" which -aroused » Vatican.
leave only. the Rank and ABC the- .
|
Ferme
|
England’s
“No Love For
out: this week. at two.Arstun houses with, the: Siritzky Bros, dis-,
t‘fre;
ributing.
‘ aire chains...
Johnnie’
‘Ralph
Thaimnas:
and
Next “Tuesday” “(13y- John Davis. _
“Macbeth.” Brazil's “The End of

FrenchCinema
BizBelow Par
But Prod. Up

:| deputy chairman’ and. managing a1-.|-

“oRoiae

trector.of.the: Rank Organization, 1s

:Cangaceiros. " Argentina's “La Patate” and “Two Loves” «(M-G:

Paris. June 6.

- John Cassavetes ‘may: direct’ Sidney Poitler-‘in: “pie Iron Man” for: hosting: an ‘all-industry dinner. att
Lineup of imvoertant
frame
Par amount-Galatea (Rome>. first pic in ‘new pact to link Par and. ‘the ‘the Dorchester because he believes- - Though filmgoing {6 still way beGalatea: outfit. in Rome; inked here. on: recent visit.-by. studio chieftain: the time has:come for. views on low par .-here, film production 1s: ‘events includes two retrospec fines,
still
onthe
upbeat.
This,
despite
;the
distribution
of
Selnick
Laurels,
‘Jack Karp.
‘Poitier a -hot property: here. after. his. Cannes appear-°the’. National. ‘Circuit to be fully...

he’s. also ‘being paged. for ‘and frankly aired. In ‘his letter of an alinost alarming backlog of un- | With their founder David QO) Sets.
“.an-Othello role. in an Alfred. Jacob ‘Rome-based production. . . Kerima '‘Invitation, the Rank topper asserts: released pix. French seem to be:‘nick personally attending, two big
- has just finished a. key role in. Jean Negulesco’s. “Jessica” (Dear: Ari--:‘that some: of the comment_has heen. like Marshal Foch re the cinema, ,events at 25,009 seat Waldbuchne,
When surrounded they attack, .Furop?’s largest: amphitheatre, a
. anne), which-has Maurice Cheyalier. a
tinformed,. “but much. has not.”
‘Denied here that Steve Reeves had nervous breakdown; interrupting” The -question - ‘also. was: raised ° ‘Shere: are now 26 pix in produc- *‘festival revenue at the 12009 seat
tion compared to -the 20 of last: :Deutschlgndialle aml the tradi-. his. ‘current. ‘The Trojan War”: stint ‘in: Yugoslavia. ~
Reeves cabled | last week in. the. House. of Com- +
i year.‘tional film ball at Palais am Fis k~ -he’s on the. set‘in: Yugoslav location of “War” every: am., and.is going |‘mons .when: the Minister of State!
‘into Titants’. “Romulus and’ Remus"..come August’ or September’.
- 1indicated thatthe. Board: of Trade ! The old guard seems to be tn: ‘turm
“Two Enemies” unit comes: back to Rome from Israeli locations around: iprexy. would consider any. request ithe saddie again with conventional { At least 12 world stars and seyJune 1st : . . Sophia’ Loren in U‘S. for Ed Sullivan appearance,. then} by: the representative organizations |pix of historical opuses to the fore. ;eral dozens of top players fiom
anees- on ‘behalf of “Raisin in ‘the Sun”.

Teturns: hefé. for:“Madaine -Saris-Gene””. (Malenotti) and “Boccoaccio ‘in the industry to convene a con}However, newcomers with more un- |around
“70° (Concordia) . . “in “latter, she'll be directed by.:Vittorld DeSica," ference: to. discuss the .-establish- usual topics. are still holding forth |Several

the

glohe

names

are

Flanders";5 and *‘Music, Hall,”” with Danny. Kare.
a
,

wg

a

ae

“Mexico. City =

‘|meeting.
. The.: “ninister: commented
.

|there ‘was_a

:

Henri

Vernueil

that tale-.of “Lions

substantial..degree- of

Michele

ds making

Are

Morgan.

a love ;‘ Shirley

Loose.”

expected

already have beer

who guided ker to. her Fecent Ganries ‘triumph, “Two Women"...
..also! ment of a‘ thitd -circuit. though he: ‘and several Johnny-come-lately fil-, mentioned (such as
;field, Tony
CC urtis,
.. on the Loren: ‘agenda. are “Shocking.” opposite ‘David | Niven;Moll Ewould “not himself convene such, a ‘inakers are. now at work
MacLaine,

Jay:ne

Mans.

Jan-t
Les gh,
Chalten
Hes-

with; ton and Curd JuergersFilm

P:,9-

Brfaly. 4 ducers, the Assn of German
_ Ea Pitman, Harry Belafonte’s ‘representative,. ‘has offered servioes of:“competition: between: ‘the two-niajor jeux .and Jean-Claude
. singer for benefit: performances. this coming September with ‘coin: going :circuits, and ‘British ‘productioa_ ‘Claude ‘Autan{. Lara does Alexandre (tributars. Export-Union and

Daniele

Dar-

The Assn.

of German

Disthe

“Dumas
-. tov the’ Mexican :Rehabilitation. Institute .-¢.. ““Butterfield 8°” e- |had remained at the same level for;
“Cristo,”

“The
Cuunt = of ‘Monte | management
of the Berlin Fi'm
‘and Bernard Borderie is. Fest have agreed to set up a joint
“ehristened -“A Venus In. Mink,” .chalked: -up-: $21,801.28 .in. first some. time, despite the: decline. in.
-another Dumas, the much- -press department for the festiwal.
“week's run at the Roble. ‘Theatre, ry ‘record: for the house this year... .|the number of theatres, “He added iihaking
Termed an: “autumnal” actress by press, Jane Russell ‘nevertheless that’ plenty, of British: films were |‘filmed “The :Three Musketeers.’ “iperiod to coordinate the midtsto'd
__reeeived. deferential. treatment: from fourth state, ‘with more. ‘than: one ‘being produced ‘and were being {Other historical pix are “LL “Aigion, :: publicistic tasks. Dr Hans Borgelt,

Napoleon. H” and “La Fayette” Aithe
press)
noted comic strip gets filming via; Union, has

, ‘referring ‘to fact that “‘vintgae: wine’ improves. with -age.”- The “Broad: ; successfully’ shown.
shown.
way Holiday’ musical-:also got: good notices and_as for public, they; .
still. go.for the Russell. charms =:, ; Seems that talk: of making Jight!,

cinta

ErosFinsCis,

eaters in Duranga’by :a- Hollywodd. outfit ‘is-premature. Unions. here:
are exerting efforts ta. lure Hollywood: back: to. Mexico,. promising they
'. will be good boys,. without inflicting .-excessive overtime and: other .sur-}.
‘charges -of ‘past... But * only- “current.” bearing. -Hollywood .label is
“Geronimo” ‘with this ‘now. ‘shooting - interiors at. the. Churubusco}
'“Studios.. Union: leaders ‘elated by. fact that this:.one used’.119 Mex.
“. technicians to 16. Americans; ‘one of highest: totals.in history of Holly:
Wood: Production. south of border. .
an

ANICA Takeover ofEdCircuit
~ Gives ItalianFilmAssn, Control

tu

while Jean Deannay tur

-melodrama

in

“Le

| Vous... with Annie

Rend7-;

Girardot

Rorgelt has been the local film

and festival's

press

chief

since

1933

| Georges Sanders.
>The Berlin Fest itself is run by
Gangster staples are also plenti- Dr. Alfred Baner who's been hoidjful with Jean Gabin doing “The ;‘ing this assignment
since
the
Sucker Strikes Back” and Jean. event was started
,

UY Becker “One Named
Newcomers

La Rocea. ni

Ree

still get their chances ;

ane wea

ei

oe

a . London, June 6. -| with Serge: Komcr dving “W he!
Eros Filnis has’ gone into Hquid- Dares Acctuse Us." Michel Richard:

, ation, with.an estimated deficiency
‘|of more than $1,212,000..
At a
J+ meeting of creditors last week joint
-| liquidafors. were’ appointed .and
‘a committee’ of. inspection ‘was no| minated. .
-It'was stated, however: that films
| hela by the company. had considerable residual value, including in
some.. instances. world . distribution

OfTop’Cinemas; WouldHitMonopoly 2. "ies

ins

“The

Fourth

Sex.”

Jacques

“the ‘time: ‘brought .charges of il- valid for five years, during: which of the company, “but. resigned some
legal deals, .and even. became the time ECI cannot be resold. to. any- tine ago.
‘subject. of -parliamentary _— inter- foreign interest. ‘During. this time,
Togations.
‘At the time, ANICA} ANICA.. controls -all of: ECI's. ‘PFO |.
had:‘also charged -tnat its bid for|.
-..the circuit. had been turned: down; gi renee at tl
this.‘writing te LARRY.KENTRETIRING”
-- though higher. than.the one even- ‘if and how this new’situation: af-.|:
fects Yank companies in - Ttaly,|
a a tually, ‘accepted.
-.. “Now .all. seems- to. have. been 1 most of: them: linked:to ANICA via.
London, June 6...

~-AS20TH-FOX’ GB REP

on i

‘RUSS UNION GROUP ON
14-DAY LONDON VISIT

Gal-

lard | “The Straight Line” and Pier-

re Zimmer. "Give Me 10 Desperate
:Men:”.--

Fairly new film

people

London, May 34

are

_ Delegation

from

the

Cultura

‘Francois Truffaut. with his third , Workers’ Union of the USSR has
pic “Jim:

And

Jules”

and

JP.(2°**

on a 14-day

visit to Briton,

Mocky; with his third “Les Snobs." ,2 Teturn trip for a 1959 jaunt to
But

the

most

the. return

French

eagerly

awaited

of the two oldtime

filmakers

area_ ‘ Russia

made

noted ,, the British

Rene Clair with’

his ‘““All the Gold in the
Ameriean |—_ ‘companies: operating be recovered over: a- period .when- !and Jean Renoir with “The
Rome; ‘June 6:
‘obligations to the bank could. ‘bejUp. Corporal. ” Leeonide.
‘The ‘aniiounced. ‘takeover. of the here. ;
eat n-ECI Theatre- Circuit, ef-|°: ~ Takeover was effected by setting cleared, and. what. remained would|-after. a: silence of several
does -a- film on the Atom
fective June .1,;1961, already ‘has.]- up ‘a new .company,: SPE: Cr as re- be to the: benefit of creditors, Eros, founded some: years: back|“Men
aroused considerable. ‘interest here,|
Want to Live. ”
especially because of thie. lengthy|.sult. of talks between. ‘ANICA:: ‘and. by the Hyams Brothers,.was taken |
over. over two: years ago by Irving
controversies: which surrounded|.ACF (financially linked to ANICA).
Allen
.and.A.
R.
(Cubby;
Broccolt
. the fate of the onetime state-suo- on the one side; and ECI-on the
of Warwick.Film Productions, and
’- gidized circuit after its sudden and other. ..Each.: side - contributed ‘Michael Shipman, ‘the latter be‘hushed sale to a northern ‘banking. equally to financing ‘of. SPE.CI for:| coming managing director. Sam |
-a
total:
of
some
$160,000.
Deal:
is
‘group some months ago. Sale at
Eckman. Jr. was named chairman

cleared, at least. according: to early MPEA. °:
-reactions™ to. the’: new..deal here. |.

maragei
of Export
been named head of

this department.

Headed

by

8 delegation

Entertainment

by

Cultural

from

Unions,

Workers’

World" ‘Union President Kalinnikov, the
Pinned , Ruski delegation to U. K. included
Moguy,
{tv actor Victor Dobroyelsky, Kua
years,
; Pasheeyitch, of the Leningrad PhilBomb, ; harmonic Orchestra and George

Shepotinnik, chairman of the trade
union

committee

film studios.

of the

Moscow

They visited London,

|FRENCHFILM70 PLAY {Edinburgh and Glasgow where they
activities of British show
IN US. BEFORE FRANCE: _ studied
blz untons.
Stratford-upon-Avon,

Paris, June6
|
Probsbly for the first time, “an
important French film will open fn
ithe US. before it does in France
|-Fhis could be due to growing back.
{logs or. the holding out for better
‘exhib dates. Gilbert De Gold-!

Blackpoul,

Ist Ozoner forAussie
Tropics Opensin June

ischmidt’s ‘updated film version

Sydney.

May

30)

of| Far Northern Theatres, operating

ja Balzac tale, “The Girl With Gold- ,thi 9ugh the Aussie tropics (Cau ns,

“Lawrence. R. (Larry). Kent is re- Len. Eyes,” has been taken for the ;Thursday Island and New Guinea),
‘by Ed Kingsley, of Kingsley |will Gpen a drive-in next month at
‘|tiring this week and is planning to ‘U.S.
|

.. Purchase, says: sources close: ‘to|’
ras return’ to California on Thursda3 International, ‘with a definite No-; Port Moresby, the first ozones iti
":ANICA,’ gives the: Italo industry. ‘Shires
Resign
HCAPost (81. “He has been-in London for vember date at the Paris Theatre, |these tropics, with Billy Moloney
“Paris, June. ‘@. [the Jast. 17 years, acting. as. 20th- a. N.Y, arty house, next November. ‘in charge of operations Site actual" association control of.top first and |

second-run ‘houses. throughout. the].

Fox rep on the board of Gaumont-{ De Goldschmidt says he also hasjly is at Ward's Strip, known

country. Thus, it would have the | ” John. B. Spires, head of. MCA's: British.and Circuits. Management
ability to “bafanice”. ‘market trends. vidpic “distrib. setup in Europe |
‘Assn.; the:-company which. admin:. and “‘defend’”.the Italian‘ film, at: Great Britain and. the. Near East, | isters. all Rank exhibition interests.
the same ‘time. “combating” .mo«. has resigned from his. post ag. of |‘He also served on the Board of Fox!|
oo ‘Dopolistic tendencies. on the ‘Italo. June 3. | Theatres, in South Africa.
: scene. Also noted that-{it. will prove |
Spires has held it for two ‘years ‘20th-Fox sold ‘back its interest
° Valuable. in future “collaboration” and was formerly Continental mer in G-B to. the: company earlier this.
oe wwith.. foreign -—_ and” especially:
¥
year.
+
ager. for ‘Universal here.

to

the pic set for South American ,thousands of Gis during the last
openings next December and that it :World War. New drive-in will huld

will probably not get its Paris,;300 autos.

(France?
run until Jate In DecemHighlight of new ozoner will be
heber.
Film isa first by director/a cafe with a liquor: license. first
Gabriel Albicoceo and stars Marie of its kind in this territory. With
Laforet. It is about the comeup- }a limited rainfall yearly. the new
pance “of a

S.

ewwwens
ws se

femme

fatale.

‘gite is ideal for open air biz.
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Sereen Actors Guild F avors Kennedy’s| BostonFestivalLaureledFeatures”
Plan to End Star O Seas Tax Shelter |
"Boston, June. 6.
Four special conimendations, were sivanded at: Boston’ s ‘first Ine.
- ternational Film’ Féstival :in. Loeh. Drama Center at Harvard U;:
|. .4n Cambridge. The four were from 12 films shown. in: conipetition,’.

Hollywood. June 6. 4:
Screen Actors Guild is backing
Piesident Kennedy's’ recommenda- ‘
thon, contained
in his April 20
message to Congress, for repeal of

the “total tax exeniption now accorded to the earned income of
American citizens residing abroad,”
‘and has officially informed

‘Congress

tne US.

of iis position.

Simultaneously, the SAG, repping more than 15,000 actors and
haxing collective bargaining agreements with over 1 000 producers of
every
type of film, repeated its
oit-stated pitch for an “averaging”
of the tax burden on high-salaried
thesps, tu cover a period cf, years
rather than the few years in which.
meny
amass
their .greatest take
It asked Congress to consider |
“either an income averasing proVision or an earned income credit.

provisicn, or both.” *Runaway’ Angle

Support

of the Presidential

tax

“Macario,” -Mexico,. directed “by: Roberto Galvadon, ‘overall exe”

‘Kaye For -a Day’
This

Milwaukee, _ June 6,.
burg gets a Juncheon

cellence; “The Good ‘Soldier ‘Schweik,” - Germany, directed by
. Axel Von Ambasser, general “excellence ‘in -comedy: ‘The’ Sand: -” Castle,” Jerome -Hill, U. -S., commendation. for breaking .with’ from pagé 3 a__—|_ conventional: ‘story- techniques. ‘and presentation: “’The- pickpocket”

‘Ange? Vs.‘Gantry’
” —

Continued

‘press’
and = dinner (Varicly “\|-tunate, “since -a. handful of cay. France,. Robert. Bresson; commendation. for philosophic-statement. _
Four short features were. similarly: honored. The four. features’
Club: closeup of Danny Kaye". dates. have only been lukewarm...

“ ‘receiving recognition. out. of.19 screened: “Moment of Happiness,”.
filmmaker also- calls 4th U.S., for. excellence in’ basic. cinematic’ technique; “Language of.
“pr etentious”. to compare the two-| ‘Faces, ”-U.S., for courageous presentation of a contemporary: issue: -.-.
‘pix, again on: the plea of diverse| ““FajaLobbi, ” for excellence as an. ethnographic survey;: and. “Sea- ee
approach. Whereas “Gantry” ridic-. = ward, the Great. ‘Ships,”. for pictorial ‘excellence..
‘

next week ‘15. as part of the
kallyhoo for Paramount's "On:
The Double.” He'll appear ‘at™
Standard
Circuit’s
Riverside. :

| “Indie

where the film .opens.

ules ‘(a Ja the -book) religious re-|The ‘awards jury.-was made up.of riembers from: ‘the’faculties :
vivalism, “Angel”? plays it.straight,
“of Boston U., Boston College, and Massachusetts Institute’ of Tech- “ ae
only making the point that bigotry
nology. ‘The members: ‘Elliot: ‘Norton, Boston ‘Daily Record. drama: —

“Kaye For.A Day” was part
of the hovuking deal for the
comedy, having been. outlined
ky Par at the Variety Clubs
in
International
convention
Miami.

| is -evil woods’. position is that it
was not: for him to monkey with

aftyone’s faith.:

we

‘According

-|films rolled

ese be
ence being
reservation.

‘AllerShout-Down
Vs. Tax Shelters

critic and B. U.. prof; ‘Norman Holland, MALT... drama critic and _

.cinematologist;., ‘Robert: Steele, Boston. U.: cinematologist; .Gerald

Boston. U.,. prexy. Society. ‘of Cinematologists; Joseph Figuto the. producer, both | - “Boxon,
rito, Boston: ‘College, playwrient, ‘Lawrence Wyle, Harvard, drama
at the same time, un- | critic...
to.‘ each. other—inferhe might have had al?
or two about doing. it.

j}when he did ‘had he known

what.

{“Gantry” producer Richard: Brooks
;was up.to. But Woods implies he
?was bound ‘to make the film ultiimately, ‘having. nourishéd the idea

NUREMBERG LOCATION)Verne’& Bimbo;

FIELD DISPATCH FROM
By HALSEY ‘RAINES |

2500 Pronto Dates.

plan was made, accarding to a stat‘Nuremberg, June-6
for. 10 years after reading ‘the book,
ment filed by Gu.Id’s cirectorate
: Reversing the convention that}
“Jenny .Angel” by Elsie-Barber,
with Wilbur D. Mills, chairman of
Hollywood, June 6.
| location . scenes .for. a film: afe ’ Joe: Levine: eombo of: “Fabulous.
‘whieh was. -basis. for the pic.
HIlouse Ways and Means Cominittee,
Contending “no matter who the;i ‘Whatever. else it. accomplishes, customarily . ‘ghot _first. and stu-. World of Jules-Verne” plus “‘Bim-:
in order to bring beck to the U.S.
producer may be, motion pictures*
- Woods believes. “Angel”. is at least dio sequences afterwards, Stanley. bo. the Great,” which: Warners ‘is©
American motion picture produea «de abroad do not have an Ameri- notable for. the. screen bow of ac- Kramer’s :“Judgment
at. Nurem-. hgadling,.is: Set for 2;500- dates: over |
tion which has gone overseas becan flavor nor.do they contribute. :‘ tress-dancer Salome-.Jens. Current berg”- was .-completed in. -Cali-/t e next five: weeks, ...
cause of the present inconie tax
10 society as a whole; thaf the pur- on. Broadway in’ “The Fax -Coun- fornia: before the-final,- German||..
Saturation.“-release will’: follow". a
struc.ure.
Number , of > theatrical| pore of a motion picture. should’
films produeed in this country hes ; serve as am incentive to a better. try,” femme is tied’ to a five-picture | background:parts: of theaction launchings at Motorvue ozoner.and: ‘|
“Flight
of
the.
deal,
next.
to
‘be
were.
added...
‘| Capital: in -Salt Lake ‘City; Orphe-"
declined by “at least. 1€0." it Was:
‘way of lite.” Herbert T. Aller. biz !‘Danecin# Bear” which pokes ‘satiric |
asserted, and this shift to foreign;
A smal; _eompact - group “came: um, Wichita, and ‘Paramount Nash- .
International
Photogra-* fun at Russian bureauocracy. It’s to.
‘rep.
for
on
Ho
production by Amerjcan producer. 1 |piers of -Motion. Picture Industries, loll,
next winter: in Yugoslavia or. over with: Spencer Tracy: and ville,.
“has served iuaterially to curtai ! Local 659%, is: filing brief with Ways |
Richard, Widmark from Hollywood
i Sweden.. Then, .in June or July. of to. ‘Germany to ‘wind up. Kramer’s:
the easnings potential of the great z; & Means Committee. of House of |
"62; “Miss: Jens: goes. into “An Is-. veteran production manager, Clem
majority of tae Guild's member- i Representatives
in
Washington, *‘fand Affair,” to location in Samoa
ship.” It also has reduced employ- coincident
Beauchamp, has been with him: for.
with
his ‘appearance -

France Nuyen

and dealing ‘with ‘conflicting eul12 years, as has his. art director,
|—- Continued. from Page: 3. —
+8) before Committee.
oo
jtures, with Edward Dmytryk helm- | Rudy
Sterand: Both. :had -‘made
In nine-page brief. Aller. attacks: ing. In that one, -ta:somewhat conearlier . trips. to Germany ‘to. scan’ on.- Broadwa y—the ”studio, . “whieh,
alleged
“lax:
dodgers”
who
seek
;
tinue
the’
“Angel”
mantle,
‘actress.
Noting that such income tux ex-'
| the terrain. Kramer. -was preceded: was paid “handsomely |ighe’. says"
ito live and make pix abroad be- will portray a. missionary’s wife..
emption repeal for Americans re| by.. Al Horwitz, his: publicity. and. $50,000) ‘for ‘her: services, ‘counted
siding abroad would undoubtedly cause of tax shelters, from both i. Woods. said“he had to go to.Eng-: ‘advertising. . executive...
Coming. this ‘time- out: “of her. .seven-“year.
|
Sadtividwal
and.
€arporate
stand.
|
Jand
and.
producer
Sidney
Box
to’
a
have “some braking effect™ on. cur- ;
over also from Hollywood were}: contract: .
} points.
‘make the. co-financing deal. for
- She doesn’t. doubt. the: lezality: of: ”
rem trend trom domesiic to foreign
Ernest Laszlo,: director of photogs
Bear.”
U.S.
‘majors;
he
said,.
all
He discusses British ‘quota Taw.
production, statement declared
Ivan| Volkman,
Kramer’s . this maneuver, but believes anoth-:* '
raphy;
‘told him he. couldn't ‘make a come-.
-er arrangemént could. ‘have been
“The Screen Actors Guild has Jong | advantages 1 other. countries offer:
idy about Russia — meaning
it. first assistant director; Dick John- worked _out. which’. would “have:
tavored and will cantinue whole-! Americans who ‘make films abroad |
j wouldn't sell; hence: -his -domestic ‘son, assistant to Laszlo,. ‘and -Phil taken into account the. remunéra-""
jand
advocates
tax
changes
for.
heartedly to favor any proeedure,
Stern, who. is ‘doing special. photodistribution
is:
open’
‘to
dickers.
benefit of Hollywood|,
tax or otherwise, caleulated to fos- ! presumed
‘gtaphie features for the pieture..: | tion received -by ‘the studio for her -...
ter and encourage the production ;*motion picture industry.
.German. liaison’: - group. - Which. stage: ‘services. She also feels that
Specifically, he
names three
ot
motion
p.ctures
within
the! H
‘¢ame from. Munich’ to |work:: in ‘someoné ‘should -have considered oe
United States in contrast to the: points for consideration:
| Nuremburg included Hubert Karl, that ‘when’ she went. back to the..
production in foreign countries by|
(1)—That
total tax ‘exemption
the ‘German’ production manager, studio, . ‘she. had .prestige. and ex:..’
American interests of motion pic- accorded earned income of Ameri-:. —
‘Hannes. Lyn,. camera
operator, perience: which- could only. benefit. ”
Continued from ‘page 3 =.
‘the ‘studio. : tures intended primarily for U.S.! “cans residiug abroad be completely !
|
: public... However, says Ellis, Carter Ludwig Ostermayer;. assistant... op-‘Instead, she says, slie’Went back
exhibition.“
ter minated for those residing .in ;
erator, Lazi von Ronay, an as-.
‘
anid”
other
defendants.
entered
into.
It was also noted that major i economically advanced countries:
to:‘the studio. and. ‘her scale. of: sal‘sistant.
director,
Joe-Hembus,
Gerstudio production abroad has in- ; ¢2)—That ..this: exemption. ‘ar. | “fraudulent”. ‘scheme. ‘to. acquire j:man publicity representative,. and ary (now $450 a week) is. what it.
creased from a previous high of ‘earned income be limited to $20- “control themselves. Moe
| Karlheinz Vogelmann, :"still ‘ pho- -would have been two years. ago if
5‘; to a present average of 12‘c ,000 for those living in. less. devel-' | According” to . Ellis, Carter. in tographer, Pia ‘Arnold,. production she’ hadn't gone -to:. Broadway. ;.
: June,. 1959; sold Ellis 10,000. comand indie production has lofted ioped countries; and
‘wardrobe, | prop _and. While she is. getting‘ that $450, she
mon shares at $10 a: ‘share, when- ‘assistant;
‘understands: that the. studio Te.
from a previous high of 37‘
to} >
t3i—That exemption. of $20. 000:
was -$8:50.
Ellis ‘technical aids: also’ came along. ceived. something. in the. neighbor-lof earned income now. a¢corded |‘market price
63"¢
Frank
Winterstein
is ‘German: unitPersonal Service
'¢ilizens who stay out (but. don't! ‘claims these sharés—actually de-. manager in Berlin. Representing. hood of $20:000 for “Archie.”
‘ livered six months later after.CarThe mere repeal of the tax ex- ;reside) abroad for 17 out of. 18 |ter had _purchased 249.383 .shares United Artists on the operation :m | ‘Miss . Nuyen ‘doesn't: .give the
emption g:ven American
ciflizens;‘months also. .be completely -ter- in his own ‘name in New -York— Europe. was ‘Carl Scheffler from: impression | ‘of. :being, tempera| mental or difficult .in. taking about.
ws
residing abroad
isn't sufficient, minated for those living or travel- ‘carried a voice in control of -Re-. Frankfurt...
‘these matters; the. impr ession, .
however, according ..to the Guild; ing. in ‘economically “advanced |
le-] .From Munich, .an: addition to ‘rather, is that these .are the” day-=.
statement, which urged Congress. countries.
public's
operation.
Ellis.
says
d
‘the
German
unit.
personnel,
came’
Peetants: gained control of: Repubto-day. ‘problems which” 4TOSS a.
a
big
Mitchell:
BC
Camera,
dolly
to correct the “fundamental disLie: but ‘that he- found ‘himself exemmination,
under
current
law,
tracks, :& dozen amps. of assorted -girl’s, mind when. ‘she’s - worrying °
Dolores Hart's ‘seven-year: deal!‘cluded from any voice: in manage"
‘about paying: off.‘on her mink’ and
against income from: personal serv- !
‘sizes
and
a
wardrobe
van.
‘Plans
‘ment: :
‘
with Hal Wallis is exclusive.
ices generally, in comparison to;
called for ‘a. week of. hooting. in her J ag..
other classes of income as, for ex‘Berlin after .completion: of the7 - With the exception of the mink; a
ample, gains
from ‘jnvestment.”
scenes in ‘Nuremberg, but ‘all the in. fact,’ she has ‘made almost. all This “discrimination.” statement. —
j|
1} equipment rented in Munichi
‘is‘be-. ‘her -own. ‘clothés.:: She-: then. motes”.
‘candidly that..the ‘studio is-more *
pointed
out, particularly affects
| ing returned there. ~ .
the so-called “bunched income” of
Feature, shot from Abby. Mann’S| than. -happy ..‘when. photographers’: _
entertainers, athletes and other
original screenplay, comprises sev- or the press. comment on-how- well .specially-trained individuals whose
eral ‘‘firsts.”” It. represents Kram- ‘she. dresses,of ‘how snappy she. ©:
productive: carcers are necessarily | Cinerama is “going great. guns, Tcreduba ‘tor ‘unveiling at the _er’s first: production
activity -in looks buzzing around town in the. ..-‘Seattle exposition:
short-lived and highly remunera- as Nicholas Reisini. tells the story,
-Germany,. as: well as Tracy’s ‘first: Jag, but. still: ‘her- employer doesn’t. _
%.. Preliminary. ‘results are ‘en-: visit to that: country in. either a. budget ‘balance: .
tive for only a brief period of years. which. he does in the annual report |.
couraging. on development, of “a
‘Those, however, are “doimestic.
Canada, it was noted, has found an. tc stockholders.
The ‘ president- Cinerama ~panoramic. still- camera’ ,professional . or tourist ‘capacity;}_“problems peculiar .to.. Hollywood..
overall income averaging method
it: is the first. time an American.
‘Career-wise, she’s happy asa clam,
“notably workable and effective. + |chairman. of the “depth” produc- for amateurs...
pany hashas don
done. any pic =. ‘eagerly anticipating’ her-‘assocta-.
§. Three’ ‘million - : dollar Joan filmIm company’
The enactment of either an over- tion and exhibition. company sum-.
taken from ‘Prudential |Insurance. ure work: in. Nuremberg {109 miles tion. with McCarey..and Holden: on”
all income averaging method or an imarizes the progress made ‘since |
north
of.
Munich),
and’
.it~
“is.
the
‘and used ‘for the purchase.of the
“Deyil,”. The ~picture, “about a.
esrned income credit, or some cem- ilast October .when the yearly inStanley. Warner. Cinerama assets) initial. attempt’ to’ utilize the dra- ‘young. Chinese. girl. Who. thinks
bination of both, would afford a vestors meeting took place, like
jhas been ‘repaid in the amount ‘of .matic..: background of‘ the -1947, She's in’ love awwith: °‘an’ American’
“real and positive to those endowed this:
‘Nuremberg
trials
for’.
a
"fictional
. $1,807,448, and: loan. agreement. has
=f priest: in China. cirea 1949 (just be-.
w.th special talents and unique
1. Contract set with “Metro. ‘for.-: been revised. on more favorable ‘screen story. © .
ahilities to dedicate complete ef- coproduction of four pictures.
Tracy plans to. return. to.“the| fore: the... complete Communist
4terms.’
takeover). will, be ‘shot. entirely in -;*Jocts and services to their respec~
United
States.
by
ship
in
June
afReisini said ‘he:“sees. in all this
2. Now 42’ Cinerama theatres, an
‘London . with, . “perhaps; - some .ex1.e occupations and professions,”
increase of 13. and five more will Han ample. basis for pride ‘under ‘ter-a further bit of German. sight-:
SAG directorate in its statement!-open in June-July. There will be any circumstantes,” ‘thinks it: espe- seeing. Kramer, after finishing ac-: teriors -in:‘the ‘Wales ‘made famous |.
‘by 20th’s “Inn ‘of The: ‘Sixth, Hap; i
held.
:a worldwide tctal of |‘100 ready. cially rémarkable because: it- was tivities in. Berlin and spending a Biness.”
—
{aécomplishéd in .a period of: only week in :-Munich -‘working - on. the.
‘for the M- G pix.
‘scoring of the film. with .Ernest |: Following the’ ‘iaiweek shooting.
3. Mabile units of Cinerama- be eight months. .
Sked, she’s planning. to move ‘on.
Matt Plunkett at K.C.. .
-Cinerama ‘stock.on™ the Ameri- Gold (who did “Inherit the Wirid” ‘to! Paris for.a vacation... .Though: ‘gin to roll shortly in France.
:
Kansas City, June 6.
“can: Steck Exchange. so far. this. and. “On the Beach’. and won ‘the born and raised: in Mar séillés;- ‘she
Matt’ Phinkett Has returned hefe‘ 4. Cooper Theatre, Denyer, has’: ‘vear rose. from $4.6212- per sharé Academy. Award for > “Exodus")
doesn't know Paris. and. is looking:
to join the theatre management
;been opened as the first Super-i,
to. ‘a. high of $19.50. Closed last will proceed :to..London,’ before’ forward ‘to. the acquaintance. :
Haft
operating
three downtown j;Cinerama ‘exhibition unit. An en- hweek at $16 B72, Cinerama theatre. returning to New York. Widmark |
‘tire
wall
‘is
covered
by
“sereen,
first-run
theatres : for
Durwood:
irevenue .and film Fentals soared to has plans for: a ‘vacation in the”
four hours outside the Nureniberg
Theatres
Ine. Plunkett
formerly ‘from ceiling to floor, wall. to’ wall.;$6:552,106. in 1960, éompared- with south :.of-Europe...
Tracy’s . reception in: Germany. hotel: where he had: been booked,
was with RKO
for a number. of | 5. Agreement has been entered 1959"s| “$2,565.251:
New year
years, and had been manager of with. Boeing Airplane Co.-and the ‘brought a net profit. of $136. 375, ‘has .been ‘enthusiastic. Referred to: ‘the time of -his_ “arrival by. ‘auto
the Missouri
Theatre
for RKOj;|U.S. Dept. of Commerce for pro- compared with Ja: loss in 1959° ‘of frequently in the German press as- from. Frankfurt being ‘indefinite.
when the theatre was sold to Dur- duction and exhibition of -a sci-! $108, 672..
“der... Nestor. des amerikanischen ‘Widmark .has always been a popience-space , film at the Spacearium.
wood last fall.
Robin International,” which is |Films”. (which .might :‘be most ac- ‘lar figure..in. ‘Germany. Since’ he.
Since
then
the Missouri has ;Seattle World's Fair. “opening if lowned-by Reisini, and. which is in-} curately translated -as. ‘the dean ‘wasn’t required ‘for the. scenes: in
undergone extensiye refurbishing '1962..
|terlocked with -Cinerama. in vari- of: American film. stars’) he was Nuremberg, he made « quick stop
and has been renamed the Empire. | 6. Single lens. caniera -and pro- ous ways, ‘last -year exercised op- | mobbed by ‘Journalists and- public: down to the ‘Cannes Festival, .then
Durvuood also operates the Capri |jection system is in the" “research jtions on 100,000 shares in -Cinera-. on. his ‘air ‘arrival. ‘in... Frankfurt,: “Wert: on: ta Berlin to join.‘theunit"
and Roxy Theatres downtown.
dand develupinent
stage and is ima at $2.6212 per share.
while «a- huge ¢rowd ©“waited | for there.
ment of American

sig. ans
added.

and

other

technicians, mu- ' Thurs.
film workers, it:
H

| . Manny Elis

~ Cinerama $.CheeringProspect
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Yes, I'm

younger. -

and Iwantto

parry you...”

4

eo

My want you,
y
f

~ Glenn:..You'ra

4.wild=just

‘like me!”

se

2

“envy her,

Glenn. She’s

known youwwell,

I never did.

, Hee [ange TUesDaY WELD MitePETKiNS Ff
Ms
|
sings“Lonely
Man"to | ..."1 Slipped: ! Stumbled, | Fell” to

GP RAFER JOHNSON:- JOHN.IRELAND ‘Pau Duvve:CurroroOoets:
CO-STARRING

| “Tin MyWay'and Wild InThe Country'to

_Weiinesday, Jane7, 1961

PICTURES.

ized SitIns and Pikes

* Rlvays0’seasPosts

“AnotherBig]ileCons

; Hollywood, . June 6.:
‘Filmways :‘Ine. has opened central. offices in. London .and Rome
to: “coordinate ' ‘all foreign: operations and ‘activities, it. was .an- |
nounced. by. board chairman Martin
Ransohoff. ‘Richard .B.. Sage, over-|

Beset AB-PT onSegregation Issue
Four sit-ins stayed put orernight outside AB PT exec offices and were still on duty
at VARIETY deadline yesterday
(
$9,
iti
h
icket

;

patrolling W. 66th St. prekers

Four sit-ins, mixed ‘and in early
26's, took up positions in ‘executive
-Feception room of West 66th St.
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres. N.Y.. homeoffice Monday
(5, to protest Dixie film theatre
discriminations.
Outside ‘another
group—numbering 15 at one point,
and also white — picketed with
placards.
Protest indirectly touched off: a
“news suppression” charge at the
circuit from
eseisan.of NY,

vision Working Press\Assn.

Wald Checking Europe.
Hollywood, June 6.

_

Producer Jerry Wald
tour

‘minimum

of. Europe,

claim of suppression. ‘Exec reception area, he said, was simply toa
small to accommodate: newsreels
and other newsmen.:
Sit-ins, he
added, were asked if they wanted

hitting a

of six. countries.

in tv commercials, industrials, pro| grams. and features.

In England he'll meet Nunnally.
Johnson, now scripting “Mr. Hobbs
Takes A Vacation" and T.
Clarke,: who
has’ completed “the

Jack Karp Sees.

first draft ‘on D. H.--Lawrence’s
“Phe Lost: Girl.” In Ireland, “he
and

director

scout locations

Jack
for

Cardiff -will|
James

Joyce’s

“Ulysses,”

scheduled to start in |
1962:
There will also bet:

June,
hops to. Switzerland to see Norman

of N.Y.,|Krasna,
writing
based on bis own

alleging
that
cameramen = and
£cribes were prevented from interviewing the. sit-ins on the fourth
ficor. -Group’s freedom of information unit, headed by newsmen
Gabe Pressman of NBC and Tom
Costigan of CBS, assailed company’s action as a “contradiction of
your oum stated support of the
rinciples of a free press.” ABCry news. chief Jim Hagerty. was
still out of the country. and at
Variety deadline AB-PT prez Leonard Goldenson hadn‘t replied for
the chain.
A spokesman, however, denied

takes. off

June 20 for a 10-day. grand (¢business}

|

“High
Dive," |
story; Paris, to-|:
and a possible

Producers; Hassle. Over ‘Old Footage
¢
| ‘Windsor, Chi,Doomed

|.

Italo-Franco-GB.

ee

‘Chicago, June 6.

” Rome, Juné 6:

major censorship hass]

- ts currently centered. here’ aroun

Windsor Theatre, double-feature |‘ feature documentary:.pic, “Muse. .

house

on: the’ otherwise ‘arty Near

solini:: -Anatomy:. of:

a

Dictator.” _

| Northside, has shuttered butnot |Fitm was reportedly submitted to
because. of poor business. It’s to be |the censor by Documento Films-on

razed as part of a land clearance’ April’ 24, No ‘decision followed in _

-_} project for area Tedevelopment.

|cons subsequent meetings of the -

Owned in recent years by the censor group, though it’s said: ‘that. ot
H&E Balaban chain, house had a: ‘nine: other pix..were passed.
75-year -history that dates back].
to pre-turn-of-century. days when it |’ “Other ‘local sdurces suggest that ‘was an outlying situation for: legit: the delay ig ‘not because of censor=
plays that started in the ‘Loop: ' It ‘ship ‘Yeasons, but is ascribed to a
{had been rebuilt’twice, once as a controversy over who owns the :
result of. a fire, ‘and it became a rights to oldtime footage. used, .
picture house. in: 1914. It was also While producers. say ‘the.material
once a break-in. for. vaude acts. ° was found abroad, though it may.
‘\legallybe property .of the LUCE.
.[Institute, latter. is: said, to have-:

Co-Prod. Soon

see Raoul Levy,
_
Hollywood, Jurie 6.
deal on Marcel Proust’s “Remembrance
of Things- Past,” which {- ° Successful. conclusion. before the
Levy owns; .Rome, to see A. -E. end of the: year ‘of talks leading to:

Hotchener, “who is adapting -Hem- government - - Jevel . _coproduction
ingway’s “Adventures of A. Young agreement: among Britain, France

_|laid claim to’ it, “thus: “blocking” .

‘More US.Cities.
Show German Pix

Man”; Sweden, to see Ingrid Berg- |
man, ‘and then back te London to and Italy was predicted: here. by}
see Deborah Kerr, re lead in “The | Jack Karp, Paramount. studio head,
Lost Girl.”
jon ‘his return. from: a 10-day. visit

Urge Liquidation

Delayin Passing on+ Documentary Film Inks

| seas ' production, head, -will be. in’
harge.°
"piimways
:
has ‘been’ “tunetioning
in every country in the world during the past four years, operating

Tit

_.]further:-action. on the pic."

Still other observers here note:
that property .rights should ‘end
after. the legal 20 years,. leaving:

all pre-1941 celluloid: in- the public

domain area. Anyway,: protests |
‘|Documento, such ‘economic details”
Number ‘of *US.. ‘elties -where should not affect its censorship stae -:.
to Par. offices. in those countries.- ‘German. language. films are shown. tus. Once a. pic is: released;. other °
|. Chief: advantages: of such an in- on a regular basis. has increased problems. could be ‘solved, if©
“| ternational tieup: would be in pro- “considerably”. in the last year; LUCE’s claim is found to be. valid:
Munio Podhorzer, ‘prexy of Casino. . “Mussolini” is one of several pix.
{duction, according: ‘to: Karp, though Films, - reported in’ New York. last. currently being-readied for release
he pointed out distribution values. week.
in which the Fascist. era Is ree
would accrue in~ ‘elimination - of}: In Thany cities where previously: ‘depicted ‘or, as in ‘this case Tee

Of Roach Studios|

quota restraints. ‘ Initial import, ‘art houses might ‘show German membered via newsreel material,” .
language pixon rare occasions, ‘Galatea Films also recently” ane however, would: be ‘seen’ in. finan- there are now theatres, sometimes : nounced: as ready for release’ a
Scranton, Pa., June 6..
ts meet the press outside, - but| “Orderly . liquidation” of the cial ease. for. American production arties and sometimes neighborhood ; “Benito Mussolini” feature.
companies and this could. well ex-decline, “ut 4
h
Another recent. ‘controversy. cons
1414-acre Hal Roach: Studios in. pand avenues of.international pro- ; houses, .where_ this .non-subtitled’
‘Late
onday,
owever, news;
product is -being. shown on a once- ‘cerned RAI-TV's self-sensorship of
recommended: duction.
is
Cal.,
City,
| Culver
a-month ‘basis, or perhaps even: ‘a- Video: program depicting Fascist’
men finally were allowed up on }in
a 57-page report. filed in Fed-|
the fourth floor.)
eral Court here by attorney | Joy. Paramount already has active more often, according to Podhorzer. ‘era. called “Tempo. di- Musicéa-”:
_ Offictal statement by the circuit Julius Levy and John F. Murphy, participation for coproduction in | Exec, who. is also the U‘S.. rep After the first week, the show was
noted, for Franc¢o-London Films, left New. sharply abridged, and the ease Was
{France and. Italy, Karp
nected that all of Hs theatres “are trustees.
\pointing. te upcoming Martin Pall. ‘York for Paris Friday. (2) for talks: a Jongtime local headline maker.
end have always been ‘operated on
The report was “filed in. conriec-- project, ‘The Iron Men,” which. is
un zutonomous basis by local subwith F-L toppers, Later he'll goon|
sidiaries.
‘Their
executives
are ; tion with reorganization. under the being | made ‘:in- ‘connection with. to Berlin for: the annual ‘film fest:
Act of Hal Roach Italy’s Galates. ‘and. Paramount's
responsible citizens wha can be ex- Bankruptcy
(June 23-July 4), - also, visiting |
Marienne.
Co- ‘Munich; Hamburg, Vienna and ‘Tel:
zected to work within their res-; Studios,
of ‘Scranton Corp.
peetive localities for the welfare
‘|production ‘with: - ‘French Gaumont | Aviv, before: returning:to the: States |.
Continued. from page —! -~
The trustees. who note tiiey did. Co: on “Malefices”:. (“Bad Omen’) in: the middle of the summer,
of the community.’ ’ Handout added
is also underway. and announcethat the parent company “has its|not resume production of motion
| Agency: ‘prexy, and ‘Nat. Lefkowitz,
television
produc-. ment was made while he. was in
pressed to its theatre affiliates its |pietures
and
‘| WM ‘treasurer,: will represent the
peint of view that they should
tions discontinued in 1959 because London ‘that Paramount. British
‘Morris agency at the outing. “The:
proceed with desegregation as fast |“this enterprise was of “a highly company. will make Russell Fore-.
‘Morris family. has long. had a sume speculative
nature,”
state
the
basis
|}man’s
“novel,
as they: possibly can within the
“The Long Pig,” ‘in.
mer ‘home (Camp. Intermission)
Jimits of their responsibilities for of any effective plan of reorganiza- Fiji Isles: While he could not dis-|
‘at. Saranac ‘Lake and have been.
tion would have to be sale. 6f the‘ close -feeling. of Paramount, with |
the welfare of the particular comactive in’ hospital affairs. “Mother”. °
a
Boston,
June
6.
munity and theatre lecatcd there.” facilities to a “successful” produe- regard. to any -future production
‘Embassy's. Joe. ‘Levine, the: ‘Bos- Morris, as she was knot‘n to several - -.”
tion company.
that: could be involved in a.three-.
Right-Wing Leftists?
ton Barnum, is: grounded.. here -at ‘generations of patients, continued
They also recommend. continued way tieup “until further: study and Peter Bent Brigham hospital with. her: participation. in. hospital affairg.
t'nderstood the protesters were
the
executive.
apconsideration,”.
distribution of the film library and
members
of a young
Socialist
the until her.death a few years ago.
{appeared interested in longrange an. ailment. that’s’ puzzling
gvGup
Was alse noted their hand- “its eventual liquidation” and inThe Association between Morris _
values this. could have for entire ‘medicos, What. ‘was expected to be
~~
hills distributed at the scene listed stituting of litigation to recover‘
a
three-day.
stay
on
torn
leg.
ligaand: Will Rogers was pointed: up.
of Hal
Roach
Studios 'film industry.
humereus
supporting
organiza- assets
ment ‘necessitated tests which: will recently . in. an -editorial jn. the.
“which appear to have been dis-.
trons,
Near as could.be learned,
keep him hospital for.“at least. two Adirondack: Enterprise,. which: de sipated.”
.
none of the AB-PT brass ventured
weeks.
scribed the..Morrises ‘as friend of *
At the same time, Attorney Levy
to talk with the sit-ins.
He had planned. on checking out the Adirondacks, : and which ‘went
Not Gear was whether the sit- and Murphy, a banker,.asked for.
ofthe hospital ‘Saturday (3) and. into a: history of the relationship
ins were breaking any laws. Puzz-———
suggestions for a plan of reorganihad set arrahgements to. :bring’ ‘between the head of the bookingIgd AB PT spokesmen sgid it was zation from creditors and stock-|"
Sophia . Loren. in to: ‘his: Newton agency .and the cowboy camedian, .
for sure they weren't invited. but holders. Federal Judge John W..
Rogers, -having- ‘played.England: home Sunday. (4) for’ a.‘big. press:
were stumped as to whether tress-— Murphy, no -relation-to the bank-'|
“unsuccessfully in the early 1900s,
whoopup.
passing or other improbity was: er, set. July 15 as a deadline for
Chicago, Junie 6.
had’
steadfastly: ‘refused to return,
In the meantime, Life’ chad: a
invelved in the action.
South, City |Drive-In’ of. Philadel- | ,writer up for interviews with ‘the While holidaying on the Continent,
receipt of such plans.
There's evidence here and there
phia,
last
Friday
(2)
filed
a
suit
Rogers
was’ persuaded: by -Morris
Boston showman for. ai upcoming.
Also’ recommended. is liquida-.
that some theatre integration has tionof Rabeco TV Productions Inc., ‘for -$675,000 against eight: picture piece in-the weekly mag.: Business. .to rescue a failing musical comedy:
been accomplished south of Masondistributors
‘and
two
theatre
ownproduced
by:Charles Cochran, who .
subsidiary
‘of
Scranton
|
another
was being conducted from the hos-.
Dixon-.but obviously: taco slow for CCorp., hiah
3 also in
. reorganizane
ers
‘alleging
‘conspiracy.
and ‘pital suite by. teleplione -by the. was later. knighted. -Morris took:
which is
such as the N.¥. demonstrators. | ;;,
.
A.
| monopolistic practices through dis- producer as muchas. ‘possible, and the -view that -whereas “Rogers
Jn Lexington,
Ky.. three
downtion under the Bankruptcy Act.
-criminatory booking. oo
‘| Levine . staffswere =Alying in for} failed to register as a. nonentity,. -tewn theatres are skedded to in- L. The.
trusteesformer
blame chairman:
‘Alexander
he would: ‘be acclaimed as a -star..
Guterma,
of | ‘Suit; filed: by ‘Chi theatrical. at- conferences.:
teprate on a trial basis as of June
Arrangements
‘and subsequent The -resultant appearance. proved
the board of SC, now serving a torney Seymour Simon,. names the
21. ; following
eight
manths
of prison term for violating .Federal. following . as defendants: Warner cancellation -of the. Sophia Loren Morris right.. Rogers, so'elated with ..
by. ‘the fact that he became. a treme °
weeks ape twee Loe ile tee securities. laws, for much of .the’ Bros., United’ Artists,“ MGM, 20th, ‘press confab..was.. handled
financial plight of Hal Roach Stu- Columbia, ‘Paramount, ‘Buena Vis- George -‘Kraska,. Levine's. longtime |dous name. in Englard, refused to
lions integrated, apparently peace| accept money. for his engagements
.
dios and Rabco TV. “They cite nu- ta; American International, Stanley Boston press rep.
O15
CAGED
ee
fully. None of these theatres, how- le
Levine, a fast man with a crack, | and. this, “of: course, meant that”
merous
.“unrecorded”
bank -ac- Warner Corp. and Stanley. Warner
ever, are AB-PT operations.
reacted to. local ‘columnist putting | Morris lost. a.‘sizeable commission,
counts and “unauthorized” Idans ‘Management Corp.
‘running. into millions of dollars.-.
South. City, in. its complaint. ‘filed him into the: wrong hospital. Said -> A:sidelight: of this ‘story, as the
“Get -a correction in quick! | Counted in. the editorial, was the
‘Another cause contributing to in the ‘District Court of. Eastern Levine:
ve
already “Tost: “30. boxes of suggestion by, the late ‘Sime (Silvers
the failure of Hal Roach Studigs, Pennsylvania, cite some ‘dozen. in- candy!” .
man) Variety's: founder that Roe
according to the trustees, was a: stances in which they claim the.
gers: contribute: an- article to. a.
net operating loss of more than two .Warner corporations. pressured “
_ special: ‘William’ Morris’ number.
- $1.000.000, due to laek of produc- or. ‘entered into agreements. with,
| Rogers. would only do so: -with the’
RE-LIGHT.
cHI's
‘PALACE:
jne for a period of about ‘seven. the distributors. to: prevent norimal
proviso that he pay: for. what he.
onths preceding reorganization competition. between . South -City
‘will Grind With ‘This Is Cinerama’ wrote. -His article appeared in the.
Per whisperings. Oito P-eming- !. proceedings.
.|and the Warner-owned Broadway,|
|
issue
| of Oct. 27, 1926.
::
From June -28"
er has postponed “Bunny Lake is
However,
the report discloses. Savoia .and.‘Benn theatres. Plain-‘The . Morris family tradition “ot
Mrsing” to next spring. Producer rental income of $52,000 now ‘be- tiff’s suit maintains that the War-|
working
on.
behalf
‘of
the
Will:
Ro“Chicago, ‘June 6&
seve Lee Remick. who's to have
| ing received from: Metro-Goldwyn-. ner. companies | utilized their. cir‘Palace Theatre, dark. since Jan.: ‘|.gers Hospital. is’ being. continued.
femme lead, is expecting a child
| Mayer for lease of facilities aur-. cuit. buying power. to forse -the 19 of this. year, will’.re-open: on by. William Morris .Jr.. who: retired
and won't be available till then.
we
ing a 16-week period starting. last. distributors ‘‘to deviate from their ‘June 28 with the reissue of “This.
sqme years ago as: president. of the
Pic, for Columbia rckeese, Was to
April 24:
The trustees state no customary * distribution policies re- Is Cinerama” ‘on: grind. Pic ran 99. agency, and .who: now. lives. per.
have rolled next month. There'd
.
lating to outdoor theatres.in the weeks. on: hardticket’ at the same manently at.Cam: Intermission, ©
becn sveculation of setbacks due , Profit -is being made :on this ar
i rangement, but ‘it helps to cover Philadelphia ‘metropolitan
area”. theatre from: June, ‘53, and other
te script
snags,
but
reportedly
current cash needs” of Hal Roach ‘and preventing: simultaneous show- Cinerama films ran until. October,
{..°*
sercenplay is now set: aites whole-.
Studios.
ings .at the South City and the 59.
Life Beginsat12
House will follow with .the}.
sule cdectoring. by Dalton Trumbo.
“Ge,
Warner theatres.
According. to. the report,
other - previously-run
four. ‘Cine- |:
‘Houston, .June. 6
Delay of “Bunny” has prompted
Go.”
the
only
feature
in’
Johnny,
South City’s. complaint states: rama: pictures “at. prices competi-| - Karen Balkin, 12-year-old ‘local |Preminger to move up shooting on
“Advise and Consent” from mid- the active ‘film library of Hat. that. “by. reason of the illegal con- tive with ‘other Loop |‘first-runs”. ‘actress, has been. notified that.she.—
shortly ‘will’ be. duct’.of the defendants, : plaintiff (probably $1.80 top)..
Roach’ Studios,
‘|wil get the big role in:- William
7
November
to September.
United
|has suffered loss and ‘injury to its] Theatre closed for five ‘months'| Wyler's upcoming. film..of Lillian
Ariusts handles this onc. It’s be- made available to television.
Seven sound. stages are included business and property: since March -after the. last ‘Cinerama pic ‘and |Heliman’s ‘The . Children’s Hour.” jne cast now, and Premingcr goes
to Washington tomorrow
'Thurs.)
on the property, ‘established in: 27, 1958,.in an amount in éxcess opened in March, ’60 ‘with “Can: She’ had. :returried following a&
for talks with Allen Dours. who | 1919. by Hal Roach-Sr. and im- of $225,000." Gross suit amount of. Can,” .which. was- : followed - -by |screen test thinking: ‘ole given, to.
someone else...”
autho:ed the novel, and to scout |proved and expanded |six different ‘$675,000 is based on triple-damage “Alamo” in. October, both « hard: F
ticketera. Spas
Poh, _ She's. in: Hollywood now. |
a Provision of this typeof suit,
times.
lovations.

Rogers &Wm.Morris

TORN LIGAMENT. SLOWS:
LEVINE, BUT NOT MUCH|

Philly Driveln Charses
. Majors & Two Theatres
Fractured Antitrust

‘Bunny Lake’ Is Delayed;
Prem Moves Up Casting
Of ‘Advise and Consent’
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Wednesday, June G 1961
‘and Elke |‘Sommer the: ‘one’ who | over-possessiveness |
or -watehdog- ‘or's. remark, “How. ‘eruel - these”
| proves the biggest disappointment ding. Sher’s
direction has the Russian.: peasants” are,” after she’
‘in view of a publicity buildup.
‘proper tang and hop, for.the Most. | learns: Of the’ dog's drowning.

Film Reviews

Fraser, . Colin: ‘Gordon, part.

Ronald

Some .fine. performances distins |

1 Dawn: Beret, Scot Finch‘and Tom
Sands, blonde Jocks ‘and. all,.ere-. 'gutish this import: >Afanast Koche |”
Duggan all score on.various occa- _ates.an amiable (though iricredibly etkov, cast in a difficult role; wins'
_
SiOns,.
Judith.
‘Anderson,
as
one
of
innocent)
character, disp!ays he is sympathy as the mute. giant ‘who's
: Jewish, makes it elear he has acThe Ladies Man
cepted him but not forgiven. him. (those American: matriarchs who. a competent actor, Fabian is: a -bécome ‘a-victim of circumstances, _
syite those in the land who da-not
take
the
daughters
of
literary
sodecorative
addition for the auto- Nina’ Grebeshkova as the laun-.-..
cotton la his outrageous antics, the The trip takes them through enemy
cieties on tours of. Europe, sails graphed
photo legions. Pretty,’ dress gives a strong pathetie quale
fact remains that, at the moment, ; territory and miinefields till they through the film with a determined
sweet
and
feminine
Miss Michaels
Lewis is Hollywood's clown prince. are all killed except one when ‘dedication’ worthy: of: a better shows true potential. .-Andrews is -ity to her part while Yelena Pale-.
vitskaya is the epitome of. 4 femme:
Actually “Ladies Man”.is ak nd ‘the German truck is blown up by .| cause: But, ©overall, the .main outstanding,
Miss
.
‘Sterling.
pol- Czarist. aristocat. who: delights in...
of pcrlay of scraps
and idcas ap-: an Allied tank.
memory that this reviewér will re- ished and ‘spirited. . :Others who making .“her: subjects miserable. °
parently left over from Lewis’ Jast i Characters are familiar in the tain “of the performances in “Don’t |contribute most.
favorably are | They’re aided® by good support. .
two fi ms, “The Bellboy” and “Cin- ; tough but good hearted. sergeant, Bother To Knock” is that of John John’
McGiver,
Majel”: - Barrett; ‘provided by I... Bezyayev, among derfella.”
In its episadic nature, the mama’s boy, the benign Jew- ‘Laurie, who briefly :plays: a dour Shirley
O’Hara, Robert. Patton others. -.
it resembles the former.
In its ish fellow, the more bitter one and taxi-driver superbly. .
and Elisabeth’ Macrae, with ade-.
‘Direction of Anatoli Bobrovsky:
lavish productien and eye-appeal,
the enemy but “good German.”
. The color is good, the lensing of quate ‘support from. Phillip-Baird,
it takes after the latter.. And the’ Direction keeps this moving, but | Geoffrey Unsworth impeccable and Denny Miller and Susan Silo. ~: ‘and. Yevgeni--Teterin helps’ accent
cenfral character is kindof a comthe script and talk make them all. ‘the music and artwork okay. Todd, :
Capable..camera work by..Loyal | the .unpleasantness: of ‘the. times..
while. K. :Petrichenko’s’ camerabination ef the downtrodden “Fel-. fairly petty people. Only inter-|a fine ‘professional, will not be sat- Griggs, editing by. Terry Morse.’
.
captures: the
la” and the hapless “Bel)boy." The mittently does the war, plight and isfied. with this initialler. But. it's: and art ‘direction by . Roland. -An-: work ‘adequately
Blight plot, written by producer- action take on depth and meaning.. to be -hoped ‘that. he will: not: .be dérson: are incorporated. . Jimmie sombre atmosphere’ Surrounding ””
‘the manor and ‘its: people. -The. A.
director Lewis with the aid ol! .
Charles Aznavouris reserved and deterred and that. his next fling ‘Haskell’s
score
has . youthful.
Bill Richmond, concerns a girl-shy effective as the Jewish boy while ‘will: provide him with ‘meatier op-. -bounce and drive. ‘There are two Muravlyov score is‘ an asset while - ;
goof wuo becomes the hausebov in Hardy Kruger shows an adept tal-. . portunities.
{tunes in’ the teenage. pop. véin, at ‘other .technical ‘credits :are stand-a sort
Gf palatial
girlatorium.
has the least one of which,’ the title. ditty. ard. -Black-and-white’ print, hows
ent in limning the German. Tech-| ‘Picture, incidentally,
Primarily the plat is little mare
nieal credits are good and.this is: same title. as the Richard Widmark- by Hal .David and Burt. Bacharach . ‘ever, . was. ‘somewhat. Brainy |cat
_Gilb
than a limp excuse for @ series of an okay war pic with acceptable ‘Marilyn Monroe starrer which 20th- ‘(sung ‘by Sands) :has’. the ‘herky-. screening. caught. anxthing-goes slapstick sequences
chances abroad if well placed and, Fox réleased in. 1952. The _stories,
and sight gags punctuated by an
Rich.:
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah”) to he a
handled. Dubbing seemis called for. - of . .course, are different.
occasional song or dance, an oc-.
. hic, contender.’ - ‘One thing is sure _
.Mosk.
Continued

from

page. é

Jerky tempo and .frenetic lyric |
—————_—=—_—_——

casional

romantic

interlude and a

“Fox Globalates .

—it’'H! help sellthe picture.

Jethal dose of the star's homely:.
| Love In A Goldfish Bowl .
Continued from: ‘page $—
philosophy.
Lewis will try any- Don’ t Bather To Knock.
(PAN AVISION-COLOR).
a
thing for a laugh.
It’s:a_ hit-or| preem ‘jn San. Fr anciséo later. in.
F
miss proposition.
When
he hits,
Strieily. teenage. fare - that’ a7 Le Capitaine Fracasse.:
month: Darryl, Zanuck is back in
its a behy laugh.
But teo often
(Captain Fracasse) misses the : ‘mark .frequently,’ Richard Todd’s first indie pro‘France
getting ready to begin
he misses.
..but~ has ‘several..values that.
duction is a rather contrived,.
“Longest-. Day,” following
New SCOPE)
‘might attract the attention of
The cdd characteristic of this
self-conscious little joke about
“Paris: May. 30. :“4 York: éonfabs with’ ‘son. Dick, Jose.
young «people.
‘Long shet
picture, and of many of Lewis’ picthe love problems of.a young
.
7
s:
‘| Ferrer and: Ron ‘Alexander.
aiter - chance as a summer entry.
tures, is its close resemblance. to
Seottish travel agent: difficult
_ i URiGeR relents of Plazex
Metreey i!two have retired from ‘The. Chap- -.
the style of an animated cartoon.
to visualize any stampedes at
mento production. Stars' Jean *Marais; |:man: Report” as director and scrip-features Genevievs Grad, . Gerard Barray,
It can be found in the techniaue ae.
Hollywood, June .1.
b.o. for this one..
ter. Wyatt. ‘Cooper is new. seriptery :
oo
LT
9S
‘Louis.
De.
-Funes,
Arina-Maria
. .Ferrero,
Paramount release of Martin Jurowof absuid facial. exaggeration, the
. Richard
‘Shepherd .. production.
Stars. Daniele ‘Godet, - ‘Alain Saury. Directed: no director ‘set..
reetition, the insane body gyraPierre
Gaspard-Huit;
Screenplay,
London, May 30.
' Tommy . Sands, . ‘Fabian;. features
Jan . bY
?.Robson. and.McCarey are | “tn
Albert Vidalle, Gaspard-Huit from’ ‘novel
tions,
the incongruous: reltionWarner-Pathe . release
of ‘ac (Frank ;. Sterling, Toby: Michaels,
Edward Anby Theophile Gautier; camera (Eastman- London: on .their :projects: -ManRichard
Todd-Haileywood Besh ; drews. Directed. by Jack Sher.. Screenships of sight and sound, the trick ;; Godwin)
color), Marcei’ Grignon; editor, Louisette’ kKiewiez is. in Rome. shuttling .be-duction. Stars. Richard: Todd. June
orplay, Sheri. camera (Technicolor), . Loyal
etfects, the abundance. ‘and short ;; burn, Nicole Maurey, Judith. Anderson, Griggs; editor, Terry. Morse; art director, Hautecoeur, At: Normandie, Paris. Ruptween’ there and: Cairo ‘on-.“*Cleo.”
ning time, 105 MINS.
duration of scenes, the very fan- |Elke Sommer. Directed by Cyril .Frankel? Roland Anderson; - music, . Jimmie:
Screenplay, Denis Cannan, | Frederick. GotWald. skies: to London; ibis |‘first:
kell; sound, Frank McWhorter. Reviewed
De: Sigognac, sp deeee
Jean Marais
tas, of the think.
i
furt from Clifford Hanley’s. novel: camera, ‘at the studio, June. 1 61. Running: time, Isabelle
ssecdere
” Genevieve. Grad
stopover, ‘June’ 20.
a
;
Geoffrey
Unsworth;
editor,
Anne
V.
‘Vallombreuse
Pr
eencnwes
‘Gerard
Barray
|
.
|
Although he appears ‘to be ag-i Coateg;. music, Elisabeth Lutyens. At 88 MINS.

:Bube. +

(BRITISH-COLOR)

(FRENCH—COLOR—DYALI-_ -

ing beyond the sphere of the dim-|Plaza

Theatre,

London,

May

2,

Gordon Slide

’61;

PIN

a ct ceeenees ‘Tommy Sands

......ese00--.:-

Louis

De

Martin. Mamilis, “ah planned

Funes

-Guiseppi La. Barba sees eet wee: Fabian | Marquise .......... Anna-Mariq Ferrero
to produce. “Dooley. ” based on
.
Lewis gets by okay;i Running time, 68 MINS.
| Sophie’ rrenneshscedetre re Dani ele Godet
Sandra Slide .....cse.ek5.- Jan Ster
Dr. Tom. Dooley’s bio, in Thai-.
Bill
oc cece cee emcee ee Richard Todd
Blythe Holloway’ wldeees Pony Michaels
the rubber-fac ed, Lucille
...... pee enceene »-- Nicole Maurey Sen. Clyde Holloway . , Edward Andrews |
‘land, has suspended all. mares.
French costume’ “actioner .thixes
clumsy hero,
For? Ingrid ....-,.cc000 ‘ecese:. Elke Sommer ‘| Dr. .Frowley
| melodramatic. skullduggery’. ‘and |°..quntil ‘outcome of. political une .
surrounded by 31° " Stella Jiibeguseceotenentee June Thorburn Alice
...-este
ee
seees
John
Barrett
Guillo ... ccc eee een eaess
Rik Battaglia
.
Test in-country where Famous
a
Clara
Dumont.
wieecederes
Shirley
O'Hara
|
some okay sword. play.. It Has a
girls and an elaborate’ set, . the |Maggie ..cscccscvccsves Judith Anderson
_
a
ee
re
Dawn ‘Beret -Lieut.. J. G. Marchon |.-<e+- Robert Patton | good. ‘production. ‘dress ‘but’ lacks - doctor worked:.
exact likes of which has never| Harry -e
ceccecucceccas: Phillip Baird
Perry: ... - oe esercece:
:
Scott Finch ;| Gregory.
“Weinstein
©
didn’t
accompany
”
movement. and
‘Deen seen on the screen.
It is the’
!_ Osear Flegler coveessocs . . Denny. pilex the- sprightliness, .
ther ....,...0... Eleanor Summerfield‘yen
tee e nev eeowedes
Susa
Silo
oe
‘invention to. blend. the two. This |‘Henry. King ‘to France :on “Tender fet
accomplished handiwork of art di-. Father .......eee-5.John Le ‘Mesurier

witted juvenile,
this time as
rubber-legged,
glamour, he is

rectors Hal Pereira and Ross Bel-!

lah, a complex

three-story

Rolsom
AD.

mu! tic 1
Fred

........000..:

‘Colin Gordon! ‘Ja ckie * ee msceccvces toe. :Biisaheth

Macrae:

ascccccccccense- : _ Kenneth Fortescue.

makes it loom an okay local item: Is The: Night,” preferring. to-Tre-. :

main.at:his Bevhills cubicle. He is .
much’ exportation chances. ©
Here’Sa dark horse’ entry for the | sans
*
|| An impoverished nobleman takes one of prime constituents. and pro-*
Sterndale- Bennett . summer vacation ‘season, a picture
‘ducers in: Milburn, .N.J. and West-.
Michael Shepley.| for teenagers:that might just cause. -up with a. traveling acting troupe
hold. Ditto the $150,000 worth. of |Neiehbour ......... see Kynaston Reeves |: ‘a. few traffic jams. at the ozoners. in 17th. Century France. He falls! port. Playhouses, . latter: having .13-:John | Laurie.
frops and furnishings chipped in Taxi Driver .....-,..--‘Martin. : ‘Jurow-Richard
Shepherd. for ‘the. dngenue - ‘who. loves chim. [eek season, halt. ‘of -“Milburn. -He.
by set decorators Sam Comer and
-is-in contact with ‘both operations
Richard
Toda,
who
has
scored production does come close to cap- ‘but will not,.marry him: ‘Then she
James Payne,
teen-acity,: °61, than most. turns out to..be the half sister of: |almost daily, a rather difficult. unimany. suecesses in fairly. serious| turing
The giris co all right, but they-. screen roles, has now branched out of the: ‘condescending, ‘precocious
a villainous young:‘nobleman who. dertaking ‘were he:to.Bo ‘abroad’ at.
play second fiddle to the set, es-: ‘into production on his own ac- confections about youth in recent has courted and- kidnaped her, this time,
pecially an all-white room that’s icount, and not unnaturally ‘star- years. ‘Despite ‘shortcomings’ the ‘When she is saved-she.:can- marry |. Meanwhile, - prexy “Spyros P,
a classic. Game and valuable com- ;!ring himself in his first. effort. He Paramount release; if it spurs. dis- ‘her nobleman and™ ‘forgive’ her. ‘Skouras arrived from.Gotham last.
edy support
is contributed
by;‘has chosen a light, flippant ‘com-. cussion ‘among -the ‘self-conscious ‘chastened ‘half: brother.:
Thurs. (2). He has been’ in: day. andHelen Traubel, Kathleén. Freeman, iedy.
It .would be over-loyal to high ‘schoolers, could turn into ‘a |. Jean: ‘Marais has the dash for the night ‘conferences ‘with production
Doodles Weaver, Westbrook Van }|rate it as more than .a qualified summer boxoffice sleeper.
| hero and the: action’ sequences: are I and’ studio operation heads -Bob.
Voorhis
and guest stars Buddy'
: success. The film is amiable, harm-.|" Especially *‘helpful, from
an deft and ‘fast. But ‘there are. too |Goldstein: ‘and . ‘Pete. -Levathes:.-

- roomed,
creation

a

ewes eeeeeenes

sc aeeconceestrizingly-tinted $350.000
Spinster eeceees . ‘Joan
that iS sumething to be- - Colonel .........42.4...

- Ronald Fraser.
om

Duggan

|

|

Lester

and

George

Raft,

among ;‘less, but lacking in witty bite, with |
“adolescent | standpoint - ‘regarding.

others. Pat Stanley makes an aus-! situations mostly predictable. "Todd.
‘Marquees, are the naines Tommy.
Picious screen bow as Lewis’ heart-; emerges as the pleasant man he is.
‘Sands and .Fabian.'. Sands,. his

-hrob.
‘But there is nothing: about‘ his
Jockeying around that set re- | comedy ‘performance: ‘to. ‘suggest
quired
astute
photography
and ;that Jack Lemmon, David Niven or
sound, which it got from W. Wal-: Tony Randall need be unduly worlave Kelley and Charles Grenzbach, , Tied. The result is a slim. enterrespectively.
Edith Head’s ward-* ‘tainment that may do useful local
robe for the ladies is heavy on the’ trade but is unlikely..to create
pints and capris which, while au- -:much of a boxoffice. stir. internathentic for the Hollywood scene, is :, tionally.
lamentable, aesthetically speaking. }i
Several songs by Harry Warren. Main gimmick fs.that Todd’ has
‘surrounded: himself .with glamorand Jack Brocks please the ear:
but leave the memory.
Stanley pusses and has also provided audiJohnson's editing is geared to the‘-ences with brief, vicarious. glimpses
comedy tempo, but a number of ef Edinburgh: and some ContiBoth the
scenes should have been spliced nental pleasure spots.
out by Lewis for a tauter film. :‘gals and the. scenery are easy on
Walter Scha-f's score discerningly the eye though it is not difficult
to decide which | are the more.
punetuales the comedy. . Tube.

trésses

many slow courtly, asides,. and ‘the Seslies ‘are in’ preparation of two
|new. board ‘members ‘visit. to ‘sttidio.
concoction
only “Jells. _intermit+
;

tently. Technically. it.is.
5 finet rate. |this week for looksee and:what. not. .
- Mosk,

bleached a ‘Dobie. Gillis

shade ‘of bright,. shocking: yellow|
| qthe. question, ““why?’, ‘Pops . to
mind) is: the .central figure in the
;
‘Jack Sher. Screenplay about two | Artkino
‘young; parentally-neglected .gtu- ‘Features.

(RUSSIAN)

‘with

Thoreau-like

.inten-

tions,,. to ‘his. mother’s :home | in

;

release. of Mosfilm ‘Production. |
Afanasi’ Kochetkov; Nina ‘Gre-

Yelena
dents. (male. and female} who re- | beshkova,
Kmit. Directed .by

treat,

. Warner Junket

Nema

= Continued: ‘from Page. 3 —

Palevitskaya, "Leonid |
Anatoli Bobrovaky ‘and| national.

Yevgeni Teterin. Screenplay,
._K. -Khesgonsky, based
on ‘story by. I. Turgenev;

camera,.K. Petrichenko; music; -A., Muravlyov. At Cameo Théatre, N.Y.» “June

publicity” manager; Ernie’.
Grossmat;
exploitation-promotion: .:

manager; Bilt L. Hendricks, -direc-

Balboa. (while she’ s away) to in- |
nocently boné up on plane geom- 3,

‘tor of.public relations;. Max -Ber-‘leutt, studio, publicity director, anu~
etry: during . a-two-week vacation Tanya 2.00 es ence scce +ee+-N: Grebeshkova Zinn Arthur, exec assistant.to: “Fane.~
span. All ‘goes: well (his and her Lady of Manor: eee ease .-¥. Palevitskaya ny” producer- director. Josh. Logan,
bedrooms, etc.) until am amorous, Kapiton ty te enveaceesec syste . eyayey. will address. seshes.:
:
,
ee
-Ryzhoy
though. reasonably. normal and Gavrila.
Also: taking: part in talks:will be.
we ye Teterin
cléan-cut. sailor ‘(Fabian) makes a Stepan -:.:... vacances
‘c-2.L. Kmit Bilt ‘Latham, assistant. studio: pub'..... qeseneesaVe “Myasnikeva:
‘pitch for the -girl (Toby: Michae)s),. . -Lyubimovna
stu@ioHousekeeper rinse tertoberes A. Denisova.- ‘licity. manager; Bill: Rice,
‘leading into a wild party sequence . Ust
stinya- stereececens coew
ra Fyodorova
news director; -Carl“Schaefer, in-:, :*
interrupted by: the arrival.of the |.
-artifielalternational: advertising. ad ‘and. pub ~
Storyline has Todd: as an Edin- parents, who jump.to conclusions. - The unhappy ‘lot’. of. the ‘serf director; Tom Buchanan, studio ad _
y
; burgh travel agent who goes off It is at this point that the platonic under the Czarist’ regime. emerges manager; .W.. WwW: Brumberg, - west-.
Un Taxi Pour Tebrouk |on a Continental. business trip relationship. between. Sands. and as a moving and ‘touching film in ‘ern.
exploitation ‘coordinater; .Bob::
(A Taxi for Tobruk)
-spree after quarreling with.. his Miss Michaels flowers (at last) into “Mumu.”
A .Mosfilm production | Quinn: and: -Mort’ ‘Lickter,- studio’
(FRENCH—DYALISCOPE)
fiancee (June ‘Fhorburn). He falls. puppy romance, followed by par- ‘baséd.on an Ivan Turgeney- story, publicity; . Irving Blumberg, ..Phila- .~’..
Paris,. May 30.
for a variety of charmers
and ental understanding and- enlight-. this. Russian. import -has_little..ap- ‘delphia; Frank Casey, Chicago; ‘Al
Gaumont
release
of Franco
Londonhands out the key. of his apartment enment. Fdr.a moment‘it appears ‘peal to the average. commercial Dubin... Toronto;
Wilson: :Elliott,,
Preocusa-Continental
Film-SEG
producto them with abandon.
Having that Sands’ mom. (Jan Sterling), house. ‘filmgoer but. should prove: Detroit;’ Kevin Genther;. Dattas;..
tion. Stars Lino Ventura. Charles Aznavour,
Hurdy
Kruger;
features Maurice ° patched up. his differences with his pan frivolous. . widow,
and. <Miss. an interesting. ‘feature. for’ -art:
Floyd: Fitzsimmons. ‘Boston; .Don-:
Biraud. German Cabos. Directed by Denvs
pirk friend overt the phone, he -re- | Michaels’ dad ‘Edward Andrews).- houses. ' B.o. prospects . are fair:. . Walker, Kansas" City; J.D. Wood-..
Pe - La
Patelliere.
Screenplay,
Rene
avard, Michel Audiard: camera. Marcel
Decadence
of. the pré-revoluturns to Edinburgh and, of course, an unattached state senator, willGrignon; editer, Jacqueline: Thiedot. At all the other feminine .comptica-"} ‘succumb .{¢ cupid,. too, in the tra- tion -Russian ‘aristocracy ‘as .mir- ard,. ‘ Atlanta; °sand. Jack._-Wodell;’
Denver.”
Marignan, Paris. Running time, 90 MINS.
dition’ of .happy. romanticomedy Yored by the Turgenév yarn has.
tions
then
arrive
and
take
up
resiTheo .....
ccc ceewseeeee:
Lino Ventuar
dence, Unfortunately. none of the|:‘endings, but this soggy cliche is been caught none. too subtly by BmMuUePl ...cceveseseces Charles Aznavour
udwig
.......-eceeee-+.
Hardy
Krueer
visitors to -his apartment is as; : neatly . sidestepped. a welcome bit ‘this tale of a-deaf mute .giant-who.
TANCUIS ..ceccescaccenss Maurice Biraud
is taken from. his rural: -surround- Jean ....... sevsee beeeeee German Cobos amusing as those who cluttered up of w riting restraint. :
“strains.. credulity. ings by: the whim ‘of a. wealthy |
the
Lemmon
resident. in The | ‘Much| of.” this ©
am
‘Hollywood, June. 6:
tihe audience is. in-effect, asked to “Jady .of the manor.’ ‘During, his
’ Apartment.”
Columbia: ‘Pictures is embarking
Crucible
pic has
four
Free
Here is the basis-of a Spry bed-; stand still for the notion that sex. daily menial tasks as a janitor at
French soldiers lost in the African |:room farce, but the dialog of Denis. and romance: isn’t’the main. thing her estate he falls in-love with a ‘on.- unusually “heavy. .summier_sked, °
desert during the last World War. °Cannan and Frederick Gotfurt - is in life to youngsters of 18), a great. pretty . laundress. and: later “:be- total of 10 ‘pix: ‘rolling. by end- of.
‘August. --Six new fix are:.slated ~
They capture a German truck with . heavy-handed. And director Cy ril ‘deal of it ‘sputters and ‘misfires.
comes attached to. a mongrel’ pup:{get underway at rate two monthly,|.
an officer in it, the film recount- Frankel’ has not been able to in-- comedically and: most of. it ‘can pe which he -calls: “Mumu.” ..
following start of “‘Notoriows: Landing their odyssey. This has humor. duce performances that disguise anticipated, but. Sher's scenario_at |.
But the ‘heartless despotism. ‘of. lady,” ‘three. others currently in
and witty patter with the right’ this sorry fact. Todd spends most ‘Jeast gives: the benefit of the doub: the manor’s: élderly ‘ruler compels. production. through August includ-:
smattering of pacifismy and sus-i ‘of his time looking _understand-’ to the kids, and regards them as the laundress to.wed a drunken ‘ing. “Sail. A Crooked Ship,” “Walk.
Fense. It thus appears mainly a ingly bewildered’ over the naive _young,. occasionally -irrational but: eobbler, Her lack of consideration on Wild Side,” “Tiger Among. ‘Us.
Playoff item on its deft construc- *
" behavior of the character. he is’ | ordinarily responsible human be- -also:forces the mute ts. drown the |. : June . starters... include. “HRI ve
tien rather than an arty entry.
i playing. Of the girls, Nicole. Mau- ings,:which-is really somewhat re- pup upon which ‘he's: lavished. his Finger Exetcise,”* “Three ‘Stooges.
The Frenchmen come. to depend. rey is cerfainly the most attractive. freshing. .The point is made that affections in lieu of the laundress. Meet ‘Hercules; :‘July, “Diamond.
on end even like the German offi-: June Thorburn the one who has, to .parents be concerned, but: not so -Ironical . aspects of the’ ‘film are: 1 Hed,” “Diamond °Bikini” August,
« the:man- |*Operation ‘Terror,’ “The Interns.” *cer though one of them, who is’ work hardest to make ‘any ‘effect concerned, that it .overlaps. into | pointed up by the lady of
..

.’61. ‘Running times, a MINS.
Gerasim tee ewe pee ceteccoe Ae. Kochetkov
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WHY THIS
MOVIE WILL
BE THE TALK
OF AMERICA
Because...
the famed book and
Reader's Digest specia
feature comes to life
on the screen!

‘NORELIZABETH HERMANN LL

si

BF
ire

_ oon playbyCHARLESKAUFMAN Produced by JACQUES BAR Giected byETIENNE PERIER -A CHEFILSPRODUCTION

Because...
millions were thrilled
by the romance of this
girl from Tennessee!

Because...
It was hailed as the
greatest love story, of

the war years!

Because...

CONTACT YOUR M-G-M BRANCH NOW!

the movie inspired by
true fife is unlike anything you have ever
seen on the screen!

PICTURES

Wedacaday, ‘June 7 1961

~Insideah

GUILDSETS.
DoTheir Hearts
artsBelong to Daly? "||DIRECTORS
2 SEPARATE COUNCILS}

Guild ‘of: America has } Although Spatn’s8 ‘director’ ‘general for.cihera Munoz. Fontan appeared.
councils, one to operate: on-stage: at:Cannes (May 18): to receive the Golden Palm for the Spanish ..
Or Can COMPO Have
Jave Individual Spokesmen
other to: headquarter in .co-winning. entry, “‘Viridiana;”. the. ‘government's press censor advised:
hewspaper. editor in Spain: the: next, day -to delete ‘any reference ‘to
first.time assistant di-. meee
‘Alr Upcoming Product
‘lrectors, ‘associate’ directors and ; the film. directed -by long-time exile. from ‘Spain, Luis. Bunuel’ with
-government
approval, -Censor’s telephonic advice completely eliminated.
stage managers. have been included:
in- both”. groups.. ' Prexy Frank. any news ‘whatsoever in Spain sbout’ the stunning last-minute Cannes
Cynical voices were heard folvictory after. two days. ‘of. euphoric private comment,, “sprinkled: with ©
|
Capra;
in.
revealing
‘groups,
states’
lowing last week's meeting of the
‘new council will deal with situa-. critical mention. of the. film's “blasphemous” and.’ “sacrilegious” story
exec committee of the Council of
tions anent. directors -heretofore. ‘|line. .
Motion Picture Organizations,
It
- Before the news ‘blackout. went: Into: effect, ‘one. scribe ‘revealed. that .
was at this session that a vote was
Memphis, June 6. | dealt’‘with by regional and national | ,,
This
will give: “Viridiana” producer Uninci.:ran out of Pesetas before producticn
Guild
boards.
taken favoring an intra-mural in-|
Censor bodrd has received okay.
ended,
“Finish” money’ was: finally raised: via. a million. peseta. Joan .
dustry program
designed to ac-/|of City to increase its number. to. boards more time for overall Guild from’ millionaire’ bullfighter. and .bulifatmer Luis ‘Miguel. “‘Dominguin. ©
quaint hinterland theatre employes ;seven. New. members are Mrs. Min- +
As
‘a
cable story in. last issue ‘of. .VARIETY |Tevealed ‘Fontan lost his:
with the manner
and means of {ter Somerville and Mrs.. William:i Composed of: 16 mémbers, east- | job ‘for having licensed Bunuel: to. make the film, which has ‘since: been
publicity campaigns for just about ;Wilder which at the. same time in- : and-west: “groups each will ~have singled-out by the. Vatican ‘newspaper, ‘together with “Mother Jeanne
eight men in office two years and.
every picture which. is American- icreases the femme pawer. of|the:
‘winners Righly. distasteful
t,of the Angels.” from Poland, 4s: Cannes
based.
!bozrd to five. Mrs. Judson MeKel- |like number’ for single year.
leds
ae
Elected for two years in. Holly- |to.the:‘Roman Catholic.. iierarehy.
|‘wood
Jdea is to have ad-pub specialists Hav is the chairlady. |
were:
Capra,
Delbert
Marin,
|:
from the various distributors visit-;
Mayor. Henry Loeb told newsing theatremen, in local groups, |men-in adding the two new. mem« George Marshall, George Seaton,
State ‘Rep Tom.
0
James ‘of Dallas’ charged: at ‘Austin: Tex:
* “that thet
tu discuss with them the various |hers that
he was successful in get- Gearge Sidney,. George Stevens, | motion picture industry; through .its lobbyists, had ‘‘dealt-a fatal blow. facets of the bally...No one is to/ting a city bill through the last. Billy Wilder, ‘and Fred. Zintieman. ;to our efforts to bring the obscene -Titeraturé racket.under. control.”
For
one
year
in
same
group:
‘David
blow his own horn. especially: a}|Legislature at Nashville for: the
; Butler,, Richard Brooks, ‘Delmer. His crack was made after. the Senate’ Jurisprudence Committee shunted -__
man from Paramount, say. might “special
authorization.”.. He
into. subcommittee his bill designed to crack: down-on the publisliers,"
talk up the promotion given by |plained, “the idea was “to spread. Daves, John Ford, Sheldon: Leon- sellers and: exhibitors of pornographic magazine, books, Pictures; phono- ..
Columbia for one of its pictures. |the work load ‘of.‘Teviewing | Pics |Pay Mervyn: LeRoy, ‘John Sturges, | graph records and motion picture: films.
|
and
‘Robert
Wise.
7
;
The missionaries
are to make |among more persons.”
,
Speaking against the ‘bill. was John Reed. of Austin, representing ‘the. |
_ Named for two years on- east
with the big talk about all kinds
‘coast
were: Vincent’
Donehue, Texas Council of Motion Picture Organizations: who declared James’
ef film publicity programs.
bill “takes away. the rights. of individuals.” He pointed’ out ‘that the
Indonesian
Schoolgirls
7
Arthur
Hanna,
Clark
R.
Jones,
SidThis new item on the COMPO
-_
Lumet, “Arthur: Penn, George ‘mere possession. of“obscene material ‘becomes: an ‘offense: ‘under the
acenda has its origin in a presentaApe U.S. Screen Example ney
Schaefer, Franklin Schaffner, Alex James bill..
fion made by Robert Ferguson, adDes ‘Moines, June 6.
“Frankly, we are afraid of “who® would be:‘the.‘judge ofwhat is".
Segal: For’ one year: Joserh An- |
Pub head of Columbia, before CanaChristian women of Indonesia!
:
‘Lamar Caselli, - Fielder obscene,” he said.
dian
theatreowners.
He
talked are: trying. to: combat the: Holly-., thony,
I.
” Alb t de Caprio, Gra “Del- | Rep Culp. Krueger’ of:El ‘Campo moved’ the Bill.be gent: to a subabout Col pictures, of course, and wood
influence
on "youngsters mar,
Cook;Grey vr
ockvood. Robert WMont- committee at the request ‘of Senator Preston Smith, a Lubbock theatre
Lockwood,
evidently
made
an_ impressive —_———
pene
eeenyeiy
ing
“Fowner, who is not a- Member of the:committee ‘and: therefore ould: not”
there.
| gomery, .and John, J.Sughrue;
pitch. Col exec v.p. Abe Montague
make the motion himself. ©“Senator. George Parkhouse. of. Dallas, who-!
Mrs. Sri Abednego.. a school |.
took the cue and wants to do it on teacher there and president.of her |
asked. that the bill be.Feported out’
t favorably, was. ‘voted: down, :fet
;
an industry-wide basis. He. offers country’s Christian. Women's Assn., Tom ‘Buchanan’
|
8 | Chores |:
{t as a COMPO project.
noted to a church group here: ‘re-'|:
Hollywood, J une 6.
-. Directors
‘two
Sell.Telected
,in east and
{ west. For.

{MEMPHIS ADDS 2 GALS
TO. MAKE CENSORS 7:

|

Now

Is It Human

Nature?

for the sentiments

cently that Indonesian girls, -af-| . Tom Buchanan, creative head of |. ‘Samuel Bronston, who has a $700, 000:‘conspiracy.+ wilt pending: against :
of the ‘fected
by U.S. pix, are imitating. Warner Bros.’ trailer ‘depastment, Barnett Glassman and. others. in'- N:Y- Supreme Court; is defendant /in”

¢ynics. They find it difficult to dig
just how a man from one company

their American . counterparts . by takes ..on: added duties of newlyil
:
. [wearing
sleeveless _ blouses—ap- ‘ereated | post of.studio advertising.
taken bea neh Wand they state parently a radical sartorial depar- manager, in a further. realignment
of ‘ad-publicity personnel’ at. Valure
that COMPO is “just being given
Mrs... Abednego said her: organ- ley ot.
something to do.” —
-Buchanan,. ‘who came to. WB in
Latter
point seems _ especially ization has been pressing for closer
significant.
This all-industry or supervision “by Indonesian ‘schools February, : 1959, from Compton
| Agency, will:supervise. local trade
of students’ . dress.
Ranization lacks undying support
and. newspaper advertising and
aH around. The president of one
Robert ‘Pirosh bowed out as pro- | Work: in‘ close ‘coordination with
company, at least. is represented
national ad manager Max Stein of
ducer-director
.
of
Paramount's!
as going along with: COMPO just

sa long as “it doesn't cost money.”

In this respect it apparently
doesn't count that COMPO
was
the basic force in admission tax
elimination a few years ago. Dis1egarded,
toa, is the fact that
COMPO
represents tthe ever-pres-

ent machinery for any kind of all-

aight to proceed with the accounting ‘before. the: American’ Arbitration. _
ssn.
‘Bronston contends that Glassman’s. rights were waived through a.
prior settlement |agreement. and: has” filed: an. appeal with: the: Court:
-of Appeals.
|. - Glassman, who is head: of. Pathe. News, alleges ‘further that. Bronston:
made |“substantial .profits” in -other transactions invalving ofl, aparthomeoffice in develop-. inent houses: and ‘other ventures ‘in.“Madrid. and has failed. to “account.
“Hell Is for Heroes,” after script; Gotham
dae
differences. with studio, Don ‘Siegel !'ment of. Photographic cad art. at to Glassman. |
‘Suit in which -‘Bronston isplaintift asserts that Glassman and. ‘asso-.
i,studio.
replacing him as. director.
-{elates interfered with the “El Cid” production .‘through “false: anid’.
Al |
actors frown statements-.designed to discourage Alm companies: and. ae
ee
actors from. dealing with
»
_ Producer Bronston;
:

:
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Markets |

|.U.S. Analysis. of Film Markets

q Lead paragraph’ in‘Inside ‘Sturt’ in’‘ast:week's: @D. “Naniery: per- :
taining to the contretemps: ‘between: Richard :Davis, of the Fine Arts.
‘Theatre, ‘New Fork, and Zenith international 1Pictures ‘was ‘erronecus,
‘Washington, June 6. Jaccording
to
Zenit
rex
aniel. Frank
Contretemps. revolved
Foreign rentals of ‘Atmerican films amounted. to. $225,000,000 during around Davis’
g
C -picture
. ‘after ‘the run of “Bréathdesire tosand
play another

§ndustry endeavor, ahd at low cost.
Point made by the dissidents is
that COMPO, now, merely is look-

sasreopastouagseveew perpennar apeyisat OETA

eGLOCH

PON RGTD EOEOUET

HOSAAEESEPELODLOU A HOPOOTDETETLSDOPEEL SECEOOPRODPCUrFITYET10 ieaAree seoectare cane

jing around for something to justify
3s

an action brought by Glassmian, .Press release via the: latter. states. that’-

Glassman is demanding.an- accounting ‘for 25% of thé- profits of Bron- «.
‘ston’s “King. of Kings” and “El. Cid” and both the Supreme: Court in)...
Special
Term and‘ the Appellate’ Division ‘have. upheld “Glassman’s©
f|

1960—a jump of ‘about $5,000,000 over 1959 remittances from abroad;

existence.

The whiz-bangs in the ad-pub
ficId say, ‘however,. that promotional activity deserves more attention. They argue that tub-thumping
ac hievements | are as important, or

almost, in selling a picture as the
entertainment values of the pic ture
itself,

less,’ instead of Zenith’s “The. Cow’ and 1”:starring. ‘Fernandel, as the
exhib had ‘contracted to do.- ;
VaRIETY reported. that “Davis: had: asked Zenith: ‘to let hiin out’ ‘of
-The. Business and Defense Services Administration, which compiled. his ‘contract: requiring ‘him .to” play: the Fernandel: film immediately

according to a U.S. Commerce: Dept,. report. ‘And signs point to continued good times this year. :

the report, pointed to.an improved trading: climate -in a number ‘of | following ‘Breathless,’ ”. but did. not ‘point out, as Frankel emphasizes, .
countries as one of the ‘big factors strengthening the overseas film mart.. that Davis. was simply asking fora postponement, since he -was willing
Remittances of U.S, film: earnings, the ‘report said, are “virtually. to play “Cow” later. “It is one thing when -an exhibitor requests:‘post-".
free of restrictions” in Europe and‘-Latin America. BDSA cited as” ponement of an: ‘opening; but .it is: quite another. when an exhibitor.
major trade-easing developments. the increase ‘in. film. remittances asksaay ‘be ‘excused’. from. ‘his: obligation to. Play,a Picture,” Bays cons
granted by Italy, removal of. all restrictions - by the. United. Kingdom,
ranke
ee

Tals position especially.is manifest at Cel. This distrib’s press West Germany and the Philippines. and a ‘liberalized Japanese film:
conferences
frequenty
focus
on import policy.
campaigns. rather than personaliBut probably more important, ‘the goverment. Janalysts’ said, were Seven “Arts. Production Lid of.‘Toronto. ig‘Issuing 139, 134 shares— mn
tres” And when én individual film- “the number of high-quality. preductions being: -exported” and the plus: an. undetermined number of .additional #nes-—to Ray Stark in” :
Nisker is sct uP for. an interview, steady growth of theatres throughout most of the world. °
" exchange for al} outstanding shares of ‘World. Enterprises Ltd.;..World.
ifs not surprising to find he’s surAlthough. there ‘dare solid grounds for. optimism this year, the future Films. Ltd. and’. Worldwide Productions ‘Inc, and has hired him. Date rended by s:x cr seyen free-space outlook‘‘is not. without its problems.” Latter .include tougher compe- of takeover is set for July 31,-with: tiumber-‘of added’ shares to--be
merchants very much eager to ram. :: tition from foreign. ‘producers, particularly .in the Far.and. Middle East. ‘based on. World’s increased assets from ‘Oct. 1,°’60, to’ that date—and |oy
ome the ‘details about the promo-:‘and Europe; growth .of tv’ nearly everywhere and continuing trade’ on future income of a film:in which World has: A. ‘profit. interest. ©.
Seven Arts—of which.Toronto’s Lou Chesler is board chairman—has. 10n
{restraints imposed on. American films by several countries,
employed Stark at $125; 000 a year plus $200-a..week expense allowance; .en
ee ce ee
‘The report gave this. _market-by-market rundown:

.|and with an option to: buy 75,000. shares of Seven. Arts. at-.$9.50-(U:S. ye

‘Common Market:
|
‘Instead of market-price of.close to $14. Stark is.also-to open a California -:
9 DANCERS WILL TOUR | European . Economie Community.
(Belgium, West « Germany, .‘taly, 12office at Seven..Arts’ expense.. The: firm has granted. Various.s.employees,
. France, Luxembourg, and Netherlands)—accounts .for. about 25°% of stock options of between: $T. 78.‘and: se42 a share. ae
|
Europe's 104,000 theatres.. Big problem here is growth of ‘tv. U.S. “film
AS ‘WEST SIDE’ BALLY |industry
also eyeing carefully moves leading .{oward’ a common tariff.

Hellyyoad, June
|
Wirisch Co. is planning a sive policy among the member: nations. and what éffect. this: will have on ° Eatering a. ‘new. phase of. operation, Cinerama hag formed ‘Cinerama °
the film mart. Motion picture attendance in. West Germany is still on Camera. ‘Corp... subsidiary to. develop: new. patent owned: by parent’
treater” composed of- nine selected.
dancer-singers
from
“West
Side: the decline but the drop during 1960 :is believed to have been less: company fer mass “preduction. of. moderately-priced Cineraina ‘pano:. | .::
Story” -CA: to tour Key cities late tsharp than the 12.4% fall-off from 1958 ta 1959.. _Although Belgium has ramic still camera:for amateur: photographers, prexy ‘Nicolas: Reisint
of. theatres. tone. seat -for every. 12 informed stockholders.. Agreement has. been..entered. with Los” Angeles
this suinmer to stimulate sales. - one of: the highest concentrations
Group would appear in a musi- persons), -tv:is cutting into attendance and ‘shuttering houses, which’ engineering firm: to. develop consumer.: products in agnateur photo- .numbered 1.485.at énd of 1960. The Netherlands experienced a. simi- graphic. field, Cinerama head: added.. He will reveal: name of company. ~
c#l packace presentation in thea- |
lar downward trend at the wickets as ‘Fesult, of:a 200,000. rise in. number in statement -later.to holders.
tres. department
stores, colleges
of tv sets during 1960..
- It's stated that anew all-transistor ‘resulting: ‘in:higher fidelity, Tower
and in teont ot group sales reps in
operating ‘costs and. space: “Savings: also. has ‘been. developed for CineFrance, Italy, Ww. 6 ermany.” .
# show
staved from the Jerome
rama
exhibition.
a,
France, Italy and West..Germany increased. their own film output,
Robbins
choreography
from \the
Picture.
Cost of the entire -pro-| giving U.S. exporters more cause. tor concern. Total. production by the.
$$$
———$
:.‘ —e
2 -.ers
May ‘be a tough ‘time. fs ‘developing for’.American: distributorships
fram, acearding tu a Miriseh Co. three nations was estimated at 385 for. Jast ‘year, including. from 75, to
in- Mexico. Salvador. Amelio;..former Cimex. boss: now ’in.-saddle -of.
spokesiian.
would
run ‘around!90 co-productions,
Pelicules. Nacionales, handling Mexiean ‘product internally.: ‘has vowed.
S10.00C0 and tour would last about|
Latin A merica
‘he will get more time for Mexican: ‘pietures: in Mexico.- While nothing
a month.
Latin America—This ‘is ole aréa where: tv has. not ‘vet’ made serious °
“West Side” opens in New York!inroads, although there. are signs it may soon ‘offer competition , in Bra-, ‘ officially has been said, this. could. mean ‘a: curtailment of. Hollywood: .
in Octoher, with key bookings fol- hat and "Argentina. American product remains popular, occupying. about,:and other product. Amelio also. is ‘stout: ‘booster for, increased °feature.
; and short. subject Production in Mexico..
ee
,
Tewing.
1 635°o of screen time, and there .are no. serious. restrictions. Althoughj.

.U.S.
Wyckoff

at

film exports

te Cuba have not yet been curbed

by Castro, the;

The return. engagement of ‘Magna: Pictures” ‘igouth Pacific” at the’
‘|Three Falke Bio.Theatre in ‘Copenhagen. is. now: in ‘its 22nd week-and
Asia and. Far Fast—Biggest gains in theatre ‘construction have “been | has racked up-a total gross. almost: equal ‘to the first 22 weeks of the .

TelePrompter:
i
outlook is a little uncer lain’ there.

‘A. beutioat Wecnert
Hemi
mniud-Athantic

Jr. has been
sales
man- |:

Asia

initial engagement, according .to
ager for coverniment services de- ‘régistered in this area—from. 9.735 in 1955 ‘to 15.697: last year. But. |‘manager
of Magna. In its-original
partment of TelePrampter’s Com- {the bigger. market thus: afforded U.S. films ‘is at, east partially offset 71 weeks, an. all-time record for
iby an increase in domestic productions in Japan. India-and the Philmunicat Lons
Systems
Division: |
‘can't estimate how much Jonger
ippines.
Some
trade
restricticns
have.
been
imposed
as
pratection.
to.
Hell report te Herbert Nettteton,whe beads the gavermnent services , domestic. filmmakers also._

cept.

Africa.

Wackotf
was
with
Remington |. Afriea — Restrictive. actions by Morocco, ‘Tunisia and Ghana have.
Rend tor 80 vears. most: recently |worried U. S:. exporters during the. past. Year. These nations are de-

eS

Vee president

hem rheric

af

osthed,

Rand wAnieni¢a Carp. .
~*

a repert. by Joe-Sugar, :general. sales
Copenhagen engagement, the film ran.

a theatre in: Denmark.- Sugar Says: ‘he .
the. current :date ‘will go.

:

Walt Disney will combine: ‘fantasy “with: music
1b
‘in his upcoming ‘pro-.

duction. of “The Rainbow

to Oz,” which

he'll produce’ as: a musical,

kased on a. story by ‘L.: Frank: Baum:.:With exception ‘of “The .W izard © ~

domestic film industries. Ghanese .censorship } of Oz” Disney owns the’ screen rights to Baum's complete. series éf."Oz”:
Remington jdeesn't hetp either. In at understatement. the. rcpert predicted that. stories, under a deal finalized ‘in. 1954. Metro. controls “Wieard,’ " on
.
1U.S. film exporters face a “difficult period” in the strife-torn Congo.~ Wwhich studio ‘based.:its. 1939 version,

its

western |sirous ‘of developing

|

—
‘

ieri es

“(BILLYTHE. KID, JAMES, DRACULA, ‘ETC.
me

a daen Reoresentation
| ‘For
’ oH mn
On American Screen and Video
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“Hollywood, June 6. -

Hal Reach Te has,set package.praduction deal. combining nee oy
“ern vand- horror. on: two ‘new. pix. “Billy the Kid vs.“Dracula’’.and- |.

* “Jesse James Meets. Frankenstein.” Roach: will. join Carroll Case’ . A: new—
cand ‘considerably more |

-as executive producers of the. films, which Carl ‘Hittleman Produces - +3 exact-—legal definition of “obscen- from his own original scripts...
: To. rollin mid-Jane; pix will be.shot’ on location aid’ at Roach _ \ity” seems to be in the making.
That'ss.the way film’ industry law- |Studios under: the’ Showcase Enterprises: -bannér.. Budgets, .accord-.'
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Voluntary way, he notes, - is al- ‘closed ‘circuit to the next door Wil- |
. 2534 8%: MPO Vid.
....°30
2334°°-21% .°92)
| —136°
35, which states “no title can be:
' ready. operative in many situations:: bur - Jegiter.
who . 594
‘Stockholders
216 Nat'l. Telefilm 129
436 - 3%.
378
3K
copyrighted in the United States.”
4238
117°4-"
Technicolor:
2633
©.
3436:.
271%."
$014).
.--33¢
°°. .
“One
scheme
ig:
the
avoidance
of|showed’
up.
at.
the
Shubert
were
.
He also charged Kramer's title con- '
Tr
i
-Bradford Motel. ballroom,
31
93% Teleprompter 251
3056. 2614.°) 27. 2 De®:
flicts with the “Nuremberg Diary.” ; Weekend dates -for adult-themed
‘shunted ‘into: ‘the Wilbur.
614
|
25g
Tele
Indus.
©
25.
(434°...
496.
49Q
0
book written bv William Shirer in-‘pix — “Suzie Wong,”. “Butterfield
M._ J.» Rathbone, -prexy, an
2534 1414 -Trans-Lux
... 22°:.°* 2584
» 24 BB
fp 33%
18.” ete. Family trade is: wooed
1947 and now out on newsstands.
nounced ‘that earnings of the com- |.’ 1814
512. $Ctlv B (GAC) | 2
‘16%.
16°. 26
nm
Sunday
matinee,
Both attorneys said they would ;' clear. through
‘pany’ last year amounted to. $689
| —
go to court to protect the rights of;iwith the exploitationer urispooling million, an- increase of 9%: over. |.
-* Week Ended Mon. 8)
a
after 5 p.m.’on the Sabbath. Remtheir clients.
1959: .
_
Meaawhile, Harold is setting for- |busch says public reaction has-been|.”~ Crews worked i
in the Wilbur and ..
‘the: Sunday. eve the Metropolitan installing ‘telejn Nuremberg” and has closed ne- wicket activity lively. Seems dis- phones, and closed circuit tv equipgotiations with Rebfilms, Ltd. for tribs have been the ones kicking. ment. for two.days preceding the
release in the United Kingdom and up—‘thev're not. always coopera- meeting;- then: pulled it all out |)
British Commonwealth, as well as tive,” says Rembusch.
| following close of the--meeting.

eign distribution deals on “Verdict |favorable—and

others in Germany,
for eastern areas.

Australia

Francis X.Still

+ Ex-dividend.

‘-

8

tListed on Midwest Exchange. ,

Re

(Courtesy of.Merrill. Lynch; Pierce, Fenner & smith Ine:)”

Over-the-Counter: Securities '

:

and

The
oil .company rented
the. America Corp. .. Lee eeeeduleg eevee ewer ee. BR fs Mie.
Zz -R Productions changed: title of Wilbur: from Jujaméyn. Corp.,. New.
; Four. Star Television eee
ce cb eetetencee 2216 - 2488
ADE OE
‘its “Rise and Fall of Mussolini’ :to | York, owners of’ the: Colonial. and 1
Gen Aniline & FA; . an
“304. re) | ne
‘Phe Mussolini Story,” following. Wilbur, ‘Boston,. St. James New | General Drive-in . ness sebbaslegeeasccee 18:
1988
“2M
_.| Metro's protest over similarity ‘to York, Shubert, ‘Philadelphia; .and | Gold Medal Studios |.......:.... ‘seeepeeeee” ve
i. i,
‘its own “Rise and F ailof the Third: the Metropolitan ‘from. New Eng‘King Bros.:-..:.. teeetengecceencen
7 EBB I BB Ue

'Reich.”

land. ‘Theatres’ Corp.

On the Nostalgiaj- Insider Stock Buys, ‘Sales
By GENE ARNEEL

Francis X. Bushman recalls that.
he made. his first motion picture i
jn 1911 as the old Essanay studio
“which was just about: the differ-
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. Magna Pictures-Sense eh pte eee teetaee

]
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Metromedia Ine. ........52.. reyes wa QT1Q>.
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Sterling Television. wrote tagesLocate p47
458. ER
‘UW. A, Theatres’
2.0...
ceect
been dees 194° | BSR
OE IK,
Il}. Wometco: Enterprises.” we sean ee veetes ceed 2694 °7-201® 2 41 .
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. (Source: National Assn. afSecuritiesDealers The.”

Washington, June 6.

Cummings sold 4,000 ‘shares, leavBig sales of Allied Artists com- ‘ing him with 54,300. Joseph. A.
ence between a cathedral, or what
mon stock were reported in Iatest) ‘Macchia. ‘sold 100, holding .onto|
a theatre is. and a boiler factory,!- Securities & Exchange
Commis- 200.. William. A. ‘Parker, through
which
is what -old silent
films —sion
summary
on insider. stock. a-partnership, bought 500. Sol C.
*transactions. Report, covering the Siegel. exercised options ‘to buy
were.”
10-April .11, listed 6,000," ‘giving him-6.500 in. all. BenThe former star sevs that when ‘period Mareh
he saw dus first film hg offered to 12.100 shares sold’ by George: D: ‘Jamin Thau . sold his entire holdBurrows,
leaving
him
with 29;- | ings of 4.101. Joseph R: Vogel sold
buy it trom Geape K. Spoor with
the intent of desivosxing the print 686; 12,000 by Sam Wolf.. leaving 114, 800, leaving him with only 578
him
SMith
an
even
10.000;
5,400 by 1 shares. ‘Prior. to new. option. takebecause it Was so “lerrbble.” Spoor
Sherrill C
Corwin. leaving him up.)sard “no” and Bushman staved on
with
12.060:
and
1
800
by
Edward|: National ‘Theatres & Television
fer anether 300 ims, all two- and
Morey, leaving him with 12.550, ‘In —Eugene: Klein: acquired. 19.602
three -ren bers,
addition,
Roger
Hurlock,
bought shares for. a grand. total of 42, 225.
Later, im tre 1820s. Bushnian
Was tome
pictures and jegit) in 400 conmoun shares for a total of

FelevationAginCensors.

deteek wdUnits forTNT Web hae

‘Hollywood, June. 6.
Urging a “return. to. decency by: “Nathan Halpern’ s.Theatre. Net. ;
adopting a stricter. code- of self- LWwork - Television: . appears. to"-be-,
censorship,” California. Federation;; stealing © a.'march. on. compétition
of. Women’s Clubs at its annual. [with: -eross-country ’ installation. of: istate convention tdok: another. poke ::20. new Eidophor ‘bigsereen ‘Closed-. |
at the film industry. for “its em. jcircuit projectors, ’ --Purchased: for’ -:
phasis on sex, crime and violence, 'around $600.000,. ‘they'll. be.-in. key| Radio Gorp. of. America—In ahd. its bad: influence’. on teenage * markets . ‘this...summer, and more:
Holly Gd
aheve his valet told 22, Lod, and Albert Zugsmith sold: ' stock option’ exereises,; John .Q. audiences.
10 ts.
‘will: be:“added,i the. original:
of preferred. stoch,” Cannon ‘hought -416, for-a total of :
Lous B. Mover the actor was too 200. shares
4 ued. oO: pres
0 prove out as- biz ‘builders.
Se
busy te see her backstage. as. May- . lv ding onto 300.
‘In statement
iss
’ # state.!
s.
The Eidophors are said to enable ~ =
41,083. shares: Charles M. Odorizzi}clubwomen
regretfully.
“see
In “other show
business. deals’|bought: 3.000.: for. a*total. of 12.305. ‘censorship, which ..seems -to be.jfeature motion. picture quality. via
Bushman re-!
er had requested.
‘all in common stoek unless-des-| Douglas. Smith ‘bought 2,100 for a definitely in offing, since a- ‘large tdual ‘ight. path projectors. -'Aft-T owas
Counts
feat olor 25 veurs
Practica! hy barred frans major stu-: ignated otherwise!:
3.664--share total.
{section of, the industry has repu- tvoiced. . ‘complaint: “anent:.. “present :
Buckeye
Corp.—Mass.
Mohair!
thas in Holfywasd. Maver Was a ‘
| equipment - -has ‘been ‘its: grevness.
Plush Co. received in a swap deal} “Reeves Broadcasting: & Devel- diated .$elf-censorship.”
Rewer.
in absolute: dictator.”
Resolutions. were. passed. seeking :and. lack: of largéscreen -- definition.
-opment
Corp.—J.
Drayton
Hastie
other
obligations
§14, 381:
Busdiniatt
is reminiscing (on a for
lito.
‘Improve
:filras
and.‘
influence
Eidophor, according to ‘Halpern,.
‘sald. 12,000, “leaving -him with
©...
freeminute
douy
shew
on CRBS- shares.
‘minds.and morals of ‘viewers.
:furnishes. a 600°<..brighter image,
<.
,
Capital
Cities
Broadcasting— : 76.100.
tudig this week under the ban-:
Distribution of criticized films in jwith more. contrast and. ‘resolution.
‘Storer Broadcasting: Co. — J.
James
Fletcher disposed
of 500:
Full netner of “Personal Story.”
‘foreign. countries: also ‘is. of serious. ; INT: ‘purchased: the: Nnew:..units ~‘Harold Ryan. in ‘a conversion. deal, °
shares, holding onto 37.901.
work is heard 2 1-3 15 pom, New
, concern: to.group “because of the’ : from ‘Gretag: Ltd: Swiss eléctron-. Cinerama
Inc.-—B.
G. Kranze.” sold 25.000 shares of Class B.Com-' American. image. they create vies. ‘subsidiary. of the Ciba pharmaYork time
him. .with’ 75.000. abroad.” Body alsa-urges. ‘industry. -eeutical, : outfit. Eidophor systems
The old dats wore the good old. hought 500, hiking his holdings to; nion, leaving
_ “1 George B. Storer disposed of 160;-- accept responsibility. of ‘policing: are. “currently. in use.in Japan, W:.
Gays.
save 0oidtimer Bushman: ° 800.
Columbia
Pictures—Fico Corp., _ 000-0f the same stock, holding on- films distributed outside U.S..
“Audiences
ued
ta ery
imo my.
© - Germany, France... Italy,-.Switzer- unloaded (10.000. leaving it with: to. $23.540:
tere. T made ere movie.
“Bear Old
iz Commenting ‘on the’ ‘CF. ‘W.C. re-: land ‘and. Britain. ‘Halpern’ Ss:will be Telectro © - Industries
Corp. — ! Solutions: Metro Froducer. Joe-Pas-.t the, first .in this.country.
104.189. Paul N. Lazarus Jr. exer- j
Qoaaik tiet “as -ueh oa tear-rerker
Oa
its viewars Tost ell cortrel of them- Cised option to buy his first. 2.772 ; Stanley Rosenberg ‘disposed of | ternak observed. “There is.no betwith ter censor in ‘the world. than. a’ im Latham, Rice a ‘Job Shifts:
sees.
Nabecr
cries anymore, shares. Abe Montague sold 600, : 5-800" shares, leaving’ him
Harry. “Sussman 4,200; mother: and father insofar‘. as chil-| ;
with 4.366 shares: i173. 450.
nobody is aefceted.
“Emotionalism teaving him
. Hollywood. June.6.°...
purchased
1.667: : holding onto. 175.550.
Bes vagasced hhomy day an acter B. E. Zeeman
{dren are concerned.”
“Bill: Latham.’ moves -froin head.
was SQ.bethnire spectral irke a vas- shores. giving him a total of 1 681. i. Teleprompter Corp.—Fred Bar- | Jerry Wald, 20th-Fox “producer,.
“planter to-assistant studio publicity. .
Er ick-° ton sold 2.000 shares, holding: onto}added: “First of all I'd like to com- director at™.Warrier-.. Bros.;: in. re-,
Filmways
-Inc.-—— Rodney
iter from a phantom planet.”
son swapped all his stock in’ Rod- | 41.643. T. F. MeMains ought, 300, |mend members of Federation for |
Cur re dt
fFbemcsime
1s
ap_ aligniment..of department: jnitiated
ney Erickson Enterprises for 20- upping | his holdings. to: 500 shares. recognizing the dangers: of. state’. py Max ‘Berciitt. who’ succeeded
Presed
oon part im Bushman.
“
- ~ 20th Century-Fox
Films
— C. censorship: and. for secking to ‘sti’ Bi]. Hendricks “as ‘publicity: direclead
threuo tent
the period
af 500 shares in Filmways.
Mac-: t. Elwood McCartney ‘sold. 600, leav-.: ;mulate the making: morally. better tor, Hendricks ‘was :
Leew's Inc.--Joseph
A.
upped’ to aide
Breet
oerivters.
creat
direet ars.
Feat acters,
Ome grest star in chia. botwht 100. hiking his hold-i ing witb. 650 shares. Joseph © H. |films by calling the film industry's: of prexy Jack L.“Warner.L + Moskowitz disposed of 2,000, leav-' attention of lessening of standards: - Bj)1. Rice, who held: post: of :ge
Hotihwood
today
stands
like a ines to 300.
Loew's:
Theatres
Inc. — Lewis’ ing him .with: 1.200.
coat store E.e@len. Ras ne cxpresin current product. As aworking :sistant for: 14 -véears, swings. over
Brothers Serge
Se-! producer, ‘it is my belief that’ the’ to depattment.;news editor...
fren on tas face, cud mumbles so Gruber bought 100. for a total of j Warner
you cat hear what he is saying.:- 600 shares. Herbert A: Hofmann menenko,. through a trust under |majority of films made. in Holly-:.
shares, giving him; his name, sotd:200. .“He' Still: owns wood have not lessened: their stan- «within. ‘the bounds of: the notion’
AS Mre. Bushman says, there are ; bought 200
| dards. in’ current ‘product. As -aj picture. code. and-if ‘some’. ‘of. its.
1,800. directly...
1.200 in all. Hofmann alsa bought} {3
wore
shas
mn Holly: vod today
‘Zenith Radio Corp—Hugh Rob- working producer,’ it is. my. belief.| former. strictures. have’ been: lifted ‘~
‘°100 shares through a trust. makthan there are actors.”
it is not- because moral: standards»: 1.500 that the majority of films” made in |
ing 1.200 owned in this fashion. lertson exercised: to-" buy.
to Holywood" have not Jessened their, have. been weakened -but’ because ’«..:.
Arthur M. Telchin bought 1.000. | shares, hiking his ownérship
Noel
Langley
completed new
AIL: respon-j.the: changing: ‘attitudés of. our ‘times’
Bete
Joseph S. Wright . sold standards,. however.
giving ‘him a total of 6,500 shares. j 8.083.
Berit for Metro’s “Lady LL” Which
[sible |Froducers continue to work pmake them, obsolete.”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — Nathan: 500, leaving him with 4,660.
Geeige Cukor will direct,
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Unde ec NBCSoy |MION WPT [Sing Pe Ss Dor tTV
hYEARAWAY Networks With Little Hopes Of
‘In addition : ‘to finding a

replacement ‘for: ‘Dave®. Garroway, ©

. sooner or. later-NBC wil “have: to comé:to ‘grips. with the certainty:

that Jack Paar means: it: when he says the cross-the-board ‘beat is:
“:too grinding. and. he wants ‘to chéck off his, late ni ht. show. by

iC, hopeful. . “Christmas, give or take a. few weeks. either side.
_ that-the Paar feeling. will go away, is still. doing nothing about it.

-_ An terms of projecting the new Paar career ‘in tv.:NBC is at least’: - i

Complete SRO bySept. Preem Time

By GEORGE ‘ROSEN

- Some of the. signs. and ‘portents

'” Ropeful: that: its. Jate night star will stick through the "61-62 season

_ ‘of the '62-'63 television season. are
oo It’'s-never. been ‘a. case of.money, with Paar feven. though” his’ ":-| manifesting themselves, suggesting
se 4,000 to $5,000 a week is under. the approximate $6,000 that. Dave... the: “new forms” in’ programming
“Garroway hag -been: taking: home. each. week from the. “Today” | ‘the. medium. will take-a year henceuntil ‘next May.

Despite

Bell & Howl

. On “The Flabby Amerfcans”
+ show): It’s just that. Paar. finds it too gruelling and wants. an end.™ This is: nof.only attributed to FCC
last week, ABC News decried
fals a season (a la: ‘chairman Newton Minow's denun‘to: it: Let-NBC give him half.a dozen travel s
the
sad physical and mental
“The Square World of Jack Paar): and:‘there’ be no:‘quarrel from. . ciation. of. the status quo but al-. ‘state of the nation as the reViewer
.
disen|
most”
equally.
‘to
its Star. money-earner. 7
sult of the push button-sit-on—|chantnient’ with ‘existing forms,
the-rump age.
| particularly. where the hour. action :
It was a reasonably effective
ae shows are concerned.
‘editorial——that is until sponsor
“ Unfortunately : the: “Newton
Belt & Howell issued its final
' “‘Tshootin’"” ‘came too late. ‘(four |. commercial of the evening,
months too late’ to have any effect |. which ‘extolled the advantages
‘on: the '61-’62 season which starts
‘to be gained in buying a B&H
in: September, -since the three net-1- film projection unit that al‘work schedules are already locked
lowed one to operate it entire“fin: |By ‘virtue of the necessity of
ly from a chair by push-button
By JOSEPH LAPD :
budgetary : control.
"}long “range planning,
. ‘commitments, ‘etc:; it would. be:
. “Jerusalem;, June 6.
‘folly- to attempt to realign: the |
Iscaelis are following closely the |::
schedules for. the upcoming sea-.
“coverage ‘given to the’ Eichmann|‘Ed Pierce is leaving NBC where gon-.
As result the viewer will be
for 11. years he was a staff pro‘trial and ‘they: measure the sympa- ducer to start his own. ‘packaging. subject to another season of the un‘inspired trivia which reduced the
_thies and ‘the. ‘understanding of var-: house, Pyred ‘Productions.-» fous- nations ..toward: the. Jewish |. Pierce, who now has-product present tv season to a. new low level
mediocrity and which helped: in: ‘plight according: to these. reactions. that MCA. is peddling. for him,.is -of
spire the Minow blast. For better
In a recent. article that appeared winding up.at the web with pro-| or for worse, only two last-minute|.
‘duction
of
the
TV
Guide
‘Awards.
fn the Jerusalem “Post, the paper's
post-Minow decisions: will have any
-: New. York correspondent, Jesse Zel: ‘stanza slated. for Tuesday (13). ‘effect on the entertainment aspects|

. aIsraelPressGivesPlumtoABC

~ ForBestCoverageof
o Eman
Ed PierceEuitsNBC”

Lurie, reflects the U:S. reaction to

$15,000,000 New,

‘the. Eiehmann trial. - *.
“No. ‘one, has ¢ome “forward. to
‘sponsor a’: national. network - pro-.

gram. on. the trial,” “complains.

surie..As to the networks, he says:

“While NBC is‘fulfilling its func-

CBS. Mie.mn A
Change of Pace

. fof. programming

Renewal BizOn

ABC-}

| of variety-comedy.

(the

~ (Phonos, Tubes)

first. the drastic

| network has had), and. second, ‘the
|-decision of NBC to return “Natlon-

‘al Velvet” to the nighttime. sched-

‘the Columbia. Broadcasting|.
Fee System. was. sticking to its westerns. |
‘Sand Ed: Sullivan, Martin’ Agronsky ;

o ~ tion, .

in ‘61-62:

‘| TV's rejection of an‘ hour .action
Manufacturing division of CBS
show. in order to find a slot for a
real-liye Steve Allen.weekly hour Tine., ‘4s initiating some new and

policy switches effecting
both its phonograph and its tube
divisions. For some weeks there had
been talk that CBS was going out

BCTV Daytime|

of the phonograph business. A high
‘ule for a Monday at.8 slotting incorporate source denies that this
stead. of-a:new 7:30-8: 30 action
is so, but say that henceforth the
show.
Otherwise -next season's
unit,
both portable and console, will
from carbonsville. —.
no longer move through dealers but
Last week’s meeting ‘of CBS-TV
through a direct tie-in with the

tion

the

far-from-SRO

prevailing

at

the

for the fall season,

situa-

networks.

the pave of: °

selling has slowed down considerably.
Moreover,
things are ¢xpected to remain that was for

while

The webs are confident

a near-sellout

by

September,

at
but

they feel that filling the few slots
still left is going to be a slow,
laborioug process, (At CBS TV. for
example, the primetime schedule ie
about 83° sold «
CBS is sanguine about an eventual near-sellout because the big
openings happen to fie in highrated shows or prime time periods.

For example,
skip-weeks

on

they fee! filling the
“Pete

&

(iladvs”

and “Twilight Zone.” which are
still half-sold, is not going to be
a major problém, since
j pretty high-rated shows

both are
in valu-

able timestots. But If" S gonna {ake
time, since there simply aren't that
many
bankrollers
around
with
enough money to buy an alternate.
week half-hour, or $3,000,000 worth
of time and: program. By September, however, and probably sooner,
the top advertisers who set a clear
enough picture of their budgets
and sales prospects to come up
with additional money.
Same confidence for the Jong
pull holds for “Ichabod.” which fs
sandwiched between “Dobie Gillis”
and
Red
Skelton, as good an
availability as exists int.
Amerlcan Telephone & Telegraph has
been negotiating for the open half,
but {ts top management
simply
hasn't had time to reach a decision,

‘was. in Jerusalem -for'a month.
Walter Cronkite: stayed at Beit].
-Haam for two- days. While Agronsky |. oNBO-TY.’ daytime. programming.
broadcast ‘spot. news almost. daily,. chas picked ‘up ‘about: $15,110,000 in: -prexy Jim Aubrey .and the web's Columbia Records clubs,
what with the hot & heav,s com.
new and renewed orders in the Jast ‘program brass with all the outside
-CBS coverage. was: minimal’.
As
for
CBS-Electronics,
it’s petition for government contracts
‘packagers and producers brought.
he ..palm, the’ Jerusalem- Post ‘six weeks, the web reports.
adapting to the “space age,” with to Jaunch communications sateliies
Three
big;
renewal
ordershave.
forth
‘some
of
the
initial
thinking
; ‘says,‘goes to ABC. Under the’ sub-|.
abandonment of the entertainment- and other financial and govern.
_ title “Hagerty’ Ss:‘Suecess,”. the ‘paper come ‘in: Miles, spending an esti- and . format plotting in. terms of type receiver tube. Latter inventory mental considerations
mated |.$3,000,000 (270. quarter-|.’82-63, .with evidence that:
‘reports:|
\is
being purchased by the Raytheon
Open
hunk
of “Alvin
& the
1.) The anthology form ‘of half“But the-essential: Eichmann-ty hours), in’: seven NBC .daytimers;
{Co., with the CBS. shutdown sched- Chipmunks” is another
story.
story is not.:in the two: giants at. Procter & Gamble; for about $3,- |hour and. hour dramas will be re- juled for June 30. The CBS plants There, the web figures it can't
all. Both of them-have lost out. to: 900,000 (300 quarter hours), in four |stored to ‘the: tv schedules;
lin Danvers
and
Newburyport, clinch a deal until the first fm
Look
for
a
“‘reemphasis
on
;
strips;
-and
General:
Mills.
for
‘over
an: up-and-coming ‘competitor, The.
Mass., will be shuttered in a-move ts in on the cartoon show, which
American ‘Broadcasting : Co. “Last ‘$4,000,000 (somewhat over 310 quar- personality: ‘shows;
effecting 1,200 workers.
won't be for at least a month.
3.) Look for ‘swing pack ‘to varl. fall ABC hired’ Eisenhower's press- ter hours). in a program: spread as
_ Instead CBS-Electronics will put
along with a skip- weak halfman, James C.- Hagerty, at a sub-|Wide as-Miles’..(The-Miles buy in-. ety. programming {already trig- the whole tube accent on industry These,
hour of “Checkmate,”
represent
cludes
*
the
five-minute
cross-the-.|
ered
by
ABC's’
pacting
of
the
‘stantial salary, to shake. up the net-:
(computers, etc.) and Government the big gaps Jn the web's schedule,
work's public affairs programs and board “Kuklapolitans”’ ‘at 5 p.m., ‘Steve Allen hour);
i defense orders.
in terms of half-hour availabilities.
4.)
Probably
most
important:
of!
|
the’.
‘equivalent
of
‘one-and-twothereby. take away listeners. and.
A few vears back CBS Inc. deThen, there's the area of partirlall, & new’ emphasis on. live shows;
prestige from the larger networks: thirds 15 ‘minute segs weekly). .
-cided to get out of. tv set manufac- pating shons and pubaffairs.
enJim, Hagerty’s successful’ handling |:_ Eever also. brought in an NBC- with production from’ the east re- turing after encountering consider- tries. “Frontier Circus” and “The
‘of the Eichmann trial has been his. ‘TV: daytime renewal, .worth .$700,- |stored to ‘some™ ‘semblance of re- fable losses.
Investigators,” ‘along with
“I've
000,.
for:
52
quarter-hours
:
‘on
the.
spectability.
‘ first major. success. In the ‘New:
Got a Secret,” are the principal
It’s ‘the latter. area that provides |
York:area; the Tocal ABC outlet has: season. in”the «‘morning ©“Price. Is"
spol-carriers, and the first two have
the more intriguing aspects. In the
found. a sponsor;: 4 ‘real: estate’ cor- Right.” .°.
begun to fill up, with “Secret”
poration, ‘for a daily half-hour, |. Thomas * heeming © (78: quarter course of the last. few-years N.Y.. [just now on the market as a minute
. Monday ‘through: Friday,: during ‘thours) at $1,230,000; Pillsbury (104 !L:A. migration ‘of packagers and
vehicte,
Web isn't overly concerned
ee].
a evening. hours; for the tapes of.the- quarter hours) at $1,400,000 and program. entrepeneurs, Ww
about these, and figures that even
- trial. From. the. inception of. the. Ex-Lax (71 quarter hours) at $880,-. celluloid entries of Warners, 20th(Continued
on
on page 46:
trial; this has. been. the: only station 000. were ‘the new NBC-TV: pre- Fox, Metro, Four Star, Desilu, ReNumber of staff directors at a
in the country where listeners. dark sponsors to.‘come in recently. vue, Ziv, et al, virtually taking

(CBS-TV's Dwindling

Staff Directors List;

Mel Ferber Resigns

* eould’ tune. in. at. the same ‘time

SEE MEX-US, PACT...
BORDER BONANZA

“every evening. and. see the high. lights. of the previons day's session | ™:
at Beit..Haam. Anv-her. local _sta- |.
‘tion, Channel -13, “tried. to put on -

‘over

the

medium,

the. Gotham-

‘CBS-TV is now a mere handful,
berthed producer and packager has.
| practically. become ‘extinct’ (save with Mel Ferber latest to ankle
fora
Goodson-Todman: .and. an the web. Ferber, who directed such
isolated few who have been well- notable. productions as “Wonder-

‘entrenched in the program. sweep- ful Town,” the Victor Borge spe. : the. full kour’s: tape, as: received
|Mexico City, June 6.. .
the success of a “‘Can- cials_ and several “Seven Lively
“!: from Jerusalem (the video tape ‘is A: Departrhent.. ‘of. Coramunica- ‘stakes).--But
did Camera” and a Mitch Miller-in

Se

Godfrey Yens
Own TV Show

Arts” and “Studio One” stanzas,
jeu and edited in Jerusalem to one
‘tions spokesman . sald that’ ‘the. re- ‘the. past season, coupled with the
as quit the web to freelance after
Arthur Godfrey Ss anxious to get
- (Continued on. page. 50)"
cently. ratified radio-television ‘pact. categorical rejection (both on the ‘10 years as a staff director.
back into tv with his own show on
D.C.. and viewer fronts): of the
Ferber’s initial directing deal {fs a regular weekly bavis, and has
between’ Mexico and’ the U.S.: will

~NBC-TV Grabs

‘a ““"Way Out” segment for Talent
initiated discussions with CBS TV
Associates (which, ironically is on program execs on possible vehicies
-CBS-TV).
He’s negotiating other for either a ‘62-’63 start or a poyprojects as well. For the past cou- sible midseason replace‘nent entry
;ple of years, his ‘directing activities next seaton
{at the web had been relegated to
American border... .-::
Godfrev, of caurse: has been emreligioso
and
other
‘While ‘no official: ‘comment: can:
pubaffairs { ceeing “Candid Camera” this year,
packages, with few opportunities plus doing specials for CBS
be. had,, behind ‘the scenes’ maneu- | © But
“CBS Scooters
for primetime drama or musical he’s pulling out of “Camera” and
‘Yesterday’ (Tues:¥. saw. a” sharp vers: point to a big expansion’ .of |
What ‘with CBS-TV getting
. spurt.‘of biz’ for. NBC-TV, ‘With. a television facilities in the. border: increasingly. economy-minded . jentries..
would like to move in with7his own
Ee
ee
EY
. $3,000, 000 -‘blockbuster’ from: Block. strip. from now on.
weekly format. something he hacr’t
[as annual profits. have tended
Drug poured ‘nto six of the web's:
had for the past four sears
Hse
to level off and even decrease, ”
fall stanzas’ ani « unique summerinclination is a weekis series patsome of the smaller, details of ~
San Antonio, June 6
‘time
order:: from ‘Lanolin-Plus |
terned after the fotmai he’s emnetwork operations |are under.
Frank MeCall, one of the old- ploved on his speciats
{worth $200,000:
namely,
;
‘For: the first.time ‘in at least! al scrutiny.
te ey
“timers of the radio-\v news busi- remote taped visits to varsois colWeb’s ‘sales. ‘team ‘ae.Don Durgin, year, the -regular early’ evening |.
One of. them “was: the’ cost ‘of
ness, is leaving his latest broadcast orful spo!»
Tom McFadden and. Max Buck ‘ABC-TV newsstrip has. got a ‘sponspecial .messenger service be-tpost at WOAI-TYV, San Antonio, to
Though he's travelled worldwide
nailed Block to. the Saturday night: sor. ‘Begitining at the end of Sep- ’ tween
CBS. offices. ‘in and.
inion his specials
executive
assistant
| become
Motion
picture. spread, . -“Cain’s- tember, Squibb: will probably: go
Ieg anost teren? a
around 485° Madison. Ave..and
|Washington to Mrs Marie McGuire ; couple of week¢ ago involved a tip
100,” “Detectives,” “Laramie, ty. wilh two of the five quarter hours 1: the. web’s Production. Center
;Of the National Housing Commis- ‘to Indias
the weekis formal would
“Outlaw” and “Thriller”. in-an out- ‘available in the’6: pm. Bill. Shadel fn W. 57th. St. In. order to dis‘sion.
frule this out, and so the remotes
pouring ‘of. nighttime participation, stanza.
‘courage use of. special mes: McCall, who was news director of | would be restricted to spate ainside
coin. Deal was set via two. agen‘At. present, the. sponsorless. Sha- - gengers, the network has in|Woar tv. ‘and prez of the Sanj; the U S Even that presents a fore
.eles, Gray and. Sullivan, _ Stauffer,. dal who . succeeded. the- virtually. ‘ augurated- ‘its own ~scooter
_ Colwell &. Bayles.
sponsorless John Daly, is carried |. ‘messenger service. betw een the.. | Antonio: Press Club, haz not yet midable technical and cost probbeen replaced at the station. At one Jem, aud if it can't be oiercane
,Lanolin, in: its. first network ‘buy, ; by 38 ABC affiliates... The Squibb + - ‘two. points.. Trips. leave fromtime, the new Federal aide was an: alfernative formats baed ioe ins
‘ts taking a sutnmer spread. on the order, however, calls: for. feéeyiing . earh iotation onthe haif-hour
0°%
‘executive with NBC News
Mrs. Od “Godizes & His Frieed," .tauza
_fror: 9 am. to 5:30 p.m.,
. Friday “Michael, Shayne” Anystery | 118 ABC .stations or: nearly
‘McGuire is also from Sana Antonis. {will be considered,
2 7 series.
boff the U.-S.tv homes...
across-the-board.

Block, Lanolin

transplanted conventional .B films
be highly beneficial for. both:-na- into hour action shows is already
tions: He. predicted ..that.fruits of having a salutory effect.on.s New
agreement will” be visible . within York ..production
in
renaissance
six. months. ‘with the ‘operation. of : the: projecting of. tv Properties, for
new tv. stations along the Mexican- ‘62-"63. .

‘ Squibb’s ABC. NewsCoin’

| Frank McCall’s D.C. Post
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CTto.

Theatre’
Minow’s at It Again: Thinks TV. |- TNEG 4‘Mystery
‘Summer Segs SRO}
Should Cuffo Time to Politicos:
-

Washington, June 6.
Federal

man

Communication

Newton

N. Minow

+-

Chair-

Monday
(5)
that
broadcasters
should be required to give time to|.
presidential candidates and perhaps
state and local contenders too. |
In his first public ‘talk since his
“vast wasteland” speech to the
* NAB convention May 9, Minow told
the Women’s National Democratic|
Club here:
..

there

should

should

be man-

profit

for

carrying programs
that are the
lifeblood of democracy.”
Minow
did not spell out his
ideas on the subject but it was
recalled that ‘his former law partner, Adlai Stevenson, supported the

Magnuson-Mahoney

proposal

last

year of giving presidential runners
16 hours of web tv time. Out of

this proposai_came

to Secticn

bursed
for
“out-of-pocket”
expenses in carrying political speechAnd.

he said he thought

he

the
WNDU-TV here had great.aifticultyeine to:
Bend,Ind.
midwestern.
3
ne
the |.
the. . broadcasters to appear in. a panel discussion with FCC. Chairman.
‘Newton
N.
Minow.
Evidently,
‘problem.
stemmed.as
much
from
a.
the

315: of the

| _ wasn't “out to lunch” ‘when invited to. appear. opposite .the FCC
‘boss in the succeeding panel. discussion. Young swept’ nearby:

FCC

Code. ‘At. WFYI in Garden.
City-Mineola there -is- a daily
newscast that is done by a-dif-

| SChicago for.an industry. spokesman, but: received answers like,
“This is just not :a good. time,” and an appearance “might tend to .-

te

- ImagePerturhs |
ATVinBritain} °

| company has hired a. -pubrelations |:
firm; C.S: Services, Ltd., to. act
as advisers; .

ye

Roger Englander
Music and ArtsDesign for TV

suspension of 315. and the great:
dehates whereby the networks gave-

Jfying.

taking

fear of being bitten by the “shark-of the FCC” in full-view of:an. .
~ |formerly. run hours SRO.
: outlet: as from. appearing on: the facilities ofa. rival: commercial
|
Sponsors will ‘be Chesebrough0
.| Ponds, Dumas. Milner,. Mennen and
Bob Young, ‘the WNDU-TV riews “director, thought he had ace:
Procter &* Gamble. -Stanza, first
Nassau. County,. L.I:,. high
used ‘Jast. summer, will run -‘until : complished a journalistic coup when he got Minow to. appear with”
school students’ may be: defiIndiana
Cong: John Brademans: in the. filmed portion of ‘a’ stariza."|Sept.
20
le
m
;
cient in Latin and calculus
from Washington. Yet at first. he couldn’t get a broadcaster who.
but they’re hep wken it comes

the temporary|

time and cffort voluntaril¥.
The youns: chairinan said, however, broadcasters might be reim-

are

1 -{ncriminate me.” “Several. newspaper crities would not: appear . ferent high school-each day.| .either, mostly, ‘it. seems, because ‘their ‘papers were involved, ins ns
WFYI gets good ‘promotion,
station.ee se
;
school gets" nice. plug by-.the’
nally, the
show. ‘went on with WNDU general. manager: Ww.
student, and student is. big :
Thomas Hamilton; ‘Young himself and: Jim. iMcNelle, tv editor for...
man on the campus. The ECC
|
the South Bend Tribune, appearing: with Minowin his local. ty.
regulations.
anent
political:
rogramming debut. Stanza was aired Saturday (3).
~
‘proadcasts crept in last week
Minow told McNelle‘on the show, called. “Washington Tie’ Line,an
when the. guest-student-newsthat he “may. ... get. shot ‘In the back at any moment.” The’ FCO
eas‘yr plugged one. candidate
, boss said that kidvid was “‘a place where tv could teach ‘and. elevate
London, June 6.
in the schoo] -election. —
7
' Associated Television is appar-. and inform, and (is) a big opportunity: that tv ought to grasp.”
Next day John Frogge, WFYI:
He also said, “The FCC should come. up with an equitable for-. News Editor, got. call for equal 7 ently ‘worried about’ its brand.
' time from opposing. candidate; af image. Despite. an able and con- mula for broadcasting license fees which would:. fompensate :the
'| siderable ‘press relations staff, the ve- Government just for the cost of. operating the FCC. 7
|. and gave him the time.

datory free time for presidential
candidates . . . I don’t see why

broadcasters

bankrollers_

Sec. 315 Switcheroo

{fs still on]

his controversy kick. He declared

“J think

Four

“The :NBC ‘Mystery Theatre,”
repeats that begin July 2 in
Sunday Dinah. Shore: slot for
summer. ‘Various deals make

was alone on the Commission in
supporting mandatory. free time.
By way of giving credit where it
was due, Minow said the great dcWhatever their faults, -the an-.
bates represented “one of the most nual Emmy Awards. do serve one
constructive things the broadcast- valuable purpose—to point up how
ers have done.”
little use television makes of some
Questioned by a panel including of its more important talents and

Sen.

AllanJackson Soundsa‘Lament:
Hectronic Journalism’$ Sloppiness

Official: comments. from. both

organizations say that this. move |
simply ‘complies: With the trend}.
of large organizations _Sppointing |
pubrelation experts,
~:
Reluctant to disclose ‘any de-|.
tailed information, Patrick Thurs- |°
-field, general..-manager of GS.
Services, ‘Ltd, said: “This idea is
‘planned .to’ go" a lot: ‘deeper than
just the promotion of . programs. Ee
That is only part of our job.” ATV. .
‘feels that. it has not really had |: " Since Revion Ag going to spend
a fair crack of ‘the ‘whip as far
as prestige .goes. Too, much. em- its. coin. elsewhere .next’. seagon,
phasis has been given on the. cigar Ford’s Lincoln-Mercury division: is
smoking. of the ‘execs and. not again looking * for alternate-week
‘enough ‘to the |cultural: and techni- sponsorship Yelief
on. “Alfred

,

By. BOB. CHANDLER

FordStill on1 Prowl - ‘gramming of news:by radio:and tv
is bringing to the fore a problem
that’s. been. chronic’::in the indusFor Hitchcock’ Relief ‘try—the
poor quality of newswrit-

Upbeat. in ‘interest. fh and. pro-.

ing: for

broadcast, both

through

Amproper. training. of ‘electronic.
newsmen and: ‘through a tendency.

Albert Gore 1D-Tenn.), and potentials. Case in point is -protoward :carelessness“ and |.sloppi-Post tv: critic Larry ducer -director Roger-Englander,
ness-.even .among veteran: radio-tv
Laurent, Minow also said he viewed who coppéd an Emmy. for the:
newsmen... ° ..
with “great concern” newspaper Leonard Berasfein’s “Young ‘Peo-| cal ‘aspect.
|Hitchcock
Presents.”’.
Unless
‘some
|
So.-declares veteran CBS ‘News >
ownership of broadcast outlets in ples -Concerts.”
What CS. Services : has got: to
Allan . : Jackson,
areas where it verges.on monopoll-.
‘|put ‘over is this: “ATV's aim. : other bankroller comes across, Lin- correspondent:
Englander, one of television’s
who’s
became increasingly . cone
coln-Mercury ‘will be stuck for the:
zation of communications media.
top directors in the music field, has..been to present to the public
Joint ownership
ef broadcasting
a service which {s not: only. respon-. full tab—52° weeks, ata. ‘production ‘cerned over the years. with the fail-:
‘did exactly four “Young People’s
stations and newspapers in comsible. and enterprising but. also, price. of $58,000:net for each first-} ‘ure of: radio-tv news writers toConcerts” and four other concert
‘style their newswriting for the ear.
in ‘the best sense, Popular. oan
munities where there are only “‘one
shows
last
year—that
was
his.
total
{Tun and $27, 000,net. for.each.oof 18 “What it. “bolls - down. to:is thator two” of each. pose a situation
output in the musical field, other
many ° tews’ ‘broadcasts are _ just.
. |Feruns.
which “goes to the very heart. of
than -an. occasional religioso entry
the democratic process,” he said.
| Kenyon &° Eckhardt, agency on]. ‘plain’ hard to-listen to?’
Minaw, joined by Gore, praised which was musically themed. The
{the account, says that the atuomo-}. And what. makes the ‘problem: inother concert
quartet. was
the
as “ty at its~best” .the network
“|
tive has four cars that.It wants ‘to. creasingly acute, says Jackson, ‘is
series which Bob Herridge’ procoverage of president Kennedy’s
pitch next season and, consequent- ‘that there.don’t appear.to b® any.
duced for Revlon on CBS-TV last.
current European doings. But Gore
ly,
feels. that being limited to..just. places ‘where. novices in broadcastspring,
fot one of the bizgest rises from
‘the one Tuesday night .NBC-TV journalisna can learn their trade.
So far for next season; the. only |
the Democratic clubwomen when
half-hour. will make. the ‘four-way | Most journalism schools still teach©
assignments pencilled in definitely
he said: “One of the healthiest
‘ promotion
. somewhat. .- - difficult. | their students to ‘write in the ‘old,
for Englander are four more. Bern- |
—
Chicago, June 6.
things that could happen
io the.
Also, it’s.. understood: that’ “K&E newspaper style. of cramming ‘the.
stein concerts: So he’s decided to
Zenith -‘owned station .-WEFM
industry would be the -refusal. of
attempt to create some interest in can. élaim ‘the ‘distinctien. of.‘heing: would like to ‘concentrate any principal facts into. the first -parathe commission to extend a few
‘musie, and has set to work packag- among the first, if not the first, coin. it gets back via selloff in a ‘graph, he says, a style that’s totally ~
licenses,”
‘ling a series of eight. ‘musical. FM-er in the nation to begin. com- tv campaign at the time: the new unsuited to. broadcast. news.
| specials, which his agent, Jerry patible stereophonic “broadcasting car lines are lauriched ‘next fall..| . On a station level, “many station:
Minow: ‘I Meant It’.
Hellman (Hellman, Ziegler. & Ross) under the new. FCC single-chan-'|. Several © different .stanzas -would operators ‘and ‘managers: -fail to.
Washington. June 6.
be used.
place the. proper: values’ on news is peddling...
standards.. It -switched
nel
to!”
Newton Minow, big fish of the
~~ |as. a .-commodity, and therefore.
Series of eight would be broken
Federal Communications Caommis- down’ into three categories, one ‘stereo ..an instant after midnight|‘treat
it shabbily, he points. out.°
sion, has again said publicly that documentary. a second comprising Jast Thursday..(1), earliest .time
‘| Beyond | the’ prevalent practice ‘of.
television
and_
radio
licensees dran4s about musical events or } authorized’: by the. ‘Commission.
|
tearing
off the. press service wires.
should bear all the costs, of FCC’s personalities, and the third: such Only: possibility. that. another: sta|.and reading them. on the air—and.
tion might have best WEFM to}.
operations.
Jackson
says the wire service copy
Broadway musicals as he feels lend
“The FCC should :not be sup-| themselves especially to television. the. starting post is if one had.
is about the poorest written there
gone ‘on. the air at midnight in
ported by the taxpay er but by the The documentaries, which
is,
for
print
as well as: broadcast—.. .
he’s
people who use the airwaves,” titled “Bigger Than Baseball,” deal the" eastern: -time. zone, which.
even those stations who ‘employ
would have’: “given ‘it-'an hour's
Minow stated on a tv program with. with the grassroots
‘news writers. -tolerate unimaginainterest in: jump :‘on the central :zone. But
tive,. hard-to-listen-to. and often .
musie and the arts—the thousands
(Continued
ontinued on
on page 4
48)
Washington

StereaPil

Chi Zenith Bow|

B ritishShowBiz
Unit SetFor Corom'l|
Radio—If &Wi

‘Zenith ‘knows of .one such.
af sloppy: writing.
of chamber groups, . orchestras, litSo far: ‘as: is. known, only. other|.
tle theatres, etc.,on a local level.
‘Even at the: networks}. ‘ungrsine
stations that had hoped ‘to. meet
The dramas. would revolve about
the :June 1 deadline are WUPYLondon, June 6.° ‘|matical, hhard-to-grasp | and even..
historical events in. music — the
obscure
newswriting is prevalent,
FM, Boston, and: ‘KUPD, ‘Phoenix. |. Commercial radio is still only. a
\premiere of “Carmen,”: for exand among top. newsmen, .says
ample, which was a firstnight flop; WKFM, Chicago, is awaiting FCC proposal in: U.K.;. where: the ‘plug- Jackson. Pressure. of. deadlines,
approval. of. its stereo casting spe- free BBC operates @ sound monop!a play about 19th-Century Amercifications.. A ‘survey
released oly. But a group of show biz char-. lack ‘of orientation in the: demands.
ican pianist-composer. Louis Gott-|:
through the National. Assn. of FM acters have decided not to. wait for: of broadcasting’ and a simple ften-.
schalk, a dandy and matinee. idol.

WBC’s ‘PM ShowSet for WNEW-TV
WABC-TV
take

“PM

Tost out -in its. bid to

East

&

PM

West,”

in- his own

right. The musicals—

well Englander

is: keeping ‘those

the titles under wraps,

Westinghouse
Broadcasting
latenight strip away from rival NY.
outlet, indie WNEW-TV.
Latter,
a Metropolitan Broadeasting chain
station, will begin carrying the
hour-and-a-half nightly program on
the same date, June 12, as the six

other stations now set to carry it.
WNEW-TV’s boss Bennett Korn

had an oral agreement with WestInghouse,
and
after
WABC-TV
eame through with a higher brd,
refused to let WBC go. Moreover,
there is a compensation for WBC:
Metropolitan can supply Washington for “PM,” since it owns WITG

there and hegotiations are now
underway to deliver the taped series to the nation’s capital by the
* 12th.
In Chicago, WGN-TV is going to
carry the stanza. Other five markets
at present are where the Westing-

house o&o’s are located: Boston,
Baltimore,
San Francisco, Pittsburgh and Cleveland.
WNEW
intends. carrving “PM”
from 11 p.m. to 12:30 a.m., followed by five minutes of news, the
Debbie Drake exercise show, a ‘half(Continued on page 48)

Broadcasters: reveals: that 41.8%
‘of the country’s 870 FM. stations
said.-‘they would
eventually go
‘stereo. when the FCC gave the
green light.
Interestingly,
the.is
‘stereo
‘rently
beirig’ atred
going curun-

dency to goof off. at times. are Te.

the proposal to -become..a reality,
They have formed a commercial Sponsible, he says...

-

radio. company which will be all}. Jackson doesn’t admit to:knowe’
ready to transmit programs if and ‘ing the solution tothe problem,‘on: a local -level, ex-":
when. the Government gives the | particularly
P
sound-off for a. plugfest that looks |” “(Continued +
‘on Page.460)

Claiming. their
special values for tv would be so.
obvious as to draw.a flock of competitive bidders for the properties..
as‘if it might rival that currently |. —
Whether he’ll succeed in getting
them on the air, Englander doesn’t heard and probably will for some operating in. British: teleyision. —
time.
Orily
one
‘manufacturer
of
‘Comedians Peter Butterworth, |’
pretend to know. But he ‘figures
that despite the apparent uncoén~ -components,. Scott, is. known. to Jimmy Jewell, ‘broadcaster John ig
cern by sponsors and networks for have a stereo: adapter on the mad- Ellison, conductor Malcolm Lock-|* =™
‘this. kind of programming, the cur- ‘ket. currently,.and probably no yer, scriptwriter Sid Colin (author:
‘of consoles
will of Granada TV’s “Army: Ganie”
rent Minow-Collins
climate per- ‘manufacturer
haps makes: his timing more propi- have one ready. to sell for at least. program) and actress Janet’ Brown:
tious than’ ever

before.

MBS, CHUM Swap

Ja ‘month: Zenith: itself. doesn’t plan (Mrs, Peter Butterworth) are among |
{to be on the: market. with an AM-: those ‘who have got. together to}. .ae
London; ‘June 6.
|Jaunch the new outfit, to:-be known |
(Continued on Page 46)
as Group Ten. (Independent). Radio,|: "Four ‘members of .the Govern.

Mutual Broadcasting and: CHUM,
in.
a Toffee Biz
Toronto, have pacted for a news Granada i

-:
.Lendon,. June 6..
trade off. with CHUM. stated to
carry MBS news and. special events |: After . savoring | the:.sweet
smell of profits. in commercial
features while acting as the radio
tv, the Granada Group is -diweb’ s Toronto-Ottawa news bureau:

Chairm an of. the company is .God-| ment’s: “committee of inquiry into
‘\frey Lagden, Tory M. P. for Horn- broadcasting, ..including’ Sir.:
- | Pilkington the chairman, have ies
| church, Essex.
Said Lagden: “There was. a time here- for a two-week tour: of Ps
ey’.
when show. business: people. just ‘and Canadian :tv ‘rietworks.

‘cracked’ a joke and sang a. song, will meet FCC officials: and mem:
but our company. directors ;
are keen. bers of the Canadian broadcasting’
T| authority.
Principal reason, “for. the : trip:
‘|
Group Ten has put: tts case: ‘for.
.
It is. acquiring, for “more
commercial radio to ‘the: ‘Pilkington seems..to be ‘discussions on. toll.
opening the Ottawa bureau under
than: $1,000.000, a 12% hold-~ ‘Committee which will: decide the. -tv’ and color. The party will “visit..
direction of Don Peacock. Station’s
future of British radio, The: Group Etobicoke, Toronto, to sée. the toll
news director, Bill Drylie, has been |..- ing inthe toffee and. packaging. business that will result.
named to handle all news fed to
Ten aim is to transmit programs: ‘tv experiment. With Sir Harry is.
Leonard
Mutual by. a 10-man.staff—nine in|. - ‘from the impending merger of -{to Eastern: areas of U:X., if the: his radio. expert,’ Dr.
J.. A. & P. Holland with. the
Government gives. ‘commercial ra-: ‘Smith-Rose; .and Mrs. E. Whitley Toronto in addition to Peacock. in
and1 Elwyn Davies.
dia its blessing,
Harper. ‘Paper: Group,. Ltd,
Ottawa.

The Canadian: station recently}-- versifying into the toffee busiexpanded its news activities by. +. MESS. |

{business people.” |
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~ 65 Power&GloryTab

pneu

; “The ‘Power and. the. ‘Glory,”. scheduled to wind: taping tor CBSTV today (Wed.) (and coincidentally, at.NBC’s Brooklyn studios), |

may well emerge:.as the. highest-priced dramatic :show ‘in. tv. his- tory. Total cost. of the stariza, originally. estimated at $500,000, ‘is.
now likely, to surpass $625, 000—-and: that’‘8.for.show alone, exclusive s

$7

N. 8 TO 9

{WithNewsBreakingat Such a Clix

~ GHOIGEPERIODS|_Galfs ‘instaTV’ntCoinRunning Out

There is a question as to how
many more “instant news” speciais
Daytime Arbitrons
|
{Gulf Oll will be able to sponsor on
:(Top. 10; Week Ending: May 29)
NBC-TV
between now and next
|:= Guiding Light (CBS). .: 10.1
{Dec. 15, which marks the end of
_ somewhat.
‘| America’s. choice viewing time. AcIthe one-year arrangement between
“As-is becoining habitual: with high-priced. ‘specials, costs.on the. cording ‘to'a breakdown of Nielsen | Search ‘Tomorrow (CBS). -9.0
World Turns (CBS) .....
8.0
{sponsor and NBC News, in which
Sir Laurence Olivier-Julie| Harris. starrer have gone way over ©. data. covering. the current season
Millionaire (CBS) . ....
7.6
{time Gulf promised to buy several,
‘estimates..as the Talent Associates-Paramount: Ltd. production ‘has * from October to April, .an average
Verdict Yours (CBS! ...
7.6
|if net all, of the timely topice
: Fun -into ‘overtime, -particularly in. the. area of camera fehearsaly ; of. ‘nearly " 30,000,000 homes (and
ate
ty
Pee
oes
oF
aired
on the tv web's facilittes
and: actual on-camera production: It’s figured ‘the show: will wind~ between 70;000;000 and 90,000,000)
ace
Facts
(CBS)
.......
Le
Gulf admittedly did not antictits. taping with nearly 40 hours of. overtime; Another big item is the
persons) watched: tv every Sunday |
Love of Life (CBS). - 70
pate that there would be as many
substantial settings, which‘ came.to more than. anticipated.
te
during that. hour.
These, of course, are below-the-line items. Above-the-line. costs;
Price is Right (NBC) .
6.7 | news events occurring as have been
‘Next: choice ‘time. period, sur-

- of time..

“Sundays 8 to 9, as through the |

At: the: same time, there's3:‘an: excellent’ ‘chance ‘the ‘show: may” | years: with perhaps the sole excepts be expandéd from. 90 minutes to-two hours, :on the basis of CBS’: { tion: of Tuesdays during. Milton
2 satisfaction swith the- taping: so- far, This. would. “amortize ‘costs jBerle’s peak, continues to constitute

which. are pretty well fixed, are figured af about $240,000, most of .| prisingly,

Edge of Night (CBS).

66

{covered since early last January,

ChiWBKB Sri

when, for all practical purposes,
the Gulf sponsorship commenced.
{But Laos, Cuba and Kennedy hase
\taken their toll.
There was a top budget that
Gulf contracted to spend In its
first year on NBC-TY as the bankroller of news preemptions.
The

is Wednesday 9: fo 10,

_that .going for :-the. cast,‘ which includes George ‘C. Scott, Roddy - whieh: Jags the Sunday spot by |'
'“MeDowell, Keenan ‘Wynn, Patty Duke, Mildred Dunnock. Martin - |some 405,000 homes. The. Sunday
Gabel, Thomas Gomez, Fritz Weaver,. -among: others:. Olivier: As: - -hour reaches an average of 29,610,‘reportedly receiving. $100,000 as his. fee...
000 homes each minute; the Wed: Of the total costs, CBS-TV as its share of the. coproduction; wilt. jnesday hour hits |29, 205,000 per].
| underwrite about $300,000. and: will’:‘probably price the: show for minute.
~. sponsorship no higher than that. The. alance will be borne by TA-".
But these ‘time periods are: by no :
- Paramount, which. however..expects to recoup via overseas theatrie- -Tmeans
|:
typical, and don't rise far

eal: distribution of.the 90-minute: show, via tape transfer: fo.35m. -

|FallerinBrushWithLawFor.

‘Labove: the average.
| nights a week,an

Into Pubaffairs

sponsor's spokesmen would nelther

‘At ‘the ‘peak

viewing hour of 8 to 9 p.m., seven

sverage ‘of: 28,- |

hhQuinlan Questi

| 800,000 homes -have their tv tuned|.

‘Tin during the hour. At 9° to 10].
Chicago, June 6.
|p.m., it’s slightly less—about 28,-/
1955000 homes,..or, over 70,000,000 | " -WBKB, proceeding on the prempersonal. Overall, between 8 and 10 ise that it is more valuable to do
4) | p.m. on the average evening, total distinguished pubaffairs
specials
- lof.28,805,000... homes -haye, thelr in prime time than to have per| television sets: tuned .on:.
San: Francisco, June: 6.
functionary continuing series in the
If there has been a drop in view-, Sunday basement, is underway with
“‘A-chief source of radio news was“1°
‘Ving. it's a. virtually .infinitesimal | eee. ‘projects intended. for early
arraigned: in: Federal Court: last |:
one.
Figures'as against last. seaa
«Friday: (2) for.-violating :a. section|’RCA declared -a. quarterly divi:
/!-of the FCC statute. which prohibits ‘dend last week of 25 cents a share ‘gon aren’t: readily available, ‘but it’s:
Most interesting of. the three is
reported
thatthe overall’ prime
“Monitoring police’ broadcasts. with-. ‘on the company’s common: stock to
the
pet brainchild of ABC veep in
‘out: police broadcasts’ ‘permission. holders of record:on June 16. _ .| time drop {fs less than 1%. Biggest charge of the station, Sterling
»
|
drop
in
any
one
half-hour
time
peThe. source is Kenneth G: Ful-|-: - Regular .87% .cents per share
(Red)
Quinlan, which has the workwith
-of .Oakland, who. operates was. also: ‘declared on first. pre- Hodis ‘said to. be. about 7%,w

~~ Monitoring,SelngPolce

“RCA Dividend

confirm nor deny that the top was
supposed to be $1,260,000, aa orig{nally reported. But if this widely
mentioned figure holds, then at
this point Gulf really
hasn't

enough

coin to sponsor additional

“instant news” programs on NBCTV until a new budget Is drawn up.
It’s believed, however, that Gulf
will probably make fresh coin

available before next Dec. 15, that
is If the news events to be covered
are consdered hot enough
by
Young & Rubicam, the Gulf ad
agency. If there Is additional coin

allocated,

there {s stil every

rea-

son to belleve that Gulf will not
ing title of “Home Again." Idea is be ahle to sponsor such a high
-some
compensating
increase:
in
‘Broadcaster’ s News Service there.|.‘férred- RCA stock for. thie periad of
to auspice a return. “home” to Chi- incidence of programming in the
of Tec-. other: periods.
.He. was -brought.before:. Federal. ‘July 1.to Sept. 30to holders -o
cago of notable personages _wno next six months as it did In the
Reduced
into
sets-In-use
figures,
first six months of fits unusual
‘Judge William. ‘Sweigert . and.. Ww i ord on Sept. 5...
‘| that Sunday 8-9 reaches 65.8%. of had lived a significant period of NBC deal.
' be tried later-this month." tall. ty homes:’the Wednesday slot their lives in the Windy City. Point |
is to retrace their steps here, to|
A% of Monday (5', Gulf was
Up ‘to‘early 1961 Fuller was. seilhits 64.9%. Three other time. peAng news, mainly: about. commuter
8Cheduled to. have underwritten
‘|riods are tied for the third highest | recall. memories, to elicit comment |its
2ist NBC News program on tv.
traffic, to. four: Frisco. area. radio|
on
how.
things
have
changed,
and
viewing level, Monday: 8-9, WedIn all, NBC News has not aired
‘ stations. Bartell’s. KYA, Crowell“tnesday 8-9: and Saturday ‘8-9, all in general to record the experi- many more than 30 news pie:.
ence:
of
a
person
trying
“to
go
; Collier’s . :KEWB,
‘independent:
. [with 64.8 SIU levels. Across-theemptions since early January in
- KFRC and independent KSAY, -for
board, seven nights a week, the home again” (per Thomas Wolfe). prime time, which means
that
. $10 a- day, plus. monthly teletype
Possibilities, for a brief list of Gulf has bankrolied at least two8-10 sets-in-use level averages 63.9;

: “Ter.”

Beadle’s Sumup
InBBC-TV Exit:
StillNeed Hwood’

charges. For a: time he also ‘sold.|.
- his service to“United. Press” ‘Inter: |

+ at’ 8-9 Its 64.0 and 9-10 it’s 63.8.

| subjects, include Ben Hecht, CartHour-by-hour, | across-the-board, Sandburg, Fred Astaire, Jack Beuhere’s - the way -homes: using tv ny, Alonzo. Stagg, Adm. Hyman
He: operates. from ‘a. hill in‘East |
‘stacks up: 7-8, 57.2%; -8-9, 64.0; Rickover, Walt Disney, John GunOakland: :where his equipment can
“49-10, | 63.8 and 10-11, 52.2. : That. ther, Harold: Urey, Henry Luce,
- London, ‘June 6. ‘|drop: trom the 9-10 to the 10-11 Ernest Hemingway, Archibald Mac‘and does: pick up: about. 25 ‘frequen- |..
ae
a
"
éatotlywood
is
‘still
the
greatest
cies used by local police: -and -fire |
‘period. occurs: primarily at .10:30:. Leish, Dorothy Lamour, Geraldine
_departments, ‘plus.’ aircraft: and|.source of recorded television ma-. although viewing starts to. drop: off Page and Jack FE. Leonard.
The
‘-/ Coast Guard distress frequencies. terial in: the world.” This is the. at 9:30.
.:
list, of course, goes on and on. Sia‘Ona “half-hour basis, viewing’ Is tion intends to pay $1,000 plus ex“He went: into" business. in “1958 opinion ‘of Sir Gerald.. Clayton:
Beadle,.
the
BBC's
retiring
Direcat a 64.5% level at 9-9:30, then ‘it penses to the subject. for about a
’ after Seven years in the communications. section of the Oakland Po- tor of:‘Television... Broadcasting.
\drops to.63.0 at 9:30-10. At 10- week -of making the nostalgla
‘lice’ Department. | His’ monitoring
'|,‘During Sir Gerald’s-“term ‘as. 10:30, it drops to 57.0, and at 10:30- rounds.
equipment -is on-:the alert from.7 | BBC. Television’ s topper there have 1M, the big dropoff occurs, down to
Quinlan says that, if’ it works,
to 9 a.m. -and 3:30 ‘to..6:30 p.m. ‘been criticisms that: BBC program's | 47:7, a -loss of: nearly * 4,500;000. he’d like to compile a ‘portfolio of
were’ ‘becoming. tog ~“Americani.
daily and he ‘feeds .what. he Picks |
homes. . ~
such shows at the rate of maybe
Asked: by. VaRIEty to comment: on |
Audience builds” up. the saine five or 10 over the year. He points
» (Continued: on®‘page.46)
‘this; he-said: “The:reply is simple.
| We. ‘produce’ 85% of our programs way. during the early part of the. out that while most of the ‘disevening,
rising from a 54.5% level: tinguished’
ex-Chicagoans
may
: ourselves, .. and no. television serv-.
‘ice’ in ‘the: world’ produces -more. : -at -7-7:30 to. 59.9 at 7:30-8.- and. have revisited the city for business
jumping
again to 63.1 at 8-8:30, .|or social. reasons sincé leaving it,
8 ‘We get 5% from British -film “ma| terial;~ plus ‘other. sources, some and ‘again rising to 64.8 at 8:30-9, chances are that. none has ever
rot ‘them foreign.. ‘The remaining {the“peak viewing half-hour’ of the; quite addressed himself to reliving

national...

: Pay-TVNetwork

~ For DoctorsOnly’

1
night:
10% comes’ from, America. and that; |
.the. past here. Quinlan hopes toi
virtually, means Hollywood. Now- |: ‘Actually, the. ‘peak nighttime hhaye the first show ready after
here else is there such’ a quantity. hour is 8:30-9:30, when. sets-in-use Labor’ Day.
averages
64.6%, or. 29,070, 000
‘of programs available...
Other two pubaffairs projects
mt “A “pay-tv- network. for. “doctors: ” “We wish we could. get more ‘film. -homes.:
” “only ‘is being established by Tele- material from Britain, but, it-seems,|. Best viewing nights of the. week ‘are to be titled “Argonne Revisitted”
and “Is Chicago Defen- ‘globe Pay-TV ‘System Inc., starting ‘It isn’t being produced because.;are Saturday and.Sunday. Average’!
audience between 7 and 11 p.m; on sible?” Latter virtually speaks for
in N. Y..and fanning out. ‘gradually: the’ finance is not: available.” -.
itself
and
Is already In production
Average.
for
., Over the. rest ‘of. the. country. Tele-"|.-Sir Gerald Is off to: America: in. Sunday ‘is 60.9%.

thirds

of them.

omitting

things as two Eichmann

such

trial pro-

grams and one segregation stanza
and a few others which Gulf did
not have time to make a devision
on or whith were more feature

jStories

(han

out-and-out

news

breaks,
Regardless of what happens in
the preemption area, Gulf has definitely laid aside a separate budyet

for the weekly Frank McGee haifhour. beginning in September.
.The
$1,200.000
budget
figure
seems to be reasonably correct,
apart from the fact that so many
reliable persons hold to it ‘Jime

for a half-hour news program, on
8 relatively limited station hookup,
$55.000 to $60.09,
(Continued on page 48:

rons at about

Steve Allen SRO;
Shun Star Policy

Steve Allen’s forthcoming Wed: globe .envisions ‘the: systern as an. September for a trip that may. last. Saturday is 60.8. Worst night is|by the Norman’ Ross-David Mc‘Friday, when the 7-11 average is Elroy producing team. It's fo be nesday night hour on ABC-TV 38
- over-the-air “setup, .and': will seek until Christmas. © sold
out now that Consolidated
authorization for.its operation: from |.; ‘T shall be going as a- sort. ‘of! 57.0, a full 1,870,000: homes off the an hour program on film, examining the military defense setup Cigar has joined three other bankthe FCC.
ambassador - for the BBC.” he ‘said. Sunday. pace. - Wednesday averages around Chicago. The Argonne pro- rojlers, each with approximately
‘Medical TV. ‘Network, as: “it's During. his stay he expects ‘to. lee- 59.4, . Tuesday. 59.3, Monday 59.0 gram is. to be a followup to last{#2
alternate-half-hour
weekly.
«allied; ‘will transmit via one of the \ture,. to look at new “American: tv and.Thursday 58.9.
[year’s two-hour special, “Inside |Consolidated has not given up on
oN. Y. independent: tv: stations. and ‘stations’ in BBC. programs."
;| Argonne, " ‘this time dealing. with {ts favorite tv son, however, and
will. use: a coding: device to- seram- | ‘Last year sales. of [BBC and -co‘the new developments at the gov- {the cigar company, besides Alien,
_ ble pictures and: audio: “Subscrib-. produced ‘material to: the. States
|ernmental nuclear research centre
|¥!l sponsor four or five half-hour
ing doctors willbe furnished with: totalled more..than -$700,000.. And
specials,
“
| near-here. Dan Schuffman will be ,Ernie
Kovacs comedy
‘Boston, June 6
A special portable tv set ‘to Tecelve. we'd like to sell ‘a lot more,” said
probably Tuesdays at 1) pm.
‘Leland
c.
‘Bickford,
news
direc|
in
charge
of
the
production
team
.| Sir Getald_ who ‘vacated his -desk
and decode the signals. :
If
Allen
goes
heyond
the
minjtor ‘of WNAC, WNAC-TY and the:iand will do the show on tape.
as Director ‘of: Television on mae |
-Programming ©‘Will service. doc: | day
mum
contract of 26 weeks, an
qy) when. his. ‘successor,
Ken:| Yankee.
‘net,
retires
from
activej.
tors with the latest. in medical: léec-.
into
a
39-week
cycle,
Cansolim sullathis. week, and becomes con-|
neth. Adam, ‘former. BBC ‘Program
tures, iaboratory: and: surgical ‘tech-|:
dated‘s outlay n2xt seasun on ABC
ultant:. plus being available for
. niques . and other .news, which. is ‘Controller, ‘took. over,
villi
come
to
over
°$2,000.000.
:.| special assignments. for RKO Gen- |
resently..available only ‘In medical|:
' Timex, which is selling off 4 slight
_leral. Bill Whalen, former news di“Dick Doty’ss Post
bulletins. and: at_ conventions: and:|
amount
of
its
allernste
half, May{rector of WICC, Bridgeport, moves |
_COurses.. “Service -will -be provided
belline and Pepsi-Cola ‘the fist
Miami, J une’ 6. ‘Jinte ‘Bickford’s .former spot from
Sydney, June 6.
‘during early-morning hours, before|.”Dick “Doty was’ named viceprest- post of assistant, which he ‘has held
sponsor
to
rome
Jn:
are
the other
‘TV personality Art Linkletter
. ‘the station goes’ on. with its regular. dent in charge. of programming, : since April.
planed in here for a four days’ Allen supporters.
. _ schedule. : a
So
far
Bil!
Dana
and
Louis
Nye
news'and public relations.of Rand
Bickford, one of the organizers stopover to help in the National
Dr. Leo: Leveridge Is | serving: as ‘Broadcasting; a. chain which con- ‘of Yankee. net news service -in|Heart campaign over key tv sta- are signed as regulars on the Allen
our.
The program, the hbrainconsultant.“ta the. network. -He’s. ‘trols radio and :tv stations in three 1934, is:w.k. as dean of radio news- |tions here.
-. been a specialist in medical: films. Florida: markets. To take the new- men who battled. for equal. repreLinkletter, here last. year on aj Child of web program topper Tom

Hib’s Bickford Rares

| ArtLinkletter On
Down Under Looksee'

- and communications. Teleglobe is -ly-created unbrella post for Rand, sentation for radio with the wire |biz trip, owns a 22,000-acre sheep |Moore and
' headed by Solomon. Sagall, and Me Doty bas resigned as exec veep and Services at the state house; in Bos-|ranch in Western Australia. Next{™ent veep
-.Fadden: ‘Publications owns part: of

the company’s stock.

general manager of WWIL-plusFM; ‘fn. Ft.. Lauderdale. .
7

ton, city hall. and police headquar- stopover for Linkletter

ters

: Paris.

his program develoyDan Melnick, has a

will be {net weekly budget of $100,000, yet
(Continued

on page 50) ©
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Mailparticipation on Seven Keys started
off.the first week vitha healthy 176.085:
postrards. Furnped the fourth: week ‘to:

Indicating, ofcourse, ‘that the
e'viewers
came to sample this lively new. participa-\.
tion show, Jiked w hat they sampled, and

401,787. And hy the. eighth week. (May.

are staying: around for:more.

29) went over. the million mark. with. .

j, 103,055: entries,

7

An similar fashion. they are also liking:
Camouflage and Number, Plea se. And: the
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impact, audience-wit e is.being felt all’ while:Net. Y¥‘andNetz are “both down.*
;
| Another trend? Do
along: the full’ABC: Ty ‘Daytinie Tineup..
F
Pave
ee
“Indeed, allalong’ the- ‘Sneucork dating
: :
eS
a
on Q
lineup.
Nielsen TV Tadley fir-t May report tno weeks. ending

a iniinerease insshare:ofaudience,

.

Mat

7_ “PytD

average sharecof. sdien.¢ , Monday thru, Fri -

day, nivoci to 4PM, 1401 vs simular pereid 1960,

ae ananpdsdlses

+8.

80

:
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Wednesday, June
7,1961

“Films of the 50's”
K.0. Springtime

SaysBillMichaels: :
“With four.highly competitive stations: in:‘themarket,

“Detroit area viewers are-used. to top level programming .

DETROIT “Arbitron Breakout’’ reports. over-

“ef alt types. To maintain ‘Channel 2's top’ position i
inthe
nation’s fifth market,

powering attraction of “High and the Mighty”
against allure of beautiful spring day.

we have to schedule the best

Sunday telecasts of Seven Arts feature film,.
completely dominate Detroit’s 4-station audience for WJBK-TV.

” pL MicHans.

| in CBS programs; news, “syndis

| a bce Plesient |. cated, sports, and of course, feds
—
ae
ture films. Now our expectation ».-

that ‘the Seven. Arts. films.would.

“ARBITRON BREAKOUT”

.f

WJBK-TV Detroit showing “High and the Mighty”

May. 14—Sunday Afternoon* & Evening.

4

*The first beautiful spring day after@long, hard winter!

§ PM-6:30-PM FIRST SHOWING MAY 14

WIBK
30.0

meet: our: qualifications. has been

1 emphatically confirmed!" a

|Warner's Films ofthe50's.ee
"| Moneymakersofthe60Ss.

—-STATION-ASTATION'BSTATION.C
9.4
9
1.9

SEVEN ARTS
“ASSOCIATED |
_ CORP,

71% share of audience

11:30 PM-1 AM SECOND SHOWING MAY 14
WIBK

267

STATIONA

8

STATIONB

75

STATING

75'% share of audience
rs)

-

4

.

|

‘&

a

+| Be

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue. _

~-YUkon'6:1717°

CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie; Ill. ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive.

BEVERLY HILLS: 232

Reeves Drive

“ADams 9-2855

GRanite 61564

For list ofTV stations programming Warner's's Filmsof
the 20's see Third Cover SRDS (Spot Tv.Rates and Data) i

VARIETY

_Wednenday,Jnino
A ‘961

he Ed
fe

TBLEVISION

lLAWLESS YEARS (5-Parter).
| With

Probably:todemonstrate ‘that he’s fiobody" s.; bureaucratic stooge:or "|

Janes

‘Gregory, Paul Rich-

ards, Carel Rossen, Noamt, Stevens, others

predkeer Jack Chertok..

’ perhaps. to ‘offset. reports. that he's ‘contemplating an early checkout. . ‘Director; Allen: H. Miner ©
*.as head‘.of the USIA, Ed Murrow’s been: going “on camera” with. . Writer: Miner: |

_ increasing. frequency: In fact, -his tv ‘exposure. over the’ ‘past. few — 30: Mius., Fri,, 9 p.m.
weeks has been somewhat reminiscent of the’ CBS days when he’. . ‘NBC-TV. (film)-

REVIEWS

$i

|TVingtheSummitry: An Electronic
Wow, But Overtrumpeted Story
*

‘Long after the story fiself has!
‘was bicycling from ‘Person to Person,” to:“See It Now”. and later
| THE ‘Accusep
“+ .to"“CBS Reports.” All of: ‘which is to the good, for:‘whether :he’s. - faded out of the. public imagina- (Camera Three) .
~.tolling. in“ the: Government: vineyards: at -$21.000 ‘a: year or sas .: - tion, this television experience will!With Patricia Neway
fester
in
the
minds
of
rational
men}
i
$400,000 -a “year: commercial performer, . Murrow, ‘now as then, is
Preducer: John McGiffert

Nobgdy

can fault the teles inion

networks for gotng
President Kennedy's

De Gaulle,

overboard ona
meetings with:

Khrushebev

and

Vax

Millan That's what thes did what
‘uniquely and ‘eminently. satisfying—as. a tv personality, in what he ‘Las another example of ugly, sense- |Director: John Desmond
‘less .censorship. . -For the most;
- has to say, anid how: he says it.’
with some 1) hors ef speciai piei Composer: John Strauss
-. “On last Sunday’s (4) “Meet. the- Press" on
¢ NBCTV, Murtew vas”. ‘significant aspect of. this. “Lawless } © Mins., Sunday (4), 11:30 a.m
gramming
devotrd
by the three
‘engaged: ‘in-a confrontation with ‘some ‘of the: program's. more. out-. -.| Years”’ quintupleheader was. that ‘it iWECBS-TV, N.Y. (tape)
, Spoken’ let’s-lay-it-oni-the-liné ‘sluggers:: “May Craig. of the Portland-: ‘has been trimmed into a‘ quadrup- ; At the outset of this operatic:i webs over a sixday span to the
leheader
and
shorn
of
its
absolute|
ménoleg
concerning’
the
anguished
:
‘Presidents
meetings
ino & tare e
(Me.)-Press Herald; the perennial |Larry Spivak. Robert McCormick ..;
of NBC ‘News ‘and. Kenneth. Crawford. of. Newsweek.. If, nDotably inv: iy. imperative; expository: lead-in:; ple
ea
of a woman
accused
as
a ‘dazzle electronic display that maia
episode,.
the
four-ply.
balance.
of
i
- the: case: of the ‘Craig-Spivak interrogations, there were -some™
-Salem.witch, “Casnera Three” host} such
pioneer
overseas
covet Ase
., ill-concealed .attempts. to back Murrow ints a corner:and toss. .| this five-parter behaved erratically, :, James Macandrew: pointed out that, ieffuorts as Queen Eluwabeth’s ¢ " ”|
: | him. the proverbial dunce .cap,. it’s:to: Murrow’s credit that. he took . like-a body without a head.

At: all-in stride with good-natured aplomb .and intelligent’ sparririg.. ©

“the angry babble of townpeople is |nation look hke kid stuf?
‘The story, fiction. based: on. fact,. fF suggested
by the instruments.”
‘
‘

Out~of- it ‘came:'a -cléarer picture. of USIA's: functiqns. in the.
‘described the. pathetic career of a:
The angry babble of the instru- |
But just for once the extent of
7 “propaganda . war: Murrow's own sizeup of.USIA’s sphere’ of in-.: -young Jewish Bible student’ who,!‘ments may. well Rave supplied the , the coverage exceeded the actual
.-. fluence: in ‘setting future. policy in coping’ with the problem ahead. | consumed by bitterness after help-‘prime.
ar
an
ee
John
Strauss
»
news
by far, and the networks tor
_ | ‘ahd,. in general, .a ‘concise estimate of Murrow's ‘own ‘thinking: in {Jessly. witnessing ‘the. rape of his jscore.
provide
the dra- ;
.
-'"''“pelation. to. such:-global_ blockbusters..‘as. _Sumroitry, Berlin, Laos, -‘sister by..a- trio of. Hell’s. Kitchen:“matic. juxtaposition ‘necessary to! , all the techmteal brilhance of ths ir
Rose. : hoods in the early 1920's, turned to’!‘make .the woman the tragically: display, were Jett with some joatae hina, -Latin’ America: and ‘disarmament. {crime and: ultimately became the:
eg silts eiithiphiceiilteektss feeerrerereercere: erere’ {‘ organizer: and ‘kingpin of. synidi-{sympathetic 255 aracter intended. |halistic egg on theu faces mach
By the time: atricia Neway eur i ke the show that runs short ant
Pei:cated gangsterhood in this country. |
rently in the legit
git musica
al. Sound | fis with dead air) The sevoni“RE: Only ‘when stripped of his warped
¥ i
of. .Music’") had run‘thee half-hour;| Ruessing that .pervaded the daly
raison’:
d'etre
‘by.
his
subsequently
;
+
course
of
Bheppard
Kerman’s
tor- coverage wasn't that bad
in tact
“>| insané. sister's ‘death years later ‘tured libretto, it was almost enough
! it yas pretty good for the amost
ick: sntdniiicdok db kant
ieiaeitiea® did he go straight, at which point

~ Foreign TV Reviews-

part. -but it was also a dead give‘Allen H. Miner's. fiction -rubbed|to Fut the viewer on the. side ‘of| away
that this wasnl’ the monica.
° THE ‘MAHALIA. JACKSON: SHOW. she ‘Called the whole: thing: off. and. him ‘out via tommygun’ at:fhe! tite accusérs. .
Even though much of the Ivric: yous news story that the uebs
With. Mahalia “Jaekson, Chris: Bar- -Hancotk. went back..to- ‘his random threshold 9f a _Synagogte, « _
‘was
hard
‘to
catch,
such
bitter
gly-j
thought
tt would be
self-communion...
ber” Band, Leon’. Bibb,. Jnlius
As a: “veracious: chiaracter:study: 4 A -five-part venture: on :week-to- !
_.Katchen,
Toots. Thielemans,
: Peter. Knight Oreh.

as the woman's pronounce: |
The coverage was divided rouchweek television is a risky business‘,cerene
‘ment. that she was pregnant, was ‘ly in half firat came
t!
,

:

| Hancock's - performance ‘was. firstbegin with. . For maximum im- :‘gasily predicted, and hard to swal-; * hed u
ir i . itwe i . at
ee ‘rate, fuller and-more rounded ‘than to
*
' a wat dit by wet * at
‘| before, but. what he gained-in truth, pact, it’ is. mandatory that the’! low. _Neil De Luca's set: design iacer
“3° >. BS. Mins: Wed:, 8:30. p.m... os
viewer. be- present each |week, . and John Desmond's camera duec- |TEC vftons, at
dine tn te eas tl
wee Granada. TV Network ‘from. London ‘he lost: ‘in ‘comic potential: For the. ‘Which is asking a lot. -Compeund- |
‘tion somewhat
compensated.
Miss: RP&CtUNRS. press Conterenves
ate
wt: Simplicity *-was’ the. keynote . of: Bags grew ‘out’ of the’ situation | and+.
y
inst
a back ,and speectes, second
came. td

‘4°

‘Producer: Mark: ‘Stuart

1

ta

this: superlatively ° effective Grana- “weren't. ‘palmed . ‘off on’ it, .which a ‘proper. ‘synopsis. at the outset of :proued or nie te ‘balastrades and | commentary.

ing this issue’ -was the. abserice. of |

in

which

the

new,

“*.- da network .show.. ‘Simple decor,| made this’ opener, ‘at least,. one: for each episode, -But the chief short-‘
fo indicate
jact
witness
stand
representing
the; men attempted
: ¢ simple, production, nothing at all | ‘the connoisseurs: rather. ‘than. .the |coming here was the scissoring: of itrial
dock.
But, her emoting .had: What the talks were afl abksud and
'.to get “in the way of the ‘superb ‘aisle - rollers. ‘These former, jhow-.
the very core of the story before it i to be melfer in: the light of the;to evaluate them in terms ot boi
- artistry “of«:
: Mahalia. Jackson . and ever,.had much‘to ‘enjoy: tn the ex: had a.chance to: engulf the setsider, "
,shortranie and lasting effect
Bul.
the: other: artists. in the. program. | pressive mime. and.the well-judged |;a..decision purportedly frompted:-material.
The hard news, such as it was,
,
. Miss Jackson, not:seen in Brit- ‘personality touches..
~
totally
unavatlahle
(oe the fete
by a passage deemed objectionable teALL AD FOR A CITY
. “gin ‘since. ill-health cut. short’ her’|- - Alan Simpson and: Ray’ Galton, in. which the. central -figute ripped
Vision cameras, and (o most at te
With
Jack
Chase.
narrator.
"41953 tour,. filled. the. Sereeti with ‘the-.script.-team who've worked]. up a Bible in. a fit of emotion after.
tv
newsmen
as
weil
Caausequesci.
ve Producer: Win Baker
°
her ‘amiable, -ample presence. and with: Hancock for. the. ‘last © seven -his, sister. had been assaulted and. Executive
what the cameras caught war sti. fthe viewers’ ears ‘with ‘her big gen-_ years, : insured ‘that- he. -was .well: |he. was unable either to Prevent it!‘Producers: Mel Bernstein, Tomi}. color stuil:: the plas in Y°.y
Knott.
erous.. voice... ‘Her ‘well-cushioned | ‘served; their: writing was, as usual,’ or to enlist the. active support of
4
1 wasn'l available to be told, and +
chin. .a-tremble, her. - expressive. “deft, laconic,” and .never. extrava- ‘the law..
Writer: Harry Durning
informed speculation bv the els
“hands ; ‘sometimes. . Spread -wide, Zant, Producer. Duncan. Wood. ef- |Music: BMe Bn
9-30 p.m
vt ty newsman vworktng on fife
Minus
‘this
Salient
and:
tangible
: sometimes. tented © ins ‘prayer, . ‘she. fectively. prevented ‘any. monatony|.display . of character,
SPERRY
&
HUTCHINSTON
sfory
wasn't pariiculanh good tele.
the whole
+. Pan- ‘through : her ‘songs: with:.the being . caused by. the ‘enclosed. ‘set
WBZ-TV, Boston
_"
vision. Certainly, a dido't nash
assurance,’ the ‘generosity and -the. and’ single ¢haracter. In'-fact,- the |thing .fell. apart. ‘and -eventually
“The city has a thousand taces
(he byil in excdemeoat of the eo ar
evolved
into
.a:
thoroughly
familiar
|,
true-heartedness of |the “natural- show certainly. proved an ‘appetizer
:
; | coverage, however much more me
portant it was
born gospel :singer. She beamed ‘for. the rest. of the series, .and ‘it; ‘account of the. attitudes and intra- |- Old and gaunt, and fresh ard
bright,
a
through “So Wonderful To. Know,” established . that ‘Hancock has the synidicate’ wranglings of the: top|
‘hoods
of
the
day
tLepke,
Schultz,
Haunted
slums
and
rich
oas?s,
Thus, the networks were in 4
“~phe rocked through “Jericho,” she- ‘resources to. carry, it _on ‘his’ own..
Diamond, et. al... fellows who:have
dilemma
Harv sgacg m edeter anadneeredl
Parks and alleys.
. - romped. through “Come. On,. Chil-: Still to. be. proved is that the forinat
already been exploited to the maxi- }
dren,’ and .Sing”. and every’ song is as fruitful:in laughs. And. Han-.
‘mum.
All. of: which: only refle¢ts
Backed. up by an oriinal folk | having preempted time per tats,

{

hod “pK. ‘a‘small masterpiece to, remem- jeock is,. after’. all,“a. comedian:

* 1 this .country's

morbid

fascination |music

©

score,

expertly

composed

|
i thes

Were

stat

k

wath

“ hat

tess cnoted

Ot ta.
with its criminal: element at theiVand
performed by Bill Bonyun, foul to be an inadequate storms seid
sey
- Her . quality” vas’ matchéd . by!
expense of: its knowledge of more -: WBZ- TV's “Ballad For A City"; a storys at that in whack the tress
Leon -Bibb’s -folk~ .songs, Toots :
7
“ reputable, worthwhile __ areas. OF;i came off as perhaps the most com- | alilies rather than ‘the gute lest
FALLING
IN
LOVE
-Phielemans- _ guitar-plus-whistling;
American history...
a
most
ta video tre ste
‘prehensive telelaok. at Boston's ur- themselves
_golos and. pianist ‘Julius: Katchen’s j; With - ‘Michael. Flanders, "Frank
' Some. of. the’ performances were |ban renewal to date, and unques- ‘ ment.
rippling” version of the: Gershwin: . ‘Coda, Tamara’ Hinchkomemorable, notably Paul: Richards’;
{ tionably the best locally-produced | The webs coped with thas di.
preludes: which -revealed them. as: ! Producer: Michael Redington
} reserved, cunning enactment: of they
‘documentary in many years.
j lemma With varying succes,
AN
- the: superlative’ pieces: of- musical | Writer: John: McGrath
‘pivotal ‘character, and Carol Ros- |°
} 60 Mins., Wed.,.9:35 p.m.:
“Ballad,” the fifth program inj three netwoiks were abaul eveniy
pWash.
‘Knitting. that|they.are.
» | Associated ‘TeleVision,. from Lon- sen’s. as his ill-fated sister. An-|, the Westinghouse outlets one-a- |;matched on the techmical side other
outstanding
.
portrayal.
‘was
don...
of shooting
tisic
month ‘ ‘Complex Community” pub- |jthe prublems
James}
J HANCOCK
. This, was ‘a ‘good’ idea gone:sadly. that of..Naomi Stevens.
videotape, shipping it and peti. s
Gregory did. his: customary authori-’ affairs. series, covered a remark- j it on the arr in f4me
‘With. Tony. Hancock:
In tera
of
| aiery: Reason ‘Was .that.. rio: ‘one
able
amount
of
ground
without
ever
:
_. “Producer: Duncan "Wood.
‘made..up his:mind whether it -was. tative work. as “Ruditsky,” hero of ‘stumbling. over its SEqUERCES. Be- chews values, judgment and wc 3
A. number of: estabWriters: Alan’ Simpson, ‘Ray Galton to: .:be: ‘a.- serious examination ’ o£ - the series...
racy, both NBC and CBS dif
’
.Zinning
with
the
opening
closeup
r - : 25. Mins., Fri.,.8.p.m. .
; ‘teething - problems |‘in love-making, lished players. ‘moved competently ‘of the craggy face of an old dere- flight Johs ABC stilt’
- “ BBC-TV, from London,
a fanciful: ‘look’ at. boy-meeting-girl : through the episodes: Miner's di- lict, Phil GaHligan’s film work over way lo go to achieve the kind of
‘With. preliminary -‘curiosity -run- or.‘a flippant glance. at the ro- Tettion for producer Jack. Chertok.
maturily
dt-psa ea
‘roof tops (by ‘copter! and down “news
7
ning a fever, “the ‘most. revered
|;mance ‘industry. All:-these. were. had .an occasional tendency to ex-:
rivals
hysteria;. but. on’. the | back alleys. was masterful. Even
-- comic. in these. parts,. “Tony “Han- ‘tried during the hour; and:.the te-| aggerated
Both NBC and CRS catied “ail
the closing credits chalked on a
-“veock, began his:riew. skein with, ‘sult was.like: making «a: Ineal: of:} whole: his. helmsmanship: was fir.n
the shots accurately their ey adi.
_
Tube.
(Continued on page 44) ~
: several “question --imarks hovering: ‘sausage, lobster, and: ice-cream, anand sripping.
tron of the De Gaulle meetings ated
above - ‘it: Biggest conundrum. was. on one plate.
Vienna summit were evof. prec: @
200464
‘whether: he would ‘miss. the support | -Michael . Flanders—he. ‘who :isuee
and objective.
ABC's judiimeess
‘of - -wise-guy Sidney. James, who'd cessfully drapped:.a ‘hat with ‘Donwere somewhat Judicrous
Weal
partnered in, previous “successful ald: Swann—was.: -anchorman, - and
chief Jim Hageity hasnt vet fot
_--feries. Reason’ for the change’ was Set an. initial: .mood -of. ‘detached |
his White House habit of Jookens
‘that the star ‘felt his-tv apvroach: -sophistication. “In fact. the program.
at world crisis through rose caieie f
riéeded ‘re-ehannelling.” Boldly, in: ‘opened strongly with some delightgiasses, and fis cpreseme of the
the composer's tunes by singers Parts Vienna London scene a. cise f
>this initialer, he. did. it -the ‘hard fu) candid interviews. in-which.the|. American: ‘Musical ‘Theatre
Martha.
Wright
and
John
Reardon
"> self.
-Way-—hoeging’
the:
screen
‘to.
him:
“The | American Musical Theacorrespondent
aypperted to sud t
without outside ‘thesp: assist | Victims. explained what.they-meant.
and. the Alfredo Antonini orch
his colleagues with the same fai
by love—from: the. provinciat:..ad:£.‘tre,” ‘which has _ been presenting An
occasional question was also
nz,"ance. :. Detérinined:. ‘to: scotch’. all | who... thought it :strictly. for ‘the|
“miniature
biogs
of
leading
writers
thrown at Kodgers by highschool
parallels ‘with. his previous outings. birds to.the elderliy: lady who emon, the. legit: ‘musical scene, is ‘cur- ‘students in the audience
This | So that wile NBO and CBS see
. nown as‘ “Hancock's .Half-hours,” ,phasizéd | give-and- take; so long as: | rently
doing a two-parter on Rich-. series * produced in ¢noperation: pointing out that ar Paris & 4
*. five minutes: were. trimmed: ‘off‘the: her’ -husband: gave~ and she :took.
> |
ard "Rodgers, -who has been a key. with N.Y. City Board of Educa- nedv and [ge Gaulle had os.
running time.bon.
|
Heri,
Agreement only ani one pos “yet
Then boy was ‘shown -pickin; g-up|
‘The result was. slick, ‘inventive., girl, and. these two: were to appear ‘figure. ‘on Broadway. ‘for. some: 49.
i
‘fins, (hat this agteement aac
In:
the
initial
‘stanza
on}
years.
and, in- the last. ‘Tesart, “somewhat
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eleFollow-Up Comment

.
f
‘even before the meetin. and teat
from time: to time in yarious: stages WCBS-TV- ast “Sunday. afternoon |
Hancock‘ of amorous
‘development; - ‘This |
Ed Sullivan Show
J sith
difference.
a.
NAVE
ot
- was placed -in .the™“rooming-house -turried °out .to- be a. coy: ‘device, | {4., the composer was on hand for |
some
amiable
reminisences
‘about
|
Ed
Sullivan’s
weekly
se:minars
:
tatenie control renamed
a
tics
belt of West London. and he - was
on CBS:TV are al their best when, Plesome as ever. the VBE
bo
too ‘ artificial. to -carry- conviction.
a discovered: whiling - away’. the time’ too commonplace to make..a point. -his early. career. ~The Rodgers’
Aah
dalle
RKRerned *s
This Were
+> blowing- -smoke-rings; indulging ‘from further. snatches: of :‘man-in- |‘saga will. be brought up ‘to: date; there's a strong focal pomt
acinevemen’
ta
eps
next Sunday (11).
Tsession had
its shining moment. ficent
an ‘Walter Mitty fancies in the. mirror. the-street: tomment
Lathes
toa: light- | Rodgers attributed his love for with an exposition of three scenes agreement on Bevis 6B Ae
“ Imitating -Noel-.Coward:. and. ‘from weight attack onthe: commerciali-.:
ect
the musical theatre to his parents,!from the current draina Palstver ; about De Gaulle saeeitas an,
- ‘time-to-time,
wrestling ‘with (a
'pernags, givin ay ati sph tsese retype
Mighty: philosophical tome: by zation .of love, in the press. in‘ ad-} his ‘mother being..an’ accomplished Prize Winner “All.the Was Hamme,” (and mention
not at dl NAnS
vertising, in pop-songs,..and- so: on. pianist: and his father,-a.medico, the longevity of ®high seems to:
Bertrand Russell in ani effort to. get
‘Four experts chipped in. Novelitt, being a.good amateur ‘singser. The have become -a ‘personal Sullivan™ and tue A Bamb aie siee
culture. - All. this -was: accompanied
To. overran
ese
prcdter
of
oi bya “monolog’ from Haneock, not Jarie -Blackmore. thought. everyone|.‘main focus of the stayiza; however, project. It's a clandabie ain: inas-:
... 7. especially. witty in ‘itself: but .con- liked “a” bit “of: ‘Jove, and she'd | was on Rodgers’ collaboration with much as it’s evident not only from wiat te put on the cereen ase ns
NBO and © 5
‘tributing . to a highly: ‘sympathetic ‘written’ 25 novels, all with happy} the late Lorenz (Larry) Hart whom the sampling presented by Arthur | dag tie meetin
' and. engaging portrait, not too far endings, :.to prove it. Columnist.! he characterized as “pretty mucb Hill and Lenka Peterson but by feame UP BINH some Lae efete ys
CBS cet ag feo oe
= ‘removed from: his awn personality, Eve. Perritk. didn’t believe : the: ofia nut buf a sweet nut.” . Rodgers its ‘rhapsodic reviews, that this is mgenmits
audio Ciretils ainenit Pot)
J an
:';)
‘The-only incident was a phone-. press’ degraded. love. ‘and. that-‘SX. also touched upon some problems prime dramatic fare.
ew °
call:.from .a.girl, who wanted ‘the was here. to stay. While. movie- of a composer working. with a. ‘Hill and Miss Peterson conveved |don Vientia % Y anh Wo
producer.
-Rayniond
Stross.
‘rambied
|
lyricist
and.
also
sketched
in
a}
a. wide range of emotions in this |ton. with video tape poitig at eo 1
oa. previous occupant of the apartment.
so.oy
--, to. Zo with her ‘to. a party.: ‘Han-’ incoherently, seeming to. say. that { couple® of. ‘hisHollywood film ex-|segment The scenes preceding the «point, in a sytt of upisted
notification of the possible death ?Ward" setup
Wath:
Cisse
f
° "8 poe. persuaded:-her to date. him}| audiences shouldn't be given mov-; eriences.:
o i dinstead, ‘and stirréd plenty of yocks; ies. .that -explort -sex; seeming | ‘to.! Rodgers" “interview with host} of Hil¥s father provided a tableau |fintiss0d ao the C5Sttaee.

7 ‘insubstantial. ° The new:

vy". With his.toilet ‘preparations for. the ;forBe)t that. one Raymond: Stross Sim’ Morske ‘was puncttated by fof: problema presalent within
some. excellent - Performances of
Continued on.page’ 480
. ericounter. The. Pay oft’came: when"
(Continued on page 50)
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NetEarnings For
(BSFilms Dropping Prod. Dept: 17566
Television Industries
Lewine Staying ButOtherExecsui -(RKO Radio Vaultees) |: Tandem; Ambitious SkedinWorks .

- Television ‘Industries, the. major|
~¢.- Enterprising: feam of Saul Turell.
{RKO Radio Pictures, for the year }
--)and David. Wolper are cooking with:
| ended Dee... 31, 1960: ‘reported: net ‘American Tobacco’ F
‘|plans, both ‘as. a-duo..and’ sepa.
As ‘Racer’ Producer '| earnings pefore Minority interests.
In. fact’-the -liaison’ “has.
Coin on Dick. Powell irately...
: at ':$756,909.. -For’ the: previous
‘taken so many. turns, that. there is.
ABC: Films has. signed” Irving. year, net earnin s before minarity
f.- American Tobacco, via BBDO for- j a-chance that Wolper’ may join Tye: :
g
at -$640, 854. y Lucky: Strike brand; ‘has “bought a_ rell's. Sterling | Television,” putting
Curnmings Jr. as. producer -ofthe |interests: were ‘listed
minute. a week (alternate third) of. {himself and his ‘organization under _
half-hour
series,
“The
Racer,’
Approximately 49°% of. the: capiSlated for fall web preem an ABC- tal stock. of. C&C Films and C&C NBC-TV’s:. fall...preemer, :'. “Dick t ithe Sterling. umbrella.
-Powell
|Mystery Theatre, ” . Slotted.
_ FV.
‘Right now, they are teamed tnInternational Film Corp., -subsids
Formerly. a
film and v ideo!: of the company, is owned. by two “Tuesday nights, 9 to 10 p.m::
| der the ‘Wolper-Sterling “ ‘banner:
produced
}
‘With
Reynolds. Metals in ‘tor ani |W hich turned out six hourlong tele=
Wler, Cummings has
interests
who
‘helped
to
:
finance
alternate - hour, ‘the Lucky. ‘buy. |
several tv series,
including ‘the:
. the. original acquisition. of the. Jeaves the show. with. four minutes3 land ‘netwthis season’ 6n a regional
“Fury” show.
‘and network level:.. Next season,
“Racer.” bein g «hot at Re ublic “RKO Abrari ies.
open alternate weeks,
. |Wolper said he. has: 10 hourlong
studios, stars Brian Kelly and:John || “The annual, stockholders report |
{special shows and two. half-hour seAshley in auto Facing, adventures. ‘ stated that “Your present manage- }
Ties.: -The.banner. of these: entries.
Show
is seheduled “for
Friday' ment has .already taken steps. for
has yet to: be -decided, with. Wolper °:
nights, 7:30-8 p.m, with. Electric! the acquisition of Television In-:
{and Sterling :Telévision’s prexy. Tur. —_
i dustries, ‘of minority interests, and
Autolite 45
as sponsor via
via BBDO.
BB!
reli.‘still in negotiations.

Simultaneously
suffering
the¢
ngs of a‘weak syndication market
and the special politicat problems .
afflicting the telefilm arm of a tv
network, CBS Films this week eli-

nn

:

Minated

its production

reports,

an

c.icating
$400.000

what it has. cf at ieast
of the annual expe ndi-:

This means,

saving

to

CBS Films. which wil continue syn* ‘tures. Company

will operate only

as a distributor.
Robert Lewine,

veep

Cummings Tapped

department. neceentios,

according to reliable

-immedidte

-| assets Of which are the vaultees. of:

|

in charge 7

of CBS Films production. will stay

on.
Idea is that CBS Films will
acquire representation on outside
Pilots or distribution on outside-

MartinLeedsToll
‘Setup ExitsNTA

‘has already consummated an agree-|.
‘ment. . under which one-half of

exec in New York and two in Ilol-Iswood. are already out looking
for new posts.
Jack Mevers, director af rtoBrams in Hollywood, ‘and Jack Bal- shows
Jerd. his program
manager,
and
David Sontag, Lewine’s No. 2 man.

Bullish Status
For Seven Arts’

the

entire

outstanding

stockholdings in.each

‘minority

‘Sterling Television,.anticipating -

a‘ fenewal of. its: ABC-TV “Silents.

Please” series: next season, is: prep- \
‘ping. 13° new. episodes;.. ‘Sterling's’:
prexy Turell said-his organization,

of the sub-|

will. be - -purchased. ‘by |
ut‘ sidiaries
Hollywood, June 6:
|Television Industries. %
in addition, is ‘preparing..at. least...”
"National Télefilm Association no: ‘two -hour--telementaries, for next. .
i Payment of. minority. interests in 1
longer has an.affiliation with Home. Season, one 6n horse. racing and the oo
the annual report reflected a defi-.
Entertainment,. Inc. (HAC),- a. new. {other on sports. car racing...
jn N.Y., Were given notice.
cit’ of $2,424 after deduction of| home tollvision. system. |
CBS
Films’
cutback .is much
-In ‘other: entertainment: areas, se
‘such pay ments...
Seven.
Arts.
Associated
for
ihe:
Martin N. Leeds, ‘HAC ‘Prexy, Sterling ‘Television “has. two feasmaller but in many basic respects
announced his. . resignation as.
kinilar to the earlier one at Cali- ‘year ended Jan. 31, 1961 signed:
-tures. ‘going out for. theatrical dis-..
meniber of the board: of °directors. tribution ‘and has two legit: entries.
fornia National Productions, the “deals amounting te $6.000.000 on’
fof NTA. . HAC, he added, has. ter- designed ‘for Broadway. First ‘feaformer NBC telefilm arm.
Web-. the initial group of. 40. pix from;
|minated its: affiliation -with NTA. ture, “The. Great Chase,” - ‘culled
owned film subsids. seem to have methe Warner Bros. post-’48 library.
Leeds ‘said, however, he would: ‘eon-: | from. vintage. pix, °‘is slated for a
Yearend report stated that estiimmense difficulty selling the net-.
tinue- as ‘a Special consultant: with : sneak. --preview in a ‘N.Y. theatre.
works
their pilot product,
Not. mated profits for the first fiscal
NTA...
only is it difficult ‘getting their quarter of: 1961, ‘primarily frem.|.
shortly.. ‘Second ‘feature. will: be. —
H: ‘W. Sargent Jr, fnventor. of |“The. Weaker. Sex,” ‘highlighting
eun
networks
to accept
pilots, as the
distr ibution
of
feature
films

Wah
ATVSale

{the system, continues as y:p. of. screen’ faves. from. yesteryear to %
\HAC,. and —Rudy Petersdorf . hes. today's: Brigitte - Bardot:
- Turell,.
becn elected..v.p..in charge of ad-. who. claims the ‘world's ‘largest old...
CBS-TV, but it’s virtually impossi-i for taxes. Seven Arts growing’
. ministration... _ HAC kas -opened pix: library: .for :. Sterling,.. ‘Says. ble to get an okay to sell to rival library of pix..'being distributed|
‘Hollywood offices and the HAC: .“*Weaker Sex’’ will he a tongue-inwebs.
, under the aegis. of sales v.p. Robert
‘CBS Films. at about $70,000 per Rich, now totals 231 post-48 pix| Charles’ Glett, newly installed ‘equipment will be - demonstrated. cheek treatment-of the subject.:
‘For ty,. Turell. ‘said. tliat. Ster-.
half-hour, prepared four pilots for _2%4_ 199. cartoons. |These pix are|| prexy of National Telefilm: “Asso- for the second time in public. at
the coming season, and despite ae- {rom the libraries of 20th-Fox and:: ciates,. doesn't | expect to. make a the. upcoming: ‘conyentian of. com-|1;
ling: is: prepping. two new ‘science -.
munity - antenna television ‘in- San} series, both.designed for children: */
ceptance by advertisers, the pro- | Warner Bros. In. additidn,. ‘Seven ', move
on- “the sale, if . any, of Francisco.
- |New. “Silents -Please”. episodes. ine”:
giams could not find network slots. |
Atts has’ pre-'48 product. .
+ WNTA-TV; Newark-N. Y., until
“Baron Gus” was picked up by
Seven Arts,. with its: recent ac-" the end of. June.. He Says. he will
-_.| clude -Gary ‘Cooper's first: feature,
N. W. Ayer. presumably for Seal. |quisition of 21 pix. from 20th-Fox, need at: least until then. to’: make
.| John: Barrymore’ in. “Don Juan,’i 9
Douglas Fairbanks Sr. “Tih the Mo
test, but could find no web to ¢ake ;@W has 109 films from that tnajor !an interim survey: of NTA's posi-.
Clouds Roll By”; Marlene ‘Dietrich, °°
it. A “Russell” series had a verbal istudio. Company plans to withholdj! tion.
Disposition of the station,
erder
from
Ogilvy,
Benson
& ‘that product until the right ‘time ;
‘Isle of Lost Men"; . ‘Eisenstein’ s“whether it. will be sold,- and to |
“Alexander - Nevsky”; “Dp. W.. “GrifMather, but even so it couldn't find : for a maximum selloff.
‘ whom, “Will have: to. wait for. the
|:
Roster of new sales were’. re- fith’s. “Intolerance”: “atid: one ‘episa home.
“Daddy-O,” the Max,: The
report stated .‘that “the. ‘completion of that survey.
| corded for -Ziv-UA’s ‘two: “new ode ‘devoted’ to ‘a ‘history of. ‘the.
Shuiman
pilot. had -a sponser: 8roundwork has been laid for: fu- Glett -adds- that he. will have a | first-run . entries, with “King. of. motion: pictures before the “Birth
(Quaker Oats) but the parent CBS i ture coproduction for television be| more definitive study of NTA’s Diamonds” now sold. in 155 mar-: | of-A Nation.”
would not accept it: “Mr. Doe,” tween Seven’ Arts and Associatedi
entire position by..Séptember. Up- kets: and “Ripcord” in-61. cities.
Wolper,: under the . production
the fourth serics, also attracted British Pictures Corp. in ‘London.:‘on. assuming command. of: NTA,.
firm .bearing ‘his own ‘name,.:and.
In addition, Ziv-UA has. corralled
sponsor interest bat. no network. . “Such programs,” the report went|: Glett ‘met. with . NTA: personnel.
“another . group of stations to al- ‘Turell’s Sterling Television; comFifth, less expensive pilot. was the on. “will be assured. of use on:
Bonnie
Prudden
exercise stanza, ‘tations controtled by this company , and told them that he wasn’t: there ternate: with Jax Beer onthe Brod- bined farces. this season out ‘for;the
to
liquidate:
the.
‘company.
‘He.
did’
Crawford
“Diamonds”
starrer. -followiing ‘telementaries:: “Project:
which wias—and may still he-—un- in the United Kingdom. They. will‘acknowledge, though, that there New sponsors on “Diamonds”. in- ‘Man. in. Space,” “Hollywood. The
der option to Young.& Rubicam.
| be distributed. by Associated Brit-: !
‘are some. gaping: holes: in the com-. clude Ragu Packing and Langie ‘Golden’ Years,’” .“Biograghy’ of 'A
Meanwhile, CBS Films fave ex-:ish
throughout.. Europe
and by
panded its catalog of off-network :‘Seven Arts: throughout the. rest of'-pany’s structure, ’ NTA has. some Fuel, :WHEC, .Rochester, ©N.. Y.:. Rookie,”. Legend ‘af Rudolph- ‘Va-...
vtall - outstanding
indebtedness, Shell City © ‘Supermarket, ‘WTVJ, ‘lentino,”.
‘The Rafer’. . Johnson°.
voperties by five’ new
shows.,: the orld.”
{with interest and principal com-: ‘Miami: Galbreath Bakery, -WCYB,,. Story, ”. ‘and ‘Hollywood: The .Talkhese sre “December Bride.” a.
mitments to be met.
“}ing -Years.” | >-Two of the teleBristol-Jahnson
City.:
:
mMiajor entry for strip sale. “Wanted
a -Only. last month, prior. to. Glett’s j. Stations’ picking up the. alternate mentaries, “Hollywood: “The Gold—Dead
or Alive,” “Angel,” -and
assumption’ of .‘the presidency of tag with Jax ‘Beer: include: WDSU, .fen. Yéars”.‘and ‘“Hollywood:: The
“World
of Giants.” Jalter which
ational. Teléfilm: Associates, ‘the New Orleans; KNOE, Monroe, La.: ‘Talking Years” haye. been: picked
was web-Financed but never aired.
deal for WNTA-TV was virtually ‘WOAI, San Antonio, Tex:; WBAP: up for: networking’ under’ sponsorFifth show is second year of DeThe
‘set with the N.. Y.: educational Dallas, Tex.; WKRG,. Mobile: _Ala,;..|ship ‘of Procter: &.Gamble.
puty Dawg”
It's unlikely CBS]
The Freedomland “amusement ‘group. for - $5,750,000.
others. have. -beén ‘sold: to: regional _.
Howard and: KFDX, ‘Wichita’ Falls, Tex...
Films will diminish the size of its’! park in N. Y., opening for its sec-i
sponsors
buying
©
from
30
‘to:
70... |
repre- | New | ‘stations: .Signing ~ for ‘the.
sales staff tas did CNP), at least: ond season, will be tlie subject of; : Stark, station~ broker,
markets, with: ‘the. other. ‘markets wot
for the time being.
;an hourlong. taped special’ on. ‘sented. -the -educational - group, ‘Brod Crawford starrer aré: ‘wor; sold off locally.
Nee N. Y., with Procter & Gain-t , Sparked. ‘by. the National Ed- -Des Moines; “WCSC,. Charleston, |.
; ucational
‘Television
and Radio S. C.; WTIC; Hartford-New. Haven;
‘Benton & Bowles
‘
?
ete agency. “With Crest Tooth- Center... ‘Educational’ group, still|KNTV, San | Jose, Calif.; “KOTA,
represented by Stark, is anxious to Rapid City; S. ‘D..Among - the new. signers. on|
9006 MISSILRY SERIES: peDaily News indie will tape “Tite .close the’ :.deal_. pronto. Pressing.
Big Freedomland Special” on. loca-*matter for. the ‘educational. group “Ripcord” -. -are -WAFB, Baton [f.
-is the N.Y. State Board of Re-. ‘Rouge; --KSL,. ‘Salt: ‘Lake. City;.
Pathe News and Broadcast Edi-.tion Friday (16) and télecast the:i gents. educational ‘programming,
. Pittsburgh. ‘June 6. 600°:
KXLY, Spokane; WGAN,. Portland,.
torial Reports are going to copr o- show the same: evening at” 7:30 3
j.which, now is being aired.:on. Me. “WCTV, Tallahassee: _ KGHL. | “play: of the Week” clung ta...-:”
duce a half-hour pubaffairs series- p.m. Participating will be. WPIX’s
WPIX.
If the ety group “gets | Billings;" KJEO,. Fresno, “and two.slim str ‘ands. ‘of: hope Jast week.
on the space age that the two.kiddie programming hosts, “Offizer
for..its. continuance’ in this market.
;
Channel 13,- the Regents is expect- BLEY, Lafayette, La.
groups are hoping ta sell to a‘na-' Joe” Bolton._ “Bozo, the Clown”
after. its’ cancellation this: week: by.”
tional spot advertiser.
| (Bill Britten). “Cap'n Jack” ‘Me- ed to ‘utilize the etv station in the.
WIIC.: Commercial station, WQED.,
WTAE, ":cae
Culled “Dateline Universe.” the .Catthy. and Chtick McCann and his|fall: for its daytime programming, | ’
J‘and* edutational. station, "Seared: mainly for in-sthool use. °. Videotape Productions 7
program will consist of 39_ film. ‘Laurel and: Hardy puppets. Also
| Said: they are: interested and ‘would
eeps, containing action footage and - participating. in the special will: be! Since the: bowout of ‘Oliver Un‘like to have the show. “Frank SnyLeases.
NBC
Facilities
|
‘ger as prexy, the bid of. David.
interviews with military, research the various herees and. villains |
1 Susskind’ and Paramount Pictures 7 Videotape Productions has leased| der, general. manager: “of: “WTAE, |
and manufacturing personnel en-- ‘that ‘perform in the. park.. A, host. _ for: the’ ‘station. has‘ been. ‘gaining from NBC-TV. the three-studio: and: :Said he is trying to-block out a two- .. .
gaged in missilry. Apparently, the ;#5 yet to be selected.
prominence.. Whether NTA would office facility. at. West 67th. Street. hour period and. will. carry. it “if
Minow
era has given the Pathe- |
the-right time’ period can -be found. .
}'sell ‘to‘any. commercial operator, and..Columbus. Ave., .N.’ Y.,
B!IK tandem courage to go ahead|
‘it
light of the Federal Communi-. plans to have the plant iin fulloper! ' Bob ‘Currie of WQED, ‘Who: Cale
and produce all 39 films rather, Pact Bud Lesser To _
‘Ties
‘NTA's “Open: -End,;”. is: inter‘ation
by
fall.
...
“ eations. ‘Commission's interest in
than merely rely on a pilot. And|’
but the money factor. is hold-|
Script ‘Swiss. Family’ securing a VHF. channel” in .the ‘To be known as the Videotape ‘jested
if no national deal is forthcoming,
i
ing:
uP
a deal.
Center,
the
.ground-floor
plant‘
is
LN, Y..area for educational. purHollywood, June 6.
the half-hour series will be peddled|
|said
to
be
the
only
New
York
facil|
_
_Poses,
’
is.a
moot
question.
Via straight market -> by - market - Seripter Bud Lesser has. been as-,
|
ity.
-constructed
solely
for
tv.
use.
signed to do the feleplay on.
Sules.
.
;
VP. plans
to augment: existing

happened at least once for the coming scason

between

for television,

CBS Films and . mately

wil! total” approxi-

$1, 507.000 before provision -

New Glett Study

Iv§ ‘Mounting Sales.
‘On Diamonds, ‘Ripeord’ |

‘Freedomland Special’
As P&G Entry on WPIX:

DATELINE UNIVERSE

“Dateline

PLAY OFWEEK’AXED
~ BY. WIC IN PITT

he agency.wi

Filmaster’s

“Swiss

Family

‘Robin-.|:

. Tewksbury’$ ‘Alcoa

vt Ups Rachmil

7

Universe” is to be
; facilities with additional équip- |“son.”
In another writing ‘assign-.
roughly S25 0G) »
| ment,- including. Ampex. Videotape:
Glassman, Pathe top- ment, John McGreevy. has been.
Recorders, -Marconi_ ‘cameras’ and .
Hollywood, June 6.
Hollywoed, June 6...
tabbed: to script a: full’ hour. tele- |
per, and A. Maxwell
Hage, BIR
- Lewis Je: Rachmil- has : been expanded production staff..
” Peter Tewksbury is handling five °
editor-in-chief, also are discussing version of .Thornton: Wilder's ‘‘Our, .
-.Videotape Productions has. been |hour segs of new “Alcoa Premiere” .
Town.”
“Town” was’. originally” elected :V.ps’ ‘Ine charge of produc-.|-the possibility of two or three
tion operations. of Ziv-United Art-. Operating out of the Century Theaadditional series. First 13 “Assign-"_ slated for: a. half- hour Series treat: . ists. . He. reports, to‘ Maurice: Un- tre for .the ‘last two.‘and _& half. series at-Revue: He will be involved ©:
as" producer, director and: writer. .
ment.
.
’
ments” are already plotted.
Bere
Ziv-UA exec v.
-p.. in. charge of years,
| Jim ‘Leighton is associate producer,. «.
i Fritz
Goodwin.” will
produce ‘| -Skein's éxec producer Dick Lewis ©. °
:“Robinson” ‘for Filmaster..with Nat. 4: praduction.
Named administrator of Zive™
|:Will film. 22 half-hour.and 15 hour’
McManus Exits MCA TV
‘Perrin as exec producer. Goodwin
episodes, Fred Astaire will host.
T. J. MeVanus, v.p. in national . is also working on..“The_ Big .E,’"! UA's Coast office in:’60, Rachmil |
‘Anthology. will ‘run: along. strong
:
joined.
the.
production
firm
4
year
|:
“Inc.,.
"Television
Personalities,
sales for MCA TV. has resigned to based on the exploits of World :
jein the O'Malley Investment &: : War HI aircraft carrier, ;‘the Enter- jearlier as producer of the “Men | which ‘hit pay dirt with ‘its-‘‘Ma- dramatic lines rather than the ac-__
;Into- Space” series. A veteran fea- ‘goo” series, is increasing the: num- tion .:format. Emphasis . will - be
prise,
Realty Co., Phoenix.
On the sales end in’N. Y.. Frank tture *film. ‘producer, he has been ‘ber of episodes from 104 to .130.. }placed on character development a
McManus
joined MCA
TV in!
December, 1954, and-also held the: O'Driscoll. has joined as .central ‘associated with Paramount, RKO,.). To date, according to TPI. ‘sales. -over. events.
manager.. ‘headquartered |and: Columbia, his: credits ‘jnclud-. -v.p,-Al Unger, .75% of the stations|- : Tewksbury ‘was producer ‘snd ‘ai-aa
position of v.p. of international: division
wales.
Foreign
sajes
now = are in Chicago. ‘and Robert F. Maho: ing - ‘“Androcles’ “and. the . Lion,” ‘signing for “Magoo” ‘have: agreed: rector: on’.Don Fedderson’s ‘“My |
topped by v.p. Berle Adams, who | ney has joined. the company’s i“Gun-: Fury” — and “Miss. Sadie | to take. the. other 26 five-minute | Three © Sohs”- before ‘moving to.
7 ‘segments. .
ce
}Thompson.”
BY
os
| “Revue,
UN, ¥. sales force.
headquarters on Coast.

budgeted it
seg. Barnett

Assignment at Revue’

More “Magoos’.

TO NAB: ‘NYET’

oly ~ARLETPOST [Mery WeariiingBinagke Aral?
“EAGRSH BI) Delening

Birth Too|

“2D: we:Grieiti’s “Birth of A: Nation” was: described as “igo. dan- °
ot gerous. a. picture” --for - telecasting by Saul. Turell, Sterling Tele- :-yision’s prexy.. Sterling. Television has tv ‘rights: to the. classic; long. :|

” a subject of controversy for its depiction of the Klu Klux Klan and.
for. its effect. of fanning white prejudices against: Negroes. Turell, ||
‘ when.the rights.were first obtained, initially argued for: some form. |’

Well-Traveled Execs Think So

“By “MURRAY HOROWITZ.

-: of tv. presentation, modifying his. position as time: went: on,’and: as..

~ Rejection: of “National: ASSm. --of
-Turell'says he’s now thinking. of. presenting a:‘Civil.War. ‘special, 7 Broadcasters’ |“bid to act as. cen-

":the integration, struggie in the U.S. grew: .
_

| Sors ‘of- ‘post- “48 pix is shaping up
culled’ from old’ Civil .War-. pix .and from: “Birth: of:. the:.Nation”
excerpts.. These excerpts will: ‘be battle: scenes, he added, “with. 7 -among. major: distributors. - First. major. distrib. to officially
all rontroversial material avoided.
oo
make known ‘its position ‘to the
‘ ‘NAB -is) Seven’ Arts Associated,
~ which: snow ‘has. 20th-Fox as well
“tag: Warner Bros. post-"48° product.
| In. essence, Seven Arts. Associated |

Trawlars‘AmbitionsTACSetup

‘maintains

~ As IncentivetoLova
cal Programing

‘should

that

continue

local:-- stations |:

to be: the.final

‘judge: on: what is telecast.”
Position. of Seven Arts Assocl- ‘
ated. was relayed in‘the form of a:
exec of
“| letter. to ..Ed Bronson,

A new. organization. designed ‘as+ —

That’s Show Biz
Macy's may
tell: Gimbel’s
once in awhile, but it never
- buys from its rival.
But
one major motion pic. * §ture company
did just that

over the weekend, and in fact

bought
sponsorship
of programs produced by two of its
rivals. The magnanimous film-

maker
was 20th-Fox,
which
bought sponsorship Of Warner

Bros.’ “The Roaring '20s” Sat-

a. national exchange... center’ -for|.
| NAB's. Code. Review Board.
urday on ABC-TV, and MGM‘:Sereen’:Gems, which.- currently
locally ‘produced. |“programs: “has'|
TV's. “Nationa]
Velvet’ Sunbeen -"established: by- ‘Trans-Lux t -“an v.D.’s. of: Screen. -Gems: are’ is distributing: the post-' "48product.
day t4) on NBC-TYV, all to proalso.
Says.
of: Columbia. - Pictures, |
mote its new feature release,
Corp. Called °‘Television’ Affiliates: currently holding* -@-summnit- meet- | nix to the NAB: plan, SG’s syndiing in Scottsdale, Ariz., setting int:“Snow
White & the Three
.. Corp, (TACi,* ‘the’ “outfit. has -at-. tial.
‘plans for. the. '62-'63 ‘season. cation Vip. Robert ‘Siedelman, : Stooges.” |.
tracted a. group of leading -broad-|Weeklong confabs are set to break “polled. on. the position of his. com. Oddly enough, 20th didn't
“casters. to Serve. on. ‘its advisory up - either- tomorrow” (Thurs. ). or ‘pany in light of the Seven “Arts ‘bother to buy its ‘own ABCa Associated stand, said SG {n the |_TV_
- TV show,
board. «
Friday. -:
show, “Hong Kong: ”
Objective: ‘of TAC is. to ‘achieve | ‘Among’ those attending from thie “past -has-gone on.record that ‘staJarge-scale: distribution of locally east are: Jerry Hyams, John Mitch- ‘tions on an individual basis should
‘produced shows, either.in-the pub-. ell,. Bob Seideiman, -Lloyd Burns: decide what pix they: want.to’ buy
lic. affairs or: entertainment - fields. :from thie studios: ‘William. Dozier, ‘and telecast.:.Pix that should not
‘be shown. or shonld. be edited also’
. Operating - head: of -TAC~ will. be Harry Ackerman, William “Sack: | should. be‘ decided by. the local:
* Robert: Weisberg; a.former exer of { heim, and. Charles Fries. .

&
| S$‘Siimimié Meet. :

_ FV Stations, Inc..:

7

TAC, in some: ways, resembles| :-

oy Stations, Inc., the N.Y.-based

‘SCsNine-Months

’. buying group. for: ‘methber stations.
-TAC, instead’ -of member stations.
in: its. organizations, will have sub|-7 scriber stations. For. a yearly. fée, |.

‘the ‘sum- determined.on

- by: market: basis: ‘subscriber stations’
2°

will

be. ‘able “to call on TAC’s.|.

who girdle the globe. some of them
tin the capacity of film salesmen
| As head of a trade oreanivatvan
idesigned
to expand
the forersn
:market fur American tv producers,
+ Meta thy has a job to do, and
;understandably he may hitdle -at
;any general critletsm of American
itv.
That's the same product cold

abroad,

tion, he added. Siedelinan saw no
_ “| reason for SG to change’ ‘its posi- |
-} tion.
Metro TV, also in the: market |

the product

charged

with

{piving foreigners a “shoot-em up,”
fcrime mreller version of the US,
While McCarthy's defense is undeistandable, the question raised,
after speaking to a number of welltravelled execs, is that it nia riot

be too realistic. |
.As in the US,
it’s maintataed,
‘there may be ratings to prove the
popularity of Ametican 1. shows
abroad)
The same rating structive

Japan's 1006 For |
Mf Untouchables’

is utilized

as the rationale

is put on the alrinthe

US

of what

Never.

‘theless, (here's a hue and ers fram
Main Street to Washington on the
proportion of oaters, crime meiets,
action shows compared
to uj ift

i Prot ‘amming,

Hew

moze

apsel-

launched here this week, ty circles shows was forelgn
What
are: polnting to new government.; Congressional reactlon be

wau'sl
if) the

Tokyo, June 6.
. with post-'48's, -declined.:comment
iCing it weuld be {ff the ori; tentang
at this time: United: Artists Asso-|. “With “The Untouchables” being , country of these “troublesonie’

Earnings Doubled '

a .market.|.

@ The sweeping
defense of the
jimage of American tv abroad enun‘ciated by. John MeCarthy, ‘Tele.
Vision = Programs
Eajortt | Assn,
prexy, doesn’t bear clase exatnination. That's the opmion of many

ciated’s topper’ Irwin -Ezzes_ could
not: ‘be: reached ‘for comment.

Without solid cooperation of. the !régulations which lifted numerical most controversial shows in the ;
as
having areas of “sex, violence and liozsoer'®
‘majors, it’s’ considered. highly un- ‘ceilings on imports
{likely
that NAB‘ would be able.to {brought on more expensive shows .carried
a Jabel =o“not aiate ine
virtually doubled:
Rather. with emphasis on hourlong series’ America?”

oor JJibrary of. programs: “There will. be:|.°“Screén :Geins
put. its plan into effect...
- .only.one ‘subscriber station allowed its earnings for the nine-montli pe-:
i but vith no noticeable increase in .
To ruany
viewing
the foreius
riod. énded- “April. 1, 1961: Net. ‘than, cooperation, the. wind seems }
An each. market. .
to. be blowing. in the other. ‘direc- |; number of foreign programs.
jseonv, tha above represents tha
profit:
for
the:
period
was.$1,
817,000,
.
.! There’. will.be.no nharket exclu
tion.
- Deal. for “Untouchables,” made ‘erux of the matter
Mestuas Pada
_ sivity’ as to the’ producer. ‘Stations. ‘against $861,000: ‘fot ‘a: comparable _ “Flamingo Films, probably | ‘the |‘by NET with ABC via agent Inter- lio Avcarvaga may have hie an
As.many. outlets. ‘as. there..are.in a nine-month*.period. avhich: ended,|:largest ‘post-48 distributor ‘of for- }Jingual International TV Inc of axe te grind dsr imvengbarse aaa t
_ Market can. ‘participate. Producer March 28, -1960:".
eign product, has gone on. record | N. Y was made after heavy com- (sex, Vielenve and sadism a Vmnet- stations will be. compensated: on:the. | ‘Earnings: per. share | of common as opposed to the NAB move.. |
petitive bidding for 44 episodes ican telepix, but seine US vitoi¢
~ basis *of -.so-called: .“““performaiice. stock on the. basis of '2,538;:400
The :NAB: plan was ‘explored. at for. pac kage price approximating nuports. into Mexteo pravife bona
Shares
outstanding.
‘was
72
cents
“eredits,” with such factors as the
ry
meeting
at
the
recent
Washing.
oA sania
ota.
$109,000 with 60°% of total paid in with armmuntfion
size of’ markets, the. number of for the. ‘nine. month period: ended’
_ markets

“sold,”..and -the length’ ‘of ‘April 1,. 1961, ‘against 34.cents

for. ‘ton

NAB.

annual. conclave.

: Top. ‘advance

and

balance

to

be

paid

tion

prevails

in Brazil

whaeds

cas

a. ‘comparable period Jast year. Net. execs. of Seven’ Arts Associated, 'within: four weeks after first tele- centl passed a decree wheel: «owt
; cast, Price Is easily an alltime rec. | virtually bar American fshea ptendprofit- before -Federal,. state’ and Metro TV, -Screen -Gems
Associated met [Sea high here.
- ‘Trans-Lux Corp., ‘which incepted foreign income taxes for: the nine ‘United *Artists
“uet
: the. idea and, already has allocated ‘months. ‘ended April’ 1, 1961° was|.‘with "members of the Code Review
MeCarthy contended that crvce
Even
before
regulations.
new
about $100,000 to the project, will $3; 556,000, against -.$1 583.000. for ‘Board;. NAB. move involved. the | hawever,. som? hourlong imports mellers said abroid dott ache wo
be paid: a- management consultant the comparable period lasteat.
‘ee
5
—— screening by. the organization OF lore |‘seHing. in excess of $1.000- the whole schedule of fates
| fee, The’ idea‘ horn prior. ‘to. the}:
‘so-called
‘“troublesome:’ .post- “48 although hid on half hour episides stoi
There's Ameniecat: ita dy,
.theatricals going the tv. way.. - The was then $501)
“* “wasteland”: |‘reprimand. of FCC
Now stations are Santhologs serfes, as wedloas 1 %,.
-vehairman .Newton N. Minow, ap-:
‘|:screenings, under the ‘plan, would not restricted as to number of im. pub te service
prosameaciet
and
~ pears to.fall.in line with: Minow’s |
be-done by. the NAB staff,.under''! ;ports they. may rast. Dut bs their focal progtamimie
‘The avant
the direction of the Code “Review|respective foreign currenes alloca- ‘of local provrammant sate
‘attempt ‘to. encourage~ ‘local, pro-.|fion
«-: gramming. In ‘fact, Minow, ‘UDPOR |
‘Board.
The target would. be to ‘tions,.
,countrs Go cauntss, wit: an
Sree
re |
_.-'+being informed of .TAC’s’ “forma* a “gerbh’ Gems. kicked off the syn- |: eliminate ‘in whole or ..in’ .part
Psir€ucelds oa facsmite af WVeaocoge an
tion -dnd: goals, recently. sent a ¢on- dication of . “Shannon” with two. “troublesome” pix -which violate.
i and
England
stgaecssn
oat
-gratulatory
letter. to. Trans-Lux’ ‘regional .sales..
‘the’ TV Code’s: injunctions: against :
American
progianonite
via
1g
prexy . Richard Brandt,. -Trans-Lux
*hies gueta system
Bunker” Hint bought; the George | "SeXy" violerice and horror.” —
“topper. Brandt also will serve as. Nader starrer for: ‘alternate weeks
Position. of Seven .Arts. Associ- 7
The American ts aractos dsate
_TAC. prexy..and -Richard Carlton, in. 12 cities ‘in: the’ ‘south. Miles of ated. ‘Screen. Gems and others op‘Continued ON pare 8
- Trans-Lux. sales topper,.‘as :TAC California |‘
‘inked.’ for. the. west. posing the ‘NAB niove ‘is that the.} -ABC: Films has closed deals in
exec v.p,.W eisberg will be TAC's Miles: markets. will: inelude- “Las, responsibility | of.- ‘screenings - be-. “eight
markets
in the
Jast
few
a ‘chief: operating officer.-. .
Angeles, .. San. “Francisco, :-Sacra-" longs. to the Jocal-stationz Execs {weeks. for the
“Consult
Josce
Furction .of the. advisory board, ‘mento, Seattle, Spokane and’ Port: .of the local: stations, it's argued, |Brothers” series, bringing the total.
‘aré more
familiar: .with local

, 7 the: program: ag. determinants.

REGIONAL SALES.
ON SG ‘SHANNON’

JOYCE BROTHERS
INTO 30 MARKETS:

Groucho, ‘Deputy’
As Syndie Items

‘composed of ‘broadtasters; - is .to Jand:. Sponsor will. advertise Alka-.
sales to more than. 30
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e don’t know if it was any one single
observation that triggered poet

WOH. Auden iinto labeling our era.’ “the age of

anxiety,” but we'd like to hazard.a guess.

portant asthe “what?” Andiinthisincreasingly:
complex: world, the answers are often: too far
below the surface for immediate. discovery.

ner for a cab or something when he overheard
a customer at a nearby newsstand demanding,

li’s for this reason that NBCi18adding 40 (forty):
news and. information documentaries~-each 60.
or.90 minutes in length—to itsalready substantial news and public affairs Programming. for

“How come tomorrow’s paperis late?”

next season.

That could have done it.

These forthcoming specials, — “most of them to.

Our hunch 1s that Auden was waiting on.a:cor-

The question — despite its. built-in anachronism—wouldn’t disturb too many mortals; but™

it’s just the sort of query that underscores

man’s impassioned eagerness to be. two steps
ahead of himself —.as a newspaper: reader or
anything else.
—

Of course, in the field of spot-news reporting. even the most unreconstructed fourth-estater
will concede broadeasting’s

tremendous edge

over the older and slower forms of journalism.
The newspaper “extra,” for example,. has. be-

come virtually extinct. Indeéd, the last one’we
can remember seemg—in the. window of a
Broadway

novelty shop — proclaimed, SMil--

waukee's Jeanne Froehli ¢ Takes New York By
Storm!”

But electronic journalism means. much. more
than spot-news coverage. At NBC we've always |
considered the*‘why?” of a story quite as im- ;

be presented in prinie evening time slots—will
be coordinated under ]NBG: News Vice Presi-

dent Julian. Goodman, ‘whio’Irhave the help of.

NBC’s world-wide news: organization :of 613
reporters, commentators, editors, researchers

and_ technicians,
What will the shows. be like? Well, there’ll be

five major. groups of specials i
in all,each with a.
character distinctly its own:

“THRESHOLD” is a series that willopen witha.
look at the human. factors.in our space-Aight
program and. then: move on to the explor:‘ation
of other fascinating challenges.” ‘Subsequent.
subjects — fantastic and not-so-fantastic: the

desalinization of the sea; the prospect of‘machines able to reproduce themselves (given.the
parts to work-with); and the notion of.shifting
climate-zones by intentionally tilting - the
earth’s axis. (All right, Tondelayo, let’s clean”

up that igloo!)

|

; “THE WORLD AROUND Us,”. in a minimum

“The -other. program, afi early Sunday evening

of ten:specials, will focus its attention on other

“series aimed at a pre-high school audience, will

people i
in other lands. An N BC camet acrew has

have. an: educat ion-through-adventure format.

Just: begun’ shooting the frst prograin, a‘docuanentary. on, Japan’ § difficultiesingraftitingWest:
“erm culture. onto Its: Oriental heritage. Setond »
odin the:seriés' is“The Nile,” a porttrait: ofone of:
the’ world’Ss:longest: Tivers: and the 30° million
peoplewho. ‘depend on itfor sustenance.

Assisted by:anadult guide (and a-good share of

“NBC. NEWS inauiRY"will be bringingviewers. a:wide. gamut of feature: ‘stories, _Yanging.
| froma astudy.of. airpollution: to ain examination:

mos our: military, bases -‘overseas. Opening. the
series is “A Day. in‘theLife ofa‘Congressman,
and whom. do you suppose, fieWw rites. to.wwhen:
“he's soreabout something?

“ "BREAKTHROUGH" Will be reportin g on med“deal advances iin'the:areas ofhear t.disease, canecr,

and. mental illness. First ofthe.thre€ programs
“will have doctors i
in four citiesperfor mingfour:

different typesof heart oper
¢ ations:A phy siciancommentator team: in:New York will be questioning:thesurgeons as
8 they Ww ork.
“PATTERNS AND. PROFILES” Ww ae concern
‘itself with the influence of certain’ talented iin-...

dividuals. and deep-rooted ‘social customs on:
the tastes and’manners of our times. TFhe stb .
jec ts range from “Vincent. Van Gogh: A’ Self.
“Portrait” (with the artist’s.own. lettersserving 7
as the commentary), to,“The. Vvanishing 400,”
an. assessment of Society Schan
ngingroleiin-our
culture.

Amon g¢other brand“new attrac tions are
“David

ournal,” Fratik McGee s ’Here and.
Brinkley’ sJe
Now,. and acouple. of w eek-end programs"de-

electronic wizardry), the show's child star may
find himself on the surface of the moon

one

week-end and inside a drop of water on the
mext.
All the foregoing will be in addition to a 1961; 62 schedule that boasts “Fhe NBC White

Paper’ “JERK: Reports”, the returning “Wisdom” “series and a huge selection of other fine
‘programs.

It's worth noting, we think, that this expansion

for next season isbeing undertaken by the very
network that’$already ac knowledged to be the

Jeader iin the information field. Ccoasting, we've
always .felit, 1s for Dbobisleds. 7
“There's never been a period in the world’s his‘tory when the public need to understand the
meaning behind the news has been so urgent.
NBC intends to. help. answer that need with

every resource ‘at its command.
Don’t get us wrong. We have no intention of

minimizing TV's roleasamedium ofentertainment. Our rich agenda of fal] entries in drama,
comedy and adv enture speaks for itself.
But were afraid we can’tmuster much empathy
for the isolated complainer who may already be
‘asking why NBC feels the need to add as many
“as 40 news and information specials to its next

season’s schedule.”
Our answer is.about the same as the late Frank-

lin P.Adams’ response to the announcement

signed. for younger viewers. The first.of these”
| ‘children’ s shows will be aSaturday noontime
~~ series aimed’ at illuminating the week's top

had just set aside °10° million

news ‘stories forviewers. in. the.10.40.J5 age:

of the.common. ‘cold. Wrote

bracket.

“Adams:“Dat’s dodd. eduff.”

that: A. resear¢ h foundation

dollars to inv estigate the cause
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e don’t know if it was anyone single
;
observation that triggered poet
W. H. Auden into labeling our era “the zage‘of
anxiety,” but we'd like to hazard a guess.

‘portant
as the“ ‘what?” Andiinthisincreasingly

Our hunch is that Auden was waiting on a'cor-

news and information. documentaries—each 60:

ner for a cab or something when he overheard

or go minutes in Jength—to1 its already: substan-

a customer at a nearby newsstand ‘demanding,

tial news and public affairs‘programming for’

“How come tomorrow’s paper is late?”
That could have done it.

The question — despite its built-m ‘anachronism—wouldn’t disturb too many mortals: but

it’s Just the sort of query that underscores
man’s hmpassioned eagerness: to be two steps

complex world, the answers are often. OO. far
below the: surface. for immediate. discovery.

It’s for this:reason that NBCiis adding: 40. (forty) .

- next season.

These for thcoming specials — most of them. to:
_ be pr‘esented iin: prime evening: tinie slots—will

be: coordinated: under NBC News Vice Prebident Julian Goodman, who’ H have the help of .
‘NBC's world-wide: news organization. “Of 613.

reporters, commentators, editors, researchers.

ahead of himself — as a newspaper. reader or
anything else.

‘and. technicians...

in thethe field
of spot-news
spot-news reporting.
Of course,
co
held
of
reporting

What will the shows: be:Tike? Well, there’ Ttbe
five major groups ‘ofspecials i
in all,each.with: a,

even the most unreconstructed fourth-estater
will concede broadcasting’s tremendous edge

over the older and slower forms of journalism,
The newspaper “extra,” for example, has ‘become virtually extinct. Indeed; the last one we

can remember
Broadway

seeing —in the window of a

novelty shop — proclaimed, ‘ Mil-

wankee’s Jeanne Froehlig Takes New. York By
Stonmn!”
But. electronic journalism. means much. more

than spot-news cov erage. At NBC we've always
considered the “why?” of a story quite as im-

. character distinctly its’own:
“THRESHOLD” AS.a series that will-open with a

“look at the human factors in our.“space flight

program and then move |on to the exploration:

of other fascinating challenges: Subsequent.
subjects.— fantastic’ and _not:so- fantastic: the
desalinization .of the sea; the. prospect of ma-.
chynes, able to reproduce themiselves (given:the
parts to work with); and. the notion of shifting 7
climate-zones by. intentionally tilting the 7
earth’ s axis. (All right, Tondelayo; let’s. clean:

up ‘that igloo!).

oT
“THE ‘WORLD AROUND vs,vin a:‘minimum:
“of ten specials, will focus iits:attention’ on other |
people iin‘other lands:‘AnNBC: camera crew has”
just begin shooting: the first.program, adocu“mentary. on Japan’ sdifficultiesm graftingWest

ern culture’ onto its’‘Oriental heritage. Second.”
in the series:18 “7 he Nile,”"a portr ait:ofone of
the: world’ Ss:Tongest rivers and. the80. million
‘people who’ depend ¢
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“NBC: NEWS. INQUIRY” illbe bringing viewers a wide: gamut of. feature: stories, ranging.

‘from a study ofair pollution’ toan examination,
of. our military bases. overseas. ‘Opening. the
series 1SA Day inthe LifeofaaCongressman,

and whom do you suppose he:writes tow hen
he's sore about somethinige,

“The other program, an early Sunday evening
series alm ed at a.pre-high school audience, will

have -an-educat ion-through-adventure format.

Assisted byan.adult guide (anda good share of
electronic wizardry), the show’s child star may
find himself on the surface of the moon one

week-end and inside a drop of water on the
next. :

All the foregoing will be in addition to a 196162 schedule that. boasts “Tyhe NBC White
Pa per”; “JF K: Reports”; the returning “Wisdom” series and. a huge selection of other fine
programs,
It's worth noting, we think, that this expansion
for next season is being undertaken by the very
network that's already acknowledged to be the

“BREAKTHROUGH” Willbe‘eportin gon med-

leader iin the information field. Coastin g, we've

ical advances mn. theareas ofhear t disease, cancer:

always felt, is for bobsleds.

nid. mental illness. ‘First ofthe.three. programs

“will have doctorssinfour.citiesperforming four
2 ‘different typesofheart oper:ations. A physician
vew York will. be ques-

con mentator. team in-N

a toning: the surgeons, as:
theywork,
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;itselfwith:the influence of certam. talented iMs

dividuals. and deep-rooted |social customs: on
“the,tastes and. matinerssof.our times. ‘The ‘sub-

“jects. range: from “Viincent Van. Gogh: A Self

There’s never been.a period in thewerld’s history when. the public need to understand
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meaning behind the news has been so urgent.
NBC intends. to help answer that need with
every resource at 14S command.

‘Don’t get us wrong. We have no intention of
minimizing T V’srole asa medium of-entertain-

ment. Our rich agenda of fall entries in drama,
comedy and adventure speaks for itself.

“Portrait” (with, theartist’sown letters serving

But we're afrai dwe-can’t muster much empathy
for the isolated complainer who may already be
as the commientary), to.“The: Vanishing 400,”
an assessnient of Society's changing:role in our_
asking
why NBC feels the need to add as many
“as40 news andinformation specials to its next
culture.
| Amonggother brandin
“new attractions are “David
Brinkleys:Journal,’” Frank McGee” 's.“Here and.

-season’s schedule.
Our answer is about the same as the late Frank-

Now;’ and :
a:couple ofweek-end programs‘designed’ foryounger viewers. The firstof these.

that:a research foundation

children’: S.shows will beaa Saturday.nloontime’

had just set aside. 10 million

‘series. aimed -at ‘illuminating the.week's top
: 10 to: is age”
_. news: stories:for viewers jn the
Z bracket.

dollars to investigate the cause

lin P;.Adams’ response to the announcement

of the common cold. Wrote

Adams: “ Dat’s dodd eduff.”
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tdbulation

based on ratings furnished

by American. Research

buyers to local stations ‘and/or advertisers to syndicators will
+
find”thecharts+ valuable. i

Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study

‘Over the course of.a year, ARB wiil tabulate. @ minimum: ‘of 247 -markets. ‘The

Lit depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same ‘particular market. This. week. -

‘ive different markets are covered.
In

‘|

the

average

syndicated

program

- results: of that tabulation will be found weekly in VARIETY. -Coupled with the rating

listings

of the

top ten

shows,

rating |data such as:the’

performance ‘of the top ten network ‘shows. On: the- local level, the ‘Vanrety-ARB. charts.

share of audience, coupled with:data as to time and day of telecasting com-

are

designed to reflect the rating tastes ‘of. virtually’ ‘every tv- market. in the U. 8.4

-

petttiire programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an
. (*) ARB’s Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey covered. a multi-week period. ‘Syndicated , shows.
| exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to ‘reflect the true rating sharing one of the weeks with an alternating. or special program: are listed, with. the
.-P strength of paNicular series. Various branches of the. industry, ranging from media : “multi-week ating of all programs in the. ‘time: period1 given
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=" tribution, for the” ‘most part, “has
“\ turned‘ out erratic. with a few

| Femarkable exceptigns TACisfunc, - McCarthy Wearing Blinkers? |

,Moore, prexy'' of Transcontinent; and in attempting to provide liai- |ctows, as McCarthy contends: *It's |previously, :that the: foreign: buyer
Television Corp.; -and .A. Louis; SOMS with overseas distribution and;‘maintained, though, that the. bad jean ‘select from,a- wide’ ‘choice of
Weisberg

apples infect the entire. ‘barrel.: It's: [American ‘programs, «”If the -cul-.__

a.so argued-that thé level of most |tural and. the “soft” -shows don’t:

‘|

has a target of obtain-|

Affiliates jing fram 50 to 60. subscriber ‘sta- | --ChurchWants Series
vp. and {tions within the’ first” year. Pre- |.
.
- Toronto, June’ 6.

work- for obtaining _pro-

American.

- entertainment;
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Continued ‘froin. page 35 a
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-June 14-16.
Evans: beplied: “T freelance.”
days ‘earlier; -Julian Klamai, :who buy allotment yet to be spent. above}
measures”
meant.
beat
The ‘NAB: president’ s plan for re- ; “punitive
once: .‘produced: “Have .Gun;, Will and beyond the pop -firm’s: partic- 7. _whieh- Nobleman. brushed |off:
network sources inferprcted thre to
. Travel,” ‘became Gitlin’s producer ipation. in:the ABC-TV. Steve ‘Allen’.
dActor . pretended
he. was’. z|vamping the Assn. to make it more: -mean that arencies would sfuce
. 'on Jat ‘Jeast four :pubaffairs ‘hours. ‘Wednesday variety Hour. Same ap-.
Sir Arthur. ‘Sullivan;. Noble--_ ‘effective in tackling industry prob- ite pay the time charges fer cry
OF. ‘the ‘Sunday :‘DuPont. series... — {plies to DuPont.: "for- Anti. Freeze, | ‘man ‘impersonated. Edward G., lems will be top item on the Board's istation which trple-spatted adyaI. Robinson. The ‘Kuney ‘Stanza: still. hasn't: beyond the CBS- DuPont. hour,
agenda. In effect, the occasion of- ‘cent to ifs network chow,
got a definite. title,: but ‘originally
‘Samé “time,
‘program:
topper.)
={fers the first real opportunity to: ' Start of ‘the 42-secord dicaks
>
it was:.called. “People, ‘Places & George Polk ‘spent all of last. week |
will be keyed to the stastine cates
|
challenge Collins’ helmanship.
Things,’ ” “which ~Gitlin dropped, on. the Coast. discussing. °62- 63|
‘of new programming
Thats «ie
The full Board, comprised of ail
and how. ‘it’s. _ tentatively -‘called: : projects
with ‘Producers and
,f0 the fact that exieting pops gain
|the. Radio and Television Board;
.¢Go." ., Stanza will -have- a teen |: Packagers...
tare some 12 seceds foo Jars
25a
‘members, jis slated to meet twice:
Slant, |
- Other” agency’. - program
exees!
*-CBS now informing its jnodecars
-.—on
June 14 and June J6 withi
bhave already made the: Coast scene:
She new Jengths «ill run that eueh
‘Board Chairman Clair R. MeCol|;with ’62. in view, Benton: & Bowles j
shorter... probakdIy
2608
anuwies
;lough presiding: The tv and Radio
lyideo: topper. Lee. Rich.and ‘assistant. |
Boards will also hold ‘separate ses- ‘for helf-nours As each new show
| Grant’ Tinker. may have been. the} Next season may see a.break. |sions. The. Radio Board will elect jpremieres, the adjacency: fe tins
‘first early.Jast month; with the prvthrough into the never-neyer land; a new chairman to succeed Thomas ; ing Ho will convert to the 42 second
ducer huddles. céntered around 8 of network- tv by-a costiy weekly
‘length
ic-Bostic, Cascade Broadcasting (Co.
own een
eee
First:tv‘programming from. Aus- half dozen: possibilities for. the :séaprogram : concerning
itself: with . prexy, whose term has expired. The}
tralian ‘broadcasting, sources. ' for. son after. next, Others: on‘ the .sun- !American business. activity: . If H's iTV Board élected its new Chair- |

ack
KONE JOINS
‘NBC -GITLIN STAFF.

a;

iBBDO’sStilGot Some

Saga. of a F reelancer™

Sponsor.Coin to. Kick
Around on Networks

“Collins Wil Find Out
How NAB Ball Bounces
AtD.C. Board Meet:

HourWhyEntry:|

4

On Business News:

CBSAnseBayTor ,

‘Sports: Spectacular’

‘

TOWER EXITS NAB
FOR CORINTHIAN

U:S.. consumption - has -been pur- | shine circuit -recently.have ‘been: ‘sold, ABC-TV - will. put. on ‘a 60-: man, Dwight W. Martin of WAFB- |
| McCann-Erickson's: ‘Terry. .-Clyne™
: chased. by* CBS Felevision. Sports iand Warwick. & Legler’'sBill W ard. ‘minute: package called. “American TW. Baton Rouge..during the :e.. Business Briefing” in a 12: 30-a.m.- ‘cent.NAB ‘convention.
in. the: form: of”. ‘the . basic filmed’
{i :30. p.m. slot on Sundays.’
material © for the ‘web's ~ June” 22:
Nationa]
Atsn
of Broadeasiers
Prepar ed by Hank: Booram. and:
'yeepee for ty. Charnes HO Teer,
“Summnier. Sports Spectacular” en-:;
‘Adrian | ‘Samish,
who are: estab-‘has resigned to become actuaniee
try, “Sports: ‘Down. ‘Under.’a
‘lished WwW ‘execs. and Sidne vw OW.
itrative veepee of Corinthian Be oadDean “tand- peddied. bs: ‘Screen|
- Deal. Was -made - “with... “Ainalgs-|
casting In New York
“American Business Brielmated ‘Television ‘Services: of Aus- |. Mike Hortor:. 48° exiting. CBS to.
In
Jiis
letter
of
recapnatien,
.
Chicago, June 6.
ine” "is“reportedly ‘selling at $15.7
Tower said the decsgan ta orkie
“tralia, which’ will. provide: ‘the: foot- ; ‘pecoine.Managing director of How::.000 a minute if carried in the top }
1. WGN ne., In a piecemeal reor- NAB was “most difficult > hut tet
|
or
‘Chase
‘International.
newly
i
“age for: the: hourlong . stanza. CBS
and ‘68 tv: markets in the country. ABC-. ganization of the executive evhe‘formed ‘subsid:. of ‘the. .p.r.:
he had long desned to becetne an
“TV has ‘already picked a starting 4
“ Sports has: been. using: outside foot-.
management. counselling firm:of:
ilon, Has’ made a pair of station operating broadcaster? We scared ben
‘age more extensively ‘of late—most .Howard.-Chase’ ‘Associates. ~-He's: date-— Oct.’ -29-— and has ‘started:
wished new NAB prexy Lean Cole
mansger
appointments
from
the
Tooking
for
hankrollers,
s0
-that.
: notable. example. was. the Time’ Inc. also been hamed a. veep of. the par“every success in tie Gutere ”
the. ‘Starting date:can be made. to Sales ranks. Benjamin H
Berent- JinsTaver
(Bob. Drew) ‘production ‘of ‘On the. ent. ‘Company.
joued “AB in Fetuusry
.
stick.
. Pole,” the’ closeup|of. last year’s}. He's been, with. CBS. for. the past son Was. upgraded from sales man- Of 1949 and became ceenee of ty
..Thdianapolis 500,. show on. “SSS” three. “years, ‘as: director of.‘Anfor-: . Two: weeks ago}.Tom’ “Wise. a. ager of WGN-TV, and Jikeuase in May of 1960
former ‘Wall’ Street Journal. edi-d
“:': tWwoweeks ago. -~..
Charles E. Gates at WGN Radio,
Actually, the; _ Aussie sports: buy for the: past ‘couple. of‘months as. ‘tor “and ‘currently with Fortune-.
- doesn't represent the first show-on- a pr. exec ‘on: the CBS: Inc. side. “predicted: that a- breakthreugh. on Station . manager is a new designa-:
“fABS RACTS HELFER

|

MikeHortonExits.CBS:
Set: for Tarich Post.

“US, tv to originate from: Down. Un- Prior’:to' that,. he. was director, of.‘i business

*

‘NewWON Jobs For
|
Berentson, Gates.

new's. in tv was" imminent.° “tion’in the company.
Sportscaster Al Helfer jas been
Gates’ has been a member of -ogned for a night news efap en
“der. Independent Television: Corp: information for NBC for five.years. { “Financial” reporting,” said Wise,
in
Who-hae
hada
local. weekend. show _WGN's sales..staff. since 1940. he--- Miitual
‘produced its “Whiplash”. syndicated.|. ‘Horton * -wiJl:. headquarter ‘stanza there. But. production- of: Zurich, vith. ‘Europe- ‘and. North, ‘since January -on- Jocal WNBC-TV, *‘coming general sales manager int Helfer who statied at & «¢ 4%
_ “Whiplash” didnot ‘utilize: Aussie Africa ‘his. ‘primary. field ‘of. opera- IN.-Y., “has. ‘pot.to grow; .there are ‘1959. _Berentston had been eastern ; casters 25 .eare age on AWW,
broadcasting’ ‘personnel or. compan-| ‘tions... He’ put! in nine. years in.1:15.80. 000 direct. ‘stockholders ‘in: sales manager, based in New York. : Cincinnati. vil) handle. the 3 ym.
tes, nor did it represent a U.S, Europe. following the war... as - othis country, 2nd they want to be: for both stations until Jast vear, news for the radio web He at ane
‘network ‘deal as -does.the “Sports ‘Ni °¥: Herald Tribune |-reporter, informed.”
{This 15.800.000 does when he maved to Chi to head up time was with MBS on the Gisne
‘Continue’ on page 50)
Down Under” transaction. ~ .
‘Mutual.| Broadcasting and. the Bca.t
_isales for WGN-TY.
ef {he Day” berehall bigzds net

0

Ofek ta
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Wednesday,Jame71961

Laughs all the way—250 of
0 the v
very best from Groucho’Ss
5 elever
year network comedy hit, available in. first-“run. syndication fo
Fall starting dates All-time audience: winner—Groucho led ‘hi
network time period for more than 10 broadcast |seasons witl
an average audience share of 54.8 and this season is reachin
a national Nielsen total of 10,500,000 homes* °. Profit:-provel
program—Performed for such first: rank advertisers. as DeSot
Plymouth, Pharmaceuticals, Inc.,Toni, P. Lorillard, Block Drug:

andCluett
Peabody ° Gues
. stars—Bob Hope, Harpe Marx,
Ernie Kovacs—everybody whe
a» " is anybody finds his way to
fun with Groucho: e Personal® Bp salesmanship- The whole
family goes. forhis leprechaun ae sharp wit and acrobatic
eyes. Over the years Groucho has‘delivered average family
audiences:-per-minute of 22,312,000 Pick your: [N
self a pace-‘setter for the coming season. For the
“Ta 2
ip

secret word—"Success"—buy THE.BEST OF.GROUCHO,

°Wednesday, June %,362
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Now That ‘60-61 IsOver, Agencies
Having Some Fun With Nielsens
—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts:

‘Lvéep:. of.‘BBDO,:Ltd, who rnoved

from the New York office last year, |
has now bécome ‘managing direc-|

Ttor. of

BBDO.

in London,

Also]

¢-

chalked: up for. the agency:- Chry-. q..
sler' Motors’ Simca. ateount..
| Colds, catarrh, rheumatism,. aches;

pains—all,

it. seems,

part. of ‘the

1 RatioProducti Cate

IN. NEW ‘YORK. CITY:

! British summer. Mentholathum Co. :.
‘Ltd. to launch ‘a summer tv .cam-+}. ‘Checkout’ of. Sid Bakal as. associate:‘editor. of:‘the.‘Heraid-Trih. ty. and’.
: paign’ for Deep: Heat. rub. And! radio magazine, after six years, cued. to paper's decision to. restrict tv:
iPhillips, Scott &. Turner, Itd. will? supplement ‘to program listings. ‘Bakal, who helped Pioneer: the project, «. .
By BILI. GREELEY
! conducted
bef ore .preem
and.’ take '15 ‘see spots: on all U.K. sta-! _ will announce new plans shortly.
.
key. ‘tions for Coldrex. Same agency |
i . Film designer, Edith Head, to
guest: on the BobDixon.‘CBS’ radio: i
With the windup of the current after interviews in’ three
for beth accounts: Napper. Stinton
metropolitan
areas.
.
Results:
hidi.
tv season,
agencs
research
de-.
show today (7h.
ae
, Agency-owning Cecil
cated that between. the two inter-: & Wolley..
| ‘Ruth Ettinger, wife of CBS-TV: press info's George Ettinger, grads °
partments are working overtime to
view ‘periods,
awareness of the “Turner ‘and the James A. Hodgson
uated. with honors. yesterday. (Tues.)- from” Queens : ‘College, ‘the only
-‘get a finat upbeat report out of‘
agency..have. merged ,with .Turner|
‘grandmother in her class. She received - a4 BA in: education, :1s row:
the Nielsens that will keep clients +-star’s mume was up 347. _ Aware-:
getting complete. equity. of Hodg- teaching and, at 45, is: going: on for a master’s degree...
. Charles R.
tranquiliced until the fall fray gets°:Ness of the shaw. title. rose 100°7::
When only a trickle of publicity ;son. Both -concerns ‘will. ‘continue’ ‘|Fagan, Robert’ Foster . and ‘Jeff. Maguire: joined CBS “Animations as
umlery ay
‘had made print, 8% ‘of the re~’ "as. separate entities although. ‘Hodg-!
Arnon the studies that shauld :i spondents were: aware of the star. : Son's, agency will..moye: into. Tur-. account @xecs. Fagan had been with CBS :and is returning. after a.tour
with: Videotape’ Productions; Foster and Maguire ‘had ‘been-with CBS...
have
healthy
cireulation
is) one Three
months
later,” 54°? . had: net's5 St.Martin's Lane offices. °
Production. Sales . ;: . ‘George Arnold .uppéed' from manager of client
fioze Grey Advertising reflecting heard the mame and cited specific’:
-{
relations. to director. of’ marketing and client relations for’ CBS‘ Radio
...‘
an enviable job the first time out .: publicits breaks.
‘| Spot: Sales, with: Allen. Hughes moving up to ‘replace him as mafiager °
for chent Revlon
‘
:
-TNT. Boom
‘of
client:
relations
.
.
‘
2
Ronald
‘Dawson.
into.
summer
stock:
leads:
Among 67, specials this season, : Thentre Network ‘Television has
“The Pleasure of ‘His. Company”: and “Look: ‘Homeward, Angel. ” july ot
Gee v had five tor the cosmetic firm bought a nationwide network ‘of
11-29
‘at
the
Southbury:
Playhouse,
Conn.
.-.:.).
“Connie
Desmond;..who
(Dehboie
Reynolds,
Harry Bela- :> Kidophor
video
projectors. for,
‘used to share. the Dodgers play-by-play with. Red Barber; back in town
fonte, Peter Pan. Bobby Darin and °. large-sereen,
closed-circuit. _ teleafter several-years ..., Arthur Godfrey gave: the commencement. address ~..
lnvrid Bergman, with an average- Casts..
‘at. London County ‘High ‘School in. Leesburg, Va.;"last night. (Tues, ~
rating of 27.1 and an average aud | Up & down: David ‘Savage hasj

‘Hemorthoid Ads
|Are Ruled OutBy

comparison, all: Pankled
his
post
as veepec.
Revlon charge. of radio-tv at Lynn. Baker
shoas, averaged 18 T in rating and, agency.
Following a vacation to
3l-ban share’
The>Revsion shows recuperate: from recent SUISEry,:
share

of

Specials,

43.7

Jn

including | the

oo
ort
t
ypc and
this
performed
4477:
41¢% 4. bet-aT- 2: heli announce future plans.
te: than the averaze special in
Ed
F. Cauley:
formerly

the mrpber. same, and, comparing “BBDO,
has
its show. to the average of the. > Feaslev as
Spetials not including the five, the ;i Listerine.

‘joined
Lambert
matketing
exec

|then delivers the: annual ‘Flag Day .Address- at. Independence = Hall’:
‘Square. in Philadelphia. Next. ‘Wedinésday. (14Y.
Another’ CBS’er

[ RadioCodeBoard:

“
“Washington, June 6.‘with:
Hemortliold ‘Cures, cand: ‘feminine’
&.
on, hygiene. products are” specifically -

‘making the commencement

circuit .is -ehief :Washington’ correspondent:

- Howard K. Smith, who received an honorary: Doctor of. Humane Letters:
‘degree. Sunday -(4). from. Thiel College, ‘Greenville, |‘Pa, and is ‘the:
commencement - spéaker-.: Sunday | (11) °at: Beloit. College in Wisconsin. ™.
..CBS-T-V. special Program {boss Jerry Leider. back from’ Caribbean’
‘vacation.
Harry Belafonte, ‘several times ‘the’ show’ s.wnystery. guest, tries, his. :
hand Sunday tll) as .a- one-shot: -Ppanelist on. “What's.“My. Line?"*,.
;

‘ruled. out. as fit -blurb. material in’
“amendment recommended.
Veepee stripes: for: Mrs. - Mary a new
‘Rex. Marshall: wofi the Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee. Golf: up at: the’. :
and
.fohn’.. Gronfein atby the: Radio. Cade Board.
Gabe .Pressman, “WNBC-TV.. ©
The
Television, Code ‘Review | 'Greenwich. Country’ Club last week~.
Dane, Bernbach.
newscaster-reporter,- will be: guest. of. ‘honor --on ©Monday. M21, ‘at the:
Persons. has been named na- |Board, meanwhile. okayed | “guide- | ‘annual dinner. of ‘the .N.Y;. School. of: Pi inting- Press Clab:....:::Remoe™
director of ‘adveriising ‘and' lines” for: toy commercials urging »
j Pisani just completed: top supporting role.in’ “Naked City, ”,goes” into-pramotion. ‘for. Van. .Praag: against: niaking the hard. sell to kid-- “Edge ‘of Night” -soaper... . . Byron Goodell becoming, ‘ational: director ~
share
al ated
Productions, ‘New York. blurbery: dies.
of. tv. sales for NBC Spot Sales -Vice.:the resigning. Edwin T. Jameson.
Baris the “59 "fit) season, Rev- ; He’s been director of :sales.tor the.
|. The Radio’ ‘Code: move against
:
- : Ed. Newman starts Saturday: +10).as. the new weekly moderator-of
lor baka dieastrous web program .
"company, and will continue in that ‘hemorrhoid « and personal product }“The. Nation's Future” in NBC-TY. ‘primetime, .replacing John “K. M. .*.
yea
that rested: in’ the ankling ;
} commercials was coupled with the:: McCaffery who ‘this: summer. undergoes -‘surgery ..or . Dick Martin, :the-..|
P capacity also,
y
:
oY coupans ad exees and a shake- i New. Biz: ' Armstrong -Cork
to! ‘Board's’ aprroval. ofa. ‘nationwide : orch: leader, has begun. his own. Saturday’ morning " stanza on ‘WRFM-°
Bp all around ano apenes billings. iBBDO | for Armstrong
Building; system of monitoring programming.
“Trumpeter Al Hirt. ‘who. is a ‘frequent. worker” on. the..Ed Sullivan:.
I that Veat, company sponsored
|Peoduedstaivision, effective Sept. 1: |of both member and. non-member jand Dinah Shore’ ‘stanzas;-will appéar late this-summer.on. one ‘of the. .
the “Bre Part)
a serres that was
Aveney now handles _ all ‘the Arm- | radio stations.
Dariny
‘Thomas telefilm segs|
- Judv Vidsky, who as. Judy Lorkser:.
rhoprtesk facies5 Spee iak
enough
to strong biz
A. TY. Code. ceackdows ‘on. sub- | éssayed. “Ma: ‘Perkins’ ” -Pauletté: and: ‘Brighter Day'sae -Babby, gets her: '
vou
SEI)
net per show, anda:
{| Bell & Howell to Chicago office; seriber stations airing blurbs: for | LL.B. degree from. Harvard. Law ‘School on. ‘June, 15; in ‘3B, she vas
“Rovio Be cre und tao specials, |
taf MeCann- Erickson for the coin-: : Preparation : TE sa. hemorrhoid’ -elected: Phi. Beta Kappa at Cornell.
“Porsit
With
Harr
Belafonte’
ipany" s new DuPont-Bell &. Howell + reinedy, led to, the jerking of Code | -WPIX sales v.p ‘Jack ‘Patterson: back at: his: desk after work's trout
anto: Miekes Roorey outing.
AIL: * film.
4
: seals trom about. a-dozen. stations. ‘fishing. in Nermont .
WPIX's John. ‘Tillman, Channel lls top.news- -*.
the shows averaced.a TES rating
Scott Radia Labs - to Larrabee land the resignation of about the ‘caster, weleomed -an: ‘old’ buddy last: Monday (53 in Dowg’ Edwards, who. 2°
7
amd a 244 share “Bis Party” was ! Asvoe.'s,:
Washington.
:
.
same. number in. 1959.
}is now competing with \-Tillman or ‘Chanrel 2 at 11: pim.. -etoss ‘the ...droppe ) acter
the. first
13-week |
Lone Star Gas to. Dallas office }i
The: Radio’ Code. unit, Whase ‘ac- board. Both of .these. newshawks came. front Alabama;. Wworked*on the comimihient with an overall aver:of BBDO, effective July t.% Ae- ,tion. must- he- affirmed ‘ bythe full -samé loeal southern. station-—but in all their -yvears- in’ ALY. never com-+
as ratin. of 4s
, count is currently wifh Erwin. Radio. Board, -recoy amended this: ‘peted. During. the. early: evening. newscast, Tillman. Preceded’ ‘the.CBS:
On's one other azency ¢an boast :
Wasey . Ruthrauff. & Ryan..j new section in. the Code:
newsman’s show;.
a-‘special’ record close to Grey
_ “Advertising .of ‘certain: intimate |: ‘Dave Williams, eastern manager of. CBS-TV affiliate : relations. to.
fon the current season. MecCannpersonal. products which might’ of-. Rome, Paris. and’ London... with . wife |Doris “Steen Williams. of NBC
Enskson, for Buick, “had the -five
_| fend or embarrass the listening au-. ‘Practices & Standards to celebrate’ their: ‘25th wedding ‘annt.. -; .. Dem
Bob
Hope
specials. which
also
‘|dience _ is: unacceptable. - Among. ‘Merrow, host of ABC-TV's “Camouflage,” " back from the: Coast and.an |
landed among the tap 25.
_ London, June 6.
these are products for. treatments’ : appearance on the Lawrence Welk show.
. The ubiquitcus. Jay Barney. _
MeCann
also can
build some
Kenneth Robinson,- topper of. of hemorrhoids ‘and. for. use int| wound up.:a role. as. a model agency manager. ‘on “The: Secret Storm.”
kind of a stors for the client-that- Bentun &
Bowles, Etd.,. one of feminine hygiene.”
jetted
to
Chi:for
a
stint
as
actor-magiciin
-at:the National Restaurant ae
was, Lizsett & Myers, out of the Brituin’s largest agencies, has quit
Present . ‘provision .‘provides only Assn. ‘convention. for Coca-Cola, .then’.back to N.Y. to--restimée “an. Mielsen averasze aud for May. 1, effective June 30. John Cuff. suc-. that. “all advertising of -products
“As: the World Turns”. part. as .a. detective and ‘start a ‘role. as ‘a nitery® : +
which just preceded: the cig firm's ceeds him, with Doug. Lowndes of: ‘a personal nature. “when. acowner ‘on still a third CBS-TV daytimer, “Brighter Day” .”
ahnounced
suileh sof $19,000,000 and Townsend Griffin inked jin to t cepted. shall ‘be treated” with ‘spebillings from: McCann to J. Walter sit behind larger desks as. joint 'cial concern. for. the: sensitiveness. space-aviation expert Martin..Caidin oft .to Las Vegas. ‘to™‘cover the’ -:
‘annual retnion June.16.and 17. of the. Thunderbirds,. Air Force aero- Thompson
Among.the stx major managing directors. Board has two of the listeners. ann,
‘| batic. team. Coverage: will include. a broadeast from. a Sabre. Jet fiving :
cigaret makers. Liggett & Myers newcomers:
David
Kingley. and| John F .. Meagher, ‘NAB V. p- for. with’ the Thunderbirds by. ‘Caidin and: his.‘wife, Grate, also: a ‘pilot.
had the best average minute rating Bruce Rhodes .. . Bill Gillen, ex
(Continued on page 44).
of all with a 215.
While the 25.3
rating of “t ntouchables” and the.
ta Dancer353
of “Gurnsinoke”
‘Howard Giafman sold: his.interest. in WXFM: to.pafiner Bob: Victor’: ao
Fitzzeraid-Sample buy for L&M)
; and is seeking a new: FM property: . . Howard Christensen, ex-Ziv-UA, | _the
were
biz
contributors
to
| leaving for Cyast. to join ‘Brace Eells’ new firm, Television Artists and-high average, Mc€'ann still looked.
|Producers . .°. WG! -TV incepting one minute “news breaks” ‘in the’

pereent ptes rie to ov and 46,

'

NBC V's
* Peter’ Pan’
repeat, j Wells.
with Mary Martin, bad the highe st 1 Doyle,
rating of ail specials, and “Phe } Hal
Weeard af O77 dbankrolled be an-t tional
other Grey chent, feel the hizhest:
sale,

|

London Agencies

: WNEW. 2

“Wit leSan ee

zood

IN CHICAGO...

aytin lineup; . - WGN ‘newsman Gene. Filip bedded at. Hinsdale ‘Hos-

The ciz rundown covered 11 al' | Dita.
pital.
Chi’. Tribune’s TV’ Week. insert: notches its fifth anni this’.
Seven out of 10 agency time ference ‘from his own..
ternate tor more? hour show buys.
wee
. Jim Lounsbury ‘joined: WSID's deepjay staff and retains his. .
24 alternate half-hour
buys and buyers “always” .or “frequently” | About tice as many. respond-. “Record Hop” show:.oh WBKB.
. Lee -Phillip,- WBBM-TV’s...hostess
19 dour-show
participations — Fit- ‘take part in the overall planning _- ‘ents -prefer all-media. buyiing to: -with the ‘mostes’, | getting a ‘citation: for “worthy achievement” from _
tect of the siioes have been can: rok an ad campaign appropriation | just timebuying,
‘alumni: association .
‘WBBM Radio’ using “regular: *
“Northwestern
U.
(and in the selection of -generic .
No. ‘Soap.
celles!
jnews format. for “Secession Report,” daily: ‘presentation ‘of mews “as ‘it"
__:Proetér ‘& Gamble. has started broke 100. years. ago to the day. Chicago. Savings & Loan is sponsoring.
L& Moat
21.5 were: ‘ media.
Foilowing
That's the fndication from. the: its. annual Summer. cutback. in spot
Wilko Morris, 211, American ToOttawa,-Ill.-has proclaimed June 10 “Wally Phillips Day”.in con-. :
recent. NBC
Spots
.Sales. billings. ”
Reynolds, 19.27: :most
burio, 199. RoI
| nection with the film, “Tomboy. and:the Champ,” in which he’s’ featured
‘The.
P&G
summer
‘cancellations,
ana
i
Yimebuy
er
Opinion
Panel
which:
1a
6,
Brower &
Willbunson,
J... Phillips. is’being: shifted into the’ 9-11. ayem segment on’. WGN. in:
probed
the “creativity -in- time- which usually come: on a Friday. a "general progranjming revamp. ‘Jack ‘Taylor. takes. over: Phillips’ :8-10
Leriiard, Pav
buying.”
Responses to: the four-. afternoon, have already greatly ef. p.m. chore, and Pierre: Andre goes-in at.1:05 p.m..with a deéjay ‘show..
;
Race for Space
page questionnaire
totalled 207.1 ‘fected: Duncan. Hines. cake mix: and Pine organist Harold Turner Sets a live’show of‘his. awn,: Sunday’,
Ad
astenties,
fer the eom ing |
representing 162 different: agencies - Dash detergent ‘schedules.
: mornirigs,
.
dts
oe
SEE divest an esttei or offices,
Viele Poses
Briefs: Mc@ann-Erickson has let :
arr outside
pub- |
trited STaAVARYE
out: two timebuyers, Larry: Levy}
Other highlights:
Tiitvoon th series and specials. ie
“and Nick, Imbernone, -in the cut-

|

HN: BOs TON.

Less than 40° -said the. buyer. back following. the loss. of the Lig-| ‘Mike Wallace and WBZ-TV. press. chict. joe:Ryan. hosted “PAT: Bast”.
Audience
Building
show-handling =pub- has any voice in the copy. approach gett & Myers account: Staff. redue+ and, “PM: West” yacht ‘trip. for ‘Hub. tv press. ‘to'Cahasset for.a- clambake. -~. Tite tisure does; to a campaign..
Belatvers.
pares
-tion also:has affected estimators in ‘Saturday (3)-. . Night WHDH radio.man Norm Nathan staying’ over
About 90’, said the buy er takes the McCann media department .
producers and
gerade
wieat
ayems to fill for‘vacationing Ray ‘Rorey. on ‘Monday. ‘through. Friday -7-8
part; in the setting of audience. Gill-Perna .reppery: has‘ picked ‘up “Kev Club*..
wall; be sophetragbernsd,
re: tork.
WBZ-TV general manager James _E- Alfen ‘named. ‘ts
of the web prime-: reacli Ievels and the selection. of | WINN, Louisville. formerly. han- Northeast» fegional board. of National..Conference:: of. -Christians - and .
S)> far, 64
fia shows dor tall have indie pub- - test markets. Eight out of 10 -said died by. Avery-Knodel«. .. John | Jews ; . ; Bill. MeCormack; Yankée Div. prex, baek ‘from’ me’ tings: in -'.
refatrans a2. hited bs tae aaen- they had a voice in-alloeation of T.. King has-been named manager D.C. and New York. . WBZ-TV ‘newsteporter, Betty. Adams: sbeeching.:
rey
ene POT metre thar a feat tunds tor the markets:
|
_of ‘Katz new Boston” office. lfe was at Tufts 1Oe ‘commencement .
“Barbara DiRenzo joined WICSH-TV
In secondary) cam paign plan- with: -Peters, Griffin,” Woodward ‘in staff as nat‘l sales.secretary’...°: : Jack. Fox; general sales manager WHNB-.
a?
With Od or inore new shows g0-: ining phases, the buyer in the over. Boston .. : Bob Stephens, forme:ly TV, West:Hartford. Conn... directing local and nat'l-sales for NBC affiliate:
1? oe (ort Ca frame that the: $5.000.000-hilling -agency, is con-" With Headley -Reed. has joined the! in Hartford- New Britain, market. .
Shelly Saltman, WBZ:TY. promosh: ae
De
v
Soaposer authay sulted. somewhat more
frequently “San Francisco" radio. sales staff: of+ man. hosted sales: sneak: preview ‘for new WBC. series, “PM -“East”: and. :
gaye ny
ot a
tinal obeside Ure kiss than those in the smaller shops. Katz. -. | Avery-Knodel has a new ; “PM- West’ . .
a dt
WEEI news director Fred Cusick and: ‘newsman. Bob!
Osta Ghekos ties @Af a punt for,
‘There's
virtually
unanimous ‘study on the: Topeka. and Central !'Gallagher shated narrating | honors for :feature ‘color. film on “Patriots”.
avreement that knowledge of |the Kansas market.
"a Caen oe bei bo wostiesbiale.
j football: ‘team .. . WNAC: bowling .team. dinrer: at ‘Vallee’s ‘Monday (5) -.
Bens
a2 i uring tre current overall .campaign strateg¥ adds: to"
Lo New WEEi “radio. feature, “Sounding Board,” with Host Ted: Blair, ©
WMGM Rep. ‘Switch’
.
sist
Ves troties
Ba ding Counthe” buy ers efficiency. (but he's;i. Daren F. MeGavren reppery. has has specially | installed ‘Phone’ setup. allowing: airing: ‘of‘both: sides, of
ete
Tat atc oem lopomdent survey
not always briefed),
:
me
‘been: named ta handle. national -biz? "phone confabs. “SO
Ning out of 10 said that the ‘buy-! of WMGM, New .York, 50.000 watt |
raetes can te)
gee tts ab ws publii. an fhe interesty of the ofate et is justified in: following. his own. lindie, -effective June 12.°~
“Ase
Nbreare
Snows
publicity’ dictates when his opinion, ° ‘judg-': _Formerty ‘handled. by. the George
i big budget’
‘dave tonee are at odds - Hollingberry ‘shop, WMGM's sale]. ~ Producer George’ Inns dickering with:Robert Helpman on.
Popetet
stopne. an Lane maz, FY
“Shirley Bassey finishes -off- the. “Sunday -NightGi: ste
Poa
Bam
| Weekly. with the numbers.
.
to. Cr owell-C ollicr Ras for the ‘fast: program for BBC.
at
the
London
Palladium”
‘season
‘for.
ATV
June
18;
.
William
Marete ftompgpeaede
This Week
scove
Mare than 90°. said that: ‘there: few months-been av aiting. FCC ap-.
sa
Sgr
ear
had
sfarie
ir
‘nabjices when the: ‘buver + proval. ‘Station. execs, however, Say. ‘shall bowed in ‘Dangér Man" on.June 4 ..... Granada. taping new “Fameo 9
:
iy
Solicitor”:
skein
‘With
::
Robert
Flemyig,
Mary
:
‘Kenton,
Bernard
sheika “consider -another. rating the pending change :of: ownership. |
oe tkdioated: leatiae.
he
aC oe| at
ss
.
(Continued: on:
1 page 44).
Pectee" Roa.
ac. ap
oof, Oxtoos-Sran iss service which shows a striking. dif- ihad no bearing on1 the-rep:switch.
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+1 because

Joledo is
y different from
IE hiladelphia...

and because people are differeent in1 diferentmarkets..Storer programming is different! We put together a flexible format
to:fitthe needs of the community es making i
it local in
i every respect. That's why Storer Stations are liked, watched and
listened to—why they. rate:high iin‘the 9key markets where. they ;are located*. Local programming—quality-controlled—
assures. you. the.bestis.being’ ‘presented. You ‘know. you’ ve made the right buy when you buy a Storer Station. Storer
epresentatives have up-to-the-minute: availabilities at their fingertips. Important Stations in Important Markets.
7W SPD-Radioand W SPD- Tvdominateiin:
TDaledo.W.
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BGr
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TV Summitry: Electronic Wow
Continued from

page

(Mayor
,|
Wager &&(a?
5
_ WNTA-TV Marathon

31

‘Com’? Sequel l=

~ From.TheProduction Centres.
Continued from page a2 ————

es

Horsfail, Eynoa ‘Evans and. Geoffrey. Palmer’ as legal: eagles’:Pot ‘June
MY. newspapers had a field day [28 sees initialer in live Dickie. Valentine’ half-hour series: for ATV.
ter Cronkite in’ Vienna, Winston: had the. good sense to label the: with the marathon telecasts of Inked in guests: Pet Clark and Pat Bredin. . :. Donald .Wolfit leads for
Mayor. Wagner and his staff on. A-R in “Death By Cheice” with Alan Wheatley and Guy Deghy. backing:
Burdett in London and ‘Howard K. | Winchell pitches as “a we
| WNTA-TV; Newark-N.Y. Both Sun- him up . . . Cameras are tarning: on “Wailk-A Crooked: Mile” by LindSmith in Washington to. furnish an;: Gillette. ”
- | day’s. (4) telecast, from 17:30. to 10: say Hardy ‘which is to te a ‘six-part serial. for BBC-TV, Cast so far:
inteHigent and informed round‘}p.m., and. Monday's. (5), from'9 to Anthony Newlands,. ‘Philip Bond . . Billy: Graham grabbed by BBC-TV .
robin wrapup on the talks.
11 p.m.. received news. and picture in Manchester. for a 25-minute stint: ‘on June. It:
Newies lined. up’
NBC's approach was more or-!
‘| splashes in the dailies.
for ATV: are “Debate” ‘which speaks for. itself. and “Decisions: of -Our
thodox, utilizing on-the-scene tape '
Time”
dealing
with
great:moments
in.
world
events.
.James: Ferman |
By
far
the
‘weaker
:
of
the
two
and footage from its correspondContinued from page 31 —
telecasts ° was Sunday’s .150-minute produces both programs....:. ATV also. giving. comje ‘Dave King: a.run.. ents and bringing them in with
im
legit
by
way
of
“The
Machine
Calls
It
Murder”
‘on
June:
25."
““&ommercial,”
".which:.
had
Mayor
audio Jines backed up with a head- street, broken window pane, steel
shot’ slide on the late:stuff. But girder, old -door—exemplified the Wagner. and his department heads} making
-a
report
‘of:
their
.
admintthanks to the well-briefed anchor provocation approach of this. ‘prostration, .There was. some recogniwork of Frank McGee, the excel- duction.
Westinghouse threw: one of the: year’s poshest lunchedins at Ernie’'S
Ient Paris coverage by Ed New‘Win Baker, WBZ-TV's bright and ‘tion: of the problems of the Wag- ‘in Honor of Dick Pack, Mike W:allace, Joyce. Davidson and -Terry
man
and John Chancellor’s and creative assistant program mah- ‘ner administration, etc., but in the: O'Flaherty. Purpose was presentation of ‘selected chunks of WBC’s new
‘main.
‘the.
marathon.
outing
served:
Sauder Vanocer’s calls from Vi- ager headed up the program’s top“PM East-PM West,” latter third .of which: will emanate from Frisco, |
enna, plus the wonderfully acerbic flight
production’
staff.
After’ as a platform for the in-group. On ‘with O’Flaherty.as emcee. WBC’s apparently pouring a ‘large quota’.
viewpuint
of Joseph ‘C. Harsch, searching two months for a folk ‘Sunday's outing as: well as on Mon- of time, talent and. monéy. into ‘this. challenge to. NBC's Jack Paar—
NBC". editorial coverage was as singer. Baker came up with Bon- day's, Mayor Wagner steéred clear. working on Frisco end, for instance, are. director Lloyd Gaynes, up from: wis
effective as CBS’ and tended to be yun, a noted American: folklorist. of declaring himself ‘a candiate for Hollywood, and producer George
out from New York. While: >:
reelection. Both exposures, though,

br:un in Paris, Daniel Schorr, Mar- ,probably more irritating. At least |.
vin Kalb, George Herman and Wal- |ABC,

after

the. Reynolds

fiasco,

| v Reviews

IN. SAN FRANCISCO

|oe

somewhat more pointed.
Baker, his producers, Mel Berntapes were still being rolled tn Frisco; Pack, Wallace and Miss Davidson: |... -ABC, on the other hand, simply | stein ‘and Toni Knott thimself an ‘indicate. that he’s. very much in the: had to rush from lunch to. catch. planes for similar bashes following day.” .
gathered Hagerty, Bill Lawrence, accomplished musician), -’ Bonyun running’ and wants ‘vigorously to at. four other “-WBC_ stations ws
KQED began © its seventh annual-:Edward

Jobn

P. Morgan, John Seali and}
i;and

Edwards’

at

a

‘picturesque

guitarist

:'about

the

Paul

McNeese,

difficult ‘(but

set. counterattack any. -bad:. image of his -auction. Tuesday (6)
7 . Charles Morgan,. ‘bounced out -of KFAX,.‘administration. .
. Leaught on for summertime. relief -at KCBS.. . Jack LaLanne. up: from

eminently

spot, trained the cameras on them isuccessful) task of scoring the urand let them discuss the day’s talks |ban.opus.

The following. ‘day's show

was. L.A., to conduet his show. ‘on ABC's" KGO-TV: in person

| hiv ely,. and some: of: the reasons
for the bad image of.:‘the- Wagner
disadvantage of being unflexible-—' tied together the many elements of regime.came through. The Mayor|.
ihere were no Jate feeds to supple-; urban redevelopment .— people, and. his staff were asked to answer’. Arthur: Godfrey to recelve. the Leopold c Glasé Award from the
ment oF override this early-in-the- |housing, business, schools, legisla- questions: relating to corruption, Flag Day. Assn. (founded bythe late. jurist), at Independence Hall. (16)
day device, and also had the disad- tion, construction, re-construction bad city services, etc: Tenor of the Duncan Macleod subbing for vacationing WCAU-TV newscaster: John
vantage of letting Hagerty set the —summarizing the need, ‘evaluat-. general run of questions, though, Facenda... . -WFIL-TV's Summer ‘series “Cowtown Rodeo” ‘kicks off
point of view, which tended to be |ing the progress, and crystalizing :Wasn’t ‘too ‘tough: ° On Monday’s from: Cowtown, N.J. (9) . ...-Thomas J. Swafford, .veepee |CBS _Tadio,..
overly optimistic as well as overthe goals. Jack: Chase. narrated. the show; Mayor Wagner aiid his:large general ‘manager WCAU,. to‘attend the NAB.exec: ‘development seminar
. Bud. Brees, WPEN deejay, in Temple Univ..:
fenerous
in its evaluation
of the! script. ‘with | care ‘and skill equal to ‘staff of department beads, .made -at Harvard (Jaly 9-21),
Zara_ Bishop of the. WCAU stations
_themselves. available. in: ‘the “At! ‘Hospital for throat. sutgery .
results of the talks.. Fortunately,; its composition.
A |.elected president of the local. "chapter. of AWRT.. . WCAU’s personali-:
The eve: before its telecast, this “Your Beck and-Call”. format. Betty
their appraisal of the ‘Vienna meetings was more realistic. Bill Shade] ifila ‘was preemed. before 700 en- Furness,’ host of the show, directed |‘ties drew 2,780 requests from‘ 30 -states. and Canada, Haiti, Germany
thusiastic guests at. the Greater the ..questions and handled her & Bermuda for an’ advertiser:selling .lard:in Belen, New Mexico.
Boston. Chamber
of Commerce's ‘chores: most .ably. The questions,’ Client. used: broadcasters John Trent, ‘George. ‘Thomas and:the: entire.
annual dinner honoring
former. which were phoned,’ mailed and Russ Hall show.
Secretary of: State Christian Her-. telegrammed, ‘were sifted by. staformer Secretary of. Com- tion vip. Ted Cott, who originated
ter
Lisa Howard, the: new ABC.
merece Sinclair Weeks.
the idea for both shows:.Cott, along
eorrespondent,
got ‘what her
Les: Clark of. WGAR news staff.landed: the color Guid.of.the. station’ 'S
Sponsor, S&H. . Green Stamps, “with. Henry: -White, - incidentally,
network termed an “exclusive
fall football’ broadcasts . . : Dick Pack,. Westinghouse veep, and Joyce
deserves a share of the plaudits for were on camera Monday
night, Davidson, all-around girl on the. ‘chain’ s new. “PM’ tver, in town to.
interview” with Russian chicfits traditionally unobtrusive (and shown sifting | ‘the written ._quesboom ‘the show... . ‘Nehemiah Persoff here ‘to work. with “Route: 66".
tain Nikita ‘Khrushchev. BBCthe. more effertive) commercials tions,
Local tv educators ‘found ‘they might
| production unit on location.
TV picked up tke six-minute
Ecared to the public service. theme
Cott’ "Says the questions he se- -be able to equip school sets. with UHF adapters aid thus take advantage -.
tape seg and aired it Monday
of the series.
~
2
Guy. ;
lected for the’ Mayor and. his ..de- of classes being telecast in the midwest from an airplane, thus removing |
(6), a day after ABC used the

in

this

setting.

Device

had

Harry - Durning's’

the |

IN. PHILADELPHIA .

script. neatly

|

Lisa Meets Nikita

informal
between

IN’ CLEVELAND

street conversation |
the former actress

and the rotund Red’ boss.
Miss Howwatil got Khrushchev" 's attention by shoating
over the heads of the Austrian crowd, “Nikita, Nikita
Sergayovich.” Recognizing her

(from Mutual days), he came

over,

told

her

“I knew

you

would be here.” She replied,
“I followed you to Vienna.
Now when will you let me
come to Russia and interview
you?”
“You are welcome there,”
Khrushchev said, “and if you
come,

with

bring

you.”

your

She

President.

told him

that

was, in effect, just fine, hecause she was now on tv, which
she suggested was more important than radio. This took six

minutes

largely
- because

conversation

required

the

inter-

pretation
from
Russian
to
English and English to Russian.

: oo

partment ‘heads to answer reflected necessity for ground-bound’ ETV channel here: . Harrison ‘Dillard; a fair sampling .of the. inquiries. Olympic ‘hurdler and sprint. champ, issports director of.WABQ Radio,poe
LEGENDS IN MUSIC.
“
Cott
‘added ‘that -he would like. to
With Lee Nance, Joe Trower and
Roger Chastain, _ Nancy Collier, make the. broadcasting report of.
Dave

Parker

| the city. administration. a yearly af-

IN PITTSBURGH

.

“Kay Calls,” Pitt's top morfing femme program, has a new. format
Don. Hadley. and: Mas: fair :on the -station, adding he's|- with. tapes by Dr. ‘Joyce. Brothers and Eleanor |
ano, in a fashion _.
thinking .of asking New York Govsey Creamer
.
ség, being added ..:., Former newsman Jimmy Moore is doing ‘a: nice

‘Producers:

Director: Gy Waldron:
Writers: Lee Nance and- Gy Waldron
30 Mins,; Mon., 9: 30 p.m,
|
WSB-TV, Atlanta (film).

ernor

Rockefeller and. New ‘Jersey |.

Governor Meyner to ‘do a: similar business writing editorials for. radio. stations. He’ sends ‘in . mimeo- ..
editorials to his clients. His :
operation is called: Ears, ‘Ine: .
stint. on-“At Your Beck and. Cail.” |graphed.
Sonn

ohn Mills, who once had a muscle seg on KDKA-TV, has teamed ‘up
aoe

2.Arbitron rating for Sunday's out-. aah Craig. Allen to. produce: an exercise series. for syndication .

ing. was a:0:3 average, for Mon- Bob Dews moves to WWL-TV, New Orleans . ..; KDKA-TV. will have’ :
This was the first offering in a day’s a 3.2 average over the time a 15-minute news show by Tom Finn atthe. end. ‘of each: showing. of
new WSB-TV series bearing. the span. :
‘Hora.’ : “PM East and West” which bows fiere June.12..". . 21-year-old Terry.
overall title of “Challenge.” Proa-|-..
,| Parker moves from WEDOQ to WHJB, Greensburg, as program diréctor

gram

will cover a variety of. sub-|

jects aimed at stimulating interest:

" RadioCodeBoard

... « KDKA’s Rege Cordis: is. doing. radio and tv spots for the. national
promotion: of “Fanny”. .:: Dave Crantz, promotion director ‘at WTAE °:

in new forms of television. presen‘land one of.the station’:3 featured. performers, -is: going. through’ applica- ~
| tations.
|tions to fill the recently vacated Dublieity doh held. for: two ‘years by.
Continued” from page 42
“Legends in Music” turned: out
Bill Deurr.
to be an excellent kickoff for. the: radio, said.the. projected monitor: ;
series,
since -it. “explored © ~the ing: program. should show ‘a “read-.

beauty, dramia and social. ‘significance of folk music in modern society.
Featured
were © flamenco.
tunes, old: English songs and. folk
‘ballads, by four young. artists :who

obviously.

IN. BALTIMORE

ily discernible” difference between |
‘Danny Sheelds formerly. of WCBM. has. joined Claster Enterprises as’:
the fare of Code" subscribers and’
‘Sales Executive. He'll be sales rep for “Pinbusters,” “Spare Time” and
non-subscribers. The TV: Code. ‘Board issued ‘what. “Tt’s in the Name,” Claster packages . :. John Bowman, host of WBAL-.
it called. -common-sense” ‘rules “EV’s “Pinbusters,” was presented. with special citation: for outstanding

found “pleasure: in. the. ‘against misleading’ toy commercials

songs of yore.
Show started

with‘‘an ‘intro by
served as anchorman: in N. Y. but |narrator Lee Nance. He isa folk.
|
music
student
and’
in’ fact, emcees
tended to be a far less active com90-minute folk miusié
mentator
and
payticipant
than a weckly
pla
tter
show
on
‘WGKA,
Atlanta
Collingwood and McGee.
A couple of other facets. of the independent “good music” station.
Nance
gave
some
lore
about.
folk.
coverage are worth noting.
Qne
music and brought:on a pair of
was the superb wrapup by Chet
‘young
singing
Atlanta.
guitarists,
Huntley Sunday (4) on NBC in an
expanded version of his “Chet Joe Trower and Roger Chastain,.
Huntley Reporting.” Huntley cov- billed as. “The. Legends,” whose

service to youth of Baltimore area by Rolland Lewis; director of youth

aimed at children. The. action was activities of Catholic War Vets.. . Robert Mitchum will receive the’
worked out in conjunction with Ed-'} annual. “personality of. the year” " award from the Maryland Theatre °
ward P. Parker,. president. of ‘the Owners ‘Association... WMAR-TV ‘staffers, including Sylvia Scott, .

Toy Manufacturers: wt the U.S:A. ‘Wynne. Mar, Dave Sickle,’George Rogers and. Stu Kerr were on hand”
Ine. . Parker ‘andE K.. Harten- for “interviews” at. the Food. and Home: Show at :Timonium Fair

bower, . TV:

Code™ Review: Board

Grounds

., . “Romper Room” of WJX. .WJZ-TV, 4s cooperating with

Chairman, issued a joint statement. Red Cross and ‘presenting water safety features for. kiddies ..... Brent
‘Gunts, v.p. and manager of WBAL-TV has been flected to board of
declaring:

“Children,. ‘especially pre-sch¢olETS, are highly dependent

on- the

|

Baltimore Goodwill oe

IN MILWAUKEE...

|

guidance and direction of the adult
world. around them—television inBarbara. Becker, WITI-TV’'s “Ww,eather Gal, ” starred: as:Miss: ‘Cham- ;
cluded——for their. individual develstyling.
was
in
the.
Kingston.
Trio
ered the hard news of the Vienna
‘opment.:. Sinee younger children .pagne Music” on Lawrence Welk. Stage show ‘at Milwaukee. Arena June
idiom,
They
scored
with
the
rous5,. with WITI-TV sponsoring-.
Milwaukee Vocational School on_
meeting with special hookups with
are
not
in
all:
situations
able
to:
Chancellor and Vanocur from Vi- ing “Sinner Man” and .the haunt- ‘discern the credibility of ‘what they. WMYS-TV Fri. (2) was completely. Staffed: by” television students from
enna, but he also did the best job] ing love ballad, “All My Sorrow.” watch, they. pose an ethical respon- school’s - Milwaukee .Institute: of. Technology: as. a: final .exam pitch.
Nancy -Collier,. a beauty contest.
Initial show by Studio. Players of MIT,’“The. Twelve Pound. Look,” .
in placing the talks within their
for own
otherssusceptibilities.”
to. protect them.. ‘Sir James M..Barrie’s comedy (live) was..telecast. by- student players
worldwide .context,’ with special winner with real: vocal talent, of- sibility.
from. their
&lm_ reports from|:
‘Berlin,
L.30s,-: fered an cutstanding -presentation:
urges against|° . FCC has licensed Music-Time,. Inc., (Richard: Steffen, president) for .
The . fact. that. she' accompanied|, ‘The statement
-FM.... ,- On "W
WTMJ-TV Sat. (May. 27) President |
South Vietnam and Latin -America
“hammering the sales: message .to operation of
1Kennedy’s Peace: Corps appeared on panel: talks .with. the. information 2,
to supplement his brilliant analvysi;|her thrushing on, of all things,a
a, demand a child's. attention.”

‘In‘7ither!, added novelty to her turn.
| director, Edwin R.. Bayley, and Marquette & Univ. of Wisconsin’ par- |°.of the strategy of current Sovict
A personable blonde,. she .mixed stead, toy blurbs ‘should appeal to ticipating .o-e-e Lf Eveerybody Did,” ‘Milwaukee. Public Library.program, .
expansion.
patter with her music, -Setting a child’'s imagination -. “while sup- covering their children’s summer reading setup, on WMVS-TV ‘Mon. (May —
And. moving from the sublime
laughs with her comedie.asides.
head’. .
to the ridicuious, there were the
Anchor man: was warbling. gul- should know about the. toy.”
. WEMR,
- Demonstrations that “show a toy: librarian at ‘Atkinson: ‘Neighborhood Library,. was hostess. /
“integrated commercials’ by Gil- tarist Dave
Parker, ‘whose -Fla‘trail
blazer.
in’.
“good
music”
broadcasting
‘in:
‘this.
area;
‘observing
fifth
lette on the ABC coverage. First menco style made’ good: entertain- in:‘use in-a manner that is not alt‘thentie”: and other misleading sell-. year "3. operation.
tinte
out, an unhappy
Quentin| ment.
.
Reynolds handled them, and when
Second stanza’ of “Challenge” ing methods are. ‘also: frowned ‘on.
Shadel introduced Reynolds as a| will be “Minute Man. '61” to be}“worrld famed correspondent,” it presented
Portland, Me..__WGAN-TV here
WJR newsman Willian Sheehan is ‘with.the:Presidential Party in
in June. “Challenge”
appeared that he'd give his views will be a weekly WSB-TV presen has pamed Eugene’ ‘W... Wilkin, Paris, Vienna and. ‘London and -is. daily reporting ~developments. in. his °
on the Paris talks. And so he did,. tation except when special net-: formerly ‘with-.WPRO-TY, - Provi- -“Close Up” series.
‘Thomas J. Ga
, formerly with Independent.
talking about how Parisians love. work programs are scheduled.dence, sales: ‘manager. Same’ time,: ‘Television. Corp. in.NY. and Major. Programs, Inc,, in Beverly Hills, :
Gillette razors and: blades. Some
| Creighton & Gatchell ‘of | Cape |has -been appointed a special. assistant ‘in program. sales, reporting to
- . Luce.
ludicrous cupy approach obtained
- 1 Elizabeth, a veepee,: director ‘and ‘WXYZ prexy John. F. Pival.
WWS-TV cited. by Detroit District
whe: Watter Winchell was moved
‘treasurer. of. ‘Guy. Gannett. Broad-. Dental Society. for promoting ‘dental. health. ‘education and. WWJ-radio.
in to handle the Gillette blurb>
Honolulu--William
B. -‘Mux’phy, casting Services:
(owners .of received an award from Wayne State Uniy for outstanding contribu-.
thereafter—the cditorial tie-in to owner
and operator of KVA N, |WGAN-AN-TV),, has been named tions to education’... . -WXYZ-radio: ‘in ‘coopération with the ABC net,
the news and then the internation- Poriland, Ore., for past three years, exec veepee of GGBS, and Francis ‘is. presénting the seven. nightly programs :“‘Presidential Mission: J.F.K.
al shaving piitch—only Winchell’s
as been appointed sales manager H.-Farnui Jr..also 4 company :vee- |in-Europe.” .. .‘“All.Over This World,” is a-new series of folk music copy wes even worse, thouga hi
xf KORL radio here. Hal Davis. is “pee ‘and. director, has been. named on WDTM with ‘host Bill Aaron broadcasting directly. from Cafe.tGalerie oe
detivery
more
professional
and general manager of station. J general manager ‘of the radio side..| where he Presents current performers: -

plying him with” the’ facts: he) 29). featured, youthful readers. -Library's. Mrs.’ Alice: Krahn, °

|IN DETROIT
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- ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

Allan Jackson
Geees

Continued

‘lms
|
Coatinnea from page: or==

cept that station managers take a
little more pride and interest in
their news and that writers and
newsmen apply themselves to the
writing of news for broadcast with
more unagination, pride and disclpline.

At

the. network

level,

Jackson

VaRIETY- ARB’s weekly chart offers@. day-by--day analysis of the top feature evening slots tn a

requirements

‘of

—right now, a new correspondent
is

turned

loase:

in a

“sink

out

mistakes

in

KGO

or

for years, and adds that. Vince
Bonelli, his son, appears on the
way toward matching his father.
“When Lowell Thomas does the
news, that copy flaws—it’s clear
and simple, and everybody understands Lowell perfectly.”
As to some examples of the poor
quality of broadcast newswriting,
Jackson offers the following sam‘pling. which aren’t necessarily serious errors
but are careless or
sloppy:
“It was in a report on citrus
flivinoids ...”’ (Jackson still doesn’t
know what a “flivinold” is, nor is
-it in the dictionary).

“Secretary of Commerce

Luther

B. Hodges announced that Roger
Blough, Chairman of U.S. Steel
Corp., had succeeded Ralph J.
Cordiner,
Chairman
of General
Electric, as Chairman of the Business Advisory Council.”
“Johnson said he stands ‘where

missing

in the

Selling Pace Slows
from page 25 saaeee

lively

interest

in. “Eyewitness,”

who see some image fence-mending
to be done and who. are eyeing “Reports” more than casually as just

the show to do it. _
pr

ameen

Continued

from

page

tionat Catholic Assn, for Radio and

Nov.

training

in radio

South American continent,
Catholic spokesman here.

—

-4515-12:45

‘Best Of Hollywood

. PROGRAM

{hour ‘syndie repeat: and more. news, ‘

28

Program: COAL THEATRE

Nov. 13 “THE FIGHTING SEABEES”
John Wayne, Susan Hayward

1944, Republic, HTS, Repeat
Nov. 20 “SANTE FE TRAIL”
Errol Flynn,
1940, Paramount, ‘Warner’ “Bros., Repeat.

WGN-TV As
As ‘Chi
Cl ‘Outlet.

STATION &

“Westinghouse

Chicago, June 6. |

carry

Broadcasting

Co:

“PM East-PM West,” in this market

| starting .June'12..Chicago will get:

Ee
:
KRON
- KRON.
a
i

theshow. on.a one-week felay basis
via
videotape, and it.w
supp ‘fant
~°-| feature. films’ on_ the. station..
|’
WGN-TV has the Mike WallaceTerence O'Flaherty-helmed strip on..

KPIX
6.

©-.|.a _13-week trial basis.and will. sign -:
‘| off. at-midnight with it’ during the’

-1

:

answer-to-Jack-Paar,

Kivu.

summer. Exception is’Friday nights

|

“| when.a-feature film will follow it.’
——|If the.show succeeds against Jack
Paar, Station : will. -have: to doa

STATION &. | ; juggling ‘act’ for’ a -well=stocked

AVG. RB ATING

"5:45-6:00
Champ Bowling.

a

Continued: from page 26—

‘Signoff, will be.1:30.

So

KPIX

‘KTVU3°:

‘Krvu

KRON.
‘KEON

5:30-6:00
‘Divorce Court

library..of cinematics, plus “Play
of the Week” and “Robert Herridge __..
| Theatre,” all’ of which had: been.” ”

.. [eamarked for a 10:30-p.m. slot.

a
KTVU
_ &f

-Captain Gallant
. ie fi Ate

Ses

- —

.

|

Stereo. FM
Continued’ from page 26 —

a eee
KRON.

EM .Stereo
Labor Day

6:00-6:30

- 20.

“| market a table model ‘for ‘at least

All Star Golf
§:00-6:00
Deadline °

KGO
: 6
KGO:

| 60 days following..A Zenith spokes-°
man said the company didn’t be-:.°‘| lieve the sale of stereo radio re-.

oot...

=

Average Share:

4

°

3. Stooges.
5:00-5:45

_6:00-6:30.

}

. —

EK

30

4:00-5:30

WBC’s *”Ww

KRON

TVU

Nov. 12 “THE FLANAGAN BOY”.

SUNDAYS

jury’

‘tmost~ lawyers’ suspéct. ‘the. most.
Fuller. would get is probation—and.

COMPETITION.

_

a

‘|finds Fuller guilty, vould |be ayear

” |in™ prison .and<a $10,000-fine, but

AVG. RATING haslapped WGN-TV. ‘thetChi indie,

Pau! Coates

PROGRAM

§&

prosecution ‘is the first of this type

‘in the aT-year. history of” the FCG.

| law
;
Maximum sentence; if:

_KGO |

: COMPETITION

.

Average Rating: 6 7
-Average Share: 23

KTVU Average Rating:

/ |. ‘Robert Bostick;- ‘Oakland lawyer.
who represents. Fuller, says the

a

" Roatball Scoreboard

and

said a

Jack a

12: 15-1:00.

Noy. 19 “MEN AGAINST THE SKY”
- Richard Dix, Kent. Taylor, Wendy Barrie
1940, RKO, UAA, Repeat

4
KPIX

KTVU"
2.
KTVU.”
1

Big. Movie

techniques

parts of the region.
—aA center for reeording

Paul:Coates
11:15-11:30
Early Late Show.
11:30-12:45

1941, Columbia, Screen ‘Gems, Repeat

EARLY

much as they want to... you don’t

AVG. RATING - being. ‘put out of business...eo

SHOW

Program:

for Catholic broadcasters from all}
_packaging
Catholic
radio
programs, also at Bogota, for distribution to outlets south of the border.
In addition to heading off Red
propaganda
efforts,
the
hypoed
Catholic broadcast activity is designed to “balance off’ Protestantsponsored operations, chiefly the
powerful “Voice of the Andes”
which reaches virtually the whoie

-

Kaplan says “the police. have” ry
|tight. to’ restrict ‘police. “calls as:

| Phones, do you?”

‘COMPETITION.
STATION. &
PROGRAM

News, Sports
11:00-11-15

SATURDAYS 5:00-6:30

his. radio...

‘Thave’.a right’.to listen’ into: tele:

—

va-00-11:30.

KPIX

accuses. the

gf

KPIX.

Early Late Show

18. “PENNY SERENADE”
;
- Cary Grant, Irene Dunne

|

7 EPIX
-

."'”19:30-1:00°
News, Sport
“Ye:OOcLL, 15
Jack Paar
11:15-1-00

YANKEE”

into’. making.

“intimidating”

| the service. uo

6

11: 15-12: 45

Television in Rio.
Other steps include:
.
—A Latin American radio training school in Bogota, giving inten-

sive

KRON

11:30-1000

Tony Wright, Barbara Payton .
ze
-1953, Robert 'L.. Lippert, Victor Corp., “Repeat

1 quam

Jack Paar —

B 2 215-11:730.
ovie.

Red Skelton, Arlene Dahl 1948, MGM, MGM-TV,. Repeat’

——

Latino B’casts

KRON-.

Editorial, Movie

11:00-1:00

+FBI- of

News, Sports :

-11:00-11:13

Program: BEST OF HOLLYWOOD

-jcomplaints. “He also

5

“average Rating:Average. Share: 33

Nov.. 11 “SOUTHERN

“Tpolice . departments

PIX

KTVU
re
ne

1956, Republic,. HTS, Repeat _

if “Cigeus”
and “Investigators” | .
don't sell out by ‘fall, their improved performances over the. cur- |.
rent Thursday entries should bring.
in some fast fall business.
As to pubaffairs,.there’s lots of
‘with CBS on the verge of putting:
together a package of one-a-month
advertisers which ‘will bring the
show near to SRO., On the other
Major weekly series, “CBS Reports,” there’s also plenty of legitimate interest from top advertisers

;

11-00-11:30

Nov. 10 “MAN ALIVE”
Pat O’Brien, Ellen. Drew, RudyVallee,
Adolphe Menjou

FRIDAYS

cal governmental units ‘and ‘that..
the FBI has: “coerced”: the ‘local

- Early Late Show
"11:30-1:00

THURSDAYS 11:15-12:45
Program: BIG MOVIE

KGO

Fuller. :says ‘he -has. “seven

press credentials” ‘from’ various lo-

5
‘KEIX

- 14:15-1:00
News,Sports

ADVENTURE”
Joan
Evans, Marla English.

ying.”

clients—he lost KEWB early this: .
COMPETITION._
‘|year. and KYA -‘dropped the. serv‘STATION ‘&.
jice May 12. In the latter case, KYA
PROGRAM
(AVG. RATING management ‘discussed the situaPaul Coates.
KTVU
jtion with Kaplan. before dropping

Rating: 2
KPIX ‘Average
Average Share: 20.

Nov. 17 “STRANGE
Ben Cooper,

‘given consent to Fuller's. “divulg-"

6

“°200:11:15

ist Run:

attorney’s office that. they Have not

KPIX

“11:1§-11:30

police depart-

—| ments have complained to.the US. ..

KRON -.

Big: Movie

listening and divulg-.

7 dozen” Frisco area

T

‘11:15-1:00

is

“Kaplan says “more: than: 2 hai

‘1.

11:00-11: 13...

1938, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat

desert for 17 years reported that
the remains of five crewmen had
been found. “Four others . . . are
still missing. but no hope is held
out for their safety.”

Seman Continued

KTVU

KRON.

a

Jack Paar

Nov. 23 “HOMECOMING”
Clarke Gable, Lana Turner

UAA,

e crime

ing without police consent. The —
{police - give ‘their .assent to other, :
news media.” :

News, Sports —

Average Rating: %
Average Share: 46

1945, RKO,

“Fuller's | crime lan't. listening, oe

there's nothing wrong with that.-

KTVU
4:

-News, Sports

Noy. 16 “ONCE UPON A TIME”
Cary Grant, Janet. Blair©
1948, MGM, MGN-TV, Repeat

Lybian

1 age
Kapil
’ ‘no:suche thing,: .
|
iplan says it’s

AVG. RATING

11:15-11:30
Sports, Movie

WEDNESDAYS 11:60-1:08
;
Program: BEST OF HOLLYWOOD

[freedom of U:S.-news media for
“IT the gathering. of:news.” ©

N-&

11:30-1:00

KGO

_,

Early Late Show.

7

the law against wiretapping, Ful-

jler feels: “this : unwarranted. pros-.
‘lecution: and ‘harassment smacks .of:
censorship and is: a. threat ‘to. the.

cP.
a

-11;30-1:00.

Nov. 22 “CHINA SEAS”
Clarke Gable, Jean: Harlowe _
1935, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat

“Nikita Khrushchev was literally.

been

KPEX
EPIX

PROGRAM

~

‘| tute, which is almost ‘identical ‘to .

News, Sports
Bi 11:00-11:15

Paul Coates
11:00-11:30

Nov. 15 “TALK OF THE TOWN”
Cary Grant, Jean Arthur, Ronald: Colinan
1942, Columbia, Screen Gems, Repeat

gr inning .
ad
Archbishop Koenig was seriovsivy injured in an automobile
actident. Koenig suffered a skull

had

1-.

6
KRON.
4a.

‘COMPETITION

Average ‘Shere: . 25

| .
The FBI then initiated: an investigation -and ‘last. April’ 7 Fuller
~- | was .arrested under ‘the FCC’ sta-

KRON

11:00-11:15
Jack Paar
11:15-1;00

ig Movie
T1:18-100

TUESDAYS 11:00-1:00
_
Program: BEST OF HOLLYWOOD"

.radio

fracture, one of his companions in
the -car was killed, another was
even more seriously injured.”
An AP ‘story on the discovery
of the World War IL plane that

KTVU.
2
KTVU

.11:30-1:00.

Average Ratings 3

KGO

way. Patrol; which claimed it hadn't...

News, Sports. -

_

office’ got.:a' complaint, tater with-

drawn, from the California High-.-

STATION &.. given. ‘Puller |monitoring PermisAVG. RATING. | sion..

Paul Coates _
11:00-11:30
Early Late Show

1938, Columbia, ‘Screen Gems, Repeat
Nov. 21 “ADVENTURE” _
Clarke Gable, Greer Garson
1945, MGM, MGM-TY,» Repeat”

I've always stood’ on civil rights.”
ship’s

“PROGRAM

Cary Grant, Irene ‘Dunne

a

unique and distinctive style for
radio was the late Prosper Bonelli,.
who wrote Lowell Thomas’ scripts

“The
handsome.
Operator.

Average Share: 36—

Nov. 14 “AWFUL TRUTH".

style,

who developed

» COMPETITION

Average Rating: 4

MONDAYS 11:00-1:00
Program; BEST OF HOLLYWOOD

poor phrasing, obscurities, etc.
Jackson thinks the. best example

of a newswriter

- Assistant. U.S. “Attorney “John”

Kaplan, in Frisco, says..he: first
_} warned Fuller that his ‘service was
Mlegal in. '1959—Kaplan. ‘says “hig

San Francisco @ STATIONS: KTVU, KRON, KPIX,. K6O o SURVEY DATES:. Nov.10-23,60

swim” manner; and (2)~someone
appointed to monitor and criticize
news broadcasts internally. much
in the same manner as N.Y. Timésnational editor Ted Bernstein does
in his monthly internal bulletin,

pointing

; immediately.

period usually covers three or four weeks... Other data such as the time slot and overage share of
audience is furnished. Top competition and. com petitive ratings also are: highlighted i

electronic |

. journalisin for those new correspondents who come to broadcasting trom newspapers or magazines

up: to ‘his. radio ‘cents: ‘by teletype

particular market. On Saturdays and Stindays, daytime feature slots compete with nighttime. pix
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day.. The analysis is confined to the top rated
feature slots in the ARB measured period, broken down by days in the week, .The ARB measured '

would lke to see two things: (1)
proper o:ientation in, the demands

and

Fuller.

from page 26 Gama

.

&

console until. “after
and doesn’t plan to:

‘J eeivers would really begin to perk -

—

-} until 1962. Zenith stereo prices ‘are.

2 "COMPETITION:
| expected to be $30-$60 higher than PROGRAM |
AVG. RATING: {the present -‘console models.
STATION. &
Company. doesn’t want-to get. in-

Two On The. Aisle

KRON

4:00-5:00
Omnibus, “Alste
§:00-5:3

3°
KRON
‘9

Best Of Hollywood

' 4:00-5:30

Champ

Bridge

_ *4:00-4:30:
Decision 61

4:30-5:00.
Funday: Funnies
§:00-5:30

KPIX

.&

KGO
2.
KGo.

2-KGO
-O.-

-

Svolved

in. manufacturing

stereo in-

_|stallations but is. availing. all its.
engineering data to. other stations
‘.--L interested, in -stereocasting. Belief: .

, .°

As: that ‘any station with a capable

engineer

cin modify its present

: equipment off the Zenith. technical
data: Company prexy Joseph S.
Wright termed stereo FM
‘“‘the. °°

:| most important thing that has hap- ...
pened to broadcasting since the in[troduction ot; televixion.”

:)"

BBC Television’s BLACK AND WHITE. MINSTREL SHOW has been judged the
-best musical and variety. programme: at the International Festival. of Television
at Montreux.
|
.
“Chosen from 34 entries from 19 countries, this song-a-minute show was awarded
the. coveted “Golden Rose” ‘for first ‘prize, along with a cash award. MINSTREL

- SHOW, ‘as one of the Judges put it, “.. . won because: of its pace and its aural
and visual: impact.. It. was real television.”

The show was also. chosen the best entry of the entire festival by
a separate |panel of. international television critics and journalists.
The. BBC entry was not a specially produced show but a stock programme from a
fast-moving. series which hag been delighting ;Britain aince 1957.
The. popular myth that associates the ‘BBC with. exclusively serlous programmes
has: ‘again. been exploded by another great achievement in the light entertainment field.

” Prodicer: George Inns

.

(4
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‘Wednesday, June 7,1961.

Tnside wint

(Paul Hubschmid) “who ‘had: run
Jaway from home because he had-|.

Foreign WV Reviews|

stolen from his bank. They fell in
lfove and had some happy. hours in
| Paris, but later, in Ronie, the man’s }

CBS Television Stations will. hold its- ‘fourth: annual ‘theeting of. proSaas
CONtinued from page 81
‘}wife showed up and Miss Fink |motion-information. services directors: of its ‘five O&O stations June 22
trealized that her lover’ s. heart still and ‘23 at: the St. Regis Hotel in N.Y: Meetings are designed as an
was responsible for a prostie-film ° He should have peen ‘content to le
“Tha Flesh Is Weak,” four years things stay that way: ‘for’ this, tv. ‘helonged to his spouse. She used: annual review-preview. of. advertising, promotion, . publicity, |research, .
jrevival was.a dismal -‘production: her. ‘money. to. straighten out the|sales promotion and development: and on-air promotion:
ax)

‘Craig Lawrence, v.p. of CTS, will head the meetings, with key execs:

man’s. crime.
*Ealleng in Love” was thus a ' AS is Anglia’s drama ‘policy, top
The ‘greater part. of this producratoaz
oof ill-considered
trifles. |thesps were involved but they were | ton“was” enjoyable, ‘especially: since
Roerking music was provided by. completely wasted in this presenta- the dialog. was’: tight.- and -fresh.
Juha Barry's Seven, and a ‘couple; tion:
| Unfortunately, the’ final. Portion.
ot fellows were credited with hav-:
Presumably, Cavnn believed ‘that bordered on: the. novelette’.as the.

in

the subject,

St: .Louis;

Austin

Heywood

and

Bob Nelson,

KNXT.

Los: . Angeles,

with’a gathering of tramps under one/two women exhibited a remarkable | Virgil Mitchell, WBBM-TV, Chicago; Bob Pryor, WCAU-TY, Philadel

McGrath compiling his un- | roof would make.fer good drama | ability tc keep their.tempers, Cast’ phia; and Len Traube and:‘Walt Stein, ‘WCBS-TV; N. Ye.
script
from
thelr
labors. and Wug around for a way to bring! was headed by Paul Hubschmid,
easy
Flanders was stolid after his first: this about. A hardly credible story who, under : the. name. of Paul}.
Betty Furness and.“Max. Liebman. have been. ‘appointed by National ;
Moments of inspiration, and finally| resulted in which down-and-outs Christian, . once- filmed ‘in| Holly-|'
‘Academy of Television, Arts and ‘Sciences :prexy Harry Ackerman: to
thr-« the whole subject back. at were living together in the cellar ‘wood. He turned. in a-good perforchair ane. committees ‘which. will:atudy, important aspects of the Emmy~
the viewers. They might well have, of a bombed Mayfair mansion. Why mance in the role:-of. the. banker.
Awards.
_passed it on.to Michael Reding- they put up: with each other never Agnes Fink,: an intélligent- ‘actress,
Miss. Furness* “wiil.“head an. Eminy..: Qualification Committee: to...
tua, «he produced without elear-: really emerged..
had some very ‘good. scenes. Ingmar: | study’ problems of ‘eligibility. of lo¢ally produced and syndicated pro- |
They were joined, no “questions Zeisberg . ‘portrayed | Hubschmid’s grams. in the national Emmy. category. :Problem arises: out of: the
ing ‘us mind and setting a clear
asked,
by Victoria
Verity
(Fay wife. The five-person cast was comCurse.
Orta.
staggered distribution of many such programs. and. ‘whether they are
Compton) whose manners. and poise pleted: by Paul Esser and Werner. seen in enough cities to qualify. Serving on: this: committee are Ben .

_ Johan
.c ”

researched

from the division: covering ‘each of their areas and Bruce. Bryant and ..
William Hohmann of: CBS-TV Spot.Sales'‘sitting in as.well. Jack Cowden, ©
-v.p: in:-charge of CBS-TV information . services, will represent. the
web. Station reps will-be Judd Choler and Fred Heywood, KMOX-TV,

BOYD
With

Qc
Michael

distinguished. her from them so Technically, vidpic- was excellent. Grauer,
iclearly that it was no surprise Finck,’ own dependable - actors.

Charles: when

Denison,

she

turned. out to be the|

NBC newsman; Gene: Blanpied, prexy “of. ATAS".. Phoenix |
chapter; and ABC veepee. Sandy Cummings.. «..”. 7
Liebman’s committee will’ recommend. a code ‘of ethics governing’

Hans.

Leno, Barrie Cookson, Hal Dyer: owner of the mansion. Needless. to || the Emmy voting structure, advertising and |‘use of the Emmy. statu-:*
Fred Hugh, Owen Holder, Chris- isav, Victoria won. over the weird}
ette. Functioning on this committee aré tv producer Lou Edelman, on
tine Finn, Ralph Nossek, Alan; i mixture of squatters one and all, ALLEC MEINE SOEHNE
‘writer-producer Rod: Serling’ and ©Elveer - Lower, Brexy: of :the. AcadeMacNaughton, Langley Howard
;and also regained the lost. affection (All My Sons).
my ‘s Washington chapter. .
Director: Jonathan Alwyn
of her son and daughter who also ‘With Paul
Dahlke, . Alice “‘Treff,
Writer: Jack Roffey
George, Inken | Deter,|
decided to visit-the house. But not-|. ‘Goetz.
. statement ‘with. seit
30 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.
‘Robert Dietl,. Herbert Boetticher,. ; Taft: Broadcasting. Co.; Cificinnati, has filed a:
| hetore there had been some Jong
ties &. Exchange Commission ‘seeking registration of 376,369. ‘outstand-..
Associated-Re diffusion,
from) and bitter exchanges between the |. Isolde Braeuner, others
| ing shares of common stock.to be offered for.publi¢ sale by present London
json (Joss Ackland) who symbolized Director: Fran. Peter Wirth
stockholders, mostly Taft members, ‘Prive will be. disclosed later.
~This reliable legal skein came; the. Establishment and the: squat- Writer: Arthur Miller. ,
Firm owns. joint tv and radio outlets In. Birmingham, Ala.,- Cincinnatl
back for a further innings, with [ters In the end he, too, was: won Music: Rolf: Unkel
and
Columbus,
‘plus
‘a
ty
station
‘in
Lexington,
Ky,
All
told,
‘the
chain
principals, presentation. and for-! ver,
85 Mins,; 8:40 p.m.
mat much as before. In “The Old|
Production was almost totally, West . German TY, ;from, Hamburg is comprised of four tv; three AM and three. FM stations.-.Taft prexy
Hulbert: Taft Jr. has. denied stories the’“company ds ‘buying - into the.
Flame,” the idea was on the musty Static and came over more .as a. - (film) | side, and carried undertones, over- photographed legit drama than tv:
Arthur Millet is’ one:of thethree. . Buffalo market.
‘The company has" outstanding 1,527, 960: common: ‘ghares, according to
tones, and dowogright similarities More extensive use of close-ups
or four. most © popular American the.. prospectus. filed. with. SEC. Largest ‘block,. 141,257. shares, 1s- held
tse a drama sereened four months was needed as the cameras seemed
back. Said idea was that a doctor. to be just observers from the front. dramatists with German theatre-. by trustees David S. Ingalls: and Robert Taft ‘Ir. who. ‘will sell 56,508
now happily maried, met with a stalls. Thesps never had a chance goers, . Domestic. televiewers have shares. Estate. of Hulbert Taft. Sr: wilt offer 44;443, of 111,343..shares
girl- friend
of his student
days fo shine as there were too many. already” been ‘offered :a couple - of. held, Hulbért ‘Taft Jr, will. sell. 46.288 of 115,722 shares, and David G.
when registered ‘with him as a characters crammed on top of one Miller’s plays and..“All My Sons”. ‘Taft, 40,546 of 91,222 shares. Charles Phelps. Taft: ‘Memorial Fund wilt
»
patient Now she -accused him of another all breathing heavily and is the third that’s been given a get rid of 42,377: of 105,942. shares. Other blocks to be offered, are
smaller:
making improper advances to her uttering
near-unintelligable phi- ‘German: tele version.
and reported him.to the. General losophies. Fay Compton showed tlie |. Although it. didn’t reach. the |
Medical Council, whieh governs the talent was there if only it had a ‘overall quality of:. “Death of. a.
“Candid Camera” will. saotti ‘Whatever feelings it”may have ruffled
among its subjects during the past year by inviting some 900 people
professional standards of doctors. chance to come out. Jack’ Mac- ‘Salesman,” probably ‘Miller’s most
(and their. families) who've: ‘appeared »din its. vignets to.a studio. taping
The
legal eagle,. Boyd
(Michael Gowran, as a stiff-legged old -war- successful play,. “All. My: Sons”
Denison), believed in the doctor’s horse gone sour on authority, was came off..as an above-average: of- ‘session of the July 2 show in: N.Y. on.June 13."
Virtually all of them. have’ accepted invites .to’ ‘serve’ “as that ‘show's
innocence:
A flashback. showing made to utter’so mutch intellectual fering. . Franz Peter Wirth, an outhim -repulsing
advances
by the hoohah that he was completely un-= standing director;
handled this ‘studio. audience. They'll also get special. ‘Candid ‘Camera’ momentos
girl, convinced viewers, too. So the t convincing.
production with know-how and led , pius gifts. from sponsors Lever Bros. cand: Bristol-Myers. .
Watt.
interest tay In whether Boyd could
break down the girl’s accusation
fa court. This, of course. he did,
by
showing
that
a letter she
claimed to have received from the
doctor, admitting the amour, could.
not have been posted when she
claimed, because it was a Sunday:
and there aln’t no late collection.
The tale, as Indicated, .wouldn’t
win a prize, but it was competently
worked out and mildly entertained.
Michael Denison repeated his con-

fident

performance

in

the

title

role, and Charles Leno, as before,
acted as Boyd’s’ clerk and nartrator. As usual, the atmosphere
wat accurate and convincing, and
Jonathan
Alwyn
directed
ably.
-Minor thesps were okay, although
‘Christine
Finn, as the scorned

woman,

overplayed her neurosis..
tta.

ALL MY OWN WORK
With Fay Compton, Jack MacGowran, Kathleen Baron, Joss Ackland, John Salew, Colin Jeavons,

Catherine
Maguire,
Ibister.

Woodville, Frederick
Blake Butier, Clalre
7

Director: Michael Currer-Briggs
Writer: Romilly Cavan
90 Mius.; Tues., 9:85 p.m.
Aaglia Television, from Norwich
Romilly Canvan won plaudits for

players

to’ impressive

perfor-

- Guif’s ‘Instant Tv

“lowner ‘of

radio station

WZYX,

| time:
tended journey. On the ship,.she |———
—— ‘Continued from ‘page 2 —.
Minow also stated on. the Brade-: Cowan, Ténn.; and manager of ra-..
at the Old Vic in 1957. encountered a good looking banker
dio:. station. WOGA, Chattanooga. .
‘and with 21 stanzas ‘under its belt, mas program that. ‘hearings On fie —=—=—_————_—_—_
[that should have‘run. Gulf, which -cense renewals should ‘be held.
when
possible
in
the.
communities.
does not have to. pay for. program-.
{ming proper, slightly: better than which are served by. the broadcast
Where can I take care of all ing stations involved. ©
1 the oft-quoted figure.
my FV print work on a single
_ For its part, NBC is happy: with |: “The people who are affected:
order?
small blessings: Before the advent. vitally by the ‘broadcasters’: pér- | 4July Sth to 18th
of Gulf,
the. network, like: its formance. don’t even know about Ye
SKY HIGH In the‘+ ¥ivals, had.to- run most hot..news.- the hearings .in- Washington,’ hey.
WHITE ‘MOUNTAINS ;
.| breaks .in prime time without the.
At BONDED. Their print pro$ LAKES ® 5/700 ACRES
‘5
And he had a. coniment ‘on:‘his
| help. of any sponsorship. The way.
"
NEW
YORK
curement service will get your
| some’ of the web’ execs figure it, ‘now. famous‘ speech. to the: .NAB
CHICAGO.
prints to every scheduled
| they hope there ‘will be more convention:. .
-LOS-ANGELES.
“IT meant everything I said: Tm |];
money —and, if hot, bless: Gulf.
point on time, on a single Or
TORONTO —
1/4 *
anyway.
Besides,|the advertiser not trying to scare anybody.
der from you.
‘| will undoubtedly. be: back anyway specifically called on the industry |}-}
A Division of

“All My Own Work’ when
produced

\the

WBBM: Radio, Chicago, in: step with. the other (CBS-owned stations
‘matrices.
There were some minor:
DIE GROSSE REISE
weaknesses in the ‘dialog, but it on their: editorial binge, began- to: give over - airtime ‘last -week to.
(The Big Journey)
| citizens who will argue validly against WBBM’s. editorial stand. Station. :
| was tight enough not to be. dull.
With Agnes Fink, Paul Hubschmid,
The -plot—bad ‘ethics in. U.S. -gave: the 5:10 p.m. period on. May 28 to.a Mrs. Margaret Mahoney, a
Werner Finck, Paul Esser, Ing- armament: production during: the lay person, who answered an earlier editorial by-veep-general manager
mar Zeisherg
jJast war—was controversial, but. it -E..H. Shomo, which had held that. Garfield Park would. be an. unsuitable _
Director: William Dieterle
had: merit due tothe courageous -site for the: "Chi branch of. the U. of: Illinois. It’s now established as.~
treatment and was therefore. very station policy to air the conflicting views on public issues, once the’te
Writers Elmer Rice
on
J effective.
As Germans like: Amer- station has made. known its own position.
Music: Herbert Trantow
‘ican. -poke-fun-at-myself. humor;
90. Mins.; Thurs.; 8:40 p.m.
‘WOI-TV, Towa. State. University's: television: station, - Ames, had a
West - German TY, from Berlin. they have often admired the cour-:
‘age of American. authors |ta. treat. profit of: $233, 907‘ during the fiscal ‘year that. ‘ended "June 30, 1960. :
(film);
Station carries. commercially-sponsored ‘programs and ‘had $768,592
After ‘“Cue For Passion” some these hot ‘topics. °
weeks ago, West-German television |: The acting’ Was. outstanding with in income. and $534,685 in expenses: The: sfation spent .an. additional
presented another play by Elmer. kudos to’ Paul Dahlke for his-per- $47,164 for capital additions and this and some.:‘fund. adjustments. reRice, “The Big Journey,” directed trayal of Joseph Keller, the un- | duced:the profit to $178,528.
‘Station's available funds on. June 20,1960,.:were.
e listed at: $596,044.
by ex-Hollywoodite, William Die- scrupulous businessman-who caused
terle. Although nothing special, .a the. death of 21 U-S: flyers. Alice.
successful production was guaran- | Treff. played his wife in a well!
this
would
0.
aTong way toward
‘teed bya simple but appealing balanced: and fully believable por_ improvement.’ moe
An = outstanding ‘perfor- |
story, competent
acting | and. ex- trayal.
|
A
participant
on ‘Brademias’ pro- ..
Mance was ‘contributed by Goetz
perienced direction.
gram: -noted.-that Minow has haa... .
—
‘continuea from ‘page 26 4
Dieterle directed in a ‘¢onven- George, son. of the -late German
|
such
extensive
publicity,
‘he is .now
tlonal manner skipping “interest- actor Heinrich George; in.the role Rep. John. Brademas: (D-ind.) for “gg well known as. a popular WestThe ex- a South Bend; Ind., -station.
ing” directorial :and. optical gags, -of. Chris, Keller's. .son.
|ern:ty
star.”
:
and he was right. He concentrated |cellent. cast. was: completed by’
‘Minow had. told a Howse -Ap]* Quipped Minow:. “Yes, and. 1 may
Inken . ‘Deter:
(Annie
on story telling and. acting-and ‘comely
back,“tool.
wisely avoided corny ‘sentimen- ‘Deever), Robert Dietl (her. brother) propriations-- Subcommittee | in get: shot,in the’
‘and
Isolde
Braeuner
(Susie:
Bay-.
Y
-talities.
.
March that. a ‘fee systema. should. a
'P:
S
;
Hiss)...
Story, in brief, showed that:
rogram could stand
a Fee be put into practice for. license re- . " Chattanodga—-Roy - Morris’: “has:
Hans.
money can quickly change a human peat"' performance.
newals, license... grants~ and other foined the staff of. WRGP-TV here
| being. A young American teacher re
services which would’ pay’ FCC's }on a fulitime basis and will handle.
(Agnes Fink) inherited a respect- |
-costs
in: full.) The suggestion: -has news and. an audience. participaable amount of money puerta
_ {been before. Congress. for’ a long \tion: show. He previously ‘was:.co-"
to quit her job and go on an.ex-|

it was

“3 2th Annual
(WHITE. MOUNTAINS’ ||.
| FESTIVAL. of the 7 ARTS }

‘BONDED
Ty FILM
SERVICE

i

NOVO INOUSTRIAL CORP.

| after next Dec.-15,; when a: regular
A

Television Division

The Original Station
. Representative

tems can: be: presented. for such

BEST IN
SPOT

|

to take on the task of uplifting and | }-

KOB-TV . asses senseAlbuquerque
wss-Ty

‘KER0-TV

soccscees

MARK-TV.

Bakersfield

; ReOP

ovcesevcvecss
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es rhcecesonesfulsigh
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.
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WEAA-TV

KPRC-TV

wer:Reesoqeses pe ‘Portland, Ore. o:

Little’ Rock ..
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Baltimore - “WPST-TV tecensennesess sMiaml
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“WER-TV

“Iniformation: ‘Welter: Jacobs oo

waar-Ty. eosevvee veaKansas Clty

.‘POP aeasseorers Atlante

- WGAL-TV oa sccnscces

.

“Dike » New Hampshire. ofp

improving its‘own level... . If ‘they| #
i would live up to their own’ Code}
|.

. ef: Ty
.

RREM-TY.

|.

povccees ovees
+ San Diego

eeson eScranton-Wilhes ‘Barre
eos ‘poeee

:

wenee veSpokane’

:
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‘BrishCom’ TV

[Brown Quits Grampian “lTaped
Even Before He Starts |
Aberdeen, ‘Scotland, June 6.

‘Four months- before the. station
‘ets Educ Yen!was. due to Jauneh operations, David
‘Brown, general: manager. of Gram‘London, June: 6. |pian Television ‘Ltd; has quit: his
“Three. commercial ‘tv ‘companies;
4post: “for. private. and personal rea-

” =. Associated -Rediffusion, “Associ-!

“UK.USSR TV Exchange Seen At
‘Significant Breakthrough’ Stage

GridGetting
Sat. Replays on CBS)

‘One-hour ‘taped ‘rebroadcasts of |.
| the. “Pro Football Game of the |

:Week,” comprising an edited ver-,

London, June 6.

° sion of the top pro. game. of: the
. preceding Sunday, will be televised |

,-

|the West.”

nges

Type of material most

likely to come from Russia would
Ballet, vaude, industrial
documentaries, chiidren’s cxtoen
shows and suchitke. Soviet tv reps

Many the
moreU.K.
program
exchang
-by CBS-TY on Saturday afternoons {between
and U.S.S
R. may Sine the

ated Television and Granada—haye' S°85."" ‘The ‘move came. as’ a: com- “next.

Joined forces to launch a-new. skein: ‘plete ‘surprise to associates.

49

fall.

Games ‘will Bo into the:

- 1g.5 p.m: period.

: result from both BBC and commer-

is the comp:pany ; Network already has-the. package -‘ clal tv execs’ visits to Moscow. A: have not made up their nunds as
was {to what they want in exchange,
series, catering for needs .of all formed. to provide commercial .tv.:: two-thirds sold, with United Motors| “significant breakthrough”
‘he says.
.: gge groups between nine and -18, programs for the north and north-|in: for a: third and. A-C Sparkplugs ;made
by
Lord
Bessborough
,
direc:
| U.K. swaps with Russia were
’ are to be -networked for schools. east of Scotland. Opening: Show |‘is-: Virtually. © Set’ for another. third.; a
“of ‘school programs.. Choice

of 10.

--Grampian-TV

tor of ATY, and William Clark, the , Started by BBC.TV with Moscow's
-. all over Britain, starting in Sep- ‘set: for Sept. 30:
‘There are a. couple of other pros-. if
tember. Times and subjects do ‘not|
: James Buchan, BBC-TV ‘produc- - ‘pects on the griddle, and CBS ex-;forg’s political commentator. who ;welcome for Major Japarm and the
' ¢lash “with: school :programs " putl,
appeared.
on Russian tv. in_un-; live transnussion of the May Day
pects
to
close
out
the
sponsorship;
-and himself an Aberdonian -by
scripfed programs and were al- {parade tn Red Square for which
out. by therrival BBC television |ibigth, fs named as Production Con-. in a week or: so.
the Russians will see the Trooping
i
.
Rights
to
the
taped
replay
of
the
| trotler- of. the new, station. He has
{ lowed. to talk freely on any subject |
{the Color Ceremony next Saturday
‘top. Sunday pro game were. includ-.
Lord
Bessborough
Ynclude_ “Looking About,” “aealitte had ide
(10). BBC-TVs Ronald Waldman
-ed. in the network's big two-year ‘they “chose.
with historical. ‘anniversaries,’ Yéal- |: _A successor to “general-manager rdeal with the -National Football. spoke for 15 minutes on the work- ‘saya since this initial exchange a
life adventure. stgries. and nature Brovin has still to be named, ,
‘|League ‘concluded ‘several ‘weeks ing of the Cultural Agreement {"‘large plan” for more has been
“study; “The Story. : of. Andustry,”
Exee wouldn't
ga into
Jago, but the taped replay was kept between the two countries and evalved.
showing the contribution of science
|detalis at this stage If fs under.
under. wraps.. Until. CBS: started
‘to industrial development: ©“How ster TYStockIssue | pitching it to sponsors, only the af- even suggested closei international:2 stood that the situation 1s still dell
‘Things. Work,” outlining efemen-|
.
4 filiates were informed of the acqui- cooperation in the launching of jcate and any rash announcements
tary seience,-.and
“People... At |.
‘London, June 6.
sition, and then. at a closed session communication
satellites.
Clark could make the Russians pull in
of. the affiliate convention in N. ¥. covered the wider field of interna their horns. Next on BBC's Sovret
those ‘who. serve. the. community.:| Which has the commercial. tv -fran:;
‘agenda is a performance of “Ro*a couple of. weeks back.
w
tional relations in a half-hour pro-: meo and Jul:et hy the Balshol
. There. wilt. also. be- a. Series: on. chise. in ‘Northern Ireland; is -pro-

|

Work,” ‘illustrating.the -lives -of|“Ulster -Jelevision, the company|
“: “mathematies, French, ‘the visual

: atts and_an English course in whieh, |make
Po%1&ato
double -ttss capital vand|.“Albuquerque
‘share issue.:

we Shakespeare’ s. - “Hamlet”: ‘will

be

{program

— Bernie Thomas,
director: at indie station

Theatre Ballet, fllmed tn Moscow,
which goes out here on Sunday
(ll).
ATV
is holding “Gorkt
USSR.” -. based Jargely
the Soviet tv set up and he feels; Street,
among
that they are now much more ready! on “Main Street, v SA”
for talks on program exchange. other material their mobile inter

“According to Lord

unscripted

interviews

Bessborough
are

rare

in

‘examined in depth and. produced
‘If the proposals are» approv ed at | KDEF ‘here and an actor in barn
‘in full during the autumn ‘term. : 2 a stockiiolders’ meeting later: this |predictions at Albuquerque Little
‘month, shares in the compaby will ]Theatre, has been appointed direc“Hl| become available. to .fhe public} tor of the house, succeeding Kath- The exchanges would have to be
through. the. Belfast Stock | Ex-!ryn’ Kennedy .O’Connor—who. or- on a reciprocal basis as “the Rus-

“a change.

.. AT: ‘YOUR. SERVICE ..
With Jack Buck, others y
Preducer: Jim Butler _
- Writer: Butler.
420 Mins., Mosa-Fri., 12 pam
‘120 Mins.; Sat., 10. am.
‘PARTICIPATING.
yee
: KMOX, St.. Louis
an
'
‘Well over.a year old; ‘this all-taik t
and info show originated by KMOX' |

an

Eenized ‘the group in 1930.

New

_ Sians won't buy any programs from

national unit shot in Moscow
far none of these has reached
schedule.

Broadcast Center

has been, expanded several times,
- and now is. heard on Saturday

: “morning, as' well as throughout. the |
. week. Show now. runs from 12:00}.

"soon to: 7:00. p-m.. daily,. with the |
' first _hour. ‘including-_ outstanding
editorial. from: leading newspapers,

read on the air. by KMOX. Radio|. .‘News Director, Rex. Davis, and a] .--:
“News Open Line, ” in. which Davis }-‘answers: telephine- questions. from |:

listeners -about’ ‘items. and issues. y

_. ‘eurrently in the news.

Second: hour. ‘also features. a
‘telephone question: Period, ‘this one.
with . Specialists. in various -fields |.

of medicine. —

‘segment’ is. called |

“Ask. Your Doctor.” Questions are
. asked and: ‘answered: frankly,.. ‘and
"are of interest - to the average’ lay-.
cee man.’ . The .third hour: includes. an
interview: with the guest of. the day,

|
|.
a
|.
:

.. Who’ may -be ‘anyone from.a civic.

“ Jeader..'to ‘a plumber,’ : Roy, Mc- |~:::
‘Carthy and. Jack. Buck are. hosts,} |
_and aiter the interview, the listeri- °
‘ing public is. invited: to phone in| .~
their. questions and have them answered ‘directly. by. ‘the: “guest. .

_Among_ recent. notable guests have.
‘been | Eleanor. -Roosevelt, ‘Jackie }.
oe .. Robinson and Dick Gregory.-.”

‘The. “color house”
that quality and integrity
a

built
Color studio. Show rehearsal.-_>

‘The. fourth hour.‘is devoted to}
‘features . including © ‘remote. inter-| .
views from various ‘points: and |.
- events’ of interest throughout the
: eily, book reviews, gourmet recipes, | ;
- drama criticism ‘and “fashion com-{-”
‘mentary.

/

The only broadcasting center conceived, designed and built for color
—WGN’s new studios offer clients
a totai service. Three complete
color studios contain every facility
for the production of color programs. A mobile remote-color-unit

All the. ‘séparate..items|

are woven. together: with. a. skillful.
hand bv. Buck,.-and the end result |
‘fs an infor mative, Jively and enjoy. able segment.”
.

Last two- hours of ‘the’ show. com-

|

“bine network | and~ local: ‘features,
with emrhasis on: news: ‘in. depth.
-for Homé- bound. motorists. . Sports -}
- Coverage’ is) spotted Abroughout,.
a
with
track -condifions- at. nearby |‘

covers news breaks and sports

Caray ‘with the .“Sports ~ Digest,”
|«
and the Bob Burnes. Sports Show, |.
hosted. bythe sports ‘editor of one.

of only two in the entire country!

events in any part of Chicagoland.

WGN’s remote color facility is one-

racing: plants’ - included, Harry | -

a

of tne Joéal ‘papers.

These new WGN facilities—including a turntable stage for automobile commercials—are unparalleled anywhere in radio and televiSion,in audio and video taping and

In-the case]:

‘of _afternoon games during: ‘the |].
baseball season, the St. Louis Card- |.

inals’. games is’ Avorked. into the] “At: ‘Your Service” format, . and|
the Tegular_ features .‘are. réschedwee

ves

other related
Owned and
ans, the new
is dedicated

a
cam haspow. been expanded: ca
“tg: a urday: morning,.and is split} -: ~
- into twa ‘segments, both .of the |télephane-question variety. First.
hour .presents interviews-‘with un- |.
“usual guests—retently guest. spots

{fo rendering greater
service to all Chicagoland—to ad-

have been filled bya mertician,-an |.
umpire. ‘and. a landscape gardener, ye
alorg with many: others. After: the |.
‘interview, listeners gét a ‘chance}
to telephone their questions, to. the
guest. on. his or her specialty.
. *Second hour: is an- “Open Line,” op

-vertisers, and to their agencies.

WGN

‘in which Buck and McCarthy team me,
up in-the hot seat, and answer.any[..

-:-

Radio and Television

and-all questions. phoned in-by lis.
teners.
MeCarthy and -Buck are
‘very:agile verbally,..and: quips-and:

‘wilticisms Ay thick and. fast ob at
=

services.
operated by ChicagoWGN “color house”

Radio studio. Show in progress. -

2501 Bradley Place » Chicago: 18, Mlinols

Se
the
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=| $126,000,000 FOR

TV Followup Comment —
Continued

from

a Wedseiday, June 7, 1961-

|Rating Canada’s
Second’ Stations

JAPAN NETWORK
‘Tokyo, June

page 31

—_

6.

Continued trom pase 39.—

include holders in. -mutuai |
sensitive family. The enactments ° title, telecast on the Bell & Howell |.- Operating budget’ for NHK radio- |not
“Close-Up”
series Tuesday (30) ty governmental ~ web, .Nippon funds. )
an‘? settings were excellent.
Tine variety portion of the show |night, just didn’t have sufficient counterpart of BBC, ‘is record high | ‘However, Wise, who: seeks to inToronto,. June: 6.
‘ form stockholders and potential.
The.
highlight with: time to do the topic justice.
also held it. own
: First ‘trans-Canada report on au
of $126,000,000, or. about. same asi stockholders in the. Metropolitan.
Mort Sahl taking part the worid lack of time only underscored the.
N: Y. area (and ‘also viewers who. dience. -Tatings’. of ‘hew- ‘private tv
sitteftion
Sahl’s type of thinking interest generated by the 30-min- total. for nation’s 51 commercial
;
| stations. ‘Figure is ‘boost of some; are merely interested in the gen- stations in- ‘Canada’s . major ‘cities
represents a Tasp on.body politic. ute outing. —
|
eral field. of -business),- and the shows. latter. outlets running ‘close.
He says things that makes one sit
The show, produced by John F. 939% from three years-ago in this | Booram-Samish
.combo seem..to be to ‘their ‘Canadian Broadcasting
up
and
wooder
why
nobody ‘Lynch, was an excellent excursion.
shooting
. for ‘disparate ‘markets.
i,
an,
offbeat
telementary
.
area.
|fast-growing
tv
market
which
is.
thougat of it before. For example
Corp. competitors ‘but Buffalo: tv
- In discussing the bill reeently signed As faShioned. by the’ production- expected to exceed 8,000,000° Sets |Wise is aiming at the broad, ‘un-|
‘professiofial group, and the. new|Stations .in the Toronto. area ‘still
episode by’ yearend.
by N.Y. Go. Rockefeller denying a writing-news- team, the
“producers
are bearing up bravely.
drives’. license to anyone taking turned out to be a fine tv feature.
The
footage
and
interviews.
aiming,—it’s understood; at . busi- |: Survey ‘shows. ‘CBLT, “Toronto
the Fitie Amendment.
Sahl obalmost entirély from fees ‘from |
nessmen_ themselves,
along with,
ranged from a Marine Corps train- |
served, ant body riding in a chauf(CBS station), scoring 86%: while’
fered cor will now be under sus-! ing. center to physicat education.radio and tv listeners and viewers, | governmental people who are in- Buffalo. ty stations are as follows:

Of NHK budget, which: comes |business-minded_

prion

whooly

Be seoved strongly.

There were many editor- |only 9% _is.expectéd to be spent| terested in the -functions of busi-.

on. radio! ness.
ae
toszer
Willigams
opened
with otal points made by simply showing | on ‘tv: production and 8°
are on the road, escalators .and | production. -Bulk of funds will go | According: to the N, .Y. Stock
some teh 8 ing ian a manner that
modertsces earn
He cuts a fancy other pictures of our mechanized |toward physical expansion of num- !-Exchange, which. itself is active in
civilization. The editorial point of !ber of stations: and relay posts. to!, supplying daily stock market info 1
fizure on the kevboard, Fhe Amandis dinnlaved some ‘excellent tee- view taken was that we, asa peo- |virtually’ cover the. mountainous !to severak hundred radio stations.
terbourdiny and the rest of the
$108 Me-~ in a sinzing vein. Leadwas :-Jean Morgan
of
sone.d oss
who scored uuldly ‘in’ translating

WBEN,

.84°% ; WGR, 78°: ‘WKBW,

10%.. “CFTO, “Toronto, has 17%.
~ (First. trans-Canada
survey of
|“second”.
tv ‘stations, as opposed ta
CBC competitors, .was conducted

by-the Bureau of- Broadcast Measpie. are on the flahby side and we'd | country. Web’s total, personnel is |l (through ABC Radio, Radio. Press. ‘urement,:a
. better do something about it:
13,000 witha payroll that’ absorbs;i International and‘ the Public Af- hich - rele non-profit,fi organization
Some of the information relayed‘124% of‘budget figure.
by the dacumentary was startling;i
.

fairs Network) and to about 20 tv for
which member
‘releases
Impartial “data
and allnon-member
sta| stations’ who carry: a weekly half- tions, plus | advertising agencies)...
hour film series ‘produced: by the].
Besides Toronto, report also. covExchange), there “have been : “at eted- such: independents. as: Monleast .15” producers ‘in the past treal, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Otta-.
‘two. months who: have -come for- wa, - Halifax. This. showed. CFCF, ..~
ward
with. plans: -or ideas for. Montreal (the :new. “private station),
on tv. Evi- 71% as opposed to CBMT (CBC) at.
similar to. financial ‘programming
The
Limetiters . handicapped - Don Goddard and a doctor. Many the: Roosevelt | Years,
dently,
the idea. of financial ‘pro- 69%; CJOC, Ottawa, (private) 81%
the
‘Winston
Churchil
“series.
re-|
themselves
with their choice
of facets of the show warranted fur‘gramming,
of
which
Wise
is some-: as against CBOT: (CBC).with. 90%
ther
investigation
on
their
own,
i
cently
coneluded
on.ABC-TV;
also
material. Lou Gottlieb, the centre-] thing of the prototype,. has gained \CJAY, ‘Winnipeg. (private),.:84% ‘in
piece of the trie, did better in this and it’s,to be hoped that they. each’ is ‘planned by that. web.
attention.
With
the
probability
of opposition to CBWT (CBC) at-89%;
get
adequate
treatment.
Horo.
‘Truman,
‘commenting
on
his.
yet
gab parts. building fhe songs in a
untitled. -series, said, “I -have often a network feed by ABC-TV, in CICH;. ‘Halifax. (private); with 82%
manner
that
the = Lyrics -couldn’t ;
wondered how much we have lost. addition to Wise’s local stanza, it as against: CBHY, (CBC) with 96%.
live up te Their second tune. a
Accent.
soon be gaining in time as well.”
Rusky piece, seemed more in keepAnother. area of high interest is
A lively and enlightening dis- |of our past because there were no.
television and newsreels until re-.
fins with their usual standards.
|CHAN -TV, Vancouver, .which
‘cussion on the Negro in America
cent
times.
How different ‘our his- | ~
There were lotsa: celebs in the was held Sunday (4) afternoon on
"+: Sshows a:34% intérest: of household
audience
and
Sullivan used his | CBS--TV's “Accent.”
‘{tv. viewers as. against 82% for
The 25 min- | tory might be .today: -if there had|
neaspaper sense to add timeliness ; utes, though. was much too short. been in existence television and
'|CBUT. and 74% for KVOS. KING,
newsreel cameras in the days of!
to the shaw, with introes ineludSeattle, has 58%..
a

*Languate
of Leave" while Leon
Bibb hit it Of well with “Stnner
Man
“Sever
Walk
Alone”
was
somewhat out of his line, but with
Tom Dooles’s mother in the audience iH seemed appropriate.

for example, 90°7 of .our elemen."|
tary schools do not have .gymnas- |. ~
ium facilities.
The correlation be- |.
tween degenerative diseases and.
the lack of exercise was. underlined|—— ‘Continued from page 1 —
in an-interview by ABC. newsman’
7
ve

‘Truman & Ike

Steve Allen

ing

a

spelling

Sherluck’s

bee

jockey,

{and the continuation of the dis-Continued. from Page 27 aes
and ; cussion by the same’. participants Washington and Jefferson, for ex- —
ample, or Jackson or Lincoln.”
it. will cautiously. stiun a star name
Jose.
next Sunday on the same program”
hardly compensates for the hard ' “I think’ a more vivid sense of | policy when ‘it begins on the last.

winner.

°

‘reality. and.-meaning: of. those days Wednesday in September.
time limitation.|
It was. apparently Melnick’s idea.
Subject of the two- parter. was ‘| would have. come down to us,” he
jto keep each item on. the Allen
“One Hundred Years After,” the added.’
that title referring to the freeing of
Most. of the production will take. show to ne more -than five-minutes
I the slaves in the Civil War. It was ! place at: his library. .af Indepen- in length, and less when it can -beTiuman said he would. done. And this seems to. be the
ja broad subject and the partci-| dence, Mo.
ants, all Negroes in a variety. of do. “the --talking” and . “do the basic reason’ why stars won't: be:
4fields. centered
6 most. of their at- show.” Material to be used by the solicited, because. when’ they‘ ap-:
demand™ at.
tention on the present day strug- former President will be fitm. foot-" pear they. generally
gles of the Negroes to achieve", age, his: private’ files. and notes, as least 10 to 12. minutes. of airtime.-well
«as:
his:
memory
and;
other
“Stars will only ‘be ‘used- when
their full democratic rights.
One:
they fit into the written. -material,
of the themes struck time and ‘sources, _
again by the guests was the strug‘Truman said’ the ‘monies he Te- but they'll not be hired first. only
gle. of the Negro himself to accept ceived from the series will go to ‘to have us struggle to write ‘mate: . ;
himself as a free man, as free as his: library - for. educational pur- rial for them later,” it was ex'
poses. He said that his deal al- plained by the web...
his white neighbors.
{
Among those participating were lows him to have a: say so on the|. Allen’s stanza will ‘contain | sev- |: ;
{ Dr. Zelma George of Cleveland, a types of:sponsors and the commer- eral “departments,” among them a.
minute | He wanted a sponsor series of one-and-a-half
sociologist and a member of the cial content.
!U. S. delegation to the United Na- and commercial message, in keep- cartoon bits. (Web is now. negoti- |.
Mgt. William Morris Agency
ating
with.
a
popular.
cartoonist
to |.
ing
-with
the.
dignity
of
the
‘pro| tions: Dr. Kenneth Clark, profes-supply’ 13 -of these’ short pieces.)
sor of psychology at the City Col- gram. ©
lege of N. Y.: Rev. Lucius Pitts,
Flanking: the former President at.
president. of. Miles - ‘College, Bur- | Monday’s_ (5. “press
conference,
mingham: and Ted Poston, New ! when‘the. announcement was made, |
York Post reporter. James Flem- ;‘were Susskind and Barney ©Bala4 story remodelled brownstone, beau- |)

Close-Up
Flabby
American”
“The
serves further exploration.
documentary
by
half-hour

de-

The

Brownstone—W. 40’s

tiful landscaped garden. 1st. and 2nd
floor available to buyer—duplex opartment—also professianal office.
3rd
and 4th floors income producing. Ideol
for shew people. Walk to all theatres
and studios.

F & G PFLOMM
1333 Broadway, New York

LA. 4-7457

“EMMETT KELLY
Mgt.: LEONARD

GREEN

300 &. Stst: St., New: York

PL 2-1764

an

“avery DAY’
on‘avery CHANNEL

ABC Laurels.

ing hosted.

“Horo.

Hartford _ Bob.

Leonard

.|-ban, Paramount.

Pictures prexy.

‘|Paramount now owns 50° of TA,
‘was | NOW called: Talent Associates-Para-.

‘named station manager of WKNB ;Mount.

—

Continued, from. pare 2S aos

APE EORRENT

hour): twice ‘a day; at noon and|
after the midnight news. Because of | .
said: ‘the: series, .to be the tneonvenience of the hour, thisj] .

|Radio here, replacing William. F.-| . ‘Truman
Schnaudt, who joined: WWIL, Fort. ‘done on tape and film, will not

program attracted few. viewers. and

{adjacent fo Town

|]. °..”

partisan politics. was discontinued. The- ABC pro-|{
Also, Tony Pan- ; “There will be no second guessing, |gtam in a prime evening slot has 7

jLauderdale, Fla., as veep'and com-| indulge in any
-mercial manager.
-sullo
was
manager.

named

WKNB

sales ;nor Monday Tmorning quarterback- attracted a wide audience and: both
ing-in any of these. programs, and. the sponsor .and the station have.
~,|

‘jects ‘of ‘the crowded hours. we
have lived through. which I. expect
|to cover:.the. Atomic Age, Hiroshima and Nagasaki; China Gone

CENNECTICUT

Room: ‘Unfurnished:

_Ale-Condifioned Apt. - Elevator. Building.

EA:

HEGY:.

60 &: a Sty NYC,

Tau rane |

| where: I have ‘revised. my ‘opinion told -me ‘that: they: inténd to -con- |
about an event of the past, in light tinue it for the duration. ABC. also | [f=
\of current developments, I will has. a nepeor program on the|:

state that fact frankly.
—
-. “There are but a. few of the sub-

WHATS AREAD

Hail)

' WALK TO’ WORK::
9%

Red; Battle for Civil Rights; Ret storation of Germany, Italy and. Japan; Meetings and Talks. with. Sta-

trial, over’

60 stations. on ‘Sunday

afternoon, whieh: has not found a
sponsor. -

p

: j et

TV FILM COMPANY |

“wants: ‘negotiator to deal with net
‘ie works, ‘ad. and. talent agencies,

erusaiem
os
ails. Oo ‘mention i
that. another crack newspaperman,
Write Box V2075, VARIETY,
Ws AbthSt.‘New York 36, NY.
Jim Bishop, presides: over the. daily: : 154
ABC- TV. .coverage Ed] ;

|

Jin and Churchill; Point Four and | the Marshall Plan, NATA-a- -eheck’
\on Russian aggression; the:Greek}

and Tfurkish-Program;

Korea, ‘the

‘United. ‘Nations launched and its |
growing ‘pains; South America: and
} Africas”
“Charles. Glett. prexy of National
‘Telefilm: Associates and a friend of
Truman,”.will work as.an advisor
jon the ‘series. Truman’s longtime |
associates, David’ M. Noyes and
;William Hillman, also will _be ina | jvolved inthe ‘Project.

TV. Helps ‘Reading?
Glasgow,

June

6...

WTIC TV-AM-FM recently presented a no-time-limit ‘Broad
Reading is not being affected by: the spread of television
cast of its public affairs program “Connecticut—What's.
in- Scotland. ‘On the contrary,
Ahead?” in an attempt to provide a climate for compromise | |
issue. of books: from Scot. li-braries rose by-.10°o last year,
in the deadlocked state legislature. The program ran for:
according to leading librarians.
nearly three hours and concluded with legislative leaders
They ‘bélieve television has
of both parties stating they believed that compromise would.
sent people to. books for. ex-.
tra
‘information. In some areas
be reached.
A Advt.
to)
the’ demand for. light. fiction
has. declined,

”.

*T tell allmy:, friends’ to.
o-get t
theirthrills’at:
Belmont. race: track,”: says starlet Mary

“Murgatroyd. “It’s got.‘everything ! Get. pune
shine! Fresh ‘air! Excitement! Dine -on: thé

luxurious terrace. See 9big thoroughbred races,
too, 1st. race 1: 30. Easy to-reach by car, LIRR,
-or subway and. bus. Belmont’s a great show!
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DISKER ERA
COMesOrenstein Forms New Royalty Agency
AcadenyGroupSetsBetterMethod|[DOZENCONE
‘ForSelecting |Dscar‘MusicNominees|

s;anSociety inFol
orlisherGerm
“HOMINATE plzPub
¢

The. era: ‘of‘the: ‘high-fying. indie.
Sinatra’ s LP Magic
Taiskers is coming to an end. Ac- |
cording |‘to the current. sales -patThere’s more tuan Ge
way
Branch of. the Academy of Motion
of getting a hot-selhng album
tern
in
the
pop
field,’
whe.
‘pe
the
Picture Arts and :Sciences have.
name on a pachage
If. ,ou
indies. once ran rampant. the disk
‘formed: an “unofficial: conimittee”
Pittsburgh: Sune 6.
can’t cut him, you can at least
to. change’ the: method cf selecting, “WCAE really ‘wrote off rock ne= business has now settled back
firmly. into. the, hands of ‘the. major ~ dedicate an LP to him.
:-the- Oscar nominees in. the. three.
roll last. weekend. ‘They. killed it, _companies. ,
Kapp Records. recently is-"categories,
we
ae 4° y
buried it and said.’ good-bye” to it’ “The. -disk ‘biz. however, has nat.
sueq_ a Sylvia
Syms
album
- The - “committée, hea e
Yl forever a
called “That. Man—Love 1l.etis they: ‘played '*KOS,” the Feturned: precisely to its position:
George
_Duning,
’and “including two: year: old-ro¢ker, for. 48 ‘hours.. ‘of 15 ears ago when four compater To Frank Sinatra” and now
_ Andre. Previn, Elmer. Bernstein;|
iad er ve nas moved inte the act
straight... They. ‘finally Jet. ud after-Hugo. Friedhofer- and Leith Stevens,. ‘two days: td.announce in full page ‘nies. RCA Victor,. Columbia, Capi-| With
-a.new Oscar ‘Peterson
tol and. Decca, were the: giants and |
_ 4s preparing a plan for-submission
7 package tiled “A Jazz Porthe - niusic
branch
membership, ads ‘een thanged taewe
niet all. ‘the. rest Were pygmies. Cur-ani
tl
ae
a
onmane
_‘trait
‘trait of Frank.
Frank.Sinatra °
“ which, if ‘approved by. them, will “everything's. all rightat WRYT.” rently, theré are about .a dozen.

Five slob “a SaPitsWCAE DropsRock,

Changes Call Letters

Jabels. ‘solid ‘stakes

in “the . pop:

then’ be’
submitted ‘to’for’
the.
-Acad’s
The:station
had city
been-one
of: the.
_. Board
of.Governor's
final
ap-‘|‘strongest
‘in the.
‘during
the - field’ an. a national
Proval and adoption. . ©

height of-the rock ’n’ ‘roll craze

According ‘to ‘Duning,. plait ‘calls. but .slipped-when:'Tovo

- include

such

-basis... These
other’: companies.. as:

ABC - Paramount,

MGM --Verve,

43 ‘stations. .‘Mercury, .Atlantic,. ‘Imperial,

War-

A new

agency to collect grag Tate

‘fecal com fer pubbswters fas bean
“setupain New Yeth by veteron aie
sic biz attorneys Harvid Orecstain
Called the Amemiuan
Machonae al

Raghts

Apenas

Ine. the

naw

entht

jhas been launched via a dead
tis
“the German peilarming viphts so.
‘Cletly, GEM A. wlach has autho zed
' Orenste in ta collect “pee hor cal

due
-US.

toe German
publishers
diskers
At the prisent

j Harry

Fox.

working

aut

frem
time,

cf

the

‘Music Publishers Protective Aceon
offic eis avent and trustee for nest

‘of the leading US publis seas tut
‘there are HUMmerous frame sult fat

Lew Chudd Buys
Mee GaleFirms
For $500,000

represented

for

meeharnitc)

cobles-

{tion wikeb AMRA will pitch Lez
OGrenstenn’s
feup with GE MA.

|tems the dissolution cf the Ger
;man
performing
otiplts
socmt, 4

for a selected. committee’ to ‘view. took-over. Their néw programming«ner Bros. and a handful of other |

relationship
with
BIFM
the
film releases .on.'a quarterly, basis, will . fallow. ‘adult: lines with. 2m: “Jabels,.such as Liberty, Cameo,,
French mechanical cetlectien are:
picking the. five or 10 “best quali- phasis on.
0 standards.and. ulbims.
;
fied”
music in thé three. categories
3. Cadence, London, ete.
th Wineh works thiouph tute dcx
“Royalty
payments
to.
the:
pub-.
“approved by the Academy: as.‘el-[ 27.)
a
i
4
office for US -earned disk revai“Ushers indicate that these compa‘fgibie to win: an. Oscar. “The mat- |. g
ties Fhe German government s“inies account: for the vast: bulk’ of |
ter had-to eventually come to a head.
dered
the GEMA-BIEM
divetet _tthe pop. ‘disk: sales. ‘Other indie |
because .. SO many. fine .musical}
[
ment lust year on the grounds £1 3t
‘tlabels, ‘of course, are represented.
- works were being overlooked.’Our,
ut constituted an Internationa) Cate
on the ‘pop charts, but for these| . Imperial Records {is expanding tel.
"proposed ‘plan will ‘eliminate ‘many ,|.
+ it’s: a. scrambling, hit-or-miss. busi<«. its music publishing activities with
‘of the feuds which occur when’ a}.
Orenstein fas a twovear
deal
ness without .the consistent. oper-.
‘fine. film ‘score doesn't. get. nom-|.
‘the huy-up of Sheldon Music and with GEMA and ats expected that
tational pattern of the bigger com-:
jnated but.a blockbuster ‘with -a|
these
fees will underwrite
the
Moe
panies. .Going for the Jatger coin-- Its: affiliates for $500.000.
more “comniercial” score. gets the.
AMRA cperation for this) peried,
panies are not only the established. Gale, who: owned 15°¢ of the Shel- ,German tunes have been pened
‘nod. ‘Additfonally, Duning ‘pointed
}"
iartists, but a. durable. distribution’ don operation, and ‘Goldie Gold- cally hot in the US. most recent
‘ ‘out; “there are so many releases. of |
isetup stemming. from their larger. mark, who owned 25°7, sold out hits stemming froni that cauni-Vv
fine films that to evaluate the mu-|
to Lew Chudd, Imperial prexy:
- sic within a very. short. time’ by: the ; |} * Last week's US. S
being “Calcutta” and “Wenderlond
m Court4 output.
upreme
-The indies, which. ‘probably: made
entire’ music. branch is to be-unfair|decision, ‘kayoing attempts
who
worked
with by Night”
to upset: more naise than coin.-even during .- ‘Goldmark,
Initial
fee: for
callechers
to
the. majority’. of - pictures and
Gale for the past. nine years, wil!
through AMIRA. where Jurmdu tion
pe their. composers
or songwriters.|!the: new ‘ASCAP consent decree, has } their hey-day,. have been the chief ‘now tie-in with Chudd to general
“Under. the new: plan, each picture ‘been received: as ‘an important, but!victims of the recent: decline. in. manage. the publishing interests. is himited to t@8. and Canada ? as
will, be Teviewed: _and only those. not decisive -setback by the dissi- “single ‘sales. Jn yedrs. gone by, a “It's likely that Gale will bow out been set at 10% of the royehuer
single hit climbing over 1.00000. ‘in
However, this is a tentative figsse
fite-.or 10: that: merit nomination
dents in. the American. Society. ‘of:“sales could ‘float a ‘disk. operation .of the entire Sheldon operation.
will be submitted.” | ~‘Imperial recently purchased Fred ‘that is hikely to be revised once the
Rosie
Provisions . fer. the. ‘passage. of. ‘Composers, Authors: & Publishers. |for. some time. Nowadays, -how-7 Stryker’s West Coast Music cata- :orgamzation shakes duvn
, -the ‘proposed: plan. are. also being |Redd Evans, ASCAP ‘publisher and |
‘ (Continued on Page 54),
‘Yop. In the Sheldon operation are Miller, longtime secretary ta Onan.
.. considered. “We feel the plan can: one of the dissidents who attempted:|
jthe Stratton, Sequence. Shahmar, stein, is handing the AMRA adbe submitted to tne. Board. of Gov1Salmin, Geronimo, Kifxe and Sus- ministration.
to” intervene. in. the consent ‘decree .
Orenstain is legal rep for nuveer_ernors. by | September, | which,. if
,quehanna firms. Also in the buy
adopted, will permit the plan to go Tegotiations, . said. that. he Tespects:j
..| R0es Gale Records which may later ous publishing companies ane 13
‘into operation for the 1962 year’ the- - Supreme. Court) decision, but |
-be changed. ‘to Goldy: or Senate Uikely that same of these may it.
_sign AMRA
the right te collect
Musiineanchwatts wa spor that ‘the. fight will vontinue against |
‘Records.
their mcchanicals.
7
i
nch
will:
have
the’ oppor|
; The artists signéd ‘to theo Gale :
‘'Yabel will go along in the deal.
‘since the committee: has ‘felt: ‘out’
: Such artists as the. Five Satins
- the membership.and: we. represent -partment: ‘of Justice as their: last|.
‘and the Turbans will be {rans :
its thinking.”
.; h
refuge. Evans. said it was now up |
ferred to the Imperial lahe}] Firm’ s |
-- The. Musie Branc ynemibership,.
“
foreign operations, Sheldon
1.td.
__ 4t_has been‘noted, has been accused|:
to the. Department
toers”.
“protect
‘the
fo"
the
of
«condi: ‘ar,,
tiemb
of Canada and of Europe were also | Mort Garson, arranger
all
of.
oF being “divided into -cliques,’ > | interests
has been named artist & repartaore
‘ineluded
in.
the
purchase.
Society.:.He.
granted
that
the
Su-|.
“Record industry: ‘sales . dipped |
and, at times has been attempting.
director
of
Joy
Records,
snbsid
+f
Goldmark, who will set up new :
slightly ‘In 1960- but it was. the!
‘to: form a workable Plan to. “han: -preme_ Court decision ‘was probably {i
inevitable’ since ‘otherwise’ a whole. second highest. year in the. history...‘offices sometimes in Jialy, will be Joy Music
dle ‘the matter. fairly. ”
Garson
formers
associated
sith
series of‘ antitrust consent decrees. of the industry. ‘Salés take for the {based in N. Y. © me headquarJanne Records, bas alresds ag aed
‘could have been upset by the inter- year. amounted toe. -$480,000.000 at |ters on the Coast.
ithe Chanels, femme cheral gro.
~-pvention of private: parties in actions Fer gompared. ¥
With. $484, 000,000. ;
jand Sleepy King, vocahet clefies
‘started by. the. Government, as was
Garson's firet recording date
fer
the case with ASCAP.
me
” Accarding to. the Record Indus {
‘Joy will be wath Freddy Scott 16749
The. central beefs of ‘the disst- ‘try. Assn. of America, shipments: of |
+week.
7
‘The. crackdown én. disk. counter-. dents ‘still center onthe voting: pro-. Tecords in ‘60 .amounted ments of |
feiting. has ‘resulted in the. ‘gsentenc- cedures, ‘which: they ‘contend is*still ‘mately: to -$228,420,000 at manu“.' ing. of three officers. of two record loaded "in. favor of:.the top pub- facturers’ billing prices compared.
Hollywood, June 6.
. companies in New ‘Jersey's Bergen. lishers; the logging methods, which with $230;520, 000 for’ the previous | Chancellor Records. prexy Rob- j
‘County Court last week: ‘They had ‘they regard. as inadequate; ‘and the years a
“jert Marcuce! and Russ Faith.. ar-{
oS pleaded
-defenseprexy.
Jast month.
" RobertnoArkin;
of. Bonus: weighting of theme and background{. -It's estimated that. in 60 approx: tists & repertoire chief. are confabWalter L. Dean ts taking oves te
SONg - ‘material in: favor of: the. old,;
; imately. 105,000.00 33: rpm records*bing here with studio music de_Platta--Pak, was sentenced to a year catalogs. [with ‘a‘retail list “price valie of |partment. heads and producers on business affairs function. heli iy
In.prison and fined:$1.000. He also
"|$405,000;000. and: 81,000,000 records, {expansion plans aimed at rights to Al Lorber at Columina Hhecoie
. “will serve.a concurrent term of:a.J“Jineluding. 45 rpm singles,. extended | motion
picture
scores.
Among Latter, who had bees Veen
“year: for selling. counterfeit. disks,
‘|play. ‘Tecords and. 78's with. a list: ideals being negotiated is one with business affairs. exited Col te segas
.-Brad Atwood, president.of. Atwood’
price’ value. of $75,000,000 were, |/producer Henry Weinstein af 20th- General Artists Corp
_ Enterprises, a:Hollywood firm,.was
Dean will now advise all tr anc tics
shipped by manufacturers. tFox for “A Summer World.” in
_ sentenced to a year and fined $500..)
" In--'59, -106,500,000 33s, listing ‘at which Chancellor star Fabian top- :
Of the company and report discctiyv
; “Judge “Benjai.in P. Gatanti’ also [.
;to Col prez Goddard
J.icheres
-$387,300,000
and:
85,500,000
45s,
|
lines.
S
Jazz
|
“strictly”.
for.
‘the.
coke’
set,
> gave-a year's suspended ‘sentence | -EP's,.. and. 783, with: a list. price | Duo are also talking to producerjIn his broadened . function. Tic an
‘to Milton. Richman, secretary of which has. been: ‘tried in. ‘Chicago
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MORT GARSON HEADING
A&R FOR JOY RECORDS

To $480,000.0 )
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-

CHANCELLOR ANGLING

FOR PIX SCORE RIGHTS

alterDean Takes Over
Col’s Business Affair
a
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_ FIRST NEW YORK TEST|

Bonus Platta-Pak-. He: was’ put on. and San Francisco,: is getting its. value. of $96,800,000. were. shipped:- Irwin

Allen

on

future

projects.{¥ill

The figures are ‘based on excise |Frankle Avalon, alse exclusive
-probation for. three years and fined. ‘first New York: area. tryout at the.
label, was set to sing title song
$1,000 onthe conspiracy charge and Copa City club: in. Jamaica, “L.1.: tax. payments: reported: by the In‘Spot taunched:- Sunday. matinee jazz ternal. Revenue Service and ‘on "alien's “Voyage to Bottom of
$500. for counterfeiting labels.
shows Sunday. (4): with the’ Slide: data. on ‘manufacturers’ sales gath: Sea” over picture's titles and
‘Fines against. Bonus Platta-Pak4
eredby the RIAA.
eorded song for Chancellor.
‘and. Atwood: Enterprises were sus- ‘Hampton, Octet.: with -no jiquor)

pended. oe

. insolvent.

the:‘companies are: served: ‘during: ‘the: ‘afternoon. session...a
acrn

.

.| groups, ‘youth hoards, efe.. Admis-

MiklosRozsa toRome a sion. is $1;25.

_ One. of. the. recently. ‘upsurging act-handling New York offices,
Associates, under the direction of Bert Block

- Talent
ForKing.ofKings’ Score}.
+ Mills’Don Malin toStudy|7 -. International
and Larry. Bennett,

;

“Madrid; June |60
.
Mikies’ Rozsa, now in Madrid 1: Eduéational Music. O’seas

-Don Malin, education. a rector for ‘
scoring. music | for. Samuel Bron- Mills
Music,. is currently on a Euro-.
ston’s. “El Cid, ” Jeft dast. week’ ‘for. pean. swing. visiting. leading: educa-.

7 Rome- where. he: will, ‘record -an. ‘tional -publishers: in Italy, France.
album. for . ‘another -Bronston. Pro-:} and -England.; Malin, who devised
‘Mills’ new. elementary foreign: lan-.
“duction, .“‘King ‘of Kings."mee
Rozsa. will: supervise ‘the. ‘RAI. guage music.‘books, vill alsa Study.
Symphony. Orchestra ‘ and a- “eon: the grade _-school -cirriculum. in
‘bined. chorus ‘of. the Santa..Cecilia, | Rome and Peris: -,
‘Rome = Opera. -‘and’: RAI~ choral.
While: in “London,:he'll huddle.
groups to wax. a 40-minute LP ‘with ‘Jack Mills... the firm's “prexy
from
‘the _two-hour, ‘15-minute.| now abroad, and -Cvril, Gee, mee
seerab ile Moke

has. enlarged sits. ‘Manhattan headquarters

s’ moving its coast office from San Francisco to Beverly Hylls.

closely

with

artiste

&

re- jent unions and supervise
the opciaition of Columbia's n:utic publish g
i subsidiaries., April and Blackwaed
iMusic.
i Dean joined Col in 19%6 ax an

Ieatona TalentAssociates Expand

“Club ds’ also: planning to’ feature.

lectures in coopération with church|
_

work

on repertoire departments tn cortecto- tion with the aquicition of taler.t.
the: Hell handle all relations with ta!-

and

attorney, was upped
tof sssistant general

1°57 and
Sprecent

then was

te the pot
attorney
an

promoicd

post the following

te bs
+a:

th

Poole’s New Cap Spot

Leonard
Fo
Poole
has
seen
“This is the talent. shop which came under the spotlight due to.
named to the newly created ies
- internal bickering among the members of its conspicuously- = SUCCESS
of mMerchandiaung teres marie r
-ful-elient, the Kingston Trio: This.issue is reportedly in the process
for Capitel
Recosds
Distr itatis
of adjustment and reconciliation but the outcome will not affect
Corp tn hie new spot Paulie v: I}
:the ITA opération one: way. or the other. Kingston Trio, which 18
coordinate al] creatine production,
“fulfilling all dates for next. six months. will. play at the West Side
aie
‘| distribution. and scheduling
Tennis: Club. festival in Queens, L:1; July 22.
Yments of the various merehard Roster of IFA: includes. the Limeliters, Brothers 4, Cumbe:land 3,
ing services of CROC
‘
'* Art. & Paul; Journeymen, and Four. Saints. Their Buffalo BI!is
s
Poole had heen asth CRE
are: currently. in Hollywood filming “Music Man” at Warner Bros.
production departinen* e008 461.3.Jazz talent now handled: Pete Fountatn, Bobby Hackett, Barbara
ing the firm iavt September
We di
a ‘Carroj},. Peter Nero, Henry “Red” Allen and singer Mabel Mercer.
-, Funnvmen under the house banner are Lenny Bruce, Adam Keefe
report te Perey: Maver CHIC ¢ rae
Sar ere erprerce sn amo ces ee
and: Ronnie Schell,
:
onal
merchandising thanbager
eS
ei
Pin
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
y HERM

SCHOENFELD
°*

Beryl! Davis, Connie Haines, Jane :is more

: “Donnybrook” | “(Kapp).- ~

routine. rocking stuff.
:

benefit angie far composer Barclay j FOREVER
A-ton,

anf)

ao

paraplesic

oe deat

victiny

some

of

rad:>

an

10 years. ago.

LOVING

YOU"

|: ‘original cast. LP whose commer:|‘Never Take: Her. Love. From Me, a

‘cial impact is. ‘directly: hinged ‘to “Jambalaya” .and:“Rockin’ Alone,’
the b.o.-fate of the Broadway. pro-. among: others. .
|-duction since there are no single|.
The. Desuxville Trio: “On ‘Cani‘hits. to. give this set. independent
1 momentum. -.But the score is punc-. pus” {Jabilee). The -cycte launched.
|tuated: by several ‘charming num- by the Kingston. Trio keeps ‘Tolling

'Con-{

is familiarly - styled Thythm.

fare.

The Gems ‘Pati “THERE'S NO| [2
ONE LIKE MY LOVE” (Pat*, is a! }

“CUVANA
BOOGIE”
(Mariin€. is
an
instrumental
version
of the:

Johnny’ get kicks’ out: of ‘Walker'ss.lively’ ;

Burke’s music and lyrics for the workovers™ -of° tunes like “Let's
‘current
musical, “Donnybrook,”
Think.. About * Living, " “They'll.
has. been’ fashioned | into a bright

Russell
‘Warner
Beros,:
“CU-L. J ordan
&. The Fascinations
MANA
0 Mattin®
is a potent!:Dapt..
© “MY - IMAGINATION”.
Warxover of this standard whieh j-Dav idés is a neat rocking ballad in
bees aitention because an exciting |a firstrate vocal setting by this
peroicanee
and beeause of its. high-pitched
tenor.
“I'LL.
BE rae
:

_

|bers performed by a fine cast of. on. ‘This. new ‘trio -bows. on disks °°”
, i singers, with. Eddie -Foy contribut- here with a “sound that’s Blick
‘ting some’ personality vocal -bits.
4 There
are ‘excellent. legit singing enough. but in them a ‘well-marked |"
Sidlsose
tity hit pie song, turns : dea.
;turns. by: Art Lund on: “Ellen Roe”. groove. The tunes. are: ‘mostly . faui ina br. abt lyric version whieh } Chico O’Farrill Orch (Orféon?:
‘and “I Have. My Own Way” and. ‘miliar, ‘including | the:- pop “Blues
Hove it a nex round of spins. |“24 MILA BACI” (Bourne*) builds’
iSusan: Johnson ‘on “Sad: Was. the}-Skies"” Almiong. such items’ ‘as: ““Shena LIXWAY
STAR’
‘Kati-Kris*- fup an exciting instrumental temp || Day” and in.her duets with Foy:
is aditlins entes with guod chances. jthat should: give this Italian click
Also. registering ‘strongly. are. ‘Joan| andoah,’ ‘ade “Liza. Jane, ” “Turtle.
Ml
Alberts
‘President: ja CU S. takeoff. “MATILDA” is a. Proudly Presents His ‘Fourth- In- Fagan ‘on “He Makes Me Feel So Dove,” “Wimoweh™ and “Ballad” of |
SHEAVEN NEBDED: AN ANG 1yLviv orkover of the familiar calypso: a-Rew Dot Hit Recerd “YELLOW: , Lovely. mo
Sigmund. Freud,” which .is part, of,
; BIRD” B- We “Cruising Down The
Nina Simone:. “Rorbidden. “Fruit” The: Limelitars':- -repertory..

san
ms

standard

dished -up by Tom- ;cute, swinging number with a ‘nifty

Carruthers

& The Avengers.

teen-angled

sound

| that’Il.

nab

»

Vie
Chordettes
(Ca de nee:
|plenty
of
spins.” | “SCHOOL li
‘NEVER ON SUNDAY"
Esteein- |‘ ROCK” -(Pat*) is a more: routine |

~

LAWRENCE WELK -

Hiv er

BestBets”

This is the:. most po-}~
(Colpix).”
| tently commercial set ‘to. be turned |”

“The Flintstones” :(Colpix). ‘This.

classic: folk. lines and it works cout , out -by :this . versatile songstress | “click ABC-TV. cartoon series turns: -.:
into‘a lively ‘side:
and. pianist. : In: this: offering, ‘the -up. on .this. disk via a couple. of
‘The Gents’ (Liberty): “JUMP: IN: accent is fully..on her-vocals. in an: typical comedy ‘sketches;
JACKIE WILSON.
CM COMIN ON BACK TO You
LINE”: _ (Fiji-Ultrati skips. at. an! arresting repertoire that gives her-| ‘Snorkassurus”” and “The Big. Bank.
(Branswick)
2.0... ...00.-22006- .»+.+.. Lonely Life
energetic pace to keep. the. young jvari-colored ‘style -a’ full, workout: Robbery.” Fans who go° for this.
steppers. moving:
““WHY
DO “I! She gives compelling: renditions of show on. -television -will.‘no ‘doubt ©
Detour Wdson's “Pim Comin’ On Back: To You” (Pearlt) 4s ‘a- |
hurd draimg rochisy eptry whick this fine performer belts all. the ~ LOVE, HER” (Fiji-Ultrat» is one}-tunes. like “Rags~and. Old. Iron,” for this disk ‘package. For the rest, '
of
those
talk-and-sing
items:
that “Gin~ House. Blues,” “T: Love to. this ‘comedy ‘may lack. the: visual
way dome. “Lonely Lije™ !Merrimacy is a. solid torch rocker.
the. juves sometimes go for.”
.
Love” (the Lena Horne standard). element ‘to. ‘take: it fully effective.
°
*
*
[. Sunny ‘Gale (Warwick): ‘and the lovely’ slow ballad, “Mem-:
The: ‘Brothers -‘Four:. “Roamin’. aa
DON’T. TELL’ HIM”: -phis In‘June. A small. combo’ backs (Columbia). The ‘folk mood: of -the’
JOANIE SOMMERS . eee eeateene eet ee .THE PIANO BOY { “PLEASE
‘
|
(R&S4)
gives.
the
singer
a
rocking
|
Brothers-Four
in this set.is pegged.
‘up
smartly.
:.
(Marner Bros.)
. ss... Serenade of the Bells
“ballad item that projects her paow- Bernie Green: “Puture” (RCA. ‘ona “wanderin’ " ‘theme. “The-boys
. “Thea

Jourw Sommers” “The Piano Boy" (E. B. Markst) is @ cute teenslansed entry ina colorful wocal setting. “Serenade of the Bells”.
tUelrose®s gets a pleasing rendition also due for. spins.
.
°

¢

+

MARY JOHNSON. ..............-- PVE GOT A. NOTION
(i nited Artists) 2.2.22... eee ees How Can We Tell Him.
Marr Johuson’s

“lve Got A Notion”

er-piped style in’ a way

ny

that, may

Victor). ‘Another eritry’ in -this’ la-: have a way: with a ‘song that works’.
bel’s “Stereo Action”. -series, this. its. Way into. the. pop groove de-"
up’ package :again: features striking “spite . the. ‘folksiness of style. -and
'|-the oldie in a Latino backdrop. and stereo. effects within: a.context~ of theme. ‘Their .workovers™ of “Sam: -.
rich. instrumental” music,
Bernie Hall,” “Island. Woman” and “Low
|| she: belts:it- through effectively.
‘C. Beatty :(Coloniai!: “THE. Green has put. together ‘a. precise ‘Bridge” are ‘examples: ‘of folk tunes
THE. and ‘swinging band to work over a ‘thiat can: be. given. wide Pop. ace
. SOUTH ‘REALLY .WON

get: -her

“NEAR

a:new'

juve

following.

YOU" (Supreme*).sets

(Jobetets is a good rocking’ iw AR” (Bentleyt) is a. humorous:
“How Can We Tell... | interpretation. of the Civil War that

group of. Standards like “TI Love. -ceptance.
Style: ‘‘wphat Swingin’ an
Paris,” “Under Paris . Skies; aan)i | osee ‘Dick
will appeal to the spinners ‘below. Remember April”: and “My- Heart Style”. (Radar. Dick Style’s- stuff |
line -only. Sings,” together with some: special|in’ this’ out-of-left-field is‘.a show- --°
“ the “Mason-Dixon
6
+
cy
“DON'T TURN AROUND”
(BrewPATTI! PAGE.
YOULL: ANSWER TO ME: i er*). is. an alfalfa-based effort ‘that instrumental :materiat. like’ “Ping. _case . that. intime™ nitery: bookers
Pong” ‘and~ “Futura, a The: ‘Stereo ‘should ook into. It’s.not the kind
(Mercury)...................Mom and Dad’s Waltz = + has doubtful. chances ‘out of.the buffs will go-for it.: :
OF ‘package’ that’ will make it: in.
“CRW. areas.
a
PattigPage’ss “You'l’ Answer To Me” (Shapiro- Bernstein* )- is'a
-“The ‘Versatile Burl. ‘Ives’” ‘(Dec “chartsville” but there are enough
lilfineg balzad with: a good lyric idea which his songstress ‘projects:
tea). Burl Ives turns out‘a con-| attractive things in it. to build an.
*ASC AP. {BML..
tuewdly. “Mom and Dad's Walt: (Hell & Ranget) is a. pleasing
sistent brand of. disk -entertain-. interest in. a further showcasing.
connetcy flavored sentimental itent,
ment.
An ingratiating . ginger, He _swings: okay; but he does it. in.
Ives is here spotlighted in a.group|.a way that gives such familiars as .. 6
.
of winning songs, mostly unfamil-. “Get ‘Out-of ‘Town, * “Come: Rain.
SHEB WOOLEY. ............ PU RPLE PEDAL PUSHERS |
iar. Among. the standout items: ‘in .or’ Come. :Shine,”. - “The Party's.
(MGM)
wen
ee eee Till The End. Of The World.
this category are “The. Long: Black. Over”. and. “This' Could: Be the
Veil.”
“Lenora, Let “Your: Hair ‘Start of |‘Something.”” among oth- .
Sheb Waoley's “Stin Tight, Pin Striped, Purple Pedal Pushers”
Hang: Down’ and “The Almighty’ ers, a reason for: being done again. .
(Channel*s is @ humorous piece of material that'll give this singer
‘DoHar Bill: He also scores on old-|’ ‘Jerry Byrd: “Byrd of Paradise”
his best chance since “Purple People Eater.” “Till The End of the The. L.A. chapter of NARAS ies like “Mockin’ Bird Hill” and |,(Monument). ‘This. is. set of’ pretty
Worhi” ¢Suuthern* +is a guod ballad handled in nicely underplayed..
|{National Academy. of Recording “Delia. ”
-| Hawaiian“ tunes: performed by an
style
jy
Arts
& Sciences) has elected its
Louis. ‘Nye: “Here’ 8.‘Nye in Your ‘expert steel Buitarist,. Jerry. Byrd.
°
e
*
: officers for a. one-year term.. They Eye”... (United Artists). Although’ Byrd, backed by .@, small rhythm’:
ANN-MARGRET...........1 JUST DON’T UNDERSTAND|‘are: Sonny Burke, president; Mar- pay-dirt. in comedy :albums-is run- comibo, ‘handles ‘the. music: melodie
simply:
“°
(RCA Victor)... 02... ee. I Don’t Hurt Anymore.. -garet Whiting, first.. vice-president; ning thin because of the -oversup- | and: tastefully, letting: the
-Voyle Gilmore, second veepee; Van ply, there's still a. steady - ‘stream: ‘line flow “easily: |.Tunes | include
Ann Margret’s “00 Just Don't Understand” (Cedarwoodt) is .a
| Alexander,
secretary, -and .John. of ‘this. product: ‘still hitting the standards. like’ “Hawaiian. Wedding |
good ballad delivered in.arrestingly offbeat style by this songstress. ~ Kraus, treasurer...This. marks remarket..Louis Nye, who clicked as Song,” “Beyond. the Reef,’”’. “Whis“Y Dowt Hurt Anymore” (Hill & Ranget) is a@more familiar rock“election of: Burke and Alexander fo. Steve Allen’ s tv comedy aide, -here. pering: Lullaby”. and others.: A.VO« "
iny item,
the same offices held the past year, turns up in an uneven series. of |‘cal ensemble ‘lends support . -on
rs
+
®
and the re-election: of Voyle: Gil- routines. Laugh-getters._ are his. some ofthe tunes.. "
"Herne,
BILLY BORLYNN. eee abe e ewe wees
“A DAY IN MY EIFE: more to a new spot.
“Hipster: at the Bank,’” “Emotional |.
‘Meanwhile, the N.Y. ’bratich. has: Newscaster” and “Munich Music
(Columbia).
wee eee Cada Dia De Mi Via
‘| started the ball rolling for: its’ new Lesson.”" ‘But
the’ humor
in
Billy Borlynn’ $ “A ‘Day In My Life” (Dymor*) 4s a firstclass big
board of: governors: A total of: 70 “Meeting on Madison Avenue” is.
ballad which this young singer. belts with authority for solid com‘mames.in the recording. field have stale and..“The Choreographer” Is
mercial results. “Cada Dia De Mi Via” (Dymor*) ts the same tune
-|been nominated to’ fill the--board somewhat . thin.
with an Italian lyric. “| that will. be comprised of 20 gov“The McGuire Sisters: “Just. For |":
" Gondon, J une. 6. e
*
iernors, one from. each of the exist- Old Time’s Sake” (Decca). A staple “Damage ‘estimated to amount: to.
ing’ ‘categories and I members- in the. pop field, this. femme ‘trio more. than -$56,000 was:.caused by |
La t-large:
has. developed .an_
identifiable .a-fite which. swept .through .the -.
(Riverside)
ewes Something Different.
‘Also,. ‘NARAS’ NY. chapter’ has ‘sound :with a pleasingly -‘ungim- ‘home- of” ‘Ember... Records’ ‘heres
Cannonball Adderley’s. “The Uptown” (Jazz Standardt) is. an- {established five scholarship awards. micked. approach. .This is a wrap- ‘Stocks* of 78s,’ LPs and several
other standout jazz instrumental which could repeat this eombo's~ inthe field’ of music; audio engi- up of recent. hits and established. ‘master “tapes—including some. of:
clici: on “The African Waltz" “Something Different” (Artilleryt)” . neering: and the graphic arts. The -gtandards; ‘all .delivered ‘in their the Glenn®Miller and Tommy Doris in a similar modern jazz groove with wide impact,
.{ Eastman School. of Music; the Man- contemporary vocal blend. In addi- sey Bands—were destroyed.
.. ™
{hattan Schook:-of :Music .and the tion to the title. number, the -trio
.
*
*
¢.
_
. Ember. topper Jeff Kruger - said
School of Jazz will be receiving the. belts best on tunes like “The Birth this: did ‘not Mean a close-down, -*
awards in the field of music; the of. the -Blues,” “Goody © Goody,” and ‘stocks .were ee in from
(Amy} ....:...6.
....«. Shades Of Green’. |.-Massachusetts Institute of Tech-. “Teach Me Tonight” and “Bye Bye | the:
factory hourly.
_{riology
(MIT) in the field of audio Blackbird.” The Rondels’ “Back Beat No. 1” (Republict) is a.driving in-.
Billy .Walker: “Kverybodss. Hits |.
-strumental with a roc king beat that'll get the kids hoofing. “Shades | j engineering, and the-Pratt Institute.
| But Mine” (Columbia).. A:deepof Green” (Republict) is an. okay adaptation of “Green Sleeves.”: -|in the field of graphic arts.
SS
|| The move is one: of several heing dyed country: ginger, Billy. Walker |
made ‘by NARAS ‘to benefit young has a pez here for: delivering. a

ballad una potent. pocal by this yourg singer.
Here’ * fobvte Vs tells. a@ familiar story.

{

|ElectSonnyBurke Prez
| Of NARAS’ Coast Branch;
NY: Sets 5 Scholarships

BRITISHEMBERS.DISK.

“HITBY 54G BLAZE

CANNONBALL ADDERLEY....2.........THE UPTOWN:

THE RONDELS. ve eeeleecceeeeeeees- BACK BEAT No. 1.

BillRandle’sEr.Agent

(Springton*! is a Solid ballad effec- | with a hot orch and chorus beat.
talent-in the-various creative fields. dozen. recent hits.grown in alfalfa
tively belted by the onetime lead|
he
Village Voices (Topix): ‘within: the. recording industry." | pastures, ‘The Aolksinging fans will

singer of the Four Aces.

Could be | .

”

his first solo big platter. “DON'T | 100 YOUNG TO START” (Sat-

WAIT FOR THE. HEARSE” (Malvern*: {is a handelapping religioso
entry.

.

Donnie
Brsoks (Era): ‘“WISHBONE” \(Bamboot? is a nifty teen-!
angied number handled in commereial style by this singer. “ALL
IE CAN GIVE” tPairet) is another
strong rhthym tune with imeact
ou the coke set.

Kings V ' FTP): “HONKY
CHA CHA” (Billacet) isa

slice

executed

TONK
catchy
orch

by a driving

with
incidental
choral - effects.
“Purple
Wail” (Steinway?)
is a

tore deliberately paced side also
with a firm beat,
Red Garrison & Zodiacs (RMP°:
“CHANT OF THE JUNGLE” {Robbins*:

is a

strumental

sharply

arranged

in-:

version of this standtrd

whie's

eaulad. score

entry.

“BIG

again

RUMBLE”

via

this

(Waters?)

urday*) will stir up a lot of teen
interest because of its brisk mar-|
tial beat and a lyric that fits into!

Loses Suitfor Coin Split
“Cleveland, June 6.

“A Federal’ judge ruled in’“favor

lh of ‘Bill Randle, .ex-disk jockey,- in ™

BI i an’ unusual law suit here.: Randle.
had. been sued. by Arthur Schurgin ‘°

| of. Detroit. Schurgin claimed that
the juve thinking pattern.: “RED
he had: a. contract: to-act as. Ran-...
LIPS”
(Saturday*)
covers
the }.
dle’s agent for..50%" of all .he .
swinging rocking idiom. with a}
vigorous
chorus
treatment that RCA: Vietor- is releasing six new compact 33 double releasés. taken earned.
will find many teen friends. _.
- . fr‘om. label's .topselling albums.. NARAS winner. “Exodus” heads the|. Randle. maintained that. ‘the
list.
Capitol Records. is reducing the: price: of its 34. Hollywood. Schurgin contract: was good. only
Johnny
Southern.
(Guydan):
“OH ME, OH MY” (Osborne?) is Bowl albums by $1 for a special June push . . ‘On Capitol’s release for a- period in 1950 when he came «
a smoothly rocking hallad with schedule this month ‘are eight pop packages, six classical, four Capitol- ‘here from Detroit to front a WERE.
“The Jolson Story” da.j..show for a_ tv. manufacturer..
good
chances in teen circles. of-the-World; and-nine ‘under. the Angel banner ..
and “Jolson. Sings Again,” out of the Decca catalog, :will get a special: Judge Girard E.-Kalbfleisch agreed
|
“RIGHT OUT OF MY MIND” (Os-.
four-week. promotion through July 7: Nine albums. are featured in thé ‘with Randle’s view that. the -con-.-~ ‘borne?). is a well-handled. slow‘drive. - Roulette Records has a summer sales program pegged ona ‘tract: had not been:continued. when ©: .
tempoed slice.
;
“Buy 10—get two free” deal . .-..King Records has a “Buy.3 Get .1 that first: sponsor folded: and -that...- 2
Rolf Harris (20th Fox): “LOST Free” pitch for June .: . Jane ‘Wyatt will bow on disks ‘via Joe Leahy’s Schurgin: had. done: nothing for the .
LITTLE
BOY” (Beechwoodt) is ‘Record Producers Corp: ‘Album, which is scheduled for release late. this spinner.:since. |“Randle, who hung’ “
sure toa get lost in the spinning: summer, is centered around a woman’s remembrance of the war. years up.-the turntable: -to. pursue an
shuffle
because . it’s attempt
at
Livingston Audio Products has ‘taken over the entire: distribution ‘academfc. career, is: a history ‘prof.
novelty is way off base. “BIG. of the Livingston tape. line as well: as those lines. previously’ affiliated at. Fenn College now.. But- hes.
BLACK HAT” (Beechwood*) has a SMS.
Livingston. The tape firm had a. Previous ‘distribution. deal. ‘with’ keeping show biz. near. by. writing:
swinging - style. fashioned
along
pieces “01
on._dockeying: ‘for Playboy,"
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she of
Parone & Sales)
“This weeklytabulation isIbaied-«
onaa statistically Balanced.ratio of. disk sales, riationally, as reported by key outlets in major cities, and musie

programming by the major
|
r independent radio
r
stations, :a

an
|

- teat Ne. Wis.
Wh On Chest

Wh, ‘On Chant: ‘JME, ‘anmist .
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TRAVELIN™ MAN:.
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e
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Elvis Presley.

. rsks

‘DADDY'S HOME:
: “Shep &. Limelighters.

soe

Victor _

Bobby Vee

|147
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Coe aeabe tenets Big
Top.
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Cadence

TOLD EVERY LiviteSTAR
“Linda Scott: ees

sive eee

Marathons

A
oe
26.

Ts

Can.-Amer. . =

PEANUT BUTTER

ol

a

Little” Caesar. e or ove ao:
Dek

oe
2.

Gone

. Rral, Donner ° rses re wee o ee
2°

pews

_*. eo

a PORTRAIT. OF MY Love:
Steve, Lawrence.

33: . ees DIDDLE IT

Bb

oe ae

ve

Frogmen .

-@.

“JIMMY: MARTINEZ.
'-Marty Rebbins|

Peer

67

.

80

28

70

193

Legrand ft

oo°

Robbiea |

-Candix

nan

‘YOU CAN: DEPEND ON ME:
65 a5.
+ Decca, coe
Brenda’ Lee.
eee

“| 68. 62

S Imperial’: oe

YOU'D BETTER
ME

FLAMING STAR
Elvis. Presley

a

WB
Victor

BABY BLUE
Cnmeeeseereseoncense

SOMEBODY. ELSE'S BOY
Connie Froncis ............

ONE MINT JULIP
Ray Charles ............ « Impulse
OUR LOVE.IS HERE TO STAY
Dines. Washington
« Mercury
LIL’ OL’ ME

Decca

THE REBEL
Johnny Cash ............5...

97

RAMA LAMA DING DONG
Edsels
sees

eeesev

ewe vnanaveevevear

Adem Wade ......... beeee
99

NEXT TIME YOU SEE ME

Nancy Wilson ....... veces Capitol

. Parkway ij
|
90

|

on

BUTTONS AND BOWS
Don Roberts

MGM

oenretoaovegunvev

69

CONTINENTAL

76

GOT

Hank

Ballard

ea 9

92

| 93

[ABC Par |94

, Victor

WALK
@eeeteoaeseaeaesnenn

MY FINGERS

CROSSED

Teresa Brewer

. Coral

IN REAL LIFE
Chuck

Jackson

oe

au aavanen

.
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“Great. Moments—to Music!”. The 13 ‘quarter hour programs, which is}. -

Damone to Capital; RCA Gets Tokens
‘The merry-go-round
of talent
‘deals with diskeries is now running
; at. full speed again with guarantees.

the neighborhood of $100,000 a
year, a Agure whih Atlantic declined ta match.

Blue Moon...
_Marcels yonce dead as dodoes, now back in
currently being’ booked‘ on some 500 stations and ‘the: U.S. as ‘a public
we “service: feature. Songsmiths rallied to the cause are. Hoagy Carmichael, |-- 4Pye)
‘| vogue.
_- Harry. Woods, Harry. Ruby, Ll. Wolfe Gilbert, Harry Warren,: Leroy [ On The Rebound fhe Cramer
Latest switeh involves Vie NDaStrand: oe
mbrose,
.
, -Anderson, -Bud: Green, : Charlie’ Tobias. :‘Leo “Robin.. Johnny ‘Marks, { ARCA)
{fs exiting Columbia
Tommy
Ambrose.
Canadian
You'll Never Know
. Bassey‘ {mone, who
-i ‘Mitchell: Parish; Richard Adler and Bot Merrill. NORAD's technique
Records after many years for a singer,
and th
Jaye mh
new
. (Columbia)"and this series is produced ‘by. ex-Variety ‘now USAF Colonel) Barney.
longterm
|
deal
with
Capito!
Daper,
a
*
©
eae
Oldfield,’ with. ‘broadcaster Delvina . ‘Wheeldon as. the ‘hostess—is to . What'd |I Say?-.weve neee! Lewis
vocal
team,
have
tigned
with
mone's. deal with Capital becomes ‘: Strand Records.
.iLondon) ©
tee
‘bridge ‘a. songwriter with - A scientist, “medic, engineer, or: military ; '
‘effective next September. Alan W.
:. But.1 Do
Henry’
* specialist.
Ambrose’s first disk is due this
Livingston, Cap’sa.p. over creative |
{Pye)
:
> month.
‘The music: man tells histroubles in:‘campsaition, ‘and: the show moves '
services, said ‘that Damone’s “talee wee ~
froin him: ‘into some aspéct .of..man-in-space “ti. e, Hoagy: Carmichael |. - Don’t: Treat Me Like Child
‘ent deserves far greater exposure
Shapiro
comes. on. with “Stardust,” .and ‘he’s tied to- Karel ‘Bossart: the father _ (Columbia).
than it has had in recent \ears”
RCA Victor: The Tokens
- f the’ Atlas missile in a show calléd. “Guidance”; Johnny ‘Marks’ gets SLanapnenrveamepapaaaen
—_
Damone has been hot again on the
The Tokens, curienth
chcking
” off: fast. .on’ “Rudolph, the Red-Nosed. Reindeer:” and. the show swings
nitery circuit recently, currently :on the Warwick Tabel with “To‘to X-15: pilot. Scott Crossfield and the dangers ‘of heat ta. man’s getting
}starring at the Flamingo Hotel in: ‘night 1 Fall In Jove,” have shitted
‘out to, or returning from a space station: and

it's an easy Switch from

Cap’sfulKitty
For B’way Shows.

{Las
{and

“Harry Woods* “I’m Lookin’ Over a..4-Leaf Clover”: to a-story of{.
“surveillance” and the: orbiting. MIDAS ‘satellite. reconnaissance’ system. |

Vegas, and has several pic, jover to the RCA
Victor label.
tv assignments in the works. |Combo is made up of 13-year-old

On. another -talent

fiont,

RCA! Mitchell

Margo,

his

brother,

‘with it’s creator, Eockheed’s: Joe Knopow.: AS€AP. Prexy: Stan. Adams, |.
Victor is understuvod to be wrap-: Philip, I7, Jay: Siegel,
19, and
and publicity chief. Dick Frohlich, were extremely cooperative mith the]. .
ping up a deal with Paul Anka, the ! Henry Madress. 20
NORAD. venture, “being not a. little intrigued. that: the: ‘song producers | ©
wre
ee
Tyoung
Canadian
singer-composer
thought. up the titles a long tine ago: which now -emerge as.more than
Although Capitol- Records is the |now playing at N.Y.’s Capacabana
Elektra: Presti & Vagoya
somewhat prophetic—sort- ‘ofthe Jules: Vernes of the ‘jukeboxes: and
first record company to wrap UP |One of the most consistent artisis
Presti & Lagosa classical guitar
‘jingles. NORAD has ‘had: an :award-winning récord in radio series pro- three ‘original Broadway cast al-|
growing out of the rock ’n’ rolk !
duction—Air Force Assn.’ Citation of’Honor,. McCall's: Golden Mike; ‘bums for next season,’ it’s still in
duo. have signed with Elektra Reeidiom, Anka Is. due to exit the° ords. The duo recenth completed
‘National Assn of Educational ‘Broadcasters Certificate: of “Recognition, ‘the market for.more.
According |ABC-Paramount fold at the end:,
and two- time winner of. Freedoms Foundation's George. Washington
_ Nationwide
teur
under
the
‘| to Joe -Csida;'Cap’s veepee in| of this year, and. will likely get a‘®
. Honor Medal.
.
.
charge. of .eastern operation, disk-| major payoff from Victor to move; auspices of Sol Hurok Jac Holz| ery: also has some investment. loot} over, Columbia Records, meantime, .man, Elektra’s prexy., thes to
i Vienna in mid-June to record the
Plans are “itoot to
| start ‘a Country Music Hall: of. Faine. The Country left for. -angeling .purposes.
is understood to be nearing a deal !
“Music Assn. meeting. in Miami last week set.the wheels turning forthe | “Csida. pointed: out that.of the |with Anita Bryant, now on the- tpair there The first LP is stated
for October release.
Country. Music Hall of. Fame which wil) be patterned ‘after the: Baseball three” ‘shows already in the Cap! Carlton label.
Hall of Fame. with. selection of tenants made bya committee -of: hopper, ° the diskery -has invested.
Competitive
advantage
of
a
responsible men’ int: the country music. field. ‘The: committee ‘is row in: only. one. ‘That's -“The Gay |major label over an indie in the
Offbeat: Dick Havilland
“being formed. Also at the meet, the first week.in November ‘was desig- "|Life,” in which the company has a|talent bidding was underscored
Dick Havillang will move into
‘nated as Country Music Week, -which will coincide. with: the annual WSM | $200, 000 stake. “Sail: Away” -and last year when Ray Charles moved
the comedy-on-disk field via Bob
Country. Music: Festival.
| {Xwamina” were nabbed without]from
Atlantic Records to ABCBialek’s
Offbeal
Records.
The
J any financial investment | leaving. Paramount. Latter company offered comedian opened aft the Campagne
the.
company
with
some
more
an}
Charles
a guarantee reportedly in Room, Washington, Monday (5).
Intercollegiate Musical Council. is offering. a $250: ‘prize for an Amer- |
ican composer: ofa new work for male. voices. The council,:headed by geling coin to play around with.
- Bailey: Harvey, is devoted. to the promotion, of male glee clubs in U.S. It’s recalled that this season Ca {-coHeges. Manuscripts: ‘should. be |‘submitted. to” the : Council's : head-: tol angeled “The Unsinkable Molly.|
Brown” to the tune of $480,000. It} .
‘quarters at 10 East 43d St., N.Y., by.Oct. 1
.
lalso- dropped $150,000 in the Nat.
nino
4
1 King Cole musical which. flopped
—

|

Alfred

“The Big S caluter

the Toad before reaching Broad| BlindPianist,Spa’$Ist ‘Lon
way.
Csida also pointed out ‘that. ‘the |.
| Contribution to Jazz, Cops. ieree. musicals up for. Cap’s original cast album. workover next’ season. |.
the Period’ between . Oct.
|toHonors at Berlin Fete"cover
-I and Nov.
“That gives us a’

Newman's

a
THE PLEASURE
. OF HISCOMPANY |
RKecerdes

FRANK

By

CHACKSFIELD--LONDON

JACK

ELLIOTT

FELIX

SLATKIN
*

VIC

KAPP
LIBERTY

*

v

DAMONE

‘no equal in Europe. It’s: hard ‘to.
| single out any. ofthe’ bunch,. but a
| special. word of: ‘praise. should. ‘go
‘to the blind- Spanish pianist .Tete

Sings

THE PLEASURE
OF HER COMPANY
By Summy Cahn aad
Alitred
From

“he

Montoliu, Not. only that. Montoliu
is the ‘first essential, Spanish name
contribution’ to the European jazz
scene, with his. technical virtuosity
‘and . artistic imagination che nosed

Newman

Poramount

-out' even such ‘a. great

P-ceure

es
THE PLEASURE en
OF HIS COMPANY
On

Columbia
®

*

*

Records
Ld

*

FAMOUS
MuSIC
CORPORATION
16°9 Broodway
New York 19. NY
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Lt (75) DIAMOND JUBILEE YEAR (75).

A

to. Baden- Baden for .a tv.

‘got. the ‘musicians. for’ a recording

Nostalgic: ‘Binge for Pro’ .
A Must for Netphytes

“Surely ‘$vitable fer T.V. Spectoculer
Sh.

Or Metion: Picture

first

and His 75th Birthday

week

opening of: “‘TenderJoin,”: and. that;

‘and: at the Biltmore Theatre, L.A.,
_Swedish* Monica. ~ Zétterlund: Aug. 7.
‘| wasn't: the-big click as many exThe two. other companies in the |
‘| pected. But may: be that: this song- Broadway cast .sweepstakes
for}
-| stress, who. seems to” follow. the next season are Columbia with!
+ Pegey- Lee ‘pattern, didn’t pick. the “The. Crime of: Giovanni Venturi’ |
More “successful and “Kean” aready |firmed and
|‘Tight ‘material.
was her countryman: Arne DomRCA Victor with “How To Succeed
| nerus.. whose. alto. ‘playing’ proved In}Business ‘Without _Really. Try‘a. full delight. After the Berlin
ng.”
date, this ‘European “dream -band”
production of SWF, South- German

..
“WITHOUT RHYME.
QR REASON”

the

they are in the. process of preparing a similar campaign for “Fiorel-|
lo," which opens at the Geary i
Theatre, San Francisco, June .26,

| most
this. occasion,
-Montoliu.jreceived
of. the cheers.
fe

Il network. After that, Telefunken

ghts to.’Wolfie” on hh hilarious
. Autobiography

has booked

and -“The.Gay Life,” the Arthur.
Sehwartz-Howard Dietz ° ‘tuner, is
set to-open in N.Y. Nov. 18.Csida said that the company. has
completed. a new full-fledged camPaign in support of the Las’ Vegas.

at

| for amicable settlement conferring oll| ‘session. .The upcoming LP should |
_

1932,

On His 50th Year As A Songwriter

‘in October for jts Broadway preem,

pianist: as

Franco-Algerian. Martial .Solal

iL: WOLFE GILBERT : | planed
‘Thanx fo ARTHUR KLEINWALD;President of Vantage Press Inc.,

Wolfie GWhort

.
Berlin, June. 6.:
spread Detwests Dec, | and May 30
“Highlight, of the. Second German to latch on to tuners scheduled for
1 Jazz Saloon Berlin -(19-22) °was a the latter. part. of the season, ” Csida
added...
jazz. ‘soiree. -that ..featured a Eu_ “Kwamina,”- -which is ‘Dick AdJ ropean -all-star band: composed of
Jer’s first solo Broadway cleffing
‘| 14.top: ‘Musicians from .13 coun- job, is set. for a.Broadway bow
‘| tries. -Jf-dt:were a permatient Oct. 17. “Sail Away,” Noel Cow‘group. this‘ ensemble would have ard's first American musical. since

‘be a. good

bargain.

“Another attention- getting ‘event
‘was-a concert of Thelonius Monk
Quartet with which: latter wound
up its European tour. Monk, .4c-.
|| claimed
here. as “the “highest

CAPITOL WPBALOYAN Tt
IN LONGHAIR LPSALES: |
Harold J. Baloyan has taken over
as : merchandising ‘manager for;
|
Capitol ‘Records’ classics line. The |.
post was formerly handled by John.
Coveney, ‘who was: merchandising
|
manager for. both Capitol and An-.

Al priest: in” jazz,” drew mixed. fre- : gel classical lines.
rviews.. ‘Some called him “fascinat= | ‘Coveney is ‘being shifted from

ing,”. others found: him aisappotat: |cap's Coast hq to. N.Y. where he’

| ing.
|
A

Wolfe’'s75th Pirthday Gift.4) a

‘
‘+
| Will take charge of all artist, re-. 7
new. thing: : around. here was |viewer and. radio-ty relations.- for;

T}who's.
PAUL
*. DURAND
"Composer,

of

\ of the.
:
R
{=
|i on

made “himself

a. name |.after two year's as sales representa: |a

| via‘ it; improvised themes by. Mul-.| tive for’ ‘Record Ca. of L.A.
ligan and. John’ Levis. on the or“There. were

several events

such|:

as “Jazzlife,” a photo. display, “Jazz!

_ Alter to Rome
Veteran: -cleffer. Louis: Alter: is;a.

““Madamoliella jin Stereo,” an. exhibit .of ‘stereo | off to Rome this week
De. Pores”

AIN:
.

Theme from the ‘New: Fileoon
"The Cow. and. ”

to cut a,

‘i -recordings, an: experiment to com- |couple. of: albums of his own. mate- |.
‘|| bine: Allan: Ginsburg's lyric poetry |rial with the Rome Symphony.
Bf with modern jazz, the showing: of: Orch: It's an indie venture with a: }

jazz pix plus a big-seale jazz, barid
ball. and. several .jam. sessions at.|

releasing. @eal in the. offing. with°
a major label.

| local jive joints. Organizer of the |. Alter-plans to. record a new. set;
‘ROGER WILLIAMS.
Saloon was .Wolfgang ..Jaenicke, |of. “Jewels of- Cartier,” an album ; |
|
:.. |. |top’ jazz impresario intown, in con-| originally issued by RCA Victor, |
: MILLS
M
‘Mustc. 9
Ne.
¥.
1
Junction
‘with-the. - erman
plus:a
group. of standards written!j
ui Bier:N.
9. \Fe deration.”
“Hans.Jazz/}by
‘himself.

MY ORCHID OF THE SWAMP
|
GYPSY
YOU OUGHT TO HEAR OLAF LAUGH
EVANGELINE
_IN THE LAND OF MAKE BELIEVE
MY ANGELINE
BABY HAVE A HEART
NO ONE CAN TAKE YOUR PLACE
CLOSER TO ME
LOVE WILL FIND YOU
MIDSTREAM
ASTRONAUT

spiritual .concert .at a church: | -Angel;. Last week,.. Tupp Turner |
| Ernst. Arfen, —W- German. “parson was named Angel's onesie
ad
-who's picked: jazz- as his. hobby and | manager. Baloyan. comes. to Cap
-

| T he

RAMONA
MY MOTHER'S EYES
JEANNINE, | DREAM OF LILAC TIME ° ~
4 MISS MY SWISS
|
LUCKY LINDY
DON'T WAKE ME UP, LET ME DREAM
HELLO ALOHA, HOW ARE YOU?
FOREVER AND A DAY
WHY LIVE A LIE
O KATHARINA
HUGO, | GO WHERE YOU GO
‘WHEN I'M WITH YOU, I'M LONESOME
IF | DIDN'T KNOW YOUR HUSBAND
MY MAM'SELLE
ARE YOU THINKING OF ME TONIGHT?
WHERE !S MY MEYER?
. WHEN YOU'RE WITH SOMEBODY ELSE.
CHIQUITA

|

OF SPACE

VAUDEVILLE

Shortage of Stars May CheckMore
Vegas Hotel Building, Agencies

De.Ri skins ‘PikaVande
to
a
MoreRazleDazde i
inNew Stadium

AnesBros.,NelsonEddy
~ Sound Off on State Of
Feel/: Nitery Sound Systems|
Pittsburgh, June 6.

The building of hotels in Las ‘Las Vegas trends because of the
Vegas will be checked in the near: increasing use of unit shows and.
future by the scarcity of names and legiters. Presently, there are two.
the absence of new entertainment ‘hotels with legit shows, the Riviera’
formats, according to opinion in the ‘and the’ Dunes. There are.-four
talent agencies. That does not mean others that require very little -in
that the town Itself will remain the way of acts because of stress
static. It won't. they say, because on large production.
hotels will continue -to expand, .
adding more rooms as the need.

- Nitery. sound: systems; the bane |:
of every tone-conscious: performer, |

are the ‘big reason. for. the unanimous acceptance of the Ames/
Bros: “as.a ‘trio in
‘dates. With their
on ‘his. own, the.
‘VARIETY here that

their recent
brother Ed
Ames boys:
they’‘had to

. By say: LEWIS

Allen& Ross?rySt.LDate |
Cafe

comedy

team

‘Washington, June. e

of. Marty| peinOe

Gon
ineven grant7

cafe , Allen & Steve Rossi will go into Maraivalt will be one: of the dinow j|gammer stock Aug. ni with an’ vidends ‘for. Washington football’
H
-in. Wis i ble ' pak fans when. the Redskins open the
told assignment
‘Over oth Sh t. oN a “mn |Pro season here next: Oet..1. Mar-.
take:

pera

erree

North in the! cnairs team moves.to the -bigger,:

a cut ‘in -their. first’: engagement at !Jead. The’ opera company. is. still better, spanking new ‘District
'Deny ‘Booking Alliance” -| j the
‘signing other variety acts for inte- Stadium (still. under. :construction)
Beverly Hills. Country Club-in:
ration into its musicals..F:
not need floorshows to fill them !
Cincinnati.
but.
their
‘money
is
now
Eile,
MMerbert is eet for| from the: unbeautiful, aging erec-Between Latin Quarter, back “up: to” where | it was. before |"FlowerTim
over weekends thoughout the year
‘tor’ set.that is: Griffith stadium) ©
Drum Song.” and virtually every night during
the.“ basebalt ‘park. recently de-.
and ‘they are getting excellent Te- |. Team. has also been set tor the. serted by. ‘Calvin. Griffith, dr.
the summer. However, the agency
Las
Vegas’
Thunderbird):
Beverly Hills Country Club, start-|}.
men admit the prospects of new |

Zrows.
Motels

will spring up, which

do

i Any change in the booking ‘pic- sponse wherever. they. play..
ing June-16; Holiday House, Mil-| ‘The shift gives Marshall,.a: men
hotels being built there is comiture at the Latin Quarter, N.Y., is |: Here for an ‘engagement at the ; waukee; July 11, and the. Milibu}of long and varied ‘show. “business:
paratively bleak.
“premature” according to Ed- Ris- | Twin. Coaches, Joe. Ames explained!Beach Club, Lido Beach, L.1, Aug. background who. pioneered
the
The agencies aren't particularly'
j Be"
.
half-time spectacular, a moderns
‘man, managing director of the:
ithe -‘situation by saying “the: same
happy about this situation, par-.
‘nitery. Since it-became known that.
| design . arena to exercise his- Barticularly those with a stress on i
sound Is still there: We. alternate |.
E. M. Loew, the owner of the Latin
jiike: talents—and: before a ‘bigger,. : o
in ‘taking the lead and fill in:
varicty talent. They would like to.
Quarter, purchased a substantial in{more comfortably: seated audience. ~
see
Beldon
Katleman,
owner
where Ed formerly sang. In the’
“terest in The. Thunderbird,
Las
Ta. handle. the expanded producFi Rancho, the casino and cafe of
Studio we are able to get. perfect|
- Vegas, there has been. considerable
tion and- other duties: as well, Mar-- which was recently destroyed by;
sound: control. but we have never
ispeculation that there. will be. a
shall: ‘has ©hired| on a. :full-time
fire, rebuild his hotel in accordance:
‘been
able
to
get
more
than
.25%
‘hooking alliance -between the. Las
basis another. experienced ' ‘enterwith his blueprint of more than
of ‘this quality in night clubs. and.|.
' Vegas and the N.Y. spots..
tainment hand — Joe Margolis,
1.000 rooms. Admittedly the proswe. only get this in the four or five
|
However,
this
has
been
ruled
out.
"|
who's
giving up. the managership.”
-pecty of Katleman doing so aren't.
Washington, June 6.
clubs we. play that have: the best
good at this point, since he will |
‘for the time being. Risman says: sound systems.
‘Harry Belafonte opens another} of Loew’s
Capitol (biggest.veast
have difficulty in finding enough: that Sammy: Lewis has been named|’ “It Is this reason,” he pointed | Carter Barron Amphitheatre. sea- |coast. house,.’sauth of Philly with...
names to fill his talent needs for talent buyer for the Thunderbird, out, “that the people are. getting|json here June 15 under the. spon- (3;420 seats) after 27 years with the.
iso that the responsibility. of buying.
the 52 weeks of the year.
the same sound they are used to ‘sorshop of the Feld Bros., Irvin and ‘chain.
‘The agencies concede that some ‘for the Vegas inn 1s well defined.: hearing ‘from us and the little dif- Israel: Belafonte, booked. through{ Margolis: has ‘directed the Redof Katleman’s toppers who former- ;; Lewis, who used to be talent buyer ference can only. be detected in July 2, will ‘be supported.” by :'skin’s entertainment squads: part]; played for him would most likely ‘for the Riviera and New Frontier
itime ‘as well as producing” variety
RCA studios but even there {Miriam Makeba, African song-.
come back, once he reopens. These jhotels, Las Vegas, has assembled the
.
|for. the White -House. Correspondthe technicians are. getting, close to}stress, and the Vocal Four.
names would include Joe E. Lewis i “Tenderloin,” . the legit musical the original sound.
Two Rodgers: &- Hanimerstein ‘ents’. annual ‘dinner. for the Presiand Myron Cohen, but he would. which Has‘ been installed -at_ the}©
{musicals are -slated for August.
‘Nelson Eddy, : who. played ‘the:|Janis Paige and Stephen ‘Douglass dent, .a> similar ‘furetion by’. the
have to look for new formulas in ; Dunes ‘hotel.
.White -House. Photographers ‘and “.
order to stock the entertainment | Generally, it’s difficult to. buy. for Horizon .Room. here, -also “ com-:: will be featured in “South: Pacific,” ‘| for: such -Board..of Trade: hoop-\as os
larder.
ja hotel in Las Vegas in concert with |plainéd about the state of the! August. 7-20, and Jan Clayton: ‘an as: the: ‘Cherry: Blossotii :Festival...
It's recalled that the building of a nightclub elsewhere. The buyers: country’s sound: systeins. His: com~ ‘John Raitt are set for “Caroisel,"’ |:
: More ’n’. Better Seats®
:.
ew hotels in Las Vegas some years are frequently unwilling. to.tie the| ment ‘was:-quite.-to. the .point.. He’ Aug. 21-27. John Fearnley™: will| :
“aFransition to - District. ‘Stadium
nao, caused a crisis in the city. | niteries in with prices that are ‘said, -“You would‘ think a night direct both, and: Jay ‘Blackton will}
meéans’ an increase’ in seating ‘ca-.‘club
owner
would.
put
-in
‘a
‘system:
Searcity of headliners,
plus the |j Prevalent in the casino: country.
be musical. director:pacity’ from .34,000.. to. about 50,-"
Ella Fitzgerald moves in July
lack of top level management [Tee talent stipends there are the} that. would complement a singer's.
000: En the. new. -quarters, about.
minds, forced several hotels to|highest in the world, and it would voice instead of ne he- has to | 9-15, supported by Al Hirt.and. his|
‘30,000 ‘ean. he ‘seated in ‘the. Best 5
close its doors. For example, the |be unwise in many. cases to provide fight all the ways

Belafonte KickingOf

.

Feld Bros,’ Varied Season|

At D.C’s Carter Barron

“They have these systems. for.
Royal Nevada and the New Fron- | combination deals at those extreme
| years, so why don’t they just spend
tier shuttered during that perlod. | levels.
Gradually, most of the. inns hit]
For example, Morris Lansburgh the money they ordinarily give an
upon, new formats :and got fresh |operates the Flamingo. Hotel; Las attraction so they would be able to
money
and
management
which! Vegas, and five hotels in Miami get the. best. out of: their star for
helped them weather the siege.
Beach. But as far as is known, the many years td-come? I think it’s.
Cafe departments of the large !talent purchases. for each city are the: wisest investment a. club. can
make.”
agencies are unhappy about present | separate.

|

Crass OF Seavice

appis Is © fase mest

e

viewing ‘sections between the: goal:

Odetta, Chad Mitchell Trio,*Steve providing seven home games (and
De Pass: and others. to be an- seven. away) next fall instead of.
: (Continued on page 58):

nounced subsequently..

Jt
;

Gt
RAM
LE
origha.

unless ics defert

TE
nestle telegrams.

acter is fntice®
propes sym

og tune. shaw

All-Stars. Danny: ‘Kaye will head-

line with a group’ now being put:
lines. And actual :seats are pro-..
together in the July 17-30 slot.
vided—with armrests. and backs.’
| ‘An international folk: féstival is
‘Certain «ta. swe 11: ‘the season
in store for July $1-Aug: 6, featuring the ‘Belafonte Folk. Singers, gross is the- ‘expanded: schedule,

a tn eh

_-

Thanks, Pete, keep the door open— |

Fl be back

|

Currently: MISTER KELLY’S, Chicago.
Personal Maniagement ©
HARRY. Cc. BELL, JR...

75 East 55th StNew York City

Press Relations:
CURT WEINBERG: J

sate
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~~BritonSeeksFamous Art
A

:|AGVA’s Joey Adams Declares War

[KansasStory;Marking
-State’s Centennial, Bows. |

June 13 as 5006 Snec}:
‘Kansas City, June: €:
,
The’ State of Kansas is ‘plunging. —

-. Leslie Grade. -in- charge of ‘rela-+

os tions with: American agencies ‘and

87

OnActors Equityat Frisco Conclave
San

“yinto, musical: pageantry “as the key

Francisco

Jue

6

“A war ta the death" with Ae‘tors Equity Asse
was vewod en
Kendis the opening day cf the Ameen

Schine Hotels Launch © |i presentation of..this year’s centencelebration, and its. production
1st Motor Inn in.N LY.C.Jmial
‘jof “The Kansas Story" is king-sized
“New. York on a-trip Which is ex-|.
“Schine Hotels madé their entry.

LAA
C’ 8 Ritz-Carlion Bows

artists of the: Lew’ &. Leslie Grade
” Agency of London, is. currently in

New Room With
|
;Guud of Variety Arist. Convene
Auntie City, June 6.
from any angle; Musical: ‘spectacle, |
‘tion yesterday Men
oat qhe Usne
into’ the: New York: ‘City. area last’ ‘with ‘numbers by Meredith W illson'| ‘The ‘Ritz-Carlton opens a new" terburs Hotel here By dacs Aduets-s,
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and Parisenne touch in the saucy
Chicago, :May 29: - is'-weak.: His. patter-song routines
San Francisco, June. 2.
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Another new face--and a pret- board appeal to the oldeters as aecel
0. While the .material .is’ essentially . The Bright: outht does’ a ‘fine job: Street, * Gene Howard's “The Day;
“Pleate Don't ‘tier one—is blonde singing lead! Anka 1s ane ef the genume
‘weak, the. Berman: ‘Spirit. is willing filing in between acts: and
d working ‘Isn't Lang Enough.”
—j¢ harmaine’ Harma. ‘whose high: phengns of the carrent masa baz,
and his -portraya]: of -the. Jushed. with,Rogers. ,
Jess, . Talk ‘About Me When I'm Gone”—
,in: their own’ pleasant. style.
‘ranging vocalistics score handily. i;Hatung the big time when he was
muffler: Manutacturer.
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.Inbetween
:they
run
through
a Third eddition as in the com edy ¢“under 16, fe Has munied to came
through: his’ Strong. acting abilities |
;Vein and comes off strongly. Tanya.-up with’ a eensisient sting ef hits,
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tNNichols& May Benefit; |

Bway Legit’s Fresh Talents

--Revue to Close July 1}
“An Evening with. Mike Nichols

-|and” Elaine May,’

Continued

(Jane 1, '1960-May. 31,.1961 ):

which ends its|"

from page 1lsuceessful run at the Golden Thea-.
“Key to parenthetical: designations: (C) Comedy, (.D). ‘Drama: ¢ CD) Wheeler ; straight ‘plays, only “4 Far Coun= tre, N.Y., next July 1, will give a Comedy-Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, (MD}- Musical .‘Drama,- (R)"
{“Big Fish, Little Fish’), Loring ‘ try” has not. been sold to pictures. :special | ‘performance next Sunday Revue, .(O) Opera, (Rep) ‘Repertory, (DR). Dramatic. Reading, (So). .
|night
(11)
for
the
benefit
of
CORE
Of all. the shows net yet definitely
Randel
¢°Advise
and Consent’)
Solo Show, (Pant) Pantomime, (Tr): ‘Transfer. from off-Broadway; (Rev):

tie

Way

Homer,

Hugh

aud, trom abroad, Sielagh

{°\ Taste of Honeys.

.

classified as hits or failures, the-|{Congress of Racial Equality) with Revival, (Ad-N): Adaptation: of:novel: or short. story; (Ad-P) Adaptation
° ”°
payoffs are “Camelot the receipts earmarked to ‘help the

Delaney

A possibie: probable

{ of play,’ (Ad-F) Adaptation of: film, (Ad-T). ‘Adapted- from television,
.-widition to tne list is. Brendan Be-* (despite
its staggering ‘$673,000 Freedom Riders.
Alexander. H. (Ad-V) ‘Adapted: from’ various ‘sourcés; (Imp). Import,:¢FL) ‘Foreign **:
ban
¢'The Hostage’), if he can. production cost), “Carnival,” “Do |. Although | the
Language, (CC) City Center presentation, (FS) Film sale, '(Tour) Show..
bun tiva
» Mi,” and
the lesser bets are|Cohen production is playing to
featn to aiscinline . “ster
¢ Broadway.
oe
pete Re Mi. Blew Your Horn,” “Far |Profitable business, the two. stars|is touring, (*) Production. is continuing. on.

creativity.
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major

a newcomer

success

other notable
Ining

tutert,

tonnot

new

a

Its

(whi¢h expire June 30, the. end of
“The Unsinkable Molly Brown. ue
'the .legit season
under Actors of! Although. the ratio of . hits to} Equity rules. : "

plenty

or newly

Composer

and

but

is Jean Kerr Country. ” “A Taste of Honey” and jare not renewing their contracts,

' “Mary, Mary’.
The season brought

prom-? total

Marguerite

authors

| everr

productions

in

Alexander! gicated

1960-61,

sharp

remained

there

drop

,

Becket.(D) (Imp) (FS).
,
‘Evening with Mike ‘Nichols’ and ElainéMai, (Ryo

fairly |-

was. an -jn-

Irma-La Douce (MC) (Imp). ARS:

Okay Chi Season.
Sans WowTuners:

in the amount

Mary, Mary (C) (FS)*.-

Dreffort, Juliun More, David Hen-*of profit likely to be earned by’
. eker end Monty Norman were re; the successful shows. There's: lit-|

Period of’ ‘Adjustment: (CD) (FS).

‘Show Girl ¢(R)

sponsible for “Irma' La Douce,” 'tle prospect of another “South
s.ineh
presented
a
captivating |Pacific,” “My Fair Lady’”’ or: even
ba nin in Fliztheth Seal. New ca-! “ntusic Man” among the season's
pacities in songwriter Bob Merrill: list of hits, although “Carnival”.
and
Jibrettist
Michael
Stewart! ‘ should: earn a sizable profit ‘in the|.
were shown in “Carnival,” which? ‘ musical category and “Mary, Mary”|
alte brought
added
acclaim to ‘jis a likely cleanup as. a stralgnt |
st ‘Ber Gower Champion and de- play.

. STATUS NOT YEr DETERMINED”
Di

All the:‘Way Home (D) (Ad-N)* —
. Big Fish, Little Fish. (CD)*

| Drum’ TopDraw]

fnsmediate
to

‘Broadway

Sint FEL -actr 25S

acceptance ,«buys

Anna

Maria

Al- , : revenue

berghetti.
The

seems ‘to ‘pe declining,
remains

an

Camelot (MC) (Ad-N) (ES)*|
Carnival: (MC).(Ad-F)* °°:
Come Blow Your Horn C) (Fsie!
Devil's :Advocate: (D). (Ad-N)* a "
Do Re Mi (MC) (Ad-N)*.
Donnybrook (MC) (Ad-F)* '‘Far Country (D)*:

Chicago, ‘June 6.
Chicago’ is still.'a pushover for ].
stage, musicals... Despite the .absence-of blockbusters like. “My Fair }
Lady” and “Music :-Man”.in the].

film |

important

ele-

! ment in legit economics, as witness

satirical

talents

Happiest Girl in the: World. aio)ap

of Mike ithe payoffs of “Period -of AdjustNi hols and Elaine May were a:ment” and “Advise and. Consent”
1960-61. season, the four ‘downtown
tevelation to legit in their self-; and the much improved’ financial . legit houses: together took in. $3,-|starring “Evening,” though it’s un- | status of such entries as “Come 799,848, ..with neatly: half: the. total certain whether their interest will] Blow Your Horn” and “Critic’s deriving: from three tuners.
contlinue to be in the theatre. An- | Choice.” |
‘“Flower Drum: Song,” “Fiorello” _
other major talent new to Broad-;
Among the. notable incidénts of and “Once Upon a Mattress,” repway during the season was tv-film ;7960-61 were the. contractual dis-. resenting :a- total of :only 35 legit

Rhinoceros (D) (Imp)*
‘Taste of Honey. (D) {Imp).' (FS)*

‘Unsinkable ‘Molly. Brown. MC)s

.

recognition of the importance of

Clicks

‘ing. Jonger |runs.

QA) oo

Call on ‘Kuprin (D). (Ad) ©
Face of a Hero. (D) (Ad-N).

Farewell, Farewell Eugene ©
49th ‘Cousin (C)

Hostage (CD) (Imp)|

-..

How to Make

legit as a key element in the gen_ Compared © “with previous | ‘legit
eral economy, the subsequent’ but seasons’ here, the 1960-61 stanza

Carol Channing, by no means 4.9, yet inconclusive campaign for

stunning

impact

if

she

gets

a! tatre

Another graduate to | over

party

business,

twofers,

the

° the

‘Laughs anid Other Events {R) (So),
Little Moon of Alban (D) (Ad-T) ‘Love and Libel (Cy (Ad-N)..
Mandingo ‘(D) (Ad-N). :°

‘mediocre picture, -the. 1960-61 ag-|
gregate gross was the best since.

uproar

‘Midgie Purvis (C).
Once There Was a Russian (cy

established star rating is Tammy |Guild's provisional offer of a lim-. 1955-56, when 17 plays grossed $3,- !.
Grimes, who demonstrated what |ited reduction of royalties and.-as 4 892. 800 over 140° legit. weeks.

appears to be substantial boxoffice potential for the future, the NLRB
draw in the moderately-received {move to assume jurisdiction over
musical,
“The Unsinkable Molly the theatre.
Brown.”
@
Funeral Not Yet
No summary of the 1960-6T season would be complete without | Broadway's
hopped-up
interest.
been numerically

past,

but

artistically

equalled or even

spring

by a few others in the |Qeague.

whose
and

success,

financially,

between

The

theatre

both
|blackout brought what had been

ranks,

:

{s al-} much they have clarified the situa-

& ;With detailed accounts of the the-

{See. ‘@).
Footnote)

5

The: longest. madhis past season|

In the critics’ derby, Claudia |

Plus the same
spot’s Gilbert
Sullivan
-repertory . presentations:,atre’s death struggle and empha- Cassidy, of the Tribune. emerged i
and such return or new visiting ‘Sizing its drabness, incurably opti- ‘as the roughést in '60-’61, issuing |
groups as the Grand Kabuki The- |mistic producers’ are scrambling’ four pans, nine approval ‘and one} ..-

atre of Japan, the Comedie Fran- i for future shows. The theatre may yes-no notice.‘The tnildest was. Syd |caise, the Deutsches
Schauspiel-: . be starving, but managements are Harris, -of. the” Daily: News, who
haus of Hamburg and the Marcel abies for places at the bare panned two shows, favored: nine, |
fang. was on’ the fence with two.
Marceau company. .
This season may have been the
first on record without a single
s*rious play payoff on Broadway.
sole

straight

-MISCELLAN EOUS

Brendan’ :‘Behan'’s “The“Hostage”

was registered by “Flower Drum |.
.most the only one who isn’t pub- ‘tion for a disinterested public may Song,”
at the Shubert for 22 weeks.
licly wringing his hands over the *be questionable.
It
was ‘also: the top grosser, despite |sad state of Broadway.
He's in-. ,; An ‘Jronic aspect of the whole
clined to be optimistic about the , sale breast-beating of producers is four tepid reviews, with. $1,171,662 |.
for the engagement. “Majority. of}
future of the theatre, and seems! . that there are, apparently,
the
more
Interested
in the creative: ;usual number. of productions ‘ane One” -led ‘the straight plays with
prospects of the stage rather than .nounced for next season, with em- 18 .weeks. at the Erlanger, and af-its economic condition. It may not !. phasis. on large-scale musicals, the. gross’ of .$678,256
“The Shubert was‘active 38 weeks,|_
be coincidental
that he has a.‘ costliest. kind of shows. Moreover,
crowded production ‘Schedule for|‘there’s. already. signs. of the inevi- the Blackstone 27, the Erlanger 26
and’
the..900-seat: "Civic only nine. }.
the coming season.
table shortage of Broadway thea-. ‘Blackstone and Civic have already | :
'tres for the fall,- particularly for gone dark for the sunimer, and. the |.
Not One Revival
song-and-dance offerings. The sit‘Erlanger will.follow in four weeks,
A notable feature of .the 196061 luation in the
tryout-tow
eastern
the eastern tryout: towns, when “Miracle. Worker” ‘winds ‘up.
in
sea»on was the fact that there was uation
s even more extreme — hardly. a
not a single revival-on Broadway. t theatre is’ available even. this far Shubert currently has with “Gypsy”. and. will.-be.dark for a few
There were four revival produc- ahead.
{ weeks in August,:. until “My Fair:
tions at the City Center (“Show
Thus,
while
newspapers
.
and
Lady” . comes’ ‘in again. in: SeptemBoat.” “South Pacific,” “Porgy and |
|
Bess” and the current “Pal Joey”), ; Magazines are regaling the public -ber.

The

*

Of the other prospective ultimate payoffs among the continuing

“Gilbert.

& Sullivan Rep)

(Rev). (CC)

‘Grand Kabuki Theatre (Rep) (Imp): (FL: (cc)
Hamburg Schauspielhaus*(D):{Imp)

(FL) (cc)

Marcel Marceau (Pant) (Rev) (Imp) fey

.

Pal Joey (MC): (Rev) {Ad-N)

(CC)*®:

Porgy. and: Béss (O) (Rev) (Ad-P). (CO)
‘Show Boat (MD) (Rev) (Ad-N) (CC).:

South: Pacific (MD) (Rev) (Ad-N): (Ce).
CLOSED DURINGG "TRYOUT.
Aloha Hawaii. (MC)
Catstick (D)'" Holiday in Japan. R)
- Impulse’ (BR);

I'm. With You (Ry
” Laurette (D) (Ad-N)...
Mr, and |Mrs. (C)

CLOSED poms REHEARSAL .

Tafty (D)

LAST SEASON'S
Asa

Bye. Bye Birdie
I
(mc) (FS)‘rourl®

snows

a

Miracle Worker -(D) (Ad-T). (FS): (Tour)*”
Sound of Music. (MD) (Ad-N): (FS). (Tour)s -

FAILU: RES
(4).

Andersonville Trial. (D): (Ad-T):

Finian’s Rainbow (MC). (Rev) (Tr-CQ)

Fake Me Along (MC) (Ad-P)-

Thurber Carnival (R) (Ad-V). °°
" PREVIOUS SEASON’S UNCLASSIFIED ‘SHOW
Failure
~
hy
.

’ Destry Rides Again (1958-59). ime (AaF

OTHER HOLDOVER BITS.STILL- soning, -

"MyFair Lady (1956-57): (MC) (Ad-P) (our)
Best. Man (1959-60) (C) (FS)
Fiorello’ (1959-60) (MC) (Tour).

_|_ Note: Comedie ‘Francaise: and Marcel Maceau are “designated. as.

t

"|‘revivals, as both had previously appeared in New. York. The Grand...

Chicago SeasonRecord

play to recover

its investment on the Broadway
run alone was a comedy, “Mary,
Mary.”
in which Barbara
Bel
Geddes. gives the performance of
her career to date. The only other
straight-play payoffs, “Advise and
Consent” and “Period of Adjustment,” were substantially helped
by income from film sales.

ao

Comedie Francaise (Rep): (Rev). imp) (F):(coy

has; an esoterie subject to the attention,

e

producer

Tenderloin (MC) (Ad-N)13: Daughters (MC)
Under the Yum Yum Tree )
« (8)
Vintage '60 (R) ©.
Wall. (D) (Ad-N). (FS).
World. of Carl Sandburg {DR}. tAa-v)

was an. unlinpressive grosser at the

seven ‘weeks, and “Raisin ‘in. the.
been unprecedented in modern jof related business, such as hotels, . Sun,” returning after a. smash try|
1958-59, faltered after the
Broadway history. Of his six pres- |restaurants, - taxi companies. and out "in
entations during the. season, one is :parking lots, and to the conscious- ‘first five weeks, grossing $263,790
lin a-total of 12. But: supposedly
a
critical
and
likely
financial .ness. of editors.
bonanza (“Carnival”), Vane ar€| The result has been a steadily neither ‘show. lost _Money on the:
established or lik'ey payoffs
(‘Irma|}growing wave of newspaper and Chi engagement...
‘The four Windy City.houses were
T_a Douce,” “Becket” and “Do Re
Mi"), one is a possible ultimate|
} magazine “articles, written - almost
‘exelusively by reporters with little- active a. total’ of 100 weeks with
payoff
on
tour
(“A
Taste of | prior knowledge and. practically no 15- roadshows, including two. companies of. “World of Suzie Wong.”
|.
Hones"),
and
only. one
wasa
critical
erspective
oe eeand boxoffice flop (“Vin- |{P
climax.
thus offar,thewassubjects
reached this _Quantitatively, the previous. best}.
tage "60
|week with a N. Y. Times: series, season: was 56-57 .when 17. shows
Perhaps significantly. Merrick.!the first two installments: spotted ran 118 weeks. at’ six houses, but |.
who is generally resarded as the’ jon Page One. These exhibit typi- the collective gross. that semester
most astute business man in con-! ¢a] Times thoroughness, but. how was only $2,860,0

temporary

_Send Me No Flowers: (C) -

‘the fortnight. But-there .were‘a few | -

Equity and: the}

subsequent

Rape of the Belt (C) (imip). ©

There was only. one disaster, a
‘comedy called:“‘Mr. and Mrs.,’ ’ pro- |:
duced bya ‘Hallywood. group, which
gave up. 4ts aspirations: for Broad-j.
way after grossing: only $13. 000 for |

citation of David Merrick, whose jin theatrical economics dates from ‘other’: disappointments, -occurring
:
record as a producer. may have|the
contract
negotiations last Fate. in the season,
surpassed

a

Invitation to a ‘March’ {CD) .
Juiia,.Jake and. Uncle: Joe (C) (aan)

-wag in. several respects the best in

Dramatist

ee,

a Man. ©. (aa-tw.

‘Importance of Being Oscar: (DR). (So)aay) imp) ae

newcomer, emerged: as a major
| elimination ‘of. admissions taxes: fivG ‘years. . Disallowing the previ-]
personality and talent during the! ‘(U. S., 10%; New York City, 5%), |'o
two seasons, when. the two big]:
season. She is likely to have a:i the continued development of the:: mu icals. distorted an .otherwise
strong show:

“FAILURES |

Conquering Hero (MC) (AGF).
Critic’s Choice (C). (FS),
-.

Lucille Ball, who car-, | pute between the League of ‘N.. Y. weeks (“MFL" .and “Music Man”.
ried the tame ‘Wildcat’
to an un- |
Theatres
and
Actors ~ Equity
and had each fun tonger),- collectively
expected run, but her stage future-| the
consequent
shutdown
that grossed: $1,883,055.:: Moreover, the |.
my be a matter of: personal in-j blighted Broadway at the start of former two. departed prematurely,
clination as well as finding a suit- ithe- season, the. resultant public’ their boxoffices seemingly .JustifyOther

iz
.

Wildcat :(MC)*..

comedienne

able. vehicle.

“ED -

‘Advise and Consent. (D} (AGN J.(FS)

Available
Theatres:

Season
1960-61...
1959-60...

seep

evcvee.

.cccereccpece

1958-59...

ecceeerece

1957-58...

ccc

1956-57...

cece

ccenccas

ev

cece.

1955-56. ........e00-. ‘

4
4

6
5

6

6.

Ne.

ows.

15.
15*
15*-.
11*

17...

17,

* Denotes one holdover from previous season.

Total

Weeks

100
99.
130
85

118

“140,

‘Kabuki ‘ofJapan and the Deutsches Schauspielhaus ‘of:‘Hamburg, ‘however, Were. making their first. New ‘York appearantes.. .-—

| Delegates at LT.L, Viena Steve“Allen: Bard Tour

-Total

Gross

|

Legit directors: Joseph Anthony}:

.

$3,799,848|and Stuart Vaughan ‘are-among|
With Jayne. Meadows
4,407,073 |the. U.S. representatives this week |"Steve Allen and his wife, Jayne 7
5,064,600| at the Sth Congress of the Interna- | Meadows, will star inaseven-week” 3,282.000|tional Theatre Institute in Vienna.|Sttawhat: tour of

a 2,860,090

‘‘Fourposter,”

Others in the delegation include |9pening June 20, atthe Edgewater

. "3,892,800 |
Rosamond Gilder, Sherman: Ewing, |Beach Hotel, Chicago,

-Watren Caro, Dr: ‘Campton Bell} Morton. Gottlieb ‘and | Henry
and Prof. Lewis Gott.
Guettell will ‘Present the package. ©

© Weduéeda
Juy,
no-7;1961
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:BTADealWithMpls.FilmTheatre

|SPRODUCTIONS, (ModifiedAuthor Terms Already

~ABlow toTeATSi
inTwan-ities|BU QUALITY Nob)Used for Most Shaky Productions:
_

By:ROBERT REES-

.

Minnéapolis,.- June *@:

By. JESSE GROSS:
Production activity off:Broadway |.

Reed
:
R&itCinderella’

The. Theatre
‘Guild: »American
Theatre. Society, which. moved its[
Twin. Cities: franctise: ‘to St: Paul:

“ two. years ‘ago. is “in. a. quandary |

~—OK Non-Segregation Tn Principle’

for the 1960-61: season was numeri-|

cally double: ‘that of ‘Broadway fori
At Suburban Cleve.Tent‘the
|
same period. -A record high: of”

The medified royally structure
for the new ly-exte nded = contract

between the Dramatists Guild and
“PealeMade 146 Profit the
League of N.Y. Theaties tsa
jfollowup to a season in which the
Oa 286 Antein H’wood {Waiver of author revaities, either
re-/

. Cleveland, June 6.
. 95 ‘professional presentations, rang- j
Musicarnival ‘ing. from” sole shows to ‘miisicals,-|
Uhis area..
The da:fficulty: -is- that’. -Johniiy © ‘Pricé’s
: 'Minneapolis -exhib.tor- ‘Ted’ -Mann-' Tent: ‘Theatre: opened: last’ night _ Were ;unveiled (on “the ‘basement | with ‘its projected: 1961-62: séason: in

his. contracted «for. six: plays. in-: Mon.) “for its eighth. season. .“Cin- tand-belfry, circuit during the.
cluding : two: that: TG-ATS.. had! derella,”...a Jegit- version :of the “cently ~concluded, semester. :
announced: ‘as prospects, for..his 2= z“Rodgers -- Hammer stéin: | Aelevision {

,

Hollywood, June 6.

partially or entirely, was a reutine

“The Billy Barnes People." suc- ovcurrence fer many shows. Such
The tally represented a climb of!‘cessor to “The Billy Barnes Revue.” waivers by the playwrights, Gupiie
Don. Driver, ‘resident ‘director of ‘10 over the 85. productions’ re- ‘closed last Sunday (4) after a 23- cated by stars, directors, producers

“musieal is. the initia: ‘bill...
-800-seat ‘Or pheum Hheatre next fall::

‘

7
‘gnd’ spring.:
Mann ‘contracted: ¥vith Broadway, ‘Equity. company, revised ‘the book ° gistered the: previous. season. - It: “week stand at the 390-seat
The total
Theatre” Allianee- for the. exelu- ;for show, which will be done later... -also contrasted:the Main Stem pro- ;Palmas Theatre.
pive local-presentation of the: half-. by the Kansas City: Starlight Thea-- i duétion decline from 57 shows for’! ‘for the-run was $161,000, with
‘the. 1959-60. semester. to.a- record-“than 55,000. attendance. The
tre'and~
the
St.
Louis
.
Municipal.
dozen legit: offerings starting with
“low..of. 46: for: this season: Since week's receipts topped $9,500.
“Fiorello” the: week of “Oct. ..2.; Opera.
“The ‘tent: in ‘Suburban: Ww ‘artens- ‘! production — and - operating. costs “|” The revue, which will, open

Las {and others, delayed the demise ef

gross :‘a number of productions.
However, the waivers were usumore
final ally instituted to keep a proeduc‘tion oeperating at a marginal level
next or ta keep weekly operating losses
Others announced |for: the series, a
off-Broadway are generally only a-:
with. their opening: dates, are. “Mi-, ville Heights. has “Red Mik "slated ‘fraction of .those ‘required. -for Tuesday '13) at the Royale Theatre, ‘at a nunimum., The. cuts were not,
N:Y., premiered here last Dee. 27 AS a rule, instrumental in the re.Fdclé Worker,” Oct.. 23: MA: “Shoft, - for: June-.-19-July: 2; “Take -Me-*
“Broadway, the economic problems : we
e
.
‘Happy Life.” “Oct. '30;:“Advise and. Alorg.”: July. 3-16: “Paint, Your, ‘are: jot as serious as those on the~ on a $28,000 budget, and is esti-- ‘coupment: of a show's Investment,
Consent.” “March” 5: “A: Thurber? | Wagon, ” July ‘13-30; “High Button: “Main Stem; even thowgh the. small- : mated by producer John T. Pool, Which ix the essential aim af the
- Carnival? *April: 30: : and: er Bye |Shoes,” “July -31- Aug. 13: ‘Fleder-: : seater. preseritations have also been - Jr. to have made 50°¢. profit on is)‘new formula. The extended pact,
The show will cost/previously endorsed by the Guild
-_; Bye Birdie,’” for :a date ‘pending.- [maus. ” Aug.. 14-27; “Bloomer Girl,” ‘ subjected .to. increased expendi- investment.
and
formalty
acrepted
by the
$75, 060 ta open on Broadway.
a “Birdie”. will come “here follow-. ‘Aug. 25-Sept. :16,: sand’ “South, ‘Poe+ tares..
t
cifie”’
Sept,
1117;:.
oe
League fast Monday (5). pernuts
. ing. its Chicago-run, but ‘not. later:
‘Although. off-Broadway ‘ wasn't |
authors to accept half their regu. than the fall of 1962, according. ‘to
‘iacking ‘in: quantily last season, it.
lar royalties for a limited period
‘ contract ‘terms. .~ “Short,-.Happy! ¢
Was - generally regarded as. being.
at the start of a shew’s run.
. Life.” -an-.-adaptation’ of ‘a:‘Heming- |
‘short’ ‘on’ quality... The hit-and-flop
The royalty conditions and cer‘way storv and starring Rod: Steiger,
pattern held to form with no more
‘tain other terms are part of a
“will be playing.a-pre-Broadwav en|than: 5°¢-10°° oF the:output- figured
“memorandum
of = agreement.”
agement, Each. Show . ‘Will Tur. a
‘in the. possible ‘click: eategory. Ans
“Mhich changes some presisions of
weck..

|

‘Miracle Profit
~ Reaches $195,101-

‘MattressTomer.|

-Dropped $260,000;

| exact

the six-year-old

rundown:: of -the ©successful |"

pact between

a
the

Manh’s ‘tieup with’ BTA. for the
‘ventures is. difficult -to. determine’
“Guild and the League. Those is. exclusive. Twin. Cities rights to the|.
‘The. Broadway
production
‘of pects of the contract, not covered
‘because.of the’ limited. financial in‘-ghows puts, TG:ATS ‘in a spot; since: “An. estimated
“$260. ovo” was’ -formation available ‘and the fact “Miracle Worker” tcok a beating °‘in the. memorandum, will he nego-“Fioréllo” and: “Miracle Worker”
dropped: ‘on this. Season's two-comm- {that. along run doesn’t necessarily ilast February and March. On op- itiated by the League dung the
“were two. of the ‘choice-items the}“pany .. “Once- “Upon: a Mattress” { ‘indicate a payoff. However, runs | erating loss of $22,639 was regis--next 12 months. The Jongrunning
‘Jatter- group ‘had. hoped- to. offer touring - vénture.. - That’ ‘represents.
‘ranging. from: one. performance to; tered by the Fred Coe presentation ;Guild-League agreement
was to
its ‘subscribers next season. When + an ‘outlay .of approximately. $140, {four weeks or so were most fre-|for the nine-week .period Jan. 30- ihave expued May 20, 1960, bnt was
-the-TG-ATS began its subscription 0 00 ‘in excess of the-$120.000.. in-" quent during. the: semester.
April 1. Royalty and other income‘ extended through last Jan. 20
drive here-two. months ago, it. listed. vested in the sproject,- which -induring that
The extension date was subse.
_.Of ‘the. 95 productions, only 11: fon the. production
- those two shows, plus “Toys _in the ‘volved:a major city: touring troupe |iare Still running.
They include istretch reduced the loss to $14~: ‘quently changed to last Tiescay
Attic’, and “The. Tenth -Man”. as and: va. -bus-and: truck. company.
. double-bill © of. “American 469, leaying the venture with a 11) and the contract, with the mem4
the
=
prospective ‘shows| for its’ Twin}
_As‘of an ‘April. 29.accounting, the. ‘Dream” -and “Death of Bessie net profit: of $195,101 on its $125,- -orandunm) provisions, has now been
_ Cities schedule. Further: complicat:. unrecouped cost“ on the venture: Smith, ” the “Evenings with Chek- ::000 investment.
extended again one year until June
dng the: situation: for TG-ATS ‘is } was” $260,329: ‘Contributing sub-. oy”. triple-bill,- the American Sa-‘Royalties to author William Gib- ‘1, 1962. The royally concessiens,
“the fact. that ‘Mann's season ticket. ‘stantially to that: deficit were the: voyards’ series. of Gilbert. & Sul-;
son, director. Arthur
Penn = and Which the Guild is permittur its
“peate. in ‘Minneapolis: is lower ‘than: heavy | operating”: Josses.. sustained
livan operettas. (counted ‘as a single ‘scenic designer George Jenkins --members to go along with af they
prices ‘ the . former. _announced for }:by... the-‘major | ‘city .unit, which. ‘presentation), ‘the - “Meet. Peter. Were reduced the six weeks Feb. ‘so desire, calls for the auther of
its upcoming season.
.- .
Closed™Jast|March.-18.: ‘The bus:. Grant”. ‘musical .’ adaptation
of.:-20-April 1 and the show is figured--a straight play to take half of his
The. last legit: in. Minneapolis was and-truck presentation, Which. took. “Peer. Gynt," the: moppet-targeted.
|to have earned an. operating profit ;‘rovalty to a minimum af te of
ae n° May -1959." The .- TG-ATS over some. of. the .time ‘originally. “Young: Abe. Lincoln” musical, the° subsequently, providing similar-‘the weckly receipts for the first
when
‘the’
. ‘switched “to: St. ‘Paul
‘slated ‘to. be filled by: the company “Stewed: Prunes”. revue..and: the _cuts were instituted. The aforemen-:17 weeks of the show's run.
No
“State theatre, .‘Minnesota - ‘Amuse-: which. closed:. ‘ended: ‘its tour -Jast |-:
tioned operating Joss for the Feb- :‘more than (we of thore weeks can
"Continued. on.Page. 64).
‘-ament Co... (Paramount) Showhouse,” ‘Saturday. night: 427 ).-in-. Washing- _
ruary-March
period reflects the. -be aNotted to the oul-gf-town try‘: was: no longer. available for legit. 1ton:..
total coin. dropped after the de-. out.
“" The State had hotised. TG-ATS of‘Business during May. forthe ‘pus:
fn the case of masicals. the cane
eat of income earned on two!
ferings © for one -season.- after’ the’ and-truck: company -indicates ‘that:
|profitable frames dwing the nine- ‘cesuon period suns 36 weeks from

BokRhinoceros

. Lyceum, ‘long. the’ local. spot .-for 4 even -With “the ‘production’s- closing!

the start of the out of-toan opane
{week span.
expenses. the financial «condition
The show cleared $3.009 on a ‘ing with the authors rovadty net
-1of the-‘enterprise may. have been].
to be Jess than 4%
ot the cyt
$31,496
gross
the
weck
ending
Feb.
:” ‘Mann: ‘purchased- the-’ Orpheum. ‘changed. ‘only . slightly”: ‘since’ the.
4, and $111 on a $19.762 pross the ‘wregste covalties, Hoa shew aaa
Theatre last November from. RKO ‘April :29. audit: The producers. -of |
back
its mvectaient
during
te
stanza
ending
March
25.
The
weekTheatres. -Earlier attempts by “Min- 'the.: two--company ‘operation “were.
ily operating loss ranged. from $36 concession period then the authes ¢
yeapolis. groups:.to- get. RKO to. Frances Ann Hersey..and: Mithaet.|:
”
Chicago, June 6... on a $21,204 Efoss to $8,333 on a crovalty reverts ta the costes: tes]
:. lease“ the ‘house forlegit were un-|‘Dewell. “beth: ceannected. swith. ‘the The Edgewater. Beach: Playhouse
$14.988 tuke. Anne Bancroft. whe -percentage. The rovalts setups fo
Natiojal.- Phoenix: Theatre.- ‘Inc.,- | has. stored the. “season's biggest.
successful,
0:
oe
had originally costarred in the dra- apply onls when samlar decccaceg
| fron: which : they obtained © ‘the: l-coup'on the Iocal silo scene’ with ma mith Patty Duke,
sp re
withdrew ‘ave aceepted by the show
| rights. to.:present ‘the’ touring: “edi-. jthe: -booking: ‘of. the Broadway pro-from the cast Feb. 4. Her assign- ducer, duaecetor, ster anid Ciwesetst
tions. of the musical..
‘rapher. Jiawever, lars are peasiiti ducfion of.. Tonesco’s. ‘ “Rhinoceros”

touring shows, Was: ‘sold to-a re-

wt Higious group: as -a_ tabernacle.

- Mankowite’BellFo’ lds

~ AtChiStrawhat|

‘“Mattress,""a “musical par ody of’; for a four-week engagement start-.

ment

was

taken

over

by Suzanne :
‘ted a nunimum

veekhv

salary

cf

{Pleshette, who's now shating the;
Christian: Andersen's. “The | ing Aug. 8:.The deal will- permit!
gloy
gzsd
~ This Week in London;-Hans.
j spotlight with Karen Lee, who sue- .°$1.250 for ws Astisaght
+ Princess and the. Pea.!.was origi-; the Eugéne.-Ionesco: comedy-drama
‘ceeded
Miss Duke earlier
this°:$2.000 far a musical
mally. produced — at the. ‘Phoenix ito resume’ its run éarly next tall ‘month
The regular basse nism
rey
Estimate$56,000 Loss Theatre, : N.Y. in May: 1959; “bys+ at. the Longacre Theatre, N.Y.ro Uf ‘Income earned by the produc- aliy SUH oan effect for a effiseht.

:
*‘hondon,. ‘June 6.- Tt. - Edward.‘ Hambleton. ” Norris: : Prospects: seem. likely.
play suthor mw 5°7
of the Sret
{fion, now in its 85th weck at the $5.600) proses, Tate
“Wolf ‘Mankowitz's éfforts to keep i Houghton’ and: Willian ©‘and. ‘Jean.
of tee ra xt
Zero Mostel ‘Wi ‘tour ‘e1th the i Playhouse, N.Y., includes 1¢evenue
“his production of -‘“Belle,” running|}Eckert. .The, offering. with, -book:
$2000
and
10°72
of
the
balarece.
:- show, -hut: Eli. Walhach. and Anne from: the sale of the {iJm rights to.
haye failed. This musical: ‘about the: by Jay: Thompson, Marshall Barer:
:The
aggregate
minimum
author
Jackson - ¢Mrs.. Wallach* are bow- ta United Arlists-financed corporae §
_-Dr., Crippen murder-folds next Sat-| and. Dean “Fuller, niusic by Mary
frovalts on 4 musical is 6f;
Rodgers arid Iyrics by Barer. sub ‘ing out.’Edgewater js Thegatiating +‘lion, formed hy Coe, Gibson and ” The wnended conitatt alea stipe
‘-urday: (10) -after 44 performances,
sequently: | ‘moved.
- Broadway. {with Gary Merrill and. Milton ::-Penn.. The picture deal involves a- “lates that a maximum of 1G pre.
pt -an-estimated:. loss of ‘around
Berle as - possible: repiac ement: for ‘$150,000 down
payment.
plus a. :sieu performances tan be cousted
- $56. 00.. The show receiv ed. mixed. where it. played’ four different: LWallach:
“payoff equal to 16% of the grass - my the 21) necessary for. the gre
; houses prior. to.closing July 2,.1960.
. Feviews.
booking of ““Rhinocerss”. |‘on profit able weeks up-to a maxi-t ducer fo share in the reece
Fhe’ ‘author- ‘producer. “who: ine! The . inajor -Gity |touring -¢ym-"" The
“he sists. that: “Belle” is the best show’ pany... “headed bi Dody. Gocdman: has necessitated the: cancellation of ipum ‘of $400.000. Of that amount, ‘fiom the scale of film and other
- he has- ever’ done- for the ‘theatre, and: ‘Buster: Keaton. was bocked.“wo previously . scheduled.- pack- |tthe production's cut, after. the de- subvidhary rights, abich under the
“dges; Lloxd ‘Bridges’ in- ‘Summer Jduction’ of 10% commissions, ‘sit new provisions, also ancdacay alfblames the bad notices: for the ‘fail-!‘by. .the :S: Hurok: office. The bus :
ure.’ The- audienices - loved ‘it, " he! ‘and-truck: presentation, in. which j of the. 17th Doll” and Martha Raye {total: $144,000.
Broadway if @ show is pratduecd
‘Edward
Everett:
in. “Separate Rooms.’' The fonesco.;:
With the Withdrawal
of Miss there sithin five sens of .t6 “aon
claims, “but there’ was never time. i Imogene.: Coca,”
-for.word: ‘of mouth to get atéund:!Horton | and. .King.. Donovan! were ;.Play willbe. preceded. '‘by Steve |Bancroft: who was peting 647 of ‘Stem closing.
booked’ by
the: ‘Allen. and, Jayne. “Meadows.. in. the gross, the cast sajary dropped -: Besides its negotiations esth the
and the ticket brokers. were ‘put off :‘costarred.. ;: was.
- by: “the “reviews:’ -“Mankowitz at-‘ Broadway: ‘Theatre’ “ANianeé SuD- | “Fourposter,” Mae. “West in. “Sex- from-$7.000 during her final weck Guild, the League is alsa ucohed
“tempted :to ‘gain. publicity -by send-%sidiary of Columbia: Artists -Man-j tette.” Eve Arden in “Marriage-Go- to an average of $5.853 ueekly sn discussions conmccrning aoovecy
‘infi ‘a coffin to the. office. of - the. ‘agement, Inc. The BTA setup has’ Round”..and a. week of: ‘Dixieland ,The’ ‘production. whieh has been: contract with the slagehands ani circulating discount tickets since ton, Local 1 of the International
Daily. Express. .whose. critic, -Ber- since. beén ‘sold: by: Calumbia to _cencerts. by. “AL Hirt and.his band.
mid-April, has thus far distributed "Aliance of Theatrical Stage F .a‘:Mard * Levin: ‘gave: ‘the’ musical a. United: Performing. Arts, Ine.
4$170.000 profit, with 47.6°% going ployees
*-..pevere panning. Also, he. went’ onThe show’s. finan¢ial -condition. as’
‘IA'ISE:,
The
coment
'“vigtage at the-theatre to appeal ‘to Of: April :29 included ‘income. of -City‘Center Loss $3,
480. {to the backers and the halance to three-vear pact expires July %.
_ audiences: to ‘come again and:.tell: $4,000 paid by: film. ‘producer-direc-j
“the management, director and au- The union's initial damand
ins
‘After.
$204,352
in:
Gifts.
‘been for a 20°? package increcse,
thor. ~
“their. friends, .and .he’ announced tor Frank Capra to.secure.Horton’s.,
that he-“was keeping on the show. release from the .production so! The N;- Y.. ‘City. Center ended its ae,’ touring edition of the play, including Isberalized vacstion psa.
. for two more weeks -to give: ‘the. ‘that ‘he. could take’ on a picture * 1960-61 season with a deficit. of $3.-;, produced by Martin Tahse by ar- visions and & pension plan cre
~ public. ‘a: final charice of: seeing it. assignment. Horton. withdrew. from ‘480. : The overall ‘operating -loss rangement with Coe. opened last:‘among other proposals niade hy the
." Mankowitz “still” ‘has. hopes . “of ‘the. -presentation- ‘May 13— and. was on ‘the’ opera, batlet, light opera |April 15 and is now at the Erlanger ‘union.
“drama - and Gilberft &. -Sullivan. i Theatre. Chicago. There's also a
“Belle” being. seen in.the'U.S., and. succeeded. by Keaton...
The League has also agreed ‘in
That British production at the Wynd- Plinciple” with Actors Equity net
€ays- that
Broadway. producer |. - During the ‘run of: both: ‘touring presentations: was $207.832.
a ene Brisson is interested,
.
in. productions _substantial ‘cuts, -in']. ‘amount was. reduced by $204.352'ham's Theatre, London, and an-ito play segregated thestres after
presenta- jthe expiration of existing Cantiacts
+ running: expenses - were. executed.. ‘In donations. from foundations and: ‘other English-speaking
| through: the: waiver: and ‘or reduc: ,individuals. °
‘tion is part of the three-play pro-'‘in June, 1962. The present contract
‘Richard ‘Serr OfMCA: s-Tegit:de- tion (of ‘cast salaries,-.royalties. ¢ | The present $3.95 ‘boxoffice top gram being: offered overseas ty jbetween the League and Equity

-“partment. sailed Friday ‘2)- for: Lon-? booking fees,” “rentals | apnd.office (will be. retained
s€ason.
don to 0.0. shows and talent.
expense,” ,

for the: 1961-62 the. Theatre Guild-American
lertory Co.

Rep- ;-prohihitr performances hefore 24 gregaied

audiences

in Waskingion

"Wednesday, June 4 1961
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G.S.K. Memorial?

GeorgeS,Kaufman, 71,Diesm N.i;

“There should be..a. permae
nent’ theatrical memorial to
George S. Kaufman.”
That’s
the. recommendation of
Groucho.Marx.
- The ‘comedian, a friend of
_ playwright-director.. ‘for.
“gome 40 years, says, “Kaufman

One of All-Time Theatre Greats)

George S. Kaufman, who died in¢f
New York last Friday (21 at the
age of 71, was represented on
Broadway as an author and or director almost continuously from

weal Of-Broadway Shows
(June 1,1960- ‘May 31, 1961)
Key.to parenthetical designations: (C)’ Comedy, (D)* Drama, (CD): «:

‘Comedy-Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, (MD). Musical Drama, (R).
‘Revue, (Op) Operetta, (Rep) Repertory, (DR). Dramatic Readt
Solo: Show, (Pant) Pantomime, (BD). Ballet Drama, (Rev).

» (So)

_ Was no two- or three-play: won- - |(Ad-N) Adaptation of novel or short. story, (Ad-P). (Adaptation. of pl
- der: He. made America laugh. | (Ad-My Adaptation of musical, (Ad-O): Adaptation of opera, (A
for over 40 -years.: ‘Just look at
Adaptation of poem, (Ad-R). Adaptation of radio‘script, (Ad-A) (ado)
oe
|. his. track ‘record as a playtion of autobiogrphy,; .(Ad-C) .(Adaptation. of cabaret. act, (Ad-V)
wright. and director.
| Adaptation from various: sources, | (imp) Import, (DB) Double-bill,
“His ‘Of Thee I Sing’ was
. (TB) Triple-Bull, (3) Suvenilé. show,
‘the first musical to win a Pul-

the time he made his playwriting
George S. Kaufman was one ‘of
debut in 1918 until his death. The the immortals of theatrieal history.
two-time Pulitzer Prize-winner, who His. phenomenal record as an.au-.
colloborated on virtually all of the thor is indicated in the following
many shows with which he was as- chronological ‘list of shows he’
‘itzer: Prize and; with Moss
1960-61 SHOWS 5
STILL RUNNING
sociated as author, had beentin wrote: and/or ‘directed:
. “Hart, he copped :another. PulIb
poor health since having a stroke|- 1918:,
American Dream. (C) Death’ of Bessie Smith ‘@) (we) (See- Footnote)
“Someone in the House,” | jizer’ award for..‘You Can't.
pbhout 18 months ago.
Take It With. You,’ perhaps
: American Savoyards {Op) (Rep) (Rev) (See Footnote) |
yin collaboration with Larry Evans
Kaufman, whose forte was com- and Walter Percival.
the most. produced stock and. ‘|. ‘Blacks (D) (Imp):- _.
;
edy, was involved in the authorDuval,’”* his own: - little-theatre vue in mod-. [- Evenings With Chekov (CD) (Rev)(TBy
“Jacques.
1919:
“ern history. ”°
ship of at least 43 Broadway proHedda
Gabler:
(D)
(Rev)
—
=:
ductions, many of which he also ‘adaptation (produced in Chicago). :
King of Dark Chamber (D): (imp)...
1921: “‘Dulcy,” collaboration with |=
directed. His credits as stager cover
Meet Peter Grant (MC) (Ad-P): 40 productions. Although virtually, Marc Connelly.
-f ‘Premise. (improvisation)
inactive in recent months, he had;
1922:
“To the Ladies,” - ’ with 7
“Stewed Prunes (R)|
a new comedy slated for Broad-. Connelly: “The 49’ers,” with Con-| Under Milk Wood (D) (Rev) (Ad-RY (Seé Footnote) 5: Continued. from pace. 3.
way production next fall. The play, nelly; “Merton .of the “Movies,”
: Young: Abe Lincoln. (MD) (J) (See Footiote)
“I Give it Six Months, which he with Connelly.
improvisation ‘Program - at the
1960-61 aoenes
co-authored with his former wife,
1923:. “Helen
of Troy, New Premise..
we
. (84)
actress -playwright
Leueen
Mac-j York,” - with Connelly; “The Deep | There are also four dramas, “The fr.
After the: Angels (D) os
Grath, is scheduled for presenta- |Tangled: Wildwood,”” with ‘Con-. Blacks,” “King:of. the Dark Cham- | Ballet Ballads (BD) (TB) iRev).
tion by Joe Manchester, with How- nelly,
| ber,”-“‘Hedda Gabler” and “Under
Banquet for the Moon.(D)
ard Teichmann as director.
“Beautiful Dreamer (MD)
1924: “Beggar on Horseback. " Milk Wood,” the latter-in ‘repertory
The playwright was at his peak
at
the
Circle
in
the
Square
with
|
Behind the ‘Wall (D) .
with Connelly: “Be Yourself,” with
during the 21-year period extendConnelly; “Minick, ” with Edna “The Balcony,” a ‘holdover from}... Borak-(D)

- OffBwaySeason

ing from

sented

1921-1941.

on

He was

repre-

Broadway. during

time by at least one new

that,

play each i

Ferber.

1925: “The Butter and Egg Man”

year. His Pulizer citations, which! and “The Cocoanuts, ” both. “writhe shared with collaborators, were , ten solo,
for the 1931 musical, “Of Thee i! 1926: “The ‘Good: Fellow,” with
Sing,” written with Morrie Ryskind ; Herman J. Mankiewicz.
|
and Ira Gershwin, with score by!
1927: “The Royal Family,” with
Geerge Gershwin,
and the 1936 Miss Ferber; “Strike Up the Band,”
comedy, “You Can’t Take It With sole author of the bvok. for the
You,” which he co-authored with .musical.
Moss Hart.
1928: “Animal Crackers,” with
It was Hart's collaboration with! Morrie. Ryskind; directed “Front.
Kaufman on the 1930 production Page.”
of “Once
In a Lifetime’ that
marked the former’s Initial Broad-| , 1929: “June Moon,” with Ring
“The
Channel
Road,”
wav success as a playwright. The Lardner;
with Alexander Woollcott; directed
two subsequently collaborated on
*Moon.”’ 8 number of other hits besides
1930: “Once Ina Lifetime,” with
De-|
their Pulitzer Prize-winner.
spite his success as both an author Moss Hart; directed “Joseph” and
and

diréctor,

Kaufman

was

a con-.

“Lifetime. a

the previous season. Besides “Bal-} _Call Me By My’‘Rightful Name o.
ony,” there are four other prior- |. Cicero (D).
season offerings still running, all.
musicals.. They. are. the longrun

record-holder,
“Threepenny.
Opera.” “Leave It to Jane,” “Little

Mary Sunshine” and’ 'The- ‘Fanta-

‘Cry of the Raindrops (Dy

Curious Evening With Gypsy ‘Rose.Lee(So!
Dance of Death (D). (Rev)

_ Darwin’s Theories (R)..

. Decameron (MC). (AG-N).
;
Deep Aré‘the Roots (D) (Rev).
Delightful Season (MC). (Ad-P) |
Don Juan in Hell (DR). (Rev)-

sticks.””
The 1960-61 :‘season was: notable
‘for the record number, 18,.of new
musicals .and’ _revues
presented. - :Donogoo (C) (Ad-P)
Exclusive of the three ‘still run- | Double Entry (MC) (DB)
ning, “Grant,” “Prunes” ‘and “Lin-| '.|. Dream Play (D) (Rev)coln,” ‘.all. were’ failures,
There |. Drums Under: the Window (D) (Ad-A)...

were also two operetta revivals in|: “Elsa Lanchester Herself (So)-.
-the count of 20 musical productions |. ‘Emanuel (D) (See Footnote) _
for the season, both: Gilbert. & Sul- | Epitaph for George Dillon. «Dy (Rev),
Every. Other Evil (D)livan. -ventutes.
- One| was the
Phoenix Theatre presentation of | ‘Feast. of'Panthers (D)__.
“H.M.S.. Pinafore” and the other] Five Posts. in the Market Place ) (sae,
-417 and Cage: (D) (DB):
the. still-running American. ‘SavoyGallows Humor iC)
‘ards: series...

1931:. “The Band Wagon,” ‘with | AS. indicated: in the: accompany‘Greenwich Village U.S.A. (R)
stant worrier, so much so that: he
H.M.S. Pinafore (Op): (Rev): (See Footiiote) °
was referred to as “the gloomy Howard Dietz: “Of Thee I: Sing,” | ing charts,. which cover the last.
~ .
dean of humor.’”? More than 20 of with Ryskind; directed “Sing.”
four, seasons. off-Broadway, - the . Hamlet. (D) (Rev) (See Footnote)
1932: “Dinner at Eight,””: with musical tally for 1960-61 represents - . Happy as Larry (C). (Ad-M). mo
the plays with which he was asdirected ©“Here Today’ : a marked increase ‘over 1957-58, |. :.Herry V (D) (Rev) (See Footnote).
oe
ME
sociated as author were picked up Ferber:
re
by
Hollywood,
where
he _ also: and “Dinner.”
_when the total’ was only three, of} | ‘Here Come the Clowns (D) (Rev)
_
worked occasionally as a screen- | 1933: “Let ‘Em Eat Cake,” with: which two were new. : The total of |: Hobo (MC)...
Ryskind;
“Dark
Tower,” with. 43 new plays for ‘60-61 also re-} _. Idiot (D) tAd-N), (See Footnote):
writer.
Woollcott; directed - “Cake” -and presents a substantial jump. over
In the Jungle of Cities (D). (Imp) (See Footnote).
Longrunners
“Tower.”
the .29:presented four seasons ago. |: . John Brown’s ‘Body (DR) (Rey) (Ad-Po)
-Efghteen
of Kaufman's
plays
Kittiwake Island (MC)
registered runs of more than 200 j. 1934: “Merrily We Roll Along, ” Conversely, the. number of - - play
performantes on Broadway.
His with Hart; “Bring on the Girls,” revivals. last season -was 26, as}.-Kreutzer Sonata:(D) (Ad-N} (Imp)..
string of successes eased: off from : with Ryskind: directed “Merrily” compared. ‘to 34. for © the ‘ST:58} “Ladies Night in a ‘Turkish Bath. (C) (Rev)
.. Magnificent Hugo (C) (Ad-P)
frame." 1941-1950, during which his only | and "Girls.”*
Broadway hit was the 1944 pro1935: - “First -Lady,” - with. “Kas
Besides. the musical ‘and straight z ‘ Man and Superman (C) (Rev) (See: Footnote):
Many Loves (D) (Rev). (See. Footnote)
.
duction of “The Late George Ap- therine Dayton; directed “Lady.”
plays .-presentations
last. season}
_..Marcus in the High Grass (D)
ley,” which he adapted with John
1936: “Stage Door,” with Miss. there. were also six miscellaneous
. Measure for Measure tC) {Rev) (See‘Footrote)
P. Marquand from the latter’s nov- | Ferber; “You Can't Take It With -offerings. They include the Preel of the same name. He also di- You,” with Hart;: directed “Stage”. mise. program,. plus the revival -of - Moby Dick (So) (Ad-N)
rected that .play.
and “Take It."
“Ballet. Ballads,” -Comprised
of .. Montserrat (D) (Rev) ( Ad-P}. (See. Footnote)”
Moon in the Yellow. River (D). {Rey).
Kaufman hit it big again in 1950
1937: “I'd Rather Be Right,7 ‘three one-act dance. dramas; the.
as stager of the smash Broadway with Hart; directed: “Of Mice and pantomime presentation . of “Two |- Mousetrap (D) (Imp).
Nat
Turner (D)
~
Lo
musical, “Guys and Dolls.” He was Men" and “Right.”.
for. Fun’ and the solo'shows, “CuriO, Oysters (R) .
later director and co-author with
1938: “Fabulous: Invalid,” with | Lee,”
ous Evening-With- Gypsy: Rose
“Elsa
Octoroon
(D)’
(Rey).
‘(See
Footnote)
Lanch
ester: Herself” .
Teichmann of the click ‘Solid Gold !‘Hart: directed “Invalid.”
Painted: Days (D).Cadillac,” which opened on net 1939:
“The
American
Way,” and “Moby Dick.”
Plough and: the: Stars. (D) (Rev){See Footnote).
way in 1953.
with Hart; “The Man Who Came.to.|. Off-Broadway. ‘didn’t produce
’ Program One (D) (TB).
In 1955, he was again represent- Dinner,”
with
Hart; directed. much in: the way of new writing
ed on Broadway by the successful- “American” and “Dinner. mL,
/talent last -season, with Michael |:' Rendezvous in: Senlis (C) (imp)
.
musical, “Silk Stockings,” ‘which; 1940: “George Washington. ‘Slept Shurtleff. probably: the most not-.} ‘Roots:(D) (Imp)
Rosemary:-& -The Alligators .(Dy (DB)
he. Miss MaeGrath and Abe Bur- |Here,” with Hart; directed “My able for his play, “Call. Me by My}
rows adapted from the film, “Ni-j. Sister Eileen” and: “Washington. " Rightful Name.”. ‘Authors Edward |.. ‘Rules of the Game: (D} (Rev) |
Seven at Dawn (D)
~~
notchka.”” Kaufman had previous1941: “The Land is Bright,” with Albee.-and. Jack ~Richardson, who
Footnote)
ly collaborated
with Miss Mac- Miss Ferber; directed .“Mr. Big” gained . Fecognition -off-Broadway- : ‘She Stoops to Conquer: (Cc) (Rev). (See
Shoemaker
and
the
Peddler
(MD) .Grath on “The Small Hours” (1951)| and “Land.”
the previous: Season, . were. back |
Sign of Jonah (D).
and “Faney Meeting You Again”
with
°
new
‘works
|
‘during
|
60-61.
1943: directed “The Naked
(1952), both of which he directed. Genius.”
| Albee ‘is: author of ‘the “Dream”- + Smiling the Boy -Fel! Dead (MC) =
In 1957, he had another Broadway
and} . Square & Old Tune (D) (DB).
1944: adapted “The ‘Late George “Bessie . Smith” -‘double-bill
Sudden End of Anne ‘Cinquefoil. ()
success
as stager of “Romanoff -Apley” with John: P. Marquand; Richardson scripted the unsuccess.Summer
Pygmies
(D)..
|
and JuHet.”
directed “Over 21,” “While the Sun: ful “Gallows ’Humor,” which was
' Pattooed Countess (MC) (Ad-N)
Kaufman
and Miss MacGrath, Shines” and “Apley.”
generally well. received by .the
Theatre of Chance (D) (TB) -(See. Footiote)
who were married in 1949 follaw1945: revised the book and lyr-. critics.- The Albee and Richardson |ing the death in 1945 of the play- ies .of “Hollywood. Pinafore”, di-- works were “produced . by. Theatre |. ' There Is a Play Tonight (D) (Rev)-. ._ -

-Three Modern. Japanese Plays (D) (TB)
-. Tiger Rag (MD).
first marriage survived the 1936
|. To Damaseus (D). (Rev)
1946:
Top Secret {(D) .-scandal, which luridly linked him
Nunnally
with Mary Astor when excerpts of
| failed: to: seore on the Main Stem } Two for Fun (Pant) ‘with a special performance sched- |. Valmouth (MC) (Ad-N). mp) an alleged diary of the divorced
1948: “Bravo,” with, Miss | Ferule geared for .the. kiddie market. |: Walk-Up (D)
actress was made public during the
court battle over custody of her | ber; directed “Town House!’ ‘and The musical: then returned to: its | What.-a Killing (MO).
“Bravo.”
When I. Wasa Child (D) (Ad-W)
original. off-Broadway. berth. Offdaughter.
1949: directed “Metropole. ”
Whisper to Me (D) (Ad-N)
Kaufman, who was born in, PittsBroadway also branched out into
1950:
directed
“The
Enchanted”.
White Cargo (D) (Rev)
,
the Times Square area last season
burgh, started as :a professional | |
Worm in Herseradish (Cc)
with the establishment. of the Maywriter by contributing quips and: and “Guys. and Dolls.”
wright’s

row,

first

were

wife, Beatrice

divorced.in

1957.

BakHis

rected “Pinafore”
-‘Half-Hour.”

and “The Next

61.

“The: only ‘production to make the
move from off-Broadway to Broad“Park
Avenue,
with | .way..
was “Abe ‘Lincoln, ” which
- J ohnson;
a frected

ae‘Park. oF

1951: “The Small. Hours,” «th fair Theatre in the basement of the
humorous verse to “The Conning
PREVIOUS SEASON'S. eegporms smite RUNNING: .
directed Paramount Hotel on 46th St. ‘be)
hat
the Franklin P. Adams | Leueen
MacGrath;
Tower,”
“Hours,”
‘|-tween.7th and: 8th Aves.
:
=.
column in the old N.Y. Mall.-This
Balcony {D)- (Imp) (See Footnote)”
1952:
“Fancy
- Meeting
You
A prestige offshoot: of off-Broad- ; Fantasticks (MC)..
led to a long friendship
with
Adams, who subsequently got him |Again.” with. Miss MacGrath:. di- way .is the. impending European
‘Leave It. to Jane (MC) (Rev)
.
his first newspaper.
job in 1925as rected “Fancy”: and: a “revival of tour by the Living ‘Theatre, with a |. Little Mary Sunshine (MC) (Ad-C)”..
‘repertory ..of “The “Connection,”
humor columnist for the Washing- “Of Thee I Sing.” *
Threepenny Opera (MD). (Ad-O)
|:
“Solid
Gold
Cadillac,
”
1953:
“In -the” Jungle ‘of Cities”..
ton Times. ‘He was fired from the
Times a year later and In 1914 with Howard Teichmann; ‘directed “Many Loves.’ The. company, |-

’ HOLDOVER. ome DURING 3960-61 :

when Adams. transferred to the
N.Y. Herald Tribune, his column
‘on the Mail was taken over by
Kaufman, who was: @ischarged by
the paper in 1915. —
_ Adams then succeeded in getting
Kaufman

a job on ‘the drama

of the Tribune,

staff

where he worked

(Continued on page 66)

“Cadillae.
1955: “Sik
Miss MacGrath

which {s- ‘Suspending its New York
‘with operations
for -the summer,
(Abe Burrows also scheduled to. begin. [ts overseas.
Stockings, "

(14)
. American Savayards (Op) (Rep) (Rey). (See. Footnota)
.. Between Two Thieves (D) (N) {Ad-P) .

hike .next Monday (12) in Rome: | Camino Real (D) (Rev):
“The -Connection;” “which ended a}. - Connection (D) (See. Footnote)
Country Scandal (CD) (Ad-P)
run of nearly. two years at the
Living Theatre last Sunday (4), was | ‘Ernest in Love (MC). (Ad-P).
“I Gfve it Six Months,” with ‘Miss: made: into. a film several months | Ignorants: Abroad (Cy.
(Continued on.Pee.
268).
; 250.
MacGrath.

collaborated).
1957: directe¢. “Romanoff ““and
Juliet.”
1961: scheduled for production,:

Fra=7

Wednesday, Junea,1961;
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Philadeiphia, June 6... ;
“The Philly theatre season moved
| outdoors. last week with the openov | ing of three local tents and two
Total strawhats in nearby’ Bucks County:
87.)

and: Lambertville,

N.J.

CongressmansRap at Helen Hayes;
Star Nixed Shows, Films for Tour

The. .only |}

cativastop. that did not reopen this}
‘| spring was the Brandywine Music
:.
|
Box, in lower Delaware County. It
~ 98.
was launched’ a‘ half-dozen. years
118:
“| ago by the duPont ‘family..
an . iB‘The John B; Kelly Playhouse’ in
98

90

|”
|

_

‘Theatre Guild co-director Law- eyes from Congressmen holding
rence Langner, Sen. Jacob
K. the pursestrings for U. S. overseas
|Javits and Washington drama cultural efforts. Not even Helen
Hayes was
ed the hostile con129 -| the Park ‘started operations a week |editors rallied to the defense of sideration
virtually every cent
‘.bearly to bring back Carol .Chan- ‘Helen Hayes after she was rapped
of
the
$950,000
budgeted for the
‘118 ; | ning’s “Show: Girl,”. which: kicked. on. the House floor last Thursday State. Dept.-sponsored touring pro~144 ‘1 off :the municipal theatrical season (1) by Rep. Barratt O'Hara, Demoduction.
isi in Fairmount. Park. The’ Valley crat of Illinois. The congressman
The dissection took place at’ re140. ‘Forge. Music Fair relighted ‘Thurs-} had questioned Miss Hayes’ mo‘| day night. (1) with Monique’ Van. tivesin headlining the overseas cent closed-door hearings by the
tour’
of
the
Theatre
Guild-AmeriHouse
Appropriations Subcommit-Again:”
Vooren'
in
“Destry.:
Rides
128.
“133.“The Camden: County ‘Music ‘Fair, can Repertory Co., asserting that tee headed by Rep. John J. Rooney,
mn Democrat. There were
across the river in: New Jersey, -ré- ‘She is getting a- weekly Salary of
pointed exchange between the Con+{ opened Friday . evening (2) with. $2,500 for the und
-O’Hara’s criticism of. the actress gressman and State Dept. cultural
: 156 -| Paul Hartman in-“Take Me Along.”
"149 - -- “Phe Biggest: Thief in Town" drew a sharp rebuttal from Lang- chiefs.
144 "| Iaunched -the season at Mike Ellis’ ner who, as organizer of the tour,
Rooney wanted to know if Miss
352" Bucks. .County. Playhouse, New {for the State Dept., revealed that Hayes was performing “as a pa-

27.
110

162°

115
196

7:
AB.
194 . ‘Hope; ‘and Molly. Picon .fn /“A| her salary is actually $1,500 triotic gesture” or was getting paid.
4
8.
‘174 : |Majority of One,” Was the season ;weekly. That figure, Langner. ex- Heath Bowman, head of the culaL
SB.
186. ‘| opener: at St: John Terrell’s. Lab- plained, was less than one-third tural presentations division, re--/af the usual salary paid Miss| plied she waa being paid $2,500 a
46.
= 20."
228. , bertyille Music. Circus.
| Hayes; -who, he added,
turned week. “That is more than the Pres48.
29.
255°
| down two film offers in the neigh- ‘ident of the United States gets,
49
96
Beg
BBs.
Be
264
borhood of $250,000 apiece to ac- \sit not?” Rooney asked rhetoricalcept.
the. overseas
assignment.
43.
2.290285
y.
B85. 84
933
{Langner also declared, “This
Rooney obviously didn’t approve
29
Bg
187.
|highly
important
cultural
tour of the State Dept. having shelicd.

> 16

1943-1944 ..ccoe sles eees. 2 Bg:
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: Composing Boners||
TONY. Times List|

207 -

‘would not have been possible but ‘out $17,916 last year as expenses
for Miss Hayes’ willingness to head':of American National Theatre &
it at a’ great: monetary loss to Academy
panel
members)
who
t herself: ”
choose works to he performed
135
A The. repertory troupe, now in ‘abroad, including “Skin of Our
‘the final stages of a tour of 26 Teeth, “ “Glass
Menagerie’
and
111i 4
y European ‘and Middle Eastern
“Miracle Worker,” the three plays
- 98‘cities, will return te the U.S. this presented by the TG-ARC. “You
Something odd: is” "apparently summer: for a brief vacation prior
”. afoot at the N.'Y. Times, specifical-|to going out on a three-month hike could walk along the Brookiyn
waterfront and get just about as
83 .|Jy in the composing room. The difof Latin America. In order to un~ 80 : | ficulty is. particularly apparent in dertake the Latin American‘ tour, good advice,” said Rooney.
Rooney said he’d heard a rumor
r -| the: continuing. rash of errors in: Langner said, “Miss Hayes has al-

1T4,

151 ©.
449 |

18

- ProvingCostly

er se
69

es Ce
“97
“W296.
80
6

‘| the .daily. ‘alphabetical

‘ads —for

:| Broadway. shows.. ‘According
to
-| pressagents and ad agency exe¢s,:
‘| the Times has had to make exten
‘sive credits for ._boners.
10
BT. > The ‘situation. presumably. stems

to the effect

ready. turned ‘down offers of Broad‘way Plays for the fall at her regu-

Jar salary.”

that the

repertory

group was playing to predominantly American audiences in Europv.
“ ‘Skin of Our Teeth’ should mike

He then. commented,

“It ‘scems ungrateful to criticize a terrific impact on the American
‘Miss Hayes at home, at the same ‘communities. In these various (Mutime
she is receiving ovations. and ropean) cities, don't you think’,”
Y950-1951 ioc acc ies sece
46°
44
21.
81 ; from ‘the recent dispute ‘between decorations
for her great artistry Rooney acidly asked Bowman.
the _Timés management. and ‘the by. the heads
of governments| The Dept: official indicated by
‘| printers”: union, . Since an’ arbi-|.
-his answer that this at least had
/1953-1954 56.
ees ee, |42>
9:
8...
.. BO ‘tration panel upheld, by two-to-one ‘through Europe. oO
Langner’s sentiments
were been considered a probiem at ance
_| vote,. the paper's. discharge :of a echoed by Javits, Republican of time. Instrueclions had heen sent
1955-1956
. v . . cane r
e
.. . “B5 - .]
-B- :
13 a
: 66. 1 printer, there has
been a signifi-:
05): (Cy Sane
«, 37
10°.
15S)
. €2 ‘{cant iIneréase in the: number of| New York, who declared last Fri- to U. S. posts in cities hosting: the
day (2) on-the Senate floor that repertory company, inforniing of. |Composition. errors.
Langner “has asked me to set the ficials that the plays were not fur
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plaining, “Because it shows an
America interested in the human
race, and the message of the play
is that you cannot lick the human
race, which message has a universal appeal. It shows us as part of
the human family, which the Yugoslav people srealso apart of.
ad

Strawhat Tuneup For
| a American Rep Tour
repertory company which
wilttour South America beginning
July 11 in Buenos Aires, began rehearsals last Monday ‘!5) in New
York. The south-of-the-border trek
will be preceded by one-weck
stands June 26-July 1 at the Falmouth (Mags.). Playhouse and July
3-8 at the Westport (Conn ) Country
Playhouse.
Henry T. Weinstein ane J.aurcnee
Feldman, who operate the We<tport theatre, are sending out the
repertory company at the invitation

of the National Commission of Culture in Argentina.
The trouje,
which includes Viveca Lindfors,

Betty
Sterne,

Field,

Rita

Ben

Piazza

Gam,

Morgan

and

Willian.

‘| Daniels, will appear in “Sweet Bird
of Youth,” “Suddenly Last Summer,” “Miss Julie,” “The Zoo Story”
and “I Am a Camera.”
Tad Danielewski, artistic director
of the venture, will stage all lhe
{plays except “Camera,” which will
be directed by Michael Howard.
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Let Yourself Gor.
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“Chesley, Rita

Falbel. Bros. (3), ‘Eddie -Calvert,: Audrey "Jeans. {Aroon -Fox-Collier’......... Safah Miles.
‘Opened May 19,. ’61, at: “the. Palladiuin, | Liam ‘Burke senersmanrass:John. McDarby.-

~Othtrs:. Kenneth R: Blunt, Denise Girel,
Bonnie Glasgow, Stig Helgéen,
‘Maldonado,
. Gregg . Nickerson,
Thornton, Nick Titakis.
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Daryl

London;
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Maybe there’s some truth in the: produced and ‘his next two efforts |
“Bobby. Adrian, ‘Helene & Howard, Michel. have apparently. tried to repeat the
commonly
heard
assertion
that were fast flops.
; The American
Savoyards. do Carol, Ghezzie Bros., Ronnie. Corbett,. formula‘that brought them success
“Pal Joey” was ahead of its time.
George
Carden. Dancers: .(20., Specialty
in
1938
with’ “Spring Meeting,” alHis first success was ‘the 491- justice :to’ Arthur: Sullivan's pleas-. Dancers
.(4, Bill Shepherd. Singer's ©),
Not only is it more palatable than
"| though public taste has changed
[ss Broadway
comedy, - “Duley,” ant score in: “Princess Ida,” their Vocal Quartette.
when originally produced in 1940Feonsiderably in ‘the interim, Period. ;
which he co-authored with -Marc. fourts production of the ‘season.
41 or when revived on Broadway
“Let. Yourself Gor": ‘billed. ‘as “ag The earlier play;;. also: Staged’. by|.Connelly. By 1924; the Kaufman-. “But W. S. Gilbert's libretto. is not
in 1951-52, but its seamy characConnelly team had written. seven so. skillfully -handled, and the eve-. happy holiday: revue,” is a typieal John:
Gielgud, * with.” Margaret:
ters
are
practically
whalesome
more plays, of which °five, were’ “hing “is. therefore a mixture —of sumnier~ ‘Palladium. show brewed: ‘Rutherford. ‘scoring ‘a- personal -hit,:
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by Robert Nesbitt to. provide” a ‘and: the same :director and star: are .
|hits. He subsequently wrote .sev- delights and disappointments. .
people in today’s drama.
haven. for ‘visitors. to -London.: . It ‘present — ‘in: “Dazzling Prospect.” :
jeral plays by himself and also colAn by
‘excellent
fs. is no ‘strain. on. ‘the. brain,. but.
This newv revival of the John laborated on a flock of others with |’ - given
Raymondperformance.
Allen as the
_The new work. seems a Slender:
O'Hara-Richard R odgers- Lorenz such
moves fast and- gaily, is colorfully |-prespect;, however.
authors
as Ryskind, Hart,
:Hart musical comedy is uneven, Ring Lardner, Herman. J.- Mankie- -hunch-backed, : _misanthropie King Staged. and dressed. and is, of .its'|
The. authors. have: described: their °
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theatrical.
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vicatiously enjoy a. trip between a ending. -Only.” Miss °Rutherford's >
considered even before the open- of plays authored and’ directed by ‘the. ‘proper ‘light-hearted : enthu| British seaside: camp and the ‘Seala ‘performance, ‘above - ‘and’. beyond,
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Opera: House in. Milan; via. Brigh- the ‘script, will raise a- chuckle with’ une quality of any performance legit section.
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Lawrence Cart: in assoctation with ‘cut. Ave. NW, . Washington, D.C::: |Accepting photos. and resumés., ‘of

.

John: Herman (234 W..44th St, EM 3-5051). ‘Parts available for general male and. female. dramiatie ©
FIN, ¥.; LA 4-2844}. “Available. ‘parts: ‘five male and six. femmé. Equity. talent, c/o above ‘address. No dupli-

CASTING NEW Ss

man,: 19-21, .:tall, handsome,
cat- dramatic: performers and several: cates. .
Le
,
Tike, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium ;non-paid: arprentcies.-. ‘Mail photos|- ‘Carrado Film Enterprises... Pro‘|height, fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual-| and. resumés, above. address. Sea- ducer,: Carrado:- _Enterprises (640.
ity; natural beauty, fair; girl, .21,|
-HYDE. PARK, N.Y...
West- End: Ave., N.Y)... Parts avail-_
‘Fotlow ing are available parts in upcoming Broadway, of:Broad.
fragile; girl, 18, all-American type;
Hyde Park Playhouse. Executive: able for models, “actresses,. and
wey, and touring Pins well as ballet, films, industrial and tele. boy, 19,-sincere: All..roles are Nemale. and femme voices. to dub for
Director, M. David. Saniples (385'|m
vision shous.
All info¥mation
has been obtained directly by the
Bro. Mail photos and resumes. to. E: 10th St.,-N.Y.). Parts available -a_series of five-minute tv shorts.
Variety Casting Départrhent by telephone calls, and has been Te.
labove. address:-‘for male ‘and femme performers Mail photos. and. resumes c/o, above.- checled as of uown yesterday (Tues.).
“Sound. of Music” (MD). Produc- for the Equity ‘Tesident company. jaddress, © =
The a-ailable roles will be repeated. weekly until fitted, and addi- ers, ~Richard. Rodgers
& | Oscar. Mail photos and resume c/o “above
tions in tue List will be made only. when information . is secured from Hammerstein. -2d. (488. Madison.
“Lamp Unto. “My Feet”. (religtresponsible parties. The intention is tu.sertice performers with. leads Ave. No Yo: casting director, Eddie: address.
ous-dramatic
series).
Producer,
procided by the managements of the. shows inrole?d rather than: to Blum. Auditions for possible future
‘CBS (524 W. 57th St. Ny Ys JU
NEWHOPE.. PA.
run a@ wud goose marathon.
This -information is published . without !‘replacements: for. girls, 7-16, ‘and
6-6000);
casting
:
director,
Paula .
"Bucks County Playhouse.
Procharge.
{ boys, 11-14 all. witb trained voices, ducer, Michael Ellis.ic/o Lenny- ‘Hindlin. Accepting ‘photos and’ refn addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulution tnctudes. vro- | characters. Maik photos and ‘Debin .Agency, 140 -W.. 58th. St.; ‘sumes of general. male and female.
ducttons aa tuneed yor later thes season, but, for which, the manage- resumes to above address.
N. Y.; JU 2-0270): Parts available. dramatic talent, e/o above address:
ments, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. - Parentheticat: designa-| ¢ .
| for’ male. and femme.dramatic per- No’ ‘duplicates,
tious are es follows: (C) Comedy, (D' Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, |
‘|formers. Mail photos and: resumes
NBC-TV.: (30 Rockefeller Plaza, ;
OFF. BROADWAY
(31D) Musical Drama; (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR). Dramatic
|¢/o Jack Lenny, above address. - LN. ¥.;-CI: 7-8300). ‘Casting director :".:
“AS ‘Word With . the Governor”
Reading
| Rick|Kelley ;:is accepting photos we
‘PHILADELPHIA
_+
(MC). Producer, Governor's: Com-|. Playhouse in the Park. Producer, ‘and resumes: of male and femme
for -several.
above address.
Don" phone. -Ap-!| pany (c/o Natt.Greenblatt, 10 Fifth Ethelyn R. Thrasher 8 W.-57th: dramatic” performers
lAve.,.N.¥.or. CBS-TV, 524 W. 57th:
i shows. Mail -information to him,
|,plicants must have intimate night }
N.Y., Studio 25;° LT. 1-0610). ;
‘St... N.Y::--JU 6-60001; Avaitable Ports av ailable. for male and femme C70, aboye. address: No duplicates. :
‘cluh experience.
.
“How To Succeed
In Business parts: three ‘boys, native houseboys. dramatic ‘performers and: appren- _.“‘Portrait’ in: Canvass” (dramatic.
| Without Really Trying” iMCr. Pro- man, 45-50; lovabié,.comic; woman, tices. Mail :Photos and resumes, | series). : Producer, . ‘Leonard .Small-.
BROADWAY
“ducers, Cy Feuer & Ernest ‘Martin j 40's, vhigh-strung; five character | through
agents. only, | _ to. Paul, (C/O. ‘Houlen Productions, 527: Mad“Compiaisant Lover” «D>.
Pro- ‘¢’o Lunht-Fontanne Theatre (205| men, «eccentrics;
‘woman, -young. ‘Stoudt, above address.
Jison Ave., N. Y.; "EL 5-5260). Parts
ducer, Irene Maser Selanick (112 “W. 46th St.. N.Y.: JU 6-5555') Audi- beautiful, eccentric; characte
‘|avaitable for. male :and femme;
PHOENICIA,
NY.
3
Central Park South, N.Y.
Avaii-. _tions for Equity dancers, June’ 19; woman,
flamboyant; ‘man,
30's,
Phoenicia Theatre, Producers, i dramatie . performers. of all types..
able parts: Ea tlish girl. 19, attrac- open call dancers, June 20. Equity satanic writer;. girl. 20-21, fresh;
Mail photos, and resumes 5 c/G above. fe
tive, not too slender; English cou- singers, June 26: open éall singers, cute, innocent; young man: ‘attrac- |. Ivor Balding, Peter Bogdanovich & ;address.
.
ae
:
se
ple, mid-50s. upper middle class: |- June 27, all calls at the Lunt-Fon- tive; appealing:: man, 50°s; dry, cyn-. ‘Michael .Lindsay-Hogg. (c/o. -Bald- |:
ing,.
415.
E.82d
:St.)
-ilY¥.
RE;
English
boy,
9-11,
earnest,
un- Itanne Theatre 1203 W. 46th Se.. ical: character man, pompus, small;
affected, plays Michael Redgrave’s x oy) men, at 10 a.m. and girls, four’assortéd character. men; sev-| 4-2947). Parts. available for. ‘male j
son; character man, 90s. heavy set, ial 2 p.m,
eral ‘attractive femme gingers who and femme performers for resident j
company. Photos -and: resumes. beprosperous, speaks Dutch fluently; ; “Jennie” (MD.
Producer, Néwe also “dance; All applicants. must ing accepted ‘c/o above address..
character man, 30-50. shrewd, fa: burge-Porter Prods. .(1619 Broad- sing and: dance some.and_ British|
|.
Le
cile hotel valet, same Dutch.
Mail way, N. Y¥.; JU 6-4886'... Available aceents are. preferred. Mail photos |Both Equity and non-Equity -performers will be used. -‘for the. 20°".: “Drop: ‘of Youth” (featurette’, .
photos
and
resumes
C¢-0 Irving :
parts: male lead, 30's, tall; femme, ‘and. resumes ¢/o above . address;
.| Producer, : Creative Mart... Films.
don’t
phone.
Rehearsals
will
begin
|
Week
season.
Sehneider, above address.
i20, etheril, small, lovely, must
1507 Fifth: Ave,, N. ¥.:: OX 7-5895).SULLIVAN, TEL. at
“Gay Life" MC), Producer, Ker-' sing “well; character woman; .:30; latein. August for September openSummer of musicals. Producer;. Parts ‘available’ for attractive
mit
Bloomyard: 11545.
Broadway, . barmaid,
40's,
plump;
character

sorter er+

:

N.Y.; JU

morrow

32-1690.

neClandestine on the ©Morning Guy. S. Little Jr..(Box:.185, Sulli- males ‘and femmes; 20-23, and a:
call to- |man, 40s; Irish man,: 50's. Mail pho-- Line”
T,| van, Ho. Parts available for: male|woman, 35-40, - cheavyset, happy-go-_
= (C). Producers, . John
and resumes, through agents

Open

+Thurs - for legit sopranos. |tos

12 noon, it the Alvin Theatre '250; ‘ only. above address.

“Kean” (MC)

W

lucer,

=:

a

lucky. . Mail. photos: and. Tesumes:..
Weems. Be Robert: Buccolo 11035 and. femme: Equity -musical ’perne
Fifth, Ave.; N.Y:; -JU 6-6300). Avail-. formers and. paid apprentices. Mail ;ic ‘o above: address. ’
able .parts:. “lead - .woman,
40-60; photos and resumes, above. address...
man, : 40-60: girl, 17; two men, 25- |
SYRACUSE, N. ¥..
30: man, 30-45; several male and
New. Playhouse.. Producer, ‘Syrafemme - ‘walk-ons: All parts are’ cuse University {610 E.- Fayette St.,’
Negro: ‘Mail photos. and resumes| Syracuse, N.Y. ‘Parts: available f
‘co. Allen Davis, above “address. for male, femme and. juvenile draScript available at the Drama Book | matic performers. : :Mail_. photos. f ‘Trudy “Heller's .Versaille ©“(éth oe
“Variety acts

Robert

52d St... NY...
(MC. Producer, Rober
!,, Mean,(667 Madison
“Get it Up" «MC», Producer,
Lantz
Ave., N.Y.; TE
Charles Curran i¢:o0 Lambs Club,’ g5939,
Fixe’ major roles -avail13) W. 44th St.. N.Y... JU 2-1515).: apie. soprano, 30s, beautiful, ‘so-Available parts: six femme singers, * phisticated; soprano, 20s, beautiful,
20-23, miust double with specialty; :naive; man, 30-35, operatic ‘tenor,
ballroom
dance
team,
20-23; > regal; character comedian; ‘acrobatyoung comedienne, baritone, 20’s. ‘ballet
dancer. - Apply
through
Ave, & 9th: Sty NGY:) Accepting photos and resumes, c/o agents or mail photos and resumes Shop (51 W. 52d St., N.Y.)
‘and resumes to G.-F. Reidenbaugh ?‘and singles are being. sought’fora =: **-.
“Evenings With Chekhov”: (C).}
SL
c o-Apple, above ‘address.
Audi- Producer, Greg Reardon te/o Ac- (BOX: 84,- Brodheadsville, Pas). new show; opening June. 19:° Audi- tions for Equity dancers tomorrow ‘tors: Playhouse,: ‘100 Seventh. Ave.
| tions ‘Monday 412) Junie.16 -by ap-.
1'Thurs.', and: open call dancers Fri-. S., N, ¥.; OR 5-1036). ‘Parts avail- |.
. rointment. only. “For .appt. -call ~.* -“TOURING
day 19), ‘men. at 10 a.m. and girls‘at ‘able’ for, a two-week -replacement:
“Music: Man” (MC), ‘Producer ‘Dori - Davis, -TR. &2234, .
:2 p.m., both ealls.at the. Ambassadaily.’
.
character man,.over 30; and for a
I Interes.cJ 1a reading scripts of defi- i dor Theatre (215 W. 49th St.. N.Y.). permanent: replacement: attractive Kermit ‘Bloomgarden (1545 Bioad- |P-™._
way N. Y.:. JU 2-1690).: All: parts}
“Kieks & Co.” (MC). Producers,
nite incoming plays and musicals.
young. femme, Call Bob. Stevenson,. ‘available for’ the second: company.
&. Dr: above number, for ‘appointment.
(Preferably with established pro- 'Robert Barron Nemiroff
—=
ae
Mail photos and resumes to Lillian} an
‘Burton Charles D’Lugoff€ (337 -Bleeduction office). ‘Write:
“Leave. It To Jane” (71C). Pro- ‘Stein, above address. Script. avail-|!
‘ker
St.,
.N.
¥.
AL
5-3179).
Availe.
ducers,
Joseph
.Berhu
&
Peter:
RICK MANDELL
jahle parts: Negro or’ white male. Katz ‘(c/o Sheridan ‘Square Thea- able at Drama Book Shop: G1: We mr
52d ‘Sty N. YD.
405 East 63rd Street, N.Y.C.
,Singer, 30-40: femme, 30s, ‘slender

PRODUCTION
ASSOCIATE

Wams

| proourinASSISTANT

cS

| Call PL 1-4999

-

10:30- 12:30 am.

singer; southern belle type femme,
120, belting voice, some. dancing;
;Negro
character
comedian.
60s:
Negro
dancer-singer-actress- for:
;major role; Negro baritone, “20s;
:semi-legit soprano, beautiful Ne:gro, 20s; comedian,
20s, rotund,

6 - 7:30 p.m.

Send self-addressed stamped envelope for return of submitted material.

!baritone: male and femme, Negro

CHARMING

THEATRE—Off

B'way,

location,

good

iand- white: singers: and dancers,
-some for small comedy roles. Mait

; Photas

mod-

den,

resumes

c/o .Sidney.

above. address,

and

Dont phone:

: “Medium

est rent. Available immediately. © GR 5-501 1.

Rare”

: Robert Weiner (146 CPW,
SU
17-1914). Parts
available’. ‘for
male and femme.revue types. Ap-

ply through

complete

winch,
. groove.

334

made

with.

full

wired and

Surrounds

frack

rope

46th

wheels,

Street, New

i frey

Michael

F.

Charnee

Rudaw -(340

[N. Y.: RE

4- 1478)...

driving |]pirl,’ 14: boy,. 16:

also avaliable.

Box V-2171. VARIETY

West

tauc

by top engineers,

tracks,

agent. or mail: photos

|N.Y

Ave. -& Fourth

Auditions: for _
CH. 2-9609).
malé and-.femme . singers as re-|.
placements, every

Thursday ‘at 6].

p.m.;: above address.
: “Mirrors” 4{Do.. Producer, |Barbara Burns (507 Fifth Ave., N. -Y,;OX 7-5895).- Available. parts: boy,
13-14, slender;. dark hair and eyes;
Italian - ‘femme; German. femme;
girl, 21, slender, attractive, | dark
hair;.mnan, 45; ‘several men, 18-26.
‘Mail photos - and
college . ‘types:

‘OFF-BROADWAY

York

resumes,

36

“Place

“Fig Leaf In Her: Bonnet” . {C),
Producers,
Marilyn :. Thorson: ell

Producers,

Without

& Geof- ‘dancer-actors, “Mail photos andSt:, resumes eq John Allen, -above ad®.
parts: | dress..

-

Twilight”

Robert,

STOCK

” - Second : “City. . Producer,. “Paul |Hl©

| Sills (301 E.. 10th. St., N.Y). -Parts
| available-for *girls, 20's, imagina-

|#!-

|

MIKE NICHOLS and ELAINE MAY

.

Gateway

BENEFIT PERFORMANCE
FOR

CHOICE OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE.

‘Lines. @

Three”

(educational
Producer, : CBS |

imported 7

e Distinctive. |:

OPEN: ‘SUNDAYS.

o a “The: Orug Store. of the Stars’:

Apprentices
‘apply. directly
Gateway.-Theatre operates as‘ a
| Summer ‘showcase. for. Columbia

}:-

_ HADLEY: REXALL DRUGS’

; er sth

6 St., NEW yore. ane
fyphone Phaze 7-0022
Ave. Co

” Merchandisé. Wanted:

DIOR ‘@ TRAINA.NORELE
TRIGERE: e BALMAIN |
‘Have you very fine clothes.—. genélyused—you na longer ‘wear? Exchange
them for: moriey :of We can ‘sell them.
for ‘you. °
“CALL: ‘FOR INFO
Wardrobes: From’Hollywood

:

64°E, 34th St.,N
11-3. pm.
‘MuUrray Hill 2288
.

duly 31 thru:September 30.

“MOLLY PICON |
oY MAJORITY. OF. ONE”

Pictures, exetutives: and producers.
‘BOSTON .
- “Anatol” (MC), Producer; “Amer\ican Festival. (322 E. 50th St., N.Y
PL. 2-3860). ."” Auditions for: legit
sopranos,
23-35. .Saturday
(10),
Equity. .call; 4:30-5:30 -and open |
Call, 5:30- 6:30, at room 1202, Car-

negie Hall’ (Seventh. Ave. 8 57th | ”

For‘Information: ‘Call Mr. Pincus, LA 4.0872 orWhite Room ¢
401,234 Ww. 44thtS New York, N. Y.
°°

"WAITING FOR YOUR BIG. BREAK?
Wishing won't do it .".-. but. the richt. contacts and professional, advice. can.

CAREER CO-ORDINATORS INC. _

(A professional counseling end career management service ‘for:
St.;. NLY.).
|:
‘Actors, Singers, Models and Dancers)
‘BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD.
_ ‘PaTER,REILLY a
LYNN
poLiAR --..
NARISSA: NICKEL
:
_Moyptain | ‘Theatre.
©Producer,
a
618279
. 155: West A6th St. New. York 36

-I)yettouetesBrinig (4545-Connecti- IL

oe

aor

W forBooking,in.Summer. Theatres and Others
Managing | Available Now

ae | Pictures, F1l Fifth -Ave.

N SARD! BUILDING
AIR-CONDITIONED
Call MISS SAKOL AT LO 3-4370

Playhouse.

don (e o-Joyce Selzni¢k, Columbia

|

|.

sTOcK
BELLPORT, L. E

director, David Sheldon: (Gateway
-Enterprisés Inc., 43° W. 54th: St.
N. Yo... ..Parts available for Equity
-tte,
awe
leading men and women: and ver-|[| satile character “men -and. women:
Mail photos: and resumes. to.Shel-

ic Con. GOLDEN THEATRE, w. 4sst.© seats Now”

Pro-

J \:improvisational |group.’ Companies
| are being formed.for the Coast. and dramatic ® ‘series).
: 1524 WwW. 57th St., N.. Y.;. JU 6-6000);
. {casting _ direetor, Paula -Hindiin.

EN. ¥. as well as Chic

THIS SUNDAY NIGHT AT NINE

FREEDOM RIDERS

©

“Television

“Camera.

Leading Cosmetic

FREE DELIVERY

St, N.Y.5. IN 47-0080). °

| tive, facile actresses: to work in’ an}

AN EVENING WITH -

-Theatre;. 530){

Living

&
Domestic..Ferfumes”
N.Y; CH 3-447). aan) Fountain
Sery

“Paradise. Island” - (MO.
ducer,-Guy: Lombardo- (104. E.. 40th}

t

our OF TOWN
CHICAGO |

(D).

Fryer ‘and

SUMMER THEATRE for RENT

Playhouse now ‘available for ft.
Carlo .-F.. ‘Salmaggi, -in: association 7 Monticello
summer stock rental..1%4° hours.from
|...
Manhattan. FULLY EQUIPPED WITH.
|.
‘with Ford-Alexandria Productions
'
MONEY
.
(MAKING
CONCESSIONS.
:
te/o Gramcery: Arts Theatre, 138 E.
Centrally ievated inthe hub of the |
27th’ St., N-Y.;. MU. 6-9630).
.
| Catskills. Spring-board to success for |.
|: “Much Ado. ‘About. ‘Nothing”. (C),. _ Talented group. Seats 400. PHONE:.
"' Cloverdale .1-3051 ‘or ‘Monticello: 2895..
|‘Producer,:
:
.
.Joseph
Papp. (N-Y.. Reasonable” Rent;
resumes ¢/o Michael, ‘Crain, above | Shakespeare - Festival, 230 Fifth |
address.
Ave., NLY.:. SA 2- 4008):. ce
“Young
.. Abe. “Lincoln”
(MC). |:
“Red Eye of Love”. (C).. Produc: |}if PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED. *
Producer,
‘Arthur’ Shimkin.: .{c/o
| Theatrical - and TV -Make "Up e .All
‘Little Golden Theatre, 630 Fifth. ers,, Arnold. Weinstein .& ° Johnt

Mail photos.’ ‘and ‘

¢:o0 above.

:

|

E. 66th

Available

AVAILABLE

Waite Box V-2176, VARIETY:
“154 West 46th St, New. Yor 36°
SHOWS |IN REHEARSAL -

St.,:

‘and resumes, ¢'o above address. -Ave.,-N.Y.;CI 5-6400). Parts avail- |.Wulp (c/o.
“Nine Millionth. Star’ (D).: Pro- able. for ‘male ‘and femme singer-. Sixth Ave.

TURNTABLE
30° tucntable

(R). Producer,

tre, Seventh

LITERATI

“Sct
Ur
LLY|SCRAPBOOK

"Publishing Stocks

|

Literati

(As of June 6, 1961, closing)
q°, Allyn. &. Bacon Oe)

eeseee.

4b

Ce
nabandiens

American Book tAS).,2.....66
|
+Book of. Month: tNY) _vee e BIH

By Frank Scully'+

Hollywood: May 30. 4
y
(NY)
. ~ Tf there’ s any: réom “tet betw een the airborne billings of ‘Major ‘Yuri || Conde NastN My
Gagarin. and- Commander Alan B. Shepard’ Jr., L. Wolfe Gilbert. -should : Crowell-Collier..

Another Daily Dead

‘Burlington
Vt.) Daily News has
"suspended publication after being
-in existence for 66 years, but .the
0 14ly2° publisher, William Loeb, said he . dents from

14.4
1434

ne

a2

be-filing a claim for it, He-has travelled. moré than 1 000.000" miles by Curtis Pub. ‘Co. (NY) ....
oes air. as a board member of ASCAP. in the last 30 years. ".
34: would continue to put out the Vel- |
“Ginn & Co.-400) 000.05... 3034
This isn't. the: fault of ‘ASCAP ithe organization is. anchored in New. Grolier (OC). © |
Salat
‘York and Wolfie is a Tesident, of Beverly Hills’ but: ‘they seem to -have
‘ Gresset &. ‘Dunlap 20C) ay ve
a: crisis-meeéting.. every other* week: and off. he ‘flies ‘as. if L.A;. to ‘N.Y:“were ‘a daily communting: jump, which it:will, be soon, ‘of: course, but.| Hare't Brace (OC).
-

7 Jans quite -yet.
a:

“Hearst (OC)

Greatest Song-plugger_ of ‘Em AW

o-

' Holt, R&W. (NW

.a... 03.

BE!

Manchester 4N.H.) Union Leader.
. New Hampshire Sunday News and
Tiaverhill
«Mass.:
Journal, purchased the Daily: News ‘in the early

-. | sound barrier a few. years previous to. Wall: Street's laying its: infamous’ Mefadden (AS)... ¢...:. 1275
OBE. He’ had been a: popular songwriter with a Jot of hits.:Some of. them -“McCall (NY). . _a Liveeeel 35122, 1940's from Charles P. Hasbraok
like “Waiting for the: Robert E. Lee.” “Romona," “My “Mother's. Eyes,” McGraw-Hill (NY). ees 3830!
The newspaper was founded in
_ “The Peanut Vendor™
sree nein : 1894 by Joseph Auld and purchased

years, thanks:to the songphigging of the gr eatest songplugger: ofthem ‘New Yorker (0c): :
115
- all, Wolfie himself.:
Pocket Books-(OC ).rete eee, 3T
“When che first flew to. Hollywood songs. were the dearest: things to. Prentice Hall AS). laeeecws

mike sense‘in the new ordér, because ‘didlog.was more ser ambled than.Ra
if the writers were’ writing in code. At that. time Woifie had a composer

n'm

H

House

10Ci

a

(OC)...

zearge H

Manhatlan

Avett of Water

Conn,

» mont: Sunday News and St. Albans ‘has
|
been named a vie piesiac nt
Messenger... Burlington still has the of the Meredah Pablishag Ce,
“4
Free Press, largest newspaper in Des
Moines - He
wesked
wth
the Green Mountain State.
Moredit ihs bro. casting Givasieds ol
Sate” Loeb, who also publishes the New York City. ated cocturited

: Though’ born: in Philadelphia and. a.product of: Tin Pan. Alley, Wolfie:
ee
..Gilbert ” was. swept ‘into: Hollywood ‘when motion pictures passed. the.: L.A. Times: ‘Mirror. oo)
: 50:

and “Green Eves” are. stil] ‘selling ‘well after forty- ue

about
Canada
and ae
tociined
Pirie.
to take Canéda fur grant d
Minister John Dietenbaker teid «
givup of visiting UN coiespens

-in- 1921 by Col. H. Nelson Jackson.

Who later became owner of radio
station WCAX and seld the Daas

4"4

4312 News to Hasbrook.
_

Planning

and

for ai coaypany

oaffilhates

ise tens

Previcws

so fh

MeCatlh Cerp
New
York Hereid
Trnbune and WOR
New \ork
“Encyclopedia Mudertna Ine hat
tered to conduct a publst wae std
prauting: busmess im Pethoe
NO.

with capital sfogk of S10 tO
S1
Marvin & Mor!
par value
Fmmet
tin of New
York were fing stLorneSs.
Witham Death whe hed been in

“named. Mabel Wayne, but she couldn’t be lured from:New York .so.”Scott. Foresman (OC}....... 2TbS; Roy Thomson ‘Flexes’ Finances.
publ atians st
‘charge Gf student
Abel -Baer was substituted for -her. These substitiitions apparently were 'Time ‘Ine. (OCY
89"2 | Formér
Torontonian
publisher Northwestern U. has been vane d
7 not: ‘uniniportant.: The main. thing Wias to gef a song-wr iting team on: the? A, W. Sams (OC)
..... ae 44

editor
of
Biitarvnna’
- Jot. They were rushed:to the Fox studio,. photographed. fingerprinted, : ‘Western Pub.. (OC) see cebes 76s * Roy ‘Thomsun is overhauling his managing
“Thomson: Newspapers’ capital Junior,
grade schoel verien
of:
": ushered around~as if they: were.celebrities, but two. dzys Jater. the. gate. _- =
_; Structure and says it is now “in a Enevelopaedia Boitanmica
He sup
. “man: wouldn't let them. in “without. a. checkup..
--OC—Over the Counter.
«position where we can bid for some ceeds Don A Walter who hecee “s
"As commonly happened in those: days; the rush. to zet. them: to Holly-44 very large businesses.” iHe unsue- director af educational aelaties:
wood \as. the only part of the’ deal: which required preat haste’ Winnie|}: -NY—N. Y. Stock Exchange.
cessfully, bid. forthe Odhams em- for the company.
“Sheehan, studio héad, ‘told them that the song-writing craze had upset| AS American Stock : Exchange. :
pire in London recently) OverS. Omar Barker, Western stary
‘the studio-a bit and thé Tot. really had rio accommodations for. them. as.:
= haul is only of his British units, writer who lives ino Las Vegas,
‘yet.."E- think the best. thing for you to do:is to play’ golf. for three;
including. Sunday
Times,
40-odd
NM. has been given hanorary dacs
ve Or. four weeks while I ‘see’ about building -a: place for you.” ‘he added.
. other. papers and Scattish indie tv tor of Litcrature dt gree at Hiph..The songwriters thought this meant: a layoff and were ready to fight: |
: He'll now own 83°C, instead of
© for their checks, -but were. told. their pay would-be there for them each lands U. there.
=
Continued. from ‘page 2 —a
_—___«, 58>, of voting ‘stock in the $110, ‘*acek when. they: came in.from ‘a round of Rolf,’ As they ‘played in.the |
Clark
Andrews,
executive
yo
000,060 British enterpri<ses. His reJow. 150’s they. improv ed in- their -golf if not jin their songwriting.”
been made in Los’ Angeles, the. apducer of ABC Radse’s. “Flan 7 thas
ported
|
net
profit
from
them
last
; .QGne .day- they were: ordered into. Sheehan’s office, but he. wasn't. ‘peHate: department: ‘of the superior
Written
his
second
hock
entitied
year. was $1,150,240.
there. ‘A blond effeminate-looking interior’ decorator was there. to’ ask “court: in. Los Angeles had set. aside
“The Duchess of Talloaand
which
‘Thomson also owns. papers in should be on the market shaitiv.
_,them about their favorite colors. They picked ‘blue fringe’ with canary. |the ‘conviction.
‘various
Canadian provinces and in His first book ~ about jhe i:fe of
Then Winnie Sheehan showed: up. and ‘asked them what. kind -of pianos. “After -ordering. ‘dismissal. Judge .
. they used. ‘They said ‘Knabes, though’ actually. they composed On a. beer--';Eyman warned ‘Taylor..to change :Florida, and is partner in some in Helen Gould -— was reprinted 1G
ta.
_soaked. honky-tonk zither in the Feist office. Sheetan thought that’ was ' ads. outside theatre. Judge calcd 7
?serial form by the “Ladies Home
“:,4oo. bad as: he. had bought ‘15: ‘Steinways.. But they’:“compromised and ads:‘ ‘obnoxious,” adding they could
: Journal.”
- ended with a Chickering grand piano.
ot
CHATTER
os
a only attract “curiosity seekers ‘and|
7
ae Lm
resigned
Motion | —- ee
Then’ a plaster-aritist: modeled a clay crest: of a:“wolf: and. a.bear. and:’. homosexuals.”
“If' ‘ads.
aren't
Jac k Podell
‘this was. installed over the entrance to the bungalow. -Mahonri ‘Young,-" hanged, the. judge said, he'll “take Picture
mag
for editorship of .
the: sculptor, thought it was terrible. and offered to. do-one. worthy of ::steps to: have ‘them. cited as-apub- |Photoplay.
:
tuo -ASCAP members. ‘He’ worked. on:“it two . weeks :and the. caprice ‘he‘Tuisance”
_._. | __“Americans don't know enough aumem Continued from page 1 aan
:,
wo
:
cost Fox. Films $3,000.
—-.. a
tame

Fj reworks?Files

U.S.Blue Laws

7,

o,

Some Logie Here, How Come?

Me

‘jaws

~ SaysJK ShouldCriticize JFK

also

prohibit)

any

“‘decus,

: Finally they. ‘were ‘ready to:work and were told by Al Lewis’ ‘to wiite |
;equestrian, dramatic perfaimante
some ‘Songs :for’ George Jessel’s new picture. Thev. asked’ if they could:
jor exercise, or any per farmnce ar
sce. the scenario. so they. could follow ‘the story line.
°”
“You” wrote. “My Mother’s Eyes’ and you know Jessel, ” said: “Lewis.
|exercise of jugglers, acrabats club
Milvaukee, June &.
“Just write songs to: fit. him. When we tell_a man to write a ‘script -call-|.
‘performers
or
rope
dancar
or
ing for-music in the picture,. he doesn’t ask to hear the songs.”
~
.- Speaking |before. Sigma. Delta Chi, at Milwaukee Press Club, Edward . basebail Rames where an adn ine
- In: three -weeks:-the: composed -about: 20: songs, all the way- from ‘hut!LW. ‘Scripps II of. ‘Washington Scripps-Howard office fr‘owned on Pres-: fee is charged.”
”
‘gongs to high- class . ballads. In fact they were dorie with their part’ of :|
‘the ‘job. and no ‘script ‘had. even. ‘been. started. So’ they took: off . to} ‘ident - Kennedy's, suggestion of voluntary censorship ‘by U. S. news- | North Dakota frawnus cen ‘such
ipublic sports as gaming PSRTO ETT
Caliente where. the horsés: arranged: for’: them to. leave. some -‘of their | papers.
~

i horse. Tracing, circuses’ and
street
‘money: “with harder-pressed_ Mexicans... ~~
:
Said. Scripps: “Through. the’ years, the press has often been more '
In. their absence from. the:-sudio. a ‘park had: ‘been. laid out ‘around: ‘responsible : than this, or pats administrations.” He. countersuggested , carnivals.” Minnesota contmucs to
ban Sunday horse racing <acept et
‘> their ‘bungalow “and: ‘suggestions. were solicited as. to. how the. park’
‘county fairs as well as prea aig
‘could be improved. ‘Wolfie wrote, “Hire. a. bum, and. set him. in the} that JFK reexamine his own poligies on news.
‘He - complained. that: President
mparted the impression that U. 8. /‘and shows and all noiwes de trubitg
“park.” They thought. it. .was a swell: ‘suggestion. ‘and planried to do it.
“ None
‘the peace of the day .
| Journalism was somewhat responsible for the Cuban invasion fiasco.
At last: ‘Wolfie . thought he was earning: his salary as a songwriter.
And. the: picture? Well -it. turned out: like: most:.of ‘them, .a<flop that | ‘Also voicing objéction. to a. presidential reception for 11 visiting. of these is enforced against slow
‘Russian
newspapermen
(at
which
U.S.
newsmen
were.
barred)
Scripps
j
business
enterprises
State
recently
. “presumably : could . make. money. in those. ‘days: They. east Jessel as ;
“blind: Italian’ ‘organ-grinder. in. a’ story ‘Guthrie’ McClintock had written. stated: “Short of. military war,.any policy of voluntary or involuntary |had to repeal a ban on Sunday

called - the “The. Hurdy-Gurdy ‘Man.”: Jessel: screamed he was no man. | Censorship would be as mucha danger to our way of life, as the Soviet | football, however, to permit: Mine
to: ‘play. .a blind: ‘Italian. He wanted ‘to:wear dinner. clothes -and be the threat.” He added, “Qnce you start something in Washington, be it taxes} nesota Vikings, new National Foutball league entry to operate
‘gangster-owner of a ‘smart ‘nightcub, “Sheehan told him nobody ‘would|or a Jacqueline, Kennedy. hairdo, it’s awfully hard to stop.”

believe sucha character, .and ‘that’s why Warner's made ‘‘Searface” |
. instead ofFox."
Loe
:
‘Outsung: By. A. Dog .
;
“Before the “coat of arms of .the wolf and the bear” could °
‘wear: out,.
.;the ‘contract of. Gilbert and. ‘Baer had expired and -with. it .the craze
._. for nousicals: was. dying too. So they: were sold down the river to ‘Warner
Bros. where there were. a dozen-‘songwriters. in coops: - barely, large|
wh enough to“house -an. upright Piatio and ‘a -table.. After sweating it. out
‘at Warners the decrested team of -Gilbert and Baer:-were farmed ‘out. to}
Paramount, avhere they wrote-a little: ‘Jullabye. that woke up: everybody |
“onthe lot. They’: had ‘to- play: it: ‘everywhere, even, for two visiting. ex-

ibitors from: ‘Lancaster, Pa. But when’ they were. to sing it-for Ruth
Chatterton, Zoe .Akins. ‘and. Dorothy: Arinery. Chatterton’s. dog rained |.
“aut Wolfie’s: Tainy. ‘day. tenor.
.
‘But it was‘alt alluring- enough. ‘to keep ‘Wolfie in Holtywood. cand now
. -that. he is getting ready::to ‘celebrate: a diamond “yubilee ‘for he will |
“<- be: 75 on August. 21) he thinks this is. chis year. to- howL.-A little under
-) five feet: six -inches. -hé still moves ‘around: with, such an* amazing dis: |
_ “patch. and. a “Bust - for life. that’ it is a joy:to “meet: him,. even at. a

** furieral,: .which is‘ where. you: most: frequently meét. him: these -days.. :
His schooling ‘ended -when- ‘he was 14 and his early yvears~were cer-|
tainly: completely: in’ the. Horatio Alger tradition, for. he. left. ‘Philadel-.

. phia- with $1.80, used’ trolley. cars to. get to New York.and, arrived there
with : 20. cents... His’ first break ~‘in luck . was when. |he. ‘wrote | a “song |.
SAM Aione’ On Broadway;” To
‘He sold it to: Charles K. Harris and ‘gotsan advanée of'§50. He jad|
gold: a few: parodies: to Ben. Welch and ended with ‘a ‘few bucks anda
suit of clothes. ‘He. -sold . ‘Al. Jolson some. for. Jakon's:. second overcoat
and: Jolie threw ‘in -his: ¢rippled :partner, Joe” Palmer, .Later Wolfie
teamed: up ‘with Pitzy’ Katz: As Gilbert. &° Katen, they: played: every thing |.
. from. the’ Palace. down: He: was'a. headliner’ as a. single |toa:
.
“
Lucky Wolfie . 7
ae = Though: it:might. be. assumed -by - conelusion-jumpers. ‘that. Wolfie |
a Eoteanet how to. hop. on. a. topical, Subject with speed ‘and -dispatch at
“Warner's, |actually’ he: ‘was quite: early :in the. field. of opportunists..
:.: "While preparations were being. ‘made. for. the flight of Charles. Lindber ght
:! aeross.the Atlantic in. his” pathetic. ‘little crate in 1927, Wolfie with a

AROLD

Announcing

first novel in six years
ge.

@

©

|

A huge, explicit, outspoken portrayal
of. the secret. life, of ‘Hollywood, New
York,. and Reno. More daring and com‘pelling:than Robbins’ phenomenal best“sellers, Never Love-a Stran er and The
. Dream Merchants.

2+" nosé for news began working with Abel Baer on a song called “Lucky|2 Lindy.” Prince. Piotti, a vocalist, was taught the: song with: instructions
”. to go én‘ station WMCA the moment after: it. was: confirmed. that. Lind, bergh- had lénded: in Paris. He was to sing the song @, ery 15. minutes. .

There-;was ‘legal opinion that the songwriters might get into. ‘trouble

0

“exploiting the: national hero for their: ‘own. gains, -but they. went ahead r
.
anyway.
">
+
Phey: further’ instructéd Piotr ‘that it‘Lindbergh fell in theocean. to 4
“fear ‘up: the song’ and throw it. in the wastebasket.
;
- But the -flier: landed and’ the’ Songwriters did’ too.So.it is-quite in.character for. Wolfie to-announce.. as.he did. recently, .

|

that he. and Ben Oakland have. a song .which Feist. will: publish: called}

. $5.95

poges
“ard printing and 60th thousand. 679
A TRIDENT PRESS BOOK

" SIMON AND SCHUSTER

“Astronaut :of. Space” eulogizing Alan Shepard
”
ft
: You “can’t: ‘print’ the lyrics” “without .Soda-bicarb because’ ‘like most’!

"=; popular’ songs the lyrics are. for the ears. not-ihe eyes, apd" Wolfe's I
- hundred or more songs have. pleased. the ears. of:mullions.
ofl
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Seattle

Dwight

Balinese
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season

Valle in tow

Moatenaie

Hes

there. of the

Showed

fashion show

Cust risce un Monday -

John Brabourne planning a film

Methodist

Schools about Hitler for 20th-Fox ‘called
of July,”
a
Former BBC and. All-India: radio: “20th
Jan MeArt ‘opened. a four-weeks
at- man, Geoftr ey Weeks: retires July
‘date. at the. Society .
..1% as Radio Malaya’s. acting deputy return
Monday. 5).

Aan -announeer vierrilt E. “Jook! director under. Malayanisation, a
“Film and: vaude star: Max Byhasta bs tan ‘Boy Fron Hiekor> ; Malayan
government
policy. of
graves has gone-into: the cafe:busi-.
Stew
vinrent
Boy
Seouts of.‘" replacing westerners by local men.
ness -in the London suburbs.
Atrochisa pele e
iW eeks’ joined, ° ‘Radio Malaya
i
“The Millionairess™; and. “The
No
Pots Earl Wilbon pre-; Years ago-as program assistant. _|Greengage .Summer’” ‘selected - to.
Stiletto
a paris at Teddy's Res!
=
[rep ‘Britain at. upcoming: Locarno
taeaa! Moiday nizht 3) in honor;
“ festival.

oro se

oa eo onedian Diek

Gregory. ;

. Roeland - play srisht
Lester Co- |
he. fee devel
ith a coronary want.:
te fee
ont. ofoaw biz palsy and.

Oniet at ies 16) Bast 48th St digs.’
Manne

no:
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Robert

.

Beston

Letters in?

‘Michael Forlong to direct.‘‘Stork

Dennie James in “Two ‘for Seé- |. . Charlton. Heston returried: from:

..
|‘Saw” opened. Canal ‘Fulfon (0.) nine months in Spain:
Arena
Theatre's
eighth séason
David ‘Lewis -:in‘’ from .Paria. on.

Tuesday (6. for one week:stand.
Also skedded are Margaret O'Brien
“Under. ‘Yum. ‘Yum -‘Tree, ”” Pat
O'Brien in: “Loud: Red. Patrick”; '

“World ‘of ‘Suzie. Wong.” |“Look

Homeward. “Angel; Pat: Carroll in:
"Once. More. With: ‘Feelings’; -DedyGoodman- in .“Period ‘of, -Adjustment”; ‘Edward -Everett Horton in
“Not . ‘in Book”; Orson. Bean: in
“Send Me: Ne Flowers’: Joe . E..

— Talk’ for Unifilms at’Ardmore: It's
G
1
m1
"| based, on ‘the -Jegiter, “Night” Life
y
Guy
sivings on
Little Bldg.; DE 8-7560)
of a Vitile. Potato.” :
°

By
as
(423

Sally the Shape breaking records |.:

Kriendler - at Casiny burlesquer.

4 Door of Humane

Hollywood

(HYDe Park: 4561/2/3)

An ‘operetta based on: the. AmeriEisenhower is ;can legend, “Sleepy Hollow,” will:
Fair

ada St ebony Cine Unt Ge hus S0yoie coral
this coming

guest-directing “Ghost Writer” tor |

Huntington Play House: “Authored
| by. Clevelander Edward’ Halas; it’s: Diana. ‘Dors’ back from . ‘South:
1rewrite
of: -his' face, “Heavenly |Ameriea. :
a
‘Howard - ‘E.. Reinheimer in. town
[be staged by the Glee -Club of], for contabs ’with ‘Emile. Littler. andJ Flush,” tried:.out last. season _ by: “Ed: Luckey on twortionth travel
Kuala uLumpur,i: Malaya, Saas
late .in
Lakewood ‘Little Theatre:
~.| film tour of Europe.
.
Eric Glass. .: °°
settingc.

World’s

honecary prez thereof.
Salcatore
accolini

Qoera

London.

dances in their original [

Ben

Abrams,

AA

’ Alan Gales signed ‘by Al: Burnett
| for’ “two. -Sunday.-eancerts. at the

Brown in “Show-Off; and ‘Charles
Your in’ “Can't Take It With
fou,”
bo
Ft
|

Las Vegas _

branch mér., | Pigalle. second ©of - ‘which .will ‘be |

‘periodic .Metro ‘studio visit, .
|. Michael Abbott ‘arrived to. “set oe
up offices as Coast exec: for. Talent ”
‘Associates, .

‘Harold “and: Marvin: Mirisch. “in ne
‘Europe for: month. of bookings. on

“West:Side. Story.” . ~

o

“Don McGuire exited active. par=.
ticipation. on .“Hennesey”
tele-.

series as: producer,.: director. and:-*
head: writer. for .coming year, Te- ..
taining: half .interest.
;
_ -Mary .Pickford ‘and- Jeanette
‘MacDonald. will be honorary chair--

man .and ‘honorary Hostess, respec-

lively, at: L:A...Jewish Home’ for °

c tol
23d annual donors: luncheon a

-ttoday:
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(Got a good thingrunning today? Want togetabet down? :
Go to the corner of Wardour and Brewer and ask. forAl.)

Do you know what Granada did last year? It secreted some. camerassear a street:
corner in London noted for its betting activities. (This was before off-track cash
betting was legal; as of last month Britatn’s betting laws were changed, in order
to clean up the situation highlighted by Granada’s programme. yo.
The cameras caught bookmakers’ runners.in action. There were close-ups of
betting slips, betting bags, money changing hands, ‘pick-up cars, ‘the whole business. It made a fascinating programme, in spite of the fact that the. subject matter’
is not generally regarded as the ideal for documentary television.

You might’say the same thing for such subject.matter’ as homosexuality, and:
mercy killing, and venereal disease. and suicide. And yet Granada has done
programmes.on them all. Documentary programmes with real people ssaying and
doing real things. (Not semi-documentary plays, with actors and scripts; there’ s
all the difference. )..

~

The. decision to put on such programmes is never lightly made’ That's why
the English public’s enthusiastic response has been particularly gratifying.

GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND

=<
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For US. Acts, Japan Is a Medley Of)
Good Coin, High Costs; Low BizMorals
Tokyo.

Editor, VARIFTY!
Japan
well... df we hadn't
been in the Middle East this would
really “bug us. There is no such

ner... not a psychiatrist but

thing as a completely trustworthy
agent.
If fact
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‘Continued on page 52)
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‘\one of Japan's six majors, ‘is seek- |word,‘ although he ‘did ‘not assume"

jing a dollar ‘allocation from:. the. jthat his. career in the theatre was

for:
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Film With Bob. Fuller:‘Royal
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Year's release,

New
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Thus Brendan Behan in current Evergreen Review.
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“I am not a priest but a-sin--
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same day they call up and cancel.
Impossible to hold them to anything.
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REALISM’ ‘VS.RE: \SON
The Oddities ‘fn ‘connection: with ‘The Connéction” |‘are Sev: —

THECONNECTi ReportPleskow Into UA Homeoffice
~ GOES THELIMIT’ Nick PeryBackin Pix Biz With Co.

_ €ral. ‘One, it: was.made in New: York ‘and by a woman producer. 1
i Two, seeking prestige (her word) she took the film adaptation.

“Ver an off-Broadway play about junkies: -to Cannes. But; three,
‘the significant “novelty” about..the made-in-Amefica-but-sold-. |: os _in-France. feature. is that its. soundtrack contains some 26 repe--

———~

“Some. interesting, ‘and perhaps

“drivers at: intersections, -boys learning to smoke, and ‘the. sotlal may. be. asked and’ answered when.
seltcles of the”‘uncouth, including. barracks...
Do
“| Irvin’“Shapiro's Films Around The

*

Hollywood.,. June

13

World puts. “Shirley: Clarke's: “The

=

: chook therapy, the film business and, by extension, all show busi- ‘Connection” ‘into ‘release here: The
“Mess, will be.-given the’ ‘dubious. credit, -or- ‘spell it black. eye, of | film, a screen adaptation: ‘of Jack

_ absolute -realism”: shall not be imposed. ‘upon.a “sufficiently. har-

associated with the English equiva-

|-

Tassed industry: It should: also not.’be’ forgotten’ that. the public’s .
ability to.‘absorb. the shocking or’
or the.
th ‘vulgar is not’without limit.
7

lent!

THs: ‘understood ‘that Shapiro. will”
‘be urged |to eliminate the details
‘of the dope- taking. ‘operation, --eyen

SFaQuarte
r

| ~ film industry ‘compounding their: problems...

UpP,rospective i
Fil
— Grin-Makers With UA’s

totaled. $36,675,000, up

$5, 077,000

Henderson,.
Robert
.J>hns,
David- Kashner.
Iris Lee.
Thomas
F. Martin, Mathew

McCue. Clarence Morehouse,
Doc "Myers, -Ed
Randolph,
Paul. Rochin, Pola Russ. 1.0retta Russell, James Scobie,
Bhogwan. Singh, George Soa-

‘quarter. was”. $26,965,000, against.

“. of ‘April 1,:-1961.° This compares
. "with “46ce “per, share..for’ the first
' 1960. quarter,” ‘after. adjusting the
_ shares then. outstanding | to ‘the

- tiumber outstanding April 1,.1961.
. All divisions. of the “‘company—.

July

25

under

managee

spring’

In charge of

-

in charge of Latin
Far Eastern sales.
j}

American

~

and

Arnold M_ Picker, global Sates
manager, reportedly
will assume
even more active duties, Including
administrative,
thus
relieving
prexy Arthur B. Krim and board
chairman Robert. S Benjamin of
some of the day-to-day operationul
pressure
Pleskow is due in the US
in

and probably, at that time, will be
indoctrinated
into
his
possible
future homeoffice plans
Pery,
a
longtime associate of Pieker'¢ when
both were at Col, has been active
in residential construction in Galt,
Canada, after he thought. for a
time, that he'd fike to essay inde-.
pendent
film production
at the
|time he left Col.
Louis Lober, present UA g.m, for
jwant sales, reportedly has been’
nling to retire to Israel where
hes has land holdings and other
business interests.

will fight to ‘get it: ‘passed, even if}
it means

going. to ¢ourt

Shapiro's

|

| - As. forecast

:

here some months
back. “George H. (Buds Ornstein,
United ‘Artists’ special home office
rep
in Spain since
1953, has
been named - produc tion ‘Matson

Locally Financed

exec in London.
In his new post,
San Antonio, June 13
Ornstein will -work under the. suThree full ‘length motion plepervision |‘of tlya Lapert, coordina- ; tures will be filmed in San Anspearheaded ‘some of the. most. im- tor. of UA's European coproduction. tonio, according to Russ Harvey,
Joe C., Goltz, who has been man- ; prez of Russell Productions Corp.
“|portant film and. ‘book censorship
aa‘cases, opines that the’ entire ques- ager in. Cuba for the last four
He clfes as the first “Terror Bethis
motth,
fore
{tion of. the ‘‘obscene-ness” of cer- years, succeeds Ornstein in Spain. low,” starting
New moves follow hy just aj which he's In Hollywood to select
‘tain Anglo-Saxon words {s long
overdue .for a coriplete. airing. month the appointment of Karl H. ; talent for leads.
Other players

“Attorney: Ephraim’. London, ‘an
-| expert--on -Constitutional law and
|-the. man: who-has... successfully.

Books are now almost free (though: Kruger as UA manager in Ger- j Will be picked locally.
many, succeeding John H.. Finder, | A story of sunken

charge of distribution.
Goltz originally jolned UA
1938 and operated principally

the’ Far

East.

He

later

In
in

left to

work
for
the
Motlon © Picture
Export: Assn. and -subsequently
Eagle-Lion and: Columbla, before
returning to UA In 1957.

048424 009
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Check of the ‘release schedules from various distributors, significantly, indicates that the product

hibitor prefererices ‘and_it: boils down to this; they’ flow ‘from. now ‘through to September is markedly
devoid -of intense he-she (or shim) relationships Not
‘don’t want “heavy: sex” -in the: summer, ‘prefer in-. everything’s “Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm"—but:
‘stead ‘family-type ‘pictures, after. that abundance of the themes-are more than half-safe, including comedies, lightweight dramas, mellerg and “Morgan the
‘adult. stuff: during: the.spring. .
.
-. Exec said he -received-seven. letters:from theatre- Pirate.” ‘Despite his profession, the pirate 1Steve

_ Lopert Films, - UA ‘Records, .UA-' men ‘on the. subject. They came. ‘ffom small ecircult
:* Ziv-TV and. United: Artists -Asso- operators. ‘He. prefers: to draw no. conclysions, wants
.. elated—are operating in the black, this. left”‘to observers, ‘but there's: no escaping the

‘Birth of Texas’ to Roll
San Antonio, June 13.
Jack Vance, head of Big Four
Films here, planus to have “The
Birth of Texas” before the ¢ameras in a short time. Among the
local actors who will be in the cast
are John Hamilton, who worked

in “The Alamo” (UA:, Daye MeEnery,
Phil
Medlin
and
Curly
Willlams.
Two
stars from
the
West Coast will be brought in soon
to play the ieads in the film
The new company will film the
production here and on tie San
Jacinto battlefield near Houston.
A 1,000 acre tract has Deen leased
near here by Vance and associate

Holbrook

Todd

man {ss T Mack
photographer.

~

,

treasure,
who ‘resigned.
Prior to his new (“Terror
Below”
interior
scenes
post, Kruger had been sales man-' ; will be filmed in San Antonio,-with
ager of UA’s head Frankfurt office.!
; underwater sequences to be done
Ornstein Is a vet of 15 years’ €x- ; in Corpus Christ.
perience with UA.
Before serving
Other
films
scheduled
are
‘the company in Spain, he was in
“Twenty-one
Sixty,” a story of
‘Italy and had earlier tours of duty
atomic warfare of the future, and
in Panama and Havana. He also
“Dark Water,” a tale of primeval
served .briefly ag assistant to the
late Gradwell L. Sears, veep in hate and intrigue in the swamps.

Suddenly This Summer, No Sex!

Feeere ceeeeenennieneeeneteeby GENE ARNEEL‘¥¥

$23,188,000 for. the 1960 period.
"- Also,. first’ 1961. :quarter net repre- “Robert ::Mochrie,. Metro . distribution -¥.D., “said. in
- sents: earnings of 5lc ‘a: share “on'| New: ‘York. this week he: ‘has had a ‘sampling of. -€x-

". the 1;713,621- shares. outstanding as

on

distribution

September on a six-week sabbatical

ripcinelailselaaincbtaeteeletoeinabbociaelaeitabiendcieisailnils obehibiinlachaciecickacotacbidbiad

over the like:.1960- period. and the *
highest’ in UA: history...
“Other financial. highlights:» World: ‘3
wide : income: for'* the” ‘first 1965 E-

Artists

‘probably next

again, and it may be ‘that Shapiro

"United: “Artists” ‘het “earnings:‘for... Quiéstioning. ‘from the: floar was: ‘the. Post Office Department just
at first quarter-of 1961 rose 11.6% more :colorful :than: ‘spirited. One| ‘clamped “down on. Henry Miller’s:
"-.. to: $879,000, from. $788,000 for the ‘lady .wanted to. know why the com-| “Tropic. -of. Cancer”), .the. stage’ is
.. * @omparable quarter last-year, board pany had signed Peter Lawford to coming: along, “but.films are: ‘still
><. ehairnian. Robert S? Benjamin: told ‘a $10,000, 000 Heal:(“Is: this young| almost totally . taboo-ridden.
the company’s annual meeting. of ‘man an Otto Preminger or ‘a Cecil|’ ‘London, ‘for::‘example, suggests
‘gtockholders. at the . Astor Theatre: B. DeMille?”). suggesting also. that. that since ‘a ‘specific. sexual act. can:
in New. York yesterday (Wed.)
- perhaps‘ some -‘Members- of: man-. be.deseribed in polite. society: with
i Meeting, “with 82% of ‘the: ‘out- agement ‘hoped: to get- diplomatic one. word, ahd not its:: shorter:
equivalent,
simply
. /:etanding shates ‘repped, -was' a: posts through: ‘President. Kennedy's’ Anglo-Saxon
“quick forie-hour) and’ comparatively ‘brother-in-law. Benjamin. WAS dramatizes a centries-old’ prejudice.
“quiet affair; with: the ‘holders. ob- patient’ through such’ prodding, that-harks back to-the days. when.
, . -Wlously: pleased: with management's pointing out, among -other things, | the .Normans .conquered England
gontinuing story ‘of. financial. ‘suc- ‘that the ‘Lawford. figures - ‘Fepre- and made French the language of
"esa: - While.’ the "1960-figures. had sented estimates: of the star. and his. the land.. The Anglo-Saxon .language - became. vulgar in the ‘11th
“been announced: earlier, Benjamin. public. relations man. "revealed. that the company’s world-|_ Inreply: to another holder,’ ‘who ‘Century and certain. key words
* (Continued on, page. 17). .
have. remained vulgar to. this day.
‘wide theatrical gross for the first]

“93 weeks of this‘ -calendar -year.

for Co-

feararma
end.Hor the moat|Ornstein toUK.;
|UA$ Cuba Guard,|
— Goltz for Spain.
More Texas Films

‘then calling -its motives. “artistic. “That. will only. increase the: principal argument-will he that. the.
‘-eynicism ‘of our cynical 'age. As an: opponent. of ‘censorship,. this - {“word’’. 1s used in the film not as
a publication recognizes that democracy isa wey street and : an obscene expletive, ‘but as a term
‘that abuse. of privilege. is reasonably’ resented.
te.
-1that the same word is now quite
| frequently used: on the legitimate
"Finally: a: reminder:: child: psychologists tix: the:fondriéss ‘for stage’. and. . causes little or .no
.. the word in: ‘question. as belonging. ‘to .a phase’ of: rebelliqusness. " alarm any ‘more when: found in the
an in. the: young—the: very young. Parents will: not appreciate the pages: of a noyel..
<

sales manager

re-

lonatime

the directing European and Middle
East sales Alfred Katy will ditte

It. is ‘rank ‘sophistry. to ‘argue.
1e that the. French equivalent lacks oF ‘though there is no: Federat or state |
the force | the word. has in: ‘Anglo-Saxon. culture. This ts. not* ‘law requiring same. :The- ‘Federal |: . wards, Len Sowards. Elaine
‘France. ‘It' is)equally. dtsengenuous to argue that the. word: is | narcotics people feel .that ‘such
Tow ne and Blackie Whiteford.
used: in. the film only: -as'a synonym for heroin’ and. not. as: an- ‘details only’ help:.‘to- instruct - the. =
expletive.’ Such .a distinction -will ‘be lost upon. “a. shocked. public’ }.i
Opinion.: Nor will -it.be.2 convincing. alibl to repeat the all-too- .
true recent maxim: of. a trade pundit that the American film
well as the majors, have complied
industry. exists: only. ag. sureiving fragments Without. cohesion _{ with agency's: wishes ‘in thts,_Teand: ‘policy: ‘unity.
.
reel.
- ‘spect,
The. “word” Is ‘ something: else

- One thing ‘for sure,.
the American: “publie:will not
t take’ serious: ...ly.any plea that “The Connection” ts..entitled ta. promote its’:
rental revenues. by shattering a fixed-rule of good: manners and «

Continental

United

showimen, | carries’ ‘a word, never: before- heard | “'man; Regina Bookasta, Dick
Carter, Steve Cavalieri, Lou-.
acceptance. of minimal taste and. ‘ii’ the. case of the. distributor ton - the: -conimercial ‘$cTeen: (The.
{se-Colombet, Oliver A Cross,
-., of “The ‘Connection,”.:a ‘decent” regard for the good. ‘repute of : ‘French translation for. the word ts.
‘Denver Dixon, Jack Elmore
merde, which in French, has‘.only

manpower

Nick Pers,

Eric Pleskow. Eventualls, the latter
- will shift into {he UA homeoffice

. “pressed. It‘ is. advocating: ‘sanity. among. competitive

will be -revised:‘voluntarily: and that this fake issue. of “right to ja small fraction of:the tribal taboo

overseas

{Continental

~. Itis not. advocating. that. “The- Connection” be. officially sup- ; while the. soundtrack -repeatedly | -. George Bloom, Lulumae Bohr-

| amusements. In short, It is to be. hoped that. the. soundtrack

an

alignment,

lumbia Pictures, is returning to the
film business in a duto spot for

Gold life membership. cards

were - presented to 30 players
‘at annual membership meet.ing of. Screen Extras Guild
over the weekend
To be
eligible a member must have
attempting ‘singleharidedly: to ‘shatter a ‘taboo. respected ‘by the’: Gelber’s Off-Broadway play. about
hit age 65 and worked contin-.
_- vast ‘majority. of American. parents, children, teachers, doctors, ‘Ta’. bunch of junkies. waiting ‘for a
“uously as a Hollywood
film
‘nurses, ‘clergymeit and “nice people” generally. Is this a victory “FIX, ‘prominently - ‘features. one
‘extra for 30 years or more.
-Worth winning? or: an abuse’ of privilege? or madness?
mi scene explicitly detailing. how aguy |. List includes:
Ray: Allman, Bobby Barber,
* “Variety ts ‘a“persisting and. forceful. opponent of ‘censorship: gives himself -a shot: of- heroin,| . Lilian Berman, George Blagoi,

. It “The Connection” ds.to be. offered: with its present. pullt-in’ ‘|

In

“Long-Run Extras

_ -titions of:a word which has. heretofore been confined to truck?:1‘precedental., : censorship. questions

Head

vamera-

Reynolds,

local

Shooting One In Austin
Austin, June 13

Reeves) is an unusually decent fellow.
“None But the Brave” 13s being
. Par,. for. one, ‘has five comedies coming up in a. filmed hy the Spicewood Studios
row.
here
The war pic with a Texas

_ Mochrie drew attention to three due from M-G*in: background is expected to be rom

7 Benjamin: told the holders. ....
| fact: that” showmen in various. locations. ‘have. ex~
July and: August. There are seven in all on the line-} pleted late this summer
-Good Product
~*
It's to be an Americat
Internaup for this period; exec is particularly high on “Ada,”
“Prexy. Arthur. B. Krim reported ‘pressed, the. same. thought in their correspondence,
‘dealing:
with, Dean Martin as a4 guitar-strumming ‘ Honal release
:
the: company’s ‘great’ optimism, and||* Mochrie. ‘didn't touch upon who’ g writing to. xhom
NE
my ane eee
politician; “Honeymoon Machine,” straight comedy. {
But
jt’s:
known
that.
‘major
—
in
‘the.
film
industry..
" ‘eorifidence-. re the future was. based:
and
“Bridge
to
the
Sun,”
from
the
book
about
an:
Tamiroff’: sItalo Chores
on UA's. “extraordinary inventory. figures: in. exhibition’ rarely. SJndite ‘their’ eommuniAmerican: woman. who takes on a Japanese husband
of films,” adding with emphasis .cation to- ‘major. figures in-film companyland.: They.
-Also.on thé M-G program for the summer. “Magic
that: “our: fortunes. will rise or fall tell. "em what: they -think. for.the: most. Part orally
Akim
Tamiroff ‘has just Deen
Boy, " ‘Japanese-made cartoon feature, and “Secret signed heie far a role in Dino Deon. this: phase of. our: operations.” and private...
of Monte Cristo.” which Mochrie would like to5
BCE
- The main section: of the ‘prexy’s
|. The written. word thus comes ‘from éxhins: of hinLaurentiis’ “The Last Judgment,’
taken as a’ package by exhibs; “Morgan the Pirate” j currently shooting in Italy under
yemarks was devoted: to:a: rundown: terland stature. In the instance of Mochrie’s:: mail,
‘it could be indicative. No’ one. is saying, of course, “and “Bagdad.”
_.on- product’ in. that’ ‘inventory.{direction of Vittono De Siva
-Directors were reelected uinan- that. seven smalltinie chain ‘Ops ‘represent fhe .na-. : “Morgan” ‘goes. out on a saturation basis, with 0) : Tamiroff mav Jatet alse aipear
. mously and: designation ‘of com-. tion’s ‘17,000. theatres.. But, then ‘again, no one: has” . to.609 prints to be used, between the end of June’ In DeLaurentias’
product:
of
' * pany's’. auditors: for’ forthcoming. ‘sent-a petition to Mochrie in behalf’ of ‘sultry cine: ”and the end of July. Same procedure will be fol-;“The Brigand.” gppo-dls - i.nest
cot year. Was. approved. .
matic +Fomarice.during: the ‘Warm’ ‘weather
7 lowed” io ‘August with “Bagdad.”
“Borgnine and Vittutio Ga, smang
jqn

4
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| InsideStuff—Pictures

Zanuck Can’ t See California Return;

A Paris, Not Hollywood, Boulewardier'

‘Starlet. Sella Stevens had her’ day in. home. town court .
over.
r the
e past
weekend. but.was “poked” with a. $51 fine. by ‘Circuit Court Judge
Greenfield. Polk -for taking her: six-year-old son Andy Stephens ‘from :.:

Memphis to Hollywood ‘two .yedrs “ago without court permission.. In| addition, Judge Polk:could: have sent the. Paramount: vontractée to: the

By ABEL GREEN

screenplay

| hoosegow for a period of 10 days. Jurist. gave Miss Stevens a tongue.

Jashing from the.-bench in a 90-minute trial before’an-SRO court: room
‘ColumbiaEquals$1“
crowd. She was accompahied: by. her parents Mr.. and Mts.. T. ¥.. “Eg 7
also of. Memphis and her local lawyer, Hal Gerber. ;
For Nine Months (Apr. 1); gleston,
-In. unleashing his word. attack. on the. actress, Judge Polk: ‘stated: “The
| country's laws. must be réspected|and orders. ‘of: the court -obeyed, unour. system of laws and our democracy. is to. be. abandoned.” —
Tops Same Span Year Ago! lessJudge
further rujed.that he could: not -hear Miss’ Stevens’ petit{on.

and Zanuck has called |

Fin other -expert “consultants”. ‘toy
Paris. June 13.
dwell..on the dialog “from “their |
Despite persistent local reports
oun viewpo.nts,” viz., Noek Coward
that Darryl F. Zanuck may bere.from
the British; "James Jones
impressed into serviee to head up (“From Here To Eternity” ) from:
the 20th Century-Fox
production:
the
American,
Erich. “Marial
plant

m

Beverly

until he
the post

Hills; -as he did ; Remarque ‘iGerman) and
relinquished'
Geray from the French.

voluntarily
to go into

production’

for

vould

wnen

admit

Romain | ‘Columbia :this week reported a to ‘gain full custody. of young Andy. without her’ ex.. ‘Herman Stephens,
‘net profit. ‘of - $1,673. 000,- equal to
24;-a Marine stationed at Camp San Diego, being’ present:. Husband
Bernard Vickie, Bernard Farrell; “$1..04 per cammon ‘share, 6 the now has custody. Miss Stella ‘told Judge Polk: that she was’ financial:

independent

himself,

all

he!

Lewis, Gilbert, Lee Katz ‘produc-:nine months ended ‘April
1..Com- able. to take care. of her: son as “my minimum salary -is $18,000: and‘
manager!, Andre. Marton, Gerd. Pares with a net. of $534, 000 or 25¢ ‘Maximum -salary- is”$25, 000. annually. by: Paramount studios:and: ‘tv

queried in Paris:‘tion

is that he met with the new 20th-: ‘Oswald and Elmo Williams are ;-Per ‘share, in .the _.corresponding:
Fox board members-—John L. Loeb“unit directors, supervisors and’.cg- Period a year ago. No Federaf ‘tax
aud Milton S. Gould, as well -as:
Zanuck will be the was involved: in either-period’ due
ordinators.
Peter Treves, head of a. brokerage°
,to tax loss: carryforwards:.
: overall director as well ‘aS Pro. |
representing a large block of 20th‘Major. gain’ is: reflected in “the
ducer. Budget is flexible, pegged at

|.

commitments.' ”

.

The ‘final sermon delivered to students at. Colorado ‘State University’
hin Ft. Collins by their departing chaplain, Father Malcolm. Boyd, .of-

Fox shares---on xn informal basis-: around $5,000.000. Naval and mili- footnotes. in the. company's finan- ,ifered further evidence of Boyd's. ideas: about: ‘evangelism: the .sermon.
opened with, was cued:-throughout |‘to _ tape-recorded ‘train. sounds.
when he was in New York recently. ;

‘tary facilities have all been worked +cial statement. Profit in the new.
His trip was essentially on annual -out for governmental cooperation, | period . included ~$1,617.000 rep: ‘Called a “Sermon With. Sound” it. was one. of the. offbeat, gestures of
’ budgets, tor his own productions, tu coincide of course with the {resenting. net income from sele of the former show business figure. (once partner, of Mary. Pickford: and
keyed to his own fiseal ‘year. It: is latter's best timetabling, which ‘is | Coast ~real estate.: ‘The “previous| Buddy Rogers) who aroused the. phiegin. in “his “pishop's throat-and ‘re-. .:
only coincidental that the timing another reason for Zanuck's ‘rather! period's profit ‘included ‘$3,102,000,: ; sulted .in Boyd's resignation under. criticism. In quitting Colorado. he.
stated again. his conviction. that: the .contemporary campus scene ©
reems to parallel the recent man- loose schedule.
|Via amortization of: foreign prints.
requires updated nietheds.. To. ‘quote him:.:‘The Episcopal Church has... ° agement maneuvers by the board. !” Despite all this intensive appli-:and. advertising. ‘previously
this {been -marked- by an, ironical .Jack .of ‘evangelistic:fervor in: réaching®
.!:
Zanuck states that “there are;‘ cation to the one major chore, litem was charged as‘a current op-out to ‘people». ... It is neeessary that: thé Church open up: unconven- :: |no foreseeable circumstances which ;

i which. looks like a solid-year over-| erating expense), plus money from

tional new: ministries, to liberate the clergy from: the -present Bhetto ae
could induce me ‘te reassume the:
the Coast property sale.
'here for Zanuck, Continental tr nay|
of their professional stereotyping and social immobllity. or
eniire production load” but he ad-!
dope stii -has it that Zanuck. may |
mits that he is ‘a: the largest indi, Wind up back on_ the: Coast. in the}
_ Mrs. ‘WesleyiGoyer. of the executive. committee of. the- Greater Dallas.
vidual stockholder in. the company :
‘ job where, at the moment, 20th-Fox |
| Council of ‘Churches, in a. letter. to. 100 pastor:-members_ of the organiand naturally has its: best eco-:
‘needs an energetic filmmaker : the
zation, enclosed. the .latest ratings. recommended ‘for ‘film ‘viewing by
nomic interests at heart; and
* most.
the Texas Motion Picture Board of Review and. distributed by. Texas ©
péopoohs the local ‘palaver about,
To this Zanuck says no.
MPO. She asked the pastors to bring ‘the evaluations to the attenHoward: Hughes and he ‘‘merging }
incidentally. as: regards the “vigi
tion f.their church members, stréssing -that ‘certain -films- are more
to take ovcr complete control.” In|
;nette”
top-name- castings . ‘short
desirable than -others. -‘She ‘pointed. out that this. was an° ‘effort to disthe latter connection Zanuck say
money for star-power,- with perhaps |:
| cover if, and in. what ways, a: church ‘group :can: work -to. discourage
he could find ne Hughes
stock |
the Motion Picture Country. Home.
i production and showing of: low, standard. films. Ratings’ are. dispatched a
ownership “unless, of course, it’s;
,as the. beneficiary) the local agents |
‘Ratings .are. arrived at by. a’:
by ‘Texas COMPO twice each month.
most: skillfully hidden in brokers’
iregard this. dubiously. Admittedly’
jScreening committee: ‘of. 12.women. headed. by. ‘Mrs.: Roderic. B.. ‘Fhomas.
accounts but usually management }
they'll be the ‘first to hold out for.
hnows the score in such circum-!
Charles. “Smadia, one of the] “Murray Silverstone; prez OF 20th-Fox ‘Tnternational, stresses: that ‘the.
:Lop money for. their. clients, esglances.
pecially considering that this isa . original United Artists. partners, purpose of his present. trip is “to. acquaint.‘all- European managers. of
danuck
points
to the Javish |; “top budget produc tion.” .
* iwas slated“ to return to his Paris the forthcoming’: ‘production: schedule which. Spyros Skouras has: brought
manse he has just taken over in
‘ base. yesterday (Tues.) after home- about and which: will. again restore 20th to. the. leadership of all over--. .
the fashionable Left Bank, amid!
office powwows With Arthur Krim, seas operations.”’ _He ‘doesn’t intend :to revive. any .Continental. super= .~
the ministries and other govern-!
Bob. ‘Benjamin et al. Smadja;: a: Vision,. as. in. the ‘old. Albert Cornfield days,’-he’ stresses. Reportedly
9
a
mental buildings. It’sa house, with
|
coronary victim, has improved con-'rma
some personnel. shifts may’ he. made’ but. there: isnothing definitive. on
a Barden “in the Hollywood man‘| siderably. ‘sincé _ his... retirement that score.
2. 1.
ner”)
owned
by Baron’
Hubert
{ which: yesulted-in iya Lopert tak- |:
Pantz. It’s one of (three maisonettes
: ing. over: coproduction .operations | . Gene Picker due hack in:New York ‘within the.fiext few days. afterP
—the one to his right is a ministry
out Paris and Eric Pleskow named Several months ‘of. ‘vacationing,: first in Florida: and .the Bahamas and
which, . being historical. property.
‘in ‘charge. of-Continental operations. jthen 1‘around Europe. He ‘decided.on the: Tespite from. busiriess affairs:
cannot be “modernized” with result
| ‘Smadja. ar independent film pro- upon winding’ up as: Loew's Theatres ‘prez. Time. now: dri ws near.”
Although film stocks have been
that the lilt is on the autside of
; ducer in Europe prewar, may. essay for decisions about the future,: such as: 4 role in- ‘independent | pro-|
-Sluggish on the New York- Stock’
the building to aceommodate. the’
One-a-year or. one-every-I8- duction. Exee’ motored around. Htaly,: ‘France; Austria, Switzerland,
:
Exchange
generally, Warners has +
office workers. and
the maturer
:
months’ :production; as and’ when Germany, - Holland and Belgium. a
officials. The house on: his left is: ; Jumped $8.50 per share, an. an this health permits: Naturally,’ dis- .
The issue hit.
accupied by “Honeychild” Wilder, + usual increase.
According ‘to agent HL N. Swanson “who-last week ‘began hawking.
5 | tribution. would first be offered VA.
of internalional cafe society, and new. high last week at $73.75,- up
; film rights around ‘the studios. .-pricetag for. pix on. political columnist .
her Prince Hohenloe. “So you see,’ ‘from $52.75 just a few ‘months :"ARLINGTON SUES. 20TH, DELUXE : Marquis ‘Childs’ nievel, “The Peacemakers,” ‘is. $100. 000. Reportedly, ©
says Zanuck. “they d have to blast: ago.
|no.nibbles yet. Work will.first break into type. via‘ eight-part serializaeConstant increase is --eredited to:
me out of this.”
,
a in Satevepost this summer. Harcourt Brace. then, willhard-cover in.
{ earnings, rather than‘any kind of: (3ased ‘Cause -of... Death’s’ Canse fa
Formula As Before
:
‘Of Cancellation
inew capital gains deals. Last week's |}

Smadja NY.Trip:
To Produce Anew i=
If Health Allows:

WB Up $8.5;
Most Pix Cos. Off

On.the

other

hand.

a

feeling:

lingers that the proposal. of his ‘spurt was without anv official ex-.
Mrs. Margaret G. “Twyman. from the ‘Motion Picture Assn. of. Amerie.
Los Angeles; June 13.
One broker said obreturn to BevHills -is ‘still likely planation.
Damages of $850,000 ‘were asked: ca told the Dallas chapter of Women: of. the “Motion .Picture Industry:
any largebecause. as he threw. away one viously there wasn't
celebrating
their ninth -anniversary that. much of the .attack-on: films .
in ‘Superior Court..action brought
observation, “FIl tell you this—if block buying of the. type that could by . ‘Arlington ‘Productions : Inc.,: ‘as damaging -to.juvenile: morals comes from those -who “don't: want
} ever returned it would
be no send up a_ price so much in such. against
to
take.
the:
responsibility for their own. kids—they :
want. someoné
§
else :
20th-Fox. Corp., DeLuxe
picking-up-the-telephone
for any- la short period.
ne
a
:
Cen
ge
Laboratories, Inc., ‘Murray Chilkof- ‘to control them.”
Report heard in some quarters
thing or anybody;
I'd run _ the
-sky and eight. Jehn Does. Suit re-| |
studio in the same autonomous was that the WB press junket to ‘-+volved. -around an asserted oral |: A 21-year-old. U; “of New’ ‘Mexico: co-ed. nixed: a Screen ‘test in’
faveor .
the studio in Burbank has been
manner as I did before, or else.”
agreement by defendants to Tend. of. postgraduate: work. in- clinical psychology... Mary Teague. of Roswell,
Zanuck is proceeding with film- responsible. Company hosted: over Arlington Productions the. sum of. N. M., who. graduated. last ‘week,, had ‘been offered. the ‘test. by’ Kirk ing plans on “Fhe Longest Day” fn 200 fourth estaters at the stuaio $250,000|. to -produce
t do location: shats.fforhis.‘upeoming
the film, |Douglas who was in Albuquerque to
a leisurely manner,. with at leasta with wide & upbeat coverage of: “Cause. of. Death.” —
| “Last Hero” for Universal, ~ :
.
year's operation. The logistics are= | theatrical - and television _Product
Broken -down, -action.‘asks* $400,- |
the result.
like a battle plan. The 6th U.S
‘1000 fer ‘breach of contract $400,000|-- May ‘report to the. Securities. & Exchange Commission ‘disciosed. ‘that- .
Fleet's maneuvers in the Mediter‘| for -loss of anticipated: ‘profits: from Nathan. Cummings, member ‘of the board of Metro,.sold :18.700 shares
—-

production
schemes | ‘PODESTA ILLNESS RUNS
Casting is slill ephemeral... He

hopes for “vignette” stars—ideal,
name-powered personalities “who,

when their careers are done, will
always have this classic of the
D-Day Normandy landing to look
back upon, as will their children,
along with other children, and see
themselyes in the key roles of
Rommed, von Runstedt, Eisenhower,

Churchill, DeGaulle,

or whoever.

Incidentally,
there
are’
other
famed World War II figures, such
as General Patton, who don’t fig-

ure in Cornelius Ryan’s book.”

film and $50,000 ‘special damages of his common stock -in -the company: Cummings, of Chicago, :previ- Lo
ously had unloaded: 4,000. shares: per-the “Apr Feport. Holdings. had
for coin spent “by piaintiff: Under the deal, 20th-Fox was to , been 54, 300. shares, he’‘now has 35. 600. ~
get: first. refusal rights for-distribu-

‘SODOM’ COSTS SKYWARD!:tion

of. film, and. film was to have}--Character’s full jhame is ‘Ada: Dallas. but the: Metire’ picture 46.‘going-

Illness of Italo aetress Rossana been processed. by ‘DeLuxe, suit out simply as “Ada” ‘So. there’ Il. ‘be: no. confusion with: “Stella. Dallas.”
Podesta, which has her sidelined, claimed. .
Complaint : stated’ that
has set back production on: the plaintiff -was to discharge its then-.
Morocco-shooting
‘'Sodem
and: ‘attorney. and: hire Chikofsky in his |”:
Europe toU. S.7
Gomorrah"
about ‘seven. weeks. place: as ‘attorney. and controller-| ‘Jacques Bar.
“Ragan
.
BergenIt's figured a $100.000 weekly ex- of . corporation. . ‘While Arlington| - Noel: Coward
‘| -Keefe Brasselle."
pense
on
the -Embassy-Titanus proceeded to engage ‘writers, cast
- .Walter. Brooks ©. °.’
‘David Daniels..
Dooks, but insurance money will and made pre-production arrange-.
Hans . Conried
Mike J. Frankovich
more than recoup, ©
| ments, defendants advanced: only |. Howard .Freeman
Dolores. Dorn
Robert. Aldrich is: directing the $10,070, and’ refused to advance
“S. Charles -Einfeld
“Tyrone Guthrie
Biblical pic, with Stewart: Granger ‘the balance. of the $251.0000, accord- | Leland ‘Hayward:
_© Hermione Gingold.
i= Pier Angeli costarred.
Ling to complaint. ‘.Ernie Glucksman.
_- Eugene Jones
.

OL A.toN.an

_
Skouras’ Own Beef-Up
Zanuck does admit’ that ‘there;
are plans afoot,” sparked by Spyros
Skouras, to beef up the production
end in Hollywood. He is noncemmital
on
Bob
Goldstein,
Pete

Levathes

et.

al.,

since—getting

back to his design for living—‘look
at my new preferred way of operating.”

LiptonUnder UniversalContract;
Rackmil; Muh! OnlyOthersIhWr
iting’|

“Lawrence. _R.. Kent.
Howard Lindsay

Joseph Liss .' Robert. Dale Martin: :

David A, Lipton, ad-pub head of4
Universal, has been given a new,
three-year -contract © Which runs]...
NC Y: to L.
from last April 1 for three years. |. “Mortimer Becker |

He does concede that: it's going
ta be an uphill fight on the production end but also feels that the
studio operation can ‘only go one Exec's salary is $1.500 per week| “Joe. ‘Cavallaro
way—forward.
and pact provides for a yearly
~ Don Conaway:
It is no seeret that he has split vacation of 31 days.
Fank: DeVol:
Agreement further. states that.
with his protegee. Juliette Greco,
‘Robert Dowdell
and he’s also aware of the French Lipton shall serve the duties of
Leo Jaffe.
press cracks. “Bet that she’s dis- ad-pub chief as well as whatever
Lawrence Kasha | ;
‘covered
in some
GI's dugout.” / Other functions called. upon.
Lipton had been off formal con- |: Paul N. Lazarus Jr.
Fact is there is no femme role and
Miss Greco, who has other show tract for the past couple of years.
. Abe -Montague..
;
biz ambitions,
has heen touring Only two other U execs under con- - Abe Schneider
of tate in and out of France and; itract are Milton Rackmil, presi-|-°- Howard Strickling
Seuth America.
Joseph R.. Vorel
‘dent, and Edward “Muhl,. studio!
Ryan is working om his own | chief.
>
William ‘Wallace:

- Jim ‘Reina’.
Mannie .Reiner:
Glen Byan Shaw ;
‘Oliver Smith
Dorothy Stickney

A.

«U.S. to: Europe
Lucy Barry |

1, .Jereme Brody.
'- Warren. Caro

Lester Gottlieb

Fred Hift..

|. Jerome Hines
Elizabeth Hubbard
“Sidney M. Kaye —

|’. Emil J.. Lustig'- Hal Roach
George Rosen:
Mo Rothman —

Charles Smadja
Richard Tucker.

‘Join Williams:

++ Ernie. <Grossman
' . Bernard. Green
_ |. Joe Hyams.
“|
‘Richard: Lederer
:; David Lewis ~
|. Jerry: Lewis
‘Yves Montarid: |
- . Budd. Rogers:: .
--Spyros P. Skouras
Gordon: ‘Stulberg.:

|. Bill .Watters.
_ Robert ‘Weston.

"Famarin «OnEL Cia”
1 Alfred: ‘H.. “‘Tamarin, “working

the New. York. “Guns

on

of. Nava-

rene’? campaign. for. Columbia,

has

‘been tapped .to: head Allied Art-.
ists’. national roadshow:‘publicity .
unit -created: for Samuel Bronston’s
| “EV Cid. 2
.
‘|
Heli ‘Rave. ‘at Teast: aefive-man’
‘staff to. prep’ the ny como cam...

ee for the. Spain-inade Bic
p slated

to préeni.Tate this year.

)LDEN EGGS
PICTURES

"National Boxoffice Survey |r
qf WUE
AU IK |Skouras as Studio-Rooted Prez: Key
Warm Weather’ Bops Trade; Pleasure’ “Again: On
:
Top;: “Exodus! ‘2d,‘Sunset’ 3d,"“Savager’ Ath

~— TM “REFORMS

m

‘With “many” - sections ‘of.“the! week; is” capturing eighth ' place}
Washington, June 13...
country, feeling - the: impact: of.| although - inclined’ .to- be ‘spotty: , ‘President. ‘Kennedy's tax. “re-}
warmer. weather ‘over’the

week- ““Saturday Night,

Sunday. .Morn- ‘forms* relating

to foreign income

end,: biz-in key cities covered. ‘by: ing” (Cont! is finishing. ninth, ot might. ‘well’ “kill: the goose - that
"7
. ‘Wartery- ranges :from: spotty. to -was.seventh last session.
lays ‘the golden egg” as far. as the
’- down *sharply.-‘Even. - ‘the

bettet | “Spartacus” (U> is. winding: up organized U.S. motion picture insuffering. : with | Tmany 0th. “On Double’ (Par! is. taking}.dustry. is concerned, the Motion
11th position while “Never: On! : Picture Assn. of America: and Mo:- |:
- Bchool. vacations and hope: ‘for: b.o, “Sunday” (Lope) rounds out the tion Picture Export Assn. warn in:
. “Simprovement via“ juvenile ‘trade. Top: 12.. ““Absent-Minded Profes- -;@ statement filed- here ‘last. week|
. e “Pleasure: ‘of His:. Company” sor” ABV) and ‘“Raisin.. in’ Sun” with. the -House. Ways and Means
ar); -champ ‘last week, again is iCol) are the runner-up: pix.”
finishing ‘first. this round, being |. Not ‘many newcomers this round’ ‘Committee.
‘The: statement. is. reference to |
considerably ' ahead of its: ‘closest: and few. are: showing big. stréngth.: two proposals; (1) the elimination
Goes: Hawaiian”. «Cob of tax deferral privileges in develcompetitor. “Exodus” (UA), ‘second “Gidget
last.- week, again ‘is ‘second.
~“
| shapes’: as. having: ‘the: -greatest oped: countries, and (2) revision of ;
pix - are.

_ exhibs-- looking ~ forward: : to ..the

NY. Huddle Today (Wed.) on Plans
talent of any company,” Skouras
rejoiced, and they will be on. hand
for directors and everyone in company to see during four-day sessions “Elizabeth Taytor will make
an appearance cn throne lke the
queen she is,"’ 20th-Fox head as-

Hollywood. June 13.
It is strongly reported here

‘that at tomorrow's (Wed.) executive committee meeting in
the 20th Century-Fox Films
-homeoffice,
Spyros
Skouras
‘will

recommend
that Robert
Goldstein. return to. his for_mer London base to reassume
charge of the company’s Euro‘pean film production
opera-

serted.

The entire studio will be turned
over to the sales convention for
one of the most outstanding hooplas in company history
tions. Prexy Skouras is slated
S. Charles Einfeld. pub-ad veeto return here immediately,
pee,
left for San Francieso after
probably in company of Sid
spending
tao days at the studio
Rogell, recently shifted to Lonconferring
with
studio pub-ad
don, Latter will probably rehead Harry Brand and his assoassume his former post of stu“> “Last ‘Sunset (Ui, a. ‘newcomer potential ‘of. the ‘new ‘films. . ‘It is. ‘credit. allowance for:. foreign‘ in- " dio’ manager.
‘|eciates
on
fortheoming. event.
“veut for first “time: this.-frame, is: sharp: in K.C., sock in ‘Washington, : come ‘taxes.on dividends.
From
Bay
City
he winged
to.
.
Not clearly defined—as yet
_ ‘copping third money. although | ap- lofty- in: Portland . ‘and. big.-- in|. * Noting: that ‘the new tax -.proGotham over weekend.
—is the post of head of 20th-.
- pearing in“ only. ‘some 10. keys Seattle. “Fabulous. World of Jules |posals. are obviously occasioned ‘by
Skouras
will
conduct
the
seshes
‘Fox film production in Holly-.
~ @overed:. - by.. - VARIETY..* :“Young) Verne”: (WB) is. rated. good in Denwith studfi head Bob Gotdsteia
“the. ‘present | unfavorable .balance : wood, until now in the hands
. Savages” (UA); ‘fourth ‘a:“week ago, “Ver. “Wild ‘in. -Country". :(20th),: of payments,. -MPAA-MPEA state
co-hosting
world-wide
delegates,
-of Bob Goldstein, successor to
‘ fts' landing: in ‘same. ‘spot. again.
i also a newie,-is fairly good-in Chi: that in their opinion the proposals
including
division
Managers,
“the late Maurice (Buddy). AdYs “Gone ‘With Wind’: (M-G*. (re- ‘but slow. ‘in Denver: and N. Y.
Jbranch
managers,
bookers.
sa'esler.
(Potential
of
Darryl
F.
Zanot help that situation, sinceenna
cate
nine
.. Fgsines,’ ‘third last: ‘Stanza, ‘is.finish-!. - “Carry © ‘On Constable" ‘Gow, would
men and ficld men in Finfeld's
nuck’s return is covered in an
it ‘would lessen
the: amount . of.
‘department
~““Gng:.fifth. “Return: To. Peyton: another :newesmer, is hotsy. in I.Ae ‘money.
interview
in
Paris
on
Page
4;
available by motion picture
vee Place” (20th), fifth last week, will and nice.in St. Louis. -“Homieldal”
Of 20 home office execs will “he
the former studio boss, in re{companies for investment abroad,
‘be sixth. “One-Eyed. Jacks”. (Par?|Coli, another’ fresh. entra nt, {either
; exec veepee Wo C Miche', Miutoy
cent years a Paris resident and
through the expansion of dis
{ Silverstone, head of interna’ onal
.~ fs copping: seventh money.
‘shapes ‘sock, in. Minneapolis.
an independent producer yia
tribution facilities or through prosilos, Einfeld. and Glen: Nevis,
. East: Time .~I. Saw: ‘Archie’! o (Complete Boroffiee. Reports..on
his alma mammy studio, reit| duction, which. in turn. eventually
“WAY, “ou!
out._ extensively: only" “t
“this i
; Pages ‘8-9)
want
it.
|dome«tic sales chief
|means a. bigger taxable Zeturn: for | erates che doesn't
New York report that Frank MoCoast
scuttlebutt
has
persisted
~ {the American firms.,
(Carthy, who returned to 20th stuthat he might return at some
Bad Logic
”
.dio yesterday, would become over.
‘future
time).
” Statement also. points out that In
Seas production manager ts denied.

“ UsingLiughing GabasCi

nicalTok

‘| this, country the: film industry “thas

Cafes’ Jonathan Winters Attacks Film
By VINCENT CANBY
Jonathan . Winters,

-

reached

a-very- high level. of. de-|-

velopment,” id and can-only expand
Overseas: .“Proposals to stimulate
the economy of home at. the. ex-

Rogell, since his shift from
Hollywood to London, acted as
tin of overseas product on.

-feriods away from his. family, W.in‘ters: last year gave up the cover

of’ U.S.

industry hurt

those

stated contract reads he Is a
i produc er and doesn’t intend
to
change status.
—

A

“| working ‘inthe. clubs, and the- tong |pense of. the worldwide-expansion | Twentieth

who «has’ al=

jHe

Century-Fox

execu-

Terrytoons FiscalGlow
(
In 1961 Follows Video
Syndicate & Web Deals

in-/ tive committee, headed bv attorney.
board member
Milton’ S. ;

and
dustries’ w with Sa saturated.
‘ready scored: on television’ and: {17 -chargée-and-minimum circuit: to con- ‘dustries’
uated. domestic
domes
‘Gould, meets in New York Wed. (14)!
nightelubs, ‘is’ ‘now: “talking”. ‘his°-centrate on tv and Shape. up -a pic- markets.”
It. says to:that “while every dof-{t® discuss company's studio opera.-way into ‘motion pictures, ‘but ‘the [ture career. Despite his long affilJar earner by a -competing, gov- tions here and abroad. Prexy Spy> chard, way. In New York ‘last’ week, iation with the small
screen’ med-"|.ornment-backed foreign ‘film in- tros Skouras flew ‘out to -Gothan !
the. ~actor-mimic: - -extraordinary duin, the idiocies of tv continues:
to
of Terrytoons
|. dustry.is “a: full dollar free to be :accompanied by studio production ! Gross revenues
“wound. Up his first. film ‘sfint,- that’ amaze him:
invested.” ...U. S. film companies.: ‘head Bob Goldstein whose trip east :will be up approximately 20°. in
of. “creating “(not- dubbing: “two.

unexpected,
particularly
in: ‘1961 over 1960, Willim Weiss. veep
long:.| ago, he had: pre-' only ..‘realize 50c ‘on each dollar ; was
. New: ‘proposals. iview of Skouras’ slated return here and general manager of the CBS |
: Films division, predicts in New
. ‘gam: The: Great.’
“The. Picture,. which ‘also features eed objectsi: A program .exec. industry at a further. disadvantage : Gould spent four days checking | York. Weiss, however, declines to
asked
that.it
be.
taken
‘out
because’
inte various studio operations, as |‘reveal eny solid figures, declaring
"the: voices of Frankie.:Avalon,: Dovis-a-vis foreign producers.
die -Stevens,: Arnold: ‘Stang. ‘and the exec didn’ t- know what initials:
‘Concerning, tax deferral, siate-’ well as a number of individuals. ‘that such info is confidential
‘stood
for.
“Exeéc.said
he:read
three
Exec savs that mos! of the In. Sterling” Holloway, .will. be ready
by Eugene
ment. ‘claims ‘that after ‘foreign: He was accompanied
~.to-open in more than-100- theatres newspapers a. day, and if he didn't taxes, about 20°% of total: profit ‘oF: “Woodfin of Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades crease will be from upped returns
i
know
what
UFOs
were,
the
public.
from
Terrytoons’ ty activities Car
".at:-the® end*.of “next. month. For
Co., who, remained extra day
|!
wouldn't. :. Winters’. reply: “Well,. ‘U. S.:film subsidiaries’ overseas. ts ;&
jtoonery now
has three series in
: Winters; ° who . -has
permanently Vt
,
a not remittable due to. exchange re-. ‘before heading east.
syndication
and two an the nets,
abandoned the. club. circuit and_is |they don’t:find, Roman coins every ‘strictions, and. 10° ‘Is- used for, 20th-Fox -prexy
Spyros
another net skow in the offing
- ‘¢arefully :‘limiting *his. tv: ‘appear: |iday either, but some people know: docal expenses, leaving 70% to.be:Skouras will spend nine months a*' plus
° ~-“Lariat and) Sam"
{what they are. no,
Company's
ances, “Alakazam” ‘means he’s éne!
Film companies remit; year at the studio from now on,
remitted..
~Sstep ‘closer: his. goal of:‘becoming. a .- When another exec’ suggested. to, thie. U.. Ss: alt monies as soon as ; shuttling back: and forth to New {beafricaf ecaitoon. schedule coninues at a stead, 18 new shorts a
: theatrical. film personality. -Right- that the viewers in Muncie wouldn't’
‘York when business ‘requires his
“ye
now he's- talking: a :deat. with “ATP. “get a certain: gag, Winters’ ‘said he. possible except-those which are.
to star in: their. projected. sei-fi: felt’ compelled: to ' point out: that’ blocked and: those used for: "valid presence In Gotham, he Informed
Major problem with the theatribusiness
reasons
abroad.”
“MPAA!
‘comedy, “The Mald.'and The Mar- Prank Stanton. had ortginally come
VARIETY..
leals is the incteasing labor costs.
tian.” This: property “would: “stem. ler"om. Michigan.. This by Way of il- says ‘it assumes there would -be noi.
He said the visit last week of: Even so, Terrstoons haa managed
to -be: made. to order. for the man ‘l1ustrating -another. favorite. Win-: change which’ would make: ‘taxable ;Milton Gould. board member, and to keep overall costs fairly steady,
.. who can carry on thrée- ‘and four- ters point, that: the public in.-the’ those earnings. which. cannot be! ‘Eugene. ‘Woodfin. pinch’ hitting for. says Weiss, by finding price. ‘saving
" “-wajr_ conversations .with “those: in-|hinterlands. is a Jot. more hip. than remitted. Such. exchange restric- | directors John Loeb and Thomas‘ methods in other areas For the
‘visible little: -people ‘from; outer j Most ad agency | and network peo= tions, still. affect “sizeable amounts |Pappas, was his suggestion and Jagt six months, company's New
of film: earnings. in at least. five of; They
-Uple give: it credit for...
". space. and inner brain. |: are
doing
constructive , Rochelle plant has been using the
(Continued on pane RRs
‘Over. a. ginger ‘ale.at’ the ‘Wat- 1. The full flavor of a Winters: tn-. the 29 countries on. the Ist of ‘de- | work. They are fine young people,.
‘terview
is.
somewhat.
‘difficult
‘te.
veloped’. ‘eountries proposed. by; very helpful and have been woninte
-.wiek Friday (9),- Winters discussed t
i derful.”
problems “of” dubbing a’ -Gartoon. capture in print because the. om: ‘Secretary: Dillon,” - says. MPAA.
(“You can’t improvise”), his motion. edian,. as he makes his. points, usu-| MPAA ‘wards that although. most :
* picture: career. ¢ “There® sno rea-| -ally illustrates: them’ in. dramatic. of the ‘exchange regulations. in the:
"gon we can’t do the kind of com- ‘asides. ‘and. impromptu’ Skits in: “developed”
countries are .“now | ticks. "
|
edies which: Guinnéss, ‘Sellars and- ‘which ‘he: takes -all the -parts. : In- liberally: interpreted, they .could ; . Spending more time at the stu“Terry-Thomas: make in..England”),. describing, how he ‘had: laid -one ‘of -be- strictly” construed. at any: time : dio. also is his own idea, 20th-Fox ;
Hollvwood, June 12
‘and the quality: of tv: programming *‘his ‘biggest. ‘bombs. in’ .a-.show .in-: and add to: industry woes: © .
Still irked at the Motion Picture
topper asserted.
There
wil! be’
“(We tive in a Disneyland covering. front of. a: supposedly intelligent | New. tax. proposals might | also some adjustments. made at the Assn, for permitting at least two
: 60 states’), among: other :subjects.: ‘crowd © of: vacationists: at one ‘of: -provide a conftict with. tax treaties “studio, but not serious, according companies— MGM and UA—to pre‘some more ‘related than others, and Florida’s “restricted” -hotels,. he in-- with at least’ 16 of the 21 countries| to Skouras.
; empt 20th-Fox'’s “The King Must
: all of :which presumably will. wind’ ‘serted: a quick scene of-his Binky with: which. the U.S. now has. such
-He was high gr product and fu-: Die” with pix of similar nature
‘up ..in his: now-in-work autobiogra-- ‘Bicksford, (ad. agency’ man!:soak- agreements,.’ “says MPAA. . Result
ture plans for the company, 229' (MGM on “King of Kings” and
phy, “Tlie Iron Clown.”
—
ing up
i ‘the sun and saying ‘I’m go- ‘from: the ‘proposals, . It. continues, much: so he said he will have the :GA with “Last Days of Pompeii’
_ That. title:-apparently sums: up ! ing. to be just as brown: as a berry. “is either to: have different tules
“Theusus
and
Minotaur’?
Winters’: ‘thoughts”about. the. chal- jby the time I get back. to Darien.” for. .dividends from foreign | sub- complete board of 11 directors at-: ‘ and
tend. the 20th-Fox ‘four-day inter-‘20th-Fox prexy Spyi0s P Skouras
An interview with Winters. winds
lenges -which jmtst. be met: ‘by any
personality who, moves. from. priv- ‘UD: amass of- footnotes. Thus ‘he sidiaries In almost all of the treaty. ‘national gales convention starting ;will bide his time betore retuining. to industry, organization.
‘He ‘says’ the|adds, apropos of Binky Bicksford.- ‘countries. or-to cause renegotiation ‘July 24..
voices ‘for American Inter Rational’s : : Not :too

“upcoming

cartoon: feature, “Alaka- ‘pared a tv.sketch in which he made: earned overseas.

references .to. UFOs tunidentified | sayg. MPAA, would ‘place the U. S.‘ : Thurs. (15'.

skcct Sanya, ASTOCONTINUES
MPAA, SKOURAS
ANNOYED

“ate. to public status.Persons
close
ta yrexy
sald
publie: personality. creates :his ‘own (who ‘one Saturday -took ‘his. chil- -and.: change. ‘of those treaties, par-. :, Skouras decisred all producers;
‘istraightjacket: which ‘drastically—. dren ..down. to look at: the. peorle ticularly with ° Finland, France; and .directors’ will speak before |Skouras is burnt over ‘“tcannibatisof rivals, unpunand sometimes. disastrously— through the: Cyclone, fence, . “Tm Germany, Japan, Norway,. Sweden. the 250 sales execs and pub-ad/tic measurec”
reps from all over the world. each} ished by MPAA
which has cost
changes and: limits. ‘his private’ life... ‘not really. anti-Ivy ‘League.’ "Some ; and Switzerland.
a
nn
outlining what he is doing: and 20th-Fox a lot of money. Sources
“One morning :you. wake up: and !tof. his best friends are Ivy ‘League
sald
company
bought
lights
to
discuss
his
own
product.
.) you're in your own ‘do-it-yourself ai
|‘alumni. ’ “It's. just when} ‘hear} nants ‘of | ‘the. westward: moving .
“It's going to be a. great day “King Must Die” four years ago.
oa iron.‘maiden’.”
them. talking about. Buzz and Flip ‘wagon. train finally: reach: the Misfor
20th-Fox
because
we
have
a/Since
then
“MPA
has
allowed
.As-an ‘example, he cites the:‘ase i and ‘Flee .and Duke: and. Bobo. 1 ‘sissippi: The. heroic. little Band of
of a comedian out-on the road. with-’| want--to ask, -‘Haven’t.. you “ever ‘pioneers would ‘include a young, great lineup of. pictures.” prexy ‘MGM and UA” io release and make
‘pix with similar themes -at great
out. his’ family..doing .a’ series‘ of: -known -anybody ‘named -Harold’?”. guitar-toting : hero, a. mother . mad added.
one-nighters.
“After the show,
Back on--the track of: his present: with: grief over the death.‘of her! He said on’ of the innovations expense to 20th.
‘of
the
motion
picture
business
will.
Hence, it was reported, Skouras
you go out for a drink with: one: ‘of activities -and future plans... Win-: -baby: (“You can’t take -him away|
the girls :at the club—and. immedi- ‘ters says he’and Art Carney. are. from me’ although it’s now just x be the progress{[ve management of may take six months or year before
20th-Fox.”
_he
seeks reinstatement
Whether
and the
“ately there's somebody -to say ‘He’s- ‘interested. in doing. a tv: spec’ of. skeleton. In her arms:
. - cheating “on. ‘his. wife.’ “On: the: “Arsenic: and Qld_ Lace,””. in: which” crazy. War of 1812 vet. who mum- Between now and next March memo he referted to last Friday
other: hand, if- you. go out with }the ‘comedians ‘would -essay..-the.: bles. aver and -over. again, “What's there will be 12 pix. “some Rreat, would seek refornis in title ress4your manager, somebody: else will |roles of the two elderly: and: slight- ‘going’ on, Johnny?”
‘Instead of others very biz” He sald many itration division in New York could
say 'T-‘always. knew it, he’s a pansy,” ly lunatic female murderers, Also, forging across the Mississippi, how-. ‘of these will be shown to conven- inot be learned over weekend. Same
and, “if you go out by “yourself, he- -would love to. interest ‘a film |.ever,.the pioneers would study the tioneers, as welt as portions from !sources said it cost company $3)),“Tender
Is the: 000 a year to be member and at
_ they'll say, ‘That guy. Winiers, he’s" company, perhaps AIP, ina west- raging waters ‘and finally say “to “Comancheros.”
time
company’s
a always alone—he ‘must. be weird’,”. ‘ern in- which not one. western 4. hell with it.” deciding ‘instead to Night,” “Heaven Knows Best” and ‘this particular
For just. such. reasons, :coupled tliche is forgotten.
‘staying out of MPA ie that much
return to their ‘snug little: Cape: ‘State Fair.” among others
with the.
_ itficultleg, Anherant dal: The: world end. when tthee reni- Cod cottages back. east. _“We have the greatest array of saying.
4
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REVIEWS
senior law partner, who eventually|adequately by Mibie ‘Perkins, viho
is unmasked as an arch-embezzler returns to the screen after an al-|

By Leve Pessessed
(COLOR)

|New

York Sound Track |

{though for reasons that would do most 30-month absence since her|.
Others
‘credit to Robin Hood). Hamilton’ debut as “Anne- Frank.”
promiment on the scene: are John
sereen adaptation of bestseilIreland,. Rafer Johnson and Gary|:
}
8S
can.
be
expected.
Scoring
nicely
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I | Gone With Wind": (MQ) _ feiss
‘Boston,

. Biz is'draggy here at first-rung, vacationing - “school
- |Hawaiian’ Hours” (Col): ‘Big $11,000" or near:. with grosses taking. a further week, ° $2,700.

iDespite plethora of holdovers, biz

Hawaii

~

Last.. week,
‘same. .
Musie —“Absent-Minded.
Box ( am
3 | © hurt the b:o, “Last Time T Saw! enough
Crest, ‘to
« _ stay.
Riverside
“Common:
Professor"
ony y one first-run newcomer this |$1.50)
(By) (9th
k). Nice 5,000. ‘Last Archie”
cle... a at the:e: Orph
Orpheum is‘is just
just |wealth): (900 cars each), Boulevard

1,106;

ry)

2:Bstimates for This Week

.
Last. week, “Raisin. in. Sun’ (Col)
| downgrading: from “last. week. Sea-| -°Capri. (Durwood) -a,260; "$1:25D L.and “Stop Me Before I Kill” (Cob, sonal doldrums, competition of |'$3)—“Spartacus” “(U)--(16th .Wk). . 2
: e
‘$6,300 in 10:‘days. Let
cuffo cultural: combo.

mn

‘Detroit,

§

= ~

, Brookside (Fox. Midwest NationTheatres).
(800; ©.$1-$1.25)—=

nt

Fifth -Avenue— (Fox-Evergreen) |

on ;

Constable” is rated hotsy in second,
at El Rey.

|

Strikes”. (UA): ‘Okay. $7,000. Last} .
_._._|-week,
“Warrior: Empress” - (Col),
HUD;

light $14,500 for three locations.
“Pleasure of His Company” looks _
good $10,000 in third stanza at, Hol- '

\Paramount’ and -“One-Eyed”
| at |Empiré, both
‘Closing of school...

puts a new outlook on. cinema
| biz here. ‘Weather still is pleasant.

“Konga” shapes soft $8,500 play-| Mast, Meee +5: cite and 8 Archie” (A) and’ ‘When Clock]

ing State and the
combo
of
“Vera’

els.

pleasing
: ‘Aci
Pair%, |‘|Jacks,”
third sessions.

Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen): (1870
$1-$1 50) —. “Last. Time 1°

a

I

"rast ee 7 A Saw

Konga”. in a six-theatré-ozoner :
Standout holdovers are.“Pepe,” |

.......... $492, 300.

"(Based on 26. theatres).

“Blue Moose (Hamrick): (739; $1-|*_|$1.50)-— “Cimarron” « (M-Co) |4th:

t-t

| However

seine 400: ||
1 Archie” . at Uptown is rated slow.

ened on 24 theatres)

LastYear

Estimates’ for This Week

| wk), Mild $3,000 in-S:days.

theatres, chiefly first runs, ‘ine
cluding "N. Y.):

| Sunse ”

Estimated TotalGross’.

ar okay in -ninth at. the Music Box.

three

in

id hay ateen

Jin first. “Absent-Minded Professor”

Total Gross
This Week
:$1, 896,000
(Based on 24 cities and 238

Companions”

$8,500,

“

[ses

Key CityGrosses

are sliding currently. |Estimated
exceptions,
“Seeret Ways” shapes dullish $12,- |
theatres.

Kansas City, -‘June 1.
» Trade As:being. boosted by. two"
“newcomers, “Gidget Goes Hawaile.
_| fan,” smart at the Plaza, and “Last. .:

Goes Hawaiian,” which looks big at

‘

displaying fow
of openers
none
strength.
Holdovers, with a few
000

im
is “Gidget ;

(UA)

Estimates for This Week
{2d wk', “Big Show” (20th? (Loy- |.
ala, Hollywood), “Clock
Strikes
Fox (Woodmont Corr) (5,041;. 75- round,. and. it’s: trimming the box-'
Sunday”
(Lope) (10th
Three”. (UA? (Orpheum) 12d wk), '$1.49)—“Return To Peyton: Place’™| office’: ‘generally. However,: “Pleas- “Never On igh
‘holding up amiaz- we. Steady. $1,500. . Last: week,
wey Hotay
$13.300.
j 20th) (3d wk). Mild: $8,500. : Last ure. of. His Company,” running.
State, Pix (UATC- Prin) (2,404; ' week, $9,500.
about as high as’ “Suzie. Wong,”
ed” “Par),
(1,900; $1. 25-$1: 50)—""Pepe”’: (Cel).
756: 90-$1.50\—"Konga” (AT) and}
Michigan {United Detrait): (4, 036: |shapes torrid at -Arcadia.
“Last Last week, same.
“Terror in Haunted House” (Indie).."$1. 25-$1.49).— “One-Eyed “Jacks”. ‘Time -I Saw: Archie” looms "fairly
Soft $8.500. Last week, with Bald-|'Par) (3d
whk).. Strong |$15, 000. okay in opener’ at’ Stanley. But
“ $8,500. 7

‘Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1-$1.50) “Kimo Dickizon 504;90.81,25)

ingly

against light biz allaround}

"poramount (Blank-Unit

|

g Porton ,(Cineraiia, Tne.)11.354 (3d_wik),. Bright $7,500. Last. week,

(Continued on: page 18)
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Last week, $17,000.
“Big Show” shapes rab at..Ran- freissue) oth:Wk),. Fourth’ week, |""pjaza (FMW-NT) (1,630; $1.25)
Palms (UD) (2,995; $1.25-$1.49)—|dolph.
mild $6,500
“Gidget’ Goes “Hawaiian” (CoD...

| “Young Savages” (UA? and. “Opera- | “Gone ‘With Wind” still is zood |:“ Capri

t’ Bn k: 17,600,

tion

FIS

‘

D.C;? Gidget’ Fine 166,

Bottleneck"*UA)

(3d ‘ wk). |in. seventh round af. Stanton. “On|, 2unes

(Sack) (900;‘si- $1.50) Smart $13,000; Stays. : Last. week,’

of Glory”.

(Indie). and. “Young

Savages” (UA) (Qa:.wh),

"ay olan nice in second HO. Stim $3200 tact(reruna) <2d-$5,000.
| GreatS16.,000. Last week, $18,000. |the
- Madison (UD) (1,408; $1.25-$1.49) |at ‘the Go
s
' , Roe ill. (

—“Last Time I Saw Archie” (WA). |

Exeter (1,376;
90°$1.50)
”

. Estimates. for ThisWeek|

oe
yo]

rt Th

Make |(750; ee:
Little
‘
entre} .
;A ‘Breathless’
- $1- $1,25).

‘Spartacus’ $8,500, 99d |“twine: and Shine” (Col and| “Pl\rcadia |
week,
okay (Indie).
$5,000. (1 350: $1550) | “Love|Game”. (Inde), . same.
Fenway.
(Par). |
easiire ‘of His Companycae
“Picnic” (Col) (reissues), $7,500.
$15,000.
Last.. week,. -“Two “General Della Rovere’ (Cont) ‘(re- |. Roxy .(Durwood)... . (850; $1-$1.“509
Washington, . June 13.
' Grand Cireus (UD) (1, 400; $1.25-

“Gidget

Goes

Hawaiian.”

entries

“Last

Stanley

this

Sunset.”
Warner

dounbeat

daydating

Loves" (M-G) (3d: wk),. $6,000.

rated i $1.49)—“Pleasure of His Company”

big at Palace, is one of few okay|

round. eat week, $18600.Smash

two|

Boyd .(SW) (1,536;

$16,000.

run),.

Pale ©$1,800.

: —“Last

. Last... week,

Sock...

“Exodus” (UA). (20th” am. Neat |Love” (Indie) (2d: wk), ditto. °.. ° | torn Peyton. ‘Place’. 20th): (Sth Wis

adams (Balaban) (1,700; .$1.50- |$7,500. Last week, $9,500

Gary (Sack) (1,277; $1:25-$1.80)— |$3,500.

locations, shapes |$1.80\—"Gone ‘With Wind” (M-G) |, Fox (Milgram) '(2,200;¢
99-$1. 80)— “La. Dolce Vita” (Astor) (8th wk):-|

ees

--

P|

ot

‘Uptown. (EMW-N) -(20472 ‘$is 7

aro
“Big

Deal”

field.

“On the Double” is happy |Good $6,060. Last week, $6,100, _ |Gooda $6,000 or close. Last week, |(Cont) (4th wk). ‘Potent. $8,000. Last |

at Apex and “French

. Sunse Mee (UD).

$2-$2.75/— |“Dreams” (Janus) :-and “Lesson in. $11,000 or near. Last week, “Re:

reissue)
wk). Steady $10,000. Okay
Groung,$9,500.
Savages’
(UA) (3d
wk). |$10,000,
|Qutstanding $9,000. Last ‘week, {UA)..
$1.25)—“Last
Time T Saw.
||
Last
week,(Gth$10,500
Last week,
$14,000.
Slow $5,000,
-: LastArchie
:week;

Mistress” at MacArthur look| "United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25- |.Goldman: (Goldman) (1,200; 99-|" Kenmore (Indte) (700: $1.50)— ‘coupled with’ Granada, .“Black
good and will pace the arty pix |$1.80)—“Alamo” (UA). 67; $1.25-$1.80)—"On- Double” (Par) (2¢ wi). “saturday Night, Sunday: Morning” {Sunday (AD, $7,000.

in third at the Town.
goes into 22d
stout takings.

Estimates

“Spartacus”!

lap at Warner

for This

with

Week

Ambassador-Metropolitan
(SW)
(1,480; 1:000: 90-$1.49)—“Last Sun-

set”

Music

Hall

(Cinerama,

‘Inc.) | $16,006.
week, $9,000.
A bmn tgolaman) a000;el
Mayflower (ATC) (689; 20-$1. 25)

(1,208; $1.20-$2,65)—“This is. Cinerama” (NT) (reissue) (2d wk). Fine

$11,500.

days.
Trans-Lux

(Ui. Shapes “bright -$17,000.{{1,000;

Krim

$1.49-$1:65)

Mpls.Up Monicidal Bis:|
$11,000, ‘Peyton’ Boffo
(Goldman) .(2,500; ‘$9-| Week '“AP artment” (UA). (rerun), |
126, Sunset’ Lush 96
Show” . (20th). Drab :"Metropolitan. (NET) “(4357; - 90- .

1.80)—“Raisin. in

Last week, $10,800 in. 6.
;
(Trans-Lux) |

500...

Apex (K-B) (940; 75-$1.10)—"Big
Deal” (Indie).
Good $5,000.
Last
week, “Flesh and Devil” (M-G) (re-

(Col)

“igi”

"Randolph

— “Saturday. $180)—"Big

Mercury (UM) Q,465; $1.50-$3)—
“Exodus” (UA) (18th wk), “Nice.
| $10,500.
Last week, $9,200...:

-@

“Return Peyton |’

(athwk). Good $5,000, Last week, |Place”
(20th) (4th wk), $7,000
Stanley. (SW): (2,500; 99-$1. 80)—

$6,00

(

|

Last week. “Absent-Minded Pro-| Night, Sunday. Morning” (Indie) |$8,000. Last week,

fessor® (BY1 «5th», $10,000.-

Sun”

“a

”

wk). : Okay $7,500. Last. week, Gi) ceruns and (Butterfield 28"st
”

(Continued: on age 18).
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Minneapolis, June 13.

fe‘Spring slump .appears to- have.
7 Dassed its nadir here, and .biz “is

upswing once: again.
Exoe $1200 cenear’ hast weeks|‘Suse’Nice$18,000, © on..the
hibs‘are doing their ‘best to. rush.
(Continued: on page 18)
recovery,. offering nine fresh en- on
‘this. session, largest batch of ".
) —& Loo,‘Company’ 166 ‘tries
‘newcomers. in. months. -Only ‘two.

dssue), $2,300.
Capitol . (Loew) (3,430; $1-$1.65)
§
—"Gidget Goes Hawaiian” (Col).
‘st Louis; June. 13.
Big $16,000 or near. Last week,
holdovers‘remzin. Heftiest of neware
four:
new
pix.
“here
“Two Loves” (M-G), $10,000.
are “Homicidal,”. lusty: at:
: gurrenly but
b only: two. are. coming. comérg
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; $1-$1.49)—
Orpheum, “Return To __Peyton .
“Young Savages”. (UA) (3d wk).
Okay $8,000. Last week,. $11,000.
with ‘a bright session ‘at the Fox’ which is brisk at Century:
.
MacArthur (K-B) (800; $1.25)—
“French
Mistress. (FAW).
Nice
Time I Saw. Archie,” “Last: ‘Sun$6,000.
Last
week,
“Two-Way
Pittsburgh, June 13.)
turn Peyton Place” (20th) (4th wh),dal
set” and “Secret: Ways,” other’ . §
Stretch" (Indie) (4th wk), .$3,400.
_ Five new entries are shoring up |$4,900.
Loop - newles, ‘are:
experiencing aan i
Ontario (K-B) £1,240: $1-$1 .49)—| grosses. at deluxers
here. this}. ‘Shadyside .(MOTC) (750;
0;. $1.25)
slower. going.
nn
|
“Saturday Night, Sunday Morn” ‘round but biz is stilt seasonably off..|—“Angry Silence” (Val). Thin $1,- |
| Lone -os
‘are “One-Eyed wen
(Cont) (8th wk). Oke $3,000. Last Best reports come from “Atlantis”. 500. Last week,. “Carry. On, Ser-{
"-Estinates for This:Week.
Jacks,"
winner. at’ Lyric,’.and: ee |
week, $3,900.
;
.at Gateway and “Last Sunset”
at} geant” (Gov) (4th wk), $2, 000. - i
7 “Exodus,” ‘which is winding a-nice: os
Palace (Loew) (2,390 $1-$1.49)— Fulton, latter being socko on open-|- Nixon (Rubin) .(1,760; $1.25-$1.80).| ‘Anbesdor (Arthur). (2,970; 75- -20-week stay at’ Academy. -First00°73

tee
‘Atlantis’ Nice 86,‘Archie’ Hep 11Gsii sist tar" |Sic cMbalonnes

i)Pacing Pit;
Sunset Boffo:)

“Return

To Peyton

Place”

(20th)

(4th wk).
Modest $7,000.
Last
week, $8.000.
Playhause (T-L) 4278: $1-$1.80)—
“Love and French woman”

(Union)

(3d wk). Good $4,400. Last week,
$5,500.
Town .(King) (800; $1.25-$1.49)—
“On Double” (Par) (3d wk). Happy
$5.000. Last week, $5,500.

. ..{throughin okay ‘fashion.’ “Last

er. “On the Double” at Stanley |—“Gone With Wind” (M-G). (re-|$1.50)'— “Pleasure of His’ Com-| run suburban’ houses“have joined’
and “Last Time I Saw Archie” at |issue) (5th wk). Fast $8,000. Last |Pany’ (Par). Fine $16,000..Last |the |swing. ‘to. .neweomers
Penn

are just good. “Angry. Si- |week, $8,500.

lence” at Shadyside shapes soft.
“Saturday Night, Sunday Morning” remains lively in fifth at the
Squirrel Hill. “Gone.With Wind”
is rated

Nixon.

fast. in

fifth

week

.at the

week, “Return. Peyton Place (20th) round,

Current nabe arrivals

|“Last Time -I Saw. Archie” (UA).. popewk). Okay $2,000. Last week, “Bay,” trim ‘at Uptown..
Good

$11, 000.

Last * week,

“Exodus” remains. hardy in Loves” (M-G), $9,500.:

14th: at Warner. '

to.

|.“Flower' Drum ‘Song” U) opens’ (4th. wk), . $7,000
‘are “General ‘della Rovere,” ‘fine
|Monday-(19)._
Apollo Art (Grace) (100; ‘90 at St.. Louls Park, fousins7 eoso
|.Pema (UATC) (3,300; $1-$1.50)— |$1:25)—""Never-On Sunday” (Lope) |-at Suburban World, and “Tiger.
“Two

$2,300

‘

Estimates

for. This: Week

-

. Academy .. (Mann)..(947; $1 Se.
(UA) (20th. wk)..

Esquire: (Schuchert-Levin) (1,1865;,|
Squlrrel Hill (SW) (834: $1.25)— |$1.25-$2.50)—“Exodus”
(UA): ‘(9th $2.65)——"Exodus”

“Saturday Night, Sunday Morning” wk). . Good: $7,500... ‘Last week, Bowing. out after a- five-month:run
Estimates for This Week
:
| (Cont) (th. wk):. Tall $2,400. Last $8,000...
with ‘okay :$5,000.. Last’.
Fulton (Shea) (1,635; $1-$1. 50)— week, $3,200...
.Fox (Arthur). 4,000: 90-$1. 25)}— $5,500. . “Raisin: in* Sun”. ‘col :
“Last Sunset” (U). ‘Boffo ‘$9,000. { . Stanley (SW). 03,700; $1-$1. 50)— “Last Sunset” (U) and “Passport. to opens Friday (16).Uptown ‘SW) (1,300; $1.25-$2.25) Last week, “Mad Dog Coll” (Col) “On- Double” .(Par): Good: $12,000. China”. (Col). Bright $18,000. Last |. Century. (Cinerama,. Inc.). (1,150;
—“Exodus (UA) t86th wk).
Fair- and “5. Golden Hours” ” (Col S .Last week, “One-Eyed. Jacks” (Par) week, “One-Eyed. Jacks” (Par) Ga: $1 .75-$2.65)—"Wiridjammer” (NT) m
; days), $900.
| wk), $12,000:
ish $5.000. Last week, $5,500.1 (2d wk), $9,500..
| (reissue). Opened ..Monday -(12), | Warner (SW) (1.440; $1.49-$2. 25) | Gateway (Associated) (2,100: ‘$1- a ‘Warner ASW) (1,516; $1.50-$2.
2.50) Loew’s Mid-City: (Loew) |1 160: ; With. brisk: $9,000 ‘likely. in*-first—"Spartacus”
(Ui
(22d
wk).{ $1.50}—“Atlantis”
(M-G).. Sturdy | —"Exodus” (UA) (14th wi). FiFirm 60-90) —““Absenit-Minded Professor” 'six days. :Last week,.“'Seven“Won-Fanny $7,000. Last week, $7,500.
1 $8,000 or near. Last week, '“Re- $8,500. 1Last week, $8,000
(Continued. on Page18)
(Continued | on Page 18)
Trans-Lux

(T-L)

(600;

$1 .49-$2)

—*‘Wild, ‘Wild Women” (T-L) (3d
eae
Okay $3,000.
Last. week,

HeatBoyBsvay Ba Com
PICTURE

isoyAhetSuetTorrid

GROSSES

- jasGOOD $5,000,
‘LYVILLE; ‘ARCHIE’
66

$2,000;Wild’Fair176;‘Pleasure’
Lively186,Savages’Hep.136,3d.

“Outlook

ts - mild. for. downtown

‘beinema™ trade this week, with few
‘ outstanding ‘films. However, -“One‘Eyed

Jacks" is good ‘at the Ohio.

pay'Phs

~~Stage Great 1556 ‘Wild Tame 256,
‘Juliet’ Hot $15,500, Frantic’ 156

“This. Is--Cinerama,” ' playing 9th | ,

i week at Rialto, is nice. “Last Time

HI Saw Archie” despite sneak last| “With. another warm, cleat. week- and Three Stooges” (20th: due fn
: Chicago, June. ‘13. $;Saturday at United Artists, shapes: end ‘plus hot humid weather Mon- next.
_ Main’ ‘Stem trade ‘remains.on the; :
_as.slow. .
Radio City Music Hall “Rocke-}day and. yesterday (Tues. Broad_Sluggish- side this session ‘although|
Estimates
‘Are.
Net
a» "Estimates for. This Week
“two teen-oriented. Openers are gar- |”. Film gross “estimates: ‘as.“es {° Brown (Fourth Avénue! (1,100; way. film ‘biz {fs taking !t on the; ifellers) 16,200, 90-$2 75: -"Pleasure
‘chin for the’ current sesston.
Not: ,of His Company” :1Par? and stase“nering ‘substantial coin, “Last Sun-.
: : Ported: herewith from thesvari- ».}.75-$1. 95)-—" Absent-Minded Profes- eyen. four ‘newcomers and a few' ‘show (2d wk! This session ending
eet,” -preeming at..the ‘State-Lake.

| “-ous..key cities, are ‘net; -i-e.,. | sor’ (BV). (5th. wk). Slowing to fair

‘holdovers will do ‘much to
~should do’ a ‘torrid: $22,000 while!
‘without’ usual” .tax: ©Distrib. |g. 000 -after fourth week's $11,000. isturdy
alter the overall downbeat picture
Wild In: the- Country” is rated al . utots share on net take, when Kentucky (Switow) (900; 75-$1)—. -About the only encourasing thing,
_ fair. $17,000 at. Oriental. Loop: pair:
7

| today ‘Wed
is heading for hig
$1355.000 after $164,000
for_ first

week Holds indef
“Curse
of Werewolf’ “(Un - ‘and as far ag N.Y. first-run exhibitors!
Rivoli «UAT. 11.345, $150 $250)
-|"Shadow of Cat” «U' ‘Dull $3,000, are concerned. is that most schools !—"On Double” tPar+ 4th wk? This
eee expects a. Alce: take in first }~ ‘come
|Last. w eek, “Secret Ways” (U),
will
be
out
soon,
and
the
mad
rush
!
round
winding tomorrow + Phurs )
5 anzZa:
.
;
poe
¥
Second week of “Secret Partner” |:
The. “paretithetie” ‘adnifésion ” | 36, 000. ..
‘| for the outdoors will taper off in‘ looks to hit pood $12.500 after
‘Mary. Anderson iPeople’ s) .1900:. a few weeks.
-_ shapes’ shappy “at Esquire. “Pleas- “- prices, however, as ‘indicated, °
in
third
week
“Two
'$16,000
ure. of. His - ‘Company’: ‘heads
the:
‘ include | U. S..-amusement tax. . -[75-$1)-—"Portrait of Mobster” (WB) }- “Wild in Country” {s heading for
Loves” «M-G! opens Jane 21
$3.-. mild: $25,000 in first week at Paraand: {Steel ha (WB). Drab
State
«Loew?
12.900,
$1.50-S2
50)
ch)
_-third-.weekers, ‘with-a lively- round
|<
‘oubg: mount. “Romanoff& Juliet” looks. —‘Gone With Wind” sAD-G): treisLast week,
at) the. Chicago, “Young: Savages’ | ¢
[SetageeTCA (2d wk); same.
big. $15,500 on initialer at Guild. sue} (8th wk. Seventh round fin. is pulling a healthy: biz ‘in third -at.
“| - Ohio (Settos) 1900; -60-$1—One- “Frantic” is’ heading for a great ‘ished yesterday (Tues ' was up to
" Roosevelt. “Tiger Bay”: Tooks’ | Archie’Lush96,
| Byed: Jacks” (Par): Good $5,000. $15,000. at Little Carnegie. “Cheat- fast $24,000 or close after $23,300
epin
“ae
.
|. playing pereentage,-hence: the
“of. : ‘Pienic™. and - “Twinkle “and’ [ estimated figures are. net in-

“Spring” is.potent ‘in.fifth, World.

‘Last . week,

Frisco;‘Loves’86

“Mein

Kampf”

(Col? | ers” is good $9,000 in first at the .for sixth

Stays

. 12d wk, $6.000. ‘| Parts.
Victoria (City Inv} 51.003. 50-82)
v. Rialto (Fourth |‘Avenue? (1, 100:
“Pleasure of His Company.”” with -~—"Last Time 1 Saw Archie’ -l A)
Peyton “Place”
_ $1,25-$2.20'—- This - Is ‘Cinerama” ‘stageshow, is holding with smash 13d wk!)
This stanza conclading
‘ notching” a steady: sixth: at the | ‘|(Cinerama). (9th -wk). Nice’ $7,500 $155,000 in second session at the Friday 116: looks like fair $11,000
Woods. Two: longruns. are. keeping
“San. Francisco, June.WB yor: near: Last week,-$8,000..
or
near
after
$12,500 in second.
“Young
Savages.”
turnstiles whirling —.“Gone’ With. 7 ‘First-run
Hail.
biz is on slow side‘cur-.
(Fourth Avenue) |Music
day-dating the Astor and arty Mur- “Naked Edge” «Ul Al opens June 30,
Wind” -registering. a- lusty ‘ninth: -rently .awaiting. the .school vaca-: United Artists’
(3,000; 15-$1. 251—"1. ast Time I Saw: ray Hill, hit good $21,500,
,according to present plans
: ‘week at United Artists and. “Never ‘tions,. with few of newcomers.. do: |.Archie”:
(WAL. ‘Sneak ‘showing SatWarner (SW? #1,523, $1 50-$3 50)
* On Sunday”. marking a robust loth ‘ing: much:
“Last'. Time I Saw|urday (10): night no help,with
w |. - “On the Double” ts heading for;-—"“Exodus” «GA (2fth wk This
session at Surf.
+ “Archie”. looks. top “new entrant| $6,000 very mild, Last week, “Re-. good $12,500 in fourth round at the i stanza winding today *Wed) is
“Atlantis” looks like light
Estimates for.‘This: Week
, .| with. fancy. takings. at United ‘Art- |turn: Peyton Place” (20th) (2d: wk}, |
$15,500 in third week at the Cart- heading for wow $39,000 after $27.Carnegie (Telem’t) (495: $A.50)— ists:“‘Two Loves,” also. new, shapes i"
500. .
Stays indefi:,.] tol,: ‘with “Parent
Trap” due in 500 tor 245th week
-_“agummer With -Monika”. (Indie? ‘fairish. at Warfield.
-nitely. End of most theatre parties,
June 21.
3 ax Nice $4,400. “Last: week, | “Pleasure of: Company“. “jooka|
Su at Ton4
‘booked far in advance, is spelling
““Gone With Wind” held with
ni¢e in third at. Golden: Gate ‘ta;
1 sock $24,000 in seventh session at. the upbeat. to some extent
‘Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1‘80! pace
p
holdovers:. “Saturday Night,
Firsf-Run Arties
the State, and starts its eighth —‘'Pleasure of His: Company” (Par).
set
Sunday Morning’ is. dandy in
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1 25-$2)
‘week today (Wed.).
“Pepe” was
7 Ga $2 0000.$18, 000:or. near.» Last third: at: Stagedoor.
_
"<__“Saturday
Night, Sunday Morwee
,
;
1fair $13,000 in 25th week at the ning” (Cont) (11th wk). The 10th
Criterion where “Guns of Navastanza
finished
Sunday (11) was
rone” preems the night of June 22.
“Tiger Bay” (Cont) (3d'-Wk), Nifty |
d en.
ai :
RKO). 12,859;
sockeroo $12,300 after $14,500 for
stanza.
> “Return, To

if
is |.

Scan a,-| tare Men!

$4, 000, Last

week, $4, 500.

‘. $i.25-$1. 50):

4 ‘Pleasure

. of

$1500,BalloAce

-

= 3.50)—"Exod
Cinestage. (Todd).iu (1,038:"'$1:75-|
Company” (Par).-'(3d whe, Nice
(
; $11, 000." Last :week,. $14, 000::

_ Baltimore, June 13.

| It starts continuous-run, day-dating

ninth week.
with Murray ‘Hill, on June 23.
“New.entries have stepped up. the a “Last-Time I Saw Archie” looks | Fine Arts (Davis) (468: 90-$1.80)
—"“Cow
and I* (Zenith: (2d wk),
- Fox (FWC) (4,651; °$1,25-$1. 50.— pace Slightly here though. it's to slip to fair. $11,000 or close in {
eee, to: ‘kay’a 000."iat!
(Continued ‘on page 18}
“week, $11,900.
; "House of Fright” (ATY and “Black|nothing- to- ‘shout about. On.. the current (3d) reund at the Victoria.
2 ere
eee wae ee
Esquire: (H&E .Balaban) |a 350:|pie of “Dr... M (Al). ...Fair $9.000: happier :“side are “The Millionair- “Naked -Edge” is due in next, like- |
~“§1.25-$1;80). —.: Secret’. Partner
Last week,: “Return Peyton Place”. ess,” nice in ‘first ‘at the Charles. ly June 30. “Last Sunset" opens °
and. “Circle. of ‘Deception™: ‘arid: “Last. Sunset.” hotsy. in open- today (Wed.) at the. Palace and .
(2d. wk: “Fast, $6,000. ‘Last!j (20th)
(M-G). $7.000.
“week,
(20th, (2d wk, $10,500' in 9 days. |er -at: Mayfair.
“Two Loves” is Trans-Lux 85th Street
Loop (Telem't). (606: $i.25°51. 80; Warfield - TLoew): (2,656; $1.25-| drab ‘on: iritial. round: at: the Hipp.
“Raisin in Sun" looks like mild|
—"Picnic” (Col) ‘and."Twinkle ‘and *$1.501—“Two.’ Loves” -(M- Gi and, and. “On. the: Double” is only fair |‘$8,000 for Il1th’ session at the
6
I
?
ee
Shine”. (Col). -treissues). --Good $5,-: ‘“Drunis. of Deep. South’ .+MI-G).. dn. first: at the Town.
| Forum with “The Truth” opens
;Eairish. $8,5000. .Last week. “Cim- “Last Tinie ['Saw Archie” shapes June 27.
500. Last week, “Blast. of Silence”|:
Cincinnati, June 13
slow |‘in. same at ‘the New, “Love|:
000.and “Trouble In. Sky” (Uy $75 j.arron”’ (M-G)- 42d. wk), $7,000:
“Exodus” still is the top hard-!
Ciney mainstem film biz holds
.Paramount Par). (2,646: -$1.25-{ arid the’ Frenchwornan” ‘is nice: on.
ticketer, with a.wow $39.000 likely moderately this round
“Absent-

“Prof. Ozoner Bet In
Cincy, Sturdy $10,000;
2 Loves’ Fairish 8G

| “Mad
Monroe;
“(1:000;-65-00).—
|$1:50!—-"Pienle” (Col) and““Opera-; bow at the Cinema. Champ hold-|inDog Jovan)
Coll” (Coli.
and “Ter ror stion.. Mad’. Ball”. (Col) - “treissues). ‘over. is.“Never: On Sunday,” new in|

present (26th) session at the, Minded Professor’ shapes swell at
‘Warner.
“Spartacus.”
which
{is} Twin Drive-In, bidding to edge
-L still rated good at $15.000 in 36th j hardtop
first-runs
for
front
‘Estimates for This Week
round -at the
DeMille, ‘goes. on
money.
“Two Loves” looks only
Aurora. (Rappaport) © (367; - 90-lowered-scale. run, with three shows- fair in opener at Albee while

of “Tongs” ICol): Fair. $4,600: ‘Last: Good $8. 500... “Last “week. “Mad | record 30th. week. at Playhouse:

(Continyie a.‘on. page tay.

"| Dog ‘Coll’. (Coli. and. “Underworld ;
1.0, & “A.” (Cob, $8,500.

4

,

Francis

Par) |41,400:

$i. $1. 50)—"Battle. of « Sexes”? (Cont!|daily starting tomorrow

(Thurs.:.
“Secret Ways" is in same cateEstimates for This Week.
Rory .at Palace. In second weekg,
“Toronto; ‘Sat. Ni ht’.Hot |"$14,500.
| nic” “(Colr “treissue). (2d wh), | Astor (City Inv.) (1,094: 75-$2:—' “Return to Peyton Place” cantin4"Young Savages” (UA: (4th wk. ues hotsy at Keith's and “Raisin
igi
; United ‘Artists -(No. Coast) ibe! $2:000.:
round
ended
yesterday ; In Sun” is hep at Grand. “Gone
151;. - $1.25-$I. 50).—' ‘Last -Timie. oan Charles (Fruchtman) |(500; - 90- Third.
8, 000,Peyton’ 76in 3d;
Saw ‘Archie™ (UA) -and “Cat: ‘Burg-; $1:50— ‘Millionairess” (20th), Nice {Tués.) was good $17,500 or near.« With Wind” shapes good in cighth .
‘Toronto; June-13.'
| lar’ (CA), ‘Fast $9.000 :.or- near.’ $4,000... Last week,’ “Suzie Wong”: Second week, $19. 500, considerably at Capitol.
below
hopes.
“Goodbye
Again" :
Estimates for This Week
* only newcomer: -is “One-Eyed |Last week, “Young. Savages”. 4UA) (Part. (24th -wk},” $2.000.
(UA) likely will open on June 28.

Jacks Lusty $14,000la | $1.SO. "One-Eyed. Jacks”

(Par)| and

(Cont)

“Entertainer’”

tre-

*higth wk). Loud $11, 000. Last week, runs): ‘Oke $1,500.’ Last week, “Pic-

Jacks,” which Woks. big af huge|
amd “Matter “or Morals” “vay iad}: Cinema. -(Schwaber). (460: 90-:
Albee (RKO: 53,100, $1-$1 25) =
$l .50i—“Love. and: Frenchwoman’! _ Capitol (Loew? (4,820; $1-$250: “Two Loves” «M-G) _ Fair $8.000,
|‘Sunday Morning’ shapes: stout at}. -Stasedoor CARY <iad0; “$125.) ‘(Contiaued on ‘page 18)’.
—"Atlantis” (M-Gi (3d wk This Last week. “One-Eyed Jacks’

“Imperial. *."Saturday: ‘Night’. -and |WK). $7.560.

Carlton’ in third week. “Retuén. to. $1.50!-4"Saturday:’ Night. Sunday, ~

————

“Peyton. Place.” also in. third, looms; Morning” . Cont’ (3d. wk), Dandy “ANGEL FINE
“okay at Hollywood. .Fifth frame *$6.000-oF over. “Last week...$7.500.

* of. “Gone With Wind” still is hef-'

. Vogue.AS. OF, ° Theatres!

‘364: |

}

$ 0,000,

{round winding tomorrow

‘Thurs.: «Par) 13d wk’.$7600

looks like light $15.500 after $17,-:- Capitol

|000,, way
{-second.

under

“Parent

estimates for’ $1-$150: -Trap’

(BV). «M-G)

‘SW-Cineramai
“Gone

telssues

(8th

‘With
wk:

(1.400;

Wind

Good

.ty.“at- Uptown. Warm weather is- $1.50!-—‘‘Breathless’’ * (FAW) -“5th: OMAHA; PROF.’66, 4TH opens June. 21.
j $7.500 after $8000 in seventh
denting trade which ts generally | K'. "Good .$2, 300. . East’ week, .
Criterion
(Moss) 11,520; $1.25- bows
Stanza. July“Guns
(Col?
Omaha, June 13.
“
12 uf Navarane”
Spotty.Estimates
| tor:This Week- aeexan
aria
ce
|
.
Biz
is
dipping
-at
first-runs
this
|$240.—"Pepe”
Colt,
126th
wk.
rere
te
art
«Shor:
+500;
$125)
;
=
-:
E
S
h
o
r
:
00;
$l
a Arla, (Coited California stanza despite the fact that out-of- an tout Session fair.$13,000ester —‘Anastasia”
(20th: — crelssued.

are padding the. mati- $12,000. for 24th- ‘week.
“Guns of Fair $1,200 Last week, “Big Deal”
‘nees.
“This Is. Cinerama” -re- | Navarone” (Co]' opens night of ‘Indie: $3,340
.
|
mains
‘trim
in’ 17th-round as a June. 22.. Regular run staris the
._ ing" (20thy (3d wk). Sturdy: $8,000. §
Grand iRKQ: 11.300. $1-$1.251——
hard-ticket -entry. at. -the ‘Cooper, next day on. continuois-run.
"Last week, ‘ditto.|
“Raisin tf Sun”
Cole (2d wks.
| Newcomer “Fabulous
World of
Eglinton: (FP). (iB. $1 50:$2.50):
DeMille (Reade! ‘1,463; $1. 0- Hep $7,000 holding to first week
“Verne” -at: the Omaha | . $3.50)—"Spartacus” (Ue (36th wk i stride of $7.40)
‘—"Windjammer” : iNT). i25th Wk).
1 tatea dull.” “Last. Sunset” at. ‘On This stanza ending «today ‘Wed.)
Guild
‘Vance! = -300. . $1 25! —
Steady $5,000. Last ‘week, -same.
iMay)
pheum. looms. fair. Third: ‘session ‘looks like : good $15,000 or near| “League
of Gentlemen”
4
Hollywood iFP: (1.080; .$1-$1 50) |
_
.
«
Pravidence,
June.
13.
f < “Spartacus” shapes nice at. -after $17,000 for 35th week. .Goes | ‘Sth-final wk
—“Return te Peyton Place”™ (20th) |
So-so $1000 Last
“Angel © Baby” ‘looks |: on. popscale. with three shows: “eek, ditto.
(3d wk). Okay’ $7,000: or close. ‘Last |: * AS ‘rainy. Saturday : helped ‘-week- Dundee.
end: ‘biz: and..gave. RKO Albee a. phefty- at ‘three houses.
° daily, tomorrow (Thurs.'.
Hyde Park Art :Shors 1.500, 90Week,’ “$9.000.°°
>.
‘Estimates for This. Week
.
Hyland. (Rank). q 9575. $1:$1 50) neat boost to. top ‘spot. with “Last|
Henry “Miller (Gilbert . Miller) ,$1.25)—"Upstairs and Downstairs’
Sunset.”
State’s
‘“Atlantis;.:
Lost’
Admiral,
Chief,
Skyview.
(Blank)
“Raisin in. Sun’. (Col): (2d wk).
(800;.$1.50-$3.50)—-"La Dolce Vita” |‘Indies. Fair $1,300
Last week,.
; Continent” is dull In second.. Third (1.239; - 3.000;: 1,200: ‘$1)-—“‘Angel (Astor) (8th wk). This week end-|“Up the Creek” ‘Indie ‘24 wk),
Good $5,500.. Last week, $6,000
, Imperial iF P) 3,343; $1-$1: 50 of “Return * to “Peyton ‘Place™. is “Baby” (AA). and “Time ‘Bomb’ |ing today (Wed) 1s. heading: for : $1.10
i AAD. - Fast $10,000. - Last week, hotsy $20,000 after $21,000, virtual
Keith's ‘Shor -7.500. 90 $124 —
One-Eyed Jacks” tPar). Big: $14.- nice at Majestic. |Strand” is tourh-i+
‘Return To Pevton Place” -29th)
000. or --close.. “Last | week, “All ing ‘bottom with “B Golden. Hours”. “Revolt ° of - Slaves” UA) $15,000. ;; capacity, for seventh.“in: first. week...
12d wk Hotsy $9000 after $10,-Cooper -(Cooper) 1687; $1.55- i ‘Palace (RKG) ‘1.642: $1 25-S2:—
"Hands. ‘on: “Deck”: (20th); $8, 500.:
- Estimates. for This’ Week.
132.20)—“This Is. ‘Cinerama' ” {Ciner- “Last Sunset” (U>. Opens today 1000 openei
- International: +Taylor) (557::“$l-j..
Carlton: (Rank)

(2,318;

$1-$1. 501 (CAD ‘18th wki.: “Nice. =e000."Last school kids

— “Saturday. Night. Sunday: Morn-! week, $9,500.

BoostsProv.Ez.
* ‘Sunset’ Hefty.$9;mo

$i 25 "Never on. Sunday” (Lopei!’ " Albee: (RKO) (2;200;-. 65-90) —/-ama)..(7th .wk-.. Upped to -néat{(Wed.). Last: week, “Secret Ways”
Palace ‘RKO: -2:600, $7 $116. * (20th. “wki:. Solid, $3, 500. “Last ;“Last. Sunset” (Us and “Tomboy $5.800. Last week. $5.000..
10) (3d wk), fair $12.000 or close “Secret Ways” -{'- and “Blast of
: week,’ “Same: nde
_"Jtand: the .Champ” «Ur. ‘Very. hefty|: Dundee .(Cooper) 4500; $1-55- |after $14,500 for second session.
' Silence” Ce)
Fair $7,009
Last
“Loew's :‘iLeew: 4 6Al:: ‘$t-st.25), play:‘for. $9.000. ‘Last week. “Big |'$2:20)—" Spartacus” (UG) i3d wk).;
.Forum (Moss! (813; 90-$1 80}—: week “Big Show” (20th), $6.500
—‘Young: Savages”. (UAY. (3d. wk). Stiow”” (20th) and “Days‘of. Thrills, Hep $5,500. Last- week; same,
| Raisin in’ Sun” (Col) 12th wk). j ‘Twin Drive-In (Shor). ‘GON cary
80-80. $6,000... Last: week, $7,500. . |Laughter’’. (20th), $3,500.:
‘{
Omaha: (Tristates) -(2,/066;. 15-$1)." ‘The ith. stanza finished. yesterday each s:de; 90c:—West: “Absent"Tivoli: EPY A935; $1.50-$2: 50). - Majestic. 1SW): (2200: 75-$1:95) “Fabulous World of. Jules Verne” ‘Tues.) was. mild. $8,000 or near: Minded Professor” (BY) ‘sbiurb)
‘“bxodus- (UA). 12th ‘wk: Moder-.| “Return To Peyton ‘Place’. (20th). +WB!. and “Bimbo. -Great" (WBi::| after $9,000 for 10th week. “The: and “Hanging Tree’ (WB.
Swell
ate $5,000. ‘ Last: ‘week, ditto: fad wk). Still nice. -at. $7.000 after | Dull. $3,500.:. Last week, “Secret |Truth” (Kingsi opens June 27.
7$10,000.
Last week, “Goliath and
_|-Ways” AUS and “Posse from Heil” } Paramount (AB-PT: (3.665, ‘$1-: Dragon" (Indie: and “Half Pint’
-Towne. (Taylor) -(693;- '90-$1.25)—} $8:500 in second:
“At.
(UL), $3,000. $2)—“Wild in Country" (20th:. Inl-; Indie), $9,760 East: “Wild Beast
”“Virgin’ ‘Spring’. (Sanus) -(5th wk). : State. (Loew): 13,200: 65- 90)—
ending tomorrow of Crete” ‘UA- and “God's [ittle
‘Lantis”: (M-G). and: “‘Gambler “With+ “Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877; 75+; tial” session
Fine: $4,000. .-Last week, same.
Fair
University. (EP) iL 360;: $1-$1, 50):‘Gun” (UA): (2d. wk). Slow $5, 000 1 $1—"Last Sunset”.'U). Fair $7.4, (Thurs.) ° is heading for $25.000.! Acre” ‘VAs ‘subsequents!
000
or
near.
.Lastweek,
“Raisin.
In}
Holds.
In
ahead,
“Return To Pey-' $6,000
Last week, “Hitler's Exe—“Pepe” ‘Col, “6th. wh). Okay ;after’ $7:006. ini -first..
‘ton Place” (20th) (5th wk:+, $17,000, ‘cutioners”’ ‘Indie: and “It Takes a
of Strand ‘(National Realty) 42,200; |Sun” (Col), $4,500.- $5.000. . Last. week,: -$6,000.. --State (Cooper): (743: $1)~“Ab- |but “for one of best engagements ; Thief” (indle:, $5,000
Uptown. iLoew)- 11,3045 $1-$150) 65-90) — “5: Golden: Hours”. (Col):
‘and “Mad Dog Coll’ (Col',. ‘Drab ‘sent-Minded Professor”: ABV)..(4th [here in some time... “Country” ap- | Valley (Wiethe? (1,200, $1 50—‘‘Gone. ‘With “Wind” (M-G): Ure= |

“tssues (Sth wk! Still. pettyat$3,500: “Last. -week,. ‘“One- Eyed wk. Okay $6,000. Last week, $8;- |pears not destined to hold long at $2 50-—"“FExodus" ‘UA: (12th wh.
256.
~ current gait, with “Snow White
(|Fairish $5,000. Last week, $5,500.
+ $10,000; ‘Last week,“$11,000,
“Vacks” Par),$3,500 in.third,
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In CinemaScope on
METROCOLOR
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ee

14,1961
a: Wedmesday, June

GOLDENFLESING® LENDS

From the producer who made
“DON’T GO NEAR THE WATER”

“GEORGE RGR) RENE
FLLS + THORPE+WEINGARTEN

‘CONTACT YOUR M-G-M BRANCH NOW!

CRITICS AWAY FROMTHEIR BEATS
OFFER MEDLEY OF VIEWPOINTS
Wednesday, ‘June 4,1
1961

PICTURES

12

-LOUIS-COOK, DETROIT FREE PRESS =,

newspaper -_teviews, Green | ‘Sheet, ‘Legion. of“Decency,
Hollywood, June 13.
Parents Magazine and other sources.
“I-don't think films are as. bad‘ as everyone is shouting.
Warner Bros. junketed aclarge contingent of film critics
“Parents should make up their wainds when a good * pice. Nor are they as good: as-a. lot of: people think: Where they.
Qnd amusement Cditors to tts Burbank studio for the purpose Of precieweng certain WB releases and hearing its - ture. comes. along - for. the family—like ‘Sundowners,’ ‘ -Miss- is?‘on. ‘story. -line:’ He cited “Young Savages”. as €X-.
‘Pollyanna’ and ‘Sunrise at.:Campabello "they should be
ample, which “didn’t make sense from ‘literary: Or human “sre
¢ ficials. producers, stars and. others discourse. The follow.
supported by ‘the whole: family ‘and not” perish, ‘as. they
standpoint.” . However, ‘photography: was ood, :
tng neuspaper
represeu tatires were spot interr tewed durdid
at
the
boxoffice:”:
There
|
for
adults
and
children,
-he.-.
tig the “Jubilee of Films” by a VARIETY: rejorter. William
Lot: of movies: today" seem. to: have. an. uncertainty ‘as:‘to ”
maintained.
.-. what they're trying to do, he‘thoughit. They: lack originality
Ornstein, Commentaries and direct quotes follow:
In other words, “What ts ‘the industry ° or public ‘beefing
more. than anything else. The scripts are. bad. So is.writs
-:
Se
about? If &. sforekeeper: can't ‘sell. brown. eggs, he sells - ing: Acting’ generally speaking. is good.:
white ones. This film’ business: is a commercial proposition
ARCHER WINSTEN, NEW YORK POST
-“T do: think good rnovies. will:come out of the’big studios: _.
and ‘should be. treated: ‘as such.”. >
“There's too much dite sex and not enuugh real sex.’
‘Phey. have the money to spend ‘and equipment.” He ‘held
He commented that parents. Will nix tv shows ‘because of . ‘indies make ‘interesting. movies* but |haven't” the where- Ne cited “Room at the Top” ard “Saturday and oioden”
violence but then ‘send kids to. Movies because by this:they.- -withal to carry forward:
ot
as reel and didn’t like “Never on Sunday," which he
will eliminate baby sitter and.can be alone by themselves. ‘ _ Foreign’ pix he. believed are” “ttemendaus- and by |‘and =:
thought worked sex for commercial, popular purpose. The
fact that “Surday” is successful doesn’t disprove his point,
‘Jarge superior to: ours. This is.a damned -fact.. They've. got
SY LVIA MORRIS
Winsten held. It'sa slick prostitute pie for slick audience,
good writing and. ‘they. seem -to Know “what” they're. doing. .
(correspondent ©for. puitedtions:hn England, India
. British: comedies are delightful, ‘They.do: well and.have:Boe
he said.
and Ceylon)
“nice
sense. of humor.”
“American pictures today are worse. than five or ten
“Films have finally grown up.with ‘sound, color: and*
years avo. ad
European films are getting better.. The
various wide screen processes.. The prodycers: are. redlly KEN FUJISAKI
reason is quite simple. American -people: are running
making intelligent films. Today: we see them getting good ~
- (eorrespondent for Sanket ‘Shimburi eked.”
scared, think the whole answer js in size and. the amount:
scripts, -¢asts, directors, :not ‘one important star; . also
“1. don’t. think “American.-filshs.are over, violent for :our. *of moneys spent on production.”
adult stories. Hollywood has Jot, more .freedom today. ‘than.
audiences. ]- don’t think’ they. stress séx'.too much. Our
before, she noted. There's. more - competition and better
_ people like ‘best historical films: which cannet.-be pro- ©
STANLEY EICHELBAUM, SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER
pix because of it. « — Troubles of motion pictare industry have done it a lot
“I think. Americans have ‘gained : quite a bit from -duced-on tv. Anything tv. can't. do—wider: and longer. films .
of gocd, he observed. Pix haven't been better in a long
European films. ‘Sons and Lovers’. shows dividing line of “successful. Musical. comedies are ‘very. ‘popular and :‘big.
pictures like. ‘Spartacus’ and ‘Ben ‘Hur’ great:
time. FV competition, which almost destroyed. screen, has
good girl who became a.prostie and died ‘at: the end. Today,
“Japanese audiences still like’ films with. ‘good ” family
been the best thirg for waking up the industry.’
producers show nothing wrong with sex, that it’s a ‘very
fine thing, part of love—nothing wrong with it.”
. —Telations like ‘Mrs. Miniver’ and. ‘Best. Years ofOurLives, ”
Standards by necessity have to be raised, therefore
‘to
°—
.
;
-In other words, she pointed out, “Today if a girl’s ‘not .. “ mention a few: old ones.”
Hollywood product never so good, in his opinion. He. sees
a virgin it’s not the end of the world: for her. She can ARNOLD MARKS, ‘PORTLAND, ORE, JOURNAL American
publie tiring of home watching and films in
get married, not like in the old days when she had to die.””
theatres soon to experience a renaissance. “I think films
“There's not ‘enough variety in. films: today. -As’ soon as.
aie getting to vielent, sex is too frank and it’s a cheap
‘a ‘producer comes up with ‘a ‘Gone With the Wind’. or ‘Ben oe
STAN ANDERSON, CLEVELAND PRESS
7
altempt to dure an audience which is totally unnecssary.’
Hur’. everyone. wants: to copy: them.,-Foreign pix, he: felt,.
“Somehow or another the public must be made’ aware
“came along with theme not geared for our, mass ‘audiences.
of the obvious fact the movies really are better than ever.
MAJORIE ADAMS, BOSTON GLOBE
right up.the- lirie.”” ‘There’s nothing: w ‘TONg.: with - Pix: “if
slowly they -are- ‘finding: out for: themselves that they. have
“Pictures are pow tor elite, really. Tv entertainment Js
public’ wants to. see. ‘them. It’s: not what ivory. tower, veritics.
become’a
captive
audience
for
that
tyrannical
living
room’
for the mitges. These who appreciate good acting. and
—TV. Education, rather: than exploitation of the- old. want, ‘but the: public. that counts. .
directing turn te motion pictures instead of the legitimate
school
kind.
would.
bring
people
outside
to
‘see
the
mature
Studios have: experts that know: ‘what's. good and.‘bad in
theatre
“Films are trying to fulfill the place formerly held
pictures today.’”
. pix. Should use own. experience. for making more ‘comedies. .
by the legit theatre in every respect expect musicals.
Film
and
theatre
critic
feels.
‘old
|
time
exploitation
.
Pix
designed. ‘for sex's sake are. ‘doing -harm.. He said. Police. :
J cent imnderstand why the public doesn't .go for. filmed
‘methods should be changed ‘to make. public aware of new._ Chief in: Portland has board of women Jooking ‘at. all pix.
muties? comedies as they cused to.”
maturity in pix as an art. “Other day. I talked to ‘a woman:
“Even.
if:-they admittedly enjoy. thie“pictures. they won't
As for sex in films, she has written several articles on
who hadn't been. in theatre for 10 years. After first visit. . approve them.”
sub-dect. She felt. however, life itself. “as we know it, has
she was. surprised ‘to. find film wnusually good. Trouble is, - Publicity and: ads’ many: ‘times, were wrong: and huit- the
deviations to it. but not as much as percentage: of footage
‘-public. Jooks at .ads:in newspapers, then go. to ‘pix and. : industry, he. believed. -Point in case. is “Seng. Without‘
devoted to it, vibich is much Jarger than life itself. Life
find they’ve’.seen two different things. Ads are deceiving a End,” a good film not seen by enough people, in his: town; $s here to stay aid whatever is life is here to stay,” she
and niisleading. ”
he noted. Product -has impraved. in past five’ and ‘10 years.,
observed anent adult film entertainment,
There were ‘at. least 20 pix. last year which’ ‘were con-. “The worst critics. are for.most part intellectirals ‘who
tribution
to the cinematic arts; he: said, ‘including foreigns. ... ‘don’t go to movies and don't intend to. go. So how can ".
CATHERINE EDWARDS,.PARENTS MAGAZINE
‘Taday, you-can hardly separate. them. And. 10 years ago,.' they judge a ‘good: picture. or a ‘bad one? 7
“Films today prove they are a global culture. My job as- you wouldn’t. have had. 20 contributions. Less..
eB reviewer

is

more

of

a

cultural

one

than

a

censor

board.

It's as important for children not to miss a ‘Misty,’ ‘Hand.
in Hand’ and ‘Swiss Family Robinson’ as it is for parents
te see them.” ‘The cultural, background
pix is vitally
Important, in her view. She would like to see more pix.
made tar tots. “If parents look for them they. undoubtedly
would find a movie tréat. twice a week.

“I feel like fm a librarian and build up movies, like a
librarian does with good beoks.” She added a good pic will

“Today you

have. to give ’em. something

not to be seen”

in living rooms. Pictures like ‘Elmer Gantry,’ ‘Inherit the

“EMERY -WISTER, CARLOTTE, N C.NEWS:

Pix’today are not quite as good. as they: used to. be, he.
said.. “Somé studios are making |them -with-; more. quality
this. beat six years ago, after. covering tv for 11 years, I _, than: others: It. looks to me like’ they're not fetting: the
didn't like. films... Now..I’m fond: of. them: and believe: in
stories: they -should.. From. my point: of view: it’s :the ‘im-:. .
them. ”
se
of writers that. counts.:“I:- know if you don't-have’ ~~ .

Wind’ and ‘Apartment’ to mention a few. “When I took

‘-a good: script the picture. can't be any good. Does’ a picture:

DALE STEVENS, CINCINNATI POST.
.

,

an

9”

- “My: 1nain impressions are‘that .economic situation ‘for ces. - have. ta be about sex’ to. be adult?

- pr oducers to mix American stars with Europeans for world nee Why ‘the latterday. ‘phobia’ about long Blne?: Why: “do.
people object to cutting? I'm talking about the people who -.
wide audiences. This has to ‘mean ‘quality because: EuraHERB KELLY, MIAME. DAILY NEWS
pean performers are always more. interested ‘in. quality "make *em.” ‘He said. he: seeks quality, not quantity. ‘which .~
should be first requirement in entertainment. It's .a solid then morey. Great character .actors in England are more
“IT think movies today are better than ever, because in
‘maxim.of showbiz to leave’ em laughing."vy m ‘sorry when a°
interested in a.great role-than a great pay. check, I don’t
old davs there “as no competition. Today industry must
think Alec Guinness and others would Settle for’ Holly- .~ good ‘comedy, is over,”:-he regretted.
turn out stuff and draw on people for unusual performalse es.
He noted improvements in acting and technical.
wood form of. treatments: “European films were first with.
ao
© don't’ ‘now what ‘the public exactly’ is’looking for.
adult themes, Hollywood followed.-I think, basically speakangles.
.Somé pictures do’ wild business, but who.am-I
to-say: “why? “
ing, movies always ate ahead “in. ‘quality ;and‘ Hollywood.
“Subject matter must fo along with the times. I don’t
“Foreign: films don't come: up to. ‘ours. ”. Exception is. “Tunes
be carried on

ge

along.

with

monthly

mag's guide for a year or more.

censorship.

I think

it should

start

with

parents. They above all have the best Bulides in the world:
ee

oe

me

now

is following that.

It all comes down .to one. thing:

of -Glory,” .best. imported ©pic last year. “Apartment”, is.
-

The ‘6ld Holywood formula ds fading—and that’s good.mo best American, ‘without. doubt, - oo

ee

MCA’s 2d Meeting (Since GoingPublic)|| Columbia Muster. ~ Ets-Arpa SuesAgent&Director

Proves a 10-Minute Rubber Stamp

Coluinbia ‘has its own: “kind
"Of -“summit” - meeting—meéan“ing a get-together: of. its brass
from various Jocations, to take

place ‘at. the. studio; and‘to go |soreFirst. Miirepresented Frank: Borzage’ and He
_- Over all aspects of current and
“Then Walked Out
'
future.
production.- Idea is to
Decline probabfy represents sales |.
ROTH
By MORRY
of a batch of pre-1948 featurcs pur-|
. bring: into .sharp ‘focus the -.
Chicago, June 13.
“exact.
nature
.
of.
product
that
-}
chased from Paramount in 1958. ‘|
:
Los Angeles. June. 13.
Music
Corp.
of America
re-;
Only -dark spot, in the report is|. should be made-.and how. ‘to
Charging agency . misrepresentaelected its entire board of direc- a $81.500 decline in agency bili-|. handle same. ..
.
‘tion of Frank Borzage’ s experience
tors at a 10-minute annual meeting!j ings, from. ‘$8,792,414 - in 1959 to}
| “Abe .Schneidér, "president; tand ability. as an outdoor director,
Jast Tuesday ‘6) at the Sheraton- ': $8.710.914 in 1960.
Ets-Arpa Co. has filed .a..$850,000exec: v.p.- Abe Montague, Lea
Blackstone
Hotel.
The
rubber-!
- Stanley Kramer, . producer ‘of damage’ suit in Superior | Court...
The ‘only other: piece ‘of: business ” Jaffe, ‘Ist v:p.-treasurer, and
“Judgment “at.- Nuremberg,” has against .‘Nat
stamp proxy vote re-named Jules itaxen care of at the ‘Meeting was : Paul N. Lazarus Jr., v-p., left
Goldstone; Herb
Stein as chairman of the board and|ihe confirmation of Price. Water-| New York for. the Coast con- -|won first round in his hassle :with Tobias, - Goldstone-Tobias : Agency Cyrus Harold, whose. C.. R: Enter- ‘Inc.. .and :Borzage; alleging fraud
Leigh M. Battson. a director of the | house & Co. as the independent |. ferences: ‘yesterday tT ue s.).
|prises Ltd:’s.. ‘produced the. film,. ‘and. breach ‘of .contract::
Union Oil Co. of California, ai auditors of MCA for 1961.
;
Joining. In; too; is Mike Frank-

Kramer ndgment?Wiis

|

Gireetor in charge of estate an
property
management.
Also
re-'
elected to the board were Walter:
M. Heymann, Charles Miller and!
Lew R. Wasserman.
Miller fs aj
vice ptesident of the corpération
end Wasserman
is president and

-ovich, v.p.-in charge of British
‘and Continental production. activities, .in- from London.
Series _of conferences. also.
will be attended by - Samual J...
Briskin, Coast operations v.p.;
Dallas, June 13.."“Three major summer releases— |:‘Sol A.” Schwartz, ‘Irving Bris-.
chief executive officer.
' -kin and. Gordon Stulberg,
all
Goes |.
MCA chairman Stein “also util-| “Ladies Man” «Par}, “Gidget:
se
: V.p.’s, and. Arthur -Kramer,
jzed the annual meeting, the sec- Hawaiian” iCol), and
Last Time
who's Samuel’ Briskin’s exec
went;
I
Saw
.
Archie’
‘UA}—are
|
due
for
|
ond
since
the
company
assistant.
a
.

Markley (EchoMarcus) |
Plan Hits Dallas)

public

in’ October,

59, to express -so-called “Markley Plan” exploita-

report

figures

showed

Round. Versus Verdict

{Verdict
at Nuremberg,”_
{rights to the. “Nuremberg” -title.over | .Ets-Arpa claimed. ‘that’ on: June
| 20;.. 1960. dt’ had: -contacted G-T
|
Superior Judge Philbrick McCoy’ Agency. seeking a director’for. its.

}issued: (8) a temporary ‘restraining upcoming | ‘production’ in Italy of...
jorder in .favor of Kramer's ‘Rox-: “Atlantis,” and. that “agency had.
Jom Films Inc., ‘and United. Aftists’ recommended. Borzage as properly:.’-.
Corp., which ‘will release pic: six’ qualified. .-However, on. July 20, ~
-| multaneously ‘setting: June -16° as 1960, - ‘according . to complaint, a
;
date. for. a slow-cause hearing on rector. ankled assignment. .
_—
why: order shouldn't. be made ‘per- “refused: to. perform. the services a
manent. Order was issued: at an .as’ per contract.” .Consequently,. ex parte hearing.
:
‘ttwa days later plaintiffs told Bor-

is. Sydney
-M, |"
Namesake
‘Under terms of:order, “against|
|zage his services. aS diréctor. on.
,
iC. R. Enterprises. Ltd.. ‘Cyrus Har-'! picture were | terminated, it: was
MCA‘s | Markley, vieeprez of five southern.
Broadcasting
=
Para-:
Ready Allen; Cleveland, For cia ard Consolidated Films Iidus- j
istated.
iotal income tor 1960 at $67,317,103; American.
— just cver $10.000.000 more than: mount Theatres’ circuits, including |
Big-Negative Projection tries, | defendants . cannot : exhibit | ‘AS a ‘result of
4 its- signing of. Bor.”
than double the‘ 81 Interstate and Texas: Consoli1959 and* more
n
laintiffs,-Ets=..."“Verdict.”
Cleyeland, June 13.
|
In affidavit ‘submitted: by: plain!Arpa.
SEF: Becording:
to. plaintiffs,° sums
“Ets: " ~.
1956 figure of $32,144.843. Net in-| dated situations in :26. Lone ‘Stary
advanced
‘considerable
Stanley . ‘Warner ‘chain is tem- tiff, $3,000,000 already has been!
came for last vear was $6,270,230. !Cities.
‘of money to director: and his’ ‘bow-"..
“Idea, a la the Marcus plan: pro-: ! porarily. shutting ‘its Allen ‘Theatre, spent
on. production ‘of “J udg-! out increased cost.cof, Production
up $1.¢84.164 from 1959.
i
ne
Of the total grass income, MCA mated
by the National | Allted | its downtown ‘deéluxer, to remodel ment,” .and another $1.000.000 on: i materially...
earned $57.593 078 trom. television; board topper. is to pool the best and renovate it. A reputed $250,- ad-exploitation-promotion costs. In
an
injtinction
film and studio rentals at their |ad-promo ideas dleyired by the five 000 will be ‘spent in updating the |petitioning ‘for.
e “Markley” *1 3,.500-seater...
Kramer! -Weltner- Back at Desk’
‘against. Harold's..‘film..
Revue Studies in Universal City,’ AB-PT
subsids
- George ‘Weltner ‘was back at
up $9.456.700 trom 1959, As assets: treatment. is intended for. what. are |. -Projection - booth’ is being re- ‘claimed. that. release of this or any:
shift -to {other title with fhe Ww ord “Nurems ©
his desk. last week looking” fit.
MCA listed $18.207.927; worth of |called°‘prosect pictures”’—namely, built‘ .to. ‘accommodate
. Paramount's: global distribution
feature films purchased from Para-' these picked by’ the five cireuits 70m. machires. Managed by’ How: |berg” would result:in- “incalculable!
“good entertainment. ard .Higley. the’ Allen reopens | harm” ‘and damage .profits to be.’; keepee had been’ out. avith”hepa: |
mourit
at coast less amortization.. “for
their
!titis,
June. 21 with “Parent ‘Trap’ BV).Jobtained from.. ‘his | picture.
compared) te $25.053.478 in 1959. quality.”

his pride at cailier-released annual] tion.
that

a

a MARIE

:

S LONDON: ‘orrice.
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49 St. somes’ Street. Piccadilly

JFrench Cinema Patronage Off Over
6%mn FirstQtr;Income Down Less

Fr
vench:Pix Producer
Wiins.Bourdin
Sel

:fait SoundTrack)
T.

‘Patis,. ‘June 13.
“Denise. : Tual, -widpi¢. -producer
and. -sometimes featured film. pro-|.ducer, and wife of the late French
Ba
‘London
tet
‘fiimmaker.. Roland Tual,. won. a
Paris, June 13
geste:‘Opening: ‘of ‘Parliament,’ the: “British color featuret produced’ ‘court. decision here: this week W hen j
The film boxoffice barometer tn.
-by: World. Wide for.the Central. Office of Information, won. the’ newssued .-by: actress Lise Bourdin.
Italian Exhibs Pick
| France sul keeps falling Though
.weel prize-in ‘the ‘Council of Europe. Awards, presented last: week. -at:
it seemed to be dectining less in
.. Arnhem.: Major. film. .prize -went ‘to: France for “La .-Parole..est ‘au? Miss” Bourdin' ‘claimed she .had.
‘Hur,’ Heston, Bardot. the
“.. Fleuve’;". : Filming. starting ‘at-‘the Metro-British studios of. Leo ‘Me-. ‘invested one. million’. old francs|
last ‘few years, rising hopeg
Rome, June 6.
Carey's: “Phe ‘Devil’ -Never: Sleeps”. for ‘20th-Fox; with William Holden,ji($2,000) in a ‘pic, “The -Cat Told
‘were shattered here when statise
Clifton Webb and France|.Nuyen .The ‘Pearl Buck. ‘Rovel: has been >Me"- which’ Miss Tial was. ‘setting ’ Charlton Heston and Brigitte Bar- - tics for the first quarter of the
screenplayed: by ‘Claude: Binyon - and -“McCarey: :..:. " Indie- ‘producer :up. as a French-Italo. coproduction. ' dot were named the best. foreign| year showed a decline of 67%
Monja Danischewsky tossed.a cocktail party .to” jaunch . his: upcoming She was fo get one third of the actors of the.year. “and ‘ *Ben-Hur” ‘from that of the Same pertod fa
-Promethus: production; A’: ‘Change ‘of “Heart,” in which Janette. Scott,: author's rights as well.as'.a role-in iM-G' the best foreign pie in the 1960
‘Alfred ‘Lynch and George: Chakiris. appear: Latter's. only: ‘Other ‘screen: “the film. Pic fell- through ‘and Miss annual race for tle alo exhibCentre Dut Cinema figures show
- Joan Colliris, who-has the femme: Bourdin:: got no. money, she. con-. sponsored ° ‘Donatella David” gold| B6.442,.350 patrans for that period
role: Was in.-‘‘West: Side Story’’..
statuettes. Heston. won for his work:: with a gross of $33,400.000
. lead-in Columbia's “The War. ‘Lover, ‘has. been. inked: ‘to-a three picture: tended and ‘sued.
That
" hon-exelusive: contract, per Mike J..Frankovich, .-. ; Robert Shaw, now . - However, it was proven: in court |in “Ben-Hur™ while BB. copped the jwagg
6,298,240 people less than last
kudo for ‘her stint in ‘La Verite” year but. the Income was off only
filming in- United ‘Artists’ “The. Valiant,”-has: been hailed. by: the literary: ‘that she did. get ¢redited with-one- |‘
i reviewers for his new novel, “The Sun ‘Doctors,’ which is -now or the third of ‘script rights and ‘would ,(Cob.
1.46°O because of hiked prices
- .bookstands”. Hugh Miller, foriner. senior ‘director, of the:Roval Acad- “Wave hada role. if the. film had
Other. prizes went to ‘producer |
One of the biggest drops was
emmy, of. Dramatic Arts, has: gone to. Jordan ‘to take’ up. an- Assignment -“been. made. Miss ‘ual _paid. the Dino Delaurentus
to: “Lutti
a betwcen
1957 and 1958 when tt
Milton.: .sum --back -during— the triat and Casa,"
“; a8 dialog: coach. on Sam. Spiegel’s “Lawrence of. Arabja’’.
Goftredo
Lombardo
for fell
85°", but then it only dropped
”* Subotsky,: coproducer of Vanguard Films, ‘is setting up 4 British pro-- . Miss Bourdin had. to. pay the legal ,“Rocco and. His Brothers,’ “ ta di-- 3e¢ fram 1958 ta 1959 Biggest
“duction of Victor.- Hugo’s |“The Man Who Laughs.” He. scripted the: “costs,
;
‘rector, Michelangelo Antonioni for; declines occurred in Lille, Paris |
‘film himself,-but says. itis. -practically. ‘without dialog; relying. on sound
“La Notte, ” Sophia Loren for “Two
and Marseille.
effects and music: ta: complement a. Visual screenplay. wr
Peter Sellers.
- Women, and: to Alberto Sordi for
Film circles are agai buzssng
starring in'a new ‘British comedy, “That Uncertain Feeling’ “based on .
“Tutti a Casa.”
With remedies for fhese is plas
the. Kingsley. Amis. novel, in which ‘main. femme: roles: are: played’ bywas hon- who's to blame: Crists ig still the
memory
Cooper's
Gary
|
ken
Sha
Mai - aia ‘and: -Niveinia. Maskell, with’ Richard. Attenborough: Munich
oted ‘with a special “David". toi thing here. Some feel it is the’
. ‘uesting.
lale
actor's -‘backlog of unwanted firstrun piv
commemorate
the

i

| ByMajjorFilm

‘Louis. “Malic. Says his’ ‘Brigitte Bardot. starrer “prtvate’ Lite” -will
-.-Not -be done in. the ‘sensual .pattern -of ‘his “The Lovers” but: more. in|
‘the satiric: mode of his tast-pic “Zazie in the Subway." In other words |.
«ft will, be: the innocent. in -a. perverse . land. Since -it“fs ‘an interpretatlonof., BB’s: own. life in’ show biz the outlook. of” the pic fs now .be“\eoming. clear... . Meanwhile’‘her ‘estranged husband Jacques. Charrier'|

“purity

“Co:Crackups:

is due for’ an Ttalo- Russo. coproduction . in Jan. -$962 with Giuseppi: De |.
“* Santis: directing. .First,
he does a Paris: stint In. Andre Cayatte’s. “Con-1:
The’ Tate’ ‘Gary. ‘Cooper's: “High - Noon” uw At setting |
‘Jugal Life.” .:.

- Munich, June .13..

Thé °Munich. -portion

of

Germany's film. ‘industry,

strength

which

ani- |‘Others

blame

the conventtonal

as-

‘ culprit.

solidar ty

Israeli Censors

Se
oa
emaladtealir
West tt
|

already

and

mated a youthful America . . . in! pects of most films while still
‘the cause of goodness and human ;-athers see growing tele as the

,

‘re-release’ in. two. ‘houses.as well as “Unconquered”: (Paro.- - George itbadly shaken by three: major crack-;
Jessel; here on his way.-to Israel, ‘says he is planning similar: “versfons .UDS | (two. release ‘companies, one

Many feel greater coproduction
will spread risks and others Unat
more
national topics will bring
back

filmgoers

Plents

slam

the

j Crities for too much downbea! th
lin their stories
But film produe>
, _ tion is still high here
Yet many just give that French
shrug and opine that things should
pick up again soon
Governaniedt
‘aid, they, sav. should help stave

Ban ‘10Flags

of. hig-last book “Elegy -in Manhattan” for Paris and. London with past | theatre chain) and. two salvage’ atTel Aviv, June 6
., shaw biz, political .and sport greats speaking” out poetically through |tempts. dressed as mergers had to}
Except gn vers rare occasions ‘them over ttl the Tight films perk
Jessel. He is also-prepping a‘ biblical pic he would like to do.in Europe; take” another sock. on’ the: chin. {mostly
horror-films., the Israeli |Up «inema attendance again
and Israel .~..Darryl. Zanuck. will do all the’ actual D ‘Day Landing | Telefilm, active: producing: outfit,
‘censors are

footage-for his.“The. Longest Day’.(20th) which begins In ‘July, with ;just filed ‘for

not used

to rejecting | Biggles last vear at the boxollie
If a pie- ty
the
French
“The
‘Prauth”

bankruptes:, being -foreign. film productions

a, team_of assistant directors. before he gets ‘his. first. string directors; Way’ in the red.:

The executive.‘jure goes very far, edging into por-;. were
“The

French Woman and love,’
"who: are’to do thé more: intimate..scenes. in Germany, France,..Britain
| manager .was’ arrested on’ chargesjnography, the. officially established
and (U: S. ‘Visitors “here’-Rave -included™ ‘Milton. Berle, ‘Jerome. Zerbe; of. forging’.-other. people’ s signa- ‘censorship board is satisfied with: (in U.S, “Love-and Frenchbwonan’). “Rhine Crossing” and =the
on: checks and. drafts.
. » <Garson. Kanin,, Ruth. Gordon,. Norman. Krasna, ‘Spencer. Tracy, Kather- ‘tures:
i
cutting: out controversial pieces or Yank “Psycho”
‘Par?
So far fa
‘ime ‘Hepburn ...:.. On “The Longest Day” local pub. ‘man Georges: Cra: |.
Company. rather. successfully. : prohibiting attendance of children. 1961 the toppers are the French
‘venne ‘will work with Yank unit- man Fred’ Rift. é > Richard Condon specialized. in'a novel film format..
*
ies
But recently the Isiacli censors; “Capitaine Fracasse" “Le Fresi-

is working ‘on’.a:script with Stanley Donen’for a comedy: tobe made’ Its “Schlager-Krimis” {The Green| fully’ rejected an American film|
fin London. and Paris. Cary Grant will ‘star.
:
_
vee Spider,” “Hit Procession of 1960.” iwhich is’ devoid of horror and is‘ dent,” “La Princesse De Cleves”
“"F"Don't Go Home- Alone"),. ‘who-| not “even: over-sexed It is “Under| “Who Are You Mr Sorge?” the
...|dunit-musicals . rather: neatly pru-] 19 Flags, " made by Paramount. The Italo “Roceo and His Brothers,”

ee

Rome

0

|

“The Night” and the US
“Ben_ Arthar-: Kennedy set ‘to.play role. of Pontius Pilate,-and &$0 is French | moted their plots: and untied the--reason piven by chief-censor Levy |
>?Hur" (M-G:
Coming up now are
thesp Jean Marais;: former does his:‘stint in: ‘Dino: De. Laurentiis’ | knots by using solely the latest hit Gery:. “The picture obviously -was|
i the French “A Taxt For Tobruk”:
‘. “Barabbas” while the. latter. performs ‘in “Pontius ‘Pilate,”. a Glomer- ‘parade Ans. as dramatic impTe- made in order to whitewash the! the
US.
“Exodus”
iUA
and
sore state ‘of Germans. It is trying to prove how
“Lux production-rolling soon. at Cinecitta Studios under. the. direction |. ments... Yet. the
“Gosdbye Again’.-tUA>
and “the
“a OF: Irving. Rapper. . .. Robert Aldrich: back to Morocco for ‘more shoot- Germany's. film market, in general, nice the Germans really are,
: British “Saturday Nieht, Sunday
. he filmed re-; and ‘the folding of Télefilm'’s re- spite of-what we think about their :; Morning”
i ing on Titanus-Embassy’s: “Sodom and Gomorrah”.
cent: mass sequences®. from ‘three. radio- coordinated ‘helteopters hover- leasing. outlet, Union; gave’ the behavior during the war. Sucha
ma
ar es
‘promising ‘enterprise the: coup de picture is not gong to be presented |
|
{ng over 3,000 racing cavalrymen. :
’ |in israel.”
- Ekaterina Furtseva,; Soviet-Minister
of Culture, hopés to get Sophia grace,
-Loren, ‘Federico’ Fellini, ‘Carlo Ponti, and. other .Italo filmmakers to}-“However, theré- ds'a ‘gnectacuilar'| The censors are not acting acthe’ Moscow. Filin Festival. next: month, she said in. Moscow this week: increase. in “Munich's. studio space cording to their whims. In the cen-

_«. « mMeanwhile;. Italy. will be repped onthe’ Moscow ‘jury -by director

‘since

. ‘the: beginning

- of” the

year. .‘ sorship-regulalions

issued

by

the

‘Rome Cinecitta Studio
Still Being Plagued By
Strikes; 16 in 2 Mos.

Luchino: Visconti :‘3. « &@ Venice Festival .delegation is expected ‘in ‘With, the large Riva.plant in-Unter- | 8overnment it {s specifically stated,
addition .of.that no picture which
“presents
Moscow: shortly. to: 6.0. ‘Russian: product for the fall event ... . “The: jfoehring ‘and: the
. Capital sins ‘of the :world” is a new project announced here: stages: to Bavaria's Geiselgasteig. Germany in an overly sympathetic |
; eight .

Rome, June 6
by: Carlo Ponti..and' Antonio’ Cervi; directed. and acted by. talent in and -the Arnold &' Richter studio, |form, should be presented in Israel. j Rome's Cinecitta Studios contin‘such. eities: as. “London,: Madrid, : New. York, -Paris, Rome,: Stockholm. the ‘total ‘available. shooting area It might ‘be aded: especially not in’ ues to be plagued by strikes. espeeciaHy damaging because of the SRO
and: Tokyo, where it: will be’ filmed .ee “Alida Valli’s click. role in the} now surpasses that of Berlin and- ‘the atmosphere of the Eichmann
pace set by the Italian film indis‘.Cannes Film *Fest: winter, “Une. Aussi Longue. Absence,” has brought. that of: Hamburg ‘for. the first time. it
trial! try’s current boom
‘Some 16 of
:» her. a flurry of. offers:.....:so far, she’s accepted “'Le’ Frimant, " which. jane new .2,100 eauare ineters ‘oft.
|

eae

-starts ‘sooff. in .Paris;-.and ‘‘Le.-Ragazze Bruciate Verdi” to. be. ‘made. in

SOVIETS BAN PUPPET

t

‘Rome .-. . Slyva- Koseinx: being paged for. Yank ‘pix -after. she .com-

these

nuisance.

strikes
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Wednesday,
June 14,1961

UNIQUE DOUBLE TV NETWORK CAMPAIGN
neads 20tn's Two
eee mproesions for
|

“Antroducing the

a)$WorldolympicShatingChampion

Unprecedented
Taatatnn for one |

full month on 7 prime time shows < \\
over ABC and NBC (370 stations
combined)...reaching 51, 000,000
different unduplicated homes...or
19% ofthe {total
H population

:

IN
V ADDITION All these to |
cast a spel! at your boxoffice!
Enchanting 4-color
Comic Strip Ad!
in all Puck Comic Weekly Newspapers!

Spellbinding! 5 Free
TV Publicity Shorts!
available for 3 Stooges and other Local Shows!

Bewitching Soundtrack Album!
backed by hefty Columbia Records Campaign!

Promotion!

Aff

“A Place Called Happiness” on 3 singles-" |

-

YY

a

Entrancing Song

eZ

Ss
oS

Anita Bryant (Carleton), Dorothy Collins
(Gold Eagle), The Bluebells (20th--Fox)!

Glamorous Star Tours /7*®

Around Country!

wW

Carol Heiss & The 3 Stooges
Now Under Way!

Special Local TV Ad Spots
_—
Featuring Stooges!

in addition to the regular, opulent spots!

Nobody

Sells Like - 20th! J

“Wednesday, June 14,°1961__
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LOEUNGEREATS|hsChiteredWith Status Syms

| FromWe'sTmage-and- Idea Plant
: | Unsights on
0 Product, Near and Planned 1.

’Chokes Film-Ad Originality

| WRATRFULTONES)

ee
,
. Hollywood, June ‘13.
Thére’s- no -‘Mimit. —
- Sintmum’ OF:
< maximum: ‘== to amount ‘of: money.

Warner

Bros. will.spend. on “18-21 features. next, year, according to |}

.. production ‘véepee ‘William T. Orr. Speaking at Burbank Studios, he]-

_

By JACK PITMAN

_ le. Lexpressed - similar. attitude respecting WB ‘tv’ ‘series, all.of which. have.| ‘The: “get. tough”.

(anent ‘Para- :
| mount ‘consent decrees) exhibition
élements
are
being
heard
loud and{
production, .Ort said.conily. what’ ‘footage is necessary

‘. | ‘Deen renewed ‘for another season..
As for-overseas

“ $6¢ locales will be. shot there, naming ‘two, instances: Italy for “Lovers clear. in. Washington. these « days.

SoundEdsNominate

Excessive

Hollywood, June 13
billing demands
and

too much attention to non-expert
Jadvertising and merchandising tnHollywood, June 13.
terests are chief deterrents to stuccandidates for president cessful motion picture advertising,

Four
and vice president haye been nom-

according to an extensive discusby board of directors of sion of this field in the current
Motion Picture Sound Editors for. issue of the Journal of the Screen
“new term: starting in June. Prexy Producers Guild.
noniinees include Josef von Stron-| Under title, “The Journal Looks
heim,
Joseph
Kavigan.
Gene | at Motion
Picture
Advertising,”
Marks and Leonard Corso; veepee: writer. ranging from four produzcPeter Berkos:
Kendrick
Kinney, tion-distribution interests, four exSam Woodward, James Leppert.
hibitor reps and three in allied
Gene Corso and Marty Greco positions, hit the subject with imsre up for recording secretary. pact that comes, not necessarily
John. -Lipow retains his post ¢s from saying anything new but from
in one
treasurer for new year, and Dwa- their collective strength
yen Hansel has been appointed massive discussion of the contro|. corresponding secretary.
Results versial field.
- production ‘resources are. ‘interchangeable. We ‘are ‘one studio devoted and: the firebrand theatremen-came willbe announced June 8.
Strongest attacks came from ad
‘to: one. purpose: reaching the: largest possible audience with :the ‘best last: April 7;. when
Loevinger
exers, among them MGM ad man_ possible. entertainment.”
.ager Clark Ramsay, who labeled
‘Sounded the rout of monopaly men““We are keenly. aware. of the great. contributions the press ‘has made tality. Pretty much in keeping with
equal billing size “the Industry
‘to development ‘and .stature. of motion pictures:”: He. concluded, “You the J. F: Kennedy up-and-at-’ em
status symbol.” He said there are
. present the. image ‘of the motion picture. industry to the world.”
-verbalistics.
less than a dozen stars who contJosh Logan, -who’s' producing “Fanny,” disclosed that’ the. Marcel
mand the very top and noted these
Laying it square to a meeting of
-Pagnol. triology. ‘has’ been a 10-year major .“preoccupation” with him, lawyers. ‘in Washington, he comare branching out to pictorial! bill_ “At last it: ison’ film with. ‘Harold Rome's ‘musie;. although ~story- holds mented: “Conspiracy to Violate the
ing as others are demanding major
‘eloser. to: author's. story: placed in Marseilles.”
antitrust laws is economic racketbilling credit. Fallacy of effect of
Said Logan, ‘If. you don't like: “Fanny’. it’s -my’ ‘fault. “Mr. ‘Warner ecring which gains no respectabili-|similar agreements for production
Tet me do it with. the- original flavor. It’s a ‘eondensation of three films. ty. Y
virtue. of the fact that the
people for “15° of title’ is eviinto one.” Leslie Caron, who. stars: ‘in ‘pic, flew. in ‘specially for a bow, loot is-secyred by ‘stealth rather
denced, Ramsay pointed out, when
-and left for:London to appear -in “Ondine” .In ‘repertory theatre. Her than by.force. Those who are apsuch persons on small pictures un.. husband, :Peter. Hall, is director. She will also play in “The Devil,” by ‘prehended: in such acts are, and
encumbered by large size billing
Minneapolis,
June
13.
* John: Whiting: Later.‘loom two filnisy one.-as co-producer with her will be treated: as, criminals ‘and
commitments
get more
attention
Assailing distributors’ irisistence ithan do the better known people
“husband ‘and Ben Kadish:. " possibly,. although not: certain, for WB: ‘will personally be subjected. to as
on
60%
terms
for
top
drawer
films
j
__ release. Other. Caron: feature will be.“The .L.Shaped Room,’“* _ Sack | severe @ punishment as we can
on big pictures. Similarly, he noted
as a “pitiful policy,” Benjamin |
“" Clayton directing. °°
persuade the courts to impose.”
limits in billboard effect bevause
Logan doesn’t ‘intend. to “start ‘Act One”. until June-July of 1962.
Enough said, to explain Loevin- ‘Berger, president of the Berger! proven 13 words readable in eightPic will -be -made -entirely. in New York and-in Catskills, No. star is: ger getting cheers from.certain the- Amusement Co., claims: that the second traffic tinse are lost in re“yet set. Also on: his. sked is: “Blue Star,” play -about. Israel; for which. atre chaps. Remains to be seen, of. growing tendency by distribs to!iquirements that make message too
“Burton :Lane and. Yip Harburg are writing tausic and. lyrics. ‘Logan. is course, if deeds can match words, get. all traffic wil] bear is placing| wordy.
writing. book. with Alfred: Palka.
oo,
| but it hardly: seems doubtful. the the exhibitor in a straitjacket and} Generally. similar reactions
, came from former United Artists
, pugnacious exhibs are currently. is “threatening wholesale closings |
—
|more ‘popular in Justice - Dept. ! of smaller grossing theatres.”
veepce Roger Lewis and Columbia
Berger, who owns nine theatres in ; Vveepee Paul N. Lazarus Jr Latter
councils.
Loevinger's thunderclap, ‘for orie Minnesota, North Dakota and Wis- :jhit producers who control camthing has ignited a fresh effort by consin, points out that the situation !:paigns without knowing how they
the limbo showmen that’s bannered has: been geiting worse in recent work and exhibitors who ait back
under. the buckshot title of Nation- months. as more and more distri- .and make the studio work far them,
al. Committee for Enforcement of |. butors demand 60°% for the few then complain ff business isn't up
the. Sherman Antitrust Laws and top boxoffice attractions available. |to par Frank Whitbeck, with back.
Motion Picture Decrees. It's brain- “With few movies being released eroud
of circus,
theatre
and
“Hollywood, June: 43. +‘|child -of the old National Allied and only a handful with great box-!‘studio. defended theatremen =and
Intelligetice,. ability. and: experi- [
_|-dissidents (no surprise), since -de- office pull, the exhibitor Is in a: said ad campaigns are as good as
ence make successful features, not’.
fected,, and centered in the In- helpless hind.” the Minneapolis |,
ever, thouch television has chanaed
“money,
prexy Jack: L.. Warner.
‘Washington,: June 13. “|diana-Iowa . bushJands,
with. Al showman. asserts.
.
itheir construction
He was joined
opined - to. Variety. between|.
“If
the
distributors
don’t
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United
Artists’
staged
a
‘special
|
Myrick
of
the
Hawkeye
wing
(and
bys
producer Jerry Bresler whaalso.
speeches: at. Warner’. Bros.’ final
luncheon. session of. two-day “Subl- screening -‘of “Young Savages”: at .ex-Allied topper) primary. ‘True- up ‘right away, there will be a- noted today ft is important to cok‘| Motion Picture Assn. headquarters man Rembusch, the long-suffering wave of theatre closings, partic- jcentrate on Individual pix instead
lee of Films” las€: week. ;
here. for Washington - lawmakers Hoosier, 1s another key. figure, ‘ularly smaller grossing theatres. jof the general rules that applied
Declining .to. comment: :on: -cenand.. officials concerned ‘with, juve- though ‘his. Indian .Committee for Responsibility for these closings _in vast years.
‘gorship,- per ‘sé, ‘Warner. observed, nile delinquency.
Harry Goldberg, pub-ad director
| Enforcement of Motion * Picture. will rest with the distributors"
— ‘however, “A picture.must. be made.
David Hackett, newly. appointed Decrees is: still operative.
Noting. that even
50'7 terms for Stanley Warner Corp.. was con.* dn good taste. and° with. moral. con-.|
executive:.directar of the Presi- |are “brutal and crucial” for the afructive in suggesting personality
‘ viction. I.like everything: I-do-or I. ‘dent's: Commilttee on Juvenile De-. : What's significant, then, {s the
‘wouldn't be associated with it.” - linquency, :‘was: among those’ in- fresh: viewpoint of the new nation- smaller showhouses, Berger says requirements he satisfied by rnthat the entire -film Industry, not
“ Shying * clear. on. budget: disclo- -vited to. tmheet young East ‘Siders al. group (per its mouthful title), just the exhibs. will suffer from _foreement in LA and NY, leaving
‘gures as to new: pix, Warner -felt, | who were recruited to play :gang- which is the hectoring of all mon- darkening of theatres. “Reaction distribs and exhihs free to desien
ads for local impact. He also asked
‘opoly
practices.
Theatrical.
hankyin’ regard .to ‘number of. ‘films: ‘to. leaders in the film:. Members: of
from small towns and cities which
be made the rule was, “‘As many. the Senate Juvenile Delinquency panky rates first notice, of course, have had theatres since the film freedom to concentrate on vouth
by" stories: and _ Plays a. I can. Subcommittee were ) also on Buest ‘but even this means a broader pur- business .was born will-undoubtedly _market even ff if means bmoriag
veteran names ino billing becansa
view. Hence, for instance, the giant
‘| list..{talent agencies are as much a sore -be harmful to the industry,” Berger lie feels thos is today’s most profit‘Chiet . “Juncheon” speaker,
“jnsists.
point,
with.
their.
packaging
preable miatket
te Warner” ‘introed producer-director|.
Theatre Owners of Americ s head
| dilections, as the .asserted ‘price: Morton. DaCosta, ‘now. two ‘thirds:
Alhe't M> Pickus said problem wat
fixing
and
other.
‘alleged
skulldugwe - finished on. “Music: Man;” ‘producon the way to being solved a. a
gery of distribution. In point. of
“*, ep director Mervyn: LeRoy, who has.
purpose, it's. learned, any-and ail
result of formation of the Adver“ -./? eompleted ““A’. Majority. Of One”;
ifising
{showbiz activities seen detrimental
Coardinating
Committre,
-,:
,.atid Elia Kazan; whose “Splendor:
to
exhibition
are
ta
be
adduced
for
composed of reps fram TOA, SPG
“." dit the’ Grass” ‘was shown ‘to -visit-:
Hollywood, June 13.
the: ‘of J.
and the ad-nub directors committee
“. ” ing: press following mid-day: munch...
editorial
service
called }uf the MPAA
Amounts, of. course, to a tactical | ‘New
Natalie:
“Kazan... “then: -presented
Inc. has been
‘switch: far the. lonesome exhibs. Post--Productions
Gordon S White with a discus:
"Wood: and’ Warren: .Beatty, ‘latter
operating
locally
for’
past
few!lsion of the advertisingy code ard
‘Where:
they.
were
parochial
in
the
“~~: Making -his debut and .whom Josh
past, perhaps. hobbled to an extent months, with pitches for all phasesj its use todav: San Dierto Union's
* Logan is’ touting. for -role-of Moss|.
‘| by the special-pleading onus, idea. of film editing. including picture, theatre writer. James Meade, whe
-. «Hart for..““tAct: -One.”- Kazan -and |:
-. [logan planed to Gotham. last night,|:
Atlanta, J une. 13. ‘{ now is to swing in step with Wash- ‘sound effects. and music, golng to icalled newspapers “the ‘nan in the
jmiddie” and Robert
TO Citta,
‘both having: come: ‘west, tor the.‘Jue : Atlanta’ g‘much-attacked city.cen- ington’s overall antitrust campaign- indie. producers.
. Company. was formed by Gene !
i market analyst, who said it is mere
bilee. |sor, Mrs;-Christine: Smith Giiliam, : ing.. Even without their spiritual
‘and
Jack
Ruegiero,
latter
handling
.
ties
with.
Loevinger,
the
‘new
attijthan
ever
necessary
for
producer
Kazan révealed. he is"-workinig shortly before ‘schools here: closed
on an “original -‘screenplay. which. for summer .vacafion, ‘sent: out: a tude “would ‘still, be- apt to rate -all pperations during his brother's|ane ad exec to know the pulse of
has: :no’ title,..ta: be: produced next list: of |- “recommended”. releases: them: more sympathy in. the D. of: absence .9on a loanout contract to : avdioery ces, rounded out the conJoe Levine as supervising editor jtributors
spring.- He -ptanes: to: Europe July | that “children ‘will: enjoy. during. J; echelons.
wwe
‘Natural corollary is to rally thie|of all Levine ‘productions abroad
. §& to-do research :ona firstGraft of their hot weather holiday:
Currently underway in Post-Pro- |
broadest. possible. industry- Tepre-:
- mew: pic. eae
‘Of her: list she explains:.‘ The
|
duction
lahs
are
full
editing
of
‘sentation,
.and
the:
more.
outside
of
selection is ‘mine and.is based. On |
:. }m¥ ‘personal ‘opinion, after .seeing exhibition ‘they can: sign: up, the. ‘Ludlow Productions’ “Teenage Mil-!
PHIL KLEIN, At.tor : {the picture, “and. that of numérous nierrier. In short,.make the. com- lionaire, ‘Aubrey Schenck’s “Wild?
‘| viewing 'and: rating groups. in: the bat sharing as pluralistic as can be., ‘Harvest’ and an Enghsh versi “mt |
of 20th-Fox's
upconmng
‘naGorman Joins. Chicago Firm
mj country waa
. Perhaps on cue from Loevinger’s ‘dubbing of an Egyptian production | Eight
Latter summer and fall releases are being
(Of Consultants
‘Mrs. ‘Gilliam broke her: “ist April talk, notably his usage of the made by Andrew Marton
io down. into. two parts: “Movies you word.‘‘criminal,” -the midwestern-. has no title, as yet. Additionally. ipromoted with either title 91: thene
a ~ Chicago. June.6. | will-enjoy”. that. have not played ers. openly avow the stiffest penal-. company did sound effects and tunes from the pix.
Phil Klein’ has been. naméd man- ‘Atlanta theatres to date and those: ties, including. the hoosegow, for. music for Vega Productions’ “EX:
Getting the ‘sometimes soft ane
:somclinics
raucous:
melodie
sel]
-ager.of the: Loop Theatre, -replac-. scheduled to ‘return during summer the. conspirators. This is no. doubt: plosive “Generation” and Carousel :
fortified by the: ‘incarceration of Productions’ ‘Pathe-America;' are ‘Wild in The Country.” “Vuy::... {ng Jim. Gorman. Klein had ‘pre- at neighborhood theatres.
"> lyfously: been ‘with. Joties, Linick. &
“In: the’ former: lst, she’: included the electrical Industry execs, which, “Deadly Companions’ and {s cur- age to The Bottom of The Sea,”
on several tv{'“Snow
White
and
The
Three
-: “Gchaéfer for 15 yeéars,. latterly: as “Misty,” “Fabulous ‘World: of Jules by the. way, was a complete’ switch- rently working
~
"manager of.” the. “now-dark © ‘Me- Verne,” :“Tomboy and. the Champ.” -/eroo. Before then. as the annals series, Including ‘Miami U nder- Stooges.” “Francis of Assist’ -not a
2. Mickers. Theatre...
:{*‘Dondi,” “Master: of the World.” show, the government |‘mood ‘in- cover” (Ziv-UA- and numerous in-. title tune, but one called "ftw
Hills of Assists
‘Marmes
Let ¢
Gorman fs how withe-2a inahage- “‘Cimarron,” :Tammy.. ° Tell. Me: variably was to: avoid calling for dustrial films
. ‘ment. consultant firm that: services |True,” ” “Gidget - Goes. Hawaiian.” “Jail ‘sentences. “Seems the angry! ‘Others cannected with company} Go.” “Big River Biz Man.” “Pie
Coumancheros’
and
*
The
Jas
the. city: of.‘Chicago as
a well as: other | “The - Parent: ‘Trap.’ " “Snow. While | showmen ‘sniff. ‘the end of ‘those | are Peter Zinnetr. Kurt Herrnfeld.
flattle Bears.”
‘and Eugene DeKue.
ke ‘soft!’ days.
a
‘jand: ‘the Three. Stooges.”
firms. 2

‘Must Learn”, .and. ‘Germany for . “Death. - Makers,”” , Which has-. World. Whether it will get them anywhere,
a War IT. background. —
| they at least have the ear,.as never
' iiher films lined up- for éamera’ starts 4n.‘next four-fve months. before, ‘of. the Justice. Dept: ‘in. the
erson of chief trust-buster -Lee
nelud; Mervyn.’ LeRoy’s -“Gypsy,” “Mary, ‘Mary,”. “Critics Choice”
vinger. . Trade recalls: Loevin“and. “Devil’s Advocate,” all baséd on. Broadway. plays. ©
. “If the’ script. provides. for: certain areas, of. the world we: will. go ‘tolger’s handling’ for exhibs of at least
half a dozen. monopoly suits in
» them,” Orr. conimented. .
. ° At moment, -company has. no ‘pie‘entirely tobe,‘shot inany. one, or Minneapolis” against- Minnesota
Amusement between °46 and ‘60.
‘--more, countries in’ ‘upcoming program.
:
. Speaking“ before more than 350 stars, players, émployes ‘and. visiting. Also noted {n his prior tenure—
we: press ‘attending Jubilee. luncheon, prexy Jack L.. Wiarner remarked: in the early 40’s—as a government:
“In the last few. years film entertairiment has. added a new. and very antitrust lawyer.
‘important ‘dimension: through ‘television. ‘We-regard ‘motion picture
|© A hint of ideological |chumminess
films and our television productions-as equal’ ‘partners: Our. talent and. ‘between the: “new frontiersman”’

inated

Berger Recoils
As 607, Sharing

Becomes Common:

Money LeastofMagicComponentsOf

ClickFeatures: CredoofJackWarner|
“JuveDelinquentTela

| Sanit Vacation.
Films Commended

RUGGIERO BROS. FORM
POST-PRODUCTIONS INC.

| ByAtlantaCensor}

Tene-Un’ Advance Ballyhoo
For 20th’s Summertimers
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“SAT. NIGHT” HITS B.O. HEIGHT!
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BOSTON

ATLANTA

CHICAGO

Liberty 2-2909

JAckson 3-3770

WEbster 9-6090

60 Church Street

164 Walton St., N.W,

~

1301S. Wabosh Ave.

~—sLOS ANGELES)

1656 Cordova Street
REpublic. 3:0186

ee

=-«@DALLAS-)-——<s—ssss—s=sSSAN FRANCISCO.
312% S. HorwoodSt,
Riverside 7-5432

|

166 Golden’ Gate Ave.

“PRospect 5-7666 —

CINCINNATI]
1716 Logon St.

“RArkway 1-4966 |

ss

Reh:

Rep.:

For early bookings contact your nearest Continental Distri

-

WASHINGTON. -

‘Stanley Worner Bidg.

“E” Sts., NW.
13th and

-. District7 W058
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|Sues:SoldTicket,KeptWaiting ~ UN's Mooting
i ‘Mims Continued from page 3 i

[Downtown Firstrun, PhasAntit
trus
rust
_ Angles Figure in Grim Bargaining
|

apologized for “asking a ‘serious |
_
,
Sk
” Denver, ‘June 18:
question,” ‘the chairman said that.
oA suit’‘tor $11, 730damages was filed Thursday. (8) on. behalf ‘of.
‘|UA's. stake. in “Alamo”: was: $2,- |
ayoung Wheat Ridge, Colo.; fiatwho tainted while staiiding ining
" . £000,000 and not $12, 000,000. After
o> at the RKO. Orpheum. :
| going’ to‘agrind. policy, the. film |
2

The. suit’ claims that: the theatre’:was: negligént ‘and:careless ‘tn [has been’ ig magnificent producer

‘failing. to’ provide the girl. with proper place to ‘wait. after. allowing

_lof revenue both here and abroad,”

“her*to. Buy -a: ticket to. see “Psycho, me but denying her admittance

said. Benjamin. After an aside to
|Krim, he predicted -it- would even-

2 after the: feature had Started.

—

cotn the’ fali. one. tooth. was broken and another chipped. Manager — the company: did. not do more. to
‘Bill, Hastings of:theRKO. Orpheum declined’ to. comment |on the. [publicize its. corporate image. in

|

dozen

‘By.“WILLIAM STEIF

|

‘tually go at least $16, 009, 000
“Lworldwide. -. >.
‘temperature: “nearly. 100 degreés”—Catherine Bishop: fainted and -Another holder,. who asked why.

“Phe Denver District’ Court: suit claims that, while. waitlag—with’-

Between Frisco Houses and IATSE
|

.. San-Franciaco, June 18.
‘Negotiations
between
theatre

owners and Motion
ators
-eritical

Local

162

stage,

Picture Oper-

have

with

reached

a

International

AlHance rep John Ford now: sit‘ting in and trying to pull out. an
agreement... Local has been working without a contract since August, 1960, and has held dozens of
negotiating sessions with theatre
owners committee headed by Ben

effect

different

covering

pay scales

the

60

are

ihestrey

and 150 operators under the local’s
jurisdiction. The union sought tg
standardize down to “five or six
different pay scales but. according
tu the employer's negotlator, “we
could
never
agree
on all the
houses and months of time were.

wasted on this”
the financial .community. in -order
Current scale at the downtown
first-runs, says Meyer, is $335 an
, make. the borrowing . of - money
.jeasier, was told that management
hour for a six-hour day.
At the
. dis: quite satisfied with the perform-.
neighborhoods, he says, the baald Levin.
Jance: of: the. stock and that. never;
scale is $262 an hour for elther a
* Local 162, according to business
has the company had -any ‘difficulty
5i2- or six-hour day, and some
manager Henry Meyer, has asked scales are “10c to 18¢ higher.” He
in- berrowing money.
‘ite International
for sanction to adds his men average a 39-hour
An ‘exhib-holder. backed ‘manage- | join. with Local 252, Sacramento,
work week.
ment’s policy of. not’ bothering to
Local 409, San Mateo, and Local
Meyer notes that the theatre
‘|publicize the company’s image, con‘241,
Vallejo,
to
take
a
strikevote
owners recently have adopted @
- Chicago; ‘June 1s.
jcentrating ‘fnstead .on individual
Poliey of “a strike against one ié
‘| pix,. .by “pointing ‘out. the «public. this. week.
CA falling out between two. heigh- |.
Basic issue, says Meyer, “fg manstrike against all,” meaning one
couldn't. ‘éare less about the name
_ Boring theatres.. belonging. to the|
. {of a film company, being only in- power .., the theatre ‘owners want struck theatre -would close all
“game: distributor’. “association -has|
|
to
discuss one-man. eonditions forj theatres. He vlsa points out a Fed‘Continued from page 7 imaiats ' terested: in the product.
: resulted: ‘in the two houses: bidding —
eral mediator recently has been
' directly: and competitively” with. in- | sideration;. “By: the Beautiful Sea,”
‘Krim ‘reported. that’ nine ple- ‘ali neighborhoods”
Behind this bald statement looms sittme in on negotiating sessions,
die distributors: for ‘praduct.. . In- which Rogers Edens will produce tures,” which had contributed greatthe
changing
Frisco
exhibition
patwith
no success
ly.to
the
company’s
good
fortunes
volved .in_ the. imbroglio . are . the and:.Charles. (Chuck) Walters ‘will’
“At our last meeting with the.
~ gouth side Empress.and Englewoot' direct, .based’ ‘on Dorothy’: Fields- in. the last year; would continue to’ tern. Until very recently, Frisco
tand
Northern
California’
firstemployers,”
he says, “we met toc
bring
in.
substantial
revenues
in
theatres; - which had. been taking. Arthur. Schwartz show, with Bing.
pictures: “on ‘an--alternating first- Crosby: and Judy: : ‘Gatland: slated the next six months, both here and runs: invariably opened at- one of } four hours andvame aut knowing
a
handful
of
downtown
first-run
|
less
than
when
we went in”
He
‘abroad.
The
pix
so,
cited:
“Exodus,”
ick. basis from: Allied Theatres. of. for ‘leads. “Sea” will be made next|
‘theatres, whose booths were un also pinpoints “Mike Natfv's big
Hinois..
year... In interim Walters will -di- “Alamo,” “Facts of Lifé,’.. “Mis- cevered. by. two-man contracts. But Cnited California Circuit as “the
fits,"
“Hoodlum
Priest,”
“Young
. ‘Hassle. ‘teportedly ‘Started several. rect. Joe
Pasternak’s’: “Jumbo,”
the ‘impact. of a series of antitrust hardest" to bargain with
‘weeks ago when’ Empress felt that semi-musical,;, with
Dorfs’ Day,‘ Savages "Last Time I.Saw Arch- suits filed by neighborhood cirThe employer rep, however, says,
* and the reissue.combo, “Apart-}
‘it°-was getting ‘short -shrift: on the: Jimmy: Durante- and ‘Martha Raye.
caits, including Ben Levin's, has |‘ ‘we haven't come anywhere neat
‘every-other-week. setup: ‘and began. Pasternak, * alsa, will ‘produce ment” and.“Elmer Gantry. "

.

sult.

_.|to create interest-in the stock:and:

“hsChis
$nieDstitsGin
~ Tunepix Again

-negotiating directly. with. indie dis-!“Brown:’

, shaken. that pattern suffictently so ; a strike

© Some of.original Sea”

Give Vince Giovinco-

‘:tribs. “Englewood ‘replied by .bid-! music’ will: be. used in pic, new
ding up the -price of first-run .out: |songs ‘added: and. script updated,

lying pictures. ‘At this. point, every- |.according. to Walters:
y one is unhappy: but ‘the distribu- | “Musicals. today. “Gan't - be- pro-

that multiple first-runs are be1 coming fairly common in this area.

_

The neighborhoods

have

mand that multiple first-runs
Up-Status Under Ende ‘include
two-man booths. But
gone

with

the

so far

demust
now,
‘Vincent s. Giovinco, who joined
‘coin. «yling “was: neglected for:“music. .To‘United ‘Artists in 1958 as assistant according to Meyer, the nelghbor-hood. theatre owners want to cut
| ple, and ‘honest.”: “said .Walters. to the coitroler, has been elected down to one-man booths, even for
“You can’t doa. pr oduction number assistant tontroller by the board of Hollywood-made |first-run product.
Junder $100, 000, ‘and. I -don't- mean: ‘directors.
“This is true,” acknowledges an
with 80 chorus: ‘girls, either, in | “Joseph | Ende: ts UA veep, con- employer rep who's sat tn on many
. ‘today’ S- market. Hence. any. kind. troller,and assistant treasurer,
jof the sessions, ““but what the
of an important “musical to be|: _
union doesn’t tell you is: that the
Tayll
in Engand
| [produced, jright today ‘will. have -to’-{one-man booths involve premium
‘come -in-“laround $5,000.000.
Butf- Terrelle’ ‘Costumer |
pay, a practice alr eady well-estab: ‘you mustn't, forget, ‘the interna- |:
In ‘many parts of the. coun"Holly vod, ‘June 13, ” | tional. market -which frowned -on’ ‘Din Terrell. Jr., son: of ‘Metro's Nshed
publicity’ topkick, .graduated” with. try.’a
New. deals, were: finalized by:the!: thent a few years. ago is beginning journalism: degree from’ American
Employér
rep also anys that
U, in:‘Washington, |
when negotiations first started, the
‘ast. four weeks, ‘Latest is a -co-' igthat-foreign stars are being used,produ ction ‘arrangement: with '-or our stars -with, ‘universal ap-|, ‘Dan, a trustee, :also wore. cap 'n’ loeal wanted to standardize its
}contracts — currently nearly two
gown:
;
Crown- Greene-Fnright: Productions: peal.’
to rolt ¢’The Idyll” in. England: this - “Universal at present has “Flower.
August.: Dan. Enright. and .Alfred}
| Drum Song,”* ‘under a Ross Hun‘H..’ Crown: preduce, - with *‘David. ‘rter:unit- with Naney _Kwan,- James |Greene directing. ..Script is based. jShigeta; . “Miyoshi Umeki;: Juanita}.
“on, a-nov elette -by Shelley. Smith. : Hall: Henry. Koster provides diréc-|“ Néxt-to -go‘is “Kid. Galahad,” rei tion.
No. others..are: planned . at

‘tors, who.are.e happy with:the extra! duced as.in old days. where ‘story

along

union’s

MinskLatest:

“make of the old-Warner Bros. fight!| Studio at. this point.:

-pic for” whieh: Mirisch, has. bought | -

-

‘20th’s ‘State Fair’

the rights.
Film -will- star Elvis:
Twentieth- Fox. hopes .-to “start.
‘Presley .:in: his second: feature for |“State Fair" late: August “with Pat
‘the company, following: “Pionéer, | Boone, Bobby ‘Darin; ‘Ann-Margret. _ Go Home,”.:: Latter rolls July. 6:in-: aS Charles. Brackett production. In-| '

- Florida and’ is expected’ to‘finish:
1932, pic ‘was made. as ‘melodrama |.
up in ‘time. for an- October. start on “with late Will “Rogers.

os new! Project. Both: are produced ‘produced

Company.|—

it in 1945 for first time

.

by. David: “Weisbart, ‘with William|.‘as ‘Musical with: Dana -Andrews,. q
Fay’ now: “writing ‘script: on “Gala- + Jeanne “Crain,’ and. Dick Haymes. |
7cha d,”
1‘Richard Rodgers. who! wrote. origi- |.

Conipany also’ announces a.“fire' nal’ score with late Oscar Hammer- |”

* title, ‘“The .Mound .Builders,” “on (stein, is: writing | additional” tunes | .

project. that has. been. underway: |with Alan Jay Lerner for new |.
“during-past ‘few weeks as first of

“three:

co-productions

_ Brynner's

“with ©Yul |

Version. -- _;

Walt’ Distiey- hopes’ to ‘wrap: up .

new giant of a novel

isjust published

-Alciona:. ‘Productions. ‘Tate: this ‘month :“Babes- in’ Toy-

“Brynner will star,-playing a Mayans Jang. starring Ray Bolger, ‘Tommy’

‘Dono: |:
Indian ‘chieftain. .from an. EMliatt |Sands, Ed Wynn with Jack:
“Arnold: screenplay.::
| hue ’.as ‘director, Pic starféd -re-1
:

“Remaining three: pix: are. Gott- | hearsals Feb. 13: went {nto, produc-

Hiding: tion month. Jater..
fried: -Reinhardt’ Ss.“The
UPA
plans -- ‘musical cartoon.
Place;”
Silvia.’ Reinhardt- Georg |
‘Hurdalek
sereenplay’: based
on “Gay. .Purr-ee, *. using voices and
. Robert: Shaw's book;- “The. Naked |‘songs: by famous: personalitiés, qT.
“Truth,’":Marcel Achard. play which ‘such. "as Judy Garland, . among],
Anatole Litvak directs. next year, others. *-Harold ‘Arlen . and | ‘Yip |:
“and “Garden: of Cyeumbers,”. com-. Harburg are: writing score..
" ‘edy novel by Poyntz.Tyler. .Latter.
In semi division is: Paramount

‘has no- production.-data: as yet. . | with: upcoming Hal .Wallis’. “Blue |.
Completed: and ready. for release ;: Hawaii,” when Elvis Presley. wil 7

In]are “By Love’ Possessed.” “Town. ising from'8 to:10. SONS: -“Love
Without - Pity”. -and” “West. "Side.!'5 Goldfish. “Bowl,” with Tommy
“Story,” While. ‘Billy Wilder's ‘“One, |.Sands. and “Fabian vocalizing sev-{

‘‘tee his first book in six years, the most
daring. and. compelling +o date by. the
author. of Never Love a Stranger and
The Dream Merchants,

|

~ Setting: Hollywood, New York, Reno.
Time: The 1920's, 30's and 40's. Protagonist: Jonas: Cord—rich man’s eon, industrial: genius, flier, moviemaker, ruth:
less pursuer of power and women. Title:

‘ABCARPETBAGGERS

-Wyler’s ‘eral. numbers;,and. Jerty Lewis’
William
and’ -naw.
‘Two, Three” are
‘before the | “Tadies™ Man," ‘which. also -will}“Infamous”

"-@ameras.

Company. ‘has

‘several } have: several’ “musical numbers.
Allied: ‘Artists - ‘on ‘July: *6. starts :

“others skedded in the future.

Te YorkTheatre|

I“The- George” ‘Raft Story” wherein
- Ray- ‘Danton. *“wiil- dance six TOU- .
tines." .

|- Dennis ‘Morgan Heads Alum

,
| Milwaukee. June 13..
RADIO tity:‘Musictiti 3 | "Dennis.
“Morgan; : ‘stage, screen
:

Rocketet ler Center . o-

jae

6:4600

a au

T ASTAIRE; REYNOLDS - PALMER

‘iicne .

one ALEASURE OF HIS COMPANY”
|a
Vrstx<m
propecia
meer

.

‘Grd printing and 60th thousand. 679 pages. $5.95

.|
|

“| and: television actor is president- |elect: of Carroll College (Wauke{sha,

Wis.)

Alumni

Assn, ‘for two

- years ‘as:of July 7. He's lass.of .
I Co-start JeGARY MERRILL: CHARLES RUGGLES | 1930.
ce
A Paramount Picture taTechnicolor | oe
bed.
"Morgaw ‘was:in: 40.features. for
i
_e GalaNE StateSocata COLORAMA”
2.
—
'
a
Warner Bros.

A TRIDENT PRESS BOOK
SIMON AND SCHUSTER

yet... its just tongty
bareainini. “
Mever notes that “we have @
retroactive
agreement
signed
by
the emplovers .... the hittle independent theatres are the ones that
are going to be hurt most [f wo

don't
have
money

could

get a contiact soon
they'll
to come up with a Tot of:
in

put

a

lump

some

sum...

of them

out

it

of

business.”
One
exception
to the united
union frant in Nerthern California
has been the Oakland local, whieh
settled tor a thrée-year contract
providing a 10¢ hourly raise the

first year, 10¢ the second year
and 5¢ the third year.
But, ssya
Meyer,

some

of that

was

welfare

fund money—he doesn’t think his
or the other Northern Califorota
‘locals will settle on that basls.
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&

Morning”. (Cont): (4th wk).

weekend.

Holds. In ahead; “violent. Summer”
(FAW! (3d wk), $7; 000.
Guild Guild) «450; $1-$1. 75) —

Picture Grosses

?

wow.: opening.

had * ‘a

eT

re:

Bangup

$6,500. Last: week, $7, 400.
Crest (State). (750; 90-$1. 50)
“Breathless” (FAW): (4th: wk. Limp

‘Gidget’ Rousing 106,

-Port; ‘Archie’ Fine-76.

“Romanoff: and. Juliet™ ‘U). Initial. $1,700. Last week, $2.300
Jurie’ 13.
Chinese (F WC)" (1,408; * $0-$2.40). ‘Biz is Portland,.Ore.,
session ending today (Wed.) looks.
shaping better this round
“One -Eyed Jacks” iPar) ath wk). ; to. hit ,big $15.500. Stays. In ahead, \_"King: and I” ‘Z0th) (reissue) (5th
mainly’.
because
~-of..:
some
“ new,
Neat $5,000. Last week, $7.000.
|. “Please Turn Over” +Col) ‘6th wk), wk. Thin $7,700. Last week, $6.000.|
Mann ‘Mann) (13,100; °$1.25-$1.50): $5,000.
Four Star ‘UTAC) ($68: 90-$1; 503, : stroriger fare. -Tops: is “Gidget
qi
Goes.
Hawaiian;”
which.
is
heading
~
--“Keturn to Peyton Place” '20th;;
Murray’ ‘Hilt {R&B)- (565: 95- —‘“Pepe” (Col) (7th’ wk). ‘Good
| for a big take at the Fox. Also |
Looks rousing $12,000 in initial i $1 80). —. . “Young Savages”. (UA) $5.500. Last week, $6,400.
Burifalo, June 13.
fine.is
“Last
‘Time
I
Saw
Archie”
session with house
returning to: 14th wk).
“Warner Beverly | Sw)
at 3162;
Third round ended yesFirst-run big is on the pathetic
| at Orpheum. “Look in: Any: Wins."
popscale, continuous policy. Last |.terday. (Tues.)..was. mild ‘$4,000 $1.50-$2)—“Raisin {n° Sun” (Cob |
side here currently.
Best
bet is
week, “Spartacus” UW) +12th wk, {after $6,000 if second week. “Guns ‘8th wk). Fair $4, 000. - Last: week, dow” looks: sad ‘at Paramount. iin©
“ast
Sunset”
which
is teading
"| five days. “Giant” ifs ‘okay ° on’ re-.
- $6,000 at $1.75-$2.65 hard- ticket;; of Navarone”
$4.200.
(Col).
opens:
June
fer an okay take at Lafayette. HWowFox ‘Wilshire. (FWO). (1,990; $I.B0- { issue: at Music Box.
) 23, -day-dating ‘with Criterion.
ever, tor ai smiell-scater.
‘Never scale.
t2,800; .. $1- | Paris (Pathe: Cinema) (568; 90- $3.50)——"‘Exodus” (UA). 125th wkh
. ‘Estimates for. This Week Orpheum
‘Mann)
On Suuday" is great on opener a?
“Cou
Sock :$1. 80)—The Cheaters” (Cont) (2d Sturdy $6,500. Last week, $6,200.
‘Broadway - (Parker) | (1,890; gic
the tiny Cinema. Elsewhere tal:ings $1.25):—"‘ Homicidal”
$11.000,
with
potent.
.
promotion
j
i
wk):
First
|
‘stanza
ended:
Saturday
“Fine
Arts
¢FWC).
(631;
$2-$2.
403|
“$1.50)——“Butterfield
8” .(M-G) ‘and.
are
mostly
blah.
“Five
Goiden |
—Never On Sunday” (Lope) (29th. ‘“Cat.on-Hot Tin Roof” .(M-G) (re=
Last
ueek,
“Young |1 (30): was good. $9,000:
Hours” 1s rated dismal in fixe days ‘campaign.
wk).
Big
$7,100.
Last
week,
$7.600.
|
Savages”
(UA).
(2d
wk),
$6:500.
:
-Plaza
(Lopert)
(525:
$1
50-$2)-—
issue).-- -§0-s0...$3,800.
Last “week,
al Century.
| St. Louis Park (Ficld) 1,000; “Never ‘On Sunday” (Lope) (35th. | Pantages. (RKO) (1 513;
“Cimarron” (M-G) (2d. wk), $3,200.
Estimates for This Week
: $1.25)—"General. Della
Rovere” wk),
‘Phe 34th. week ‘concluded. $3.50!—“Spartacus”. (U) (34th wki | Fox (Evergreen): ‘1,600; $1-$1 49)
Buffalo -Loew) 13,500; 75-S1l) —.- ‘Cont.
Mild $3,000.
Last: week, | Monday 4112) “was ‘socko $14,500 Moderate $9,500: Last week, $8.300. —“Gidget Goes Hawaiian” (Col).
“Iwo Loves (M-G? and “Matter of: “Two
' Egyptian WATC) (1.392;.-.$1.25- and «.“Warrior..“Empress” COD.
Leves”
‘M-G) ‘3d wk), ‘after $14,000. for 33d round. ..
Morals” -M-G). Mild $7.00. Last $2.800.°
‘68th St... Playhouse (Leo: Brech- $3.50)—‘‘Ben Hur” (M-G). (Bist wk)? | Lofty $10,000..:‘Last ‘week, .“Raisin.-...
week, “Young Savages’ :UA) and _
State ‘'Par) (2,200:. $3-$1.25)— er) -(370; 90-$1.65)—“The Bridge” Okay $12, 500.Last week, $12, 100.. in Sun”. (Col) and” “Passport,
“Sunfight” 'CAt '2d wki, $8.500.
“Last. Sunset” «U1. Brisk $9,000. ‘AAS: (7th. wk). . Sixth.‘round: con‘| China” (Col), $3,800.
Center :4B-PT) 12.000; 76-51) —
er near.
Last week, “Big Show” eluded ‘Sunday. 411) .-was- lusty:
Hollywoed - (Evergreen) | _ $900; “Raisin
in Sun”
‘Cols «2d wks. 120th), $5,000.. ©
: BALTIMORE
1 $6.100 after $8, 100 in fifth “week.
;
$1.25-$2.49) —.““Ben-Hur’”’ :M: G) a
Modest $6.500. Last week. '$6.000. i Suburban
World
‘(Mamnn)
1800; | Stays indef.
>|.14th ©wk),- “On. pop |scale.
(Continued from . page 9).
Sutton. (R&B. 4561; .
«FAW.
So-se.
. Century -CATC? '2.700: 70-S1— $1.25)—"Cousins”
‘Kings). Loud ‘$4; 000. “Last: ‘week, :! $3,500.- Last week, »$3.000. °
“hive eGolden Hours” -Col) and $2.500.
Last week,
“Angry
Si-.7 “Two Women” <Embassy). (6th wk). “Breathless”
Music Box (Hamrick). (640; “$1-.
(Films . Around
| Fifth: session finished Sunday (11)
“Terror of Tongs” ‘Col, Dismal lence” (Valiant), $1:800.
$1. 50)—"Giant”
(WB). ireissue).. oa
World) (4th wk), $1,300.|
$3.000 for 5 days. Last seek, “Big
Uptown ‘Field) (1,000; $1. 25)— was great $17.500. after $24,000 for| Five. West: (Schwaber) (460; 90- -Okay $4,500: ‘Last -week,.. “Two
Ap-; “Tiger Bay” ‘Cont).
Show”
«20th?
and
“Rivht
NSG $2,800. ‘fourth week, which was‘helped_ by $1.50)—“Two-Way Stretch”. (Show). Loves” (M-G).{2d wk); $3:800.
proach” 20th!, $5.500 at $1.25 top.” Last, week, “Gorgo” 'M-G) !2d wk), ‘the holidays and extra: bally.
“Oriental (McFadden) (2;100:. $1)
{6th Wk).. Okal $2,400. after ‘$2,000
Lafayette ‘Basil) «3,000: 70-$1'— 1 $2.800.
Trans-Lux - 52d St; (T-L) (540: -in fifth,’
—“Konga”
(AI). and" “Natchez” Ne
“Last Sunset” «Ua and “Ole Rex” '
World 'Mann) (400; 85- $150)}— $1-$1.50)—"“Man in. “Moon” :(T-L).
Slim: $2.500. :. .Last week,
Hippodrome :(Rappaport) (2,300; . (AIS
«Vi
Gkay $8.000 or near.
Last “Last Time I Saw Archie” (VA) Opened Monday (12). ‘In -ahead,. |
“Auntie
.
Mame”
CWB»: and
90-$1.50) ——. “Two ‘Loves’ {M-G).
week,
“Secret
Ways”
°'U)
and Slick $8.000. Last week; -“Ques- “Raisin..in Sun” (Col), (11th wk-5
Drab $6, 000. .Last. sweek,. “Five. Time for: Sergeants”: (WB).{reise
*posse from Hell” +U), $5.000.
‘tion 7° Indie) (5th wk, $5,000 in days), okay $3,200 after. $4,300 for. Golden Hours” (Col), $5,000.
-sués) |.(2d. wk}, $1:600.
Paramount ‘AB-PT)
‘3.000; ‘+0- final eight days.
10th week.
_ Little (Rappaport (300: 90-$1.50)’ ‘Orpheum ‘Evergreen. (1 536; $1:
$1:-—"Battle
of
Bloady
Beach"
Trans-Lux 85th -‘St. IT) (550: — “Hitler’s Executioner”. Indie) ‘$1.49)—“Last Time I Saw “Archie:
(20th:.
Flat $6.500.
Last.. week,!
'$1.25-$2) —.“Last’. Sunset’
(U). (3 wk). Fair: 41,500 after $3, 000 in: WA) ‘and..“When . Clock. Strikes”

Sunset Okay $8,006 In
Dull Buff; ‘Loves’ 76

-95-$1:80;—|

“No

“One-Eyed Jacks”
$6.000 at $1.25 top.

'Par)

‘3d

wk),

‘Verne’ Good $12.0
000,

| Opens today Wed:).

Last: -week,

second.

UA).

~~

.

‘Fine . $7,000. -Last ‘week,

“Secret Ways” 1Us (3d wk), was
“Young Savages” (UA) and -“MatDenver; ‘Atlantis’ 5G,"liant
Mayfair © (Fruchtinan) (7503: ' 90-1Teck ‘Loew: ¢1,200; $1 .25-$2.75!
.$3,000 ‘aftér $4, 000. for. sec$1.50)—“Last Sunset” (J). Hotsy ‘ter of Morals" (UA) 42d wk), .
Denver, June 13.
—"“Exodus” (UA! «12th whi. Okay
on
$3.700:
New product is not -helping to t
$3.500 tor Jast five days. Last week,
World’ ‘Perfécto). 1390: -90-$1. 50) ‘$7,000. Last: week, “Return Peyton |. Paramount iPart-Par): 43 400: ‘$1! boost biz. here currently but some —"Male "and. ‘Female” .fMishkin)| Place” (20th) 44th wk); $4, 000.
ditto
$1. 50)—“Look “In .Any Window”
Cinema
Martain) ‘450: ")-$1 251} of holdovers are doing so well that ‘17th. wk... This round ending to- | ‘New.tFruchtman): (1,600;
90-. (AA): and. “Unwed. Mother” (AA). .
“Never
On
Sunday”
‘Lopet. the overall setup looks {mproved. ‘Thorrow (Thurs) Tooks ‘to hit great $1.50)—"‘Last: Time I Saw Archie”
-Bad $3,000 in 5 days:. Last: week, :
Whopping $6.000. Last week, “C ap- |“Fabulous World of Jules Verne”: -$7000 after same for 16th’ week. 4UA! Slow $5,000, . Last .‘week,
“Vera Cruz’ (WA) and “Apache”
tain’s Table” ‘20th) 12d wk, $l,-; looms good“at Paramount for first|‘Now appears to-continue to a new: “Young Savages” (UA) (2d wk), —
(UA) {reissues}, 83.390.0
round
but “Wild
in Country” iTongrun_ mark ‘here.
500.
,
|
$3,400.
el
shapes slow on opener at the Den-|
Playhouse (Schwaber) 1355: 90-}

MINNEAPOLIS

Continued from page 8'
ders of World” ‘iCineraniai treisae ‘8th wk), $13,000 in final eight

ver.
“Pleasure of His Company”.
is great in second at the Centre.

“BOSTON

| $1.50)—“Never On Sunday" tLopey
} 430th - wk). Upped to $2,800 after
}$2.500: in ‘previous week.

“CHICAG Oo.

“Continued from.. page: 9)
(Continued from page 9)
$1.25)-—“On Double"’ .tPar) 13d: Wk).
nent” is sad in second at Orpheum. «week. “Nature ‘Girl _and Slaver"j - Stanton’ (Fruchtman). (2800; "902 Bull $7500. Last week, $9.000.BYS.
rindiey and. “Queen of Sheba’ 'In- $1.50)\—"“Big Show’. (20th. - Bad}: Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 90-$1. 49).
Estimates for. This Week:
+ $6.000.
Last. week, -*Curse ‘of —“Return. To Peyton. Place” (20th).
Gopher ‘Berger) £1,000; $i- $1.25) | Aladdin ‘Fox) (900; $1.25-$2 jt! die), $4,500..
—‘‘Secret Ways” 'U). Weak $3,000. “Spartacus” (U) (21st wk).
Fine | Oriental. Indie) (3.400: 90-$1.80) i Werewolf” Uy) and “Shadow of ||cathwk).. ‘Okay $9,000. ° Last week,
“Cat”
€U),
$4,000.
week,
“Days
of
Thrills,
:
—*Wild
In:
Country”
*
(20th).
Fair
Last
$14.000.
$4,500. Last week, $3.800.
Laughter” (20th), $4,000.
Centre ‘Fox! (1,270; .$1-$1 45h: $17,000 or, close. Last week, “Big |. ‘Town | (Rappaport) °| 1,125;° 90“Orpheum (Loew) (2.900: 90-$1 49)”
(Par)
1,000;
$1-$1.25)—
Lyric
1 “Pleasure of His Company”. 'Par);Show”: (20th) (2d. wk).. $14,000. : +$1.50).—“On . Double”: (Par). - Fair “Last: ‘Time I Saw ‘Archie’ (UA) ’
$5,000.: Last
week,- “One-Eyed and ‘Gambler Wore Gun” (Indie). Last j Roosevelt: (B&B). i 400: 90-$1.80)
12d wk. "Great. $11,(U0.
“Young .Savages” IUA) (3d ‘wk).: Jacks'* (Par) (Sd.Wk), * 900.
Mild $9,000.. Last week, ‘“‘Goneweek, $14.060.
| With Wind". (M--G)- (reissue) (6th:
Denham (Indie) £800: $1.25-$2.50) Strong: $13,000-or thereabouts. Last |
wk), $7,500...
—"Exodus” (UA! (3d wk.. Sturdy week. $18. 000.
7. State-Lake :- (B&K) 2. 400; 90‘Paramount. (NET). (2.387). 70$11,000. -Last, week, $11.500.
Isa 25)—“Sword and: Dragon”. ‘(Ine
Denver (Fox: ‘2.432; $1-$1 25)—“ 1$1.80+—"Last Sunset’ 'U). Dandy:
*
(Continued
from
:page
g)
die)’ and. “Thunder ‘in Carolina”
“Wild in Country” (20th). Slow, “$22,000 or near.’ Last week, “‘Ab-|'
$9,000. Last week. *‘Absent-Mind- |sent-Minded. Professor” (BY). (11th (BV) (6th wk).. Good ‘$7,500. Last |(Indie). Dreary $7,000::
| week, $8,200. Pilgrim: (ATC). (1,900:. 75-$1.25)—”
ed Professor”
(BV)
(4th wk), wk), .$9:000: . State iLoew) (3, 600:" 60-90)=|
_
‘Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $150Alamo”: (WA) (rerun): ‘and: “Police
Dog Story". . (UA) «2d wk), ° Slim
(Fox) (600; $1)—“Sav-. $1.80)—-“Never On: Sunday” (Lope) “Underw orld U.S.A.” » (on:
“Private (19th. wk). Great $6, 300. Last week, “Mad Dog Coll” (Col). Sad. $6,500. $3,600.. Last week, $5.000..
age Age”
(Indie)
and
Last '-week.. “Two Loves’. (M-G) - Saxon (Sack) ‘11.100;-$i. 50-$3)—
-Good 1 $6. 200.
Property” (Indie) (2d wk).
‘United Artists (B&K) (I: 100: 90- and’ Matter. Of Morals” (UA): “Exodus” (UA) {25th wk). Holding.
$4.000. ‘Last week. same.
.
+ $1:80)—"* Gone .With Wind" '(M-G $8,000...
Okay ‘at $8,500. Last week, ditto. .
Orpheum
:RKO'
‘2,690:
CArthur) | “(1 000: . -90-. . State (Trans-Lux) (730; 75-31 25).
$1.25'—"Atlantis" «M-G) and-! “Se._ |ueissue) ::9fh wk. Pleasirig $12,400 | Pageant
|
$1.251—“Saturday
Night,
Sunday
|...
‘in
‘final
week.
Last
week,
$12,000.
—“Riff
-Raff’ Indie) and “Wild.
cret Partner” .(M-G) (2d wk). Bad:
: Woods
(Essaness). | ¢1 .200;. -90-. |Morning” ‘Cont) (4th wk). Oke. j Lave” (Indie). Fair. $3,200. «
ae
$5,000.
Last week, $10,000.
$2:000.
Last.
week,
$2,500...”
*
$1
.80)—"Return:
To
Peyton
Place”
Paramount
(Indie): (2,100:
$1:25:— ‘Fabulous World of Jules: (20th). (6th wk). ‘Sturdy $12,000: | St. Louis (Arthur) 13,800; 75-90) |—
“Exodus”
Denham.

is sturdy
“Atlantic,

in third at
Lost Conti- |

"ST. LOUIS —

Verne”

:WB)

m | Great” (WB.

and
“Bimbo,
the Last week, $14.000.° < «
Good $12,000. Last - World ‘Teitely 1606: 90-$1.25). —

—"Battle

PHILADELPHIA

at Bloody |‘Béach” {20thy

land “Right Approach” (20th). Blah|

-(Continiied:” ‘from ‘‘page. 8)(By) a
week, “Young Savages” ‘UA. 12d!ei irgin Spring” ‘Janus) (5th wk). "$8,000 or nedr. Last week, ‘Room|.
“Absent-Minded °
Professor”
wk! and “Mad Dog Coll” Colt, {Hotsy $5, 500. Last week, "$7,000.‘At Top’. (Cont). and. “Carry On \8th wk), $6,000
Nurse” (Indie),: $12,000.
$11.000.
Stanton
«‘SW)(1,483:
99-$1:80)—_°
‘Shady. Oak {Arthur} ‘760; .90_Towne (Indie) 1600; $1-$1 45
|
{$1.25) — “Carry On: Constable” “Gone With Wind” 4Mf--G) tréissue)
“One- Eyed Jacks” (Par) (4th Wk).
ath wh. Good’ $7,500."Last’ week, us
‘{tGov).
(6th
wk)...
"Nice
431,
900.
Last
(Continued .from ‘page.’ 3)
Oke $4. 000. - Last: ‘Week, $5.000. —
$8.50
;
——
win, “Master of World” (AD, “The week,. $2,000. :

What's worrying.
Jack Lemmon?
Is he afraid he may be
turning inte the shy, perplexed
character he's
vortrayed
so often?
in

ou'll read the full story
Holiday
Magazine.

You'll

learn

of

Jack

Lemmon’s strong — and
startling — opinion: of
Hollywood, film-TV. sueeess.
Youll find out
how he broke into show
business, what happened
to «his first marriage,
what he's going to do in
the future.

Don't miss

*The All-American Boy.”
YOU'LL ENJOY THE JULY

HOLIDAY

Los ‘ANGELES

* Warren’s,

Baldwin, :Hollywood,

Upiohn’ss.Toronto

-:Continued from page 91
|*B&B-State-F
WC) . t1,757; 1,800;
‘Initlal round finished Sunday: (11): 756: 90-$1,50)——"‘Vera Croz”: (UA):
was good $8,200. but not up to!.and ““Apache” - (UA) . (reissues).
hopes ‘for an opening week.
| Light $14;500.
Beekman ‘R&B: +590: $1.20-$1. 75)
Beverly . 4State)” WL 150: 30-$2:50)
—-"L’Avventure” Janus) ‘1ith wk). | —Executive. Suite’: (M-G)
and
The 10th frame concluded Monday|
“Seven - Brides Seven: ‘Brothers”.
112) was modest $4,500 ‘after $6:000 IM-G). (réissues): -Sad $3,700. Last
for ninth week. “Rocco and Broth| week; “Hitler's Executioners” (Val)

-

Toronto,

and
—-“Shapely
Sex’. (Indie).
of . Shame”. -UIndie).: ‘Hot.
Return’;“Nights.
$6,000. Last week, “Garden. -of

June: ‘13:,

{Eden” (Indie) and “Sun Lovers

Previously sent to -Vancouver to Holiday’ Mndie), ‘$2.500 : dn- four
take over film bookings there, Guy
ays
Upjohn. has returned: to the Toron- |. " RransLux’ (P-L) (§00;" 99-$1:80)
to head office. as assistant té Har-|. ——“Never .on: ‘Sunday”.. (Lope) (29th
vey Hunt; director of film buying wk). ‘Oke $3,700; Last week, $4.000..
‘and. booking for: ‘Odeon Theatres
‘Wiking -(Sley) .(1,000; °99-$1.80)—- .
f(Canada) Ltd:
.
‘Toodlum: Priest” (UA) ‘9th: wk).
ers” - Astor) opens June ‘28.
With Vancouver theatres’ of ‘the Thin $3, 500. ‘Last week, $4,000.
(Ist wk, 5 days); $1,500.
Embassy
‘Guild.
Enterprises) |- Vogue -'F WC) 1810; °90-$1. 50)— Odeon chain’ now operating first:
World - “(R&B-Pathe) :
(500;
90-$1.75'|-—“Nazl_ Terror at) “pave of. Thrills. Laughter” (20th) runs .successfully; bookings will 1 $1.80)—“Love -and- Frenchwoman”
Night’
-.Zenith)
Opens
today 2d wk). Slim’ $3,000. Last week, hencéforth be carried out: of Toron- |{Kings) (3d: WE). Fair.$2,0. Last. os
Wed.) Last week, “Primitive Para- $6.400. .
‘to office,
oot
° ‘|week, . $3200.
po

P

dise” tIndie) :3d wk-5 days, ‘dull
El Rey. +FWO) (861; 90-$1. 50)—$4.500 or less’ atter. $7, 000. for sec- “Carry -On,. Constable” "'Gov). (2d.
ond frame
7»Hotsy ‘$8,000. Last | week, J.
-Carnegie
Hall
Cinema. FEA
§
sei:
‘300: $1.50-$2) — “White Nights”
Orpheant. ‘Metropolitan’ (2.213:
‘EMPO? .3d wk) .Second session-‘-90-S1. 50)\—“‘Young. Savages”
(UA} |”

ended Satur ‘day °10} was only okay’ iand “Clock

Strikes

Three”

(UA)

$3,100 after $5,200 on first week of*
“13d wk. Slow, $5,000. °
;
tis ‘days.
‘Hollywood. Paramount. (Ss teate)

| Fifth Ave.

Cinema. R&B

250: 7

$1 25-$1.80°
“Ashes
and Dia:monds” ‘Janus? 3d wk. Second
round concluded Sunday °L1? Was
fine $2500 atser $6.500 on Fist,
Little
Carnegie
«LL.
Caone: ie

520;

Fist

$1 25-$2)—“Frantic™

week’ ending

Friday

+ 1.468; ‘S$T-$2. 40)—"Pleasure

«ifs is «1: ‘after nice “$13.300 last. week.

baliy stiong fer season Of yeur. Pic, : $2.25)
e

of. His|-#

Hall

.*Ros).’ 720; - $1.85-

.

"Saturday .
‘Night ‘Sunday a
aM

(483; 99

BONDED)a
Irs 4Pact:||FILM
®|

‘ye
:

4

eCGmpany”
+Par) "3d wk), °Steady |.
310.000. Last. week, $12,500.
_ Warner
Hollywood . Cinerama |.
“Inc ¥° «4,389; ‘S81. 20-$2. 65) — “Seven !
OW onders. of World”
‘Cinerama' |’ §
T: Nes. treissue), Started 4th week Sunday

|heading tor a socko $15,000, unusu- ; | Musie.
Onsale sacw. A Curtis Magazine.

S Studio’ (Goldberg) (483;. 99-$1.80) a

; Hand”. ‘Fav}, $17,400. .

BROADWAY

~ Film gtorage and service is..
..BONDED's only. business—a full-

time: job to ‘give every client=.
large ar small-individual service.

‘|: srcEzas. |
5 NEW YORK:.
- LOS ANGELES

4A Division of
¢_ Novo INDUSTRIAL corp a

__Weduesday,
Jane14, 1961

..
.

BADIO-TELEVISION

19

ORTH)
~ (BSIVs‘Sweet16 5, rae (hsBumpy Trade Winds: Schlitz,
~ Exgin (617,00,000)
ON NBCNEWS)

CBS-TV. As: setiling. for 16no more, . no ‘lese—bigtime sspectala
for the ‘61-62. -season, restricting the number: on ‘the. basis’ that a-

"_gpecial should serve. at least one of three purposes: fa‘ it should -.
, ft a blockbuster (b) it- should be.a prestige show fe). it should help
achieve program balance.

~~

mo

. On that. basis (with: perhaps ‘one: or. two subject to.change’, here’s -

+

To ‘boastofa hot tiews aperition’

‘natant AM. Specials’
Vis. one. thing; But to.. parlay’ said
‘! news ‘operation into ‘a $28,575,000 |. _ Because of its speed and
sponsorship ‘windfall—as NBC has
flexibility,
radio
news
norprojected the picture: for the: '61‘mally isthe. innovator in new
(Tad: Mosel) cco ce cease
10-TL BLM.
"62:season—is about as spectacular |
trends.
At NBC, however,
Fri. “Nov. g -. ‘Red. Skelton-—Chevrolet
were's vise 18:30-9:30P.M. © an accomplishment ‘as any. network
situation. - was
reversed
last
ion, Noy. 6° . ‘Danny Kaye—General Motors ”.
9-10 -P.M.
could ‘possibly énvision, :And the | week as NBC Radio picked up
“Thurs. Nov: 23° “Holiday On Ice’—Arthur: Godft ey. %30-8:30P. M.° ‘|fact that’ :it was:.all -brought. ‘off | a ‘tw news idea, the tv web's
Sun. Dee.. a .. “The “Power *and The. Glory"
ley
jwithin a three-year. span. in. con-- series . of “instant specials.”
“!
aurence Olivier 2c... 002:
“Oste PM. -trast to the days ‘when. news. was |Fri.‘Dee. 8. _; Drama
Special — "Westinghouse
hte - :/a.drug.on the sponsor market: pro- |. - Radto: web: will emulate the
°
(Phil Reisman). ..: ibs ete sete, -40-nee P.M. | vides all the necessary ‘below-and- | ‘tv’ network ‘in tavloring a seof news specials held in
- Sun. Dee. ‘16° “Wizard: of O27"
elses
6-8 :-PLM. - ‘|-above- the-line -“Bee ® Whiz” over- _ ries.
Feadiness for major fastbreak7 Week of Dec. 18.Stravinsky -—. Balanchine —*“Nal
7
o jtones.
<7
ing:
stories.. Actual
number
_. and ‘The’ Flood”"....:
;
AML. of ‘which: preambles the. reahasn't: been set, but Bill McFri. San. aa ‘.“"The-- ‘Good: Years’ Aeland. Hay3
son
why”
those
Bob.
-Kinther
bows
.
Danjel.
exec
v.p.
of
NBC
Raa
ward
ool
bees iee corete 8:30:10 P.M.
oe ‘Sus. ‘in Feb. ~ Judy. ‘Garland (Dow).
cisene 9.9-10 PM. -| are. >more. than: justified. ’. These ; “dio, figures it at a minimum
kinds:
of
‘K.
rations
‘are
unprece-.
Of.
20annually,
each
to
run
--.: Sat. March 3° _
; Drama Special Westinghouse see
10- Il P.M.
from 2§. to 55. minutes.
Plan
.... Tues. April 17 . Drania, Special—Westinghouse::
10-11:: P.M. | dented. and since it was. the NBC.
for, what the web is calling
_ . Wed. Jurie’20- |:Drama Special—Westinghouse10-11) PLM. : -prez’ who “wrote the script” and}
plotted, the treatment: for-the big-|° “Instant News". was endorced
et
uly” 19 “Drama” ‘Special—Westinghouse eet
oil
.| time news ascendancy. it makes all
by the. NBC Radio affiliates
-..°
4-the more understandable why the
last week .in Washington. |
- | Kintner- stock is in high fayorMcDaniel is currently pricthese. days. around. the 30 Rock: ‘neting out the series to offer it
: the 16 éntries: chosen -for next Season:

. Wed. Sept: 27

Victor Borge :...-...; eee aenese

9-10
.
‘PM.

” ‘Wed. Sept: 27... ‘Carnegie Hall Salutes Jack. Benny” "70-11 -P.M
Tues... Oct.24: . Drama: Special -— ‘Westinghouse
ee

Mim, TwinsCry’Wolff

.- work . Precincts.

:

for sponsorship.

Here's how the $28,575, 000 news

There’.More.Thai One Way to. Make‘a. Cellar
Ball
i ChatsLook: Good

| bonanza. breaks down,
with the new season: .

The

“Instant Specials"
sored by Gulf Oil.

“effective

NBC-TV

are

spon-

Ray. Scherer’s five-days-a-week |:
| news stripe’ for General Mills;

And

for

monev
cause
‘}making
Schlitz
served

Madison

Are,

the

sound is blessedly faint, be-.
most of the. billings were
the switch
in Chicago,
Beer and Elgin Watch botl
noti¢e on the Chicago of-

fice of J. Walter Thompson, representing an estimated $17.000.903
or more blow in annual take
Schlitz,
after
six
years
with
IWT, moves to Leo Burnett, effestive Sept. 1, a shop where the
covktatl flag has been up more
than once this year.
Previous to
the sudsery,
Burneit
picked
up
Parker Pem estimated
at about
$3.000,000,
and
Alpine cigs. ise.
ported), $4.000.000, to total mure

than

$20,000.00

Inllings

since

Jan 1.
Schhitz sales have been off, and
JWT
had been expecting a de.
parture of Elgin ever since the
change In the watch firm's coriporate Jeadership
Once a major
‘client of the agency. Eliain's bullings in recent years have sHpped
it
between
$1, 3.000400
ane
ually.
"The two accounts amounted to

\NBC-TV's ‘Me Too’
As Affils Dolly In |
On Sec. Break:

Chet ‘Huntley Sunday afternoon
oy stiowcase for Mutual of Omah3:
“The Huntley-Brinkley Monday: through-Friday. 15-minute segment |"
‘The way ‘it. looks. right how; the'lee,
(June 5-11). - Lo
Texaco and R. J. Reynolds;
“new Minnesota Twins.could well be| | Untouchables. (ABC) 22: 28:9. : for
‘The new. half-hour Dave Brink-|
“-the ‘new. frontier in’ big “league|’ Thriller (NBCi eee
. ‘ley .Wednesday night 10:30. show|
: baseball—that is; opening ‘new -ter-|. Have Gun (CBS) .... 0 255
‘for Douglas Fir. Plywood and Pitts. ‘yitory In-‘the expanded. American|.- Fight of ‘Week (ABC).:.:24.9- |
‘burgh Plate Glass:

* Arbitron Top 10

By‘BILL GREELEY

Blowing JWT

With the ‘doude,< settling upon
both
web = and spot ty buying,
there's nothing much string 4n
the world of advertising except
the rustle of money crossing the
street

jabout a fifth of the Chi officve bie
ha but the loss is offset sone

i
by the recent
'Kraft Citrus division

take-on of
and Libby

Frozen Foods accounts
League by being ‘the first club in] ” Candid Camera (CBS) *.23.8
‘The new half-hour Frank McGee|
Elgin
ts moving
to McCann
“:.: ‘major league. history. to land in|... Naked City. (ABC)
23.3 Friday night 10 :30° news show. for}.
Marshalk,
which is some compere
-.* 30th place. ‘The ‘distinction, how- |.. Twilight Zone (NBC)
. 23.2: Gulf;
It's: row unanimous—NBC-TV |
:Sation to parent MeCann-Eticksoa,
.~ ever,. ts not: the. kind .that keeps
‘77 Sunset Strip. (ABC) 210.
‘The Huntley-Brinkley 1news. spe- has decided: to go along with the: ;Which recently lost the hetly Lig°°: wlewersJand_ listeners.:tuned ‘in to |. ‘Perry Camo (NBC). 720:8
1cials for ‘Westinghouse. four. one- 42-second station. break
At a gett & Myers hiz to JWT
~. ‘the day.--by-- day. -play-by-play} “Summer on Ice: (NBCr. 20.7. _.| hour programs);
—_
meeting last week with its affili(WICN-TV, ‘WCCO -Radio), so: it:
Otherwise, JWT in New York
| -: The Frank McGee “instant, spe- ate board of delegates, the net‘could be: that’ the show. biz philpicked up the $1,000,000 Planters
cials” for Gulf...
work “reluctantly”. concluded
it:
osophy.of Twins’: sportscaster =|
AFT .
account
ta day
befure
Alf. ‘of. which puts. the SRO: -on j had no other choice but to adopt|(Peanuts
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i” ‘Quest . casters, team. _ antics: ‘and—:
“NBC: ‘TV has hung up.the SRO] The triple-spotting question will:‘biz from Y&R. effective the end of
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(Continued | on page 42)
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Main Event’ This Week As D.C?

TV Probers Go On Location (N.Y.dy

: Washington; Fine 13...; 7
“Federal. ‘Prisons. Director. dames: ve ‘Bennett, “nemesis: of: the

ABC-TV “Untouchables” . series- and. televised. ‘crime - .in-. general,
told. the Senate: Juvenile Delinquency. Subcommittee: that. the’ ine. C

By JAY

LEWIS

|

Washington, June 13.
Public cpinion rousers bv design like the current Senate inquiry into purparted ties between
make-helieve violence via’ televisidn and the real thing via warped
juveniles

can

mailbags

with

swell

irate

Washington,

Sen.
Conn.)
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Congressional

yision

qnti-industry
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Juvenile. Delin-

quency
Subcommittee
proceeding
by
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Sen. Thomas Dodd ‘D-Conn.: will
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the other

hand,
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Timed for AMA: Meet!:
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that televi-

.causing

the sénator said:.
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whatever

Thomas Dodd. Do
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‘program, “Washington Viewpoint,” whether iv alone: was
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Morday ‘19.
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, tab.
Asked on the Westinghouse
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attracting talk - on .the |“public |we

So Proudly We Hail - |

service.front here’ is.concept of 7

Edward Dalton, makers. at
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product selling. three-minute . and:“genéral “manag ser.of “Metros

commercial ‘on: -Sunday's (11) ~ media's: “WTTG-TV; “of a’ series’ a
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windup outing of .ABC-TV’s: .| made-up of. choice. public’ service:
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commercial, expressed “pride

‘prexy,

The: idea is,‘that -‘gach: a " series,

in-.the. fact -that ‘Valiant’ --1-planned for. next fall, “would : be _
in ey Le
‘Years’ represents a new. stand ‘la. ‘service | “not. only.to:‘the’.
“ard ‘of television excellence.”

his mail runs 100% ‘against”
that’s stimmed by Dodd can only
have the effect of making things
violence programs and. added:
stickier for broadcasting.
- Memorandum also ‘stated that - of;
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And, such is the psychology at
the sponsor felt a. sense. of. . all's: notbad ‘with tw .
those violence programs are
_
work now, eny time broadcasting gg
-privilege in being -associated | - A cute. gimmick involves the gapA
massive
|
e
“*Marshall.,
Plan
of.
;
anything
but
awful.”
gets a demerit, a point is chalked
pearance’ of ‘lawmakers. to: ‘infroe:.
with the series, “in the oppori} : éduéational - aid” “to underdev elup for Minow and his side. This ,
‘duce ‘programs ‘produced ° by sta-"-..
‘tunity it affor ds‘to. speak posiinning is Minow’s, but it’s just one!
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game.

| annually: of our current foreign aid.
program, was urged. fast. -week by}
The format for the Dodd hear-.
ie ‘Frank Stanton, president . of|
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After
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introductory
-Dr. ‘Staiiton, the. principal: speak- |
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a network
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Abolition’ Show
Kicks Up TVFuss:
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|. Stations: in markets -of all:sizes,

‘will ‘be..invited : to: submit ‘their
\ best public: service efforts. ‘to
WTTG. | ‘Colee plans ‘at this stage .
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an |the gross figure has shown: a. 4de-. program of educational. aid “the|j half-hour Jengths, ‘however... Sub-" special-' cline of the comparable -period of. -histori¢ ‘opportunity. of America in|
Rochester; N.Y; June 13. ° LJects can be ‘local as long. as ‘they’‘re
Dr. a year before.
|interesting, with ‘one of the main.” .
this second half of the’ 20th Cen"The. House Un-American: ActivRalph Garry of Boston U.
| objectives to’‘display: a ‘Bood. cross- ——
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-hope:that:
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|
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8),
for
example,
.showed
of the. public: service ‘efforts .of |
quarter of 1960, with the. general | .And - it . happened. when Dr,
Station. originally booked it from the. country’s broadcasters, as Well:
among
cther things a venomous
harridan laying a horsewhip across e ffect of reducing. total estimated |. Frank Stanton, the CBS. -prez; “| the. county ‘Civil Defense office ‘as! as of stations in their’ home’ dis-.
‘was delivering the commence- ..}a. routine Sunday: afternoon. filler, tricts.”"
her son's back, all the time emit- expenditures.” But tradesters had.
ment address at’ MIT here...
|but- when Rochester newspapers
ling hideous squiwks of rage.
A: been predicting a dip in the. total
“The. series |carries the title of
| took special note of it, the fat was.
, When it comes to-: “writing
whole string of questioning by the | What with the first of the year.deHA. Look: at. America. Ma.
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to
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_' how’ come, some: ‘5,000 in at - it’ as. a Monday night. primetime |
give a child of five the proper pic- porting ‘stations, |
tendance. were | asking, the - special, a 90-minute. show ‘that in-|
ture of what family life. should
loud. ‘speaker - system" ‘had ‘to | cluded -45.:minutes. of live. debate
be?” Or, “Do vou think this scene
break down smack in the -mid- - on the film by local: dignitaries:
is inspirational te children?”
‘dle. of -the. commencement exObviously, there's no really sucCivil :‘Defense - ‘office distributed
CBS. TV has locked in its Sunday
* ercises?
:
cessful reply.
: the film as: a. “training aid ..tor
‘night commercial schedule with a
Also, although there's no evi- seHout of “Mr. Ed,” the only Sun- Sa
police. handling: riots;” arid ‘station |dence of a scheme on the part of
“Washinaton: ‘June 13.
day night show which has_ hadjcan announce toa world tired and had scheduled the 45-minute pic
the subcommittee to be unfair, the av ailabililies.
for 4:15 Sunday afternoon on May |. National Assn. of Broadcasters
discouraged: with
Fivalries
on
cards have been stacked against
21. ‘Saturday Times-Union. Tie Bi LeRoy Collins has another”
Two
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expanded ‘their. ternis dictated by Russian mili-: lighted the.. scheduling, .
the network or vidpix witnesses in
7
‘an
e official. ‘tiein- ‘with. a favorite. Kenxnother way. A program screened buys.. Studebaker-Lark- went from; tarism and: materialism. ad
. nedy. program: .
(Continued on ‘page 40) an
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He. ‘proposed. that the educationat a hearing ahout tv violence is
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|
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to
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goes
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be guse
that’s. what's
-[on the Potomic with-service té the. dee
being looked for.
Moreover, plot into the 6:30-7 spot in September. |military- aid. “I “know,” “he. said,
‘Government’ {just.as Eric. Johnston -°
“that the ‘solutions that we advance
(Continued on page 40)
of the film industry has done for.
CBs Radio’s M'waukee Affil ‘in terms :of technical. aid are only'| .
years), was hamed chairman of the: os
CBS Radio has finally found: an stopgaps “until. we ‘help solve the |’ “WCBS-TV_ Views the Press,” National Public. Advisory ‘Commit=- °
affiliate in Milwaukee after heing larger problem of education: I the .N; Y...CBS-TV- ‘flagship’s ap.
-tee.on
Area Redevelopment; ;
shut out.of the city: for the past know that. ‘military aid can ‘become: praisal of the Fourth Estate with|.
President’ Kennedy © ‘jade - ‘his.
a powder keg in. the hands of a Charles
five vears.
1 Collingwood,
hi
d, will
wil get, week- - | ideas:
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WMIL, indie headed by Gene | people unless they are educated. ly .exposure in: ‘Boston starting. this
Posner, is the new affitiate, effec- 1I am sure education is the neglect- week. It’s been. given’ to WGBH- cindustrial :areas. and’. the. ‘underetive June 26.
‘Continued on: page 34)
.|TV,. the educational ‘station in.-the developed: rural.:areas one of the.
Hub,.and kicks off with a ‘Thursday | major issues ‘of the 1960 campaign. =
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Peace:
Corps, another ‘pet “Kennedy: m
starting July. 10, where it. will run}
Corp. of America are defendants
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demanding
Collins was. appointed .to head: ~
.|-the .WGBH-TV stanza which: aiso’
$1,000,000 plus $250.000 punitive
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./surveys newspapers and is fronted |ithe area, redevelopment .advisers.
damages filed by Allen Weiser in
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by Louis M.. Lyons, head of .‘the. | by Secretary: ‘of Commerce. Luther
Superior
Court
yesterday
+12),
a story that’s cooking here in connection with WSB-FV's recently.
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ming.
| show,. “What in the World?,”. from | ticket in the recent ‘campaign. Col-:
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~ Benrus fo.Lan
hins. Hodges stated:. ““T am partie: that CBS rejectec it Dee. 15.
to television editors of both’ these sheets, :_ Constitution’s’. Paul
Benrus
‘Watch
Co.
Account!
ra
-ularly
pleased: tobe able to. make..
He also stated when he learned
Jones and. Journal’s Alan Paturéau,: ‘to ‘show, but. tangibly, . what .
. |signed.about a month ago by Grey |the. ‘anhountenient -of the: ‘appoint-.. Tae
Sullivan was to telecast from the
they feel is the ideal program.
ment.
to
this-important position of =.
Advertising, ‘will move to: Lennen ;?
Station has agreed -to prov ide scribblers all- needed facilities,
Stardust he advised through his
_.@-mab as ‘experienced in. develop- .
& Newell, effective June 25...
attorneys that the format belonged
a production crew .and a -director to help them formulate and.
ment.
“problems
as. is:: my .friend,'~
te him.
Weiser alsa has Superior
work out ¢heir ideas, plus_a 30-minute. spot on: the air. Patureau
has been offered a July date. while Jones can get to do his stuff:lan ‘As, ith“other ually:vate | Gov. Collins. As governor. of, Flori‘ourt suit’ pending against CBS
and Revlon, filed June 3, #960, in| ‘in August.
ings have. fallen off in the face of lonied fssentially= grieuls
which he demanded $200,000 fer
In launching “Challenge.” WSB-TV. asked viewers for. eriticism 7 the
mushrooming- inexpensive | tar y. aid
lendid:
sob"
in:
asserted plagiarism based-on April | of program and also invited ‘suggestions. They got both, including.
reaction in print from Patureau and Jones:
_
7,
1960,
CBS
telecast.
“Night
0. an. estimate
rey
Now -theyre wondering if Jones and Patureau ‘are “Willing ‘to. ‘|has. continued to handle, the: ad-/.2 most ‘suecessful- ‘industrial .develClubs, New York,” sponsored by
slick their neeks out and give public.a chance to criticize the crit- | vertising - until a new shop could || Thesjoo cartein: the state.”
Revion, which Weiser claimed fol4S. . ejob
carries. no vey. _
. 4
ics, risking the brickbats. along :with ‘aRY ‘praise they might garners
7 |be signed. -: “3:
Aewed his: idea:
educatinoal

psvchologist

ing

impact

in

tvs

on

tats,

NABChiefHeads

‘Wr, Ed’SRO.

0jecti
Pret.JFK Pr

WCBS Views thePress”
To Get Hub Exposure

Sullivan, MCA’5
Plagiarism Rap

‘Okay,SmartyPants,YouDoi

watch marke,Billingsaredown |tes eta tee Sues
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ibn Yo Et Fe]‘iTOQUIT
:

~—AFFLICTS

-Tokyo;. ‘June 13..

will ‘Hutchins:. ‘who. has.‘essayed title role in. “Sugarfoot” «WB?
. geries for four’ years; does not know and. does not: care. if.the oater:
“episodes. are continued, |
a

st

may be ‘cancelled ‘and that’s 6. kK. with me” ‘Hitchins told. :

21

You're Out Of the Swim IfYour
MANY) Documentary Isnt ‘Subversive

Vartery -during his vacationing here after finishing. location ‘Work |
By’ ART WOODSTONE
Return of the Native
in the. Philippines for.the World. ‘War it feature, °“The Mauraders’’
. Raymond: Burr. was. itching to
. AWB.
Back in the old Pat Weaver|quitas
“Perry Mason,” and’ only
ot - They’ re pretty, ‘much: ‘the same. after you!ve: ‘seen ‘a. handful,”.
Max Liebman days at NBC,
when the network’s Brookiyn
-." Hrutehins said: “They. ‘don’t séem*to progress after the ‘initial: seas: . ‘great: fiscal concessions by CBS
“| persuaded him to stay put as the
studio. was
creating. traffic
‘-gon. -They're’ moneymakers . -for the studio, the stations:and -the
jams, it ‘was practically “home
‘actors, and you. can. sure léarn a lot about. your “craft: by, ‘being in ‘{most famous. Saturday night ‘Jaw‘yer on television. His itch. for new
office” for Mike Dann, then
a series, but there’s kind of.an empty feeling: when-you're: ‘through.
- | pastures, ‘however, seems .to have
NBC, now CBS.
-, Does it really mean anything?’ :you. ask: yourself.: ‘Only: ‘orice: in’ a
stemmed. -from
4. “communicable :
-. while do ‘you get a good feeling.”
Over the past few weeks the
rash that has: been afflicting many ’ peactivated Brooklyn studio fai . Appraising: ‘his meandering home, ‘with lenigthy. stops:‘here and” ;
leading ‘video thespians. It's one
cilities have been lend-leased
he “Hoong - Kong, .Hutchins. said; “It's” been: Hike a: ‘painter. stepping
‘more thing for the. netw orks © ta
to CBS for the taping of the
2 back-to get respective, Now I’m.‘anxious to80. back« and do some- :
“;Wworry, about.
two-hour
“Power
and_
the
“vv: thing worthwhile. oe
ee
oe
|: Just’ as “‘Perry Mason” is a powGlory” special with .Laurence
‘jerful . audience lure for CBS-TV,
Ollvier. And for Dann, riding
“Wagon Train”. is a powerful auherd on the show, it’s like’a
-1 dience lure for. NBC-TV, and the
“playback of the ’50's.

Fenme TVVigilantes’Dontlike
What's Happened toBillytheKid

remaining star (naw that Ward}
|Bond has passed. on), Robert Horton, seems ‘almost. ‘gure not: to return. next season to: the Wednesday hight western.” (Scott Miller
is going to be the. replacement, it
appears). Rather. than. go into his

:
Albuquerque, June. 13. 4+
Television - horse. operas’ have |
.:
{fifth year, -Horton: demanded. out.
stirred” up’ the ‘womenfolk: in the} ‘AGVA’s Ty Showcase . ‘Exact nature of Horton’s unrest.
‘New Mexico.’ countryside. where |.
AFTRA
and... _ AGVA—the | | eannot be’ characterized, but there
-are. reports that. he - simply got
- Billy: the: Kid used: ito roam pretty aAmerican’ Guild ‘of. Variety’:
. freely. .
;
. - Artists—will 'cooperate : in. an-' {tired. Burr. was’ als fed: up and
“Emphasis. ‘on killing,” brutality, | MAGVA: ‘Showéase . of. the Air,” -- wanted, like Dave: arroway (who
* -wioleneé and tampering with ‘the. ‘television . _ show Which” -will’ quit recently), to work -for’ peace:
Now, it’s not so corn
for .a tv
alleged: historieal fact .has resulted: ‘. spotlight new - variety ‘talent.
_
in -the’ girls forming ‘a vigilanté | Program :would. resemble. the... performer ' to want to ¥work for
2
committee: to ride herd; under the
‘recent :“AGVA Auditions,” the- peace, according to the amateur
Le
“name of’ the. Committee. for’ Tele: |- - weekly ‘nitery showcase which: . analyst; who -ply the: ty trade.
vision. Quality. Improvement of Our.’ meenabled | agents. and‘ bookers. | Wanting. to. quit is seen as a reac‘T? to
0.0, “up-and-coming
aol Citizens of: Tomorrow..
ber- a tion. to Iong years of sameness,
.tand' to years of. abuse. from critics,
~The ‘committee, an offshoot: of formers.
‘but,. essentially, to a lack of satis-.
4 the. Capitan: Woman’s Club, ‘in the’
Agreement - was. announced
faction’. ‘in doing tv. They figure:
Kid's old ‘home county: of Lincoln, fin. ‘San -Francisco’.by -Donald:’
6
s
“fs. headed .by. Mrs. Marie’ “Varner z ‘Conway and ‘Jackie
Bright, jes. they've worked hard enough ana
|
-now,perhaps, *they can Test an.
of. Fort: Sumner, ‘where’ ‘the: Kid’ s|-spective - administrative . chiefs
:
"body is:now -buried:”:
of .the two unions, who. added .. * their residuals.
-Money
-plays its: part. “When
‘Mrs. Leota: Piingsten, . a teactier’ . that. WABC-TV. NL Y:,. is “in- “tri: the “Capitan.,.schools, who. is | terested in carrying the show. - | Clint Walker and Jim Garner. ‘quit
=. ealled- well-qualified. ‘as. an observer | -. AGVA™. performers, would: ‘be -| Warner Bros.. where both were appearing in commercially success"of. the ‘effects of tv:on the juvenile _ ‘paid: at’ AFTRA rates.. ,
: {ful vehicles, the. -Feasons they quit
- ‘mind, - because: she was associated
{stemmed froma desire: for more
with. young. children before. and:

Washington, June 13
‘ In a Congressional session when
ne network

ecime

completed

for

the

First

be-

boy, 6
on

the

hewspapers, are under the thumbs
of
“subversive
forees,”
using
methods
of “Cammunist
Infiltration "
Flood, who appeared briefiy on

aee
ca

the program, leveled the charge
in a Congressional Record statement taking heated exception to a
recent rolumn by Washiaston
itv eritic Lawrence Laurent

Post
Lau-

irent, praising the telecast. said for
the first time in the Ife
‘White
Paper’
series.
weren't any protests

Flood

declared

that

of the
there

when

the

: documentary was shown, 71 fadly
: recognized the fact that TE bad conutnbuted.”
and
added
“Reduced.
to insignificance and taken oul of
: contest, it produced exacth
the
Opposite resulf to that niost stesired ai clear treatment
of our
just riebts and obligations fur the

Assembly in Nov.
been

has

whipping
assault

;"NBC White Paper” oan Panama
‘takes the cake Rep Daniel Flood
*-D-Pal teed off on the Feb 14
program to charge that the radio
and ty networks, along with many

ATAS Sets 7Day
Agenda for Int'l
ternational

documentary

a favorite

| delayed-action

In-

operation,

Assembly
|

maintenance

and = pr d-

of the . Acad- ‘ tection of the Panama Canal
it pramptlh focussed on a theme
place in N. ¥
hostile to the United States and

emy of Television Arts & Sciences,

scheduled to take
Nov. 4-11. Agenda covers virtually
‘every phase of international television.
‘Next step in the organization of

the Assemblyby the ATAS

gave local agitatears an opp utunity
to voice their extreme views with-

out adeguate ¢larification
Flood’s accusation
of “subversive” control of the webs ae
as

is ex-

tension of invitations to more than fjolows “It is indeed unfortunate
200 guest speakers throughout the that In these tragie times when
world. Already set to address the our nation, which is the last great
Assembly are President Kennedy : outpost of freedom, ts betag conand Ambassador Adlal Stevenson. ‘ sistently aftacked and unde: mined
Meanwhile,
though
invitations -. by thase who have received ‘the
aren’t out yet..21 nations have in- J dbountics of our national freedom,
dicated they'll participate. and the These
subversive
forces costrol
-|money. Burr will get more money, Academy expects a total of 50 not only many of the stredt mews
-gfter the advent of. the. ‘medium,
-|moestly because his: network has countries to accept.
2 S-gays tv has “affected the children,
papers of the country, but also the
promised to back him in a number
- Mostly in a ‘non-salubrious man-.
Agenda, worked
over for the
‘Continued on page 3B:
“lof new tv properties, which, if
ner. ‘Their -.attitudes.and” ‘thele|.
past few months. is keyed to the
wea De 8
successful,
will
give
him
the
own_ »yalues have. taken. what: could be!
approach
of
global
television
and
‘ership: -that almost every: leading
” an-unhealthy and unrealistié bent.”
consists’ of
forums,
seminars,
performer
in
theatre,
motion
picShe: thinks .tv‘has the potential
| tures -and tv: seeks. for permanent screenings, workshops, ranging in
to. accelerate -‘the |accumulation .o t!
size from plenary sessions to small,
| security.
knowledge. in ‘young -.people; but.
But money cannot be. overplayed. groups holding concurrent meet-|
that. the°quality: ‘should : be | im- |
‘ings.
‘Take the alleged case this month
proved.
Opening evening reception van!
‘of Robert Stack,.who fs as. imporMrs. “Varner, “head of ‘the com-|
“}tant to ABC. (he's - in that web’s be devoted to “The ChaHenge of|
‘mittee; Who. wrote” all’ networks |
Washington, June 13. — top-rated ‘stanza, “The -Untouch- World-Wide Television” and willj|
urging a change,. said the networks b Clear. equal time ~ impediments
SRO sign is now up on CBS.
.of a series of addresses on
ables”) as Burr is to CBS and Hor- consist
-should help: rather. than hinder the !away before next year’s Congreston is to NBC. Stack owns. a: share the subject by world Jeaders and TV's summer rerun schedule of
‘honest. effort: of -all.“Americans~ in. tsional campaign. NBC Board Chair-: ‘in his. Thursday series, reportedly heads of state, some in person and “Playhous 90," slated td teplace
stabilizing ‘the thoughts. and: emo- man. Robert: W. Sarnoff. has urged. 25%, but.he would like to quit, or others .via film and vidtape. Ste- Red Skelton and Garry Mome on
in a statement to: the’ Senate Elec-.
tions of our children: 0
so it’s said; That he’H. quit before venson will keynote first full-day ‘Tuesday nights Web filled in spon22.
A
reply: from! Kathryn: Cole, | tions Subcom mittee..
fall is doubtful, but, after three session, “World-Wide Television a< sarship Via a seties of sates of
: manager of. .NBC’s ‘department ‘of| - Plumping: for ‘complete abolition. seasons with. “The Untouchables,” a Ferce for International Under- minute participations
' information,. said, in’ ‘effect, that of -Séction:.315.. ‘Sarnoff ‘averred:. it’s: only natural that: he should standing.”
Biggest chunk of the show was
the. problem was a’ ‘Yaatter of par-: “Now is the-time to. free: broadcas- become a source: of -eoncern to his
Other
major
sessions
include, bought
by Procter
& Gambte,
ental -supervision-and |individual: ters ‘to use. ‘the ‘vast potential: of. web; .after.-all, the itch Is a com- “Television as a Political Force.” !three minutes a week, or the
“Television's New Frontiers” ‘for .equivalent of a weekls half hour.
responsibility...
television. and: radio, ‘untrammeled ‘mon ‘{ilness.
‘Mrs, :Varner came back: with “an by needless restraints,‘to bring the. ’ The iteh doesn't. end there. Gene non-tv nations!, demonstration of -A minute each was picked up by
answer that-the parents attempt .to. candidates: and issues’ of. these}. *
| plans for tv satellites, a demonstra. : Bristol-Myers, P. Lotiliatd
Star.
(Continued on Page 38)
elect: the shows. for. the kiddies, |forthcominng. contests..to the voters |:‘:
tion of the -airborne classroom, } Kist Tuna and Kitchens of Sua
but “is. difficult. in. “Capitan . since; ag effectively’: as. possible.”,
|"The Art of the TV Performer,” }!l.ee. With Juhnson’s Wax already
programs: are. ona delayed basis: “Although © ‘Congress’ ‘temporarily
|an address on “Television—a Chal- ‘in for three minutes, the new busland natiorial tv logs ‘don’t apply. |.lifted:
lenge to Creativity,” and a session ‘ness fills out the sponsoiship of
the. equal time: requirements
_ Latter: ‘from -Carl--M. Watsson, ‘for last -fall’s” Presidential -cam-.
on
international
program
ex- the entire weekly 90-minute:
changes
«
Johnson's had been in for haif"(Continued on:‘page.38).
| paign, lawmakers have. balked’ at
Concurrent sessions will range sponsorship
of the entire. show
“ according hometown _broadcasters |.
from
international
investment
op-'
originally,
but indicated a desta
‘the same. freédom: ‘when their own|.
portunities in tv to production of to cut back to a third or fess 1€
| Political futures are -at stake, Pasadena, June 13.
commercials, from educational ty CBS could give it relief New bustSarnoff ‘said, however, ‘that eeven
[RCA president John |Burns told to “The Philosophies of Television. ness enabJed (BS to oblige, even
under the onus of Section 315, NBC] the ‘graduating ciass at the CaliAdvertising.”
Additionally, there, to the pomt where for a conple
has"‘been able to experiment | suc- fornia Institute of Technology. that will be scientific sessions for visit- of weeks Johnsan’s will tun only
cessfully -‘With -‘a’ “Little Debate” ‘the ‘growing’ interdependence of ing engineers and technicians.
tvuo minutes a week
with one of
~ Lures L&M Coinprogram’ over ‘WNBC-TY" between | the.- sciences ‘make: it . mandatory|.
[the shortterm mittute buyers All
a -jineumbent. Rep. John’ Lindsay and that “improved: communications |
‘ing in
“With” ‘ots ©“of . “bits-and--pieces” this‘Democratic challenger, William and :understanding” among scien]
interest in. “Ey ewitriess to History” jjVanden ‘Heuvel: }..
mony
{tists . themselves
and
between}
Chicago, June 13.
- but ‘no weekly ‘takers, -CBS-TV ‘has... The . elections . subcommittee scientists . ‘and = the:.‘public: be

Sarnoff Bid:Let's
s
Free Bcasters Of
35 Once &forAll

Playhouse a)
Reruns Sold Out

Science,“Communication:
-Can’t Have One Without
The Other, Sez RCAHead |

osByewitness’ |

NAM’s New Series

. finally. begun to put.some of the which has no. legislative: jurisdic- achieved,
‘pieces ‘together to-form

the fabric: ition

ine the --egual

time. field, is|

Burns, - principal speaker. at the!
commencement, declared
‘| that ‘the. scientist today is “being
‘added. tothe historic: trinity of
‘soldier, statesman: and clergyman.”

_ of next year's ‘sponsorship of: the 'holding .hearings on. various fed-, Caltech
“ news’

stanza, ‘to. be titled simply eral electioneering hills.

““Evewitness” inthe fall.’

eee

‘First. step. was. closing of a “deal
. with. L&M.. Filters. for. onie- a-month.
. sponsorship ‘actually, every four.)

.weeks!.

L&M

deal.

set: ‘through.

Renault’sColf Coin.
Renault: has ©“chipped .into

| This task of leadership, he ‘Said,

requires better communications: peand the public.

the :tween.science

Natlonal Assn. of Manufacturers
appropriated $2.000 for the

has

preparation of a
projected
13 week

format
for
series
to be
beamed or the 31 stations of the
National. Edurational
Teiess.ton”
16°
network
Series. 1s intended
show

how

the

‘committee,

on

‘He also urged the graduates to|'ssystem operates
erald-Sample. "was-a “CBS-TY coverage of the PGA Golf
*.‘ Dancer-Fitzg
natural for the. ‘ciggie outfit: since:; Tourney ,July -8:9° to the, extent’ of ‘Teach .an understanding of. “the
NAM’s public

~ dt can. get ‘a’ contiguous : rate... via’

one-fourth
sponsorship, bringing. forces that. give order and mean- ‘the’ sponsorship. L&M.-has :alter-; the two-day. coverage to the -half- ing ‘to. nature,
“Whatever. your
- mate ‘weeks. of* “Twilight -“Zone,” way’. sponsorship: mark:
William- .‘spiritual heritage. ‘or inclination,”
in ahead. of. “Eyewitness” - at 10: son-Dickie. has the: other: quarter,. Burns sald, “you will never, in my
- pm, Friday. ‘By picking .up. “Eye. |and Wilson Sporting. Goods bought judgment, be at peace with. your,
“ witness” .at 10: 30: on. its. Ymajor’’. a minute.. oa
‘self; or your profession until you
- week on :“Twilight;”. it®-“pays the.
“It’s Renautt’ 3. first‘big.sports buy: have sought. your own’ solution -to
hour. Tate. (100%: of the:card) | in-: ‘in nearly a year; its-Jast was: Olym- the reason for this high order’ -of

oe (Continued on page 34).

| pics sponsorship ‘on CBS.”

_ |nature, and the forces behind it.”

tioh

of radiotv

Johnstone,

has

American

business

relations advisors
the recommenda-

p:

chief

pledged

3

NBC Shooting in Paris,
Berlin for USO Special
NBC is getting an early start on
its Sunday night ° Ou Pont Show
of the Week.” with a crew headed
up bs web exee producer Lester

Gottheb

planing over

the weekend

to Paris and Beslin for shooting
on an hour themed on the work
- of the USO
{ Bethin segment. inerientally. wall

Johnny Ista:

to recoy. Gorme

Steve

Lawience

and

Evydile

nize NET as the fourth network | Opening “Du Pont’ of the seeand to cooperate wholly with the- gon sil? star George Burts as natUSA." a Pronon-commercial
enterprise
Na- trator of “Laughter.
.tional Assn. of Broadcasters will ‘Sect 20 survey of Aimenean humor
by Don
Hveatt
assist NAME in mapping the for- to be yroduced
I Kickowr show is-glated fur Sept 17.
mat.
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Did you see something move
It sure did.
Namely, the ABC-TV program line-up.

The lst ARB rating* before the switch
gave WITH-TV a third-place 29.0 share of

It moved to WITI-TV, new Milwaukee

audience.
The first ARB rating* after the

affiliate of the ABC Telcvision Network.
With the moet resounding results.

switch gave WITI-TV s first-place share of
40.0.
On our abacus that’s a 38% move—up.

ete

se PA

.

See

wt

ath NS
aes

>NP Wore,
Ro pe

“

Milwaukee
.

-

ant

It should surprise no one. Milwaukee is- ence shares soared as much as 52%,
it the latest of such happy trendings: ag — If you can’t beat ‘em, someone said,
Portland, Ore., Seattle-Tacoma,

Salt

i

ike City, Boston—where, following the
ove to ABC-TV, average evening audiarce: ARB, Network share ofaudiweea Fob, 16—March 15, 196] va, April 19-—May 16, 1961. Suadsy chrough Seturdey 660-1000 ww
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VARIETY

TV-FILMS

50 Stations Ride With
MCA-TV’s Off-Net Hours
1BWith 10 TV Shows, Projecting
For 62-63 With Five New Ones:

TV-Radio Production Centres

Total of more than 50 stations
have made deals for MCA TV’s
(off-network hour vidfilm series.
Programs are “Overland Trail,”

“Suspicion,”

“Riverboat,”

an ‘a

Hollywood, June 13. +4
“Cimarron City.”
With 10 series already set for
New
stations signing include:
1961-62 season, Warner Bros. will
WXYZ,
Detroit; WSJV,
Elkhart;
add another five for 1962-63, Hugh
KFDA, Amarillo; KFYR, Bismark;
Chicago,
June
13.
Benson, exec assistant tao producWBAP,
Ft.
Worth;
and
KTUL,
Of slightly more than 50 station veepee William T. Orr, told
Tulsa.
Variety during sesh at Jubilee of tions which have purchased UPA’s
“Dick Tracy’? series to date, 29
Fiims.
New quintet will be “The Force,” have gone on the air with it this

Post Time on ‘Tracy’

“Black

Gold,”

“House

of Wax,”

“Sweet
16,” and “Battle Zone.”
None of the series has been committed for “but we hope to have
them sold before we go into production.”
Current series, which have been
renewed, include “Maverick,” ‘‘Law

summer

to get in on Post Cereal’s

automatic half sponsorship.
Rest
will hold_ off till fall, despite the
fact that Post probably won't be
riding with it then.
Post deal obtains only for the
summer, that being the opportune

IN NEW

YORK

CITY ..

CBS Radio prexy Arthur Hull Hayes awarded an honorary Doctor of
Humane Letters by Le Moyne College, Syracuse . .. William Kling,

film editor for CBS News, elected to the board of governors of the
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences ...CBS maestro Alfredo Antonini will conduct four N. ¥. Philharmonic concerts at Lewisohn Stadium July 4 through 7; soloists include Mischa Elman and Lily Pons
- « d Johnny Carson tapped as onstage emcee for the Miss Universe
contest in Miami July 15; CBS-TV will telecast . . .Will Jordan makes
his 19th appearance on the Ed Sullivan show Sunday (18) as part of
Sullivan’s 13th anni showcase ... Jan Murray signed by Jackie Cooper
for a guestar stint on “Hennessey” next season ... David Whte, manager of production control for CBS-TV, back from Coast ... WOR-AMTV pubrelations director Milton Robertson has ankled to join the Coast

‘Intertel’ Series
As WABC-TV Entry

season ta promote the cold cereal
line. Majority of the stations hold-

WABC-TV,
N.Y., has acquired staff of the new Westinghouse “PM East/West” nighttime spread.
Working out of WBC’s KPIX, San Francisco, he'll be writer-producer
the “Intertel” series, the hour teleon the Coast seg.
mentaries
produced
by English
Norman S, Marcus, ex-Paramount publicity, becomes manager of
speaking tv interests ranging from
U.S. to Australia. WABC-TV's first press and public relations for the N.Y. chapter of the Academy of
Television
Arts & Science. He succeeds Peter Cott, who moved up last
telecast will be Saturday (17) night
from 11:15 p.m. to 12:15 a.m., an week to the National Academy as director of national projects.
Hamilton
College
of Clinton, N.Y., conferred an honorary Doctor ‘of
offbeat
hour
for documentries.
Station may rerun the initialer Laws degree on CBS prexy Frank Stanton last week for his role in
making
possible
tv’s
“great debates” . . . E. Y. (Yip) Harburg guests
“The Quiet War,” an examination
of South Viet-Nam, at a different on WCBS-TV’s “American Musical Theatre” for a two-part recap on
his
career
Sunday
(18)
and the following week (25). Martha Wright
time.
does the songs on the first show, Ela Logan on the second ... WNEW
N.Y.
Supreme
Court
Judge
Oddly enough, one episode in carrying a series of public service spots warning Gotham pedestrians
Henry Epstein reserved decision the series, “Two Faces of Japan,” on the danger of jaywalking—the announcer is Harry S. Truman, who
on
Writers
Guild
of America, produced by Associated Rediffusion recorded the spots for the station . . . Barbara Dana, daughter of Young
West, bid for a temporary re- of England, has been acquired by & Rubicam exec Richard Dana, into a running role on NBC-TV’s
straining order to halt distribu- WPIX, N.Y. Daily News outlet also “From These Roots” ... Alexander D. Richardson, assistant musical
tion of three tv series by National secured rights for the episode on director of WNYC and an organ soloist in his own right, has finally
Japan for posnon
and
Los ‘received recognition in his own back yard; he’s been tapped for his
Telefilm Associates.
into feature production iwith part
Guild also filed damage suit al- Angeles. KTTV will pick up the. first broadcast -on the station’s recorded “Famous Artists” show June
of it to be used as tv, pilot.
leging defaut in payment of resid- episode in the latter market.
15, even though -he’s . performed with the N.Y. Philharmonfe and been
This won't be regular policy, uals.
Series involved are. “Man
Producing organizations in the
| with
wi
WNYC for 20. years .... Fred Robbins doing the summer stock
only where stories can ‘be devel- Without A Gun,”. “How to. Marry
“Intertel”
setup
include
Westinglead
in ‘Period of Adjustment” in Ephrata, Pa... .-Bob Dixon doing
oped for two-foid purpose, Benson
A Millionaire,” and “20th Cen- house Broadcasting and the Na- ‘a weekly series of interviews with Police. €ommissioner: Michael J.
asserted.
Writers,
directors
and
tury-Fox “Hour.” All were. orig-|tional Education
Television and Murphy ‘or his'WCBS show .. ..Mary Lou Forster dubbed the voices
casts can be same, he jadded.
inally produced by. 20th and sold. Radio Center,
Canadian
Broad- for the Samsonite Luggage and Sunbeam. Bread commercials, upcoming
On talent; Benson said .Sally
to -NTA.
feasting
Corp.,
Australian
Broad- on tv... Jim Gordon, formerly with WNEW,. named news and special
Biano, Jim. ‘Phillips, Hoyt Bowers.
Guild’s complaint was drawn by. casting Commission, and Associated events announcer for WINS... . CBS News v.p.general manager Blair
{casting head of five in dept.) will. Richard’
Jablow,
attorney
for
| Clark. off for a two-week lookin. at his ‘Tokyo and Hong Kong bureaus.
soon start national search for new- WGA, East. It. charges: NTA. cur- |Rediffusion,
‘| His ‘boss, -CBS. News prexy. Dick ‘Siilant, back this week after a monthcomers,
visiting colleges, high rently is delinquent of residual
long jaunt through Europe for. the same. purpose . . . Olga ‘Orchuk, sec’l
scnools, little theatres, baseball payments of. approximately $16,000.
{to CBS-TV info services veep Jack Cowden, vacationing in-Puerto: ‘Rico
fields, “Anywhere
in country and asserts that if further runs
and. St. Thomas ..... Phil Silvers guests on the Arthur 'Godfrey..show.
where we can find attractive men
of series are permitted. as sched-| .
on: CBS Radio today. (Wed.) ......Organist. Rosa Rio and her ‘hubby doing
and women, regardless of -age.
uled the amount due in residuals |
a. music. strip'‘on. WADS in: Connécticut:: .'. Perry Como supplied the
“Warner has a long history of would. be approximately $50,000..
title:for
“Unrehearsed,” a forthcoming book. ‘by.George Mendoza sched- .
‘Hollywood, June. 13.
developing new people, particularuled for publication: the first of the -year.:The: book, ‘a behind-the-scenes
In Hollywood,
Screen -Actars
lv from tv where they get tre- Guild said. that. its ‘board. of direc-| - Tweintieth-Fox is making a. dra-. story of.:show business: as seen: by -Roland. Scholl of Dance. Players .mendous exposure. Our policy is.a
tors also had authorized .drawing |‘matic showcase of its “Bus Stop” ‘Studios, ‘spotlights such tv. and pié personalities. as Comio,: Jack Paar,
to put them into features after tv of complaint in similar’ action. series, signing some: established Shari Lewis, Ginger Rogers,: Marilyn Monroe, Gypsy. Rose Lee, Julie. .
; writing |‘talent.
acceptance.”
‘Newmar and ‘Ray Bolger among’ others. ‘-against NTA.
Commenting
on same subject,
‘Roster of.scripters for. particular * National Educational Teélevision’s two. final vidtape sessions of. “Briefs: a
Orr noted, “Our new talent idea
:| series includes: New. Yorker writer ing Session” feature Sen. Hubert Humphrey and Prof Arthur. Schlesinger
- Sally. -Benson, author of “Meet Me Jr.. (President. Kennedy’s special assistant)’ in’ a discussion. of “Tg ”
Lin St. Louis,” and: “Junior Miss.” - Democracy Obsolete?” Stanzas will be available to ‘educational channels. -'
She has -done. “Afternoons of. a. in the NET chain for June 25 and July 2 airing . ... Cyril Ritchard and ©
‘Cowboy” ‘episode; John -Cleary; | Janice: Rule visit Joe Franklin’s “Memory. Lane”. (ABC-TV), ‘Friday.(16) ”
. Art Van: Horn,. ABC newscaster, will do several dramatic tv appear-.
“who
did “The Sundowners,” has|
“Robert Taylor ‘in thie Detee-|
tive”
has been
picked up’ for completed “The Pursuit. of. Evil,” ; ances next fall’. . . ABC Radio's ‘Flair”-loses its.Girl. Friday for two
weeks,
Susan Hamill, “Flair” secretary, production assistant. and general
Don
Mankiewez,
scripter
of
Oscar’
sponsorship on the Central Amerhelper, weds. Arnold Namm, of Brooklyn, June. 18..
Daryl Griffin, .
ican Television Network (CATVN) winning. “I .Want ‘to. Live,” has
publicist for ABC-TV’s: news .and public. affairs,. ‘becomes: assistant ‘to
‘written
the
“Resurrection
of
Anby Nestle
products in Central
n replaced ‘by.Mike. Silvery whe :
nie Aherne” episode; Ketti Frings, John Madigan, ABC riews director. Griffin
Ameriea.
‘ who wrote. the play “Look Home- exited: Sponsor mag.
The Robert Taylor show will be-.
United Artists Associated, which
ward, Angel,” ‘has her original
handles
post-"48
United
Artists gin its CATNV schedule upon com-}. story, . “Cloak of Innocence,” in
product, as well as a large catalog pletion of “Panic,” now being tele- work for. the ‘Series.
cast
on
CATVN
under
Nestle.
sponof other pix, has rejected the bid
_ WBBM-TV sending. Carter. Davidson to West. Germany. and. Berlin.
Others. ‘in the. roster ‘tnelude . |
of National Assn. of Broadcasters sorship. CATVN, in operation for
Alfred “Brenner, -who-won an Em-. next week tor another pair ‘of special news reports.. He'll: be. gone two
to screen so-called “troublesome” one year, now has 13 international|.
my
for’
“Eddie,”
is
writing
“Por‘weeks . . . NAB prexy LeRoy Collins will. speak’ at the dedication. of
sponsoring
network.
advertisers
ix.
|trait of a Hero;’’. Alan Caillou, nov- the new WGN facility on June 27: Newton. Minow. ‘begged out... 0
Position of UAA has been re- programs. Stations which comprise
]- | elist,.-is ‘writing an episode titled
Jayed to Ed Bronson, exec of NAB's the web are in Costa Rica, E] Sal- “T Think J'D Kill Aunt, Willie.” . Walter. Cronkite in today .(Wed.) for Roosevelt ‘U.. Founders. and
‘Friends dinner and receiving the school’s award for: “contributions to
Code Review Board. UAA topper vador, Guatemala, Honduras --and|
Irwin Ezzes feels it’s the respon- Nicaragua. ABC is a_ stockholder | Series, -slated. for Sunday :night. -Aimerican Democracy”. o.8: Freelancer Stan Dale hooked up-.with WLS.
on
ABC-TV; ‘starts. production. for newscasting chores :. . Stuart Brent due back on WBKB this fall...
representative
sibility of .individua]l stations to and __ sales.
| Monday 19).
.
but in a half-hour book review format. on Sunday afternoons .....:
judge what should be telecast. UAA CATVN.
Frank Robles, a floor manager at. WTTW, enacted the principal role in.
thus lined itself up with Seven Arts
Bill Friedkin’s “A Walk Through the’ Valley”. on WGN-TV last. week. .
and |"
Associated,
Screen
Gems
It was ‘his first. shot as an actor . ::. Bob Swanson, .ex-WBBM |‘Radio, —
others
in
rejecting ._the. NAB
signed on with -the Chicago sales: office of WLW-Crosley. Corp. *, » »
proposal. NAB had suggested to
4 WBBM. Radio launching new live “Supper Club” strip at 6:30. p.m.
pix .distributors
that
so-caued
with. a new band, the Skynoters, ‘singers Gini Patton.and Hank Mitch“troublesome” post-48 pix should
Closed circuit television. commercials beamed: exclusively to: jell, and emcee Jerry Healy... «. Fahey. Flynn. elgcking: is. 20thn year
be sereened by the national orpassengers.
aboard
Trans-Pacific
vessels
have
been:
inaugurated
..
at
the. Jocal. CBS sh
shop..
ganization for possible violations
by the P &.O Orient lines. So far.as is.known,. these represent of NAB’s code dealing with sex,
the
first
in
a
new
area—sea-going
tv
commercials,
P&O
plies.
‘beviolence and horror.
From the
tween England and. Australia. :
distributors viewpoint,-such a naPlans for a new. $280,000 studio: block. for Ulster: TV.have. been anStart of the new service came to light when P&O, through Protional screening board smacks too
gramme Exchange. Ltd., of London, England, ‘acquired the “for-..
nounced..by company topper,. R B. Henderson. Also he: intends :te.
much of censorship. Distribs re-}
new
series:
produced
eign
nautical”
rights
to.
“The
Beachcomber,”
jecting the proposal say that instart.a news service and to step up: Jocal programs « ae Independent. by Filmaster and starring Cameron Mitchell. Series is now in pro- dividual stations, awate of their
Television: Authority. amended the. rule about financial ads tolet in
duction at Filmaster’s studios in’: Winter Park, Fia:, and: on locacwn community tastes, should be
spots
from: authorized. Unit Trusts . . .-Short skein; “Best of Bilko,” |
the judge of what is acceptable | tion throughout that. state: Sale to Programme -Exchange Ltd.,
slotted for June 22 BBC-TV.-. |... James Hagerty, ABC veep, hired
was made. by Paul Talbot of Fremantle, foreign sales agent. for the
and what Is abjectionable,
‘Leslie
Frewin Org here to peddle hard news stories direct to New = series.
Programme Exchange, Ltd., has been appointed. to supply. pro- York during the Kennedy travels in Europe .°,.. John Lindsay, coms
‘mentator
and interviewer, joins: ITA: as. officer for. Scotland’.
. ATV.
Videocraft’s Canada
, grams for P&O, as well as to sell the. spots being made available
. Phil: Péar- a
‘| donated $280 to the Everyman Theatre in. ‘Cheltenham .
aboard P&O vessels.
TV Animated Series
{man
joins
Westward
TV.as
press
officer..-....
BBC
to
‘show
“Universe,”
P&O has equipped ‘its: two new prestige. Hiners, .SS. Oriana
.Canada’s ‘award-winning film on ‘the solar system; June 21. .» Round- : Videocraft Productions, already
(40,000 tons} and S.S. Canberra’ (45,000 tons). with closed: circuit.
‘--[up-of
summer
shows
starts
on.
BBC.
sound
June
18.Inittaler
takes
in
producing one animated series in
television. Oriana sailed from Southampton. to ‘Sydney on its
Torquay’s new Princess. Theatre’. . Tyne. Tees TV's. personality: of .--:
okyo, has now. slated another for
maiden voyage Dec. 3, 1960, returning to England in: March." The
| 1960 quitting as resident: singer in “The. -One-0'Clock -‘Show.”. ‘The Canada. Company has. set a faciliclosed circuit tv, without commercials, “was tested on. that trip
thrush, Barbara Law, is off to work with Max: Bygraves.in Bristol .;..ties deal with Crawley Studios in
and passenger reaction. was so favorable it was. ‘decided to introEric “Portman, John Gregson and Marius Goring -léad.in a pworpart
Toronto for production. of 260 fiveduce the commercials.:Canberra_is now on. its-maiden: voyage,
| drama “A Call on Kuprin,” starting’‘on BBC, June 18 .. » A-R trans-. .:
minute color episodes of “Tales of
having left England June 2—with commercials.
mitting
the second Intertel program . “Heatbeat ofFrance" tonight: (15).
the Wizard of Oz.” based on the
Both vessels air tv schedules. daily while at sea: A one-hour pro-.
original Frank Baum ‘book.
gram,without
w
commercials, is aired from 1800. (6 p.m.) until.1900: |
<7 p.m.) for children. An hour anda half Program’ for adults, with
As
with
“Pinocchio,”
Videoe
eraft’s Nippon production, the N.Y.
comimercials, start nightly at 9 p.m.
WBZ-TV general manager James ER. ‘Allen hosted. dinner:‘and: press ot
A “magazine” concept, under. which products and services ineompany will supply the creative
C’s. new nighttime. series, “P.M. East, West P.M,” at ..
digenous to the port to which’ the -‘ships are ‘sailing, is a feature _fconfab for ©
work, designs, charaeters, _storyswank
new Hub club, Bronze Door, Friday. (9)... Rex Trailer,: star of :
of the commercial schedule. Each vessel’ carries approximately
boards, scripts and ‘soundtracks,
2,000 passengers per trip and each: trip is: ‘made up of five “legs” . WBZ-TV's. “Boomtown,” off to Haiti. to ‘deliver ‘plane: load ‘of goats, as
while Crawley does the actual phygoodwill gesture for N.E. Heifer Project Inc.. : WBZ-TV. promosh man.”
with virtually full passenger turnover on each “leg.” . This fives
sical pvoduction.
Shey Saltman, and station’s ‘nat sales. coordinator Larry Feeney making.
advertisers a. potential of 10.000-salt-water commercial viewers
Deal will mark Canada’s first.
‘(Continued on.
« ‘Page:27
per voyage, exclusive of the 1;000 man. crew: on: each. ship. . ae
animated tv series. |

Man,” “Cheyenne,” “Bronco,” ‘Ha-

wiiian Eye.” “Sunset Strip,” “Roaring 20's,” “Room For One More,”
tugs Bunny,” and “SurfSide 6.”
There are 14 shews shooting
this week and 16 will -be going
next week, Benson said. “I anticipate this will continue: through
November.”
Already
167_ properties out of 316 required have been
bought.
Company’s policy is to make
some features and then use story
and characters for tv series. Such
will apply to “The Force,” with
unit heading for Canada ‘end of
month on feature version: In Aug.Sept. “Black Gold’ wil! }be placed

ing off are in the major markets.

NTA in Residual

Rap; WGA Action

TOP WRITERS FOR
-20THS “BUS STOP’

UAA Joins inNix

RobertTaylor’$ Nestle
Coin in Central Amer.

On NAB Screening

| IN. CHICAGO

for

Salt-Water Commercials

,IN LONDON. see

LIN BOSTON rer
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POST-'48s: $55,000,000 GROSS
WB's Global
TVKick

ANT LTS N(IRE |TV Throughout Europe Screening
STILL TO COME US. Entries for Violence: Reiner

Hellywood, June 13.
TV sales handled by Warner Bros. International all over the
world “are a very important part of our business,” says Wolfe
Cohen, head of the company’s foreign activities.
“We handle all films directly in territories where commerctal
teevee is sold. We dub, or have dubbed, our ‘ilms in Spanish,
Portuguese, German, Italian, some in France and several countries;
use English versions,” he explained...

The

general

demand

for teevee

is to hear

Yanguage

¢

of own

country. Because of the enormous volume for Latin American
countries, pix are dubbed in Mexico, Puerto Rito and a few in
U.S. Cuba used to, but no more.
The tv sales apply not only to features but how: and halfhour tv
shows.

“We

Post-’48 Hollywood pix from the

‘Gotta Jazz It Up’

grossed around $85,000,000 since
they began their tv ride in 1956.
The $55,000,000 is really a taste
of what’s upcoming, for there’s
still tal! dollars to be derived from
the post-’48 backlog. While current
tv market for more recent theatri- |
cals is selective and not a landslide
market
of bygone
days, it’s a
healthy one for the long pull. As
long as there’s a “Late Show,”

To the pliant note that features have lost thelr glamour
on tv, distribs point to some
of the ratings that the top of
the post-’48 have drawn since
they underscore the need for
showmanship by. stations.
“If you let formula slotting
go on and on without doing
anything to jazz it up, you're
no longer in show biz," was
the way one distrib put it. addressing himself to stations.

majors

don’t dub unless we have a market. We spread our releases

over a period of time, not like tv in U.S.,” he added.

Sizing up foreign markets. Cohen figured Great Britain first,
Australia, second; Japan, third; Germany, which is now expanding
tv, fourth.

are

estimated

to

have

“Best of Hollywood,” and “Picture.

By MURRAY

HOROWITZ

Vivlence in American shows fs
deplored in the European market
and
there's
a tough
sreening
process

now

in

force

tn

country

after country, according to Paney
Reiner, v.p in charge of fbreen
operations

for Untted

Artist’. Asso-

clated.
Reiner said no film is bought
unless its been screened by the
broadcasters which, tn the case of
most of Europe. means govern.
mental agencies operating the stae
tions. Screening process te elimi{nate violence pertains to features,
cartoons, as well as vidpix series.
Many
American
series
faii
to
achieve their potential sale in episodes because the more violent

for a Sunday Afternoon,” there
“Nothing stays forever.
Pix
will be need for fresh cinematic
product.
offer entertainment and like
any other entertainment pix
There’s no company-by-company
on tv have to be sold and -rebreakdown of post-’48 revenues.
sold to the public.”
The initial package was a group of
segments
are
rejected
by
the
85. from RKO Radio Pictures in
Banner Films Got Itself a Neat, Trim Little
buyers.
1°58. United Artists, because of no
Despite
the
problem
of
violence
studio tie, began feedin Ppost-48's | '
Syndication Package
and other troubles, the European
{in
@ settle-|& market prior to
+
market as a whole was described
ment of. the residual issue awhile
by Reiner as “healthy and growback.
|
ince the:
dual
issue
set|
The U.S. is probably the only | What's With Israeli TV
jing.”
The foreign topper sald in
tlemen
with.
Hollywood -talent
country in the world history to
Question raised among many
Many ways European tv is follow
| guilds. on pictures made after.
foreign
tv
execs
is
how
long
.
ing
trends
established in the U. S
suffer a national obesity problem,
| August, °48, all the. majors with the
will Israel be able to. staf “| exception. of Paramount and Uni- |
For one, there's a growth in the
and a trim chick named - Debbie
away from the tv medium?
|.. versal-Intern’®!
Lh
f
hour vidfilm series overseas. For
tional. have fed: more
e
Drake (like a true new frontier-There’s a 36-story. tv building
another, the westerns are on their
recent. pix. to-the tv. pool.woman) is doing something about.
going up in Cairo, costing an.
way out, as in this country. Amertponder
of ‘the -majors. in. the |
estimated $14,000, ‘000. United.
it—while fattening her own bank-|
ean comedies, if net too wedded
t-'48
field
include
Screen
Gems,
Arab Republic now has ty, but. ;wath, Columbia Picturés product;.
roll.
of National Telefilm Associates is to strictly U. S. tastes, have a marits current: facilities will - be
Miss (5 foot 5, 117 pounds, 3814-.
ven. Arts .Associated, Warner ‘Leonard Davis, dissident stock- ket fn Europe, as do crime. and ad- :;
2215-36). Drake's. exercise.- series | “ dwarfed . by. the rising Calro .
ifos.. &- 20th-Fox: product; United ‘holder: who led a successful proxy yenture shows, if not too violent.
stracture.
Objective of. Nas- ') Artists. Associated, United: Artists ‘battle against National Theatres &
is. now. ‘syndicated’ in 65: markets
Informational
shows
are
the
via: Banner. Films.‘following . a - -ser.& Co: is not simply to.teled° RKQ ‘product;. National Tele- ‘Television ‘Management. Davis, an easlest. thing to sell in: Europe,

... Of Curves, Charts & Debbie Drake

WNTA Sale Status
StillUnresolved:

Davis Takes Heln

sinash local show in 1960 on WISH- |. “fast: an . Arabic -version of “I...|

to Reiner, and
-Associates, 20th-Fox;: Metro insurance specialist, succeeds|according
such
Charles L. -Glett, who resigned shows are given prime time for
. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
suddenly
Friday
(9).
telecasting.
UWAA’s foreign cxce
Of. course, foreign product..of
Fast. changing situation at NTA said the European market now !s
more recent: vintage has..been: in
very competitive.
English compaten:of the nation: to-all have:-Holly-|..
‘In such a’ .case:. ‘can. Israel '.|the market. for some. time now, leaves:-the question of the sale of
. "wood, builds.. She’d just. like .to}. forgo stating |its: Position’ ‘on - ‘| withdut the problems of contending WNTA-TV, Newark-N.Y., up in the ‘nies now are in the market heavily
with
product
and
saleg
execs,
"| with ‘residual issues. Independents | air. Other questions left begging
" “shape them up-a
little,” eurve-|- the tv-lanes? -....
{such -as Pine-Thomas and other are the sale of WNTA Radio AM Other’ competitive factors are the
wise.” Indications. are that viewers|
growth
of
Eurovision,
non-AmerlHollywood.- producers have ‘un- &-FM and the company's pressing
ware at least-giving the new curves}
| loaded product 88 well:
needs for cash to meet outstanding can foreign product and a good
-a .whirl,. A-.Debbie. Drake ‘figure
‘analysis chart- offered on WANKE“Largest” group° of - post- "48's is. commitments. It's understood that deal of local programming.
Reiner cited: his own extensive
Ft.
'Wayne,
pulled.
1,300:
re-|*
TY;
| being: marketed ‘by Screen Gems, with: Dayis’ assumption of NTA’s
via an inter- travel catalog to illustrate ths
"sponses in the. medium city. :
| whieh has 210 Columbia. ‘pix im its. presidency, NT&T
corporate
deal,
made
monies
in
the
growing
competition In the foreign
«|Bost-°48 catalog. To. date, SG has
~Tfher own bends: ‘and squats for |
{sold the post-’48’s in 30 markets, seven figures available to NTA./|fleld. In the first five months of
“: the eameras-five days a week don't|
NCA
‘owns
a
387%
stock
interest
in
|
the
current
year, he’s heen on the
kicking off the sale with that $12,"keep. her in shape, Miss Drake. is|
road 16 weeks, touching base in
000,000. CBS o&o deal. SG’s ‘syn‘on. the. road’ a. good deal’ between
2Z
cities
on
Continental Europe
|dication ‘v:p. _Bob Siedelman charGlett, who had been prexy of
_ takes, stumping. for. sponsors..in the |

TV, Indianapolis, where :the show.|° Love Lucy,” but-is forecast to . |

nae incorporate. highly. propagan-:
is still vidtaped for: syndication. .
7: distic material for. ‘the entire’
_ It's-not that she wants the’ ‘wom. |. °Middle East.
7

NBC Pubalfairs

‘ShowsSet|For

Fuji
ujiTV
TV Slotting

|actérizes the current pix..market | NTA. since: May 24, stepped out;and the Middle East and 19 cities
as “rather slow,”.. with: station's ; without warning after a Coast visit.;‘In the Far East. Upcoming is a
| Davis, during his NT&T proxy bat- ‘Latina trip.
| buying. more carefully now. .
Toks6, ‘June 13..
UAA's foreign product calalog
Siedelman ‘said: that stations ‘are: tle in’ March, stated that he had
. make. the :pitch ‘for them.:
th. ult: TV: ‘will . soon begin. tele-|jelly prepared. now. to pay higher j made a study of NTA's financial ‘includes pre-'48 Warner Bros pix,
.. Tnost’ other Megional Sponsors, it’s | casting. such NBC. public” affairs prices for post-48's, a factor which. structure. At the time he opposed i“Popeye” and Warner cartoons,
{slowed down the market consider-: the.. sale: of NTA's broadcasting ‘other film product, and five vide
okay, ‘such: ‘as: ‘Luzianne’ Coffée; programs: -as’ “Project :20” -and;
‘ Kroger.and ‘Grant Open. Air super-~ “Meet: the “Press”. ‘ina deal final-” ably. when the: ‘post-"48's were first properties. and. threatened to file |film series including “Tales of the
. marts:, List. Diet .Bread; Foremost ized.. here by” C.:.W.” ‘Slaybaugh, ; made. availabie. ‘to the -electronic. a suit if the broadcast properties |Vikings” and “Méami Undercover *
-“.-"Dairies; Carolina: “Power: & “Light; ‘NBC's director: of international en- |medium.. Color, . Siedelman opined, were sold without two-thirds stockIn Europe,
Reiner
noted
-. ? Hall. & Korn. Furniture; -Feather- | terprises, .
hasn’t grown to ‘become a sales holders approval. What Davis’ as(Continued‘don
on page 42:
.. ‘erest. Eggs:. Dick Fischer Athletic | - Here for. a week. on. the’ tailend (factor, an ‘opinion disputed by sumption of power means to- the |
we Goods: - Hood Chemical; ‘Rambler; ; of a thiree-week familiarization ‘tour: others in the ‘pix-to-tv selling field. sale of the tv station {s. unresolved.
and General
neral ‘Tire,among
among .
§
others. .| which also included Australia and de ".Robert- Rich, sales v.p. of. Seven { Understood the N.Y. educational !
group was as close to a deal as
‘| Southeast
Asfa,. “Slaybaugh
ex-| Arts: Associated,’ said’ the’ post-’48!
‘plained,: “We will ‘make. available jsituation now. is lively, Seven, Arts possible when. the shifts of comto Fuji TV: a choice. of our- public’ ‘has tacked: off ‘about. 90 markets |;mand at NTA constantly upset the
.|affairs. programs ‘for their selee- on. its’ first group of 40.. Warner;(Signing. Educational group, repreHoward
Stark, had
tion of. those. most appropriate for.| Bros. pix, and has sold about 18 :sented by
iupped {ts bid to $5,750,000 for the
‘| Japanese viewers.”
|-markets on Its second. Warner. Bros. : tv outlet.
These: programs;.-expecied to be-! group. He said Screen Gems’ pro
The ‘competing bid of David
Standard
Oil
of Texas
has
j gin. within: -“several months,* will lems are diiferent-than his, SG sell-.
‘probably be- ‘scheduled .on. an: ars; ing. 240 at..a.clip as ‘opposed to his ;: Susskind, financed by Paramount |bought Ziv-UA's “Ripcord” series
140-.at'a time. Seven: Arts, he went !Pictures, seemed to lose out when |for Texas and New Mexico, bring|regular basis,
Getting an ‘American show on tne | “Tt will be. interesting’ te.see.‘the ‘on, won't utiveil-the 20th- Fox prod-;; Oliver Unger was prexy and chief |Ing the market count to 78.
xec officer. Unger replaced Ely
Localities in which the sponsor
airin Britain is- replete with ‘the.’ réaction here to... good: public’ at|uct. until a profitious time. ‘Seven ie
; Landau; who resigned to make a
complications’ of. plummeting ase- | fairs Shows:”. said’ Slaybough. -“The': IAtts*. timetable calls for the sale‘; bid for the station himself. With has already negotiated to place the
skein
are Albuquerque and Ros(Continued on page 34)
the exiting of Unger and Glett now, well,
Ties on: one’ of.‘the three U:S.. net= | difference: in Japan.is that’ NHK +
New Mexico. and Amarillo,
(the - ‘-semi-governmental ° Japan|
and the position of Davis on the ,EI Paso, Lubbock Midland-Gdessa,
” works. Same. sort of trading seems: Broadcasting Corp.). is’ set” ‘up ‘to!
public -record, the confusion ap- Wichita Fall. and Abilene, Tex,
to be going. on,according to foreign ‘handle. this. type: of programming ‘
pears ‘compounded.
Other markets for the sponsor may
@XECS.: - ”
by’ ‘their charter~ and responsibilMorale at the station and NTA, -be lined up.
_ British ty.‘interests; “pefore. ‘buy- ity.” He praised. .Fujt ‘TV. a: com‘itself,-is at a Iow point, with perNew
station
deals
include, ~
ing: an American ‘series, may’ want |mertial, station, for undertaking]
i sonnel. bewildered by the shifts
Schenectady - Albany:
_.,.Continental.” Européan_ rights” or. public. affairs ‘shows: °
and the lack of future planning. WRGB,
> Client Supplies Program j'
WLWD,
Daston
WTVH,
Peoria;
“other. foreign. rights.. Demands. of |. NBC now has ning regular ‘proWTVM,
Columbus.
Ga.
KMIV,
the. Britishers, are -proportionate | ‘grams - (including “Laramie,": Per‘St Thomas.” Virgin. Islands,
Omaha: KOLO, Rens; and WINK,
“with the success. of .the: property in. fmGomo ‘and. “Bonana™) on’ “Tapa- | closed-circuit payvee ($10-°8 month)
Fort Myers.
the U.S.—if’ the’ series. is. a hot
station VITV.. Plans: fo accept ad(Continued: on ‘page 42)
cone,: up. among the top 10 in the] _
Ziv-VA's “Bat Masterson,” now
Intercontinental Television, gub-!
| vertising Junder a film-blurb. bar": various” markets. She's: got. some
-hard rules as regards the. batikrollers: ‘The starchy food. makers
‘ean buy” the . show, . but. she“wien |

Standard OilTexas
In ‘Ripcord Buy

. BritainandU.S
TV TitforTat :

VigIs.FeeVee Station
Will Cuffo TV Com’t If

Post-'57 Foreign Pix

‘US:, British tv interests~do° less

% More ‘Playboys

‘ter. plan.

.~

7 bargaining and. more accepting. “T€|
‘Station; with. about i 200 viewthe siutation is in the reverse, ‘Brite|.
ers: will. now ‘accept commerciais
ish ‘seék various subsidiary. rights.
Official: Films: plans: production and: air’ them: free to advertisers.
‘And in the case. of. Associated Tele-- of-a Second series of 26. ‘Playboy's! supplying. program series:
- vision, of London, the rights.sought Penthouse”. stanzas, the hour vari-|: ‘Station’s conditions are, a minmay extend. to. the American mar- ‘ety :show. ‘hosted. by: Playboy" mag. imum: ‘of 26. shows lexcept Sper
‘ket. ATV now owns Independent|publisher Hugh M. Hefner...
‘cials!: products or: services availTelevision. Corp.,. very. active’. in
New ‘series is ‘slated for ‘syndie. :able in -St..Thomas: films delfy“US. syndication. - ok
lrelease’ by. next: January. Current ered, with blurbs included, three
Reason’ ‘for. the: tough situation package has. been ‘pacted in-22- weeks in: ‘advance: of telecast date;
prevailing. .in- Britain for. American ‘markets, including. New York. ‘Los: and station reserving. right to reproduct ‘is ‘the. stiff quota .on both: Angeles -and. Chicago: (where the ject: film or commercials. the ‘British .comriiercial. ‘and’. .@oy-, series ‘with. show. bit. ‘headline
:Charles’. Michelson," Inc., ig: US.
rep for the outlet, “eramental systems...
‘Hgueats. ‘is:produced), ”

sid of the Walter Reade Organiza-;ibeing handled by outfit's rerun di-

tion, is out: {n the pix market with :vision, Economee, has been sold in
its first package of foreign cinema- j the major markets of New York,
ties.- Most. of the 13 in the group Los Angeles and Chicago.
are -in English, with the remainder
In the company’s organizational
dubbed.. They're being billed as setup, Frank Reel, vp in chaige
post-'57's, _
of legal affairs, has heen. named
Titles . include: “Man: to Man to the new Ziv-UA post of v.p. in
Talk,” Yves Montand; “Blue Mur- charge of business affairs. New efder at St. Trinian’s,” Terry-Thom- fice. incorporates all of the cem| : “The Mirror Has Two Faces,” pany's general. business and legal
Michele Morgan, “Girls of the ‘functions. under a single stewardRohert. Friedheim, who reNight," “Eighth Day. of the Week,” :ship
“The Law Is the. Law,” Fernandel; !cently died, had heen administre-

and “Maids. in Paris.”

tive v D. for the company.
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TELEVISION

1A WALK THROUGH THE

=| SUMMER ON. ICE—1961

2T

REVIEWS

PM EAST/PM WEST
With Mike Wallace, Joyce Davidson, Terry O'Flaherty. others

‘ With ‘Peter Lawford, Peggy Lee, | VALLE
‘Kirby Stone’ Four, Ronnie Rob- iWith Frank Robles, Walter Rest,
Leonard Solomon, Ken Nordine, , Exec Producer: Ben Park |
'-ertson, Cathy Machado, Romayne
Jack Hilton, Father James Gar- : Driter: Marvin David
&° Steele, The Old Smoothies,
Continued ‘from page A
rard Jones, Father Robert Ser- 9@ Mins.: Mon-thru-Fri., 11 p.m.
| -Hans Leiter, others’
fling, others PARTICIPATING
ss ‘rounds.‘with Merchandiser or”‘the: ‘Month’ ‘Awards wes. Frank ‘Avraeh. Producer-Director: Alar. Handley’
‘+ Director: William Friedkin
WNEW-TV, N. Y.
moderating new ‘program, “Conversation, ” on- “Dateline ‘Boston,’” Fri- Writer: Johnny: Bradford
Writers: Francis Conghlin, Fried: | “PM. East PM West" fs far and
60
Mins.,
Tues.
(6),
10
p.m.
|
ae days, 6:05-6:30"; Poe ‘Eugene. W.. Wilkin, ‘gales. manager for WPRO-TY, U.S, BREWERS ASSN... away
the most ambitious pr sgram‘Providence, fo -_general: maauager. WGAN-TV, Pertiand, ‘Me... -, Chet NBC-TV {age)
ming yenture undertaken by the
: Dowling, WJAB-TY film ‘dir. just completed direction ‘of play: for. ‘Bar-'| a
ee i Walter Thompson)
enterprising Westinghbous) Broad‘ rington. Players: « - Meiit Gana. of TV Guide ‘finb office. making: the ¢ Although “Ioe Capadés” has been:

oFrom.TheProduction.Centres |

oo. New England capitals . +-«' Priscilla, Ferteseué,‘WEEMs. traveling re-l‘touri:ng

successfully

casting Co. Intra-tradewise, it adie

for 21 years,}

* - porter, pitching for the mayor's field day. with ‘broadcasts from Boston it ‘stil doesn’t. make a. ll-rounded j entertainment.
a Comrion .., _WBZ-TV. signed Goren Frozen Foods for big spot’ tv cam-j
the production supervisors. ef the: ’
‘-paign- - + «.WNAC-TV has put ‘its. “Cinema Showease”. in anew time ‘Summer’ On Ice -1961:
slot: beginning. Monday, June 26, the films will begin’ half-hour later, brought in some ringers: to comiple-

up to the neatest (if not the most

difficult: trick of the year, sefting
a pew pace ee the stepup of syndicated tapes, with the fanning
out of cross-the-board hour-and.ahalf shows te the five WII" stations, along with N. Y., Washing-

- .9:30-12 a.m., Monday. throug Friday, but Saturday. ayer‘show Stays ment the. blade: bits, biit. even with.
‘tbe bour emerged. as’. just}
at 9-dla m,‘slot,

IN DETROIT». pone

f

- {average fare with only a couple ef

|

tan,

Univ. for students
*
a
ws

Chicago,

Dallas

and

returas on the late and

. the: ninth. artist recognized in this manner . . .. WIR

will broadcast the

Tuesday evening;

concert. series |each

merits

marking thé 12th year’ this has been done... . WJR sports editor Bob
” Reynolds. covering the. United States Open golf tournament. at'Oakland.

Hills, ‘originating. three: broadcasts from the -scene . . ..WJR- starts -a’
“mew: series Of programs “Jazz. from.Canada” featuring. leading Canadian. li
“dan: musicians and. singers;
.¢° .
a
we ‘| Phil. Romayne &. Kathy” Steele put. cial” motive begins to obtrude, and
| Wagner. on ice with a fair verson there is the quite apparent need to
of -‘:‘Tannhauser,” Cathy Machado
pte ‘airing live. session
on bythe. Buddy Morrow ‘Orch’ froni the Fair-.| skated. to “La ‘Traviata,” the Ica-|j
Cababies
frolicked about;..Barbara.
|
° less.Hills (Pa.) ‘shopping cent er. Bill Bramsom emeees. Concert is third |
A in a-continuing series ‘of: broadcasts initiated ‘to encourage the. revival | Wagner. &-Robert Paul had a mild
-:) of big band musie. .. ..For the fifth consecutive year WCAU-TV's Bill fling: with “a rock’n‘roll touch’ and
Hart Will: host. the Miss Pennsylvania prelims and finals (June 23.24) |:the:prennial Old Smoothies glided}‘e'.
+,Roger Clipm, veepee ‘and general, manager.‘of “Triangle Stations. about with grace. The big chorus tunately the creative team of Fried~ appointed’ ‘a: INember ‘of the advisory. beard of” Television’ Affiliates ; ‘scenes. had: ‘little ‘effect on. the -kin, Butler. and co-writer Francis
_Corp:, a’ group which advises. ty stations on the: interchange ‘of locally
Among: the non - skaters were. artistic step after riding out the
“produced. cultural: programs . > Je. Mesbreok.. formerly with WEST..
are some fetching
:... Easton, Pa., ‘appointed news diréctor for ‘WRCV,: WRCV-TV. -He re-| Peter. Lawtord, “who émceed, Peggy sell.’
“*.. placesErnie Leiss, who resigned: to. take ‘over ‘as. director of alumni |Lee: and the Kriby .Stone’ Four.
relations for. Hahnemann. Medical College :': : Ed-Hurst emcees’ WRCV-.: Lawford showed a Frank ‘Sinatra. TY’s two-hour’ stanza*‘Summertime - onA the, Pier” from Atlantic City, Dean Martin influesce in his vocal Ww
‘rendition’ of “I’m Sitting On Top .
weyery Saturday and. Sunday. a
{Of The. World” and: an Ed ‘Sullivan
orientation : in” his act. intros. The ments at Cook County Hospital and
dialog he was. ‘given and the patter at St. Leonard's “half way” house
-Lées-and Larry Eleart here ‘to co-baton’ “Music Makers” whichwit be} with, Miss.-Lee was out of the. bot- for ex-cons, all with the purpose
“taped ‘by. CBC-TV for trans-Canada coverage. First time .they've -been [tome drawer. Miss. Lee did well with of pointing up how religicus faith
“Professionally together for years since they split up in the late forties:“Hey Look Me Over’ but got -lost can rehabilitate lost and despond.
-CHUM“ has’ made. a. deal. with Mutual - Broadcasting: of New. York | in - an. overly :arranged version of ent souls,
whereby: both.will air néws items’ on-a round-the-clock basis. w ith the “St: Louis Blués:” The Kirby. Stone ] A aumber of Protestant clergyCanadian’ radio- station. giving. access to its Torento-Ottawa: parliamen+! Four “-cli¢ked
with. “Lullaby of men engaged in. such social work
tary news. bureau,” With’ a. ninte-man staff, Bill, Drylie is news irector .Broadway” but were oniy so-so in appear. in the film, along with acof CHUM and ‘will feed inside Canadian items to the Mutual web ta feamup. with Miss Lee and Law- tual inmates, but <here are alse
-Bob Blackburn,. recently “given'..the radio-tv daily: column. by The! ford. on. “I Lave. Being Here With some startlingly -ffective perform+ Toronto. Star; has. switched over to.The Telegram. .'... Leslie Nielsen ‘of
of|You
ances. by non-pros in the drama..- Hollywood, Cécil Linder of London; aud Scett Peters of- here. reunited ‘The pinefor’the brew‘were re-: tized case study of the delinquent
* temporarily: in “Power. by. ‘Proxy.“which General Motors will: present |fresh
boy. Frank Robles is wholly -bedune -25. aver -CBC network. with .trio. of Canadians—all -filmmakers{:
lievable and curiously sympathetic
——rehashing: the ‘days whet they. attended the ‘Academy’ of -Radio. Arts ¢
as the boy, Leonard
Solomon
‘here,’ now defunct but then conducted: by. Lorne Greene,
‘e
makes a convincing judge, and the
‘assorted’ soung hoods more than

N: PHILADELPHIA. .;

IN “TORONTO.

LEN GOORIAN SHOW.

»

Gres.

:IN. PI TTSBURGH..

comunendation,
enhancin;
its
cheaces for receptivity by ronWSC
stations.
Since it's obsiiy
to coemprte with
the established Jack Paar show on

E

the NSC-TV skein of outlets, comparisons are inevitable

Let it be said at the outset that
this is no Paar show.
There is
about the latter a free-wheeling,
no-holds-barred kind of wnpredica
dnilt-in
personahty
tability,
brashness combined with a hipness and show biz savvy that pivcs
the Paar show its own peculiar
fascination.
In contrast,
‘“!M

East/West" ts less exciting. Polished, yes, and a “new” Mike
Wallace, warm and relaxed, to
hest the first hour “
"* porti om
of the 90-minute entry. It also has
going for it a gal out of Canadian
tv, Joyce Davidson, who is definitely a cutic-pie with a low-key
register that enhances her altractiveness.
As exposures pile: up,

it’s a cinch 20 will Joyce Davidson fans. She's’ got that quality.
But the show itself, at least as it
is played on the opening, is biuilt
ailing too rigid lines, tes studicd
and too formalized.
For all ittempts to inject elements of fresh
bess,

it needs

a

mood,

a

“personality” of its own
That,
of course,
could

feel,

a

come

later, when the show shakes dovn
with its nightly thematic thread.
Because the preeimn stanza was a
catchail, of dribbles and picecs
suggesting coming attraciions. it

was robbed of a cohesivenes« and
=
continuity, thus making if unfair
fan nat is regrettable is that this to pin a definitive judgment as
to be a commissioned film. It to the program’‘s potential.
ig imposible not. to wonder what
Designed
as a “variety
show
a.wallop it would pack left to the based on lives and ideas.” the

‘$suftice
for realism

Duqueshe. Brewing ‘Co:;. which fs: participating’ ta the. ‘CBS: telecasts;“36. Mins.:. Mon-Fri, 1: 30pm.
:
- “of. the. Pittsburgh ‘Steelers, has ‘bought the exclusive: sights through -the|WKEC-TV, Oy incinaati
‘This Parr-. pattern afternoon
“TeVie ‘Maitland’ agency: to. the new Pittsburgh ‘Rens, Pitt's entry in the
7
“new American Basketball League headetl. by Abe Saperstein
The
-. : tv. or radio stations have not. been signed yet °.. Adam Lynch; formerly

= Of. KDKA:.and: KDEA-TV, has. moved to. 'WPRO-TV, Providence, ‘where
“2 Dick Dreyfuss, former film director on Channel. 2 here, ig now program

vE. director..

oA.

late-iate
any

. their studies in broadeatting - 3a CKLW
will: feature the music of David Carrolf in an all-day session this week,

: ‘Detroit. Symph .oreh summer.

dy.

for late night showcasing.
In an era of declining $rating

Kart. ‘Haas; director. of. fine. arts tor wir, honored by. Wayne State

Le

. Harry Kedinsky, the country’s. top. telethon :‘producer. ayho

“-. quarters here; is off: to London to. plan a telethon for the Variety Club
:‘there. He.“may ‘stay over.and ‘do 4 bash for. the: Dublin Variety’ Club
: Phil Cochram has. taken: a summer ‘hiatus from: his’ “Three: ‘Star
Final” show.due. to: ‘pressure. of his
. trucking. business -in Erie.
‘Cochran ‘plans to réturn ‘in ‘the’ fall. Meanwhile ‘Paul Long.. fills in’

‘strip nears its first -anni with

Slarrer Len. Goorian. at the high |Unrestricicd and gifted hands of
point of his 14-years: with Cincy| Friedkin, “Butler, et: al.
radio. and tv stations.
Show ‘had

Les,

“PM

East”

hour

thus

Inlroduced

the various facets to be explored
—gambling {with Miss Davidson

earlier and later daytime slots be- ‘YOUNG ABE LINCOLN
spending a day at the Biz A
(Aqueduct) and interviewin;: a puy
fore the present .one in quest of
With Durrell Sandeen, Judy Fes- who runs a school for bettors;
home: viewers.
—
ter,: ou
Catell, Jean
Kibrig, Miss Davidson vox popping the
"Program follows the Ruth Ly. others
i public
on
frankfurte:s in-theons “50 Club” 90-minute. show. on

Preducer: Arther Shimkin
WLW-radio and tv, a time:
round; a sampling of Sam Cooke
Richard
N. Bernstem, and his click “Summertime” vocul
slot helpful for both in ‘showcasing Writers:
. John Alien
| ‘as a prelude to a “Sam Cina
_2 “ds the new. program: director -at WJAS,. the NBC 0&0 here .
é out-of-town guests, though rarely: Music: Victor Ziskin
Night"; a visit with the ‘Hse
~..”- replaces Lee ‘Vege: who. stays on ‘as. the - morning man’ .. . Bob Potts, do guests double on the same day. Lyries: Joan Javits —
Bye Birdie” writers; Wailace in‘Personable -and talented,. Goori“'.. .WTAE. director, out for four months due to lez injury’. -. Announcer
69 Mins.; Wed. June 7, 7:30 p.m.
tersiewing
the John Birch Sociean:
is.
emcee
‘and.
huckster,
with
Loh. “Davey Tyson has. added sales to his: duties at. WEDO.
y
PARTICIPATING
Jane ‘Lynn, vet WKRC and.
WKRCtv's Jim Hart; or stiil avain Miss
elit
2.
N. Y. (tape)
Davidson
inviting
a
postscript
|.
TV.
staffer,-caring
for
spiels
on
WNEW-TY,
i SN MILWAUKEE
. It’s. no surprise that the Tattle | fron author Bill Shirer
~| houschold ‘and’ beauty products. A
For ail
' Bruce. Kanitz,, “WITLTV. news’ director. and’ ‘commentator will do.)former Fred Astaire .exhibition Golden Theatre's initial kid Je- the new
Wallace
‘“faeade.”
too
a “tour. diréctor” “bit starting. ‘July. 14, -On.. European ‘tour in. coeperation dancer, Gooriah does, occasional giter, “Young Abe Lincoln,” made much of it remained a hangner
with, ‘Milwaukee Travel Center .. .-WRIT, the. local: Balaban station stepping.
-an impressive transition to vidtape of the Wallace
interview
sess,
» Sains a. sales. pitch. ‘from sponsor, .‘daundry?” and. cleaner Spice’ & Span.
“Session onens. gayly with. a tune and an outing on New York Metro- : soft-pedal or no. And one could
on ‘shirt ‘bands ;. .“Late. News 10 p.m.,” preceding “The Late :Show.” | by Jimmy -Wilber’s vocal .and. in- politan station WNEW-TY.
wish that Joyce Davidsan be peron. WITI-TY, creating comment with’ staffers Jim Majoron national: ‘strumental threesome. Guests are | In its legit run at the York milted to spread. her wings, off
and. international’ Hews, Carl Zimmerman. news. director highlighting | from show biz, .public, political, Playhouse
(and at school dates -the interview beat,
‘Milwaukee area: stuff, with Barbara Becker doing. weather commentary commercial.and sports. fields. Spot- throughout
“PM
West,” the closing
half
the
area),
“Young
ts On. WTMI-TV. Sat. (3). Wisconsin’s Governor Nelson: paried: ‘queries lighted on a program caught re- Abe” has been warmly recelved by hour, befittiag {ifs post-midnaigit
‘of “Milwaukee | newsthen. on “Governor's Press: Conference.” Inci-. cently was singer Anita Bryant, -crities and public. Show is kept slotting. is more suggestive of tie
- dentally, :“The: Zeb. Billings. Show,” ‘with the pianist-organist’s ‘combo, ‘who did her. latest “I'm Lonesome lively throughout, 1s loaded with “way out’ epproach, almed at re‘plus guests, shifted to. 19:15: p.m., Friday's’ on. WIMJ-TV,: The Mil- for You, Mama” recording Also tunes and is
played and sung | flecting the light, the eolor and
. 4swaukee' Journal :Station..°...
Onetime Milwaukee Jourrial newsman,. a zipper salesthari was.:-in- for a an
Its apparent,
enthusiastic
and competent Frisco topovyraphy.
“Edwin BR. Bayley, public information director for: Peace: Corps, guested: | sidedoor plug..
cast. It also has just the right! at personalities and places. and
on. ‘Milwaukee Public. Library's. “Public. ‘Conference”. .._« Programs.|" - Show originates in the- “WKRC- touch. of sophistication to make ; the engaging presence of the Frisco
. covering the’ “Red. Myth,” pointing
up fallaciés of.: Communism, on
studio, with 150. capacity per-: ‘the parent-teacher clicue figure it Chronicle
to critle, that
much
__ "WMVS-TV, Milwaukee Vocational School station, Tuesdays -Wednes- Ty
mitting aud - Participation and by- as a must for the youngsters
of
the
needed
zouom-7o01n
“hoe @ays- and: "Thursdays at. 8: p.m. ‘throughout June.. building interest.: “play...
Young Abe in his New Salem, | will cone out of the Terry OF Jab.
* Subjects covered: include Communism in: United States, The. Khrush- } Pp roceedings: vere. “smooth and | Ii., days, struggling for a law de- erty-hosted segment.
Perhaps to
--* chev. Era and’ The* Myih ‘Exploded,: based ‘on’ documents’ in Hoover- fastmoving:
Kou.
gree, romancing
Ann
Rutledge, :Paty et the danger of a less color“> Institution of War, Revolution and. Peace.‘at Stanford. Univ.
‘1 fearning to dance and deciding to! ful first hour, an integration of
41SPORTS IN 8ST. LOUIS
run for the state legislature was; East and West right be in arder.
‘With J. ‘Roy Stockton,. Bob. Burns, appealinx]y played by Darrell San- |
_ Kase.
King. Mitchell, aceniunt executive tor KIRO-TV, mained sales manager | others.
deen.
Judy Foster as Ann was
for the. station...... A new use for disk jockeys at KOL: station’ has; ' Producers: James | ‘Duteen, High Spirited, especially in the sanz:
| segs. Support all the way was ex-|/
. contest: going that offers’ as a-prize a. complete meal for 20. people, | Woolsey
{cellent. Victor Ziskin book and i
“complete with.a dj. and music .. . Sea Seout ship sponsored by KT VW Directer: Woolsey
Charlies Andrews has been ys.en
“was the. only. vessel among 64. entered in the recent Sea Seout Re- ‘Writer: Dutson
+ Joan Javits lyrics were simple and
. gional Regatta at Sand Point ‘Naval. ‘Air Station to. win citation. for all: 160.Mins: Wed (31st), 9 p.m..
nod
as
praducer
‘of
the
1 bright: and tempord and tuned in the
phases of ship and personnel inspection, Dave Tolle, KTV W- production;-UNION ELECTRIC. COMPANY
‘the style of Broadway's adult mu- new Steve Allen hour live weekly
and ‘program manager, is the.Sea Scout liaisoi man. :.. Fred H.: ‘Kauf- : KMOX-TY, St. Louis (tape)sicals.
‘entry on ABC -TV next season He
This. fitth special in the power | "Young Abe” continues on the-‘moves to the coast for the acuynman has been named head of sales for KOMO Radio. “succeeding John
“Belin ¢, who is.new. station manager, ... . KJR boasts .what.is believed ,‘company. series turned -out to be boards at the York and plans more! met
visual’ “Hall of ‘extensive bookings throughout the:
. to: mee
the nation’s oldest.:disk jockey in: ‘point .of ‘Service .with .the|a .well-packed
That means Andrews checking
station.
He, is Charles Bras, who: joined KJR 24 years ago/and has: been .Fame” opus with memorable gra- New York area. It's to be hoped out of the Arthur Godfrey orzan.phics ‘stills, movie: footage).point-. the videu sersion helped |rather- ization at CBS. He's teen Godwith the.station. since, .with time out for Army duty in’ WWIT..
ing ‘up hichliathts of the root, pres-. . than hindered the box office.
_John, Jarstad’s “Fishing at.
Westport” has begun ‘itsSixth séason, on ji
frev's exer producer for the pact
(Continued on| page: 40)
KTVW..
Bull. | five 3 Care.

-”.. Gil. Faggen, former. assistant progra m manager at KYW,

rival

Cleveland,

IN. SEATTLE

Chas. Andrews to Allen
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KCBS San Francisco alerted millions to the importance of voting, offered solutions: to. ease the
cumbersome local registration system with its editorial. titled, “Before Ivs Too Late.”

: anti-fireworks Jaw.

ih? Paes

WCBS New York urged the New York State’
Legislature to support a bill raising the minimum age for purchase of liquor from 18 to 21..
a

ft

WBBM Chicago’ backed the Police Superintendent’s stand that his department’: s most vital
need was more equipment, not more manpower.

KNX Los Angeles criticized the: City Council
and the Park and Recreation Commission for
the 3% year delay|in building theZOO.

EETS:

i

'WCAU Philadelphia demanded a thorough investigation of voting frauds.

WEEI Boston criticized the mob that:attacked George Lincoln Rockwell; self-proclaimed fuehrer ‘of the American Nazi Party.The. station ‘pointed out that freedom of speech applies. to everyone.

Last year 164 ‘special -editorials. were | State University’ Regional Award for B
These editorials are not from seven of |}
America’s most important newspapelrs..
broadcast by these: seven strategically - “Opinion. On The Air,” its series ofwell:“ft
ploced stations. This year editorials are
They represent the voicesof the seven
documented editorials...
radio stations across America that shore . continuing at-an even greater. rate. The |: ‘Wherever there isa CBS Qwned. Radio”
the belief that radio has something to soy - _tesult—within earshot of millions of listenStation the listener. knows he can hear this}.
ers—is idea radio. Broadcasting: put to | kind of informed stand on what's happen-. |.
cs well as something to play.
This, in fact, sets the CBS Owned Radio. positive, stimulating use...
ing riear his. doorstep. Wherever. there is |
Staticns apart. They take an active posi- |
Recently. Station KCBS in.San Francisco . this kind of idea radio.the. sponsor: ‘knows’ |
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ADore Hokinson than hokey was the ma:
tronly duffer’s reply to the-golf pro.

who asked if she’d be interestedin taking
a few.
lessons. “No, thanks,” she answered sweetly. ©

“T learned yester day.”
If golf can’t be mastered. overnight— and sO
help us Gene Sarazen, it can’t—neither. can
the technique of televising an- important. ‘golf.
tournament,

b.

This Saturday afternoon, many millions of
NBC viewers will be watching the live telecast

of the final round of golfdom’s number-one
attraction, the National Open Championship.

So exaiung and just-plain-good-to- lookat is.
this annual spectacle—this year’s site is the
Oakland Hills Country Club, Birmingham, -

Michigan —that the ‘T'V coverage has a habit of
looking deceptively easy.
Well, if its a bit easier than it used. to be; it's"

largely because NBC's pioneering in ‘this field
(NBC televised its first National Open=from.
Chicago—back in 19-19) allowed us.to make our
mistakes very early in the game.
In a way, golf is among the toughest sportsto”
cover, for unlike football, boxing or tennis, the

arca of activity is not rigidly confined. ‘That:
littke:white ball may wind up almost anywhete.
In faet, at certain’ Pacific Coast courses, a Way

ward drive may even’
« 1 plop i
into the ocean, and.
af you don’ t have*a- cameraman like: Lloyd.

Bridges standing by.—or under—w heresareyour.”

The challenge: of following. a tournament. as
Closely, as.possible prompted us many. seasons:
> ago-to try using a fancy mobile linit that would:
—theoretically—stay with’ the leaders: from:
about the 15th hole tO. the finish.

But: we abandoned. that.idea 1ii a.hurry. ‘The
pictures. transmitted from a‘vehicle bouncing
its.‘way along therough thatadjoins a fairway

simply aren't fitforhuman. consumption: ‘Be-.
Sides, the only way to keep:‘a soaring drite. on
the TV screen until it.alights’.is‘tohavethe.
ball come ‘toward the camera,
a
THE
seta
high
four

BEST PLAN, we ev entually,learned,issto |
number ofstationary cameras. on 255-foot
platforms at strrategiclocations of the last
holes, ItSaa systemthatworks out
¢ fing:
re

fortheafternoon'ss shooting —niorethanare 7
used in televiising any other:‘Sport... _
|
“Since correct camera positions, are SO.impor: _
tant, Producer Perry Smith. and aides. make. ay
thorough inspection. of the course: several |

months before each: National. Open. Is schiedsuled to begin. Unlike: several other golf com-.
petitions, the site ofthe’Open’varies from,‘year

___. Wednesday, June ‘14, 1961

to year,80
0 eachtelecastrequires an indiy idualwed set-up...
. Despite theobtiious.need t
to
y place «eachcamera”

-where it’smost likely to.be busiest, the’layout. |
asofa particular’ course’ may.call for a” “gamble” ;

“selves hypnotized. by what is traditionally the

_ most thrilling golf of the year. Even more pre
“dictable than the calibre of the gol
f—no camera

has ever missed a three-foot putt—is the excellence of NBC's coverage.

“here and: there. Suchi.was:the case five vears ago.

It’s a standard that audiences have come to ex-

Ss at.
Rochester'ssOak Hill,¥When’ it-was foreseen

pect of all our sports telecasts, many of which
“are transmitted in color—an NBC

“would 1nott beable t
tO COV er‘the sual.”valley”
: ‘between the. green and.therést ofthefairway.

CHANCES. WERE. that:notasingle:ballwould
oland:iin.that dip allafternoon. On the. other
Is.hand, ‘one might. So:Wwe.indulged iin the forced.

luxury ofplacing a
anadditional camera. ala|Spot
‘lateral: tothe: dip. “AS: things turned. out, hat .
camera was:vused: just: once. during. the:entire

exclusive.

Under Spor ts Director Tom S, Gallery, we televise a rich assor tment of championshi p events,
including baseball’ s World Series, and All-Star
games, National Singles tennis, the National

Invitation Basketball Tournament and the Na-

tional. Basketball Association playoffs.

Another top-flight golf telecast is the annual
: Tournament: of Champions from Las Vegas;

afternoon, but.that “‘once: “was: worth.it; for it

and we briing viewers More post-season football

gave. viewers a close:“up:Of Vveteran Ben‘Hogan’ s°
riiost‘crucial. shot ofthe day.

‘contests, than: any other network: Besides the

EvensSO‘knowledgeable:aspor tscaster 2
as1indsey

7 Nelson, who’ iNbe COV ering, hiseighth’National .
Open forus thisSatur day, has‘to orient himself
“anew for:each ofthe annual: contests.

- Between nowaid thew eek-end, fie’I] not ‘only
be getting. acquainted with, theOakland Hills”

terrain, he’NGalso: be making’ acareful study of
~ the players. in.‘the earlier. rounds, so that he'll |

be able to’identify any.“of them. ata distance—
Gf need bein Saturday’ $:televised: final. Cons
testants in-theOpen include’¥‘irtual.unknow ns:
along with, the’established ‘greats; ‘30.you fre-.

© quently. can't. telltheplayéers even.with:a score:
car de

indsey. .
. *Air-time: onSaturday afternoon will:see1.

_ stationed: at.the. green, of theconclusive. 18th.
hole; with Chuck T honipson. covering the 17th”

Bowls (Rose; Sugar, Liberty, Senior and Pro),
our schedule.also- covers. the East-West Shrine
and Blue-Grey contests and the National Foot-

ball League title game. Ifa viewer could wager
a few bob on NBC eV ery ume out, he'd never

have a loser.
“TRYING TO CRYSTAL-BALL the actual out-

come, of this’‘year’s National Open is a bit
‘trickier: Will defending champ Ar pold Palmer
repeat? Cari Sammy Snead lick the jinx that’s

kept him from winning the Open title up to
“now? Isthe customarilytdangerous Mr. Hogan
stillla legitimate threatr.
Our Lindsey Nelson tells us right up and down
thatit’s. anybody” s contest. Anybody’s, that is,
but his. He. himself is a once-in-a-while golfer

who’s never broken a hundred in his life. But
then,. outstanding Sunday
golfers—like first--rate Sunday

and John Ferguson’ reporting between the 1:sth” o painters-hay. e always been eX:
and:6th.

tremely hard to-find: There’s

n thatpoint ons:view ers shouldfindthem:
From.

not a

Middlecoff in a carload.
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_ Wednesday,

Viriety’s week ly tabulation. based on ratings furnished. by ‘American Research’
Buredn, tighTights the top ten neticork shows on a local lerel and offers @ rating study.
depth ot the tup ten syndicated shows in the same peérticulur. markets. “This week
sie detrerent markets are covered.
In the synlicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating: data’ ‘such as the

weraye shure
petitire

of audience,

programming

coupled

with

in the particular

data

slot,

as

to time

buyers to local stations and/or advertisers. to syndicators. ‘wilt findthe.chats valuable:
' Over the course ofa year, ARB. will tabulate..a minimum of 247 markets. .The
results of:that tabulation will be found weekly in VaRIETY. Coupled with the rating..
performance of the top.ten network. shoiws on the:locai. level, the. Variery-ARB. charts.
are designed to. reflect the: rating. tastes of virtually

and day. of.’ telecasting com--

etc. ~, is furnished. Reason

«.

for detailing. an

eract picture o] the rating performance e of syndicated shous is to teflect the true rating
strength of particular series. Various. branches of the industry, ranging from media

every tv: market an the. U. Si

(*) ARB’s Feb. -Mar. 1961 survey: covered | ‘a:-multi-week period. ‘Syndicated ‘shows’

sharing

one of. the weeks with an alternating

or special. program’ ‘could not: be properly’

ns

judged for comparative performance. Therefore, Feb. -Mar.: ‘Gata vill be. Umited had .
_ those syndicated shows which. played in all.‘weeks,
;
ae i
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or:

11: 00-12: 00

Nov. 30 “PRIVATE WORLDS”

Indianapolis;

markets

WIMJ,

;

Robert Taylor, Brian Donlevy

cinematics

won”

'10:30-11:00°

Festival Of Stars.

Average Rating: 10 .

23 “BILLY. THE

|

Shirles Temple

NY.

Chi. Bear’ Football
;

at
ee
bi
et
ee
oy
ats
et
>

| limited. basis, will definitely be:
| an’ ‘important Part of.the affair. we

10: 15-10: 30 |

10:15-12:00.

;

A:uons the stations that have con-!

for

‘Estep it now’ and .it appears that
| commercial” aspects, if even.on a.

.

WEDESDAYS

pis have ‘been sold in'21 markets *
by National Telefilm) Associates. §

WABC-TV.

2°

4:

WGN

—-

;

Shirley Sales

tracted

a

WBKB

11:30-12:00.

Loy

the income

pix: has- just about: made’ up: costs.
©
But ..a second pub channel, ‘here Qo
°
“fF
ecould ©change | ‘this... It is. ‘how. .
Christmas "62. after a series of de-_
y
lays... Notliing. can... conceivably ©

Garbo; Lionel Barrymore’

WBBM

rns

The cizat nea

8

—_

Noy.

New

a

.WBKB

‘News, J. Conway

Repeat

Up to now

: Belgium. outlets.’ for. dubbed -vid- ~*~

1931, MGM, MGM-TV, Ist Run.

Pile-Death”

|

Myrna

HARI”

se-

first

of

Gable,

Dec. 20 “MATA

reli soso film field.

sqoar rns

.

.

& FOREVER".

1938, MGM, MGM-TY, Repeat

Film titles include “N» Man Is
An Istand.” > The Delinquent, nts
sfer,

16°

wake

SA

10:15-11;30

Dec. 13 <foo HOT TO HANDLE”

16m

Live”

-|opments:

TAVG. RATING | from French, Swiss, Canadian. and

“Marty's ‘Morgue: -

‘Repeat

MGM-TV,

~

=. and 'U. S. net Works .and: packaging
“| companies have made - affiliations©

‘WNEQ |

ovie Inve |

that noted. names

10!STATION & ‘|here. and are: also: awaiting devel-.

10:15-12:00

”

Ministries’: were

{and .talents.-can best . bé ‘gotten,
paid ‘for. .and ‘handled ‘via-‘private
| means like the.: U. 8. and British |:_
_] s¥stems..
a
This looks. ‘very. ‘probable here

ITION

Jack Paar

ae |

AFFAI

1934, Paramount, MCA,

by —Carouset

Up

‘| messages. and

2.

PET

ae
PROGRAM:

.

-

Gary Cooper, Shirley Temple

with the Na-|

field

“Look

|

MGM,

6 “NOW

Dec.

;

non- theatrical

-Qriginally: the

‘adamant in affirming that tv ‘would:
1 stay. 4 state public service, educa- |
“tional . and. cultural. function: |“But - Be
‘Lit has-become ‘clear. that: set. own}.
_ers. want entertainment as. well. as. .° °°.

WGN

as

-11;00-11:30

Average. ‘Shere: 31.

ARNELO

1946,

tional Council of Churches will be |
inte

WGN
a ®t

Nov. 29 J HE AR! C Muephe. R

SLX programs presented
by €BS-

pit

Play Week, Big
‘10:30-11:00.. :

Mi ° ti S USA

Carousel’s Religioso Pix
iu cooperation

even: publicity if necessary::

16..°

NEN
‘W
,4

COMP

SHOW

op

his j

as

ee

.

LATE

.

emissary. I

Vanderbilt

the

treat- , Program:

‘exploits
Franklin

Presidential

used

Sinclait

acter

the

who

40: 30- IF::30.

News’
“S.C,
;
a WS, : ~- Conway:
, 10:00-10:30.
oe

Average Rating: 1"

|TUESDAYS 10:15-12:00

ment

-WNBQ
14
“WNBQ.

1953, RKO, TV indus., Repeat

veuture novels and Cornelius Van- |
derbilt drs ‘Man of the World”!

Vanderbilt

Land. lobbying. in ‘their: favor. is ga_ : -ing ‘on, - All’ this has. led: to ‘de-' ~
| erées stating: that the Second :chan‘nel will be. set up and run: by’ ‘the’
-LRTF but ‘it will- not.exclude. out| side programming. licensing and

WEBM

a) or
WBBM o
2 Bo

Play Week, Stats

Victor Mature, Piper Laurie, Bill:‘Bendix,

Hollywood, June 6.
ABC Films is prepping an hour
ty series combining ‘Upton Sin-

TY

Dru

Marx’ Murphy
1955, Republic, HTS, Repeat.

Lanny Budd,’ Vanderbilt;

Clau’s “Lanny

wee

1950, RKO, TV Indus., Repeat
46
,
12 Barbara
“MAVERICK
QUEEN”
Stanwyck,
Barry ‘Sullivan, Scott Brady,

a
0

Se .

ims

‘1940, RKO, TV Indus., Repeat
5 “WAGON. MASTER” .
Ben Johnson, Ward Bond James Arness,

all,

hinds een more
bat it cant be!
rebased yet beeause ot possible |
Clearance probletts ,
|

ABC

,

“dds not enough’ studio -space: and’

Stations: WGN, WBBM, WNBO, ‘WBKB © Survey.Dates: Nov. 23.Dee. 20,"60,: Several. private. vidfilm compas...

10:00-10:15
Late Show
10:15-11:30.

up

:

‘trouble and -it. can. easily supply ~
feature slots in the ARB- measured period, broken down by days in the week. :The ARB measured *
the hecessary .films for tv which
period usually covers three. or four weeks. Other -data such as the time slot and overage: share. 98, : “would bolster its employment and...
. | income needs ‘and: also not’ inters..~"
audience is furnished. Top competition and competitive ratings also are. highlighted.
,
“} fere. and its ‘regular, feature - film

tie second rettacting “Due to cir.) Program: 2
:
cwnstances
beyond
our. control,:
'
”
nr
—
.
* ehcteres
Noy. 28 “ALLEGHANY UPRISING
.
ee he nee ros tne et:
Claire Trevor, John: Wayne, George Sanders. a

Come

.

. J ent 50. liour “a:‘week: setup. ‘There

\VarlIEty-ARB’s weekly chart: offers a. day-by--day analysis. of:thie top feature. ‘evening slots: in a

ima,

trom

we

‘particular marke.
On Saturdays’ and Sundays, 'daytime feature slots .Compete with nighttime pix. . --1 the RTF has ‘had to rent. studios...
periods far designation as the tup ‘feature slot of the day. The. analysis’ is. confined’ to the top’ rated ee It said that:the film. industry: isin

the new title ater consideration of.
ahoit

a,

| Production, -

Straight

making

os

"Od FrenchChannel

Chicago -e

scene.

the
to

:

—. Continued’ from. page 28:—

Ties tutte “The Racer.” makes |
thie bard Motor folk nervots, so}.

ABO Fils tall \BC-TV entry will!
go a wea. mote passive handle.
|

-Wednesday, June 14,1961a

;

‘gentina: of - all *iniported -t¥ :programs. . McCarthy,” in a ‘prepared be
statement, : -mainitained that.-in a.
| visit’ last’: February. he had suc-:
ceeded : ‘in persuading Sen. Guz--“}'man to postpone, until: next fall ~
further legislative action. McCar:“ .thy. added “that the Argentine lawmaker: held: .out: the: hope of .a

| compromise .solution“ during his.
7 fale; ast.FepEeye

]

"1 HOUR CHILDREN’S SPECTACULAR
‘SHOT ONLOCATION AT

AVAILABLE ON. TAPE OR FILM IN ALL MARKETS
EXCEPT. NEW YORK FOR ONE TIME SHOWING
(NEW YORK—WPIX—JUNE 16th, 7:30-8: 30P.M.):
es
S
ALREADY SCHEDULED ~

PROGRAM FEATURES
4 CHUCK McCANN.
* OFFICER JOE BOLTON
& CAPTAIN JACK McCARTHY *& BOZO (where licensed)
ALL SHOT IN STORY SEQUENCE AT FABULOUS FREEDOMLAND

WE WILL GIVE THE PROGRAM TO ONE STATION IN EACH
MARKET SUBJECT TO THE BEST TIME SLOT AND EARLIEST SCHEDULING.
CONTACT BY PHONE OR WIRE.
ARTHUR A. FISCHER

COLE FISCHER ROGOW, INC.
660 MADISON. AVENUE
~NEW YORK 21, .N. Y.Plaza I 1780

——- Seme,
oa 3960
| ee

Rebirth of TV’ for '62.63
Continued

can

: Te aeTaskof64Maa
Colombia Peace Corps

Continued from page. 21 =|

with sponsors divorcing themselves Barry had a. hassle: with his . proentirely from ‘program. identity, ducer, ai,” twa years ago. Rather|
A. ‘peries. of |_ Spanish-language
that offers the siost intriguing Spe-ithan
spejet hina
taima quit as “Bat Masterealation as to 62-83, and which son,” Ziv guaranteed him a chance | programs: shortwaved -to.. Latia™....
wii certainly be talked.sp in com- at a couple ef pilots. Evidently, the. ‘America by WRUL will make the) -:
ing months. Ite nothing new, hav- Barry deal elosely resembled..that task of ‘a '64-man Peace Corps team”
beaded for Colombia a. little easier... ©

Out of ‘the client disquietude:

locked-in 1961-62 season which tees |SY Sat ele ee

—

It's ‘particularly the latter area,

essentially is a show biz medium.

be done about the already-|.

"Teh Thesps

‘| ish: commercial ‘ty?

from page 2 SS

a strong possibility. There’ s nothing

am ail out
natawlick to ta-

_ |sertion ads, as in tke case of Brit-|

eens

off in September.
But there’s &| aindiing of ty values. More and
growing conviction that come “62-j] more sponsers. today are eoming. ing been profered im the past under ene CBS gave Burr. As it stands, The programs will serve:to intre .°::
network: auspices, but in that case! though, “Bat Masterson” went ka- -duce the members of the team:te.

63 and tv may be ready to. user|to the realization that existing. ‘simply designed te embharice the |put without the: help. ‘of the restColombia ‘audiences: before the:
in some revolutionary new pat-} buys,
S#les patterns,
notably on network profit. pitch
picture. This"fe timethethesponin-j less
less-footed Barry, because. next ‘group. ‘actually leaves the U.S.
offer vast room for improve- sertion.
|:

terns. in selling, along
forms in programming.

_There

with

Bew

are no definitive answers

as yet on either score.~As far as
programming is concerned, the networks frankly admit that they're
Broping.
They're particularly disturbed that, almost without exception, the independent producers.
upon whom
they must rely far.

‘gor ‘himself, coneerned

over

{season it went be. on. NBC.

the: Hugh: O'Brian,

faet that
lot ef his ty ‘money ‘tsias ABC's
this stake in participation buys on| going
to awaste.

- The Peace Corps .unit’ is due. te 7
only “preempted ‘begin an’ eight-week training pro- ..

tep- gun

when

Robert

gram at Rutgers U. in New: Bruns-::”

; Steck got a sub-machine gun, ‘is, wick, -‘N.. J:,:on June .25:- WRUL:
in his. fifth year, finished as “Wyatt ‘the ‘international. shortwave: com<.
and he’s equally alarmed that the|Pattern (also dubbed magazine Earp.” He was reportedly unhap- mercial ‘station operated. by. Metro ;
minute buys are becoming the. concept) woud permit for a fexibil- py, but he didn’t quit,-it would ; politan Broadcasting Co., will cove.
pear, beeause he had a close re- er their training activities ‘and afr
backbone of network selling, What]
lationship with ‘his producers. But}.an eight-week :series of. broadcasts
matter the economics of minute
got off |beamed at South America:
buying amd the fact that be can ; major booa to network. execs. And he got his wish and finally
.

hour sbows,
able sponsor

with their question-.
identification impact,

For the networks the insertion

“First broadcast. will be that-. a
product, are gulasty |
save $3,000 or $5,000 a week when ‘epee. and for. all the webs. could tv as “Earp,” because his: prodacbereft of any new ‘or singularfy
|| Measured against a co-spensorship banish to oblivion those restrictive er, Louis Edelman, finally. got. fed |a ‘press conference June 26, with
dup with ABC-TV...” (Thearetically;||R. Sargent Shriver: -Jz., director.
fresh ideas and formats; that even '02 a haif-hour show, when e five-. competitive product tabus.
| Barry ean make as much out of a} of. the.Peace Cops, and. "other exe...
with an awareness that the net- |ciient identity on a single program
.*:| handfal .of guest ‘shots as he. can.

program

works

year

are

are

abead

still

obliged

to plan a full |.camn Wipe

the indie

toying

with

producers |pact?

“last

year’s]

out any identification:

Toby. David:to RKO Gen.

Similarly, as ane major exec pat)

CKLW

(Windser-Detroit)

ecutives.. -Thereafter,:. 4.-weekly’

from a whole filmed series).When

1 series: will’ originate.

at .Rutgers

-

with correspondents” interviewing. ”

a guy. talks about. “being

ideas” in failing toa’ keep pace|it, a General Foods can consider {and ty talent. Toby: David has: ‘been fed ep with the routine of: film- ‘members of ‘the team. and. accomwith viewer disenchantment.
The | itself lucky if, in its sponsorship|named
program: consultant to ing, the ‘cynics react by saying. it’s. panying. them on field ° trips “and
networks are the first to concede | of the new. Gertrude Berg 30-min- |Hathaway
-Watson,
veepee of just a bargaining point.’ But actors to’ classes. .
Colombia‘ itself is.cooperating in
that ‘61-'62 will hardly see any-|ute comedy series, it can extract |broadcasting for the RKO General are. notably _kookie (any: agency
exee can tell you that), and they: the :WRUL. effort:
Since’ the: in:
thing remotely suggesting that.| even a fraction ef the impact regis- |stations.
“sumething new” to spark a pos-|tered by Miss Berg on behalf of]
Watson gays the. appointment of may just mean it: when they say ternational station: can be. heard
jthey
want
to
work
for
peace
or
o
r
t
only
‘on:
shortwave,
Bogota’s
Radio
sible program irend for the future. |Brillo with her 1-second. ‘Ssos—* Davis. is the first in @ series of
| Caracol, _Jargest.. comimercial “AM.
But on one point there's a unani-| the rust arrester” pitch.
. / special consultant ‘assignments: for grow flowers or write memoirs.
‘network
in
Colombia;
‘has
arranged
~
Promise of: ownership in. new,
mity of expressicn: something has
And if the power and: the. ‘glory | RKO. General. air personalities.
to be done to stem the tide and] of tv advertising Hes in such. Brillo’
Davis: will, continue bis CELW pilots or in their current shows or | to. pick up..and- rebroadcast. the.
‘programs:
in
“AM.
Caracol.
has’‘a
‘salary may. keep ‘some. of
offset a continuing decline in what'| “star and thé product” type of in-' programs.
eight. stations: Spread
,|the itchy ones from going as soon| lineup -of |
woods
as. they'd like (money is ‘always an throughout the country.
inducement to a performer if, before
success, he . starved ‘long
), but there are the cases of:
Tennessee Ernie Ford. and: Dinah

SOCIO

II IO IIA AI IIE

MeryGriffin’§; Conflict,
_ Forced toExit ‘Camera’

| Shore. He backed off entirely. from j.

weekly | tv eommitments, because:
jhe already had enough dough: Miss
“Brice Merv Griffin on. the NBC‘Shore would have backed: off en-] TY morning. quiz strip, ‘Play Your:
tirely after this. season, but NBC-. Hunch,”" was tapped fo fill. ‘the
TV gave her a way out;:so next Arthur. Godfrey. -host: ‘chores on

j season shell be doing fewer shows:. CBS-TV's Surday night “Candid
‘Perry Como was in this boat’ as. Camera,”” this ‘fall, pat .a client
well, But. the itch wasn't strong conflict has ‘knocked him” out, of.

enough . evidently, and. he'll ‘be. the nioonlighting ‘‘bic.
:
j back doing almost as many stanzas | - ‘Daytime - “participator . Colgate:
tj

raised objection to: Griffin: working -

elf {the nightifme .showw.-bankrolled by.
about the seasons ‘beyond ‘as: far | Lever. Bros, cand: Bristol-Myers.
7 as: strongman Como is concerned.

Charles W. Brodhead, Program Manager of
WLW-I, sums it up: “ ‘Cartoon Classics Serials’
highly successful, Approved by Board of Education. To have ratings and éducation too is no

Out oftheSwim

small feat.”

Of all cartoon packages offered, only “Cartoon:
Classics Serials” tell the all-time favorite classic
stories of the Brothers Grimm, Kipling and Per-

rault. And, fantastically timely “Space Explore
Si
Sebi ASE

—_—
cal au

ee

‘Dest

Recommended by teachers!
Approved byBoards sf fancation!

eople and are so iiitended. They

[stitutions should. be recognized, it
‘exposed and abated. They

tripled program ratings within just a few weeks

firgarm.

and .,Sportsmen

.| weakened lesser nations: through- |: ~
:| out the world and made them easy |

“Adding Cartoon Classics Serials. fo our Peter
& His Pals, 12:00 noon to 1:00 pm. show,
tripled ratings in just 4 month ee ratings

Prey for Communistic. conquest.”an

7

up from average 3.5 to average
Washington, D.C, SSATANP
IN,SOY
Redvet te
FIO
TOK
IH
IK
IKK
IK
IOI“In° 3 months,WMAL-TV,
a
telecasts of Cartoon ma ay
i

eT

°

in across the board

rocketed ratings from 125 to 59.3"

WJAC-TV, Johnstown,Pa.

|

*Adding Cartgon Classics Serials to our show

jf

moved us into the No. 1 rank in the New

wgeltie dl

—

“CARTOON CLASSICS SERIALS” —
| ST tye bere

|

RADIO AND TELEVISION ‘PACKAGERS, INC.

|

Hl

=

|

Seriously underestimated while. at:|
the same time, the (pre-tv). past is |B. -!.:
idealized. yo
.
Mrs. Varner, .however,’ won!a ‘be _
stopped. She said the club pro- |-

‘the |nation...

a
Billie's Reg

‘ereerraraecreneeet

TOTAL FULLY ANIMATED Erion

(“Cartoon Classics Sefials”’ are available in Spanish.)

is exag-

gerated, the resilience of the child

| contact state prexies: throughout "es
“The ValiantKalgat” —

366 Madison Avenue, New York’

noted, .that.“‘the intrinsic:

‘|power of. the medium

of .the state’s women’s clubs. and|

527 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y¥., PLaza 5-481!

Canadian and Worldwide Distribution?
FREMANTLE INTERNATIONAL, INC.

nh
. has. shown, .

gram will include -contacting other:

Distributed by BANNER FILMS, INC. |
Wire or call collect -for audition and price.

study

civie clubs in the area. and over:
the state in order to interest more ['
{people in the problem: :She also |{plans to write each. prexy ‘of: each

- “Gunnar
Ths Salter”—

:

Contiimed from page 21 Saas

NBC director of broadcast stand- 7.
‘ards, said-in part.“ .... programs iff
‘of this nature provide healthy chil‘dren and adults with a- vicarious
‘joutlet. for their ageressive: feel- |:
‘Watson

A lagFisherman And The Fish”___..
~
Enchanted Priecas"
New Group: ef
‘i
| Airlie SLuSSIES.seas
|

~ Femme ‘Vigilantes’
‘==

ings.”
AS research

Py Aad—TheBea
York market. Outrating Popeye. Outrating
cm
ne
Looney Tunes, Outrating Little pe chil ; ld facieAatelope’”
age Clrens' err
oo
chilrating Three Stooges. Outratingall other

dren’s programs!”
WOR-TV, New York, N.Y.
Full details and “Cartoon —lassics Serials” auditions will be sent you promptly on ‘request,

-

sent the sanie character. af*Com- \ ie 7
munistic . infiltration
that has.

of across-the-board telecasts:

I

|:porters,

-|.tices of these enemies of our in-1f_

So effective and appealing in serialized form,

KOK
KK
HK
KH
RA
A
KICK
AIK KIKI

for the. lie

show. are leading. prosecutors, po-

interests of the: American ‘lice. officials, legislators, ‘crime ré-.

peor altogether, .‘irresponsible.
.
y groups. and others. .
‘are
‘and
‘| alien, and: the methods and prac-.}.

“Cartoon Classics Serials” have doubled and even

val oFwrite today.
without obligation. ¢

Corinthian. . outlet

“These subversive thethods “are! - Now. being. ‘interviewed

| in effect conspiratorial against the

Praised by parents!

Serials

‘Houston

—
‘Continued trom page 1
'| KHOU-TYV will. air a special, report
: ‘television and
Fadio - networks; ‘Thursday (29) -on ‘the’. city’s ‘high. murder rate, “Seventeen. Murders
‘|and the opportunity seems never |™
| {to be overlooked by them ta. mis- ‘in May."
‘Narrated. by. HOU. ‘news ‘dire.
represent: evéry incident .-of inter-.
nafional friction in a way antago-: Or : Dan Rather! and: directed’ by
| nistic to-and downrightedly.: sub-: Rod Whisenant, :“Seventeen -Mure
| versive of: the best interests of. ders” will probe the Texas. metrop=
our country and in derogation of olis’ alarming ‘tofal of 59 Adllings.
since the first.of this year.” °°: | ~
| the facts involved... ..

saree

ers”, too!

Only “Cartoon Classics Serials” combine brile
liant entertainment with genuine enlightenment.

: Corinthian KHOU-TV
_ Probes Houston Murders |

218 of
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Dallas—Bill.Mercer, radio and Billie, formerly with Radio Registry. cn
|tv.sports personality, :is: host of a} _ahnounces the thecl of her own 26 Ff.
the - clock”.- telephone
new
30-minute:
sports
series,. . hour “round -A’
message service for 4
|“Sports Highlights” seen on KRLD-.
. STAGE, RADIO and.¥V- “Artists: . os
.
TV. New series, sponsored by ma-: -locafed at
rine. dealer Inland Skipper, ‘will

‘run for the baseball season. ~~.

3266 SOgrew voRez2.uy, .
|
Plame 27676:
:
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"Foreign TV Reviews i7 “iwanttoety
rouinon
—z Continued from page 29 ae

| Teme

me

.

|

7 what: to do. with |‘themselves. when '
‘they: had to retire, that: they loved.
‘the company of: animals, -and: that |. ~

their chief beef was that their only

gon ”.preferred. the:city

|:

fleshpots | -

~.-gnd they couldn't hand over their |‘
property to-him. Their- -ealm -ac- |.” eeptanée of the life fate had doled

|”

“out to them was. fetching, and the’

‘scenery: ‘impressive. .
-. ‘.Jngrams: summed. up: ‘by saying

“shat their’ satisfaction ‘was in the].

“cyery, struggle to -survive;.and left |

4t at that. The conclusion seemed
| ... glib’.and :patronizing. Ingrams.di- |.
rected himself eee
Lott

Oi
tia.

_ForcinTV F=
“Armehair Theatre o
aE
“For. ‘this up-to-standard offering |. .
in ‘ABC-TVs “Armchair - Theatre”;
-skein, ‘producer: ‘Sydnéy “Newman

_

.. lighted on “Man on’ the Mountain-. a
~ top,” “which: won author ;-Robert'Alan: Arthur. a.‘Sylvania TV. Award:

in the. States but wouldn't have: put}
him. amongst the medals over here..|
‘Which: wasn't to say that. the piece

“hadn't ‘something “unusual to’ say, |

| “Bs 1¥that captures yourinterest...

eee crore uverEg wih.

“excites your imagination.”

“It’s TV for grownups...

who like thejoy of discovery.”

_. ,,Horace: Mann Borden: (Don: Bor.
_ jsenko), in-his early. 20's, ‘had been
|. .
a. :ehild . prodigy, a ‘calculating. ae

genius. who “could.-d6’, mammoth

|” .

“gums: in ‘his head, recite. “Hamlet” | °
“at the .drop: of a. hat, and -could]
- have: riddled-Einstein's’. ‘theory. at}
the age of 12. His: father «Alan. Gif-}..
‘ford) had. pushed. his freakish gifts | .
so that he Was holding down:a-pro- {
fessorship in his teens. But now.
-he’d turned -his back on the’ world.

. and his brain-power, working: as a |:
“ cleaner ina drugstore. He-“was hid- |
ing from: -his- reputation,

from

the

|-

‘ world’s opinion of him. as some ‘sort im
Bye
eae:
.oat

of ‘monster.
7
-.
Ledging with ‘her protiier™ and f

his wife’ next: door was a simple} ..
‘charmer from Iowa; Gerta ‘Susan|
. Hampshire). She. took a liking: ta:
the. Borden lad and tried’ to shake

him out of his misfit-sullenness, to
give him back his faith -in people.
Love being the. usual ‘medicine. for
- backward youths, love ‘duly came.
But before the boy could.accept it,
. he‘had: to face -up to -his. intellec-

“tual. potentialities and.-not

|...
|
|:
}.

deny]

_-, _ them out of fear.’ Crisis came with]. ~
“2. an, encounter: between: father and |:
gon, ‘in. which -the .old_ man” was].
-foreed to realize’ that ‘he'd’ ‘been'|

‘seeking. a substitute. for. his own |_.- :

failed. ambitions,
and. hadn't: loved.
‘his ‘son for himsélf, Gerta. did. just
_

Athis—and won: ‘him: round" to nor-}.
'.

mality.

0

7

The’: play was |‘ written -erisply,
and: it rose. well to one: “Or:-two set
speeches, such’ as young ‘Borden's |
‘moving explanation of his. .with- |.
drawal, - that
‘he. couldn't : ‘live}’«
Up;to so many impossible expectations. Don -Borisenks scored here, }. >
‘and ‘produced: throughout: ‘a-line in.
... INGody timidity | ‘that:Was -sympa- —_
thetic...
af
“But the writer's ‘chief,: and basic, .

fault was that he didn’t distinguish
between: -geniiis and: freak. talent.'| ©
An ability:-to -multiply -four-figure

“Feally evidence that young Borden].

fried. And so Borisenko couldnt| .

a eee

eae: iosterd ||

-- 4g, Unexpected, entertaining and important people. 60 minutes from

_New:York City, starring MIKE-WALLACE with Joyce Davidson.

_ St being, about the nature of rey. .

~ 80-minutes from San. Francisco, featuring Terrence O’Flaherty.

forafellowto conform, Which
was |...
Prsigan ‘Hampshire ‘gave va wine]

Here’s television. rich with humor and music... alive with magnetic
_. Vitality. It’s television that’s fresh and néw and worth waiting up for.

‘some performance. as the girl, |. ~

2 : though ‘she relied a‘lot on a fine |-

:
| :ae Se

~

mateh up, - Alan ‘Cooke's direction

‘Essihacscrern|
‘a zZi= |
em rimeca soe |

SSE)
|a

0°. PM Eastand PM West—anew kindof television thatfocuses on excit-

Seventh annual five-day‘auction .

a

11:15 PM MON THRU FRI ON THE WESTINGHOUSE BROADCAST:

ING COMPANY STATIONS IN: BOSTON WBZ-TV 4 / BALTIMORE
WIZ-TV 13 / PITTSBURGH KDKA-TV 2 / SAN FRANCISCO KPIX 5
CLEVELAND KYW-TV 3 /ALSO SEEN IN NEW YORK ON WNEW-TV 5

(11:00 PM) / CHICAGO WGN-TV 9 (10:30 PM) / LOS ANGELES

2 KTV 11.(11:30 PM)/WASHINGTON, D.C. WITG-TV 5 (11:00 PM)/

ae “early Sanday WD. witha record

ESV ESTEE]
ered sai228.

7Tf you like thejoy of discovery...-oPM East and PM West is for you.

.: -

Pe

ae.me :

DALLAS WFAA-TVS (11:35 PM), m>yreenaneenn. sty © @@
|

qarsewrenenenyy

°

Wednesday, June. us 1961

ber

oversimplled

“Tsea

“and “distorted.

Dodd remarked: that Orr had}.
agreed tacitly. the night before to.

TV Probe Moves To N.Y.

Vv

the showings, ‘but that if he insist-|
ed, all three episodes.in their fnour-.}~ The ‘CBS. Foundation has: made: ‘grants totaling $27,000 toeight: colSees
COntinuled from page 20
ong ° entireties. would be shown leges and universities in recognition of ‘the services of. nine of. its. em=
synopses read by the suhcommit- the Greek |classics. Children, he during the.afternoon session. Orr, ployees who are graduates of the: institutions ‘designated. :
Grants, $3,000 for each employee,. were. mada. to Bucknell U; in.
tee stafZ prior to the screening said, would more likely emulate perhaps ‘sensing that few ‘in the.
room . liked this idea,. withdrew|
contributed to the distortion by Smith, a. worthy type, rather than his objection | after the screening behalf of M. Ross Yeiter; sales manager of. semiconductor. operations,“
the kill-crazy mother.
SBS Electroni¢s: Columbia U., fot. David: M: Blank, ‘CBS director of
process of over simplification.
was. over, _ ‘saying the irr isodes economic. analysis, and ‘Albert -H: Dwyer, CBS assistant: general at-. °°.
Tne
hearings
opened .with a
NBC-TV’s director of broadcast
didn’t look so bad ‘after. all
torney; Fordham. U., for. William ‘F. Grady, v.p. in charge: of:manu-° = ~*~
lengthy statement by Dodd, ques- standards, Carl Watson, sided with |“
violence was shows
ever. in|\;ected’
. Orr. denied:
tioning whcther the tv industry, by Lewis’ position the series was fairinto “Cheyenne”
as facturing for: Columbia Records; Kenyon: College, for Ralph Briscoe, -*--.
director of budgets, CBS. Television. Stations: Manhattan. College, for... : bowing to low human tastes, was ly standard western diet. However,
a. caleulated ‘thing, and defended Joe Curl, CBS-TV ‘daytime. sales manager;: Rensselaer. Polytech; for’:
allowing itself to slide into the he conceded that there had been
same kind vf showmanship
that times that NBC had requested Re- the Clint: Walker role’ as being in’ ‘Robert M.- Hammer, .assistant director. of recording and. distribution: ~~: an
led to the “Roman spectacles of vue to shed some. scenes because “the. classic mold’’ of film westerns. operations of CBS-TV: Trinity College of Hartford, Drew. Brinckerbased -on ‘the.. “traditions, -coior, hoff, CBS. director. of salary administration; and U.. of. Chicago, for
2.600 years ago.”
He suggested of brutality...
‘Tturbulence-and lore of the. winning
that the Coliseum lion acts may
Peter B. Kenney, manager: of of the West.” He also ventured to Debbie Ishlon, v.p. of creative’ services, Columbia Records. _
have been the resuit of high rat- NBC’s Washington o&0, WRC-TV,
Total grants by the Foundation: in‘ its eight years. of-“existence are =:
say that a “certain amount of vio-:
now $317, 000, donated to 52colleges and universities. :
wt
ings, too.
pitched his presentation on his.
Garry and subcommittee ‘staff ‘Sstation’s impressive roster of juve lence, .a8 portrayed ‘in ‘Cheyenne’
Girector Carl Perion recited re- programs and how they heip ele-| has a good moral -effect.”
WBBM . Radio - in: Chicago apparently is. one ‘station: “that takes:its
Grace .M, Johnsen, ABC:TV cone pubaffairs shows seriously. Recently the- station aired a six-part docu--.
sults of a monitoring program the vate.
tinuity. director, argued that\ far. mentary: series,. “Price of Justice.” which ‘pointed up,..among: “other:
staff undertook of tv fare over
ABC, WB and ‘Cheyenne’
from being harmed by tv, even the things, the overcrowdedness at Cook County. jail.” ‘As. the program illusWashington
outlets
during
the
Friday (9), ABC-TV made the
week
of last May 9-15.. Of 78 best of a rough shoot by scoring abnormal child. may benefit. from trated; the conditions. result ‘partly. from the: riearness. of the ‘Criminal
dramas screened, 319 instances of some points here and there and. catharsis .of unruly emotions, JO- Courts Bidg.; which ‘has to billet: its unsentenced prisoners. at.‘County
seph Stamler, ABC-TV. v.p.. and. Jail.
“violent assaultive behavior” were trying to accentuate the positive.
general . manager: of WABC-TV, | ail
Veep-general manager EL -H. Shomo: ‘followed. ‘up: ast week. with a
tallied. making an average of four
New York, described “Youth Proj-. twice-aired editorial that ‘proposed. ‘a. solution: He.. urged | that. the.
ABC-TV
v.p.
for
programming
per program, In contrast, the avertalent
Thomas.
W. Moore ect” and: other works of his: outlet |Criminal Courts be relocated: downtown’ in ‘a new. civic: centre, :with,
age of displays of “protective and and
to help solve juvenile: problems, adjoining detention facilities. for prisoners awaiting trial.
affectionate
behavior” .was only opined that the:1962-63 season will
Dodd congratulated him..
one per program.
Among
other see his web well on the way toward
kicking
the
action-adventure
“KCMO Radio, Kansas" City, ‘celebrated’ ts” 25th anni last.Sabina”
statistics. it was said that. actionI(i0). by devoting the ‘entire -broadcast -day- to.recalling the month of”.
type programs aired in’ the 4-11 habit with more switches to variety,
public
affairs
and.
like
gentler.
June
in. 1936,. when :it had signed on ‘the -air. Station reprised news p.m. stot jumped from 22.3% in
1954 to 34.2"% during the sample
week last month.
‘Whispering Smith”
NBC-TY Revue Studios (in| person
of exec preducer
‘Richard
“Whispering 'Smith”
and
Lewis)
were first on the agenda: Object
of the demonstration was to show

that “Whispering Smith” should be
neither seen nor heard by children.
And subcommittee member Sen.
John Carroll (D-Colo.) thought it
was “bad” for adults too.
| —
First program of the Audie Murphy starrer aired May 15 by NBC-

TV and called “The Grudge,” was
shown in its entirety in the Senate
Caucus Room (scene of such his-

stuff...

“We have seen the. peak of ace |
tion-adventure

programs,””

-Moore

~ ‘Abolitionew

‘|stories: and. recalled events. of. the ‘period. ‘and ‘programmed. only. ‘the :
"| music. that was’ current: a quarter. century. ago:

CBS affil had started as a 100-watter with. 15 employees’ ‘and. has’
‘grown to the only 50-kilowatter in’ K.C:,. witha staff of: “154. ‘Station .

—_—, Continued. from page.20 —

testified. Pledging that. ABC’s pro-

gramming

was a. “thorough, calls of” protest began ‘to ‘pour In:. is. celebr ating its anol through =‘the: entire month ‘of June.
job in the public inter- |. “Paul -M, Scfiandra, WROC-TV
aim

balanced
est,” Moore noted that the trend
away from rough-and-tumble Is already evident in the upcoming
1961-62: layouts. ABC-TV’s 1962-63
schedule, now. being blueprinted,
will carry it forward. Of 1962-63
slate, he said: “I am confident that
the
action-adventure
programs
will not be as predominant.”
James V.’ Bennett, Federal Prisons Director, who ‘can’t. seem toa
get rid of the bile generated by
two “Untouchables” episodes depicting his subordinates as crooked
screws,
sounded
off. once
more.

program: director, then yanked: the |. Federal ‘Communications ° Commission:
time, has .again postponed : the ‘deadline:
film: So he and other execs -could proposal to hand over a VHF television.
get: a. closer. look at it. Meanwhile, use in both New York.City..and.L: A.An

bowing: to.‘pleas- for more

for filing comments - on -its”:
-assignment - for. ‘educational
extension was. granted frém
June 12° to July 6 at request of ‘New Jersey Gov. Robert B: ‘Meyner

the controversy began to ‘boil over
in the press, with frontpage cover- and. New. York ‘stations - WNEW-TV. and. ‘WOR-TY.. an.
age and editorial comment.: ‘OnJ. CBS-TV is.‘holding ® its . second ‘annual Regional. ‘Promotional. MeetWednesday -(24),. Sciandra ‘decided ings: in 10-‘cities through June 22:. Meetings. started Monday. (12) in

_on the full treatment, ‘a90-minute

Boston and. Washington, and ‘pick up again today (Wed.) in -Chicago

‘Special ‘to.‘consist --of the 45-minute and Memphis. Two teams of CBS publicity and. promotion execs: are
| holding the meetings in each affiliate area. with. station publicity-pro-~..
film, a half-hour . debate, ‘two. pro motion managers, to brief them on next season’s programs: and supply -_
toric Congressional spectacles as
|and two con viewpoints. represént-: ‘them with the. material: to launch. them. lécally.:
the
Kefauver
crime,
Army-McOther cities: on the schedule are Kansas .City.-‘and. “Jacksonyille, :
ed, and a 15-minute wrapup. discusCarthy and rackets investigations). |And,
if. the .Subcommittée. ‘was sion. The special. was. scheduled for Friday’ (16); Denver and San Antonio’ Tuesday (20) .and ‘San Francisca, it showed
Murphy, quiet-spoken looking
for. “cause-and-effect,”
and Seattle. next Thursday (22). Conducting the clinics. for CBS.-are
and patient, triumphing over an Bennett supplied it! A boy at a. | May 29-at 9-10:30 preempting NBC- George Bristol, -Alex Kennedy,. Gordon Hayes, Bert Lown,: Ernie.
old harpy, her reptilian daughter federal reformatory was quoted by TV network ‘shows.
‘+ Stern, Ed Scoville,. Jim Kane, Leonard Broom ‘and Jim ‘Sirmans.
and confused son in their quest for Bennett as having explained his
Defending the. film on;the air
his life in revenge for his killing crime thusly: “I saw a housebreakCanada’s CBC-TV did an ‘adaptation by M: Charles -Cohen .of. trish-.
were Col. Robert N, Abbott, Montheir murderer father. The mother ing scene on ty and I tried it and
roe County Civil Defense Director, |. born Montreal novelist. Brian. ‘Moore’s: book “Luck of ‘Ginger ' Coffey”
winds up shooting her daughter in I got caught.”
on its network Monday. (12). Moore, currently: living in N-Y..on .@ $5,000.
‘and.
Robert
W.
Zielinski,
county
the back by mistake, which. was all
Furthermore, Bennett said. stuGuggenheim, has just {a} won. the Governor. Géneral’s gold medal for :
a score for the right side no matter dios showed 95% inmates at two. American Legion Commander. In fiction th) been given a $4,000 Canada Council grant.. He'll use that’
what the chiid psychologist might U.S. confines for young. offenders. opposition were Mrs. Mary M. to return to ‘Ireland for the first time 4
in 15. years, then: on to London;; .
say about its warping influence in said they came from homes with Grooms, co-chairman. of the Inde- returning. to Canadz.. next year.
rs
Se
Be
°
pendent: Political Forum, ‘and Rev.
the five-year-old.
tv sets before which they spent Arthur M.: Adams of the "Rochester. |
Lewis, executive producer of the three-five hours daily. “Untoucha“New ‘attempt ‘to penetrate ‘the ‘Tron “Curtain “ig being 1
‘made ‘in. the.
Area
Council
of.
Churches:
It’
was
66,’
oP
;
series, was queried in depth and bles,”
“Thriller,”
“Route
the latter two who had started the religious “field, via shortwave, broadcasts ‘in eight -languages -of “‘The
subjec ted to some outraged criti- “Rebel”
and “Have
Gun” were protests rolling. Each speaker got. Lutheran Hour”. over the facilities: ‘of WRUL, the international: shortcism by Sen. Carroll. The lawmaker rated
as favorites.
About
onewave commercial station.said he had watched several other fourth of the youths said tv had seven and a half minutes: to preSeries of: 12 broadcasts, “Bringing |Christ to: the -‘Nations,’" will.be
episodes and charged that “Whis- something to do with their being. ‘sent his. viewpoint, and" the final beamed |in: Russian, -Polish, Czech, Ukranian, Yugoslay,. ‘Roumanian,
15. minutes were given over to sta-.
pering Smith” was a “libel” on his locked up.
Hungarian. and German.
7
eons
ge To
wnt,
tion
anfiouneer
Homer
Bliss
.
to
hometown,
Denver. He accused
Clips from three recent. “Cheymoderate an open discussion. among.
Lewis
of distorting ‘Whispering enne”
episodes
showing
some
the
speakers.
bin
scenes
from.
\
world
Series
games.
Bo ae
Smith” ‘whom he described as a shooting, knife-fighting, bow-and‘|Stockton's” recollections’ ::produced -was .
chip off the same block as Hopa- arrow
fighting,
rockslides
and] ' Station’s | presentation”
vivid portraits. ‘of: the .outstanding
| praised in ‘local -press arid -got lots
long Cassidy) Just to come ‘up with hand-stomping weré projected,
Continued from ‘page 27.=a! personalities and‘ Burns’ sports
@
“smasheroo”
rivaling. “GunWilliam Orr, production .v.p. for ‘of viewer reaction via ‘phone calls
—'
-key
|sports | * we
smoke” and other top-rated. west- Warner Bros., nearly: pulled a p.r. to the ‘station; letters and cards. ént—with
predic tions of ‘St:-Louis' »t outlook.
highlightsresulted:
from the in
40's
to-present."concensus’. ‘was
that future in the .world ‘of. sport.
erns.
,
boner by protesting just before General
“Program. could have up-tempoed. bee
Lewis steadfastly insisted the the screening ‘that the episodes. “WROC-TV had: performed: a major.
program wasn’t any more’ violent couldn’t be fairly Judged out of service in handling a ticklish and}- The three-chapters. were’ deftly |the first half: however, as: footage
than other western fare, .and its context of the full programs and controversial subject seftly: and seripted and well researched, First | ‘was ‘unavailable the scribes: had to”
‘historic: segment was hosted by au- rely on. still: files. -All:told ‘it:was. -... °°
theme of revenge was as. old as the story line read by a staff meni-. fairly. .
thor
of the book’on
th “Ga H
-| Compact :and should stir communis” .*"
$e
-—s
=

TV Reviews

or on

FAST ACTION GARNERS BIG: AUDIENCE!

t{Aud. Shere}

58%

BRYAN 6 1%

_[{ocrat: sports editor Bob .Burns. 'a.-sports atmosphere. Station’ can..." §
| Finally, a roundtable session.on the also take a. bow: for ‘giving the.
7.
script. a. newsworthy slant to show.

GREAT
‘78%.
‘CAud. FALLS
Share}: |
“

the-“Gas louse. tty. interest in sports’ activity...“~~

|Gang” (J. Roy Stockton), then | “cient and agency.deserve kudos.
: brought up-to-date. by Globe-Dem- !for framing commercial ‘content ‘in: .

“TIGHTROPE”.
ANCHORAGE

ie ook'on

|

future ‘with radio-tv sportscaster that “sports activities aree big. busi+ vies

| Sack Drees,Harry Caray, 08Ga:| ness.

*:. i}some. crystal ball gazing..as they ;
Sources ARB, March, 196: - ‘handled voice-over film segments |
4on football, baseball. and basket-|{

Ba

a

-

ae

—-

AVAI LABLE

| Pee

ball—the backbone of ‘the.city's: Cartoon features 60 minutes, se ee

sports outlook.
|]. 13. segments: 5 min.
It was a well: conceived. and: Schubert :Serenade. 90

For Further Details Contact

worth the viewing because: of |].“each 10 mia.

TELEVISION
NEW

YORK

DETROIT

5

min. tt |:
‘Are We Civilized 60 min. |
theroughly picturized 60 minutes, ||-‘frene®:
26 Reels of oddities eed.13travels,

SUBSIDIARY

OF COLUMBIA

the sequences on celluloid -which

PICTURES CORB.

711 Fifth Aveaue, New York 22
PL 1-4432
CHICAGO
DALLAS
HOLLYWOOD

WHAT'S SPO

ATLANTA.

TORONTO

showed some of the “greats” in
ORRIN ENTERPRISES action—Babe Ruth, the Dean (Diz ||: ©". 424: Beach 67 $0...

i.

and Paul) boys, Rogers Harnsby. |] *
| and
“verse; Ly 92,.ME3 Ye |:
the famous “Gas House Gang” "|

THAT OTHERS HAVE NOT? Spot Television
reaches more people more. quickly at Jess cost. and with.
more impact, than any other advertising medium.
TELEVISION. ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

Wedneadey,Jane.4, 1961.
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—— ALO ReactsMoran,[Doris
p Willins Exiting

With the Station Reps

As J-A Ad Columnist
Other ABC. Radio Biz i.WY. ‘Journal American advertis-

: —_ Contineea fempage. 1"|

AFL-CIO Yenewing sponsorship ing news. columnist Doris Willins |]
“Northeross |says ‘the firm heréto-. ‘ot.‘ABC: ‘Radio's. “Edward fp, ‘Mor- ‘will ankle (pretty) June 30 with}
fore stayed out of New: York, “be- gan and. the. News". program. tops a a five-minute daily radio ad news | :The expansion of netwerk sta- twill find himself unable to shift
cause We knew the best in the. busi-|:
1a spot from a weak to a strong
-| show part of her future plans. .. tion break time from 30 to 40 sec-|
List of new biz for ‘the web,
|position because the strong posiness was working the ‘street there.
onds, which raised a storm of pro-!
‘Eight’ major .advertisers . ave}. ‘Replacing Miss. Willins, who has. test
tions are suddenly occupied
from ad agencies, is shaping {
handled the column for- the. last.
20-second announcements.”
of. the reception: I got when I been added as sponsors, including three
and one half. years, will be ‘new8strategies in media plans, as

But T was amazed at the -cordiality:

- called on.

some

of . the. bigger Seven-Up; buying. ‘weekend ‘yews
reflected in @ memo from Benton
;
shows; Caridy Gram, various news- Joan Hanauer, currently on the &. Bowles tv media and programon agencies recently.
J-A’s women’s-page _ staff. -and:
7 “Everyone ‘was Jooking. for- new. ‘casts | on. both. weekdays. and weekformerly.a reporter with the ‘New ming: chief Lee Rich (which, inci{deas.: One top exécutive told me: end ‘news; Bankers Life'& Casual-. York INS bureau.
dentally, was filed with manageit. has. ‘got to: the point where he ty sponsors newscaster -Paul Har|ment Before the ABC-TV spread
| The Willin’s radio. strip will be. -was an. actuality).
can: tell who did. the jingle. just vey on Saturdays; Pepsi-Cola, both packaged
and produced
by. J.
* by. the sound.”
mews. and. “Frair’; P. Lorillard
In the memo which indicates‘
| sponsors. cweekeiid " “Speaking of; Clarke Mattimore, formerly, with |:agencies are ginding for a discount
_ Pepper.staff ©includes veepee,’
Sports” -programs ‘and newscasts; Kenyon & Eckhardt, now president. battle, Rich says,
“while: most stacopy. chief and lyricist: Floyd Hud-}. Curtis’
of
Robert.
Mullins
international
Circulation,
.
“Breakfast.
tion managers that we have talked
-. ‘dleston. “and: musical... director. Club": and “Frair,”.Langlin Plus, pubrelations: office. .
to ‘have promised to protect ID
. Larry. Muhoherac, a modernist who
‘Tidy House’ Products, and | Gospel

"formerly arrange for Woody Hes-. Broadcasting Assn:
Jan and: ‘Hal: McIntyre. : jel.

San Franeiseo—Louis: S.. Simon;
‘Morgan has been’ on.‘ABC."Radio general: ‘manager . of Westing-

' NY: -rep* Ross is currently" at}:‘since January, 254: American’: Fed-:
temporary - _headquarters*. “in the
‘eration - of: . Labor’ “sponsored” the
“Mayfair . Hotel.
show until December,.’55' when the.
‘Up. ‘and’. down: Richardson-Mer- -AFL.‘and ‘CIO’ merged: . ‘AFL-CIO’
rell, formerly. Vick Chemical, has has been sole sponsor of * ‘Edward
-appointed a: senior veepee for. ad- P.. Morgan. and :‘the. :News” ever

‘vertising, .Edward. P.

Anderson,

since, .

who’s ‘been with. the. “company
since 1930.
.
‘Robert. Powell, formerly head ‘of|:

7

‘house’s KPIX, has been. elected to.
serve as. president of the Cali‘fornia Broadcasters Assn., for. rest

opportunity for additional revenue,
and, since the webs and stations

are saying they won't triple spot,
scheduling of one 20 and two 10's
(ID's) is precluded.
While a 30 and an ID is a pos-

sibility, Rich says his agency about

two
years
ago—while
fighting
users from preemption from their triple spotting — investigated the
‘possible
use
of
30's,
but
found
it
current position, there is no ques- |
tion that the ID advertiser will lose!feconomically unfeasible. Instead of
an
expected
discount
on
the
extra
a great deal of the maneuverabflity ; 2
he now. has. This would become ap- length, agency found several staparent ‘shortly after the new sea- tions asking a premium for the 30's.
However, says Rich, the 40-secson has gotten underway and the
new. network schedules begin to ond spot may be good for some
shake down in terms of strong and B&B clients under special condi-

of Joe .C... Drilling’s term. . Drilling «moved to- WJIW,. ‘Cleveland.
‘Simon prev fously ‘was’ y.Pp. for wv
{ weak. programs.
The ID advertiser
of the CBA,
*.
.

(Continued

on page 42)

his own.. Chi :agency,; ‘has joined |
- Ogilvy, .Benson & Mather’ ‘a8. at-1:
©
‘count ‘rep. for - Shell Oil's midwest |
“region, ——

- John: Cuff’ ‘elected board chair: | man‘ of ‘Benton & . Bowles. British
_ division: (B&B Ltd.): -

"William

.

S. : Brown. “has ‘foined.

‘Reach, ‘McClinton: as project: direc-..
‘tor is research. ..He :was formerly. Me
With Bennett-Chaikin, a market re-. _—

search firm.’ =:

ves

_ Veepee stripes”‘for: Gordon H oe
* ‘Lusty. and ‘Robert. Herzbrun | atl
BBDO.
co,
t.
. ' Loutse Moyer, formerly: a‘senior. .!

‘copywriter. at Ogilvy, Benson -& |
Mather, has joined:‘Maxwell: ‘Sack- a
heim-Franklin

Bruck:

* Copy: 7

-: ¢hief..

i

New. Buy Gulton Industries, cone |°
'gumer

products’ division, ‘to ‘Comp-

ton.Advertising.”

= “Minn, Twins ~ |
—

Continued trom page. 19—

S:

- inject some: ‘life into-it with ‘Jon-. o

athan: Winters’. calling’ a) part “of |":

one of the.fiescos--sound: effects

his. own...

an

“Things. -weren’t 0. much better |
“when

Wolff.’ was. calling

“|. WEOP-TV-AM

it. for

‘when the ‘Twins|-

_ were the. Senators.’ Among .other |.
“show biz:luminaries called: upon to:
- liven ‘the dull stretches was Danny |*-

“ Kaye, who may ‘have nettled some, |-..
-* AM fans ‘by. calling the umpires
. quidd-shifting instead -of: balls and
strikes. |

my
Richard ‘Nixon, ‘late:of. ‘Washing:
-.., ton, also ‘was a fan, but.Wolff got|

De politicked out. of. a stint by the |

former vice prez:. Seems Nixon was‘.

— slated to leave the stands for the |.
’ broadcast..booth. late in: the game,|"
- but ‘the.-Senators. were losing, and |:
Nixon sat ‘tight for fear fans would

.

think he:had given up on the home
team.
Wolff. has another gambit. to Keep. _

. the broadcast fans in there, but it’s |:

“proving .troublesome.
quartet:

‘His vocal]...
of ball: players-perform. oN

from: time to time, but, he says,])---.
the best’ singers seem to be the]
"’ worst. ball: players and keep getting :
shipped out, ©

=

$teep ond scour... Not with VANISH. -

;

Continued from pake " —

“4s: ‘unique: among. studios. we sign
‘ people to ‘ex.clusive .contracts}
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THE PROBLEM: How to show—visually and verbally—
‘smartly and tastefully—just what a new and different
household cleanser con do... show how. ond why
“VANISH: obsoletes old ways and old ideas.

“THE ANSWER; A unique combination of animation
‘and live action together with precisely synchronized 7
“‘mattes!: On film,- of course! For film gives you. the,
_tange of effects. to make commercials exciting...
arresting . 2 the.way: you:wont them—and whent

Today’s modern housewife lives a life of ease.

Whot's. more, t's film alone that assures-you the convenience, coverage and penetration that todoy’s total
“marketing requires,
For more information, write Motion Picture Film Dept.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.

Each Coast Division, 342 Madison ’Avenve, New York 17, N. Y,
Midwest Division, 130 East Rondolph Drive, Chicogo 1, If.
West Cous? Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd , Hollywood 38, Calf,
o WS. German, Ine., Agents for the sole and distribu“ tion-of Eastman Professional Films for motion pictures and

television, Fors Lee,N. J. » Chicogo, Ill, Hollywood, Colif.

|:

them: larger.ones as they go along. |’
There are no! prescribed rules’ on

what ‘appeals to: the. ‘public.

FILM. does the unusual...

by two

Rich says the prime objective of
stations will be to slot two 20’s to
take maximnum advantage of the

~ ADVERTISER: Drocket Compony—VANISH
_ ADVERTISINGAGENCY: Young & Rubicam, ing.

PRODUCER: Tronsfilm-Caravel, Inc.
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Lucky CarleTakes Over —
the: State. Dept., reeommends’ ©
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sales to.2. similar degree that
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Tegular. radio. braadeasts enhanced
ule for outfits touring. under: Gov: |
‘stereo. records: via FM multiplex
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-Los Angeles, Jone 13. | ene itis fire until he sees what the
Nat.Capitol
King Cole
will ‘be tied. “up collecting’ am this ground.on &
- with:
Records for the next:-pre-1909 copyright occurred in the' ‘MGM _ sand Jonathan. Winters|ASCAP Jeadership will do to reBilly?
which
case’ of: “Red Wing.”
came to.

Double Entendre Disk
Titkes No Grounds For
‘Obscenity’ in Fed Court

-10' years.. The singer, who
Los Anceles,
ing.’ which Billy have filed an unfair competition ; dress some.of the complaints from :
case.
Cap 18 years ago.‘Nov. 16, 1943), ‘Vaughn:
. cut. for. Dot. Records.. and invasion ‘privacy suit in Su-' .the ranks: Unlike. a fellow dissi- ‘ A jury in Federal
has ‘signed. anew deal with the: , Thought fo be a‘ public domain perior Court against Milton Weiss, ‘dent, Redd Evans, who is deeply Fstes’ court found
label:
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mber, the tune was assigned ‘to. dsing biz as Milton Phono Record:pessimistic about the chanres of Kiepal, of-Los Angeles,

dune
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Judge Joe
Irving W.
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Distributing
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changes,
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says
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is
hopeful
of
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of
sending
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mat.will be..assured of. exclusive rights‘ nee: Press laid :.claim to.the tune;
"to the new Nat King Cole Tecord-* which was written:in 1907 by Thur- Rainbo'- Record . Manufacturing |‘progress In some areas and that ter through the mails. Operating
ings ‘for the ‘next .10-years.” The -tand Chattaway . and M..- Kerry ‘Corp... over alleged. unlawful .use| he will, cooperate in- making sur- under the name of Hollywood Jokwording of the deak has given rise; i Mills’ for F. A. Mills Musi¢ ‘and of Winters’ voice in an ‘album |gested... chances in the ASCAP eis, Kregal vwas-tried here since
Colfeetor’s ‘Item: of |voting... logging .and distrtbution some .of the recoxrdings and the
to some trade ‘speculation that.this:: : which was later’ assigned. to Shaw- tabbed “A
J.:W."
Action: asked for: a tem- |!formulas:
could: Jeave. Cole: open to form his: “nee Press.’
catales advertising then were sent
.own record firm: but with Capitol} -Shawniee’s claim to.disk royalties: porary restraining. order and deMeantime. {t's understood that to local addresses,
“:, distributing. It’s also to be noted! ctemmed from the fact that Vaughn manded ‘an (acepunting and: all ASCAP-: ‘prexy Stanley Adams is:
US
Attorney W. B. West 3rd
’ that. Harry Belafonte, ‘with whem ‘used’
ve
[taking measures to preserve peace charged that persons receiving the
am alrangement of the origi- profits. from release ef the album.
Complaint -claimed: that MGM} within the Society by confabbing ‘catalog would expect to rective
‘Cole is partnered in some show biz‘ nai tine ‘and hence it ‘fell under
activities, recently formed his own .the Cc
right Act.. Dot has: ‘agreed. owns all rights to. recordings on! With various critics of the ASCAP. ‘obscene records Judging ficm the
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:|-Winters,. which was distributed by execs, however. want to compose |the matter out af the magi. He
_let: tracing. ‘Cole’s. eareer.
-writers Leonard Feather,
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doing the booklet. For ‘the -packin’ album in question.
ming to the Department of Justice sale in leeal record shops
'.. age, Cole is re-recording in stereo; Vet Cleveland deejay Bill Randle; ' This created confuston’ in minds; with complaints It was the beefs| In his plea to the jury Defense
his early Cap. material,. including;slated to get his Ph. D.:at Western of public, according to complaint, |of several individual publishers fo | At torney Charles W. Tessmer said
the old Jazz. arrangements of. iis.Reserve Univ. in January, 1962, which were. misled into believing |the Justice Dept. which led to the _the indfctment Infringed on the.
when: his commitment as program- that MGM had‘ manufactured: ree- last. consent | order.
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Hing. ‘the ‘Lennon© Sisters,.Larry
_- Hew: trio..
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this month: ‘Ralph FlaaTravig _Edmusson ‘to. join them., bara ‘Beeker, at.Milwaukee Arena agan to follow
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‘unnvell: a package program spot-; i Campbell - Comelly songs in the
Hghting sock artists as Ferrante & U S. Gould's initial assignment

Teleher, Steve. Lawrence, Eydie :will be.to work on “A Little Cor‘ner ef Your Heart,” written by
Gorme, Al Calsla and to sound-;‘ Manoe Hadjidskis, whe composed

track LPs, “Goodbye Again” 2nd: the click score fer the Sim, “Never
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks |
By MIKE GROSS
The - “Kingston ‘Trio: -“Goin’ trademarks. like “You.“Make Me.
Places” (Capitol). ‘Even. if. the stor- ‘Feel So . Young,” “Witchcraft,” ©
jés about the
group's
breakup “Learnin’ The Blues,” “Come With
| weren’t.. prevalent, this-.package Me,” “Tender- Trap, ” ete, ‘and
would still draw the fans. The disk- : Peterson ‘gives 'em a hip interpre-

The Kane Triplets ‘RCA Victor: " folk twist with a lively flair that'll:
“LOVE
MESSAGE” = :Daywint: ‘attract a’ good share. of: ‘spinning
flashes out a beat and a lyric that ‘time..““’'M GOING.HOME” (Planeé- |.
the kids will pick up for good tary*) has a warm and attractive.
spinning
results,
“OH
RICKY” sound.that will. find an appreciative at
.
iJanon*) concerns the battle be- audience.
Roger. Williams. (Kapp):. “YEL- |
tween the sexes, teenage style, but
BIRD”
(Frank*) has been
even the juves will ‘de tough to win LOW
flying around the disk. field for.
over.
Jo Ann
Campbell
{ABC -Para- |some time and. this piano ‘showmount. “EDDIE MY¥ LOVE" :Mod-; casing | of it is tiplop programming |BEE”
ern-i is one of those pleading rock- fare. “ROGER'S |.BUMBLE
is a flashy -keyboard.
ers that always aitracts juve inter-— ‘tGardand*)
est and this should go over well. workover of the Rimsky-Korsakoff
with those who spin for the young. : Classic and it could work ‘out into |.
“fF WASN'T RIGHT” (Marielle?) :a@ Bood pop het.
will probably get by in some spinOtis Blackwell (Cub a i BY .
ning areas but only because of the; RATHER KISS YOU THAN EAT”
thrush’s song-selling way.
| Shatimar?) has. a blues mood: that|.
Stonewall Jackson (Columbia): {could make pop . Impact. ' JEAN-

-| ery. will still have.others on release}. tation. with the aid of Ray Brown

despite the outcome of the. current | on:-bass and-Ed ‘Thigpen on-drums,.

| Kingstons’ dispute so, this shouldh't: They're
‘be

Sinatra’s . songs, though,

considered the last of thelot:| and not. Peterson’s.

tIt’s-a hit, nevertheless, because the:7
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to. show
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Lizi. Doyle & Her. Stereo. Stomp- “

‘that. it ers:

“Flapper™: Fads” : Carlton). :

| Tknows how.to.make-tfie folk idiom : The frisky musical: beat-of'the '20s- acceptable? to the pop. audience,|is recaptured here with vivid audio:
“Run Molly. Run,” “This Land Is, embellishments. . It’s. part “of. Carle
|Your. Land,” “You're Gonna Miss” ton’s ‘new “Impact. Sound” ‘series.:.

Me” and Woodie. ‘Guthrie's. “Pas: and’ it's ‘tailor-made for the. audio-~'
tures Of Plenty” are. among ‘the |philes who like to. swing. while.

(solid.
:
offerings. -

Doe
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they’ re: ‘fiddling. with the’ bass and: :

- Doo Severinsen- & Orch: Ten." treble:. ..Lizzi.” Doyle's high-flying:

.. LAWRENCE WELK

4 pestuous - “Trumpet”
(Command). vocalistics: are-.an.asset to ‘such me--.
“Proudly. ‘Presents His Fourth- in- Disk: producer. Enoch.. ‘Light. turns | morable- items”. as “Row, Row,
You:
.fa-Row. Dot Hit Record. “YELLOW. his’ mikes .on Doc “Severinsen's|Row,” “Bill Bailey. ‘Won't
BIRD” ‘B? Ww “Crulsing Down ‘The trumpet: in: :this.- ‘package and.” the |Please Comé: Home,” “Frankie and.
| River.
|result: is another ..audio delight. Johnny”. - and “True. Blue’. Lou"

BRENDA LEE...
(Decea) =e er eee

RS
|The tootling is sharp.‘and precise, |gmong others. ‘of the same genre.
- -fit’s av sprightly and ‘bright-treated
“The Parent. Trap” (Vista). The: ‘.
the repertoire-is made of standard|
‘| switch.

wres

eo

ean

ese eo

we eeee ees. DUM DUM}
wae “Ey entually’ . |

28 eevroeesves

’.Gary: Crosby (MGM: “YELLOW.
BIRD". . (Frank*) -gets
a. light

¢Metriet) has the solic beat and ‘vocal. ‘| hearted: vocal -attack

Brenda Lee's “Diem Dum

here. but

ike" “After You've: Gone,”.! Richard’ M. Sherman &. Robert. B...
“Sugar Blues,” “Mack The Knife,”: |Sherman. seore for’ Walt: Disney’s _

ia
‘| stult’

“Tenderly” and “Stardust” among | ‘'Thé Parent Trap” makes ‘upane rs

it others; and ‘it's all engineered for" able

i

side. in. this -package::

‘| Camarata helming’ the -orch: and
won't: stand: up..against the. com- payoff values.
.—
drive toy sustiin (bis yorug thrush’s winning. streak, “Eventually” {Hayley Mills. taking’ over .some
(Champre!) works orer a neat ballad with .socko vocal impact.. ‘| petition’ from: other disk. versions:
Frank DeVol “Orch: “The HapPj Jighthearted assignments, Maur een .
“HIGH | piest Girl In The World”. -(Colum‘lof this -sprightly :piece.
;
a,
*
*
O’Hara warming up.a. pleasant hal{HILL COUNTRY” (Cartet) pushes
-bia). Frank DeVol -has stringéd upiJad and Tommy Sands and ‘Annette
a spirited folk beat. with. a-vocal
RAY CHARLES
| his orch. for: this. workover .of .the |
song,
PM GONNA MOV E TO OUTSKIRTS OF TOWN: -Verve that some. Spinners will find ‘jseore of the current ‘Broadway |running through. the a.«title
good: pro-.
‘to their.. liking.
'the side will-serve as
tuner. ”“The. Happiest ©Girl In The" ..mrotion
(impulse) .......2.0....--. ve Got News For. You.
*tool for’ the .piec.. On: the,
* April Stevens (Imperial): “LOVE
World.” ‘The music is‘Jacques Of ‘flip,. Camarata “hits a rich: instru- ..
Ray Charles' * Cm Gonua More To The Outskirts of Town’ |. KITTEN” (Aragain*®) may.:not at- ‘fenbach’s.
and ‘the. “stringy. interp- :
(Leeds*) is the oldie rertialized by a stimulating rocal and some
‘tract the. -kiddie-cats but -it.. does ‘retation fits it. “perfeetly. ‘The “mental! -trail’' on‘ such. pic . themes.
"as “Intermezzo,” “Sleeping Beauty”
sharp orgar work that asyures.it a top spot-in all spinning areas.” “| purr along: ‘pleasant ballad’ ‘lines: themes |:adapted: from
“Tales: of
“Pre Cat News For You" (United’) spreads out @ vigorous blues
“YOU. AND ONLY YOU”. (Ara- Hoffmann,”: oa‘Gaiete:: Parisienne,” and. “Alice. ly. Wonderland.”Loreéz: Alexander: “Sing’‘No- ‘Sad
Bhan? that unll 0 yar in spmning circles, too
‘|gainti- is. ‘a ‘so-so ballad try...
TeLa Perichole,” “Helen. of “Troy.’”’ Songs. For. Me” (Argo). © Lorez
*
(Rocket: and “Bluebeard”. ‘are. excellent. pro- | Alexander. ‘is--a -4Jazz;. stylist: - who
Charlie ; Appelton
“BOOK. ‘OF:. MATCHES” : (Rox- gramming material: And there's al-:
ROY HAMILTON errr
-PLEASE. LOUISE bury#i- ‘deals out the: “Deck: . of ‘ways. the “Greek. Marine. Hymn” t doesn’t .let her: technique ‘run
‘away with her. ‘She’s:in complete
(Epic)
No Substitute For Love
|} Cards”. style ‘and it could ignite in to march ‘off to..
feontrol of. every mood, and ‘she’s
Roy Hamilton's “Please Louise” (Sujfolk* ‘is a discard of ‘his’ | some“ spots. “’’M' IN LOVE WITH}: Jane ‘Morgan:.“The Bie Hits: got' lots -of them, -and is able ‘to.
{THE MOTHER. OF THE. GIRL I From
heary mood and plays up a light racking. style that makes it'a
Broadway” :.\Kapp!. This’enhance the familiar with’ unusual ,
| LOVE” tRoxbury*).is about a guy: package. of °‘showtunes.- offers noth-: but ‘proper phrasing: touches, “TIL:
marural for teen approral and a big spenning payoff. “No. Substiwho’s in love with his daughter and ‘ing new in delineation but it -does. Remember
thte For Line” A Big Billi: bas a big ballad beat and a strong
April,’’: “They Can't.
his wife and there will be. few. have the virtue of being delivered | Take -That’ Away From Me” .and:
nova! approach to give if some spinning play.
spinners who'll ¢éare.
with ‘a ‘siricerity in arrangement “Lonesome Road” serve as a ‘solid
+.
*
*
Joe Dowell. (Smash): “LITTLE ‘and: vocal: Jane -Morgan. gives ai : showcase,
(Sure-Firet} groups straightforward. account of ‘some | Living: ‘Strings: “Carnival” (RCA .
BO PEEP”
N
{T
KING
COLE
“cee
wepeeeneeveeee
FAKE
A
FOOL'S ;
ADV 1c
E
some
nursery rhymes in. a wild top Shubert Alley efforts: with the).Camden).
With the Bob. Merrill
(Capitol) ..
ene
oees ao eeeee «Make It Last

_ | attempt. to ‘rock up Mother. Goose: help. of =Frank . Hunter's’ orch:|tuner firmly established -on Broadbut. it’ doesn't. work. “WOODEN There’s no. musical adventure to way, the Living: Strings’ ‘lush ine.
| HEART” (Gladys*: has some nice be found here in the arrangements. _strumental. workover. will fare well
tustes and it should roll easily into-the top spinning brackets.
lilting lines but not enough: to pull. or .the singing. but the jocks will ‘in the lowprice package field: The
“Mahe ft Last® (Comet*: rolls with a happy beat that the: rockfind it easy to-program.
it: through.
| interpretations are tasty and: color-:
tng crowd will go for.
Chuck: Jackson (Ateo): “BABY I} George Sheating Quisitet:, ‘Mood ! ful--and such: numbers as’“‘Theme .
m
*
+
(Fee | Latino” (Capitol. George Shearing | From’
Carnival;” .- “Mira” -.-and
WANT TO MARRY. YOU"
Béet) is the familiar wedding of a ‘is. English’ by birth, American ‘by “Beautiful Candy” are strong spinHANK BALLARD & THE MIDNICHTERS
es
Gros.. ”
rocking: ballad ‘beat and.a strained. citizenship afd Latin by inclina-|ning materials,
THE SW ITCH. A-ROO- vocal attack that most teeners find. tion. -He’s already displayed: his a |
(Ring) 2. ek ee
ee ce eee eee ee
. The Float.
to their liking so. it'll probably get. ‘tino feel with ‘three fine. LP’s,
‘some play. “NEVER. LET ME. GO”, tin Affair.’’: “Latin, Lace” and “Taj
Hawk Ballard & The Midnightetrs® “The Switch- A-Row" i Ha-Lo?)
1 ¢Liont).-is- just a-fair -ballad but tin’ Escapade,’ and. he goes a: step|:
will probably start another dance vogue with the téerners because
ot vs persuasive beat and it can’t help ‘but go over big on the turn- */ its .big-voiced. vocalizing gives it further with this packaging of the‘
chile beat. He's: augmented his:!
tuhles and the eoinbores “The Float" (Loist) has something to -} some. importance.
quintet with percussion and flute |SAMMY. ‘GARDNER'S ©“MOUND
do with @ rocking astronaut but it’s doubtful if it will get off. the’
‘Ray Barreto” Orch (Riverside):
‘CITY 6:
me
“4 values to.make the. tempo., ‘more
ground.
{‘JAZZ PACHANGA”
(Jazz. Stan- exciting. . There .are some “songs | ‘Tiger’s --Den, St; ‘Louts:
*
ak
*
\dard*+) is a mixtuge of the Palla- like “Blue Moon,” “You And The |. A. top attraction -in the ‘Midwest,
THE TOKENS ......... WHEN 1GO TO SLEEP AT NIGHT dium: and Birdland and itll go Night. And’ The Music” and.‘The. this’ young. Dixieland: aggregation |
over in. some juke area ‘especially
Night Is. Young And: You're So under the.able leadership ‘of ‘clari- -__
(RCA -Vietory 2.2...
.
Dry Your Eyes
because. of: Eddie (Lockjaw) Davis’ Beautiful”: to: bring.friends. of old “netist -vocalist“. Sammy.
Gardner
“BLUE PA‘featured.. saxing.
The Tokens’ “Wher [ Go Fo Sleep At Night” (Gretat) has:
should... command °‘attention ‘from.
new area, |

Nat

guvng

King Cole’s

and

“Yehke

blues ‘eel with

A

Fnol'’s

a beat

Advice"

(Sweco?)

that fits right into

blends a

current

teen

te

a:

_: SmallComboReview

es into this
the popular roc King ferm and a group spirit that assures it a spinCHANGA”: (Jazz. Standard) fea-|tunThe
Guitars: ‘Unlimited -Plus i rt major jazz. spots in: the. nation. ‘.
{tures some vocal shouts that give’ “Crazy Rhythm”. (RCA Victor). This, Band underwent a revamping ee
ning takeover in areas that the teens control. “Dry, Your Eyes”
(Bright Tunest¥ aill whet some appetites in the rocking field: | the. tequilla terpers something ex- fits. perfectly. into. RCA’ Wictor's | some. months .ago:and now drives--|eifing to listen to. -.:
becanse tt does hare a brisk vocal graup sound.
“Stereo Action” series. ‘The fiye|t hrough.:a favorite-packed.‘ reper=.hs

., The Murals. (Climax): “SEE. YOU: guitars.and seven percussions are -toire - like: Sherman marching to...
‘IN ‘SEPTEMBER’ | (Jack. Gold*) presented with the.mobile ‘audio: the’ sea.
.
has. a bright ‘instrumental quality. effect that gives space to. rhythm.
‘Sparked - by :‘Gardner's clarinet‘ .
but ‘it needs a-lyric to the obvious- It's an: audio. buff's --delight... ‘and the-hot sizzling-cornet of Don
ly. school-aged angle, :“AMBUSH”.
“Hugo & Luigi With Their ‘Chil- ‘Gumpert, the band. arrangements
Tommy Sands’? “Love In A Goldfish Bowi” ( Famous*? is a pep-(Gretat) unleashes. some. interest- dren’s Chorus:. “Summer Camp “are. sometimes: subtle, often unusPY Jilter that’s wsed as the tftle song jor the upcoming Paramount ing: instrumental sounds that many Songs”, (RCA. Victor’... This sing- vial and: always exciting to hear,.
piv delivered with a pro sarvry. that gives it a breakthrough. ‘pojocks -will find to. be: ‘stimulating ‘along for kiddies should mop up. | -; The -band.is probably: at. its best
tential. “I Love My Baby” (Sherman-DeVYorzont)- is okay: fare
, ‘Spinning .fodder.
It’s:timed right for seasonal sales|.on’ the. traditional. evergreens like
giren some spinning chances by a slick vocalizing. |
‘}and
presented:- in a froticsome “Dixieland One Step.”” “Sensation
cd
€
€
oe ASCAP, ofBMI,
mood that the youngsters can.take “Rag.” “Fidgety- “Feet,” -ete:, ‘but Hugo
& Luigi steer. their ‘chil-. they also:.take of on some. offbeat:
1
to.
HUGO MONFENEGRO ORCH.....THE YOUNG SAVAGES |.Dos
-dren’s .chorus “through
a “happy (for Dixie crews) items like “Whif-.
(Time) .
bie ee eeeceeeteeee Majorea fTrish Chirper’sU 5:“Tour round -of such singable items .as fenpoof
Song," .and “Artificial.
Hugo Montenegro's * ‘The Young Savages” (Empress) is a pic:
“This Old Man.” “I've Been Work- Flowers.” - ‘Gardner
;
Glasgow,- June 13.
does vocat
tithe tune with erciting instrumental flashes ta build it into payoff . Bridie Gallagher,
Irish singer ing On The Railroad,” “She'll Be ‘strictly :‘in. the. barroom tradition;
¥

&

*

TOMMY SANDS...........LOVEINA GOLDFISH BOWL.
(Capitol)
..T Love My Baby:

proportions. “Majorca” (Admont>
will please many progranuners.

has

a

neat

Latino flair that . recently in vaude. at the Metropole. ‘Comin’. Round The Mountain” and. -ineluding. . tunes. like : “Floating
_| Theatre .here, is to: make a concert the like... .° Down the’ Old Green. River,” “Ace.
’ Oscar . Peterson. “Trio: ‘aA. Jaz in the Hole” and “When: the: War
tour of the U.S. and Canada this
fall’ with: her .own show, Trek. is. ‘Portrait of Frank. Sinatra” (Verve. Breaks Out’ in Mexico. Fm: Gonna
*FOR THE LAST TIME” (Cedar- ; NIE’ S WEDDING ™ (Shalimart) due to end. Nov. 10° at- Carnegie This is’ a’ pretentious idea. that. Os-. Head for. Montreal.”. .°
wood': delivers the kind of sad jshould ring up a -good jukebox Hall, N.Y.
car Peterson’s' sharp piano work: ballad message that the country &!eount because ..of its high-flying - Tt wilt be. the: grish -warbler’s manages to. balance, The tunes are; Gardner and the: -boys also clown
: around : a@ ‘lat, ‘imparting a’ more
western field thrives on and op |3S
:
|or less festive feeling.: to: their
fifth visit. to the US
} mostly .Sihatra nitery’ “routine i
svoinetimes rubs off on the pop
——

field

‘HUNGRY

FOR

iCedarwoodt) sets-up a c&w
with a bouncy quality that

work equally
pop areas.

' The
“WHAT

well

Charmaines§
KIND

OF

(Gee):
LOVE”. Johnny Green Combo(Sheldont}|

mood ;
iswings the Israeli folk song “Hava
could; Nagila” with a rocking beat that’s
in alfalfa andj_/
pegged for a coinbox pull. “LONESOME ROAD” (Sheldoni) ‘should

(Fraternity): ;¢rowd up the jukebox play because |

GIRL”

(B. F -{of

the ot interpretation that the
contbo gives to this standard.i
.
Keely Smith (Dot): “
KEEP
‘COMING
BACK
FOR . MORE”!
(Kahl+) is in the straight |ballad:
groove with an intelligent |lyric

performance. Rest. ‘of the band

~_Longplay
.
Shorts

is

|f{: comprised .of Joe Sabatino, banjo;
; ) Norman

Menne, trombone;

Ralph|.

Pellegrino, ‘drums; and, a’ pianist
—
‘with an authentic. feeling for:ki .
* Bob. Dorties. .
;
_ Bob =

“MGM Records: has.set seven Verve packages’ for Junie as ‘part’ of.al
Kenton's ‘Band Camp.
“Lucky Seven” campaign. Three separate sets by Ella Fitzgerald, : “Get [*
Dallas, June’. 13. .
‘Happy,”: “Ella Sings Cole Porter” and “Ella Sings More: Cole Porter, 7. Stan Kenton will set-up’ National
highlight. the release...
‘Capitol :Records’ Andy Wiswell looking. for Band .Camp on the: campus. . of |
material for thrush Genie. Pace . . .. Jackie Gleason will present his Southern ‘Methodist U. July’ 2305
YOU GOTTA DO” (Dorsey Bros.*)
musical theme of.the pic: “Gigot” at a cocktailery in Paris today (Wed.) through 29, enabling embryo. musiis a bouncy litem tha
will find approach anda vocal appreciation
|.. . Caedmon launched its new LP; “Greek Tragedy,” at.a shipboard cians in the area to learn from one...
fans among the teeners who go for that the jocks. ‘will find to their cocktail party aboard. the’ Queen Frederica: ‘Yast. week.-.:. Nina Simone. of the: ‘masters of the trade.
...
°:
@ vigorous vocal group styling.
‘programming liking. “LITTLE} Colpix disker, will appear in Columbia Pictures” “The: Notorious Land-] . The North. ‘Texas State College.
Jimmie
Rodgers
{Rouletie): LOVER BOY” (Enterprise*? turns lady” .°.:. Theodore Bikel, Elektra folksinger,. elected: to. the: Board of Lab Band: will be. the..demonstra- ©
“JOHN BROWN’S BABY” (Kahit) “Down
By .The Riverside” into Governors of the. Academy of Television Acts: 8. Sciences. and to ‘the tion. band.. in’ this ‘first’ projeet of | ©
Mtskind. in this. part of
ofthe country.
gives “Johua Brown's Body” another. “Down By The. Movie House”. and eounclk. Actors ‘Equity. *

Wood*: puts the rocking beat and
a teen-peyzed angle to good .use
and the kids are sure to help build
its sales and spinning values. “ALL

.
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ST FUND

‘tpInksGoldman Band, Joe Hunter,
t
e
r
s
EMI
ASK
SFO
R
“a BETTERJOBDEALi.T.Texas Tyler;Phyllis Diller to Verve
nnn

"Anahieim. Cal, June’ 13. oo

Capito) Records went on a pactHing spree last Week lining up tep
‘artists in three different field. of
“music Contracts were signed with
the Goldman Band, Ivory Joe Nun-

Mex
1 DiskerySettles
‘Nelson RiddleCancels |
British Concert Dates.ter
“Row.Over Spanka Tunes -of ‘Musicians: ‘looks virtually’. wrapAtlantic . City, June 13.
” Reclection. of. Herman Kenin as
prexy:- “of: ‘the. American. Feder ation

At. ‘a“time: when’ most -ballroom
operators -_have drawn. the: ‘blinds
“anid employiment, of live musicians
to.dish. up dansapation: is at an all- |
time low ebb: in ‘the'U.S., Walt Dis-|

i “Mexico. City, June

. Morrow”
Musi
-mey, has’ earmar rked $300,000. ‘for| $1
.000: legal
~ hiring, footers over. current four- Fo 000 eee SA

13:

{ped up : ‘as ‘T200- delegates: to. the—_—_—
|
°

we

London, June

13

tor: Nelson
Britain to
write.the score for.‘‘Lolita.” have
heen’ cancelled.
Riddle. now
at.
-work ‘in’ a quiet country cottage.
‘called : off the: engagements set up
by the Vic Lewis org: after talks’

Tos alleged:Ah: more Hotel saw-na signs of opposi-.” month ‘season to ‘provide a-beat for. authorized waxing of Paul Anka’: ‘tion’ from’ ‘any quarter. While net
““Disneyland—a live’. beat, that ‘is. compositions: in: ‘Spanish. ‘Than {the. ‘colorful figure of his -predeamicable’ settlement ‘the Mexican: cessor... James ‘C.. Petrillo, Kenin.

and T. Texas Tyler.

The

“Concert dates: fixed
hasa withdrawn.
a: : AFM. converition “here at the-Tray oeRiddle,
-currently
in
Yrs

Goldman

—

Band. which

cele-

brates its 50th anni this month is
now conducted by Richsid Fianko
Goldman. The band was feunded
by his father Edwin Franko Guld-

man in 1911. Cap’s exec artists &

repertoire producer is scheduling
recording
sessions
begintung
in
Avgust.
Says Lewis: ‘!Riddle has. deftice: From.now on it.will.ask. per: couple ef years and even ‘won back!
Ivory
Joe
Hunter,
who
has
‘ Tission- ‘to-wax Anka’s Works and|AFM jurisdiction. at the major film, Jinitely ‘agreed to tour here later: disclicked for Atlantie aud MGM,
in the year as-was our original plan,
j. submit Spanish lyrics. for approval: ‘studios. .in «Hollywood... from the, iit would -be too much. rush. to re- will make his Cap bow later this
;
month. The sides were r¢6Ecoded
". any. ‘amusement form ‘other ‘than: a ‘ This: ruliiig not only applies {oj tIVal Musicians. ‘Guild of America. ‘hearse. an orchestra now
and it recently in NY. by Manny Ke lem.
In his ‘address to. the member-.
Discos Mexicanos. but to all other|.
“ tv. network,
wouldn't be fair. to either Riddle:
‘According. “to Tommiy - “Walker. firms interested in Morrow Music's ship; ‘Kenin. called for a sharp; ‘or the film if his mind was taken |; Hunter is currently negotiating for
‘a European tour.
* who books the talent into the. park; | Spanka- catalog... This .wil] “Aiba |step-up .jn political activity . on ‘the:+ Off ihtescope at, this stage.”
{ The T. Texas Tyler pact marks
the $300,000. budget was okayed by on: ‘duplication: of: Spanish transla- |national scene-to guarantee union-.
lions of. ditties: ‘emanating. fron) : -ists* Tights. ‘He said. it was. the only}.
jthe return of the country & westDisney for June. 1-Oct..1,.and conern singer to the disk ficld after
/. “sequently this season. ‘much greater|.abroad. In the -past, there were ®Way, ‘that .the trade . union moveWith.

the ‘start of: a.. Hawaiian:

-eombo. last’ weekend at ‘the -park:
‘total <of -71°. musicians. are -working
‘there. While’ the park.makes no
cclaims,: itis, probably. now regular-'
+ Ty--employing more: tooters than

use

‘diskery, headed by Rogerio. Azeat- |has welded. the: union ‘into a -coraga .has: agreed to cease ‘its ‘prac: (hesive organization over the past. with the. film’s producers,.

Is made of. tooters -for night-. sometinies aS many as: ‘Six.or seven :‘ment
} different. lyrics

could

Jar Disneyland. street-parading and poser.
park-concertizing :band .ded, -inci-|
‘dentally, by Walker's. father): “there.
is. now: nightly aboard: the riverboat.

Licherson Plans
‘Major Stepup Of

:correct- ‘such. legisla- ,

for an iniported ‘tion,’ as ‘the.: Taft-Hartley and: Lea:

:. - time. dancing. than: ever’. before:
‘ditty, with mani: of ‘these ‘far aficid. ? Aets,: ‘in Congress...
In- addition to the 20-man: regu- from: the:‘original, Context of: com: |
| The AFM's. ‘political
-

Gendarme Get
G:

a “genuine” ’ Dixieland combo- of:!
five ‘plus ‘chirp: Led -by. Harvey
Brooks, Jong .known «as. one‘of :the.
-.. Jeading local: ‘Negro purveyors of |
* real drop-beat,: crew ‘has:the: vene
-able Johnny St..Cyr on banjo. The |
72-year-old - St: <Cyr; -as.-all” Dixie |:

Top Bilin

arm

has!

been tabbed TEMPO. (Task for Em-j
: ployment” of: Musicians ‘Protective
Organization) and it will: fight: (15
for. the. total elimination--of the
‘cabaret tax, ‘which .was~ reduced |.

igabe 20°% tO: 10%

last. year;

12)].

a five-year layoff. He hus been

de-

j voting fulltime to relimouw wok
during that period. Ken Nylson,
exec artists & repertoue producer
will handle

Tyler's

recordings

first sessions will he set

Has

up wien

Nelson returms from his curicet
’Nashville sessions and Tatler Com
his swing through ‘Oregon resial

ColSingles Biz

meetings.

2
ifor -iner ‘eased’ appropriations to the.
: 2 4 cultural- exchange
program;
and
Verve: Phyllis Diller
Although
Goddard
Lieberson
7 3 the '‘outlawing ‘of foreign. ‘taped _Columbia Records prexy, claims
Comedienne
Phyllis Diiler
las
;musi¢ on television ‘shows.
:
top. sales slotting in the industry. ibeen added to the Verse roster,

_ NewportnmJuly

-Kenin:: said that. “History has. he’s not too happy about its singles ,Her first LP is “Phyllis: Diller
taught: us that the flood of canned :: sales: pictures.
Therefore, _ he’s i Laughs ” She begins a week's sland

buffs is Well ‘aware; started in. New|

. Orleans even. before Louis..Arm‘strong. Mater Playing: With: Sateh- |.
.mo),
-

‘music: Was ‘not, and could not be.: planning .a. revitalization

of -the at Angelo’s in Omaha Fiday

16),

ihalted. or -even
slowed ‘by the! ‘singles department which. wil] put
* Boston. June 13. ‘(Music. Performance) : Trust Find. ‘Col open to new talent, new ideas
There. also* is. -10-pidee: “Eliott '|
United Artists: ‘Joyer B. Davis
“History
has.
also
taught-us.
that -the-, and ‘new master purchases.
There’ 1”be. ‘more ‘gendarmes in:
: (Bill and °“Lloyd: Bros. orch, which
Joyce B. Davis, nidwest: vitery
‘rank. and’ file musicians: of .this’ ‘Lieberson,. who took: over con“has been: a. summer fixture. since || New port’ this July. 4:‘week- end than’
‘Singer in the gospel idiom
has
:
generation
—
and
”
especially
.
those
Disneyland: ‘opened.:' and. whieh | have.‘ever been seen in ‘the August:. -who produce recordings—are sub- ...trol: of pop artists & repertoire. been
inked
bv
United
Aitists
eyeral months ago fram Frank ;i Records to a term pact Shed bow
:. largely helped build’present’ boom. burg at one time before. Some 325:'
‘stantially Jess. .than- enthusiastic .-DeVol ‘who was returned to must= |
on the label with a single release
in -AFMusicians’ employment. there. stalwarts of. law and: order wil’ be-i
“about the. Trust Fund: ee
‘eal: direction and recording, . SEVS late this month.
The- Elliotts” long have tootled: in| ‘ready to: bust’ lp :any. riot. before;
w= 5 eo
8
”
lit gets started. Poor policing. Was+. He. “said. the ‘struggle’ against:he's been acting as an “irpitamt” yn:
film studio bands. ~
~
3

Arvon ‘Dale’. is: show. ensconced, (blamed. for last. year's debacle, of icanned music is: “still a basic fight’ the -pop singles

setup.“I

worried -.

‘which
it: will: ‘be: al

‘Balto Agency Countersues
| Mahalia Jackson for 866
| In Row Over 236: Payoff

shall not- for one moment be -about. what the company’s
MINE ,
abandoned: : but changing :.develop-.; to. ‘be. “Hike five. Years from
w.’
: Bidemen; “‘there’s
‘another’ “seven. | different ‘setup. ‘entirely, ‘this year.
ments* and. the: lessons of. history
:.:,/man. combo: bilied. “Space -Men,’”” ! according: to: Sid Bernstein: -and j‘call -for. new, ‘ imaginative - solu * he says, “and. therefore ‘T'vé got
fo.
be
.on..a
constant.
lookout!
to
a Spanish-Mexican: combo; Dapper. John. Drew, producers of “Music. at
tions.” . Kenin. said he spoke for the:
*ins -Quarfet; ‘Golden Horseshoe Newport t-1961,”. this year's billing.. exec “board. in stating that ‘we! , develop: new: talent with Jonglast.ing
values,”.
-.
A Trio, Yachtsman Four; a three-galLast year’ s ‘title of “New port. Jazz. |siand ready to exchange -any. part;.
_ "gypsy trio, others...
Festival. ”-held by. George Wein,-is “of ‘Trust Fund payments far. a bet- “Lieberson ‘admits that many of
Baltimore, June 13
“the: current disclickers today won't.
_-. Kaeh combo is‘spotted nightly: in. cooled” this: year. The. jazz festival's: fer ‘deal for the working. musician.” ; bearound five years from now, buat: Countersuit claiming damages of
: different | area “of. park. - Music-for- ‘suit’ against: the ‘city. for. damages | A. guest: speaker today: (Tues::,-he does think. that: there are some ,$86 000 has been filed here in Su. dancing,.- according | to Walker, is caused’ by closing of the’ jazz bash:Rep. - Frank -Thompson-Jr.: : 'D., |like Brenda. Lee ‘(a Decca artist, . perior Court against Mahalia Jackcredited. with ‘the -turnstile tug after the battle. of the beer. ‘cans, -.N.J.) also suunded.a call.for more: i by the. way) who'll stay on. Lieber- ison
Ine.,
by Maryland
Shows
after. 5 -p.m. On. first. Jurie Saturday is still pending.
' Governmental outlays. for the per-" son’s: angle..in the all-out ‘pop ragency that bovked singer to apWein. Has: gone’ ‘over. to. Castie!iforming arts.. “We willingly spend . Singles push‘is that the new art-: pear here and in Philadelphia in
:(Continiied on. page 49)
“yan, outdoor class: concert. area: in njillions each
year. on
efense, .: ists have to. be exposed and sifted March and April of 1960 for total
Ipswich, ‘Mass., .which, he. hopes. tof ientine” seseareh -‘ahd space ex. ; out: so that they can be carried; of $5,000.
{develop into a ‘big jazz center.
'ploration’ Why: can’t .we: set aside: ‘through for the: long. pull. “Some. Singer had sued onganiation
Bernstein... and’ Drew-reported: relatively few dollars to help stim-. _of the current rock.‘n’ rollers aave last October for $2.500 she +zid
| they: were. “invited” ‘to stage. the ‘ulate our orchestras, ballet troupes. a sense ‘of. career." he Says. “and - was due her for concent: at the
Newport. ‘Jayout,. ‘whith. .will. run.i ‘our. ‘theatres and. opera
houses."
Lyric here
Maryland: Shows de“we're looking for that. type”
{from June 30 ‘to: July 3, ‘and will}. - George. Meany,. AFL-CIO. prexy,~ For. the singles. push, Lieberson ‘nied obligation and in Jatest suit,
combine. such..stars. Bob. Hope and1,
Miss Jacksen oars teem
is also: skedded to address. the con- has set Dave Kapralik as a&r co- “Gaims
‘Judy Garland, ‘in afternoon shows,
damages because of alleved per‘Chicago,’ June 132 - wit jazz names; Louis Ariistrong..! j vention which will likely. extend ‘ordinator -who'll do most of the
in Philadelplia = Pare
“through Thursday. . Elections
for “screening of the: new artists and | formance
. Mercury; ‘Te-grouping after. sev- Count Basie, .Gerry Mulligan, and”
formance,
suit maintains. was + ipnew officers. will ‘be held tomorr ow. new material and then take them|
eral : recent °indie-oriented ‘moyes,. possibly. Ballet. Russe.
iW ed.
on to -Col’s a&r producers. In this-‘posed to be private but wae really
‘has.formed a creative. service ‘divi-. . Mayor James. L. Maher, was tm- |
{new setup indie producing firms; Widely advertised and adspision
fl with masterg and. artists to’ peddle | was awer than tua shous bo sked
‘sion: with. Merle’.‘Schirado; former mediately mitted: with a 10G check —
‘te pay for ‘the’ cost. of cops, :-BernWill find that Col’s doors are open ,by firm.
- Merchandising... “director,
dts! stein said. ‘The ¢ity will) bring in
‘wider than ever before.
Agency,
through
Charles
M,
helm.. New.’ division incorpotates| cops from: communities. all ayound |
Coben, local counsel, claims $6,500
all, functions. ‘servicing ‘the sales| to augment its awn’ force, “about:
ifor funds it expended for advertise
department, ‘including--merchan-|.250 men.” -In ‘addition, the. ‘pro- 4 Debbie Ishion, : Columbia‘: Rec- :
lang
rentals,
stavehands.
usdiais,
-dising, “public relations,: ‘advertis-. ducers «will ‘bring up: ‘ftom | New. :ords veepee of ‘creative Serv:ces,
“and other help fos the Philade lphia pofgrmance,
Another caoiunt
ing and art- work. Working..with |York about, 75 ‘offduty. cops. .and “has reshaped the ‘label's. informa.
: Sehirado in: the -new division‘ are | special Pinkertons’ for the. big total’ tion services” départment.:
in Dill asks $4.500 to cover enpert- —
‘Jack |.
Millie Stergis as. cofisumer’ ‘adver- of 325 gendarmes.. - ~’
ed piofits from Philadelpnia «n“Frizzelle has ‘been. appointed inan- |.
. Greensboro, N. C, June 13
tising .manager,. “Steve: Schickel as} - Stringent. measures, will be taken: ager and Bob Coréoran: has: heen!
A’ third
count
«ccks
‘A young rock‘nroll: sinver who pagement.
. director ‘of: publicity ‘and trade ad-! against a. repetifion: of: Jast your's: named. manager of: pop ‘and trade’
‘Has: sold several million recard $75.000 damages hascd on alleged
“Vertising, ‘and | a yet to. -be named |bustaut, Bernstein. ‘said, “First of. intormation,
Billy “James -has Was arrested here Jast week. and monetary loss, Joss of financial stajal;* he declared, “there: wWill-be:no..- joined. the department. as” ‘copy-. ‘charged with possession of mari- ctus. eredit rating and standing.
_.art director. i
Plaintiff also resorted fo celeom
_. ‘Formation. of.‘the.Tew division drinking ‘in the "streets, no ‘booths: “writer,
-juana, Willie..Edward
John
23.
used ride of court fo require that
_ ‘readjusts . Mercury’ s. top: ‘level Closer °Ahan five blocks to the- con- rile
. Frizvelles- who's - been *“with the. popularly known. as Little Willie singer pay $750 estimated as cust
“sales and ‘promotion: activities fol- |: ; .- (Continued: ‘on page. 47)"
John,
was
picked
up
et
a.
hated
department since 1959. will be reel
ee ee
eee
to bring
out-of-state
> fnessed
lowing -‘their recent: creation of.:a'|
_.. sponsible ‘for publicizing the gen- Officers from the. Greeasboro «Ie here end to pay for possth.eapSpecial .products |‘division to :-han-leral activities of. the company as ‘squad and federal narcaties agents peal,
.dle the same’ functions for ‘their’
well,as all: Columbia Masterworks made the arrest They said they
hee
ai ker.
‘subsidiary Jabel, .Smash, ‘and. ‘for.
found
30
grains
of
marijuana
ana
-and Epic classicals..: ‘Coreoren will
other independent: labels | which|:
handle. all Col and. Epic pop art-: matchbox hidden in a closet in the
Decca Pushes New Phonos
--:.Mereury. has” acquired’ for distri- |
‘ists and records in’ consumer and: singer's room. ©
‘bution:. ‘Charles: Fach. is °‘heading
|: “Arnold. Shaw has: ‘been re--pacted trade -press,
Bunding
Deeea’s
rele ay che
John had come to Greer shero
Corcoran came to
up
the
special
-products.
unit,
and/
as:
general
‘professional
.manager
equipment
market,
the
d.kery
Jast
weekend
for
#
singing
engace
Col last year after a hitch with
:-. Barney-Fields. .took. over’ “Fach’s |of.-E.-B. Marks:
Music Corp |and Music .Corp.. of America.” ° James. ‘ment at a local night club In 3955
launched seven new
phonoegs «ph
models
last
week.
adding
to five
joined.
‘Hl
Shaw
.
-Jobn
made
‘a
recording
of
subsidiaries
its:
will: be. responsible for the: prepa- former, job ‘as national ‘promotion;1 all
last) Januery.
‘Marks in 1955 ° ‘after .stints: with tation of all copy ‘for Col. and Epic Around the. World” which sold. models introduced
‘manager: for Mercury. :
Lou‘Lesy
and
Svdneys
N.
Goldberg.
Deces’s
~ p.
Range
&
Hill
more
than
1,000.000
records
In
Mer-|
t,
‘realignmen
news: and. feature. releases.
He
. In: ‘another=
‘cury - announced - “the appsintment,] © In addition to his-musi¢ publish-. ‘ previduély: headed: his: own .“Pr.
1956- his recording of “Fever” sald over sales. Jed a groupof hameoffice.
sales
execs
in
meetings
‘more
than
2
million.
His
jast
iv
“Of Mike Kerr-as: administrative
: Shaw has: ‘authored. AIrm.
activiti
ss
;
hit was “Talk to Me” in 1958 He across the country with branch
_ Sales manager.: He had. previously. “Belafonte-—An Unauthorized | Bio- ~
porsonnel on plang to merchandise
- recorded for King Records. |
a ‘handled radio. and .television rela- gtaphy;,” “The: Money Song.” “The:.
:tions. In. -His new. spot, Kerr will!.Lingo of Tin..Pan Alley’ pnd nue ~ Andy. Willtae: 4s: set.“for: Dallas:
John is in. the county jail where the sew miachines.
Deeca’s phone division is headed
the
‘Memorial
Theatre:
‘in
a
one-nighter
he
is
under
$10,000
bond.
No
date
.
on
articles
| merous. midgazineassist sales {manager ‘Kenneth
by Michael Ross.
yon July 24.
ifor ‘bis. hearing has been set.
i music biz scene.
mh
_ playing. “society ‘music, * with: seven: the - beer . _cans,. “and”

okMercaryRealigus Staff
~ With Creative Service.

DivisionUnder Schirado

DebbieIshlonRevamps |

‘Col’s Press Department!-

‘NabLittleWillieJohn

On Marijuana Charge

‘REPACTARNOLD SHAW
“AS E.B:MARKS EXEC:
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VARIETY s

(Tune Index ofPerformance & Sales)
This. weekly tabulation ts hased on a statistically balanced ratio. of disk. sales, nationally, |as re ported by keyoutlets in majorelites,andinuste
programming by the major independent radio stations.
t

This

This

Last

No. Wks.

Wk.

Wk.

On Chart?

1

2

8

TITLE, ARTIST

- LABEL

TRAVELIN' MAN
Rickie Nelson

..

eeovnnsve

MOODY RIVER
Pat Boone aoe seoneeese

Orbison

Ce

re

Clark

Pare a

a

33.. 4. ITKERPS RAINING.

eovveoe

"87

. Monument |
ee

oe

Vee

Faron Young .....+...++- Capitol

STAND BY. ME
Ben E. King....... veccee «ee
QUARTER

.

Jackson. .

oven

v-

86

Legrande

|

#8

|

Tony. ‘Orlando «.

ABC Par

34 10

oe

15

55

16

LITTLE EGYPT
Coasters .....0.% sees eoosese
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_Wednentas, TouteM4, 1961.

MUSIC

Nd News Ki

cksOf Summer Ja
z

The. death: of Joo E. “Howard: a. couple’ ‘of.weeks’. ago. ‘once. sain
. ” focused. attention’ on the authorship. of: “J: Wonder: ‘Who's Kissing Her* STAN. ‘KENTON. “ORCH: 423) ..

=" Naw.”. Most: of the. obits credited. ‘Howard with having Written. the tune: Music: Circus, ‘Lambertville, N.J.

“when in actuality the. ‘melody: -was ‘written: by Harold. Orlob in“1909, ”The. star of. :the new, 23-piece |.
Stan: ‘Kenton ‘band fs the lanky, dy- |
". ‘when. he ‘was 23- years old and: working

Season WithSwinging N.
Y. Bash
+

for Howard: Tho Orlob-author-. -namic’ leader--himself. Pushing. 50.1:

The 1961 summer Mor fe-fisal
season Was kiched of auspyaicasly
al NY.'s Madison Square G.woden
with a two-day bash
89
spon.

“ghip was. known in the trade and Orlob ‘was satisfied with this measure- and celebrating his. 20th year as a |. British Disk Best Sellers:
“>: of recognition: and ‘néver claimed any royalties, “"When 20th-Fox. ré-,:leader, Kenton has. what. may bet.
London, June 13.
“"Jeased. “I Wonder Who's Kissing Her’ Now," ‘purported ta “be.-a’ ‘biopic his. mest. exciting: unit. — and. his: Surrender eee
ees Pi esley
of: Howard, in 1947, Orlob brought: suit in: NY. State. Supreme °‘Court: ‘touch is-everyw here. ~
: pike)
sh
to. have: himself: declared. the. sole’ composer’ of ‘the ‘melody. He aiid
{
-hot gue: for damages.
i,
-Orlob,. who is now. 95; lives in NY. “and. is‘stilt:‘active’ in‘mule. ‘He ‘paid

.

Ramaway

a

(London) |

imaginative. bighly, siginl, wo

a2

Take an all-Orlob’ concert ‘to be. held :in: September. dn his native: ‘the:

Salt. Lake City:.Besides

piano playing tmpressive solos | You’

Who's Kissing Her-Now:*. Orlob.. and backing ‘his instrumentalists.

I-Wonder

-batrictle. umber: called. Lets. Pull Together.’”

:

oe,

|pen In almost-30° years ‘as. an ar-|.

ranger. Kenton has learned the ef-|

But 1.-DoOn

me Rebound

the, largest]

“

oS

7 pianist Peter Nero, RCA. Victor ‘opened ‘up

William

and

prez

of

tie

from George T. Simon and Thomas

.....Cramer

?: Martin Jr., generally avoided the

ar-oulers for the more commer=j cial sort of jazz representation

Have Drink on Me Donegan

| stages in the center of the Garden

Working

-....... Sedaka

.fand an

.

"|. Featured for: the: first time 1s an

for 2a. ‘special performance. for the’ press: dealers, distributors and ‘disk |‘trumpet.

produced by

Fritzinger,

|News Welfare Assn., with an assist

:
unusual instrument called’ the mel- |
N.Y.’ tg Lmeliters and|!ophonium: la.cross between the].

“In ‘a special promotional’ ‘push.‘for’ its artista,

The peg again was “Jazz for the

masses” and the show

Lab "Vegna and. har been,paving anal JUKEBO
X
PARLAYS PIX & MUSIC

original Leadbelly -matertial- should: be :altered for. the ‘pop. market:because the “Take. A Whitt On Me’ "Phrase Telated’ to“Happy: ‘dust,“ one-nighters since.»

NY,

layouts,

.
Marcels

‘Vittle Devil
(Rca)

put. it. into. the. groove ‘for. Mercury “this ‘week.: Donegan: felt’ that: years’ ago, broke in with, a stay: ‘at

Assn.

wy the

ance of 20,000 with 11x scaled at a

|

(Pye)

yelease.” Buddy: Thomas has. recorded it for the Todd. label and. Billy ‘since’ Kenton's ‘40-piece - Innova,
-Gramner for ‘Deces. There's: also a possibility ‘that Rusty’ Draper will: tions’ In’ Modern’-Music”. group 10),

Welfare

photo

| certs draw a near-capacity altend-

Henry

(Pye).

News

with

|$5 top.

Vee

(London)

the

News

padvance features, etc. the two can-

;

More Than I Can Say

by

Maly

_

Bassey

~

~ An old.‘Leadbelly ‘gong, Take 7 Whitt On. Me.” ts getting a pop’ fectiveness :of understatement. His
.
"ARCA
‘push. English ‘singer Lonnie. Donegan’ -got’.an okay from Folkways Pub-:
ean bring:tasty.cmoving pieces . Blue Moon.......
. Jications: hére to altér. the. lyric ‘and: title: to’ “Have: A “Drink Qn. Me™ sensitivity of the..Kenton ‘sound.
|.
(Pye) -

“and: recorded for: the Pye. Tabel. fn England: ‘It’s :a hot: seller there and:
“ now ‘Atlantic ‘Records ‘is planning to. givé.-the Donegan. slice 4 U.S. The. ‘current crew,

Shadows:

,

Never Know

(Columbia)

“has. written: such .songs .as “Mother's: Lullaby," “Children’s -Day" -and. And the band sounds at its best:
“*T Saw You ‘Smile.’ He's: ‘working with vet. lyricist Otto: Hatbach. on a’on “arrangements. from ‘Kenton’s }

sored

Hoavily | Promoted

..........Shannon

attention to leading. But | . Frightened City
“has been a. producer: of films and musical revues, and: is’ currently: ‘in hismore.
1961 edition, he Js back at |
(Columbia)

: Bat

47

with

two

amplification

revohing

system ‘that

jgot the sound around with oh a
few electronic mishaps, the shows

were neatly paced with enough
. musical kicks to keep‘ the crowd
happy.
Buddy Rich stirred up the mast
exclttement

minute

mellophone with .'a:

with

a

frantic

five-

display

at

drumbealing

London, June 13.
‘once again showed that he's one of
Jockeys. About 500: people attended. The Limeliters and: Nero began {Kenton
;'sound similar
to the French. horn:): . Interest. was shawn this week in the best in the biz. He worked woth
. has ‘& four-piece. section a: new
French ‘development—a
a quintet which gave interesting
their -official booking at the club.the following night: (Mon) with -head- 1 Jolced.. between.
the trumpet ‘and
juke that substitutes a soundfilm jazz treatments to “Surrey With
“Jiner: Mort Sahl. Label’s last big promotional ‘stunt was .for ‘its’ “La iv

‘trombone * sections. of ‘five horns for the disk.’ ‘Marketed as “Scopi- The Fringe on Top,” and “Vil Take
‘Dolce Vita” soundtrack: set last: month. Diskery then ‘took over.N. -Y.'’s
-each. The eerie. sound of the melloHenry Miller Theatre for a special midnight showing of. the italian’:phonium is ‘heard -at its: best. on ‘tone” by Cameca Co. of Paris, this Romance” among others.
super-juke- was demonstrated by ;
Also getling sucks response was
film for dealers, decjays,.ete: More. ‘than.800: people:attended.this: show-_.Kenton’s’.. own
arrangements: ‘of.

oo ing:

Mase

ee

:

(“April

Ie

Arthur .Cister,.

tbe. UK agents Publimer

‘in-Paris”

Soul”-and'on

‘London! ; the Duke

and. “Body and Ltd. Reaction to it was described
“Maria,” from “West as.
“encouraging” by Publimer.

Ellington

saitorially
Ellington’s

big band Sill
musically she p,
broke it up with

and
crew

altector of‘musie ‘for the US. ‘Ate 3
Force schools. tn
_ [Sout Story” .
tion
of
the
‘Designed primarily for clubs a godd = rewre
Spain, and a. composer in. ‘his.own fright,’ had “his ‘major musical w ork ; The’ soaring.trumpets |and shir‘and restaurants, Scopitone may. be ‘maestro's own work.
°
performed last week by: the Philharmonic Orchestra. under. the direc-.!
Jonah doe...
if trinnpetings,
tion of: Odon: Alonzo, : Entitled. ‘Madrid: Symphony,” :the. ‘work. is -de- ene ne present, Kenton wy te developed for exhibitions, instruc- :.
tion and advertising. It takes a George Shearing’s heavily accented
fined: by three’ themées—"La’ Gran Via.” . “La Plaza: Mayor”. and “‘Laand = Latin-American
Casa de Campo,”: .and” was’ ‘premiered dn connection with ‘Madrid'sHt isthefull-bodied, fiverplece that ‘maximum of 36 color 16m _ films, Afro-Cuban
sound.
-being.-produced by a mag- beat and Nina Simones sly azz
. _ annual: San. Isidro, festa.”
‘gives-the ‘band much of its spark. netic band: A cotitinuous running figures rounded out an overall
D rummer Jerry McKenzie’ swings projector with automatic rewind- pleasing jazz display. The thiceVernon’ ‘Duke's pallet: “Lady Blue,” ‘with. Ziat Jeanmatre in. the title a good rhythm section, which. inonly. the slightest wear|‘hour show was ably emveed by
part, went into rehearsal in ‘Paris:last week. The. lyrics for -the title cludes a full-time Latin Percussion- ‘ing-incurs
on the films—from ‘2'2 minutes to’ ' John Tillman, newseaster on ‘Fhe
_ song ‘were. written by Bernard Jimey.. Roland’ Petit,. who ‘commissioned: jist.
4
minctes
long-.and
throws them News’ tv station, WPIX,
fompany
to.
the.
US,
“Next:
winter
|
= the. ballet, intends to. bring. ‘his.
i Priday night’8 program previded
“Top soloists in: the. band include: : onto a'54cem. screen,
with: “Lady. ‘Blue’ featured.
another solidly swinging sessiet,
= {hoe a tenor saxman Sam Dona- {

Currently, ‘140 such Jukes are ;
“ranging from the modernism
of
jhue; a reedman with a ‘fantastic:
working in France where the Pubrange; baritone saxist: Marvin Hol{Cannonball Adderley’s combo to
limer agency is studying their ef-:
2 laday, with a big tone and.-modexn.
the traditional idiom of Louss Arm‘ideas; young trampeter:. Marvin: fect. ‘Twenty-five second commer- +‘Strong who brought the show to a
Cost,
; Stam, -‘another. talented’ modernist; cials are. also. being tried,
- Clase with a big showmanship hang.
alto: saxman: -Gabe Baltazar, who atPresent, is $6, 500.
“Working over numbers long as+odoubles .as-lead altoist and soloist;
iafed
with
him.
Satchmo
and
and arranger Gene Rolanid,. effec-|
jcombo were in ebullient ferm on
tive’ on the meHophonium.
“Goodwill Tours
‘tunes like “Basin Street,” “When
_Oleems. Lower,r PaysGreater: Longevity
The Saints Come Marching In’ and
, Kenton ‘calls this: his: “New. Era
| “Mack The Knife,” the fatter in a
{in Modern “American: Music” edi- |
; Continued from page 43
i
performanve
that was the made}
a tion—and the eontroversial ‘leader
lprankfurt, Iu
une.132. Hon, tobe ‘made: ja‘Austria.
‘imight just’ start a ‘new trend -back with this, and were often genuinely: for Bobby Darrin’s Gliek versien.
a “aq don’t: want to be’ the «-atar, 7 ‘He’s appeared in‘ a ‘series’ of {to the big bands with. the exciting. sorry to see the group go, wanting ; Rest af the bill was neath vanucd
'-.."']. Just want. to ‘stick .with’:the fea-- musicals .for. television, produced * group of musie makers... _ Butt. ‘|to keep them longer to preform in’ with cach turn neld to a tight

ie él‘Oceies’ReichShowBin

Bill
| RamacyClicking’Big.‘on’Disks: & TV, Prefer

the outlying areas. -but the pre-sj youtine jor an overall fast plasoff.
’ tured. roles,” isthe: attitude :of.a| by. Bibi. John’s: ‘talented: ‘director- { of the itinerary prevented a wider Juhan
‘Cannonball!
Adderley 8.
US: performer who's ‘clicking in.-producer™ -hysband Michael” Pfleaf
spread.
“ghar,.
with.
the
shows
‘being:
filmed
i five-man group hit with its funky,
: Just “about. every -entertainment:
‘As has recently heen suggested in hiad-diiwing instrumentals which,
‘field in West Germany, and break-. at. Bavaria ‘and. released ‘by. Stutt-.
the ¢ase. of the. Peace Corps, Byrd | although in a contemporary groce,
~ dng ‘alk: ‘the. traditions - along. ‘the ‘gart Television. to: the. German net- }—
Continued, Irom page as
| work.. With all: the pressure: of,"
also. felt. that the best way to set] represents a return. to basse rhyWay.
work,:
‘has’
‘for
the
first
time
signed
up a performance was for the USIS [thin fundamentals of Jazz
cert
area;
nobody
will
be
permitted
j
‘Thirty-year-old. Bin: ‘Ramsey -“of:
with a manager, Ruth: Killer... of *-without a ticket-or: a _ press pass. ito,work throush local groups. Often
Chis Connor registered with a
_ Cincinnati, who’s been:.in. the en-Munich..
a
when
“US, officials had been the |hip vocal display on a Nock off
-: “fertainment: field in. West Germany
- within: three. ‘blocks of the park sole organizers
of the affair, Byrd standards, Including
“Alone
‘beHe
now:
has:
‘more
than
200
West
‘is:
the
|
-- for’ the. last: four :years,
‘entrance: parking will be:“at least says he felt. a resentment. in the ‘gether’
“Spaong Can Hang
You
‘first. U:S. recorder.. in. Germany|: German. television: shows to. AIS «Five. blocks distant.”
audience
that.
was
never
present
.Up
The
Most"
and
“If
This
Isn't
er
edit,
and
continués
as
“gue
“st
star...
to. rate two records’ ‘simultaneous-.|
"among
others,
Maynard
Jy in. the ‘top. 10. of’ the German -on the: Caterina Valente shows and . ~ Although the jazz buffs. inay.pad 'when native -advice and -assistance ,love
Fergu-on's band alse scored stronuptplatter’ hit: list. Currently
he! on...the .Michael Pfleghar- produc~ on the beach. all night, there'll be had been called in.

“Wenport

Vy wilh ots sainping aclungemenia
no: “drinking allowed, and:the cops
‘Jn‘crest In Jaz
cores: first place with. this. Polydor j tions.
Fand the Jeaders psrotechuics on
“iJuminate’ and. patrol the
etching. of *“Pigalle,””.and his: other}- ;Ramsey -came to Gerniany orig. will’
Byrd says that ‘there was con- fumnpet and fonibene
will stretches.
Mes Con;
._Cow-. inally. ‘to serve. his: three \ears as
. Siderably more iterest in jazz than nor then came back to jet the
- Polydor. platter “Missouri
a ‘soldier. here,.. and subsequently... — _The problem of jazz.‘aficinados
~~ Boy” ‘fs. number six, -he
expected
to
find
and
iso
@VCrY
Maynard
band
fea
a
ugh
fees
who might not ‘be ahle to get in. ‘high quality of music sanship The:
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of course, on
the tap
big
Distributors”. in N.Y. .and Newark. iret cee. fo ransville Jeez Fes
esrt:"eeeded by- ‘Chain Gang sextet... lure
Benny’ Goodman.

each fourth

And
ae
‘seem witenter at ther ete

nume
2

pecially at the Fltott Bies’ stand,

‘Art. Johnson.-has succeeded | oreh’ just” signed. by. Associate di: Four Sunday afternoon jazz, CON: } with, first large:ap a ran " het Essertiaiiy, itis a shrewd slicwe
“Bil ‘Lasley ‘as. artists &. repertoire:: Booking Corp, will play Steet Pier ‘certs slotted by Musicarniyal Tent ‘since
playing th e Brussels omnae. manship mave by the park to shoe
chief. at- Addit: Recording
/. “Aman- :
iAtlantic’ City: ‘June 30:for a \ en |Theare are headed by Dukes of !since play is the first big-n up after-dark boyeftive Most of the
_ da. Thigpen. signed: with Joe Gla-;

‘Sonny “Stitt -at> Mardi’ Gras |. Dixieland July 23, Louis Armstrong |name to play Disneyland, Pea he Jatecomers are teenagers, and they

_ser's
«Associated
Kansas
City,
until ‘June
‘then:
27, Shearing
Dave Brubeck
/i, sxpected
to trailblaze
for for
others
;
‘The
Museum. Booking.
of Modern’Corp.:
Art 19
a. South
‘American:
tour.15,:
for.
the | tentatively
Aug. 6 and Aug.
George
Sept. Getting
reportedly
$20,000
six SUS
TO®M rides
from between
ene OrenYances
area aste thy
ans
. starts its summer jazz ‘concert sea- ’‘month of July...;. Di

son. June 22'with the Bud Freeman.

I:

.

currently .on South Diszy Gillespie, |

:

_

enitare:

aved.

repor

7

other. They alse contritate

or da eeeatiene ec * ports oak ily, from appearances

night-

te the food

(All Stars featuring Pee. Wee Rus- ;ending. with a-one-week stand: in|
Ph:
he
|day 10) Goodman, while avorking
|the park, taped a tv program he
Philadelphia.
British. West'.Indies starting July
Sammy ‘Kaye begins ‘ansell. .
eight--weeker at Las. Vegas’ Riviera 4°:
Wanderers Three skedded|. Pep’s roster features the Cannon-|alresdy has sold CBS. for Sept
June 21... . Sherree Scott, ‘Crosby jforPlayboy: Club, Miami. :
:ball Adderley Quintet; June 12-17; |26 airing, Westinghouse sponsor-

:UP Some goodwill with parents, fur

in ‘theiennessee,. “Migeourl, Tlinois .

‘grounds.

-- Records. thrush, ‘currently working: .

Latin maest. tonight

-the park Is rigidly peliced and no

+; Montgomery Bros.,June 19-24; Etta. ing. Later, on-his final gig he will alcohol ts sold ar peratted on ths

Cleveland.

and Ohio area .. . Bela Villanyi,.
;
Gypsy fiddler, begins his. ist year | Cedar Point. Park
oo iWwed)

COn¢essions’ grass In the Orange
;COUNtY area. Disnesland has built

LU:

orm

Jones, July 3-8...

First move for |cut two albums for Capitol.

:Peter De Angelis since exit{ng| - Aside. from large outlays. such |
Ballrooms. by and large, cete
‘ballroom’ Chancellor. Records. was to baton |as for Goodman, -it is estimated ‘tainly are passing, but Disneyland

jon,.O.°skedded-and

do the arrangements for
a new

|that: Disneyland

{s regularly

ex. joan prove

by gate

receipts

that.

1
aestro
al
{LeeCastle: with Tommy Dorsey |Norma Mendoza-Jimmy Wismer al-} pending. each week till Oct. 1 about }dancing isn’t: just as the venture
oe who: at: El Morocco ‘for. .17 years, |crew June :17, Tommy Dorsey out-: ‘bum . .. Dick. Lee at ‘the. Eire So- |$16,000 for-musictans and the sing- {!tself proved that amusement parke

: oes
~~ Jbegins:.a" summer ‘stand. at ‘Rose- |fit under’ Warren Covington July ‘cial Club, June 17...

.«"Jand. Danee. City June -27.:

Ma ynard Fer-|ers working with the orchs.

|22; Pee Wee Hunt June 24; Tex! |guson’s band will be given.an‘in-|

can be bonanzas,

One instantly’ noticeable aspect |!magination.

if operated

with

Gloria, Lynne, -Everset- “thrush, !:Beneke July 1; Larry Elgart Jul y| ‘person recording |‘at the Red Hill |of. all the dancing is that little is} For the lve-working|
music!
to. Baltimore's | Coliseum June 18:9; Les Elgart duly: 29; Les Brown |Inn when he comes, in, June 16;: for of the rock-roll variety. Only one -{t is the first turn. in the road he
F)
is set for- the Sa || Ang.aa oa
ihava,Connie
om ieaan’
Marterle Aug 26; |Roulette...
combo, at “Space Men. ry drip any thas found In some time

Johnny Restivo is ‘kicking off his. :
first 20th-Fox release. with. an: east-.
ern tour that'll cover : radio,‘ ty,
- record. chops and : in-store appear-.
“ances ..,
“Kapp and- MGM. re-.
7 cording

organist Richard. Ellsasser
|.

-will open. the ‘annual. ‘frade. ‘show | |
. of the National. Assn. ‘of Musie |
“Merchants. ~ at Chicago's. Palmer

are _ House July. 16.

- London
- London: Records: have. their first |
disk .‘released’ in America, ..Peter:

. Elliott’s Version .of “Devil’s Work- | _
‘shop,’ through

Jamie

Records. Of

Philadelphia: . . . Johnnie:

|:

Ray | —

‘opens’ at.the Tale Of ‘The. Towit
June: 26: for a four-week season. |.

. This time no concerts: planned: by}

the -ery-guy.. +... -BBC-TV penciled |.
. {n-two Kay Starr “srectaculars” for’ | ~
‘September Tecording.:. ‘Slot-not yet].

skedded..:
.
: ATV, too; has: no|
“-gpot for “the Sophie Tucker. -show- |:
_ease they recorded ; . . Agent Tito:
Burns flies to New: York shortly to}:
negotiate tv. and: cabaret for .The.Allisons and. beat singer Billy. Fury | _
Eydie Gorme and Steve ‘Law-:
rence dickering. “with impresario
| *.

‘Bernard Delfont for more’ British.
tv dates .... New
trend” here?
Harsh, outspoken rock.’n’- religion
-Gisks. -Initialer inthis style by|-

Abrush ‘Valerie. Mountain, “Gentle |
“Christ” and ‘'Go It Alone,” came! —

from. row-stirring tv play screened.|
‘at Easter by ABC. . Columbia re-].
* Jeased. ‘the disk. reportedly ‘doing

"well.

.

-

2TV disk show clash com- |

:ing up. ABC-TV ‘plans .to screen. |.
“Spin A Disc” opposite BBC's
“Juke Box Jury,” on Saturday. (17), |
ABC. -show. is regarded as 4a. pilot
. Russ Conway. composing num-

per for the Kaye-Sisters titled “I
Just Want To Be With. You”. ...
Roger Clifford steps up to exploita- .
tion manager at Pye Records...
.j-

Gene Vincent talking about. staying|
in England. permanently. .

-: Hollywood
Ned. ‘Washington’ set: as. the hon- |.

ored guest

‘at’

songwriter

ce

.

Aly

=

is ““Somebo y Loves}.
next ‘release
Me,”
due in‘July,
atid -marks’ his |

.

-

hg

aeectbitaaeadle wivttbepistiotn siesett teeatatictse Sei DEB

sean

“e

resmeene
-

-Deitch’s Golden Violin July 10.:.)
Jerry Fielding, | recording: a. “new
-Time disk, ‘will. ‘foHow .his: brass’
choir with an “all-string” -group— |
“for contrast’.
Ray _Connift’s ,

ne
cast

:

Ifyou've everr reallywanted something sitferent— something to

FREE RECORD

}ath album .«; ie Marotite be

captivate an audience you ¢can have it with the new Ecco- Fonie-.
ets. Wil
allags,
tween “Lawman” ‘seg. and singing | -~ . oes the: portable echo- reverb chamber. that. gives. you an entirely

:

ay from Cap butpas.net: fecut!

sis

formance will have-all the true presence and full dimension that

“show: on BBC this summer: She'll]

Diek Janik,. former Deced-Cora}

promotion

manager on. coast, has};

Prove to yourself EccoFonic's full dimens-ea
scund Is e@ must ca the
atalrway to star bii:.cg.
Hear the depth, beauty

“Was. only possible. in a-major: recording. studio. with: expensive
equipment. ‘Ecco-Fonic produces: an exciting steréo- echo effect”

do: an “Americana’t:show with ace]
from on American goeional songs.|~
‘exited diskery. and joined KTTV|

HEAR THE EXCITING NEW WORLD
OF ECCO-FONIC SOUND

ew concept in'sound: With a simple flick of @ switch—your pete:

«Peggy Lee’s ‘patriotism will |

|

and picks up previously, lost-ranges In sound. Whether’ you sing.

and

time rep ‘for local distributor re-| . excitement. You'll,Tove the reaction of audiences

-

Janik: immediately... Ned |

Washington. next.to be ‘honored. at

songwriter’s night at Golden. Violin.
be feted July 10; «. Colpix|
He'll
and Modern Distributors. hold cock-

“tail. party June 8 for-comi¢c Dick

H

two:

disks ‘for.

D

op

Chicago

tof

‘Louis Armstrong: orch’ “set ‘for |
Chicago Tribune Music. Festit al-at |-

a (Boldiers Field, Aug. 39 Poms Shirley |

PLEASE

when you use the new Ecco-Fonic. See it demonstrated at your.local music store or write for the.

oo,

Cp

fs)

,

ADDRESS
CITY.

|

;

Ng Rac Fine MAKES EVERY. TABLE. RINGSIDE! May

ME

FREE

RECORD

5757 Sante Monica Bivd.
Hollywoed 38, Colifornla

NAVE

free demonstration record today.

es,

SEND

ECCO-FONIC INC., Sales Division

-

Blower" songs pee.. . “pry r—™/
Tease of:

fcs- |

record today]

‘and you'll, Jove. the’ increased bookings you get.

Gregory who is:.co-billed with -Er- |: Poe
“roll Garner at Crescendo June: $ 7
- Ask your. favorite. rissle deole’- fo see and: hear
- Jimmy ‘Shigeta,.Japanese. sing- |
_ ReceFone et the MusieIndustry: Trode Show. la Chicogo |
ing star of “Flower Drum Song.”

made

sibie with Ecco-Fooc. Crt

this amazing {146 demo
. re

“publicity ‘staff. Jeff Clark, long-|

laces

richress

eacubnnduaoulbansnaicatinneg
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“Or.play ‘an. instrument, your act: will take: on new glamour. and

,

|
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Espresso Drama

Freedomland Unveils for2dSeason:

Eyes Black After Last Year’s Red!
By

JACK

showmansh! Pp switch.

PITMAN

Any

*

| Seattle ExpoScoutingO'seas
Talent;‘MayBuyUSSRShows.

Pittsburgh, June 13.
Gio’s Coffee House, one of
the few remaining espresso
rooms here, is turning’ to :the ©
stage to bring its slightly. beat
“cusomers . ‘back. .

Gio

reason ft

‘has’ worked out. an. |

agreement - with

why they couldn't have antiqued it}

Pitt. dramat-

new

pressazents,

and new

can't

No Opera, LestinNew
Muny Auditorium Irks.

|

afford

a duplication

this se- |ents:

mester.

The
which

boxoffice
new
appears savvy,

has

jacke

up the admission to a flat $2.95
per, but for that all 30 rides inside are gratis. Further, rides can
be repeated as often as desired.
Saturday’s launching ‘anticipated
about a 25.000 turnout, but overCast skies and intermittent
. rain

cut the 10 a.m. to midnight (daily)
crov.d well under that.’
Ceremony commencing the new
term — with William Zeckendorf
and
Freedomland
board topper
Herbert
Lee
officiating — was

adorned per formsheet .with dignituries
tborough
politicos,
Gen.
James A. Van Fleet) and show bizites
(Eddie
Albert,
Peter
Lind
Hayes), and capped when a telephonic signal from our Vanguard
Nv. 1 satellite hoisted the American flag.
American History Theme
Freedomland is themed to U:S.

history,

but

with

New

Film Show.

sideshows

that

blunt the point. It’s where you can
see the Chicago fire of "71, the
Civil
War,
and
even American
space achievement. But the moppets are also invited Into Capt.
Kidd's treasure cove, or into the
boudoir of “Elsie,” the‘ w.k. dairy
bovine. Not to overlook the necessity for commercial tieups, where’s

the relation?
Besides titillating rides integrat-

‘there late in June for a 10-week. -expo’s performing. arts director, ‘on
tour of Tokyo, Osaga. and Fukuoka,: ‘his return here from a two-month.
starting July 1... Unit, under. ‘Bol. talent. search in Europe.
shoi Circus chairman. Leonid
As

“| nov, will: ‘include 80 perforniers. and | Speculation’ Here onthe Russian’

‘musicians; 14 horses,. four-ponies, ;i attractions ‘is that’. they. possibly
1 will ‘be’ from. attractions. previously
20 .dogs, 20 pigeons and a lion.’
-Highlight. of show is magician E. Hprought: to- this country.- by. Sol’ - a

this year of. the |

Nashville Culture Buffs|

; Hurok—-negotiations ‘with the: Rus- °°

motion picture sector via an aréna 400-seat Municipal Auditorium, for
and then: “burns a woman. alive.” © Shaw: ‘is associated with Hurok.
called “Colossus (not. yet
-| These. include ‘the Bolshoi Ballet, ..
operative at the Saturday looksee), which a $5, 000,000 bond issue has |.
‘|the -Moiseyev . Folk: Dancers, the *”
which projects reenactments of ac- :been ‘floated, is: now’ -about one| Maryinsk Ballet. and the. Georgian
:
tion sequences from the spectacle third, ‘completed and -has a target
Dancers.
pix. This seg:will seat some 3,000,
date: of June. 1, 1962.
The" ‘seven otlier countries: ine’ 7
and looks to make an impact.
SOARS TO $523,000: ,,
the England, France, Sweden,
.Freedomland has its flaws, con: : It. is, -however, a: disappointment
Poland, Romania, Yugoslavia. and’
London, June 13.
ceptual and other. but in the main to. certain’ cultural-minded groups}.
Profit | of Moss Empires for the: ‘Greece. -Negotiations. are -continuis an appealing excursion into a. in: this city. which. were under the
year ended Dec.‘31 last soared by.: ing with Italy and Denmark... Atmake-believe that once: was. Also,
‘impression, ‘when Voting . for the ‘more than $112,000 to over. $870,- tractions -‘from_ .these. © countries. the grounds are well-paved and
Taxation, however, lopped might, well include Royal Ballet.
well-tended,
refreshment
prices ‘bond _issue,. that: it was-‘to be a 000.
than. $347,000
from from. England, one of. the’ ‘promi:
are moderate (whereas they often civic theatre of lesser. capacity for off more
drama|-companies
from
escalate under cover of such en- opera, . legit. _and other theatrical total. The directors approved: a! nent’
terprises),
and while there are productions. City has decided upon final dividend .of 10%, making. ‘France and state. dance companies
Shaw .| from. ‘the. Balkan nations.
commercial names around to de- the larger capacity, ‘making it out- 15% for the year..
.The company, . which ‘eontrols. said: he. saw. hundreds of: perform- :
fray costs (Macys, Amoco, Chun
sized for theatricals, chiefly to en-15 theatres in London and the: ‘ing: groups during his trip,. from:
King, Lipton, etc.), there’s a hap-|
able Nashville to ‘bid for °large
‘provinces, with the London _ Pal- | puppet shows to circuses. wo:
py absence of the hoyden “pitch.”
‘conventions: and ‘trade. shows.
| ladijum at its flagship, has become 5 : He also said. that arinouncement
Part of ‘the: park’s problem has
Facilities are described as: being a subsidiary. of: Stoll ‘Theatres. of’ the. ‘attractions: would: ‘be held.
been location—except. by auto, it’s
no lark, though on the other hand suitable. also for- circuses, athletic Corp. following defeat of a ‘take-.! ‘up for a few weeks. and that the _
not that remote, either. But at. ‘events and civic meetings. It will over bid made by the Clore-Cotton ‘announcement would be made in
this point, in any case, that comes. have a. parking garage for 450 Tealty group.
|New York before - a gathering -‘of.
0
So what's ‘ears.
under
‘fixed
items.”
all news. ‘services. and national. mag:
needed isn’t second-guessing but in-|. Culture: ‘buffs here. are outraged
azines. genuity, flair and a weatherman as- that: Nashville ‘still has no accom“Seattle ‘will get.the t
news ‘stimuls”
sist to rally the b.o.
‘modations for the. Met: Opera or}
|-taneously.. ‘I- think ‘all Seattleites
- Weekends, per last year, figure ‘major ballet companies: such as
will: understand. the importance of |
to be busy—a robust Saturday or ottier’ cities, like Atlanta, do: have. |*
doing it. this. way, We. are in-a *
Sunday can gross $100,000 or more,
Eddie Eikort, of General ‘Artists’
fierce. competitive battle with. the’
sans the hotdog and popcorn ex‘|Corp., planed to. South America:
New York World: Fair of 1964, and
penditures inside. Promotional raz-:
| yesteraay (Tues.) for a 10-day 0.0. must grab.some of the headlines .
7le-dazzle for weekday ‘draw has]
-,. Marty Baum, of the.GAC Coast. | away from’ New York if we are:to -been the evident need, however.
office, in. New York for a_ series. draw -visitors” from all states. and

show

MOSSEMPIRES PROFIT

That, plus. the new pricing. could.|

LONDON CASINO.BOWS
conferences. Abe Newborn of}
VIA NEW GAME LAW|| -of.
that. office Tecuperating from surg-

ed] with mast of the displays (e.g., yet emancipate the place.
‘London, June 13.
the Santa Fe'train linking Chi to
- John Mills; head of.London's inFriseni, the layout also succeeds asar
nee
-

nations,”"he said.

Shaw also said. that-one. cof his vote
ery. ... Leslie Grade planed back ‘big
tasks: currently .is: hiring addi-....“

to England after huddles with.GAC ‘tional staff iiembers because the.
and- Famous Artists. ... Harry Alt-:
work is piling up. “We will need ‘a.
man, operator of.the Town Casino,
man‘to organize the Seattle. and.
Buffalo, in. New York. last week: ‘northwest. attractions at the fair. .
lining yp talent~ for his” nitery. _and: another’ to-handle. national .
Milroy nitery. The Milroy, in turn, He's already set Genevieve to open, : productions:” “J cwill -continue |to:
of
with Eleanor Powell and Mamie’
~ {look after. the international: book- :

ternationally-famed: clubs, Les
en
an evocation of the American past°
as
---the gaslights, main street- shop } A new agency; Viscount Inter-. bassadeurs and. the
launched
a
casino:
called
‘Le
Certhej national Productions
fronts, old west artifacts —
(VIP).,. was:
whole kaleidescope of what it was launched in Hollywood last- week. ele. It’s. jocated. above Les Ambaslike ‘way back when. And replete Fred Dale, formerly ‘in charge of | sadeurs in what was one the plushy

Dale Forms VIP. Agency |

with eolorful period piece characters put to roaming about for
added atmosphere.
Becomes a bit of a jar, though,

next. year,

three” ma-

‘Tokyo; June 13. [ior theatrical attractions from RusA Bolshoi Circus troupe arrivés sia ineluded, said Harold Shaw, the

Kio who. does a 30-minute. act’ in‘
Nashville, June: 33.
§were.. “eonducted. through |
which . he. makes . a.‘lion disappear,: -Sians
Construction of-Nashville's 10,transforms a woman Jinto a lion. ‘Hurok's -office In New York: .and

Significant re the aforesaid carp-|_

psychology,a | ing is the addition

Eight European eountries will be
sending attractions: to Seattle's -

21. Exposition
10-Wk, Japanese Tour:| ‘Century
with “two: and possibly

prices. inothing in the park relates to our

hope, thereby, is for a new |Revolution becomes a glaring omison the books when the .sea- sion: Altd ditto, say, the Plymouth
things,|- |
contingent. ‘These
son terminates sometime next No-; Rock
Last year’s bow. was a:! however, may be more noticed by}.
vember.
{primary
schoolers
than
their
par-j
heavy loser, and the park plainly
The
look

Seattle, Juné 13.

: Bolshoi Cireus Making.

Freedomland,
the upper Bronx |up ‘service excluded!”
| _ist Jay. Looney who will write
and produce original. ‘sketches
There’s at least one other point
NY
205-a¢re amusement
park |
|: .for presentation by a group
artistics:
the
anent
made
be
in-;to
headed
dedicated to Americana,
_
of six” ‘Pittsburgh Playhouse
commenced *
frecdom
te its second season last Saturday | sipce
US.
attractions, |with Paul Revere & Co., fact that s actors.
‘19, with
some
new

the
one-nighter
department
General Artists Corp., is the firm's

prexy.

is now: downstairs in the. ‘ebuilt | yan Doren to follow..
premises.

‘Le Cercle, legal under the terms
VIP will specialize in the pook-|
to spot a circa ’61 telephone booth ing of attractions on nationwide of the new Gaming. Law, has three
Top table.
chemin-dé-fer tables.
.
--as if N-Y. Bell was asleep at the concert tours.
costs "$28. for. a: session; with minimum” stakes $28: and. maximum.
$280. For less loaded: gamesters
DICK
AUNT’
the other two: tables cast $14 per
sesh,.-with minima, stake of $14
and a ceiling: of $140

WESTON +> MARTHA
Comedy Ventriloquism
NOW APPEARING

THE GOLDEN, Reno
Management:

of

|

4208 Hi Jardin, Las Vegas, Nev. Dv. 42182

erty
Re
3oh

~:
ert
Pe
22g
mer ai

i::
ar

Mae.
2
i

ings.”. He. said: he will go to the. ‘|Orient: from -a three-week booking

later: this. month. .
, ee
~ Walters’ 0’seasGander ‘ttrip:

Lou Walters, ‘producer . at. the. FUNNY
Tropicana: Hotel, Las. Vegas, and

-

| o.* DIFFERENT .¢. SMART

. ‘INIMITABLE e

the Carillon Hotel, Miami Beach,-| 5
‘sailed last week on the. S.S. United |.
States. for . a. worldwide- talent

gander.

Gamblers: must: all.be members |!

He'll motor ‘through “Eu- |

and

thence continue .his}.

Mills’ clubs and reason for the

| table charge: is- that, by. law, he’s talent and. ideas.
not permitted. to take a cut of the
‘Some of the countries °‘Walters .
bets. To ‘avoid’ bad debts Mills 1s: will .visit. include. Turkey, Israel, |
‘planning .to provide. an evenings ‘India, Japan, Thailand and. Hong
} credit. Hel} lend a shrewd eye as|.Kong: He .expects to be: back ‘sin ;
to each member's credit.
the U.S. ‘in August.

GEORGE SOARES

a

.

"

Gurreatly.

AMERICANA. HOTEL |
us

miamt

SEACH.

FLA,.

.

JERRY, GRANT AGENCY. °

220-7)st: STREET:
mia BEACH, FLA. -

Breaking AlExistingRecordsiinRen!

CH

it.Coaticentel Evcestris:.

i “THE COMEDIAN” |
Monthly
PROFESSIONAL” cae. SERVICE
THE: LATEST. — THE. GR

EATEST .— |.

.

E MOST-UP-TO-DATES T
[-/:
129th Issue, containing
|
m
stories,
.“one-tiners, poemettes,
song ft-

‘Now. Leae

fitles,. Recklera, audience. stuf, mono ps
‘double . gags,.

. logs,

| ideas, |intron, “Imere asions and im-

And HisSatin Strings

political, interruptions.

Sees
ofthe
neDay. Humorous ‘Views | :

"$25. Ya—SINGLE ISSUES$3
$35YR—SINGLE ISSUES. cs

NO'6.0.D'5.°

|:

‘BILLY. GLASON; 200. W.. 54th. st.
i Mew York. City 1m co. C1316.

NOW IN THEIR 54,H CONSECUTIVE

“B. &: B

(P.S.i And Still Going Strong!)

o

COSTUMES
Gowns aad Costumes -

_NEWT CRUMLEY'S

HOLIDAY HOTEL
Reno, Nevada

Exclusive Meinsgement:‘CARLTON HAYES AGENCY
212 EAST CHARLESTON ‘BLYD.
us VEGAS, NEVADA

:. {NDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED —
WADE TO ORDER.

16 We Mate Ob, MYL

“WHITEY §
ROBERTS’
ALWAYS WORKING |

‘woi—cigseeow int
INN fusca, Cc. Cal.

t tune"25—NATdaly

-

Lists: CONY., Daaver

OF MOOSE: Memebis

i¢—STATLER-NILTON MOTEL, W. YE. .
Cal. ‘Ree.: WEE: MAC
PROO.

7. 150. w. Dearborn: Chicage.” ie

°°
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QUITY IN 4A’S

LT

|Adams, Singleton Renew AGVA Race
Top:CointoTalentonDownbeat} AFTRA SUPPOAy] For
ForPrez;
Prez;MickeyRooney May Run

The. actor’s ©“lament “of |“many 4
San Francsce June 13
: “where: can. new: ‘talent’ ! Five formal nonunations
were
S” San Francisco, June’ 13.
break .in?” is. giving way ‘to the;
./The American.-Guild of: Variety:
imade for the office of president cf
fear. that the spots that. can. pay.
| Artists will.demand_ a special mect‘the Amerecan
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-pensive than both New York and fused to let Smith. answer.
‘Pop. ‘Vaude headliners. of ‘yesters
Hollywood
=. Paris. ‘put. together. It. is an ex-.|. To correct ‘the ‘mounting ‘AGVA': year will bé on tap tonight (Tues:)
Louis Prima & Keely Smith open
pense account city. To make up deficits, there is a proposal to. raise for Friars Club: AGVA. Youth Fund ~
at
«Cocoanut
Grove
tomorrow
{for the small salaries the: business ‘the. $1.00. welfare trust fund -pay- benefit variety ‘program, “New.
(Tours
for fortnight . . . Kitty
men are. all -put_ on: an expense. Inent made by employers, to °$2.50 York ‘Palace Days, Smith & Dale,
Kover
returns
to Dino’s
Lodge:
Continued from page 2;
account. Of course: that ‘is. not the with 50c Boing to the. Sick & Re- Gus Vanof' Van: & Schenck, Al:
Jine 19 -for coupla frames .
only” reason ‘for the expense ac- lief Fund; and another 50c to the Kelly, Georgie Price; Senator Mur-.._.
Gozi Grant does two-nighter Fri- Tokyo alone using acts. It. is only count, Very little business is. ‘done
AGVA. Foundation which: operates phy.-hewly-teamed. Bud ‘Abbott “& _
the fact that it is so frustrating
Sat at Casino on Catalina . . Ar~in- the ‘uffice. Most of it is done a home in So... Fallsburgh, ‘where Candy’ Candido’and_ Colette. Lyons
thur Blake inked Marjorie Garret-: ‘trying to do business here. | ~
| in’ a-nig itclub with. hosétesses' etc., currently there: ‘are four th. resi- ‘and El Brendel, .Sid Marion, . Al
Another unusual thing tand ‘up: or else 1n a geisha house. Anyway ®
Alex Studer for twin-:
gon
and
dence. Adams proposed. to the con- ‘Tucker, Patt! Moore. & ‘Ben Lessy;
pianos stint when he opens his setting thing to) is this: All clubs. this is fixe if you live on. an ex- vention: that: during the forthcom‘and. Roberta. Sherwood. head. the.
have .as pense. acount, otherwise,. food is
Arthur Blake Band Box June 28 i have hostesses. Some
ing’ AGVA week, “tin-cup” . tactics Star-studded | show... .2. >
,
many
as
500.
They
are
not
prosti.
Shecky Greené -tees off 10!
expensive, hotels: are: expensive, and collections be instituted. :naJoey. ‘Adains, AGVA: prexy;-‘who.
nishts at Slate Bros. tomorrow. .|tutes or B girls, but sort of a. mod- even if you have an apartment. and tionally to beef up the. waning
instigated
event,-will
emcee.
Afern-day
geisha.
They.
all
look
very
Roberta Sherwood and comic Ray.
cook. in it Is €xpénsive. - And you Sick & Relief. Fund. There would
Hastings pair up for June 29 open-| lovely, they do not press. for money ‘run into things like a. -deposit of. also be an attempt to: open. theatres fair is being: staged to raise a mini- o
in
at the
Crescendo...
Paul or for drinks. They are there for. SIX. monihs.. ‘Tent: which: you may. at- which time collections: will also | mum Ppledge of $5,000:to join other’.
promises
‘finance
to” start.”
Anka
booked into Glen Casino, | company. You pay a set rate for ‘or: may not get back... It’s ‘very, be.made, Veepee Joe“Campo was|. ‘such
AGVA’s
‘youth: of
acti
vities. here,
in we,
Buffalo,
July 24, thence Manor; their service (about 3 dollars plus. very hard, living here. .
commissioned ‘to: try. to reopen. a September.
Hause, Wildwood, N.J., Aug. 4-10; their return on each, drink (about.|
Philly,
house,
Of
course,
pearls, transistor
Sands,
Las
Vegas,
Sept.
6-26; 25c) and you are expected to give | radios, dolls,: Materials. are not ex-.|:
Caribe Hilton, San Juan, Christ- them a present (or tip) when you ‘pensive, but after. you have bought: | - The AGVA News, the: ‘union’ Ss.
house - organ, has been.
n
at: CORK: cus:COORDINATOR |
running.
een.
, leave. However, :as I ‘said there is
‘all these things, you can just see|a deficit.8 of .$9,000... Proposal .“was
. Houston, June 13:
} No pressure, and you don’t feel the.
your money. melting away before madé ‘at the meeting to let out the | < Glenn’: ‘H..- McCarthy --has. hired: ,
money that you spend.
you eyes.
- | publication of. the ‘organ to: Leo| “Anthony Fertitta as ‘coordinator of
Act's Point of View:.
-We'vs.met some interesting peo- Shull, who ‘would -get ads: with the: new Cork ‘Club, ‘which was: re-.
From the act’s point of view,’ atl:pie here.’ One boy, Mike Walker, AGVA sanction,
-| cently opened here by: ‘McCarthy. -* a

NEWYORK PALACEDAYS.
‘INLA. FRIARS REPRISE

|

Acts inJapan

is something like this.

You

open ‘is the. only. “geijin” or foreigner | -

—you go over very well the first.
show. You really feel good. Second’
show is only -fair. .Next day, -no
reaction, and so it goes for the
‘} rest of. your three or four-day stay.

in the club. This 1s because the
girls have seen you, and are now
devoting all their time to drink-.
ing and: talking and waiting: ‘on
their customers.
At the end -of
three or four days you have never
been so happy in your life to Jeave
a place. It’ seems as though you
have’ -been
there
months
and‘

Show folks are raving about the
all new Hotel Avery. All new,
large, beautifully furnished de-

months

luxe rooms with private bath, tel-

=|

evision & radio. Air conditioning.

|

a
AVERY &WASHINGTON STS
S|

instead

of

the

weekend:

or so you have actually spent.

Their stages are fantastic. You:

have never seen such rising stages,
cylindrical stages, singing ‘stages;.

stages within stages, all very’ dif-

al — for the acts to work on. They

3) ‘AGVA’s

“THIS HIGHLY PROMISING YOUNG MAN SHOULD MAKE IT BIG?”

Fertitta operated

Series of Projects

the Balinese |. -

working in ‘an all Japanese show.
AGVA is’ working on a. series of Room in. Galveston: ‘for many years. ZsHe speaks Japanese'so fluently he:
does comedy scenes In the show projects for the ‘fall season, Presi-|
‘dent
Joey: Adams told the union's
as one of the principals, and of
course Thom’ Molinaro,
long ae. 14th annual ‘convention last week.
Projects
include: ie
“PANTOMIMIC
and actor -in Broadway}
dancer
1). Collection d u rin. gz aGva|}
shows i3 out here ‘as. a choreogra_ INSTRUM ENTALIST: :
‘pher: for Koma Stadium and’ Taka- Week, Oct. 9-16, of. money for: sick |
razuka «Girls Theater. For years and relief fund. Adams said colleceverybody was complaining. about tions would-be taken not. only: in.
Japanese shows.
Same old ideas operating areas but “‘we're also gowhich were good around the time ing to try to. open a. theatre-“in
of Ziegfeld, and imitation Western every one of the (27)' branches, ‘if.
dances, which they got’ from our only: for that -week.” He. added|.
Starting June 18 for’
movies.: Tommy ‘has changed: that. AGVA would try to sell. out. ‘houses:
Four WEEKS:
‘They ‘call him a “pioneer man”. “In advance, at normal. prices” to.
in the theater.. The old. ideas are sponsoring organizations; ue
“B
iM
B oO c L U Bo
going by the board and he 1s doing |. 2) “Our: Celebrity Shows may :
new. things; :not ‘without a.fight ‘start vat: the Plaza Hotel in New} L ‘ SAN FRANCISCO *
‘York’ —the celeb shows are talent:|J
of course.
~~.
showcases’ and
have. previously, :
Janet Grey -(Mrs.:D. Scope)”
‘| been. staged. in. Chicago;

[|“the

Lesner, Chicago Daily: News

afte FUN-MASTER

“juvenile decency’

PROFESSIONAL.
"COMEDY. MATERIAL:

program,
under which. ‘under-|¥:
privileged..youngsters. .ate. taught|4

arts of: show

business,” will

*

| soon go coast to coast;: with. $25, 000)
pledged to.’ start the. ‘program in

_.

for all Theatricals:.

_

"We Service the Stars” .

Buy. ‘Professional — Be Professional

the Los Angeles area and programs

"35 Gag Files for $15,. Plus $1.00 Postage ;
a
Foréign: 35 for $23 -

‘being ‘set up in Chicago. and. Cin-|

cinnatf to: follow the New: York. i @ 2 Parody. Gooks, Per Bk.....Slé@
|pattern;
Siameel seco Per Bi... $50]
4) AGVA has offered. to do coast. |

| to-coast, two-hour telethon to raise},
‘|

| Renters,”

5) Adams sald’ he plans to take

if Jcrontarwnenreyeoctonnnmnartesaa
li
Se

Currently starring in Barry Ashton’s ‘Pla ymatesiin Vegas’‘
TERRACE ROOM, STATLER-HILTON, Los. Angeles
“BEST MALE SINGER Ashton has used here! Cooper has POISE, POLISHED. PIPES,
disarmingly youthful appearance and versatility . also exhibits flair for mimicry."

Recent Smash Engagements

%* CHASE HOTEL,
* EDDY'S,
*

St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

LAKE CLUB,

Springfield, ait,

* COLONIAL INN,

St. Petersburg, Fla.

VARIET Y
‘AVAILABLE THIS FALL.
FOR PERSONAL APPEARANCES,
~ TELEVISION: PROGRAMS
—

‘Mutual Entertainment. Agency.
410 S. Beverly Drive.
Beverly Hills, California

-

° low te Master.‘the: Ceremonies. .°
,

per’

Co PY

-. “Always
$15,000,000 for release of the: 1,200- ‘We 68.matty “GLASON
plus | imprisoned Cuban. “freedom

enaa

‘Open

cr

[Ete 2 te! Professional Train. Your
naar eearn remeeremn

2 ROAM

TOCN

ET ILL

spa]

A OREN ORIRSTAE,

Lining yt ch
Now. Available
FOR LIMITED: ENGAGEMENTS ©

poe DATES and Further:information CONTACT =—

SHEP FIELDS
‘SHAMROCK HILTON: HoTme:
Monee Hr i

|

f;

I 200-w.
St. W.Y.C., 19 9 $136 a
(We TEACH EXCEBING end COMEOTD

| JERRY ‘LEVY wo
"DIRECTIONAL SNTERPRISES
"200W. ireie
57St, 8031.
New. York: -

ore

NIGHT

Wednesday, Tang 14, 1961

CLUB REVIEWS
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| work, 4a wide ‘variety:‘of characters1 _ Bon Soir. NY,
nots: proved unpredictable in its
Palmer House. (hi
—
. «, 7: Los Angeles, June. 3. ‘|in ‘a: family. album at lightning
Chicago, June 8.
“Gireenutch. WV iNage, : TUS.AL;. receptiveness.
_Firstnighters | packed the 700-!
Dukes
of Dineland,
George
Pat. Boone, *The .Earl' Tivins, speed and a gin ‘commercial \ hich" Jorie ; Remus.
Three 7 2lames,
163, Bon Arden
50.
{ though -‘funny |“in ‘itself, dacks., Ine. “du. nie. Daniéls; $5 minimum.” . * seater te catch Miss Reese, brought:Tapps Dancers
' Dick’ ‘Stabile. orchestra Ns. $85

"Cocoanut Grove, LAs:

‘ott presumably on-the strength of Orch » $3 corer
| original — quality - ‘of | most “of: the
‘|preceding items, The routine alse |i.We here: the ‘mating: Is. right, tap) herTV appearances: and hit re-

Seaver, $3 minimum.

“proven an. elixir. for cordings. .and ‘she responded. with?
“There's. a “new”. Boone Shining!:-includes: a few. songs; -‘among » them.” shows have| pean oes “and.lived: . to
on.’ the’ ‘entertainment . “horizon; :-@ couple of. his own. compositinvas:” -treadmilling: bonifaces. . Witness
- Juminous: ‘in. the role.‘of nitéry: at they're the least effective part” Julius. Monk’s durable confections. all ‘expectations, and was all the
;
more impressive in view of the
the:
“show,
,
though.
pie
avant
“Sfeadliner -with:an \equal” appeal
:©
;
fn. SX
the various
Crvstal Chi¢ago
Palace. ,Tact the singer had closed in Vegas
. 49 the soda-sippers and: the cham enough: ‘in. theiiselves.:
Ste
Louis,alsp.
and ‘the
An. -elegant: line: of :eight piily. ‘bistre theatres..of
d
the recent
Q
ag | the same morning.
vintage.
" pagne- circuit.
‘.
Pat Boone's: debut Thursday tho”‘and: tuo” males, :with) a ‘singer ic. “In- the case of the downtown Bon } ' Miss Reese does a solid 35 minute
Stint comprising am even deuzen
“S §-the Cocoanut |‘Grove may ‘have . ‘provide’ the accompanying vocals. ‘Soir, 1S strictly a pro tem device; istunes
and crowd-pleasmg: chatter
signalled: an end to:’one: era and-‘has -brief. spots |‘before ‘and: alter bat Whatever ,‘the manifeld reasoni ; “ang. “Greenw ich - Village. US-A.”: 1 Her: musical: director Mercer EL
“the. ‘beginning: of -another. for: the.; ‘the headliner. Its. opener
}lington
conducts the Dave Robbins
“relaxed
-blues
routine,
with
.
singer; ‘from.
May -decidedly right for the: ‘Spot:
lished,- talénted
cidedly
rig is a. two-week
P ;‘house. orch, and.-drummer Floyd
the |
‘unit
‘the: ‘White “shoes; “sports shirt..set’ ! Vigorous: Charleston number: pie Though
i
Williams:
and pianist John Cotter’
; Viding.. a1 contrasting finale. °
“gamble... the firstnight. s1r.o.-ing.!
“to the: tailored’: tux: patent: Teather
2aKue
“will Lrebably lead management to: 8¢company Miss ‘Reese, tor the ses.
a shoes. ‘sentimental. baad: biock.: ; coinbo..’
ekercis
other +, $10n.
And: Boone's a. blockbuster. with |tortnieht. ils op!tion for: an
~ Jack . Card ‘and: his Cardette
we both; ‘Proving the point, he en-! “Flamingo. Las: Vegas
ft: 100". ‘thin: for more. than Bei dancers
provide two
bitet
but
.
“Las. Vegas, June. &.:
2s -tertained. mature. audience..at first }
show: and overflow: teenage. crowd}. Milton Berle... Show,” trith’ The: “moderate ‘off- Bioadway - legit. run * workmanlike. production numbers
{and.the
four
Amazing
Monahans,
|
r.
Dunhills. (31; Betty. George: Leonie, Jast year. the “boildown of this!
at, “second - ‘show’ to:equal’ ‘thunde.
‘Bruun: ~Leonard: Sues,’ La Seala ‘sketch. show. to cabaret: dimensions, i who have been: hete betore. are
action...

Apparently the Dakes of Dinie
land jie tahing ne chances cr a
sRaght tangate approach ter the

Empure
Room
lies
atigorerted
their basic seven-prece want with
five men from Ben Ardems bcuseae
orvh far several nuniters. aie .*tered their arzanse nents, styhe aad
tepertone fo fil the roan: s ¢hesss
lone
The resultant
big band seuted
WH) certatdy not please the New

Orleans purists,

but it achieved

a

euphoric response from the soltd
opentng night crowd
Messing
oan
this format is the tradiianal putty

beer-wavon
Gancehind.

sernd
ated

oof

this

ther neliceaive

wathentue

default

in then

as fia-

repe. taae@

of dixte chestnuts, cach as “Thats
Us, mitt
material.-' “well. apprecia ted.. in .a versatve 4 Plenty. “Sate.” “Shde Pies,
Very: much. at” €ase.. Boone's Quartet, ‘Flainingoettes. «Ab .c Nat. Yus. injections of new
acrobatic routine to round aut the
: personality’ -i ‘infectious “from. ( Brandir yitne” ‘Orch, ¢T4&r; produced Paka. ne‘more than‘a ‘serviceable :_ “bill.
-Shde”
SMushat
Ramble’
| and
.
flare-up.
“warmup. ta bowoff. Singer: runs.: by: Milton and: ‘Frank: Berle. pre. attraction. for. rounders... Two- -acter ;
otber hoary dwie handelappers
i sented
by “Morris. Lansburgle; . doles, .per ‘title, on. sundry . Village.
ganiut: of .tempoes. ‘beginning |withj
s
Andividually. the Assuntu fica
- “thandclapper, .“Yes, . Indeed,” “lp: | choreography, Burry. Ashton, 4 Vagaries, but- broader. referenees*
and pere were in feed ferm and

Barclay. Hotel, ‘Toronto

:
ot sare
alsa’ grist for:Seripter ‘Frank
Lod
Jerry Fuller
does a pattitulasty
Toronto, June 7.
6
TE
AE Gehrecke.:
Ahroni,
Larry Alpe rt. fine job on several Clarinet: salos,
“patti Frutti.”. “Don't ‘Forbid:.fe,”’ ntiton’. “Berle: is up: “40; his:‘ald. : Revue's .: theatgieal incarnation iHania’
Although trumpeter Frank AssuneArten
Daiicers.
8
Bobby
-"“] ‘Almost Lost My Mind,” “Ain't, ‘{rieks again-—he revives the brash, |-‘may have been burt by a viewpoint ;
to is the leader and spokesman for
it,iRose; Percy Curtts Orch 8 ', $150 the proup., its Fred's flgud shawThat a ‘Shame’ and “Love Letters: ‘béuncy, hawdy buffoonery:: that, has- that’s largely “innocent. but
, cot er.
“been so Successful for him. here be- proves an amiable’ and agile ‘bistro j
‘In: The - ‘Sand."*.-

a

‘Lazy. River” to a: gold ‘record: :medndem.

“ ‘medley. of his. hit ‘tunes including |.

~Gimmick

manship and sandpaper -rouch pleve

lead-in to.his’“pop hits!fare, and most-of the: first:nighters

“and. the preem.oe
With her four: actave voice that
_ has’: yoealist- appearing. to-.forget loved” it, In-fact;. there ‘was.a stand- . srercive,
brisk, the- enthusiasm contagious. i ranges from sweet, bell-ke notes
his, fepertoire;- but gag: hits hoine.: ing ovation for. the vet show. maj at.
. Hanna

when ‘Boone rushes. to’ side..of ‘stage-: the end of the. act: and. éven: the Cast-of six—three, and. three—is;!0 Sheer. sexy savagery,
_adroit:and even: inspired: al times. {Ahroni divides her -‘time between
_tu put on white shoes” for patent:
: non-enthusiasts must admit that-as
notably in: -a ‘standeut. Spoof: of { toneer ts and night clabs in travel:
Jeather - ‘Pumps, and memory” ’‘a’ technician, of -comedy '‘Berle: Ter:
“0p, joynts:
}
:ling the world with her blend of
returns.
7.3
“
Tene! mains ‘a heavyweight.
Jeanne: Bargy's score yas verve, * Biblical songs: and Modern melo-Relaxed, “sincer rs “maniner and i The. luscious. ‘amazingly iirved..”
“Uand@-she peited with-Gehrec ke. for’;i dies. She sings in many languares
strong. mellow. ‘pipes are-big” ‘Boone’, bruriette songtress,. ‘Bétty. George:

‘assets. Choice. of material is. gen- :is. with: the’ star again, and ‘is the |mostly

#ood-.. Isrics:.’

Staging

pg 3 besides her nause

Israeli

ing

style

on trombone

that

makes

for most af the visual and musical
encitement
Paps Assunto’s banjo
finger walk on “Dear Old SeuthJand” is fast and has the greatest
rng of authenGaily of anv of the
group ar sele nusihers
George Tapps danceis, beld avert
from) the previous shaw, ate Uo anve
thing cosper and mote exciting,
The group is tehth
discaplined,
cool
and
penesally
a crowd.

“rally: : "_Bood,. “ although” . “:Delia‘s;: perfect target: for ‘his’. lecherous”. Alleinx Hodshire: and Burke-McHugh i ‘This is her first visit to Toranto
Gone,”
‘a- Frankie-Johnny.
type antics.. The. -Dunhills: (3) dre’ back ds inventive. Three ‘FJames, tne ‘and the: Viya ciaus and diminutive
“ditty: séémed - inappropr iale:: ‘His:! with. their. precision. footwork: ‘and ” roonr’s ’ regulars, Work the accomp °*:“br unet ‘instanuy shows a warm and pleaser,
She sparks
‘current hit) “Moody. River.” fates°acrobatic tefping, ’endorsing their . With. proper ‘spirit. Withal. an_.en- winning ‘personality.
Joe FE Lews is rext up on Jone
-fan excitement that had the capaci:
_
big. hand ‘and his bowoff.a lyricized ' previous | reputation as.-a _power- Jayable light - evening.:
22.
Mer
--Becomes a rather longish night -ty customers in: her txpressive
- ‘SC1 sion: - ‘of ‘theme.. song. “from, house male. ‘dancing ‘trio.’ - «°°
_‘Exodus,’ % Was. dynamic
and. - stir- - ‘Lottie Brunn,. probably. ‘the best:* -Ky -the’ -time- Jorie. Remus’ begs.‘ hands. She had to beg off “when |4
-off.
No
fault
ofthe:
comedienne’s
*
Caught.
mgs
os.
Shamroch
Hilton,
: Of the femme: jugglers, dors some”.
Spanash, hs a;
“Boone - may. _ prove to be. enre: :i!-brilliant ;manipulating. ‘The: Metro- credentials; however. just a plain =, Her: “Tani. “in
Houston
Average ™ Man's’, best friend. from: ‘politan. Sextet: returns: for this one, 7 fact: of the: clock. Even. SO, - she fiery - ‘flamenco number. She- atsa
Housten
June R
for. -rooters..’ Miss:. does “He's Got the Whale M qn Id :
-” Tesponse
his. “iomianée
and:‘With a change-in-name. and aumber-: ecidn't - lack
Joloeid Puleo and tv Mavane- a0
g
~ candlelight. smedley in which ‘he* j-—its: ‘now: the
La” Scala, Quartet; - Kemus” stock- in trade is'a concept ; in His Jlands” and bees eff « ith a Cai: a, Nauad.e Stauert. Stat: FT ucceds
cheek ‘by jowl ‘sophisticate, | stirring “This Land of Mine * an
invites ~ haridholding -:; cauples “to. _ but-Berle --managés to get-the same"the:
.”
(Oreh iy2s, ti offer OFT coacedevag cel,
-yeniinisce while he’ Warbles” dushly +‘amount of yocks with ‘the group. as- “ink-formed,. Jong ‘tresses and !: English.
sentimental ditties. ‘Latter include. ihe horns in. attired iin an outrageous - feather boa: trailing.
With a marv ‘lous range. ts “+ Johnny Puleo and his pang > BdAes, Too Soon :to .Know.” “More , clown. ‘outfit.
Her. standup. posturings *and. lyoungster éxhibits-a, beautitul_and die Gordon, Pierre Andre, Dan
Than- You, _Know.’” “Hands Across t - Leonard: Sues, : edndue‘ting. the plano, “prostrations aed soot| thrilling voice. Immediately after Powell Dave Douceffe and Fraygk °
a the “[able.”. “Stardust” and: “The: Nat: Brandwynne: orch - ‘14:,. also
a
her? chan
>.
here,
she ’Margqu st have chanved act throarh
teuse #20)
core
she |
‘Nearness: ‘of You. " Tender: and: does some Very funny. stooging for-.» provoke: ¢hichi. delight,” and they | Jeaves: Tuesday
for berg,
a six-week
Years, but familiar stap-tick draws
. touching - Lo. adults; it had. juves in. the -star) and: tosses in seme fine: do. -She’s ever . the _poseur—kid- { concert and: nitery tour of South ~ ig socks and omthing’ bere, al: ‘open-mouthed trance:
rerica
ities
itr umpet -- soloing. “Berle - literally”. ding: folksinging.. -boy-girl- maneuthough. opeting
louse
was
off
‘vers. .or just. dispensing. the sty {47Plaudits
cart. cities:
* Boone introduces his own. “Soli. i
during. fhe return visit) somewhal, dite na doubt te doe E.
in on. Sues—complete, with” asides. with bored-with-it-all simu-/:
Jocuy” ‘from. Carousel”. ins hich ;Lhorns
lef Larry ‘Alpert «many customers Lewis’ two record breching weeks
| trumpet. ost
he’ pays tribute to‘his comely wife, ' -Barry. ‘Ashion's jew. “Strippers’ “-Jation: She tends: to be. discursive, j coming especially lo see and hear mn which the ropes were up every
. Shirley, and four. daughters Sheri, +! Blues” production ‘number’ is: thie Sand. ‘suffers a-Japse to. ihe corny vhint). ‘again prove ‘what *a consi. night
“es Linda, Debbie -‘and “Laura, as: he.{curtain raiser, amd shows. the. 11 once Or :Awice, Bat’ in’ the main | mate comedian and storviciter ‘he
Gang. blows the ald harmonica
"wished" for. -a “son. - Show’ should | Flamingoettes off. to. ‘hest advan- | “she’s. cleyer and. artful, an underHis -hushsend-and wife
jokes
‘standable fave in. the ‘Aony orbit. corivulse the” customers, Tall aad faves. “Heart of My Heart" “Peg
he ‘Capacity -for . two weeks ° With| tage. os
:
of My Heart ™ plus
“Mack
the
fF
‘Major
“Domo
Jimmie.
Daniels
|
“school .proms -and..mom-dad want: “Package, is.intor
rsonable,
scares
j
F four‘weeks: ‘twarbles- entr” acte, per ‘usual.: “Miss | Inaterial
he. . seares with his Knifes’ “Tea Far ‘Iwo’? ‘Lads of
“dng a’ look-see-hear-see.
;
one
., Duke. [Remus ‘stavs through | July. 3.
Spam.” “Passing of the Regament.*
"4
ae
Earl - ‘Twins, “femme. ‘song:-and:.
ASS" Two fal}stape. produc lion num:
aforesaid... -the’ revue is for.. Iwo: s hers “by- the _Bob Arlen Dancers, "Carolina Moan” and ional begoff
dance team who | open. show,” fail }-:
there
are
threes,
“Granada”:
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.° Nosntide, Marquee - (6-1-6).

Premise
“1, SMC-RS) ‘dst wk) ($5;.'3,200;. $92)|"Premise,
984). “Previous week, ‘$40.9
976,
Ane aa‘Red Eye, Living

(11- 22-€0).

Th’tre. 16.1940

‘‘ ditorium,: Rochester. |
Last week,. $81,421
421,

_ with “Turandot,” will be heard in wk; 635. p) ($5-$7.50; 1,900: $59,- ‘with the Jate Sennie Hale.

‘WASHINGTON:

" Halsim im the Sun, National(D:|. 4Go. FisntSin etal‘Mayiair(1630-60);

7
oo . oy RS)

(2d. wk).

($4,90-$5.75;. 1,685;

jenings W

L

‘Chekhov, | Actors

(420-"

ae -all-Wagner. program

Feb.

27.

National Ballet. of Canada will

‘present.

program.

: $44.335)- (Claudia ‘McNeil). ep ‘closed. ‘Sunday,‘41D after61 per:
a ‘ballet’ April 3...
Oe. week, $34,825 ‘withb :TEATS ” “formances.
:
i
ve

of diversified

000). Previous week, $87.6.
‘Last week, $42,808

: The rights of the late Eden Phil‘ potts’ “Widecombe

Happiest Girl in the World, der negotiations.
Beck ‘MC, (10th wk; 80 p) ‘$8 60-+into a musical,

Fair"

It'll

be

sre -unturned

Wednasiday, June®‘1, 1961 |

LEGITIMATE
60

TUTTE OOF

C ASTING NEWS -

:

: cer-singers. and. dramatic pertorm- ing - accepted fo above’ ‘address.
J] ers, Friday. (16), at: 6-7: p.m., above Both Equity: and non-Equity °per-

: addregs.

|formers

“Leave it To Jane” (AC). Producers, - ‘Joseph Berhu
& Peter
Katz. (c/o Sheridan Square TheaPOE
FH SHEHEFEOOF
Seventh
Ave..
&
Fourth
Eovewmg are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off Broad- tre, CH .2-9609).. Auditions St.,
for
wiry, ard touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele| niale ”and femme ‘singers as: re-All. information. has been obtained directly by the
pision
shows.
placements, every. ‘Thursday at 6: |
Varinty Castieg Department by telephone calls, and has- been re- p.M., above address.
|
cheeted as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
“Mirrors”. (D)..- Producer, -BarTre araabl> rotes will be repeated weekly -until filled, and addi:
hata Burns (507: Fifth Ave. N. Y.:1
tions to the fist will be made only when information. ts secured from OX °.7-5895)..
Available - ‘parts: boy,

on Strawhat Sells
Discount ‘Patron Passes’

will be used -for’ the 10-

week season...
“SULLIVAN, EL.
‘The’ Corning | AN, YO! Summer
Summer. of. musicals.. ‘produéer, |
Guy S. .Little- Jr. (Box- 185, -Sulli- Theatre is switching. this ©season
tom its: Previous ‘subscription’ sets.
van, Ill), Parts’available for. male:
‘to..
“patron .- “pass” - plan ay
and- femme Equity musical .per-

formers and. paid apprentices. Mail | designed by: ‘Omar Ke ‘Lerman,
'eo-producer .” of the” ‘operation.
photos and resumes, above address.
{ with | Dorothy. ‘Chernuek, | The
‘SYRACUSE, N.Y...
‘New Playhouse.. ‘Producer, Syra-' coupon, selling for $2,:entitles the:.
cuse. University. 1610° E. Fayette” St., holder: ta special .b.o: discounts: - Lo
reapaonsi ble parties. The intention is to service performers with: leads!
‘The rakeoff is worked: on. a per-..
|
1314,
slender;
dark
hair
and
eyes;
Syracuse,» N. Y.).’ Parts available!
proctded ay the managements of the shows involved rather than. ta
centage basis. against. the $3.30. ‘top,
ree
eehled qganse marathon.
This . information - ispublished ‘withoat. Italian ‘femme:* German “femme; for male, ‘femme and. juvenile. dra+
‘girl,. 21, “slender, attractive, dark: matic: performers. : “Mail -photos "with. the discount. at: 15%. and ines |.
chirze.
chair; man,” 45; ‘ séveral men, 18-26,|:-and resumes. to G: F. Reidenbaugh creasing 5%:-for each -new. show: ™ «
In ad-lition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation Includes. pro‘college: types.: “Mail ‘photos. and (Box, 84, Brodheadsville,. Pa.) ~. | attended; to:a 50% maximum. The -”
ducvons areounced jor later this season, but, for. which, the. managé“passes,” rs.- available only during a
resumes c/o. ‘Michael Crain, above’
' - WASHINGTON, D.C.. et
monty, as yet, arent holding open ¢ asting calls. Parenthetical designa- address.
Va two-week: sales ‘campaign, have
Washington Theatre: Club.: Man- |
tons are as follows: (Ci Comedy, {(D: Drama, (MC). Musical Comedy; J. ‘“No Law Against Love” (Me),
|reportedly. exceeded :‘the’ 2,000-sold
laging director, Jolin B. “Wentworth.
(MD. Alustca! Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR): ‘Dramatte |
| Producer, : Vassili ‘Lambrinos. (141. (1632 © St. N:W., Washington, D.C.;
Reading
Conitag ‘opeas - ‘its ith. season
LE. 47th. St., N..¥.::PL 1-0142). Au- DE 2-4583!.. Parts ‘available ~.‘for ee
. +
June 23.:.with “West Side Story”
ditions for dancers. with ballet andmale and femme apprentices: for.
ker St. N. ¥.; AL 5-3179. - Avail, : jazz .training. Equity and- non-|| the Equity season. Write or phone and features a season‘ of. musicals,
_able | parts: Negro or white mate: Equity, next Wednesday: (213, girls,
‘esident-stock. plays, ballet-and star
singer, 30-40; femme, 30s, sender lat 11 a.mi: and ‘boys;’at 1°p.m., at), Dan Hemenway, above. address. ~| packages. ‘The. Young: Danes ‘of ‘the :
singer; southern belle type femme, the. Sheridan Square. ‘Theatre. (99
Royal, Danish. Ballet. company will:
-,20, belting voice, some daricing;|
make‘ its. only Strawhat: appearaiice.: |:
! Seventh. Ave. S., N. Yo.
‘sHows IN.REHEARSAL: ‘|‘Aug.
BROADWAY
‘Negro
dancer-singer-actress.’ for + “Young: Abe = Lincoln”
13,- prior. to ‘its,opening . at /
(MC). 4
‘Jacobs Pillow:
Pro- major role; Negro: baritone, 20s; “Producer, Arthur Shimkin - (e’o
“€omplaisant Lover” (D::
OFF-BROADWAY:
:
semi-legit soprano, beautiful Ne- Little -Golden.Theatre,. 630. Fifth
ducer, leene Maser Selznick 12
“Hector,” “West of the Moon”. & |: Richard Stuart ‘Flusser: ‘is direc.
Central Park South, N.Y...
Avail- gro, 20s; comedian, 20s, rotund, Ave., N.Y.; CI 5-6400). Parts avail- “Blood: Bugle” (D). Producer Lee! toy of the musical’. ‘productions; .
agents. lable for male and femme singer-.
able party English’ bos. 9-11, earn-. bariton. “Apply, through
Paton (New - Playwrights Theatre, Lucille Burnham; musical director;: -.
est, unaffected, pla¥Ys Michael Red-. only, co Sidney Eden; above ad- - dancer-actors..
Mail photos: and: W. 3d: St.- & Thompson. St, N. YS Betty. Low, - ‘choreographer; “Miss. .
7
‘| Chernuck, director of. the residént
grave’s son; undestudies for Red-, dress.
‘resumes c/o Sohn. Allen, above ad- ||"GB 3-9300).
rave and Googie. Withers.
Mail | “Love A La Carte” (MC), Pro. :
“Much Ado About Nothing” 10, ||acting. company; Peter Wingate, set:
a
designer; .James’ Treble. |company
pholos and resumes c/o above ad- |ducer, ‘Arthur Klein «St. James: dress. :
1 Producer,
Joseph.- - PappTheatre «-Buldg., . 246° W. -44th
a
dre ss
{ Shakespeare. Festival, 1230-Figth |manager; Lawrence. Bahler, busi~
. TOURING |
ness manager, and~‘Richard Asch,
“Cook
For Mr. General”
ic, |St., N. Y.: LO 5-6376). Available}
|Ave., N.Y.; SA 2-4008).°
leading man,, 30:
‘ap arewell, ‘Farewell
Eugene”|:
pressagent.
a
Praducers, William Darrid, Eleanor parts: girl,
OUT OF ‘TOWN.
_—————
——

Sadlenber.t & David Ruskin. 114 W. : second fading’ man, 30; character ;(C).: Producers, ‘Michael Byrne & {|- “Gypsy” (MC). ‘Producer,: “David |
Sith St. N. Y., PL 77-5622".
Parts | comedienne, 30. Accepting ‘Photos; James .Burr: £405 E.: 79th St., -LE! Merrick (246 W. 44th ‘St, N. i
5-8066). All parts available. ‘except
av silable for two actor-stunt men. sand: resumes, above address.LO 3-7520).
Dt
“Medium Rare” (Ri). Producer; | Minnie and: Gert. Mail photos. and|
no taller than 5 feet, 10° inches.
STOCK

Shubert. Twofers :

Robert. Weiner (146 CPW, ” N.Y.; 7;resumes’ c/o: Byrne, above address.:|
SU
7-1914. Parts available. for |Script. available at Drama ‘Book, ' “Captain. Brassbound’s ‘Conver:2 fie ‘Continued: froin:‘page: 55 =z.
address.
sion’”” (C). Producer, -Ethelyn R.
las’ “All: the Way Home. ” “Tenth.
David Merrick. 246 W. 44th St. . male and femme revue types. Ap- j Shop (51: W. 52d. St: -N. Yoe
‘ply
through
agent or mail photos; . “Music. “Man”: (MC). Producer Thrasher (58. W. 57th: St. N. bee | Man,”.-“Gypsy” and “Music. Man.”
NN.
Y., LO °3-7520.
Photos and j
“LT
1-0610)..
—
resumes
of sopranos and tenors | and resumes, c.‘o. above address. | Kermit: ‘Bloomgarden ‘(1545 Broad“Paradise Island”. imc. -Pro- In contrast,- “Period: ‘of’. ‘Adjust-:
(D):.| way., N:.¥:; JU 2-1690). Part. avail~ | sicer,
-Guy °‘Lombardo ORSE.40th ment” folded’ quickly © at the. in-being accepted for ‘files, c’o above! “Place Without Twilight”
;, Producers, ‘Robert
Fryer and lable for -a-top lyric soprana, not.
address
| dependently.- ‘owned ..Héelen’ Hayes.”
St. N.Y; “TN 7-080),
“Get
it Up”
(MC), Producer, '‘Lawrence Carr, in association with-] less than 5: feet, 6 inches tall,: to
Theatre after a. publicly-announced
Charles Curran te!o Lambs Club, ‘John Herman (234 W. 44th St, Teplace’ lead in ‘the national .com-|
=
fevers price-cut “was begun, and .
I3v W. 44th St., N.Y; JU 2-15150.! N.Y.; LA 4:2844). Available parts: pany... Call Lillian ‘Stein, above
“Fiorello”. . has- ‘done: ‘only:.: S0-SG.
19-21, tall, ‘handsome, cat- number.
‘Several parts: available
Available parts: six: femme singers,:iman,
' business . at. ‘the. Shubert -owned.
2/)-23, must double. with specialty;:: like; fair: boy; 16, intense, medium for the second company. Mail pho- q
? Broadway. with -a regular price- .
ballroom
dante
team,
20-23; a height: fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual-. tos: and resumes ‘to— Miss ~.Stein,. |
reduction,
young comedienne, baritone, 20's.;ity, natural beauty, fair; girl, 21, -above address: ‘Seript available at |_ ~ “Camera: Three”. (educational. - If as anticipated, there's the -us-.. 2
Accepting photos and resumes, ¢/o: ‘ fragile: girl, 18, all-American: type; -Drama Book:‘Shop (51. W. 52d St., dramatic: series). ‘Producer, CBS ual. theatré Shortage next fall;.the .;
above address.
Dan't phone. Ap-- iboy, 19, sincere. All roles are’ Ne-j| N. Ye.
(524. W. ‘S7th St.,.N. Y\;. JU_6-6000};. Shuberts May “try.. to ‘carryout.
em
pheants must have intimate night 'gro..Mail photos and resumes to.
{ casting‘ director, “Paula: -Hindlin. their: anti-twofer edict. it’s. figured.
Mail photos and resumes c/o above

Television. .

“above address.
OUT
FTO! IN:
club experience.
+ Accepting photos’ ‘and. resumes: of. ‘But’ when. some of - the” -long-ran : :
ouroF“row
“How
To Succeéd In Business ' ound nae ete (MD), Produic- .
holdovers ‘begin. to. slip near. the’
ers,
char
oagers
se
«a
”
ke | general. male. and female dramatic
Without Really Trying” «MC. Pro‘Hammerstein
2d (488. Madison
|
Fantasticks”
{MCi.
Producer, . talent, c/o above. address. ‘No’ duplt- break-eyen- point’ and: ‘marginal .
ducers, Cy Feuer & Ernest Martin: Ave., N.. ¥.): casting director, Eddie|.Faith Smeeth (Hotel ‘Del Prado, ‘cates.
‘| newcomers ‘are in trouble,. with no mo
te » Lunt-Fontanne
Theatre
(205; Blum. Mhuditicns for possible. future !(53d & Hyde -Pk., Chicago; HY. 3-.
-Carrado Film Enterprises. “ Pro- ‘lineup of Broadway-bhound. produe;’-|"
W 46th St. N.Y. JU 6-5355:. Audi-: replacements for girls, 7-16, and: 9600». Understudy : parts available ducer; :‘Carrado Enterprises :(640 ‘tions: on the horizon, the Shuberts -*
tions for Equity dancers, Monday: boys, 11-14 all with trained voices.: for all six roles, five male, one fe- ‘West End Ave., N.Y.)..: ‘Parts avail-' aren't ‘expected to- enforce. a no-(1), open call dancers, Tuesday : characters. . Mail
photos : and :: male. .For audition’: “appointment. ‘able ‘for’ models, -actresses, cand: ‘twofer policy’ if it: meams -allows.
(2%)
Equity
singers,
June 26;: !resumes to ‘above address.
|
‘contact Jim Warner, above address. male and femme. voices to. dub. for’! ing ‘their theatres. to go dark.open
call
singers,
June
27,
Broadway Thahagers: point .out... .:
‘ta’ series. of five-minute tv. shorts.
“Subways.. Are. For °Sleeping” |
LOS ANGELES
_alt calls
at the
Lunt-Fontanne
iMC).
Producer, David
Merrick |- - “Vintage 761” (R). Producer, Zey |Mail photos and resumes: c/o. above that: even: under ‘the modified’
Theatre
(205
W.
(46th = St., 1246, W. 44th St., N. Y.; L0 3-7520). | Bufman (1605 'N.. Ivar. Ave., Holly-. address,
-{terms. that’ -theatres -sometimes.
N Y.', men, at 10 a.m. and girls, “Miss Subways” ‘participants may |-wocd 28, Calif.; HO 4-T131). - Parts} “Lamp Unto My Feet’! (religi- grant when borderline shows go on .-:!
2 p.m.
series).
Producer, twofers, “the. house: ‘usually. makes{send photos and resumes c o Sid-' available” for "six. “male and ‘six ous-dramatic
“Jennie” «MD».
‘Producer, New-! iney. Ganis, above address,
- ‘femme singer-dancer-actors under ‘CBS (524 W. 57th St., N. Y.;. JU- a-small profit and-invatiably °
burge-Porter Prods. (1619 Broad6-6000);:
‘
casting
.
‘director,
‘Paula. gets enough. to. pay: the: fixed
——
;
-Mail . photos and, resumes,
was, N. ¥.; JU 6-4886'. Available
| Hindlin. Accepting photos and re- -chargeés. and. overhead. Duiting. that ~~
OFF-BRO ADW AY
; above address.
patts: male lead, 30's, tall; femme,
j{|sumes of general-male and female’ “period, a. ‘show’ ‘may. also make.a
“A -Word
ith the Governor” |.
20, ethertal, small, lovely, must
-| dramatic talent, c/o above:address. small profit, : meantime providing L&
STOCK:
sing well; character woman,
360;:' (MC), Producer, Governor’s Com{No duplicates..
; employment for.everyone cone ng
barmaid,
40's, plump:
character | pany (c’o Natt. Greenblatt, 10 Fifth
- “Naked City”. (dramati¢: seriés).’ cerned.
man, 40s, Irish man; 50’s. Mail pho- Ave., N.Y. or CBS-TV, 524 W. 57th | ‘Gateway Playhouse. Managing Producer,
Herbert. . B.." Leonard] - ‘The curtous: thing:about the ‘agl- ie
-N.Y¥.; JU 6-6000).. Available ‘director, David. Sheldon (Gateway (Sereen Gems, M11. Fifth. . Ave., ‘tation against twofers ‘is that vir-'
tos and resumes, through agents ;
parts: three boys, native houseboys, | Enterprises Inc., 43 W. 34th St.,- N. Y¥.;: PL. 41-4432), Accepting pho... tually. everyone in the theatreas’ ~
only, above address:
“Kean” (MC). Producer, Robert ! man, 45-50; lovable, comic; woman, N. Y¥.).. Parts. available for Equity tos. and resumes: of general male ‘well as the. playgoing -public ap-:
et
smomberen
au Me
SE
Lantz '667 Madison Ave., N.Y.: TE: 40's, high-strung; five character. ‘leading men and. women and -yer- and female dramatic talent by ‘mail “proves “of. them. - The. ‘exceptions.
eccentrics; woman, young, Satile character men. and. vated only; c/o above address..
8-3838:.
Five major roles avail- men,
are: generally’ limited: to ticket: ~
NBC-TY.
:
(30
‘Rockefeller
Plaza,
able: soprano, 30s, beautiful, so- beautiful, eccentric; . character Mail. photos and. resumés to
‘brokers, boxoffice. personnel, a few
‘Shelphisticated; soprano, 20s, beautiful, woman,
flamboyant;.. man, 30's,| dor (é/9-Joyce Selznick, Columbia N: Y.; CI 71-8300). Casting director. ‘Newspaper -commentators and naive; man, 30-35, operatic tenor, satanic writer; -girl, 20-21, fresh, Pictures, ‘711. Fifth Ave.,.N. XO). Rick ’ Kelley. ‘ds: accepting photos: chronic - writers: of letters: ‘to: the oy
regal; character comedian; acrobat- cute, innocent; young man, ‘attrac- Apprentices: ‘apply: directly ‘at and resumes of male and femme editor, .
dramatic -performers for‘several |: “Those. connected with °twofered. ballet
dancer.
Apply
through tive, appealing: man, 50's, dry, cyn-'|:
agents or mail photos and resumes ical; character. man, pompus, small; | Gateway. -Theatre operates: as a shows. Mail information to ‘him, ‘shows: say that twofer audiences”

BELLPORT, L. E..

co Apple, above address.
Auditions for dancers Friday (16), men
at 10 a.m. and girls at 2 p.m. at the
Se eater Theatre 215 W. 49th

four assorted character

men; sev-

suminer showcase for Columbia
‘Pictures executives and producers. . c/o. above address.’ No. duplicates. ‘are ationg..the ‘most attentive’ and

eral attractive femme singers who}
“Portrait in ‘Canvass”” (dramatic.
also dance. All applicants. must { BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD.
series). Producer, Leonard. Small
‘Producer,
sing and dance some and British|. Mountain . Theatre.
(c/o
Houlen Productions, 527. Madaccents are preferred. Mail photos William: O, Brining. (4548 Connecti- :ison Ave., N: Y.; EL 5-5260). Parts
“Kicks & Co.” (MC). Producers, and resumes c/o above address; cut “Ave. NW, Washington, D.c:: available for|“male. and femme
Parts available for dramatic: performers: ‘of all types:
Robert Barron
Nemiroff & Pr. don’t phone. Rehearsals will begin. EM” 3-5051).
Burton Charles D’Lugoff (337 Blee- late in August for September open- five male. and six: femme Equity Mail photos and Tesumes c/o.above
dramatic’ performers and. several’ address.
ing.
“Clandestine
on the . Morning non-paid apprentcies. Mail photos|.
Line”
(C). Producers,. John T. and. Tesumes, above: ‘address. Sea- |
| Weems & Robert Buccolo. (1035| ° HYDE PARK, N.Y.
N
.° |
t

Tr

[IMOONGLOW

|PLAYHOUSE

On The Lake Of The Ozarks
Of Missourli—Now Casting For

‘‘PICNIC’?
Leads and Apprentice Roles
Sead Details Immediately tq
W. A. Martin, Producer

Rehearsals Begin June 26

y ise

Box V-2181, VARIETY
W. 46th

$t., New. York 36, N. Y.

Merchandise

Wanted

DIOR © TRAINA NORELL
TRIGERE e@ BALMAIN
Hava you very fine ‘clothes
— gently
uged— you no longer wear? Exchange
them for money!! We can sell them
fog you.

:

CALL

FOR

INCO

Wardrobes prem os

®@ EF. 3th S
4 p.m.
Ueray’ nine9-2285 ;

Fifth Ave., N.Y.; JU 6-6300). AvailHyde Park Playhouse. Executive
.
able parts: lead woman, 40-80; Director; _M. David Samples -(385| {l__

'/man, 40-60; girl, 17; two men, 25- E. 10th St., N.Y.). Parts avatlable
130; man, 30-45; ‘several male: and for -male’ and femme. performers.
femme
walk-ons.
are for the Equity. resident. company.
Negro. Mall
‘photosAll
-andparts:
Tesumes

=

responsive. they eetfuring an.
2 en

fire: run.
|.
|“ ‘Aurelia ‘de: Felice. and PaulPane!
ish have “succeeded Angela Wil-..
liams-and

Ed

omer
.

Karp dn “Evenings.

With Chekhov.”.:

=FOR SALE==

ee

SHUBERT: THEATRE

...

-IN.CINCINNATI, OHIO -

tt »
4 endl
to use
of’“Youth”: ‘esturette): 1
to
ng
,
the archaser
property asint @. ‘Legitimete
Mart. ‘Films |. "Theatre, _—
:
Mail Photos: and resume. c/o above {507 Fifth. Ave., N.. Y.; “Ox 7-5895).
'e‘a. Allen Davis, above . address.
:
“REPLY TO.
s.
‘Parts
.
available
for
addres
:
‘attractive
1
Book
Drama
the
at
ble
‘
BOX. V-2179, VARIETY
Script availa
: males. and femmes, 20-23, and :a |
PHILADELPHIA
Shop (51 W. 52d St., N.Y.)
arsWw.46th
bM, New York 36
- Playhouse in the Pafk. Producer, woman, 35-40, heavyset, happy-go-.
“4th Avenue North” (R).- Produphotos.
and.
-Tegumes:
lucky.
Mail.
°
cer, Shippen .Geer, in association. -Ethelyn -R.. Thrasher (58 W: 57th
c/o. above. adi ress, _
with Michael ‘Batterberry
(341 St., N.Y.,. Studio 25: LT 1-0610)..
Madison Ave., N. Y.; MU “9-2910). ‘Parts: available for male and femme.
‘dramatic:
performers:
and
apprenParts. available for a "commedienne |
with beiting singing style and lead. ‘tices. ‘Mail photos and resumes,
. As Humorous Lecturer | ‘Bairtietd:. ‘Conn.—on. ‘historic Green
male dancer-singer. Mail photos. through agents. only,’ to . ‘Paul
- “Walter ‘Slezak ‘will: make & cross-.4 field Hill, 2% pecluded acrea--re- | and resumes c/o Geer,. rm. 803, . Stoudt, above address. .
stored .fed bern, :five bedrooms,” 40- ‘country lecture .tour,- probably
. PHOENICIA, N.Y.
above address.
‘Phoenicia Theatre. Prodiicers, starting in October. The actor: will |: ‘foot living room, huge. stone fireplace,
“King of the Dark Chamber” (D).
‘beamed. eathedral ‘elling, new swim:
Producers, Van Joyce & Harold Ivor Balding,-Peter:Bogdanovich &- offer backstage experiences, stress- |. -ming:
I
pool, ‘beautifully - laridecaped.
Leventhal, in association: with: Pa-' ‘Michael :Lindsay Hogg ‘(c/o. Bald- ing the humorous angle, under the
Asking: $72,500. For: quick. sale. Phone
“NY. . RE title,“Showbusiness Is ‘No Busi: “eellect Gerry “Ath - Renton, Pound
|} tricia Newhall (c/o Jan Hus House, ing, 415 E. 82d 351 E. 74th St.,-‘N. Y.; RE. 4-4605). | 4-2947).. Parts available: ‘for "male. ness
§ Ridge, N.Y., PO: 48712...
;
Auditions for male and femme un-. and femme pegformers for resident.
The Keedick ‘Lecture Bureau: cy

“Drop

Producer, Creative

Walter Slezak toTour-

derstudies and replacements, dan- company. Photos. and resumes be- ‘booking the tour..

-

“HOME: FOR SALE
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eet
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eee

) 0°
2° Wednesday, ‘Fane. 14,-1961

=
EITERAT!

9 “Stocks:

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

CAs of June- 13, 1961,-élasing)

Allyn: & Bacon (OC): 7s +2054
’ American Book (AS) ..;°65'2— ig:

{son
‘have. edited “Humor From Har.“Conde Nast (SY)!Baia
per’s””

Gable. Biographies: oe

(Introduction

f “Kathleen iKay. Gable; widow of:

- “by

‘Ogden -‘Crowell: Collier. aNyy

6!
+tereoes

By Frank Scully COHEEELEHEF
ODED

| . 398 ala}

Palm

Spiings.

May

23

‘the’ star, ..will probably - beat out. ‘Nash), Intended as.a pre- “Xmas gut Curtis Pub: Co, (NY) 1!154ap 3a! It is 15 years since founder Joseph Medill Patterson of the NY,
_. this. summer. Via: Prentice-Hall, an- item, and ‘mag’ writer Bil David.” Ginn
& €o. (OC):
9gt gee
iy; Daily News turned in his chips; but the picture paper goes on mak-

“: other ‘memoir.‘of’.the. actor which: “‘sgn's- “The: “Real and. te %Unreal? Greliee’ OC):
$1
Little, :.Brown. has: scheduled .for Pieces -on. personalities. Siivh! as: “Grosset & Dunia; ‘oo 23
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».Meredith. Publish: LE Better |“McGraw-Hill ane. aan 354414 2. informal, history of the News, reparts in “Tell It To Sweeney” -Duuble-
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New: Yorker (OC) ents
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is no longer

_ Garceau's book. tin collaboration ;i launched. Meredith Press ta. pub-. ‘Pocket Books. foc’... ‘32ta—Aly changes with the times. And he thinks
“ with © Inez. Cocke)™ ‘which Little, !lish trade ‘editions of. ‘the recenuy | Prentice Hall (AS).
.* 42344112 a! and ‘continue to act like in upstart
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what
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“Thére have also. been’a ‘couple of
‘one-shots™: ‘on - Gable, trade-book publishing,-.and- Robert :: “OC—Over the ‘Counter.’
: Chapman, who-was many things on the Neus before he became
shortly’ ‘following his’ death.
ONYSNLYS ‘Stock Exchange.
‘its: dramatic. critic, is the son of the Arthur Chapman whe wrote ‘Out
.|B:-Nelson is mar keting manager... e
~_
On -the - editorial Side, Co. A.- :AS=Ametican ‘Stock ‘Excharige. Where ‘The West. "Begins. “as, southing and as lovely a poem of bas.
:
,
_pitality as any. poet ever penncd By now John, too. is well welded
‘Pearce, veepee. of ‘DS&P: and TheoFaweett's Hollywood . “Pitch
Paperback tié-in competition. is :‘dore Purdy, formerly .. editer-in- Sinatra ‘And His Rat Pack. ” which .‘into the format of the News’ idea of what New Yorkers cant Jive withintensifying. 'Fawceett's - . softcover chief -of .Appletan’s trade - depart- ‘Belmont Books is bringing. out m. ‘out.
Sell It To Sweeney
‘line ‘Crest,.Premier, ‘Gold ‘Medal),|mént. have: been nanied. associate paperback June. ‘19, ‘an, unauthor-:
‘Bat long before Patterson invaded N Y with his hinterland diive
“already with, a hefty. slice . of. the jeditors - in-- chief:
“ for trade.“book ized, ‘unbiased.,. irreverent - ‘biogra- |
to.
prove
that.
medivcrity
is the great thing to strive for, John Siddal,
. .. biz. indicates... it’s-serious. ‘about rpablishing.”
phy.” The’ book is. a collection of;
"--. bagging. all -that.. the traffic can
- pieces ‘about’ the lively-‘members {then: eer ofthe. American Magazine, wrote “Dont shoot above their

Tew gstand

,
"i necks.
There's nothing there" The Patterson version of it was, “Td
bear, ‘hence the setting of. the)
‘Pre-Civil War. Reprint: :
Coast. agency.
Pieminger Stuart} "Alfred A. Knopf..is yepubhshing about95:000 wommend a atra— lit to Sweeney, Stuyvesant will understand”
_
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|
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about
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According
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Feins, for on-spot negotiating.
a Civil War’ volume written by: ac:: Company’. recently pitched : 175; ‘tress Frances: ‘Anne Kemble, :“Jour- Saniiny. ‘Davis Jr., Peter Lawford, fessionals and readers alike consider it one of the best written, bestvl ‘picture execs, producers and. ex-| nal.of-a: Residence‘ on a. “Georgian-Dean Martin, Shirley. MacLaine. ‘Jedited papers in the U.S, and that it is years since intellectual snubs
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-Magavine pieces with new: niaterial ;
Chapman denies ‘that the paper was worked out
“Falk,” as ‘recent prime examples. ot
-Fanny-. Kemble’ was a ‘prominent added. tobring, it up to: date.
i Patterson. on a manure pile in France when Bertie
‘what the outfit: delivers: -to.. film-. legit thesp on:the English. Stage of::
Joe was a captain in the Armed Forces, but he
. tiakers.. ‘Key. point :‘made~-by’ the|the -mid-19th :century.. She. toured .~
~_Leeived - near a manure pile, and was inspired by
- publishing -house is that -tie-in nov-|America and married: wealthy: Phils}
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by Mc¢ ‘ormick and
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‘Two Yalies. And How They Faded
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. ceft. Magazines; including -.- True, a Georgia cotton -plantation. -The™
‘Woman's - ‘Day, Cavalier,. Motion.
Continued from page —
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Picture _and:- True: ‘Confession: :life‘and master-slave: relationship
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visual,
sight
gags
and
the
zany. shirt of journalism while Joe dipped inte socialism, got elected to the
ithat left ‘her profoundly shocked:- situations, somehow moderhizinig Illinois JegisJature and aided in a campaign that elected a muniipal
~. [Gold Medal © ‘handles*-‘original
_From: a ‘celeb. family, her’ father.
a screen: yarns,.while.-Crest. reprints!
(on the type: of fun stuff -that. ownership mayor of Chicago. He also did some writing inshis vounser
was. Charles Kemnible,;.actor-mana-..
o cchardeover tomes transferred. ‘to:the {
clicked with Harold Lloyd. Laurel years, “Contessions of-a Drone,” and a play with Harriet Ford snd
‘ger: of- London’s . ‘Covent -“Garden ’ & Hardy.: Patsy. Kelly -and: ZaSu.l James Keeley, called. “The Fourth Estate.” “Estate” opened at Wal-
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-Fokine’s Memoirs:

owned ces Sa 8 dons re-. Pitts.... Also, ‘the “Our Gang” iJack's. in October 1909, one of those things about « crusading newsnowned actress . Sarah ’Siddons.
jeer, “t2 mention just some:
i paper’ .editor who fights the “interests” They even used the dodge

‘First
feature, untitled, will have «of having ushers run down the aisles handing out copies of the crusadBas. ‘1961 Peak:
. ta’ theatrical background. © Roach ing. editor's ‘extra editiun, an idea suggested by Joe Plunkett, who
Jn abriet report to stockholdeig, _MiH
'
do ‘the castirig in England, for later ran the Strand Theatre.

Erk ”” translated by’ the. late os
; ballet master’s son, Vitale: 1Little,.

* .Brown;. $7.50), -is -a. handsomely-“so! produced-volumeé -of- the Russian jPrentice-Hall. predicts; “The rec-: the most. ‘part: faking upknowns /. But by. the time Joe Patterson had the News rollyng, he was just
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choreographer’s memoirs:- ‘Younger ord to daté clearly shows that'1961|‘for ‘the leads. - ”
will set. an all-time high: in both: | And he'll shoot :in black-& white to writers and God help them if they took as much as a note while
: + Fokine’ has ‘sifted personal papers. sales
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and indications are that the:
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1942) and work, and book is well- year
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Patterson

A Movie Buff

edited by: “Anatole. Chijoy.- Tome: + successful: —. “The. substantial; iri-:
Joe Patterson was a real movie buff and one of the fow editorials
seeks to amplify in: ‘the artist’s. own:; vestment in resear'ch;.in néw prod-:
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“words the Qutline of Fokine’s. ucts ‘and ‘in’ acquisitions is'-starting|.
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‘ae Continued. from page —|
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a “Sutherland
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JMP Vs. FDR To A Finish
since: ‘the’. firm
was ival first ‘prize in the kid-pix: books —
|:
founded. in 1801. Joseph -W. Lip- category, ages four to eight:
1
‘Chapman does a fine and fair job of relating the friendship and «plit
‘pincott; -prez:.of: the parent com-=" Author. Car] Winston has. dane a ‘period the.psychological center of.|between Jve Patterson and FDR. The split went so far that when Alina,
Joe's favorite daughter, still believed in the four-lane Prez, Joe couled
pany, is the fourth. generation of: paperback. under. the: Belmont im-. his, pr ofessional life.
“the. family. ‘active. in chis_ firm's print to<tie in with Jerry: Léwis’
If he had not been so disciplined, toward his ‘daughter and in a will he wrote the year before he dsed
_ ithe Joad of work: -he ‘carried in ‘moved her out: as a possible trustee. It may have been also bes ance
“Management, since . its, Agunding “The Ladies. Man,” «Par).

_ ing- ‘staple

-- In-1792.
“ie

‘The . Caretaker,”
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Cdx. ‘Scott: ‘G. ‘Lainb;:‘president of

three-act .play | both: ‘Fhe

Times ..office -and

the! be didn't think.

a woman

could

run

a newspaper,

though

his sister

by. Harold” Pinter.-on- Jongrun in’, theatre would have crushed him. | sented: to do yery well with hers an Washington, and Alicia and her

London, : ig in. the. bookstalls -via. }But,” everything’ was -coolly organ-. ‘husband did okay with the Long Island Newsday.
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7:“ To
: Holman,- “will ‘continue: his -opera- papers
Grove Press: i$1.75!.. A.. Broadway ,1zed-in his mind: -Fall; ‘spare. -nervBut one group of dames crossed -bim up. He held a beauty contest
-tion as a wholly’ owned: ‘subsidiary:
production,

resented: by .Fr ederitk . -ously’ intense, civil; he. was in: and
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of’. Lippincott: -Eventually. _Ware-:
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the first
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have been at Jeast- 123,000 returns.

John: S. .Knight. "publisher |of ;supervising - the work. of. his ’al - Patterson's greatest success; however, was proving there was dough

a Knight" Newspapers. Inc...
made ‘an. ‘sistants; and after: the. ‘theatre: he; -on the East Side and that’s where Leo E Mefjivene became the goAnthologies Ele:
i
.Jhonorary: doctor of laws: degree’
at |returned: to. put-‘ever jthing
1D |phetto poy of the Ghetto with has “Tell It To Sweeney" senes in
‘Esquire|.travel... editor °Richard. the , June. commencement at- Ohio. order for the night.
Joseph, who asually.- publishes vig State University, Columbus. He has;oe -Standing at, the stone inthe com- ; ‘Printer's Ink. The contention was tat if you talked ta the Stuysecants
? the Sweeney's won't listen, but you e:n't lose by saying it so Su cenry
8am
. ‘Doubleday, had ‘shifted . to -Har-:
twice: served. as .president of

the ' ‘posing room on, make-up

‘day, -he:

pers... for: ‘his .““Esquire’s. Shopping. American Society .. of “Newspaper - -efficiently put. together: ‘the: text,
- Guide - to” .Eurepe;”: due §soon. 7 Editors:
drawings. and headlines of: the Sun:
Doubleday: has just. ‘published.his _BBD&O's° Bernard Ran. Ir ‘IS iday: section: Although |he :was-unupdated
money-changer, guides ‘the‘author of “Se You Want to’ Go ‘aware‘of it. he was a ‘conspicuous.
and. other: guides. |
Into: “Advertising” which: Harper man there. Everyone admired him,
Former: Esquire ..editot-in-chief will -publish next fall”
ot
snot: only because he ‘had -become.a
Frederic. A: Birmingham, : an’ -ex-Carjcaturist: Al Hirshfield: is the. theatrical celebrity, .but “because
“pert chef avocationally, is. the .au-. ‘author: of |an. anthology :on “The the acquitted himself as drama edi-

and

the advertisers,

‘John Chapman confesses that ten he as ordered
called Mainly About Manhattan. Ie aped the front of
magazine. the pars written by FB. White giving hope
|
that the News will eventually love all earmarks of its
1"and become as good as it is big in a bg city
Ir Chapman. has uritten a. solid and. honest bio of his
_ more St. has. an
3 index.
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the Nes Yorker
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cold
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tab, and what's
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: for’ Men,” via’ Harper,. which .also. :decadés :of -his drawings.-- Brooks |. _On Fhe Times his happiest days }.
As. publishing~ Times . food: editor: Atkinson. did the. foreword: ‘and the [were probably those when Alex: | that destroyed the dignity af plays ested hiftn, but because. he thaugtt
Craig .Claiborne's -“Phe: . “N: LY.. cartoonist” ‘dedicates it. to. the Jate |ander, Wollcott was critic ~Both jand people. And: during the ears lus Increasing involvement in the
Times. Cook. -Book. oan “Esquire” Ss ‘Fred Allen. “George ‘‘Brazaler. Wil , were. -tetiperamental men in veryiwhen. he wrote the news notes theatre made his news objectivity
Great Men and Moments. of :li publish in October-at $10:
It was a
nh different. ‘ways, ‘but: both relished | (called “What News on the Rial. ywulncrable to crititism
- Sports” ig another’ ‘anthology: from |. -- Teen” Magazine's . “ Miss. “Teen'}. the follies-of-the theatre, and ‘their}to?” -in| those days) he also man ‘ characteristic decision of conthat monthly, -while its ‘companion 1961" contest: will: be judged. Br]Baiety spilled -over int6é the Sun- |aged to give routine information saence, In many ways we had the.

_ Coronet is. the. source’ for “Fabu-- ‘Peter --Lawford, Eva Marie. Saint

day pages... Out of an excers of the ‘sharp edge of skepticism.
Mr Kaufman. resigned in Aug
trated. a- series of: holiday tab'tés,. lust. 1930, not becauce tie cuties

Tous: Yesterday;:” that| mag’s: 25th. Robert Wagner: Joanne. ‘Woodward Thigh’ spirits; Mr. Kaufman: inauguanni: collection: also: Harpers. °

and pie producer Robert: Radnitz.
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not cnly bis knowledge, thonesty
and vit, but also his usfaiing

John Fischer: ‘anad” Lacy Donald | Richard. Gehman. As, calling. his |ike almanacs, with wry. footriotes bor diama_ editor no Jonger snter- ( Ro0dwail.
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-» Hollywood.”

rected ‘by.Harald Philipp...
Steve Broiay returned trom Fulast | “You- Have: to. Be Blond. on. ropean jaunt. |

{| Vivien. Leigh attended
Composers
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their yearly‘
Capri”: is the ‘title of a: new. Kurt 7 Nate" ‘Monaster. ‘elected. ‘second. .
public relations head:
Grand Prix Du Cinema to Jean.-‘week's -preém of “Gone With.
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Ulrich. production currently shoot- veepee of Writers Guild of: AmerDelannoy’ 's costume: romancer, “Lay Wind” at the Coliseum.
at the Roosevelt Hos.
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in
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. feit - Traitor. ee
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‘to
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suc|
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‘OLIVIER

FrenchAgentDubsUnfair’NewYork|QTHER
BESTS’IN |MrtersBlastDearth of Quality TV,
Legit Urging Dramatists Take
T Cat
By GEORGE. MARTON

“VARIETY” POL

L

Blame ‘Controls’ & ‘Cost-Per-M’
CORE’S TELETHON T0
AID FREEDOM RIDERS'
—+

By BILL

GREELEY

- Laurence Olivier and Joan PlowParis, “June:20.:
A quartet of television writers
| right gave the best performances
chorused a loud howl about the
“with” great. interest |and.~
in leading parts in straight plays
j
sorry
state of video drama as the
siderable consternation: Tam’ folduring’ the 1960-61 ‘Broadway sea-.
lowing the: Hegotiations. which are }
Federal Communteatlons Commis:
\son.. Richard Burton and Tammy.}
‘York ‘between the|.
going on in New
N
sion
network
program
hearings
Baton Rouge, June 20.- | Grimes were the best in leads in
CORE, the Congress of Racial
J. theatrical: producers and the Dram- : Thrée: members of Gov.. Jimmy ‘musicals, They were the principal Equality, will run a telethon. for returned to New York's Foley
"3." atists Guild. andthe purpose. of H. Davis’ “Plainsmen” quartet, un- winners in| VARIeETY'’s ‘23d. annual|aid of the Freedom Riders. over Square yesterday (Tues.).
‘.: which 1s .to reduce’ the authors’ der: fire. for touring the midwest| poll. of the: first-string New York: WNTA-TV, New Jersey independBefore chief hearing examiner
ere
'- poyalties in order to help. the leégl- while on the. state ‘payroll, went, on. drama. critics:
‘ent station covering the metropoli- James D. Cunningham, the probe,
- timate theatre. to’survive: in. New leave without pay from. their -un-| “Olivier was’ virtually . a doubie-’ pa.area, July %, from 10:30 p.m. to which has been under way for twa
‘York.
years with hearings {n Washing|.2
‘classified: jobs’ Jast-. week. District: ‘winner, ‘being. selected primarily
- The problem. of: the survival. ‘of’{Attorney Sargent.'Pitcher ‘said the for ‘his portrayal of the title role.
Woting Louis E. Lomax is han- ton, New York and Hollywood, ts
the ‘theatre is not. Limited’ to New public: payroll fraud law. applies:to in’-“Becket,”. but ‘also being tied dling arrangements, and talerit al- slated to hear an impressive ros~
York.: ‘It is a universal. problem...
‘all state employes .and. officials for’ for. runner-up ‘for his performance ready confirmed for the video bene- ter of tv talent within in the next
The producers all over the world whom they. work—and:not just etvil as‘King Henry II in tha same play.
fit includes
Orson
Bean, - Nina! week and a half.
try to find all kinds of remedies
The writers, under cross-exam|H@ ‘originally appeared in the for- Simone, Theodore Bikel and the
‘servants:
for the ailing. theatre. ‘The obvious-|
“The, fourth: member of tliequar=: mer part, but shifted to the latter cast of the off-Broadway show, ination of Ashbrook P. Bryant
steps taken are: reduction ‘of taxa:|:
charged network advertisers and
Quinn
withdrew. “Premise.”
‘tet, - Jack
Lee. Maimord,
who when Anthony
‘tion, subvention by the municipall-.
their agencies with killing off the
from the Jean Anouilh drama: .He
_ ties: and the: State and ‘Federal helped ‘gospel and country. singing. was seen -as.the King when the
“golden age” of ty drama—the
Goy.. Davis.-in. his campaign last
-, Governments, and reduction .of. year, 1s under investigation. by: the production: ‘returned to Broadway|
| middle 1950s—when there were «
a ‘Tunning expenses.
dozen outlets tn New York for
after a‘ brief tour, with Arthur|:
state
‘department:
of
.civil
services.
_
Tlam in! very. close. fouch. “awith |
significant video theatre.
Kennedy in the title role.
“theatres: in’ England:. France, -Ger- The. State Dept. of. Agriculture
Heard ever and over were bitMiss Plowright was cited by the|
_-Many and -the: Scandinavian. coun- & Immigration ‘cut’.off the other critics for her performance as the
ter
charges of “formule,” “seript
* tries, In ‘ali of the above countries thres. quartet. ‘members under or-|.lead-in “A Taste of Honey.’ It was
control, * “violence
and crime,”
ders
:froni'
Commissioner’
David
steps were taken recently: to reduce
“cost-per-thousand
calculations,”
jher
first’
“best’”
selection
by
the]
expenses, .cut. taxes, etc., -but,. to ‘Pearce. They are Charles Goodman, New York critics,:although she had|
and “drama by committee.”
Thurmen
Bunch
and
Howard.
Wellmy knowledge, in none of. ‘the ‘above
A final witness, unscheduled
previously. received favorable athag it:ever been. suggested ‘to re- born, ar
‘tention. in “The.‘Entertainer” and
(Continued on page 45)
" duce’ the .authors’. royalties.
the
Phoenix
Theatre
dual-bill,

oy| Gav’§ Singing Sidekicks
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Morgan Uses
| ABC
To BlastParent
Co's5 Segregation
|Lotsa
Oi Conventions

9, Organizing

Peasant’ Friends

“The Lesson” and “The Chairs. "
Hollywood, June 20.
‘For Olivier, | it. was a. repeat -win,
At 84, -writer-poet-historlan Carl
his previous citation having been
iri 1945-46, as costar of a visiting. Sandburg continues as one of most
prolific literary men of our times.
4 Old: ‘Vie. troupe.
Since Olivier and Miss Plowright. In proof, he hag five literary pro}-|were -recently ‘married. (although. ects going on at the same time
subsequent to the Broadway open- 4n‘addition. to an undertaking with
Chicago, June 20
“lings. of. their -respective shows): ‘Frank Sinatra of a personal nature.
American
Negro Emancipation
ythelr selection by the critics marks. ‘Here's. what he has cooking, as he
Centennial
Authority,
which bases
‘
|
explained
it:
‘(Continued on page 62) —
in: Germany, Austria, ete:, by’ 10%'|
_ (1) Blography of producer-direo- here, has opened a national fund
“of:the gross. There is no deviation |
drive
to
raise
$6,300,000
from
tor George Stevens.
- Edward. P. Morgan, the ABC radio:
.. from: these percentages;’ The Euro- |
business and indusiry for a Negro
' (2) Book of. poe
conimentator, took: a: sharp’ swipe
pean. ‘producer: does. not ‘have. any.
Worlds
Fair
in
1963,
the
year
that
(3} Collection of ‘short stories.
at his. employers’ ‘segregation pol-}
the
100th
anni
of the
(Continued. on “page. 66).
| (Says. he’s taking more time to ‘harks
icies in Texas. theatres. In a seven: |
‘Lincoln
Emancipation
Proctamawrite them today, not like when he
minute commentary, at the: end. of 1
,tion. It's tobe hel#at MeCormirk
' first started turning them out.
‘his regular ‘broadcast: on ‘Thursday: |
'(4¥ Book on. Abe Lincoin, Hitle in: {Place expo centre In Chi the last
(15) evening, he “chided executives
ithree “weeks in August of that year.
.)maind but yet to come.
of ABC- Paramount. and the’ sub-}'
Dubbed
the Century of Negra
(5) Creative collaborator in all!
‘sidiary ‘Interstate™ Theatres: chain:
aspects of production with Stevens ,Progress Expasition, it will aim
for pressures brought. against: sit-al
Showing.
how
the Negro has conon
“The
Greatest
Story
Ever
Told.”
ins -arfd pickets .and for failing.to|:
Private project. he. has going :‘tributed to the American vay af
‘Fecognize “good business” policy in
life,
Accordingly,
(three
miusical
One of the: largest .conventions their failure to. desegregate. Austin, | An: unusual ‘condition is prevall- with Sinatra deals with formation°
jpresentalions
are
planned
for
(Continued on page 59:
on the books :started. in New York Texas, theatres, | ing ‘fn. ‘the Catskill resorts this |.
Saidier
Freld,
a
100.00!)
sea!
al
esterday
(Tues:). -But there. is |. “There seems. to have been-no re- month: which has’ resulted ina
fresen stadium, for the three ‘Tues/ jlttle joy ‘ta be found among théea-. action to: Morgan‘ '3. remarks from greater number of shows. in the
dav
exenmings
duriwiz
the
fait.
First
- tre operators, cafe owners and-im- |".
| area. ‘For the. first time -in the:
(Continued ;ion page’ 40)"
“wall be devoted to foik and spiret* presarios. of other “entertainment:
-- | region's -history'
many . of. -the}
ual music, the second to paps atc}.
The. - convention . is
so ‘enterprises,
1 smaller hotels, instead of.‘closing
Jarz. and the third to a production
:* Jehovah's Witnesses, - a religious
| after. Memorial. Day until late
of‘
Aida’ ANECA «will try te ene
Con
Edison
has
crossed
up
Broad:
sect, which met here last 1958.
June,: have remained open on the:
top Negro
nameg
It the
During that time-a phrase was |
: basis. «
- convention
bookings.|way legit pressagent Dick Maney. ‘Fave
re-pectiye
musical fields.
‘Last
week's
power
blackout
in|
eoined which is expected to apply}
|Some. oe open. for. weekends,
_.- to: the current: convocation. “They “Although ‘theatre “subsidy” re- | - while: ‘others in order. to maintain midtown Manhattan, which caused | Some 25 African nationg vali be
-: @ame’with the Ten Commandments. Mains .a:dirty’ word’ in: the ‘United{ staffs: are. open. throughout :the, the. cancellation of the June 13; sinvited to exhitit, and displass
and a $10 Dill—they . never’ broke States -and. the Federal govern- week. : Nearly «all .are using shows performance of “My Fair Lady” at “ll be in the fields of seirnes,
the Hellinger’ Theatre, has upset!
ireligion, industry,
agrie ulture,
‘| ment would not: possibly. loan: over the. weekend. |:
eittier: "
There. is:naturally. some. upbeat money.te an established” profes- | ° The -Catskill activity {s° “causing Maney’s calculations, after ards..armed fnrces and the arts
a in hotel attendance, parking ‘gatage ‘sional. actor, it is now. possible for some of the booking offices t: be ous research, in setting the date.
Cees “business, : also. on a smaller. . scale. ‘a ‘boy. or ‘girl: student .of :acting busier. than ~usual. during - -this when “Lady” would top “Okla-:
“.. in the’ restaurants, ‘particularly, to - borrow up ‘to $1,000 via. month, and’ many hope they will be hhoma’” as the longest running mu- -: Please don't cov.. ' the inexpensive variety. ‘However, Uncle. Sam. The’ difference ‘is ca!able. to nab mote confab business | sical-in Broadway history.
er this advertise..°} the .Witnesses” ‘spending 1s less subtle oné, reflective of: America’ during the summer. - Frequently; {. Maney,. who waded through al! ment with your
2, than “any ‘other. conventioneering. ‘folkways, willingness to‘-help the- the large . hotels such. as the Gros- the boxoffice statements on “Okla-:
thumb when you
‘boy. or girl’s dreams ‘but not the: singer's, Ferndale, and ‘the: Con-|homa” to set the record straight on.
They believe ‘jn a ‘strict {ater- adult's. necessities:
cord. Kiamesha ‘Lake, will: not}the number of performances reg-:
_ pretation. of. The Bible, ‘and -each}: ‘The loans, to- actors-to-be are’ jaecert conventions . that extend jistered by that production,
had.
(Continued on page: 56)
“Continued ‘on “page:68): a
, (Continued. on ‘Page $4)
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(Continued on page 69;
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.-: stage’. hands, etc.,; but: simply: par' - ticipate .in the’ ‘Teceipts. of theatre.
It .is the-‘public which’ pays the}
author. ‘In. case. ‘of. a success the
‘author-.gets more- ‘and in’ caso: of
~@ failure; less. This: procedure is}
“ as. ald as the. copyright law: “The.|.
minimum -“royalty... is: fixed “in
_» France- by 12° of -the gross: and
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our festival,” Dr. Alfred Bauer,
head :.of|the. annual Berlin a
1
Lew R, Wasserman, président. or Fest, told. Vaniery. Bauer admitt
‘MCA, has been elected 2 trustee that the weather angie is one
|
land vice-president’ of Research. to | not his biggest headache for the.
Prevent Blindness Ine. He helped upcoming. local.film: festival. “The.
Faise more than $2, 500,000: for. this|festival: runs. June’ 23 to July 4.:...
national ‘health agency as a tribute|- Otherwise, ‘Bauer is: very-. optito Jules C. Stein, chairman ‘of. mistic. “He “believes: that. the “fest
RPR, on his 65th birthday. --Jast will. bea very: successful highlight
| April. The: appeal was Jimited to: of the international film seene:and
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number of quality. pix, star partici-.

men.

to Prev ent .: Blindnéss pation and ‘other ingredients, it'll
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Famous: COPACABANA, New York,
+ tion of $66.000 in grants’to support: tations. savs:
ut
Indications -are “that” the: din
“Following “many: veteran: head- eye résearch in leading .‘medical
a big’
liners, it: was: indeed gratifying the! schools and- jnstitutes: These un- Berlin’ Fest ‘will become
young PAUL ANKA. in‘ an early re |restricted. gifts. bring the. “total. of event. The average ‘quality: of offipeat engagement scored. again so} RPB- grants ta’more than. $172, 000. - cial festival entries promises to be..
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“He not™ ‘only garnered |:
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There will hé 24.feature pix parthe acclaim of sophisticates, PAUL MCA board chairman, Stein, ‘and |. tieipating in ‘the sweepstakes. The
other business and civic Ieaders to
ANKA is a truly versatile talent.”
U. S. will’have ‘Metro’s
“Two.
| stimulate ‘greater esearch in the
nomination).
Loves” (official
eauses, cure, and eventual: preven-' “Question
7" {officially
-inyit edand”
by.
te Sir Harry Lauder and Al Jolson : Public had best foreign pic Fed- |
-{tion of blinding exe ‘diseases,.
Germany’s ’official-as the others of the triumvirate ;, erico ‘Fellini's “La Dalee Vita,”
\the festival).
Other RPB. trustees, . in. addition. entry is “Miracle ‘of Malachias’”. a
“and yet.” he fooilnoted, “the last best French actress. Annie Girar“The
io
\to Messrs.’ Stein and Wasserman, which “Bernhard | _Wicki
time [saw Lauder im New York he: ,dot, top foreign thesp-: Shirley rar:
‘are Mrs. Mary. Lasker, -president Bridge”). directed... The
United. ’
had half a house. se ] suppose thei ‘Laine, with lead tocal actor Jean- !
@; of the Albert and Mary. Lasker|}
Wanne.
by public and exhibitor referenfessor
and aiso indicate that he dum handled’ by the daily paper;
has appeal
fer the \syoung, new
Le Figaro, the fan ma g Cinemonde,
sndiences, as well as the old-' and the pie trudepaper” Le Film
timers, then perhaps the WB film Francais.
Version will have a special value.” ; Public and exhibs concurred on
star, !‘guly one item, giving the Brigitte
The
73-,ear-old)
French
perieps more prolifie than ever in Bardot starrer “Ina Verite” ‘The
1’S.
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Kohner,
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Francéois t Jeanne Moreau and Charles Aznamy per- ivour, and chief foreign actress
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alfairs, keep me
hopping, ; Melina Mercouri, the Greek: player |;
aud so long as [ sti) have a spring! in the Greek “Never on Sunday”
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“o> Land
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a
| Youngman’s ‘Straight ~ Longer.”
AS ‘usual, “the Soviets ‘won't take
(Continued; On. page 21):
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_.fas.arty.as ‘you like and, on the} Henny Youngman, the cafe: comic |
Grierson, Daubeny
| controversial. side it has‘ an: em-; who finally © made the * Persian: Moiseyer Dancers Not ::
: barrassment. of riches.” So opines Room of N.Y.'s Plaza’ ‘Hotel “‘eariiér,
Cardiff, - assigned «by°PTO- |this: season, has made another. Enchanted hy‘Russe life.
Honored By Queen: ‘Jack
°
|ducer Jerr. Wald to direct pic: for
London, June 20.
John
Grierson,
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of
Britain's
Wed.
21)
to
meet.
Wald
to
dis|
TY’s Cartoon Characters
“Call It Anti-Soviet
dle a ‘straight: acting ‘role, albeit |
San Francisco, June 20...
documentary
film pro-' cuss séfipt, cast and filming there. |that. of a borscht. ‘resort comic, on
Have Acts Emulating’Em-‘leading
ducers, who has’ been associated | Speaking: frankly ‘about literary -the’ US. Steel. Hour. over. CBS-TV.|. Artival of the Moiseyev Danicers:.

in iny step anc the esprit I sup-! ‘made
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;
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time
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Venelo aperitif, 1 front of Rome s.
famecn Donne's -idewalk cafe,
a entinued |
on page a1}
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“Hollywood. June 20.
James. -Joyce’s - “Ulysses” ‘fs a.
film director's dream; it has every-|.
thing a. ‘director. wants, it can be

‘at the: Whitcomb Hotel: last Thurs- .-.
: property .that’s ‘been eschewed by
with Scottish-TV since its incep- ;
F pic. industry—and: others. apparent- come Aug. 9. Contract. set by Gen- {day (15) stirred up:a non-Strogan-.
. tion a few years ago, was made. a‘ -ly—for
years,
Cardiff. revealed eral Amusement ‘Co. ‘with. Theatre off beef. Dancers, quartered .at the
The popularity ef cartoon ehar_Commander of the British Empire: Wald
‘bought ‘dozen
books by : Guild. Vehicle is: by. Larry’ ‘Colien, ‘Whitcomb before starting .a four-;
arlers on vadeo is creating a condi- °
authorities” on. Joyce | interpreting
ten within the ranks of pertormers | ‘CBE) in the Queen's: Birthday
intitled :“The Golden Thirty.”. ‘Tom: },day run at:.the. Opera. House, as”
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“Ulysses”
and
“haw
to.
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viewers
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hopors,
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fairs, department stores and other|
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Hecause these acts work in the- birthday, includes a knighthood for Latin and. German. I haven't. got- |.
This turned: out to. bea faux pas .@arxtime, they are in position to Alan George Clark, chairman of ten through all 12 books, but more
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;
de. deux, for the: dancers. comaoff their animal suits and work in the radio manufacturing ‘comp: any than half. are behind me.” S. Leonard Reinsch,: executive2 | plained Russian
Important facet ‘in making pie,
fife... was just
recuiation cafes and club dates in of .Plessey, and a CBE for George.
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An example is the, Rylands, Governor of the Old Vie, Cardiff: says,-is' he won't. ‘change’ director of WSB: radio-ty. outlets, “propaganda.’ » It then occurred to.
-there™
“Rocky
&
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clude
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(Continued con page 66)
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“By, THOMAS. M. PRIOR
: Holl ywood,. Jun

.
Ts: It,“hbo: or -bad news ‘ontue

By VINCENT CANBY
“Whether

or ‘not. ‘the. * 20th-Fox:

“poard of directors, meeting in New

StreeSeesFurtherSale

---York.:,Fune °28;. officially names
Pete. Levathes ““‘permanent’’. studio
- production chief—as opposed to the |

By GENE

dia and distributor: publicity ‘mills
‘in Hollywood ‘and New York?

- RayMountie Feature

‘Answer ‘to: question should come | :
° For Warners Also Serves:
Of Screen Gems, Capital|shortly
via’ weekly: reports on pub: |’:

‘« temporary title. he was given ‘un-|'
officially last. week—the general |.”

-For Columbia Features llcity .penetration:

to be. provided 7
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and foreign

‘As Television ‘Pilot’

Picker, a partne: ta
distribution yp. .of
United Artists since this company
iwas taken over by. and pursued a
“highly successful policy: under, the
Arthur B Krim-Robert 5S Benja-

|min aegis, in 1951, has been named
by” Publimetrix’ Inc., which - had|.
Ottawa, June 20.
jexee’ vip. and, as such. is taking
: impression: in New York. trade cir- |. - Heard around’: Wall: Street ‘this. been operating: up to: first of the | Another Royal Canadian Mount- .over the reins of domestic as: well
~ eles. is: that the -appointment. will Week was the report that ‘Colum- be ‘permanent. for. .all intents: and.
.. purposes. That is, ‘ag permanent: as.
_ anything ever is in a‘business. that
a is based’.on. continual change:..”.
|:
. Levathes, who ‘retains the official.
, title of. veep: in charge of: 20th. tv.
“operations and: last. month . was.
- “Named ©“operational” head. of - the

bia. management’

at

some ‘future -year® in:‘more

circumspect” area. of.

ed ‘Police film is in the offing: “The: as foreign distribution.
by- Warners ! He thus has become

time-may élect-to sell off another: stocks ‘and: ‘bonds: exploitation ‘efForce,” ‘to: be made

the worldfectiveness. ; Customers. embrace. ‘in Ottawa, -Montreal, Quebec City ;iwide boss, just as George Weltner
isupervises the domestic and for‘brokerage: ‘Houses, *‘publishers - of |rand. Toronto as a theatre feature— :
-eign distribution show at Para- business ° ‘news . ‘letters:: Fhe.- Wall and. also. to be used as a pilot. mount
Picker's new role doesn’t
-Street’ Journal . and” financial. ‘gec-j for. a tv-film: series, Warners did .come as too surprising to insiders,
‘programming.
tions of: several imietropolitan. news- that ‘once. before, -With “Girl on; iwho for some time have been in
the: Run,” -used as a pilot for “77 jthe know about his enhanced status
studio, ‘enjoys the: perhaps unique” | SG went “public last” ‘year’ but. papers. :
.
{within the company.
__ trust bath of. management, particu-. the public ‘holdings amount to only|. For film: indusiry,: “Publimetrix |Sunset Strip.” (11%
of:
the
total:
Outstanding.
Cok
* larly. préexy:Spyros P. Skouras, ‘and;
‘Joe
Mansfield: produces
and { Surprising to the trade is the
“will provide. -analysis of publicity
.
‘Robert: Altman directs “The Force,” |exact nature of the enhancement
“> of the: new director. group, repped j holds.the: ‘balance. ;
penetration..for players, directors,.
by John L: Loeb, :serior ‘partner of.|.
‘producers, camposers, studios and for which they'll scout the four jfor, it means that WilllamJ. Heine_ Carl M.-Loeb, Rhoades. ‘&-Co., and | ;
‘titles of: pictures. Price for serv- cities not-only for locations but ;man no longer is domestic distribution v.p. Heineman is out of this
! attorney-.Milton. ‘Gould,:repping \ .
{ie¢-has-not:been. determined final- for featured players. Peter Breck! |specific job, but continues as vp,
reves & :Co. To ‘tradesters . ‘it’s |will star.
|ly- ag yet. but it will vary depend-|
board member and one of the prin- inconceivable that: the two factions; |
_{ing-.on, how. muez oh info: customers
cipal stockholders. This dislocation
‘having. found. a_ man. they-.both oe_
“ldesire. In: other. words, |a star’ who :
of Heineman was revealed in a
‘admiré, would. seek: a:‘permanent” |:
wants. to:Know -how to méasure ‘wp!
terse press statement from UA last
replacement. for him. ‘before he’s

‘plock.of ‘Screen Gems stocks as a
means of providing the. . parent’
company -.with- additional ‘eapital..
.This in. turn-‘would’ be used for
‘enhanced- theatrical Broduction

‘had-a chance to. ‘demonstrate -his)
.. talents.: While’ Levathes’. experi- |'
‘ence with theatrical: films has’ been,
‘comparatively’ limited, -he ‘has: im-}.

| Rogell5Status

“":pressed' company ‘insiders with his:

efficient administrative talents’. in
Hollywood, June 20.
the 20th ‘tv Setup..
“New. blueprint for 20th-Fox
Goldstein’ 5 Future _| Studio:‘Operations was initiated by,
‘Both. 20th: factions, :a
ati ‘prexy Spyros P. Skouras on his reare’.high’ on the: production talents turn from New. York Friday “(16).
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| held. before, switching to .-BevHills; -Parten.- Net | reporter and. press-, Europe.
Jerry Wald, wio plans to spend: Doc Merman,’ exec. studio: Manager; |
-agent was hired’ as: ‘consultant. 10] |‘Concern about ECM comes at a
Tony Curtis and Universal, the
elose: to: $20,000,000 on: .features Ted ‘Strauss. story: head:. Owen help -‘setup operation.in entertain.. lined up: betwéen: now and: end of. McLean; : exec -casting head:. “Cyril ment. area. Neither will..photos or time -when British pictures are in- company that started him, signed
creasingly
popular
abroad,
coincidj
a
new
non-exclusive five-year pact
"1962: for.” 20th-Fox,. planes: today’ Landau, ‘studio: :exec.; - and - John
copy ‘mentions in ads - figure in.ing with a significant reduction in calling for an unspecified number
. (Tues.) ‘for Padua, :Ttaly, -with di- ‘Healy,. assistant to Levathes..
{the
artificial
‘barriers
to
the
imcomputations.
-.
of
pix,
and believably at financial
rector Martin Ritt and. scripter. A: |. -Rogell's global. ‘assignment .will
That" service: may explode some portation of foreign films in some terms much more favorable than
H.._Hotehner,.-. ‘team on. “* Adven-. ‘be to keep tabs on production -all
‘important.
export
markets.
under
his
previous ‘hitch at the
tures Of A. Young Man,” :based on! over .the world. Additionally’ he will myths:‘on :which certain New York|
On coproduétion; the report con- studio
Ernest. ‘Hemingway's short. stories. oversee international _ distribution and: -Hollywood. blurbbers* “have |
Star
did
his
last U stint in “The
| profited. is -indicated..by. realistic firms that British producers are
‘This will be first stop ‘on three-| 'and advertising..
‘Under new appointment; " Rogell yardstick being applied to. local pressing. for early treaties with Outsider,” skedded for release tate
week, ‘trek. which will include. numthis
year.
His
Curtleigh produc.France,
Italy
and
possibly:
other
the’. ‘came.. here with Skoyras’ -will | publicity - breaks.
Policy in this ;
ber of. European. cities:
countries..:As French and British tions is prepping to biopic Hush
Pie .is .budgeted at $3, 000,000: report only to..Skouras. He con-| respect, as defined: by Carroll}
|
Hefner,
publisher
of Playboy mag,
studio’
rates
of:
pay
‘and
conditions
_ ‘with exteriors. in boot country, in- ferred. briefly with Goldstein ‘in -Bourne; ‘founder of Publimetrix, ls: -are similar-in many, respects, the
with U toTelease.
|New
York: before ‘leaving there as follows:
=
_ _ teriors at studio here.
.
ed
BFPA
comments
that
the
negotia‘From Padua, Wald, sofos.to. Dub- ‘Thursday night: Rogell is doped]: “Los: Angeles and New York av-| tions. for an Anglo-French copro-Here .to. be wearing: veepee. stripes:
lin for. sesh with - director Jack
after board -‘approval. on June. :28.. erage. out remarkably close’ to the duction treaty’ are less complex: : Western Pennsy Allied
Cardiff. “who has. beert ©“assigned
. Exee operation: group headed by national _average,.-except for -one than negotiations with other caunTouting Metro’s ‘Atlantis’
> “Ulysses,” ‘(see- ‘separate, story: on “Milton S. Gould; attorney who reps detail. This..is-because of perhaps tries... :
Allied Motion Picture Theatre
- Cardiffr.~
Treves & Co., “New York: brokerage ‘a.amique practice. Editors in these{
However, {t's conceded that {Ouners of Western Pennsylvania
Thereafter :“Wald” - proceeds: ta} house; has approved. Skouras plan two cities oblige Personal friends negotiations have been retarded to
proclaims Metro's “Atlantis, the
meet with Nunnally Johnson who's to give Levathes and new. ‘studio -{n. show. - business by: publishing
some extent by the anxiety of or‘ow: seripting. “Mr: :-Hobbs Takes: getup new authority.
their: ‘publicity ‘in the. small. first ‘ganized labor, though it Is hoped Lost Continent’ as topnotch new
“A. ‘Vacation’’ whicli. Henry. Koster j. At 69.Skouras.has faced the most. edition, which 1s the edition the thal the proposed safeguards of- entry in the Pittsburgh downtown
will ‘direct, “Because - of cast, in-: important. challenge in his business friends .see. But what ‘the friends fered by the BFPA and the Fed- area
Attributable to the bo. success,
cluding
James. : Stewart, © adding. life,..according to insiders. He’s de- don’t know is that their publicity is eration of British Film Makers
says the Allied unit, is the appll‘machine ‘should. ‘tally ‘about $3,000,- termined to lift company out of its dropped out’ .of the. paper before. .will remove the obstacles. ©
cation of the Marcus
Plan
in
-000 on this ‘one,-'to be. made. at: financial - ‘difficulties: and . confine|:the big home-and-street. sale edlThe BFPA annual report ap-, faunching the film. This marketing
Cape: ‘Cod: and here. :
a
.|future |Production” -to only big} ‘tions go to -press. However, pubparentlywent
to
press
before
the!
approach
alls
for
extra
promotion
“Y From’ London, *Wald. planes’. to: projects.
Jivity © appearing. only. in these
negotiations hit aion a given picture on the part of
, Paris: to see Marcel. ‘Proust's agent) ‘Hence, he ‘met-with: all. producers small. editions ‘shows up conspicu- coproduction
new snag with the recent walkout } many exhibitors collectively along
anent. purcliase of -his. works. “If| —: _ {Continued on. page 20).
ously in. the ‘clipplag services. and -from the talks by the FederationOFF with the distr ibutor
-. Ingrid Bergman: is dn French. capiare Film Unions, who protestedt
*,
-'serapbooks. : ‘These ‘editions
‘erent
et re te
ened
tal hewill see her there’for lead
never: used by Publimetrix; only}
an undertaking by. the producers},
‘in “Celebration.” If. not he’ll meet. “AtFord Girl's Coming-Out, the big, regular editions, -‘thereby. to. press for an increased acreen
EDDIE FISHER’S FOUR
~. her:in-.Switzerland.' Producer ‘also'|| quota tad not been honored. The
avoiding distortion; _
: hag. Marilyn. ‘Monroe .in mind ‘for. ‘Then: RG Hits for London’
producers: subsequently
made, a! Two With Liz ‘Taylor Vis Warners’
. Former 20th-Fox production: tap- | While such ‘a “measuring process compromise proposal to the effect |
pic, Parade. scenes.will be: made
Financing
may
produce
more
factual:
results,
|
in. Hutchinson, ‘Kans... Budget, es: per. Robert’ Goldstein Jeft New:
that
no
coproduction
could
be regYork Monday (19) for Detroit to at- It’s .a cinch that. it -won't endeara istered a3 British quota before Jantimate is ‘$2, 500, 000.:
Eddie Fisher wil! produce four
Ford, the Publimetrix operation. ‘to’ those 4 uary, 1963.-which would allow time: features. tuo. of them starring his
Some’ exteriors: on «“dventures ‘tend -‘the.-debut of: Ann
whose” bread. ‘Is. buttered by” bally-j
_ Of A Young Man”. will be made-in- daughter of the- Henry. Fords...
for the situation to be reviewed: wife, Elizabeth Taytor, in assocsa_.:Michigan... resort. town with, “all Goldstein “leaves today.(Wed.) hoo.
Product is to
at a later date. That alternative {s‘ tion with Warners
for:
London,
.
to
take:
over:
ag.
20th
: Associated . with Bourne, whose |now’
: “other: filming. hete..
being
considered
by
the’ be made under. the segis of Fish” study. on ‘probability: in chance was! | unions.
“On: quartet. ‘remaining, close; ‘to production. chief {ae ‘Europe.
(ers newly formed New Fronter
| published: by Yale: fs John. VV:
10 million willbe. spent, as follows: |.
Picturcs Inc.
-“Enemy:.Within,” $2; 000,000... to be ” Krushen. Drummajors- : ‘Eastmount;: a. former: research - as: |poe
Kurt Frings represented Fisher
__ Inade - entirely ‘here: “OF | Human |ot Mori: Krushen, United ‘Artists Di- sociateof the Department of Soct-|.
and Miss Taylor in negotiating the
‘’ Bondage,’‘$3,000,000, : probably: rector of national. press-and exhibi- -ology at the University. of Chicago.
{tieup with WB.
“Columbia board last week deentirely in ‘England: “where -Story tor .relations, ‘departs. N.Y. : this. ‘They plan future: expansion of PubProperties and other casting untakes ‘place:;. “Let Is. Come- Down,”. weekend for three weeks-of promo- limetrix service to encompass. tv. clared a 246% stock dividend on set as yet. Miss Taylor's last work
_$2.500,000; to “be. filmied in’ Tan- ‘tion work ‘for “West. Side Story”: ‘and. other ‘arms. of show -biz: the ‘the Col common stock and voting | for WRK was in George Stes ens’
_7 giers, background of“: plot:. -‘and ; and “Judgment at. Nuremberg.”
travel industry “including airlines. trust certificates.
production of “Giant Fisher wall
“Lest :Girl,” .$2;000, 000, ‘all-British i ‘He'll hit .Chicago, San: Francisco: shipping companies: and . luxury.
Payable, July 31 to holders of occupy offices at the WH Busbank
: Production.
lot beginning next mouth.
*hotels) sports and society.
a _ record’ on June 30.
and. Los. Angeles.

Columbia StockDivvy

TOTES

business

Rebutting this was one UA in‘sider who said, “Not so, we're all

|

NED
Sere
ays
tet
on.
ee

at the

Tony CurtisWithUniversal,
His Alma Mater Studio;
Deal is Non-Exclusive

oe Hollywood, June “20:

eee
bedepteree
cipme
pega

of disharmony

{top of one of the most energetia
jand enterprising managements in

London, June 20.
Outsiders. who lay perhaps only
of sessions: with .studio|:munity: papers -with minimum of} Anxiety by British first-feature :a feeble claim to knowledge of
‘studia,. Robert Goldstein, -whio: left execs. and producers was -a -first 15,000 ABS: certified. circulation.
whal’s
really going on, weren’t Infilm”_ producers to. the likely longhis’ post as. production chief: in order of business. ‘Skouras intro-: Everything from. casting announce.
[clined
to
accept
the
harmony
©
London to succeed.the late Maurice. duced -his new: production cabinet ~Aments- to: cheesecake poses and |term. effects..of the European Com-!‘stance
For one, they point to the
‘|.to ._producers: Sid Rogell; former
mon Market on British film ex- | unexplained reason why vet dis{Continued on page 21):
mentions
in
reviews
will.
| overseas ‘production. head. ‘who. ‘has
ports to European countries is the; tribution exec Heineman should be
.‘kbeen -appointed ‘international. “weighed” and fed. Jato. computer. subject of comment in the annual
(Continued on page 20)
_| trouble ‘shooter with ‘offices at both: ‘machines. .
re
report .of the British Film Pro. [Studio and Hiome; office: Peter}. Ty.:and ‘radio. news breaks. also ducers Assn., which is. to be pub-}
| Levathes, . temporary - “production: will ‘he:tabulated.
lished. in London tomorrow (Wed.).
| chief sueceeding Bob Goldstein who:
Metering service will not ‘count. Nevertheless, the report notes, the
planed. out of Gotham Monday. to any. mentions of a “damaging” :ra- year has‘ seen a lot of progress
-resumeé. : as overseas — production turé, such a3.“‘unsavory- scandal or
made in talks on the possibilities
head in “London” post he: formerly lawsuits,”. according to. Vernon J. of -coproduction trea tles with

‘: .O£ Levathes’
a

his. competition: won: 't: have’ to .pay

‘a3 much: as.a ‘studio ‘which might|‘be: interested in three of the: six.
categories’ available: ‘OF, perhaps, |.
the: works. ”.
“Ratings. will be | based . pon}
amount: of ‘simon pure”. publicity |.
—text ‘and photos—obtained .
course ‘of “a“:week: in”: ‘newspapers,
‘Tranging in. size- from. mass circulation, ‘metropolitan... sheets. to ‘com-|.

U's 6Month Net
Universal's

consolidated: net

‘for 26 weeks’ ended: April 29

Iso.o 7
h e As
Tn
s Bar
|— JacqueTilu
tes lWit
straDa

Mixed-Nations Trend

{> ‘was’ $1,835,322, equal to. $1.98 —
--per.share of common stock on

/888,390°
shdres’ outstanding. .
* ‘Comparable period. a year ago
produced . earnings. of $3,695,- .
|.

194, - or, $4. 04. ‘per
: ghare.

Gap: reflects fewer

1 |

+ “Extent to which Uv.Ss. major come‘pany participation In the. international market is changing may well

‘common

"TellChandler,42,Dies. |

number

be exemplified by deal ‘made early Hollywood has lost ati -another. this. year by Metro: and -French...
| prominent. actor ‘with:. the. death. producer Jacques Bar. This éalled .
at 42 last Saturday ©(17): of Jeff: for the formation of a jointly spon-

of big b:o. whoners in’ release ~
o for latest perjod reported. .

Chandler. tDetails on the: obit. sored French:.company, Cipra: Propage.) The necroiogy of.a relative-. ductions, ‘headed by: Bar,: which in
ly recent period also includes Errol. ‘the first year. of its existence will |
Gable’: and. - Gary. have turned ‘out eight pix: © ...
-Flynn, Clark
Cooper.
Interesting—and © offbeat—angle,.

|Burma Makes
Film
Peace WithYanks

Chandler has just completed Io- however: is that a number of these

cation work in. the Philippines ou
Warners’ “The Marauders.’
-He

features. probably :won't even: ‘be’
distributed .by Metro in - France; ...
“Le President,” Jean:Gabin starrer,-..
“Return to. ‘Peyton Place,” -in cure, for example; ‘is being. released in
rent rélease.
—.
Frarice by UFA;..4 German com‘Actor -had ‘been. under can. “ex- pany. Fathe, a™ major . -French .disclusive ‘contract. to
Universal,‘trib, will handle in.: France ’-and,. Pact’s renewal terms gave'him the.
" |Belgium the now-shooting Brigitte °:
Tight. to make outside: Pictures.
.-| Bardot. drama,. ‘La. Vie Privee.” -.

had

.
i

Long suspension of: U.S. ‘film
|exports to. Burma -‘Has ended, ac-

| cording to.a report received: at thé
New York, headquarters ‘of the Moition ‘Picture Export..Assn, from
Charles: Egan, MPEA Tep. for: southeast. Asia.

‘For. the Jast 15 ‘months, the major |
US: film: distribs refused to ship
flims' to Burma -beeause of ..government decree would . have -re-

a’ starring role

in’ ‘20th-Fox’s

| Metro, of course, has first .call. on."
ius. rights on all pix, but. most.*
| likely. will farm. ‘out ‘likely US.

New Orleans, K.C
Theatre Ad Firms
Complete Merger

artie. entries:

Burmese: commission agents,

‘Egan reports that after “lengthy
|.

‘and amiable discussions,

the: _Bur-|

:

New TWA huxury
service to Europe!

Milton

Lyon

.

Dermot McNamara

‘Sigmund Miller —
.Harold S. Prince
Glen Byam Shaw
Aaron B. Steiner
.Joun Tetzel
Robert Trout:

Elizabeth Whitley,
.

TWA Royal Ambassador flights to Europe

Irving Wormser «.

N. Y. to L.A

offer you a new standard in personal attention. From the time you make your res-

Jim. Boles
Roger DeKoven ©
Radie Harris:
David Merrich
.

Alden Schwimmer

ervation, the service is truly regal. Soon
it will include TWA’s latest innovation...

Ralph Wheelwright.

seek ee to N.Y.

first-run movies in flight! Twenty guests

Bob Crane

in First Class are served by three host-

Rock Hudson . |
H. Weller: Keever

esses and a purser. Gourmet dinners

Irving Mansfieid.

Dina Merrill
Otto Preminger.
-Budd Rogers —
Bobby Rydell
Shelley . Winters

offer you a choice of seven entrees, still

wines and champagne. On your next-trip.

.Mo-Rothman

VL

THE

SUPERJET

ASIA

AIRLINE

OTWa THE SUFERIET AIRLINE Is & service mark owned exclusively Dy Trans World Airiines, Inc.

there are: no. laws fore.

--:

- |WolfeCohen toEuropes
Later Visits Latins _

‘Williamsburg’ Film Gets,a Bolden . ne-

.

Anew
8
Hollywood, Juné 20.“Williamsburg—they Story of al” Wolfe Cohen, -head
of Warner
. ee a
Patriot,”
produced by
Wright | and directed by: George: week: ‘European’ tour. next: month,

- Harry Saltzman
. Susannah York

as a TWA Royal Ambassador.

- AFRICA:

—

~RE-DISCOVER 1956: FEM

A. R. (Cubby) Broccoli:
Jack Hawkins |

service that is yours only when you travel

For Filmingin:Canada' Although

director is Tyrone Guthrie, in: ‘as-4 pany’. will. ‘inevitably get. more for
| Socation ‘with Leonid. Kipnis.
its: money ..by ° operating. ‘through.
Guthrie
is --negotiating’. with local. film men, who. know their own
| | Arthur Kennedy | to ‘star in this: tmarket, ‘costs, talent, ete.:
filming .of a post American: Civil | Bar, in: turn, has access.to Metro
‘| War period but rest of east will be;' financing, as. Ww ell. ‘as contract talent.all-Canadian, ‘with ‘locale. around
(should: he desire -it),.as well’ as
Writer.
is Metro film properties. The Bardot
4 Stratford,
Ontario.
George Marrow, with Louis Apple-. film was. originally. ‘scheduled to
baum doing the musical-score of be a film. adaptation of Noel_..
the film. No deal has-yet been set | Coward’s “Private. Lives,” owned”.
for ‘distribution “of ‘The Fool |by Metro, though it: was “eventually
Killer. ”
-|.changed into a biography: of a film
| Star, not. totally unlike BB. ...
One. of. the more unusual of: the
Trip-to-Paris. asGift
Metro-Bar pix ‘is the. recently: com=
|
For. Woman Lobbyist|‘pleted: Carroll. Baker. :starrer,
. - Sacramento, June 20.
i“Bridge to The Sun.” ‘Though this
Mrs. Hulda McGinn, for. 26 years qualifies ° technically" ‘as a. French
‘lobbyist for the Northern Celifor- production. it was shot in: ‘English:
nia Theatre Owners. ‘Assn..-in .the on locations in -Japan,. with. -Ameri-.
‘California Legislature, w2s honored |‘can. (Miss .Baker). and. Japanese
last week at a special: Sacramento (Jimmy -Shigeta) -stars. Behind ‘the
Juncheon, attended by more. than camera
“talent, however, " was
- 300 persons.
French.
‘Mrs. MeGinn, ‘who: retires ‘at| ‘Bar, . whose *:-deat ‘with’ Metro
| the end of this year, was presented ‘Calls ‘for -“his exclusive .services,
-| with an all-expense trip. to .Paris- returned tq Paris Saturday . (18):
by: members of. the ‘Pals. Club, after six days of talks:‘with +home-"
| Sacramento organization comprised, office toppers.
of the wives of legislators:

' Europe to U. S..

overseas, experiénce the incomparable

4 the’ Italian. Bovernmeént -“in. those
_Cipra ‘films done “as Franco-Italian
coprodnct! ons, 7

‘bidding Metro ‘to go into. France
Toronto, June 20.: _fand set up its own production sub-~
With a new: British company, ; sidiary, to make just the kind -of
Productions
Ltd.,; ‘domestic films .now- being” turned
Contemporary
essaying a film version -of Helen: lout by. Metra and Bar, the” pro| Eustis’ novel “The Fool Killer,” j.ducer. says that any American ¢um-

“David Lewis’

US.A“ EUROPE

tobe forthcoming from their association. The principal .reason,.‘he.
Says, ‘that; Metro, which has a: large :
land ‘efficient. distribution arm in

a

Ruth Conforte Lyn Ely
Martyn Green:
Oscar. Homolka
Elizabeth :Hubbard
‘Sidney Kav.
°

Call your trave! agent or nearest TWA office.

to both him and to. Metro. ‘expected:

\HelenEustis’
NovelSet

Helena. Carr oll

Fly TWA Super-Jets across the United States

Interviewed: at. the ‘French “Film

and: are, staffed entirely

U, S to“Europe:

2eeand fo feading cities In Europe and Asia.

distribs.

- Chicago, June’ 20.
Two of the major theatre screen | France, should make-distrib- deals:
advertising: compariies have merged. With such.! ‘outsiders” -as UFA and. .
‘by Burmese, will continue. to disto form anew ‘firm—Motion Pic- Pathe. is that the. latter offered
stribute the product of their parent
ture Advertising Service Inc. In- good prices for: the films. in. ques .
companies. .
:
.
‘volved in the deal are. United. Film. tion. Also such ‘deals mean that the ©
Service of Kansas City,-and“Motion. production, company realizes .a. re=
| Elaine Dunn Draws
s Bids Picture Advertising. Service Co...of turn. on its. film: investment:a Jot.”
New’: Orleans. -New organization more quickly ‘than it would if it
While Legiting: on Coast will
be headed by CartJ... Mabry, | had to. wait':for ‘the film to play‘Hollywood, June 20. | ‘former prexy of MPA. a ith W. ‘Off. This: ir--turn,. means . more .
Blake Edwards and Ross Hunter’ Hardy Hendren, United's: chief, as: money to put back. into future’ Prohave . extended . ‘film. offers
to chairman of the’ hoard...
‘duction.
.
*
Elaine‘ Dunn,’ currently starring in|. Under the new setup. Mabry will] . AS Bar. sées it, the:advantages. ot “Bye Bye Birdie” -at Philharmonic direct . all field: representatives
the ‘jointly ‘sponsored French ecom=Auditorium for L: A. Civie Light handling ‘sales at the local. level
ipany to Metro, are numerous, For
‘Opera;
—
from the New Orleans’ office.. and
| one thing, Metro is able “to par-. *
Edwards offered starring role in Hendren- will divect activities ..of |ticipate. financially in the increas-“Operation Terror,” while Hunter’s: the national sales representatives |ing popularity of domestic. Euro- tbid was: for ““Onee Upon. a: Mat-. and head up theatre. relations: from, pean product, and also ‘has access
} tress.” ‘Both |areStraight dramatic Kansas ‘City. .
| ‘tothe. subsidies’ providéd. ‘by ‘the:
roles.
‘|French. government; “as well as by”

in Burma

|

indie

‘Office in New York last week, Bar -explained- some of the advantages, _

|

mese authorities recognized the unusual :nature of film imports and
the specialized nature of film dis-|.
tribution: Under «the. settlement,
local MPEA -afficés, which.have
been established for many years

to

‘| geared: ‘to service. the stateside art.
-market.

quired them to. distribute. through
||

Re-Tag Joe Friedman
|

Joseph
Friedman,
Paramount’s
exploitation: manager for the past
three years, has been riamed exec
‘| assistant: to Martin Davis, . ad-pub:

Seaton under. the aegis of .Para-

conferring .with. sales: forces and

mount, has -been cited. in the social
! outlining details. of company’s Tre-

studies category and given a Na- | cent “Jubilee of Films’. at ita stu-

tional Film and Filmstrip Award dios. After that he is looking for-.
by. Scholastic Teachér mag.
“ward to. Latin “Anierica visit on
Film, scripted by. Emmet Lavery, :similar mission.
ae
In the new. capacity he'll assist.
in .the direction: of: ‘all phases . of was made in 1956: in’ 35m‘* Vista-j -. Because..of' enormous: “yolume of: :
} Par's. advertising, publicity and Vision’ for .Colonial ‘Williamsburg } features and: telepix' :WB. produces):
‘exploitation programs. :
Inc.. Latter..has'-shown: it so far to: [for Latin American countries,.films ~
| 2,250,000 at its two theatres on the |are dubbed’ in, Mexico, Puerto Rico
‘Serlin Upped. .
Bernard: M. ‘Serlin,’ assistant ex- historical grounds. The 37-minute and in U. S., in ‘Spanish, Portu1 ploitation manager at: Par since he pic also has been projected in. ‘gese, German, Italian, ‘some. in
joined the company last. January, ‘schools and worldwide installations: ‘France, . ‘Wolfe said.
:
has ‘been appointed
exploitation of the U. S. armed services. _
j. ‘Sizing up foreign. ‘markets, . eréat-.
manager, replacing Friedman. SerA 16m reduction :version ‘Made’ est - demand. comes’ from Great -..
‘din’ had been with both. ‘Metro andj last year qualified “Patrait” for the |Britain, then Australia: Japan.: and
iW arners” before going: to’. Par.
‘; scholastic. award at this time.
‘pow Germany, which is fourth.

director.

.
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ELLERS

.‘Nation ToNaton,PerMarionGerng
6 "LMAL
AMONG.lingoKey to Foreign Markets
toca Rowe’‘8:Rolls of‘Gold’ Looks LikesaYankee
" Franco-Greco-Maybe-English;: Too, Production

THOSE ‘MISLED’ But Dubbing as Handled Today

— Woefully Hackneyed, Says Clouzot

“1 Special ‘article which follows |:
_ is assumed ‘of interest-in film i

no

‘The. ‘\interhationalization”: aOFT “Foreman’s$s* Anguish.
| duction: circles where .“bestseller”,
‘motion pictures may. well, reach its |Phat,
Chicago, ‘June 20..
*
Since the international market is
has. become..both -a symbot and |
+; ultimate. limit in:- a “project| now
"Carl Foreman, ‘in. town-to”
‘stereotype. °. Discrepencies, / CON: |
oo,
so important these days m. obtainate
. being«firialized.. by ~ vet. “producer }
;'halis “Guns ‘of Navarone:” had
A hctone'a‘and eaters “of - this*
“Trade Employment Drop Ing a profit on a mullimilion dol‘Marion ..Gering, ‘a’ .Polish-born
American. who

Incorporated

alight :‘Tunch of gall. following “|-trade- practice | are. clarified, here-.

heads’ a. Liberian-

- the “second: consécutive..fouled a with, —Ed.

‘production, company

. up press. screening of: the film. |

. dast’ Wednesday “(4s

Ch.

‘that. isthe hub of group ‘Of ‘in-|
-terests: called simply- the: Mediter- - . Bcreening.' came’ a-cropper when ae

pa

‘Hollywood, June 20

‘Employment

on

“By DORA ALBERT.

fm

-ar production investment, a solution must be found to “the lansuace
problem.”
according — to
Henri-Georges Clouzvot, director of
Kingsley -International’s
uperoming
Freveh import, “La Verte” iThe

in ‘the tv and

industry

dropped

again

| | : listed
during atApril,
total on payrolls
36,400 as against 37.-

. Fanean. Studios: ‘Assn,
one ‘side-and one rear speaker
“Van ‘Nuys, ‘Cal:; June 20.
600. for March.
Preliminary
--Gering |‘is in’ New. York’ to wind “went out,. causing several of.:| “What makes. ‘a. beok ‘hit the. liter- 7 figure -for May itdicates still
yp financing .and’ ‘distribution . ar- - the siewers to commentonthe . ‘Lary bestseller lists? No one knows | ‘another drop at 35,800.
' Yangements:..on’.an ‘upcoming. fea-}.
for‘sure. Actually, there's ‘no ‘fie were 1475mings rragainst
ture. called’ .“The Rolls. of: Gold,” }:" sound.. Producer’-Foreman.
.

a

eo

could. only grit-his teeth...

comedy-drama. . ‘Which, will be

'

r

bestselter, lisi—there are three im-

directed’ by Tom. Rowe ‘who’ also-|* ..; “Day. before, in New: York, ,” -} portant
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Resume Hearings
On Toll Petition
In Little Rock

dn, other idioms: Hollywood ‘producers. can get Mexican. stars. for $1.000|old’ way. ~All our: merchandise is i
US. a. week, ‘with first three’ supporting categorics :‘going: for: $680, |displayed on. hip-reach: level,. eli- ‘Women” is being filmed on Kauat
‘minating stooping bythe custoiner. ‘island -this-.month, with some 70
$560 and.$400. u.S, And:extras are
2
always a.
2-bargain:
‘Islanders cast as extras.
“] and counter girl.
“For atime this out-in-the- -open
Cesar Romero
plays the lead |
. a want, to fave’ a.. purpose and. Theaning.dinTite beyond that ‘of, Therely”aCounter: ‘top display. ‘did -create .a ‘male. role, with John Ker in "i
playing Jin €ntertaining | picturés. That:is why .I am so ‘intérested ina:
Hop supporting: role.
‘Continued or page 19)
film project dealing ‘with the United Nations refugee rélocatign. “proj:'.
+ seer mes
ect in Asia; The moyies have a great. potential .
“But it is sheer. luck |
if you -get’ anything ood. Everything is: done by: dribs’: and ‘drabs, '
‘Nothing is sustained.’ "There is- no: imagination. :‘Movies. don’t improve
7.
-you.as an. actor; -they.: deter. you. You have to: -be a-master. actor in‘ the|
“movies: becausé. there“is.-no time: to. improve and’. try .’out. different”
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"“Viridiana”.

'but he privately (binks that
Lsightless peaple are wiched
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oo gtinee+‘the -board: was ;created.in 1922. Méans that, if. a film ‘leaves: the: beverages in. paper cups.“inserted |ie allo ed for tl
canipalcn,
“0: state for.a period of two years or longer, it must-be resubmitted to the, into-“indiv idual refrigerated stands. ‘Paramount. execs. -at_ re least. same
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as major. points: of..céntention atient’:the state's film snipping, setup::! rate’ bin arrangements so that any
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T useless fs a fool
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Scandinavian |area,. benefited. from-- support -it rereived from Lutheran
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that any one who thinks this film

coffset. at: Ted. Mann-owned .World Theatre with “Question: 7.” -which Smeal, manager of the Riviera]
Capt. Blood,” to star Errol
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installations in the foPetitioner
is Midwest
; “Saturday Night, Sunday Morn- iVideo Corp Which holds the Intering’
¢Cont).
is landing
Tith'! -nahionat Telemeter franchise,
anid
place. “Never On Sunday" tLoape: ishich {8 seeking an order direct
rounds out. the Top 12 pictures| ing Southwestern Bell Telephone
“Atlantis”
(M-G)
and
“Pepe” :to make its-cable facilities aval
(Col) are the two runner-up films able at fair rates
“By Love Possessed”
{UA
fs
Paul
Lend,
vp
of Midwest
one of the. bright newcomes5. be- _ Video, testified that
his
“Y offeered.
|
‘ing: bof£ in Chi and lively in L.A Was reads to post bondy campany
or othee
Pleasure’:
of
His.
‘Com
pany”
1“Lages Man”. ‘¢Pars, also new. security to protect both Southern
‘ Peoducer. ‘Samuel: ‘G. Engel winds 29 |‘years “with 20tH- Fox. in: Sep:
tember,” 1962,: when. he will take. six- months sabbatical before reac-! : (Par. ds winding up champ again; is fine in Cincy and sock i Wash. .-Bell and the pubhie, Witnesses for
ington. “Romanoff & Juliet” ‘U a:
-tivating. Samuel G: Engel, Productions to include: series of productions. making. third. :week in succession

"intormat: talks” which could lead to merger: ‘of: Republic Corp. and |
3S cAmerican: Corp.- “in around. six.months". are .acknowledged by” ‘Rep “Biz: activity at first--runs this: ses++ -ehairman: “prexy Victor. M.- -Carter. “Most intriguing’ ‘aspect of: discussions| siom ds ‘very ‘spotty; with. the few
"from filnv: biz: point. of view—is that Consolidated: lab is..a--subsid of. strong spots reflecting f resh, strong |
Rep, Pathe: lab: of .Americta Cerp. The: two labs are the largest’ indie{ screen fare or. cool ‘weather. Heat‘jobbers in: the. biz... In’May ‘Carter sold ‘American 265, 000. shares of .his.|| spells -in: several key cities further:
own holdings—giving America about. 13°, -of the stock in Rep. ‘Proposed || wilted -overly-extendéd ‘longruns.
.. Inerger talks are being conducted by’.Carter himself. ‘and America prexy. exhibs, ‘too, are not overly pleased
ne Gordon Greenfield, ofN, ¥,
a
:
with”. some’ of new pix. being

jhe ‘phone outfit spelled out what”
«, for. teevee as well as: theatrical features; He ‘has three more : pix on: t has beer on ‘top. “Last, Sunset”. ‘{s-big tn NLY. and LA
they considered the right kind of
“Man in Moon”
(T-Li ianded
‘current seven-year '20th-Fox -pact, “The | ‘King Must_ Die.” “Ride. the; (Cy, third a-week: ago, is moving
(Cortinued on page 2t
‘a. wow. opening
week
in NY
* Ship Down’? ‘and ‘The, Lion,’ all” to be. completed’ before first vacation :UP, te seeond position.
“Exodus”
ATA
is
capturing
j
“Fabulous World of Julies Verne”
--{n tenure with studio. Vacash may. extend. year traveling .arround. w orld:
at third: spot.. It was. second -last CWB), another new entrant, fas!
onPleasure, instead of biz, this: time.
j round. “*Ralsin -4in Sun” (Coli) is. lin K.C. and fine in Frisco, is rated
“| moving. froma runner-up. post of. slow
in Louisville.
“Battie
of
Produce? Helen ‘Winston Hand in ‘Hand”y has acquired.‘the film a week: ago to fourth. “Spartacus” Bloody Beach": (20th?. also new, i
rights to the: Dr. Doolittle, stories” written -by ‘the: late” Hugh- Lefting. (Uy, / starting .some. lower-scale, is dul] on opening dates in Detrott
‘The children’s classi¢s. are now ‘in their. 47th: reprint, with: annual. sales three- a-day’ . runs’ -eutrently, is and. Philly.
“The Mask.” made in Canada for
estimated ‘at approximately: 1,000,000 books. Deal’ was. negotiated -by climbing. to fifth place.
_ “La Dolee Vita” (Astor , which the recenth formed Beaver-Cham..Bernard :Silbert,: attorney for’ Mrs.. Lofting, and ‘Sam Zagon, attorney
“Wild in Country” (20th), with. ‘still Js big to wow in Boston and pion Attractions has been aequued
~ for. Miss. Winston.
ae
.
ae
Produced
along line of. opening dates: this N.Y. on
Jongruns,
started
out for release by Warners
Koflman
for Taylor| week. is managing to land sixth smash in .Chi. “Dondi’ iA:
is bs Juan
Roffman Productions Lid. film was
Embassy Pictures is: diekering an“houtlong’ ‘@pectal via’2 NBC-TV built t position despite some nine out-of big in Detroit.
“around Donald O'Connor, ‘star of. its Wonders |‘of Aladdin:”: ‘Show. j-15- engagements being .disappoint“Ring of Fire” (M-G
1s rated lensed in a epth- dimension Plore
‘would be titled “Wonders. ‘of Donald,” ‘a variety spread, but ‘also. an.j ing te very light. “Gidget. Goés ‘mild in Providence and stow 10 Py¢ whieh requires that the audie
wear
“masks”
Fate-piere
- oblique. plug for the ftalo-made .film.. Stanza -would. bé..aired’ in: No- | Hawaiian” (Coli, also just. around. Frisco, “Tiger Bav"” (Cont:, oka:,ence
not syember, about’ a “month in.front of the: pic’$ yearend holiday. Telease by|o-any ‘extent ‘this stanza, is cap in Minneapolis, shapes fast In © Myidea aiso fies in wilt: the stery
ine.
‘T
. turing seventh spot.
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etro.
a
.
:
:
.
te
and good in: K.C.
“Gone. “Wath Wind".
(M- G) | ' “Carry on- Constable” (Gov
is. Fantasy sequences were filmed
Cable’. to VARIETY’ ‘from. Cannes resulted. in the faisé ‘{otormation ! ‘ffeissue): Is. ‘winding up: eighth.. doing nicely {n- L.A “Breathicss’ "with a camera devised by the Br3it.: "being published (May. 24-that the New York indie. production, “The |“One-Eyed. Jacks” (Pary -is drop- 1FAW), wow in’ Patt Touts fair'ish = =«government-ouned
National
‘.”. “Connection,” :had won a prize. at the film festival there. French Society |ping back to ninth. position. “Last in Frisco.
i Researeh Development Corp
and
of Film “Authors ‘instead: gave’ its prize, Jointly, to Spain's.viridlana”: ‘Time. £ Saw. Archie” (UA) Wilt J. Complete Buxoffice Repurts on. never before used on 2 feature
and France’ s.*LEnelos.”ree
:
be. 10th.
i motion picture, according to WB.
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GROSSES

LABizUp; ‘Company’ Slick $26,000,

Seattle; ‘Gidget’'
Seattle,

‘Possessed Nice 186, ‘Juliet’ Sharp
KeyCityGrosses

despite the number of fair. openers. “Pleasure of His Company,”

going into general release, leads
with a slick $26,000 or better for
three theatres plus continued holdover at Hollywood Paramount.
“Last Sunset” looms mild $16,-|.
000 in three houses while. “By
Love Possessed”
is rated - handy

$18,000 at the Chinese for an eight-|

$2,120,200
-(Based on 22 cities and .255

Jand

|“

:

“Wild in Country”. shapes‘only fair

Detroit, Tine 20.
=

Broadway Grsses

Estimated aia Gros a

Sto
~.| Slow.

N.Y.)

-Last Year

three of remaining houses us-

ing holdovers, it’s rather a dismal
picture at ‘the boxoffice. currently.

Plethora ‘of newcomers is. sparke
in opener at Coliseum. “Dentist in
ing .first-runs here. to a. healthy
Chair’. is rated slow at. the Blue |
week.
“Gidget Goes Hawaiian’: is.
-|Mouse, but holds. “Gidget .Goes
[hot.at the Michigan:.: “Homicidal”
‘|Hawaiian” is rated passable in secshapes
socko at the Palms. “Dondi”
) ond
at Fifth: Avenue: “One-Eyed
This Week
.$467, 800.. T looks: great .at the Grand Circus.
. Jacks” is down to a. ‘dull take -in
“Battle
at. Bloody Beach” 1s.
(Based
on:
29
‘theatres)
fourth: round at, Paramount.
.
600’
|rather dull at Fox.. “Love and the
Estimates’ for This Week:
‘Last Year
-|French-woman”
is. rated.:smash: at.
(Based. on 26.‘theatres? os
“Biue Mouse ‘tHamrick) (739; $1-|
_. | Trans-Lux Krim. “Last Time I Saw
||- |$1.50) —“Dentist: in. Chair’’. (Indie).

theatres, chiefly first runs,.in-e
eluding

June. 20.

With. two first-runs-shuttered |

9G, ‘Sunset’ 166, ‘Sun’ Okay1546
Los Angeles, June 20. +4First-run
trade is picking’ up
somewhat this stanza but the overal] prospect still is unattractive

i [ elo
li
mt

wild’ Fair $6,500Th

. $2,558, 300

(Based on 24 cities, and 246
theatres.)
.

$2,500,

st
bu hol ding. Last
‘but

week, “Cimarron”

_| Archie” stays solid in the second. 7

(Sun’Fairish66,
Mpls.: ‘Wild?1 |
Clock |:

(M-G), (4th wk-

|5 days), $2,800.
Coliseum (FoxEvergreen) , 870;
+'$1-$1.50) — “Wild in . Country”
(20th) and “Silent. Call” (20th).

|

week at the. Madison.

“Spartacus,” in move uptown to

| 'the. Mercury after’ a downtown. suc-._
cess, looks. terrific: “Gone With ~~
‘Wind" stays’ great ™:in. the. seventh
session. at the. Adams: '
ys Estimates. for This Week:

Fair. $6,500. : Last. week, “I-. Saw
Archie” . (UA. and. “When
Strikes”. (UA), $6,800.
ox. (Woodmont
Corp:). (5 041; " :
. Minneapolis, June 20.
Fifth Avenue
(Fox-Evergreen) |.
75-$1.49)—"Battle at Bloody Beach(2,500; . $1-$1. 50)
— “Gidget -Goes}, With “Exodus” ‘and. “Spartacus” (20th): and “Right Approach”. (20th).
both
departing
during
the:
past
two
Hawaiian”
(Col). and ; “Golden ;
Dull -$13,000.. Last. week, :“Return
Hours” (Col): (2d wk): Good.$7,000. weeks and the Academy and Mans Peyton’ Place!’ 20th)” (3dwe),
theatres reverting to popscal, gxind,
Last
week,.
$10,800
$8,500.
rated slim $7,500 for two locations.
to a
e
. Music Box. (Hamrick) (738; $1- Minneapolis is «down.
‘Michigan ‘Wnttea. Detroit) (4,036;
“Not Tonight, Henry” is busy $5,-}hard-ticket entry this. round. This
$1.50). — “Absent- ‘Minded
Profes500 at the Los Angeles on general
4s “Windjammer,”: brisk in second $1.25-$1.49)---'Gidget Goes HawaiKansas City, June 20.
sor” -(BV) (10th wk). Oke $3,000. reissue session at Century. |
release. “Saturday Night and Sunian”.
(Col) .and -“‘5 Gokien Hours”
Biz is following an improved Last week, $5,300
day Morning” looks big in fifth at]
Trade stays slow here with four (Col). -Hotsy ‘$18,000... ‘Last. ‘week, |
slant, and couple of newcomers
Paramount | (Fox-Evergreen) (8;Music Hall.
“One-Eyed
Jacks” (Par) (8a wh),
are helping to solidify trade this
| go9 $1-$1.50)—"One-Eyed. Jacks” Heweomers not helping to revive
Estimates for This Week
boxoffice. Fresh’ arrivals . «| $15,000..
session. “Wild in Country” at UpChinese (FWC) . ‘1,408: $2-$2,40) town and Granada is bright. “Fab-: (Pen) (4th wk). Dull. $4,000.. Tasty “Raisin in Sun,” -boffe at. ‘Academy.
Palms
(uD).
(2,995: ‘$1.25-$1. ‘oy—"By Love Possessed” ‘UA). Handy ulous World of Jules Verne,” in week, $5,200.
{aad “Wild in:‘Country” brisk at the “‘Homicidal” (Coil) and “Most. Dan$18,000. Last week. “King and I” six hardtops and ozoners- shapes
gérous
Man
“Alive”
(Col). Sock
1 Gopher, hypoed . by vacationing
(20th) (reissue) (5th wk-6 | days),
smallfry. Pair of new -nabe first-, $17,000. Last: week, “Young. Sav-:
fancy. “Pepe” shows strong hold$7,900.
:
‘ages’:
(UA)
and
“Operation
‘Bottle-. :
|Tuns
also
have
new
fare.”
Return
ing power at Paramount in fourth
Hilistreet, Wiltern, Pix (Metro- week. “Gidget Goes Hawaiian”
to Peyton Place” and. “Homicidal, ” neck”
-(UA) (3d_ wk), $12, 500. .
ay
politan-SW-Prin) (2,752: 2,344; 756; ig good in second at Plaza. “Last:
both in second. session,.. remain
|*"Madison. (UDY (1,408; '$1.25-$1 ‘oy
90-$1.50i\—"‘Last Sunset” ‘UD and Sunset” looms big in second Roxy.
healthy and are tops for. holdovers.: —“Last Time I ‘Saw. Archie” (UA)~“Tomboy and Champ”
(U).. Mild |}
Others in-second week are ‘Last. (2d wh. Fancy $12,000. Last. ‘week,
Estimates for This Week
$16.000 or near. Last week, HiliTime I Saw Archie” fast at World, + $15,000
‘Fox Midwest--Nat.|
, Brookside
street, Wilfern with Hawaii, ‘“Sec- Theatres)
|
and “Tast Sunset,” okay. at- State.
Grand’ Circus (uby (k;400; $1 .25<
(800; $1-$1.25)}—‘Gone|.
ret Ways” (U), “Pharaohs Woman” With Wind” (M-G) (reissue) (Hith ft
‘Baaltimiore,. “June 20.
Estimates for. ‘This Week. |
$1.49\—"Dondi"" AAA)... and’ “Ser- .
4,
$12,100.
Pix
with
State,
Biz
ts.
“stin
‘down
this
week.
with
|
:
Academy (Mann)
(947:. |$1. 25- ‘engeti”. (AA). Great $13,000, Last:
wk).
Picked up with announce-/:
“Konga”
(AP), “Terror
Haunted ment
pix. making . disappointing $1.50) ‘Raisin in Sun” (Col):.Show-: -week, “Pleasure of. His Company’ _—_
of closing
date,
bright new
showing. | “Wild In. Country” is house. dropping hard-ticket: policy. (Par) (2d wk), $14,000. °
House” iIndie) $8 300.
$6,000. Last. week, $3,900
State,
Hollywood
(UATC-FWC)
Capri (Durwaod) | (1 260: $1.25- very mild in first at Stanton but with this pic, resuming: continuous] : Adams ©.(Balaban) :(1,700; $1. 50-.
“Raisin in.:Sun”: is. just okay in: ‘run. Looks to get fair $6.000: Last- $1.80)--"Gone. With. Wind" (M-G)
(2.404:
756: 90-$1.50}—“House
of $3)\—“Spartacus”
(W) ‘7th wk). ‘/same
at the Little. ““Gidget Goes week,. “Exodus” *(UA) (20th . wk), (reissue).(7th wk). Big $10, 000. ‘Last
Frieht”
(Al)
and
“Dead “One” Nice $5,000.
Last week, $5,300.
Hawaiian”
looms only © fairish :“fn. $6,000. in last nine days cat ‘$1 1S.week, $10,500. (Indie). Slim $7.500. Last week,
iCommon-.
Crest,
Riverside
Hollywood with Warren's, Baldwin, wealth) (900 cars each), Boulevard | opener at the Hipp... - .
1+ $2.65" scale .
United “Artists <a) a 667: $1. 25“On.
the
Double”
‘shapes. slow in. ‘Century (Cinerama, Inc.). (1.150: $1. 80)—“‘Alamo" (UA) ‘(5th. wk).
“Vera Cruz" (UA), “Apache” (UA) ‘Rosedale
cars),
Theatres) — (750
second. round at the Town, “Last $1.75-$2.65) “Windjammer”: (NT) Fair. $5,000. Last week, $5,200
reissues}, $14,100.
Heart
| Noah- Wiles} - (1,500 cars),
Beverly (State) (1,150: 90-81 50) Isis, Vista tF MW-NT)} (1,360, 700) Time I Saw Archie” is dull in sec- (reissue) (2d wk). City’s only. hard-|. Maesic
Hall | (Cinerama, |Tne) ;
— “Romanoff and Juliet” (U), Sharp {90e each) —“Fabulous ‘World. of ond at the New while “Love. and| ticketer shapes snappy $9.000 ‘or (1,208; $1:20-$2, 65)—“This is Cine-.
Frenchwomah”. is.ratéd fair in sec- near this chapter: Opened .“with Tama” (reissue) (Cinerama) (3d wk).
$9.000. Last week, “Executive
Jules’ Verne”. (WB) and “Bimbo: ond at Cinema. “Me first. out in|
Buite” -M-G), “Seven Brides Seven
| Good $12,500. Last week, same,”
Great”
(WB).
Fancy $30,000 or 1931 is making nice.showing | at $8,300 in first six days. . ae
‘Continued on page 10)
better.
Last week, Crest, River- Rex, town’s newest arty~ theatre.’
Gopher (Berger). (1 000: “$1-$1 254: “Trans-Lax -Krim .(Trans-Lux)
(1,000;:- '$1:49-$1 65) — “Love
and. “Wild
in
Country”
120th).
°-Brisk
side, Boulevard, Isis, Vista and
Estimates for This Week”.
Frenchwoman”” ©.
“.” (Kings).
Smash. |
Granada, “Konga” tA) and “Wild
Aurora : (Rappaport). ‘ (367: |.90- $7,000. Last week, “Secret Ways”
“}$7,000. Last: week, ‘(Saturday Night,
(),
$3,
500,
but
over
hopes.”
Ride” (AI), $27,000.
$1.50)—"“Twinkle and Shine” (Col)
$1-$1.25) Sunday Morning” (Cont) (4th. wk),
Lyric |".(Par) "11.000;
Empire (Durwood) (1,280; $t- (reissue). Fair $1,700. Last -week,
$1.50)—“One-Eyed
Jacks”
(Par) “Battle. of Sexes” (Cont): ‘and “En- “One-Eyed Jacks” (Par) (5th wk): $5,000 in @ days. |
Mereury: (UM) (1,465; $1-$1.80)— 7
(4th wk). Oke $6,000; holds. Last tertainer” (Cont) (reruns), $1,500... Okay $4,500. Last ‘week, $5.500.
“Spartacus” (W),; Terrific: $15,000...
San Francisco, June. 20.
week,. $6.500:
Charlies | ‘(Fruchtman) - (500; -90- “Pleasure of His. Company”, (Par). | Last -w
eek, “Exodus” (UA). (18th.
Trade is very uneven here this
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25) ‘$I. 50)-—Millionairess” : (20th} (2d opens Friday (23).
Mama (Mann) (1.100: ‘$1 25-$1.50) wk), $13,000.
round, with some newcomers loomwk). | Warm. “$3,000. .Last week,
(Continued on:| page 10)
$4,000
“Return to Pevton Place’. (20th)|:
ing way below expectations. “Wild
fn Country” is rated fair at the
Cinema (Schwaber).. . (460: “90- (2d. wk). Fine. $10,000. Last week,
Fox on opener while “Ring of Fire” New Pix Slow inPort.;
| -| $1 50)—“Love . and Freachwoman” $13,000.
Orpheom (Mann) Q800:-$1-$1. 25)
fis equally mild on initial stanza at
(24 wk). ., Fair $2,100." -Last
‘Gidget’ Loud 7G, 2d (Kings)
Warfield.
“Fabulous
World
of
‘week; $4,000:
.
(Continued: on. page, 10 od
Portiand, Ore., June 20.
Jules Verne” is pacing newcomers
Five West. (Schwaber) (460: “90with a fine session at Paramount.| Plenty of new product here this $1.50)\—“Broth: of Boy”. (Kings).
Omaha: June 20.
and
Sunday round but few. of fresh: entra
“Saturday
Night
‘Biz:is‘‘perking:‘at downtown firstSad $1,000. _Last. week,’ “Two-Way. Buff Blah: ‘Atlantis’
Morning still is big in fourth at are doing real biz. Terrific heat is Stretch” (Show) (6th wk), $2,400.
runs this stanza, thanks-to the new — Oke $11,000, Trapp’ 6G | entries .of “One-Eyed. Jacks," fine wb
Hippodre ome . (Rappaport) (2,300; }
the Stagedoor.
“One-Eyed Jacks” hurting many first-runs. “Gidget
Buffalo, June 20. . |at Orpheum: and “‘House of Fright, ”
shapes dandy in fifth at St. Fran- Gees Hawaiian” is.the best bet with. 90-$1.50)—"‘Gidget Goes. Hawaiian” |
a bangup second round at Fox. (Col).
First-run ‘biz-generally. is blah ‘playing thtee houses, for good re-.
_Just fair at $6,000. 7 Last}.
cis.
“One-Eyed Jacks” is rated dull in week, “Two ‘Loves”” (M-G). $5. 000. here this’ session. The new films. turas “Wild: in Country” is only.
Estimates for This Week
Gelden Gate 1RKO} (2,859; '$1.25- first at the Paramount. “Wild in . Little (Rappaport) 1300; -90-$1.50). are ‘especially disappointing, with fairly good at the Omaha, “‘Absent-.
$1.50)—“Pleasure of His Company” Country” new at Orpheum also is
in
(Continued on page: 10) - .|“Warrior Empress” sad at the Cen- :|.Minded Professor”: shapes okay. i
(Par? (4th wk). Nice $8.000 or close. sluggish. “Gorgo” {oo ds slim on:
tury. “Wild is Country” also is very- fifth ‘session at, State...
opener at Broadway.
[slow at the Center.. However,.“At-:
Last week, $11,000.
‘Estimates for This: Week.
Estimates for This Week
Fox iFWC) (4,651 2 $1.25-S1.50)—.
‘| lantis, Last Continent” shapes: okay “Admiral,- Chief,: Skyview (Blank) |
(Parker) (1,890: $1-.
“Wild
in
Country”
120th}
and |- Broadway
on opener. at the Buffalo. “Trapp. (1,238; 1,000; °1,220: $1)-—““House of =
“Right
Approach”
(‘20th).
Fair $1.50)—“Gorgo” (M-G) and “Green }.
Family” looms- ‘light. at Paramount Fright” (AI)
and ‘.“Operation :..
$12.000 or less. Last’ week, “House Helmet” (M-G). Slim $4,000. Last
in first round. -{Camel” (AD: Good °$10, 500.:: Last. .
Estimates for This. Week
—
week,
of Fright” +A and “Black Pit of week, “Butterfield “8” (M-G) and |
“Angel “Baby”
(AAy:. ‘and |:
‘Buffalo (Loew): (3.500; 75-$ti— “Time Bomb". (AA), same..
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” \M-G) (re-.}
Dr. M” tAlT), $9,000.
irre
:'Toronte,. June 20.
Warfield (Loew)
‘2.656: $1.25- issue), $3,300.
| “Atiaritis? (M-G)- and “Green Hel-|. Cooper. (Cooper). (687;
“Two
Loves” and “General met” (M-G). Okay. $11,000 or close. $2.20)—' ‘This Is: - Cinerama". (Cine- ”
$1 50)—"“Ring of Fire’ '(M-G) and
Fox (Evergreen) (1.600; $1-$1:49)
tCol) Della Rovere” are. the only new- ast week, “Two Loves”: 4M-G) and. ‘rama) (18th: wk). Fair $4,900. Last °
“Green Helmet” «M-G).- Slow $9,- —"“Gidget Goes Hawaiian”
600. Last week, “Two Loves” {M-G) and “Warrior Empress” ‘Col)( 2d comers here currently. The... for- “Matter of Morals” 1M-G), ‘$7. 000. week, $5,000.
and “Drums of Deep South” 4M-G), wk). Snappy $7,000 or close. Last Iner off to an. okay start at Loew’s. | Center ‘(AB-PT) .'2,000::°70-81)— -‘Dundee’ Cooper)
(500: “$2:55
“One-Eyed Jacks,” .in second “Wild “In Country” 120th),i} Slow. $2.20)—“‘Spartacus” (U) (4th wk),
week, $10,1
$8,300.
0:
|
(Evergreen)
(900; frame at Imperial., 4s: still getting $6,000. Last -week..5 haisin:Tn Sun”. Down to. okay. $5,000. Last. week,
Paramount (Par) ‘2.646: $1.25$1.50+—“Fabulous World of. Jules $1.25-$2.49) — “Ben-Hur”
(M-G) the ‘most coin. with: a hefty take. (Col) (2d wk), $5.20
$5.500:.
Verne”
«WB)
and
“Bimbo
the (15th wk) at pop scale.
Centery (JATC): 3.700:° 70-$1)—1|.. Omaha (Tristates) (2066;. 8:-$1)
Stout. $3,- “Saturday . Night. .and. . Sunday
“Morning” leoms trim in- fourth ‘at “Warrior Empress" 1Col) and “Mad. “Wild in Country”. (20th)... -Good:'
Great” «WB! Fine $13.000.' Last 000.. Last week, $3,500
week, “Picnic” (Cel) and “OperaMusic Box. (Hamrick) (640;° $1- Carlton while “Gone With Wind” Dog Coll” (Col). Bad §3.500. Last '$6;000. | Last - week,” “Fabulous.
tion Mad
Ball" -Col) treissues), $1.50)—“Giant” *WB) ‘reissue) (2d ‘looks, lusty in. sixth: at Uptown.
week, “Five. Golden Hours’ (Col) World ‘Jules Verne” AWB): “and.
. Estimates for-This Week
wk).
Okay $4,000.
| and “Terror Tongs” | !Col: 15 days), : “Bimbo. Great” (WB), :$4,500: .
Last week, |
$8.50C.
:]

Vere’ Stout06,
KC; ‘Wilt’ 126

day first week, including a special

opening night, However, ‘ ‘Romanoff
and Juliet” shapes sharp $9,000
the Beverly Hill on initial round.
“Raisin in Sun,” also in first general release, looks okay $15,500 for
three spots. “House of Fright” 1s

Wild Mild$4500,
Balto;‘Gidget’66

VERNE’ POTENT 136,
FRISCO, ‘JACKS’ 96, 5

TACKS? FINE$10,000;
OMAHA; ‘FRIGHT’ 1036...

‘Loves’ Okay $9000 h:
T’ronto; ‘Jacks’ Hep 116,

.

‘Sat. Night’Torrid 9G)

“ssa

Carlton (Rank). (2,318; $1-$1 50) $3.200.
St. Francis (Par) ¢1,400: $1-$1.50)}
- Orpheum. (Tristates): #2.‘877: 15.
— “Saturday Night, ‘Sunday : ‘Morn-.
—"“Ore-Eved Jacks” (Par) «5th wk).
Lafayette (Basil): 13.000: 70-s1)— $1 }—"One-Eyed. Jacks” (Par). "Fine. :
Dandy $9,000.
Last week, $11.000. —‘King Solomon’s Mines” (M-G) ine” (Cont). (4th - wk). Holding at “Last Sunset’ (U) and:“‘Ole Rex” $10,000... Last week, “Last: Sunset’ *
United Artists «No. Coast) (1,151; and “Knights Round. Table”.'M-G) trim! -$9.000. Last week, $9,800. (UW) (2d wk). Slim $4,500. Last: week, (U),, $6,000. .
Eglinton iFP).:(918:- .$1.50-$2.50) $5,500
$1)25-$1.50.—“Last
Time
I- Saw (reissues).
Lean $3,000 or~ less. |
State (Cooper): ATES “$i“abParamount (ABPT) :3.000: 70-$1) ‘sent-Minded. Profess*~"”. (BV) .Gth _
week, “Konga”
Arehis” 'UA) and “Cat Burglar” Last
{Ah
and |.— “Windjammer”:iNT) (26th wk).
Upsurge. to. oke, $5, 500. ‘Last week, tf —“Trapp Family” 420th’ and ' “Days. Whk),. Good: ha 500: Last week,
W At (2a wki, Dull $6,000 or near. “Natchez” (Al), $2,200.
Last -veek, $8,500:
‘of Thrills, Laughter” ‘20th). Sad $6500.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-" $5.000..
Oe "
Staedoor - A-R) '440, $1. 25-1. 50) $1.49)—"“Wild -in Country” -'20th)
Holiywood - CP) ay ,£080;. $1-$1. 50). $6,000.
Last. week,
“Battle. of
~—“Saturday Night, Sunday Morn- and “Right Approach” '20th}. Slew —“Return To Peyton. Place” (20th) Bloody Beach” (20th: and “Fiercest
Last week, “Last Time I (4th wk). Okay. $5,500. ‘Last. week, Heart” (20th), $5,500.
tne” Cont? ‘4th wk. ‘Big $5,400. $5,000.
Pneumonia Beds lyon:
Last week, $6,500.
a
Saw
Archie”
(ETA) and
Teck (Loew) (1 ‘200: 70:31 Cat .
“When. $6.000.
Kansas City, ‘June- 20. :
Vogue
°S. F. Theatres!
(364; Clock Strikes” :U.A), $6,800.
Hyland” Rank) (1.357; $1:51 50) on Het Tin: Roof” (M-Gr- and: “Sud-.|- Harold Lyon, manager. ‘of: the:
$1 40:—' Breathless”
-FAWY) '6th | . ‘Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1- ‘~“Raisin in..Sun” (Col) (3d wk). denly. Last Summer” «M-G). ire-. Blank (United. ©‘Paramount -operVk and “Cousins” Indie) 2d wk), $1.50).—"“One-Eyed
issues). Thin. $2.200.. Last" week, ated Paramount heére,. ‘is bedded
Jacks”
iPar)|:Good: $5.500.° Last’ week, ditto.
-- Fair $2,000.
Last week, $2,300.
and
“Foxhole in Cairo” +tPar).
/ Imperial .(FP) -(3,343; $1-$1.50)— “Exodus” (UA) (12th Wk days), with. a- case: of. Pneumonia at St.ae
Mexandria
«United
California) Drab $6.000 or. under. Last week, “One-Eyed: “Jacks”. (Par) (2d. wk). $3,000 at $1-25-$2.75- scale:
| Mary’s. Hospital.
(1.610:
$1.49-$3.50) — “Exodus” “Look in Any Window” «:AA) and “Hefty $11, 000.Last. week,- $13,500.
Cinema (Martina) 1450: 70-81. 25). “Condition ‘Teported” satisfactory,
we Ay -19th
wk?
Sturdy $9,000. “Unwed Mother’
(AA) 15. days), ; ‘Internatip al (Taylor) | (557; $2-: —"Never. On Sundai” ‘Lope) 12d. and expected to be out:‘in: couple. of.
Last week, $8,500.
}$3,000.
wk). Nifty $4,500. Last week, $5.800. weeks or 80, or “Conti med «
on| page 10007
.

Griental (McFadden) (2,100; $1)
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yssessed’ Smash 246,‘Sun’Big:2G; “MILDSTURDY) Big$4.00; Moon Rousing$17.5
Terror’ Nice 6, Company’ 1456, 3d
~‘Sunset?Smooth 186,WildBG ui.

GiOtay; DoceVitaSweetCal00,

2. Boston, June 20.

Chicago, June 20: + —
ay,a: Delee- Vita” 4ds-off. ta.a “socko
$21, 000 in opening. stanza. on ‘hard-| 7

Biz 1s.‘more’ pleasant currently
‘+ with, rash of new entries helping.
-| There's ‘a noticeable ‘pickup at the j_ "Most
"| wickets over’. the last “two weeks::: Marking

Broadway
deluxers
are {stanza ended yesierday Tues! weg
time this week, awaiting. hig $32.000.
Henry
Mither ‘Gilber!
Muiilec
|“Trapp Family” is lean. at the Met. i the’arrival of new, strong product
_ticket at the Todd. But otherwise, ‘)
800; $1 50-$3.50'—"'La Dolce Vita
“Pleasure. ‘of His Company” “shapes; for the July 4. lioliday weekend.
“Film “gross . estimates: as fe
This round ende
- first-ran biz:-is uneven per.the.usu: 2“ported: herewith from ttie varis . fancy at Paramount ‘“‘Wild {n Coun- ' ‘Many ‘first-runs start launching ‘Astor? ditth uke
“al spring doldrums.
‘+ ous. key’ -cities,, are net; i.e.
try” looks fast at Capri.
~
;this spew ‘fare within the next ved today «Wed? looks like wow
Several
newcomers
$22,000 after $19500 for etzhth
However, the Midwest preem. ‘of : ‘without ‘usual .tax. ‘Distrib- | ]- “Curse of Werewolf" ‘fs proving .seven days.
: ‘By.
Went on daily matiness
a]: utors share on net. take.“when”? again: that horror’ pix’ get nice: ‘are doing quite well currently, in- week
Love’ Possessed” ‘shapes
poly on Monday ‘19. hence thie
“s ‘smash
$24.000 ‘or elose at «the
‘playing. percentage, -hence: the
‘coin at- the ,Mentorial. “Never on: dicating- promise for future weeks
-.
“ United. Artists.
And: “Raisin :in |. estimated figures are: net. in-. | Sunday” : “eoentinues _ strong = at- .One of ‘the top fresh films is “eck has two extra matinees
“oy Sunt! filmed partially here..- ‘should . eome.:
...:
Beacon ..Hill im Jith~ week. “La_ “Last Sunset,” which hit big $4.000 - Forum ‘Moss. .813, 908180 ~
“doa. bright, $22,000: at Roosevelt.|. .. ‘The- parentheti¢-.“admission. ‘Dolce Vita” ‘is liolding . hotsy.:: in . ‘day-dating the Palace and arts “Ratsin fn Sun” :Cols “13th tinal
The 12th week ended vester“The Idiot” ‘is doing: ‘great at Car- |: prices, ‘however, as. indicated, : ° ninth -at the
Gary: . “Saturday . Trans-Lux 85th Street. It was par- iWh
ticularly
strong
at the
Palace. dav ‘Tues! was ohay $8.500 attee
-negie-in: first seven days. of.‘a- AO
shapes !
include. Ue:Se amusement. tax. | Night,. Sunday . Morning"
day run. .. S0cko: at Kenanoore - din. fifth round. - “Man-in Moon” hit a simash $17,500 $7500 in Lith stanza “Phe Trath”®
Rings: opens June 26. Also hit
* Last -‘Sunset’ rates’ ‘smooth in:
Make Mine Mink” ‘is: good at opening week at the Trans-Luy
j ced Street. “Nazi Terror at Night’ bv blackout in Lith week
its. Second. State-Lake. ‘round,..-but
Exeter,. also ‘for fifth.
did’ a.nive $9.00 on initial round
Paramoant
(AB-PT:3 tition, $1“Wild in. Country” Tooms. .Slow ‘at
Estimates. For ‘This ‘Week:
j at.the Embassy.
$2.
Wild in Countrs”
23th
2d
Oriental -for.: the. same. -session.
Astor. (BEQ»- (1.1702 90-$1.50.— ; -Biggest coin still is going te Wh. Fhis session ending toner:
‘“Pleasure
of. ‘His, “Company” . is,
“Young Savages” (Col! (4th wk), “Pleasure: of His’ Compam™ with
Thurs
is down to vers thin $14,rated: 00d in. fourth. at the-Chii Mild’ $5,000." Last -‘week, ‘$6,000.
| stageshow which
looks hke his WO
First was chpped by bia kout,
cago. “Tiger Bay”: continues: brisk
Beacon Hill "Sacks" (678: ‘$l: $145,000 in third session at the Mu- and wound up with $23 0000 “Snow
‘.in- ‘Cinema’ fourth. frame. ft
sic
Hall.
It
goes.
a
fourth
and
pos561—"Never
On
Sunday”
(Lope:
Wiite
and Thiee. Stooges”
221th)
: “Return -to’ Peyton Place’ is)
“Detiver, June 20." ith wkt.. Potent” 58.000. Last. Sibly. a fifth week. Second atanz+ ‘opens June 30
busy
in °.Woods seventh “week. !
;
oF:
“Wild
in.
Country”
is:
down
to
Week,
$9,
000..
‘J.
Batch”
of
new.
faré
“is.
impr
ving
Radio City Music Hall -Rocke“Never. on Sunday’ is. posting a4
-"Please
‘Boston. tCinerama,. Hie Y.‘a,354: (slim: $15,000 or near at the Para- fellers’ 6.5200, 90-3275
fants: “20th: lap at the Surf.: “Exo- the boxoffice setup here {his werk.
‘mount.
Jee of His Company” «Par
andl
“ dus,"*.on. hard-ticket, is en in’: “Last. Time IT Saw. Archie’: “Yooks:$1.75-$2. 65'—"Windjaminer ve (NT) |
One of the standout ope nings stageshow Odo wki
“solid”. in ‘first: Paramount. round’| (reissue) (6th wk: Fifth. week. was |
This session
~ 27th: week at the Cinestage..
; this week is “Guns of Nasvatone.
winding today ‘Wed > looks Ihe big
“Estiriiates for This Week ™ “Ywhile ‘Mein Kampf”: is rated ‘fast- fair. $5,500.. Last week, $6,500:
‘+ which- preems
tomorrow
not”
Carnegie iTelem’t) (495: $1 50.‘in...epéener at:Orpheum. “Gidget| Capri: :{Sack (900; *-$1-$1 501. {\Thuts.) at the Criterion where $145 000 after $155.000 for second.
Stays with “Fanos” «WB odue in
:
in. Country” (20th.
Fast!
— "The Idiot" 120th’. Boff $5,300.. Goes - Hawaiian”. also is. trim On: ;Wild.
“Pepe” looks to wind its 26Uy week next but hkely not unti! Jah 6@
initial
frame
at
the
Denver.
“Pleas:
{ $9, 000: “ Last. week,. °“Tunes ‘of. '8 days: with $13,000, to wind a
Tait: week, “Summer -With Mont: {,
Rivoli «VAT: 11.545, $1 50-82 50)
e ‘of His: Company” still is nice|: Glor oan Wndtfe
and
“Horse's. “highly satisfactory longiun
Ka" -tindie:. (3d° wkt, :$4,400. |“Pa
“Tuo Loves” 1M-G:
Opens toe
~ Chicago’ 'B&K) (3 900: :90-$1. Bor lin"third - session’ -at. the -Centre. :Mouth” (Indie ‘rerunst (2d whi, rent “Trap” preems today (Wed-: at
“day
‘Wed = In ahead, “Qn Double”
_ Pleasure of“ His’ Company”. | “Exodus”: Tooms: tofty. in. fourth at $3.000.
‘the
Capitol,
after
“Atlant.” Pare oth wk: was fair $10,000 oF
‘Denham.
(Par. 4th: wk), ‘Fine -$17.000. OF
|: Exeter. a 376; 90: $1 501" Make ||“dipped to $10, 200 in final five diys near atler $12,000 feurth veek
. Estimates’ forThis Week.
Near. Last week: :$18,060: '
i Mine Mink" (Contr-t6th wke Fifth: of fourth round.
—
State (Loew: «1,900. $1 .50-$2 50)
Cinema’ tSterni © (500; ~ $150" Aladdin -(Fox) (900; '“$1.25 -$2: week’ was good $4,000.
:
“Gone With Wind" helped in
*Coone With Wid" «VE Gs treise
“Tiaer Bay" (Cont) -(4th, Wk), ; Fast: “Spartacus” (Uy” (22d. wk: M Hd.: Fenway - (Indie «1 350: $1 50:—' previous week by the power blacksue: 9th wks The eighth frame
"$3,500. ‘Last. week,” ‘$4, 500.”
83. 400.. Last week, $4,500.:
[«‘General Detla ‘Rovere’. (Cont) (re- out teast side of Broadway houses ended” yesterday (Tues: wae fase
.
Cinestage. Todd). (1,038: ° $1 TT Centre
.
(Fox? (1,279;: “Sis.“asic run) (2d -w k!.- Slim $1 900. Last operated) last Tuesday (13: , shapes $20,600 after $24.500 for seventh
"$3. 50'—"Exodus’ 1UA) (27th- tk. : “Pleasure of His ‘Compariy™, (Par}- |week. same, - good: $20,600 in eight session nt the week
The
seventh
round
was.
- Sleady.$10,200.. Last week, $9, 700. (3d wks: Fife. $8.000 |or. hear.: ‘Last
Gary. (Sack) (1 277: $1 25-$1 Ba): State.
“Young Savages” is down helped about $1,000 by being able
2” Esquire (H&E Balaban). (1,350;'ow eek, $11,000.
—“La Dolce Vita’ -( Astor? (9th to okay $14, 000—for’ 4th week at ‘fo- ran through blackout.
.
hereby
’ $1.25-$1.80).—— “It. -Happened. - iin’ >. Denham Undie) (800: ‘$1.28:99: 50) wk, Holding ‘at great $38.000: ‘Last the. Astor.
“Goodby e Aguin” re- piching up additionaj trade
Broad. Daylight”: (Cont).: Good: $7.- | “Exodus” “(U-A)-(4th wk, Solid L| week, $9,000.:
"places. Jitne 28,
Victoria (City Inv: ot 003; 50 $2) 000: or-closé:
Last: ‘week, °“Secret 3! $10, 000. Last week $11,000.:.
Kenmore . ‘Undie) (700: ‘$1 50)\—!ipt “Two Loves" moves nto the Ri- —‘Last Time I Saw Arcelie” «fl A)
. “Saturday - Night. Sunday Morn- {voli today
Partner” iM-Gi: (2d wk', $6,000.
{Wed.,
after
"On
4th
wk
This week winding on
Denver - (Fox). £2,432; $1-$1 ‘953.
_ Loop. (Telem’ t) (606° $1 .25-$1. go!
ing” (Cont) (5th wk.r Boffo $7,000.-“ Double” ‘hit: fair $10,000 In fifth Miidas
°23- 15 heading for nuld .
‘—“Pienic” (Cob. and “Twinkle. and “Gidget Goes Hawaiian” (Col). and: Last week,. $8.00: an iweek;
“The.
Truth”
opens
at
the
_$10.000
or
after $10,500 fog 1|Sword of Sherwood Forest” (Col). Metropolitan (NETr. (4, 357: 90- -Forum June 26. “Raisin in Sun” thad Hurt lesa
‘Shine™ ‘Coli (reissues) (2d WK!. prim,
by Tuesday blackout,|
$11,000: Last week, “Wild In, $1.255—"Trapp Family” ©'(20th).|
.., Okay $4.800. -Last week, $5,500..
was
good
$8,500
for
12th
Session
j
‘Continued on page 10:
Monroe «(Jovan (1 000: ° 65-901. t Country” (20th); $8.500..
Light $11.000.or near. Last week, ‘there.

pekimatesAré Net”

“Archie Tall126,|"

** Denver;M.K’16:

“Tt Takes a. Thief" (Indie: ,and 7 Esquire: (Fox). (600; $1). “Savage
“Run Across. River”. (Indie}. Tepid i 7 _ (Continued on: page 10"
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PittBiz Sluggish But

“Shadow of Cat’ (U'.. Horror ; fey at the DeMille, which is the
‘Atlantis’Sock $13,000, _fand.
bill .hit’ fair .$10, 000 helped’. by :: 37th. Stanza of the run.
“La Dolee | ‘Sunset’ Lively $7,500;
| big bally.* Last week; “Return: To! Vita”. -also is doing better since the
‘Oriental ‘Undied (3 400;. 90-$1.80%
—“Wild. .in Country”: (20th: 2d } - Cincy; ‘Sunset’ Bright .4Peyton | Place’ (20th). . 4th wki, , current (9th) session at the Henry
‘Double’ Slow 736, 2d
$8,500. wk. json ‘$13.00. --Last week,
|Miller has. two added matinees
Pittsburgh, June 20
Orpheum (Loew! a (2 900; 90- ;Wow $22, 000 is in. prospect as the!
$17000.
86,
‘Ladies’
Fancy.
106)
Biz at Pitt deluxers is on the
$1.49)—*‘ ‘Two
Loyes”.: (M-G).- and! ‘pie ‘went on daily matinees as ‘of
‘Roosevelt AB&K) (1.400: “99.

‘Ast wk, $4,600.

Cincinnati, June. 20,
, dassrsh side this round, with only
“Ring of. Fire’’.- tM-G). : Opened!‘Monday. €19).
Current ‘climb in film trade here: ‘Saturday’ (17),
‘Last. week, “Last -{ “Exodus,” of course, still is top: t“Bieathless” at the arty Squirrel
|
.
1ieis
spurred
‘by:
vacationing
-students.
Hill showing heavy wicket activity
{Time
‘:T.-Saw.
t
B
Archie” (UA) and‘“hard-ticket | frosser, with a wou
: “Savages” (UA) (3d wk), $13.000:.
bet looks to be. Twin Drive: “Gambler Wore Gun” (Indie), fell.”‘$36 -000 probable for current (27th: for newies. “Last Sunset" shapes
: State-Lake: {(B&K). (2.400; 90-|In.est(West:
side) with. big’ on.“Atlanexcelent
in second at Fulton while
jweek at the Warner.
“(Continued on. Page. 10).
(Continued. on: page 10).
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“Last Time I Saw Archie” is only
_Estimates for This Week
new . 48: Albee’s. “Ladies. -Man”
fair at Penn, also second “Wild in
“$1.-B0 "Raisin

‘in

Sun” - (Co. |

“Bright $22,000. Last week, “Young

Exodus’ Strong $8,000,"

| which Jooms. nice. . “Last Sunset”
Shapes. ‘bright at. Keith's.
and “Les Girls” ‘on reissues at. the.
! Palace ‘rate. swell...

|‘Sunset’ Smart $14,000,

. Astor (City Inv:} (1 .094; 75-$2.— Country” looms sad at Gateway ia
_ |"Young :Savages” (UA! (5th-final; first “Gone With Wind” ciosed out
‘Pwk.: ‘Fourth week ended yester-!six. week run with firm showing at
(day. {Tues.) was okay $14,000 after }Nixon
“On Double” shapes slow
‘
a;
“Gone With Wind” looks. good in|.
'$16,500 in third, which was trimmed ! in second at Stanley. “Exodus” ts
_ Ring’-‘Helmet’ Dim 56. 9th. week at- Capitol. “Exodus”. is |’
* about $1,000 by June 13 blackout; Off in. 13th round at Warner.
of ‘some
four hours. “Goodbye }
Provideiice, Jeune. 20. “fon: rise in- finale. of °‘13-week Tun}:
-.. ‘|Philadelphia, June 20..
Estimates for This Week
“Exodus” is biggest thing among |at the Valley.
Trade. at first-rungs: is lagging|Again” (UA) due to open June 28.
Fulton (Sheai (1,635, $1-$1 50) .~—
‘Estimates for. This Week mo -bélow. the: expected ‘seasonal dip
-" first-runs.. and .gives::the lead’ this|
.Capitol. (Loew) (4,280; $1-$2.50: |“Last Sunset” (Ui (2d wh). Tall
Albee (RKO) :(3,100; $1-$1. 25)
- week to Etmwood: One. of best. out=
currently, ° ‘with: several’
houses | —"Parent Trap” (BV). Opens to-: $7,000. Last week, $7,200
door -weékends; ‘weatherwise; this .“Ladies Man” (Pari. ‘Fine $10,000. using © ‘previews . “to bolster - biz..: day (Wed...
In. ahead, “Atlantis” : Gateway (Associated? (2.100, $1<
year’ held’ take -down. all::around.. -Via juve: push. Last. week, “Two Brightest_new entry is ‘ ‘Last: Sun- ‘M-G) (4th wk:5 days, only $10.200--$1 507. -.“Wild in Country” #20th),
Albee’s second of ‘Last’ Sunset” Loves" (M-G), $7,500.°
set,’ which ° shapes sharp at .the {after $14,500 for. third week- Also; Bad $3:000 Last week, “Atlantis”
Jooks hep.. “Ring of Fire’. shapes |. Capitol . (SW-Cinerama : - (1,400: Goldman. | Another big newie’. is ; hit by blackout by around $1.200 in '(M-G:, $7,500.
With
“Wind”.
“glow at: State. “Trapp: Family.’ is $1-$1: 50)-—“Gone.
i Nixon (Rubin« (1.760: $1. 9% $1 aq)
Women,” rated fancy at the; ithird week.
(M-G): (reissue “(9th wk). 3Good “Two
mild: ‘at Majestic:
Criterion (Moss! (1,520;
$1 25“Gone With Wind” (M-G?r (re
483-seat .World: “Battle at Bloody
| $7:500. Last. week;: $7:700.
-Estimates: for This Week
‘Col? (26th) wk-8 issues’, (6th wk-5 days:
4.5.
it
| Beath” :is dragging low on opener 3 2:401-—"Pepe”
Esquire. Art (Shor) (500: $12501
* Albee; (RKO) . (2,200; 65-90i-—
days).
Week
ending
todav
‘Wed™
,
$7500.
Opened with Jemt June 19.
at. Randolph, take being unusually ,
“East Sunset”; AU), and “Tomboy |—' ‘Dentist -In_ Chair’. (Indies. Big. thin for 2.500-seat house. -ilooks like okay $13,000 after $14 - Returns to films on July 6 with
“and thé Champ”. (U) 2d wk), ‘Nice {$2,000.. Last. week, “Anastasia” _ “Pleasure of His Company” ‘still "900 for 25th week. “Guns of Nava- hard-ticket run of “Ila Dolce Vita”
(20thy (reissue),: $900: .
"$6,000. after. $10,000: opener.
(Coli
preems ‘tomorrow - Penn (UTAC) (3,300, $1-$1 50
is’ lusty In second at Arcadia. rone”
.
: Elmwood .(724:-- $2-$2. 50)-“Bx. Grand: (RKO). {$1-$1. 25)—*Raisin Wild. ‘in: Country” is rated... okay : (Thurs.) night. with a regular run. “Last Time I Saw Archse’ «t Ad
InSun” (Col). (3d wks. . Okay. for first at-the Viking. “Raisin in. on.continuous policy, starting Fri- (2d “wk
odus” . WU A) | ‘starting © with Sturdy
Fair $7,000. Last week,
$6; 000.' Last week,: $6;500..
“$8,000... :
_-{,Sun’ also. is.okay in fifth at Mid- ine (23). Day-dates with arty Mur- $7.500
. Majestic (sw (2,200:: 65-90): : ‘Guild. (Vance. (300: “$1,25). town. _
ray Hill Shadyside (MOTC: !750, $1 25.
A “Trapp. Family” (20th) and “Fiercest “Two-Way Stretch” “indies. - Biel.
“Angry
Silence’
(+Vale
12d
who.
. DeMille’ {Reade} ¢ 5 |463. 90-$27
"Estimates for This Week ..
-- Heart’. (20th). Mild ‘$5,000. -Last. $2,200... Last’ week, “League. of:
—"Spartacus” (WU) (37th wk: This Weak $1,000. Last week, $1500
™ Arcadia’ (S&Si (536; 99-$1. 80-—" round? ‘winding today
- week, | “Return Peyton Place” (20th) |-Gentlemen” (May) (5th, “$1,000.
Squirrel Hill (SW 1834, $125: =
Wed=«
a5
(3d. wk. $6,000. a
- Hyde - ‘Park * Art .- (Short - 1500: “Pleasure of .His Company” (Par) heading for big $24,001) or neat, “sSreathiess”
«FAWs
Big $3,509.
:
- State: Loew) :(3, 200:. . 63:90! $1 25)! Hitler’ 3: Inferno”. “(ndie). (2d. whe. Smart $11,000. Last week, ‘this
being the initial week on lov- Last week
“Saturday Night, Sun“Ring of. Fire’ (M-G} and: “Green|50-so $1,100. Last. week: “Upstairs. "$15,000
;er
scale
and three-showus-a-dav
day
Morning”
‘Cont:
‘(Sth wks,
(sw). 1,536: .$2-$2.75)—!
: '-.,Helmet’*. (M-G)- Drab $5,000. Last and’ Downstairs". (Indie), - $1,000.
"policy.
Last week. on hard-licket $2 000
Keith's” (Shor? - qa 5005: ‘ 90-$1.0. | gare 4UA)
(21st ‘wk, Off to,
“Week:. “Atlantis” = (M-G) . and}
and $3.50 top, hit $14,500.
Stanley ‘SW; (3.700, $1-$150. ~
‘fair $6,000. Last week, $7,500. —
seanier With Gun” (WAY (2d wk 1, ' —“Last : Sunset”. Ta Bright] .
Embassy
‘Guild.
Enterp:jses “On Double” ‘Part «24 wk
Siow
90-$1.75)—“Nazi
..
$4,000
| $8.000.... Last. week, “Returii. to Pey-]° _ Fox. (Milgram) (2, 200: 99-$1.80) *(500:
D
Terror at $7.500 Last week. $9.600
Strand: (Nationat ‘Realty 2 200:. ton: Place”’- (20th) (2d wk.:- $6;500..1:: —"*Young Savages”. (UAT (4th: wk. Night”
(Zenith)
Warner (SW: (1516, $1 50-82 59)
(24 wk:
Fisst
Mild $7,000. Last week, $9,500.
. 65-90). — “Friendly - Persuasion” |.; _ Palace -(RKO)
| round ended yesterday ‘Tuss.: was
-"Exodus” sUAs ‘i5th wke
[Loge
+ (AAT: (reissues). ‘Fair $4,000: ‘Last!:—"Gigi” (M-G): and . “Les. Girls”
ing power
af $5500
Last
werk,
| - Goldman.” (Goldman) (1 .200:. 99- nice $9,000.
_.. week. :“‘5. Golden ‘Hours” (Col) and |{M-G: (reissues).:. - Swell $7,000. §1.80\—“Last - Sunset” Cn: Sharp... Palace (RKO: (1,842; $1 25-$2
$6.000 “Fanny” opens June 26 on
S“Madi Dog: Coli” (Col),#8.000.
S* Last. Sunset” (Ur (2d wks. First grind.
(Contigued | On: page: 10).’
(Continued on: ‘page. 10)

Prov.; ‘Sunset’ Hotsy: GC,|

“Gigi”

(2,600: $1-81.251)

7

~ Philly; ‘2 Women’ Fat. .
1G, ‘Company’ 116,2d:

19

PICTURE

GROSSES

West End Biz Hot; ‘Wind’ Lively 1G,[

BROADWAY

. (Continued from. page. 9)
of :- course.. “Naked Edge”
(UA)
‘|opens June 30.:
‘Warner (SW) (1,523;
$1,50| $330)— “Exodus” (UA) (27th wk),
This session. finishing today (Wed.)

Professor’ Mighty $17,000; ‘Ben-Hur’
$1,000, Misfits BigSILabt,Bothad

DC.Smart;Tate’ Boffo
B $1800,
‘Company’Greatus‘Archie’HepMG

| looks to hit great $36,000.- -after | -

|.$35,000 for 26th week. Although
‘matinee and night shows on Tues-

Two

London, June 13.
+
legit theatres have. switehed

to motion

|

PHILADELPHIA

-

Lae
‘Washington;’ June: 20.
‘Malnstem wickets: are ‘humming.

‘Ito:an upbeat tune this session with -

peret
io,

day (13) were washed ‘out, theatre}
(Continued: ‘from page 9)
a some. potent initialers tapping hig ..
had. few. refunds, ‘just supplying $14,000. Last: week, “On. Double” tourist’ trade. “Ladies Man” looks :
‘ducats for later. ‘shows.
one of. best in field, being rated. .
~| (Par) (2d wk), $7,800.
:

CHICAGO

pictures and both have

Wop
ees

socko. at Palace.on ‘initial rounds. -- -

First-Run. Arties .

-Midtown (Goidman):. (1,000; 99- “Wild. in Country” shapes smart in. ‘Continued from page 9) , hecome snoveauses for Metro. At |
Baronet (Reade) (430;. $1.25-$2)| $1.80)—“Raisin: in. Sun”: (Col). (5th ‘opening
Sunset”
‘UA?
stanza: at: Capitol. “Last.
the Rovalty,‘‘Ben-Hur’ has moved , $1.80,— “Last
—‘Saturday
Night,
Sunday
Morn‘Okay. $7,000. Last week, Time I Saw .Archie” ‘at Keith’s is
7
né
ar.
|
Pleasing $18,000 or,
over after a 76-week stint at the | wk.
ling” (Cont) 2th wk). The. lith wk).
$7,500.
Empire ‘now being converted into Last -week, $22,000.
‘figured ‘hefty‘also.
ound
ended:
Sunday.
(18):
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; ‘$1:50:
was|. Randolph .(Goldman): (2,500: g9- | “Pleasure:of Company”: is ‘hoff’
a dance hal] plus a smaller theatre)
‘while the Coliseum is ‘currently $1.80)—"Never on Sunday ‘Lope)- socko .$11,700 after $12,300. ‘or .$1.80)-—“Battle at ‘Bloody. Beach” at 1,240-seat ‘Ontario. while “Raisin:
housing the reissue of “Gone With (20th wk'. Excellent. $6, 000. -Last 10th: week.
| (20th). ‘Drab $7,000.. Last week, tin Sun”. looms: tall” in opener’ at.wo
Fine. Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) “Big. Show” (20th), $8, 000.
Smaller capacity of |week, $6,300.
;
| Trans-Lux.
et
The Wird.”
‘Todd. (Todd) (1,089; $2.:20-$3 50) —"Cow. and: I": (Zenith): (3d. wk)..the Royalty was reflected by cur-Stanley (SW) (2,500; 99-$1, .80)—
"Estimates. forThis Week |
rent gross and areund $11,000 for —“La Dolee Vita” ‘Astor).. Sock: Second - fraine. concluded Sunday “Last! Time I Saw. Archie”. (UA)
|.
“sw) .
the second week. ““Wind" is head- $21,000 or thereabouts. Last: week, (18) dipped’ to light $3,500. after. {2d wk). Mild’ $8;000. or close. ‘Last | .. Ambassador-Metropolitan:
a ,480; 1,000;. 90-$1.49)—“‘Last Sun-.
$8,200 for opener.
Holding the week, $11,500.
ing for just over $11,000, nice for house was dark..
‘set
(0)
(2d
wk).
Okay
$10,
500.
‘Last a
United ‘Artists (B&K) (1 100; 90-- third: week, |but’ likely. not much
first frame at the Coliseum.
. Stanton (SW) (1,483;,99-$1:80)— week, $15, 000.
Major new
entries
last week $1.80\—“By Love Possessed” (UAD.. longer. .
“Gone ‘With Wind” «M-G) (reissue). |. Apex. (K-B). (40: 75-$1.10)-—“Big
- Beekman (R&B). (590; $1.20Boffo $24,000.. Last week,;i “Gone
were
“Absent-Minded
Professor”
“(8th wk). Good: $7,000... Last week, Deal” (Indie) (2d wk). Hotsy $5,-.
“T’Avventura”. (Janus)
which was winding its first sesh
With

with

a whepping

$17,000

or near

at the Leicester Square and “The

Misfits”
which
finished
its first
London
Pavilion
round: with
a
sturdy $12,700. and is big $11,500 in
second or close. “Guns of Navarone” is leading the holdavers with

& great $21.000 in seventh session
at the Odeon, Leicester Square.
“Exodus” grossed a socko $17,000
in fifth stanza at the Astoria.
©
Estimates for Last Week
Astoria
(CMA)
(1,474;
$1.20$1.75)—"Exodus”
(WA) (th wk).

Wind”.

wk, $12,400.

(M-G)

/‘reiss

e) (9th

|

$1.75) —
The lith stanza. ‘fin- $7,500.
ished ‘Monday (19) was fair $4,060} ‘Studio (Goldberg): (483; 99-$1, 80).
-atter $4,500 for 10th week. “Rocco —“Riff-Raff’ (ndie) and “Wild
and. Brothers”
(Astor) opens “Love” {indie). So-so. $2,600. East
-week, “Shapely Sex’. (Indie). and
June 27:.
Carnegie Hall ‘Cinema (F&A) “Nights of Shame” (indie), $6,000.
. Trans-Lux. T(-L) (500; ‘99-$1.80)
(300; $1 -50-$2)-—"Ballad of Nara/-yama’”’ (Indie)... Opened Monday —“Never On Sunday” (Lope): (30th.
(19). ‘In. ahead, . “White... Nights” Wk). Fair $3,500. Last week, $3,700.
-| (UMPO)
(3d. wk-8" -days). “Mild | Vikitig. (Sley). 41,000; .99-$1.80).
‘(12th” wk).

Woods: tEssaness)
/[1;200; 90$1.80)—“Return to Peyton’ Place”
(20th) ‘7th wk).
Lively. $10, 000.
Last week, $12,000.World (Teitel) (606; 90-$1 .25)—
“Virgin Spring”. (Janus) ‘6th. wk’.
Sturdy: $5.000. Last week, $5,500.

CINCINNATI

000. Last week, $6,50 0:

Capitol (Loew) (3,430°. $1-$1.65).

—“Wild in: Country” (20th); Smart~,|
$14,000. ..or.- ‘near.
‘Last.
“Gidget «.Goes. Hawaiian”
$15,700.'.-

week, --

(Cob),

Keith's (RKO) (1.880; $1-$149)—

“East ‘Time’. Saw: Archie” (UA)... ". |
Hep $14, 000: or ¢lose.-

Last week,

“Young “Savages” (UA) (3d. wi), wos

-] $2,500 after $3;100 ‘for second reg- —"Wild In. Country. (20th). Okay $7,000.
{Continued from page 9).
ular week,
Last week, “Secret Ways” (U) andj ‘Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (250; | Boe hast week, - “Hoodlum|.
Priest’ (UA) (9th wk); $3,500.
“French: ‘Mistress” (FAW) 42d. wk). on
“Blast of Silence” ‘U), $6,000.
- $1.25-$1.80). — “‘Ashes’ and Dia-|
.World
(R&B-Pathe)
(483; 99- Good .$5,000 after: $7, 300. opener. ©
Twin Drive-In (Shor) .(600 cars ‘monds” (Janus)- (4th' wk), Third
Great $17,000.
Women”.
(Indie).
each side; 90c)—West: “Atlantis”. round finished. Sunday. (18) was -$1.80)—"Two.
Ontario’ (K-B) (1,240;. $1-$1. 49)—~
Carlton (20th) (1,128: 70-$1.75)— {M-G) and “Mad Dog Coll” (Col).
‘Fancy $7,000: or close. Last week, “Pleasure of Company’ (Par). Great:
“Return To Peyton Place” (20th) Smash $13,000, best since last Au- nice $3500, same ‘as. for. second:
“Love and. Frenchwoman”: (Kings) -$15,000.
Last :week, “Saturday
Little
Carnegie
.(L.
Carnegie)
(3d wk). Neat $7,500. Last week, gust. Last week, “Absent-Minded |.
| Night,. .Sunday’. Morning” Cont):
(520: $1. 25-$2)—"Frantic”: (Times) (3d wk),$2,600.
$10,000.
Professor”. (BV) (subsequent) and | (2d wk). Initial holdover session |
|
(8th
wk),
$3,200.
:
Casino tIndie) (1,155; $1.20-$2.10)
“Hanging
Tree” (WB), . $10,000.
. Palace: (Loew) (2;390: $1-$1.49)
—"Search for Paradise” (Robin) East: “Revolt of Slaves” (UA) and concluding Friday (23) looks to
-hit
great
$12,000
after
$14,000
for
|“Ladies’
Man”
(Par).
Boff: $18,000.
(Continued from page 9)(14th wk). Neat $14,800.
“When Clock Strikes’ (UA). NSH ‘first week. ‘Blackout. hurt opening
Coliseum +M-G) (1,795; 70-$1.75)|'$5.000.
apartPa yanked Friday (16), with Last week,. - “Return: ‘to. Peyton «
Last
week,
‘Minotaur’ week a bit.
Place”
(20th).
(4th.
wk);
$7,000...
—"Gone
With Wind” (M-G) fre- (UA) and “3 Came to. Kill” (UA),: :
- Guild (Guild) (450: $1-$1.75)—|' dull’
issue). Heading for nice $11,000. .
“(T-L).
500.
Paramount (WET) (2,357; 70- |,
“Romanoff
cand.
Juliet”.
(24
|
(U)
Columbia (Col) (740; $2£.05-$2.50)
Valley (Wiethe) 1,200; $1.50:
$1.25)——“Pleasure of His’ c Com- “Love and. -French. ‘Wonian” (Un—"‘Raisin in Sun” (Col) (3d wk). $2.50)—"Exodus”: (UA) (13th-final wk)... This ‘week. finishing today: pany” (Par).’ Fast $12,000. or near. fon) (4th wk). Oke: $3;000, Last
(Wed.): is heading for big $13,000
Moderate $3,600. “Guns of Navawk).
Pickup to pleasing $6500 after $15, 000...On: -opener, Stays. ‘Last week, “Sword and Dragon”. ‘week, $3, 300.
rone” (Col) moves in June 22 fol- closer after $5,000 in 12th week.
{indie). and - “Thunder in - Caro-| - -Playhouse ‘nets. (459;$1.§1.49)—

MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.25-— 2

“BOSTON

(278; -$1-$1.80)—"

lowing completion of its 8-week
Tun at Odeon, Leicester Square.
Dominion tCMA) {1,712; $1.05$2.20)—“South Pacific” (20th) (163d
wk) Down to under $14,000, but
still amazing for tength of run.

“Mein Kampf”. (Col). ith. wk). Dull
House recesses until June 30 when. ‘indef.
Murray Hill - (R&BY (565; “os- lina” (Indie), $7,000.
“Fanny” (WB) opens on popscale. $1.80) — “Young. Savages’ (UA)
Pilgrim ,ATC) (1 900; 75-$1.95) — $2,300. “Last week, $2,700. |
(4th. wk): This session looks like “Big Country” (UA) ‘and |“Hood-} ‘Town (King) .(800;.$1. 25-$1:29)——| mild. $3.500 after $4,000 for third lum -Priest”. (UWA)-(reruns), ‘Oke “On Double’: (Par). (ath wk).‘Thin’
LOS ANGELES
J week, “Guns..of - Navarone”: (Col) $6,000. Last: week,-“Alamo” (UA) $3,000. ‘Last week, $3,700. (Continued from page 8)
Trans-Lux (T-L).- (600; ‘$149-$2)
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA) Brothers” (M-G) (reissues) (9 days), opens Friday (23),. day-dating with (rerun) (2d wk),. $4, 000.
Criterion.
Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1: 50-$3)—. —‘‘Raisin in Sun’’ (Col)..Sock $11,(21,375; 50-$1.75)—"“Absent-Minded $4.100.
400.
‘Last week, “Wild, Wild: Wome. Paris:
(Pathe
Cinema)
(568;
90“Exodus”
.
(UA)(26th
wk).
Okay
Professor” ‘Disney). Smash $17,000
‘Hawai (G&S) (1.106; 90-$1.50)— :
jen” (T-L) (3d wk); $2, 100
eS
or
hear,
including
invitational “Anatomy of Psycho”: fI-die) and ‘$1.80)—“Cheaters”. (Cont). (3d. wk). $8,000, Last week, $8,500:

Second..round -concluded Saturday
preem.
“Riff Raff” (Indie). Poor $1,600. |
State (Trans-Lux), (730; -'75-$1.25). Uptown (SW) .(1,300: $1 .25-$2.2
London Pavilion (UA) (1,
217; 70Warner Beverly, Orpheum, Iris (17) was modest $6,000 after $9, 000 —Roadhouse Girl” (Indie) and —-"“Exodus"
AUA) (17th. wk).. Fair
|“The Truth” “Five Sinners” (Indie). OK $4,000 $5,000... ‘Last week, same.
$1.75) —"The Misfits” (UA) (2d wk). (SW-Metropolitan-F
WC) (1,316: ‘2,- ‘for ~first’ week.
Likely big $11,500 or near. Opener 213; 825, 90-82)—“Raisin in. Sun”. (Kings) opens - June 26, ‘day-dating ‘Last week, “Riff Raff” (Indie). and |:. Warner (SW) (1 440: $1.‘49-92.95).a |
(Col) (Rth wk), War Bev; Ist’ wk,. with Forum. |
was $12,700.
—"Spartacus” (uy (23d :wk). Fast
“Wild Love”. (indie), ‘$3,200.
Metropole (CMA) (1,410; $1.05- Orph, Iris} and “Mad. Dog . Coll] - Plaza -(Lopert) (525; -$1.50-$2)—
“| $7,000; Last week. same.
*2.2)) — “Spartacus”
(Rank-UD (Col) (Orph, Iris). Okay: $15,500: ‘“Never On. Sunday” {Lope) (36th
TORONTO.
Last week, Warner Beverly, $4. 100. wk). The. 35th frame‘ended Mon8th wk). Useful $7,300.
‘KANSAS: CITY.
(Continued from. page 8)"
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA) Orpheum, “Young Savages” (UA), ‘day: (19): was. smash. $14, 500 after | (Continued from page 8). ~
Clock Strikes”
(UA)
(3d $15. 200 for 34th ‘week..
12.200; 70-$1.75)—"Guns
‘of Nava- “When
$1.25)\—"Never on Sunday” “(Loner:
rone” (Col (7th wk). Heading for wk), $3,800. Iris with Los Angeles,| 68th St. Playhouse (Leo Brecher) (21st wk). Firm. $3,500, Last week, — Picnic’ in. Grasy"" (Judie)-(Sth.
Hye Steady $1,590. bast. week,,
Companions” (370; 90-$1.65)—"The. Bridge” (AA)
big $21,000. Sixth week, $22,700. Lovola,. “Deadly
eration
Fichmann” (8th wk). ‘The seventh. stanza con- |.
Transfers to the Columbia June 22, (Pathe),
‘Loew's (Loew) a 641: °$1-$1. 25) | ‘Paramount (AA),
$8.20
.
‘cluded * Sunday’ (18). was good —"'Two
when “Flame in Streets’ (Rank)
Loves” © (M-G),
-Okay] (1,800; $I 25°$1. 50)=Pepe”. (Col) oa
Hollneoog Paramount. Baldwin, $4,100 after $6,100 for sixth week. |
moves in.
.
$9, 000. . Last’ week, “Young Savs |14th - wk). Pleasing.“$6,000... Last Odeon,
Marble
Arch
(CMA) Warren's Loyola (State-B&B-FWC) ‘Blackout: hit this: past week's total ages” (UA) (3d: wk),- $5,500...
“week, - $7,500.
(2,200;
70-$1.75)\—“Seeret
Ways” (1 468; 1,800; 1,757: 1,298: 90-$1.50) take.
Tivoli (FP) (935; $1-:50-$2. 50)-~{ : Plaza. (FMW-NT)—=(1, 630: $1. 25)"
— “Pleasure of His Company” (Par)
(Rank-UL). Fair $7,500.
- Sutton (R&B) ;(561; 95-$1.80)—
- Plaza (Par)
(1,902; '70-$2.10)\— (4th wk, Holly Par; 1st wk, others)]| “Two Women” (Embassy) | (7th wk). “Exodus” (UA). (3th: wk). Stout ‘SGideet.Goes Hawaiian” (Col). (24
=... ] wk)
“Don’t Bother to Knock” (WB) (2d and * "Spanish Affair” (Par) (reissue) Sixth round finished. Sunday (18)|$5,000. Last. ‘week,.$5,300.
Towne: (Taylor) 693:. 90-$1. 25). $11,000.
wki. Moderate $6.400. After $7,500 1(Baldwin. Warren's), “Two Loves” ‘was great $15,000 After $17;500 for
—"General:
“Della
Rovere”:
(IFD).
(M-G)
(M.O.)
(Loyola).
‘Slick
jn first week.
fifth week..
Last
week,
Hollywood | ~
| So-so $4,000. Last week, “Virgin (750; $1-$1.25) —- “Tiger - Bay”:
Rialto
(20th)
(529; 70-$1.20)— $26,000.
. Trans-Lux 52d St.(
(P-L) (540; $1Spring” (Janus) (Sth wk), $3,000. (Cont). Average.» “$1;500..: Last.
“Can-Can” (20th) (m.o.). (2d wk). Paramount, $10.400
$1.
50)—“Man:
in
Moon”
(T-L)
(2d:
Los Angeles (EWE) (2 019; : 90-:
University (FP) (1;360; $1-$1. 50)- “week, “Breathless”. (FAW),. " ditto..Stout $5,700.
wk). Initial session ended: Sunday.
$1.50)—“Not
Tonight,
Henry”
—"Pepe”
(Col): (ith *“wh.”
Roxy (Durwood) (850; -$1-$1.30) me
Ritz (M-G) (430; 70-$1:75)—‘Se(18y was wow .$17,500.
|
$5,000: Last week, same.
—"Last Sunset” (U) (2d- wk). Big.
eret Partner™ (M-G) (2d wk). Aver- (Indie). Busv $5,500.
- Trans-Lux 85th St. (P-L). (550; :
Vogue
(FWC):
(810:.
90-$1.50)—
Uptown
(Loew). a ,304;. $1-$1. 50) | $7,500, :Last week, ‘$10,000.
age $3,400.
“Days of Thrills Laughter” (20th) ‘$1.25-$2). —‘Last Sunset” (U) (2d —"Gone With. Wina"” (M-G). (reis-.|. U ptown,
Granada,."(FMW-NT): Royalty (M-G) (936; $I.05-$2.20)
$2800
wk}. Soft $2,500. Last week, wk). First. stanza finished yester-|"sue). (6thwk). .Lusty $9,000. -Last’ (2.043, 1,217; :$1-$1. 25)-—""Wild- in
—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (m.o.) (2d wk).
-day . (Tues.) ‘was’ fine’ $9, 000 .or
|
week,
$10,000,
| Countr
(20th).
Hefty °$12,000; .~
Hefty $11,000. Opening week of
close.
:
EI Ones (FWC) (861; 90-$1. so 4
holds. Last week, Uptown: only,. .
$11,400 followed 76 weeks at Em- World’ 4Perfecto) (390; 90-$1 50)
“Carry On, Constable”: (Gov). (3d
“Last
|
Time
T
Saw
Archie”| OA,
pire.
Prem
Sets:
Fonda,
Murray
|
wk). Firm $6.000. Last week, $6,100. —Male and Female” ..(Mishkin)
Studio One (Indie) (556: 50-$1.20)
A
Otto. ‘Preminger;’ who: went. to. $4,000.:
‘Warner
Hollywood
(Cinerama (18th wk). ‘This week winding to“101 Dalmatians”
(Disney) (11th
Ine.) (1,389: $1:20-$2.65)
— “Seven morrow. (Thurs.) is heading for the Coast last. week on pacting exwk?. Fine $5,300.
| Woriders. of World” (Cinerama) only okay .$5,500 after. $6,000.in cursion for “‘Advise. and. Consent,"
Warner (WB) (1,785; 70-$1.75)-—— (reissue) started fifth week Sunday Vth stanza. “Lust for Sun” (FAW). returned to N.Y. with Henry: ‘Fonda |
_ (Continued from’ page. 8)"
“Girl of Night’ (WB). and “Portrait {18) after nice $12.900 last week.
and Don Murray: lined up.:-Ten|_— “Raisin in. Sun’: .{Col).. Fine’ Lo
|.comes. in’next, and: soon,
of Mobster”
(WBi. Heading for
Music HalI (Ros) (720; $1.85-]other key parts remain to be: set $3,500. - Last week, “Hitler's © Exe ~
good $16,000 or near.
$2.25) — “Saturday Night, Sunday
[before film’ locations in ‘Washing-. ecutiontr” ‘(Indfe). (3d. wk), ‘$1, ye
ton’ in-September. ~ P Mayfair (Fruchtman) *:(750;-9
Morning”
(Cont) (5th -wk). ‘Big|.. {Continued from. page’ 8):
| $5.500. Last week, $6,200.
Fonda, a longtime absentee from $1.50)—“‘Last. Sunset”. (U) (2d ob. ,
DENVER
the
cinema,
will
portray’
Leffing““omicidal”
{Col)
(24,
wk).
Crest
(State) (750; 90-$1 50\—
- Mild
Warm $5,000..Last. ‘week, 7000.
(Continued from page 9)
“Breathless” ‘FAW) (5th. wk), Dull $7,000. Opener. was. $12,000, -° . twell, the party-line-shadowed nom- |. New . (Fruchtman) - (1,600;:
Eye” (Indie) and “Private . Prop- $1,200. Last week. $1.700.
- St. Louis. ‘Park (Field) (1, 000; ‘inee- for. Secretary of State. Murray | $1.50)—"Last. Time‘ I Saw “Aichi?
erty” (Indie) #3q wk). Oke $2,600.
Four Star (UATC) (868: 90-$1. 50) $1.25) “Master of :World” -(AD: is set to limn Brigham Anderson, (UA) .(2d wk): Dim: $3,000, Last
Last week, $4.000.
—"“Pepe" (Col)- (8th: wk). Sturdy Fast $5,500." Last -week,: “General ‘the ‘Utah ‘senator who is: -black-. week,: ‘$5,000.
Orpheum tRKO) (2, 690:: $1-$1.25) $4,500. Last week, $5,000:
..
della “Rovere” (Cont), $2,000.
‘mailed on homosexual angle. ~
Playhouse (Schwaber) (365; -90-:
—“Mein Kampf” «Col) and “Terror
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (1.990: $1.80-|. State. . (Par) | (2, 200; "$1-$1. 25) | The Fonda casting continiés the $1:50)—“Never. ‘On.Sunday”. (Lope).
of Tongs” ‘Col). Fast $15,000. Last;RD
$3.50)—"“Exodus” *UA) 426th wk). “Last | Sunset” (U):: (2d. wk), Okay star’s association with Preminger; (31st wk)... “Fine ‘$2,600, Last week, ,
week, “Atlantis” (M-G) and “Se- Robust ‘$7,500. :Last week, -$6.600.. $7;000. Last. week, $9,000...
*who. directed him in. the -Yecently- |$2,800:
|
?
cret Partner™ (M-G!, $5,000.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631: $2-$2.40)
Suburban. “World -(Mann)- (800: folded “Critles’ ‘Choice’. on ‘Broad-.|. Rex |(Freedman) ” (500;-"$1.50)—>Paramount
‘Indie)
(2,100:
90- —“Never On. Sunday” (Lope) (30th $1.25) “Dentist ‘in- Chair” (Indie).
oye (Indie) and .“Night. with‘Chap-.
$1.25:—"Last Time I Saw Archie” wk)orn
$6,500. Last week, Neat. $3, 500.. ‘Last week, “cousins”| a Advise” -tefor United Artists lin”: . . {indie}... ‘ (reissues). - Good:
(UA) and “Frontier Uprising” (UA). #8
. $2,000
release. °
| (FAW), “$2,500
Solid $12,000 or close. Last week,
Pantages -(RKO). 1.513; $1.80-|
Uptown
(Field) ¢1600." $1.25):
Stanton. (Fruchtmian): 2,B00: 90-..
“Fabulous
World
Jules
Verne” |: $3. 50)—“Spartacus” (U) (35th -wk). “Tiger Bay” (Cont) (2d. wh). Okay
Metro Fegistered “Drake the $1.50) —"Wild in’. Country”: -(20th);
(WB) and “Bimbo, Great” «WB), Trim $10,000: Last week, $9,700.. $3,000. Last. week, $3,500
Buccaneer”: and
“King. of. the. Mild $4,500: or. close. Last.‘week, a
$11,500.
Egyptian (UATC) 1,392: $1. 25.
‘World’ (Mann) -(400; "$5-$1. 50) Seven Seas”: with MPAA,‘ one. to “Big Show’? (20th), $6,00
Towne (Indie) 4600; $1-$1.45)— $3.50\—“‘Ben-Hur” ..M-G) (82d wk): “Last Time I ‘Saw. -Archie’™- (UA) be used. on European pic recently
‘Town (Rappaport)
“One-Eyed Jacks” (Par) (5th wk). Heid to hot $13, 500. Last week, (2d wk). . Fast -$6,000. Last . week, purchased by Maurice (Réd) Silver- $1:50)—"On Double” (Par) (2a wk). a
Okay $3,800. Last week $4,000.
‘stein for release in. this. country.
$
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UBSTANCE
~ Columbia’§Very-Happy Week
. Mo Rothman, exed. vp. “of. Columbia. International, just. prior. to -@ quickie visit ‘to the London. outpost, boasted a bit about “Colum. --

bia on the World: Screen Week,” this being a special drive running

June!'9-15. He said that‘in this period’ the company ‘chalked’ up. a.”
record. 30,000. bookings. and: believes’ this to be a record. for any :
ompany.

Ca bas ol Down, Winsock
TMi
¢

“By ROBERT P. DAVIS

Particularly . gratifying to Rothman: fs ‘the’fact that: the: product. | . (Partner, Little Movies)
.. available was devoid of ‘the new, hot material.such as “Guns: of —.| :°
Mt. ‘Vernon, N. Y.
“_~Navarone.” He said the pictures in play :were all those in the vaults
‘y ‘read
with. ‘interest,
film
including—productions which have been sround for some: time. and. |.maker,
thent article as
by.a Gide-|

THEY RUN TO LONG RUNS:
Traut, 25 Yearer, Succeeds
Williams, After ST, Retarning

The publicity man
is widely
credited with the ability to do a
| competent job and, at the same.
time, make with the funny, satri-

cal cracks about the film business.
But to a reporter making a Call, he

‘getting another crack at the market,
.
.In many areas prints ran out; billings might have- been: even

‘sald, “There's no time for laughs,
‘on .Bachman (VARIETY ’s InternaHonolulu, June 20.
‘at the moment we're dead seri" tional’ Edition). ‘and the counter- ' John H. Traut. has been named ous’
- greater had there been more priats.. In ‘Belgium, for. example, {opinion
expressed by Kirk Bond president and general manager of
a “every. ‘print .was taken out of every vault and put to work.
The quote {s from one man at
(Variety, May 31). Bachman has Consolidated Amusement Co. sucone homeoffice but might have
Billings for the. week reportedly: amounted to. $1,000,000 and the a ‘ continually tried to. finda place
ceeding. Fred. Williams who is re- been é¢choed around New York dis.spillover into the second, currerit, week. figures to’ bring about the |
tiring
efter
37
years
with
the
cir‘and purpose for: what he labels.
game. This is bigtime. going, particularly’ in view of the fect that”
§
tribution
companies.. Reason
is
‘1 “cheap significant.films.” He be-. cuit the last five years as presi- that the upper echelans are worthere wasn't a new -blockbuster. in the pic. availabilities. [lieves, among other things, that dent. Traut, born and raised in ried about the genera) state of the
| the: American film is.in a: ‘transi- Hawail, -is' a. 25-year veteran.
boxoffice around the country and
Dick Howard, ‘publicity manager,
-|tionary. period.
Bachman. looks away from the has - ‘been’ elected vice president make no bones about the need for
The aforementioned man
‘vapors of.‘Hollywood; che holds that. and assistant general. manager and}
{ Was on the receiving end of the
ths previous .concepts. ‘of. studio a director,.M. Milner Wond, manmessage.
production .are finished. This is .a. ager of. ‘the distribution and bookThe message he received was
‘defensive. claim. As an. ‘informed ing department and a 27-year vetAmerican: rritic, he’ 1s “obviously. ‘eran, hag been elected vice prest- the “buckie down, Winsocki"” type
lof
thing which, instead of being
embarrassed ‘by the nature and dent and a-director. Mrs. Lorraine

|Right-to-Audit Underscored by|
UA
hits Revi ExhibitionContract

Carson, with Consolidated for 30 rah-rah, stirred nothing but consternation.
The cheer was gone
years, was elected secretary.
He was
. |has not found one, so to compen-|. Executive. changes were an- ‘from the publicity man.
told,
correctly,
that the current
-/ sate he touched off a movement of nounced by William: Forman, board
inof
ofHawall's
Hawall's major circuit, state of the boxoillice is not so
changing economics of. distribution | “David Lewis, MGM international his. own “which he says fs “cheap chairman
hotsy-totsy.
‘g
theatres wither: in ‘number. and vp. and ‘regional director of Con- significant films,” a sort of. bright, |.
And that’s just the way it is
@ bulk: of réntals tend to come tinental Europe, left New. York. for ‘fresh, domestic new wave. But the
his.
‘Paris
-hea
quarters.
Over
’
’
the
around the film business in this
‘weakness of his theory is the films |
_
from fewer situations. It.-also: sig.
‘pre-July 4 period. Few pictures
:... Eilfies.the enhanced-status: of. the: ‘weekend...
\he- claims: aré. significant.
He. was. ‘fn: to see new. product
are doing well. Business is off, and
Bachman, Iam ‘afraid has not:
‘{ndi¢é - producer. as an. important
and confer. with. execs inCulver* [been true to his own convictions.
once again July 4 is being lacked
Moneymaker for the: majors. Such {
City.
‘Plus
chomeoffice.
cal
j
to
as independence from grief be-. figures -traditionally _and.: urider-.
1 One of the films-he now states as|:
i cause this date for the past many
| significant - was flouted on his own’
- standably (those- percentage deals)
years
hag been teeoff date for im‘radio. program: as being “‘non-|.
.. do not take local- boxoffice stateprovement.
sense,” “unthoughtful” and “some-maents - ‘casually—they want every’
Manchester,
N.
H.,
June
20.
The
new and ailegedly big prode‘|'thing of an atrocity.” But E undernickel counted and. don’t :hesitate |
Al Levy, New England manager uct Is coming in from all distribue
| stand: he desperately wants to real-.
. to. préss’ their point. Just’ ask a|
tors.
If
the new era {fs in accord
for
the
20th
Century-Fox
in
Bosize an. ‘expressive stream of‘Ameri-.
'. distribution’ exec about. today’s} ton, has hit back at the Manchester with past calendar-boxoffice patcan film :making. .
prodding by indie -producers..
terns
the
cheer will come back.
Union-Leader,
whose
editorials
‘Bond spoke in- ‘behalf of. HollyHenée,. and. logically, a. United|"
Pe En eee
a ee
ie
wood, saying, in part. that films are have frequently roasted motion
— “Artists is a particular worrier, ‘as|
“Paris, ‘Tune: 20. | big. business, Both: gentlemen’ out- ‘pictures. and whose
advertising
_reflected by some new language in |.
“the breaking: off. of film ex- ‘lined good cases. But each sup- pages are closed to titles and
its.exhib forms: The revisions, ‘it’s
emphasized, aren’t so- much inno-; change’ talks between France. and. ‘plied answers ‘without fully realiz- scenes which prove objectionable
vation. ‘as-. clarification—pointedly ‘West. Germany last week hag film ing’ the questions. ‘It. seems that. to the management.
-In.a letter to the editors of the
‘reminding: theatremén
of : their}. circles. alarmed here, . especially the.- Americin film is . traveling
since Germany is one of the.stop. through ‘a rhetorical -hollow. Writ- Union Leader, published by Wiresponsibility, as a UA exec. puts.
French
export
markets.
liam
Loeb,
who
also
operates
ers. are attaching: ‘significance -to
it. Henceforth the «‘financler-distributor’s. contracts will explicitly|. France has always been a.- bit, the low budget movement, the new newspapers in ‘Haverhill, Mass.,
and
Burlington.
and
St.
Albans,
eontain® the. right-of-audit- -phrase-.|. ‘miffed that Yank-features get a non. wave and the vigual language films.
ology.. Along with ‘the: new forms, ‘quota: setup there ard that France in hopes that an optimistic direc-: ‘Vt.,. the. Boston. film executive
aaid:
.
UA 1s .circulating ‘a. ‘definition: of only is allowed 35° lHcenses- plus tion will. be found. But the com“We who- are. concerned with
’ gross receipts”. intended to ‘snare ‘extras .from: ‘coproductions, - ‘fest. plexion’ of the: American film isa
A reappraisal of publicity meth-“‘gimmick’’.. admissions . that ‘some: prizes. and. for’ very German. pic. huge cable with many strands anid the making of motion pictures feel
that
the criticism about the empha- ods must be made if the industry
over
16
shown.
each.
-year.
here.
The
thera
is
no
single
‘definition:
or
exhibs ‘hitherto’. have sought - to
is
to expect proper newspaper and
sis being given to ‘sensationalism’
exermmpt.from: their. grosses: As UA- extras did get it up to-70 in ‘60: evaluation.
according
to
indeed.
One can magazine breaks,
‘entitling | ‘and. it’ was hoped it. would. stay |- Bachman’s” significant films are is one-sided,
defined, . any,’ “monies
Zinn
Arthur, executive assistant
have. not. totally significant ‘and when. readily observe. from the current‘entry ‘to:witness a picture: becomes. ‘there, .but -coproductions
ly: popular books and plays, fully to Josh Logan, who returned last
‘fallen,
due
to.
the
lack:
of
German.
Bond
‘claims
that
there
is
no
virtue.
part of the gross—but™ specifically
week from a 28-city tour on behalf.
excluding: all concession. sales...) ‘film aid.to balance French aid, and in sidewalk production, he is not as well as the movies, that the of the forthcoming “Fanny” -re‘There. are two. other revisions—|. fewer. susceptible- Teutonic pixfor: partiee ering the ‘problem. In or- most:.popular entertainment is that leased through Warner Bros. Ac‘(Continued on page 17)
(Continued: on| page 21)
* (Continued :
‘on. page 19).
- one ‘stipulating stiffer. payments.
“Recent :efforts - to ameiid the:
etandard exhibition ‘contracts have!
“gprved. to: stress:.a fact of film in-|:
changed .and|
try
lfe:: the

-| quality. of our recent production.

Lewis toParis

—

Bachman hopes: to.sea a light.

He

FrenchBreakOf
- GermanTalks’

20th’AlLevyTo
Loeb: Pix DoTry’

Zinn ArthurOn
Feeding Inland
Film Editors

~ “where ‘an. exhib “pulls”. a pic;. and |,

’ the. third. insisting: that b.o. .statements - be ‘countersigned .by. the.
‘owner or house manager: Last point|:
_won't bother too many, but: alludes|:
to.a laxity—the .sometime gag. that |.

STUDIO CHECK CONF IRMS:

_ Suddenly ’
Tihis‘Summer, No Sex!

-éven ushers:and janitors have been|. -

-

known. to. signature ticket window, en
tallies.

‘BillAimsto
tHalt

2) erteeprtatnin fmerrsncu
aumemeunetamions

CAS reported: under’ “caption. ‘beginning of a: drive to. restore
a i“Suddenly. ‘This Summer,.No Sez!” greater entertainment equilibrium?
\in .Varigty last ‘week, Metro’s|- --Autumn will tell a more defini-

‘Boxoffice Lines

‘Robert, Mochrie told of.a wave of tive story,: but summer fare promsentiment in favor. of ‘ises, at least, to rebuild some of
lightweight: films: during the sum- the public: good will that has begun.
| mer: months. ‘They don’t want. ‘to. vanish since adult. themes be|. heavy sex,” said the exec. Follow-. gan. to. pe confused with sensa-

‘| ézhibiter

Vs.Segregation|:

ing .. roundup. from. studio. “end tionalism
and modern cinema:
‘bears. out. same. _potnt.—Ed.) Ta tended; to: become “by Bex pos-.

“Raleigh, N.C:, ‘June: 20.

cording to Arthur, no newsaper
can be given second class journalistic status
Thry have to be
guaranteed that the material will
be exclusive in their city
They
require full servicing end a wide
variety of material.
Arthur, at one time a freelance.
photog, and a onetime manager of
a Boston radio station, stated that
he came back from the tour with
NN
nan
ee
CO
Bowl”
(an
early
July starter & fat compendium
of editorial
poised for coupling with “Ladies beefs from many cities. Included
Man”
in many of its opening were the sameness of material, unsituation).
imaginative disregard of nerds of
Warners will. check in -with present day reader, the accusa“Fanny” and “Lad, A Dog,” the tion that the formats naw outformer ticketed for June 28 bow | moded, are neing maintained by
-here,-July 4 in New York, and} many studi: Gackeries, and a sinJuly nationally, the Jatter a ten- gular lack of originality and ime
tative early September booker.
|agination in many story and photo
Universal’s

By

entries

in the

okay- i concepts.

= Some. 16 Alms’ primed: for June kid sweepstakes are “Tarnmy, Tell i The film editors and critics of
.. Hollywood, June. 20.. Suty-August release ‘qualify in. the Me True” (July reélease} and } most cities, he said, do not require
LARRY ‘FUBELLE.

|

;
‘Rep. ‘Leonard. Lloyd of. ‘Graber. :
“bring-the-whole-family” *.category. “Come September” (September re- ‘that they be treated as though they
County, said: not ‘to have a single |" -Growing, ‘alarm ‘and consterna- ‘Twentieth-Fox leads the pack with lease), although. the studio admits ;tuere Life and Look, but ask only
-.-Negro: resident, «introduced: a‘ bill ‘tion ‘in filmgoing.circles over the four, Paramount is runnerup with| the’ latter is a little on the sophis-;i that some attention be given their
fn the North Carolina Legislature disproportionate: ‘amount of: sex. in three.- Two apiece. can be claimed ticated’ side, however unobjection- ::
: needs and pleaded for someone to
to clarify and tighten protection: of:‘Hollywood. Pictures is about to :be’ by Warner Bros., Universal-Inter- able.
;take film publicity out of a rut
7 “trespass”
‘laws -against. political “appeased :-‘@ tabulation of new: and national: and that perennial manuThe Parent Trap” and “NIK, | As the result of an earlier sur_: qgitation against theatrical segre- upcoming. ‘releases. reveals... Sex. is ‘facturer of goodies for the lolHpop Wild Dog Of The North” wil! revey, Arthur sald that an attempt.
‘about
to
take
its
‘annual:
summer.
“ gation.. His bill: is: aimed against
lickers, -.. Walt
Disney:. Studios. ‘present Buena Vista (Disney) this! has. been made to revise publicity
““stand<ins, ‘rotation fin -which™ peo- -vacation.:. Slow dissolves to ‘black: Columbia, Metro and. United. Art: summer.. “Trap” preems June 23| formats on “Fanny.”
Exclusivity
ple ‘test. theatre segregation by'stay-|. will signify. ‘nothing more than a ists promise singletons.-‘} here and in Gotham, with national|iIs being adhered to in the camin lines: trying, to: ‘buy. tickets), good: night's sleep in the majority|° -Due in early July ‘from. 20th: is: Telease to follow in early July. i paign emanating from his office.
‘of film due to hit the nation. Uner “Snow. - ‘White And” The
’ and. everything else.”
Three; “Nikki,” opening.
here blanket- Also a wider variety of picture
. Violators of Lloyd's: bill, it en-|. the next. 19:12 _weéeek. ‘span.. The Stooges,” followed later. in the ‘style July 11, wil break nation- ; layouts have been developed and
-acted; would be guilty. of a mis- ownership: of a class pin will re- ‘month. by. “Misty” and “Voyage. ‘wide in July and August.
_.
bed;as to the Bottom of the Sea.”. The} . “Teenage Millionaire” is Uni ted:ithus far, the publicity returns, as
demeanor and could be punished. in place the. occupancy~ of
a result of this revamping, have
the discretion of the judge. up: ‘to| the symbol” of. romance. studio plans to spring “Francis of;
i Artists’ -August confection. Metro's; been “gratifying. ad
twoy
‘Conjecture: iz whether this,then,’ Assisi” in: ‘August.
|.“Honeymoon ‘Machine’ also will
er
a es
‘It:‘would: make. it:‘ittegal‘to: (ay‘To is. merely ‘watermelon ©weather
At.. Paramount, Jerry Lewis’ -assault .young popcorners in Au-j
Mort Segal Joins Par
go on, or remain .on; the. property | tradition or the first: wave in a| “Ladies Man” is slated for blast- gust. °Columbia's “Gidget
Goes
‘of others. without. permission “after sustained: renaissance’ of product ‘off. in. the July 4 period (Lewis “Hawaiian” is just now hitting the:
Mort Segal, formerly in the legit
Aiaving been. forbidden: to -do- so: ‘aimed ‘at‘ the family that. “prays. pictures: almost invariably
are market.
‘field, has joined the Paramount
(2) to.cémbine or conspire; aid or ‘together, stays together, but goes ‘launched to coincide with holiday
So there you have ‘Hollywood's|homeoffice publicity department,
abet, urge or solicit. persons to go} to: the. movies separately... .‘Ta the: spans)". Others ‘from this studio 1961 version of a sweet “16.” Not ias Newspaper and syndicate conon the property of others without|:
are’ “On. The Double” (screened a. hooker in the hopper. Just a ‘tact.
rmission. or after having’ “been
im, only, in Gotham up to. now and batch of nice, innocent characters
He replaces Mike Selsman, whe
orbidden; (3). to form :‘or unital C.
|-mapped: for Aug. 2° open ing |in making hay in the sun instead of :switched to the Arthur P. Jacobs
(Continued: on page 19)...
. LA}. “and “Love Ia. A. Goldfish making: sons in the hay.
tor. outfit on the Coast.

Wednesday, June 21, 1961 |

_ Wednesday,
June 21,1961.
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“WHAT=)THETRUTH ABOUT <Acclo_
"The names her husband called her?

.».The tape recording a lot of people wanted to hear?

MERO

CoLDWWN

oat |

WILFRID HYDE | VATERALPHMEEKER MARTIN BALSAM

| Co:Starring

SeenPlay
ARTHUR SHEEKMAN and:WILLIAM

Directedoy
DANIEL MANN * Produced» LAWRENCE

E
DRISKILL

WEINGARTEN

swarms

- eA ALWAR PTIREue

An CinemaScope: ‘And METROGOLOR

CONTACT YOUR M-G-M BRANCH NOW!

.

INTERNATIONAL
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e

.

eos

ale

‘.-

owaniery’s? LONDON: ‘OFFICE
&9 Bt. Jomes's Street, _Plecaaitty.-

But Leaders Mull New 3dCircuit
|.

Spain’Film. Totals

“London »a

Mills Family. will -be. virtually in: residence ‘at: the Odeon, Leicester’
. Square, for most of the summer, as: they will be starring in:ane

was also taken up by Arthur wat:|
MYERS
{ kins, president of the British Film
‘Madrid, J une 20.
Londen, June 20. -'Produvers Assn, He said it was a
-|
‘The
foreign’ film... import |:
The National Circuit is doomed, .:Matter of paramount importance’ .
breakdown
for the 1961-62 "|
‘ane before fong there will be -onky;‘and would make all the difference
_ season will: total 188 features,~
Major Chain outlets left iN |t4 attracting finance. He felt. that
MG
‘
‘according ‘to-figures released. °
That is the considered:
Kislain

By HAROLD

should be. directed
ll efforts
view Of industry leaders: whe at- |towards.
restoring the third outlet:

tended the dinner fiosted by John j
Leavis,
deputy
chairman
of the
hank Organization last Wednesday !
-34: at which he outlined the bookSpe problems te a top brass audience ef distributors, pr oducers, exhibitors and union leaders.
CGne insider aptly summed it up
ss the memorial
service, for the

Catholics Hail
| ‘Bible’ Decision

National 1elease, which
recog only a few vests

came

into

|

|:

separate Rank films to be screened in June,” July" and: “August...
ohn Mills stars in “Flame In The Streets,” which opens tomorrow, (22), Hay= ©
ley Mills is in “Whistle Down The ‘Wind,” which: follows: July: 20..and. °
Juliet Mills stars in “No My Darling Daughter,”. which. preems. ‘Aug.10"°:
. Sir. Michael Balcon and his partner. Hal. Mason are: prepping a new ::
production. program ‘which begins with. the filming of “Sammy Going
.
by: the Direccion. General ‘de’ — South” in Africa later this year. That will be ‘followed by. “Will .Not

| Cine.)

American imports. ‘will

We Fear,” based‘ on. the: book -by C. E. T. Warren and James’ Benson -

-remain the |‘same . ‘as. the:cur-~ ©
John: Bryan and. Andrew Filson will. represent’ the’ Federation: “of”
“rent” season. with 88. licenses
British Film Makers at the Mostow Festival.. There will ‘bé an official’...
"get: -aside; Italy and France: ‘| British. recépticn’ hosted: jointly by. the FBFM. and the British: Film:.*:..:
| ° will. get’ 30° licenses each; Eng- ... Producers Association. ... .. Cameraman Freddie Francis makes his -Yand will get 25..and. Germany, . bow as director: in- “AY Change. of. Heart” a. Monja. Danischewsky: pro- :
15:.
a duction for..Bryanston.. . Marie France, who has been appearing in a:::
Including -approximately 50.” ‘}commercial tv .French °‘ nstruetional - program, hasbeen signed. for
Spanish entries anda smatter“What <A: Whopper” which Regat .Films International |is producing
ing. of “imports: from Latin | with Adam Faith-starred . . Cyril Cusack with. Peter Sellers: in. “The. .
t . America, Spanish distributors .| Waltz of the Toreador s”.for. Independent Artists...

Rome.- June ‘20.
back as 4
‘-will’ have. a_ total ‘of close to~
The Cathelie. Film Center. here
direct sequel te the Rank ratipnal-3
dextion plan, and the disbandment, :‘has hailed the decision of produeer |: 250 films in release. next séa-~
:
‘Rome:
60n,.
“Dino
DeLeurentiis
to
.submif,
‘the
Bs such, of the Gaumont
circuit.
Rossano Brazi ‘starts: “Dark Purposes” Sept. 20. with Gay Green:
:
She
Nahonal
ontlet
has
never script of his announced $25,000, 000!
| probably -directing ‘and. Lana Turner costarring: Green also directing
teen a favertte anh either pro-; -production of “The Buhle’ to- ex- |
Brazzi’s current “Light in’ the Piazza.” actor’s. 98th feature appéaranee
ducers or cistubs. at of whone felt |perts and personalities of all’ faiths’;
was dates have been set for the. ‘Fourth Milan Trade Fair ‘MIFED):”
they could obtain & far greater re-' ‘for consultation, coordination, and.
‘1Oct; 9-20 . | = “Absent, Minded -P) “essor” «Disney-Rank): and “Cinderapproval in advance .of
turn
from
e:ther
of the major; ,eventual
fella” (Par): are repping the U: S:.at the. Seventh. Festival of. Film.
productien.
chains,
Le. Odeon
- ar Assocjated
Humor. at Bordighera on the Italo Riviera. . dates afe July 21-30, :and-.
“We learn with pleasure.” Rays”
British
‘special’ tribute to Stan Laure] and Oliver. Hardy’ will feature screening
the spukesman ‘for the CCC, “that |
Theugn
his
pecparea
speecn
of."Fra
Diavolo” 2... ‘actor Douglas’ Fowley. has. eight character. roles’
eminent persor alitues. of ‘Catholic
lever retertce to the cctuak demise
‘as well as. serving as dialogue. director: of. Barabbas.”.
culture will join the college of exOf the National cirenit, mo-€8 mm
, perts in biblical studies ..-. in the
aGuetry feaae:s present at the din:Madrid* preparation of this film”
mer vere Guitk fe recognize that ' “As the subject matter is of inUniespana, the Spanish producers’ export. wing, will stage a. Spanish’
Flavis as resha adn misters the
: terest to the Orthodex, Protestant.
| Film Week in Munich next fall. with features. ‘Selected “from /output::
Sat
rites
Amd the Peachlan was!
Buenos Aires, June 13.
and Hebrew worlds as well.” the |
of . last three years . . ; Tony Leblane :not only directing. “El -Pobre.
Quick and tercefui. leading. finally
_Af the. last minuté,. hopes have i; Perez” (Poor Old Perez from. his: own script which went: into. produc...”
‘CCC statement continues, © “it
te
a fev
brushes
between
the:
‘been
dashed
of
an
agreement:
being
!
:not to be excluded that representa.
_tion
on June. 17, but. -also ‘plays* the lead. and. composes the musical.
crartman and his cuests.
pro-+score . .
-tives of Catholic culture will find ‘reached. between Argentine
¢ Spanish film’ authorities let-the. deadline for entries to. the Only Two-and- Hall bin Per Week themselves
“ducers and. exhibitors. . Such agree- ; Berlin Festival slip. by without. naming a.contender..
collaborating
on.
.. ~ Picked to rep- ©
Davis outiined the problems in:
Seientific
level with Protestant ment would. go a- Jong way to! |resent Spain at the: Locarno film ‘fest ‘is Isasi.Isasmendi’s. “‘Sentencia ‘Sane detial,
sated: that at) had
and Jewish experts on a-project : smoothing out-all screen industry :Contra Una. Mujer”. ‘Verdict for a’ Woman)... .» Paris-based Yank actor ~ oe
ecane
oobort
as oa result) of: the,
,Of common interest:. to bring the: . problems here. Work’ has’ heen ;
iReginald Kernan has ‘been signed by co-producers. ‘Cesareo Gonzalez"
bhertipe ot paiceuct. te believed: !
tmessage of the Bible‘to all: peoples:i proceding towards such: a Sema pand. Benito Perojo to play: opposite Sarita Montiel in her upcoming -”
there
‘sere ony cnouch filnis toe;
i who see in it: the foundation of --promise for. many months, particu-;“Pecado de Amor’ ‘Sin of Love) . . Aléc Guinness told Majorca news- —
JustHy teaeind-a-ball aefeases per!
jtheir faith and civilization, in ab-~ Jarly. centering: ‘around fhe. large!‘men he hopes té play “St. -Paul”. in forthcoming ‘Spain-situated: feaveek
Accomsper vine
charts. dis- {
of. ‘native
productians»;ture . . . Songstress Gloria Lasso contracted by Benito Perojo to star...
- solute respect of. the letter and backlog
tiihuted to the diumer HUCSS. em- the Spirit
‘ awaiting release. ‘If these were ui- with Jean Pierre Aumont ina musical to be. directed: by Henri ‘Decoin ~:: ::
it."
phatued the steady decline in Brit-joaded on the market: all. at once,
Norman: Forster. in. to: check. plans for.an ‘animated: film feature | °
yh ated Ametscias product from oa
“enforcing the’ Protection’ Law- ac-.~, on ‘Spain for Walt Disney...
.‘Nothing Ever. Happens” is the next”
combined tetald of O40 in 1958 down
4cording” to the. letter, . exhibitors ‘Juan Antonio Borden. project, which’ he will direct. from. his own. script -te 196 fer the cussent sear. OL the.
i would be paying the: piper as usual. for producer. ‘Cesareo Gonzalez. . Alida Valli is now. playing the lead
jatter total To ere British pix and
|:And only tele would benefit.
-“Al Otro Lado de la: Ciudad’ "Across: Town), for- -Bareelona. producer- .
the
some sider are coming ‘frem
| Last-minute obstacle to the pact

inPeacePact
For Distribs,
Exhibs Nixed |

Azteca Fi
Films Manager
Sees No Perilin U.S.

Helly wood.

Dass

was

ralewed

by

Kenneth

Winchles
scant asanaeie director
ef the Rank O:r¢anmvation. whe deInered a defarled survey on the

pieblems of exuibstion «ad distribetion,
powerful
documented
vah evidence to indicate the com-

|

director Alfonso Baleacar. :

from. producer Hugo del ‘Car-;
Distribs Using Titles:I came
rid: This .was- inevitable, as ‘del

Carri ‘helongs to. the school which
Mexico. City, June 13.
Juan Bueno, general manager of |' relies.on state support, state. interAzteca
Films, saw
no immediate ;‘ference and subordination: of. other
peril from avowed intention of Hol- ‘interests: ‘to keep |up an. industry
Ixwood to release selected . product :’ Which the | Tocal ° public. ‘does . not
With. Spanish subtitles.
“Here. to: support.

2
€

weggme
Ste

Mexico City
|
San Diego Fortress will be the site of the fourth session. of the. world
|!b
"Review of Film Festivals: Jorge _Ferretis and other’ high industry
|Politicos - have pressured

suspension

the

administration: ‘to: rescind’: the

-work 2: ...

order issued by. the Dept..of .National-Patrimony..:After‘all; ;:°.

there is a need. for a. watering: place; elst: where van the- starlets: cavort.
in. bikinis?: Certainly not ‘in. Mexico City. At this. writing fest goes into:

2

en

pars s Consistent policy in prgamotThe. Production-Exhibition agree--confer with film industry and fed-;
fortress and Roble ‘Theatre. And after event selection of competing... .
ny Biitish films af heme and overeral officials, Bueno said that wide- ;‘ ment was to have been submitted
teas
He estimated that it would spread -adopfion
‘te
the ‘Screen’ Institute for .ap-*. films may: tour the provinces in‘ a- miniature: festival: aftermath ©
of .this policy ~
tehe 282 films a year to satisfy the: +could hurt’ the. Azteca operation: , proval. An- unusual feature of the; Mamie van-Doren follows Jane Russell-into a musical revue. troupe here tas
three autlets, and observed that. as I
. Pina Pellicer offered lead opposite Curt Jurgens in an. American-"’
; considerably.
However,
because- agreement wa. ‘that the ‘reléases ©
& vpencrahvation,
and with some of alleged unfavorable angles out- . were to have been. made in. tan- ; French Production: to’ be ‘shot in’Paris this summer,”
eutstan dmg
exceptions,
boxat fice weighing the favorable, the Mexi-, ‘dems, an. “A” and a “B*. picture:
guality had not been maintained can exec is of opinion that .Mexi- ‘put together for. each program, :and
GRANADA’S FESTIVAL.
ky the U.S. imports.
can distribution in the American : spaced over a. period: of. several|
Winek:es frankly referred to the market will continue along normal ;‘months. This-would allow exhibs. to].

reluctance

;

of some

[SpainUnbuttons
More StageCon

distribs to play-i tines,
the money- | ‘Janis, . Segovia, Paris ‘Opéra. An a
‘ continue
Feleasing
the National circuit, naming as one
‘Other Events Contracted
Only outstanding: success. with’ making foreign product.©
example British Lion
Paramount | Spanish
‘Possibly.
..now_
that.
two: native
subtitles.
according - to }
had stopped trading with the group
Bueno, is “Around World in 80° ‘ productions ‘rave won prizes at}
as
Madrid, June 20.
afters 25 veiss of unbroken partnerin which. Cantinflas. forcign. festivals; : ‘the Argentine:|.
Days”
(UA)
Granada’s.
10th: - “International:
slap because of Cour asistence that appears.
Bueno sain that Aztéca is, ‘fans may overcome their prejudice | Music and .Dance ‘Festival,. cele=|
"Madrid, June. 13...
"Alb in a Nights Work’ could not releasing an average -of eight or. against. native. product. The :two.
t
‘authorities, with
ke genen
a Rank
release and more films a month. as compared : prive-winners are Lautaro’Murua’s | brated annually within ‘the. pre-| “Spanish ‘théatre:
¢incts
of
the.
world-famous.
Alham,in the Direccion Gener al.de Cine!yy
sheuld pias the Natronal”
Lord to two Mexican pictures released “Alias, Gardelito.”. which copped .
1
bra..
will
this
year
feature
15
conArchibald, cheiim: mn of the Federa- by Columbia. «
the Golde ‘n Janus at the Santa’ MarLeerts by the. ‘Spanish.“National Teatro. .are: reported preparing: a
tien of British Filni Makers. also
He admitted that. advertising of gherita de- Ligure. Latin-American . Symphony.
Orchestra |under ‘the’! Subsidy -program for: the. Spanish
talke ad.
the latter is heayiér than thet of Film Festival, and. Leopoldo’ Torre iidirection of -Hans.: Schmidt- Isser- :.
- theatre that. -g0e8 ‘Tadically_ beyond:
Ask Group to Pender 3d Chain
the
Mexican
distributorship, _but: Nilsson” s “La Mano.en ‘la Trampa”
stedt. and Rafael Fruhbeck. ‘Solo- '
any. ‘state “aid:"previously. recorded.’
(The.
Hand
in.
the
Trapi,
which
won
Archibald
ceciared
that | both he added that sufficient ad plug: the .crix. ‘prize. at the Cannes Film, tists With the orchestra will be vio-jFrom the. current annual hiandout™
ging
is
given
to
material
released
Riiuk and ABC hod to accept relinist Wolfgan
Schaeiderhan. andy
Fest.
by Azteca and that results may be,
-|pianist ‘Byron eis
of. 600, 000. pesetas $10, 0007, Telisponsibility for creating a problem,
“Both these. “awards involved: ‘inand it wes up te them to give a, less notable than in the case of!
| <
ternational rejection. af the Screen |
° In addition, the June 22-ta July.able reports say the. total. goverstJexd in selving it) He reckoted it ‘Columbia but still equally - effecInstitute's . selective powers.” “Ia | 3 festival will feature appearances... “ment. subsidy: will’: -be -hiked: -to
Mas omposssble to cuanone all the ‘tive. Prime. markets For Mexican ‘
product were labeled. in order of -Mano en Ja. Trampa" was exhibited | of Victoria de los Angeles, Andres. 20,000,000 pésetas a year,
Froblems there und then. and sugSegovia, Antonio’s: Spanish ‘Ballet :
:at Cannes. by. special Invitation
importance.
as
California,
New
#ested setting up of a small indusa The projected: increase. was pros
iwhile the Institute’s: choice of. en- and the Paris Opera Group.
tev committee fa consider the pos- York, Chicago Sad.Texas.’
< posed’ by. a legit commission ‘as<
itry, “The Center-forward Died at
sibility of mamntaining a prospering
‘“Sembled: at. government request, to
Dawn,” had: a Jukewarm and con-.
third circuit.
troversial’ ‘reception. .
BingoHitsScotland’S
. " stady ways. and: ‘means of injecting .
The FBFM topper also analyzed
Publie feeling. here: about fest:
or. Lnhew -bload ‘into ‘the: ailing - ‘Jegitithe support the industry received |
awards can. be summed. up in .a}fiem the government. and that led
: Circuit Film Houses ‘mate. sector: of ‘Spanish ‘entertainiloeal joke. going’ the. rounds. Two |:
tte a heated exchenve
later with 5.
Tokyo. June 13.
i people _a¥e -about to-go. into a.
-Glasgow:. June 13." ;ment.. :-Two :Jeading _ playwrights,” .
John Davis.
Listing government | After its reissue this. summer. |
; cinema. Qne. says to the other, “‘No, . Bingo has‘ ‘hit. Scotland - on a Alfonse. -Pasco- and . ‘Jose: ‘Lopez: we
aid, Archibald said there was the’

rere

“a Jeetter
peters

‘Wind’ Bids. forrJapan’
All-Time Film Grosser:

érieen guots, the Eady tund which

-"“Gone With Wind™ “M-G) should let's not see this. one, it ‘must be large" scale, and circuit cinemas! Rubio, played. an. active role. in

went
eee
nie
tea
ene

vot

boepw

nee

©)

.:become frontrunner again. of: all- ;dreary..- It:Won a: prize.”
a
‘|and dancehalls are. all.jumping on:
sas paid tur by exibitors, and the.i time Japan b.o. Brossers. Classic
the ‘getting: commission approval for: -*"
|the
bandwagon.
Some “of:
ational Film Finznee Corp. which, "now ranks third behind “Ben-Hur”
j city's best-known nabe houses are: . the sizeable subsidy. increase. and
eror a ll-vear span
cost the exisM-G) and. “10 Commandments’
undergving ‘conversion to: Bingo an. ‘equally key - role. in “securing “
cheque:
akeut $250,000 a vear, a
itPari. “Wind” was originally re-|
Exhibs say it. is the only. government. adoptiond of. all-out, rn
mere fraction of the ameunt con- -leased here tate in 1952. racking:
tobuted by the state to the Arts up about $1.100.000. “Command: |
Rome, .June ‘13..
vay they can make.their ‘opera- monetary -aid for. the stage. .
Couner!
“The
Great.
Olympiad:”
official
ments” opened in March, 1959 and.
John. McKenzie: manager. “of: the.’ :Although No ;information |Ag5 yet:
In replying te the discussion, Da- -has taken in an estimated $1,300-;Italo film.of the 1960 Rome:Games,
wis sand that: Archibald had depre- 000. “Ben-Hur” has current top fig- -has .been officiaNy designated. to new
Alpha Bingo Club in. the. available . oh -.squrces ‘the--govern-~
iment. “will tap: to foot- the: subsidy
former
“Govanhill cinema.: said: }
cated
g@vernment
support,
but ure of $1.550,000 after 13 months ‘Trep..Italy
at- the upcoming
Film
Pe which
whe unrolis
t
e
B
-| “This is our answer: to: television. " ;
bill, ‘film circles. are said to. be-*°.° 002:
witkeut uo there would be no: BritFest,
late.in
July.
in release.
ssh tim industry of any stature. . “Wind ~” bows again here July 14
Pic, directed by Romolo MarcelMembership’ .to «all the Bingo apprehensive that the: 20,000,000...”
Whereupon Arcbibi id immediately |, at Theatve Tokyo and in August Jini, was’ produced bythe
Luce clubs is.free,.but entry to the halls’; pesetas might. be withdrawn from |.
Dolor
oe

i ‘Oly mpiad? Italo Pic

_At Moscow Film Fest!!Halls.

Frotested

at hewg

ndsrepi esented, |

‘at Nangi

in Osaka.

Seale will be. Institute

for CONT, the Olympic
Committee.
It is being .Teleased
abroad: by CINERIZ. —

each . night costs: 30c. Patrons..are.'.
ele government’s . film: aid. fund
flocking to join :up. as. clubbers. The: Tivoli Cinema, Partick; |.(accumulated ‘via .a special tax dite
and the Dennistoun Palais. a: pop-'| at-the boxoffice .and~ from. licens-.

and declared that he had not det: ‘same as for “Ben-Hur” in - these.
precated government assistance.
} same theatres, 70c to $2.23. BlockDemise of 3d Circuit Feared
Italian” Minister .for- Entertain
.booxing plam-is for three-month
runs although hepe is. ment. Alberto Folchi, revealed the. ular. dancery,
the elfect at the closure of the. “roadshow

thid emcuit or British preduction

high for more lengthy tenures.

selection. °

are. other: centres: ing taxes-for. foreign film: imports}.

.{ joining the craze.

:

I
and: earmarked:fforr legit support.

wre
"
en
ere

amare Lonven. OFFics:
.St. Jemor'y Brest, Piccadiity
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=; te LFARW TQ[RaolLevy,RetaroedFrom Scouting

Marco
Polo Opus,
EL LABORFIRST)Le Locations
ea irlforFin
Projets
Sele

Grace. ‘Kally -‘Chnd-‘Prince Rainier). Draw:
1Mo!
oe

‘Te Concert ia Football Staduim

5 TV.Hits Cinesias t
‘" Fokyo, June 13,

a

‘Inroads. of. tele have

forced - . ‘

Paris, June 28.
Raoul Levy fe fust beck from
scouting exteriors for his $3,000000 budgeted “Marce Pelo” now
Slated te begin major sheotiny
next December.
It will be made
entirely ea locatien in Afghanistan,

Hot Dogs & Ballet -

3g: Tokyo. theatres te shutter : .

Paris, Juse 13.
” ‘The Russians
are making a
oN

’ ‘in this Nippor. gotham reached.
to
ae sootballstadiiem
OS
‘@ .reeord total
:ef .635. Clozved|.|
: ‘Piece: Mainiet ‘of Momaca’-wiia . theatres. have. ‘been ‘Feconvert-. to
-i
a

ee

Toes nod clanst-

. cal ballet
mix.
“,.

goed

ed in. some eases to. coffee | have
shops:featuring. Hive music and pk

—

Leeals are. turning

Rumbets

for

out

in

two-week

'.- efeere of the
Leningrad
” Opera Ballet at the. 5,000-seat

os football stadium concert where :
': "Monaco State Orchestra performed a ore: decline ot theatres paral: oe |with the Greek iro unions re
" - BerHoe’s_ “Requiem,” with.
an Irtsix [ ‘Jels the dip in Nipponese film |
‘patronage. - Since 1958, whea

| Nepal,

their

| Sperts Palace, after company
‘ran three frames at
at the Na-

fortnight

.
L
Film: ‘Festivals ‘from | pear
spies
a leg Producer. ore
seht weeks te. sbeot H|

1

ae

Lord: Kiilanie, Johan Ford’s ‘part- _the San ‘Diego Fortress
in Acapyico. |.
Films, wasi. While ‘Institute: execs. refuse to! ,

| value, .Tecenditioning

is allegedly|

: transforming the fortress into an | were:
_ pezetic sort ef eutdece film. theatre. |°- 7
_-While work: bas ‘been in progress |
‘Tfor about. four ‘menths, if suspes-.
ston is net rescinded, then the fes-|

Berlin; June 13, [Seem ere” Wf pressure tm} ao
i tival. may be hewsed in one-of the

extension.

: Scripts.

ViewnaFest Show ae
Opens on Sked:
here, with

will

Dr.

star

along

with

Mel

Ferier

Saturday night
perfermance
of‘| “Weezeck” in the State Opera | at-.

[ {tracted Kerinedy.

See British
Fike Prods.
Film Makers Seekinz
QuotaStandstillto 65

|

‘|

Housing as usual was the great
'peoblem, but Vierna’s “Atom Fn-|
ergy Commissien” hetped consid- ;
erably by renting roems toe those;
i} who -had
terned dowa by:
hotels.
i A.
for # quota standstill
Nigktehabe such as the Moulin:‘until January, 1963, is believed to
fon Blaximn and Caaz-iibe the formula which the British
neva and the. Prater amusement
Film
Producers
Assn.
and
the
district niteries and showheuses Federation of British Film Makers

films. as ‘“boxoffiee poison.” Final‘ly Will. Trempe
made. his direet |
-to

The 16 years bave pro-

duced 16 pix not counting tie
mary announced bet never dene

Levy will make “Pele” in Frea:h
giish and. mew kh2zs Oscar
Millard “deine the Angle version.
He still roea deal with Gaument
‘guaranteeing him 1.500, 000 entries
in France via the Gaumont houses,
Film fs set to open at the (,aumzrontPalace here in
Christmas 1962, and
;may also have
simullaneous tS.

cially at City Hall

sutside | of the festival pattern.

scape

they invest ia the pia

Levy is
'Adoetph Schaerf, president -of Aus- ; and Gina Lollebrigida’
jtria, making the welcome speech. ‘negotiating for Nancs Kwan from
As usual, the State Opera Ballet :[Seven Arts aad for France Nuyen
Claude Renoir will
danced ‘Strauss’ “On.
the
tue|‘from 20th-Fox
Danube.” - Programs offered sa far; ‘photograph it in 70m and either
j
Panas
ision
or
Technirama
Chrissurpass in quality any previously |
tian-Jaque direets on a sixmonth
d for the lecation problems; given at. the fest.
"
shenting
sked.
However,
politics offered the Levy has made a special deal for
| greatest. “gdded ‘attraction’ since
| President John F, Kennedy _and ffying in all the equipment’ aud
Moseew’s) Khrushchev were here
iContinued on page 19:
el
for their confabs June 2-4, The:

thea the event might. be: staged in|
COUm-|the Piay2 Hornos Theatre. This
| house took the overflow of pictures
| last ‘year, especially those shown|

orlal debut,with

Italy

Vienna,. June 12
openinz
French Player Delon
Ta Star
Yor the 10th time, the Vienna ,
Festival weeks were opened offt- ; Ristag French star Alain Delon

—_ Ashford Castle Hotel -in the West.‘ pended permits for ‘readaptaton of |

Died ery

shew biz.

tiated 1
by the bexoffice fer the

_sminoee —injuries” bare trying | te .Nev.. 22. te Dec: -4,.a snag has de-| >

‘ner in Four Provinees

arees with

next October for his 10th year in

” cEaasie. Broad appeal
. pregrams is substan-

appointed honorary-consel genera tall it seems their. beef is that de‘for: Monaco. ‘to: ‘set details for visit. ‘spite. promises not to: “damage”: a”
—
.
|national -monument.’ of . historic

has

After imally setting up preduction oe this eft-pestpened French
costumer, Levy says he is really
fed up with preducieg and may
chuck it af and enty direct filus
in the future. But Levy has tuo
other films ready to go and is preparing a big publicity campalzn

‘The excitement ofa treeshow | ‘Whi

“+

Levy

for these rights.

presented ‘at unusual places.
-cluding.a boxing stadium. The only
cancellation was: ballerina Alicia}:
. Markoya’s: appearance | with. ‘Cork
-Baltet. ‘Company.
oo

and: Princess Grace’ stayed: :‘with tianal. Patrimony. on express petiPresident de Valera, is now:.over tion ‘ofthe .Nationa. Institute ‘of
and the*Rainiers are holidaying ai ..Anthropology and History, has sus- |.

respective

Of course,

annual national total
of 1,127,-

catch @. glimpse: of the princess on: veloped. It may be that this year's|.
-her way. to a banquet. ‘The state 'event. may. be. restricted to this} =
‘visit, during: which Prince: Rainier.‘ capital city..: Department of -Na-| may

Thailand.

for Frameo Cristaldi and the Wesiern Hemisphere for Allied Artists.

. 000°: patrons, the total attend-|: -}
asce* has.Seclined to 1,113,600 « +
be

seeing’ Grace K
,
.Viots at times, with 5D treated: for 'Review of

Tran,

settled with the other compeuics
‘whieh had ennournced “Pete” filnis
}hy giving them distrib rigkts in

ta
fourth rl French PikFilmsfor | hairent, the strike this
of the uaiom |arraaged new pregrams for the j regard as an acceptable compro“Thelp {settle? only when Ledger. occasion. Fer the frst time thei mise to the Federation of Film

Berkin,”’ ‘which.

‘French ecireus Amar is muesting Unions, who have set am acbitrary
here.
i stepper on the negotiations Yor an
;
and.-the long delay betwbes getting! The cinemas
offered no pre-! anglo - European
copraduction
‘Tel’ p lv Shapiro |
govermment ‘appreval
of a permit mieres of Austrian pictures. Ex- | seree
cut by -undertings, the jeetient was the qperetta presurtion |
ment.
Last.
Friday
(91,
the
top brass
. financial . disappointment - -in the
Paris, June 13. |producer had st least one other
of the tuo producers ovgznizations
me.
‘goun
“bythe Amerie |.“The. governmental. Committee ‘ef.fairly unique |
—
met {to frame a ceusidered reply
ean fern,” ‘Unexeelled “Chemical |Selection . has
has picked the French j.
- Matinee Only Hotel
to the unions who kad complained
Corp. and its: Swiss: affiliate, Un-| films ‘fee. the coming..Berlin. and | ‘iis.
that the producers had fatted to
exceed International.
(Zurich), | Moscow
&lm. festivals, -It: ‘selected
honor.
an an
to the Board
-.!“Eseape” . was: preemed. in ‘March ‘Michel -Drach’s “Amelie ou
,
of Trade to press for an Increased
‘fn. Hammever and thereafter. ran, !Temps. D'Aijner”. (Amelie er the
sreen
quota,
If
the
coproducers
~ with moderate financial success, in iTime to- Love! as the official entry
agreed. A fortaight agn, the
“7 some: “West German towns. -I[t/for’ Berlin ‘and JaequesPFC
walked
out
of
the
negotiahasa’t been released in Berlin yet. “Lola” to. be. invited.
(lions, protesting teat tae preducTremper -s2id: “Thisis proof ‘also. invite. went welt for the first. several
a
‘Lendoa,
June
13.
Lers
had
{failed
te
implement
the
again that: German. audiences’ are! “Une. :‘Femme | “Est Femme”: CAT days, aad the only odd thing. he
The filma rights of “Celebration,” ; promese they had made.
* not interested in-‘seeing ‘this Brob- ‘Woman. Is a Woman). For Moscow, Noticed was a total absence of any
It
now
appears
that
the
producthe
new
Keith
Waterhouse-Willis
|
lem oa the ‘s¢reen” -ithe ‘official film will be -Armand} botel guests.
7
i: Ineidentalty, : “Tremper’s seeond 'Gattis “L’Eneles” (The Enelosare) } One
evening, ‘however, they Hall eomedy, have been bought by, ers will ask the FFL te acecpt gn
no ceproSttw jazt who saw the play: alrangemenat w
ne‘project, “Fhe Russians Are: Com-|and: fer the .invited: -- One, Louts [ worked overtime and just. agter ‘Hezh
|
- .ing,’”. which was supposed to bé ,Malle’s’ “Zazie Dans Le .Metro” } dark, to-his (he says, naive) sur- {in the. provinces last March and ‘duction {8 registered for British
quota
prior
te
January,
1983.
In this
K
ep
then,
“Celebrztion”
a “satire; . has. been. postponed. ,(Zazie in’ the Subway). *pre, the “hotel”. tarred into a |
When Michael Schwabacher, prexy.i - All of. these ‘pix..are: by ‘young ‘bechive: : of ‘activity, all illicit. opened at the Duchess Theatre wat, the producers hope that they
vill
satisfy
‘the
unions’
ofjection
Wednesday
(7)
to
allround
healthy
‘of Unéxceélled :International,: _was.. " filmmakers and the’ old. guard. Seems... the. ‘quaint . litle location.
*to
the possibility
of Increased
recently in’ Berlin, both he. and? ‘seems left-out again at these an- |‘was actually ‘home. base for Athens’ notices.
Stewart tald Variety. “$56 000 British films, without an incresse
Tremper~ decided that’ the topic! “nual. junkets. “Amelie” is. a second -“demimonidaines : and their .. quick
isn’t’ very: interesting at the: mo-.i pic, “Lola” -a first:.““Zazie” a third, } turnover clients. .: '
7 ‘has been named as the figure for in the British film quota There 13,
corsidearhle
dowbt
meat.:
‘Tremper. claimed | theré ; “Enclosure” first:and “Woman” a
Leder. is ao: ‘neophyte to. the. the rights and this can he taken as however
indeperadent
prod ers
‘hasn't been:.a’ true Berlin crisig{third..
aur estimated finaneial clause in the among
centract. Ft sheuld represent a rea- ; about this compromise arrangelately. So the -“Project : has, been | “Amelie” has: ‘been. bought - by |.
postponéd.
:
“Richard Davis, head of the U..S. ‘Distributing’s “Pretty Boy .Floyd’” sonahle top but, of course. if the ment as they beHeve it Is unreals: Tremper: ‘said «: that: he's ‘now! t indie. distrib outfit, UMPO.; ‘Irvin | two- years. ‘ago; and, ‘before that, play enjoys.a fabulous run, the au-‘ tc to ask for British eoproductions to be held in cold storage for
_ writing, a. ‘seript on a.simple boy-! Shapiro, «of|._Films-Around- The-| wrote the. ‘screenplay: for Metro’s thors may well get. more“
_

dared tackle the subject. :

The outcome is that. despite. re‘markably : good-reviews, ° even: by |
‘ace critics,. the film proved a-solid

. Fests in Berk, Moscow paid. of the cameramas te ful!)

Macher

Comedy, ‘Celebration,’ To
Be Made Into Picture,

“Celebration” censists virtually 18 months pending an arrangeteets-zirl: theme. | He reeently in-} World, :has ‘both “Lola” and “Wom- |“Fiend. Without A Face.” Prier.
- terrupted ‘his. “gereenwriting ‘aed} an.” “Amelie” is: about a thwarted |te tliat he was director of the tv ef two [omg ome-acters. The first “ment between the uniors the maccepted-an. assignment for'a Ham-.| love,-“Lola concerns -small-town’ department - for” A. major Madison concerns the overnight family prep- dustry and the soverninent.
burg. ‘Mag on whose -payroll ‘he. had | life, and: “Woman” tells. ‘of a girl’s |Ave. -house. ‘farations for .a wedding an‘ the:
It 35, however, confidently an‘beea prior. to his initial film -di-: ‘attempt; ‘to make her easygoing. boy.
“Nine’ “Miles to Noon” was fi-. second shows the same characters |ticipated that there wih be furtiwere
of a: italks befeare the end of June be7 ‘recting. job,: to gota Hollywood, to! friend marry -her_ . “Zazie’: con-. nanced bi: 15 ‘private investors, ‘involved -in the aftermath
“write. “That Was Gary
aj cerns: a. little -‘girl.oose in a zany! mostly: ‘non-industry people, on a funeral. Stewart visualizes that the: taeen the produre:3 and the un‘five-part’ Series dealing -with."the! Paris and “Enclosure” is a concen-_ limited - ie eune hip -arranzement
interim period will be the kerne! : jons, in a ~final bid to clarify the
jsttuation.
a
ite of the late Hollywood Star. . : Vtration: camp story. ue
“Continued onpage 19)"
of the film, _
-
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“Wednesday,
June 21,1961"

TWO WOMEN AND A.
RACE AGAINST TIME

nett

Van Allen Radiation Belt

surrounding Earth explodes!
Temperatures soar! Polar Cap
begins to melt! And the
fate of the world resis on
@ fabulous nuclear super-

atomic sub...in a desperate
mission 8000 fathoms below!
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BARBARAEDEN -PETERLORRE: ROBERT STERLING:MICHAELAI SARA-F
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY IRWIN ALLEN. scREENPLAY BY IRWIN ALLEN «AND CHARLES BENNE TT ‘

ori

Real U.S. ‘Coproduction,
| That’s Idyllic Tomorrow of Kruger

s a; TinyFor
“New York Sound.Trac

- Moaned’ a “Broadway: theatreman “during the’blackout’ ‘Yast:week:
“BrLARRY TUBELLE
otom Edison gave us: ‘light, arid now Con Edison takes it.away”: .
‘Jeast a few professional’ downtowners attribute ‘the WB stock upbeat];
- Hollywood, June 20.”
to television’ activity, along with the theatrical | prospects.. “Parrish,” | ‘The: true. coproduction :-petween: |
incidentally,going. well-at the boxoffice, more so than the reviews would: American and European filmmakue indicate ..... WB about. ‘to. introduce" a: new split-screen. technique. for.‘}ers is the cause to’ which -Hardy- ‘promoting theatricals ‘on: ty.”
Kruger . is ‘enthusiastically ©dedi-.
- UA: reports ‘that: advance. sales.for: Staley :‘Kramer's “Judgment at: cated. To the German: actor-writeroa Nuremberg.” which: ‘preems :hardticket. dates. in. December, now foalproducer.. it: looms ‘not. only as an.
$74,605: at: the Palace,. ‘N.Y.;. and,.$37;829 at the ‘Pantages: in’ .A.-.
irresistible opportunity .by ‘which
‘Author Sigmund Miner has ‘taken off for London to prep. British screen fAmerican producers would realize
version of his. novel,-“The. Soow. Leepard,” . Tentative plans |are ‘for|,greater’. profit ‘potential in the |
Orson: Welles to: direct, and. co-star with Peter, Finch.
European market. and European
: Mebvyn. Dougias. returns: to screen for first time in it years: ‘torfea-| producers * tidier .profits in. the

‘Kruger, *would be shot la English, ° a divided city (Berlin) without
then dubbed in the appropriate | making
the division
an is.ur.’
He
cites:
European. language.”
opposite Loni von Friedel, an 18eight-year old ;
Otto Preminget’s
Austrisn
stage
actress
“The Moon Is Blue” as a shining:“year-old
her screen debut
The
example of the. feasibility of the: ‘making
French
divector,
Victor
Vicas,
wiil
technique. “The picture was shot !
Production
commences
here in English and German with ‘ direct
with
an
eight
week
y,
omeatari
:
German
and
separate American
casts. AS a result, it made much ‘Shooting span
more money in: Germany. than ar
—

bluepriated..

dinarily it would have.” The only
t|
tJ
in ;
U.S.-European
co-production
recent times that comes to mind |
tured Tole in -Allied Artists’ “Billy Budd,” lensing. in- Spain:as- bo |
Anierican market, but” is.. & potent:
the
‘
“Town
Without
Pity.”
amas (ontinued from page § sumed \
‘Ustimov-Eebert: ‘Ryan costarrer.
Jeffrey. Hunter. optioned - Anthony stimulant -for’. ‘poxoffices drugged: ‘48.
new. Kirk Douglas starrer upon
: Bevan’s “Antelope. and Enterprise” for’ his indie company .'. . Shepperd |‘by. television: on. both sides af .the which Mirisch Co. (production:
‘production
at both
private and
= Strudwiek. plays the. Mayor of..N.¥: in ‘Frank Capra's: “Pocketful. of |

Marion Gering

Atlantic’as well as a path-to. heler- -and United Artists (distribution+
:fovernmental levels, says the piv‘Mifacles,” remake: of. “Lady. for. a Day’’...-. ‘Walt Disney inked: George.’ ogenous: quality: in’ motion pictures. ‘collaborated with Gleria Films of
ducer. AS might be expected, pul“Satiders for- “The. “Castaways,” - to. roll next. inonth: in’ London. under| In. advocating
“¢oproduction, Germany.
The picture as shot ling such a project together has
-* direction of Rohert Stevenson
......:Stanley Kramer budgetted “Some: is:
Kruger speaks ‘not of pictures now: in English in Europe.
not bevn easy.
“thing. a: Little. Less Serious" at $6,000, 000, skedded to-tée. off in London; beitig shot in Europe with -Ameri-}‘More Than Profit
_sBevause he regards Morocco as
_ in June, 1962-.
.. Leo. -A;. Handel, currently producing “The. Case: ‘of:lean eojn.. because - filmmaking ‘is
wh
window
into Africa.” Gree.ng
‘Ta addition to the increased ,
i Patty’ Smith,” Set, new ‘three-pix pr ogram: :“The Seventh Sense,’ "oN Fire j‘cheaper. there, but “real coproduc'
teels
his projert can do much to
‘profit
potential
of
the
coproduction
°
“Vat Wil” and “The ‘Cross Is White.”
7 | tions in ‘which American and Eure.
- Barbara ‘Ellen, daughter of U: homeoffice: trade. financial and mag. ‘pear talent ‘is’ mixed, ‘top to bot- urged. by: Kruger, the’ method |‘build up American goodwill and
contact. Milt ‘Livingston, “engaged to Paul Shobet, non-pro. Nuptials in -tom—-pictures. in which: an inter- ‘opens tp a wider range of quality ; prestige in that area. He originaily
January.”
tes
nt
national script would be. employed, - -and timeliness ia films, he avers. j ought out the Moroccan se(tin «4
‘There is. a weakness, he notes. in- because they are called for an the
-. Mary. ‘MeCarthy’ss pathology of" Ainerican. draniatists in Harper's Mag} wil financing: to ‘be split. by ‘both the. inbred’ film. Copraductions:‘script, but found, on his fattial
fricludes allusion ‘to. Tennessee Williams atid Arthar-. Miller. First. she sides’ and. American. technicians. to open the: gates to a kind of “hy brid|investigations,
that
studin
and
says, ha§ one central device, withholding. of -sexual geatification -from: -be ‘utilizéd .when. shot ‘here, Eu- vigor”. missing in the stream of / technical facilities there were inshot
a critter:in ‘heat for: three acts. ‘Miller has..no ear’ ‘for.‘dialog, Says the, Tropean’ - technic{ans °.“when:
strictly
.
made-in-Hollywood
=
prod.
,
adequate.
‘| overseas.”
fae
+. -eritic, all his.cliaracters talk the. same way, undifferentiated. :
“uct. “Producers,”. he maintains,{ Morocean
government =authoriGideon Bachmanu writes in’ ‘some “pain: ‘from Rome: that. the tnier- | Kruger: ‘cites the success of the “are less inhibited, more willthg
, lies, however, were interested it
“national. Fedezation. of: Cinematic: Press was wrongly: described here as: coprodiiction.. formula. among ° the to take bigger gartbles on stay}
foster.ng
a
loc
al film industry ard
“fan organization’ of cinema” buffs” instead-of a world. org:at Sritics;. ‘producers -of .<various ©European subjects when. coproduction is in-!i*sveed to lend a hand in the Gercountries - as-.“an” ‘example of its
giving: ‘awards ‘and-helping establish ‘offbeat. features... 3
volved.””
Jing project if he, in turn
would
potential “on * the’. ‘grander inter,
Bette- Davis,. ‘who. used to ‘say- she: ‘would. never write: ier memoirs
Intercontinental “4 {stribut ion!‘reciprocate
Execs of Studio, de
until she was through with ‘films and ty. now is doing: ‘i book, However. continental. ‘Scale,- | -.
‘problems? “Yes,” admits Kruger, Seursst, owned by a French bank,
“the
“In Europe, a he “observes,
she:says. it doesn’t. deal with. her: personal life-as muchas it: does with.
but not ones that.cannot be ironed also were interested m= attracting
her views o:: ‘mein.and.women . ;.. Alfred Katz,.UA's. foreign division; gerierak ‘income. of.. pictures: has: out. Where European and U.S ‘oulsule
business.
Thus
Gerang
-Manageér,: takes off ‘next :month..on his. ‘annual. trip tothe Far: East. gradually. dropped down. to 50%,
distributors
‘overlap in European }swung a-deal, whereby bell bring
He'll spend. a total’ of four weeks in -Tokyo, with. trips: to Manila: ‘Hong: since the .advent ‘of ty in each countries,. the siluation could be- tn trained studio personnel, whe tt
Kong: and.” ‘Bangkok.: ‘He. returns: in: early. August.. .. 20th. publicists country.: Prior to ‘tV,.. each Eauro- ‘solved by, say, a two-picture deal york on his pie as well as {rain
Dick. Brooks. and -Greg. Morrison: speit:- ‘Monday (12) 4a--Philadelphia ‘pean country. made ‘pictures for whereby. one coproduced picture: local studio help, Mast of there
“coordinating” irwin . Alleri's merchandising, show. anent: “Voyage. to its own market. Tae ‘inter-country would be distributed by the loval ::lechnicians, are expected to be
- Lex¢hange didn't amount to. much. European -distributor, the -othe: b;
The.‘Bottom of ‘The Sea.”
People: preferred. their own. kind. lie worldwide American major. provided by Greek partners of the
a - Col. Pictures International topper Mo Rothman, to ‘London on a long
{When hit by tv, the-countries got|Another recourse would be csop- |producer.
7 “weekend. business quickie .where “‘Navarone”’ ‘is doing bangup biz .
Since Turkish locations are also
‘| together for copraductions;.first,
- RKO ‘Theatres prez -Harry*) Mandel due =back :from. Asrael. and. other| for example, Germany and France. ; eration—to get the two distribu- required
by
the
seript,
Uhovse
tion firms. together for the release sequences will be done in Istanbul,
’ European. soots. June 24.:
These two countries proceeded: to
. “The: basic -assumption: of the.fim: ‘wiaker .tet “4g that if.‘there were finance pictures 50-50, and shared of a picture in the European mar- with alf costs being footed by
“no Negroes: Aor Indians, or. Puerto: Ricans, or anyone else: ‘noticeably’ ‘the profits 50- 50... So, for 50% of ket.. Ordinarily, Kruger notes, .the Fitas Studios there who, in turn,
darker ‘than : white)’ there: would -be no’ color problem,” ‘said Sidaey, the cost: of a picture, the each got | European distribution campanies will get Turkish distribution rights
-Poitier in. an ‘interview. with. the London Times last week.. “It never 50° of. the © profits . from both get beter results than the U’S. dis- to the film.
aceurs. to white. people. that. there ‘would |‘equally: be.no-color problem: countries. : - Thus. they ‘were reach-. tributors In Europe, but arrangeAssuming
that
he
can
find
af there. were no white: people . ;.: Negroes have: minds, ‘souls, ideas,. 1 ing -a wider‘ market, and. enjoying. ments could be made under which
‘properties suable to such out o!-- cultures .of their own,.on. which :the white man only. occasionally and a sort ‘of extra security. with. ‘their both would be satisfied. Important ;
the-way
locations,
Gering
feels
thing, ultimately, is that the film
marginally .impinges, but of this Virtually. nothing |ever ‘appears’ in | products, "
stablishing
do as well as. possible in the mar- that the pattern he’s
.. the movies.”
-. °
: Stirs Imagination
with “Rolls can not only cut pro‘Twentieth starlet Diane Baker. in town. ‘preppiag her. upcoming: ap- a “Now,”"> Kruger. goes on, “the ket.
costs
considerably,
but
a pearance in summer stock .".. ‘Ingmar .Bérgman’s. “Secrets of Women.” time. has come to try- ‘real copro‘Krbger ‘Just. ‘wound ‘his costar- |duction
-! due to follow “Ashes and Diamonds”. at‘the Fifth Ave,-Cinema >... At ‘ductions between. American - -and | ring: role in Howard Hawks’ “Ha-; also promote cultural relations
“Mast. week's preem of 20th's “Misty” at Chincoteague; '‘Va., Careline European producers.‘ Most- pro- tari.” and is about to embark on {with countries seeking to build up
‘Kennedy was’ ‘presented. in absentia. with ‘a Chincoteague: pony.. En-"| ducers who felt it was: a good idea. production - ‘of his first picture, {their focal film industries. “Rolls”
is set to roll Sept. 15 on a 14-wecek
" gagements elsewhere ‘prevented Caroline from ‘accepting in: person:.
to shoot. pictures in. Europe with: “Two In A Million.” in Berlin.
‘sked,
tueluding
two
Walter Bibo, prexy of Excelsior’ ‘Pictures, -has. reissue: rights ‘to RKO’s . -American monéy have been disil- ‘He'll: produce in’ both German and shooting
“Son of Sinbad,” and expects fo put pic, into general Felease next. ‘lusioned. Moreover, if a-U.S..com- English-language versions, latter{iwecks in Istanbui.
Actual producer of the pic {s
a month,”
“pany” buys into a European film, an unusual move for a European!
Films
which,
“
Mary: Pickford, now. 83, -who: went on. the. stage at the ‘age. of five ‘and ‘it.merely. gets a typical European ‘filmmaker.
The
extra
English |Gering’s Trionyx
-- Never: attended college,.received her: fifth hoforary ‘college. degree at; product. completely -:restricted -:to version. will cost. an additional though incorporated ta Liberia,
jhas
its “executive
offices”
in
S _". the annual commencement at. Middlebury Colige:of Vermont.
Vi- the art houses, which: is not ‘where $25,000, but Kruger declares this|
Producer
denies any tax
“ 1 ously... given similar ‘honors at. Rollins. College, * ‘Fairleigh-Dickinson; the big. money is: And, insofar is. not designed to break the U. s 'pans
idudge
motives
in incorporating
U. of Pennsylvania and Iowa Wesleyan. The award was inade in ab- as the average European: film:} boxoffice profit barrier
for
-sentia as the former film.star is: bedded tn Cedars of Lebanon: Hospital, producer ‘is'.concerned, he _does European produtt,. but simply to. on-t(he-equator. Liberia doesn't tax
‘LL. A., further complicated by a broken leg sustained recently.
©:
not jake out commercially. with make ‘the film- more intelligible |such corps, he admits, but any
. The French: Filmi: Office-Ed Kingsley cocktail party for-director ‘his: product in ‘thé American mar- and, even more important, more |money the firm makes is taxed ac-Henri-Georges (:‘La. Verite”) Clouset last Tuesday
(13). afternoon went -ket, because he cannot get. it into. ‘saleable in English-speaking coun- |cording to local laws wherever

Off as scheduled, despite the power failure, with candlelight: ‘and cham- |the’ big. general cinema: chains in} tries.

jal's nade.

pagne iluminating. the guests. Among those who got up the six flights America. The filmwinds up .in| “Two-In A Million,” adapted by |
. to the FFQ’s homeoffice. were Eli Wallach, Anne. "Jackson, Sam Wana:*4 the. art ‘house _circuit* where sub- Gerd Ocelschiaegel from the Ger- ;
maker and. practically ali-of the. Jocal film’ press.
Aitling or. dubbing, ‘publicizing and man. novel of the same title, will
- Janus Films" controversial ‘Italo. import, :“L’ Avventura,’en.“which pretty ‘myriad other expenses stacked up cost $500,000 to make which, says|
much confounded .the daily ‘critics. who .are. still. arguing: about -its ‘against the. limited amount: of cotn | Kruger, owing. to cheaper labor°
- meaning (or lack bf same), is now getting. a series ‘of top notices:.in: realized in arty exhibition leaves: costs atid studio rentals in Ger-: auman Continued from page 11 mud
“the -mags, intluding .Life: Esquire, Coronet, ‘Harpers Bazaar, Redbook, ‘| nothing: ‘for: the European ‘pro- | mwnany, is roughly equivalent to a: which provides a good dose of es‘the Saturday Review, :‘Vogue. Maybe ‘the mag. people had. more time: ducer.
U.S. feature brought in at $1.500.- capism,
This seems to fall into
to think about it . .°. 20th’s “Francis. of. Assisi” now. definitely. set.to. “. “If the: picture, however, would 000. Picture, financed by the Gerthe very general categories of senopen. at the Rivoli. here in the middle of July.
os:
-bear.the American: label. (as .a man company, Ufa, will be pro- sationalism, humor, drama, music,
Phe. US.. Post Office,: which .lnstituted a ban-against flenty: ‘Miller’ cesult: of the. proposed coproduc- duced by Kruger for the. Swiss
. “Tropic of Cancer” on: grounds that it is “obscene,” dismissed its own. tion. setup), ‘it would: get the big: outfit, Progefa. with which he has: religion and what loosely might be
‘complaint, ‘According. to. the N.Y: Tinies, Post Office ‘authorities ‘had. bookings especially (in the U.S.) been associated for several years. called just plain wholesome.
“Motion pictures are most costly
been |advised. by 'Justice. Dept; lawyers that the P.O. was likely: to lose: ‘if it. were made in: Holly wood. ”. | Kruger will star in the film.
‘10 produce and must be found ac. “dts ease in, the courts, ‘Meanwhile, a ‘suit concerning the same. book
. These coproductions, ; declares. Jove story backgrounded
azalnst : ceptable by a large publie os the
“still pends. ia N. Y. courts. This one involves. a complaint: against cus-: i
theatres will be forced to close.
toms for not allowing. the import ‘of the. Paris edition «.
- Jennifer
{ While there are occasional excepJones and: director Henry King. passed through .N.Y.. briefly. ‘last. week Jimmy” ‘Durante and. Martha ‘Raye ‘in Joe:- Pasternak’s “Jumbo"t
category
“1° en-route to. Hollywood. where ‘production of- “Tender ts The Night” Metro-:
-E. Charles Straus rolls “Hitler” ‘July 26 for Allied Anise tions. the ‘wholesome’
continues. at 20th - studios: -atter’ ‘a. month: ‘of locations’ ‘abroad . :.. The release. .‘with, Stuart Heisler -directing Richard Basehart starrer .. . seems to please the smaliest segPix. Theatre ‘on’ 42d. St. being remodeled, ‘prior ‘to;June. 27 -preem: of- 20th-Fox handed ‘David Hellwell producer chores on two- newly-pur- °nent of our public.
Astor's Ttalo- “Rocco: and. ‘His: Brothers” ‘day-dating with. Beekman chased novels, “Blindfold,” by Lucille Fletcher, and “Marianne.” by
“The costly failure:
of such ex..” Opening.
Frederic ‘Mullally.
tremely well-reviewed pictures as
Continental Distributing prexy Irving,\Wormser. ‘eft for ‘London’ “and
‘Pianist-composer Roger Williams” ‘thakes his ‘film bow in 20th-Fox’ ‘Sunrise at CampobeHlo’ and Walt
Paris: over’ the. weekend. to gander. ‘ansiv er. ptints on “A. Taste of L “Swinging Along,” formerly. tabbed “Double Trouble.” He'll plas antd Disi:es’s ‘Pollyanna’ are just reHoney” ‘and “A. View from.The: Bridge’.
. Jeaw: Blake, formerly sales’: sing . “Song. of the City,” new -song cleffed for. film by Walter Kent ‘cent examples and I should he
rep for Titra-Sound, ‘Has. joined the 411. Sound. Recording. Studios here. and Walton Farrar, and “Dark Eyes.” Latter is one of his Kapp Infts., Ziad to provide. dazens more, all
-/)_ in the same’ capacity; ; » UA: demonstrated its: “living. presshook” idea. ‘but deal has been: concluded whereby 20th-Fox retains all. sound! rack ot excepfional entertathment
exfOr “The Naked: Edge” at Loew's Sheridan yesterday. (Tues. morning rights:
ecllence, that have been with few
7
:‘-R. M- Frarichi, editor of the mimeoed.-film buff, biweekl¥.
a
‘Joe ‘Levine ‘picked
uphis third import, the British “No. Love for exceptions, consistenti,
rejected
ve Film: Bulletin.” “is.:acting”‘ae. Jocal, “press rep. for: the: Montreal. Film Johnnie,” ‘from -Rank. Peter Finch. starrer, for fall release, is about an’ by movie patrons.
“Fest, “Aug.. ‘11-17.:
_ .lambitious ‘member. of Parliament.: - Board of Motion Picture Pioneer.
“Manchester
mas
have beard
Stephen’ Morris. of UA “Records a ‘benedict.’ Son of Latry Morris; V.p. | Meets next. Wednesday (28). in the MPAA directors’ room. Top topic: its
that ‘The Trapp Family 33 ana deaof ‘B. S. Moss Theatres}. married. Marlene Beth Kraus. . .“La Verite” |pionfer ‘of' the year award..
that provides
all
(The Truth) set for :June 27 opening at. the Paris and. Forum.. SubLaurence Harvey signed ‘deal with Warner Bros. for production of portant movie
‘titles at ‘the Paris, English version.. at the. Forum ...
Museum of |four starrers to be made under:aegis of his own Harmon Productior:s the quajities of escape mental
. Modern ‘Art. ‘underway. with ‘exhibition of.a series of: ‘films. largely the: vand. John '& James Woolf's Remus Films of London, first threet9 be above @xc vpt ‘sensational::ni’ [e,(4ause OF ifs success in the ensazeTe : doing of Orsen Welles, producer.‘ director, writer; star performer.
“The L-Shaped: Room,” “Term on Trial” and “Distant Trumpet-’
Howard Kohn left: Columbia, Was ad-pub- coordinator. fitst on. “Porgy j ‘Colorado. Films”: first. production: will be a Civil War yarn about Johins! i SUCH s i has. had so far, f an
and Bess” and. then’ “Pepe”. |. . -Al- een
vet in’
v publicity,Joined |ie lem. youngest soldier in conflict and known as the “Drummer Bo: of happ: to be able te assure tira
the film end of Walter: Reade ‘Tre
| Shiloh”.
Jack ‘Webb will make his fist. foreign pic, “Purple Is tie : who eriticsze us, that for ecoternie
“for UA in Japan; producing-directing bit not starring
Dan reasons af feast, the future teas
whieh. ‘Afthar. ‘Heffe.will produce. for Columbia Pictures release’.
H' O'lerlihy. ‘into: ‘The. Force,” ‘whieh Joseph Mansfield will produce for aaa more pictures In state fike

|

Jerry Wald set: ‘Martin Ritt. to. direct his “Adventures of: :a Young |Warner.

Bros.

™

-20th’s Levy

Man” at 20th-Fox : . . Columbia registered. “Gunsa: Din”. with
MPAA! _ WEvo C arts . Boasbere’s daughter, Susan,” a weekend brije, x apply
>
ike to please e.:: ‘sody.
for indie. producer, Cherles Schneer’.eee ‘Stephen Bova Joins’ Doris’‘Day, §being Richard J. Udell.
bits ut easy but we do try.”
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KING GF THE ROARING
(Allied Artists)

20's

Producers .......... Semuel Bischoff and
David Diamond

Director ............- Joseph W. Newman
Screenplay .
Jo Swerling
Based on “The ‘Big ‘Bankroll, ”
by Leo Katcher
Photography ..........---..-.. Car}! Guthrie
Art direction ..........-0.22... David Milton
Set decoration .........0...... Joseph Kish
AV 19a |
-Franz.Waxman
Sound ...2....0.....
eee weeecena e Ralph Butler

Film editor ..... ...0......6-. George White
Assistant director, Lindsley Parsons Jr.
Cast: David Janssen, Mickey Rooney,
Dianne Foster, Jack Carscn, Diana Dors,
Dan O'Herlihy, Keenan Wynn, Joseph
Schildkraut, William Bemarest, -MurRobert Ellen-

stein, Teri Janssen, Viola Harris, Tim
Rooney, Jim Baird, Steve Hammer,
(Runnirg time—1€6 minutes)

Allied Artists has had exceptional
success with some cf its gangster films
in the past few years, and it looks like

it has another wiriner in.the same gen-

eral field in ‘‘King cf the Roaring
20's,” subtitled ‘The Stcry of Arnold

Rothstein.” Fer a film,cf that era and

concerned with the lawless, there is
_blessedly little violence in the Samuel

Bischoff-David Diamond

20°S°

BOXOFFICE QUALITIES

Bischoff-Diamond
Film Well Handled

vyn Vye, Regis Tcumey,

ROARING

praduction.

But there is plenty of action and Joseph W. Newman’s direction gets the
most out of it. ‘King Of The Roaring:

20's” will be a popular attraction.
Jo Swerling’s screenplay, from a
book by Leo Katcher, *'The Big Bank-..
roll,’’ is concise, colorful and carefully

built. It skirts some of the less savory
aspects of Rothstein’s career. it skips
some of the more dramatic incidents,
or folklore, the World Series ‘‘fix,’’ the
famed card game with gambler Nick
the Greek, etc. It concentrates on the
man himself.
‘King of the Rearing 20’s’’ tries to

understand and explain how a man be-

comes obsedsed with: gambling. -Swere
ing's screenplay traces it to a conflict
between Rothstein and his father, an.

attempt by the son to. prove. himself.
important. Although he amasses wealth by his efforts, money ironically. isthe:
one thing that. does not impress. his
cultured,

moral!

father.

Rothstein’ S|

blind drive leads him on an increasingly lonely path as he loses his: family,.

“King of the Roaring 20+—The Story’
of ‘Arnold Rothstein”:

There is a danger in this approach.
Although it is necessary to understand
the central character, the result is to

make a sympathetic character of a mar.
who did, after all, live outside the law.

with David. Janssen, Dianne. Foster, Sack’ Carson,. Diona Ders,: _Mickey.

Rooney, Dan: O'Herlihy, Keenan’ Wynn, Joseph. Schildkrovt, Willian
Demarest cand Regis. Toomey:
“106 Miri.

tonflict.-”
the villain necessary for: any
is supplied by the corrupt police. The.
mitigating force is that Rothstein died

Allied Artists.’

him neither happiness nor security.

LER-GANGSTER WHOSE DRAMATIC DEATH.-HAS BECOME.
SO GRAPHICALLY TOLD AND-RE-TOLD
—— THIS ‘APPEARS

violently and his 'success”
_ As Rothstein,

David

brought

Janssen give a.

.forceful,. attractive performance, sug~
gesting some of the inner turmoil by in=
direction and nuance. Mickey Rooney,
as the devoted pal who is. torpedoed ‘in
later life, creates a portrait. of pathos
and wistfulness. Dianne Foster. is appealing as Janssen’s wife, Jack. ‘Carson
hard and ruthless as a politiéal. boss and
- Dan O'Herlihy properly cold and calcu+
lating as Rothsteéin’s principal nemesis..

Others important arid helpful include
‘Diana Dors, Mickey .Shaughnessy,..
Keenan Wynn and. ‘William Demarest.

Joseph Schildkraut, as Rothstein’s
-father, creates a-vivid and memorable
characterization, vital to.charting Roth-.__
stein’s course, the most meaningful
single role. Standouts in’ support’ include Regis Toomey, Robert Eflenstein,
Vicla Harris, Teri Janssen and young-

sters Tim Rooney, Jim Baird. and Steve
Hammer.

Carl Guthrie’s camera

work has a

proper documentary quality, ‘and. Franz
Waxman’s score sets the mood and the’
period in novel and original fashion.

-David Milten’s sets are.another evocative aspect, aided by set decorator.
Joseph Kish. Ralph Butler’s:sound i8
unobtrusive and George White’s editing, using a special technique that gives
fuidity Tad abets rhythm, is outstanding.
©
_ James Powers.

Shaughnessy,

Joseph

‘DESTINED TO FIND MANY:AN EAGER EYE AND EAR AWAIT:
ING ITS ARRIVAL: AT YOUR FAVORITE: THEATRE. .
DIRECTION: Effective.

‘PHOTOGRAPHY: ‘Skit =

David Janssen; brightest of the current: generation of young “adult's
stais,.
accomplishes in this delineation of the life, death and. times. of the notorious
Arnold Rothstein the extremely difficult feat of playing a. despicable char-.

acter faithfully without sacrificing audiénce sympathy. This is-a rare.

artistry of the late Wallace Beery, the’ great John. Barrymore,. the une
excelled Clark Gable and some of the other immortals who possessed the.

ability to play heavy after heavy’ and wind-up moré’ and more. deeply
entrenched in public favor. Janssen is a bad kid in the opening sequence of this picture, a bad young hoodlum a while’ later, a complete. crook and

double .crosser of hisbest pal riear the end, but like: young Alan tadd in ~

“This Gun for Hire,’“he holds. audience sympathy to the. tragic end: ond.
beyond.
.
‘Young Janssen accomplishes. this extraordinary feat:in. thecompany of

a@ group of players whose art has’been seasoned in-a longer. course than: his. His stern parent is played in the classic ‘manner: by the great Joseph | .

Schildkraut; His reluctant and shifty attorney is given the benefit of a slick. :---°
Keenan Wynn porirayal. The “big boss” of the place. and time. is handled
bluntly and ‘head-on by a dead-serious Jack Carson. And his closest pal,
‘man and boy, is delineated by the one and only Mickey. Rooney ‘in a
performance that trade and public are. likely to-hear more. about when the.
next Oscar-nomination time. comes: around, When a young. recruit. from’
TV can turn ina stand-out performance iin.that class ofcompany he’,smade
‘hig league.
Samuel Bischoff, who's known his way‘oround production as
s long a

anybody, and David Diamond,-a’ specialist in the melodramatic, produced:
the picture from a script by ‘another déeply experienced artisan,: Jo
Swerling, who. based. it ona book, “The Big Bankroll,” by Leo Katcher, .
and the great Joseph Newman directed it. Edward Morey, Jr.,.and Lindsley.
Jr., second- -generation veterans. of the-‘industry’Ss executive

branches, were production: rnonager and. assistant’ director: respectively.

By JIMMY STARR Motion Picture Editor
an Academy nomination.
PICK OF THE PREVIEWS
—King of the Roaring 20’s” nod. ... David Janssen is’
(A BischoffDiamond Production for Allied Artists) good support by. Dianne:
is a rousing story of Arnold Foster, Jack Carson, Mickey
Wynn,

THE GRIM STORY-OF THE DARKLY LEGENDARY GAMB-""

Parsons,

Los Angeles Herald &Express

Rothstein and of an exciting
era. ... Mickey Rooney, as
Rothstein’s pal, easily earns

REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

his wife and his best friend, and ends,
himself, a victim of his obsession.

Keenan.

Sehilcieraab

and Bill Demarest.

eee.

Behind-the-caniera-lines personnel-of the production had a wealth: ofPros
|
fessional savvy seldom equalled in a single: production venture,
The period is the. one named int the title, the place‘in the New York of .;
- that era, and the things Rothstein does in the picture are some of the ones
he is known to.tradition as having done, among others that have been’
omitted o¢ lightly hinted at, understandably because some -of the pare
ticipants are. still alive. and have. earned omission. Enough of ‘the spirit
and the color and the. facts of the life and the customs and the ethics and ~
the guile of the roaring 20’s are shown clearly, dramatically. and enter:
- fainingly to make the picture a big grosser in any and ali areas,

CAST: David Janssen, Dianne: Foster, Jack ‘Carson, ‘Mickey Rooney,
Diana Dors, Dan O'Herlihy, Mickey Shaughnessy, Keenan Wynn, Joseph.
Schildkraut, William Demarest, Mervyn Vye,, Regis Toomey, Robert Ellene |
stein, Terl Janssen. -

CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Bischoff ‘end Dovid Diamond: ‘director,
-Joseph Newman; script, Jo Swerling; production monager, Edword Morey,
Jr.5 assistant: director, Lindstey Parsons, Jr.z art director, David: Miltong

photography, Carl Guthie; music’ composed’ and conducted by’ Fronz

‘Woxman; film editor, George White; set
sotdecorator, Joseph’ Kish.

“= WILLIAM R.‘WEAVER |
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Tony
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|
Levy

One of Clouzot's earlier hits. In |:
the U: S. market, *"Diabolique, ” has
never been dubbed in English, and ' =a ‘Continued. from page 15 ——

“Lady

: ..-the director says ‘he won't allow it:
to ‘be. done, unless he. directs ‘the;even may plane about 30 elephants

20

by Metro

LL,” countered

with

a Su-

perior Court suit filed same aftere
neon (13! against studiv asking dee

Oldtime Yank sev- claratory and injunctory relief, aad

| so,-Clouzot thinks the entire prob- {and elephants.

61
57
—2%
33.
+114"

June

ordered

to report June 13 for his co-si:r
role with Gina
Lolubriziwa
in

job himself.’
. ‘from Nepal to Afghanistan. for a
+4. 94°"|: - Although © he has not yet ‘done. battle which will involve horses

4

Angeles.

Curtis,

damages amounting
for alleged
breach

--|Jem could be eased too if the direc-' ond unit action man Chit Lyons
". tor, .-while. shooting the original; will handle the battle scenes
To Make Pic in N. Y.
‘| footage, kept in mind the fact that].

to

$3,900.00

of yontract
Complaint stated actor was told by
company June 9 that it wanted han
to report June 13 for start of free
ture based on a revised script une
der controversy
In hus action, Curtis sald he

Levy will pegin a film in Gr eece,
‘jthe
film would
eventually. .be
with
| dubbed. in other languages. This | “The: Camp - Followers.”
might.
entail
‘shooting
closeups
of
:
Daniele
Gaubert and Sal Mineo
8534 5234 -. Faramount oo 114,
T65&
7034
743500
84
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eter sumed
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thinks ‘that this might: only be; Brook will direct
and Jeanne awith Jadian Blaustein Productions
1834. 1034 Republic. oe “1656. 1516 155%
14: I {necessary
for appearance in pie for Meti>,
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early
scenes
in
a
picMoreau
and
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Mastroianni
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because in his view the audi- will star. Both will be made im. ‘and that on May 10, 1961 Blaustein
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all rights to Metro
after. Deing originally ‘assured |French, with the latter done en-, transferred
34% .2734.. Storer’...
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43° 805%
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id | Fenée,
‘Curtis was to have script approv if
that
actors
really are talking their |tirely in New York.
“6514. 4056. 20th-Fox. thee: 447k. 4434 4214 1%
itights under transfer, in Hae with
own
language,
no
longer.
notices
Levy
says
his.
last
film,
“The;
4034 3034 United Artistst167.°.8784
344°. 354.
+ -1%4 -].lip movements, unless the. picture Truth,” with Brigitte Bardot has: iprior agreement, according ta come
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hita$600,000. gross in its first-runs::plaint
185 © OT Zenith
, 406. 16814.
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|‘yet; but ‘he will probably be doing | claims that he wants to quit, Levy

land Metro substantially rev ised an
seems to be going right ahead pro- |approved screenplay and ‘‘created
and listing long accounts! 'a revised script May 11, 1961, difproducer Raoul Levy. He -has three. of projects, many of which he does ‘ferent from the approved script ”

"Fit. sfor Columbia,. which
“4 “Verite”

under. their

financed

deal with |ducirg

jHe alleged that revised script did
possibilities, .including -an original: ‘not make.
However, he does manage to av- not closely approach the = seript
screenplay, a French novel (right
based on novel, “Lady...” on seve
for Yul Brynner and Simone ‘Sig-. erage at least one pic a year.
eral counts.
-/noret} and..a. British short -story, |
(right for Alec Guinness and BenAmong these, the Importance of
‘| Gazzara).
the role of Armand (Curtis) was
Having just: réturned. from 8
substantially diminished compared
“{lengthy stay in Tahiti, he also. :
to other parts; many scenes heContinued from page JT dumm .
| kicking around an ‘idea for a.pic to |
‘tween Curtis and Miss Lollobrigida

“$34 214" Nat'l. pelefilm | 99 Se 8K. 83
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22. 28M
E15. /Gaugin
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Luis Bunuel

showed

the horrible poverty in a in approved

script

section of Spain. That and his sub- |‘and his character,

were

deleted;

as contained

in

sequent loyalist bias during the ‘approved script, no longer was
_ | pressionable Matson Line tourists; civil war. made him persona non ,dominant.
: the's enchanted by the South Sea ‘grata for years.
Film originally |was to have
‘Islander's total Jack of complexes,
* Bunuel notes he thought it over ;started not later than Jan. 3, 1961,
; social and.sexual.
| carefully and then decided to make jwith expiration date set for his

om

i* Week Ended Mon. (19),
: :of Ex-dividend.
"4 Listed on. Midwest: Exchange.
-¢ Courtesy: of.Merrill _Lynch; Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Ine:a

the film. there. He turned
the jcommitment April 17 under terms
‘script over to the Spanish censors :of his deal, Curtis sald in comwho made some suggestions and /plaint. He said that if Alm Jsn’t
--one main one which he changed. {produced in line with agreement
Ask ;
,
,
‘Bid
me
| And he thinks this gave the filmjand not released before Sept. 1,
“America. Corp... oe eee eoye vacecaedenserse’
BM
- §%1%
—-h
- —
:
Continued trom page rt a
‘more power. Originally the would- |1961. Metro is obligated to pay him
Four Star. Television to seedewedecereecs 21
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local -marts have. ‘cut this avenue | ‘he nun, after her adventures, came jon that date a non-returnable adto see the son of the defunct land- ivance of $100,000. He already has
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.of visas too..
France only took six German owner and the? latter's mistress |received $200,000 against a $300
“" ” Gold Medal Studios. .:......:°
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MH,
a
left
in tears, But the change had ;000 guarantee for pic, he declared. .
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‘| features this year and it’ has sudwith 20 films. all three sitting down to play cards.|
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Logg:'.| denly found. itself
He
feels
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| to await -for. visas.: ‘However, Germans are. sticking to.the original
quota of 35..annually which has
been © ‘surpassed - and
| already
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_French filmites : are fuming... Especially so since: British -pix -get
totally <free entry. and Italy has

~|-been raised. to a. 50 film quota. .

* French claim. that © they |.have
a- .|registered ‘top. takes: in Germany
.the. last three years, but now the.
.| difficulty of getting ‘exploitable
‘| German ‘pix, and lagging coproduction, are. depriving them of a top
mart: This. is ‘especially annoying
since they are ‘Common Mart, part“‘Ners.
: French want: at least. the ‘number
of: licenses of a. mean. amount
| among the. last three years. which

‘Films. Sufficiently Credentialled: By:National Board:
OF Review, MPAA or N. Y.. State:
: Jacksonville, June 20...
New law. signed. by. Gov. ‘Faria
- Bryans: exempts. .theatremen from

-

.. “prosecution under the state’s ob'... gcenity. statutes’ if the films they
show are approved by the National
Board .of Review, the. Film. Esti“ mate Board (MPAA’s Green Sheet)
-or the Dept. of Education. Of. the.

_

His. Antecedents

{duced,

based

on

a revised

script

|. -Bunuel is no stranger to contro- other than the script he approved,
versy. He made his first films iniand is released, he will sustain
France in the early 1930's. and one ‘damages to his career of not less
“The Age of Gold” almost had him ‘than $3,000.000. He will suffer, ho
lynched in its angry cry of rage iaaid, “great and irreparable injury
against all human hypocrisy. An- [nd damage to his career, to his:
other film had a shot of a slit eye- !stature and to his future earning
ball in close-up for he wantedii ability.”

literally to open the eyes of people.j

In*a ‘brief statement

Issued by

But Bunuel says he was younger |(Curtis’” publicity director, Stan
then and wanted to shock and |Margulies, it was claimed that Metwen people.
iro had not complied with the script
“The

Damned”
quents

led

Young

about
to

and

Mexican

troubles

thei¢iause

delin-jhadn't

in

of

contract.

started

during

his {terin of the contract,

Since

the

studia

film

basia
does

adopted country which is sensitive :inot have the right to indefinite and

‘to poverty delineations. “Nazarin,” _unlimited extensivns,
about a priest whose bellefs bring
him in conflict with all established
‘Lady L’ Cold
- | would -be well. above. the. 35 that order after adventures among con‘Hollywood, June 20
|"
the Germans wish. to ‘hold -it ‘at. viets, prostitutes and the destitute,
—
Continued trom page 7 ==
Metro
has
indefinitely sheived
This may
lead ‘to a diplomatic
problent. of stealing by-a small. per‘gesture by France. directly to Bonn

almost. won the Catholic Award at iu. trguble-haunted “Lady L." This

céntage of patrons. I solvéd this. ‘as “well- as “possibly leading to
‘Bunuel : states that he was also its the script whose revision daywnby placing: a. transparent plastic|
attacked for showing a pocket j8raded the role of Tony Curlis, in
shield in front-of the merchandise.. ‘France: tightening its own. quotas ‘knife-in “Viridiana” in the form ofj
ithe actor's estimation and ha toolke
which have grown more ©liberal
It's not offensive looking and prac:
a cross. But these are regular five!
ia walk. Meantime Gina Latlotielgi|
tically. . eliminates stealing.
| and ten cent items in Spain. He: ‘da, the co-star depasted far Hearne.
chipped glass on the.- Bote, bar.
“State of New York.:
| admits that in filmie context people| Completing the srutthiuag of tite
Exhibitors’ also are. exempt from And.on back bar shelves I place |’.
might. have read other things into|;talent lineup, director Gs at ge Cukor
|
a : the state's “Sunday. blue law.
_ products - we: are. promoting with|
Metro
for
201h-F OX,
‘lit. The burning of the ex- would- he |vamoosed
the ‘movie. "For instance, with-our |.
E. Lamar: Sarra, legislative chair- currently’ running ‘Exodus’ we are
‘nun’s articles, iike a crown of j which had sued him earlier for not
”". ~man’ of the Motion Picture’ Exhibl- tying: in’ imported candies 'from|—- Continued trom ‘page 5 as : thorns, by. a little girl, was afso{ reporting there per contract to
tors of Flotida,.said the possibility: Israel, There’ also: is a. special:|- “Exelusive feature production deal Picked out but he says that accord- {direct “Goodbye
Charlie’ as of
of: strong censorship in- the state ‘stand . for the ‘Exodus’ book and ‘with. David: Susskind stands. Pro- ing to liturgical rules all sacerdotal April 1,
- Consequently has been. eliminated. | Souv enirs.”
no longer In. use are |
; ‘ducer in October is slated to start objects
woes eee eee
Girls’ working at. the concession “Requiem for A’ Heavyweight” here burned.
‘The director concedes that his ;
- {stand are required to wear uniform| or in-New. York. This will -be sec{white blouses with the ‘Schine ‘in- ond, “Raisin in the Sun”. being ‘his beggars in “Viridiana”’ may seent;
cruel and even horrible but they:
|signia to. “lend .dignity. Smeal - first: ‘Two: others haven't: been have
always been like that in rea]Continued from page 13 mum
holds regular meetings, going over. erystallized.. yet. Producer cann't}
—
Continited. irom age il ines
—
{such. important points -as courtesy, | make pix-for Paramount unless Col; ity and he did not invent them. ‘ta the tune of $200,000. Among
"with others in’ “ranks, files,.eadres,’ shortages: and overages. _
‘| okays.. Par bought 50%. {nierest in
“Viridiana” has not been men-igther assets of the pic, thinks
_“"-@lose arrays, phalanxes, -..massed}-. He does not endorse popcorn. as Talent Associates, owned |by. on |tloned in the press of Spain but | jeder, ts the fact that he has a
“groups, circular ‘patterns or endless
good concession product because kind and Al Levy. Susskind, to now, it is being handled ‘in Paris by G
{commitment from Manos Madjichains” ‘in, or adjacent to the-en- ‘of ‘its crunching. and odor annoy-- hasn't: asked” relief from: exec ‘pic. Gergeley who is selling it globally |dakis, who won an Oscar this yeae
for the producers Unici Films and ! for his “Never’on Sunday” BOT e,
“¢rance to any building. or premises ance to ‘patrons: -But a ‘popcorn ticket...
where business, sélling. or furnish- warmer can be. adapted ‘to. each bin
“Summit”. talks were. ‘held at Films 59. Gergeley reports. good to do the music for “Nuon” Pie
“ing ‘meals, food; merchandise, Aethe. demand warrants.
citing $80,000 from West ::s5 now being edited by Carl Lerner
‘studio. and. BevHilton - Hotel with |offers,
2f
amusement, motion ‘pictures; sports
jeioning
;
.attending: Prexy -Abe| Germany, $60.000 from the U.S. here, following which Leder will
or recreation are conducted under | “FILM CARRIER. THIACKED’.” { Schneider; veepees Abe Montague,}and appreciable sums from even ;take the print to Paris or Athens
‘for Hadjidakis to do the scoring.
ts private ownership,:and thereby]
.. "El Paso,..Tex., :-June_20,.
Leo: Jaffe and Paul Larazus Jr., small countries
Bunuel has returned to Mexico , He expects to be ready to show
“hindering or’ ‘preventing the place
| :. A truck belonging to-the O. &A from h.o.; studio veepees Sam. Brisfrom. rendering service; (4): for any. Film Lines
(Film: Forwarding: -Kin, ‘Sol ’Schwartz, Irving. Briskin. ‘for treatment of an aggravated ear ithe finished product to the major
person: without-“permission or .au- Service, which was. ‘stolen. from. ‘and Gordon Stulberg: Irving Bris- condition. He has three. projects in: companies by the end of Septemthority to wilfully obstruct.or:fm- the.’ parking : lot... of. ‘the -Pershing kin. and N. J.. Frankovich, latter the offing plus one in France with | ber.
. pede the’normal use of: any public. Theatre’ -reteritly. was.. recovered veepee: in charge. of British and ‘the Cannes jury prexy Jean Giono.; Leder hopes to make a pre
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‘". any public buiiding: where business: ‘Sands Imissile -‘range in. New. Mex-}. H:O. group planed east Saturday
New Jersey Allled'’s annual pow-: his next projet!
The headaches
2 ais carried on by: private. ow nership. ico..
might with exception of. Jaffe, who. wow skedded for the Concord Ho- | involved in being your own han
‘According: to.Eact Wilson; head | left Monday for. Gotham. Frantko- ‘tel, Kiamesha Lake, starting July j ker, producer,
director,
writér,
a Git YounessetforUs “Pouch ot of the. ffim: éarrier,: ‘the contents ‘vich also. departed for. London 31.for four days. Louis, .Solkoff Is | gplontat and psychoanalyst. sunpiy
jare not worth the rewards, he says,
‘chairman,
- Of the, vehicle were’, ‘not. disturbed. Monday after week here.
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respectable |‘summer:- ghowing.- It's

a sure-fire
“matinee. idyll.” — :
low, colerens,
C
exploltation
. |vestige
of a man.entirely
Out of aunsavory
“
a mith okay Continental
The.-risk inherent
in
in designing they have created a crooked book: “A French ‘youth has fought swith 7
films point-blank at the family |keeper. Had they inpointed, and the Germans. against the’. Russians
trade, is in going overboard in the elaborated upon, ore key incident.| during: the’ last. World :War and: |sweetness. and.lovability “depart-: in his infamous career ‘instead of ‘flees as ‘the ehd. rears and comes. =
isiments. It ig'heré that “Misty” oc- |endeavoring: to:-cover : the. whole |back to: save a family.-he ‘knew.
|

6

True ;man who'ouns the house but
‘eldom home In a weird reeital of,[casionally Brows ‘too: misty-eyedistory (from Leo. Katcher’s book, {from being ‘killed -by: false’ paremdes
Mies
Renadi
veo
ate’ freit develops that bride reg- {for adult comfort. But if Messrs.: “The Big Bankroll"), far more in: |tisans. It leads ‘to love: with. the
quently
neticenble
a.e
Cra ¢s- events,
istered at hotel! under the name of ; Radnitz, James B: Clark (the di-i sight into. his..unique: drive and: ‘daughter and her attempt to. ‘help Vammy

Tell
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Drake. Virgina Grey, Jul @ Meade,
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Kenseweay,
Udgar Dutaauan
a.e €r.gi Perveud.

the young

owns

The pictap is by Cifford Stine
fs Gattepag Toe colovtul secs bv
Aiex.nder
Goltze n and
Alfred
Sueenev
Jook
lke
sets.
Percy

man’s

half-sister, who ‘rector? and--Ted .Sherdeman ‘the;: personality

a flower shop

there’s

deep

might well “have re- him escape Anto_ Spain. despite his

in. Solvang; |Scenarist): are guilty. of sporadic" suited. ‘As it is, neither Rothstein; past...

hatred

between |‘the |Sugar-lumping,. they are able-to be ‘. nor. any of the

It is during: this. trek’ that the”

other ‘characters |

murderess and the old woman. end- ,commended: for'sidestepping temp- ;associated with him in this. choppy'youth: performs
ing

in

latter's

violent

death;

‘and

tations

to. resort

ta the. screen's

:' exercise ‘emerge

. people of

a heroic. -thing

dimen. | though ‘seemingly

doing. it. out: AH)

the half-sister is nearly murdered {most inevitable cliche in an eques-‘ sion, Relationships are fuzzy; moti- |disdain ‘and .a. reluctant heroism.

when she returns to the house jeian picture —. the grand climax --yations unclear. and. the romantic: “Direction. : aveiidoes
with her brother. Ending cannot ;in- which: the horse“hero - wins: the “story. idevoted wife, .business-con-|for shock éffect and.

‘the. violence
.-.
rarely ‘gives a:
feel
for
the
time:
or
an
insight:
into
be revealed here because it wouid4 big race,
: sumed husband, |domestic: void)::
‘ the characters.
Jrorothy
Squires, that’s sung by Gassipate its shock element, but}
Based on.- Marguerite. Henry's - shopworn.
Mis Dee. Ps no
Taminy.” but would have benefitted by clearer jtome, Shierdeman’s ‘screenplay: de- ?
: “The story traces Rothstein's rise, { Technical credits are acceptable,
it’s sistenabse.
Lube.
exposition.
| yseribes the love of two youngsters‘ via a mind that: is three-quarters.’ “Acting lacks: the spark ‘to make.
| Jean Arless makes her screen |for a” wild -pony’ they eventually | IBM, ‘one-quarter SOB,. to riches:: ‘these People more than cardboard
Favth’s muac¢ is romantically stimuisting. Theres a title song, by

suspense
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Castle

‘any * shady. double-dealings in’ which he |. «.
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James

Wester-

|Picture

thus

slightly,

changes

“Misty’-fied:someday to: be dealt-a:royal flush. ment said nething about what kind

horses

in mid- } pe vin

He

happens. to- be. of. work ‘he: would: do as.v.

oker- with: appboys when; that. he’s. no

. it. would. be condescending

to. de-!
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In .éharge of
or domestic. distribus %

here the nature of the final|
tion, ‘from’ how .oi1, will. be James
played. ane
b ‘scribe
onse
hand he never ‘got to play..
Velde, who. was second in. éome--”:
in his double assignment as prolamiable
and:
handsome.
‘Director
|
_David
"eee
an
actor
rising
to
“mand.
to.. Heineman and who will°
ducer-director and gets.top back.
~
trom the | now. answer to Picker.
Goes not denert
1, Clark, however,.has failed to sense ; S$4Taom,
s
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music
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first-rate.
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Ca ry;‘four -or five.‘
- concluded with

and

Anne Seymour: is“ equally: fine asi performances, including those of
|their .grandma. Almost. all of: the
' Dan: O'Herlihy, “Joseph Schiid-

vacash

Hollywood,

reiease

So how.

Bigger Demands

‘The answer, tight’ or Wrong,. ‘is
other parts are played by: the citi- |kraut. and. William. Demarest.
zens of Chincoteague, Va,. site of | Dianne Foster is. affected: as Jans-:that UA, having virtually. pioneered:
{the film...
~.
-sen’s unhappy. spouse.. Diana Dors ‘the’ new -era ‘of ‘bankrolling: inde-..
Y
The Leo Tover-Lée. Garmes pho-., is on briefly, and others who ap- : pendent ‘producers, is. _coming: ‘face .*
tography is, ‘to the eye; like a téne-'| pear momentarily are Murvyn Vye,. |}to face with the prospect. of- these’ oa

girl and a pony. Occasionally:
too sweet, but welcome. fare
for the neglected family trade.

dis

viction ‘to a a; short,.. but -explosive :ports.”.'The finances. have been: up

ig-

meatiest Jines. and,“ with, veteran ‘tof the characters are. clearly: de- |can certain. outside observers suS-os
instinet, plays ‘them to the hilt. | fined, and this hampers all. of ‘the. pect. disharmony?
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the ‘Children

nell, -as their. grandpa, ‘draws the | nessy and Jack Carson. But none lim the picture business)..

Sweet, simple tale of a boy, a

smart’ cam-

years’ has become boring ‘to

ment. It’s tedious. ‘Arthur O'Con- |are Keenan Wynn, Mickey Shaugh-., boredom. should obtain with ‘others
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involved. Too often |-who
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Jeading up to a surprise and chillive finish
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themselves: unable

tield the justice of the peace are |
‘stream, so to speak, but the ending,: Bissing pe is shot to déath, and | fribution ‘boss.
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y he is &
a
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Cathe lifts a choice morccl from
headlines
out of Scandinavia
a
decade ago to build the climax ot
his latest horror meto and packtravk
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narrative
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Continued. ‘from page 3 —
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the: ‘ground -where. Anquiries :‘take. which Wanger ‘and’ director 'Joe
‘robbed:
‘thé.
Paramount.’
‘recently.
(“Love
in.
the
Afternoon’)
with
'
. place.”
president
of Rotlistein Theatres
“Mankiewicz. had her. set to follow.
jot the weekend receipts amounting. Cooper and
Audrey
Hepburn. jand Rothstein
Hoteis
Lid,
If ‘we. ‘can ericourage young. ‘alm || after: ‘Cleopatra.’ ae
has
‘makers toa :ise above ‘such’ “banat |: “This _is. “unfortunate ©“tor us, leo:"$4,100 after tieing: up manager’ “You haye. no {dea how Europeans: been named an honorary life memHe was
bigger ber of the Hotels Associaiwn of
_eférences: as new:-wave, or- cheap’ | Skouras is reported to have vataRalph: K. Roe and three employees. loved Cooper.
He started in show
' --production,. “they. might find” true ‘intimates. “This is my. year for un- Men escaped ina. waiting car only: over here,” says. Chevalier, “than Saskatchewan
to be. apprehended five minutes. Clark-Gable or anybody.. And you business in 1927 when he bought
virtues ‘and. those have- to do with lucky’ breaks.”
\later_
by
police.
who
were:
alerted
know
why—Coop
was
loved
by
the
|
the
Prineess
Theatre
at Yorkton,
substance, not:. mannerisms.
.‘Meanwhile, execs and’‘producers
I ‘would.only. ask-the American. have Individually pledged company |when: Roe worked ‘his bonds free public. first, and then they ad- 1 Sask. He now has 19 theatres in
and
gave
the
alarm.
mired
his
professional
achievefilm audience. ‘to be. patient’ while ‘topper ‘enthusiastic. support, to:
Manitoba
and
Sackalchewan,
iowee
cluding three at Yorkiva.
A monies 1
were recovered.
ments.”
“our new. .film makers” get .a film 20th back. ‘ontop “again. _

*"~ ‘preposterous: fixed. costs;.. solving

“Maurice Chevalier

~ $kouras Cabinet

~ Receipts Retrieved

>
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Minow & Collins Blast TY Violence.
At J.D. Hearings
ButUrge B’casters ||

~ KenSpeaksfor
“Hollywood, awune 20..
‘eTt's ‘about -time ‘someone |spoke up for the people ‘against the.

cultural. kick of the high ’n’ mighty. in-Washington.” That someone:.

4s. James Kern, now in his 30th year in show business and: a writet-.
director. of some of tv's top. stars-with ‘an: output. of 300 shows:
—
“I think I know. more about what the people want, the misdions:

Get Chance for ‘Self-Improvement’|
_

| Py
NAB Radio CodeBan On
Hemorrhoids Now Official |.

Washington. June 20.
+
Federal Communications. Chair-°
man Newton Minow and President ,
LeRoy
Collins
of the
National;
Assn. of Broadcasters joined yes-:
terday

‘Mon? in condemning overviolence on television.

adeases

hit

" Washington,- June

ot

their

a common

in voicing,dics and

chord

winner comes, home ‘at night after a hard day at his job arid fight- .

20..

ing traffic on the.way:honie he's entitled to let down: his hair and

Radio ads for hemorrhoid reme-

3ut more importantly, they also!

feminine hygiene

| -enjoy the relaxed hours before ‘his: eyes. ‘start closing. He'd. ‘Tather
be entertained 'than: educated and he can ‘keepup. ‘with the current .
events by reading ‘the mewspapers or: ‘magazines. end: hearing: the’

prod-

broadcasting |should; ucts are now srecifically out under

view

have the chance to better itself on {new language formally adopted for

jis own.

“the Radio Code.

Such

in between the two coasts,:than that august body in Washington that
pretends to ‘know,”. says. "Kern; who will: be remembered by old
“timers -as a. member of the Yactit Club Boys. “tye been connected.
with comedy shows for. most-of my ty. years- and. ‘if the. ratings are
not to be believed we have had mail,: ‘tons of.it.:
.“There's’ nothing .wrong with cultural“ or. “educational. prograins.
and: I like them as well. as the néxt one but when the old bread-

newscast.

as a class

“The anxieties. and. préssures of his ‘business, thie ‘worries: about.
his family and ‘his job entitle -him.to a breather at. night: If he likes
a western or a comedy ‘he.shouldn’t be: told he.must-watch what’s
Just
completed *14. ‘weeks: in-a
‘happening in Laos or. Cuba. He read. that in .the papers: Sure it's
made
splashy
baptismalg
into!
National. Assn. of Broadcacters’
alright. for the intellectuals and higher-.brows than’. mine ‘but I.
broadcasting
affairs earlier this! Radio Code Board approved a Code. feature part. in the soon tobe re-.
pice |.
Lewis. ‘motion
year, testified before the- ‘Senate ‘amendment: stating: - “Advertisingj leased Jerry
don't like being told that I should be. watching. more..cultural :pro-.. ture “THE LATIMES MAN? ”
grams.
I don’t like their will. being imposed on. me.‘J£ they'd ‘get.
Juvenile Delinquency Subcomimit- of certain intimate personal prodHeadlines the HOL INAY HOUSE, |.
tee probing. the impact of televised "ucts “which might offend: or’-em- Pittsburgh © for: two. weeks ‘opening
out among the grassroots and ask people what. they‘like.to watch
¥. columnists
vielence on youth crime.
|
barrass the listening audience_ is July: 3rd.
-on tv the results would astound the FCC and those
Minow minced née words in as-! unacceptable.
Among
those are _
who condemn what the ‘people like. The millions. like: what. they're
Manager: -‘JACK PETRILL
Kadins’ biutal programmingg fare.. products for the treatment of hem- 162 ‘West: 56th. Street, Sew York
seeing as against ‘the. thousands who -would: ferce upon: ‘them, the:
.
co. 5- “5769.
.
Revealing bis celebrated eharacter- orrhoids and for use in feminine | loftier programs that might exalt-but.do not entertain:
jJzalion Of tv asa “vast wasteland,” - hygiene.”
‘GEN ERAL. ARTISTS. CORP.
“A guy working at his job gets few laughs. and. maybe they” ‘know’
he
declared:
“Nowhere -is that’
A
“elarifying. sentence”
was
a better way.to let off ‘steam arid forget about ‘the. worries ‘that.
waste
more
critical
than
in pro- : adapted
for the Code section
on.
harry him. All they have to do to ask working people’ the best way
eel
EAMES
zimed at children. When . contests,
reading: “Contests
shallpele
to telax.and one will get them 10, that 5%: of them will’‘say: a
|. -Westerh ora comedy.
a broadcaster uses crime and vio-'be conducted: with fairness to all.
lence and other shoddy devices to: entrants and shall comply with ‘all
““The crisés of the world. are ‘nothing ‘compared with his. own:
mencpolize w child's attention, it’s;{pertinent federal, state and. local’
troubles. .That’s cldser to.home: You ean ‘put. on as many. cultural
werse
thin
taking
candy from a Jaws and regulations.”
‘programs as would. please. the FCE€: but you can't make them. look.
If there ‘are westerns or comedy shows on the air. they’IL find them.”
baby it 1s taking precious time
It was a substitute for this. earlfrem the Process of growing up. ‘ier language: “Contests shall offer
_ 7°.Kern will. be co-producing-and: directing CBS-TV's “Pete: and ;
; Gladys” next season: “I'll bet: anyone ‘in Washington that we'll‘But
ov
crali,
the
tenor
of
Minow’s
*
the
opportunity.
to
all
contestants
presentation wes mild inerances.
to win on the basis of ability and
have'more people watching than any. cultural or so-called public

The southful FCC chairman and has already. been- banned by the
the former Florida governor, who |Television ‘Code.

|

LILLIAN BRIGGS—

VvCode Bans
‘Triple Spotting

Me ter ne a ate ha che
nder

queshin

sai

|

the FCC needs no new “weapons
pmsto, Radio oe
wield

against

With

the

nent.”

wayward

“walk

subscribers

service show, week in and out,” said: Kern:. “And: send them to. ‘bed ”
happy that they did.mw !
,
os
:

licenses.;

for , -elf-improve- |

:

New

member

Th Prime Time|.
NABBoardOkaysi |eAN1VCode

NOW

of the Radio Code

Washington, ‘June 20."

'-Triple-spotting . ‘in’ prime.

time

is exemplified. by “Collins Board is John 2. Henzel, WHDL,|’has been given the axe by the Tele-.
and his resnue at NAB. Minow said. | Olean,
who Fort
succeeds
Howe,N.Y.,
WIRA,
Pierce,James
Fla, : Vision Board: of:National, Assn, of.
anit
iiaprerements
meeded = int 4
Lioadesstine

can

be at hievec

has been elected to the Ra-: ‘Broadcasters.

“on :Howe

sions affirmed by the TV Directors’
meeting here last: week.
~The. amendments; all clamping:

B&B $ Displeasure!
On Station Breaks
Secreta ee
a $4,200,000 Worth:‘
it ent
For his

;
Collins

restrictions

;
vig-

I.be fo hime

Vu tence

prime

time

:
‘Washington, ‘June 20.
President
LeRoy "Collins .of.

“Assn. . of: ‘Broadcasters
WABC-TV Blackout onNew!National
Was © granted: his Tequest - for’ a

blurb

‘single body to oversee. the. Radio
Sonny Fox ABC. Kidshow land
- TV. Code Committees.
But

the: Directors in the same form
with one ‘exception. This: was the]:
. ABC-TV: will carry ‘Sonny: Fox's
mal .definition of prime time
soe the’ code as. consisting -‘of at. new ‘Saturday morning kidvid stan-.
“On Your Mark;” everywhere.
least three. hours. Reportedly,. the:2
but fn-N. Y.,. where: indie. WNEWCode.
Review: unit,
had
‘suggested
‘min- TV, which has had. ‘Fox on the: air
- hour’
nalf
three-and-onein . another. -show . ‘for. some
two
imum.

iat rte |

« oflensis
7aeval
rn.
“¢‘thts

viele r e

cn

‘practices, were shaped by the TV
: Code Review Board and: okayed: ‘by

part.
teok
Crous
oRcne
wilh
fhe
cojmmen
Peneuant of sacielosists and other,
Bt Ue

Head,SetsMajo
ijorReorganization

This was _the.. “most.

_| significant among TV. Code. revi-

tive phesent basis”
dio Board
rd of
of Directors.
Ferpung Wt the “greatest broad-!
Caste
estes
oan
the
world.”
Mines. as ented: °F feeb the mdustis shod
have the chance to work:

{NAB Board of Directors ‘pointedly.
declined: his. proposed merging -of.
the. Radio. and: Television. ‘Boards.
into: one: “‘homogeneaus

unit.

In addition. ‘to the new. Coda...
overseer - outfit, the. meeting, °reIn a tangible protest cver the
ie seth.Ie coed “taste. anemia
years, refused to relinquish. its exGer nerades Me ty art, ar d should |Ne 40-second station break policy |” Changes ‘embrace. a .two-minute clusivity“ on the: performer, in. -its ‘garded as a test of Collins’: leadership, also oKayed:: his. idea for ‘a.
be elumnated
jamong tv stations -with. network | reduction | from’ the present. six al- own market.
‘|NAB Research ‘and. ‘Training -Cenut
bresceasters
themselves. approval
and even
instigation), {lowable .-per half hour ‘for eommerter It also. voted ‘to set up:
“On
“Your
Mark,”
a
children’s
should be allewedl to use their own
Benton & Bowles reportedly has , cials during participat.ng programs
participation | ‘program with Fox as |. —A. new office of Executive. Vice
Tesources to impr ov e programming. : pulled about $4.200. 000 -of. ane of tin peak hours. This is:the present
Collis averred: “Broadeasters are! ‘its clients’ budgets out. of national;\limit for - single-sponsor
shows. emcee, goes into ABC-TV's ‘Satur- President, to be: chosen ..by Collins.
day.
11-11:30 anchorage ‘come Sept, subject to. Board okay. As outlined fiercely proud. and justifiably so, , "pot television.
|Also - a requirement that non-proM&E Toy Co..will sponsor the ‘by NAB; the post’ will be: filled by
Ot their progress in service to the | Client is Maxwell House Coffee, :27am matter, including public serv- 23..
weekly.
stanza: on the network and a man with- ‘broadcasting experirer
eng
ee
cae
Ss
—
Amercian people. But ‘this medi- ja General Foods brand, that. has, ;ice ‘spots ‘and ‘promotionals- for
presumably ‘on WNEW-TV, -which ‘ence:. He'll, be. the ‘chief adminis-uns strength is too great for it} |until naw, been a big national. spot other shows, be counted for pur- preempts WABC-TV, the ABC N: Y. trative ‘officer and- be ‘head: man
not to have some weakness.”
buyer. A year ago. Maxwell House
| Poses. of the above .four-minute flagship, from carrying the stanza.. when Collis is away. And in this declaration of oppo-! spent
nearly
$3. 000,000
in. §0-.| commercial. ceiling. Network deal was negotiated: for =A Department. of “Administra:
sition to federal meddling, Collins |second local commercials and over | ‘Only two spots will be:‘permitted
Fox by sgent ‘Harold
Harold Cohen.
Cohe
- |tion to conduct - ‘administrative .
kaid aithongh he is no apologist !$1 000,000 in locally sold and aired 1 between programs in. prime time.
Jang housekeeping ‘functions. ” The
fer the industry’s shortcomings, |10-second breaks..
mS
{The present Code. alfews three. in‘Board’ named ‘NAB ‘secretary“the improvement of broadeasting |
Institution of a 40-second break |cluding a sponsored announcement
.|tréasurer
Everett E. Revercomb to
As going to have to come through
policy twith two 20-second _spots | during ten-second ©Station. ‘break.

(CollinsLooks To
Dot JforHelp
~ InBeefing Code

‘{head -up: the: dept., ‘which will be
| under durisdiction: of, the new: exec.”

the efforts of the profession itself? pack-to-back instead -of the tradiThe ehanges. take.effect Sunday, |
and nat through Governmental in-| ¢:ona) 20 and 10) makes it virtually
!rOct. 29, when tv switches from
ewienwatting ty8

steps ae
self-improvement
Amon
outlined by Collins was the newlv }

revamped NAB code structiire, his: 10s, for
idea of “blue-ribbon” programming
whereby

the networks

putting on
conference

j in

the

alternate in| on

ty.

ty

ae

carta

to ‘standard time..

;

1 toward

a new concept in ‘which: the

quality shows, and a; Benton & Bowles, with. Young ! Code Board directs its attention wi
of ‘broadcasters and; & Rubicam, was one of the orig-. |obtaining. maximum :iP rogram].

others called by Sen. Dodd's com-{ inal agencies to object to the! time.”
mittee to work out a research pro-.| heavier
commercialization
that; “Tn addition, ”. he.“added: “the

gram into
Jinqueney.

the causes

of juve

‘y. V.p.

de- i Was bound to occur from increas_ing the breaks in network pro-

amendments

corre¢t

certain

in-

onstarate displeasure with the. new |
i Station break scheme,. What |me--

[special -committee appointed by the’

‘Board and charged ‘with.coming up
with
recommendations ‘by. .next’, .

winter. And, Board issued instruc-

tions to keep intact ‘present’ sep-'”
June: 20:
National Washington;
Assn. -of. Broadcasters
arate Radio and TV Board concept,
Prexy LeRoy.Collins disclosed yes- |

| and

Fe

Ware

the

British

sponsored

pany

on

Broaceasting

by the same

commercial

KN Y (WNFW-TV!

Corp.,

‘Joe Mosbrook’s

com-

stations

in}

.

Slot

oo

Philadelphia.
Jene 20.-

Joe Mosbrook

and Washincton news

director

Pe

of

oe

WRCV

Oa

and

fire ¢alls from an’ Oakland

“He has. been- ‘most -cooperative
| hill, pleaded riot. guilty: Friday +16), and’
we. are looking forward -to.

-

to. Federal. charges ‘of. monitoring 1some ‘definitive help and ‘specific.
and divulgin
olice. radio: mes- clarification in the near future,”

Rages.

e P

| news at WEST, Easton, Pa.

;

j tial for. July 31.

: The ‘NBC. ‘Television. “Network: _

will present a total.of: 1,630: hours. ©
‘of color programming during ‘T96I,.
tepresenting .a 60% gain. over the
previous. year’s. total.
|
These. and: other points :ai ‘be

Stressed: today’ (Wed.) in: :Chicago at a meeting of tv set manufactur-.”.

ers: ‘execs,

called by. Robert’ ‘W:".-~

Sarnoff, chairman. of the: board of”
NBC. Don Durgin, v.p, of NBC-TV

{Collins told. the Senate Juvenile. sales, ‘will'make the color tv pre- ..
sentation. Meeting has been: plan-".~
| Delinquency Subcommittee, .: :

Fuller: fs aecused. of violating 7 Elaborating on -new Cade |organ-.
WTTG!. Series will preem on the i WRCV-TV, the NBC o&o stations
EFV
network
of 51. stations jn’ here. He succeeds Ernie Leis. who wiretapping prohibitions of the: ization okayed by. NAB Board_ last
Cicteber.
| resigned to become | director of.
1934 FCC Act; He entered his plea: week, ‘Collins said present -Code:
‘Mumble’s participation involves‘ alumni relations for Hahnemann
in court ‘of Federal’ Judge .William: ‘beards will be reduced and re-weerw its program payments te Medical College & Hospital.
Jieved . of |administrative details.
r**’ LV, producer of the 15-show!
Mosbrook was fermerly head of T. Sweigert, who scheduled |‘a jury |Code staff. will be. beefed up and
BULLIES.

{Continued on ‘Page. 40).

without running afoul of ‘the anti- |
|

SR’ $ PoliceMonitoring “| trust Iaws. .
~ Case Set for Trial:

series, produced

Collins, in his celebrated talk to.

NBC:$ChiSession
On TutforMfrs,

, dium he'll later consign thé multi- .
‘Giving notice of his -intent to
1a
um
C.
; million budget to is a question that
make the threat. of jerking. Seals a
yet remains unanswered.
“powerful. sanction,” Collins ‘said.
Some observers-feel that. in the }
he ‘has talked with Kennedy. about
San. Francisco; ‘June. 20.
Standard OF ON. I> affil ‘Tumble: final analysis. he'll keep Viaxwell
“possible ‘areas where we might
Kenneth .-G: Fuller, ex-Oakland ‘enlarge ‘the scope: of the applica-.
O1& Refining will underwrite the; in spot; having “served dramatic |
Feesentation
of
“The
Age
of; notice.” he'll later slip’ the money policeman who |‘rons ‘Broadcasters’ ‘tion and.of enforcement of. Cade
Kings” on ETV stations of the Na-‘ back into spot on a _biecemeal
News: Service by monitoring: police. standards: ‘consistent with the. fedtional Educational Television net- basis.
|
eral: antitrust laws,”

Shakespearean

4

land committee structure—the heart *
of the organization—was. left to a

lequities ‘in. the commercial time terday (Mon.) that he expects AtBoth Coins and Minow called |grams: from 30 to 40-seconds.
limitations set for: ptograms with ‘torney General Robert’ Kennedy {|
(Continued o
onn page 4
43)
Lee Rich, the tv bass at Benton
single. sponsors and..those- under to give him some “definitive help”
& Bowles, is said to have been remultiple sponsorship. : ‘We believe ‘soon on how.the NAB Radio and
sponsible for the decision to’ pull|
that bath .‘Viewer -and. advertiser TV Code standards can be. ex-.
;out of spot in behalf of Maxwell’
|panded and wielded’ more forcewill!
gain,” ;
.
eeol Th $ 0 | |House. and his ,eason was to dem-.
fully against subscribing’ stations

work

7

1 :/Revision: of:the NAB Board: “starr: _

Code Review:. ‘Board’. ‘Chairman |
instance—to make room E: K.. Hartenbower said. the revifuture for*10-second IDs" sions. “represent. a significant step |.

monitoring increased, ‘he added.
fad

ned to coincide withthe

Home.

Furnishings Market. at. ‘the. Mer-.
chandise:Mart.
In’ ‘addition to ‘the top.. 20°’ set:

manufacturers,

officers: -of.. ‘the. ads

Electronics © Industry Assn. , have
been invited’ to attend.”

RADIO-TELEVISION

‘REBIRTH’
"Dalflont:‘Created ‘Frankenstein’|“TwRrrenSHORTACI
SH AGECelle& Minow See New CBS Afil |
alPLAGU F.WEBS) Pacts as Way to Duck Option Time;
mitt Studying Whouse, GE Status
.
.
'Dr.. Allen: B “‘puMont,: one:of ty’5‘technical pioneers “and. father —
-.:6f-the defunct DuMont, Network, ealled Monday. (19! for a: four th"

-

“network; supported, by. the. Fedéral: Gov ernment-i"the. only. possible. .

an sponso
r:

”y,

‘to. serve arlinority . intellectual ‘interests. and to. lessen’, .}.

“what: he “felt was. .“the-verassly commercial °“Frankenstein” which, ;
* he. Jhelped* create.”
-.

: By BOB. CHANDLER

Speaking. before @ summer. ‘meeting. of ‘the’ American: Institute .
“. of Electrical. Engineers, :‘which has made. him’an ‘honorary lifetime : "Now. ‘that the bloom: ts’admitted- .
‘-member, he said’ that-in the old. days the. FCC. had.‘taken “an: inex- © , ¥ off the. bloom of television's. ac-! —
Cusably stubborn: and! unrealistic. view’ * that” ‘undermined the. Du- -. ‘tion. ra violence cycle, the netHurleigh Burley
_-. Mont.weéb, but; he-added,: he agreed .w.ith “some” of the. statements:
works -face ‘the prospect. of having |. .
“Yast month .by" Newton N: Minow. new FCC.boss. He. then. chal-":
Mutual Broadcasting’s pub‘to.pay, for the years of indifference _
-lenged: ‘Minow: “to -grind ‘out’’ enough chew channels to. cov er. the
relations department has new
Federaliy-run.. fourth - web.
_ “or ‘downright neglect. they've ac:
fuidh -in’ web press
Robert
.. « “How can .47;000,000. television. sets be tuned to this kind. of . corded the medium’s. top. writers.
Hurleigh's :communicatwe
“Afrivia-- five. -hours and ‘more “a: day?” asked: the inventor. of the. :
virtually a powers.
The. networks.
are
modern ‘tv. tube. “My. reaction. has been that.-of. the. creator: of a
Hurteigh prepared an editoin conceding that the
'
Frankenstein -. ::Rather. ‘than: honored -‘perhaps T should: instead. .-}-unanimous

‘©.be censured.”: on

‘formula ‘shoot-’ ‘em-ups

have’ about

“Tt. should. “be: realized, " ‘DuMont: said. ‘that ‘the. finest: type ‘of 7 had it... : Theyre . also optiniistic
‘that they’ve found: the right -re- programming . from: an informational. and’ cultural standpoint. does:
: not get: sponsorship: ‘from large: advertisers... There. are,- of. course,
‘exceptions; but: from ‘a purely: business and economic standpoint;
. sponsorship. goes. to the: programs and. stations: ‘that attract the large
:- volume. of viewers. The programs ‘must be aimed: at.a mean ‘level. of _
-cultural. and. intellectual, intérest.
|.”
|
I“Where. shall the :‘minority ‘gO “then: for: ‘intellectual: stimultis.”
-. front the phosphor sereen?: I think that they must ‘turn’ to the. US.._
-Government, All of my life ‘I have. ‘advocated:.as little: government a
‘as ‘possible. in- the: personal: and economic life of America.” My. —

placement. in the “human-interest”
‘series, which. will be represented
next season. in. such ‘new entries as
“The / Defenders,” ; “Dr. Kildare”
and “Bus, Stop.” -

$9 they’ ve. got the fori and ‘the

rial for the department's anil
newsletter. “Of Mutual. Inter- est,” suggesting that the National. Aeronautics
& Space
: Administration permit dtiect
broadcast reports by. Amer.
jca's future astronauts to the
listening world.
After Hurleigh had. penned
|. his editorial, and betere the
|. letter was- out ‘Todas. 21°,

‘facilities.. They've also. got man‘power in terms of lots of able. pro- |- ‘NASA.
deputy
administrator
duéers «and ©directors.” The one }-- Dr. Hugh Dryden told Chicazo
friends—both in. and out-of the tv:-industry—may be shocked. but [. . missing. ingredient—and- the key | reporters that the org plans
. » believe that the. Government of the U.S. is the only possible spon-.. “-; ingredient insofar as
the. new.
ta’ give the next = astronaut
- Bor. for: progr amming. of-a non-commercial, intellectual ‘and inform|‘breed of’ series, is: concerned—is |. “more time for unprogrammed
“ative. type“
because television isa national. medium, and: the _
the. number
of topflight “writers
activities, * including his) per-.
‘-. cost. to present: programs from. coast-to- coast: and from’. gulf- to- ;
. available: -At this point, that numsonal. reactions as he travels
border. is. extremely ‘high. ‘Someone has: to-‘pay. and. someone “has...
‘} bervis, just a handful:
_'weightlessly.
Ww
‘to make the: frequencies: available so that itean be a truly:national. ee
ee
“What
brings
the
quality
writer
service:: .
°
a “Instead ’ of : threatening: ‘the fiidustry’ as. ‘did’ Mr. Minow last’ : ‘baiek into. the. foreground {is tne |

Washin ston, June 20
|.CBS-TV's
new
“campers itisa®
aMihation agreements
anis be ia
Itrouble along the sometunes stormy

iPotomac.
When Chairman

Newton

D,

Minow of the Federal Communicas
i tons Commission made his maiden
lvovage
before
Reno
Fovnanuel
iCetler's (D, NY: House Antitrist

; Subrommittee, he said att FCC stat
jstuds

of the contiact

i

inderway,

And
FCC's
Broadcast’
Bureau
ichief, Kenneth Cov. ob eived beifare the Celler groun that “in sone
, ways,’
fhe CBS) gimmick
‘ eould
ibe more effective and niere cane
ipelling than option time itself”
i Cox said a Stauion refusing fo carry
i
|CBS programs “sonld sadder a sube
stamtial financial loss
| And Rep Cellet, who hates ope
“dion time and has let) evers body
know it called the CBS device a
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to get around
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‘new CBS grrangement
“lull line
Sforcing,” +a
devasting
antitrust
phrase to the legal fraternity
nature
of
the
“human
interest’
~ month, £. suggest -hé- start swinging an axe within the FCC: to grind
On fhe broad subiect of antl
‘series... Dealing with a wide range!
out the necessary channels:to add. a- fourth, -non-commiercial,. gov-.
fruat during his apnearance before
of. ‘human: emotion and experience|
.--ernment-sponsored
network ‘which will reach .every possible com‘Celler’s
subcommittee
Alinow
“ munity in the U.S. I suggest he start his: own personal lobby with’ | in the continuing-character’ rane |
made these other points
.: Congress and: the President to’ get: the funds: needed .to Jaunch a-| work, the new shows are far’ more
~ FCC won't act on ans Westlage
.| demanding ‘in time and script vale
‘this network and. to. progranr it properly.”
house or General Electric appliea.
ues than
the current floc
tion until it completes an “inquity”
shoot-’em-ups,. which. rely ‘on M core
into criminal antitrust
judgucnts
mula ‘plot and can literally’ ‘be.{
cagainst the campanies in the elecground out by the scores of Holly
‘trical equipment price fixing case
|.wood telefilm writers. The. shoo
distaet court ia
:em-ups-demand merely: erattsmart| Hazel Bishop cosmetic firm is recently in US
Westinghouse
owns
-ship—the -human-interest type, ac- Seeking ..$9,000.000
in damages ‘Philadelphia
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American’
Broadcasting. | five tv and seven radio properties
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major
markets
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‘Tuinning ‘characters, :‘require ma-} Paramount
Theatres. for alleged:
FCC's ase
ture, -high-level
writing .if: they |discrimination’ in pricing and tie- ‘Schenectady tv station
"Talent. . -Associates-Paramount, +
‘sessment
of
the
relation
of
*the
-are to succeed.:
in contracts.on ABC-TV programs, .
‘anti-trust eases to fhe companies’
Tooking toward ‘the. 62-63" season.
‘-That’s the rub. ‘Right. now, there | according to a- sult filed Monday .ij hroadeasting interests ria, be come
‘has. ‘inked’ three -deals' with CBS-{
J aren't more than. a handful. of top i199, in N.Y. Supreme Court.
“WMeted “soon” Minow indit ated
f.-TV and is.‘close:to, another. witht. ~ Bill Anderson is quitting. Kaiser; writers that: graced ‘the “golden
Suit claims that for the first
~FCC has “so far found no tn
| industries International, where ‘he:
: days" of tv. around. and available ‘time in 10 years Hazel Rishop was dication of need’ ta funit or make
—* NBC-TV. 7°
:
has, -béen -director ‘of special- pro)-.! to. the. medium: Thraugh the: proc- unable :to adyertise any of its prad-;: requirements concerning the wehs®
Three. “projects, all calling. for’
ects, .to’ ‘become’ director' of. ‘the*
“ess: of indifference by the medium ‘ucts on national tv during the peak
. pilot: financing. by CBS-TV,, -em- agenda. for the First- ‘International | that'.spawned them, most..of the cosmetic sales months of January : “minimum buv" pracfiee grawing
-out of the old ‘and abandoned
‘brace - two: hour... ‘series. and_ one ‘Television Assembly -.of the .Acad-|.-cream of the writers are working | through. April with
a
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“must
buy se
-half-hour entry.: One. of the hour } emy of Television. Arts ‘& Sciences. in. different
media—films,
the severe Joss in business.
3 - 4 “sipnifieant area’ far FEC
projects: is“keyed to ‘actual “hedd-|:- ‘At \Kaiser.. Anderson’ was’. re: | stage” and-on noyels.. ‘Otherwise,
Complaint states that
Hazel to investigate. Minow ‘said. is the
line deeds of infamy: committed in| sponsible-“for. . _establishirig. ‘the: they’ve madé¢ fhe successful jump Bishop had -contracts with AB-PT “matter of talent conteacts and the
. “the ‘past... ranging frorn the Rosen-| closed-circuit: -video - system "-- for.” into. ownership-production of their covering the Waller Winchell show ' relations hetween
uctworks
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Continued: on page 44)
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1 PhilClarke's WHICA Sit| ‘LeVien5LoveThatGack

TvB Takes Off atNielsen’s New

1)

Newsweek ‘general editor. Philip
C. Clarke’ this: week: bégan: a 15London, Juné 20.
minute news analyses fer. New
“Com”
Jack: LeVien, who pioneéied “The Valiant: Years,” ‘the Sereen
‘York iridie WMCA titled,
Gems
series
based
on
Sir
Winston
Churchill’
Ss
war
memoirs, has two"
mentary.” Clark,” who' is -respon‘more projects based on the same source of material.
sible. for Newsweek's. eight overThe
first
to.
get
under.
way
will.
be
a
full-length.
‘ccumentary
seas. bureaus and 60 correspon-|
feature which will include.a ‘considerable 'amount
of stock footage
will
be heard ‘Sunday.
‘dents,

TV-Magazine Comparison Service

—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts
By BILL GREELEY

-ble.

but will-also have interviews, with World War I] personalities, not: a

nights at 10:30 Fm. . Before join-.
ing the newsmag in-1955; be. was

General Electric; for instance,

only.from Alljed sources,.but also from the Axis..The. documentary, a

as yet: untitled. is ‘scheduled for completion by next year. -..
a foreign correspondent - with, the.
On ‘a’ more Jongterm. ‘basis, LeiVen is. prepping :2 series of ‘one i recently held a‘sales session on the: Associated Press. wae
Another
broadcast
group
has
hour programs with a different. format from. “The- -Yaliant Years.” le
ibriny for 2,200 execs and had to}.
taken a blast at the new Nielsen;jmove ‘them ip
‘Events will not ‘be depicted. in’ chronological . order, . but: various~
three
separate
Media Service
Television Bureau cruises.
The tandem setup makes
* topics. discussed ‘by the British: statesman in his: memoirs,- such ass
of Advertising charges that the. ‘for savings in both
Churchill ‘on.Roosevelt and the: Americans, will be collated for. 1n-ee :.
time
and;
rating service's system for compar- ’. money, says Smith..
is;
ing magazines and
television
. Teast. two. to. ‘three years.
“Company execs can make the|
“invalid and can result in mislead-

HICanadianTer.
Yens toExitCBC.
: ForNewNetwork

-piteh on land at the port of. ‘call.
as an: -or to the really captive aud on the

- Meantime, BBC-TV which has, just2
reached episode.‘No: 18. ‘in
“The Valiant Years” started the second run of the series. last Thurs- ..day (15). It is- believed to be-the first time ever that ‘a. repeat of -a
series has started: before the. original run was completed. It is es-...

ing conclusions.”
In what could be viewed
Carib lines will pet.
answer to the TvB blast, Nielsen ihigh seas.
; Vide a helicopter to transportt
Media Service announced expan-.
4 pitch: makers from ship to shir,ne
sion plans. Five ‘additional, maga-

zines will be measured
NMS

survey. New

new
this

information
information

in the ¢1961 ; ‘necessary

timated by the BBC that the original Saturday night presentations:
attract an average audience, 6f 10:500.000: and, with the repeat, iteco

: ‘thereckoned that: .at least. one-sthird: ‘of‘the’ viewing. public will.Bee
series.
,

books are Amer- ! ‘Line also provides shipboard en-|

ican Home, Family Circle, Parents, ,' tertainment and six meals a"day,.
While in London, LeVien is negotiating ‘British publication of.his Ottawa, June. 20.
|covering early morning. breakfast
Redbook and Women’s Day.
CJSS-TV, at Cornwall, Ont, is] “The Valiant Years," which is to. be published. by Bernard.Geis in
TvB states: “While we believe | through buffet to 1:35 a.m. Lf de-{
'- the States. in November. He describes At.as ‘a.one-volume ‘dramatic. 7
‘sired,
there's
also
a
charter
‘jet
|the
second)
Canadiaa.
video.
station
advertisers and agencies must seek|
martative of World War IL
a
oe
about all. media. lservice from anywhere in the
should be clear! ,to the point of embarkation,

U.S.|to apply to the Board of Broadcast
{Governors . in ’ Ottawa. ‘for permis-

}<

‘sion toseram:the.Canadian Broad-1| »
YRKR Plots
‘casting . Corp. network. BBG hasYoung & Rubicam. ty program
also an application from CHCH-TV
pany’s magazine-television -service |chieftain Mart ‘Werner wings to
in Hamilton, Ont.
meets either qualification.
the Cuast this week to check out
- CJSS-TV ‘wants. to alliliste with.
“The new Nielsen service is be- forthcoming shows and also hud‘the: upeoming new tv web; CTV:
ing represented as one ‘supportedj die with producers on plans for the
now forming.-under: the direction i.
by both the buyer and seller of ’62-'63 season.
Werner is back. on
media.”
The
television
industry the job after a six-week’s rest: and- of Spencer Caldwell. of Toronto:
; CHCH-TV. wants to. go”indie.
a
mo: = London, ‘jine 20: no
dues not support this new: service. wil
ultfeta his assistant, Wick Cridier, |
-CJSS-TV: is owned by a group|
ho’s been on the Coast filling in.
and, in fact. TvB opposes it.”
: During. the. month. of. May 46°.
| including . the. Canadian .Marconi
TvB says the Nielsen tv informaStan's the Maa.
American. programs were: seen in.
Ltd.,,. which .operates Montreal’s
tion is “vital to the industry” and
Comedian Stan Freberg’s com- |new station, -CFCF-TY, and £:-L.- . Hertz, Rent-A-Car “has bought one piece of. another on British: tv.
the org believes the magazine info!
mercial consulting firm, Freberg Bushnell Broadéasting. operators of |about ‘$800,000. worth ‘of: network: screens.::Only
a. proportion. re-.
to be valuable to publishers. “But! Ltd., has. been retained bs Dancer| CIOH-TY. Ottawa's new “second” time for next ‘season. Buy is at ceived full nétwork: treatment and
we do not believe Nielsen state-. : Fitzgeratd- Sample
to produce a station, both slated for CTV affilia- NBC-TV
for
26°
alternate-week
most
had
_regional
showirigs,, mainments that they ‘provide a com|, series
of six tv blurbs for General /tion in August. Bushnell recently |minutes in the Tuesday night Dick|ly: through the commercial outlets,
parable measurement for television '
Mis cereal, Cheerios. Six months |resigned ais CBC general manager. |Powell anthology hour...
though
about!
25%.
“of. the total.is
and magarine s.’ that their measure- 'jago Freberg prepared four radio }.
CBC. is heartily bucking moves |:| The $800,000. is said to represent shown on. BBC-TV:.
ments ‘aid in the choice of media
;
Spots
for
the
cereal
that
have
re-'
to
drain.
off
its
affiliated
web
stapresent
budg-:
about
half
of.
Hertz's
-combinations
to achieve specific
tn its applications and implications.
We do not believe the Nielsen com-

rales objectives.’ or that they offer
a chance to ‘learn how these major
media interact in doing their best
basic job—carrying the adver lising
to the cansumer.’
Earlier this year. TvB prexy No
Man E. Cash stated the Bureau's
objections in a letter to .Arthur
Nielsen Sr., which read in part:
“Somehow I can't believe that vou
are aware of the Dr. Jekyll-Mr.
Hyde impression the Nielsen com-

‘Ina

|sulted in a-sharp

detailed analysis compiled:

sales increase. | Slows and has asked BBG to refuse let for tv. Car rental house. has froni estimates supplied: by Télevi+ |Phe comedian also recorded DFS’
spent. virtually. afl its coin until:
ission..
pubservice campaign for the Army, *eCaltwell's rival ‘web, to start in now in national spot.. “Deal for. sion . Audience. . Measurement.
|: Recruiting Service.
(TAM), .NBC International : again August (with the approval of BEG) Pawell,' on Tuesdays between 10°
collared ‘fixst place with 324% of
°
Punchy Gillette
comprises - C¥TO-TV,.
Toronto; and .11 p.m. during the ’61.-"62 tv i;
Gillette

razors

‘Maxon: agency) |CFCF-TV,..

Montreal;

the total’ potential. coverage. and.”

_CJOH-TV, » season, was. made via Norman,’ with 241.8: millions of set hours, {During May NBC International had -

:Vancouver; | Craig: & Kummel agency.
i claims the oldest continually spen- Ottawa; : CHAN-TY,
sored show now ‘on the air as the. CFRN-TV, " Edmonton;, CFCN-TV,.
Calgary;
.,
CIAY-TV;.
- Winnipeg,
“Cavalcade of Sports” boxing series observes its 20th anni this: CICH-TYV, “Halifax.” _
'
New
affiliation
‘of
-CISS-TV,
,wee
} Gillette's ‘first boxing show 20 |Cornwali, would permit.a tiein ‘for |iyears
ago
was
a
real
thriler,
tbe
live
production
with:
CFCF-TYV,
}.
pany is creating tor itself. We find §
ourselves
wondering
whetber’ an, first Joe Loeuis-Billy' Conn fight. | Montreal: and .CIOH-TV, Ottawa,

‘117 programs in. release.

} Roberts Vice Long

|

_As-Prez ofAmpex,

lof the total-and 111:5 millions of

. the shows 700 bouts later.
him.
The new Nielsen service. said the| Last fall the fights were moved |
i
Cash letter, “shows the audience of ! from Wednesday to Saturday night. :
an advertiser's tv program... and, ‘Since then the show's share of au
; dience has jumped 2
21¢<
the publisher's
audience
to his
Magazine ... as though they can

.William

: Toronto's$.FTO

LondennAgence

be compared,” after “telling us for
years that your measures of com-}
mercial minutes are vital as they

City. Cal. June 20..

E.

Roberis,

a
oe

—

set ‘hours:: Third ‘place “went -to.
Warners, also. with six programs. in
release, with.-a score: of 12.9% and.

$4,000,000 Lossin ’60 196

‘Dori Dunphy was the sportscaster |in triple: link as divorced "from. the
to destroy Mr. Hyde may
also take the good. Dr. Jekyll with ; for that initialer, and he’s still with joPe said Caldwell here.
:' Redwood

atlempt

. ds

€BS, with ‘six ‘Shows,- on ‘the ‘air,”

came into second place ‘with.15%..

millions. ‘Set hours... MCA: was

fourth with’ eight: ‘shows and 12.2%

formerly. and. Screeii ‘Gems: fifth: with. nine’

| executive. vice ‘president. of Bell shows. and 7.7).

& Howell, will- become president [ The number” of VU: Ss. program
of Ampex Aug.
succeeding |doesn't take into. account the for-.

-'| George L Long,. in,who resigned

hh Major Cuthack

late last week.

mat .shows such. as. ‘‘What’s My:

|Line,” “Candid: Camera” ‘and. othe
‘At the same time, ‘Long -dis-![i which. are reproduced in Britclosed: Ampex suffereda net: loss ain’on both channels. Also omitted:

of $4,000,000 in the. fiscal. year) are news: programs, .even™ those
‘Toronto, “June 20... ended April 30,° compared. ‘to pre- supplied by U. S. distributors...
weekend. layoff of 40 ‘vious fical year’s profit of $3.959,The _programs: in release during os
The Cash letter proposed that ;
t{ agencies that he would review his ! employees of CFTO-TV here ‘is 000. Sales. dipped from. $73, 400,000. 1 May. were as follows: °
Nielsen drop the service: “We at
110° tax bite on tv. advertising in ;,first “move _of ‘William - ‘Crampton, {to $70,100,000."
T\B believe it is time this appar-! tthe light of the. Pilkington Com-i2¢W &-m. ‘to get: station in black.|. Long, with. Ampex since’ 1950 |. -NBC. Anternational: | Blue ‘Anent
division
within
the
Nielsen
gels.” “Bonanza,”.“The: ae Como
Advertising |Present. staff is 324. Also. staff re- and president since 1955, said -in-:
company come te an end. We would !| mittee’s report, the
i duction. js said to. mark rift be: ‘his resignation letter. that “faunda- | Show.” “Danger -Is My.
dislike to sce an established -repu-|‘ Assn. lest no: time in sending the:ltween. Joel Aldred. ‘president, :and |mental differences” had developed “Plight,” | “Laramie, aa
tation destroyed. we would dislike: committee eee
"The © Loretta. "Young: mh
are pers John Bassett, board chairman and |between ‘the directors atid: himself. Riley,”.
to see an important advertiser aid the AA:
His.| Show, ”. “Bani¢,” -‘Silent- Service,”
many
advertisers
using tv will” ! publisher | of: ‘Toronto Telegram, over managament policies.
, destroyed.”
: who holds 51% voting strength:. .. | resignation followed by ‘several |‘‘Victory At Sea.” “"Boots. ‘and: SadA Nielsen spokesman said early’ , maintain their volume but- willj| Layoffs’ include three. of ‘super-: days announcement .of the demo-. dies,” “The.-Nation’s Future,”:.“Hithis week that the campany
was _ drop it in other media” . . . Charles }'vising | ‘personnel,
-programming,’ ‘tion of three. top ‘Ampex -execs. ram Holliday, ” “Kiondike,” “The. .
'
Reading
joined
C.
J.
Lytle
{Adver,
“hard pressed for an ‘official reac-'
:
.
casting, “e
engineering .and technical Ampex is employing the. manage- Outlaws” ‘and. “Project: 20.”
tion at this time. since FxB is a: ‘tising) Ltd., as:exec in charge of.
. CBS: -““Gunslinger;” . “Gun Law’.
ment: consultant firm of .Cresap,
. departments.
subscriber,” but that there also had tv from Rank Screen Services ... f No heads. of:negotiating unions. ‘McCormick & : Paget. ‘to: study’ its (Gunsmoke), “7. Love. “Lucy,”
been “a great deal of gnashing of IG.Street and Co. Lid., landed the ‘were laid -off, these. being N ABET, operations and: this :study is con- “Perry - Mason,aan “Rawhide” and: '
for
Westw ard- TV)
oon:
teeth at the networks also.” In ma- 'aceount
“‘Whirlybirds.”
'IATSE
and* Toronto’ Newspaper ‘tin uing.
terial on the service. Nielsen makes! Nation-wide campaign based on: ‘Guild, which: are: currently under- : Roberts had ‘been. “with Bell &l
Warner:. “Bronéo."” “Cheyenne,”
the
lines
of
“Religion
in
American.
this statement: “NMS is designed
‘Howell.
25
years
before
‘taking:
new
i
“Hawaiian Eye,” “Lawman,” “Maytaking: contracts: =
in the choice of media compbina- Life” series, is being planned by ;
perick”” and :ay iSunset Strip.”mo
the
Protestant
and
Roman.
Catholie
|.
tions to reach certain kinds of
- MCA: “Cimarron: City,” “The
‘London Press. Ex-| °
bomes and people. it enables ad- Churches .
Deputy,” -“M. Squad, " “Riverboat,”
vertisers to select media. with com- change to launch. new tv set for
“The - Bob Cummings’ Show,” “Wy:
George Ruppe ‘Jr.-has” joined. raplementary
audience
character- Thorn Electrical with 60-commier-.
; Three Sons,”: “Wagon Train”. and
istics. NMS does not evaluate these ) Clals en al] stations . . . Veedo!l |dio station KYW.. ‘Cleveland: as ad-}
"wells
=Fargo.” _
audiences, but does report care- ‘motor oi] is being introduced to IVertising-promotion director,
‘He
was
formerly
with.
radio
sta|
:
:
|
Br
itain.
Grant
.Advertising.
Ltd.,
‘Gems: * Jnpescue
3"
fully gathered facts about them.
Writer Joe Liss is doing at. least |
Tightrope.
".-“The
.
Flintstones,”
Each magazine and each iv pro-! i landed this’ account: and plans ex-. tion’ ‘WIL in St. Louis’ in: ‘the ‘same ithree
of NBC-TV's
five "“The
ca pacity...
gram has its own attributes and! itensive ‘tv coverage
World of ... ” hours for next sea- “Father: Knows | “Best,” -“Huckle-Houn d,”: /“Just’. Dennis,”...
qualities which must be considered :
son, and at the moment is in Calishow

the delivered audience

London, June. 20.Since
the Chancellor
of the
Exchequer,
Selwyn . Lloyd, .told

{fo an

advertisers

Surprise

‘Ruppe To. KYW.

Liss
+ SerntngWorlds OF

Deolitile,
Graham &Hope;

in addition

to audience

measure-

KIRO's WW IRevisited—

ments in any sound evaluation”
A second NMS report is currenily underway and will be ready by
next
March
Subscribers
to the
service include more than a score

of major companies,

|:
‘Seattle, June 20.

including six |

Seattle radio listeners. are being given. a chance: to Telive the
Second World War era. Radio KIRO: has ‘scheduled a daily series:
of broadcasts that originated during the war on. the CBS network.

magazines, six advertisers and a
dozen or sa top ad agencies.
Fieating Sales Game
Caribbean - Cruise Lines prexy

John

E. Smith

Jr. says

, fornia working on “The World of |: “Quick: Draw ‘McGraw; ” “Rin Tin
Rob Hope.” Liss, reporting to pro- Tin® and “Texas:Barger” =

jducer. Gene Jones ‘out of Don Hy:
jatt's _ special projects camp),
.

stanza now beilg. filmed around ;

{Billy Graham.

o

‘Switchingto Tintfiim

Chiéago,: June’ 26.
{|
All five hours wil be sponsored
The series will be aired: from: the more-than-4,000 transcriptions:
./‘next season in- prime time: . by.|
of the broadcasts owned by KIRO, said to be the only complete . -| Purex. Slots have not. been.‘chosen, property which: is switehing to
his com- | spoken histery of the war-—covering each. day from: August, 1939,
however. —
_{ NBO-T¥ this. fall. after "four. sea=
te April, 1945.

“an Star Golf the Glen Films

pany will Jaunch a yrogram this |
The five-minute segments : will: feature the voices: ‘of.‘such. corfail that will accommodate more |
than 2.600 people for sales meet: | respondents as Edward R. Murrow, William L. Shirer, Eric Séva- .. ~ DUNLEVY 10 eIOT GROUP
' Providence, -June.20.
reid and Robert Trout as they. Teported : wartime events from...
ings or conventiens on the high:
Beas.

Yet “‘proadcaster:
Ds
George RL Dua-:
London, Paris, Berlin and other European capitats. Tapes of the origina! KIRO recordings were made. by the U. of... levy has; jained the Eliot Stations

|

Plan jis to run two ships side by
eide on a four-day cruise trom Miami, or any one of a number of
east coast ports, ta St. Thomas or
Bermuda. thus taking care of twice

as many

NBC ‘ARStarGol?Sales;

“The World: of .yicamy 7
Doolittle” _and has finished the] ©:

folk es previously pessi-

j.

Washington undera
from CBS, and have been edited by
Den Brice, KIRO news editor, fer broadcast at this time.
Broadcasts are scheduled three tinies each weekday—7-55 rypair
145 | and 4:45 p.m., ‘a3 well as at other: times on Saturdays

“program

.

Omaha, end.

| WING and. WORE, ‘Dayton. :

.

2S

RABDIO-TELEVISION

RUST PUSH
‘Blackouts of14r

— |DOFI.CELLER, |[Everybody's Got a Cartoon Series,
-FOGPOSE THREAT ButWebs Less Than Enthusiastic

When the“siréonditioning. ‘went ‘off.in N. Y. ‘last: Tuesday a3),
"Because:
‘Of a. midtown -Manhattan. power failure, Américan: Tobac co.

“Co, and_one of its ad agencies, ‘Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & ‘Baylee, :
o°

got hot under. the collar. :

*
WNBG-FY, the flagship station’ for NBC-TV ‘decided to’“cut into. "|
oo “Thriller,” fn which American Tobacco. hétd a third -sponsorship
“on

that: ‘particular’. evening, to report. twice’ on- the’ status. of the

: 4-anxious

The’ ‘Chemnical: Corn: commercials, ‘carried first’ in-&. N. Y. news

JAY LEWIS |

ARB Top 10

Washington, June 20.
_ Broadcasting. and. other. show
‘business Segments - . are: - casting

_., electrical failure, and to add ‘humidity to the heat also. included: :.

"2" eommercials for:the Cheinical Corn Exchange ‘Bank. on the®Agcat .
an “eutins,.

*

By

(Week Ending June 18)
Untouchables ‘ABC: 327
Candid Camera iCBS:
26.1
Naked City (ABC: |
259
..My Three Sons ‘ABC: .. 245

eyes: on. a: triple. ‘antitrust

| threat ‘which -has emerged” ‘on the
i eut-in. ‘of about. five-minutes ‘duration. at 9: 09 p.in. ‘and in a minute:
New. Frontier.:
-_. break: toward the end ‘of*Thriller,” “are believed: ‘fo canstitute the
Garry. Moore ‘CBS.
“It took: shape in. the: persons of. “TV Guide Awards ‘NBC
first commercial: local ‘eut-ins to a ccominercial web show. texcept ‘
Chair- | Hawaiian Eye :ABC) .....
“Communications
on. ‘prearranged |‘occasions .‘like’ ‘election: Goverage?. Because -of ‘the . ‘Federal
Newton Minow, Justice Dept: '. Ernie Kovacs (ABC)
commercial nature of the news reports by. W. NBC-TV, the: web spon- .J}man,
©
sor: is understood to’ have ‘demanded’ reimbursement to:compensate |. Antitrust’ ‘chief Lee ‘Loevinger and |, Gunsmoke (CBSi ..,....
.- for the ‘alleged damage: to it.in.N. -Y. Details of the NBC-TV reim-,. House. Judiciary, Chairman EmanThriller (NBC?
eee ere
Det bursement plan were ‘being Worked out late last week..
‘.f uel Celler iD.-N Y.). at Congres- |.
at
WNBC-TV ‘boss Ted Walworth; who took- the’ job ‘only a few oa ‘sional. hearings: last week. ‘During

weeks: ago, lined’ up-the Chemical. Corn: blurbs. late "Tuesday after- ;
“noon,

roughly’. at the. time..the power failure was

the sessions

before

taking “place,- ‘trust subcommittee,

Celler's: antiand: three had

© knowing, that some..interesting local news. copy might result from |: something Yor ‘boding to. ‘say,fe
the situation.’ As.it’ was explained, he. was .led, to. think,, that :

24°)

232
22

217
210

20 3

‘at-the Walworth maneuver. -..

“>

One network
estimated that

source unhappily
In) the List few

some
20 cartoon
ideas,
storyboards, reugh sketches
and

j™ chs,

: film

“samples”

had

crossed

hts

Among
those making
the
rounds for ‘62°63 - stnee the-com, ins season’s programmur:
ts already
imked
ino and. becianse if
takes at least nine monte wads ane
warning befote ah anyetor oo att
> successfully or eomfortabls tara
“outa full series ~ are
An idea for an Fdear Bei vei.
: idlesk

iCharhe
Fibber.

MeCarthy
MeGee &

cart seas
ait
Molly. * Path s

and given’: a’ .new
-“pushed”’
Tavern”
and
Frances "Toaeastoc
“Alfred. Hitchcock’ Presents”" another WNBC ay. news _ “thrust.”: “He also, gave clear inand
Don
Ameche
aliot wtie.i
report was cused, but. this. time: there: was: no accompany intg.:‘Cheti- |
dications. that. if FC¢. failed . to
Shave their roots either i add aad
cal Corn blur b.:
‘knock: out option: time, Justice |will
formats
or
old
‘radio
gers aadpaes,
Ed
-Sullivan
and
‘singer
Bobby
“Among other” things, SSC&B: reportedly asserted that the. cut-ins :
‘launch “an.. independent: move 10 |‘Darin: are at odds over Sullivan's Then there is “Shieap
oa saute
were totally untimely |and. ruined ‘the plot. on “Thriller. ".
“lef
kill the, practice.
being peddled by Wallrin)
Voitres,
‘tplan to use a two-vear old: Darin
Minow’s | testimony was: high- i sequence on a repeat dure his aJax Ward-Bal!l Seott entry fa f
on Sampson
& Delat
ant feo
_ o/tighted° by.- his ‘disclosure, of ani summer series, “©The: Best of S. Wy
Rot
can
{ FCC. look-see |at“ CBS's “compen- 4van.” Sullivan's use of the chp is hing Features’ ‘Ria
sation” accords with affiliates, and ‘being protested by ‘Darin on the Baritey Google ”
Statement that the talent field fur-} ground that its use mav jecpardye
“The Three Stanses nie sean
Later,.in

_

|

‘Sullivan Re-Use
‘Of Darin RoutineCues Rock ’n’Roil

: _-Loevinger,. an “old.” “hand “at.
trust-busting both in. private
:. would be alright to: cut ‘in.with a local news spot that was-spon- Y practice | and ‘In. government, said|.
' -gored.. But Ainérican, Tobacco, with.two. minutes in the ‘hour, one
that’ the’ Department's probe of
not figure the show to .be. a strictly, participating. buy and kicked , : television - talent. control .is being:

“Thriller” was strictly: a. participating |-stanza_ and, as. a ‘result: it

Everybody
and
his
brother
seems to have a cartoon series for
sale and airing during the serasoa
after next
This
would
surest
wtkat the only thing that night
i stow
boom
in) animation 4s the
; somewhat less that: eutlust ints
4 response of_the networks

GottaRechannel ThoseActionShows
nto FreshApproaches— BobCader

nishes a “significant area” for FCC) negotiations for spectaculars: now
rinyestigation (see. separate . story}. under way,.and that the use of the
. —Celler;. giving signs he will. be- ‘two-year old clip mav. provide a

:{; putting more oomph ‘into. his ac-: false impression of Darin’s p:es-customed roleas a Spurrer-oni of; ent-dav image as a singer Another
¢f seale
-branch
antitrusters, |beef is the pay, 75°:
. work ‘shows listed by Nielsen’
«Which of course Darin is alxo nat
‘groped for thé harshest. possible !
-either -predicated . ‘on. crime or: de-|contented with.
‘eriticism
of
BMI
(see
story
‘ia-Mu“Alcoa:
is?
‘doing:
its
Chr
-istmas
|
riving ‘most- of. their “story .-ma-|
sic Section’, and cried for. forceful
‘On the other hand, -Sullivan
‘terial from. crime and violence is shopping. ‘early this year.. Company
chiefly responsible for the ‘sterility |. last: week: bought :46: morning. min- ‘moves against monopoly: ‘threats: in; points out that the show. being
used was one in which Darin’, anJ-utes on.CBS-TV for the month. of. the. broadcasting | field. .
_ of.‘ty: programming: today,:
=>
So declares. vet vidfilm ‘producer |?
Noyember, all of it as vehicles ‘for
Loevinger's ‘words. about Justice : pearance was postponed four-tneproducts “for | probes of. talent controls fell. short | Sullivan. had let him out of the
“and. exec -Bob.. ‘Cina@er, who feels’ its: gift-wrapping
“Yuletide...
of shedding much light’.on what's date in order that he cowd make
the time is ripé-to “remotivate”
appearance
wit!:
such. programming inte different| “Same time, CRS piekéd: up some going on. (At one time, MCA was, a Las. Vegas
-~- ¢hannels—‘to do action-adventure afternoon. business: from Toni Co.; reported. to’ be under Dept. ‘serut-| George: Burns, and to work on
other.
television
shows
He
alsa
iny.
He
said:
which
bought
four
.
alternate-week
’, shows. with. fresh,.-new.- and: ‘teal.
Dointed.. out
that
he
originally
:" .gtory values. instead: of the. same daytime: quarters-haurs. a
-The- .“eompiulsion- ‘to. violence” +
which. sees some 44 out of 106 net- |.

‘Alcoa’$Xmas Buy

“| executive

“po “Phe. situation with: respect’ to
{bought. Darin off a record at a time
talent. in -this: fluid. and dynamic

on doce ty via Hive «ches syns ie
fray taken from the oldf Che atcie al
short sabjgect Tpbrars
oa. abo Deans
proposed to ABC. CRS and NBC.

While

there

are

ta

be several

new
half-hour animate. an the
netrorks this coning Cali the wehg
have decided to masse caatiainsty
mt preparing addtional shaw. of
thus genre for seasons besand theat,
Among other fears. the velsorke
suv
thes’reo afraid) thes
acai
Ki a good thing ‘cartoon shows
have been reasonably successful so
fat
bv overexposure
2

Meantime, Coast) prodacers are
pourmg
out
about
$3. 0900
worth of product. none of widets

soantluded in the ftst of 20 of so
industry has been changing raptid- when no ather variety show would subjects desygned for network aire
use ‘him.
ins in °62°63
Most of the Hollyiy.
Accordingly, we have’ been
|... AS the. matter yiow stands. per- wood product appears ta be for
7 ‘things other than“a’ private eye
| fored to. alter ‘the thrust of our ine,”
{mission for the use of Darin‘s clip Mediasle
consumption
hy
the
and. ‘still ‘hold a. ‘big:audienc
-|vestigations. to .conforim to ‘those:
{will have to come from the Amert- networks or in svndication to the
ays: ‘Cinader.:
‘changes to: meet the problems of
ican
Federation
of
Television
&
i.
station:
=
Bevond
Hoth
soud's
a This. ““petivotivation, m from’. vio- |!
‘the tv ‘industry. vis-a-vis .talent
| Radio Artists. Had Sullivan elected
present otfput, there is al thrrsing
‘“Jenca to ‘other exciting and inter-|
control . now. rather. Ahan. as Of a!
:to use the entire show In question
alimmation business ip NY
ohe ade
. esting ‘activities: and ‘storylines, |. .
; few years back.”
7
then no permission would be need. edb Peter Prect’s Proda- tion A4Would serve.a dual purpose — it |
> “Our ‘investigations -‘tn
these :ed. But since he will take the socrnte:
af
Television
and
tas
vt would. serve: to’ abate the. growing
areas are now being pushed: and we: Darin clip for use, then the wnion
leonarde TV Productions
whtelt
"groundswell | of public ©: opinion | |
will advise this Committee when’ must pass on the request
Sullivan meht
now
have
“Hock.
&
Hie
‘+: “against. current. programming, and.
any -action. ts. taken- or a definite |explained that the show he plans Briends” “The Bullwinkle Shae
At, would- inject new :and fresh-story
The: NBC. News department. has conclusion reached.”
to. use’ has reference that were ‘and “Ring. Leonardo | in uclwork
values into programs ‘which’ pres:
-On -the option time issue, ‘Cel- topical at the time, such as Intro
‘counted.
out-John.
Daly.
as
the.
emfine stots
Piech
is assoehited
“ently merely: rehash the same old|:
eee of. “Today.”.”. “Fhe. Daly-NBC. ler.. complained ‘ about what he ductions of people in the news from anh
Jay
Ward
Piodustiony
in
; plots over .and over. again.
dickers- never came Off, because, charged: was. -“buckpassing" be~>.(Cinader thinks. these new. and|as. it. was ‘reported; the performer. ttweenFCC and Justice.” “Mean-: jthe audience. Therefore, Darin’s sone ventures |
sequence
is
being
used
to
fill
in
fresh: yalues- can
be | obtained|:wanted: virtually omplete: control: while,”.. he told ‘Loevinger. “the: i
| Darin. through his agency. Gen.. through moré. extensive. ‘use of the. of the morning network video.strip’
evil - ‘continues and..the public is eral Artists Corp. has entered a
'.“gemi-documentaty” technique |:
‘from. which. Dave:‘Garroway: will |‘hurt. .Haw
much longer. .must }‘protest with AFTRA
and ruling
‘the. use of. fictional: characters. in.
soon’ take leave. . ‘:
} the public endure this?:. °
:
still has to be made. If AFTRA‘s
real and: vital. current: backgrounds.
“How much ‘longer should ‘the | permission
is not forthcominis :
“I think a seriés about, say, a spe-.| “With the’ abolition. of “the “To-.|:
be permitted to thumb their|then Sullivan said helb use an“-elal UN delegate to: the Congo..can day”““Tonight”” _program. unit . aj chainsat-the
FCC?”
other act, and possibly use Darin’s
‘be more. exciting ‘than. the. same. few -'weeks,. back, “Today” . has |noses
Loevinger - replied that. he feels; ‘show some other time The Dariz:
‘gtar ina private. eye series, :‘and: a ‘come ‘under. ‘the ‘direct: aegis |of |
any
Dept:
action
at
this’
juncture
|
clip 1s -tentatively scheduled fo be
J
Texec. veep.Bill. McAndrew’s ‘news
dot fresher and more real.”
Red Bather {6 now the fronteanwould impede FCC’s current con-.;
Today's shows are done. in al, ‘staff, with new’ departmental” ‘V.P. sideration. of ‘the network. prac-! shown In, early August
her
om
the competition
for the
“vacuum,” with no: more retation ‘Carl Lindemann. riding herd: On tice. .FCC -has. voted’ to-reconsider
.emee spot an CBS TV's ‘Canc
Monday
-(19),
Garroway,.
who
seeks
to the: Teal ‘world and real; ‘people
*Camera”
The
vet
baseball
van.
last
year's
Tour-to-three
decision,
J to quit: “Today” aS. soon as ‘possi"(Continued on page 44)"
“menfator has the network pros saat
|:ble, -bégan a. four-week. vacation which’ kept option time alive, albra-s
on
his
side
for
the
soot
aad
| and will: return- to-do the ‘stanza though. lopping. a ‘half-hour from.
decision 18 now up to packager Bob
for.a while afterw ards, if a perma- each broadcast day segment. -Aholl- |.
Basiner.
nent replacement cannot. be found tian of option time by FCC fs an-|
:
Chicago. June 20
Filling the spot has been a trou{ anicipated.- But if. FCC balks again
of in. that: time...
;
‘WGN Inc , reorganizing its salea
|With .Garroway away;. “the news at. killing
the
practice,
Loevinger | echelons,
has upgraded Marsit biesome chore ever stace the show
Initialis
Eddie Ade
-department. decided to use John| said the Dept.-is
‘‘prepared to. con- Astrin to Chicago division sales vax created
{manager of the radio outlet and bert was slaled to do the job, then
; Chancellor. as’ emcee for this, the} ‘sider. possible. ‘action.”
volun- James O'Rourke ditto of the tele. he was preempledlby Arathi Gadfirst’ week. . Chancellor, Fegularly| - Moreover, "| Loev inger.
Subsequenth, Godtre,
and
‘NBC’s © Moscow.
“Correspondent, teered that “we have every .con-| station. Appointments were made frex

‘old. ‘crimeshow. ‘potboilers, “There's

fo reason

why’ Efrem.. Zimbalist |

ean't be: doing * a: ‘dozen interesting

RuleDalyOutAs
TodayHost;NBC
“Newsin Control

Mull Red Barber
As ‘Camera’ Host.

General Foodshh
Weekly ‘AlvinBuy

REALIGN WGN'S RADIO,
TV SALES SETUPS

by. Charles Gates and Benjamin “creator Alan Funt fad a falhing
- CBS-TV regained somee lost spon-: would” have to give up.his corré- ‘fidence that Mr. Minow’ will be;
‘gorship .ground. this week it per-]: ‘spondent’s. status- ‘if “he--gets the diligent and’ will: have. great. Te-; Berentson, respectively. who the out, and Godfrey announced he'd
week previous had been named quit at the end of the season Jotin-guaded -General:.Foods to: take :on’ ‘program..: Meanti. ne,;- NBC. plans to Spect. for the public: interest.”
‘full ‘sponsorship of its Wednesday use other-.of. its‘ ‘correspondents: in} On ‘other matter, Loevi inger sald { station managers of the AM and ny Carson was briefly under consideration to succeed Godfrey, but
- night. “Alvin and ‘the Chipmunks: the Temaining three weeks of. Gar- Justice. is still ‘in. the posture” of: tv properties.
.- animated. series., General: Foods .roway's. vacation. “in_-an. effort: to. supporting .a broader base of ownIn’ the: new arrangement,
Ed- exclusivity probleins rujed him out
{ership °‘for: commercial - ‘communt- ward Gerken ‘becomes manager of and Barber is now the Nock choice,
‘had | originally. been. -Pencilled in find the right: man, ..
Putting. “Today” ’‘under the: su-! cations -satellite systems.:: “ECC's: WGN
Radio’s
eastern
division
for half’.
Barber, currentiv, in his 31st
‘Program: had. been sold. out: until pervision .‘of the news department current —proposal ‘limits member-. office in New York. and. Irving yea: in broadcasiing, 1 doing the
Le a Couple of weeks ago, when: Gen-| ‘at: NBC stresses. the. change that ship in the ad hoc committee which Wilson
likewise
of
WGN-TV's NS Y Yankees plav-by play with
-.. eral Toy. Co. pulled out, ‘claiming. will Teportedly.. take place: in. the ‘would: operate the space communi- New. York office, with Robert Melt Allen
He's done several au“ St-nadn’t been allowed to’ see foot-| format when ‘Garroway «leaves. for. ‘cations ° system to international. Innis as assistant.
dience participation shows on radia
_ “age 6a the show,. as ‘per: contract.. good. Stanza .is already heavy on. common carriers. “Makers of com- |: “In, Chi, Donald: Gefz was pro- and ty in the pas’, including a stint
'- Actually there was‘no footage ‘to news, but ‘web: wants. to play: this ‘munications équipment and’ the moted to manager of sales service on radio’s “Take tt o: Leave 1”
. show yet, and CBS wanted: a -yes-|:-aspect ‘even: bigger: from. now. on. hardware’ needed to sustain the and.Herman Sitrick to manager of as wel! ag a heasy schedule of
or-no answer ‘on: ‘General: Toy When it existed, the “Today’-“To-: i-satellite relay system would not. local sales for the radio station: commercials for Gulf and Crist ov
‘sponsorship. General .Toy said .no night”. unit .reported* to _David be.included. FCC is due to make and Mel Wolens has been upped | He's being repped in the ‘Camesa™
without the footage; and CBS. then Levy's. entertainment program. de-| a decision shortly on. whether to to sales service matager of the talks by Bill McCaffrey. hls man-Ureverse this policy.
i Atarted shopping its halt,
7 partinent, :
ager.
tv station.

26

__

|

ARIE

Wednesday,

‘This is the order, according to thelat-

finished—rating- and: audience-wise

est Nielsen, in which the 3 networks

©#=—where it counts most.* Namely,

June 21,1961

in the’ competitive ma rketa where
the Viewer can Jook at all 3—and-

eo “30
Souce1
Niel
MarkoeSanaa
erage 4
andi;
So
Nie
does-~— with. what iis for ABC a* TV ade:

vertisers a most happy:. -trending., “grams originatiog‘between 6 and12

|

"Tl oe

TV-FILMS

Ex-CBS Foursome’s UniqueSetup | — Untermeyer toWylde
(VHF Inc.) To FilProduction Gap

“Laurence. ‘S.. Untermeyer, who|f.
‘Joined the ‘blurbery in 1960, has |.
been named exec producer of the |?
industrial division of: Wylde Films, | %.

Before

An unusual new production com-¢
pany, operating under the. name of
VHF Inc., has been estabjished in
N ¥. by four veterans of.the now
Sales
defunct CBS-TV
Program
unit.
The
company
will
offer
its
services as a producer of programs,
industrial
features and commercials, both on a below-the-line and
on a package hasis. That.in itself
isn’t unusual, but what ‘sets the
company apart from others in the
field is that it will own no equipment or studio and will function in
either film or tape as the occasion

requires

and

will

seek

out

the,

associate.

H.

Yamin,

manager.

of!

Coast operations for Ziv-UA, has.
been appointed assistant to. prexy
John Sinn. Yamin will move to.
Ziv-UA's N.Y.: office to assume his
new

duties

“Yamin

on Aug. 1.

Blake Edwards Six

fb

joiried the company’s. tv].

Series forMetro

production. department. in: Holly-|..
wood, °53 and progressed to be-]:. “Blake

come
Coast
early in ’60.

operations

Wylde-.as
an}
‘Untermeyer
producer,

INNEW YORK. cIry: wee.

| was. with. NBC: as’ a producer,|.
writer. and. director. for five. years.: ~ Seripter
this’ month,

UA-Liv UpsYamin
Robert

joining’

marager

and: David. Begeiman will work un-

then departs: video ‘for. Broadway. and work: on his own

Peppiatt—to the Coast Sunday. (25) for the Jimmy. Durante show ....
Arthur Perles, vet news newspaperman and- former’ California | Nae

‘tional publicity promotion boss, natned editor of Radio-TV “Daily ,..:
Robert W. ‘Holmgren. has. been ‘named director ‘of sales..service .and noe
business administration: for ABC” Radio,. Web “has ‘not. ‘had a. business"
| administration director for some time. New’ position ‘also’tepresents. an.
extension of. ‘the sales service division.

Actor Victor'Wray. back in New

York after. séveral. months’ post

| der’ the Metro TV banner. in the operational rest in Florida’. ...CBS. Radio veepee in charge’ of ‘station
development and production. of six, administration Fred Ruegg ‘was commencement speaker at Los Angeles | tv. series. :
City. College.-last week*. . "New. officers of the “Bedside Network,” :

Brit.’s ABC Sets
80-Min. Break In.
Sat. Feature Pix

most effieient facilities for the job;
from
among
existing production
houses.
Ira DeLumen, prexy of. the new
outfit. whos resigned as manager
of programs and special projects
for CBS-TV’s. operations depart-|.

Edwards, Freddie Fiélds

Sidney- Remick" winds up to’ isis Garry "Moore. ‘shows.

musical, “The ‘Fast. Buck”.
. Nitery ‘singer Lisa Carroll guests. this
Sunday’ gs (25) Ed Sullivan show’.«.. Perry Como scripter Goodman Ace”
and ‘staff—Selma. Diamond, Jay. Burton, . John Aylesworth and Frank

‘Deal ‘bringing, the:trio into the. ‘Veterans Hospital Radio & ‘Television. web, are Alex ‘Kramer, presi- A
111 dent;. actress Ann Seymour, first. veepee;. Wm. .C. Jackson, second: -..

‘| Metro ‘fold was. with -Project

Enterprises, the: newly-formed pro- veepee; Richard Foorman, third veepee;. Bill- ‘Kaufman;, ‘fourth veepee;
+ ducing unit of Edwards, Fields’ and | Elizabeth Pennell, secretary; Joan Melzer, treasurer.. . Ansco Corp.’s
Begelman. . Commitment
to the ‘eastern manager (motion pix division): Wm. .H, Metzger was. elected
‘studio is:for ‘three hours and three ‘chairman of the ‘New York.. section,; Society. of Motion Picture and.
half-hour ' series, With -Edwards as ‘Television Engineers, filling. the unexpired term ‘of -James. Kaylor, who
producer.
has joined MGM Labs: on:the.Coast as chief engineer:..
; Quiz emcee’:
Project 111, which’ has Edwards’ Jack. Barry ‘is suffering. mononucleosis. and ‘his “Kidding Around”
tv. services exclusively, moved into WNTA-TV. Saturday show ill: be vidtape reruns for the next few. weeks
-| offices at Metro.immediately. First . +» Actor Don Crabtree (currently - in ‘Freédomland’s’ “Johnny Free .
announcement
ef directors
and dom”) emceed‘a kid: special on WPIX-TV that’s up for, syndication .': ;

ment, states that “for the out of
town packager who wants to produce: his show
in N.Y., there’s
simply no place to fo. If he goes
London, June 20.
to one of the networks for facili*
Bins
ABC-TV’s latest move to hold ‘producers assigned to. specific proj- CBS-TV sales administrator-commercial. coordinator.: Jim: -Aberle. on
ties, he doesn’t get the kind of
pérsonal attention he needs, If he those summer viewers on a Satur- ects is. expected --within. the. next three-week’s vacation,: motoring through Missouri:and Oklahoma‘. «. ..-—
“CBS Reports” producer Jack Beck is in N.Y:.from L:A. for‘a-brief °
f0es to a film outfit, they’re trying day night is to. screen feature films few weeks.
to sell a studio and facilities that in two chunks, 80 minutes apart. .. Project. 111 deal ‘represents ‘an stop before departing:for England . ....CBS-TV “Brenner” star.Edward
important.
‘step
by
Metro
tv
_proBinns is in New York for a guest shot on.the web's “Defendérs” series -..
may be too big for his show. If he ABC-TV topper Howard Thomas is
goes to a tape house, they'll sell going’ to bridge that gap. with duction. v.p: Robert Weitman in]. . .. Arthur D. Morse, who. producéd CBS-TV’s ‘special .on: new. educa-.
tional techniques, “The Influential’ Americans,” was elected’ prexy ‘of
bringing.
in
what-he
considers
pro
him tape even though film might variety shows (and, of course, .adbe better for his show.”
vertising) which he hopes will. hold. tv talent to. work in association’ Citizens School League in his home town of. Stamford, Conn. .., .CBS’
director of special projects Johm Karol. was a speaker at’‘the. Insurance.
‘with
the
studio.
Weitman
said:
that
Virtue of the new VIEF setup, viewers against autside summer. new. creative talent. brought into Advertising Conference this week.‘in: Manchester, Vt. Ja. Diana. Barth
as DeLumen sees it, is: that. ‘we entertainments. ©
the studio will be given “the com- set for lead on: “My True Story” Friday (23) ..... Fred Kaplan of ‘ABC |
have no axe to grind—we'll do
The. scheme, which starts -on: Sat- ‘plete creative freedom. ‘necessary Radio produced the WABC-FM “Spectrum”. outing: for: tomorrow. ‘night
tape or film, whichever is better, urday (24), brought an. immediate: to the. development of new and. im-. (22), a. science career conference titled, “‘Science Forum”...
.:-WLIB,
and we're not tied down to a attack from. anti-commercial tv aginative programs.””
New: ‘York indie swinging te-a full-time’ jazz. format, has: ‘named jazz:
studio or facility on which we have pélitico Christopher Mayhiew, who | _ Fields was a v.p.. for. 12. years pianist Billy Taylor music esordinator ... . ‘Playwright: Dale Wasserman
.
to pay the overhead. We're ‘small, objects to the “normal”: advertis- with MCA ‘before he left: to form back from a week's holiday in Jamaica... ..Producer Jerry Hammer.’
£0 we can give the clienf the kind ing breaks in programming, let a partnership -with. Begelman, also has a new game show slated for ABC-TV next month ... . Radio’ &.
of personal attention out-of-town alone the new plan. . Planning 10 a.former MCA v.p. Theircompany: ‘Television Executives Society’s Fun Day.golf tourney, ‘July.25,"will
packager needs.”
complain officially. to the Indepen-- ‘will also develop tv and feature have Spalding Golf. Advisory Staff. pro Shelley Mayfjeld. as ‘guest’...
Another factor is what ‘DeLumen dent Television Authority, May- ‘picture properties for ‘Judy Gar- New York chapter,. Broadeast Pioneers,: elected’ Phil Edwards -prexy, .calls “the maze.” It’s not only a hew says: “Most viewers will re- land’s King’s Row, Henry Fonda’s succeeding Arthur Simon. The new leader is ‘board. chairman.of: Broad-.
question of getting facilities, but gard this as a mangling of -mate- |Top Gun, and Polly Bergen’s Kam cast Advertisers -Reports. -Other officers are. Jeff. Sparks, May: Singhi
hiring above-the-line people like rial to suit the profits of the ITV. Productions and. Phil: Silvers’ Pa- Breen: and Vineent' Lopez, -yeepees; Henriette Harrison, secretary;
a director, writers: and a casting companies. It is. a debasement of trick Productions and Tranan Corp. Lilliam Okun, financtal ‘secretary; and Robert Higgins, treasurer... ..
agency whieh throws the out-of- tv standards.” ABC-TV’s answer 1s
Edwards first. made ‘his mark in Fred. Robbins’ syndie radio. show, “Assignment Hollywood.” this: week.
towners. In offering both above- that, this way, a whole film can-ne. tv: as .creator and .producer. of guests Bob: Hope, Sophia Loren, Johnny: Mathis, Lucille :‘Ball.and Tab.
the-line and below-the-line serv- shown as opposed cutting it by a “Peter Gun” and followed this with.
ices, VHF figures it’s offering a third..
: “Mr. Lucky.” He was also producer |: Casting: director Rath Conforte. ‘of Talent. ‘associates-Paramount off
unique kind of production service
So far 24 films have been. skea- or director of a number of feature. to Spain for a month, beginning July 7 .’. .Singers Dorothy- Loudon,
to the man. who doesn’t. know ‘his ded for tke campaign. Initialer, is pix, ‘including “Operation Terror” Bill Hayes, Blossom Dearie, . and John Bubbles. and. the Count Basie
Wav around N.Y.
‘orch are. going: to appear on “Music of the’ Thirties,”* the NBC Special.
“They Died With Their Boots. On,” ‘and “Operation. Petticoat.”
In an unrelated development; Projects one-shot to be aired next Oct..22. . Eugene: ‘N.: Aleinikoff,
Case in point is the. Lutheran will be followed by “‘ Fort Apache,’
Chureh, which for years produced “Air Force,” “Objective. . Burma” MGM TV is Boing ‘shead with plans ‘director of business and. legal affairs for the ‘National ‘Educational TV.
. Vin
to develop © an hour-long vidfilm |& Radio Center, got upped to the new post of general'counsel..
its “This Is the Life’ program on and others.
| series called.“Jeopardy.” Projected Scully, the Dodger baseball announcer, appearing in-the first ABC-TV
film in Hollywood. Church decided
Bess Myerson: takes over this. week (for 10
series. would utilize mystery stories: |“New- Breed” script.
it wanted to do a series of.13 in
-of many top writers. These stories: weeks) for. Arlene Francis . on her :1:30 ‘p.m. newscast’.stint at. Mutual
N.Y., but didn’t even know where
chad been bought ‘by the -studio in Broadcasting . . . National Educational Television arid: Radio “Center .
to start. DeLumen and Richard R.
years past for possible feature pro-. ‘prexy Jack White was awarded a Doctor.of. Humane Letters ‘degree
Rector, who just ankled as director
Opera °
“duction, but for one reason or an- from: his alma mater,. Lawrence College, Appleton, Wis.’
of operations for CBS News. but:
other never made it, The project. tenor Miklos Gafni, who left for a six-week. ‘concert. ‘tour. of’“Europe,
was then with the Production Sales
RKO General New York ‘outlet
also
will
make
two.
tv.
apvearances
in
England
-:.
..Caron
Gardner,:
unit, took over the entire produc- WOR-TV will. buck the summer for Metro TV. date back to the days
tion of ‘the “Life” package for the rerun trend witha series of fea- of Charles: (Bud) Barry ‘when he| winner of a London. beauty contest,. will: do a guesting-stint:on today’s .
headed the tv .wing-of Metro. Now, (Wed.) WCBS Radio Bob Dixon show . «. Mal Braveman will handle .
Lutherans. They did the same for ture films new to the market fer, though,
the pilot for the project is special publicity for “Glenn Miller Time” ‘which debuts ‘on.-CBS-TV
“How Christian Science: Works,”
once-a-week slotting.
due to roll late-in:the fall for pos- July1
15-minute panel show.
Beginning June 20, films: will be sible airing inthe. '62-’63 season,
Peter M, Piech,. prexy. of Producers: Associates. of Television, returns.
DeLumen and Rector, who'll be shown Tuesday nights from 9 to:11 |. Mystery stories -by such authors
from Hollywood after a' week of:‘production: meetings: on. “Bullwinkle,”
VHF's v.p. in charge of production,
new NBC Sunday animated skein...... Pat Péls switching posts. ‘within.
junderlineup
the title
“Big,
eee
as
these.
are:
available
for
the
still can’t understand why CBS pm.rting
includes
anid
|
:
disbanded
its Production
Saleg the Mighty,”. “Barefoot Contessa,” series: Sinclair Lewis, J. P. Mar- NBC—from :‘Dick Kellerman’s aide te producer Fred Freed’s amenu-.
unit, since they feel it filled a “Attack,” “Strangers. on a. Train” quand, Graham Greene, Ben: Hecht, erisis . . . Singer Lisa (Carroll guesting on: Ed Sullivan’s Sunday (25)
stanza .. .. Phil Foster becoming regular on’ ABC.Radio’s “Plair”...
Agatha
Christie.
and
Alex.
Coppel.
vital need and was the only service and the “Jolson Story.”
Intercontinental Services, based in N.Y., has secured exclusive repre-"
of its kind. They figure VHF will
Several of the pix are post. °50's
sentation in the U.S.’ for. Lebanese. Television, of Beirut: Lebanese
fil! the gap.
and several will be telecast in
Television telecasts in. French and ‘English .on one’channel and has.
Other principals will be Robert color.
.
another channel for the- Arabie language. O
ae!
C. Troup, v.p. in charge of sales,
and Peter J. Smith, v.p. for special
projects. Before joining CBS Pro- NTN’s Cuffo Footage On
7 ‘Hollywood, June 20.
duction Sales, Troup was prexy of
Jim Jordan (“Fibber McGee”) caught up ‘with: MCA’s Taft Sehrether
Industrial. Newsfilm
After ‘testing more
than. &| (Revue prexy) In Hawaii.and out of their ‘talks will ‘come.a hew comedy
International
Media
Exchange
|
score
of
actors, . 20th-Fox has de- concept for. the longtime radio tep rater. He may ”even’. -do ‘a little.
Detroit,
June.
13..:
Club, and Smith, who was a proNational Television News. Inc. ‘termined. upon: Barry ‘Coe and. jsinging, a throwback too-his
his early
1 career ‘in. vaude’.
de
ducer with the Production Sales
. NBC’s. John K.
ging, &
the: two: top- West
took a cut—at Mt. Sinai ‘Hospital. Should’ be out: and around by.
unit, had previously been a pro- was organized: here last week to Gary Lockwood as
ducer-director
for WDTV
(now supply newsfilm and “related ma- lining ‘regulars: for its “Follow: ‘the time you read this:. . Ralph Eawarde entry: into telefilming .in
vidpix series. which his partnership with Hal Hudson will be a: Nerman Paul creation called.“
KDKA-TV), Pittsburgh. DeLumen terials” to vidstations for industrial The Sun”
is a 20-year vet of CBS and Rector sources. New industrial. house is. debuts: on. ABC in. fall,” ‘Henry “Rodeo,” which will.'travel a, troupe of ropers and. wranglers as’ the ..
Kaiser
sponsoring:
headed
by
Howard
Back,
who
has
EEE
an
ay
aa
aamEE
RTE
nN
nn
nc
ee
cnn
narrative premise... . . Ernie Ford figures hell be busy. enough next.
has been with the web ‘nine years.cea
resigned.as manager of radio-tv for.
Coe. for several years, has been|:season: with a few "specials, ‘guest. shots, .fair dates ‘and recording seS-_
Chrysler, ‘and
another - former under theatrical pact ‘at 20th. ‘sions. He likes the ranch’ life and will pass. hig leisure on ‘the big spread
Chrysler exec, James O'Donnell...
Lockwood was used by studio re- he owns near Palo Alto:.
‘Caroline. (Kensie) Veigt, for 18 years.
Before going to Chrysler, Back cently in its .““Bus’ Stop” ‘pilot and. office manager of CBS ‘Radio publicity hatch, goes.on staff ‘with. viresa :
was an editor in N.Y: for Tele- after a look at. the footage 20th. Stern at. CBS Television City..H
Brewnfield, retires ~:
news.
| term-pacted: him. ‘His “Sun” spot July ‘1 after 20 years: with -the web. in ‘Hollywood. ;
- KNX and. its
NIN newsfilm, .as with’ other automatically knocks him out of | prize deejay Bob Crane are having contract ‘trouble: and: the: CBS stasuch organizations, seeks to dis-.| “Bus.
tion’s g.m:, Bob Sutton, has put out feelers ‘to other jocks, : preferably.
tribute free footage to be inserted
“Sun” starts shooting July: 19,|Frisco’s Don Sherwood. It’s. no go for KMPC’s. Dick Whittinghill, one .
in regular local news stanzas’ on Marien Hargrove’: producing for of the town’s top spinners, who won't go back: on his handshake with
Mexico City,. June 13. -lbehalf of business, trade and gov- Roy .Huggins, who heads” up. 20th Bob Reynolds, co-owner of the station.. ‘Crane is reputedly drawing
: vidfilm Production:
The ticklish matter of dubbing ernmental organizations.
down better than $50,000 a year. . ABC’s ‘Fom' Moore hustled: back |
Spanish sound to.American filmed
‘Ito N-Y. for his flight to Europe where. ‘he'll meet up with. AB-PT- prexy
series is in the forefront
here
‘|Leonard Goldenson for a. month's ‘jaunt through the.continent.
Miller-Shaw Setup
again. Charges have been made by |
‘| ABC-TV pulled the rug from under: the: daylight: strip,. “About. Faces, oh...
representatives of actors who work
James T. Shaw has resigned as |"
and turned the time back to the stations . . Ken Niles dropped in at.
in dubbing studios that material ¥.p. for network and regional sales
William Dozier, v.p. in charge ‘of. CBS Television City and found his. son, Ken ‘JFr., ‘functioning ‘aS ASSO4s arriving already dubbed, with at Ziv-UA, to form a partnership Coast. activities ‘for Screen Gems, ‘ciate producer on “Face: the. Facts.” The. proud ‘pater. was one. of the.”
technical work apparently product with John A. Miller, head, of his has. left for. London.
top radio. announcers and row. operates an:‘innat Balboa when he! not.
of Spanish studios.
:
‘
own
packaging-producing
‘firm. | While: in ‘the British
capital, hooking .marlin in.Mexican waters.
Protests have been lodged with New banner of the organization is. Dozier will confer’ with Columbia.
the Film Bureau and’ respective Miller-Shaw Productions.
Pictures, BBC and ITV. exec. for a
Firm will specialize in children’s ‘few days and view the rough cut.
film industry unions, asking for an
immediate
investigation.
It
is shows. Miller’s production credits of. Gulliver," a. new tv -cartoon.
claimed that if situation continues include CBS’ “Captain Kangaroo.” series filmed. for. SG. by. Charles Begins at 40" :promo. Station calls. ‘itself ‘Chi's ‘oldest in ‘continuous:
Shaw's resignation follows the Schnee1. From London, ‘Dozier: will opera tion with same call letters. . Led Richards, ex-Peters, Griffin: .
there will be a loss of employment
Woodward, .N-Y.,. signed. on. with WEBM Radio. a ad-promotion
in a recently
¢reated
industry bowout of Joseph W. Bailey, & V.p. visit Paris, Vienna, Prague, Copen-|
“(Continued on page 42).
‘agen, and Moscow.
ere.
at Ziv-UA.

WOR-TV’s Fresh Features

To Buck Summer Reruns

|Tap.Coe &Lockwood

-As Follow Sun’ Leads} {N

HOLLYWOOD

.

Dub The Rub In

Latino Relations

Dozier to brope

IN CHICAGO.

—"WAAF, marking four"ane on. the alr, is ‘Yaunching a “Life.

21,1961.
Wedueaday, June

Po

:{FILMDOMINANCE.|Distr Win isRoundin Post- 8

FM,asV Translator’

W WEBDECLINE? CensorshipHassle With NAB TV Code

‘Tokyo,. June 20.”

_
The Riglishlanguege Tapea Times. ‘here‘disclosed that it has an |
application pending for operation of an.FM station, Editor's note . implied that’some of programing hours ‘might .be. uséd for broads |.

easting of original. English soundtracks of telefilms aired simul- taneously with ‘dubbed version on tv outlet, thereby. enabling meme.
By MURRAY HOROWITZ |
° bers: ‘of foreign community to enjoy U.S: tv. imports,’ ~ -.
wo
- Dominance ‘of vidfiim on. the
-Suggestion- had been: made for such a setup by. Times colunmnist
Paul: Autrelil who ‘probed possibility of a-small. radio station. to: han---.| networks is now under serious ex-|
dle-the English-language. ‘soundtracks, . A: letter to. Editor writer - aniination, and for the: first time |.
supported -Aurell’s: ‘proposal, adding ‘suggestion that telefilm might ' fin: years,-. a ‘descending. vidfilm. ’
-‘be shown’ after regular: telecasting. hours with’‘sponsors ‘interested... . curve is-in prospect.
.
.in foreign. market. ©

_

‘Packing all the excitement
.—fisticuffs, shooting, and other
assorted violence—in a pilot

has its pitfalls in this era of

Station sensibility.

* One of the first-run syndie
entries now making the rounds
for special: telecasting attention, except for brief newscasts. Recent: lot network telefilming, but.’ ‘the oo had to be resold to stations.on
overnment. survey shows. total: ‘of 649/421 foreign” residents in
‘soundings. for. future ‘seasons. ‘chal:the. basis that all the violence
ippon, ‘of: which 580,207 aré Koreans. and: ‘45,505 are Chinese.
shown.in the pilot won't be in
lenges “the. virtual blanket. ‘proNext ‘in number. are. Americans: (non-military) “with 11,526, Survey
subsequent episodes
of the
also showed 1,726 Britons, .1,323..Germans,- 1,196 ‘Canadians, 756. | gramming: of. vidfiims’ on the. net- . series. ,
works during: prime evening. hours.
‘Indians, . 626 Frenchmen: and 623: “who-are stateless, with ‘the ‘bal—;

Foreign population inJapan has never ‘been decitied large enough. - No

- FirstrnSyne MarketTough,But
ance of total. from various other countries:

|.

one’s -betting: on the- demise.

Season.

‘upcoming: finds .telepix/

Fore
oreign Biz Up
40%,This Year

, accounting for: over. 86% -of- the:
: week-in,- week-out nighttime pro4 gramming-.of the three~ networks.
{It is: this: celluloid ‘dominance—and
the;, Splash’ of: the “majors—which

“Coa B eenMurderWithMoreShows)
~+-:

¢

Switch. Sell

For the compaitative

now is -being. questioned. in:the réappraisal of the mediura,
1. Phe soundings looking. toward

|handful. of4 a

firstrun, product in the syndie hop- |]: .°:.
per for. a fall start, it’s a generally}

’.

ough, ‘but. far from. impossible, a
“market...
What: the conditions would: have.
been. if,:'as in -years past, the sup-

For Screen Gem:

we the. *62-'63 -season, the first season

iligh’-Minded

“ Wayne, Robert. Stack,. Laraine - parade. es

Day and Claire Trevor. starrer,
can digest.
' -and ‘the: RKO-.General. outlet
The .only syhdié’. outfit ‘to:“date. : ‘sent up a dirigible to:‘proniote
‘which. hasn't ‘pulled ‘in: its: product’ . ‘it. RKO . General, ‘which ‘is
hhorns:-is :Zix-UA. Outfit followed. : linked- with General-Tires, had
“the Brod: ‘Crawford -starrer “King:
-to rent. the- helium, raft’ from
“of Diamonds” with “Ripcord.” An-|.~ Goodyear. 7 °.° ":
other. syndie’ entry is understood ‘to |.

”” ig-uriderstood

limbo.”

He said that the TV Code

Review Board and the tv board of
directors
busy with

of NAB

have

more

pressing

been

too

matters

than the post-"48 pix issue.
The NAB was sounded out in
light of the rejecliion by major pix
distributors
of NAB's
screening
plan. Harry Ward, assistant direetar of TV Code Affairs, in Washe
ington, said the positisn of the maJor post-"48 pix distribs forees the
NAB. to go back: to the original
Wirning,
issued last fall.
The
warning cautioned all Code subscribers to screen post-'48's_ for
{Fossible violations of Code provii sions regarding violence, sex and

ending June 30, °61, according to{future.

Lioyd Burns,

v.p. in charge of ,Code

international . operations.
:

“Obviously, it’s a matter of

interpretation

and

ft will

have to be done eventually,” he
added. He didn't know “when or

Foreign operation, including the |jf” in light ‘of the distrib rejecCanadian market, has increased in | tions.

‘gross dollars with each successive
‘year, according to Burns.

Under-

Distribs

nixed the

NA

is
re that
thi it smacks
B proposal
on the grounds
too

scoring the growing importance of {much of censorship,

|.° Year in, year out; vidaiim serfes. the foreign biz to SG

is the up-

no

objection

fo

Distribs had

local

stations

| Have. grown to occupy more ‘and coming world wide sales. meeting; screening the pix and judging what

to be held in N.Y. by SG in the |should or should not be telecast or
last ‘week in July. All managers jedited out of a particular pix
It
.: |place of game. shows, “live” variety. -of foreign markets are due to bejwas held by the mixing’ distribs

“

[more prime hour .network -time
«|slots, ..with celluloid taking the

- shows, “live” dramas, to the extent} ‘present at. the confab..
that the local station entreprethat - celluloid, has i gtlumphed”
SG, product :is distributed alf{neur is more familar with loeal
over the specials, .an
other over the world.
Major areas of|tastes.
It was argued what may
wee KO is nottoo
shashed.’ forms. Now, though, what fs on the Chad for the company have been be okay late at night might be had

be waiting in. the wings: for intr; duction. shortly. ‘Diamorids”’ sold’

“

posal to screen so-called “troublesome”
post-"48 pix now
is “in

Ward felt, though, that the na‘Screen Gems’ foreign biz is up tional screening Issue will have to
New ‘York:: indie -WOR-TY . finds netw orks,. agencies and adver-.
40°%:
in
the
current
fiscal
year}be
faced up to some time in the
had to go to..the competition: : «|: tisers seeking new: forms. Vidfilm

1 pene the,foialer Jnthe | houses: may ‘be able to ‘atcommopreem.° show, sThe. Big. Pre- ° date this ‘‘new forms” search, to.
- |some. extent. It's ‘believed, though,
other story. Then: with the pool ‘of | view.”
regionals diminished; :it wuld: have |: . ; Opener * for’ ‘the. “Tuesday | that any major ‘push by -networks|
proven : impossible. for entry. after
‘night. showing .this week wag
|to get off the formula track will
entry. to recoup, according to: sav- . “High and:the Mighty,”* John. [lessen the.“celluloid ©network

markét ‘and ‘how. much .product it.

Jedzed that tlie organization's p:o-

which’ offers any scope for change;.

ply’: ‘had been. far’-greater, is ‘an- |

vy estimates: of the. current. syndi¢

An interim victory on the post"$8 feature censorship issue arpears to have been won by the pix
distributors,
A spokesman for the National
Assn.
of
Broadeasters
acknow-

utes. of :commercial. time ‘.al-

|.

air is. being. questioned, and the

nada, England,

Australia, Brazil,

taste for daytime

when

the kiddics

..,{telefilms’ “right -to 80% of the
J)istribs also conest Germany and Japan. In Eng- are around.
candomain ‘{s being challenged.
land. SG has been ‘successful inj tended that a pix may go over big
.[°
Those: erystal-balling '62-'63 see. ‘making deals on 17 shows. despite |in Metropolitan areas and be a
-both: shows, :but. seemingly. not of|.
. ‘a lessened: overall: role for’ celluloid the: restricted market caused by'| controversial film in the Bible Belt.
‘the: dimensions ‘of years past. Both.|¢
Those publicly lining up against
SeaHunt
Rep;$'on the networks.. The forecast, by the quota.
‘shows have been ‘sold and are be-'|.
the NAB national screening: prono. means, dethrones: vidfilms.
These are the shows which SG!
‘dng. sold’ heavily: oni -the: ,station |.
‘Celluloid. will still-be king in. '62- has sold in England: “Flintstones,” posal were Seven Arts Associated,
level...
"| United Artists Associated, Sereen
_.|°63,. outranking. all .other forms,/
‘Screen’ Gems’ .“Shannon, ” witht
| according to: the: forecasters, but “Father Knows Best,” “Rescue 8," ;Gems and Fiamingo Films,
wo: Key.-regionals,- has recorded a ‘Into50Markets; dthe. vidfilm domain will. shrink “Huckleberry Hound,” “Burns and|
Allen,” “Patti Page,’ “Crazy Cat;
healthy 51 markets to date: Filmas-|
_ | somewhat to allow for new and reNT
ter’s “Beachcomber,”» with ‘a ‘heavy.|_ . |turning. forms. The extent. of the Cartoons,” “Dennis the Menace,” M
“Shirley
Temple,”
“Winston .
[xi
A,
tie with members’. of TV Stations,
shrinkage at this. point is anybody's
“Churchill,”
“Rin
Tin
‘in.
erson
S
Tne. is: reportedly doing ‘okay.: In-f.
guess.
—
“Scrappy Cartoons, m “Ja anhoe,” i
dependent Television Corp. is Hold-:
* The intratradé reappraisal of the “Tightrope,”
“Tales ‘of
‘Texas’
e
ing off on any sales announcement |.St- uns
. {mediunt is. sparked by others than
.. on: “Whiplash,”’ ‘pending © clarifica-|| “iv-ttais ‘Eeonomee division. has.| Minow. & Co: in Washington. Not
.
‘WO
FO}eC $
~.: tion of: regional. deals -said to -be ‘sold Feruns of. “Sea Hunt". in- more ; doubt Federal Communications. Golf,” and “Route 66.”
‘“uriderway.. ITC, in. the méantime, ’
In ‘Canada, SG has virtually its
“! Chairman Newton Minow has spur-.
Sy has een making 4 number of. deals ‘than 50. markets, :‘Including. ‘three; Yed the self-analysis, The reex-! entire catalog sold, with deals in-| Marc Merson, director of predev clapment
for National
. with stations, ‘Some. of: these. deals|“CBS-TV.: 0&0 -outlets - and.Many
plus teature} ! gram
fast and
is:
“tobe
doing‘Ripcord”
okay. There
have rstog
been Bt ready’ sold’ out to ‘nine
-some
regionals. “associated ° with|-/ tisers..° 62

adver-.

neI

-1st-Runs StillOn

Rangers,” -“World Championship

amination, though, has roots all the! volving _41

fs

p
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series,

{Telefilm Associates and occasional
might’ take another. turn inthe. | CBS-Tv ‘affils. .
way from the networks to.the agen-! films.. In Japan, 16 SG shows are!
Pjay of The
‘market if a. regional: sponsor. hooks" Rerun: selling ‘began: with: first-|7cies-to the packagers, et: al. Even sold, in Australia, 39 series, plus ;iproducer of “The
on to the: ‘series. —
‘features; West Germany, 14 series, iWeek,” has resigned. Meison, on
{run episodes |of the. underwater some of the major vidfilm outfits,
his own, ds invelved in two projects,
‘Out. of the: traditional ‘Syndie
-whose stakes are -greatest in main16 series.
One is a comedy-panel series
first-run race this outing. out. are &48a.-still, running.- ‘The. first-run: taining ‘the status’ quo, are. prepping|andOnBrazil,
the sale of features abroad. “Play It for Laughs,” which will
‘the syndication subsids: of the ‘three | episodes. ‘In market: after market for expected changes.: |
SG
policy
is
dictated
by
the
policy
j
star
Orson Bean. In an unusual
networks. ABC Films has ‘the .“Dr.. ' represents the fourth: ‘year: produc-.
“Sereen Gems, for example, Aas: set by Columbia Pictures.
tke: arrangement, the program will be
. Joyce’, Brothers”” -show, but: that's|
tion. of the Lloyd Bridges -Starrer, branched out into -packaging game} most motion picture producing-: auditioned on NBC-TV during the
.out.of -the. traditional. ‘syndie’ classi- |.
shows and specials, Other vidfilm distributing companies with exhl-{ week of June 26 as a segment of
The: CBS 0&0"Ss. Signing. for “Sea.
J fication, Each. ofthe’ ‘web subsids..
houses have: iridicated that they're bition ties and pressures, Coium-;the Jack Paar show. Bean will
host
though, has at least one strong. off- ;Hunt” reruns include. -WCBS-TV; ‘by no means averse to getting into bia has followed a cautious
policy!:Stay-up-Jate outing that week for
“ network “entry; among ‘them: being. Nye “KNXT, : Los.. Angeles; and: ‘the special act. The word is out. in releasing pix-for-tv in foreign ‘the vacationing
Paar.
“Best of, Harpo Marx,” NBC. Films; |WCAU, Philadelphia.: CBS: affilsj.that diversification in times of:|markets.
Merson, in another project, ra-

“Wyatt. -Earp,”” ABC. ‘Films; and", signing are WHDH.. Boston: WJBK, ‘change ‘such-as these might be the
.“December: Bride,” CBS: Films.:
i ‘Detroit; ‘KINT, : Seattle; : WFEMY, best answer for a program. supplier.
“Also out Of: the’ Face: -for the up- Greensboro, -NC.; KFMB,. . San |.
Program diversification, too, {s.
‘coming fall ‘season ‘is MCA:
¥;. j;Diego; - ‘WGAN,
“Portland, Me; forecast to ‘be on the “network
(Continued. on page 4)
“WWL, ‘New © Orleans: KSL, Salt agenda for 62-63. An-entire bloc].
| Lake City; KOIN, Portland, Ore. of action-adventure for one night:
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I
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theatrical rights to
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Romeo
Muller: screenplay,
“Love Me To Pieces,’ and 1s presently

negotiating

a)

coproduction

- Transfilm-Caravel Slot 3721 2 2 major studio “iave

Steven:

Kambourian

has

been |seen originally In 1958 on “Studia

’62-"63 and thereafter. Gond deal! :Named.veepee in charge of ‘motion One” Muller wrote the original
of trade thinking: is to mix public. icture completion. a new post fn and has aisy scripted {he expanded
Pp
|-falo;‘KVAR, ‘Phoenix: WTAE, ‘Pitts service, comedy, “live,”* game, and: i Transfilm-Caravel’s film produc-: screenplay
wane
ae
et ee
wen any
burgh. WTVN,... Columbus; .-KSD, :action’ for: an evening, .if for no. tion division.
than
giving the
- St.Louis; KRON, ‘San Francisco: ‘other. reason
joins the nurkeve |
viewer a more rounded diet. Some ’ Kambourjan
-WDAF,.: Kansas. City, Mo,; and
$2 More for ‘Bozo’
|} of the hue and-cry about violence; - blurbery subsid jfrom Klaeger Film j:
‘KTSM, ‘EI Paso.
“lis due to the bloc programming. of; Productions where he was super- ; Javark Films reports SATU of
“CBS: ' Films’ - “Robert: ‘Herridge
112 new markets for the “Bozo the
_-J action-adventure fram 7:30 to 11| Vising. editor.
“Theatre” has ‘been. sold to’ RAI;
€ own cartoon series, making the
| p.m.,-in one evening: Such bloc net-}.
XxX
',Groucho Buy
;
total
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now
ez
Italy, and. to.‘Rediffusion ;‘in.Hong ;
shaw
157
calrying
the
| work programming,
it’s argued.
Kong.
jean give: tv onlya singular shoot-]
Los Angeles, June 20:
rTV
. Sales of the: vidtaped: showcase | :
Licensing agreements also have
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of
privacy
suit.
demand.
“em-up.
image.
“ in foreign’
foreign’ mark
markets .16 w -total 10:|".$1,000,000 damages was filed last| ‘Concurrent with the search for KTTV,. the L.A. ty indie, last ;been signed in Saud) Arabia and
The 26-prograin. ‘series; consisting
new: entertainment forms, the fore-!; week. bought 250 half-hour Groucho the Virgin Islands, bringing the
oe . Of. drama, jazz, ballet. and. panto-. week in: Superior: Court by Joseph cast is there-will be. less. reljance ‘Marx films. Package of off-network worldwide “Bozo” count to 198
“:) mime, -‘has | ‘been -bought- by ‘the: Shaw, brother of late. former’ just on house. names.. Many a reruns has just gone into distribu-! New US
stations include WA BI,
. Canadian. Broadcasting Corp., the Mayor. Frank Shaw, against Desilu project of an Independent producer} ‘tlon via NBC Films, which recently |Bangor; WAGM, Presque Isle. Me;
_ Australian” Broadcasting .Gommis- ‘Productions, RCA. and NEC.
in the past has gone begging ‘be- supplanted California National Pro- WCNY, Watertown, NY: WDSM,
.Shaw claimed: that. scenes from.| cause the. networks ‘and agencies ductions as the telefilm arm of ;Duluth, Minn: WISN. Milwaukee:
-’* sion, the New Zealand’ Broadcast: ing Service, -athong ‘others.‘ “his life. were includedsans his: per- fiocked. to the major’ vidfilmeries. NBC.
WNCT, Greenshoro, N.C; KFLY, .
‘Recent domestic ‘sales|‘{nclude Mission in the “Grand Jury”: tv The outside Packager without a -~KTTV was the first station in the }Lafayette,
La;
WALA, ” Mobile:
WRC, Washington, WSJV, Elkhart, | show June 16; 1960. Shaw at one major ; banner now will get a ‘country to pick up the former NBC- |WHEN, Syracuse; KHSEL, € hico,

| tor:‘féeruns of the ‘show are WGN,

Chicago: KOA, Denver: WGR, Buf-

‘Grand Jay’ Suit

.. Ind.; -WGBH, Boston; and WMAR, time was. secretary to his brother |‘warmer hearing. The
~ Baltimore...” ot
when latter. ‘mayored L.A.
4 change ispresent.
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well with Volume. 1. In fact,
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*And our advertisers are éc:

Syd Grayson

static over these feature
films. One, a tong-time TV advertiser, selling Cadillacs, paid

more to sponsor ‘Springfield Rifle’ than he'd ever. paid

before. But he told me he'd never in his life seen anything

like the results he got...not just response, but sales results!
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| THE “ERNIE- KOVACS SPECIAL! CIRCUS

ith. ‘Efrem. -Zimbalist .Jr., host; _ With Jolene

.. Jackie Cooper, Nanette Fabray, | Bobby

TRAIN.

Brand, Maggl Brown, :With © -Mr.

Lauher,

| TELEVISION REVIEWS
| WALTER LIPPMANN,

Sweep,

Whiskbrooin, | (CBS

Joe . Mikolas,|-: Sheriff Wes Weston. Russ Bur-

1961

KRAFT

Reports)

With Howard

$]

MYSTERY

TMEATRE

{Yhe Professionals)

K. Smith

With Frank Gallop, William E.ucas,

“David ‘Rose: Orch., others. - - Steve: Blauner, Ivan. ‘Bell
- . |. ‘gess, Kenny. Sherburne
—
|Bxeo Producer: Fred W: Frieadly!
Andrew Faulds, Colette Wilde,
oe Producerse. Bob. Henry, Ed Pierce :| Writer-Prod.: ‘Kovaea..
Preducers: Norm Preseott,. Rebert Director: Palmer Wiftiame
Stratferd Jobas, Vilma Ann LesDirectors: Henry, Van Fox ©." ! Directors: Kovacs, Maary Orr
‘Cabitt-.:
160 Mins.; Thurs. a3), 1@ p.m:
lie, Ed card Cast, others
‘Writers: Ed Simmons,’ Keith. Fow-. 30. Mins., Thurs. (15), 16:38 pm.
Director: Ted Faetor
SUSTAINING
Producer: Nermana Priggca
'. der, ‘Tom: Koch ©
| DUTCH: “MASTERS. CIGARS
rt 30: Mins., .Wed., 5:39 p.m. .-_CBS.-TV, from Washington (film) }jDirector: Don Sharp
60 Mins.; Tues.. as, 10.pm. : ” ABC-TY;, from H'weed |(tape) . |}PLEASURE ISLAND,. PARTICI‘Walter Lippmann is carefully |Writer: Peter Barnes
- LIPTON. ‘TEA a
aa Bruna Wasey,, Rethratg & Ryan}
PATING
;
-}avoiding over-exposure om tv. Fol- |60 Mins, Wed., 9 p.m,
-.NBC-TV" (color) ‘trem.
Yy. ana it Ernie Kovacs ts a. kook, tele-|WNAC-TY, ‘Besten lowing the acclaim given to his ;KRAFT
-

Hwwood

oo

.

‘ (sscaRy:

:,

vision needs more

A’ new. entry for the moppet [|televisien debuf on CBS-TV

last |NEBC-TY (film)

kooks.” The andience: arrived in Beantown on |July, Lippmann agreed
to face the

tJ. Walter Thompson)

One: inspired.: spoof of tv pro| moustsched, eigar-smoking comic, Channel 7 with the debut of “Cir-;ecameras once a year in the same|

oo“Ke
te
ice
“” gramming. almost :.was jworth. the} whose specials have been pothuck. ‘is: Train.” In the caboose was an |interview format with Howard K ing Ponty Game's Nees relly
“price of. staying’ with the “TV
ifare all. along,’ pulled: another .of expressive, amiable. clown, Mr.}Smith, CBS chief correspondent |hour for 16 summer weeks, Is au
-Guidé Award .Show," the: hour! these. - -yisgal
mishmashes': last Sweep. The .13 week, half-hour |in the capital. Like the firs? show, ! antholesy of British tele films and
‘colorcast ‘Tuesday 113) -night at: 10. ‘Thursday:: ‘Some .of it -was. flat, series. is “a.joint ‘production of |the second installment last Thurs- |theatrical features (not released in
ACAdvertis-; day-night (15) was a freewheeling ;| the US. and edited dewn to the
.Qther.than that ‘single. take-off on }sc
it
.
“programming; -the’ bulk of the.en fi
ing in’ association with Pleasure jand ‘stimulating forum for Lipp|our format! from various produc-

_tertainment. was.- middling.°

has

ing obstacle..by. relegating

the} ssc,

Island, ‘the $4,000,000 theme. park |mann’s viewson the American
and ‘tion companies and thus hard to

id, Mass.
[world politteal sceme.
(judge on the preem episode.
- Latest outing. of the. annual “EY torial _ experimentatioa,
and . he[
. ft ‘Now 71, the veteran
N.Y. Herald
. Guide “Show” | offered:: further. evi-. conveys ®. this unique compulsion
“The Professionals,” oue of the
small ‘fry. studio audience. and a/ Tribune ‘and syndicated columnist
dence : of: the’ inherent -obdstacles. ‘(unique for ‘tv) to his viewers.
trimmed dewn feateres, followed
_in- ‘mixing. entertainment - with | -Shunning’. dialog» for pictures. huge. mail response of 6,200 letters /is one of America’s most highly
{within 24-hours testified ‘ta’. the [respected political pundits, always
; opening-envelopes-and - here -are- |
Sever of the ‘set-side moppet}taking the long histerical view in American “Asphalt Jungle” and
the-winners:. Producers Bob HenTt
wiewers.. Ty .(Hollywood) ..and.§ Ed Pierce.
French “Rififi’ features. It was 2
“Mr. Sweep kept the show, with
“(N.Y tried to overcome the maix-f pan:
f! good deat less inpressive im ihis
independent

_ awards to: the’ last 15. minutes. of i
_the show. ©...”
{
“The device 7 ‘better : than the
ast
pattern’ establshed. by the annual}.
ft
“Emmy show. and:the nature of the
TV Guide awards, too, . have much recreate the freneticsm. of a panel.
-..
me . wider: public «appeal. - Insufficient show.,. he: was: loud and still fiat.
- “entertainment values dogged :the
:

sion.
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interesting scquences leading to
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helpful, however.
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en stinilarty plotted
feature films, bat also the U.S. tv
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., first 45. minutes, though, probably | sense
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First: live. children’s. show on the |position vis-a-vis Ang Russians,
‘Teaving -‘Many-a.viewer wondering |
=
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‘in
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.
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when the main - business of thet,
: night Would: be forthcoming.
als“ were as confounding a gatherWhen they -did’. get some’ good.
ing of hoods ag hag been seen in
-material,- ‘Jackie: -Cooper and Na- ‘ing. a efgar ‘from the mouth of the |:
ng time The strategy sessions
‘nette: Fabray ‘made a fine team. condemned, “Whem. Dunnit,”. in
lealing up to the beek robbery
They. opened lightly ‘and Setight- which a member of the studio. au[had the atmosphere of a casual
‘fully, Playing. ‘the role ‘of two dience was murdered and the ‘panel magic
-}get-together at the Unioa Club,
‘award’ ‘winners, before the:‘eameras. Cooper did a fine. sole as a
im Shetland sweaters and baguy
|!
i

with the plotters standing sround

morbid.

theSan aT
ented |

doublé-dealing talent agent. Thejity. ‘The first. was .rather funny, |.

‘i... 4mspired

spoof

of tv” programming

tough. ‘while the.
nepanel spoof. was,

;

wheel, cart, tunnel and
f trainrides. mann

was ‘not rekectant to criticise

ete

“ had’ Cooper and Miss: Fabray going |to: use the. common periance, sick.
through the same: private. eye plot'| With. ‘experimentation. there ‘are |‘
different loeales—Alas-

Remainder of: the. ‘material ‘tor| . , @ Dar .;

‘ratings, ‘cue cards, et.al, and. wast:
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Musical or. Variety}

-On

Khrushchev

“Darin. and:‘Friends, An -Hour Wath | Proc
| Kaye,

“Miteh

_ Singalong

‘With | D

(first show)... Mitch . Miler |30

Mins.

won this oranges ‘and apples ‘race. ABC-TV, trem N. Y.
The

--TV. .Guide

© popularity

-aivards contest: cited such familiar
“trophy winners as. Chet _Huntley|

' “Editor's

team

and

(film footage

was

re-

Mebcork’e
Hitchcock

he

POLL

PINEAPPLE

(international

Hour)

With Lillian Jarvis, Lawrence
Adams, Jacqueline Ivings, Pat
rick
Neary, NatlenalHurde,
Ballet Patricia
C

‘as man and politician, Hkentng
of aihim to the late Gov. Alfred E.

. monkey with voice dubbed in)...

Grallop’s

|Smith in his instinctive maniputa-

hee Jahn
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The finale. had: Mr. Sweep tell-/ tion of the popular mind. In a dis- earoeet an ers john Cranko

Choice,” “representing

cussion of the Berlin crisis, Lipp- Writer-M lee Gillen Crum
ABC-TV’s ‘effort, ‘at a ‘weekly. half- ing the kids he would fly to-their {|
Min Gai
1:30 & Sullivan
hour ‘news series pinpointing a house and hide:a gift for them. To} mann elucidated the Russian posh |

-& David Brinkley and “Macbeth.” } major story of the week,
The. NBC .News

jing -monkey

F

Frank

mindful
of Alfred
segue ilts for “AHred

Bull.

with whom

interesting.. features on the U. S.|has had a couple of long private
“Program,. which. had the folowing EDITOR'S. CHOICE
s
discussions in Russia and the US.,
.. competition: |“Astaire Time, ‘Bela-| With Fendail Yerxa, James: c ae ! ‘Navy,‘Boy’ Scouts and a pab serv-”
fone New. York 19, Bobby}

. ‘Danny

and

itrecti

‘Dia
fooster. _Kids}in
meeting
competition
ma = finer.moments at
afsilent, toak part in: a balloon’ game with | Seviets, a competition which he

The exception was:.the ‘eategory ot}

: | Best..Single

te polite

ef the mob

{that enduring quality of leadership, pressive in the heist sequences.
e |}but he was hopeful that the Presi- Rescoring for the tele version was
ith | dent would “throw
off the old com- wbviouly off the Hbrary shelf.

“the two good troupers, dealt with |high
“host,. was. affable and charming.
Award: categories, with. one .ex-

ae ine

member

Colette Wilde as bis ance were
account
az gentecl as any agency
suburban speuse. ves tine
DonandSharp's
exec

:
bound tobe failures, bat Kovacs’ |“2tage
the
the Orient, the: U.'S. in the successes wereat least as many ontin| "2 “Jaw man.” who “rides the
e
20's, ete.

. formula-in

de

ex-con

Perry |the

|

is now in. prove it, he opened a treasure book, |tion which coincidentally made the |Partici at at,
‘Fead
the name. ofa youngster, and | headlines

the

morning

after

the

WCESTV.

2:50

p.m.

N.Y (film)

Mason twice. were kudosed. NBC:
;
told him that if-he looked in a cer-/ telecast.
The international program exe
-and:CBS-each had four: winners in {had Jitn Hagerty and.Ray Falk in-| tain place at home, ‘he would find| ‘The format for these Interviews change
of the five CBS o&o's with
|{fsideal. Seated in his own library, foreign tclccasters got off to a fine,
.
the .eight... categories, with “ABC terviewing Japanese’ Prime Minis- |a sift. -

7 drawing a-blank...
‘ter Hayate Ikeda on the eve of his|
To do this, Sweep: ‘sent gifts to|Lippmann is allowed to develop charming
start with “Pineapple
“The. winters were:
departure for the’ U. S..and White the parents and asked them to hide’ his. {deas with no apparent time |poy © 17 other entries from Canada
“Best: Single or Variety Program, ‘House’ meetings. .
the articles in designated places in |pressure, Interesting is the marked and Australia are as good ax this

_*Sing. Along ‘With Mitch” NBC;|

Since ABC News’ still lacks the | he, house without telling the kids. |contrast between the abstract £00%®- |panet and music rendition of Gil-

Best Single News or Information| depth of staff and facilities of the | Show looks to fila big program-/ ulations of Lippmann as prose tbert & Sullivan, WCBS-TV should

“Program,
NBC’.News
Election
Night} other..network:
news operation
ming fancy
hole here
and to
off | forward
|stylist and
simple,homely
stratght-)
the slotting
Coverage; Best
or ‘Informaviev
‘emitient‘the |Some
ratings
.viapick
‘clown
and the
ofttimes
pa- change
Contrasted
‘with pronto.
tired retread
tion series. “Huntley-Brinkley Re-|
“port,” NBC; Best Single Dramiatie | with

e.

Sweep and his bike and tricycle ture of his conversational mesner. shows and reruna, ft’s ridiculous
of “sweepers.”
_ Guy.”
to waste the likes ef “Pineapple

_ Program, “Macbeth,” -NBC; Best|.
* New Series, “Andy Griffith," CBS; we |
é
ance]
Best Series. rent. Mason,” CBS; we a ‘Konrad” Adenauer fo Pres:|
avorite
Male: Performer,
technique is a “
ess”.

fn

mond Burr,-CBS; Favorite Femate| on location all over the world, and|.

Performer, Carol Burnett,..CBS. ° Jif ABC. can’t razzle-dazle ‘em on
‘+. EV “Guide’s: ‘publisher .James |the ‘style of. “Eyewitness: to ' HisQuirk.” “made the presentations. |tory,” it still-can detail important

+

Poll” with a Saturday afternoon
slotting for the remainder ef the
summer,
“Doll*
odueced
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Enough stars. were present to lend |news. events through’ interviews of 1
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4 ~ an aura of glamour, although the key lead
ve ‘glamour: bit wasn't underscored. .
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ime
and’ Falk,ganathe‘NET F
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gaging. She danced with grace .and
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New! from NBC Films

73 action splashed halfhours distinguished by:MR. FONDA IN HIS FIRST TELEVISION SERIES—cs Chief
1 action when-danger threatens. Henry Fonda
Marshal Fry, soft-spoken, friendly. .but swiftin
enjoys a TvQ performer popularity score 43% above ¢average. ‘ALLEN CASE, REFRESHING NEW TALENT— 7

as deadshot Deputy Clay McCord who abhors violence. His. TQ ranking 1s 19% aboveaverage.

THE DEPUTY had a network total average weekly. audiencein excess of 21,000,000...

it provides Big Reach that delivers the sponsor’s prime target of younger, large-: |}
family homes*...

itassures extreme flexibility and long run, daytime or evening. —

Get the drop on your market now—with “THE DEPUTY” from NBC Films.
“Source: NTI March-April, 1981: Ace of Household Head(under 40)‘90.7; Family cise(6 or more): a3, .

TELEVISION REVIEWS

$3$44464604

- HE HEARTBEAT or FRANCE [poisoned.. From: then, on, “Adven- |tain “conceit about: the Carmichael
-- With Peter Finch
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‘ture Story’came. nearer |‘to the: presentation. which is: occasionally:
‘Director: ‘Peter. Morley —
| irritating and doésn’t seem to be
Writer: Cyril: Bennett.
;
creasing :‘ruthlessness of: ‘the con- | deserved by the. product.
.@ Mins., Wed.,: 9:35pmm.
queror as he. gained more power| “In fact, “The: ‘Patti Page: Show”
_ Aseociatd-Bediffasion, from
a
Lon.| ue skillfully: ‘indicated. His mur-; was, a.fiuent. item, skilfully pro- -;@on':
[der of his: old and. trusted military. °dieed ‘by. ‘Jo Douglas. It: won't -go.
This "was - the. second ‘in the: In:" tutor was a ‘memorable moment, } down in history, but, in its. way,
- tertel séries devised by Associated: 'as ‘was his death’ penalty. for°‘alit’ Was: an artful success ‘at: gear
: Rediffusion for an international :4n-.:- friendly. ‘General, who: had spoken .ing | the format. 10 the star.
i
:
‘Otta.
-terehange: with the U.S. ‘and “Au-‘ out of. turn..Here. Rattigan clinched ; a stralia. Avowed ‘object of the pra- his’ puint. that: power corrupted—j - oe
™ ‘gram: is to promote ‘'a wider know!l- ; but it ‘seemed; nevertheless; an in--!
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hulking matelot, Portugenna (John |with John Crawford and Ann Lyna

‘who'd killed ‘a. man ‘Siving some
conviction
to their
‘Crawford!,
‘and was somewhere
in London. ‘cardboard parts. The direction, by
Norman
Harrison,
was
feverish,
with his own. large. dog, who had‘
‘rabies ‘and was liable to go ber-: and did little ta disguisa the tact
.that
the
infectious
beast
wasn't
serk at any moment. The frail led -

of the seamans ‘vicious, merely justifiably annuy ed
girl-friend, ‘but they'd departed... -at being there at all.
Bollinger
made
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of snappy i Indeed, on this showing, “The
‘edge of world affairs.” On this:oc=: | érminable * ‘timie. in” coming.’ and FHE: PURSUERS.
~ With Louis Hayward, “Gaylord. Cas phone calls, and some tension. was .'Pursuers” won't make much deng
‘easion, ‘the. object wasn’ 't achieved.. ‘somew. shat obvious .when. it did:
Induced by the thought of the: ‘In the ratings. And the trouble,
to the apartment

vallero.- John: Crawford, |Ann
It was,;'of course, ‘nore. difficult.
‘In “fact,. the play’ is a- ‘tragedy, " -Lyna, Jack -.Cunningham, Pat- smitten animal going off its rock- ,as usual, stemmed from a tise
In the: first “of the: ‘Intertel’ skein;!without. the Purging
Oua
pity, «con- _ fick Jordan, Charles Lamb, Jan j er before it could be caught. Fin-! script.
Quiet? War," Associatéd-Re- |ceived: in language and
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| ally, sald animal was netted, but:
. @iffusion. had’ the advantage of an! ment on too ‘small’a
guare scale..
d. Cartier,
P| . Conrad,- Barry. Foster, Brenda not,
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a . -mofamiliar’ locale, * JLaos, which jhélped.‘by..camely sets-from. Clif: |,McGuinne.
Negus Norman. Harrison
towner, thus saving Portugenna the :
“meeded some explaining: .-France ford. Hatts, came into his own when: weiter;: John
‘Warwick .
inconvenience of a trial.
:
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d TeleVision, ‘From
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a
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Drama 261
{fast, and often confusing, that it; ~
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a standard,
Sean Connery: compensated byl: This ‘filmed skein. opened :as a appeared the film-editor was wor k- !i Slow. to achieve
deft: hand with-a.documentary ‘in being.
engaging as. ‘the young “and|| decidedly: spotty prospect. It’s fill-. ing on piece rates. Chief draw: : ATV's “Drama 61" skein came up
the past, was inclined ‘to: fussy ver-.
with its most satisfying offe: ing te
- Dbiage.and vague ‘generalization: On: ambitious .:Alexander; *‘though. he; iing the same. time-spot as the just backs were wild and. implausible;‘date in “The Diamond Run” by
: |dnsuifficient evidence.’ Although: a4 couldn’ t:rise to- the. egoism: of -the:: completed “Danger . Man” .series, ‘plotting tn detail, and any lack of;‘Jacques Gillies Gillies spectalizes
later ‘man,. seeming- merely. petu-.: -and’ doesn’t. stand the comparison, {definition in the character of Bol- i;
eauple of people were.credited: as |
in the whodunwhat and why, and
lant; Margaretta: Scott ‘was fine ‘as. ' Central. figure is a Scotland Yard. Hager. Though Louis Hayward }
“"Fesearchers, ‘they. didn't unearth
here he effectively laid a tral wf
the mother. ' -who|.transferred.her inspector, ‘Bollinger - ‘(Louls | Hay- delivered his dialog briskls—the:
red herrings, and yetted them all
~ puch -that -wasn’t already apparent
affections °from «her- natural.” ‘gon. | ward), Who.-goes sleuthing in’. the only. thing to do with {it was to get |
when the hour was through.
“te ‘the ‘consumer ‘of. newsprint, .
...: | Bennett's woolly ‘words’ were nar-:_.| Darius; -to. her‘ conqueror. Ade- |company’ of ‘a mountainous -Alsa- rid. of ‘it—he .otherwise lacked | Set in an
unnamed = British
me rated. ‘by’ Péter Finch; -who also’ ap- ‘quate; bat: ._puny,.- ‘thesp- support | tian:. In fact, the. series Was origin: lustre, and. his. single expression |eolony, the plot centered on an
| ————.
attempt to smuggle diamonds out
peared: in ‘person, thus. destroying; ‘came from Lyndon Brook, William
by plane
A_ native
had
heen
mas
objectivity’: of ‘the hour. -It Russell, ‘while. Michael --Brennan
jcaught, and-brutal questioning had
J.’ ‘Kicked: off-‘with a: fetching ditty, ‘clicked as. the old,. put loquacious,
‘retainer. :Bandana ‘Das .Gupta,. as |.
finally elicited that sald gems were
sung by Colette. Renard: ‘and: called
Alexander’ 's bride, Roxane, had. litfon a plane Under suspicion were
vs “Les ‘Petits ‘Francais,”. off-the-cuff. tle.
to do but. gurgle=-but did it de-4.
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-;. ‘shots. of Parisians. being shown ‘the

‘Arthur Godfrey’ s” still hot copy—his three-part series of byliners its five passengers, watehed by a

’. While.: There: followed* a brief ‘his- |:lightfully.
| for Associated. Press, “The. Fight Against Cancer,” was picked up by :detective, Spencer (Tetence Longtorical’ “montage
: ‘from ‘th
|: The main question, however, was 56% ofthe newspapers receiving. it. Only {wo other series in the past::don!. It was already airborne wnee
Be Gaulle, which.
e - First
World: War to-de
was ‘whether: the: revered -name of. Ter: six months have exceeded the average: Bruce Catton's three- parter
;the confession came through, ané
ence. ‘Rattigan’ justified |‘a revival of on the Civil War Centennial (63%) and Howard Benedict’s “Three for !!t was turned back, with the excuse
“too summary to: register. .
a
But the bulk. of the program was his most’ inadequate.work. . For Space” (60% 1: Besides U:S., the”cancer series was fed to AP sub- ‘of engine trouble.
Candidates for the hat-seat tntaken ‘up by’ ‘glimpses of three types: addicts of ‘the drama,-maybe yes. ‘Seribers in ‘Europe and Asia...
cluded a bitter Briton, «ho resented
ty. Public Ws
=f Frenchman.
First: came’ the. ‘For. a- peak-viewing 1
Otta.:
‘problematic.
a
“" Nine: broadcasters ‘have been. confirmed as 1961-62 Television In- jthe growing
§
native power, a damsel
“Peasant. from: the-Loire, content .to.
». farm his. land: and ‘thumb. ‘his nose|:
| formation Committee members: by. the Television Board of National : who’d come out to wed and found
she’s been led up the garden, a
-: gt authority. He ‘was followed: by THE’ ‘PATTI PAGE.SHOW: a!
‘Assn, .of Broadcasters: .
‘Lester Bernstéin, NBC;: Roger. We. -Clipp, WFIL-TV, Philadelphia; ; Greek businessman: a Government
Paris artisan’. making © jewelry.
in hts. own. back-room. and finally With Patti. Page, ‘Jan: ‘Carmichael, John P. Cowden, CBS; Joseph: C. Drilling, WJW-TV, Cleveland; Michael :messenger; and a colored politica
Hilton; -Graham - Stark, Foster, ABC; Clair R.- McCollough, Steinman. Stations, Lancaster Pa.; iwho needed funds for his parts
_by @ ‘conveyor-belt ‘worker. -at ‘thet: -: Ronnie
They were all searched and noth: Renault factory, enjoying his sin- : Pamela. Davis dameers,|:
-C. Wrede Petersmeyer, ‘Corinthian Breadeasting Corp.: Joseph S. Sining incriminating was found The
.gle-channel tv arid” saving’ for an |. John. singers, Jack Parneit Oreck
‘Ff elatr, WJAR-TV, Providence; and Willard, E. Walbridge, -KTRK-TV,
‘Producer:
Jo
Douglas’
."
plot
seemed to stall, but Gillies
auto. ‘Each ‘was typified by. an-acHouston.:
devised an Ingenious twist for its
tual: man,.but the. glimpsés were 50 -Writers:-S. C. Green,. R..M. “Mls
“The. network. members weré named by their respective networks, NAB
tail The frustrated Briton had cet
50°
Mins.;
Sat,,-7:40
pm.
2-1
‘president: LeRoy CoHins named ‘six others. All were okayed by the TV
_. seanty. that they. never. registered
his hand on the piane, and secretrd
| Associated. ‘TeleVision, .fron Lon- Board. at itsmeeting here last week.”
- @s personalities.; the goods in the medical chest
*..
ShotsoF ‘Marseilles ‘were ‘pleas:”| don:
In fact, this was a tight and
> fing—and the. photography, by Jack. . Instead. of spétacular. “shenant:
New York radio. indie WMCA ‘has. “donated $5.000 to the NAACP rewarding hour of suspense Ter_-P. Curtis, was diverting throughout. ‘gans, A make-believe penthouse Legal. ‘Defense & -Educatien Fund. -‘Money “had originally been offered ence Longdon was adequately dour

.: But the hour didn't gét within hail- ‘was fitted up as background’ to the 28 a teward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of | as the sleuth, and neat cameos were
-’ ing distance of. France's ‘heartbeat,
individuals involved. in the lynching of Mack Charles Parker in Poplars-i provided by Paul Curran. as the
_ ;, and. Bennett's: script: -was full of. frésh’ . campus-girl personality of ville; Miss.. April 25, 1959. Since.no. indictment. has been made, the;{ pompous messenger ‘found to he

the “Pattt: Page. And. it~ helped -to ‘set. money went to the. Fund’ “in the Interest of. nurturing those: who do muggling dirty pictures in his dipthe“mood for a genial and buoyant. -comibat to ensure that ‘other. Parkers will not be. lynched,” Straus said.
lomatic bagi, and by Warren Mit‘that the fashion industry’ depended |-vaude- show, with the modest Miss.
as
the
couldn't-care-less
“+. on’ ‘the ‘whim, ‘of’ ohe man. Apart -Page not out-dazzled by. the ap-|. Radio station: membership in. National Assn: of Broadcasters ts at a chell,
businessinan
Nyree Dawn
Porter
-Toomany.
visiting.
purtéenances.
new peak: of -2.378 stations plus four national networks. The total breaks was quietly effective as Mie girl and
from. ‘being untrue, little attempt.
was’: made -:‘to advance-- them CO-, ‘American top-liners make ‘the mis- down into .1,776-AM subscribers: and 602 FM
Leo Carera scored as the ioral
5 herently. as Point. of view.
‘take
of:
basing.
their
patter
on
the
|
“Figures were revealed at. session. of the NAB: Radio Board meeting agitator
. ”
Chief compensation was. ‘that’ ‘fact: that’ they're in’ Britain, which here, ‘which: also’ heard a. report. from NAB y -p. ‘for radio John F.
The dialog was crisp and Ifter ate, —
Curtis’s-film was: cunningly assem-| for them ‘medns a peculiar mix- Meagher. that jast May’s Radio Month. promotional campaign was “the though Gilljes might have Iald of
~: bled by director -Peter- Morley, ‘and ‘ture .of: Cockney slang. “soldiers in. best yet.” Use of promotional material. sent out by”NAB was pegged at. black-and-white
feeling,
whiel
‘the program: was thus.. visually funny ‘fur. hats, and. odd.old ‘char- 97% member stations.°
didn’t contribule to the plotting
oo -_ alert,but, mentally moribund
. -acterg.. selling. flowers. ‘This is: al. Radio Code. ‘membership is risingerapidly: also. It was disclosed that and was Intrusive in this context,
‘colossal ‘error, and is not. really |:
"Otte, a| _appreciated -by. the natives. Britain 1,272 AM and FM outlets adhere. to the standards. Radio Board passed | Christopher Morahan produced
a resolution in recognition ‘of efforts of. the Code- body and its chairman, with a searching eve for detail}. bet
"may have :its quirks, ’ but,.. think-|Che Gi, KEZY, _Anahetm, Cal,©
the hour was primarily an accolade
—_ AD VEN'TURE: sToRY”
- Ting
of ‘Waterloo, . Tobruk; and}
for scripter Gillies. one of the few
“With Sean’ “Connery, . : Margaretta Shakespeare, . -there’s something | RKO General. has ‘sharply curtailed.its‘ole reports,” world news | local scribes who can saat his maa‘Scott, William: Russell, Lyndon. more ‘to.‘be: said.
jhuntsa with character.
Otta,
feed ‘established .a. few months ago.
- Brook,:- ‘Paul. Stassino, . William-|' ‘In ary: case, Patti Page |‘dodged |. . Servier, which inciided audée tape reports from more than 30 string- |
Devlin, Akan Tilvern, Alex Scott, this: pitfall °-and: provided. -a: cosy ers. in’ world capitals,. -will ‘eonvert--to, special coverage, such as the}
;
Television Playhouse
Edward Cast, Michael Brennan, feast--of. new tunes ‘and oldies. Eichmann: trial,’ summit, sessions: ete;, with ©na ‘More regular two-a-day
Assoclation-Rediffusion chose @
Noel Hood, Walter Brown, Ann
which
suited. -her’ gentle. _pipes:. ‘feeds to. RKO stations. °
_ Dimitri, | Pauline’ Knight, Ban- Swinging -in. to.a™.fetching “Let |” -Reports:-were primarily ‘used by RKO's “AM outlets in New: York, German play for this “Televisive
‘dana Das Gupta, Tutte Lemkow, -Thete Be Love,” - she ‘clicked with Washington. Boston, » Windsor-Detroit, Memphis, Los Angeles and San Playhouse” offering, but that was
.. Walter. Randall, ‘Shimon Levy... “Married: I Can Always.. Get,”. Francisco, but: also were occasionally plieked. up .by the chain’s tv just about the sum of the orir#nality.
For
Gerd
Odcelschlegel’s
Producer: Rudolph: ‘Cartier.
4thence carrying’ fans and not-so-. stations.. Corr espondent. phone..dispatches -were received in London “Death by Cholee,” capably Anzii» ae ter: Terence Rattigan.
(fans: with, her for the: rest:“of: the: for feed to.New York and thus to the stations ‘around the country.
clzed by Adrian Vale. proved te
:
_Mins.,.Mon.,” 8:45 DM. :ae
“| outing.|
‘ Rudolp
-TV;.
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h: frem
“Deadline for “American: ‘entries’ in the’ Prix Italfa 1961 is July: 15, be a pretty indeterminate effort,
Cartie‘London...
r, who:. ‘takes
‘Her. principal
with many crossed lines.
: his ‘Gra
ham . ‘Stark,- a “sldekiee,swrit weBroadcasting Foundation of America: has announced.
The point was thus that a mam
.-upredueing « chores thé. hard. way,
The ‘Foundation, international division. of the National Educational
plumped for the curious. 12-year- stooge who was. immaculate in-hts Television & Radio Center, has been’ ‘named official reciplent of U.s. could not perform an inhuman:
act. excusing himself with higher
/.s
@ld drama’ by: Terence Rattigan, in. butler- role “and: contributed: some. entries.
. which -he investigated: the rise and. pleasing humor and terping off his[’ Prix. ‘Italia, started ia 1948, will be held- this year from Sept. 9 authority. It's a good and valuahte
ipoint, but Oclschiegel's play did
: fall of. Alexander the- Great... But own bat... In Miss Page's “Learnin’ through: 15 in Pisa, Italy.-.
he couldn't turn a legit: flop into.ae ‘My Latin,”.number, Pamela: Davis | US, will compete in. two.tv. and two radio categories: in tv, a musical |little to reinforce it, being condevised: -Some ‘neat. ‘stepping’ for | production | and ..a- documentary; . in radio, literary or. dramatie works; fused in {ts motivation and highly
| ..tv success. .
_Préliminary ‘trouble ‘with . the the chorus line, which was ‘zippy’ ‘with ‘or without music, and ‘musical compositions with words. Two | !mprobable In its detail It rested
on the assumption that six men
—uplece was-that it lacked’ momentum throughout, ‘and .‘Jack: ‘ Parnell’s entries will be accepted in.éach of the radio. categories.
would -he so worried #bout thee
until it was halfway- through. The} band: : Baye |‘Teliable and -‘punchy |.
: early scenes: concerned’ Alexan| backing. “"
“PCC chairman. Newton Minow: ‘has consented to sit-in on a North? | secret -that they would band toder’s Youthful .-triumphs. fn_ battle}. ‘Further. warbling eame from western: U.-sponsored. ‘symposium . oni freedom ‘and responsibility in {gether to defend }t 15 years later.
against the. Persian:‘King, Darius, Ronnie. Hilton.: a ‘well-groomed lad broadcasting, Aug. 3-4. It’s to be held at the Law School «Minow’s| ; Feu could assume 22
Donald Wolfit purveyed a nicely
and, as ‘said: encounters: were only with: a nice. delivery; whose pipes alma mater) campus in. -Chicago. Others: participating will be ‘White
Jine
in
emotional
_” @escribed and ‘not illustrated, the: deserve rather. ‘more: thrust: in the ‘House, press chief Pierre. Salinger; Ward L. Quaal; exec veep and restrained
as
the = investigating
'.-.@7e itched’ :to’ get--at'some’ blood- -performance,
However,. he |ac-. general ‘manager of WGN: Ine.;: and Fairfax: Cone, ‘board chairmaa of strengih
brother, and Alan Wheatley wae
os and-thunder without taking. it. for. quittéed. himself well ‘with a - jaunty. Foote, Cone: & Belding.
“Put on-a Happy. Face,” ‘arid joined |
ok ag the principal cufprit. Othee
s giving over a night of airtime early thesp support was shadowy, alWBBM-TV; ‘the CBS o&o in.
Chis rr
"Action:‘came’“when ‘Dartus was. the Star - din. Shine On; Harvest
defeated and his. fantily captured.. Moon,” one of those intimate duets in August for .a four or. five-hour. variety show, the purpose of which though Oscar Quitak overplaveé
. Alexander developed from: a-slap- that, on this occasion, ‘didn’t cloy. will ‘be: to raise money for the Police Benevolent Assn. Cops used to the hysteria as the weak-vwilled
pnts youth into a tyrant who -sus-} A’ guest. appear ance was -filled| depend
on door-to-door
pad ‘an anogusl “thrill” show at
ator. Mark Lawfon’s direr“>. peeted
all around -him—and the ‘with. Tan. Carmichael, who gagged “Soldier Field to raise welfare funds, but Supt. O. W: Wilson, who took tion was fluent, but the play, as
first ‘telling - scene was. that’ ip fluently in<an- inconclusive item. over the force last year and dedicated himself to upgrading it, has put a whole, was one of those salutary
which he faced. Darius's mother that depended: .on. his. confusing the kibosh on. both methods. .
| moral fables, with which no one
o ‘Géargaretta. Scott). and. ‘drank a. po-|
Patel Page with. Princess Grace|- ‘WBBM-TV ‘volunteered the. gesture. Show, which will be somewhet cpuld disagree hut lacking tn drawill supplant
the aightty double feature of cinematics matic fire and knaginstion. on
Kelly. His contribution was agree-. Hike a telethon,
‘able:
enough, thougt:. there's a cer: at10:15 p.m. Irv Kupctnet wil!hovt.
ta.

wild

platitudes, such’ as. that

"French live in a sort of.social chaos,
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DICATION CHART
TV-FILMS

'

* Warrery’s’ weekly. tabulation based on | ratings furnished ‘by Américan Research.
“Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on.a ‘local: ‘tevel and offers.a rating study
‘in depth of the. top ten:.syndicated shows in the. same particular market.

“This week

ten different: markets are. covered.

In the ‘syndicated program listizigs: of the: top ten: shows, rating. data ‘stich: as the
‘average share: of. audience; coupled with data as to time’ and day of: telecasting . com‘petitive programming. in the particular slot, etc:,.is furnished..Reason for:detailing an

.{| exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows-is to reflect the true rating
‘strength of particular ‘series. ‘Various branches .Of. the industry, ranging | fron. media

HAWAN
. RK:

buyers. to locat stations and/or advertisers to syndicatars wil! find the charts raluable
Over the course. of @ year, ARB will tabwate a minimum of 247 mardets. The .
results of that tabulation will ‘be: found weekly in Variety. Coupled wtth the raliag
performance. of the top ten. netw otk shows on the luca! lerel, the Variety ARB cl arts
ate. designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually erery te market in the UO S$
(*) ARB’s Feb.-Mar. 1961. survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows.
sharing ‘ene ef the ‘weeks with an alternating er special pregram are listed, with the
multl-week: rating of, all programs in the time period given,

srimons: ion: KHVH, KGMB.

"SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY

te
TOP ‘SYNDICATED PROGRAMS:
AY.
a RK.‘PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
_ STA.
DISTRIB. :> RTG.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
sta.

690 1. RCMP: Fight (Tues. 9:30) ose

_1. Alcoa ‘Presents (Tues. 9:00-9:30).. KHVE
* 2. Hawajian Eye (Wed: 8:00-9:00). .
--KHVH

JKHVEL,... CNP. |

8. Naked City (Wed.. 9:00-10:00):.
; KHVEL
8. Leave It To. Beaver (Sat. 7:30-8: 00)... .KHVH4. ‘Surfside. 6 (Mon. 7:30-8:30).:.......-KHVH --..

soil3. Two Faces West (Sat: 8:30)acces woe KHVH.. “Screen Gems
4. Sea Hunt (Thurs: 9:30). °......... 1. KHVE.. 2. Ziv-UA
39.1] 5, Diverce Court (Fri. 8:00)... 00...
eens -KONA: :..KTTV Prog.
5, Detectives” (Fri. 9:00-9:30): 6-445 .KHVil
.
|
_
Sales.
371
5y
Phit
‘Silvers
«Tues.
B:
00:
noes
beseecee
KGMB. -.. CBS
5» Nelson “Family (Wed: 7:30-8:00).0....KHVH
37,| & You. Asked For It (Fri..6. 30).eelkeeaULEREIE +Crosby -Brown
Be ‘Untouchables (Thurs; 8:30-9:30: oes REVEL wtet]
7. Manhunt ‘Sat. 8:30) 20
see .KGMB....Screen Gems:

6. Adv. In Paradise (Mon. 8:30-9:30)..;.KHVH_
8.Jim: Backus:. Classics (\fon. #30). -.KGMB. “CNP
8:00-9: OOr EL .._:KHVH a 36].
35} 8. Jim Backus; Buddy (Mon. 8::00)
—
., 1 Th Sunset’ Strip: (Frt.

OR ‘Wagon ‘Train. iwed:. 7:30-8:30i..
—s
<

"2. Rifleman -(Tues. 8:00-8:30)... eet.

-

WBF: ..

2.

49 :|. 2. Séa Hunt: (Thurs. 9:00).

_B.. Real: McCoys: (Thurs. :8:30-9:001... .. J. WBF:
4. Tall Man. (Sat. 8:30-9:00) : rar boas
“wane

2.0.5.

_WIBF:

aivera

Fils. Dangeraus Robin;. Astaire’ (Mon. 9: 00: WIBF.. 2 :Ziv-UA:

4 |. 3. Lock-Up -Mon: 72000.

ec.

26
25
21
21
19
16

62° 77 Sunset

14

52

31

KONA

Lh Death Valley ‘Days FrL. 7:00). woes vs KERE.. US. Borax

Ch

i} 2. Lock-Up (Thurs, 7:30): 0.0.0.2. 000.5. KMJ...... Ziv-UA

A Wagon ‘Train: (Wed: T 30-8:30v.race KMS

40-1)2, Manhunt (Thurs.-7:00)-..............KMJ......Screen Gems

‘®,Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) ~05 PRE

#,Real MeCsrs (huts, 8:80-9:001:

341 F Meee
Mon TO

KARO

7 raPerry Mason (Sat. a:
:30-8:30): .er

Be Gemt

al 4Best of Post (Tues. 7:00)2.2°: =SURPRES ITC.

-KFRE?

oe

$2 a
4.Three

4. Have Guni, Will Travel (Sat.9:30-10) .KFRE,
‘6. Andy ‘Griffith (Mon.,6:30-10:en
csCheyenne (Moi. 7:30-8:30)...
. KIEO

es oR

Steoges (Mon. -Fri. 6:00).ase ee ee
, _KFRE pacer Screen

Ger
ems

33
24

24

Bt
21

‘a2
31]‘S.Highway Patrol (Wed. 7:00)/..0..... KMJ......Ziv-UA
"31 neHighway. Patrol; Life (Thurs.‘0304"

. 5. Hawaiian, Eye: (Wed. 9:00-10:00).cess
+. KJEO™ BL

5. Laramie. (Tues. 7:30-8:30)...we beeee et KM:

Be Phil Silvers: (Tres. 7:30)... veveee

sill ' S.. Twe Faces: West. (Tues, 1:00) - .Liaew'ee

FARGO

19

KERE | CBS.

tee

2Wagon Train,(Wed. 6:30-7:30)...a wpay

Danny Thomas

-- WRDW
~WRDW
Oa WRDW

>

9. Americans

. WRDW
WIRF
WIBF
WRDW

oe “4,

Laramie

(Tues:

6: ‘30-7: :30):::;
lige

ce ate

es wee

Expedition

Closeup: Good Luck
..
Rpts: Nation: Valley.
sees
Laramie
—_.............
Best of Post .....

Rawhide
..._—s. . . a ee55 | Premiere Perform. Leaees
64; Western Theaire ......
Light Time ...........
383i Fight; BB.
.......
Fight; Spare; BB ......
23;Garry Moore
_.........
38 Meet The Press .......
Red Owl Theatre .....
40 Pece Ranger
.........

{| 8.-Sea Hunt; -My Line (Sat. 9:30)..seeeee-KXJB...- .Ziv-UA

ae
@
e WDAY.

on

15

15, 1961.

60 |Guestward Ho .......... KXGO
431 Donna Reed ............ KXGO
41| Naked City ... 0 ........ KXGO

2, Bonanza: (Sat.’ 6:30-7:30).:..-:.. + a+e WDAY |) -53)}'3. Faces West. (Wed. 9:30)............ ..uWDAY.. . Screen Gems
44/|'3.
Faces West: Fan;: Life (Fri. 1:00):cele
- §. Ernie Ferd (Thurs, 8:30-9:00). 2+ ..3- WDAY44 4 Sime Backus. (Fri. 10:30): Loge ee desge
WDAY....CNP |
“$ Groucho Marx (Thurs. 9:00-9:30).
-.... WDAY
44
5:
‘Hopalong Cassidy (Sat.8:00). Lhe WPAY. -. CNP
3. -Your Life‘ (Thurs. '9:30-10:00).. ...:..:WDAY.4. Tall, Masi (Sat, 7:30-8:00). 02 5 + -WDAY
% 6.“Pioneers; Show Mo.;. BB (Sat. 9: 30)...SIKXIB:.... Roebeck
--§. Michiel Shayne (Fri, 9:00-10: 001... 2 WDAY.22
39 |}2. Shotgun. Slade; News {Tues. 9: 30}...ve - EXGO...
o- .MCA
©, @ Price Is. Right (Wed. 7:30-8:00):. :-.WDAY
"
38 ‘8. Little Rascals (Sun. 5:00) ...... ee ++ REGO. . Interstate
_ “8. Bachelor Father: (Thurs, “8:00-8: 30). <WDAY..

15, 1966.

61 | Pony Express eeoeoteeoenes
36‘ Guestward Ho eee eeneees
se eer
wren enes
41( Sea Hunt
36; Donna Reed eee eneemeaeere
39 ! Pioneers
37 Manhunt
39! Two Faces West
44| News
Silent Service
San Francisco Beat.....
45 Burns
a
& Allen
Award Theatre evens eaene

.KJEO. wee , Screen Gems 19

| 22Best of Post (Thurs. 7:00)....-..-+-+-.WDAY....1ITC

“gq

14
23
a
22
1T
18
21
23
26
14

WRDW
WRDW

oe

3: Highway Patrol .. .....
60.‘Bugss Bunny

19

“Gack Draw McGraw Thurs. E30).WDAY.. .. Screen Gems

196.

eT

STATIONS: WDAY, KXGO, KXJB. *SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16-MARCH
a

39

WRDW _

STATIONS: KFRE, ‘KMS, KJEO. “*SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16-MARCH

L Rawhide. (Fri,1:30-8;30): vovistey ps KFRE

33
27
. 14
18

KONA
KGMB

Ce

;Hawaiian Eye ...
; Outlaws
|
’ Outlaws
eee
eewete
££
“Filght
oo. .... ee.

aL.

18
t4
31
18
33

KHVHE

BrannigJan

56° Angel

31

Be: Huckteberry Hound (Thurs. 6:
00).devas WIBF... . «Screen. Gems

iy

...

eee

RUVH

-

74 :Brothers

2 4. Two Faces West ‘Thurs. 7:301........WJBF.... Screen Gems 29
26
1 5. Highway ‘Patrol.(Fri, 8:00) ....;.. ..WIBF:... Ziv-UA
g.|6..US,: ‘Marshal; Show Mo. (Sat. 10: 30) .WRDW....NTA
22:
Bail 1: Flight:(Fri; 8:601........2 .... es WRDW.... CNP
21

~§.. Lawman’ (Sun:. 8:30-9:00), .~
-- Wl
9. ‘Lawrence: Welk (Sat..9:00-10: 00); I

...

23 Surfside 6
i

“6. Stagecoach’ West. {Tues. 9:00-10: 00)...we
|
. »
4. Flintstones: (Fri. 7:00-7:30)| SY
8. Perry. Mason. (Sat. 7:30-8: 307:
°°.
9. Andy, Griffith (Mon: 9:30-10: 001.

Strip

30 Thriller, Darrin .......
41 Rawhide
27 Paar. Astaire; Bob, JFK

31

fie. WIBP... UZiv-UA,

3.{1 3. Whirlybirds ‘Thurs: 7:00) 0. 2.0.5 . WJBF....-CBS

‘5. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00) -...... “WBE

63; Garry Moore .......... KGMB
Sa; Deputy
sii ee. KRONA
30) First Run Theatre
» KGMB
43 |Paar; Astaire, Bob, JFK
KOWA
4l First Run Theatre ..... KGMR

35
26

38

ea

4, Wyatt. Earp. iTues: :8:30-9: 00} wort oo. WIRP

ves

WIBE..sabe. ‘Screen. ‘Gems 39"

Manbunt (Thurs. 8:00),

av.
RTG.

aFo a

“SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16-MARCH 15,

“STATIONS: Waar, WRDW.
51]

I5, 1981,

AV.
TOPCOMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.

37

43} 2. Death "Walley ‘Days (Sat. 8:00)......:... KHVH. 22-US . Borax
40 |3. Coronado 9 ‘Thurs. 8:00! . vetteeta, KHVH..
A.

16-MARCH

AD, Roy. ‘Rogers (Sat. 10:30): .... see eeeen. .KXJB.- -.--R.R. Prod.

KXJB
KXGO
KXJB
KXJB
KxXGo
KxXGO
KXJB
WDAY
WDAY
WDAY

‘PEORIA _
|]. 1. Coronado. 9; Show Mo. (Sat. 9:30). _-WMBD.. MCA

co, Real’
Real ‘McCoys
Met
‘¢Fhurs.. ot:30:8:
oe wesSWEVit

2. ‘Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00):

WMBD:
oe 2. Garry: Moore ‘Tues: 9:00-10:001: . it.

Re anes Tas, 930.oo

s Candia Camera (Sun. 9:00-8:30). sees -WMBD.

30

Screen Gems

UE «up

24

19
19

|] 4: Whirlybirds. (Sat... 10:00)....0.2......WI'VH ...CBS

f. “My:‘Three: ‘Sons.(Thurs. 8:00-8:30). * LWIVH

6 ‘What's, My Line (Sun. 9: 30:10:00'......- WMBD,..
. € Andy. Gritrith‘Mon: ‘8:30:0:ene JWMBD |

“5. Sea. Hunt (Fri. ‘10: 00)... wenees bee .. WIVH....Ziv-UA

18

, €. ‘Trackdown (Wea. 10:00).......,++:.WIVH ...CBS

= ‘Donna Reed (Thus. 9:00-7:30) + vesIVE

1T

.

om.Red Skelton. (Tites. “8:30-9:00. eee, _ WMBD.”
“WEEK!
4. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)...

1 Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6: 00)saves WIVH - . Screen Gems

: 8:Woody Woodpecker Wed 6:00)......WIVH...Kellogg

BATON. ROUGE.
.

3. Poriy Express. ‘Wed.

7:30:

- a|
lt 4.: Brothers: Brannigan ‘Wed. 9.001:..... WBRZ
“50 i‘5. Manhunt; Show Mo. ‘Sat. 9:301....-.WAFB

"4. Bachelor Father (Thurs. 8:00-8::26):.. WBRZ
~ 9, Deputy. (Sat. 8:00-8:3002.
Le oe: WBRZ

» 444 T. Roy® Rozers = Sai. 8:300- Lo
eee es WBRZ
44-8. Johnny Midnight ‘Thurs. 8: 00) ° eee WAFB

- 4, Tall Man 1Sat. 7:30-8: 00)..;
-, WBRZ
28. Route 66.tFri.. a:30-8:30): .areaedeees WAFB

Roundup

.

eoaecaee

: Weather; Sports
‘News Roundu

...

ah Wen: Kelly's Kolumn
29

Lae

News Roundup
; Weather; Sports

a

6. Lock-Up. (Thurs, 9:30)"

44
Al

34

tv eee WBRZ :...-CNP

:.....: WBRZ

5. Cheyenne (Mon. 6:30-7:30).

mle

WVBD
WMBED
WPER
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK

STATIONS: WBRZ, WAFB. *SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16-MARCH IS.

~, Bonanza (Sat. 6:30-7: BO)
= BRE — oy 1. Sea ont ‘Thurs: Too oeaeee vag ss si WBRZ. . .. Ziv-UA’
37I2, Coronado. 9 (Tues. 7:30) -....2...5.WBRZ.....MCA
' 2. Wagon. Frain -(Wed. 6:30-7:30) shes WBRZ . 6... Nelson: Fzmily (Tues. .6:30-7 0; ses WBRZ

49 ; Fight
.
| Spare
scene ee oes
42; News; Weather
|H untley -Brinkley .......
40: Rpts; Walls; BB
...-.
37.Rawhide
..

| Wea: Kelly's Kolumn
25 News Roundup .
Wea; Kelly's Kolumn
30, News, Weathes
iHuntley-Brinkley
31: News, Weather
iH untley-Brinkley

a, Man Without 2 Gun (Tues.-10:00"..... WTVH ...NTA

q Gunsmoke (Sat;&:00-9:3007. che! -WMBD |

3, Real McCoys: (Thurs. .7:30- 8:00)...
Le gelees-WBRZ
4.-Rifleman. (Tues, . 7:00-7:30".
‘ines WBRZ

25

-.e¢ee6+ WAFB

44° i.‘9. Two Faces: Life ‘Thurs. 9:30) .....:: WBRZ
a8110.‘Miaini. Undercover (Thurs. 7:003 .
WAFB
(Continued on page 38).

..... CBS

....Screen

.

Ziy-UA

Gems

..--RR. Prod.
MCA.

. Screen Gems
Ziv-UA
.

30
29

25:
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21
29.
19

mermeme

AT ami U ndercover

Life

WAFB
Wilf
WAFER
WAFB
WRRZ
WBRZ

81 - Cartoon Teen
Bachelor Father
44 iLack-Uo

-WAEB
. WRRZ
.- WAFER

53°
59
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Gills
Tarzan Dead
Steel

Weatt

> Tuo
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e bristle with indignation—which is.
better than bristling all alone—

whenever we hear the reckless charge that:television has killed conversation.
Even if this were so—and it isn’t—the. killing

might be said to have overtones of euthanasia,
‘for much of what passes for living-room talk 1s
about as rewarding

as your Jast¢chat
in an eleva-

wasassubsequently changed, dar gelybecause the: -_
word “élder” brought discouraging-grimaces:
from prospective guests, especially. the Octogenarians.
oy

Since that. 1952 premiere, the program has
brought iits audiences 38 other world- renowned.
‘personages, a glitteriing gallery ofsuch eminent
visitors as ‘Pablo. Casals, |Robert Frost,”“Sean

tor,
know what
that was’like.
. and you
}
)
3

O’ Gasey, Jawaharlal Nehru, David Ben-Gurion.

What TV has given viewers—by bringing ‘to
them the unrehearsed and unhurried chatting
of some:of the world’s most highly respected _

and Carl Sandburg.

figures—is the chance to enjoy the conversation
of giants whom they’re not likely to run. across
at the office water cooler or the corner delica-fTessen.,

Perhaps no single program has done as much in
this sphere as NBC’s “Wisdom,” which miade
its debut nine years ago. with philosopher-

mathematician Bertrand Russell as its subject.
For the record, the program was then called
“Conversations with the Elder Wise Men.” It

OVER THE YEARS, “Wisdom” -was presented
at indeterminate. intervals. But this fall; we Tre

:happy. to say, it will be shown regularly Sunday
after noons at five (NYT), except for.every: fifth
weekend, when it will be-pre- empted by“The: ;
\Nation’s Future.”
|
| Donald B. Hyatt, head of NBG Special Projects, :
valready has nine new. films: waiting to be un:
réeled in the forthcoming shows, which will be.
preceded:in the Sunday schedule by.“Meet the .

Press” in. color) and followed by“Chet HuntlyReporting.”

_. Wednesday,
June 21, 1961

“Lor adds. “Between ihe soul and mind of the
. «playeer and,the strings of
the instrument, the
CTV. show. T's also”a splendid, opportunity ‘to ‘only. obstacle iis the skin of the fingers.”
For. Hyatt—one of.NBC’8younger ‘wise men—
:“Wisdom” IS.something more than:anexciting

“-mecord |the voices, attitudes aid. mannerisms ‘of
“the world’:Ssenior-greats for.allposterity.A he’

oN or does 4 Dav idLow mind revealing how he
used to lick.emotional depression. “I'd retire

| subjects, of sever al.past “WwWisdoms”” _~ Frank
“Lloyd Wright, Wanda Landowska, Emestt Jones
are no.longer:wvith,Us.)

~ myself, lie stiffly along
a sett

“ONE. PRECAUTION thatgive
8. the's
series adie

“and. close:may eyes. I’d remain like that for half

: to.my hideaw aystudio, pull down the blinds,

. take off my clothes. . puta light covering over
ee, fold my hands

an. hour, thinking I was buried under six feet
. mension alliitsown isthepurposeful ay-oidane.
of the. typical *‘intery iew” set-Up. In line with, Of earth: Well, at.the end of that time, I usually
a. principle: established by“earlier “Wisdom” ~ had} decided that.life was worth living.”
overseers, Hyatt '
iisists that. the questioner be - Those. are: but. uny excerpts from this fall's
a close:friend, colleague orstudent. ofthe subSeries, Which will also bring NBC. audiences
: jectrather than a professional interviewer.
dose-“ups‘of such. WwiHling talkers as W. Somerset

“In this.‘same:quest,for informality, the:NBC: ;
os 2 ¢crew ‘shoots’four. or.five times, the: amount of:
4film actually needed foreach show. T old of this Pt
working method befor ehand, the subject: gen-. _

erally finds itmuch }easierto behimself.
Speaking leisurely—and without’ the’‘feeling
that every |
utterance: must. be‘pithy orampor-

‘tant—the: guest cai’ spend ;
asmuch time dwell:
‘ing.ona ‘childhood: picnic as in appraising his
~ Tatest book. or painting. “As:any.‘psychologist
worth. his’Gestalt, Knows, * “rambling” can be®

“much: imore ‘revealing’than thecareful, pre.
manicured. response...
: Most important, cofcourse, is’‘the-fact, that all
the subjects. are mature’ ‘enough, wise enough |
cand secure ‘enough tosay exactly:what they.feel
—without qualins of:‘being chided for iirrever-

ence, cynicism, orexcessive seritimentality.
Thus; an’Andrés:Segovia. needn’ t:fear being
: considered ““comy” ‘when he’ describes: music as
“themost
t beautiful drecami of the
> human soul,”

Maugham, Clenent Attlee and Dr. Paul Dudley
Ww hite.

TO BE SURE, notall the.guests sought
by “Wisdom” are that eager: to go before a TV camera.
After Sev eral months, for example, Producer
James Nelson stillhasn’ 'tbeen able to.Jand T. S.

Eliot. ‘The poet's reluctance, it seems, stems
| from his. embarrassment at having been recognized by many passengers in London’s underground after an appearance on BBC Television
several years ago. Didn't like the whole bit.
On theother hand, a.fellow like Howard Lind-

‘say always. gets a special charge out of being
7 recognized by'strangers. In fact, on one of.this

_ fall's “Wisdom” programs, he'll be telling
igabout: the little old lady who approached him
on Fifth Avenue during the run of “Life with
Father” tosay,’“I don’tsuppose
“you remember me, but I was at

the Wednesday matinee. ” And
Lindsay believed her. After all,
.:had she everlied to him before?

_Wedacedey, June,21,1961

VarieTy’s

weekly

tabulation

based on ratings

furnished by American

Research “buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to. syadicators willfindthe charts: oatuable.

Bureau, highlights the top ten network sows on a local level and offers.a rating study...
in depth nf the top ten’ ‘syndicated

shows in the same particular markets.

‘This. weelt

Over the course of a yer, ARB will tabulate a:minimum.-of 247 markets.- The | -

- résults of that tabulation will be found.. weekly in “VARIETY. :
‘Coupled. “with the -rating.

ten

different markets are covered.
“performance of the top ten. network shows on the local tevél, the Vartery-ARB charts.
In the syndicated program Lstings of the top ten ‘shows, rating data such as ‘the . ate designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tu market in the U. S. |- me
(*) ARB’s Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey covered. a..multi-week period. ‘Syndicated shows:
averay? share of audience, coupled with data as to time and. day of telecasting com- ©
petite programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an
sharing one of the weeks. with an alternating or special program could not be. properly :
exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to Teflect: the true rating - judged for. comparative performance. Therefore, Feb. “Mar. data. will: be limited. to
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, Tanging . from.ical a
syndicated shows which played. ine all -weeks.:
,
;
.

°

“(Continued from.‘page 35)
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STATIONS: WTYW, _WEIE,_WEHT. “SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY.1b.MARCH 15, 196t,

LV AN SVILLE
~—sTOP FEN NETWORK SHOWS
_
AV.
RK. PROGRAM—DAY.—TIME
STA. RTG

"TOP SYNDICATED “PROGRAMS.
||RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
_. STA:
. DISTRIB.

1. Real MeCoys ‘Thurs. '7:30-8:00',.....
WIVW

47 ||1+ Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00).=: WIVW....Screen Gems 29. —

50 News; Sparta

2. My Three Sons ‘Thurs. 8:00-8:30:..... WIVW

44 ||2. Lock-Up;. Closeup (Thurs. 9:30).......

50 |-Pony .Exp;. Lifes nea

3. Untouchables ‘Thurs. 830-9:30)."....WTVW

$. Andy Griffith (Mon. :8:30-9:00)...... WEHT

5. Garry Moore (Tues. 9.00-10:00:...... WEHT

.
°.
;
5. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9.30)........... WEHT
6. Cheyenne ‘Mon. 6:30-7:30'....... .- WIVW
.
tke
Owe
‘An.

“+t

; 7. Detectives

‘Fri.

9-00.9-

.......-

“48 |News; Sports....LST LSWRIE

- p

34 |

8. Pony

9, Grand

Exp.

Exp.

84

Lifer

Heart (Th

Life; Hea

830): WEIE |

urs.”

FIE

(T

a

tek

9-30)

Camera: (Sun.. 9:00-9:30'......
9:1

.

1, Highway 3
Patrol: Life (Thurs. 9: 30)...-

60.

8. Huckleberry

a|

WDSM..... Ziv-UA
22.2.1... ite :.
9:30)...
Hunt (Sun.
4..Sea
5. Mr. District
Atiorney
(Wed:
10:15). "ORDAL.
Leeee Ziv-UA

.

nhee
5
. nas
Ed Sallivan

:90.9-

a
(Sun.

sarees
OO ebos....-:...
7:00-8:00!

|}

DAL
i

5. Steel Hour; Circle Theatre (Wed. 9-10}KDAL

8.

Huckleber

Hé

oun

Py (Fri. 630)

“KDAL.. s

ee ceea's

47 || 5.-Quick Draw McGraw (Mon: 8:30)...

45 || 6. Meet McGraw (Fri. 10:15)... ScD
- —_
45

8. G.E. Theatre (Sun. 8:00-8:30'........ KDAL

43 || 8. Woody; Yogi (Thurs, 6:30)... eee

8. Have

Gun, Will Travel

(Sat. 8:30-9). .KDAL

———

1. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)........

WFGA

-2n.9-

{

,

G

creen

-"

Gems

30.

asterson;- Maverick. ...;.

60. Wea Skcing: ae." WDB
e+e ye. WDS
[Sack “Raat...

43; Americans’

eee,

o

=IT

‘32.~

35. | Michael. siveLeelee ele en=

ary gan
.

‘Rk abray;

ay

40

Sons.
maT

ouse.

..

WFEGA,

ae Mesto (Maw. 330 OTT Ware
3. Andy
Gr
OD, V.SU-EULUU!.
»v oes
3. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)......... WJXT

a 3. Miami Undercover (Wed. 7:00).::-...WFGA.... Ziv-UA.
28 = 64 |Stagecoach West 7. 2..." XI
i} @. Manhant (Tues. 7:30): ......5..25.05- .WIXT.....- Screen. Gems -26.
52 |Laramie; Boh Hope. iwae» WEGA.
411) §, Third Man (Sat. 10:30).......:
.WIXT..,. NTA
23
58 |Fight
irre WEGA |

4. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).. WIXT:

40

-00-10:

JXT

BOT).

4 cae ivan ton or ot 10:30)... xT
¢ Bd Sullivan
(OUD, CONE Ui ste ceens
5. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:00)......... WIXT

.38||

37

'.WixT

(Sat. 8:30-9:30)

ers

Brannl

Bra

gan

a

. 9:
ve ; WIXT

(Tues:

_

o1

veee-. WIXT..... 7H

iL

39 ||6. Two Faces West. (Thurs. 7:00),.....:.WJXT.... Screen Gems 21.
-. || %.-Buge Bunny. (Mon. 7;00)....... veeee
WIXT.
2... UAA
19:
39 ||g. Calffornians (Mon. 730) 2s ceee ss WIXT veeee CNP:
18.

6. Lassie (Sun. 7:00-7:30?.......0.ee00: WJXT

%. Checkmate

€. Brothers

18°

Ziv-UA

8. Highway Patrol (Sat. 6:00)......'..; WFGA..,..

Sons. (Thurs. 8: 00).WSIXT. . = NT. A.
8. Marry Millionaire; §

aes

17.

aM a
LIT.

42] Outlaws oo. leesearee WDSM.

=

orax

© °.°44.

2. °..2s.....% WDSM. "°° .34.-

59|Detectives°srheegeee sin WDSMS

24

KD AL..... Sereen Gems -23--

G2UY).. wee
cc ee:

80-

25 tg

I Aaa
com
mentUnder (Phas,rae
cessee NTA.
BY ‘he
Th.

“A

39} What’s My Line. ......'.. KDAL:

26.

MCA.ge:

22.

ny 6

62 |Jack Paar’2...i2.....64:WDSM-.

49

Days

—
“64 Tissues Ideas; McCoys. . /AKDAL:

49(Fight sht 2 eee. cael nent $s WDSM:
a 50 Fight: cer useseee

26°

9. Manhunt (Fri. 9:00). ........0. 52.24: KDAL
KDAL.....Screen Gems «22

alley

ad!

—

28

43.

ea

‘13:

_WIVW

‘|Fight; "Spare. : UES

39.

:

0s. seeeeese-RDAL...

44 ° Mr. Ed (Sat. 6:00)...

als a

aLonecae

$4

KDAL...«. Sereen Gems

6. Checkmate (Sat. 7:30-8:30)........... KDAL
6. P've GotA Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00)....KDAL

1. What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00).....KDAL

/WEIE “~.. 15

TAWRIE

35 |Lock-UomDonia
Closeup.peu.cieaee
«+... WIV.
WIVW: - 9926

q

WDSM.. /Ziv-UA

3. Hennesey

......... KDAL

“3 -| Huntley-Brinkley

WDSM.

55 ||2, Third Man; Show ‘Mo. (Sat, 9:30)... .-KDAL.... NTA

9:00-9:30)

44| News: ‘Sports... 02.05

35 | Fight

ae

tO eee

9. Roy Rogers (Sat. 10: 30).... HES TY WEHT...” -R.R

“1

= ‘Huntle “Brinkle; eee WEIE 18...
38 |Fight: ypenea Ww
;
29
Went Spare. vs 3. WIVW
18":
46 | Wanted De d ‘Or‘alive: -WEHT" 1:

no

2. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00)...... KDAL
'Mon.

o
* 99
21
I

“yg.
17

NTA

“evo
3 . Ccandid

4

_ONP-

Jury; Show: Mo. (Sat: 9:30). .. ‘-WEHT..

34. 9. Manhunt

7. Guestward Ho ‘Thurs. 6:30-7:00:...... WTVW

ta

37 | 4. Mr. Magoo.
(Fri. ciseaecananana +. WIVW...:TV Pers. Inc, 23°

$4

7. Lawman (Sun. 7.30-8:00).........+6. WIVWw

VEE es

50 Huntley:Beey 0.00 WEE abe
f
are
oe
ports et -WEIE “18
Sp
80 |News:

84

oe -WIVW

seat -WFIE... - 8

3 Quick Draw McGraw (Wed. 6:00).....WIVW....Sereen Gems 25
8
_
.
-_ Kellogge37|8, Wooay; Yost (Mon, 6:00). 6... ses _-WrvW. :..Seveet Gems, 25

35| 7. Two Faces West (Tues. 6:00) 2.2 WEWW ..SereenGems: 20

(Sun, 9:00-9:301...... WEHT

9: 00-9: 30)

26

woe
a
_
31 5. Sea Hunt (Sat. 9:30). 6.0.0.5 css ese .. WFIE Seve BiveUA
35 | 6c
do 9. (Sat. 10: 00)
- WIVW.".. me
erona
at. 10:00). ...-..
eee ees
A

6. Naked City ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00: ....... wIvw

7. Candid Camera

WIVW..-..ZivUA

40]

4. Donna Reed ‘Thurs, 7:00-7:30-....... WIVw

°

AV.— "AV.
~T0P COMPETITION.
RTG.
SH. ‘PROGRAM.
‘STA: RTG.-

9.:

16
18

. 24

46 Fight:SPae Ho wees
CIWEGA

38

45. Outlaws 2.2.5.0 WFGA.
36] Cheyenne... 20...
WEGA'
.35|-Cheyenne 2.23000. cc cise WFGA

34.

46.|

Laramie;

Bo

ope. wee

|

25

‘27
34°

14...

56 |Badge ‘714.000. 06..cee8. WIXT

851 Assignment. Under. ences WEGA

33.

_ STATIONS: WNBF, WINR. “SURVEY DATES:"FEBRUARY 18:MARCH 18,196, 7
.
‘
.. WNBF
1. My Three Sons (Thurs, 9:00-9:30)...

“L.. Huckleberry Hound (Ert.
cee~ eta
Sereen Gems
_
; 6:30) recesee WNBF.

61

.

ZivVBF....
66.j| 2. Sea. Hunt; BB (Sat. 10:3 Ve cee cudawee’:
Borax’
. WNBF +» US,
8. Death Valley Days (Thurs. 6:30)...
a
|
56

WNBF
:30-9:00)..........
:
ow
2. Flintstones (Fri, 9:80-9:00)
2. Real MeCoys (Thurs.. 8:30-9:00)......WNBF

“ot
3.

Donna

Reed

(Thurs.

§:00-8:30)

eooneeed

.

54

WNBF

iSun.

7. Maverick

61

‘Sun.

7:30-8:30).......000- WNBF

40

8. Danay Thomas

cov

eeusvoes

ee .

(Mon, 9:30-10:00) eee WNBF

.

48

w Followup Comment

—_—-

“The
rents

2

(Sat. 200)403see

.

.

,

WNBF

7:00-7:30+.

Bunny.

Te ; Fas ons
63
os | 5. William

WNBF
:30-9:00).....-... oes WBr
(Sun. 8:30-9:00)
WNI
5. Surfside 6 1Mon. 8:30-9:30)...... woees

4. Lawman
aw

L assie

Shot Slade “Fri. t:00) tee ve wees
Bugs

1+

GAA

7.
Best Of Post (Mon,“6:30).Leaveneee
8.
(Sat. 11:

. ewe

owen,

°

ayark’

. WNBF..... ITC:
ooee

intelligent bureaucrat, -philosophi‘eal, tentative and somewhat skepti- |.
cal about his‘ hances for success.
in: saving. Brazil. from ‘a totalitar-|

Z .

3

3°

For

Hire.

16|Pioneers
ury

ve.Sea

te

-

[Huntley Brink! ey. rae _WINR

. 69 | Union

9 7

-WINR

rr

.

Pacific

“13:

7 eevee ‘* UIWINR

Huntley-Brinkley.

0

.

;

a
“43°

36

35,

11.

TR

WINR

2.
SWINE » = 40°
amera.

.

28
)

-.
lates
ee
Cin

‘People. . WINR ;
ey
Huntley-Brina
_” _ | Foret

ot.

wood

« Per

Captain

‘Viewpoint;
Homer. Pic;

4

a

.

+“ WNBPF..see ;Ziv-UA
6:30). Leas “: |coveeeees
6 Lock-Up.B (Tues.
| 6.
.
.
ato _.WNBE.
000.
Bozo

86

.
:
“BL

Gems .31.
31

bene

(Mon.
.

¢

Hawatian: ‘Eye::.: vebeegescWI

472

33. ;

be MCA

cneea’ -WNBF.

.
.
ahs
ae . . aes

... NTASereen
West
Two FacesTell
-§. William
ure . WNBF..:.
90)"
ed. 8.30).ioretteenes
(W (We
54 5.

.
.
it
......+-- WNBF
(Tues. 8:00-8:30)..
3. Ritleman

6.

4.
SB.

. —
WER of
81
nea 7 “WINE
Bune Is.
a
.
46.
aDanger
I Brey
My- Business
INR.) 40"
en
Burns
87
WINR: *-:.3
.....0.e8i- AWINR
80] Navy Log...nkley
40.
LUE
Huntiey-Bri
2

40°
36
|

-

| oo OT WENRE

2
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WwW Cartoons

jan future.)
if
Continued from page 2:
One :brilliant sequence perhaps. ot
Continued from page 31
gave the reasons. for Furtado’s.lack for. cafes and: clad: dates: in the ‘the ‘inside of his; animal ‘suit,after-_
vs
oubdled Land, ‘the docu-;mentary was Francisco Juliao, a of optimism. It showed a rich pis- {same area. His partner. in the act:: “ward: os
landlord.
-octssed on the Brazil-] Socialist
lawyer
whose.. tireless]. tol-packing Brazilian

iim
scene
where
an .emergent] agitation in the countryside has ‘boasting about his ‘contented’ peaspeasan: auovement ts threatening gained for him the status ‘of. a- ants while insuring his own power
the Cuban
pattern, |Castro-fype political hero =‘among with ‘a display. of his gunmanship.
to duph ue
antt-Yan.wesism and pro-Sovietisin. | millions — of
Brazilian
‘peasants. One haunting shot caught: a peas[It Was a penetrating story, told |While the narration characterized ant child playing with.a_ pitiably
- “Only - one toy to’a.
tha cues. fie eves
of a typical | him as pro-Communist,-: Juliao was ‘small: doll.
of the grinding |nonetheless portrayed with: objec-: child,” ‘the. script: said, sharpening
Deasant
uns,
the
poignancy
of the: image, «
‘|
poverty vaneh os generating a revo- |tivity, the attractiveness of his perHelen Jean. Rogers. was producfutionary hale atone the Brazil- |‘sonality and the persuasiveness of.
er-director;.
and’
was also-heard in
mi. ugeling ta make 25¢ ;; his message getting a full count on.
Tart tas st
The. dyanism
of ‘his a brief interview with Furtado. Leo
aday int « ine.ds, scratehing for|i the show.
fom on a. alt-acre with a prob-| ‘ nolities was perhaps. ‘unintention- M. Swaim Jr.’s: script was excellent
Termine tenaa.s desperately wateh- |ally underlined in the ‘contracst and guitarist ‘Renato- Rossini» coning tne heneer of his wile and, between Juliao and Celso Furtado, ‘tributed | a: ‘quietly effective: score.

Rocky, a. _ Squirrel” character, also'| . ‘There are -also -‘some ‘of . the.
lighter - _moments.. in. connection
does the same.. - Rocky. is played by. with. ‘his. work, said ‘Cooper.. For

‘midget Patty. -Malone,. who - As.-2+exaniple,one mania asked: hinv if|
singer-comedienne.

However, | _according

he. w ere aman inside this costume,

to. Cooper, !i’No,” fe corrected. her, “I’m a.

there are. problems, connected with. forse ait another time, a naked

playing’ a moose. before: Mmoppet au-if he. were'a bigoted moose.

“He. |
diences. * But. thes: are all created. assured’. ‘him -he’ .wasn’t: “Where‘by adults who: encourage their chil- | ‘upon the Negro. father asked him”
‘to hug his two children.: ~ ‘>
‘dren to throw such comestibles iny
Parents: encourage children’ to

the moose’s ‘mouth. as- Fizza, POP- i try to take off his’ moosehead. to.

corn, ‘soda. pop, ‘ice’ cream, ete. ‘It; see. whos. insidé.. They. also pinch:
thildiren, the peasant was accom: ;‘head of. the governmental agency |.
fails to provide Cooper: with: any jim toSee what.the.eaction will,
Champaign,
citeBob: ‘Belmar, |
Patied by the viewer im his grow- j attempting a land distribution pro»e and
encourage
the ki
9)
nourishment. All it does, le. says, likewise.
He's grateful
“for compatnt response
tu the pr omise of :gram. While’ Juliao was shown. to ‘formerly With Illinois: U.; hasbeen
‘be vigorousl, uncompromising and: ‘named ‘news’ director: of ‘UHE sta-|is to block the air. passages in tis .ratively easy work before an audi-.
dettei dus.
’ costume ‘and force him ‘to ‘clean bence™ of: drunks in a nitery.
"
_A cential figure in the dueu- |confident, Furtado registered ag an! tion: WCHU here.

PRESENTS AN EXCITING

NEW

CONCEPT IN
GRAMMING

imematelite
208 five- minute factuals— unique mag“azine portrayals of the greatest stars
in the history of Hollywood:
“4. TYRONE ,

MARIE

* power %®. pressierz

CLARK

, HUMPHREY

* cGapice * pocart

4,
GARY) = ,~—Ss«SSOHIN
_
~ COOPER *® parrymore * FIELDS *

“and 200 other stors

JEAN
HARtow

- Hollywood Hist-O-Rama
has an unlimited audience potential
»+.men... women... teenagers ... Everyone who has ever
been exposed to the glow and glitter of the silver screen will be
: drawn to this star-laden. attraction.

Hollywood Hist-O-Rama — - produced in Hollywood about the
greatest names in motion picture history using the newest

pictorial techniques!

Now in production for fall delivery

-JAYARK FILMS CORPORATION
y

Reub. Kaufmen, President

Gc 15 -East-48th St, New York 17,N.Y.

P roduced by ; Julieart ‘Productions, Inc.

MUrray Hill 8-2636

_ Rain Jane| 1961

RADIO-TELEVISION

=:
rE
7:a

NAB Board
from page ==
VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART [me;Continued

Morgan-ABC
Continued

American

from

page

1 jas

Broadcasting-Paramount

Theatres, which besides controlling Interstate controls arid operate; ABC Radio and ABC-TV
AB-PT’y sezregation polleies are
“a business matter but . . . also
a human matter and therefore a
ublre matter,” Morgan said. “It
a paradox and a pity that ABCParamount, whose liberal policies
in broadcasting allow commenta-

tors inctuding this one to speak
their minds critically on the air,
vant more consistently: activate

the. Board: meeting ¥Féb, 10, termed —
Board |organization °“cumbereVanrery-ARB's weekly chart: offers a.day- by-‘day. ‘analysis of the top. feature evening slots‘tn a@.. the:
some and ‘excessively time-consumeparticular. market. . On Saturdays and Sundays, daytime: feature’ stots. compete with nighttime” pin - Jing.” [NAB’s overall: organization, |:
‘The... said; -tn “reminiscent. of this”
periods for designation as the top feature. slot.of the day. The analysis is confined to. the: top rated

Columbus, oO. ®@ Stations: wwe, WIN, WBNS e
> Survey |Dates: Nov. 23-Dee.20,

WBNS
:

a policy of desegregation to which

{t is committed
piwiny

More

add-d
Cause

“it

It is an admirable{
than

ts

a

that,”

vital

it means---if

Morgan

policy,

it means

be-!
any--

thinz--that human rights are as
important as property rights. Some
enterprises,

interestingly.

|.
Dec.

fronts,

Austin? which

Dec.

11:15-12:45

11:15-1: 15

-

Program: ARMCHAIR THEATRE
Dorothy

Dec.

.

ro)

|

11:18-12:45

...

|"
Dec.

the’.

“And: Collins praised. the ‘Board |
| for. its. “keen insight. and deterwee mined: efforts . to ‘advance. broadiems easting.” : Steps -oKayed, he- added,
| will. “better equip NAB..to’ serve’
the. industry andthe public. with

com

Average Shares. 23

PROGRAM

Jack Paat.

11:45-1:00:

AVG. RATING:
* wiwe. |,
e.

‘Worlds Best Movies

‘WIN. .

At: 19-12: 45:

:
-

maximum ° effectiveness. “and” ef oo

: ciency.”
He added: “Approval of the plan ©

‘came after full and free discussion.’:

fin which the: members of the Board
| provided. invaluable
advice:.. and

{counsel.

I : deeply. appreciate ‘the

confidence of .the members of the-..

1 “BRUTE FORCE” °
Burt Lancaster ..
1947, Universal, Screen Gems, Repeat

Dec. & “SCUDDA HOO SCUDDA Hay”

"|i, eneray,andabuties 1

Lon Macalister

‘I shall: strive. to see that

1948, 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat
|.

to

Dec. 15 “HOLIDAY”

iz
most Amor
important. stridesforward.””

,

Katherine Hepburn |

and, i

1938, ‘Columbia, Screen’ Gems, Repeat.

Geller &Minew

“Average Rating: 3
WTVN

"COMPETITION

Average |‘Shere: 21

_

PROGRAM.
“ Jack Paar
11: 15- 12:45°

Nov. 24 “SURGEONS KNIFE”:

taste.”

Armehair Theatre:
-11215-12-43"

1957, Hal Roach, Flamingo, ‘Ist Rua
Dec.

for the 25

Following’ its. actions, the. Board-

.| tion, voicing “appreciation of and

“| munications, information and: ene!a
a tertainment.”.

g

to ai the program.
| THURSDAYS 11:15-12:45
An ABC spokesman, after Mor- | Program: Ww ORLDS: BEST MOVIES
gan’; latest trade rap, said “Complaiks™ Not us; he can say any-:
thins in his commentary he wants,
Donald Houston

tv station

2

j

Loraine Day’
1956, Altied: Artists, M&A Alex;Repeat

company
noise but nothing else,
since the AFL-CLO backed Morgan
with a renewed sponsorship some- |
time Taler on and ABC continued!

educational

-

. ‘coli, Neb; to ‘the study committee.

* .. approved. without dissent a: resolu--

[radio and: television—under.

Nov. 24 “THREE FOR: JAMIE DAWN”

for a time, a great deal of intra-}

eeatral Texas counties it will serve.

a

a

Program: ARMCHAIR THEATRE

those days. for the personnel pol- |.

Mis Parkhouse opened offices of
KLRN-TY, which will operate on
Channel 9, at San Antonio College
to bezin raising $50,000, the final
sum needed to assure a first class

WIVN

‘support. for the dedicated. leader-.
ship’ of' our. president, Gov. LeRoy.
‘| Collins, in“his efforts: to.
0 preserve.

WBN g ‘Average’ Ricting: 3.

THURSDAYS. 11:15-1:00.

words with ABC on another news
opte In his editorial remarks, the
commentator chewed
out Firestone Rubber, an ABC€ ‘sponsor in

Parkhouse, community coordinator
for the Southwest Texas Educational TY Council, has announced.

bers each from the Radio and TV :

:.); Boards Wilk serve on. the: group: :
Martin named: William B. Quarton,
STATION: « .WMT-TY, Cedar Rapids, and W..D..
{Dub}:
‘Rogers,. KDUB-TV; Lubbock,
AVG. RATING .
: | Texas. and Hatch. named J
4
Ewe:
-. | Higgins, WTHIT, Terre Haute,: * and
“| Richard 'W... Chapin,: KFOR, Lin-"-

* COMPETITION ee

TIGHTS”

1941, 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat _

©

their

San
Antonio—Ground
will be
broken this summer for San Antenio'’s newest tv station, Mrs. Lois

W.: ‘Martin,

KALL, Salt Lake City; Radio Board |
| Chairman. -In addition, two mem- -

=

:

Claudette Colbert

A few years ago, Morgan crossed

~+ long as it’s not in bad

' Mc-:

Board* Chitrman

WAFB-TV,
Baton Rouge, and George C. Hatch,

Worlds Best.Movies

7 “CHICAGO DEADLINE”

Chairman. CJair:

Collough; °.TV

Jack Paar

WORE

of training~

met!

_Alan Ladd
:
1949, Paramount, MCA, 1st Runa

ap-:

fed

‘| Board.

Betty Grable
1947,. 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat -

former So-

This

advertising,

| for sales, progr oming, ‘writing
yand announcing.”

: a

ope.

Nov. 30 “MOTHER

presi-

Firestone

‘1 would delve into programming and-

| WIVN

~~" T Dwight.

1943, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run .

equality.

from

The -‘research ‘center, would: be |
‘Flocated.:near some. ‘big. campus, —

’ | under Collins’ ‘plan. Using graduate.
':. |students, and ‘others, the: cénter

The: Teorganization. * study: “com:

Nov, 23 “ers FACE IT”

peared at AB-PT’S N.Y. headquar-|

plantations.

.

| mittee appointed by. the Board will-.

11: 15-12:450

‘Dec. 14 “REMEMBER THE DAY”

Liderian

-

| be made‘ up of three members from —
the NAB Advisory: Committee —

Average. Rating: 7
Average Shore: 37

Leonard

resercussions

™ we

Worlds Best Movies.

PROGRAM.

WEDNESDAYS

dent, was not available to see Nor-

teies carried forth on the Firestone

vceizs

2

6 “MAIN ST. TO BROADWAY”

‘Dec.

when

*

Lh: 15-12: 45

them a hearing.
Eaclier in his commentary
on
Thursday,
Morgan
recalled
that

segsregationists

Code

|-tinue. ©
*

STATION &

_ AVG. RATING

k.

Lamour

r
WBNS.

people that thev are not communist sympathizers. Part of this ts
due. ne doubt, to the fact that
management had not really given

own organization has been a far
More POW erful obstruction to racial

|

Dec. 20 “MAGNIFICENT MATADOR”
Anthony Quinn
1955, 20th Fox, Medallion, Repeat.

of the theatre’s management

clittze

|

‘PROGRAM:

Dec. 13 “ROAD TO SINGAPORE”
Bing Crosby.
1940 Paramount, MCA, Repeat.

{and he mispelted disrespectful with

ters in the sit-in protest Wo weeks
ago against the company’s segregation policies in its ‘southern theatres. Morgan reminded his listeners
that, on that occasion, Thomas told
reporters, “It was outrageous hypoevisy for ABC commentators
to

radio. and: television.” :The

|v.p. will ‘have two. chief aides, one
for. radio -and- one: for tv,: “with
| branch: offices continuing: in: Holly:

Helen Hayes
.
1953,. MGM, Medallion, Repeat

that his son was one of the most
Outspoken, at times disrespectful

for President

‘f“must -be highly qualffied . by. ex-perieénce and famolliarity ‘with. both’

1939, Paramount, MGA, Ist- Run

five nichts a week on ABC

candidate

will, ‘be

mtthe. Board. : Board directed that he.

Nov. 29 “DISPUTED PASSAGE”

wriore the father of one of the boxoffice line stand-ins complafning

cialist

New: Veep’s Chere.
overall: ‘Code.

ynamed by Collins and confirmed ‘by

12 “LIGHT THAT FAILED”
Ronald Colman

TUESDAYS

Radio, “the manager of the State
Theatre, owned
by _ Interstate,

man Thomas, when the

The

headed‘ by a. vice. president to ba:

, Boards. for’ each medium will con-~-

“In April.” said the AFL-CIO
sponsored
commentator,
who
is

AB-PT

|
:

average Shares ny

it’ Morgan sald.

Goldenson,

a

"| wood and New. York. Code Review.

ed the policy of the Interstate
¢hain; at least,he would not buck

some

Vice President ‘for Television, now
\ vacant.

WIVN

Dec. 19 “C ALCUTTA”
Alan Ladd
1947, Paramount, MCA, Repeat.

us indicated clearly that he follow-

two L’s: leaders of the desegratlor: group. The boy was asked to
quit
the demonstrations
by his
faiier, a state employee
whose
supervisor had learned of the boy's
participation.”
Morgan
noted,
“Oemonstrators
have had difficulty in convincing

Oddly’ enough, no recommenda:
‘ton was: made about continuance_

1923 Paramount, MCA, Repeat.

rezated basis. The manager of the
Fine Arts theatre across the camp-

heard

“Worlds Best: Movies’

Boards. should ° be. carried,

lor discontinuance. of: the office of —

6

_

5 “EXCLUSIVE”

not totally,

mitted to the movies even on a seg-

‘vision.

forward.”

WLWOo

1937, Paramount, MCA, Ist Rua

fs

des.ezrated.
“In Austin, it isn't a question of
seviezgation: Negroes are not ad-

.

owEWO 7

Ak 18-1:00.

Fred MacMurray.

the home of the Univ. of Texas has
made remarkable — even almost
model and peaceful
— progress in
.@leariny the hurdles of racial prefj-;
udice. The University
itself has ;
bern opened to all qualified students since 1956, Restaurants have

been largely, although

.

Jack. Paar

‘Sonja Henie
.
1943 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat _

cept. ‘of separate Radio: and -Tele--

_AVG.. RATING

airsewe Spee.

Noy. 28 “WINTERTIME”

”

other

COMPETITION
. STATION.
PROGRAM

Program: ARMCHAIR THEATRE

Speaking of the fallure of InterState and other Austh. Theatres
to lift racial barriers, Morgan told
his audience, “There is ‘samething|
painfully ironic about this because,

on

Average Rating: :7
Average Share: 33.

MONDAYS 11:15-1:15

enough,

have even found it to be good bustfer.

nation’s ..original Articlés: of Con- ~
federation. * He called for creation
of ‘a” “unifying, central - authority.
|necessary to give NAB the strength, :
|prestige’. and- respect essential ta.
{meet the’ needs -of broadcasting.”
1960: ‘The ‘special unit: to carry forward-.
|revision studies wag given instruc[tions by the board that the office
‘of Vice President fot Radio be cone
& ; tinued; and “that the present con-

feature slots in the ARB measured’ period, broken down by days in the week, ‘The. ARB measured
period usually covers three .or- four. weeks. Other data such as the time. slot. and overage:share of
audience is furnished. - Top. ‘competition and competitive ratings. also- are ightighted.

1 “BLONDE

BAIT”

-Richard Travis, Jim Davis, Beverly Michaels |
1956, Associated Film, M&A ‘Alex, Repeat

Dec.

—
nary

8 “PITFALL”

Dick Powell, Jane ‘Wyatt’ Lizabeth Scott
1948, UA;. M&A Alex, Repeat

Dec. 13. “MASK OF DIMITRIOUS” |
Faye Emerson, Peter Lorre, Zachary Scott;
Sydney Greenstreet
_
1914, Warner Bros., UAA,,. Repeat .

"| Ses

Continued trees page 53 EE

STATION a
AYG. RATING. given FCC the results of .a Justice(| Probe of. the acquisition by. netWLWO.
: 8 on

WIVN |
>

ae

—

‘|works of financial. interests in pro--

_| | grams. produced. by ‘a ‘non-network :
‘| organization .and_offered, for. ‘web:
" presentation..

_|told Cefler FCC. will consider mak=: . ing: web. affiliation contracts public. |
Also, Minow. sald FCC. will give
“4 thought: to: an -oldtime recommen.|- dation of the Cellar group .that
| affiliation contracts. be’ standardized
. }to,.prevent some stations (particu.
{ larly:- multiple
- ownership | situa-:

,| tions) better breaks than ‘others..

‘ —FCC is mulling. over a:“code of.
i ethics” for itself and may adopt —
rane, Minow

‘(Continued on page 44)

.

' —Answering a ‘question, ‘Minow .

related, although there-

‘11s'.a. Harris. Bill which would Aix.
sae a code into:Jaw.

ae
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_ ‘Simplybecavse thearchitects ofthotera. weren’ °"s aware of such things: -It!‘squite differentiin this day
| ond age. There's much more theory and experienced .
we thinking being put.into the:constriction business as"
0

welas:‘many others. °

o

a

: “Radio and Television haveits.‘ownarchitects‘ap“plying: their theory. and: experience. To.this: erid

Variety.” each: ‘year issiles- an. annual. ‘RADIO. -

"TELEVISION REVIEW. AND: PREVIEW.issue devoted©
«40 the. bluéprinting. of the new. horizons-1in program-

dn Radio and Television offords your sales sfory «
° Prominent °‘must see’ ' opportunity.

‘Let theRadio ‘and Television Trade know what you
have on:the drawing board as your constructive contribution to ‘keep the world audiences tuning in .
7 who knows; perhaps yours is the blueprint to put the

penthouse on the Leaning Tower of Pisa.

Make your spoce reservation at ony of the offices
listedbelows -

| “ming... station operation, advertising agency “activi-

<ifies, sponsor: spending, network. policy, TV. film:‘syne
‘ dication |‘and. talent's, important part. in.call. these ;

“phases. Add to this’the documentation: of the past,”
usually charged |to.experience, ond:you have the fiinal

._working plans: for’the.upcoming year:in:Radio. ond
«
Television,

.

“The: 16h ANNUAL. VARIETY’. RADIO- TELEVI--

“SION: REVIEW: AND PREVIEW, as in. the:‘past 15.
. years, will ‘be.a factual: editorial composium written”
by Variety's. Radio-Television savvy ‘staffers plus
special, articles: by: top: ‘echelon. personolities “who
know ¥what is
i on. thedrawing boards. . |
.. The “anuistreading” aspect of thisinformative ond.

valuable j
issue
© amongst the‘boying.andsellinggroup .

NEW YORK 36 HOLLYWOOD 28
1s4'w. 4th %.

6404 Sunset Bivd.

CHICAGO 11
400 N. Michigen Ave,

LONDON, S.w.1

ROME

PARIS 7

? &. James's ‘Steet |.

‘Stompo Estere

646 Ave. de Bretevll

Picodilty
:

‘(foreign Press Club),
Vie Mercede 55
- MADRID
Genero! Sanjure 24

BERLIN
Lichterfelde West
Enzica—Sirasse

}
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“Wednesday, June 21, 1961

‘Troy Donahue. and Louie. Quinn, all member of the cast ‘of .wa ‘ple
| “Parrish” due in ‘at the- Wanamaker store: for exploitation (24)... Kideo Villas
For seventh consecutive .year General Motors Acceptance Corp. has’
age’ 00.
‘| renewed. year round ad, campalgn exclusively on WIP with traffic and|.

Centres

28 aS

highway reports.

-

tr

; Foi CBS Sat.
Sked

manaver : . . Bernie Eismann, CBS News bureau chief here, did a IN: TORONTO
-‘°
;
or
spect on the Indian situation for the radio web last Friday (16)‘Canadian tv: viewers: sell:‘see. Wayne & Shuster five. days: ahead ot}
’
WGN-AM-TV notched all time sales record.in month of May.
. _ Gene
MeGuane subbing for WNBQ weatherman Harry Volkman, who's vaca- the American. release of. their taped “Holiday Lodge’’ “weekly: series, As ot nextfall,there iLbe, a Sate

summer replacement of the “Jack Benny Show.” Program debut, with |urday. morning -“Kideo :Village”..on..

Honing chard WH.Wheat. foomevie with
WIAS ia Pittsburgh, juned eeccey. carrying on trans-Canada web, skedded for last night (Tues.),|CBS-TV as' a’ moppet -counteFpart *\:
WMAQ

ales staff...

WGN has taken on’ Radio Press International |With: U.S. teeoff .Sunday (25).

Joyce. Davidson .successor |will be‘to’ the: -web’s.. “Video.

Village” a

news service...
Don MeNeill named “salesman of the year” by Na- chosen this week by George Dick, CBC. producer of.‘"Seven-O- One,” ‘|housewives" strip! "Stanza, an’ offs
tional Assn. of Direct Selling Companies for his pitch-making on | from the dozens of femme applicants after Joyce's Job .... Allan Man spring
of- the ‘current - Heatter.
“Breaktast. Club”
WBBM-TV launching new science series for |eS Off. to: Hollywood to huddle with Bob: Newhart on’ ideas of Tatter's: pring
0
ea ere :
grade se‘hoolers

the Tribune's

iN

;

on Saturdays ... WGN’'s “Barn

annual

LONDON

-

Chicagoland

Music

Dance”

Fest on Aug.

troupe set. for- ‘tv series ,.. Longest program Tun :on CBC's “Wednesday. Night” ‘Seriés :Quigley: P ackage and a one-a-weelg

Jast week lasted: 140-miris. and was labelled “Ttaly in ‘Suff and Shadow; ax: | feature :of the game_.show,*“will
this making for the largest “captive audience” in history. of the: State-/ move. into. the: Saturday 10- 10:30
eridowed, CBC network.. ... Pete Nordheimer has left CHUM to -join|slot. in the ‘fall.

19.

..:.

CFRB : .. Vita ard Cecil Linder are a “brother and sister -act”..who}

Move ‘will push. “Captatn Kanga-

NBC Internatlonal’s 60-minute American Civil War film skein ‘goes| pet. together for the first time in four years. in “Power by Proxy” in
9-10 ~period:
out on. Scottish Television and Anglia-TV from June 29. Series is. the “General Motors. Presents” tv drama series. (25',-which’ gets the \roo’ “into ‘its’. old ©:
full-treatment. over CBC's’ trans-Canada. network. Brother has hada iF“Mighty Mouse Playhouse” will’ res
retitled for AngHa from “The Americans” to “The Blue and the Grey”
urna
-11, in better sponsor-

. Starting July 8, ATV will try to hold summer viewers with vaulties successful. career. in’ British tv, stage. and .screen; she is CBC: radio.

in the prime Saturday night slat of 9:30 p.m.

How. far should tv personality -who has her own

,

““Shadows”.‘series on the Dominion ‘web |Ship shape’than it's been in a long

|
- >

:

.

and radio Interviewers
go? BBC. sound investigates on Sunday -(25) |-.: Columnist. plea: has gone out to local radio deejays to name. the|time. Ideal Toy. has picked up half.°
Day and. John Freeman putting the interviewers point of selection ‘after ‘it’s’ been’ played—as well as before. .’:- .“Wheelspin,”.| the shaw; Colgate has renewed a-~
.

with Rebin

view and prominent

people, who have suffered at the hands: of inter- -CBLT: radio.series.for sports car buffs, moves from present Friday night |quarter. and General Foods has: an...

period to Wednesdays, effective July 12.
‘CHUM has won. -Ontario | option. on ‘the: ‘remaining quarter. -..”.
...°..Elwyn Yost will be ‘moderator. of. new” ‘quiz! Best-“Mighty -Mouse™ -has ‘been =:

viewers, opposite them .. . Ulster-TV appointed two new. members ‘to
Safety League award
its religious advisory panel and skedded two new religious programs

show to be tagged‘‘The. Superior Sex” to’ get underway: July. 55 for. the |‘able todo: inthe past’ couple | of
. The Peter Sisters star tonight (Wed.) in Granada-TV's “The VaCBC-TV cross-country” treatment.
‘years ‘is sell out half-way. .
riety Show” backed up. by. U.S. comedian Gary Morton . ... Associated-.
At i1 *through . 12:30,.“schedule
Rediffusion
increased school broadcasts by 15. minutes daily “and:
IN
‘MINNEAP
OLIS
..
.
.
‘remains’
intact—Kelloge’s.
“Mapic
_
stepped up the number of: schools series from six to 10... Sam Wana2d

maker adapted Bruno Traven’s “The Treasure of the. Slerra- Madre”
|. ©WCCO reported grabbing 59% “ot“twin Cities radia: audience, ‘gecord- Zand of Ala |
Karam
ton Nate
for radio . . . BBC use new sound studio in Canterbury for the first ing to March-April .Nielsen Index. Ratings give “local CBS. igo |and #Sk
‘wing? ‘for’ Nabisco: at
tirne tonight (Wed.) . .. John Trevelyan, secretary of the British Board top 27. weekday programs, three times as. many listeners. ‘as all other |112.12:20.v.
.
of Film Censors, guests in a BBC-TV. program on violence in the arts. Twin Cities stations combined: in. rural areas and 94% of all. quarter-.)
~"
;
7
Segments of “Orders To Kill” and “Saturday Night and Sunday. Morn- hours in. the metropolitan area.
. Minneapolis League of Women |.
ing” will be shown.
Voters. manned 198: precinct polling places. during. city ‘election last
week, phoning. results: to. six radio and tv stations. for ‘split-second
| reporting. System: believed. to be first:in nation . . . WTCN operations
|-.
director Gordon Ritz and program manager. James Uglam in New York]

Ottawa’$‘RyanTransfers. .
Ownership ofIndie CFRA
last. week for meetings with Katz agency reps ... . KMSP-TV,. new ABC|
affiliate-.in Twin ‘Cities,:‘running. big newspaper “ads” for its revamped|Bob. Allard: news show which includes commentaries by Elliott Roose- | -To ‘HisKey Employees:

IN WASHINGTON
Philippe

Lorrain, WRC-TV

set-designer,

color-consultant. and. make-

up expert for six years, is departing ‘or his native. ‘France. ‘where he
hopes to do business as a contact man for 'J.S.-tv and: motion picture.
companies . . Ben Strouse, WWDC prexy, honored: by special” citation yelt . .. WCCO’s “Breakfast Time News”. with Bob DeHaven entering
-Ottawa;,. June. .20.
|:
from Radio Free Europe for his ‘‘dedicated ‘intefest and. participation” 12th year: of co-sponsorship by Standard Oil Co.
. Bob Considine to| Tt took six” years. but ownership .
as chairman of RFE's Braadcast Industry Committee . . . Michael Mar- host -WTCN-TV
30-minute salute tonight to Catholic ‘Broadcasters. of. Ottawa. “indie ..AMer,. CFRA, is...
lowe, formér “Face the Nation” producer. now doing - new .CBS-TY. ‘Association. which. is starting national confab here’...
.-Art Linkletter | |now ‘transferred’ fromthe station’ se
pubservice series, “At the Source”. . . Hal Stepler leaving WTOP. for: to speak at Young Republican. national. convention. here June''23.
‘founder, Frank. Ryan, to its em-. |.
WGMS in same announcer capacity .
Steve Allison, WWDC. night-. ‘KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn., airing documentary ‘Saturday. (24) on.
ployees. ‘Ryan’ wanted: it this “way... |:
time talker, bestowed “Distinguished Service Aw ard” by Alumnt. group Minnesota-Iowa-Wisconsin: border problems, Show titled. ‘‘The Intangi-With ‘no children, he decided: years" of Freedman’s Hospital School of Nursing.
_‘ble Line”. will deal. -with taxes, liquor, marriage laws..and sale of ‘ago. to eventually. -gwitch ‘his: sta=.
| oleomargarine.:
“KMSP-TV has. introduced three-minute children’s tion’s ownership -to his .key staf: ©
newscast as partof “Toney: Tuners’ Club, " ‘smallfry. favorite.
_ | férs. -He told a business newspaper

IN SAN

FRANCISCO

eee eee See
National Community ree

next

Monday 126) and

ee Stee Aller’sWBKBChi OKAY FILINGDAY

Tuesday

ar.

ngrim,

"UW

elected board chairman of Oakland Better Business Bureau.
orais working summer relief at KCBS . . , KGO-TV's
moted to assistant general sales manager.

.

prexy, |

ome Again’ Special.

Yale Roe’ pro-|-

* Oldtime radio man. Benny |’

Walker ill at Fort Miley Hospital .. . NBC radio spot salesman Daniel.

. KGO-TV

‘Hot

.:Bili

H. Lewis departing Frisco ta become tv salesman with Katz Agency,

L.A...

"| Iast week, “I'd rather ‘be part own‘er of .the . best. radio. station: in

Association
A
oneco-te its Toth.annual ||

ON. PLUGOLA.
:

On Eve of ABC Preem ,

|.

. Chicago, June .20.

:

{Canada than:full owner ofa’ sta-!_

' ‘tion ‘that

Washington, June 20.

‘National’ Assn.

began Slowing:

dow no.

I did:”: acer
7 i. hick 2
ISSUE wnen
‘Ryan’ owne C RA: td., which. _
owned the: ‘station and

-a “farm.

of Broadcasters called | “Kilreen” .“which. | cued).

| hag been. granted its Yequest by. -CFRA's dominant. agricultral. poli=-

dumped Pat MeCormick’s kiddie show—couldn’t |. Steve Allen, whose new- affitia- the’ Federal Communications Com-/|-cy:. In- 1959 CFRA

Broadcasting: ~

make the grade against “Mayor Art” Finley and “Popeye” on. KRON. |tion 'thi§ fall will be ABC-TV, has. mission for an extension from June Ltd: and qreanized 2s.aCRRA Lid. "
“Our Garg” arid | agreed to’ do a’ special.also for.
“Dick Tracy"... KCBS general manager Jules Dundes elected a gov-| same. web’s Chi’ 0&0, ‘WBKB, be-. 19 to July 10°for filing comments changed-name to Kilreén. Co. Ltd.

Judy Patterson’s taken over the kiddie spot with
ernor

of Frisco Heart ‘Association ‘and a director of Frisco Better |cause the format .appeals to- ‘him, dn the anti-plugola rulemaking. - | and. sold its. radio assets, to. the. new
Business Bureau.
Hearst’s morning Examiner, fighting for “‘class”} Allen will launch the ©station’s|. The. rulemaking proposals. fea- company.
image, took over a one-third sponsorship of “Play of the Week” on |“‘Home :Again’” portfolio, which: ts.
But -it. wasn't. that. simple. The 7
KTVU
.
KPEN-FM co-oping with 4,651-seat Fox to present mid-|to be an irregulafly scheduled se- ture requirements that: plugging of Switch’ involved: okays:of the féd- ~~
night, J uly 8 double bilt-of Douglas Fairbanks Sr., in “Mark of Zorro” | ries: on. notable. ex-Chicagoans. who| products in -which stations or net-. ‘eral government. ‘and the ~ Board:
works
have
a
financial
stake
must
and Gloria Swanson and Wallace Beery. in “Teddy at the Throttle’—/| are, in a nostalgic: sense, “revisit‘of Broadcast Governors for trans-

‘be accompanied: by: announcements:
of ‘same.
D racing boats at Modesto . . .KHIP-FM. starting live remotes from sousponiet™ towncurrently todo Separate rilemaking’ is imderjas: ‘Spots again... KGO-TV starting a home interview show Sunday Beach‘’Playhouse, . ‘opposite
his way ‘involving plugola: disclusure.
a.m.’s with Bud Foster ... KTVU starting new weekly afternoon. show: wife, Jayne. “Meadows. He'll stay requirements -on motion picture
on beauty advice, with: Ross MacArthur and Evargeline Baker... ; over the week: of July 3.to film the making. ‘Deadline for comments in
KGO-AM deejay Jim Moore out of lineup a couple days because his ty show, and, according to station this proceeding has been set for
son hit him 1 mouth with. a pitched baseball.
| veep
Sterling (Red) Quinlan,
has this Thursday (22). Motion Picture:
America, among others;
is
creative sérv- Assn..of
lend
to
offered
even
|
.
IN PHILA DELPHIA
lee beyond his participation ass the} expected. to raise some obiections,
with Gaylord Carter: ecompanying
chief

engineer

Harry

silents on

Bartolemi

set new

Fox's Worlitzer “aac ‘ing’ the city..

world’s record

for class

|.

.
WCAU public affairs director George E. Lord. and producer Ivan R.. subject...
Ladizinsky named winners of the Writers Guild of America best radio.| "Performer, who. grew ‘up. on1 the
‘geript award, for their special study of Alcholism,. “One Deadly. southside and remained in Chi. yn-

Drink”.

. . Radio

drama returns

to town on WPEN,

Eurovision’ $ 23000,000:

with one-hour |til about age 29; has. sent home for

nightiy “True Story” series. Tony Marvin hosts . . . Pie ‘of -WFIL-TV's

fer of the: station’s ‘license’ plus. a
complicated system: of stock issues.

,

old neighborhood,

-°

To give the employees. incentive

to ‘keep. the. revenue '“up, the: sum. :| due. Kilreen by:.CFRA.: is to come
|from the’ ‘station's. earnings. When
Ryan dies, employees. will: ‘get...

In ava Countries eaireen's.preferred: shares via: his:
Sets i

the old family: album’ and will re-

Chief Halftown, in full Indian headress, appears on cover of Bruns- -visit the

Through ‘the. share capital method,

preferred : shares. (51%), held.._by
Kilreen :give -Ryan control .of
CFRA but he has'no part of earn- ..
ings except for 5% -on. $5,100. of .°
stock issued ‘by CFRA to Kilreen.
Ryan. ‘also’ has. hig salary.:

thet.

Frankfurt, June 20."

|

wick house organ. : ; Philadelphia Orch. concertmaster Anshel Brusi- |haunts. and the cronies. Idea is to| As what may be. ‘the “world’s 1: Ryan. himself” “figures: tie’ deal
low, host on WRCV -TY's Portraits in Music,” taping. three shows a reminisce. on. the old ‘days and ‘to. most powerful. international broad- works nicely: and that the. AMer' 's.
week, to run all summer while teaching In Aspen, Col. ... WHAT in- comment on the changes: Quinlan casting
organization,
Eurovision, operation is’ “abler, more. ‘expani- :

augurating a golf tournament timed for the national convention of the |insists that: Allen is doing-the spec

gs. hes

NAACP (July 9-16) ...:Stan Snyder, formerly with WIFI, now general a a labor of love, and not in eon~ |e’ eses enes,

23 00,00

en sive and sounder in its. thinking.”

25:500,000_ television |

manager of WHNJ-FM, Atlantic City ...TV luminaries Connie Stevens, |nection. with “hig new network ‘Dean’
[5°° owners:
linked across ‘17 Eurolands.
‘show.

RTM
cuenne seres oY | SERVICE.

Can BONDED provide : nv

BONDED

Quinlan - intends

. motional value forthe ABC-TV nowinced thatthereareap gverage
effort
carried to all. the.
an
2)

‘|
Station fs’ hegotiating. now witn. tries via the tie-up.
'l other eminent Chicago: expatriates |
for. other . installments. —

a

* coun- :
aon if

O'BRIEN’S. NEWS stor:

WABC. Radio hired Tom O’ Brien
Broadcasting as its director: of news, :replacing
| Company, Inc.; of Rochester, has Ed Silverman, who several weeks
LOS ANGELES
inereased its capital stock -from ago. was slated’ to go: over ‘to the
TORONTO
@ |$260,000
to -$1,000,000.
Duffy, parent ABC news shop.
‘|Kaelber,
Neville &
Youngman,
A Division of
ir-Condit
ef.
‘O'Brien’ held a. similar ‘position 1°
“Blevater. Buliding: °
NOVO INDUSTRIAL corp,
‘Union Trust Building, , chester, at rival N.Y. station WINS: He was:
A. HEGY
BT |filed the certificate with. the Secre- |Bired by WABC Radio.
o..topper Hal oe 2 a st.€.NYC.
mo?
74348,
y tary of State in Albany. ;

‘Yes, BONDED provides night- 3 gew vORK
time and weekend service and § exicaco

maintains Teletype connec. §
tions to‘all cities.

‘However,

to get it on the air at a time when|_ Chief cugineer of the Eurovision
[it will have some: coincident pro- |°°: J. T.. Dickinson -has. just an-|i

Albany—Veterans

e

&,

:
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a

rd
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Wa

oe
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=
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y
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:
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(Sel
Senate Hearing on FCC Reorg
|
ABC: Khruschey Tape}
Bills After House Kills JFK Plan

BBCRequests, Then

‘Minow&CollinsBlast W Violence |Rejects Lisa Howard's.
Continued from:page22 =

- on. the. public. to:“be” ‘shed * their.

erates.”

He’frankly ‘conceded: that

BBC-TV in. London asked. Amerpassivity and. be-moré voéal in ¢on- the chief factor-in CBC's freedom
‘veying their ‘criticisms of pro-. ‘to offer a broad range of -program-. lean network. ABC-TV to supplya

.. gramming to. the industry.
At last week's

‘ming with a minimum: of: ‘action!
;tape
sessions, the sub-, shows. is :the. Government subsidy |

‘committee heard'chargés

that yio-| and:

Jence’ was -injected into: ‘programs

resultant «greater

| from” taste..

.
Senate

Washington, June 20.
‘tory review contained in Pastcre
Sub-~ bill was supported in last week's
Communications

of the six-minute “exclusive. ‘committee hearings begin June 28 testimony by Federal Communica: interview” by reporter Lisa Howard: oy,|legislation ‘designed .as a sub- tions Bar Assn. National Assn of
freedom:.

American. broadcast-' i with: Nikita Khrushchev

last: week ‘stitute for the White House ComCommission reorgan-

“deliberately, and’.also -heard fie} ing, he said, must: constantly. vie. , and. then. ‘refused to air. it once jt. ‘munications

’ defense: presentation by. the heads 'for big audiences via’ ow. denomi-:- had
of the: three ty ‘networks..
‘nation stuff: because it -doesn’t
pave

-been.’screened. Officially. :
‘ization -plan, Killed by the House
about ‘the ;jas‘ week.
.
t have a continuing. source. of :finan-:BBC's. only comment.
p for consideration. are bills by
was that’ ‘Miss!‘sen!P ohn O. Pastore «D-RI
and
Tors. 2ivA producer,»a8,
{cial security ‘on.“WW hieh it can bank. change-of- heart
«Howard's “scoop” was “angled tuo: House--Commerce

ness. alluded’ to. in previous .sessions,. who: swore ‘to calculated. ate].
-tempts to soup’ up ‘series with -sex. :
.. Violence: -and. crinte-. : Tors. testitied |-

strongly for the. American market. ” ‘Harris iD-Ark.),

WAI NewPhilly:Site r

Actuaily,

from

Us.

Chairman: Oren
Pastore

source es.!
s.i bodies
nd fs. ‘recommendations

bil

ein-

Broadcasters and CRS
Bar prexy
Robert Booth Jr. said; heweves,
that provision sliould be mace that
the staffer who is tapped to review
an Initial decision should be af at
seast eqilal rank and eapericrce a8
the

hearing

examiner

whose

Brdk

ings he will pass on

CBS similarly went cn recerd
of FCC,
(han the for the right to file excephuers a: 4

somewhat weaker
*
conse reports” that. many eyebrows.
bill: However,
buth fal! wage oral argument before an ine
Harris
that: NBC. in a. letter,: ‘expressed |:
”
Philadelphia,Tune, 20:
in. the: tv trade were raised ‘hen - short of. the Kennedy reorgania- termediate appellate buds.
.concern .about -lack of. sex: in “his | The WFIE, Stations - have. pure:
‘it
‘was
learned”
that
-BBC
Wanted
tion
plan.
a “Man and ‘the Challenge™ ‘series. F; chased . a. ““four-acre tract along’:
held. hearing
on.: thej
- ».
CBS was. ‘the target: of ‘similar. City Line's’ Golden’ Mile” - as new; "tO air ‘the interview in England in:- Harris
Gharges by Tors. The network, he! headquarters: for ‘the.Fadlo -and i;ie. first ‘place, if only because so ‘House side last week on the Jeg:s;
much:
of
the
six
minutes
was
de-;lation,
with
the
weight
of.
testi‘charged, reversed a. previous: poli-:4
Must be a year for softhall, be
“ey lof. “wholesomeness_ for .“The television... division. “of-“Telangle Noted. an an airy, personalized con-:-mony favoring the key. provision of
series.
ater
ONfalibu
|
Publications,
Inc.
:
‘The
Site;
-pur-.|
yersation
by
the
new
ABC
reporter
the
Pastore
bill.
This
would
pro- eause ABC-TV has became the sce
_. Aquariauts”:

ABC’s All-Star Softball

Run”) in-favor of hypoing the pr 0 |i chased from the’ Philadelphia ‘Col; :and.’ Khr uschchev, whom.she:- once ;vide some right. of review: and oral
grams with “youth and crime. w ; lege. ‘of _Osteopathy,. will ‘house’ iinterview ed when she was working: arguments for losers of initial de-

“

ond

web

Sinp

to schedule

game

for

a champiens

showing

this)

sume

{cisions by hearing examiners. Har- mer Web picked up fram producer
-Because of this; Tors: said.-he. {n-| the’ - offices. ‘and ‘studio. facilities «for. the. Mutual network.:
Little news came out of the in- Tis bill, Jike the- reorganization Charies Arden the men’s all-«tar
“gisted on a contract. proviso allow-; °f WFJL-AM-FM.- & TV

P
ig him to ‘sever connections
with |. Architectiiral -. plans.’ and !dé-!
-any productions he deems inimi-| Signs: forthe multismillion, dollar.
“eal to the. “best interests” of chil- | -coristruction will. be instituted ims
‘Gren. .

teryiew: save for what ABC.called ;plan, would abolish right of man-

in

“indirect”:

Russian:

j mediately: The: site is across: City.|visit

Line. from:
WCAU™ and-.it’ will
I
ogg Other, gtestimany d alongote ‘place. Awo ‘of: Philadelphia’s three

the: ' datory’ Teview. by

the

chief : to: ‘have © Kennedy ja move. obnoxious

invitation

to

“his” “country. .

from

When

. ‘Miss | Pastore

‘pressure

industrv

bill. gives. FC Cc contestants

Howard .asked Khrushchev. to. in-|Tight to appeal to some intermee

vite her to Russia:for an interview, diate -‘administrative
K.

welcomed. her...and,’ Jightly, ‘Commission

unit

1

declines to take

Burkey; : executive
director
. of tv studios: close’ together. abwo
“Writers Guild East, in N. Y.° “Ad! radio. stations,, WDAS .and W AT, asked “her to bring. her.President }; the case.
agencies
and. sponsors; ‘she? -are alsq in’ the immediate vicinity. ‘along too.
This. modified

-claimed,

Commission,

the

the

game for alring live Saturdays. July
1, afternoon in a feed from Clcarwater, Fla.
A few weeks ago. CBS heught
the woman's championship game
from Arden. It'll be taped and then

up shown

right of manda-

iSecond
Ore.

Thursday,

game

is

Sept

7 evening.

from

Poitiand

the. “netw orks

and vidpix. producers. to accent the |.
rough stuff.. She-blamed.the Jat-|

.

ter .for. knuckling. under to’. they. -

people’ with the coin. The writers,:|:.
she insisted; are:more or less. help-|.
‘ Jess.in this situation. and. certainly |.

aren't to blame for ‘the state of.wv oe
programming. :

The network testimony. was] L
highlighted. by an-offer by NBC to]: ..
-; Share the. cost.for'a ‘“niassive’’ ‘so; |* .
iological

research project. to sup-|-”

Bly definitive answers to questions | _

of. tv's impact on youth.. Walter D. |Scott; executive y.p. for’ NBE-TV, |:
-who.made the offer, also hit back’}.
at an earlier ‘witness who tried to]

shew trat ‘the Soviets have no seri- |

ous j.d. problein ‘except . when.|
youths are exposed to U. S. tv:and.

.

motion picture. ‘product. . en
oe
The censor-enforced. :“purity - -of |...
‘Soviet. tv fare, Scott said, “appar-. oo

‘ently.-has

not affected a serious}

-

“and widespread problem. of. youth-|: ~
ful: hooliganism”. behind. the. Iron.
Curtain,
CBS- TV prexy: James r “Aubrey ae
Jr. described: his network's: spon- a
_sorship of a ‘longterm. Study, soon]:_
to be wound. up, of tv's role in the}

nee Ss, including .what, :it) does ‘to |.-.
“young. ‘folk. : Elmo. Roper and: Co-|
|
Jumbia?"U. care. ‘earrying. ‘out: the!
§work;

w hich: Aubrey -promised ‘wilt

Make a. “significant contribution” }*.
ts knowledge* in’ this’. nebulous .

field...

Quétied - by: the” Subcommittee

Chairman: ‘Thomas: Dedd ..D-Conn.).|

°.

about possibility of offering “chal¢
_.-Jenging” - ‘Programs. to: teens; Au-|
°
’ prey said it's.risky to-try.too much! oa
“pioneering .ahead’ of “one’s. rivals, |.
er “like the. Mexican ‘general -who'|

‘fought too tar ahead of his troops, ||: -:
‘you:“WN lose: your. ariny.”’ . Oliver Treyz.' ‘ABC-TV prez, re-; *
elted his web's: public service ef-|}.
forts in- the. cause ‘of youth morals.
. ‘He was confronted, however, :
-with |.

) HOO

“a statement. read by-.Dodd; from
“a -froup..called the. ‘Connecticut |
State Juy enile Protection. Commit- j

tee acc using: the network of apathy |
> to-the juve- problem. Tt seems’ that

D+ ore
bo

: in’reply to-an-invite to take part |"
in’a:¥outh. problem. conference; an |.

unnamed ABC exec told the: :Con-

‘necticut. group. that times: were. too |

ee~\.
>

busy: ‘for anyone to. leave Manhat= |
tain.-

‘

- Sylvester ‘Pity,“Weaver “told” of. :
the. lofty aims..of, NBC
under'}.
his. helmsmanship.
Although: his |.
“grand:. design’ :. was’: “not fully a
-Yealized,. Weaver -inisisted. “that |: .
“the record. is: still® very ‘good for |.
its, day.” The. “MeCann-Erickson
‘exec also: gave a plug for: pay-tele- - vision—but - for... ‘educational pur- |
"poses. : Touting the: potential of]
. tv to. ‘mold children's - minds, he|
aid; pay-tv probably is the only

way .the necessary. broad, range of.}.
educational - programming

can

bel.

-had.-:The vast sum. of money need-.
ed ‘isn't ‘likely: tobe forthcoming :

from. government. or” foundations,
.

°

he explained. :
.Eugene. ‘Hallman, programming

“Actually spot’s my line because, I am the-television
- spokesman for Snowdrift Shortening, I’m on spot tele_ Vision market-by. -market which gives me an opportunity

SPOr's MY LINE

to tell more people at just the right times alout Snow.
‘drift. You see, spot television builds greater sales and
‘js extremely economical-~ if you caxe abuut that sort
‘of thing,

“If you do care, your H-R man will be delighted to tell
= you more, I think that's fair. Don't you?”

Television, Ine.

v.p.. for ‘Canadian . ‘Broadcasting.
Corp., was ‘called .on’ ta. tell..how

. the: Government-subsidized 160) F
. network -Dorth of. the’ border oP

Produced for Snowdrift by Fitsgurald Advertising Agency, Ine, New Urlesas
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FRIDAYS

e

Cine
Cinader,
when

a

legitimate

sin tor Uos s.tuation
hea Ustars

an

There were

Dec.

2 “THE

moun

be on story. The easicst story |
to do sas the crinie stor, or one
Wiech dealt with vioience
But to-

Dec.

das, Cinader points out. these stars |

Dec. 16 “COL. BLIMP”

carry

a vehicle—while

Why

11: 15- 1:30

st Run:

Anton

The

kinds of action

stars

can

carry

R

verage

the

WBNS

grounds and stories can only prove

13

thing. More

red share!52

°

[t does

1947, Paramount,. MCA, Ist Run.
Dec.

' Such a onflict can be oer ived
rom
the semi-documentary
as |.-

easily as from crime “shows, and
bie current onde sgasine back-

aoe
at and identifiable
enti
‘ct
immediate
conflict
than

that draws

meaningless

|

3 “DIXIE”

1943, Paramount, MCA, ‘Ist Run
“
~

Dec. 10 Tyee,RAINS CAME”
-

violence,

Cinader

WBN S
.

Hle’s so strong. on the point he’s

spent. the past year: developing
eizht
separate
properties
along

|SUNDAYS

:

~

ww.
gp coverme

that it not only

can

be

it can’t
tries it?

be done

pouphkecuslen

until someone

Laue

Hh

oughkeepsie—Louils

pelle

H.

Average Ratiag: 20: |:
Average Shere:

71

of WEOK:

Station,

Communications

owned

Industries,

POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL” om

1936, 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat :

1936, ‘MGM, Banner, Repeat .

12:00-12:30

Council, Stooges,

12:30-12:45
OSU Bilit

_

37,

was

20th

recently authorized to go to 5kw
power and inaugurate FM. service.

-12:30-12:45,

‘Lex Barker

1949, RKO, ‘Banner, 1stRun

am
WLW

were

wavy
=

Headline Review 1960

WIVN

FB Review. Hilites
1:00- 1: 30

WTVN
3.7

12:45-1:00

ee
ee
eee

.

Flyin: to.Storer .Org.
’ Henry’ Flynn

wiv

12:30-12: olWorkers

Dec. 18 Junglé Thea., “TARZAN’S MAGIC FOUNTAIN” :

2:

WLWC
WL
3

oo

‘Draw, Stee

Fox, NTA, Repeat

Production’: of. another. TA-Para-

Gov.
es,Gov..

12:45-1: :30“ Stooges

1937, rfth Fo:e.

hy

"| company.
VG.
TING ‘of. former- President: Trumany,. As
| slated to. begin in: the’ fall. ‘WLWC -

_
Jack Sherick

ae

3

A Big Beer Windfall ~

.

|then’ moved over to the company’s
: | production-syndication- arm, _heade.

ing up: sales..on. such syndicated’.

keted off: KCOP.
‘to find ‘the writers.
Dann, for one, admits he. doesn’t | —

“W Rub

‘know. the answer, but asserts that |
the problem has been given: top.
priority at CBS-TV. It’s not: only
a Inattter of wooing. back the véetmale audience and is the hottest
_erans ‘to. : television — economics.
sports personality on Pittsburgh “busy,” what. with ‘pictures, ‘stage, alone is a. major roadblock—-but
one of developing new writers: for
tv,” Iron City Beer has completed “novels. or their own: ‘shows.

Pittsburgh, June: 20. -

—

5

the medium.

And nothing, °with :

the small. exception’ of last year’s
“CBS Television Workshop, * has
been done about that.:
‘Whatever the |‘eventual ‘solu-

ie

“AVAILABLE

Continued from pace 23. ———4

‘available and: mildly’. interested.
The rest were sorry, but they were

The. other instance, ‘according
arrangements with WTAE ‘to take
Conway’s five-minute sport -strip. to Dann, is the difficulty experi-|
three times a week starting June enced already in finding enough

Mgt. William Morris Agency

has’: ankled. Cros:

by/Brown: Productions ‘in: Holly--| wood’ to become ‘west. coast sales
| Manager
for Storer Television
“| Sales,. ‘newly-formed. station rep:
outfit- handling’ the Storer: stations.
Flynn. will headquarter both in Los.
Angeles’ and San Francisco.Flynn, a former gerieral: ‘qnanager 7
of KTLA in L.A., was with Crosby-.".| Brown's. KCOP in ‘Los Angeles and. .

shows as .“Seven League Boots” «
“will multiply: like ‘wildfire, Where and .other film and tape serles mare a

Ed Conway Brews Up

Because “Ed Conway has a large

TAs

ETN, a | mount project, the 26 hour outings

PROGRAM
roche
Four Just: Men
*

to ‘the’: ‘four-man.

fup. the TA-Paramount operation at
-|the studios -of the Aotion picture

3

“COMPETITION:

a|.

Dee. 11 Temple Theatre, “HEIDI”

been named general sales manager |

‘mourit will-nominate. two -board: of

| directors.

|} Paramount: bound.’ |AL Levy has.
-. [been elected y:p. of TA-Paramount,
‘‘|-and now is ‘on: the ‘Coast;. setting

WIVN
¥

; ee

4 Jungle Theatre, “TARZAN ESCAPES”
Johnny Weismuller..

|

Pells,

with the station since 1949, has|

WITVN
7

WTVN
6

Buckeye Theatre
“Buckeye
Theatre

12:06-1:30

Dec.

‘Under the new ‘edrporate struc.

_

Nov. 27. ha parecat

over, he asks, how can anyone say

a musical.
‘ture of TA-Paramount, “brought ©
Jabout by’ Paramount's : acquisition
of. 50°. stock interest, in. TA, Para-

WIVN
:10°,

‘Sunday Morning ‘News
12:15-12:30

these
lines. So far, hes met an |Program: JUNGLE THEATRE, TEMPLE THEATRE
it can’t be done reaction, but he

done but has to be done ve public
opinion Is to be satisfied. More-

way

Gold Cup Tneatre

Paramount, MCA, ist Rua

Blates.

A:
wh

‘

Movies,. Fight 24:00-11315

Gary
1936, Cooper .

the ordinary

its conflict from

Foam

prior +o° his :tie with .Paramount..
-TA-Paramount, he went on, ‘is engaged: in a project to. bring the
‘| Osear ‘wiriner ‘Roman ° ‘Holiday”
‘to. Broadway -in the: fall of. "62, as

WLWO.
“50.

; ‘Worlds. Best Movies
© 41:15-12:15

1939, 20th Fox,.NTA, Repeat”
Dec. 17 “GENERAL DIED AT DAWN”

‘Susskind: said~ ‘he “would start ©

Tens

_

special projects...

_ AVG. RATING ‘picture deal :with Columbla; madé

"Sports asthrete
AYE

flict, and that’s the only ingredient
vital to drama.”

to the audience

PROGRAM .
ae

ieee
Nov. 26 GUNCONQUERED™

have con-

project. and,. if

‘shooting “Requiem for a -Heavy- .
STATION & | weight” dn -October, under his four:

News, Weather
. -.11:00-11:15

people wateh

than boxing, and baseball

has no violence.

maintains

—]

COMPETITION -

Rating:

19s

is not violence. it's conflict, and violence and conflict don't have to be

film

Tw eeks which TA-Paramount: prexy |
David Susskind ‘estimates. for a
J regular | film, ‘shooting - schedule...
Susskind. said his outfit would like
to do similar dual ‘vidtape and film

additional audience bonuses. “The SATURDAYS 14:00-12:45:
important thing im a dramatic show |Program: MOVIE OF THE WEEK

meller

‘and: feature

| sucécessful; holds out ‘a big poten-

_] tial. for both.‘the ‘tv and. theatrical
_ | media. “Power” was .shot ‘in eight days. in N.Y., ‘Compared ‘to eight.

Walbrook

A

show and the new concepts, back-

baseball

| mount. It’s the. first dual vidtape«

1945,,UA, ABC, ‘Ast-Run

|

Graham |.Greene outing, starring
- | Sir Laurence -Olivier, Julie Harris
‘and: others, .will. be. distributed on
- Ffilm’ theatrically’: abroad by. Para-

|

(1940, UA, NTA, Repeat ..

not. then, he asks, cast the:

the same

4

the. night of:

[Dec. 3,: from .9 -to 11 p.m. The

SEA” -

:

key stars in new
vehicles?

-

WTVN—

Worlds Best Movies

R

* Jean Fontaine

at the:

out.

1

WLWO-:.
og
-

.

Fre a: Mac Mur ray:

t, MCA,

CRUEL

te

can

Jack Paar
.
Ak 15-1:00.

Jack Hawking
1953, Universal, ABC, Repeat
“
»

Suime time the old story lines are}

| casting on CBS-TV

i

1929, Para

.

tehevision’ five years:

. | tapedand filmed: simultaneously. at.
‘AVG. RATING a budget of $725,000, is set for teles .

PROGRAM

THEATRE

Nov. 25 “VIRGINIAN”
Madeline Carrol,

Tea

.

:

“The Power ‘and.Glory” ‘special,

COMPETITION.
a
STATION &

11:15-2:00

aco on the orden of James Arness,
Bechard Bure, tax inonid Burr or
Zambatist, and
the emphasis
ha

TUNnINY

‘[ the: pilot, .

Re

verage | ati ron 7
‘Average Rating) 36:

WBNS

sitting

plots.”
feast

lit's a tase. of NBC-TV. financhig

“(Continued from:‘page 40)

says

exceptions—

fie Last Chance Saloon|
Aa
wervns
fora gunfight. And using |Program: ARMCHAIR

. Tuneewe
nie

Th Par
=z Continued. ‘trota’ pageeta

from page 25 Sa

‘of the more than 20 westerns on
t.e amr, only “Rawhide’
has any- |
teams

Wednesday, June21,1961

VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM.CHART

Cinader
Guus

|

see

OE,

|

——EE

- BOOKKEEPER
“wit OUTSTANDING
- SKILLS AND. EXPERIENCE .
“Full charge. bookkeeper;:. supervising
production
costs, “‘payrotls, residual:
: payments,. ‘gultd ‘and “union
egree f .
‘ments
and:
psyments, credifg and i ..

collections. .Famillar with’ the’ same cae
for TV ‘station. operations, ’ years. on:
28. They will go to five in the fall. good. writers for one. of the new
:each
.of jagt -2. “Positions
Highest £ .
when Wheaties: releases. its pres- -type- of series, “The .Defenders.” tion, a.start has to be: made now,
‘business and
: perso
;Teferences.
Reginald’ Rose, ‘who's associate}. Dann ‘states, so-that the: webs: can | ‘For right lob wit, stert.cat $125.
ent two-night sponsorship.
producer and script editor, as well. | be prepared: when ° the avalanche |,
_ Call:cl TANS
Ketchum, McLeod & Grove,: the -as its’ creator, |has found that 1n- hits”‘in "62-63.
agency for the: brewery, is remoy-. stead ‘of .a few scripts and. supering sponsorship of Its.four 10- vision, he’s had. to take’ on the vir- |
. “2th: ‘Annual ®.
‘| minute newscasts. o WIIC,. which: ‘tual . entire’ : scripting shooting:
match: .He’s. been working .sweek- |.
{\ .WHITE MOUNTAINS”
_
were set three veara}ee0by’Smith; ends to keep up with the pace of
FESTIVAL of. the 7 ARTS }™
Taylor & Jenkins, the agency ‘that contributing far. more of: his own — ‘Continued trom. page 2 —
_ay Sthto 18th
|;
handled everything for the Drew: scripts than he ever imagned he'd now without a first-run ‘syndie -en- 7
..
try. MCA TV- syndie. sales: division
ery but Pirate baseball, KLG had ‘have to do.
‘SKY: HIGH la the
‘Now that’s only one new series. is ‘concéntrating on. the four off- |}
the .baseball
and the brewery
” WHITE MOUNTAINS
turned over .all its business ‘fo Admittedly, ‘there are just a hand- network hour series, the first major |:
’TAKES bd 5,500 ACRES
_|-ful-" of - these’“human interest”
them. on March 1,
A spokesman for the agency: shows scheduled for. next fall. But splurge of the hour. series: form *on |
said it was both Conway and the ‘if the ‘network crystal-ballers are a market by market: level....The 1460
rising audience pull of the station -eorrect, they'll predominate in the ‘hour series, now sold. in. over.
af. 1962-63 -season,. and~ the troubles. markets, are doing quite well, con- |
that prompted the move.

-Fitstrun» Syndies

EMMETT KELLY
Mgt.

3060

LEONARD GREEN
51ist
t St
St.- New York

GIANT-SIZE

AUDIENCE

SHARES!

“RESCUE
BURLINGTON

62%

8”

‘CAPE GIRARDEAU.
87%
‘
,

“MACON 66%
Sources “ARB, ‘Mareh, i981 -

sidering the tight time ‘situation.
“The “heavy, "as far: as. syndica- a |
tors are:concerned, is the network.
\inroads. on -local- "time, ‘with-the |‘f:.

Pike . New ‘Harapshiee
. Information:. Welter decobs

'|three. networks. virtually in? solid|

between. the hours from 7:30: to.-11 |
{p.m, with programming. ‘A. subsidiary factor Is the feeling of stations| litte; fornierly with. Radle
a:
‘I throughout the |country.° that ini.
at
sata
:
order’ to regain favor with.. the|: . zara
service
A: md TY AHist for 4.
FCC, they should. originate’ more | ‘STAGE, RADIO ang
lecated at ™
local public. service shows, -According to one syndicator, many of thie, }| 326 E..ss ST, NEW York 22,wy. |
°
_.
| Phaze 2-76

° Billed Res

:

from 7:30 to. 8.p.m., given up’ by.

the web, as a local ‘public:service.

For Further ‘Details Contact

GEMS, ne.

SCREEN
TELEVISION

NEW

YORK

DETROIT

SUBSIDIARY

TIT Fifth Avenue,
CHICAGO

OF

coLumpra

New York 22
DALLAS

PICTURES: comr.

PL 1-44

WoULTWOOD”

ATLANTA: TORONTO

| progra
-slot.-.
In:ordinary times, the

public

service yen of stations hardly was

a concern of syndicators. In. a‘tight.

time situation, though, It’s another}
squeeze from_the viewpoint of trying to-spot a syndie. entry on the
local achedule,
|

LUXURIOUS HOME
in. ‘one of New

York's finest spots,

ecludedMes” oeenutitul: ierraced

erect re
Contest, end ust4 amin.

Irom We Bridge.
te

bo napre:baths.

PHONE: PLAZA “bord, wow ‘York.

FC:

2°.
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RADIO-TELEVISION

[eats
oattheCoadt
Wout
|| WritersBlastDearthofalityWV‘Hywood.
tebe would
on
Ep said Seen Walev Sel
tun i bis sacipt
ood:

scrip

-eurrent. tv. drama “including the|

jand .thus —

payidson cited.a recent check:he rights.vo

fallacy: that -violerice is heroic, that made of. scripts done from ‘1950 to | °
A
4s always onthe winning 1960 for. progranis like “Playhouse daytime5

Completes 15-Chain

r

&Mee Professor
enperuaen:
bead
te Eeeen
te oe
toryesterday, ‘but. worked’
in, was| | work tv;.‘not: one going’ ariarket to|a and
Coast
editor
fingers. the:
script
Robert Gessner. of: New which a. writer. can.. wend. a:“Good. enough te claim co-authorship
:.York U.-He cited the fallacies of original. play.”

48

BriitishCom Service Under ITA

mae

|

‘London, ‘June 20,

‘with.the sélection of a program

|, company to operate the commercial ty outlet in West and North

Jadding a further 300,000 people to

|the potential audience.

|: Since its establishment in 1954,
the ITA has named 15 program

: aide, and ‘that sex means'love,
490," “Alcoaear,” “Studio |freedom. .In Pine a. soaper you
4 companies, 11 of which are already
-: [Under cross-examination the pro- One,”: “‘Krait,”. “Matinee Theatre,” |make $1,000 a week by
e |Wales, the Independent Television |operating. Border TV and Gram: fessor: discussed the: .“tyranny. of |“
"and. “Playwrights
'56.:| and. there’s no time for editing and
.. Fatings,” calling it the’ basis ‘by “Tt: struck me not one of the shows ‘no agency: men around,” he. ‘said:
which’. good :drama was ruled off for: which’ those hundred plays|
Kimoy’s ‘Recital
‘the’ medium.. At: one” point, FCC were ‘written are still on. the Wis “In. the afternoon, Guild .prexy
_-eounsel brought up a feature film|. “Why had this happened?.
| Irving Kinoy cited a Revue Prothat the professor had written. 1
{ductions assignment he refused.

_. Counsel. asked .if the -script|had}.
‘which “troubled. me very. much.”
“been. tampered with, if any extra swers that:‘the buik ‘of :tv viewers |Titled | “Breakdown,” the pro. rime -or ‘violence: ‘had been in- have shown that: they: want. west‘serted.. The professor’ Said not to ern and crime shows, that the ma- posed show ‘dealt with two psychiatrists.
in action-adventure forany extent except’ “Jack Warner: jority has to rule and that this rep" {mat (spor
Popa rape scene in:‘there which resents democracy. in action.”
i
listening,
.
fast
with the girls, etc.):
‘Davidson said that.’ this
objected to.
|| He: said stanzas were to deal with.
Upcoming _ witnesses. ‘ anclude|
|psychotics.
“from
homicidal paraDavid ° - Susskind, - - Worthington | throughout ‘the "50s there was built |noids |to. nymphomaniacs.” ” Kinoy
_ (Tony) - Miner, Paddy Chayefsky, an immense audience for the best
told
the:-hearing
that. he: ques~. all slated for today’s: (Wed.) hear- ‘ty: offered, .an audience measuring

;

her’

wit

Authority has completed the chain |plan-TV: are due to go on the air
of companies to provide an alter- in the fail, and the Channel 1I.outfit is expected to operste
native service in Britain. No more land
from next year, while the newly
program companies. can be ap- appointed
Welsh
company,
as
pointed on the present allocation stated, will begin transmitting «at
the
end
of
1962.
By
that
time,
the
of Band 3 channels,
-Company. chosen to operate the commercial network will embrace
95° of the total population.
final outlet is Wales Television
When commercial ty started in
Association, under the chairman- London in September 1955, theie
ship of Dr. B. Haydn Williams, edu- were 200,000 homes able to reIn
cation director for the county of ceive the alternative service.
Flint and chairman of the council less than six years the total has
of the. Royal National Eisteddfod. soared to more than 11,100,000,
Col. Cennydd Traherne, Lord Lieu- : embracing all but 200.000 of the tv
tenant -of Glamorgan,
is vice- license holders in the country..

lea |about 20,000,000 ‘viewers ‘week in, tioned the advisability of the for-|chairman.: There are 16 other di~
}mat, :‘but’ the producer on: the |rectors of the company, among|
“Or must we serve only, the 30,-| Coast told him that the format WaSithem
industrialist’ Sir Miles

a Perry Tonitnssses Sneinies. week out.

Fred. Coe

Banner, Pat “Weay-}_

‘er, °Bill” Toi an, “Mark Goodson,:
Albert McCleary, Ribert Saudek;
Fred :Friendly, Henry Jaffe; Irving
-Gitlin, Robert: Alan Aurthur, Gore
Vidal, Ed. Sullivan, George: ‘Jessel
- and. oth ers::
“>. Phe four writers heard: “Yyester-

000,000 -who want ‘westerns. and:
crime. shows—even though ‘they
turn out. just to -be a. lot of: ‘Jittle
boys, pumped full-of a heavy seda-tion . of .chocolate milk. and ‘set
down in front of the tv set for a
full: ‘union day. of eight. hours: by
ha
mothers?”.
. day, all. with tv credits going back their
In- | erossexaiination . Davidson
": to the “golden ‘age,” were all offi-|
-“glals or members: of the: American
Writers Guild..
.

just used: to sell the show.
Thomas.
| » Kinoy. ‘also:‘cited .an experience
The company {s expected to go
had. with .a teleplay
on on the air towards the end of next
he
“Climax.” His teleplay, he said, year, servicing an area with a popudealt with a ‘Negro and white boy lation of about 750,000, more than
trapped. In. a cave. -‘When a new half of which is estimated to be
advertiser came in on: the show, Welsh speaking.
It.is hoped that
he .was: advised to change the the area will eventually be exNegro boy to a Mexican kid.
| tended to cover Flint and Denbigh,

enone

Stanley Warner News Buy
Philadelphia, June 0
Stanley Warner, operators of 43
midtown, nabe and suburban film

houses,

has

signed for

week
WIP’s

‘Erik Burnouw's. Blast

” Birst:--day ‘witnesses were: Prof. |.
“Erik: Burnouw of Columbia U. and
‘an official ‘of AWG, East: David I°..

’ Davidson,’ ‘also ‘a Guild: officer; |”
. Guild ‘prexy Earnest _Kinoy:. and: 7
Tad Mosel, ‘video writer who now.

. Jnas the Pulitzer. Prize ‘legit: drama,’}-

. “All the: ‘Way. Home," On: Broad-)
Way.

Fad Mosel,” -probably, ‘the’ east, be.

“pessimistic of. the: writers, .“was.
‘still sad-.about the dearth of: tv
anthologies ‘b ecause; he thought, :
“we were on. the verge, of a whole
“pew: kind of -play.”

7

“He said ‘that “the.golden .age” |

. wasn’t all that it was

cracked: up|.

"tobe, .but,: “they. didn’t line. you
up’ ‘against. the show and: shoot

}™

_-you"’ if a play bombed. When FCC
: gounsel..tried. to pin him down on |-.
network | and agency: interference

-he more .or less. sidestepped, the}
Assues.

Mosel ‘said. however, .that by the: :
time - ‘he worked for .“Playhouse

high cost of production |
“pad made: everyone tense. He said |*
7

-90""

‘the’

che : thought

that “Playhouse

90” |.

died’ ‘by. economic strangulation,
. Burnouw declared that, from the |”.
standpoint of the tv writer, “the.
‘drift of commercial. tv. during the}:

past. five “years. has, “been. disas-- :

.trous.”
In the “mid-503,, he said:‘there
_ were. a dozen tv.series: that. didn't

.

:.. $mpose.formula on writers.. “Today | :

- there is really no reason for any.

“mew writer to turn to television: }

<-> Poday- ‘television does not. say -to:|

‘the writer,: ‘write us -a- ‘play.’ Int

" Stead -it ‘says to him’ write:us

“yehicle for a‘ cowboy. named.x 7 .

‘er a private eye named: ¥. It must.
follow our format’.
--The present system: ot: conitrol;
: Burnouw charged,
is a inyth; “The

.

“Jaw. puts full responsibility on. the. |:

| Jocal. station,’ but,’ as everybody

. knows, the station almost: has no}

’ control,” he said, referring to-‘net-} .:... .
work option time and prime. time}.

program content ‘pzarticularly..

-

<>

At-the same timé,.the Columbia |}

professor had” great. praise ‘Bor|'.. the medium in the ‘news. ‘and pub- |:
‘While.
television [
) gervice - area.
“

.' drama has‘ gone into an ignomini-

“.

ous

-spiral,. “television 4ournalism

gontinues to. acquit. ftself. “with honor and distinction: © ©".
[i
»- Davidson Equally Bitter

ment he aid,”“We've beenb

_ much lately about the erevalencs -

of: violence. and sex ‘in
in television [oy. programming . . and it is asad

"TELEVISION ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
“NEW YORK

"truth that! never. before: in: ‘history:
a ‘have writers been paid. #0. much | :

““Even more. tragi¢e ts: to recall.

"the kind of dramatic show. we used]
..to have:in-prime time‘and that has}

--

given up its young life to. make. a

TS for horse-whipping: and ‘heavy. _

ey |referto the quality anthology, a
‘the kind of drama that each ofthe
- Retworks. used to feature and to}:
consider its chief ornament. Today
there.is. not ‘one. such: ‘show innet-. !

* CHICAGO + LOS ANGELES

- GAN FRANGIECO © perros ° ATUNTA

: . for writing
so badly.”

_..’

EFFECTIVE JUNE 25,1961 WEOP-TV, WBTV, WIXT

‘FORMERLY REPRESENTED BYCBS-TV
SPOT SALES WILL BE REPRESENTED
‘NATIONALLY BY TAR

full 26-

continuing sponsorship
of
late afternoon news.
It’s believed to be the first time
an exhib has arranged for a cone
tinuing radio advertising campaign.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
_By HERM

~ AlbuReviews

SCHOENFELD

I. onnie Sattin ‘Deeca:: "SECRET , side): “TUNE, Up”. showcases one 7
LOVE”
:Remick*:, the hit of a few ‘of the most tasteful of. the modern

This isa.step inthe right dis
Elvis’ Presley: . “Somelling’ Ferzons;
:| Everybody” (RCA Victor. . The. -réetion, but only. the: first step. Al.

Years ato, comes

jazz rhythm combos in.a swinging |
r» king version by a fine singer side rating attention even - from
whrs due to break out with a big the straight pop jockeys.. “MOVIN’ | |
(Jazz Standardty: is an-|.
ut sooner or later. This could be ALONG”
is
“YOU
CAN
TELE
THE: other smooth side.
WORLD"
'Diu-Newmarkt:
is a . The Check Mateés (Arvee): “HEY.

| best known symbol of the rock : ’n' medley of.fine ‘old.Jazz’ sides rang="

mits

enal in its longevity. ‘but in-the fact. own feet. - Julian (Cannonball) Ad- wt
_[ that “disk buyers will accept. ‘no -derley’s ©‘historical * and’ -aitalytical :

uptempo

back

entry

in- a solid

jtion of his b.o. talent. Presley's. Bechet, .Scott. ‘Joplin. to the: ‘mods. .

:

|@
-*The
Portraits
s*RCA
Victor: ter covering both‘sides with a pul-|
*Y¥O-YO)
GIRL”
‘Daywint:
is a- salting beat that'll. get. the _ kids
quite rhythm tune pegged | to cur- ‘hooting.
Herbie Mann (Atlantic): “THIS
ren? y0-Vo craze. This new combo?
bandies the material in the strictly _ LITTLE GIRL OF MINE" (Pro- }.
gressive*) .is ‘part of the: current | approved
manner,
“MY
BIG
BROTHER'S FRIEND” (We Thee?) Charange.cycle with flutist Herbie
is 42 solid side with good: chances. ‘Mann and combo doing a colorful |
Amram
Barrow Sextet: 'Colum-. job on the instrumentation. “WHY |.

bis

HAROLD'S

Way"

(Em: : DON’T

YOU

DO

RIGHT"
May).

ernists, “the “music” stands “on, ‘its: “:

‘sales ‘potency is. not’ ‘only phenom-:

with. MRS. JONES—PART 1 & 2” (Fred- |
erick?) is a non-stop- rocking plat- | 1%

also

Chance,

Le
roll . ‘era and an. enduring idol of ing -from’.the classic '.pérformerg’:"_
-the: juve disk buyers, Elvis. Presley. like’ Louis.’ Armstrong,. “Sydney ®
turns up with another demonstra-

substitutes from among the several. ‘harration, however, is’not.quite on:
dozen singers who. have. adopted.
his style. In this collection, Presley: the: mark. It's: _patronizing .in: ‘tone | 7
is given a double. showease,. belting in. parts. “and, in- others, it’s too.
|rhythm turnés on ‘one side ‘and difficult.’ What: is an eight ‘or 12°

LAWRENCE WELK

| crooning’ ballads on the other. ‘The’ year. ‘old: to ‘make’ of ‘the. explana-—
Presley. trademark is clearly _imprinted on both: sides’ and any of tion. that: |‘the - blues : fg .a.-12-bar—
these dozen sides could: .turn. up. | form?: But : ‘ionetheless °‘Adderley:
-as single hits, particularly numbers,

makes’ an. ‘important «‘contribution
‘Proudly. Presents His. Fourth- in-.
like “There’s Always Me,” : “‘It’s:.a-]’ to the: ‘educational. catalog.
a- Row Dot Hit.Record. “YELLOW
“I'm
.
Comin’.
Sin,”
“Gently,”
B/w “Cruising: Down - The
Oranim. :Zabar-Guela ° Gill,

“Aa
Home” and. “I slipped, I Stumbled,:|I Fell,” from ‘the soundtrack .of the’ “Town: Hall Concert”. :“(Elektra). 7
new Presley film, ; “Wild . In the Guela: sGill;, “dead * voice" Of. ‘the.
(Prank*) comes. back.in a.‘strong

CONMIE FRANCIS... 002... acme renee erees TOGETHER
(MGM) 22. oe
eee eee eee weaes Too Many Rules.

Country. "

version.

Enzo ‘Stuarti- (Roulette): “MY
BELONGS
:TO. YOU”.
Ogre
Francis’ “Toyether (DeSylra-Brown & Henderson*)
is . HEART
the oe mre wt orersion of a fiw oldie dre for another big round: of .| (Kahl?) gives this legit Lanza-like
‘
|
tenor
a
big
ballad
to
belt
in all-out
Spee.
Toa Mary Rules” (Hopes is a jumping side. more directly.”
- |.style. It remains to be seen. whether.
tes of at thee forees Set,
the
young
disk
buyers
will
tolerate
2
*
*

|

-Oranim . ‘Zabat.: ‘instrumental

’ Eydie Gorme:.“Come Sing: With.

Me’zf(United Artists). Eydie Gorme

|

and

|vocal ‘trio, has: fashioned a “highly -

| has emerged asa fine. song stylist’ attractive ‘folksong’ ‘entry out of :.

the ‘combo's. Fecent: Town - Hall, .-. .
who turns out consistently class
‘platters.. Projecting with ‘a ‘warmth. 'N. Y. Concéit:.. It's’ a skillfyl and: ~~
-and directness unaffected by the -zestful- ‘performance. ‘by: an Israelt
-eurrent juve-angled pop’ gimmicks, ombo:: which “pccasionally’. strays~.
this high quality:votalizing. “TD
Miss -Gorme.-scores
on a_ nifty from: the Hebrew and: Yiddish’ répe.
CRY-NO TEARS” (Greta?r) is: in a cluster -of .standards,
PICK JACOBS ORC H. see ceee cece. COME: SEPTEMBER
including ‘@rtoire. inta. other 'tatids. This: set
“The Nearness ‘of You,”. “I. Don’t ‘inéludes- a ‘striking ‘Roumaniau ..
(Coral)
0. ce cee cee ce ee wee eee .. The Villa..: similar class. groove. :
‘Dorsey Burnette '
(Dat): wAL FULL || Know Why,” “The Very. ‘Thought |
medley, ‘and tunes from . Brazil, °
Dei
Jacobs Oreh’s Come September? (Northern®),: ‘pic title.” “HOUSE” (Meridian*}, an. interestof You,” “The More.-I. See. You”
Soop, rt a beeeghely attractive melodic entry Jramed in @ colorful
ing-song ‘saga about.‘a ‘gambler, is Vand “Long Ago and Far. Away," Spain’ and’ ‘Persia ‘s¢attered: ‘among
the. predominantly *Israel -mate-:
apeetge peed tres ad setting, °The Villa” (Northern*+, fron the: same
handled: in: highly appealing style. |among others. Don’ Costa’s rich. or-|
‘Tial,.:Bo,
re
fs another pltrang, moofin a similar arrangement.
|.by this country. singer.: “RAINEN’.{ chestrations °‘give a- strong: assist.
Dodie. Stevens: «pink. Shoelaces” 7
Pi
*
*
-IN MY HEART" .(Exellarecty is.
. Jonah: Jones:. “Great Instrumen- (Doti; Dodie Stevens is .'a : pert
Fate rhythm ballad:
‘tal Hits” (Capitol).
‘The imuted songstréss “nourished. ‘by ‘the. ‘con
02... eee cece eees BY LOVE POSSESSEDa,
VIC . DAVONE.
Hank Steele: Orch (May):
:
MO- ‘trumpet’ of -Jonah.. Jones again temporary.”
‘pop .song.. diet..: Her’
(Columbia) .....5.....-. If It's The Last Thing F Do | | saver (Aee Cee: ‘Mmmti, a west-|
We Pyetpereyatee? “Thenie Frias “By Lore Possessed” (United Ar|
standout ehtys baad projected th this singer's top
fers
cde Is The Last Thing TE Do” (DeSulea, Brown & Hendersoe’
isa eceellent reprise of a standard also due for wide pro-

‘Wraps up a smooth, . swinging set: voice,, mannerisms and appeal .are:.
‘ern-flavored melody, gets a richly that stands: up ‘under
repeated.
_
‘/textured instrumental -stice rating | spins: Backed: by. a.:small’ rhythm ‘aimed:at the juve market and'she's.
Tight’ on::target with the--set. of)”

| attention, “EVA” (Aee Cee Mmm*)j combo

apr rtecarep pay
ry

PAUL

bal

*

57

Jt ST BECAUSE I LAV E YOU:

EVANS.

(Carlton)

oo...
..08 eee ee le .

.

. This

Pull

+

MANCINI

/“

thins

“My Cousin From Naples” (Northridge?)
shee with mandolins and chorus.

Sloe

*-

is @ bright-:

*

i

weeeesee- SWEETHEART
2. ........02 2000 e eee Little Lost Soul .

|.

“Mairzy “Doats.”.
Pola . “Chapelle: “Italian. Folk.

Songs” (Prestige). This. is a switch |. :.>

“Song. From Moulin Rouge," “The from. the usual run ‘of’ Ttalo-slanted
songalogs. which. generally ‘accent. Ue
and “Theme
{the ‘popular-‘tunes, of the order..of :::
,
: Cireensboro,- N, C., ‘June 20...
|O. Sole Mio” or. “Sorrento.”. In’:
‘Little . Willie John,. rhythm & |: Paul Smith ;:-Ensembie: ““Carni- ‘this set, Pola Chapelle; an.:Ameri- :
Man Themé”
Bond: In Reefer. Pinch’ Third
from Picnic.”

%

from
the pic's.
potent ‘Chances

Shoelaces,” “Yes I'm Lonesome To"

odie jazz touch.to a book of varied’ “night,” “I Fall to Pieces,” “Rockin®
‘Robin’. and an updated version. ‘of: vk

“| tempos,. including ‘humbers |like
“Cherry ‘Pink and Apple. Bhossort.
White, ”
“Lisbon. Antigua”
and
“The Poor. People. Paris,’ plus.a
° | group . of
pic
tunes,
‘including

ORCH. .......0.....0
0. 0g 265 FANNY i ues singer, waived a preliminary: jvale in Percussion’’. Verve);

Hevry
Mancioi Orch'’s °Faeny”
(Chappe Ue:
Sore,
is a nifty workover ot @ lorely tune with

Peo sopfed

f BMI:

eee nematiy * ibittleWilleJohnPosts

(ROA Victor). ........... ‘..My Cousin ‘From ‘Naples
ary

&SC AP.

t

Pol Evans’ “Just Because To Lore You" ore
re or helged with suretire commercial impact, “This Pullover”
Dhanpoll<s is another neat -side tailored for the juve crowd.

HENRY

and blending. with.:.a- -hip. ‘|rocking’ tunes,. including: -“Pinks ~.

-isanother classily rendered ballad. {choral group, Jones gives. his mel-

}hearing in Municipal-County Court

“No

can songstress, delivers’ 4 ‘program _

end to-the percussion cycle. is in ‘of: traditional ‘folk: ‘tunés-.com 7

;here. last week on a charge. of pos-. sight and the search. is now for. ‘various -‘Italian ° provinces: It's
wa.
| session of marijauna.’ No evidence. new pegs” to hang the gongs: on. collection: of’: ‘varied *color ‘and.
was presented and the singer; :who This set is somewhat ‘Of a. depart- moods, .cali: executed:wig: ‘sensitive’ a
was. listed as 23-year-old William ture’ in. Ns transformation _of: the: ‘style’ by. Miss. Chapelle’ with, sim-".-1E.. Johns of. Miami, was. ‘placed, ‘Bob Merrill ‘score from: the ‘current ple
uitar backin
8
B:.
under: a $4,000 bond for: appear. ance Broadway |. musical, . “Carnival | Pe Herbert
“Philbrick: - ‘eC ybernetio. in Guilford Superior |“Court.” He into. charming. instrumental . show-

Warfare”. (Key). This.-is an unusual
|. case for. Paul: Smith's. Latin-styled
posted borid later.
entry in. the: spoken: word field..”
Johns’ was ‘accused «of having ‘combo. The accent is‘on the piano | It’s ‘a straight anti-Communist
Frank Heppinstall’s “Sweetheart”
(Portrait. : registers force-|1.97 -milograms .of marijuana with | and- organ backed. by. an assort- spiel ‘by: a former: FBI: agent in ‘the
fr.
via a pounding heat and a Jresh rocal sound aimed right at
him last! week. while he was ‘stay- ment of bongos, clavas and conga Communist Party: recorded. -at: tts:
the rwopagye target. “Little Lost Soul” CAtina’. ts a less effective
ing at a motel here, and. was filling: ‘drums _ and the: stylings: are color- “deivery at the.Dr. Fred C: Schwarz:
’.”
slonsremmord entry,
an engagement at a’ Negro. night ful; but tasteful on. ‘tunes ‘like .Anti-Communist ‘School on the.
*
*
*x
club. Greensboro ‘vice. squad: offi- “Magic, -Magic,”’ “She's: My Love,” ‘Coast.. It's heavy-going, :
not
only...
“The Sword,-Leers and..Federal narcotics | agents ““Ves, My . Heart,”
because of -the-subject matter’ ve
The Rose and the Cape,” “Mira”
VHE SPINNERS................ THIEL THE END OF TIME yarrested the Negro. entertainer.
‘which. isn’t” -exaetly - designed -to:
jand: “Yum, Ticky,. Ticky,,. Tum,
Swing on records, but ‘because: ‘ot.
(Liberty) .
Dream.
- Johns-said.-the: marijuana - had Tum. ve
} Philbrick’s earnest,. but flat, speak- The Spinners’ “Till. The End of Time” Joye ‘isa contemporary .. been’ “planted in his. room.
‘Julian (Cannonball) Adderley: ing’ style... The title of the disk
version of a great standard delir ered tastefully by a rocking vocal |
“A Child’s Introduction. to Jazz” derives. from: his: theory that the
° very » “Dream” (Goldsen*) is another standard, that could come. 7
Marz at The Adirondacks"* festi- (Wonderland). ‘A simplified ‘expla- ‘Communists .are’ expert: political. ..
bac. very big via this platter.
_|val at. Old'.Forge, N: Y., booked nation of the ‘jazz idiom. would be manipulators of.:the. conditioned
*
a
*
i
+ Julian ‘Cannonball: Adderley's com- a:very. helpful educational tool in. reflex: theory: of tiie “Russtaa’ a
bo for.July2.
5broadening children’ 8 musical hori- ‘psychologist, van. Pavlov.
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(Mellin*» isa lavish rework=."

buy of his 1952 click that’s due for another hot spinning run. His: °
noice is as potent as ever and the big 50--piece orch. supplies solid
bickhing. “Granada” (Peer*) is a flamboyant Latino piece. that - .
will rab some play.

from “The Young
press*
aves” pic score, shapes up

Sav- fairey gives this rhythm. standard.
as a: a similar workover.
potent jazz-tpe entry executed in;
Eden Kane (London): “WELL, I
driving style by this instrumental: ASK YOU” (Hollis?), a.solid rockcambo.
“THEME
FROM
‘THE! ing entry, is handled with the type
YOUNG
SAVAGES’”
(Empress*)!of vocal sound that’ll ‘nab’ teenhas a quieter Latin-flavored mood. | agers’ attention. “BEFORE I. LOSE.

~“Tongply Shorts

TocunosaFORHITDISKS
HURT PICSCORES: KAPER

in a- special’ sales:Program to run through July 31; . Verve will’offer |
-” London,,. June: 20.
one. free album for every. three. purchased plus a. dating plan. .The pro-. Hollywood producers: today. are .
much.’
more
aware
of :the power of -- gram is tagged. “Operation. Early, Bird” .. . Inman. & ‘Ira, folk singers
theme music, says. Bronislau .Ka-. ote

currently at N.. Y.’s Village. Gate, will record an LP for Columbia .-. ‘‘+per, Metro’s. pactee composer, But.~
The title of Faron Young’ s latest LP has been changed to “Hello Walls.” |2Now. comes thé “danger of being’.
‘The LP was, released in March as “Fan Club Favorites” but ‘was changed - ‘over-commereial: “Regrettable fact ...
- Rudolf: is many. producers demand 'a theme. because of the sharp.-climb of : the “Hello Walls”. single ..“
Gloria
Lynn.
(Everest):
“THIS
MY
“MIND”
(Moss
Rosety is
a. Serkin; Columbia’ Masterworks disker, ‘will do the Casal’s- ‘Festival: in ‘that: will’ sell on’ disk,. and this.
‘|-Puerto Rico. this year .
Jon’ Hendricks, of Lambert; Hendricks &- often puts a film score. in jeopardy. -LITTLE BOY OF MINE” (Progres- |routine ballad,
give?) is a nifty rocking slice w vhich ! Don
Shirley
Trio (Cadence): Ross, will do his “Evolution of the Blues” at the Newport ‘Music Festival: ‘The, scorer, who more-often-thanthi. songstress belts sharply for i“WATER BOY” (Walbridget?), the. in. July . . .. Curtis Fuller's first album for Epic will be “The Magnifi- not: cannot write a.good “tune,”
ple mts ot juke spins. “IMPOSSI-! oldie. gets a standout workover -by cent Trombone: ‘of Curtis Fuller”
. Shelley Berman, the’.Verve album’ will insert large slabs of ‘his thenie - °
BLE” «Tippy?) is a big ballad alsoj pianist Don. Shirley with rhythm comedian,. booked into the Carousel Theatre,. ‘Framingham, °‘“Mass.,. in ‘at every opportunity. thereby sac-.:
handled very effectively.
' backing. Could be very big. “FREE- “Where’s Charlie” June 26-J uly 1. . WIZZ, the FM affiliate of WICC, : tificing. many .moods and: even "°

:
(Walbridge*}
is —another ‘Bridgeport: (Conn.),: is promoting ‘a: one-niter starring .the Toshiko-. dramatic. effect of the pictute.
Debra Lewis Valiant): ‘A MIL- DOM”
LION
TEARS”
tSherman-DeVor- - traditional melody in a fine key- Mariano jazz quartet at the Klein Memoria} ‘Auditorium :for the. benefit] - Kaper,‘ in London ‘only briefly, =
board
setting.
of
the
local
Kennedy
‘Center.
flew to Paris yesterday. (12): for. a”...
zon -, an okay rhythm: ballad, gets.

ar curesting rendition by this off-! ‘ Jimmy Meng. (Jay. Em): “DON'T|: Martha Glaser,. Erroll Garner's. «manager, huddling with foreign, record 12-day. trip;' From :there. he’ will’.

bert
blues
songstress.
“WEIAT | BE. BLUE”
(Jimber?) makes a representatives and Sam Clark, Am-Par. prez, this week to set up for- visit Italy: then.-go. on. to’ .finisn —
YOL
GONNA
DO”
(Sherman-: promising. bow. for
this «young ‘eign distribution. of. Octave Records Garner recordings, including . his his tour in. Moscow: where’ he is ‘an.’
De-Vorzon-' is a good slow-tempoed : singer who has: enough - unusual ‘current “Dreamstreet” . » Thomas Schippers, Coluntbia Masterworks: official.‘guest:‘for five days.
torcts entrs for the blues market. rocal twists to click in’ the pop | disker, ¢onducts -at the. Festival of Two Worlds, in Spoleto; Italy, late |
Sammy
Salvo (Hickory):
“THE ‘em market. . “TRUE. AND FAITH-. June and: early July:.. . MGM Records, in a special promotion for its
tJ imber: 1 is ‘a ‘somew hat “Get Ready For The Prom” LP. by the ‘Hollywoods, has tied in with a}. Saunders. to Grill:Room.
_ Bl i.) OF THE BEACH” (Acuff-! rFUL”
group of tv dance. party shows to have the-album played and shown on
*>Rose
is a catchy teen-angled idea:overdone ballad.
' Milton © Saunders - and his. fives:
Ambrose
(Strand): | camera. Stunt: was’ arranged by. Sal Haridwerger, MGM’s director of |:
handled bs this singer with com- | Tommy
2en- at the
‘man: combo, ‘who have
‘|Hotel New: Yorker ‘sinte Jast:. fall, «
lvercist
impact
“HOW
THE; “JIMINY
JUM
| JUM”
(Shapiro- ‘publicity’ and exploitation.
(19): at .Hotel”
MUGHLY HAVE FALLEN” (Acuff-} Bernstein*! is a cute. ‘novelty. with]. - Ernie | ‘Heckscher, |‘whose “latest. Verve LP is “Hollywood ° Hits For opened: Monday:
Rose - is an okay roeking ballad. iteen appeal via this sappy rendi- Dancing,” plays: a. -society dance in Serickley, a suburb of Pittsburgh, Roosevelt ‘Grill ‘Room. for. the
“UNCHAINED
MELODY” tonight (Wed. Ye
Wes Montgomery Quintet |River- |tion.
|summer. .
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Hollywood, June 20."
Alan Freed,. “former ‘New: York j
Instant Learning
disk. jockey: awit wea ‘one. ‘of: ‘the|

| CellePutsHeaton Justice Dept,
WEW EXPOSUR iFCC ToEnd BMI-Broadcasters Ties
ButLoevinger, Minow Play It Cool

. The record clab may become the.

LPs . ~j new: ‘area of exposure to boost the
field .‘by ‘bringing back the
“Aims at Kiddie Market -singles.
adult market. It’s: understood. that

a principal: ‘figures. in: -the.,payola'|
-Washington, June 20.
.
ge:
me
Broadcast. Music Inc. appears
. > 7%,scandal .charges’ that “the meagre! ” Instant- Learning: Records is now ::
Columbia Records ds interested.
' going: after: the kiddie market. :The:
Hungarian
to
Maestro
(reasonably
from antitrust
Touring D allas Symphj threats posedsafe
">. spalaries paid. to: disk jockeys on the packages already scheduled for. re-" more.than ever before in exploring.
against other show
“": Coast is'a serious cause for the con- ‘lease .are “Instant: Spanish For ; areas of wider exposure and is now.
~
Dallas,
June
20.
business
activities
by
the Kennedy
: experimenting the singles buildup :
t
“ “Instant French Fori
_ “tinued: accusations that: payola ‘still| Children,”
‘| Administration. This, despite \igChildren’ and “Instant Spelling|
: possibilities. within its .club.
- Lazlo. ‘Sonogyt, a Hungarian con- For the first time the club, which. | ductor who visited America briefly
‘For. ‘Children. ”. The grade range
from two'to seven’ and. ‘the. units :has. a. membership of about 1,200,- Jast: season and will spend more
erage. $275-$300: ‘weekly plus’ “what|rare prices at:$5.95 each.
=
.{000, is merchandising a single rec-. time: here in 1961-62, was signed
they can make. from-individual pro- |. The French and: ‘Spanish. series: ord. It’s tied in with .a° contest to be tour conductor of the Dallas
will
teach
a
child
500
everyday
ex| tagged “Title The Tune” with a‘ Symphony Orchestra next season.
motion activities while-Los Angeles
pressions... ‘The--four-color: boxes |specially: written song. by Robert. ‘He will conduct more than 25 conand: ‘San ©Francisco ‘jocks. make: ‘eontain one: LP, *- progress. control }Allen: recorded by: ‘Mitch |‘Miller. certs‘on the road and: efforts are
only’ $150 weekly and:“Tare under, ehartsand. a- manual. “Phe spelling |and-orch. The Allen: song ‘Is now. being made to clear dates for one
{set will teach -a child the 200 most} called “Theme: For’ A. Title” but! or two appearances in Dallas mid
constant scrutiny.”
misspelled ‘words -in. the. grades |will he. changed when: the winning|}:
: The- ‘average deejay, aia Freed, listed
and will contain a” practice |title is set at-the close of the conThe “arrangement ‘was made nec- “rust become. ‘a. promoter, ‘using
essary by the fact that George
his. radio audience as .a wedge to ‘spelling manual, ‘progress ‘control |test.Aug. 15: The Col club already
Solti,
new senior conductor of the
|
charts:
and
an
‘LP.
‘has:
sent
out.
100,000
copies
to
its
_, get’a blockbuster ‘attendance. at an”
Imembers.: ‘The winning titler will orchestra, will. not be. available
7 attraction he: presents on: ‘his own
aj
for
the
spring tour through south
-have.a
choice
of
a
Rolls
Royce,
time ‘and: with: his own money:”
trip around ‘the world, a boat,. or Texas and the American middle
Freed,. who. claims':-he’s
always
west. Sonogyi also will conduct
$20,
000°in
cash.
....
been a “promoter;” has-just- signed.
‘Nell. Keating. ‘club's prexy, Bill ‘the Dallas Symphony in its exwith Polysonics Inc¢.-to produce 60
Bell, head of the club's artists& change date with the Houston
one-niters nationally, the first to|
‘|repertoire, :: Norman ‘Adler, . Col’s. Symphony next. season, each orbe: held in’ Hollywood Bowl June|
|exec. veepee, and. Bill’ Gallagher, chestra appearing on. ‘the other's
25. Freed: works on guarantee plus|
| diskery’s. sales veep, are keeping subscription season. The Houston
percentage. : He has lined up. Polo}
their ears attuned for public. re- Symphony. wil be conducted by
*. Grounds ‘in Gotham ‘for rock‘n’ roll.|
action to the song. fo guide their Sir John ‘Barbirolii:
“extravaganza in August. and Plans |”
further
efforts in ‘the singles field
| fo “keep most of the top -r°’n’ r|.
through .the club.-.
stars. busy if ‘they'll, work. for, ay:
reasonable. figure. ”. ,
They. figure that one:‘of the main
iz
“London, Jute. 20.
, According to the. outspoken joe,
Decca’ Records, one of. Britain’s-ways. fo bring jew artists and
;Sounds to .the public’s attention
“some. ‘Singers’ have.‘zoomed: ‘sky:,
. biggest. diskeries,, has declared epéen would be to offer a bonus.piatter. to}
--ward, -in: their-.own -estimation ‘at|
go along with the- regularly * Orleast, and are™ nat the. ‘drawing|warfare: on. the: cheap-disk-selling
‘cards they think they are. I tried. clubs which are growing in size and. dered LPs. One’ angle that’s being
to get the: Everly. -Bros:.Warner. number:. ‘The diskery ‘has’ sent. out mulled - is. to ‘put together. a special|’
- Bros.) and ‘went as. high as $5,000. anti-disk club posters to retailers. -LP’ with four. of Col’s established |.
‘They. told me they couldn't. get in ‘with:a letter naming them ‘as a artists. and four of its neophytes,

we exists. "| Freed explained that dee-.

orous blandishments from House
Judiciary Chairman Emanuel (Celler who levelled one of his harshest assaults on BMI.
Lee
Loevinger,
Kennedy-appointed chief of. Justice Department’s antitrust division, told Celler he is “not persuaded" that any
legal action against BMI is “indi-

“*- Jays ‘on -the eastern: seaboard, ‘av-! ‘is

: BritishDecca
_Lamches War Vs. DiskCluks'

‘touch with theirmanager and: had'| direct threat” to the. business. . alThe. Col execs figure that: once the
to say ‘no’;”’ Freed. claims .that -ra-|.said: disk clubs’ advertise cheap ‘record “is in ‘the home the ‘new.:dio today: ‘has’ “turned ‘from_.an|‘LPs’ of pop or classicat music ‘sung .t
(Continued on: page 51)-

ASCAP Widens
Tune Survey To
Wired Music

cated” at this time. At a hearing

by Celler’s antitrust subcommittee
on Justice Dept.’s handling of consent decrees, Loevinger sald evi-

dence

supporting

any

antitrust

move against the broadcast licensing outfit has actually diminished

in the past four years. Among
other
developments,
Loevinger
cited divesture of BMI holdings by
NBC and CBS.
Loevinger’s
statements
ere
prompted by Celler’s annoyance
over What he charged was the Deent’s “footdragging” on recoramendations made in his subcommittee's 1957 report on the tv
industry.
Celler’s complaint was accompajnled by a furlous outburat agatust
alleged practices of BMI. Among
other things, he said BMI wields
“barbarous” tactics in getting the
most favorable terms in its licensing contracts with stations.
Luring classy talent Into its fold

|by means of “blandishments and

wifes,”
(40 writers
have
“suc.
cumbed to BMI subsidies, he sald)
BMI
brandishes
its high- priced
a posers, Authors & Publishers is ex- tunesmith roster to put the
tending its performance survey to “squeeze” on Its customers during
J wired music services to restaurants, : contract ne gotlations. He likened
hotels, stores, etc. Move was recom-| the practice to “payola.”
mended by the Joel Dean Asso- | Staff counsel Herbert Maletz deciates .who designed the Society's; manded to know why the Amerfnew survey system which is aimed|can Society of Composers, Authors
at bringing the surveys into corre-;& Publishers was barred by its

|

|.

The American Society

of Com-

adult medium’ to: a juvenile. me- or. played by ‘unknowns. ©Main|
“ dium” and.that ‘there’ “are toa worry te the: industry seems to be
the World. Record Club: which -is|
“, Many’ commercials” : ‘between; ‘the.
based in Australia and ‘is controlled. ;
“ two-minute plays:-- The « so-called.
by Australian EMI. This club- has.|
“Top.:40". stations" ‘are. responsible !been conducting ‘an extensive, ‘ad-{
. for reducing :the: sales ‘of disks,” .|Vertising campaign here. “which, has |
_ (Continued- on page 50) we :many. retailers worried.
tation with thejnedia the on are consent decree from subsidizing
The Music Trades |‘Assn. ‘which
e presen
by A
censed
| endorses the ‘Decca letter, consid-'| * Another
defendant. has been
(Continued on page 51)
ers.the growth of disk clubs. to. be added. ‘to: {he action. in N.Y. ‘Su- time; the Society's survey covers
‘performances on radio and tele‘a warning’ to.the industry: they
undercut costs drastically and will’. preme . Court’ by Octave. ‘Music vision as well as symphony and!
j-eventually lead to diskeries.dealing'against. Vernon Music” (formerly concert performances,
direct with the~public. That's .a. Tee. Kaye Music), The. added. de- Credits for performances. on the|
‘situation ‘the retailers are not at fendant: was ‘Octave’s “former coun- wired ‘music services will begin
MGM Records is planning a king= all -happy .about. EMI has ‘come ‘sel..A. Hasley ‘Cowan. The: suit with the logs:as of Oct. 31 of last
year, Such performances. will be
size disk |push ‘to. tie in’ with. the | under. some fire from MTA for.
“ upeoming Metro. release of. “King: ‘Netting the World Record. Club. buy ‘seeks $50,000 °damages, an’ account- reported to publisher members. in
ing and. reassignment of all rights. the July. . distribution this year}. Stuart Ostrow, veepee of Frank
of Kings.’ The Iabel “wilk release ;Up. ‘old Capitol tracks: but: its. man- |
thtee’. separate .albums in’ -connec~j aging director -L.-D.. Wood, insists |to the tune, “Misty,” composed by. while writers will be credited with Music Corp., the Frank Loesser
these -uses starting.
with the publishing firm, has bowed out of
-*. tion with: theTelease of the pic. this these, were .very .old.“tracks ‘not
oo falls,
‘ likely: ‘to be reissued in- Britain.: ita Gamer. int
. ¢ ha rge s.that October, 1962 distribution. Differ- the publishing field to Jaunch his
production
firm. Replacing
‘ential
in time between publishers own
‘Deciston: ‘for the.expansive: disk
On: the subject: of ‘cutting --out |
e* comp'a
7
‘retailer, Wood states that EMI twhile: Octave -was .represented by and writers is due to the fact that him at the firm's helm will
- “drive was. “made. -by: Arnold Maxin, line
. Giskery. prez,: with details being. | will not take the initiative iin ‘enter- |.Cowan, ‘he induced. Octave to enter publishers are paid‘an. current per-} Milton Kramer, who has been with
::

Core’
’S Former Lawyer:
~:Named New Defendant—
In Battle Over ‘Misty’

inin 3-WayLPPush

| For ‘KingofKings’ Score

‘Ostrow Leaves Loesser

~~ Timed With Pic im Falli

To Set Up Own Company:

Milt Kramer Takes Over

oo ~. fiandled by Jesse. Kaye, the: rec- 'ing: this ‘kind. of- trade: but would: a contract, on. March 18, 1955, ‘as“2 -ord. company’s liaison at‘the Coast.! do’so. if another-‘Major | started it. |stening the rights - to Tee Kaye.
“" ptudios:- Kaye left. for Rome last:MTA. secretary, - D. EQ Johnson,
-- Week te Supervise the recording .of |estimates that. the. World Record without revealing | that he was’ &
+ the original. score’.by Miklos Rosza. i Cluh’s” advertising has cost around | stockholder... and. -also. represented

ws by the Rome Symphony .Orch..$112,000 in. the ‘past. week alone. |them. (Tee. Kaye. whose name was
Fhe soundtrack willbe. a special tA Major move is afoot, he feels, later. changed to. ‘Vernon, is a
album’ packaged -as.a -deluxe. ‘item :‘that is going -to change. the U:K.. wholly owned ‘subsidiary of. Breg~" yman, Vocco, & Conn.)
"fn a “boxed ‘edition: containing . a: “disk. Scene considerably.
”“eopy of the “King ’‘of Kings” sou-|
Prior to’ March 18. 1955, Garner
“) venir’ ‘book; - The: second -set. will.
‘Land. “his. manager “Martha -‘Glaser

oo
:

Road
and Cpt Execs.Hit

bev a’ dramatle narration” by: .Rich-

;-+,ard’ Boone covering .the film
Rozsa. will
To dts: ‘Teligious. contents.

formances. while writers are paid|the
off on

a basis of: a year

formances.

‘Because of’ mechanical

in

various

exee

Ostrow, who'll call his new fitm

Iimita-i the Stuart Co., will devole his ac-

|

available -at its office to indicate :‘NY. and L.A.
strow. who started with Frank

tas a songplugger. has been companv’s veepee for the past two-anda-haJf years and has started the

program for next season’« naicieals
GlennWallichs 0’Seas
which will be publ{shed by Frank.
Thev
Loesser's “How To
For EMI Board Meeting Succeedare InFrankBusiness
Without

‘prepare a special: ‘background score:
ForRegional Conclaves: Coat fiduced. them to“enter™ al
The third: entry. will be! Bop. execs* of. Capitol. Records|| business arrangement with BYC
““a.children’s album. containing a nar-~ jand Capitol, Records: -Distributing -who::would exploit the tune -and |
__.ration ~of: “A .Child’s: Story of ‘Corp. are. hitting. ‘the road. this also- give them 90 days to get: two]:
* Jesus”: by Robert Ryan -also ‘to be iweek for a series of three: regional! new recordings for “Misty” and iny ‘Glenn E. Wallichs,. Capitol Rec-

©...

1

tions, -ASCAP.-will._ not show the tivities primarily to theatrical, tv
new wired ‘service performance. and motion pic production. It's excredits in a special. column. The sel pected that future Ostrow producwill. be included in the “radia oy: Mons will be tied In on the mu<Scat
performance column. However, the ‘end with the Frank Musle firm.
Society will have a separate list ‘The Stuart Co. will have offices in

ere Paneer in. petave which |"such: performances.
wne
the copyrights of. the. tune
Mis
-The.. ‘suit claims -that-

“For this,

backed. bya. Rozsa score:

company

of per-' capacities: for the past two years.

: Real!

ing”

imeets |with : -CRDC field:sales, op-! the. event that it was not obtained, “ords prexy, is on a. two-and--a-half °Chet ida

Other’ diskeries. ate also latching: jérations — and -‘Promotional ‘person- they. would: ‘return’ the. tune to;month junket through Europe. Thej
| Octave,
(Cap ‘prez left N. Y. Saturday 17)
~-. on to the “King: of Kings” Felease.. nel., :
- The. ‘theme ‘from: the pie will be ; ‘The ®Cap. toppers’ ‘on: the: road} ‘The complaint .allezes that ‘after jfor. London where he'll attend a. ABC.
- featured in LPs:'now being made {win ‘be veepees' Lloyd. W. Dunn | June; ‘1955, Octave, called for reemeeting of the board of directorsié
oS by,Capitol, Columbia, and Mereury:.. “and. Alan W: Livingston and CRDC* turn of. the tune but“ they ‘refused: of -Electric.. & ‘Musical

jgeneral - manager: Stan’ Gortikov.|and ‘then it. was . revealed ‘that! EMI).

|The, western: Ineeting. is. being held: .Cowan was. also attorney for BVC

Industries

principal shareholder in the
disk ery.-

and Bob Wright &

“Kean”

®

Par Switches Natoli
To Its Westminster Label

John
Natoli
has been
shifter
from ABC-Paramount to its neslv
line Natoll

. Larry.Funk Retires As® -in. San Diego, June 21-23, the: mid-"and a stockholder in. Vernon. The: ~ Following - ‘the EM I. ‘meeting, acquired Westminister
; Western. . ‘meeting in _Cincinnati,
claims thatthe. -conceal-; Wallichs will go to France, Haly,. “will, handle promotion
MCA’s Band Dept. Head:jJune: 26-27,- and. the’ eastern. meet |complaint
ment and misrepresentation- ren- i West Germany, Denmark, Sweden, ‘icity for Westminister

and

pub-

coordinat-

“Larry Funk, head of the -‘Music; jing in Atlantic. City, ‘June. 28-30... | dered. the transaction void.
‘Holiand, Belgium and Switzerland ;ing his activities with Howard
‘Corp. of ‘America: band and. loca-f- In addition. to -Gortikov, .other|. ‘The. complaint’ also charges. that for conferences with executives of'Stark, Westminister’s sales managtion. dept., has retired. He intenas: ‘CRDC_ execs: attending each meet: |the: willful, ‘deliberate. and wrong- ‘Cap. affiliate ‘record companies in er. Natoli will also maintain liaison
“to. ‘spend most of. his time. At his’‘ing. Avill include Bill Tallant, vee- ‘ful. inducement - “and concealment those countries.
‘with Dr. Kurt List, Westminister
farm. in Indiana.
Wallichs -‘plans iG ‘be hack in artists, & repertoire topper, who i
‘pee and national sales and opera-+-renders. the contract void. Had:they:
- Funk had been ‘with ;“MICA: for; tions manager;
Perry. Mayer. known. the facts they .would never j mid-August, visit Cap’s piant in. .headquarter in Vienna
— ‘the past 13-years,; having come ‘tu jnational: merchandising’ manager; have: signed.. Complaint’ also|Scranton (Pa.)and then. head for
Natoli has been with ABC. -Par

(> dt. from’ the. late. Frederick Bros: |Bill Mikels, album sales mafiager; ‘charges. that- Vernon breached the|Toronto for meets with execs of {for the past five-and-a-half years
"-"“Agency.. Prior to that he was: al Jerome. Prager, Angel zales.‘man- contract because it feiled to obtain}Capitol. Records of Canada, Ltd:|acting as director of album pro. bandleader. His outfit. was ‘billed |ager, and Bud. Levinson, operations two, new. recordings: in. the. 90-day He'll be back at his. Hol}. .0od j duction. Hig spot at ABC-Par lias
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ALLNEW GARNER ALBUM WINSRAVES
kK kkk *
“Erroll Garner's first album: inalmost three years was

worth the wait...shows off his. wonderfully inventiveStyle... with the imagination and engaging quality that

-have kept him on top of the piano heap. SOLID SALES.
‘ARE SURE HERE.” SPOTLIGHT WINNER: OF. THE
WEEK— BILLBOARD.
kk

*

x

““Delightful-all the way and a-boon to hear him, after
,"
his long absence, as fresh and inspired as ever

“ Ralph Gleason, San Francisco Sunday Chronicle.
STEREO

kk

MONO ABC 365

ABCS 365

‘performances .. . fans will surely devour this. «+ PICK.
OF. THE WEEK. " — CASHBOX..

NATURAL FOR A HEFTY SALES TAKEOVER... . Garner
. in top keyboard form here... exciting and stimulating."_ VARIETY.
kK

Kk

Ok

“DREAMSTREET...Garner's... sparkling andshiny:

“Erroll Garner’s first new album in three years... A

K

kk

kok

kK kk.

“A sure-fire hit."—MUSIC VENDOR.

*

kkk

“Should have lots of takers.”-MUSIC REPORTER

kok

“Seems like old times, only these are the sounds of
‘the sixties, Erroll Garner's best album ever."—Johnny:
‘Magnus, KGFJ, Los Angeles
|

kK kkk &

“Erroll Garner's greatnessisshown on this powerful
performance.”—
Neil Mcintyre, WHK, Cleveland

kkk

kK

xk kkk *

“Erroll Garner's ‘Dreamstreet’. . Clear. and sharp and
Garner is in rare form.”—Kelson Fisher, WSID, Baltimore

“Undoubtedly Erroll’s finest effort thus far. Really
made me sit up and listen.""—Daddy-0-Daylie, Chicago.
kKkkk *

:“Erroll Garner's$ first .LP for Octave (ABC- Paramount)
and one fong overdue, is his best. Didn't think he could
‘top any of his. previously recorded performances, but.

“This is the best Erroll Garner album ever. Full, rich,
mellow sound our listeners long for. Matter of fact

he even grunts better on this album.”—Bob Tracey,
KDKA, Pittsburgh

‘he did. Look for tremendous sales.”—Irving Falk,Radio. |.

Shack, Boston

-AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY THRU RETAIL DEALERS |
Zi-aq} DISTRIBUTED BYAM-PAR RECORD CORP.4
OCTAVE RECORDS
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_ tainment field have been creating Jerry ‘Brody left for Paris over the.

Tine

hattle

between

the. Ameri-+

RA’s Jerry Brody 0’seas
For Hotel-Motel Sites

overlapping

in several

bailiwicks,

such as the AGVA-Equity squabble
on

legit shows going into niteries.
Exorhitant
salaries -demanded
by names who aren’t drawing as
much as they used to have forced
-bonilaces to look to other pastures

for their lures

turned
concert

They have not only

to legit,
stages.

headlined

Robert

but
Las

also to
Vegas

the
has

Merrill and Pa-

stage, . however. The Empire- at “that, Detroy will. settle for this amount. Berg ‘stated that he’ had:
weekend in connection with the present is shuttered for the sum-/
been approached by “the other. side” for a $2,500 to $3,000 settles.
company’s -hotel-motel
expansion mer and will ‘reopen during. the|. ment to be. paid by AGVA,. Under the Landrum-Griffith: Act,
AGVA. would also be responsible for aftorney fees...
progrim.. Last week Alan Lewis, ‘upcoming -Edinburgh InternationGene Detroy (Marquis::Chimps) brought. .an. ‘action.“against
veevee of the chain which ranges al Festival to.stage: Durrénmatt’s
Play,
“Frank:
‘rank
the
the
.
Fifth.”
ae
'.AGVA
seeking an injunction against harassment, contending that
from pop-priced Rikers eateries to
he had been placed on. the unfair list.-by. the union without an
the
posh
Forum,
Four
Season,
adequate
hearing, AGVA.-was .upheld.in the N.Y. Federal Court,
Leone's, Tower Suite, La Fonda del
but the decision was reversed in the U.S. Court of.Appeals..A writ
‘Sol, ete., assumed head of RA’s
of
review,
sought bythe ‘union in- ‘the. U. s.“Supreme, Court, was.
hotel-motel operations in the U.S.
turned down a few weeks ago..
.
He was formerly. managing direc-

Vaude Perks

lies a very thin line of demarcation between Equity and AGVA
jurisdictions. For example, “Stewed
Prunes” which played a Village
cafe has been booked into Chicago’s Gate of Horn July 11 for
three weeks. It’s now under Equity
jurisdiction.
Equity’s Nitery Scope
Other shows under Equity juris-

d:ction in niteries include “Tenderloin” at the Dunes, and “Gypsy” at
the Riviera, both Las Vegas, spots
are currently dickering for “FioYello” and “Wildcat.” The list of

lesiters available for Las .Vegas is
growing. Smaller niteries, such as
Gate ot Horn, -are also .scouting
the off-Broadway spats for revues,
which will further cut down AGVA
jurisdiction.
The battle between bath these
unions stems from ci:ea 1946, when

overseas akin to RA’s

|

At Scot Resorts)

trice Munsel, among others.
tor both of the Forum and the Four|The
off-Broadway
revues
are | Seasons.
also being turned into nitery fodBrody has been eyeing some airder. Frequently, in ‘these revues port motel and eatery propositions

Newark Air-.

‘Because

of the. state of the. union's: Sick 8 Relief Fund,’ the.

board is- seeking to throw

out,the present AGVA Welfare Truat.

Fund charter, so that ‘the: monies in the present fund can be tapped. -

bythe union which has had a‘record:year. in expenditures. The.

-

S & R Fund now has about $29, 000 as against $225,000 three. years a

ago.
port
class restaurant.
Also on the ‘subject of finances, it was. revealed rat -it costa
Summer: layouts in vaude at, the | _
Lewis meantime has the - 100- coast still maintain a fairish standtotal of $13,690.71 to feed and board four inmates {n the union's
room Stratford (Conn.) Motei due ard ‘here, although interest in them [| -old age home in So. Fallsburgh, N.Y. Of: that: sum, ‘$5,733. went
for early-July opening, with an- has declined compared with pre-'
for salaries; $1,829 went for. food;. utilities-and maintenance of the..:
Glasgow,

other spot in Kansas City to follow:

June: 20.

war years. Main holiday-town show

‘| is still: the ‘annual “Gaiety Whirl’|
: revue staged by Eric. and Leslie
Popplewell atthe Gaiety ‘Theatre, |

Billy Eckstine Buying
127 of New Vegas Hotel
Located in Negro Area
Las Vegas, June 20.
If the atate gaming commission
okays

his application

at its meet-

A

A. longit

“

ve
gitme‘this“nursery”
in-the-making,
show

”

tar-

property came. to $1,644. In addition, the home’s ‘manager, . now getting $100 weekly and board, is seeking ‘ani increase to $125 a |
‘week and keep for himself and ‘his family. No copies of the finan-*:
cial: report..on.the home: were: available for the mémbers,. nor —
|. would any be given according to Bright. However, board members. :

of stara “- gould look at, but not copy a statement that. had. been: prepared,
holds

AC resolution that has: become

loyal following, and this year stars |

almost a perrennial was again.

defeated: The motion sought to have national board -members
Johnnie. Beattie, Scot comedian,
along. with. ‘singers’ Sheila ‘Paton: | maintain legal residence in the area they represent: This would .
remove
two Bright supporters, ‘J ay. Lester, who represents Denver ©
‘and. ‘David - Kinnaird. in featured
‘but who has.lived in Brooklyn for: many years, and -Al. Tucker,
| S19%S- .
representing Detroit but whose legal residence is also in Brooklyn.

-Donald Peers, English singer, {s —

sheading the summer

revue at the

ings this week, Billy Eckstine wiil Barrfields Pavilion, Largs, another

Pleasure I.$4,000,000 Mass.FunP;rk
On TV,CircusKicktoHike “61Gate

purchase a 12% interest in the Firth of Clyde. resort. It is a nosCarver House. a new hotel in the talgic return for Peers, who was:
Negro .district here which .opens there early: in his. caréer.’The Bar- |
the late Paul Small started a series its casino July 1..
ry Sisters, upcoming: harmony trio,
of variety revues in Broadway leThe showroom at Carver House | also ‘star. Other holiday cast’ shows
git houses. AGVA won that battle will be called “Mr. B’s,” ‘and al-: are -at- Girvan, | North. Berwick, |
on the ground: that it was. the type though
Eckstine will not be a Montrose . and Aberdeen:
: weekends. before the. ‘daily ‘Open|
By GUY LIVINGSTON .
of entertainment that was present- Skedded performer there, he wilt| ; ‘The big city houses are dominat: | .
ings; and a bonanza ‘Memorial Day
ed and not where it was presented act as a parttime host and will oc- ed by ‘the two Howard & Wyndham
“Wakefield, Mass, Jane: 20. {when ..§,000. went ‘throiigh tne
that determined the union to have casionally do guest shots. Eckstine .“Five-Past. Eight’ ‘shows, the GlasAt-a time when most ‘fun parks. gates.. While smaller. parks. were
jurisdiction.
has signed to do 16 weeks. with two gow -one: Starring. ‘Jimmy Logan,
The same formula also' ‘prevailed four-week optionsat the Flamingo Jack Radcliffe. and Eve Boswell are -just. beginning: to ‘become ‘lowering. their. prices to’ attract
aware of tv and films for exploita- customers, ‘Pleasure Island: has’
when
Monte
Proser opened the lounge in 1962, and ts considering. for. third consecutive year.
Theatre-Cafe
on Broadway.
with making Las Vegas his permanent
The Edinburgh “Five-Past Eight”. tion, Pleasure Island, the $4,000,- upped: its scale this season, from
condensed legit musicals.
Where home.
(which later’ crosses to the. West ‘000 park. here. which faltered its|$2. to. $2.25 ‘for adults. and. ‘from:
first year, but came ‘back strong $1. 50‘to$1.75. for children: ‘There’svariety acts predominated In their
Eckstine sald: “We will have six ‘of - Scotland to occupy the King’s last. season witha one price-policy, ‘no resistance: to. the price policy,
own specialties, the control went Negro girl dancers, and:four show- theatre) is headed. by -Rikki Fulto AGVA, otherwise Equity got the girl nudes for our show. I'm trying ton, _Margo- ‘Henderson, . Jack Mil- had.an entire: four hour. tv show -and. attendance figures are-up 30%
televised from _ its premises. -It over. Jast year, park: officials. said.
shows. The Strand, N. Y., at one to. sign Nipsey. Russell as emcee. roy. and Fay Lenore.
time presented condensed
° musi- and comedian, and Lon Fontaine
Aberdeen, a -popular'- holiday also made.its own color film, a one-|- A new theme: of “circus” hag.
eals. The fact that the casts had to for the choreography. We'll have town, ‘will:have Robert Wilson and’ reeler, going’ into’ 210. ozoners in: ‘been set for the: ‘park this year and...
dv. four shows daily, plus interpola- a late show policy, and hope to get ‘his White Heather company fea-. New England. in ‘a downtown Bos- the entire ‘Jayout ‘has ‘been newly: .
ton ‘house.
A gate’ ‘percentage of ‘decored on.a: circus theme. The °.
tion of variety acts in the perform-|,
the people to come here for the tured at the Capitol cinema, and
ance, made it an AGVA show. That late shaws like they used to go to Alec Finlay: heading. a layout. at its budget has been earmarked for} «
(Continued on page 56)
=
a
tv
over
a
four-month
to im: | es
(Continued on page 59)
the late spots in Harlem.”
the downtown ‘Tivoli Theatré. © pact its daily opening season
sked.. ‘set rt
Saturday (24).
The 79-acre. layout: opened. big |}
The Only Real Monthly
. PROFESSIO IAL wae SERVICE.
May’6 with a: new weekend /policy,. THE
LATEST
— THE GREATEST

ee

“THE COMEDIAN” |

Just Concluded

and had. the -‘Rex-Trailer “Boom-

RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL

:

THE

MOST-UP-TO-DATES :

| town Show” on WBZ-TV taped at |. ‘Now in .ity. 129th _ Issue, agntalning
stories, one-liners, -: poem
song
the park In front:of Hve audiences. | tittes,.
hecklers,. audience pe admone

ges

|
;
fege;-. parodies, - -double.. eage. : bits,|
| week, ‘a four:hour plug’ that was |]:Ideas, Intros, impressions and. im”
rsonations, political, interruptions. | we
seen, by. millions of: moppets over
:
‘the Day,: Humorous Views :
the six state region. It marked the : Of the ‘News, Vignettes, etc. «

Show was broadcast ‘the following

|]

first time that any fun park in the,
$28: HR—SINGLE ISSUES: 3.
country has ‘had a four: hour. tv if:
| show with story. line made tight on
. $35 ‘YR—SINGLE ISSUES ae
1 the premises.
*
~ NO CO.D/s.

|. The park. acored | with, the: tv
py ‘GLASON, 200.W. 84th. o.. |
New York City I: co." S-1316show both ways, It had.a live at-.|]..

NEW YORK

traction the first weekend .to at-}4&

tract the customers, and the seécond: weekend had the benefit of

Thanks MR. LEONIDOFF and

the

four

hour delayed. broadcast. | '

viedotaped.
format

the entire “~ Hall staff

As

of: the

ted

AL FIORE

DON: LES

_.. Gowns and Costumes
INDIVIDUALLY. ‘DESIGNED.

on the park with picks and

‘f} shovels to dig for uranium due to.
the story line in the “Boomtown |
Show,” {In which “Rex”. and side- |.
kick-“Pablo” were engaged in -a}
| treasure:
uranium }
‘hunt . for
throughout the park's. western ter-|/

(JERRY MURAD |

J erry Murad’s

rain.
;

- MADE 10: on

0,

‘{j attendance and Is out to break that

record. this. season with the added:
plus of - having been open seven;

[ “At the PIANO” ” |

e PEG O’ MY HEART e
_ Exclusively

COLUMBIA RECORDS
Direction: MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY, 203. N. Wabash, Chicago, ‘Ii,

44thSt, H. Ye

OF 6-s008

YVONNE MORAY :
LARRY

Eyes New Record

Last year, the park had 750,000 || "

Newest RECORD Release

co sTUM E
<<

a result: of: the|f{ ..
show. the second

weekend, a-bunch of kids descend-

MONQUIN. HOTEL

Annie Dol Believes, Que:, Can.

_ , ASSOCIATED BOOKING. cole,

a. DeepestGratibeds to ss

MR. GENE VOIT and the

SAVOY. HILTONites ©
“far.making my erigegement- (fost
concluded) such x! hevey one.

MARCO RIZO.
"Business. Mgt. NADINE: KENT”

a

2350Broadway, Newort,HY. wT-7e08
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CARRIE

On the eve of my night ciub debut at the New York,

COPACABANA,

which will be the bigges? thrill of

my life, please allow me to thank publicly the following:
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for gush copanie guidance

And to the many people who must unfortunately be omitted for lack of space

VERY MUCH
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NeedsGlobal | Playboy;N.
0.
KeyClub|BowsOct.5
Friars Revive Vaude's ‘Golden Era’At. Blchpe
Ads, Sex Doug Fairbanks|
L.A. Show for AGVA Youth Program|
As3d in Mag'sProjctedIntlChai
Blackpool, Eng., June 20.

This show biz mecca, with its

dozen and more live vaude shows,

appearance

By DALE OLSON
Hollywood, June 20.
Fundraising activities aimed at
establishing the AGVA youth program on the Coast were fittingly
teed. off last Tuesday night (13)
when the Friars Club sponsored a
$20-a-plate dinner and vaudeville
show featuring many headliners of
-the “Golden Era” of two-a-day. Ob-~ Ject: wa3 to raise $5,000 to augment other pledges totaling $25,000
that will start the youth activities
rolling this September. °
Each a “next to closing” act,
many
of those performing were
brought to Los Angeles specifically
‘for the affair, some stepping forth
on a stage for the first time in 30
ears to provide a: nostalgic show
business treat that may never again
be equalied.
Significance
of the show was.
particularly evident when Gus Van
and Georgie Priee linked arms as
erformers for the first time since
billed together at the Orpheum in
Harrisburg, Pa., in 1913 to lead
the closing “Only a Few of Us
Lett,” poignant tribute to vaude
which for years was the entertain-

ment world,packbone.

Stars Again Shine
This was not, however, a nostalvic show entirely.
There were
reminiscences, but they. were shadowed by the obvious artistry retained even though no longer in
regular use.
Strikingly representative of the era when there were

no mikes or technical aids, the
stars came on with strength and
validity,
displaying
the
belting
personal deliveries. that hold audiences easily.
Price, now

watching ticker tape

on Wall Street, still identifies with
“Bye Bye Blackbird” and “Carolina,” latter showing off his famed
whistle. He scored, as well, with
a comic takeoff on Georgie Jessel’s
“My Mother's Eyes,” saying Jessel
was foreed to call himself an offkey singer in defense of Price’s imitations.
Van, of the class Van & Schenck
singing act, unhesitatingly called

the

“greatest

in

vaudeviile”

by

both emcee Joey Adams, AGVA
president, and guest Jack Benny,.
has every bit of the old savvy on
“I Lead the Life I Love” and surprises with a modern t sist take-:
off on Elvis Presley an Jonnie

should advertise

here was in 1930, teed.

its..wares

more.

off with “Sittin? On Top of the ‘So Douglas -Fairbanks, tv proWorld,” which. he introduced in ducer, told the. 2,000 -guests at
1924, ‘while Sid Maroin showed ‘annual Lord Mayor’ 3: banquet here,
some almost lost dialect comedy ‘on | ‘There fs no place in the world.
“Peanut Vendor.” Later than the quite-like. your town,” Fairbanks
Palace’s heyday, but fitting for said, “but you will have to provide
this affair,
Roberta
Sherwood bigger: and grander facilities. You |

- Playboy’ has cet an. October. 15

date for its New. Orleans
PatriceWymore Quits Pp opening
key club, the third ina projected
chain of Playboy clubs in the U.S,
Club Date for Legiter and abroad. New club. will. be

Portland, Ore., June 20.
Patrice Wymore has backed ‘out
should embark on .a_.world-wide
of her date at the Bali Hai here.
advertising campaign to. attract with okay of bossmen:- Jimmy

belted with the best.
All-star band backing performers was led by Mickey Katz and countl¢ss ‘foreign tourists: to samfeatured Ziggy Elman. and Manny ‘ple’ this. unique’ spot.: Blackpool

George & George Dussan. She was
inked: for a nine-day engagement.
you ‘starting Jast Thursday (15).
She

located in

a Temodeled

4
Franco |

‘Spanish mansion’ at 731 Rue Iber

‘ville, just. off Bourbon Street: Play-... “j
boy’s current clubs in Chicago and:
_Miamt ‘are reportedly . earning
more. than . the parent | Playboy

is much -more unique than
magazine.
yourselves realize.”
|:
asked for ‘release when offered| The New. Orleans club wili. be
Fairbanks is ‘associated with a the lead in.National Touring Co.’s|2 franchise operation, as is the
company . planning. a ‘howling alley- “Playmate” opening in Dallas»
- Miami “Playboy. and upcoming- 3
for the town. : - Sheree North came down with a- clubs jn Pittsburgh, Detroit, Baltt-

Klein, trumpets; Earl. Gaines, bass;
Sammy Weiss, piano, and Manny
Stein, .sax.
Monologist Senator Murphy, who
was listed as guest of honor, introduced
Adams
and_
revealed

plans are under way to start the.
AGVA juvenile delinquency combatant program here in September.
Jack Benny summed up general
support
among
audience
with,
“The greatest compliment I can!
pay is that I bought a ticket: ‘and |
‘this is nat a. cheap affair. ”
|

virus infection’ and: Miss -Wymore ‘more, Boston and St. Louis, Playwas hailed for the part. She will boy owns’ the -Chi. setup outright
appear at the Bali Hai at a later. and’ will ‘elther do the same_ or.

ParkalaDisney
~ Malled
ForCNE/*

campaign. Dancer Legs Diamond ‘early 1962-at..5°E. 59th St.) and |
and comic ‘Don Casey are subbing. its Los: Angeles club, ‘which is set:

Toronto, June. 20.

CANADIAN LAW CLERK
MOONLIGHTSASCOMIC

make: a’ stock ‘venture out. of its.
New ‘York’ elub (set: to open in.

\date. and. management was reimbursed for. the ad and. ‘promotion:

With Patty. Conklin’s
‘contract

HAWAII TOURISM. OK |Hendon,
Clubs Englana.
are directed

midway.

with fhe Canadian

| of the same year. Projection’ calls:
‘Hor ° ‘wholly-owned. :clubs in .’San
Francisco, Washington, -D.C.,: and

[FEWER INHOTELS BUT.

Na-

tional Exhibition expiring in four
years, plan is to convert the ‘space

.

“| to ‘open in October or November...” 3
°3

by.‘tntefna.

Honolulu, June :20. | tonal. Playboy. Clubs Anc.,. with
Hotel occupancy: rates are -run- |P layboy. mag : editor- publisher

and adjoining area into. a’ Disney- ning about 20% below. the: 1960 Hugh. Hefner as president: and. Vic-:
.Ottawa, June 20.
Iand-type’ amusement . park, with ‘figure but overall tourist ‘volume tor Lownes III as vice president.
A young Canadian comle who| Walt Disney ‘coming to Toronto
t
figure indicates. Keys, ‘which . will open the door
opens at the Tidelands Hotel: in ‘aS consultant and Conklin asked to” isn’t
as bad‘there’s
as that been
figur a 40% in- on. any .of the. clubs, go for $50
Actually,
Houston July 1 has: been. accused: ‘Sit: in ‘on the committee. in an ad- ‘erease in the total number of rooms: after the club opens. and $25. be 08
of moonlighting. after his regular visory eapacity..
during the same period.
.| fore: opening.
civil service job is through. for the}... Plan: to hire Disney will be|
New. Orleans |‘club: will’ follow ;
Convention bookings: this month
day.. The moonlighting—paid . en- proposed at next meéeting of ‘the
the pattern: of the Chi‘and Miami
1
hat the
tertaining—was admitted in Parlia- CNE direcorate. by .Donald-Sum- were
will belast
virtually
wha dele-y ‘operations, showeasing seven. or
year, double
with 2,100
merville, Controller: of Toronto's /gates arriving for various: -conven- eight vaude acts in the Penthouse.
ment last week by Chris Dobson’s
boss Davie
Fulton,
Minister of city council and partner-operator tions. Substantial pickup in tourism and. Library rooms backed by come:
Justice,.for* whom Dobson, ‘24, is with Famous’ Players (Canadian) is anticipated throughout: ‘the sec- bos “in each rooni and with- a keys:
boarder in-the. Living Room. Chiassociate
private
secretary
at “of a chain of Toronto houses.
and Miami clubs have. beef operat“It is possible that. the midway, ond half. of the year.
$6,500 a year. ing on: an approximately .$8,000
However, Fulton added, the en: as we know it today, may be outweekly talent. tab.’ Talent. for all
tertaining had
never
interfered dated’ by 1965 and. the CNE should.|.
| of the‘ clubs will ‘be booked out
with his ‘secretary’s duti¢s—-a point Start putting away. Thoney: during
‘)of
the Chi” Peadquarters. by 7 4
the.
next
four
years
to
pay
for
|.
raised by the opposition MP. whoLownes.
made the charge, prompted. by one something - -new,”. said .Summer- ———] Continued. from: page: 1 —
ville.
..
Some
negotiations
have
of Dobson's several tv ‘appearances

- Borscht Belt

English-born Dobson,

said, but declined :‘to give
detall
ils.

under

pseudonym Chris Bryant, is teamed

with Allan Scott

over. the: weekend:

already taken place. informally, he

this year.

who

at 21 just

graduated from McGill U. A couple
of years ago they: played 11 weeks
to steady business in “El Morocco
€lub’s lounge,
Montreal,
while

Dobson, also a McGill grad, was on |
the university’ s.law staff.

any

inns,

Feeson
« Private Clubs
To Raise $4-Milfor Tex.
Austin, Tex., June 20.

with

appetites

The smaller:

whetted ”:by.’

the heavy upbeat-.of this June,
1 will-be taking confabs even, if they:
encroach on

AGVA- STATEDEPT.

TO TOUR VAUDE SHOW.

weekends.

As.a result of this. trade some

of the. mountain bookers look.’ for |

‘Hollywood, :June: 20.

KGVAS president: Joey Adams

:

"many hotels ‘to ‘go’ into. heavier
‘budgets this year. Name. bookings. Will head a contingent of U.S. enon a. five-month State.
are out of the question except
except f for ‘tertainers
Department

;

‘sponsored. -:tour of
Gov. Price Daniel signed into will: proceed: with caution while | World..trouble ‘spots - Beginning

‘
| law “a: bill that wilt raise an esti-

°$4,000,000
in . additional:
Dick Wagner’s Shift.
revenue..by charging license’ fees
| of private .clubs. | ‘The’ measure
To L. A. With ‘Capades’ | was ‘sponsored. by Representative
| mated

‘the two

big -hotels.

—'
7

Grossinger’s.

the Concord. will go: all out when- Aug. 20: ‘Set up as: “The President's:

‘a ‘top’ name.-becomes interested in’ Personal Tour” under’ ‘the. cultural

| exchange program, group opens in ~
a weekend date.
.
continuing
through
Indicative~ of . the “Concord’s Afghanistan,
Troster of bookings thus far -are‘ _Laos,.S. Vietham, Korea, India. and.
Smith & Dale, aided by Saliy
Africa,
‘including
the
|
‘Congo.
{Homer
Koliba.
of
Columbus
and
‘Dick
Shawn,
July
1;.Cab
Calloway
Lincoln, June 20.
DeMay, whose husband, Sid, aided
/Tom James of Dallas.:-}and “Cotton Club Revue, * July 2; . Performers ‘so far set include.” i
Dick Wagner, manager of: Linshow's coordination, went through
. Koliba.said the. bill. is a vehicle Tony Martin, July: 3; Damita Jo. | the Buddy Rich orchestra; Four
coln’s
Pershing
Auditorium, leaves
jokes and situations still used tofor eradicating so-called - private. July 7; Joe E. Lewis, Dick: Haymes Step. Bros., ‘song-and-dance. -acty
day with their famous. “Dr. Kron- Aug, 1 for a newly-created posi- ¢lubs operating. merely forthe & ‘Fran. Jeffries,” July 8;. Connie Chaz. ‘Chase, pantomimist; -Lotte:
kite”
sketch.
The
Streetsinger, tion with “Ice Capades” in ‘Hol- purpose of Selling. liquor’ by. the Francis,. July. 15; ‘Buddy. Hackett, Brun, female juggler, and John: ©:
has seen. “Ice drink. to. anyone,
Arthur Tracy, tributing sonzgwrit- | lywood. Wagner
It ‘also ‘estab- July 21; Paul Anka, July 22; Ritz: Shirley. &- Bonnie,- puppet-balloon
‘er L. “Wolfie’’ Gilbert in the audi- Capades” become the most suc- ‘lishes regulations, which are to be Bros., July 29; Marlene’ Dietrich act. They will be supplemented .by
ence, still is strong with “Martha.” cessful annual event at the city ‘enforced by the State Liquor Con(an unusual item for the Borscht guest stars for brief stints, with ©.
Margie Coats sang her first show auditorium in these years.
trol. Board.’ License fees -will be Belt), .
Aug. 5;~ Xavier Cugat: &| Roberta Sherwood ‘already. agteein 30) years with a rousingly belted |. Before turning to show big, he. ‘based on-club: membership... A. Abbe Lane, Aug. 12; Eydie Gorme | ingfi to_a- spot. in. the -schedule..
was general manager of the Lin- club with fewer than 250 members. & Steve -Lawerence, Labor. Day,
“Bilt Bailey,” and Al Tucker’s vio“Troupe’s ‘preview. ‘performance: S
lin comedy on “You Made Me Love coln Chiefs baseball team. No suc- would: pay $500 a.year: An. addi- with others st{ll. ‘in negotiation. will -be - before: Congress: ‘prior ‘to
cessor for the auidtorium’ job has tional $200 would be charged for ‘The Concord, Ancidentally, has 3,- ‘the Oct, 9-16 AGVA ‘week. Mayor-: You" ignored mike trouble.
000 seat cafe for: its guests.
uddy Walker, who said his last yet been named.
each additional 100 members. ~
.|-Wagner -of N.-Y.. has’ also agreed
1.t0 sponsor a farewell dinner at ‘the
Plaza Hotel.
os.
Ray, using latter's “Cry.”

Reprise ‘Dr. Kronkite’

Dear Mr. Talent Buyer—
Just a note fo let you know I am now being.
represented. exclusively by the Milton Deutsch
;
Agency, Inc., Hollywood.
1 am currently appearing with my Body
Guards
— Jess Hotchkiss, Bill Elliott and Tony

}.

: [Eagle & ManGo Global *
‘||

Comedy ‘team of Jack Eagle*&.

‘around the world. ‘Team has: been * .

-pacted for eight weeks in -Aus<. ~
tralia under the auspices of GTV,.
Melbourne, ‘have been: contracted. -*.’

for a round of three weeks.in U: S.

]| Army. bases “in' Europe, and are

-T|-also set for the: Barclay .Hotel,
| ‘Toronto, .June -19, .

‘Team: have also been signed. for ..
da series of stands. in the Playboy. ‘| Clubs. starting. in Miami -Beack-.
Nov: 4, and: continuing’ inthe PB -|| spots “tn -Chicago, :‘New. Orleans”
] | and.a Tepeat in‘Miami set for'n
next
year. .
.

othe ‘FUN-MASTER

Bellson at the East Indies Room of the Java
Lanes, Long Beach, Calif.

Drop in.

:

:

PROFESSIONAL |.
_ COMEDY. MATERIAL
cals
- for all Theatrical

.‘,vs

': "We Service the Stare®..

Love, .

Kay Martin

-

| Frank Man have lined up a set of
bookings
that. will” take them |.

“mayProfessional — Be Professional ©
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‘cause we're moving!
ae

dust Concluded -

fer the

July 93-29

- JELEGANTE, Bklyn,..
BOULEVARD, Le f°

‘STEEL PIER, Atlantic City
August 1 — (3 Weeks)”

Correnily, (thewduly I)

September 35 — a Weeks)

:

GERMANY

HOTEL BARCLAY, Terao

oe,

awa =@ Weeks) .

:

CARL HOPPL’S, Baldwin, Lal.

“5

PILAME (Nov.4,1961 )

.

ELMWOOD c ASINO, Windsor,

.
CLUBS:

:
tT
Y
PLAYBO

(3 WEEKS)

Ont.

October 18 — (2 Weeks)

EARLS SUPPER CLUB, Dallas
“December: 1 — (8 Weeks)

AUSTRALIAN TOUR
Personal Manogement: S&w. ASSOCIATES
:
PLazc 2-3490, “New York

CHICAGO

(3 WEEKS)

NEM eo
MIAMI

(April 25, 1962)

NS (May 16, 1962)

(June 6; 1962)

(3 WEEKS)
Press Relations:
SYLVAN KAPLAN

Wednesday, June 21,ret
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year?* This {s how the theme: and ||

CURREN] TPILLS:

slogan for this: season’s. campaign |f
/was .born.” Folders: and literature
land ads carry the. Hne:. “yee
New At: Pleasure: Island?”
ELEANOR
Dance

PAISLEY TRIO

POWELL

|

WEEK OF JUNE 21

‘Cireus Day’ Theme: -

Folksongs-Comedy
.
"NEW YORK: city
“We felt that if they wanted to}
MUSIC HALL—Richiardi, Harmonicats
Cabaret Concertheatre, L. A.
“know” what was new..at: Pleasure Enrico De Guise pe, Paletterz, Ripple |'
Youthful folksingers (Dean
Lewis, Corps
alet.. Raymond Paige |.
Island, we would: give. them: a mul- Orchestra, | 2
DOM
.
a VARIETY'S New Act review of} Champion, Norm Nielsen, Sterling
tiplicity:
of
things.
geared
|
around
;
Powell in May of, 1939: i Brimley) fresh from Brigham
Kes ess
oo
AUSTRALIA:
ot
MISTER” KELLYS "June: Valit,. DoaWore sine sence in'N. Y.'s State, :: Young University and a Far East-. the: slogan ‘every day is circus day
:
Rubenstein
‘Marty
Frigo,
&
Marx
Adams,
.
Jackiey.
Nat
(Tivoli)..—
at Pleasure ‘Island.’ All the ads, tv. .SidMELBOURNE
Plummer & Assistant, Tommy Gadtie feather
Habe, noted “she is-ern USO tour, evidence they have
PALMER .‘HOUSE—Joe E.. ‘Lewis, ‘Ben:
: “Ea oking and has a nice not yet had professional staging | shorts; are all-:mounted on the: slo- | frey,. Howard ‘Morrison Quartet, The ‘Fly- Arden
aiorre
ing De Pauls,.The Amazing Brittons, Max,
gan,
and
after
the
slogan
is.
stated,
PLAYBOY. CL UB—Jackie Gayle, Gina
vocal
Pleasantly-blended
¢ tht she has a “blend of‘ guidance:
e.,
Bleach, Jackie Bowkett, Margarita | Helios,
Wilson,
-Moms :Mabley.. Beverly Wright,
a
list
of
new
attractions
is
laid
out.’
”
Rosemary Powell, Anne Inglese.a.surance,” and that sounds are overshowed by .an awk-:
a
Te ) “geet
SIDNEY.
(Fivoll)—John
“Larsen,
‘Colin
|
¢ndy,
©The. "Sy" nats"non fiarelt
The.
park's
layout
|
was.
,
aug|:
whieh
in
act
rant
sie hegan to dance she; Ward and immature
Croft, Ormonde Douglas, Nance. RasmusHartis
Trio.
Stet the'they negate the appeal of some mented, ‘Prescott said; with. “a’care- sen. .Doreen Morrow, :Lorraine |
n,. - TRADE
tre house.
Co wa.atei
WINDS—Lenny . Bruce, Paula
55

Mins.

L* in Quarter, N. Y.

fully - selected array. of: new rides.

Bram Schrever, Judy Hooke, Erie
Gormley, Eileen Hattam prederck Dore. 1
Kevin. Grier, |Sam’, Di ‘Stefano : . Sext.°
Mills,
eter
orth, .
cen
‘oster,
LOS ‘ANGELES
FSeeraan ‘Pauline Garrick, Carl
|
“BEN BLUE‘S—Ben Blue, “Les Corps de
he plus that she didn't’ have. wellworn — limericks, similar to tween three and ‘six, with the. aid ‘Heiner, Tyan --King.
.?
} Paree.” Barbara Heller. Dell Fin Thurs.
then i. no-taleia
Mention “Ro-i high school and college shows, fall of two former professors. We im- |.
. say. Diannne Gay; Ivan Lane. Ore. (5)... ©.
BRITAIN...
Boe
ott
“Broadw ay Melody”? 'flat in the more sophisticated atOCOANU
GR OvVE..— Louis
nas
| ported the most popular children’s!
srackpoot |(Grand’—Arthur Askey,. Keely.‘Smith,Dick Stabile -Ore:
7

qs ves
la >

-

for

this

this

rev

ars: hice

review

22°

ye

songs

” |comedy

‘them.

with

patter

concentration

that doesn’t,

on

fit. We -built.a:new ‘Kiddieland of To-

-Groups ‘of innocuous—and morrow,’ ‘expressly. for: children be- | Arthur

and the table ‘rs tune up.
Metro: mosphere of a professional stage. ride ‘of.-all time, the ‘Continental. Beatrice: nareye Betty Driver, :Bunny see NO’s =, _usitty Kover, Jack Elton, _
nowfe qeusicats in those years and;
ay, a
ames,
a
,
oe
:
Chief potential for the boys is Carousel,’ which. Tides’ 100 adults Geoffrey Ryan; Jill / Thompson, || Billy
‘SLATE: BROS. —Shecky Greene, Betty |:
most peor e remember them from:
air
. Reilly, Lou Pagani. Tri
=
“straight | folksinging
that. shows on the outer ‘‘perimeter,. and 75'| rasker.
the tite ths saw ’em al a theatre,
BLACKPOOL | (Palace). —' Frankie}:
ER HOTEL “Playmates. in Las
}best in.a beautiful religious num- children on the inner, all ‘at. the Vaughan,
Arthur’ Worsley.. Billy Ternent,
Stinnzy.Ennis .O
ar ‘4 not po-t-midnieht at home.
same time. We: created ‘a ‘Bozo, the Orch., .Maxine ‘Coates, Bell-Tones, Neil “Veges.
THE $ UMMIT—King’ Ss. IV.:
“Now, after 14 years of domes- |ber, “Glory Be to the New Born Clown Skyscraper. Slide,’ to: take & Pat Delrina,’ Kims, Ted: Lune; Hetty -YE
LITTLE -CLuB. — “Cleo Jons,: ‘Dave
King,”
while
they
begin
to
spark
ti-ntoin
Hollywood
playing
the,
a
rousingly in “Rattle, Rattle, Jiingo,” advantage. .of ‘Bozo’s popularity. |: BLACKPOOL “(Tower £ireus\—Charlie- Madden, Eduardo Sasson: a
moti:er-:.ife
and Sunday schooltheir most com mercial entry. ‘The slide is three stories high and -Cairoli & Co., Schickler.:Sisters, Knie’s |.
Animals,
4 Palacios,
Circus poland: s |:
teacher bit, Miss Powell has again
prejects.
through
the
mouth
of
a
- DESERT. INN_-MeGaire ‘Sis, Jack. Du-’ .
“Greenfields” and “Man Who Never
Tigers, 5 Elwardos, Berosinis, Rudy Horn,
pit on ker dancing shoes and the
‘| Moni the: Elephant, Captain Danion’s ‘Sea rant, Donn Arden Pancers: Carton: Hayes
Returned” Yare likeable, though 30- foot. “Bozo. ar

re.
ounge: : Michael
Kent,
Dave
:Apolwonder is why she waited so long. latter would benefit if comedy in-|} . Pleasure” Island's” . -permaferit . Lions,
3. Lorandos,
The .Boxin andos, Lilian, Kenny, Sydney. lon,
Milt - Herth. : : Henri. ‘Rose,- Bobby ,
(She debuted this nmew-act at the sertions were left out. They accircus is ‘made: up: ‘of “Popeye,” | Sammy
mmy, Little Jimmy & Circusettes..
- ‘Stevenson...
derloin* Ron
‘H.
Sahara, La, Vegus, in February.)
_SLACKPOOL
(Winter
Gardens:
Pavilion)
John
Al
Ten
or
ni
Byorha
ustiatin
company
themselves on: guitars. Harry ‘Foster. Welch; Count. Nolan,
s Boys, Suzie-Miller, Gil & Freddie | Jobn
Alexander,
Rex ' Everhart,
.
she’s not embarrassed about the
Neither is strong as a Single. Jlion” act; Ham Jr., tv chimpanze; Lavedo, Miki & Griff, Norman Vaughan.. Phillips, Ralph Dunn, Irene Kane, Nancy ;
‘BRIGHTON (Hippodrome) - —- Max By-. ‘Emes, .Marjorie-Pragon, Christine Norden,.*
layoff between
performances, in
Dale.
baby. elephants from Hamid Morton graves,
n Dulay & Co., Two Tones, ‘Bill. Reddie Orc.. Lounge: Billy. Eckstine,
fact, she’s quite candid about her |.
Circus; Kenny ‘Sherburne, ‘unicy-. Peter Dulay, Wallis & Beryl; Johnny &. | 1tan .Boyer, seabe set 3.
ey
age, her career, her teenage son,
clist juggler; ° Mike Munroe, tram- Suma Lamonte, Ballet Montmartre... - Conteys‘CORTEZ = -Sunny Spencer, 7 The
and the time she was featured in
| poline clown; Russ Burgess and his . tear & Band,*)lex oy Sn te FLAMINGO —The. “Milton Berle -Show.” vote
the Broadway
revue “At Home]
Nat’ Brand. . ©.”
birds; .“Mr. Sweep,’” ty performer garet Mitchell, Max Kay, Andrew McKen- Flamingoettes, ‘eu Kir Hae
Aodroad” in 1935-36). She’s -open
ounge:
ary James, ie
lof™ WNAC-TV’s | new live variety ‘a e, Dixie Ingram, 4 Jays, Cherry Wil- Della. Heese.,
ant
sincere
and
the
audience
Continued from page 52
show, “Cireus Train;” “Sheriff Wes
seems to love her more for if.
narrow
gauge steam train- ‘that Weston” and ‘his.°““wonderhorse, singers, Pipes & Drums of Glasgow, Two. Bros: "Make Beleves."
Qucee she gets started with the
ely,
Novelords,
Gadabouts,
Joe
-Wol-hauls the kids and adults around: Wildfire.””
tap business at hand, and. passes
1 Roy
the park has been repainted and
Johnny.
“ HACIENDA -—-Four' :‘Tunes,
Eddie Calvert, Wise Guys, Audrey. Jeans,.
over the “how good it igs to be
Olenn;,. Keynotes, | ‘Cathy Ryan,
Groverdubbed “Circus Train” in big red
Jeremy “Hawk, Michel & Carol, Grazina

_ | Pleasure island

O

leigh’ Dancers. Ricard ardie, David | PHERONY soe" King Zaniacs.Newici

e

:

SeiDe MELEE 67 me gy:

LONDON (Palladium)
Harry: Secombe, |Wotton” Annie. Maloneds

bi: k"

routine,

she’s

an

enjoyable

letters visible from all over

the |.

"Witnesses inN.Y.

_| Frame, §.‘Helene

&

Howard,.

“Shore

Barantons,

3..
3

entertainment bet. Blonde-coiffed
"
Ronnie Corbett, Jack | LAST: FRONTIER = Low. Mosconi. ‘Tee:
park’s acreage. With the opening
George “Carden” Dancers, Bil : Fritz. Becker. -°
and
chie-garbed,
she does four
os MINT—Pat Moreno’s “artists. & Models:
on Saturday
(24). of the park ————} Continued from page 1 os |~
Shenberd
Sing
ebanges, Miss Powell belies her daily, the spot goes into its alNEVADA—"Les : Girls De. ‘Paris,”* -Jose43 years, which she admits to. ready estabished theme of “Every. member" ts considered - ‘a minister
Duarte, Moon Puppets, . Kay Brown, “Vida =
Musso, Johnny. Paul, Sparklers...
°
The body is trim and the heel- Day Is Circus Day.”
_[in his own right. Mitigating against

and-toe

are

as alert

as ever.

~ CabaretGils

Her

.

NEW

FRONTIER:

— -“Holiday. in: Rio” a

Lounge: Ink Spots, Harry Ranchoo
According to Norm Prescott, ex- too much. disbursement ‘of. -the
a
RIVIERA—“‘Gypsy,”’. Mitzi Green, Jules
ecutive vice president, who created. green is the. fact. that: they: set. up
‘Munshn; Eddie‘ Innes,: -Geriane Paphael, .
the one price ‘policy promotional ‘their -own feeding ‘facilities at
‘| Anne ‘Russell.
.Lounge:: Billy “Williams, ~
NEW.
YORK
cry
fore that come some aifty tap. campaign and showmanship theme Yankee. Stadium. “where they hold | ( APRICAN ROOM -—. “Fabulous: ‘McClev- | Kay Stevens. .
SAHARA—Connie Francis, Dave: Barry” ”
showings to “Fasy to Lave,” “I’ve of last season with the booking of their :“meetings, - They .assemble|:
‘Joyce ‘Robert Dancers,
‘Lounge: ‘Don °.
ASIN ST. BAST — Mort. ‘Sahl, Lime- Rickles,
Got Rhythm” and soft-shoeings to such moppet fare as The Three. their own. kitchens and clean up
Freddie Bell.
;
:
Hitters, Peter Nero
SANDS—Samniy
Ihe: ‘Brascia oe.
“Ltt See You in My Dreams” and Stooges, Huckleberry Hound, Yogi afterwards. - The. _greenskeepers
BIRDLAND — "Buddy. Rich, _Olaiunit, Tybee, Copa Girls, Davis.
Garr
Nelson,.
Antonio °
McLawler
“I'll Get By.”
‘Morelli
‘Orc.
bounges:
Red
Noryo,
Dave...
Bear and Popeye, it was decided to imply .‘that. ‘not. ‘a single blade of ‘Sarah
GLUE. ANGEL: — Ruth: Olay, ::Stagg
a
There’s also a Latino bit in create an entirely new theme and grass {s: harmed. during the Wit MeMann,
Lost . ‘City ‘Ramblers, Simmy. Burton, Morry Kin
SHOWROAY—Bonale Sloan; Skeets. Mowhich
she
portrays
a_ matador. new look for the park this. year. ‘nesses’ stay.
Lyons Trio.
BON SOIR —. : Jerome & ‘Austin, Phil t Daven SLibeER Hi k A
It’s kind of arty but it does serve Prescott, who spent years in radio.
Sparky:
R—
an!
enry,
arky
:Le s, Barbra Strejsand,: .y ‘Flames, Jim“About. 70,000" ‘are. expected’ ‘to |Leed:
- Red . Marshall,
anny.” Sparky
as a pace change from. the straight and. tv as ‘a disk jockey and per- attend this -year,. which. comprises . e. Daniels
Tafy’ O'Neil, Rudenko Bros.; Slipperettes,
JoCAM a LOT. _ Matt Dennis, . Gladys George.Redman
hoofing
at
which
she’s
best. former, pointed out: “When we a_ sizeable .group.
Ore.; Lounge:. ori Phil-:
nso
lps, Charlie Teagarden Orc. Twin Tunes.
There’s also a background screéu went out to the people to make aj staying in every kind of sleeping
CHARDAS —~ Lil France, Lia Della,. . STARDUST—"“Lido de Paris’:: Lounge:'.
Be
bit in which the sheet music titles personal survey, we noticed that accommodation -possible from the ‘Tibor Rakvesy, Dick: ‘Marta, Bill Yedla, |
: rae : ‘Halph You ne ay Jest:
Hlemer Horvath
.
oberta
Young,
Ralph
nn,
of pix and Broadway tuners with they
all
asked one
question: posh: hotels..to rooming |houses.
CHATEAU ‘MADRID—Exiraveganza La-| Linn
which she’s been associated are ‘What's new atPleasure Island this They'll. remain until Sunday (25). fino,” Fete Machado, Los "Romeros;,|
THlunngrano, Kirby" Stone |Four,
Lolita, ‘Pup! Cam
twood -.
larry. Nofal. ore.
The memories ate
flashed across.
COPACABANA -- Bobby “Rydell, “Sarry { ammyVan Orc. ‘ Lounge:
Hi
P
» Ss
surefire applause-winners.
Prank iPouslas Clarke, Paul Shelley Ore., Gaeransons Ed Dom ingo reer
oe

closing
tap challenge
with the
drummet is an exciting bit but be-

It's an overlong turn that she’s
designed for herself but she dees
get lots of help from “‘Her Four

|}

Vaude,CafeDates

arti

“Gusto

rhe deen Ben Jones, ‘Frank’ Di Fablo F _ TROPICANA-'Folies

NOTE ASTOR Eddie Lane Orc.

Bergete.* Jean

‘enn,
udine
°
‘Marvyn
Ray,
Florence&. Frederict Dane...
--

HOTEL ee Sue Kane’ & O'Brien, Mel fers. : Ray Sinatra..Orc,:: Lounge: Perez.
| Martin,
Arnol
‘| Prado, Beverly Marshall; Al de Paulis 4, ~ -

rentlemen” (Jerry Madison, GorHOTEL LEXINGTON-—Virginia
Wing, Tanda PHO De. Fuentes” Bros.;:
don Cornish, Roy Fitzell and Tome
sy ba
rian al
&
t, De
nt,
De nny Regor, Tony Drake. Lan
Alltson',. drummer Steve Dweck, |
.. wena be —— heath in Horst NEW YORKER. —. ‘Ted Huston, _
and
musical
director
Richard
"New York
“RENO-TAHOE
returns. a ‘fair dates] Lenore Marten, Ve rha Lee.
Priborsky.
Nick Castle staged and
CAL:-NEVA LODGE (Tahee)=-Ruas ‘Arno.
HOTEL PISRRE—- “No. ‘No: Nanette.”
The-Blue Angel is. scheduled to | say3.
Harry’ ‘Hellings.
directed.
Gros.
:
‘Jimm
immy Carroll,’ Larry Douglas,
W. itbur
take a summer furlough starting
eR arry Ashton’s “Playmates
Evans,
Betty -Madigan, | Marie i Santell, in‘GOLDEN
Paris.” qyovelites. ‘Apollos.
Ap ““Can-Can”
after the July 1 ‘performance and
Stanley Melba Gress
Joe -Ricardel: Orc, .
HAROLD
Lus
:
will open. Sept. 8 with Dick Greg- | |
HOTEL
AZA — Enzo Stuarti. red
‘Don’ Rev. >
THE TRAVELERS THREE
Ore.
Monte’s Continentals.
| Guardsmen, _Bobby Winters.
‘Conn
ory topping the bill.. . . . Betty] ‘Leigh. ‘Travis. at Danny’ s Hilde- ‘Straeter..
Songs
HOTEL TAPT—Vincent
Ore.
:
HOTEL
ROOSEVELT —. ‘Lopez
Milt Saun
fiers
THARRAH’S (Renv)—Lancers. Jack. Ross "
Reilly
planes
out
to
London,
July.
30 Mins.
‘away, Chi, until July 1 ...'. Person- |
os
7 Sextet, Cionte Bleu, Joe. Maphis. Mello-.
6 for an engagement at the "Astor alities at Gibsan’s ‘Highway. Inn,
Dunes Lounge, Las Vegas
HOTEL 8T. REGIS—Dorothy. Shay; ‘mat, |HeHR RAH'S
eT ‘Tange—Nat
al
“King Cole,
Orc., Walter Kay
Ore Campbell, |: acre. - Mimmo...
_ Folk-singing groups may be near Club, thence for a round of. US. ‘Chicago Heights, Ill.. tilt’ June 24 Shaw
INTERNATIONAL.
3) brid
linda
.& deBecker,
Army bases on the Continent. .:. .
Singers: °& ° Dancers: ‘Leightonthe saturation stage,. but a new one
Eddie. Higgins" Trio replacing. | Goofers,
McKenna. Line, ;‘Mike Durso. Ore:, “‘DorbenAdam Wade goes into the Adven- wes:
viles
Noble’
Orc.
Paul Enright.. Skiles. ~ ;.
Audrey Morris at “London. House, ATIN c.QUARTER =: ‘leangr Powell, . * tenderson,Lounge:
just in from Honolulu can possibly
| “Joy, &- Boys, - ‘Big Tiny
a
turer, Long Branch, NJ,, July 28: Chi, June 21. She opens same day’ |
win fresh friends and win back
az
se, Wazzan
Troupe,
. .. Tony Lavelli to Mouquin’s at Riviera Lounge, ‘Las -Vegas, for
Harrison
&| HOLIDAY —. Joe "Maize. Nick’ Lucas; “
those who are by now jaded by the
Kosst.
Dorothea.
|.
McFarland,
Ronald
Field,
.
Charles
Gould,
Supper Club, Montreal, June 30 to. an indefinite stay : ... Harmonicats Jo LombardiO
-Harlowe
Orc.
.
Belasco
IV.
cycle.
| MAPES—Ken Murray, Lill St. Cyr. Leo:
be followed by the Casino Theatre, playing Radio City: Music Hall till ‘Frie
LEFT BANK — cat Bostic, “Shirley - & Diamond; . Cee Davidson |Ore... Leunge:. a
‘he Travelers Three’ comprise
.| Joe. Karnes, Sylvan:
ue
Toronto, July 7. . ... Lois Stone, | June. 21 ..... Braman & Leonard set
Chartey
Oyama
on
banjo,
Pete
‘LITTLE cLus—ane |-arvey.
. B EN AOA Lopce: tahoe) — Knack-Ac
| wife of comedian Harvey. Stone, | £or Wort
LIVING OM. — Yves. Thomas, Bob. ‘Bou
Apo. guitar, and.Dick Shirley, bass. : hosted a cocktail. party’ Monday.
Wort Hotel,.Jackson, Wyo . July. 7Ferro
r
2 ‘Sylvia Sims, Larry Reed.
NORTH - SHORE: ctus. ‘ Tahoe—To
‘,
10-19,
In appearance, style, musical andj
NO.
FTH
AVE.—Fia Karin. Brook- Lovello,: Glorfa Tracy, Murray ee) Tony
° Norm Dyzon at ‘the: Mecea, Sara- field « Harty: Fred” ‘Sllver,. Ann Lnden;
vocal ability, the group is strictly: ' (19) for all comedians who happen
-RIVERSIDE.— Jackie. Barnett’s .“Play!to be in New York at the Monsig- sota, Fla:, till June. 24 . . . Pepi: Dick- Hankinson.
|
girls.”
Sheree
North,
Site:
Carson,.
Saton drawer.
Some selections are;
ONE SHERIDAN) '$@:—Orson Bean:
| brina,. Shirley ‘Harmer. ° rounge:: Nelson
nore, Occasion is. Stone's bow as a /Runitels ; set for Town & Country,
stories, others are h
ROUNDTABLE: —. Red Nichols, | ‘Tyree &, Palmer, Jim Miller Trio. -.
obscure
song
we
dramatic actor in summer stock Winnipeg, Aug.:14 for two weeks: Glenn Ore.
WAGON. WHEEL (Tahoe) — . Gaylords, a
more
ftamiliar, and all are done: a
' SABRA
— - Watta. Yarkoni; - ‘Rahet &. ; Characters,
version of “Pal Joey" after 20
Bobby
Page,
Esquires, a
with a refreshing charn?. Trio has:
.
»,
Peggy
Lord
into
‘same.
“spot
‘Ziilla;.Martin
Roman,
Sara
Avani,
Koyesh
Manny
Lovez.
Johnny’
Hemlin.
©
: years as a cafe comic.
Oct. 2. for a fortnight -7. . Don . Mizrachie, Leo Fuld.
Di
a pleasant approach to humor, and;
Savoy Hilton’ summer schedule. Ragon into Fazio’s, Milwaukee, for. - TOWN & COUNTRY—Jewel Box Revue, :
__MIAMLMIAMI BEACH ©
there is a notable lack of avant,
events into effect Saturday -(17). an indefinite sfay ....' Joe King’s
garde gimmicks,
Duke.
“UPSTAIRS & .DOWNSTAIRS——Ceil Ca-.|.vue;. Phil Richarts, Marfil: ‘Lee. I Striey
when the Gunnar Hanson Orch and ‘Zanhiaes return .to Fremont Hotel, bot, Gordon Connell. Gerry Matthews, Bill:
& Mitchell, Johnny. Bac' & Lita. Mai Malkin _ Ore...
the Marco Rizo Trio closed for the{Las.. Vegas, for ‘an indefinite Tun} ‘Hennant, Mary. L. ‘Wilson, Pat Ruhl, Carl |
CARRIE NORMAN
Norman, Three Young Men,. Sylvia Cope- Kiemm
rate
Ice Models:
summer. Ray Hartley's piano conN — Lou. Walters “Rev... Pepe.
Romer & . Howard inked for|lan
, ' CARILL
Songs
tinues during the hot. months .for. Playboy Club, Miami, Sept. 2 for) VIENNESE LANTERN. “Allison. Starr, Miller,: “fonva & Biagi; ‘Janine- Chire.
13 Mins.
Marguercite Baxter, John Modinos,. Ernest. Mons. Choppy, .Kayal '& Christine,” Can{the cocktail sessions:.
Tackie! three weeks and New Orleans’ Schoen,
Can: Girls. Jacques. Donnet Ofc.’ Joe Trop
Cavenus Club, Detroit
Kahane. moves into ‘the ‘Copaca: Play boy. Nov. 26 for three.
*P
tes ‘of.Paris;*
VILLAGE BARN~Jack ‘Shilkret. . Jack: | DEAUVILL
farrie Norman has a'good voice. ; bana, Aug. 10.
. Wallace, Johnny King, Belle Carroll. Tex. ‘Jay. Nemethe Nita & Pepi.. Carla. Lucerne, . » Roberta Sher- |
Martha. Aguilar. .Carole: Dreyfuss. Sharf :
Fletcher,
Susan
Budy'
Orc.,
Low
Harold
fies pitch, plenty of power andiwood
set
for the
B&B
Club,
.[ Martel; Marcel. Le Bon, the Callahans.:
.
Hollywood _
exceHent control.- What she needs ‘Indianapolis, Oct. 6.
VILLAGE, GATE—Josh- White, Wedon _DIPLOMATMandy |Campo: Ore.; Van"
is direction and guidance; someone i Georgie
into|J 7:
Kaye
booked at the: - “Louse: Vientia booked

‘Chicago

to build an act for her, tell her: Copacabana July 6.on show topped |Dino’s.Lodge June 31. for first ap-

vyVILLAGE

VANGUARD—Lambert

Hen-

EDEN
Roc-—,Duke e:‘Jenkins.
‘
le
s .Orc...
Ore.. Jack
ac

dricks & Ross. Bill Evans Trio.
Kasse5. Mal -Maliin . Ore, . Luts Varona
haw to group songs to sustain a |by Guy Mitchell. He follows with|Peatance.at Strip_nitery ,. . Paul
'WALDORF-ASTORIA—
Woody Herman, |
Ore:. Dianne Paine. .
Frank Gari,:.Norma Douglas, Ada. -Ca-.
-FONTAINEBLEAU—Zen ‘Dawson ‘Orc..
rood. how to hetter ‘project her. the Manor Hotel, Wildwood.-N.J., -Gilbert; Down Under..for 11 days, vello,
B Kas ha
re
: Jack Kelly. Ice Revue. Florence Rae.. Ra-.
p? sonalily.
Miss
Norman
also July 21... Liberace ‘signed for ‘the |follows with. 10-day: stand at Roarct
ob
sha
Trio, .
.) mon
Coaper, |.Michael 'Méehan, Rudy
“hards. Lisa. “Quinian, “Esco ‘LaRue,
needs grooming advices a new hair Latin Quarter next April... .. -Eari| ing 20s, San Diego, July 6...)
“CHICAGO
‘June. Kellv.
ot
stule. and oa wardrobe
that will Wrightson into the Radisson: Hotel, George. Gobel into Atlantic -City] stud ance HCAS Candela Revue.”
MURGAY
FRANKLIN‘S—Renee
Taylor :
bring out what appears to be a Minneapolis,. Oct. 1. . . Tinker Steel .Pier July..9. for week . . . |;Pablo: Candela. Rafael. Hernan, Glaniazons.! with - rank’ Baxter. Koye Carole &t4),” Lord Christo, Tino Perez,. Lord Mike, \F‘ommv, Dick Hevilland. Roy. Sedlev. Sue ....
fine fiture.
: Bell at the Place Pigalle; Miami Gary. Crosby .starts. fortnight at : and
T -wton,; Eddie Bernard: “Murray, Frank: :
alStuckey’ ‘Ores.
With the proper coaching, Miss Beach .
. Frank Libuse & Margot} Albion. Asbury’ Park, June 30.
» CLOISTER—Phil Tucker.’ Dobie Twins, ilin
- SEVILLE—“Caught in. Act”: ‘Jack. De
No man could well develop into a- Brander. open at the Stardust, Las’. ‘Dino Donati back at: Fontairiebleau Daree aa Eddy Subway Orc.
CONRAD. HILTON—"Ballads & Blades”
Terry Haven, Joe Ross, Jerry. New.
-as 88er. . Krofft Bros. pup eteers ‘Jo ‘Marie Roddy.- Norm. Crider. “George. Leon,
fir-trate talent for the better class : Vegas, Sept. 12 for 12 Weeks ..
by. Anne Jones.. ‘Linda: Lavin, elt “&
intimate spots.
Right now, with’ Bobhi Baker to plav U.S. Armv set for three-week. Stand ‘at Pair-. ‘Smpson. Angelito, Fred Napier. Morano & Paul.
:
‘Knowles,
Clair
Perreau
Orc.
Bit
Christs|
*BALMORAL—
‘ice: Frolles: of 61.” Esco an
her wetl.-ained voice, she should ; bases in Eurone starting Avr 18 |mort > Hotel ”(Frisco). " Venetian’ 1a Frederick & “Gina,.‘Boulevar-Dears.
LaRue. Curtin: :&' Hittle,. ‘Naries- James, Ca
do well on records,
Tew.
.-- Singer Carmel Quinn, on a two-1 Room,
rt » Boulevar-Dons’ Gh. "
I Vic Charles. dune Rae, ae
.
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Desert inn, Las Vegas

REVIEWS
ber opener, Miss Mcart

ives‘tune-

numbers|. _Angét
‘fully with a couple
Lopez -presentation v=| {ookes-itit isan unnateral feat|
“Cataden, NJ. "June 16°
from Rodgers & Hammerstein's pemtravagance |Lati
tina” with :Los |nine ‘appendage—and she sets very "Pearl. Bailey, Lowis ‘Belson, the.
McGuire
4
:
:
(3),
1
7
| Moroccans’ (81, The °Tapateers
fant, Kane
Sisters
(3), Chuck} “Sound of Music.” which is. a: re- | OMeTos
Dodds, Arden Dancers (13), Car- cent legit entry here, then follows Moura, Charlene, Tete ‘Machado, |img number fs just a big swirl oft (3), Martyn King Oreh (13).
ton Hayes Orch (121; producer by with a place-dropping medley cued ‘Sandor, Line (4); choreography, f. costumes... The scene:
Frank
Senne3;
choreography, to “Around the World.” It includes Sandor; Pupt |Campo.
Carbic Traviata” ishampered becwisse all
alt |. ” Peart Bailey,.as
as ‘comfortable
¢
‘on.
bits from
“Arrividerci,“ Roma;”. ‘Orchs; $596 minimum. .
Dorn Arden; $4 mintmum.
in itskirts,
are wearing
wide
{19th women
Century
and look.
a. r night club: flooras. an. old. shoe,.
“Pigalle,” “Kerry Dancers,” “Wonif
they’vebeen
‘Saueezed
‘onto.
the
|
seems
to
enjoy
performing
as.much.
| Angel Lopez has imported al
The
McGuire
Sisters
(Chris,'‘derful, Wonderful, Copenhagen”.
-| ag the audience appreciates her re-"" “
|}show from. the tropics—Miami j stage.
Phytlis, and Dottie, from left to ‘and “Granada.”
rivht’
are again
decorating the
‘A pleasing Neapolitan. folk song, |Beach, that..is. Although - lacking | - . Miss Bruno, on the other hand, laxed "talents. | Working entirely.
and
a
powerful
rendition
.of
an
|;
tropical
languor,
it
has
a.sprightly.
sings
very
well,
and
the
-audience
; with. @: hand mike’ and “moving
siasze
and
bringing
some
very
pleasure from Ter: |-pleasast sounds into the Painted: aria from Puceini’s “La Boheme,” | pace and a spirited’ set.of perform- } gets
mini ‘obvious:
and~ Vespia.
Roy Palmer's} around effortlessly, she gets theoh“©
P.
Desert Room. The girls blend fine _complete a polished performanée.. ers that have had along run. at
"
Coward’s
“I'll See You : the . Fontainebleau - ‘Hoel before -oreh has. a ‘tendency. to. play too crowd. quiekly: ana holds”it.:
harmony with consistently excel.. Noel
coming here.
j loudly in some passages but, on} | car
leat musical arrangements; they: Again” helps Miss McArt to a
_ “Extravaganza | ‘Latina’:
“the whole, holds Up, its. end nicely.
have refreshing beauty, animation | gracious begoff.
n'| singing yoice, ‘she hasa. way with a
ani a disarming flair for comedy
Gipsy Adams giv es the star lively
Las Vegas, June 14.
Sisters (3}, Jack Du-

‘which

add

> | lyric which gives a. new: twist to

up to a highly enter-{ backing as well as. offering rhyth-

taining act.
mic dance music alternately with ‘is. ‘necessary to carry’ the. show. ects’ that -he had -little. time to. Come rds "such 33 “Gone “Ri ‘Give
. Myro, . ‘The. production isn't: as imagina-. devote.to this one, leaving: much.| yoy. Anything But Love.”.:And she’
The 12-year-old {dentical triplet jTony Scott’s eombo.
tive and colorful as. it- might. have:
Kane
Sisters
return
with
the
of the detail in the hands of as- pleases. on Bailey. specials such ‘as
-t been, but it movesg and ‘earries ‘its sistan
M:(Guires for this one, providing a
My. Name,” 0!
chores
off to. the satistaction of the sistant producer Wolf Kochmana “Tired, >
Reandtable, N.Y.
delightful balance to the festiviand
Lorenzo. Matadonado. At ‘any s n0es” and. “Takes Two to’ Tan-Red Nichols & His Fire Pennies, assemblage. |
tie.
McGuires include “That’s a
“The
company:
is.
tong.
on
‘daiiée
Plenty,” “It Ain't Necessarily So,” Tyree Glenn Quartet; $436 mint.
-. balstyle.
:
a
values. Los -Romeres & Lolita
“Danny Boy,” “Daddy,” “May You “mum.

Always,” and a musical biographical background in their song session’
with the Kanes. they do
“Kias,”
“Old
Soft Shoe,”
“Up
Abnve
My
Head.” and “Saints
Mirching In.”
First-nighters gave the Kanes

_hetty applause for “Dear Mr. Ken-

ne-ly,” which tells how much they
love
the
President.
As . usual,
Phytlis McGuire clicks with her
accurate celeb impreshes.
Written and staged sy Murray. Kane
(n) relation to the triplets) and
Bked by Burt Farber with the
Carlton Haves orch 112), the bash
4s a surefire winner.
Jack Durant, longtime fave in
Vegas,

is

the

comedy

star.

The

breathless delivery and infectious
laughter accompanying his oneEven
Iiners is yoek insurance.
familiar gags sound funnier when

Durant tels them, and the opening night audience was reluctant
to let him bow off.
Curtain raiser isa colorful holdover Donn Arden production number featuring singer Chuck. Dodds
and the 13 shapely Arden dancers.
Show ts in for four weeks; Dick
Shawn and the Crosby Bros. open
July 11.
Duke.

La Belee Vita, Paris

It had to happen. There is now
a nitery named after that famed
and notorious Italo pic on decadent

Roman highlife. It is a small, posh,
lowlighted room with one orchestra
Its main: appeal will be to
show and carriage trade who want
a place to be seen at for dancing
ani imbibing only. Added comeon of having it a semi-private club
will also heip. Aud it comes at a
time when Paris needs this type of

Monreal .are

expert

in: -the’ fla-|-

‘Her’ banter. sometimes: “tsqwe a
_ |but ‘always, folksy, ‘takes onan add-

menco field.. Comprising two boys
and.a girl, they: ‘are youthful and

-Led. dimension in her Latin Casino

talgia with him whenever he holes
| date. The Bailey revue, which for-.
up at this eastside spot. Ir.. addt“| merly included 2 17-piece band.
tion, he brings a Dixieland beat}:
led by her drummer ‘husband, that’s always swingy and enjoyable |
and pegged to fill the room during mina to earry. ‘off these: strenuous | Walton & _O’Route, Low LeViet |‘Louis Beélison, has- been: ctit down: 7a
me
and ‘now centers. almost entirely. on
these late June days. The room, ‘numbers. “Fhey . earry .several Orch 9); $3minimum,
‘| Miss: Bailey .herself.Bellson’s :
‘eQaby the way. will shut. for a.“month changes of. costumes, all of ‘them
ob In ‘booking ‘Le Crazy Horse:-at siderable drumming. technique is.
after Nichols’ three-weeker which elegant and colorful. .
They.
do'a
series.of
gypsy
dances
‘this
.
Réno:
landmark
hotel,
‘host
eonfined
to
one
solo
and:
backing
began June 12, and will reopen
Miller is billing a revue. that’s up. hiswife by sitting in with the
.
July 31 with Rusty: Warren, whose ‘and wind up with a fanciful Jota |Bill
*:
naughty albums are currently hit- Aragonesa. There are. two breaks |Sure to.evolve as-“the. most talked. SwiDEANE -Martyn King orch.

ting

the

bestseller lists for ‘the for them, one in which the boys |about

show in. town”—what with

-Alse featured in: the revue are

|doa turn with the. eape, which| four solo strippers: carrying their. eight acrobatic tumblers in: native.: ae
Jubilee label.
Nichols has been around for -geems ordinary to view of their | routines to a. point not anticipated. costumes, the’. Moroceans;. ..andsome time and he isn’t ashamed -ealibre of their other work, while |(or seen before) in. this hospice. three... fast-stepping . dancers, -the
to admit it. He even goes so far Miss Monreal hits |a. nice stride in |The remainder of the show, hew- Tapateers: as to intro a song, “Riverboat | classical “Spanish ballet. They get:| ¢ver, should. make for not. more|: The revue, which. closes June 25,an
than. expected conversation among
Shuffle,” as a ‘piece he recorded accoladed. handsomely..
the locals—albeit the girls: are | Completes the first season for tha
for Brunswick in 1927. ‘Fact ‘that
‘new Latin- Casino in its New. Jerhe’s candid
about’ his vintage
|
~.| sey location,’ a year which owners
status
is quife appealing
and Frego dancer,’ who appeared in ‘covering the upper regions..
‘With the aecent om the. etght DallasGeren oro aera peteetul
he wins over the oldsters and the. N.Y: previously in the ‘Brazilian|
Revue at -Redio City Music Hall. ‘femmes in the chorus.and the four.
college crowd alike. with it.
is ¢s- at the plush, 1,500-seat club.
The Nichols music, too, has an. Moura dees a brief turn in which solo peelers, the’ conitiranity 3
‘Nat (King) (Cole opens. the .falt
affinity to all age groups. The
"| season. Sept. 7-20. with Jean Cardixieland shuffies, parades, ram‘roll,, followed by Tony Martinbles, rotis, etc.-are handled in an |:
Diek. Gregory, Jerry Lewis: ‘and: the
attactive manner.
Nichols’
‘top’ draw of the 1961 ‘season,
horn gets strong assist from: ‘Rob: | 3
ert Robinson’s trombone,

| Harry. 1
Belafonte.”

William

Toa ;
Hill Wood’s clarinet, Rolly Culver’s as well as.physical grace.
drums, Sidney Appleman’s piano | There ts. an unbilled -‘guitarist opener, “There’s. ‘Only One Paris,” :
who performs. well in the tradi- | she’s:a' winner.’ She also scores as| .and Joseph Rushton’s -bass sax.

The

Paris, June 15.
Mambo
Orch
(7); $

Jackie
minimune.

Red Nichols brings « lot of nos-

repertoire is full of dixie

tional flamenco .motifs, and two |fashion narrator as the eight dane-

missed

via

patron

on, Bite.

REA

we
un

‘E. A.

. Los angeles.June 15.00:

ers parade in varied and revealing Erroll. Garner,
Gregory, --..:°
e.
oo | Billy Regis band: $2.50 cover, ta vs

| land faves
and he fills
up on those |
he’s

Sone
1 ,

requests.

In his musie bag during the first
It’s the solo ecdysis, however, | drink mintmum..
2°
set opening night were “Roll, Rall, ‘acter, and Tete Machado, a song'| that’s
Roll,” Riverboat Shuffle,” “South
,
| eyebrow. Not from the costuming| - Erroll Garner and <touile ‘Dick | |
Rampart
St. Parade,”
“Bfuskrat. also’ perfofms in the -utititarian |worn (more than Lili St.: Cyr. nor-. Gregory. ‘pair‘well with . mixture. a
Ramble,73 -and nifty vintage piece manner. ‘Sandor, the choreogra- mally uses inher. bath seene) but Garner's improvisation piano styles: ~ *
OnE: pontGregory's: coma ‘barbed. Con
titled, “Lonesome, Lovesick, wants
My Daddy. Blues—Two. Step.”
Tyrée Glenn continues: here as
the other musical group. A Roundtable regular, Glenn dishes out the relief work.
appealing music via his lead on:
vibes and trombone. Assisted by
965 Cink, 8. ¥..
| ing Hitle ‘for the” imagination.:| ¢a
piano, bass and drums, he gets
_.| Maneuvers (from. a prone
San Francisco; June 16
some sweet sounds out of suck
Ashton'’s “Roma di Notte,” |On, % couch: sized
as “Isn't It Romantic” and “But:

ail-night dansery.
Beautiful.”
’ Gros.
Andre Farry built this elegant
club on the site of the old College
Ina in Montparnasse.
There are
phones at every table, in spite of
-Houston, June 13.._ ia:
its compact ‘size, with which one
Stmmy Bow, Peggy
can call others at other tables, out- Cannon Orch
(6);
side or for service. Jackie Mambo
minimum.
has a solid musical outfit that can
do mambo or dance interludes or
Veep Bill Newkirk, who does the}
beguiling standard ballads: for lis- booking for this Tidelands Motor
tening.
Inn nitery, seems in: the groove:

Tidelands, Measten

Stylized

early

Roman

decor

helps as do two liftle bars for those
lontng it. Tabs are about

average

with an estimated 1.000 club ecards

Gagarin,

Jan
Ginsy

and

leans

fair

:

yet it isn’t as highbrow as it may. Franceseo Vespia is a fairly funny

;

Jan McAct is back for a month’s |own material,

engagement

prowess.

Quite

ermine

she’s set the mood

foat

“eat

ha’s

‘Bmerging & Omaha's

Ni

0.

ve

comes

on

with

a

|.

skirt.
Later, she. dons a.-turtle-}.-heck sweater and accompanies her-.}

self on a guitar. Miss Lord’s mate-|.
Fial is mostly bluish, but her impish: presentation removes the sting. |.
Personable and pretty, she clicked
here.

Her opening act of 30 min-

utes may have been 2 trifle long,
however.

“Bon

Cannon's

boys again are

great in backing.
;
Show plays for twa frames.

with}

Dt

nitery is Sol Rosinsky’s Red Liou, | st fener ouch
re fromA

‘Italian |Combos,
the Lion: found = tiger in “pleti

‘Back” about the way any other jazz songs. (in 2 poorly’ staged vi ‘John Ciesfak’s’ ‘Quartet, which dis |2,|
singer might do it. Then she‘goes gnette), and tries to hold up his} Penses excellent foot-tappers.
into a novelty tune, “Turn About,” end in-a scene with Miss Bruno}. Group, featuring leader 5 vibes, si
and for her third number, the nov
‘elty “Ubangi.” She zips .off: her fis.

a fooker,; too, her

gown
and a white
enhance her figure.

|

also. does her}.

at this plush and in-j| more or less standard “Lever Come

time Piccadilly night spot, and that
spelfs good news "for the: regulars
whom she impressed on her previnous. stint a year ago. Impresario
Al Burnett can look forward to
capacity biz during her run.
Miss McArt is a class. entertainer
anc her operatic training stands
her in good stead, not. only in
delivering the arias, but alsa in
adding
distinction
to pops and
Show tunes. She’s a fine soprano,
aud -her song routine is adroitly
balanced to show off her~ vocal

Omaha, June. 16. «

John Cieslak Quartet. 44);
takeoff of ‘all. Italian waiters who |COUeT, 70 minimum.

minutes.

Peggy Lord. who

Rea Lien, 6Omaha

-

London, June 15.
Tseem.
The eomie knows. how to
Tony
Scott and play an audience, and should fit oftheca acts’ rings thebell eek
McArt,
Adams orcks; $3.50 mini- ‘about anywhere. He's: on for 35
these: acts: rings the bell: deci

b
are oan

Ouce

this

heavy on |¥

{Shakespeare and Greek mythology,

Lendon

ral
7

again; that is, booking acts just before they explode into big time, a
la Bob Newhart, Earl. Grant, Diana
Trask, Al Hirt and others. Comic

-having been handed out. But it is Simmy
Bow and thrush..
evident that anybody with moola Lord could well fit this pattern, —
will be welcome unless it Is overly
Bow is a fresh, literate comic
crowded with the so-called mem- [who
writes his. own material
bers> It is a savvy addition to the | Hard-working, fast and nitery setup here which should be has the fervor of an evange
ia fad for some time to come.
is constantly interrupted by. yocke.
_ Mosk.
He explores spacemen Shepard and

Seeicty,

“Rome.in thisexe
:
to ‘celebrate 365

_NICET CLUB

“Wednesday, Jane 2
21,3961.

Latin: Quarter, N.Y.

| ists and: provincials. drawn by: the,.‘Marrah’s,, Lake.

Tahoe

hand mike forthe plano, where he

REVIEWS

Thunderbird,

59
Las

Vegas

Lake Tahoe, June 9. | seems more |at ease: Here he sings|
—
Las Vegas, June 12
° (FOLLOWUP). -.
| Pigalle’. aura and name. Another
“While several other. of” the big ‘Hew: aspect. is: saucy comedienne|... Nat.- King Cole, Harry: “Mimmo? and plays. ust in. Time,” “Cheek
“Summer Ice Revue.” starring
Celeste
:
who
-adds
inyention
.and
Dorben Singers’ & Dancers with |to- Cheek,” .a quasi-r&r “Yes, 11 the Kirby Stone Four. With Sam
_-establishiments in town. have. turned.
comic. insight into an apache ‘bit. ‘Belinda: &. de Becker (14), Leigh-| Know,”
an all-instrumental “The! my Shore, Robbi La Loide, Esste

‘young-in- heart with.Attractions |and. a-beach strip: number.
ton Noble Orch. (22; 4. miininiuin. | Lamp. Is Low” and then the show's! Davis, Jimmy Carter, Perky Twins,
|high spot, a marvelously br ight and} 'Harry Nofal, ice Cubeties
«8!
_ booked *-for.. the.* prom trade, like|.The: $1:25 cover and. $4.50 min-|*
Van Orch «11; produced
‘the. Copacabana’. “with Paul Anka ;‘imum. are about .right on. the ‘cur- }- Showman and |artist, “Nat ‘Cole:pounce, “Around the World in 86; Garwood

. “currently, -‘and: Bobby. Ry dell: be- iFent ‘nitery scene.” ‘Food. is also! ‘does what ‘the customers came ‘to {Days.” ‘This’

brings..on

but -the: dance hostesses -hear ‘his: hit. numbers)::-plus.” a ;Shouts: and wild applause.
"> ginning tomorrow «Thuts.), and the “'geryed,*
Greco’ responds with “The
.have.” been |‘dropped. A’ “comely.! couple of others ‘not “anticipated

cheers,

and

directed

by

Marty

Hths;

‘choreagraphy,
Pluto Richards, $4
Lady. Neh aadaciensi,
“International: now with. ‘Jo: Ann cigarette -girl, . however - accepts. :for the Cole catalog. ‘There’s.-indi- i. Is a Tramp,” “Angel Eyes* and hisj
Campbell. and Dion preceding. the. drinks. ‘and ‘sits: ‘with. ‘the publié ! cation ‘Cole's: lwo-weeker Will. .com- isigneff, “1 Love Being. Here. with) | The Kirby Stene Four headlines
M.. Loew and Ed ding RED.invited.”
_ ..Messrs.::
lee
Nevae”’
mo
Mosk. ||mand .petent biz,. what with the: You.” The 45-minute stint leaves ‘the new -"Suminer
“2 man., are.ecu for: . bigger. ‘spending >
—_
[tourist season: at’ Tahoe ‘Just Row |‘him wringing wet but’ beaminegly: which producer Marty Hicks hus
game.: They're: continuing to ‘gear. ;
igetting into. full. swing.
7
‘t happy. an emotion reflected by the. concocted as the iitest un his tong
‘their LQ. entertainment policy to. Y valker Motel: Toronto, :” With. the ‘augmented. Leighton packed: house. Greco gets excellent line of jughly suceesstul
frosty
the" adult-tourist ‘crowd,
we
p
°
ve
Toronto, ‘June 44.-"2 Noble ‘orch tup to $2) behind him, ‘backing from Bobby. Marinello on drohes.
: They've -héld over their: ‘lavish.’
Stone’s greup. which has been
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Best-of-the-Season selections by the New York Drama critics in

Playwiieht: “Robert | “Male. in:“Musical: Andy’> Grittith. ”
Actress: Shirley. ‘Booth. (“Come
Anderson. (Tea and Sympathy”).
(“Destry. Rides Again”). .
| Back,. Little. Sheba’).
Femme. in. ,Masicals: Ethel ‘Mere.
| -Male in -Musical:' Tle. between. ;
1954-55
‘George Guetary (“Arms and ‘the}. Actor: Paul: Muni. (“Inherit |the ‘man (“Gypsy”), *
Girl") and. Todd Duncan: (Lost, ‘in Wind”),
- Supporting. ‘Actor: “Walter “Mates.
—.

former years have included the following:

the Stars”).:

Femme .. in

Femme in Musical: Ethel . MerActor: Maurice Evans “Hamlet").| -man (“Annie Get Your: Gun”).
‘ Supporting Actor: Marlon BranActress: Tie hetween Judith Anders6n
i“Family
Portrait’) ‘and; do (“Truckline Cafe’’). |.
Supporting Actress: Barbara Bel.
Ethe! Waters
'!“Mamba'’s Daugh-;
!Geddes (“Deep Are the. Roots” ).
ters”.
|Director: No choice.
1939-40
Helen
Tamiris
Actor: Tie between Alfred Tunt | Choreographer:
(There Shall Be No Night’? and j (“Annie Get Your Gun"’).
Designer: Tie between Jo MielBarry Fitzgeraid :“Juno and the |
ziner (“Dream Girl’). and Robert
Payvcock".
Edmond Jones (“‘Lute:Song").

1938-39.

Musical: : Patricia

‘Neway (“Consul”).

Supporting. Actor: Tie between
Robert. Flemyng (“Cocktail Party”)

Actress: Kim

St op”).

ao

‘Stanley ‘Bus thau (“Once More, With Feeling"), -: ~~
Supporting

Actress: Sandra...

' .Male tn Musical: ‘Walter Slezak: Church ("Gypsy").
mising Actor:
(“Fanny”).

No: choice:
in Musical: Gwen" ‘Ver-| ‘Promising ‘Actress: ‘No: choice. ‘Director: Elia. ‘Kazan
(‘Sweet
Supporting Actress: Julie Harris | -,Supporting - Actor: | ‘Ed ‘Begley | Bird of Youth”)... _
- Designer: -Tie~ between. ‘Oliver
‘(“Member of the Wedding”).
(“Inherit the Wind”).
.
Promising Actress: Tie between. . Supporting Actress: ‘Tie between ‘Méssel' (“Rashomon”) ‘and’: Oliver”
(“Innocents”)
-and Patricia Jessel (“Witness for the Smith’ (“Destry. Rides. Again”).
David
Cole.
Douglas Watson (“Wisteria. Trees’). Prosecution”) ‘and Elaine - Striteh | Costumer: No choice:
-Composer:. Tie. betwéen. Harold .
“Promising Actress: Marcia. Hen- (“Bus Stop”),
derson (“Peter Pan”).
Promising Actor: Tie. between- ‘Rome (“Destry Rides Again’) and
Jule
Styne (“Gypsy”).
Director: Peter Glenville (Inrio- George. ‘Grizzard | (“De S.perate
Actress: Sara
Allgood
(“PaySondheina ae a
Lyricist: : “Stephen,
Composer: Irving Berlin (“Annie cents”).
Buddy * “Hackett
} Hours”). “and
a
(“Gypsy”).
.
cock’).
Designer: Jo ‘Miekziner. (“Tano- (“Lunatics ‘and Lovers”),
‘| Get Your Gun’”’).
1910-41
’ Promising .|‘playwright: 1‘Lorraine:
Lyricist: Harald Rome (“Call Me cents”),
Promising ‘Actress: No choice.
Actor: Paul Lukes (“Watch on Mister’’).
Composer" Glan-Carlo | ‘Menotti ' Director: Herman Shumlin (“Ine |Hansberry (“Raisin.in the. Sun”).
1959-60 ©
the Rhine’’:.
Librettist: Herbert and Dorothy| (“Consul”).
herit the Wind”).
Actress:
Gertrude
Lawrence Fields (“Annie Get ‘Your Gun”).
Promising Playwright: William | Designer: Peter Larkin (“Inherit . Actor: Jason Robards Ir. Toys
[in ‘the Attic),
(“Lady-in the Dark’.
Inge (“Come Back, ‘Little Sheba”). ‘the Wind").
1946:-47
Composer: Harold Arlen ("House ; ‘Actress:° ‘Anne ° Baiierott The
1941-42
1950-51.
Actor: Tie between ‘Dudley. DigMiracle Worker”).
_
Flowers”).
Actor: Burgess Meredith '“Can- fes i“Iéeman Cometh”)" and Fred wf‘at Actor:
Noon”).Claude: Rains (Darkness - ofLyricists.
Male. in. Musical: ‘Tom “Bosley:
"Richard Adler-Jerry
Gida”:.
:
ric March (“Years Ago”).
(“Fiorello”).
".
Ross (“‘Daimin. Yankees”). :
.and

-Femme

Kent ‘Smith (‘Wisteria Trees’’).. don (“Damn Yankees”).

_Actréss: Tie between Uta Hagen.
Promising Playwright:. Jerome | - Femme in Musicals. Mary. Martin
(“Country Wife"y ‘and~ Maureen
Lawrence-Robert E. Lee CTnherit (The. Sound. of Music”).. |: .
~.
Clark ‘Stapleton (“Rose Tattoo”).:
Supporting. Actor: Robert Morse
Male in Musical ‘Yul. Bryiner. ‘the Wind”).
(“Let's Face It":
| (“Take Me Along”). ~
a
(“Would-Be Gentleman”).
19.
955-56 .
Femme in Musical: Eve Arden.
Femme in Musical: Marion Bell (“King and I”).
Supporting — _Actress: Kay- MedFemale
in. Musteal:. Shirley |. Actor: Michael Redgrave: (Tiger
:
(“Let’s Face It‘:
(“Brigadoon”).
|
ford.
(‘Bye
Bye’
Birdie”),
=
°
‘Booth (“Tree Grows in: ‘Brooklyn”). at. the Gates”)..
Supporting
Actor: Joseph, BuPromising Actor:
No choice,
Supporting Actor: Tie ‘between
Supporting Actor: Eli Wallach ; Actress: Julie. Harris. (“Lark”),
loff «Spring Again"’:.
' Promising Actress:, Jane ‘Fonda.
Tom Ewell (“John Loves Mary”)
‘Male in Musical: Rex Harrison |
Supporting Actress: Jessica Tan- and David Wayne (“Finian’s Rain- (*Rose Tattoo”). |
(There. Was a Little Girl’).
—
Supporting Actress: Joan Loring. (“My Fair Lady”):
dv \"Yesterday’s Magic™).
;
' Director: Gower Champion ("Bye °
bow”).
Femme in. ‘Musical: . Julie - An- .
(“Autumn Garden"”).: <:
Promising Actor: Nicholas Conte
| Bye Bridie”);
Supporting
Actress: “Margaret
Promising. Actor: . En Wallach drews (“My Fair Lady”).
Designer: “Tie. between
Cecil.
Phillips
“Another Part of the “Rose. Tattoo”).
Supporting” Actor: Anthony} Beaton. (“Saratoga”) and: Ben EdPromising Actress: Tie between Forest’).
Promising ‘Actress: M aureen Franciosa (“Hatful of Rain”).
Mary
Anderson
‘Guest
in the
‘wards (“Heartbreak ‘House”).
Promising Actor: Arthur J. KenSupporting Actress:.Tie between
Stapleton. (“Rose Tattoo”).
House”),
Judith
Evelyn
¢‘Angel
‘Costumer:. Cecil Beaton |(‘Saree

Actress: Judith Anderson (“Mac-

heth’’-.

Male

in

Musical:

Danny

Kaye

Actress: Ingrid Bergman

of Lorraine”).

Male

in

Musical:

(“Joan

Bobby

(Jason”:

nedy (“All My Sons”).
“Director: George
Promising Actress: Patricia Neai
. (“Guys ‘and:‘Dolls)..
(“Another Part of the Forest”).

Diane
Cilento
(“Tiger at
the
toga”). .
a
Gate”)
and
Sarah
Marshall
‘Composer:- “Richard . Rodgers
(“Ponder Heart”).
(“The ‘Sound of’Music”), _° Director: Tie between John Ciel:
Promising Actor: ‘Andy Griffith
Lyricist: Sheldon Harnick (“Flos
gud (‘Importance of Being Ear- and: I'’).
“Composer-Lyricist:: Frank. Loes- (“No Time for Sergeants”). ~
rello’’):
nest”) and Elia Kazan (“All My ser
(‘Guys and Dolls”).
Promising Actress: Susan. Stras- Promising Playwright: Jack Gel- .
lyn, U.S.A.").
Sons”).
;
Promising : Playwright; |Louls. O. berg (“Diary of Anne Frank”)... | ber. (The Connection he
1942-43
.
Choreography: Tile between
Director: Moss Hart. My ‘Fair
Actor: Alfred Lunt {“Pirate’’).
Agnes de Mille (“Brigadoon”) and Coxe: and ‘Robert ‘Chapman. (“Billy
Lady”).
Actress: Tallulah Bankhead
Michael Kidd ‘(“Finian’s’ Rain- Budd”).
Designer: Tie between: Jo Miel1951-53 ~
(“Skin of Our Teeth’).
bow”),
os
ao ‘Actor: ‘Sose.
ziner (“Most .Happy Fella”). and. a
Ferrer . (“Shrike”).
Male in Musical: Alfred Drake
Designer:
Jo Milelziner (“An-|_ Actress: Julie Harris: CT Am" a Oliver Smith (“My Fair Lady”):
(“Oklahoma’”’).
other Part of the Forest”).
_ Costumer:' -Cecil. Beaton - ‘CMY, —= Continued’ from pace 1 ae
Camera”).
Femme in Musical: Ethel “MerComposer: | Frederick
Loewe
Male ‘in-Musical: Phil” Silvers. Fair Lady”),
\the ‘second: time: a “husband-wife....
man (“Something for the Boys”). (“Brigadoon”).
* Composer: Frederick: L oe we. team has ‘been’ ‘thus: named. -‘The
Supporting Actor: Rhys Willianis
Lyricist: E. Y. Harburg ‘<“Finian’s (“Top Banana”)..
-Femme. in. Musical: . Vivienne (‘My Fair: Lady”). preyious. couple. we're. .Fredric¢
(“Harriet”).
Rainbow”).
: Lyricist: Alan Jay Lerner My March and - Florence -Eldridge for.
Supporting Actress: Aline’ MacJay ‘Lerner ‘Segal (“Pal Joey’).
Librettist:
Alan
~
Supporting «Actor: John Crom- Fair Lady”).
their costarring performances: in °
Mahon !“Eve of St. Mark’).
(“Brigadoon”).
Promising Playwright: Tie! ‘bes “Long Day's -Journey ‘Into Night, eo
Promising
Actor:
Skippy HoPromising
Playwright: - Arthur well (‘Roint. of No Return”). .
-Supporing Actress: Marian Win- tween. Paddy Chayefsky.: (“Middle in 1956-57.
meier “Tomorrow the World’.
Miller (All My Sons”).
of the Night”) and Michael ‘Gazzo |:
‘ters (“I.Am a Camera”),
©
“ Burton: and Grimes
‘.
Promising Actress: Joan Caul1947-48
Promising. Actor:. Brandon de | (“Hatful of Rain”),
Burton. was selected: for his per-. a
field (“Kiss and Tell.
Actor: Paul Kelly (“Command Wilde -(“Mrs. McThing”)..
a
1956-57
| formance: in. “Camelot”. and Miss.“Director: Elia Kazan (‘Skin of Decision”).
Promising Actress: Tie between
Actor:
Fredric March. (“Long Grimes. for her title ‘portrayal. in ™
Our Teeth”.
Actress. Judith
Anderson Julie Harris (“I Am a.Camera”)
Day’ s- Journey Into Night”).
a “The Unsinkable Molly 'Brown.”
Lemuel Ayers | (“Pi- (‘Medea’).
Designer:
and. Audrey Hepburn: (“Gigi”).
- Actress;
Florence
Eldridge
“best” citations by. the ‘criftrate’,
Male in Musical Tie between [ Director: Jose Ferrer: (“Shrike”). (“Long Day's Journey Into Night’’). Other
ics--were. Martin: Gabel (‘Big- Fish,
Score: Richard Rodgers (“Okla- Paul
Hartman
‘Angel
in the
Designer: Tie between Cecil: Bea-.
Male in Musical: Fernando La- Little Fish”), -Rosemary” Murphy
homa’’?.
Wings”) and: Jack McCauley (“High ton: (“Grass Harp’’) .and’ Jo: ‘Miel- mas (Happy. Hunting”).
(Period: of. Adjustment"), for best
1943-44
Button Shoes”).
ziner (“Flight into Egypt’)...
- Femme in Musical: ‘Judy. Holiday supporting performances, and Phil-.
Actor: Elliott Nugent (“Voice of
Femme
in
Musical:
Beatrice
‘Composer: Fred er ick Loewe (“Bells Are Ringing”). -4ip Bosco (“The Rape of. the Belt”), ..
the Turtle’).
Lillie (“Inside U.S.A")..
| (‘Paint .Your. Wagon”).
upporting. Actor: Frank’ Conroy ‘as the most: promising new actor. ~
Actress:
Margaret
Sullivan
Supporting Actor: Karl Malden
Promising. Playwright. WS oseph (“Potting Shed”),
There was. no winning’ choice: for
«—
(Voice of the Turtl#"),
o
(“Streetcar Named’ Desire’’).
| Kramm. (“Shrike”),
‘Supporting.
Actress: |M ildred. most promising new §actress..
“Male in Musical: Babby ‘Clark
Supporting Actress: Kim Hunter 7
_.. 1952-53
Gower: Champion. was named.-as
| Natwick: (“Waltz of- the Torea(“Mexican Hayride’’!.
(“Streetcar Named Desire”).
Actors. ‘Victor: Moore. (“On: Bor- ‘dors”). .
{best director for his staging -of.
Femme in Musical: Mary. MarPromising Actor: Marlon Brandg row ed Time”),
“Carnival.”
That was a,;Tepeat, .as .
Promising: Actor: Jason Robards
tin «One Touch of Venus”)...
(“Streetcar Named: Desire”.
-Actress:
Tie between Shirley Ir. (“Long Day’s - Journey - ‘Into he was the winner. last season with
Supporting Actor: Tie between
Promising Actress: Meg. Mundy. Booth (“Time of the Cuckoo”) and Night”),
“Bye. Bye: Birdie.” ‘Oliver.. Smith.
Jose Ferrer «‘Othelle”: . Montgom- (“Respectful Prostitute’).
.
Geraldine. Page .«“Mid-Summer”)..
‘Promising Actress: ‘Inga Swen- ‘was picked as best. scenic: design-ery Clift (‘Searching Wind” Y and
Director: Joshua Logan (“Mister
er, on the basis of- “Camelot.” It:
Male in. Musical: Jack “Whiting son. (“First Gentleman”).
.
Arnold Korff «Searching Wind”). Roberts’).
(“Hazel Flagg”).
“Director:
Jose Quintero: (“Long ‘was a Tepeat for: him, as he. tied
Supporting
Actress:
T'erry
Choreographer: Jerome Robbins
|with Jo Mielziner in’ 1955-56" with."
‘Femme. in Musical:: Rosalind Day’s Journey Into. Night”). © «
Holmes :‘“Manhattan Nocturne”).
(“High Button Shoes’’).
Russell «Wonderful Town’’).
' Designer: Tie ™‘between Oliver “My: Fair. Lady.’ witti Rouben ‘Ter- ©
Promising
Actor:
Montgomery
Designer: Jo Mielziner. (Street:
Supporting Actor: ‘John. Williams Smith
(“Candide”): :and’ Rouben. Arutunian. in .1956-57 with. “Can«- °
Clift «Searching Wind").
car Named Desire”},
(“Dial M. for. Murder”).
Ter-Arutunian
(‘New.(Girl in dide”. and with. himself. in 1958-59... .
Promising Actress: Terry Holmes
Composer: Jerome Moross (“Bal- 7 Supporting Actress:.Kim Stanley ;
{with - - “Rashomon”. _ and ‘“Destry ©:
!
Town”).
{*Manhattan Nocturne’)
ont
tet Ballads’’).
(“Pienic” 1,
-Costumer: Motley. Eirst Gentle- Rides Again.en
Director: Moss . Hart. (* Winged
-Costumers Lyricist: John Latouche (“Ballet - Promising Actor: .Iohn - ‘Kerr |man’’).
Victory”:
Ballads”).
(“Bernardine’’),
—
: and Tony Duquette were" °.
. Composer:. Leonard ‘Bernstein [ Adrian
Designer:
Stewart
Chancey
picked: by. the -critics as costumers.
Librettist: John Latouche “Bal-- . Promising Actress: Tie betwéen f(“Candide”).
(“Voice af the Turile™).
:
of
“Camelot.”
‘Bob. Merrill. was-se-_
let Ballads’’)..
Tris Mann (“Children’s Hour”) and
Lyricist: Richard - ‘Witbur-John | lected ‘for. his. score
Composer:
Kurt
Weill (‘Gne
for “Carnival.”
Promising Playwright: William Kim Stanley (“Picnic’),
‘Latouche-Dorothy Parker (“Can-'
Touch of Venus”.
‘Alan’ Jay:Lerner was cited for his:
H. Haines (‘Command Decision’ De4. Director: Joshua. ‘Logan {Pic dide”’):
‘lyrics for “Camelot,” repeating -his o
1944-45
1948-49
nie"),
Promising | Playwright: : Gore:
Actor: Frank Fay (“Harvey”).
Actor: Lee J. Cobb (“Death of al. Designer! Jo Mielziner (Can: Vidal (“Visit toa Small Planet”). wing in 1946-47. for “Brigadoon”. -and 1955-56 -for: “My.-Fair.-Lady."* Actress: J.aurette Taylor (Glass Salesman’’):
Can”). .
1957-58
‘| Shelagh: Delaney. ‘was. chosen. at the:
Mi nagerie™'.
_aActress: Martita Hunt ‘(“Mad- |. “Composer:
Leonard. Bernstein
Actor: Ralph Bellamy. ‘Sunrise most promising author on the: basis
Male
in Musical:
John
Raitt woman of Chaillot”. (“ Wonderful Town”)...
at:
Campobello’”’).
of “A Taste of Honey,” her: first(“Carousel’’>,
Male
in Musical:- Ezio Pinza
.Promising - Playwright: George _ Actress: Jo. Van Fleet Look,
play: import from «London. .
Femme
in
Musieal:
Beatrice (“South Pacific’’).
Axelrod (“Seven Year‘ ‘Itch”).
Homeward,
Angel”),
°
-Theré were about-the usual. nume -.
Lillie «*Seven Lively Arts’).
Femme in Musical: Mary. Martin
1953-54
_ Male in. “Musical: Robert Preston ber. of No Choice ballots. Jack
Supporting Actor: Fred O'Neal (“South . Pacific’’).
Actor: Lioyd Nolan: (“CaineMu. ‘(“Musie Man”).
Gaver,
of “United ‘Press: Interna- |
(“Anna Lucasta’’).
Supporting Actor: No choice.
tiny Court Martial”).
Femme in Musical: Lena :‘Horne tional, repeated fis ‘previous -ob-.°-.
Supporting
Actress:
Josephine
Supporting
Actress:
Mildred
Actress: .Tie .-between
Audrey (“Jamaica’’}.
jections to, VARIETY's failure to list ..-°Wall ¢*Harvey’’).
Dennock (“Death of a Salesman”). ‘Hepburn (“Ondine”) .and Deborah.
Supporting Actor: ‘Henry ‘Jones. candidates. ds the various .categorPromising
Acter:
Tie
between
Promising Actor: Ray Walston Kerr (“Tea. and Sympathy”).
des. In other instances ‘the critics.
| ; Sunrise: at Campobello’). .
Richard Basehart (“Hasty Heart’’)
| ;(“Summer. and Smoke”)...
Male ‘in Musical: “Alfred: ‘Drake. Supporting Actress: ‘Eileen Hec- presumably - did’ not “regard any
.
and John Lund (‘Hasty Heart").
Supporting Actress: No: cholce, (“Kismet”):
candidates: as. ‘sufficiently ‘deserv- me
kart
(“Dark
at
Top
of
Stairs”),
_ Promising Actress: Joan. Tetzel
Director: Elia Kazan. (Death, of - “Femme in ‘Musical: Tie- between
Promising Actor: No choice. : ‘ling. .
"1 Remember Mama”).
| Shirley Booth -(““By: the Beautiful
a Salesman”).
In the. case ‘of :. Bill:Glover, of
‘Promising
Actress:
Anne:
sai.
Director: John van Drufen (“I
Choreographer:
Holm Sea’) and Renee. Jeanmaire Girl croft (‘Two ‘for the Seesaw”). -"tthe: Associated Press, he was ‘about
“Hanya
Remember Mama’’).
(“Kiss Me, Kate”).
ip. Pink Tights”),
to leave. on an extended trip to:
Director:
George
Roy
‘Hill
(“Look
Choreographer: Agnes de Mille
Supporting Actor: J ohn Kerr
Designer: Jo. Mielziner (“Death
Europe ‘and. apparently: misunder-.
‘Homeward, Angel”).
‘“€arousel”}.
of a Salesman”).
{“Tea and. ‘Sympathy”).
|stood. the. last-minute. telephone’
Designer: No. choice.
Designer: George Jenkins. (“Dark
Composer:
Richard
Rodgers. pSupporting Actress Carol ‘Haney.
Jjinstructions
as.to voting categories.
Costumer: No choice.. Doe
of the Moon’).
(“South Pacific’’).
| (Pajama Game”)...
1. Composer:
Meredith © Wilson Some of his selections could not be
Composer-Lyricist: Richard RodPromising ..Actor: Ben “Gazzara
Lyricist: Oscar Hammerstein’ 2d
{figured
out,
and .since. he was by’.
(“Muste Man”).
gers-Oscar Hammerstein 2d (Car- (“South Pacific’). ©
(“End as. a Man”),
Lyricist:. Meredith WilsoiaMu that. time on the high’ ‘seas, the’
ousel”’).
Promising Actress: ‘Eva:: Marie |
Librettist: Oscar Hammerstein
doubtful
“ones..
were. ruled .out.
sic Man”).
1945-46
2d and Joshua Logan
(“South Saint “Trip to Bountiful”).
Promising Playwright: ‘No.choice. Variety specifically asked the rit. .
Actor: Laurence Olivier (“Old Pacific’).
. Director:. Robert: Lewis:C“Tea- ||
ics to confitie their «choice ‘to.
1958-59.
. Promising. Playwright: Robert. E. house of the August Moon”),
Vic’).
°
Broadway shows, so: the.:vote of.
Actor: Jason Robards Jr. (“Dis- Henry Hewes, of the Saturday Re- Designer: Peter Larkin. (“TeaActress:
Betty Field (“Dream McEnroe (‘Silver .Whistle”).
1949-50.
| house of the August Moon”),
~~ enchanted”).
Girl’).
‘{view, for’ ‘Sandy. Wilson as: lyricist.
. Actress: Geraldine Page Sweet, of the. off-Broadway. production: of.
. Actor: Alec Guinness (“Cocktail
Male in Musical: Ray. Bolger
“Yalmouth,” was. also ‘excluded. |
ler-Jerry: Ross Pajama Game’ De Bird of Youth”), Party’).
(‘Three to Make Ready"),

Street”)
and
Beverly
(“Gnele Harry’).

Roberts

Director: Shepard Traube (‘Angel Street").
Designer: Howard Bay (“Brook-

Ss. Kaufman

Designer: -Jo: ‘Mlelziner "King

~The Oliviers

|

Composer-Lyricist: Richard Ad-

_Weineade, Jane21, 1961 °

Critics’ Pall
ea

“avid Balls

“TonalSlamsVersus Broadway
CriticsRegistered Durmg 1960-61

os 7 ‘individual ballots of the various

Critics in the annual VaristTy poll

-Mebulation of. selections by the first-string New York drama critles of

of the various “bests’’-of the 1960-61 Broadway season

“ BL.BEST ‘PERFORMANCE. ‘BY. MALE. LEAD. IN.‘STRAIGHT. PLAY

-eeeed

ort:
oe

@eveeaaeo

‘York. first-stringers

were as follows (figures refer to
{the

:“respective ~ selection

catego-

|

[ries }:

Laurence. Olivier (Title. role- in.“Becket”) aioe ae a eeeccoes
se
eee.
. Laurence Olivier: (as the King: in “Becket”) ees eenesws J thee
ee
eS errr
resi
Zero: Mostel (“Rhinoceros”):

Hume. Cronyn. (“Big ‘Fish; Little: Fish)

the New

“Frank Aston’ (World-Telegram); 7

.

3

se

ee
Anthony.:Quinn (‘Becket' oY tre ee ae a ee er oe ee
Eckarts: ‘11; Adrian and Duquette;
.”2.: BEST PERFORMANCE BY FEMME LEAD NwsTmAiGHT
r PLAY 42... Offenbach ‘13,. Lerner; .14,° De-

Joan Plowright (‘A Taste of Honey”) .: wee eee:

‘Colleen Dewhurst

Janey.”

tires
vgn eee ele
geet enee

(“Ali.the Way Home”)

‘John Chapman (News): 1, Quinn;
‘3
2; Stanley; 3 Burton; 4, ‘Seal; 5.|
.3. BEST: PERFORMANCE. BY: THE MALE ‘HEAD. IN a one Lev ene; 6, .:Heckart: 7; .Bosco; 8,

‘Kim

Stanley (“Far: Coun

Pn

a

Richard Burton. (“Camelot”):’.

ae Or

ecw

wer

ee

ww

eee

Oe

ee

: Lansbury; 9, ‘Champion. 10, Smith:

eeerenon

+

With few exceptions, the drama
critics hed it easy during the
1960-61 season. The relaxed situation was not a matter of volume
of shows to cover, but of relative
.-Producer-director
George freedom from broadside sitack by
|.
Schaefer has" purchased. the legit |producers, authors, etc. The few’
rights to “52 West,” a new unpub- assaults served mainly to enliven
lished ‘novel by Ann Pinchot. The an otherwise calm legit scene.
book is based on Mrs. Pinchot’s
In New
York, the chief ofexperiences on “Swing Street” dur- slaughts against the aisle-sittcrs
ing. the 1930s when she was a were carried oul by David Merrick.
member of the Pinchot Studio, |His main targets vere
Howard

ia, Cronyon; .2,,Dewhurst;.3, Burton;
52d
-4, Grimes. 5, Olaf; 6, MacMahon;. 7,
| Bosco; 8, Heller; 9, Schaffner:: 10,

Street-That-Was Up
-For Legit Adaptation!

‘Cyril Ritchard (“The: Happiest, Giriin theWorld”):
Adrian’ and. Duquette; 12,
ee
a ee ee
2
Phil Silvers (‘Do Re M
ey cewer’ 13, Lerner; 14, Mandel.
4. BEST PERFORMANCE BY FEMME. LEAD: iNMUSICAL | an Ethel | Colby (Journal of “Com-. theatrical photographers.
“Swing
Tammy Grimes (‘The Unsinkable Molly. Brown”)
merce): 1,
1 Olivier (as-Henry 1); 2, Street" was the appellation given
Elizabeth Seal. (“Irma La Douce”) Sse etes: eoonecee eegee cas ves on
3, Burton; 4, Grimes. 5, . to the West 52d St. block in New
Anna Maria Alberghetti (“Cazrnival") * eoevasecs bees
these “3.
as Natwiek ,. Orbach; 8; York. that housed a flock of musical
_ Nancy “Walker (“Do Re Mi’} 0.0.0...
ceeec cece be bene dee eee
1 | Alberghetti:
Champion;
10, {night spots.
Mrs. Pinchot js the author of
' § BEST PERFORMANCE. BY Acror IN’SUPPORTING ROLE, “| Smith 11, Pletcher; -12, Merrill; 13,
| eight novels and numerous stories,
' . (Either ‘Straight: Play or ‘Musical) | Merrill; 14, Delaney. .
Martin Gabel CBig: Fish, Little Fish”). lode ae pe tween eects ents
&
"Robert. Coleman (Mirror): .1, No |some of which have heen adapted
;
Hume Cronyn (“Big Fish. ‘Little Fish") <2 .cces-ceee rere wee
2
‘choice: 2, Dewhurst; 3, “Burton: 4, for television.

Sam Leverie. (‘The Devil’s Advocate”)...
0.0600... e seed ween
DB! 4 Seal: 5, Jones; 6, Heckart; 7, Jones;
George .Grizzard (Big. Fish;. Little. Fish") ; reeetasees seesceael. 1 “18. Tchor; 9, Schaffner; 10, :Eckerts;

Bye-Bye’

Henry... Jones: (‘Advise and Consent”) peees " aaeeeecetevesdees
Pierre‘ Olaf. Carnival’ Yo secede lees. STEEN
speseseee
No fhoice teeta eee meee
t pe pene tac es baegeasenteeeececens

2
: 11, Motley:, 12, Offenbach; 13, Har1 - burg 14, Manddel, ~
1°
Rich ard. P. ‘Cooke: (Wall St. |
6. BEST PERFORMANGE BY KGTRESS IN ‘SUPPORTING HOLE ~ Journal): 1, ‘Olivier (as Becket); 2, |
| Dewhurst; 3, Burton: 4, Grimes: ;
15, Levene; - 6, Lansbury; chaice: 8, No choice: .9, Schary; 10,.
Smith;. 11, Adrian and. Duquette;
12, Merrill; 13, Harburg;* "14, No

(Either ‘Straight: Play .or Musical)

1, No:

Rosemaryy Murpiiy. (“Period .of. Adjustment”) |
Eileen ‘Heckart
Hk
(“Invitation: to. a: March”). .
Aline MacMahon (“All the Way. Home").
.Anhe Jackson

(“Rhinoceras”) .. :

{ehoice. .. —
Angela Lansbury (‘A Taste ‘of Horiey”).ve
eens7 wen deeeeeeieae”
PALES
‘{. Tom Dash: (Women’s. Wear): 1, |.
eee
ereovrgve
Mildred. Natwick (“Critic’s. Choice”) .
“
:
:
.
| Olivier (as Henry ID; 2, Plowright;
he
OO
nerd
No Choice - ew eS wwe eee ese ea Bees Me
4. MOST

{3,-Burton; 4, Alberghetti: 5, Gabel:

PROMISING NEW ACTOR

16, Murphy;: 7, Ray; 8, Hayward: 9,

Philip Bosco (‘The Rape of. the Belt”) .
Jerry Orbach (“Carnival”):
Dean Jones (‘Under the: Yum. Yum Tree") a vena,

‘Andrew Ray (“A Taste of: Honey") aes
« SESS)
Michael Rennie.Mary,” Mary”) renrreeebenenssttary

|

wees

No Cho

8. ‘MOST PROMISING NEW ‘acrnEss

No. Choice

Pe

eee

e.e eee

ewes

at

eoweoeve

Anna Maria ‘Alberghetti’ (“Carnival”)

‘No

oe

:

ec eesees a

.

A ee

ee |-weeee

Merlin :(“Becket”)...

“peePees

bind be o.ees

tevoea ae.

9. BEST. DIRECTOR

Franklin Schaffner (“Advise and Consent” 7 one

John Gielgud .(“Big Fish, Little Fish").
- Arthur Penn (“All the Way Home”) ,

eoeosiee.
ae

evVesneevoacesevce.

se

‘Joseph Anthony. (“Rhinoceros”). ectlierees senwae

.

sabes ter ees
eeeee

. yore Seery (“The. Devil's Advocate” ¥Terre ee eeeeReeeSeeSeSS
Stee ew ea ee uecees owe.
"No
ee

Cr

a

ee

ee

10..BEST SCENIC: DESIGNER

ee| . ot8peeeee

-

Oliver: Smith (“Camelot”)...
.. bes
‘Will Steven Armstrong’ Carnival”)

rrdertersenterbentnge

cert

- William and Jean: Eckert (“The Happiest. Girt inthe World”) .
: Rouben fer-Arutunian (Advise and Consent”) .
-No

Ch

Seocw

re

ee

os

nae

eee:

nse eev,eanee

ih BEST COSTUME DESIGNER

ue

‘Adrian and Tony Duquette 'Gamelot"y eat neeeetens

osee

;

ovese

Marguerite Monnot

a

ar

areetoseesnnee

Alan Jay Lerner (“Camelot”). 2... 0.0.5 6.0es05.

ages

to

affect

the

the Times

critic's

standing

management,

with

but gets

9,

Gielgud;

10,1.

cal ‘comments. to the

first three

paragraphs of his review, empha-

this season, though on a quieter
scale, At one point she removed’
Varrery from the opening-night
press-list for the Center revival
of “Pr
and Bess,” on the

ground that.this publication's5 legit

“heaviest-handed, most ham-fisted

satire ever to creak on. to an Eng(Times):
Mostel; 3; Plowright; 3, Burton; ri lish stage.” Fergus Cashin, the

Gabel; : 6, MacMahon;’ va Daily Sketch reviewer, angled his

Hughes, 125,
125,Jacobson’s
Jacobs
118, Contest in Election
Of Pressagents & Mgrs.

PHONO
RON
Oe
tah
ba
{EE
Pa
fal
GADD
fd
Da
fk
ead
CO
ee
aHe
a
Kane; 7 ‘Bruce;. 9,. Anthony; 10, notice to Marty Wilde's legit bow
‘Smith;- ‘14, Adrian ; and- Duquette: {as. the rock singer), but considered
James Hughes has been elected
12, Burke; 13, Lerner; 14,. Delaney. the. show. was strictly for the birds.
of the Assn.
of
“It is so way out with such a poor vice-president
Tom Wenning (Newsweelo::
Theatrical
Pressagents
& Manbook
and
score
that
I
was
glad
to
-| Olivier (as Henry ID; 2, Stanley;
{3, Burton; 4, Grimes: 5, “Gabel; 6,. say Bye Bye,” he commented. He agers. He pulled 125 votes to 118
7, Rennie; 8,.Baddeley: 9, described. the femme star as a for his opponent, Sol Jacobson, in
Real
de | Murphy;
non-pretty the. unfon’s annual election held
Schaffner;- 10,.‘Smith; 11, Airian “muscular, vivacious,
7 and: Duquette; 12, Merrill: AS, Ler- young doll with plenty of energy, jin New York last week.
The veepee post was the only
lots of confidence and very funny.”
ner; 14, Delan ey.
Dick Richards in the Daily Mirror one for which there “was a contest.
candidates
elected
joined in the chorus of praise for Unopposed.
sident:
Miss Rivera—a dancing delight, he were Thomas Kilpatrick,
-treasj called her—but thought the show Milton Weintraub, secr
urer; Ed Scanion, business agent,
itself was heavy handed.

oreeseeene
eeetsecenaevnieverce

Ciriaa, La. Douce”)

(16)

Howerd.. Taubman.

Seal:

tents:

13. BEST LYRICIST

Friday

reviewer, Hebe Morrison(
doesn’t “seem to like our toes. 4
After some palaver, she rescinded
the miove,
ever.
Miss Daylrymple subsequently
objected to the reviews of Judith
Crist, drama editor of the Herald
Murphy;7,
clean fun,” even though it was not Tri
1
.11,. Wittop;ne.
was
particularly
‘another “West Side Story.”
incensed at the “Porgy and Bess”
o Monnot; 13, no choles: 14, Delaney. | '
- Muller rated the book as “funny notice, and wrote to publisher
Walter Kerr (Heratd Tribune): 1,
enough to make one excuse the. John Hay Whitney to protest.
Mostel; 2, Plowright;
‘Burton:
xtvirtually No Music,” and
Her letter asserted that Miss
"14, Grimes; 5, Cronyn; 6, Mu ohy: 7, Sound of
|
-] Bosco;8,
8 McArdle; 9
9, Gielgud; -10, . hailed Miss Rivera as a mobile Crist hae “a tin ear,” and re| ‘Ter-Arutunian; ‘11, - Adrian and ‘Marlene Dietrich who stopped the quested that the sheet's regular
DuDuquette; 12, Burke; 13, Lerner; | show, annen it needed stopping, critic, Kerr, cover Center producwith
“superbly choreographed tions hereafter. Kerr's policy is
(14, ‘Wheeler. .
:| ballet.
,
to leave most revivals to Miss
_|
Emory. Lewis. (Cue): 1, Olivier (as
The Daily Herald's: aisle-sitter Crist, however, and he adhered
| Becket); 2, Plowright; 3 , Ritchard;
4, Walker; 155, Cronyn;° 6, ‘Murphy: David Nathan agreed that the night
(Continued
ontinued on
|on page ¢ 63)
“belonged
to
the
splendid
Miss
;8,. "Merlin; 9,
9 Champion:
| 10,: Armstrong: 11, Motley; 12, Mer- Rivera,” but thought the show the
|.

oes

Frederick Loewe (‘Camelot’)
re
sree
iia ane
fo.
~-@eeeevqge
_ Jacques Offenbach. (“The Happiestii ia

Jerry Bock. (“Tenderloin”)

choice;

Adrian ‘and

rill. 13, Harnick; 14, Delaney. |

Robert Fletcher (“The- Happiest Girl in the‘World:pene" vets

Motley’ (“Becket”) .......5...8. ween ade
‘Freddy: Wittop | (“Carnival”) “saevcosece
No Choice ....:... 2.50063
12. BEST COMPOSER’
- Bob: Merrill (‘Carnival’)-.
Johnny Burke’ (“Donnybrook”)

Londen, June 20.
‘The London ‘drama critics re-

‘acted mildly ‘on

sizing his view that the show
needed another month’s work ‘on
it. out of town, but praised the
_{9,: Ne. choice; 10, No choice; 11, ‘boisterous
good humor of the story,
No -choice; 12, -Bock;. 13, Harnick: Chita Rivera’s
second act ballet,
|. Henry Hewes (Saturday Review: which he described as the bright| Olivier (as Becket); 2, Stanley; 3; est. thing of ‘its kind for a long
-| Silvers;. z Grimes; . 5, Gabel; 6,
+ |-¢time, and summed it up as “good,

eecarvece

Gower : Champion. (“Carnival”)

Smith; ‘i,

Lerner; 14, ‘Wheeler, *
Bill Glover (Associated Press): 1,
Mostel: 2, Dewhurst; 3, Ritchard:
14, -Grimes:. 5, No choice:. .6, ‘No
choice; 7, No. ‘choice; 8, No choice;

ceeae!

‘Brooke Hayward. (“Mandingo’)-: —
Barbara Heller (“Vintage ’60”) .:.-..
'- Angela Lansbury (“A Taste of Honey a. eee eae ea wae eaecove sve
“Elaine May. (“An Evening with Mike NicholsandEiaineaa ve.
Kip McArdle. (“Face of. a Hero”) whe
‘Joanna

Mild But Raves
For Chita Rivera

nival.”

Whereag Merrick rapped Kerr
for only a brief time, basing his
‘|attack on the allegation that the
critic's. wife, playwright-authoress
Jean Kerr, influences his judgement by “nudging” him during
performances, hig campaign against
Taubman and, to a somewhat lesser
extent McCarten, is a continuing
operation. He misses few opportunities to berate Taubman, especially in tv and radio interviews.
‘| Presuinably he doesn't expect ta

7 Sintthe 4, ‘Fletcher: 12, Loewe; 13,

sees

‘Hermione Baddeley (“A Taste of. Honey")eben es cree caine
Lydia Bruce (“A Call on Kuprin”) .: eee cone

_ Ludmilla Tchor (‘Julia,. Jake andUnele Toe")

:

Notic

ye

McCarten,
of the New
Yorker,
both serving their first term ag
stage reviewers.
However, Mert
rick earlier let fly at Walter Kerr,
of the Herald Tribune, and also
|took a moment off to refuse radio
commentator
Casper
Citron
admission to the opening of “Car

“Bye Bye Birdie,” ‘which opened personal satisfaction from the atDuquette; 12, “Merrill; | 13, E.. ¥.) th e previous
evening
at Her tacks.
"| Harburg; 14, Tad Mosel..
Jean Dalrymple,
a producer
‘Majesty's Theatre, though Ber-/
| Jack- ‘Gaver (United Press Inter|nard.
nard Levin of the Daily Express pressagent who serves as manag:
director of the N. Y. City
; and Robert Muller ot the Daily}
Center musical comedy operation,
13 Gabel; 6, Jackson;7, No. choice; toughest.
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show. doesn't
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present panie over ‘Main Stem legit ‘economics. ‘That's been. deme ets
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, (Note: The
- “Carnival” fees :cover the.‘directot-choreographer .
associate choreographer, costume. designer; ‘set “designer, ‘set-‘and.
lighting. designer, creator-supervisor |‘of the puppets, magic and ile... -..
_lusion. designer-supervisor and ‘musical director-vocal: arranger. =
defeated
for 9 five-vear
council | outer space.
tby becoming outcasts, and‘‘finally:
terms in the recent Actors Equity | It’s a well pneunted 1,853-seater ! leading tothe shepherd's assassi-. ~The “Do Re Mi" fees cover the director, costume. designer; srenie‘designer, music director, dance music arranger, choreographer,
election,
have
been
appointed ; arena with
36-feet-in-diameter‘ nation’ by. the Judas-to-be. |
assistant. choreographer, vocal arrangers. and. lighting’ designer...
members of the union's adminis- |Stage.
The “platlorm ‘dimensions : The story follows the novel: fairly:
The “Carnival” ‘music orchestrations. and copying’ expense:. repchoreographer . Roland'closely, as. did the. film; although
trative body. The two, plus Theo- | presented
dore Bikel and Hume Cronyn, have Dupree with his biggest hurdle. Re-‘occasionally -in a ‘somewhat. over-.|° resents half ofa total outlay of $20,386, with the author paying the
other
‘half. “Do -Re Mi” music orchestrations and copying expense:
been set as replacements for three vising almost all of Jerome Rob-! : simplified matiner. Some-‘gaps ‘as
represents. the production’s share of: a. total outlay of: $58,806, of
choreography, -‘Du- well: as lack of motivation are eviformer council members who were |bins’ original
‘which
the author's. share is $10,000. —
.
elected officers of the union and | pree ’s dances retain the proper sav- |Sere but were. probably unavoid' The. weekly operating. expenses for “Carnival!” are. based -on the
agsother who resigned his council: age tension.
able to forego. overlength. But even | first five weeks of its New “York: run, April-13-May: 13. In the case.
prt
Repeating his original Broadway tin: its, present, :not-altogether-flaw-of “Do Re Mi,” they apply to the. four-week. period, April 24-May
Tha
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who
automatically role, Larry Kert.as Tony demon--| Jess form,. the. book is theatrically
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withdrew from the council because strates
his authority
as Singer, effective and interest -Yarely: ever
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Lor
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dancer and actor in a.dynamic per- i
and 25% of. the balance. Thé “Do- Re Mi” ‘theatre’ share” ‘is: a
Frederick O'Neal, first vice-presi- formance. To the role of Maria,
The ‘work's standout. aspect is its - straight: 25% of the gross. =~
dent; Carl Harms, recording sec- his Puerto Rican sw eetheart, Carla. | musical structure. Martinu; who
‘The approximate ‘salaries for principals ‘for both shows" include
retary, and Royal Beal, treasurer.
Alberghetti brings a fragile beauty | has been residing in the U.S. dur-’ ' §% of. the gross to “Carnival” star Anna, Maria Alberghettt. and :
Chester Morris is the member who and sweet lyrical voice, but. a: still ing. World War II, has‘never been.
10% ‘of the gross to “Do: Re-Mi’’ star. Phil Silvers. ©.”
resigned from
the council. The somewhat
‘The approximate advertising .-expenditure. for: “Carnival” ‘does
inhibited performance. |'a partisai_ of ““brain’ music,” of
replacements will serve on an inBarbara Luna is a ball of fire course, but rather ¢ontinued (and:
not include an additional $30,000 outlay for’ ‘special newspaper
terim basis until the next. annual |and talent as Anita, while Carmine extended). the
quote
ads. ‘fn the case of both shows, the’ figures. reflect the protradition. of. his
Equity election in the spring of Terra, as the leader of the Puerto countrymen “Smetana. and- Dvorak.
ductions’ average ‘share’for the peridds referred to -above.
;
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Rican
faction, delivers a tough Here, too, some ‘passages. sound:
The air conditioning. expenses for the two productions repredent
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appointments performance. full of the. necessary unmistakably Czech, whilst others
amounts: paid for the. week ending last ‘May. 13.
a
coe
were voted by the council at last swagger. Johnny Silver is’ excellent. are influenced by‘ ‘Greek folk music.
week's regular meeting.
as the bewoldered: druggist .and. At. any. rate,:the-score is- not only
Lizanne ‘Treux as. the one-girl tom-. ‘Tistenable,: but highly valid.
‘boy auxiliary,
Stadttheatre - production. is a top.
The pacing is not yet ‘consistent ‘effort in’ every’. way. - Staging by
under
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Eckert's
‘staging... ‘Herbert Graf. has pace, -grandeur.
Audibility will be a problem unless and. complete naturalness: Sets and
the management can dissuade: the. ‘costumes by Teo. Otto-are topnotch.
- way in:“Blood, Sweat and
4 Stanley :
neighboring Miramar Naval air- Musical direction-.by. Swiss: cpn-: . Noel. Coward has ‘arrived from
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Don.
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pices of Bill Rach, CharlesA. Com- June 1 include Lee. Watson, -vice- |
‘Mezo. }tour South America ‘this. summer.
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iskey and Joseph R. Vaughn, who
president:
Armstrong, : ‘re-|.Arnold Moss is visiting five Latin ‘ternational Theatre- ‘Institute.
secretary;
Operate the Melody ‘Top summer
cording
Arthur. ‘Ro-|
: Atnerican cities, beginning last‘ Vienna are John Hirsch, director’
of
Manitoba
Theatre
Centré;
Rob-.
theatie In Hillside, Til.
mano, financial secretary: Emeline
| Monday. (19) with .Port’ au Prince,.
C.. Roche, treasurer, and. Rudy }
Haiti. The actor, will. conduct. semi- ert Prevost, Montréal set designer;
Karnolt,
business
agent.
Frank
| - -Lake Luzerne, N-Y., ‘June 20.
nars:-.on theatre techniques -and. Clare -Slater, .'Toronto .producér;
Bernardo. Jr. was elected trustee,.
George Patrick will open: his sec-|stage Shakespearean ‘dramas, ‘un- ‘Laura. Riese, French prof at -Univ..
.-°
succeeding
Virginia Halley. The ‘ond season June: 27 at the Lake |der the .auspices of the State De- of. Toronto:
Sait Away.
Broadhurst
(10-3-61).
terms of office run from July. I- Luzerne Playhouse.
~The’ opener partment’. cultural exchange pro- |. - Margaret °“Webster ‘has:. gone |‘to
Caretaker, Lyceum = ¢10-4-61).| June 30.
Let it Ride, O'Neill (10-6-61).
gram, and will do’ one-man read- Praetoria, - South Africa, .where
Will-be “Pieniec:”
~
? O'clock Revue, Golden (10-8-61).
The union also conducted de- |. ‘There -Will be a. ‘resident com-.| ings of scenes from the Bard.
she'll stage “A-Touch of the Poet” .
How to Succeed, 46th St. (10-34-01).
signer exams last June 3-4 “for Pany- of about. 20. Ray -Rizzo Te-|" John. Talbot -Holland,: resident: for the South Africa National The-.:
Cook for General. Plashouse (10-19-61).
Complaisant Lover, Barasmore (11-L-6D.
about 65 applicants. The Tesults’ turns“as. director. The season will actor with. Fred Miller Theatre, atre Organization, under the” aus
Kean,
Browdwav
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Bain and Lee Tracy, _ter, with its white citcular con-: ! priest, the chosen: passion. players.
tw» of the independent candidates|; crete dome. and -a_ suggestion. of ' take side with the refugees, there-
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Howard BayReelected
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Scheduled Bway Preems
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‘5kSecondTorontoWeeks,“GingerRogers,$33820(Bway ListThinning
mning asBizDips:
Bye’8173, L.A.;‘Gypsy’ $72,345, Chi
‘Joey’ $39,152, ‘Donnybrook’ $31,035,
.
Detroit, June 20:
‘The “Bell, Book: and. Candle”
“|petitee, starring. ‘Ginger. Rogers,
‘; grossed

‘asic
Man$6586inFstD.C.Wh

$33,820 at the Northland’

‘Country’ $24,000, ‘All Way’ $18,924

? |Playhouse here in.12 performances.
from June 8 to last. Sunday (18).
“The -potential gross capacity at}
the 1,126-seater, with tickets scaled

®|to.a- top of $3.85 weeknights and
| s490 weekend. eves, was: $41,000.

‘Business. on. the road, ‘with only +—
éight - musicals and two. straight |
ys .on. tap, was generally. good MARTIN,
“Music: Man” goto

MORGAN DRAW.”

-Jast week.

‘=: $o-a strong start in the first week Carouser's “Smash 406
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summer-long

“With ‘Guys & Dolls’

Weshington

me | Norman Twain ‘Acquires

Opener! Comedy

” On Broadway, it’s just one head-!12980: $62,805)
(Cyril Ritchard),
ache after another.
For many Previous week, $86.190 Closes next
shows, mid-June
represents the Saturday 24).
Jast’ opportunity to make a buck
Last week, $32,101.

by. John Crosby before the start of the summer
Irma La Douce, Plymouth «MC)
" “AN the Best. People,” by N. ¥. slump. Last week's power failure,; ‘38th ‘wk; 300 p) ($8.60; 999:
which blacked out midtown Man-

-.. ‘gtand and. receipts for most of the.

_-Yramingham,
m, Mass, “June 20.. |.Herald Tribune columnist. ‘John hattan for several hours Tuesday! $48,250) ‘Elizabeth Seal. Denis
cother tuners weére.-also big.
1 Crosby, has changed production
Quilley).. Previous week, $37,563.
another
slam.
_ In the ‘etraight . play” ‘category: ~The season at the 3,000-seat. Car- ‘auspices. The comedy was held by night (13), was
Last week, $34,743.
“Majority. of ': One,” ‘Tegistered. ousel Theatre here got off to a wow Joel . ‘Spector,,
Whose.
concen-. Business, which had rallied the
dropped |-aub-Mary Mary, Hayes (C) (15th wk:
another solid: take. in:its. second start last week with a-record $40.-| tration - on his -eurrent.: project, previous. stanza,
stantially for a number. of entries. |116 p) ($6.90-$7.50: 1.139: $43.530)
.week in. San Francisco.
7
000 gross. for “Guys ‘and: Dolls,” “Let--It Ride,” “has. forced. him
The lack of electricity for lights, i:Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry Nelson,
Estimates for Last Week on headlining Tony Martin, “Jaye P. to stop work on it.. Norman Twain air-conditioning,
ete., resulted in Michael Rennie). Previous week,
Morgan, Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom. has taken up the play's option with
Parenthetic’ designations: ‘for. out: and Jeane Bal. -The spot,’ which the. Intention of bringing it. to three’ shows’ cancelling perform- $42.954 with parties.
of-town shows are: the same .as for|has put up a new. tent to replace ‘Broadway, but not-for some time. ances June 13. The three were. . Last week, $37,330 for seven perBroadway, except that hyphenated’ the one ‘torn down fn last. year's | “Spector's presentation of ‘Ride” “Bye Bye Birdie,” “Mary, Mary" formances.
Tf with show classification indicates hurricane; ‘was scaled to-a top ‘of the. Jay.. Livingston-Ray _Evans- and. “My Fair Lady.” Variety, in!- *Miracle Worker, Playhouse 'D)
,“tryout and RS. indicates. road show.. $3.95 - weeknights ‘and $4.95 -week- Abram. Ginnes musical adaptation its deadline story last week on; -s6th wk; 684 p) ($6.90-$7 50; 944:
erred in stating that $36,500). Previous week, $16:296.
Also, prices on touring shows én-|
of Cecil Holm and George Abbott's the blackout,
‘end -eves.
.
was. one
of the Closes ‘July i.
clude. 10%: Federal Tax and local
1935: comedy, “Three Men on a “Donnybrook”
tax, if any,. but as on Broadway The: “Guys” package moved from Horses ‘has’ been’ slated’ for’. an. shows, which failed to ring up.
Last weck, $17,402.
“grosses are ‘net: i.e., exclusive of: here. to the Oakdale Musical: Thea: |‘Oct,.6. opening, at the Eugene Business naturally was off at most
*“My Fair Lady, Hellinger «MC)
which did: opertares.
Engagements.
x
gag
are for. sen tre;.
The. ‘Wallingford,
current . Conn., ‘this -week.. ONeill : ‘Theatre, ‘following - tryouts: of -those theatres,
t274th wk; 2,182 p) $8.05; 1,551;
Carousel - entry is
ate. {many on DC.Current).
-weels- unless otherwise. noted, aan “Take
ie
Me
MeAlong” with. ‘Dan.Dalley beginning Sept: 7 at the Erlanger | “Camelot” and “Carnival” reg- $60,500) (Michael? Allison, Margot "1Theatre, Philly.
.
.
CHICAGO.
;
Moser). Previous week, $52,213.
George Gobel, the tv comic, has istered sellout takes, as did ‘Mary.
Last week, $47,103 for seven peros been set to appear in the show and Mary” for the seven performances formances.
“Sound
of
Music”
was
| Sarma: ‘Levene, recently in Devil's it, played.
- . Merman).
Rhineceres, Longacre :CD) (23d
‘Advocate,”. at the. Billy Rose ‘The- slso in the capacity groove. but
_ Last week, ‘$72,345.
catre, N: ¥:, will: repeat the charac-’ its gross was reduced by refunds wk; 184 p) ($6.90; 1.101: $37,000)
Miracle’ “Worker, ‘Exlanigér - (D-} m
with
the
biackout. (Eli Wallach, Zero Mostel). Pre1 terization’ he played: in ‘the origina. connected.
RS). (8th wk) ($5.50-¥6; 1 80:i a6. nf
-[Chieago, June. 20. _ |-Stanley, Prager: andOnna White: will. “Billy -Barnes People, * which got vious week, $18,640.
Last week, $21,853.
000). .Previous week, $16508
“Pains Sineeth, -who has been pér- - handle the direction and choreogra- ‘the new season off to an early
start, faded after seven perform_ Last: week, $19, 516.
“|sonally . underwriting. the Chicago phy, Jay Blackton will be. musical ‘ances
Seund of Music, Lunt-Fontanne
last Saturday night (17), (MD) (70th wh; 628p) ($8.60: 1,407;
‘production. of “The. Fantasticks,” director, .and William. and. Jean
"KAN SAS: ciTy
has ‘purchased. the U.S. road Eckart will design the settings. | which aiso marked the demise of $75,060 (Mary Martin). Previous
Sound of. Music, : Music: “Hall ‘rights: from. Richard .‘Alan: Woody | - “A-. previous. tuner. version of ‘1 “Devil's Advocate.”
week, $75,928.
(MD-RS): (2d -wk)- (Florence. Hen-|land is now ‘sole “producer: :‘of the “Three. Men on a. Horse,” titled |.
Estimates fer Last. Week
. Last week, $72,005 after the dederson). ‘Previous week, -$55,067.. ‘show: Mrs. ‘Smeeth, a. tyro, has ‘“Banjo. Eyes,” was. produced On
Keys: Cc (Comedy), D (Drama), duction of refumds to these who
.
Last week, $51,663-for seven per- been a ‘patroness oft themusic and Broadway. in 1046-47, with Eadie
attend the June 13 performCD (Comedy-Drama); R (Revue), didn’t
oe
‘Monday:
™
Tauraday. (2-7 theatre arts.
a! "| Cantor as star.
.
| McC {Mustcal-Comedy), MD ¢ Musi- ance because of blackout conditions
that night.
od. - “Fantasticks”. . ‘moves from the }
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op:
“1 Del Prado Hotel to the Conrad’ Hil-'
“Taste ef Honey, ‘Booth iP) (37th
“eretta), Rep. (Repertory), DR
LOS ANGELES
ot
ton Boulevard Room’ next: ‘July 9
“{wk; 295 p) ($6.90; 807: $30,500)
' (Dramatic Readiag).
: Bye Bye’ Birdie; “Philharmonic
is. assured of ‘running: here |.
Other ‘parenthetie designations (Hermionse Baddeley, Frances
"Dy! (MC-RS) (24. wk) ($5.90-$6.75;°2,670;| and.
aoailfl
= Fefer, respectively, toweeks played, Cuka). Previous week, $15,038.
$81,200). ‘Previous . week, ‘about through -- August.” “The 1

:. . Gypey,, Shubert @IC-RS) (34 win|
-($595-$6.60; :2:100; $72,000): (Ethel |
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3 to:Fantasticks’

"; $80,000. with Civie. Light Opera.

agreement _ ‘with- ‘Frank: Loesser’s |Music

' ASSN, .subscription.
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' International, |

Last week, $15,157.

Faye ‘Emerson is. appearing ‘in ‘al

Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter
(MC) (33d wk; 260 p)
for Fridey Seturday. nights and the’ ($8.60-$8.40: 1,404; $68, 000) Tamithat if the. Chicago. ‘edition ran
lower for weeknights), number of my Grimes). Prev fous
week,
‘six ‘weeks the tour rights would. go“SALT. LAKE CITY
seats, . capacity. gross and stars.
Last week, $64,493.
Price - includes 10% Federal end
My ‘Fair Lady, Capitol (MC-RS) to the ‘producer of that: company..
The. local. prepentation. opened tl
$% City tax, but grosses are net;
(Michael . Evans,. Caroline’ Dixon).::
Miscellaneous
;
Previous: week, ‘i, 239,:. Hanna,weeks. ago.be
national
‘company . ‘of ; te., exclusive of taxes.
Pal Jeey, City Center iMC) (3d
-. Cleveland: .
. |Arthur Shimkin’s Little .Golden|.“ Asterisk denotes show had cutwk;
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($3.95; 3.090; $60,000)
_ Last week,
$4310 for ax,
Per
: {Theatre production of “Young: Abe ‘rate tickets. in circulation.
‘(Carol Bruce, ‘Bob Fosse, Sheila
formances.
‘| Lincoln” will open June 28. on the
“AN the Way Home, Belasco (D) Bond,
Harvey
Stone).
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| cFigures’ ‘denote. opening datés). grounds of the. Fantasyland amuse- (29th wk; 228 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 967; week, $52,099. Closes next Sunday
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{25).
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The second season of Ben Kap“en's Charlotte 'N. C.' Music Theatre. -got off to a strong dart IJast
week with a $20,578 take for seven

performances of “King and J,”
Elaine May, Golden ‘Ri ‘36th wk:
200 p) '$6.90-$7.50; 773; $30.439). starring Darren MeGavin. That's
Previous - week,

$26, 638.
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$40,107 ‘Kim Stanley, Steven Hill, *$18.542.
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“Antigone” - (D).. Producer, .Ed-

aging director, John-B. Wentworth| quire-the. play only. after: it has.
(1632 O St. N.W., Washington; D.C:; ‘become an’ established success On a
a
DE 2-4583). ‘Parts available©for. the continent.
male. and .femme ‘apprentices for * The ‘conclusion ‘fs. inevitable. that an,

way, and tuuriny shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele ward B. Shanley,..in association: the Equity season. Write or phéne| he. faces a lesser. risk than the’
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| with Jim Dolan (102: W. 79th St: Dan Hemenway, above address. “| producer. who ‘first put the play”
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been re- N.Y.; TR 4-4277). ‘A star. performer .
-- fon. Fhe American producer benecheclied as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
. | fits obviously by reading the write-.
is being sought: for’ either the ‘role
The araitt5?> roles aill be repeated weekly until filled,. and addi- -of .Creon, of Antigone. “Contact:
sHOWS IN REHE ARS. AL. | ups‘on the: opening not only in.the :
tints to the Tist will be made only when information is secured from| Shanley,-above address. General ot
.
::| Frénch press - but in. the -world
Tespom sible part >
The intention ts to service performers. with leads casting for the fall. national tour :
_ OFF-BROADWAY
ol. | pfess including the. New-.::Yorls
qoregrrcered be the madigements of the shows inrolyed rather than to
of colleges and universities: will, be. “Hector, * West of the Moon” &} ‘papers;” of the ‘reaction of audiram mometee gaat mardthar,
This information is published without. conducted. later” this summer.
-| “Blood Bugle” (D).. ‘Producer. Lee! enees. in: Paris. ‘and |“perhaps. in
charge.
Eugene” Paton (New Playwrights. Fheatre, |“other ‘eontinental cities. ..He ‘also
An addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation. includes pro-| c Farewell, * Farewell
-Producers, Michael, Byrne. & W. 3d St.. & ‘Thompson ’St, N. Yj sees ‘the physical. production, the
ductans ancon+t jor later this seasou, but, Jor which, the, manage|GR 3-9300).
:
“ Sets, the. costume, etc.:
rents az yet, weet holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa-. James Burr (405 E: 79th ‘St, LE
“Much Ado About2
Nothing” 40). ' By. paying the. author « a’ comthor; are as joflines
€C+ Comedy, (D! Drama, (MC Musical Comedy, 5-8066).. All- parts available except
Joseph..’Papp . (N.¥.| par atively: smajl‘sum.for an option,
. .
tA
Rusicai Drama, (R) Rerue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic.| Minnie‘and Gert. Mail phatos and Producer, .
resumes. ‘2/0. Byrne, above address. ‘Shakespeare’ Festival, “1230: Fifth |the American producer acquires
{ stage rights. for .the’ United’ ‘States.
Script . available .at Drama Book Ave, N.Y.; SA 2-4008).
and: the United Kingdom “and ‘a''
VShop (51. W. 52d. St. NL Yn
‘John Herman i234 W. -44tx: ‘St,
TOURING
| substantial participation in’ motion Producer 4
“Music “Man” ..IMC):
N.Y.; LA 4-2844). Available parts: |
New York: Repertory “Theatre: !.picture Fights, |television Tights, .
Kermit Bloomgarden (1545, Broad,man,
19-21, tall, handsome,
catProducers, Henry T:. Weinstein .&- ete.
.
.
-way, N. Y.; JU. 2-1690). “Part avail-.
_ltke, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium

2 rbng.

4

ducer,

Irene

Mayer

Selenick th12- “gro. Mail

est, unifl:acted. plays ‘Mic hael Red- lers.
BP Ave’S SON, Unies ‘uilies for
grave and Govite
Withers

&

Osea

girls,

of sopranas

at Drama. Book

Whlovician

44th Sr.

Available puts
must

“A

JU 21515.

wath

-

Television

: |)wilt-have-no difficutties in. getting,

os

ihe‘us say, $100,000 cash on’a pre; Poduction:. deal.

Shop. (51. °

‘His. share:‘of: this.

Will» be of $40;000 which’ will une:
“educational | -derwrite
almost 50°) of his actual:
-Prodiicer,. “CBS production, cost, :

" “Camera: “Three”

OUTOF TOWN.

(MC).

3.4y femme singers, |DANY 1C. 2 Natt Gecenblatt, 10 Fifth;9600).

douh?»

* the- ‘producer isa reputable one, he.

.

MC-. -Produeer,:
it Up”
Curran € 0. Lambs Club,:

13) Wo

financial. “risk ‘to. ‘a. minimum: Tf:

‘dramatic | series),
.. 1524 W, 57th St; N. Y.; JU‘6- 6000);
What T.want to: poiat ‘out‘As:that .
casting: director, * Paula Hindlin. think it is highly unfair {o-ask: Accepting : photos and .resumes: of, i Iauthors.
. CHICAGO
:
to reduce. their. Toyalties; ae
| general male and female dramatic}
OFF -BROADWAY|
“Fantasticks”. (MC). -. Producer,
lie.
their. ‘participation . in. the’
Word With the Governor". Faith Smeeth (Hotel Del Prado, | ‘talent, c/o above address: No. uel | success ‘or failure’ of -'the “-play:
Produces, Gavernor’s Com- 53d &*Hyde Pk., Chicago; HY 3- cates. :
-based.-on receipts..When: negotia-..

¢ a above

arlelees,
“Geo
Chale,

ture’ deal: ‘which “will reduce his. -

-

at the. ‘Hudson Theatre
(141° W..44th Sti N.Y,
Script

7- 16, - and; available

tenors|| fesumies to above address.

and

aceegte td tor tiles,

lays.
uir ed, ‘tthe’ ‘producer,
ill
Fes-j[p sal
@. acqiré-prodiicti
otion. wlpic-

for | {=
dancers and ‘principals Friday 123),

Red- j Hammerstein
2d. (488 . Madison |
Maill ave. N, ¥.': casting director, Eddie} at’ 11 a:m.
for

“Now, let‘us ‘talk about:the actual

financial" Yisk:. ‘of the.: “American .
.| producer. “I: would, say that, in. a-

|

“Troilus and. Cressida” (Di, Pro-} Yery.. sizeable proportion of « tlie

Merrick. 245 W 44th St., |boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. tw. 52d,. St., N..
Ye
LO 23-7320
Phatos
and | characters.
Mail
photos
and !

resus

2023

Rodgers

STOCK

h
¢ mn)
Several. parts. available’ tvat tratord, S

tos and resumes: ‘to’ ‘Liflian- Stein |-

Richard

replacements

bens

.

| for the. second company. ‘Mail. pho-

c/o above ad-{ Blum. Auditions for possible future

dress

David
N
¥

| less. than. 5 feet, 6-inches: tall, to
replace’ lead in the national -company.
Call ‘Lillian. Stein, above

photos and resumes : ta: number.

AVaul- tabove address.

J‘ nat atPark S: nite, N.Y.

photos aml resunies

(331 ee
able for atop: lyric. soprano, not | Lawrence
Ave., N.Y.: Feldman
MU |2-7487).

‘height, fair; girl,-18, spiritual qual-.
ity, natural beauty, fair;
girl, 21,
| frasile; girl, 18, all:‘smerican ¢type:
Pro-. : bor 19, sincere. All roles ‘are Ne-

r,
BROAD AY
“Complaisant Lover” ‘D.

~~

Understudy... parts available

‘Carrado Film: Enterprises,’ Pro! tions’ started between the’ Drama- -*

specialty; 'Ave., N.Y¥. or CBS-1V, 524 W. 57th: for ‘all ‘six roles;.five male, one fe- ducer, |Carrado |Enterprises

6301 tist- Guild

.arid- ‘the :producers-"I--" :

bikroom
dane
team,
20-28;'56. Nev Jt 66-6000, Available! male. “For” audition appointment |West for. MMe
%,) ' arts avail’ |thought that the producers would \- .
young comedienne, baritone, 20's. parts: three boys. native houseboys, jcontact Jim Warner, above address. 1? r. 1 fom eis, ac reasee toejmake some. concessions, too. For «:

Accepting photos and resumes, ¢ 70 | any 45-30; lovab:e, comic; woman,
above

addres,

Don't

plicants mast have
club experience
“How

To

phone.

Ap-! |40° Ss,

intimate. a

Succeed

high- strun3,

five

. LOS ANGELES -

character |

|

‘woman,

In

Business ;

flamboyant;
man,
30's,
available for six male ‘and. six
Girt, 20-21, fresh,
femme’ singer-dancer-actors under
young man, attrac30.
Mail photos «and
resumes,
tive, appealing; man, 50’s, dry, cyn-

Without Really Trying” «C1. Pro- isatanic
writer;
cute, innocent:

dacers,

Cs

Feuer & Ernest

Martin

fe 9 Lunt-Fontanne Fheatre '205 ical. character man, pompus. small: | above address.
men; sev-|.’Wittens? ne Rumity singers*Nonny | four assorted , character
>
2
.26: open call singers, Tuesday j
teral attractive femme
singers who .
‘STOCK
27. at

(205

the

W

46th

also dance. All applicants must
Theatre
.
also and dance some and British

Lant-Fontane

oteSt.

N.Y.
NS

male an of hrecminute: fy shorts, |iestanee, .in c6nsideration of. the:

“Vintage 61” (Ri. ‘Producer, Fey

Mail photos. and resumes e/0 above !
‘ authors- reducing : their

net wl eeeies, woman, young, ; Bufman (1605: N. Ivar Ave., Holty- address.
beautiful,
eccentric: character wood 28, Calif:; HO.4-7121). Parts |” «

|.

. BELLPORT,.

men, at ace ents are preferred. Mail photos|: Gateway. Playhouse.

-.
L. I.
Managing

royalties hot

‘for . the: first seventeen’ weeks of -.|run,~.the producers. could. have~__

ae

.
“Lamp: Unte. My Feet (religi-. “Offered the. authors a share in the.
|:
| ous-dramatic " series): ' Producer, |.profits ‘of .the Broadway run ‘or
“CBS. (524. W. 57th St.,. Nw. ®:; ‘JU j-reduce' their ‘participation in. film”
6-6000);° casting. director, : Patila!| Fights © and television: rights. after*

Hindlin, Accepting photos :and re; | recoupment of. .their.. investment;

“sumes of general male and. ‘female |All -I. saw was .the pressure. put .
dramatic talent, c/0, above: ‘address: on aiithors' organization. to bear...
“No.
oe ..| the burden of the reduction’ ‘of ex:*
D duplicates. : ;

“Naked

, Producer,

City”: (dramatic ‘series). |Petses-far. the: ‘producer.

=”

Herbert «.B..:- ‘Leonaid|-~ It is: ‘needless: t6 say that T;. in-.
{Screen
Gems; ‘711_ Fifth . . Ave., my capacity as adviser ..of©‘the.
“Jennie” (MI):.
Producer, New-i don’t phone. Rehearsals will begin| Enterprises Inc., 43 W. 54th St., N. Y:; PL. 1-4432).. Accepting pho-. _Frénch” Society ‘of:Authors, “will
burze-Porter Prods. +1619 Broad- | tate. in August for September open- .N.-Y.).
Parts available for Equity tos ~ and resumes of: general .male’ not - ‘subscribe . to- ‘such’, Teduction...
way, N. Y.; JU 6-4886>. Available | ing,
‘leading- men. and women and ver- and female dramatic talent by mail |of . the. authors’ share...
we

i) a.m. and sits, at 2 p.m.

and ‘resumes

paity: male lead. 30's, talk femme, |

c's

“Clandestine

20, etherial,
small, lovely, must !‘Line”
sing well; character “woman, 30;: weems

above address;{ director, David Sheldon (Gateway

on

the

Morning jSatile. ‘character ‘men and women.

only, c/o.above address..:

rr

barmaid,

man, 4s;

40's, plump: ‘character’ Fitth Ave., N.Y: JU 6-6300-. Avail-| Pictures, 711 Fifth Ave, N. Y.)- Rick "Kelley. is accepting proes
Irish man, 50's. Mail pho-: able parts: lead woman,
40- 60: |Apprentices-.apply-~ directly~ at.

tos

re.umes

ani

through

agents’ man,

renee

es
(Cy.
Producers,
John
-T.{ Mail photos and resumes. to Shel-|.
- NBC-TV.. (30. Rockefeller. Plaza: !a
=e
& Robert Buccola (1035,; don (c/o Joyce Selznick, Columbia}-.
N. Y.; CI.7-8300). Casting. director.

and.-resumes ‘ef male. ‘and

ker St, N. ¥.: AL 5-3179).
parts:

Negro

Avail-|above address.

or white

male;

.“Leave

singer, 30-40; femme. 30s, slender|ducers,
singer; southern

2), belting
Negro.
majar

belle type femme, |Katz

voice,

some

dancing;|tre,

dancer-singer-actress
role; Negro baritone,

|

.

Ulysses: -

femme

Joseph

Seventh

“Unfair Cut

Director, M.: David ‘Samples (385

It To Jane” (TAC).

Ave.

CH 2-9609).
and femme

Pro- |E. 10th: St., N.Y.).. Parts

available —

“I think :you can ‘do anything: in ff

Continuea from - page V —

! good

taste.” The film will be. made -

y * entirely ‘in ‘Dublin “with tour-de-".:Peter |for. male and “femme ‘performers|
Square Thea-. far the- Equity |resident company. participation’ in. authors” roy alties | force. acting, with the. best Irish
i
‘actors.:Our problem ‘now is wheth-‘: °.
& Fourth St., ‘Mail, photos and resumé c/o above or authors’, rights.

Berhu

(c’o ‘Sheridan

for|N.Y.;
20s; |male

95.

ae os

ris

Gateway. ' Theatre operates as a. dramatic. -performers, for: several:
5 Continued from,“page —
.
anly, above address.
'30; man, 30-45; several male and. summer showcase for Columbia: .Shows. Mail. information ® to him, (scripter on- vistial ‘concepts to:re- .
“Kean” (MC
Producer, Robert .femme
waik-ons.
All parts’ are Pictures executives ‘and. producers. c/o-.above address, . ‘No duplicates. 4 tain. ‘original, context,
Lint :667 Madison Ave. N.Y.> TE} Negro. Mail photos and resumes
BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD.
“portrait. in| Canvass” (dramatic ! “As I see. its ‘Mr. Bloom: is part’
8-5838
Five major roles avail-{ce o Allen .Davis, above
address. _ Mountain- ‘Theatre... ‘Producer,
series). ‘Producer, :‘Leonard. -Small of everyman, . much |more. human,
able. seprano, 39s, beautiful, so- |Script available at.the Drama Book
‘William O..Brining (4545 Connecti-. (e/o Houlen Productions, ‘527 Mad- than: anybody." 7
a
phinticated: soprany, 20s, beautiful, | Shop (31 W. 32d. St. N.Y.
‘cut. Ave. NW, Washington; D.C.; ison Ayve., N. ¥; EL: 5-5260),. Parts | .Four-letter - words, naturalilaive; man, 30-35, operatic tenor,!
“4th Avenue North” (Rp. Produ- EM -3-5051). ‘Parts’ available . for available “for. male. and femme’ -.ly. won’t be used ‘a: la. “The,
regal: character comediali; acrobat- |cer, Shippen Geer, in: association
five male and six femme Equity.
Connection.” That’s- for sure..:
ballet
dancer.
Apply. through; with
Michael
Balterber Ty
(341. dramatic. performers and. several: dramatic performers. of '‘all types.
azents or mail. photos and resumes! Nadison Ave.. N. ‘¥.; MU. 9-29190). non-paid apprentcies: ‘Mail photos Mail: photos and resumes ‘c/o above 7 “But-when Mr. Bloom. dreams, .
address.
*
«
1
b
going
“back, to. childhood and _
¢ o Apple, above address.
Parts available for a commedienne and resumes, :above address. Sealove .affairs, *it can’ be done “Kicks & Co.” (MC. Producers, ;With belting singing style and lead
HYDE. PARK, N.Y.
_ subthy and. dnFood: taste, che. verte
Robert Barron Nemirof€ & Dr.i male dancer-singer. Mail. photos|.
'- feels,
ae
Burton Charles D'Lugoff i337 Blee- |and resumes c‘o Geer, rm. 803, “Hyde. Park Playhouse. Executive |:

able

40-60; girl, 17; two men,

.

&

It is. generally assumed that. the er ta-do it with. big stars-of un-°40% - participation ‘jn the film. known cast. If I have-a choice of

Auditions for address.
singers as rePHILADELPHIA

at 61° Playhousé in the Park. Producer, rights .of the American producer | ‘actors vs -established names,: Ed >
{Ethelyn R. Thrasher.(58 W. 57th and .the..23% participation: in so-} take. actors. all ‘the time:..There
bariton | Apph.
through
agents | “Mirrors”
¢«‘D). Producer,
Bar-'| St., N.Y., Studio 25; LT. :1-0610), called. ‘subsidiary: rights ° (foreign ! are, ‘luckily, stars .that:. are .‘good. :
.actofs, which is a saving grace.”
only, co Sidney Eden; above ad-| para Burns (507 Fifth Ave.. N.:Y.: | Parts available for male and femme rights; radio ‘and. television. rights,!
dress
OX 17-5895... Available parts: boy, dramatic: performers. and appren- ete.) is due to the fact that’ (a).1 He: mentioned major. difficulty
the
production.
costs
in
New.
York
!hetween.- “actors” and - “stats”.
—°
“Bet It Ride’ 'MC-. Producer, 13-14. slender, dark hair. and eyes; tices. .Mail photos. and resumes,
Joel Spector +147 W. 57th St., N-Y.; Italian. femme; German femme; ‘through : agents. only, . to Paul | are. incomparably: higher. ard ¢b)'| Stars want. to tell director how to :

semi-legit soprano, beautiful Ne- |placements, every Thursday
zro, 20s; comedian, 20s, rotund,
above address,

PL

7-2691+.

Auditions

for

Equity

girl,

21,

slender,

attractive,

dark.

that-the New York production in-|'make the: ‘picture...‘Ulysses”. can..-

Stoudt, above address.

dlancers tomorrow 'Thurs.), girls at hair; man, 45; several men, 18-26;
PHOENICIA, N. Y."
I! am. and boss at 2 pim.. at the college types.
Mail photos and:
Phoenicia | “Theatre. .. Producers,
46th Street Theatre «226 W. 46th ‘resumes c/o Michael Crain, above. ‘Iyor. Balding, Peter Bogdanovich &

creases. the value.of the play im) be
made to run two hours and for.
samé ‘budget as “Sons and Loy ers,”

view. of motion’ picturé sales. .

Let us for a moment. examine in. his .estimation.
-| Michael Lindsay-Hogg (c/o Bald- the: basis. for this contention. It| © Why-: book. hasn't been -filmed:
Is
true’ that the: cost of. production, before. director: can’t: understand.
Against Love”- (MC): ing, 415: E.° 82d: St.,.s0.Y. RE
:‘Broadway is:-on the average “It's..a paradox: -it appears dif- —.~
girls at 1:30 pam. at the Martin |producer, Vassili Lambrinos (141 j.4-2947). .Parts, available. for ‘male. ‘on
now .a little. over. $100. 000.—It is ficult yet undertieath there's a fog”.
Beck Theatre (302 W. 45th St.,.|E. a7th St. N. ¥.; PL 1-0142). Au- |and femme performers for resident also true that ‘the ‘average. gross: of literary puzzles and a wealth of-: :
N Y.!.
,
ditions for dancers with ballet and |company. :Photos: and resuies be- receipt ‘potential is. .of .$40;000 Simplicity: That's. the paradox. ".
“Love A La Carte” (MC).
Pro-| jazz training,
Equity
and non- ‘ing ‘accepted --¢/o: above address. weekly. The average. cost of pro-} Crédit for “Ulysses” assignment |

St, N.¥.+ and for Equity singers | address.
Friday 23", men at Fl a.m. and
“No Law

ducer, Arthur Klein (St. James! Equity, today ‘Wed.), girls ‘at |Both. Equity.and ‘non-Equity per- duction in Paris is about $25,000, !goes to. Bob Goldstein: “who. intro- .
Theatre
Buldz,
246 °W.
44th/am.
and boys, at 1 p.m.,. at! formers will. be used for the 10- ‘and the. weekly: gross receipt:po-|duced -Cardiff.. to. Wald in-Eng aa
St.. N. Y.; LO 5-6376. Available |tne Sheridan Square Theatre (99-} Week ‘season.*
tential is of $16,000," The average: land,”” he conclutied, Happily.
*
narts:

girl,

22;

leading

man,

30;}Seventh

Ave. S., N. Y.).

:

SULLIVAN, ILL.

cost -of: ‘production

in London

is; ae

second leading. man, 30; character.
“Sap of Life” (MC).- Producer, | Summer of musicals. ‘Producer, | of. £5,000 and the weekly gross;
comedienne, 30 Accepting photos Quartet Productions (30 E. 60th St., i Guy S.. Little Jr. (Box 185, Sulli- receipt. potential of £3,500: “My iNMU. Fine Arts Center-.
aud resumes, abore address.
|N.Y.; WA. 4-8400:.. Available ‘parts:. ivan, Iil.).: Parts available for male | ‘deduction, based ‘-on- the above
oe
“Medium
Rare” (RR). Producer, two "tenors. 16-25. handsome: _so-- ‘and. femme Equity: musical: per-. figures is. that the earning poten-| To Have ‘Theatre, “Musie 7

Robert
SU

Weiner

7-1914:.

¢146

Parts

CPW,

N.Y.;

available

for

male and femme revue types. Apply through agent or mail photos
and resumes, co above address.
“Place
Without
Twilight”
(D).

Producers,
Robert
Fryer
and
Lawrence Carr, in association with
.

‘ees

prano,

16-25,

attractive;

three. formers and paid apprentices. Mail

femme and two male ‘character photos and resumes, above address.
actors. must sing. Mail photos and |.
SYRACUSE, N.-Y..
resumes ¢‘O above address,
‘New Playhouse. Producer, Syra-}
“Young
Abe Lincoln”.
(MC). cuse University (610 E. Fayette St.,
Producer, Arthur Shimkin
(c’o Syracuse,. N: . Y.). Parts. ‘available
Little, Golden -Theatre, 630. Fifth for male, .femme and: juvenile dra-.
Ave., N.Y.; C1'5-6400). Parts avail-' matic’ performers; _ Mail photos:
coe

tial

(investment versus

income)|

. Albuquerque, Jie 20.

/ ;

is higher. on Broadway. tian elsé-|: . New. Mexico Uniy. regents have °
where. |
| akayed. final plans for ‘a. $5,000,000:
In case of ‘the. acquisition of:a ‘Fine Arts’ Center for. the: institu--continental.‘ play by .an American | tion, ta get: underway-in the fall:
The project, to house music, theproducer, the- continental: producer
—
does not teceive any share in the atre, .art..and related fields, will
two ‘years. tocomplete. -:
Americana rights,the foreign Tights take’ about |

, _Wedecadar,
“Wet —‘Junemo1961

peraiui Continues |We PlaUS Toor

- Tokyo, Jane 33:
Mary: ‘Bran ‘ plans to- present.
. Efforts at Vanier. press’‘time (Tues) to ‘ascertain’ how stood thé - , Japan's ‘classic Noh plays:in a tour
- winds for peace. among. the three major unions: and the Metropoli- a -of:-key cities im 1963.. Trek would}
tan Opera were ‘unavailing. Both sides are not.
hg. Met has.” ‘Mark {nitia] _presentations on Noh|
apperentiy made pacts with the numerically saall. ‘crafts: but are - - drasia jn America.
: stil in
in haddies with American’ Federation of Musicians, American
The Hollywoad impresario. ig on j

' Guild of Musical Artists. and the ‘Stagehands Alijance. June 30 is four-month global. talent. hunt..
fer union

con

:

‘Shedfor DobinFes.
«With New WorksbyName Authors
By EDWARD

Z2Sa Pitts,Enid Markey

*

"| AGMA andLibrary Plan

Still: unxesoived' swith Local. ‘02 ds the status oftheMet-dismissed
fer1961-42. hora. ‘Player, ‘Lester
a.
SO.

-

‘To Tour Silosin ‘Eugene’

Five

mew

, English

F. McSWEENEY

Dublin, June i138.
plays, plus the first
age

production

of

ZaSu’ Pitts and Enid Markey; Berthold Brecht’s “St Joan of the
with
Siobhan
Mecwill tour the strawhat circuit this 4i Stocky ards”
‘summer
ijn a package of “Farewell, iKenna in the lead, are sted for
“Met “Assn: of Theatrical’:
& “Managers ‘have. agreed ae i
Farewell Eugene.” The John \Vari: the Dublin Iaternational Theatre
ha on a new: ‘four-year basic ‘contract to take effect next Sept..1..The ||
Rodney Ackland comedy a°: Festival, Sept. 10-24. A new verfact.which: provides’ for.a. pension plan and a staggered ‘salary.
sion
ef Mary
Manning’s
“The
ncrease,. Will also cover the first year of the Met's. operation in’, - “The ‘American. Gaild of Musical brief run on Broadway IJast ToL
Michael]
Byrne
and
James
Burr
: Voices :of Shem,” adapted from:
“s Sts projected: new. home. in ‘Lincoln ‘Center.
Artists -and the N.Y. Public. Li- will sponsor the
the five
five-six
sixweek
we tour. ‘ enneeae's Wake,” is also on the
. The .pension: setup, which ‘is ‘still being worked. out, ‘is in. line: ;| brary
‘are ‘cooperatiag: in the: es‘with. the Met’s new.~policy of providing ‘pensions for, all its -em| tablishment. ofa. fund in honor of
Preductions set are Shaw’s “Mrs,
‘ployees. ‘Also to’ be worked: out’ is: an escalator wage boost. which
the
late
Lawrence Tibbett, founder
:>Warren’s
Profession” starring
. Swill. only. apply: to the last three years of the contract, There's to
! Bithne Dunne; “North City Traffic
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raeli- leader in. “Sword |‘inthe ‘De-.. anna Durbin. in: “Hers. to ‘Hold:” In} ‘with’: Christie’ Comedies. '‘He. was prises prexy. Mitchell Wolfson.
Bert, ” heard him; and ‘as a Tesult:ofj
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Short
to Jehn
Frost,
I.ondon, June 5. Bride is with the
atest he ‘was .cast in pic. ‘Before: studios an ‘idea ‘for: a circus film: (Hal :“Tarzan. Of the Apes” with El- and a. daughter.
Bahet Rambert companys; he is 8
. film. was finished he was inked to.;| but: without. ‘results.
:
‘mo “Lincoln, °-For five years he
JOE MORRIS
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daughter and a acted as John: Barrymore’ s personJoe Morris, 70, former vaude
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Crisis Time;Romanof Teesoly
was vhela
TaterCasinos RacePoe

By HAROLD ‘MYERS ©

i's‘Alm festival time in: ‘Berlin

_ By. BOB. CHANDLER

"Evangelical Tapes.
-

;

How About ‘Actors?

Purchase last: week ofa $1,000,Detroit, June,27. _
1900 bowling-recreation-amusement | ~The YWCA in Detrolt is ap|park by Taft. Broadcasting Co. in parently. atill in the Victorian
are: beginning to show: even in — | Cincinnati throws the spotlight on |.
for the ‘city, ‘too. There has; how-| : houses
era, at least in its attitude
of worship. Signboard
ever, been hardly any reaction .to] a-question of growing concern t6|- toward
the theatre.
When
‘the latest sounding. off by Nikita | -{n.front of Chicago Temple, a: broadcasters—to diversify or not, |
Carole Cassell, an actress at
Methodist. chutch in the Loop,
Khrushchev, though if: he imple-| reads:. -| and. if 80, into what?
the Vanguard Playhouse,
a
threat ‘to’ negotiate aj.
. ments.
Question: of : diversification ww ~. local stock group, tried to get
“Tape ‘playbacks: of Sunday separate ‘peace with the East Gerservices. on Morday. .: hardly ‘a new one in broadcasting, - .a.room at the nearby YW she
: Man_. regime, the -festival would: :" Morning
“Pape playbacks of. Sunday. eve- o but what makes it increasingly perwas turned down, have. to change its location, as
tinent. today is the realization by |.
ning: services on Tuesday.”
“I’m terribly: sorry,” an“- “access to the city would be by
|key industry figures. that televi-!
nounced the femme clerk at
kind *‘permission: of a government
-}3lon’s horizon for. expansion. is not
the office, “We would rather
:
‘Chicago, June 27..
‘and; -coincidentally .for: about the”
-Rinth year running, it’s crisis.time|’ * Bfrects ‘of the electronic age

“"Wwhich 4s not ‘reeognized :in’ the
West...

Pilly|HotelsSee

Though’ Dr:- kltred. Bauer, the

. fest ‘director; had previously-“tndi-|.
~eated he ‘would. cut down the num-}

ber .of entries, there, is. still: a -substantial mileage of celluloid ‘to be

". tinspooled.

Rens, June 27.
~ Recently initiated legal actions
and other steps by officials of the
National Assn. for the Advancement of Colored People indicate

+

Berlin, June: a7.

AIL told; the ‘official,

-

infinite, and that the plateau. has
[nearly been reached.
‘Point -was
underscored
last
jmonth by CBS-TV. prexy Jim. Aubrey, who warned the network af|fillates that. the. old days: of. automatic expansion ‘are just about

| over, that the near-saturation point:

E|EndasBonanza

program comprises’ 26 feature pix
.. two of which are out of competi:|. tion), four long documentaries andy.
‘63. shorts. ©
‘Philadelphia, ‘June 27:.
Bauer also appears to’ be un‘ghoved, by -the fact* that only: ..a| “Major ‘effect.of the end. of. ‘Sab:

in television

homes

has

been:

not ‘have actresses ag guests.”

that Nevada

casinos may toon be

forced to make public a policy re

the Negro trade seeking action at .
the tables in the state’s gaming
halls.
Reports

from Californix chapters of the NAACP reveal the possible use of “freedom riders” and
“freedom flyers” to test alleged
racial
discrimination
in
some
Nevada casinos.
In Oakland,
Cal., a $120,500
ANS
A
he
2isult
charging discrimination has
|been filed against Harrah's Club
at Lake Tahoe and against Greyhound Bus Linea. The suit was
brought by the American Civil
iLiberties Union of Northern Cali-

Khrushchev Biopic;
USSRMay Revive
Leader Cultism:*

fornia

on

behalf

of four

Oakland

women of Puerto Rican ancestry.
reached, and that the industry. is |
jahe sult charged the women were
going to become increasingly com-|
i barred from boarding a charter
petitive.
bus to Harrah's on March 1.
Same factor hag kept cps’. stock|
Greyhound and Harrah’s Club
ata fairly constant level for the)
“are following a plan and con‘month ago the Cannes Fest. direc- bath closedown in. this efty is the. |past year dr. more. Network's ven|spiracy
of
discrimination
and
_
In
the
Stalinist
days,
Stalin
him
tures
into
electronics.
and
setmak‘torate was. rapped by the Interna- opening. of the “big hotel: dining
ing came a-Cropper, and as.a con- self appeared In many pictures by_ ;{restriction based on color, ancestry
tional:. Federation .of .Film. Pro-

impersonation. .Now work comes tand national origin.” the sult conIn
Sacramento,
Douglas:
from Russia that a film has been itends,
made, a: documentary, called “Our ;Greer, an attorney and vice presi(Continued
on
page
56)
Nikita Sergeyevich” based on the
se, Soy 6 ees me
Hfe, times and work of Premier
station operators can expand their. N. ‘s. Khrushchev. This could be
- The regular ‘diningrooms: are. all
of films
with
tv holdings to the full FCC Nmit, ‘the forerunner
A open now—the. Stratford room, in
but deterrent factors here are. the. Khrushchey impersonated by an;
‘IT the Bellevue-Stratford: the Carema’
;
premium prices.asked -for major actor.
Room, Sheraton; the Warwick a
_It could also mean a rebirth of
(Continued on page. 48)
‘Embassy ‘Rooms, . Warwick;°: nel:
‘!the “leader cult” which for years
‘Kite and ‘Key Room, Benjamin|;
dominated all media in Russia.
|Franklin—along with many others
The film details Khrushchev’'s i
Paris, June 26.
|
in
the
city’s
top
15
hostels,
|
“firmness and consistency {fn the:
‘Boston, June 27.::
The current
Casino de Parts
‘Hoteliers feel ‘certain. that. the
defense of peace and his immense :Show, including Line Renaud, the
The Old How ard,’ which had. rin
efforts
directed
toward
lessening
initial’
euriosity.
interest.
will.
be
the gamut from Booth to Rose La
Golden Gate quartet. ef al, Is beinternational tension which have
Rose;- burned: down: Tuesday after- sustained and_that Philadelphians |:
ing negotialed as a Seattle Fale
earned him the love and respect of ‘attraction.
- noon (20) thwarting. a committee will halt their weekend. exodus to|.
millions of people in the world.” | It would he the first Casino
‘Philadelphia. Hotel}
which. had been. ready. to Jauneh. a New. Jersey.
national campaign to-save. the -116- Assn, claims an: open Sunday: will : Isadora Bennett,. N.Y. legit.‘manshow. to be seen outside Its native
year-old -house as: a:national thea- |
(Continued on page 60)
Paris, according to Henri Varna,
4 ager
«.and
Is
tre shrine in which legit. plays: and
page
iis vet manager-director-producer.
| director :of-a concert
new Asia publicist,
Society .Perm opera could: be. .presented.
IZ the deal jelis. as now seems
forming: Acts Program. Goal ‘is.to} .
-. “Ann Corio; who: once..was ‘the
hkel,, Seattle would guarantee it
open up U.S. campus’ and other |"
feature” attraction ‘at.the burlesque.
Saranac
Lake,
N.‘Y.,
June
27
©
for
a two-month run, plus options,
‘playdates: for ethnic groups from |
house, in town with “This Was.
Asia. Talent~imports from latter | ‘After several years of litigation, and would have the right to tour
Burlesque" at the: Round -Table,:
it
in
the US. afterwards Seattle
continent have been few—Dancers |‘the Will Rogers Memorial Hospihad been getting plenty. of mileage
-.
‘Boston, June 27, ‘tof Ball, some Kabukl. groups from |ital has been made the beneficiary would underwrite a totally new
out: of spearheading the campaign,
“Phe big business potential ‘of Japan, Shante Rao and. Kathakall lof a bequest made by the late Al physical production ‘copied exactand: only: the week before .had in- musical tents is being accented from India and. the. Bayanthan Jolson.” The hospital's president. I. from the one currently In use
spected the shuttered ‘house ”for this. season bype. 3.000-seat (Ca. Dancers of the Phillipines” almost Abe Montague revealed that a Cal- here in its third year: spending
publicity stories. a
jrousel Theatre,
Framingham
ass. being the whole total of: perform: |.ifornia court has awarded $40,000 approximately
$130.00
on
coa‘The building, which, ‘began -‘as a The eanvastop,. which. began.
:
a 14- ers from Asia to hit the US. in, to the Will Rogers at the annual tumes and scenery, would pav fle
Millerite church in 1843, had been week season of star presentations ‘recent past.”
whole
cast
its normal
salaries
| luncheon for. the board.
skedded. for. demolition |‘to. make. |June'12, will be able to gross $90,Auspices - contemplates a system | . Montague. related
that Jolson ‘totally
approximately
$19,600
way fora new: government: centre.- 000. at-‘capacity . for the July: 31- of. touring dates, with -necessary}made
a. bequest to Northwood weekly), and give the Casitin a
Edwin ‘Booth. once. played Shakes-. Aug. 6 booking of Dartitiy- Kaye and private. ‘subsidy,. for. next ‘season. | Sanatorium, a-hospital near here weekly royalty. unfixed
as yet.
eare in‘ the. historic theatre, which his International Revue; The b.0. In prospect. are the. Ceylon Na- ; because it housed a friend of his ‘Yarna wants $3,500 a week just
‘had in ‘late’ years been known scale for the one-week stand has tional Dancers from the now. inde- | Bequest was to care for theatrical for use of the name: Seattle has
‘around the world for. its burlesque been ‘hiked to a $5.50 top week- ‘pendent island, -Indrani and ;personnel at:this sanatorium. How- offered
a
percentage
artange. shows::.
.|nights. and $6.50. top weekend eves. Shankar,: both with their own ‘en- jever, with the advance of drug ment),
The greats of the 19th. Century, : The Kaye unit, which: will be sembles from India.
therapies and lessened need for
On top of costs, royalties and
The Booths—Edwin, . Junius’ and} touring summer theatres: this seaAsia Society: Atself, ‘dating from this type of institution, Northwood percentages,
Seattle would
also
John Wilkes, Charlotte:-.Cushman, son, is reportedly getting. $35,000,
have to pay transportation for the
Charles .Kean, Lola’ Montez, Wil- ‘plus - a percentage of: the gross at
entire
troupe
of approximately
meri¢ans o
e need
to overe
. Ham Macready" ‘were supplanted by. Framingham. The tent’s potential come exchange difficulties so that |transferred to the Will Rogers.
60. And the big question remains:
-Lilt St. Cyr, Rose La Rose, Gypsy: weekly capacity af‘its regular $3.95 Asians could perform for visit, | Montague said that he advanced will the Seaftle city fathers okay
Rose Lee, Georgia. Sothern;. Hin- " }fop ytd
ice ‘ition to one of the
the trus-_ the nudes? The Expo bosses think
and:
#430. weekend study ‘and meet with Americans tajthe proposition
‘America..
ontiau
on.‘page
?
the answer Is yes,
“(Continued on page 19) : “Veves: is”$60,000

ducers: for ignoring advice °and rooms. Philadelphians *: for .the sequence ‘the web has since been
‘accepting four: entries from |one first: time.in 167 years are: -able- to at a loss as to what:growth areas. fit
country, as he has: done the same.: purchase a Sunday drink ~withaut. can move into for future. expansion.
—
|ducking into a private. club or]. ‘On a local level, much the same.
| (Continued: or page 4).
holds true. Of course, one or twospeakeasy.
oo,

1Hub’s Howard, ‘116-Yr. :
“Poets & Peelers Shrine;
Exitsin‘Blazing Finale

ilst Casino de Paris Show
Ever Outside of France
Set for Seattle ’62 Expo

| NewFriendsOf
— Asian Talent;

Divert Jolson’s Will

DannyKayeCouldGross
906 atFramingham Tent

Bequest to Saranac

1950, was. arst recognition by |closedsoughtyears ago, and Mon.

_Weineedey, June
228 1
1961

ain

New Wave of Young Actors inBrit

Poses Threat toOld Guard of.Stars
J:

By DICK RICHARDS

Though the dependable Old!|sovie Artists Appear
Guard, represented by such tried
On Israeli Stage For
|
bo. thesps a3 Alec Guinness, Jack
Hawkins, John Mills, Dirk Bogarde,
Ist
Time;
Ends
Boycott}
Trevor Howard, Richard AttenborLondon,

June

atts, June 27..
When Rudolf. Nureyev defected from. the:Lentieoae Ballet Com- ..
pany in Paris. he started a. chain:reaction that will: probably ‘affect:
all. Russ cultural moves around the world,.-Russian ballet’ troupes,
orchestras, etc: have always been accompanied by ‘numerous.
“transportation ”officials” (known in: the trade as “sputrixs”) to. -

27,

“help” them. Hoteling, feeding. and social activities in‘groups have

always been thus “supervised.’
For the first time, with the. Leningrad group, wher theyarrived” —_
‘: in Paris, press announcements were made that. the members of :‘the:: *: . Company were free to move. about on ‘their own, do anything. they.

7

‘wanted as long as.they showed up'to performances ,and rehearsals —
on. time. This was almost (but not-quite) true. There were actually: three “sputniks” attached to. the company, but. they. were not rigid.
in: their requests or demands.
:
‘The company was housed in a single hotel (the Moderne at Place.”
de la Republique). and traveled everywhere around Paris income...
2 pany-provided busses, but were permitted freedom
‘ef activity dur-

Tei Aviv, June 27.
ough and companys, are sul very
briskly in business, there's BONE } For the first time’ in history,
real competition coming up. The Soviet artists. are appearing on the
British film industry is banking.
mightily on a new wave of young: Israeli stage. They are pianist Lev

- Vlasenko, violinist Michael Weinfilm
people. ‘They
are
mainly:
tough,
offbeat,
earthly
middle-. man and a piano accompanist. It |
announced: that a Russian
class, and little of the long-accept- was

ing the afternoons and merely. perfunctory room -check evenings.-.

_

The defection.of Nureyev, the company’s:star" dancer, was a blow. ©

“LEE MORTIMER -

-rto.the rest of the troupe, therefore, and: probably -ended.: all such ~:
ed screen image of the matinee |singer will appear next season in
. “freedom” for the rest of the tour. and for future tours of this sort: -j the Israeli Opera’s performance of}
ido! clings to them.
. Collaborator on the best: selling . In London, too; the company is housed ‘in.a single-hotel ithe Strand.
“Faust.”
But the new boys apparently are!
“Confidential” -gerles and. roving |- Palace) and meals are provided in a single restaurant. Though there:
going places. Albert Finney, broad : Israelis have repeatedly invited columnist of ‘the - New. York, Daily ° had: beeri a press announcement.prior to the arrival of the come... -’
Lancashire, helped to start it. He ‘Soviet artists to appear here, hut. M irr‘or, says:
=~ -pany that they would be “free” from ‘supervision. while in London,
—PAUL ‘ANKA, .teen. age pheplayed a minor role in “The Enter- : because of rather strained. political
which has neither been denied nor changed since, it is understood
nom at the: COPACABANA playing
tainer” ‘Cont’, followed it with a. relationship, no invitation was -ac- to turn away audiences of adult
‘that
half
a.dozen
new
“technicians”
from
Russia
joined
the.comblock-busting performance in “Sat- j cepted. Even violinist David Ois- “sophisticates....a ‘consumate artist * -pany. immediately after. their: arrival..in London. Presumably. they:
urday Night And Sunday Mor ning” ! trach, a Jew, who has_ privately ‘whose talents are far -béyond his]. “and/or others. will stayswith’ the: company. for their
r American: visit...“ it

(Cont), and reached star status in- ‘expressed his ‘willingness to come, years...can do , Simone everything
, didn’t receive permission.
and. do. it well.””the West End with “Billy Liar.”
But Finney's only one of an eager; The Israeli Embassy ‘in ‘Moscow
bunch of potential topliners. Peter ‘ started. negotiations a few months|

‘in September.

Mme.

‘ShowBiz61-62)

others ‘he's 28+, has just scribbled|

Furtseva, ‘USSR Culture

‘asked what. she thought of Rudy

(From Paree) On!

NAME CONRAD NAGEL — across, like Tab Hunter falling wm
with a goat in the first reel,
FOUR A’S PRESIDENT |:loved finding
out in the last. reel that

oo

:

ae

Me's Just a Boy'—at 247°

JackieGleason

O'Toole grabbed a key role as Law- ::agz0 with the Soviet Ministry of
rence in Sam Spiegel’s “Lawrence .Culture, proposing an’ exchange of
Of Arabia,” now shooting in Jor- iartists but to no avail. Therefore
dan. O'Toole is a hearty young; lit came as a surprise when: the
non-conformist,
a wild Irishman ,! Communist- Influenced “League for|.
- Israeli
Friendship” . anuho has been called undisciplined. !Soviet
i
‘nounced here that it- has Invited
But in his brief sojourn in Jordan,:
three Soviet musicians and that
he already has taken the trouble |
io learn the local lingo rather. ithey gladly accepted.
The Soviet artists are coming in|
fluently.
_
order to give recitals around’ the
Another up-and-coming Irishman \
country, but the Israeli Philhar- |
Paris.
2 .
is Richard Harris, who made his:
-monic Orch didn't want to miss the Editor. VARIETY:
mark in “Long And The Short And;
{opportunity and has arranged three |. - ‘I have some observations ‘as to.
The Tall.” There’s James Boofh,;
J believe {s the direction many
who was contracted to Warwick : special concerts for them. Nobody |what
to know why the Soviet facets of show business will begin
Films and gave a telling perform-, here seems
authorities
‘decided to to take. To begin with, comedy will |
ance in “Trials Of Oscar Wilde”;‘cultural
after a stage success in ‘‘Fings Ain't :lchange suddenly from their long- lhe. the only. fae that will save
time Payeott of Israel.
Hollywood in the next few years.
Vot They Used T'Be.” Newest en- |
As I've often remarked, the pubtries are Alfred Lynch, Terence
lie is. sick of. seeing pictures. that:
Stamp and Edward Judd
have ‘a psychological point to get
Judd,
rather
older
than
the;
his name ona contract with Columbia worth $280,000 to him and he’s

—

-. London, : June. 27.

Minister, Yaughed- eoyly
Nureyev's. runout.

“He’s

when

just a.

boy,” she said. tNureyey is.24). “He is in love, that:is all: He met -@ pretty girl in Paris, so he decided-he. wanted: ‘to’ be with ‘her,
“now that it.is spring.” (Technically .the lady's right; it happened
-four or .five days before the official arrival..of summer). .
o
Do you. think he will feturn..to Russia, Madame. Minister|was”
asked. “But. of course,” she replied: “He will change his mind oneof these days and he Will be welcome to return to his good ‘friends.
4n the company, all of whom. like him, though they. ‘think’ he’ is. a
‘Jittle foolish. boy.”
ve,
_ And will the. company -be. permitted freedom of. movemeiit on.

the rest of its tour? “Surely,” she said. “Complete freedom —

within. limits of mutual. ‘safety.”. Pinned

down, this latter meant *.:

that a new rule has gone ‘to the members of the: company—hence-.
|"
them can go anywhere. alone,, but groups of. three or vey

forth none of

more are permitted to sight-see, shop,. etc.

-Mme. Furtseva: was in London to— attend. the. premiere. of the -

Ballet. atCovent Garden ‘on June 19,a8# guest:‘Of the: British Bov- *

Radio DecaysMayBe |UnveilWm.Morris
More Harmful to Youth”
Than TV Violence: Lee|| Memorial

|

In a sweeping realignment of /8
being used in a film called “The the administrative setup, Conrad ihe really considers. the goat just a
Dav The Earth Caught Fire” for :i Nagel was elected Monday (26) as |good. friend:
Walkout
was
particularly
net-! ‘president of the Associated Actors!
Television will be .so desperate |.
‘Continued on
on Page 20)
& Artists of America. He succeeds: “by the 1962-1963 season, the hierar-

Niche

. Minneapolis, June 27:
Federal
Communications: ‘Com-|
Paul Dulzell,
who was named presi-; chy -will begin’ to. listen :to honestdent emeritus. The Four A's is the|to-God theatrical. people ‘as ‘to missioner: Robert E. Lee told: the|
Catholic
Broadcasters:
Assn. at. its}.
parent
organization
of all per- which direction. to. _ proceed, ‘rather
former unions under an interna- than ‘listening: to anyone. with, a convention here that in his opinion|.
‘
|
radio
disk
jockey
shows
“may. be}. * Saranac. Lake, -N. ¥.: June. 27...
tional charter from the AFL-CIO.|.
(Continued on page.40)
{more harmful to the morals of the'|” A-.memorial.niche to ‘the. late’
Members of the group’s board’ par-)
nation’s
youth
than
bloody
.televi- Emma and. “William Morris-— he...
ticipated in the voting.
sion programs.”
twas the founder of the William ~Others chosen
were
Jackie!
“These
disk
jockeys
who
dis- Morris Agency—was: ‘unveiled -Frie: =~
| Bright. national
administrative,
‘pense double entendre and sugges- day (23) at. the Will Rogers Memor-|secretary of the American Guild of
{tive babble. may:-influence young, ial Hospital ‘here, The. niche, ‘ lo=.
Variety Artists, as first vicepresiimpressionable. minds,” asserted Lee ‘jeated in.the rotunda of-the main’
=~.
dent;. Jack Dales, executive secre-|‘who, however, admitted that: he -sel- ‘building of the hospital; was. doe
tary of. the Screen Actors Guild,
dom watches video, preferring nated. by: the Morris .family,: “Tt:
second vicepresident; Angus Dun-|
Father Malcolm . Boyd will “be. tadio.
Chicago. June 27.
.
“| consists: of -a: ‘fireplace screen: upon:
can, executive secretary of Actors
ne @ don’t look at television, ”. he which is mounted : pictures of Mr...
Trade Winds plans filing charges ‘ Equity, third viceprez: H.. O'Neill the Episcopal Chaplain. at. Wayne
State
University:
in
Detroit
as.
of
told
the
convention.
.“It eats ‘up. too! -and .Mrs.. ‘Morris, .plus. reproduc-against Gary Crosby for his walk-° ’Shanks, exec see of the Screen
theatrical much time. I like radio better be- tions on. brassplates: of. signatures. cut a week ago with two nights to: Extras Guild, fourth v.p.: Hyman Sept. 1. ‘The former
Fo on a 10-day engagement. Own-: Faine, exee. sec of the Aterican| Showman -who° took hold. orders cause you can: be doing something of some of the most prominent |
crs of the club said that they! Guild of Musical Artists, treasurer,{|(High Church),.some years ago is ‘else While you're listening to it.” ‘names. in ‘the. entertainment ‘busi‘would also invoke the play-or-pay: and Donald F. Conaway, national |transferring from Colorado State
While Lee ‘rapped stations that ness, circa 1920, wher the. signa-.
He will give the | permit the double entendre and tors presented the, -scréen . to: Mor im
elauste in Crosby's contract.
exec sec of the American Federa~| U.. at Ft.-Collins.
| youth’ sermon in Detroit, Sept. 24 |
‘Continued on page 56) —
(Continued on ‘Page 19).
(Continued on page 70)
(Continued on page. 19)

- At Saranac Lake|

Chi Trade Winds.

To File Charges

ShowBir's
$Father Boyd
To Wayne U.iinDetroit:
Meanwhile It’s Magnolia

Vs. Gary Crosby,

| during the general triennial con- |-

1 yention of the. Episcopalians.
An. activist ‘in Episcopal. evangel- | H
6/28

ism.

Boyd’s recruitment

of youth

(Continued on page”70)
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1202: National. PressBaling, Sterling 3545

at the Paris airport when he found | ||-

49:St. James's. Street. "Piccadilly, HYde Park 4561-2-3

he was being shipped back: home

.

|{f

instead of accompanying the Leningrad: Opera Ballet to London. it

Years

seems he had fraternized: openly |.
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| Pects and publicity pull, the Frenen
. IN acquisition ‘of this’ great: dancer.
| could lead te renewed public dance W

New York 36, N. Y. a
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pea

| Chatter ‘oe eeeveset
eens Of Picturesspekitreceneesee

fee wHl be. coming. to him which is.
tops: here. Besides the political as- |:

nc.

-

was also. hinted. at.
Nureyev
got Critical
huzzahs
there, and the dancer was called one:
. Cc
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: Night’ ‘Cluv: Reviews Le glee”“BS.
ti (Rens
IIE
of the greatest alive today. by: local
as
ng
ews
Geer acasere
68 | :
vo
ny.
| critics and terp:buffs as well as vet |
| dancer-choreographer Serge Lifar. . . Film | Reviews | ee eeseveses 6 .. : ictures
.
’
re
It. néw-appears ‘he will join ‘the
“House Reviews’........,
Radio. 6.ieeceee eee cess
20
International Ballet, of the Marquis
- Inside “Legit .....,..-... 65
| “Radio: Reviews. aces sens 40 De Cuevas here in. doing the male
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‘by variety,Ne. "
-JUdson '2-2700:

The. 22-year old ‘Russian ballet |.

dancer, Rudalf. Nureyev; leaped to
liberty here last week in defection

(1 One Year.
[ Two Years

Trade Mark ‘Registered

e408 Suriset Boulevard,“dOuywon’ o:1i41

- Paris,” June 27.
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‘ POUNDED. 1905 by Sima. SeSietnde greet
164 West 46th 8t., New nat aneSS~ ”

interest as Well as.a revving up ot |
dance practice. heré at a time’ when}
‘| the terp -pieture
tbotind in France,

is’ Almost: ‘miori-

' International rishi neres 12 }.: Television .........2.2..04,
201) |
Legitimate. ..65....06.-. -61 -[ TV Film. 2.2...
ee.26 |
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WalSinHearsaStockSpit : PROMITEWN,TOMetro'sBinoculars on Tomorrow:

Looms inWamer Bros.Future}. ~BETRULY INDIE} Fifth ‘Wind of Selznick's Repeater

Hottest report in financial, circles +*
5 concerning ‘the film ‘business this|

” week has it that Warners.is heaied |.

_-Endlessly. Versatile
Washington, . June. 27.

_ PrimesDream of Seven-Year Crops

“ae any one factor. ‘podes: particu-|
larly - well for, the -emergence of
.! Teal U. Ss, ‘art films, comparable |

The Joe Vogel regime at Metro
has its sights on a kind of Utopia
that’s
perhaps within reach and,
‘common ~ ‘issue -: which - ‘now: com- ~ ways.. has .been named “by: - ‘abroad; it’s through growth: of pri- |
if accomplished, doubUlless would
vate financing via limited partner-. .
Hollywood, June 27.
prises. about: 1200,000-shares -out- . President. Kennedy ‘to.the Na+, : ‘ships, - modelled. . after. legitimate |*
keep stockholders happy. Company,
. Tadashi Yonemoto of Japan’s
1°: tional- Agricultural’ Advisory.” | stage financing. According to in-|
according to in-the-know iuformstanding. Toho Co. Ltd., has signed a
ants, has biueprinted its produc‘| die. producer Lewis Allen, most of |:- non-member .agreement
. Phere has been ‘no.‘official ‘word a Committee,
with
tion programming with the idea of
the so-called’ indie. production. to-: - MPAA Title: Registration
. from. the company... However, -cer-| -. Johnston will be one. of :25
having seven epics of such suffitain: ‘insiders, ‘while declining ..to| members to advise the. White ~7 ‘day Still is:tied to major. distribu-|
‘Bureau, marking first timea
_ ‘predict. what ‘the -hoard will: do, |. House and Agricultural: Dept. | tors through’ financing. Only: when |. Japanese’ film company. has cient stature that each one of them
could be reissued theatrically at
_
Pa producer sets out to get bis.own |- inked . such an agreement.
: have ‘said ‘they. ‘believe’ the: report: " “: on ‘farm: ‘problems. *
the rate of one every seven years.
ee, has a substance...
_ : An‘aide to: Johnston: said ‘ait’ dough, . can. he have: the freedom :
‘Paul P. Schreibman has been
Inspiration for this kind of think: Downtown . piofessionals- ‘coinci- a he.knows ‘is thatthe. Kennedy: - mecessary to. turn out. truly” spe-|..: named. title rep of Toho, larg- .
ing, and action, is “Gone With the
clalized
product..
_
administration
:
“wanted”
well-.
~
est: film company in Japan,
dentally.’ note. the -WB. price .has.
| Wind,” which has been re-marketed
Via this kind: of private ‘financ-: -. Locally, company -operates the
‘men, . dudes*: and ‘-all,, |
.. been. staying.at: a’ relatively. high “Ienown
on the once-every-seven-years bas.. level—in the. 70’s—and. doing well | from ‘alf.walks of life:to serve, ing, Allen already. has turned out.
Toho La Brea Theatre to showis. And each of these returns to
oe one “special”. film-—“The :Connec- case its product. |
din rélation to" most other pic se: "On the ‘committee.
|
tion,”
which
‘he
coproduced
‘with.
exhibition with “Wind” since its
.eurities,:
‘
original release some 20 years ago,
"|Shirley ‘Clarke—and -he- is now in.
The” intrigue: anént. WB. ‘stock
if considered as separarte entities,
“I the midst. ‘of shooting his. ‘second,
doesn’t “end with -the projected
brought in revenue amounts equal
|“‘The Lord of the Flies,” The lat-:
_ stock split: There’s ‘eonjecture, ‘too, -P
to or exceeding present dividend
‘|-ter-is.a film: adaptation ‘of William.
‘that hief: stockholder. Jack .L. |".
requirements.
‘| Golding’s nove:—a suspense meloWarner. is. plotting a personal. -buydrama. with, allegorical overtones
In other words, the goal Is to add
‘up. The WB. president, :it’Ss: cone |
~— about a group of. English: school
six more pictures such as “Wind”
jectured, ‘may want toboys, 7 to 12, marooned. on a tropand
the divvy would be taken care
many more. shares for. himself 's
and |.

for a stock: split’ on. thie basis. of|
_ three-or-four :‘for one. - ‘This. is.the|°.:

—¢

lto -the ‘kind. of -product. being
‘Motion’ Picture. -Assn. “prez: . turned. out’ by’: young filmmakers

“Toho |in. TiteBureau

“Erie Johnston, with: all- his. city

Fred J.Schwartz

on
PixLastHal|

ot family as. he. ‘can. oe

ne31foecast:

As Metro Exec

:, ical island.The: picture, now. being shot in|. Fred_ J. Schwartz,
a
‘Hollywood, June 27.
- American. ‘International Pictures’ ‘Puerto - ‘Rico under the direction. exhibition .and. latter
of: Peter -Brooke; is budgeted . -at.

veteran

in

day distti-

_| James ‘H. ‘Nicholson and Samuel-Z. $225,000,. all of .which came from ‘bution impresario, . shortly will
‘private sources." --Under ‘the ar- Join Metro in an executive capacity.

“| Arkoft-revealed: a 13-picture .-pro-

--| duction. ‘and. release. slate’ tabbed: at, rangement |by which he

Va

‘$10,000,000 -budget: to cover ‘the

the property,

originally

obtalned

held by:

M-G management team headed: by

president Jogeph R. Vogel is high

producer .Sam_ Spiegel, - the latter.
{is a general ‘partner in the produc- |on Schwartz's potentials in the hauSet. for upcoming productions are tion: but: .bas” no ;say- in the actual dling -of pictures, ptus his. back“Conjure: Wife,” tentative title of filming,. ‘says Allen, He also’ ex- ground, and “asked that he come
'a” co-production. *with England's | pects. that ‘Columbia: will have first. aboard.
Presumably he'll take a
- Anglo-Amalgamated;
Tefusal ' on: the. finished. Property. -Tole:in. the release of M-G Amports,
color and scope, of silent “Metropo-.
‘among
other
things.Puerto Rican. Unions
“Although “Metro- still, has r way: ‘lis’; co-production with - ‘Herman |:
. Schwartz 1s former. president: of.
to goin. fiscal. 1961, configent. -pre-. ‘Cohen on an. untitled war. film: Ray'| In’ New. York last - week, on a} Century Theatres, extensive. inquick: trip: up: from the “Flies” lodictions are being made hy insiders. Russelt script, “xX” tobe directed
‘on Vieques. island (just. east dependent chain in the New York
.. , about the outcome ‘fér_ the. year; ‘by. Roger: Corman with film Start: ‘cation
He left. this post’ a few
-of
-P. ‘R:); Allen reported that ‘the area.
",
- cwhich ends Aug. ‘31. ‘AU plenty: Ube ing: in August.
years
&£0 and formed
Valiant
bea
. “Three of. ‘the. release. “slate are | picture is. going. as a “Puerto Films,
distributor
of foreign
Rican”
production
°
——
unionwise.
oh
its believed thatMe will. wina | full-length: ‘cartoon features, with His - - chief’: ‘technicians, including|:Product.
oe “up with ‘net earnings \of: about .$12,- “Alakazam the.Great.” ‘olor. and
his. Gaméraman, Tom -Hollyman,
“<5: 500,000: on a gross profit. (before MagiScope. cartoon featuring voices are. ‘all-Puerto Rican’ residents: and
of ‘Frankie Avalon; Dodie Stevens, |
“2 taxes) of .over.-$23,000,000.covered by the. island’s. unions.
‘Phe net will equal $5: ‘per: ‘com- -Jonathan |‘Winters, Sterling Hollo> The: producer - denied that his
mon Share on 2,500 000. shares out-- /way:” and Arnold Stang. and music.

“

[last six:months of this year. .

“Of‘sis

=

Heary Klingerof 20th
Tnvents Israeli Shamus
July. Other two are ‘still in. pro-: ‘dictated by the: island’s -militantly|”
anti-mainland: laborites,; but said:|
duction, one titled “The 7th Won-. that
For Paperback Series
one of. his reasons. for “going
der of Sinbad”. :and the other 2s)
by: Les ‘Baxter, set to'.go out in:

standing.’ Fiscal. 4960.‘brought a net
“of,$9, 595,000, or -$3:83. per share. |
.The profits: ‘picture is heartening
; ‘to: M-G officials particularly ‘in. the.
7 Tight of unfavorable publicity ‘con-

choice

of cameraman.

had

been.

Henry Klinger, ‘eastern story ediyet. untitled: Both are. co-produc- to Puerto Rico was: to be able to.
use Hollyman, - an. American ‘who
-'.cerning the so-far ill-fated -“Lady: tions. :“with: _Japan’s Toel, Produc- -has. made ‘quite a reputation as a tor: of 20th Century-Fox, has
Ly ‘production | project, which *:is tions.
“{still’ photégrapher there. (‘Came turned author. This’ follows’ exnow postponed (see separate. story). | Also realy.
:
for: rélease ‘are: “The ta: ‘Puerto. Rico” ° ads).« Brooke tended tenure (since 1934) in script
«Press reports. anent the: $2,000,000- ‘Pit and’ the Pendulum,” ‘ color-Pan- holds ‘a ‘British union card, while . expertise for the producing com‘plus :loss ‘sustained ---to date on: avision filmization of: ‘Edgar: Allen ‘Allen's ‘cast—35 schaolboys. -from | pany.
““hady”” substantially ‘were correst. Poe classic starring Vincent Price, ' -hoth ‘the’: States: and. Britain—-ts |. First. book, “Wanton For Mur. put, M-G‘ people underline, they John Kerr and Barbara’ Steele; 1-strictl
.
der,” appears in September under
y .all..non-pro.
failed. totake into-account the plus Jules . Verne’ S. -“Master.- of - the. atWith:
just one week- of: the’ 10- the Pocketbooks label (Simon &
. factors in other production ‘that. by. World, "Vincent . Price starrer -week shooting sked. under ‘his belt, Schuster). with a print order. of
far ‘outweigh the. in-red. ““Lady.”: 7 ‘premiered this month-locally; “Lost Allen: said” the: only. problem. that ‘250,000. Tho he has never visited
“Same press: reports, incidentalty, Battalion,” starring ‘Diane Jergens;. has. arisen” has been one of. “home- Israek his detective character ig, an
are ‘being blamed for: causing ‘re- “Journey to. the..7th Planet;” John sickness."
To accommodate -his Israeli, bearing the name Shromrl
cent drop. in the .M-G stock, small. ‘Agar .and. Greta’: Thyssen,.:. and cast, . the producer -‘has set up a Shomar’ (in. Hebrew _ signifying
investors having. ‘sold: out -“without : “Black Mutiny,” "starring. ‘Don- Me- sort ‘of summer camp in: an old guardian of guardians and coined
.knewledge ‘of. the. overall, profits: Gowan’ and. Silvan’Pampanini.
| pineapple factory.on Vieques, com- by ‘Klinger from the Shomrin,
‘y< “picture.
: plete with two matrons and a asked Jewish. Benevolent Assn. of N.Y.
Also on: the: financial ‘etid: it’s
TL of.‘ “planned activities” ‘for the police force),
a learned that M-G is now. ‘operating |
‘|kids when they. are not working.
- Klinger has a gequel, “Murder
‘witha: ‘significant change. in its’ A Masquers
Ss:‘Reflex,
| This -aspect of the production re- “Off-Broadway,” ‘ nearly finished and
-. production costs: amortization: pro-|-| quired almost-as much planning as a third book with the same hero,
- cedure. Instead of continuing. with
‘the'film itself. About 90%: of the “Murder in the Dead Sea” blocked
the ..usual: 100-week. period’ for |-

“Reelecting Harry.Joe:

filming :will. be: done on Vieques,
Bat New FacesRate, Toowith:
sidetrips to El Yunque | rain

. amortizing: a picture, the company
may

out.

now write off. the ‘costs in’ as |.
;
‘Hollywood, June 27... -lfafest and the old Indian caves: at}.
| Areceibo on:.P.R: proper. Pie will
“tains with features which,. after: -13. The: ‘Masquers . ‘have’ reelected have. no studiosit at all...
weeks in. exhibition,. obviously are. Harry. Joé Brown: prexy” for the

“. short a time’ as.13 weeks: This ob-|

| SusskindRolin inOa

going. .to show a loss. ‘Said: loss -is eighth’ time, .Jongést. anyone |has ms ‘Allen’ feels.nplioe” is a kets |
Legit Requijem’ Off
‘calculated and. immediately entered: :held- post in. club’s 36-year. history. : property for eventual. acquisition|.
Broadway Pee plans for
in. tye books.
) Frank° ‘Faylen - 7 was. -returned to -by a major distrib, as.opposed to}
“Requiem -for a
Heavyweight”
In this. way MG isabout. up ‘to. office’ of first veep.
:{“The: ‘Connectién,” which, because
date. as it: Can .get on ‘its current:
have been canceled by producer;
Newly” elected. officers: are Jay ‘of. its. subject matter (dope addic- David Susskind who now plans to
fiscal Poasition.. prevents ‘the. losses.
‘tion
among.
the.
“beats"’)
will
go
from. one period.‘Spilling. Into the: Jostyn, “second ‘veep; Ben -Hersh-

of so long. as the balance of each

year's productions just broke out
even. A profit from the balance
will be sought, naturally, and if
achieved it will mean just so much
extra green.
Lucky Seven?
| President Joseph R. Vogel, production chief Sol Siegel and other
members of the upper echelon he-

lieve they already
duction qualifying

have one profor the “Big

Seven” league. This, of course, centers on the whammo success story
that has been “Ben-Hur,” which,
being historical and Biblical, is ageJess, and Is figured to draw new
audiences along with the repeat
customers

In

every

pursuing

seven

the

years.

“Big

Seven”

goal, M-G currently has what's undouhtedly the greatest investment
in a small number of new pictures
that the film industry has ever
seen. This is conceded all around.
Greatest stake, and, obviously,
risk, is wrapped up in “Mutiny on
the Bounty.” This Marlon Brando

starrer

will

substantially

exceed

$16,000.000 in negative costs when
the accountants make their final
entries. It's the costliest epic ever
made. Production detours contributed to the price, but right from
the drawing-board stage it was carmarked as an in-orbit money enter| prise.
Samuel
Bronston'’s
“King
of

Kings,”

the

Cinerama

Won,”

coproduction

of “How

the West

with
Was

plus other with-story Cine-

rama productions upcoming, and
M-G's own “Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse“ are other contenders
in the “Big Seven” sweepstakes,

METRO BLUEPRINTS iTS
‘FALL OF THIRD REICH’
Metro is going ahead with production of an adaptation of WilHam L. Shirer’s “Rise and Fall of
the Third Reich” despite the abundant play given the Hitler-Nazi era
in various media since M-G ae
quired the property. Columbia has

a

current

bonanza

in

“Mein

Kampf,” Swedish import; newest
on the market is the indie, “Nazi
Terror at Night.”

M-G, according to sources at this

leo
company,

naturally has recognized

‘start: pic in October with Anthony ;jthe television and theatrical atten-

next.

field, : ‘ treasurer; ‘Allan *-Hersholt, out: the. indie: route (Films Around Quinn in top role.’
tion given Hitler Germany of hate.
| historian; “Jack: Reed, Tecording the: World). : (Parenthetically, AlAlthough Susskind prefers doing ;And for this reason, while staying
Yen. would also like it -known that
| secretary. ©
;
|no ‘final . decision ‘has been- made. pix in summer and ty in winter, | with the Shirer project, under proReelected ~are. Jack: “Bonny:
on. whether ‘‘or not to Ieave “that Quinn 4s to be tied up with “sar-| ducer John Houseman, a “new ap| Teader:. . Arnold: “Shelden, ‘ass't. °
rabas” in Europe until late Sep-! iproach” is being taken
”
Au
o

~‘SCENT
OFMYSTERY’
MYSTERY SUIT)
“AGAINST CINEMIRACLE

-in’ “The Connection.”) .
treasurer; _James’ Maloney,. corre- word”
Ag one of the. more active ‘of. tember. “Requiem” will be made | This presumab]y will entail spesponding: secretary; Atthur- ‘Apple-

“personalization”
shooting, the indie producers. (both theatre here and on coast, at ‘Columbia ‘cial
that {s, instead of concerning only
‘and: films). in. Mew York, Allen studio.
Elected
to
board.
of
directors
are.
Susskind’s
exelusive
feature
pro-!
documentary,
the
picture
also will
‘takes
some.
‘excéption:
to
the
blank‘nered -in: Scent | of ‘Mystery~:Co.,:
have ‘filed -action .for:: $2, 500,060 ‘Frank Scannell, Armand Schaefer, et condemnation of the locat film ‘duction..deal with Col is apart !urdertake to focus on individual
from
Talent
Associates
fin
which
lobs2rvations
anent
the
horrors
of
John.
:
English,
‘Paul.
‘Maxey,
‘Andy.
unions.
by
:other
indie’:
producers,
.damages
from--Cinemiracle ’ -Pietures Corp, -and “10 ‘John: ‘Does: in _Albin, ~Fred Levings. and- “Harry “who. charge. that unions demands ‘he and Al Levy sold 50% to Para-}the era and how these came to be.
"
Mendoza...
‘mount)
deal
with
Paramount
on
tv,
Still
to
be
used
are
many
scenes
make
small
.budget
filming
in
the:
a. Superior ©Court: suit nvolving.
essentially. Matter of fact Susskind tary the German-made documendistribution of. film, “Scent .of |": ” Advisory board of.Jack’ L. Ware ‘Big Town impossible.
which M-G arquirred some
‘The unions’ ‘must eventually set hasn’t asked Col for relief on ex-itary
Mystery,”. lensed in the. ‘70m ° ‘Todd “net, Mervyn Le -Roy,: Pat. O’Brien,’
“process . (simiiar but. different from. ‘John Ford, Sol Lesser,.Max Young- ‘up some kind -of procedure, com- clusive feature: proviso, indicating time ago This Is a Walter Koppet
‘he.
will
confine
Paramount
activiiproduction,
for Real Film, Ham‘parable
to.
‘their
régs
governing.
"| stein;: ‘Joe. E,- Brown, C.. ‘E. Tober-.
_ Todd-A0). ay
Complaint. alleges: that partners “tan, Art. Linkletter, ‘Max _Factor off-Broadway legit, for low budg- ties to-tv specs, feevee and other jburg. which was directed by Paul
types
of
shows.
Rotha.
et
films,
he
says.
nate anid
4 Tony. Martio eontinues.
° (Continued ‘on: ase, ay

‘Mike-‘Todd’ Jr., ‘and ‘his: father’s -baum,. legal. counsel,

‘widow, - Elizabeth: -“Taylor, - part-

4
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Honest Labor Without Causefo Alam!|;

BerlinFestival

As to Filming of RFK’s ‘Enemy Within’:

Hollywood. films are” being

By BUDD SCHULBERG
tAdapter On Jerry Wald
Production)

—

Four

Continued’ ‘from page 1 —

‘screened here.

‘Mmost Too. Brilliant™ for Conviction :— - Gruesome .
|Picture of Junkies Raises Issues. ofMorality
a

Oné of them,- “Roz
(U) had “the

_‘ manoff, and Juliet”

+

Chandler

Left 600G.

| distinction of opening the fest last.
Friday ' (23)... The | official” U. S..| selection ‘is: “Two. Loves” (M-Gi.

| Jessel’s New Addresses. :
2

‘London; Jone:27
“The | ‘Connection,’ ”" New Yorke ..
Hollywood, ‘June 27)
After’17 years in the same: | made ° documentary" about. ‘heroin:
_|Pleasure of His Company”: (Par) | 12-rdom. oceanfront house.‘at addicts. which -attracted: artistic re«.
is being. shown: out of competition.
Santa. Monica, George Jessel is .. action in Cannes.at.the film féstival, ..
.For the .third consecutive. year,
‘has since. played:the National Film.
in the throes-of selling it for
ithe fest was. launched at the. Con- $55,000. It cost. him $84:000; ‘|Theatre in: London; -The:: London :.
'gress Hall, which is almost within |’ not counting the swimming-_ | critics “have; on’ fhe. whole, ‘been -.
nedy-written film bum-rap all of
has been mislaid, but a photo-. earshot of East. ‘Berlin, with‘ dupli-| ‘pool and other added elements. — | good; “though finding the: details:
GLS. unions?”
cate ceremonies in two other the- |
The comedjan's new. design. - sufficiently revolting. The: London. *..
stat of a carbon copy was subNaturally, like any fact searchatres.: Berlin's. internationally fa-|
for living, or so -he thinks. at. | Daily’ Herald |-in*describing it aso
mitted
with petition of attorney.
ing reader, my first question was:
|
mous
mayor,
Willy.
Brandt,
did
the
moment, is ‘a small. house.» “an uncensored -and. quite: terrify-. :
Edward M. Rose for letters of
Who's «king? And eccustomed to
;the inaugural: honors. at. the. Coning. film” was the “most. detailed. on.
fn Palm Springs ‘and ‘a villa at:
administration.
found VARIETY pieces that check:
; gress. Hall ‘the. presentation was - a. little town on the Riviera,;.: the subject of the ‘soundtrack; about
and identify their sources, I was |
which’ ‘VARIETY. . editorialized ‘that
followed’ by -a champagne supper| called: Sur-la-Mér, which. would
somewhat surprised, if not alarmed,:
| party); Dr. Bruno: Heck, and Theo} ‘be. a jumping-off place’ for. _pthis was *‘realism”. for. which :‘show: “
te read cn without finding. any
either -Israel,. where. he. ‘has | business: in general might ‘well pay.
{Osterwind. president of:Germany’ s.
authority for the provocative headjleading - ‘film-. trade: organization, |: show business development - 1 a-harsh: penalty, Quoting the.‘Lon- oe
Tine except “a number of respon--subbed at’ the. Zoo. Palast while’|: plans, or: only a few = hours’ ‘}den paper:
sible union leaders.” “This type
“Miss Shirley. ‘Clarke, the | film's
: Professor: Tiburtius, presided at’the - flying ‘time from ‘New ‘York. of union,”
the
frontpage
story
Jessel, wha. planned to” gue. . young: American director, has-re-. ): _ third,
;
eontinued, “has cautioned the proLou. Chesler over.'an abortive. “fused to cut. a Single shot beyond,.-.:
., 2 Highlights”
ducer cifiainst broad indictments |
Hollywood, ‘June’ 27.
Two noteworthy ‘features of this . film.. production project, .has. jthe brief glimpse ofa hypodermic. . «:~
against labor and/or labor rackesince made up with the ‘Cana- {syringe hanging from.an addict's. _
Writers Guild of America has _¥ ear’s event:.(1) David-O. Selznick.
lecring as a means te give the
dian industrialist-showman and.’ arm as..his clenched fist opens afd -..:
proposed 20th-Fox picture ‘action’.” placed Mickey Rooney, Red Doff :is due: in: for ‘the ‘presentation of | it is Chesler who has plans for
{relaxes . under ‘the.. influence: -“Of
‘his
Golden
Laurel
award
on
Thurs|:
Aside trom the fact that the} aod Fryman Enterprises (which:
heroin. |
day. 429);" and. !2) this: is the first | a 45.000-capacity: stadium. in sentence hardly measures
up to; they ‘formerly operated prior to.
“The: drug is
i rarely called heroin,
Ramatgan ‘outside |of Tel-Aviv).
Variety's high standards for bright |their recent split) on what WGA ‘year that. Walt . ‘Disney ‘has. not
for sports and outdoor. the-" .[it is. repeatedly referred to by the.” ..
entered ‘a full-length decumentary,.
writing, not to mention syntax, it|
atricak festivals. Latter is al~*: | Anglo-Saxon. -word: for ‘excrement, ..
terms
its
“Unfair
List.”
though he is repped. by a short:
contains a pretty odd little phrase,
most. a . year-round ‘eertainty » “Miss-.Clarké -refuses. fo. with- ©
Union charges Rooney and Doft ‘Fhree of the ‘five films from which
“labor and or Jabor racketeering.”
because’ of the continual even. | draw °that;. too: — holding, |‘quite.
Surely to be for labor is to he} have failed “to pay the balance :i Selznick” will make: ‘his final: choice : - climate. A ‘bowling . adjunct fs justifiably, “that: ‘it ‘represents: the"
Mon
against
lebor i1acketeering,
The! due of $1,000 fur a writer's screen- ;‘are French — “Hiroshima,
‘addict's own ‘attitude of -basic .realso planried..as part of‘this
: Amour, ” 400 -Blows” and “Orfeu
two are cniy an and or in those
. yelsion.|‘to the. drug which: “iskilling
.Sports-theatrical arena.
. : Negro. ** ‘The other. contenders are.
“unions” exploited by labor racke- play.”
‘him,
:°-)
teers and extortionists. And ist |. Doff acknowledged ‘that he and::“Where ‘the Cranes .are Flying”.
“Nor: will ‘she: ‘eut © Sequences “in
_{Russia)
and.
“Tkiru”
(Japan).:
*
~
it nane, if nut coy, to concede ‘Rooney
twhich
a boil ‘is’ squeezed,. a. nose
‘under ‘Fryman’ canopy,
i: Erie Johnston is .due here ‘Satthat “a segment of the witertront
is picked. “and. an addict; vomits’: -which Doff now describes as. “in. turday 1) and. will head the. receiv- |:heodluins required exposing,” as
audibly. though ‘not (we? must -he-.°.. .
t thankful for minor. mercies) visibly. --:
W there were no other dark cor- a state of sucpensien”’). owe $10,- ing: line’ at. the official American |000 -to Robert Lewin :who is an: ‘reception to.be held the following’
“Her point. is that Penuine addicts: tee
(Continued on Page 17)
“night::‘Charlton’ Heston, ‘the. offi- |:
wndie publicist as well as some:.;
ee ee
thece ‘things—just.- ‘as’ they:
tisae screenwriter).
Doff
adds: Netal U. S. delegate, is’ expected to- |
|
1
sweat,
‘shake and maurder urive
Hollywood, -Juhe 27.
“We'll have the matter cleared - up: iday (Tues.). having been: unable to ” First draft of screenplay - for “In|telligibly” in’ a ‘way .to which. the:
make ‘the opening. U..S. personali--hy end of this week,”
more:
mealv-mountied
°‘commercial
‘This
Sign,” .formerly — “ConstanAccording {6 the prodiicer Fry-.! ties: around at the: ‘beginning ‘jn- tine,” -has been turned. over to ‘films: of Hollvwood have dilutedly a
‘
cluded.
Jayne.
Mansfield,
Ron
‘Ranaccustomed.
.US.
man three years aga took an op-.:
Magna. prexy. George . PL Skouras.
tion on “Third: Of A: Man,” Lewin dell and ‘Margarete Jahnen. Billie by writer. Casey: Robinson. for! “Tf - we - are’ to cunderstand: ‘the..
‘junkie.":we ust..see him whole. >. .-script, om decal whereby scribe. ; Whitelaw, one of the stars. of. Brit-.:- Henry King’s - direction.
:ain’s
“No
Love
for
Johnnie,”
‘flew.
(Continuéd.:en page 17)would be paid $5.000 for option,:
Skouras : “Spent. weekend . ‘here;
‘into.
Berlin
from.
“Warsaw.
‘where
|
and $5,000 more plus a percentage after visit. ‘to. Friseo;:. and. Saw.
Berlin, June 27..
of film should it be made. Doff: she had been attending the British|brother - Spyros, 20th-Fox
prexy; |
The Berlin Film Festival «June
Film Week. there. Peter Finch, acsays Levin was paid $4,000.
briefly. Robinson has. been work-:
23-July 4) may set a new record
Parenthetically, ‘Lewin. scripted :‘companied..by his actress wife ‘Yo: ing at BevHills lot on maiden
this year.
It has the most sub,Jande
Turner, who ‘also. has a part |
Siantial retrospective shows of pos- “Bold And The Rrave”’ in which: in the. pic, came straight: in from ‘ draft.
Rooney starred for RKO'a decade
‘Projected - spectacle,” under. any |
sibly all previous international film
London. ‘on Saturday. The screenago.
circumstances; camt, get “under ‘way
{cstivals, both here and = abroad.
ings, originally. set for Saturday,
for
another year or more. “beeause |.
While the other fests’ retrospecMeanwhile, Writers Guild has ‘,Was switched: to the :next day, so
lives
usually
honored
only one notified all its members they can- |
. that the. Rank. midnight - Supper I.of amount of. work to‘be done by-|’
“Toronto; ‘June 27.
‘King
and.Casey. King. currently 4
HI .
not
work
for
Rooney,
‘Doff
or:
Fry-—
famous film director, or producer.
party would. not clash with the.
Grosses of ‘Tegular. ‘theatres | in.
the 196] Berlin film festival dedi- man until matter is cleared? any annual . wine-tasting | party -hosted directing.
Tender
MS
Weinstein,
|
Ganada
‘showed
a dip of 3.1%: in: |.
for.
producer
Henry
cates itself to three master direc- WGA member who ‘does will be ‘by the German wine -industry:
196
admissions . declined '8.6%,:.
tors: Richard Oswald, Billy Wil- fined.
| As in-past. years, a selected: num- sand last week returned from Con- with 72. cross-country’. houses. clos.
-tinent
jocale.
shooting.
"
der and Akira Kurosawo.
Total
_ Meanwhile, Guild. has’ reached:-ber of films are being” screened ‘for
ing,: according: to- advance figures::
lincup§
includes
seven
Oswaid, a settlement with Robert L. Lip-. the: benefit of. East’ Berliners at}
of the Dominion: Bureau “OF : Stas
eight Wilder and five Kurosawa
pert and has removed name of the°‘the Corso. theatre, which is just
‘| tistics.
oldies.
U,Ss.to:
o Europe
20th-Fox
producer
off. Unfair |inside the. “Western: sector.. These |‘
- Canada’s” grosses -fn 1980 évith:
The Oswald pix inelude “Sinister List.” Lippert was: in. Hawaii. yes-" _ showings started last night (Mon.)-}
James’ ‘Bauer
: drive-ins | ‘eliminated) totalled $66.Tales”
1921), ‘“‘Carlos and Elisa- terday and could not be reached ;with
Muriel Bentley.
‘tRomanoff”-* while.
“Two |.
| 232,318, ‘this. showing. a. decline. of ©
beth” (1923, with Conrad Veidt aud for comment on what had precipi- ,Loves” is ‘skedded for Screening
Sidney. Bernstein
| $2,137,671 over. previous: year, with.William
Dieterle),
“ Alraune”
Susan Borree. _.
tated that grievance.
ithe .. following Monday.
a
. |paid: admissions ‘down ‘10,238,283. (19201,
“Captain
of Koepenick”
‘Geralyn Donald. |-as
against 108,395,117.
ELLER
ELL
erie
ie
;
11930),
“Dreyfuss”
(1930,
Fritz
Scott. Douglas
Amusement ‘taxes’ (with several. ”
Kortner,
Grete
Mesheim,
Osear
Patricia. Dunn
| Canadian* -provinces «eliminating -.
Jumolka
and
the late Heinrich!
x
Richard Gain .. .
‘these in- the .past :year—but: ‘One.
Geerge and Albert Bassermann), ! ¥
Lawrence: Gradus..
tario, - ‘with ‘its approximately one-"—
“1914” tdone in 1931), and “A Song
Harrison &. Fisher
_|third of..Canada’s- population, still
Goes Around World” +4933).
Howard Jeffrey _.
$467,108 .from
h
levying),
» dipped
The Wilder feature pix: “Syn- S eppeeeendeeneennneeeEoEEoEErieneEieeneEEEaEaET
Stanley F.. Kaminsky
| previous. $5;492,749—or ..7:8% —ac~
set. Boulevard”
11950), Ace | in
Berlin, June -27..
_-} cording: to DBS firures. *
Berlin Senate . another. third, the |. ‘Frederic Knott: :
Sol Jacobson
—
Hole”
:1951',
“Sabrina’
11954),
of | 72. “trans-Canadaon oo Closing
‘Some 47 nations are participating ‘remaining ‘coming from the festi.John Jones .
“Seven-Year Itch” 11955), “Witness |in the current 11th Berlin Interna- val’s income -tadmissions, ‘etc.).
houses showed a- drop of 877 em-.
Juliana.
Larson
.
for Prosecution” 119574,
“Love in|tional Film Fest, June 23-Jduly 4.
In addition - to its four feature.
| ‘ployees, with: a. decline of. -$210:479-.
Joseph E.: Levine.
‘Tin ‘their: earnings: Previous. year |
Afternoon” (1956), “Sothe Like it a record for this Berlin show. El films, “Fwo Loves” (UM-G), “QuesRoberta Lubell
Hot” +1959) and “The Apartment”
.| showed 10.596 persons on. theatre... =:
Salyador and Liberia are repped tion. 7” (Indie); ° “Romanoff
and:
Fern ‘MacLarnon *
(196€0-.
| payrolls, their ‘earnings. totalling’ ve
for the first time this year. Numbey' Juliet’.:(U) and “Pleasure of ‘His|
‘Erin: Martin. The
Kurosawa
films:
“Rashu- of competing feature pix totals 24 Company” (Par),. the U. S. is show‘he $16, 300,564.
°
a
mon”
‘39515,
“Seven: Samurais” from 18 nations. In addition, there ing four’ shorts; -“Printmakers,” | Christine Mayer
Kay Mazzo:
—
(1954),
“Kiomono
no
Kiroku” are four full-Jength documentaries “Night. Journey, ”- “Horse With the |
.
‘Europe
|
to.
5U.
s.
os
Charlene
Meht
(1855), “Night .Asvlum” (1957) and and 55. short films entered.
Flying. Tail” and “Tin’ Pan Alley
Veronica MlakarGerald Adler “°° ~
“Kumonosu-Jo” (1957).
Lineup of feature productions. Cat.” -“Company” ‘is. showing. outJohn. Beaufort *
Arthur D. Morse: :
West Germany’s sccond contribu- which have been especially invited’ Side of competition..
2
‘Ben
Bloom...*”
Helena
Petroff
tion is the full-length documentary iby
the fest
management,
and
.
No -Telepix. Exhibition..
*
Francesca tuning
“Dreamland of Desire.”
Country’s 'which run’ here as official conAlthough the festival “was: “sup- _ ‘Florence. Reiff
‘Miklos Gafni.
William Reilly -.
feature pie entry is “Miracle: of tenders
includes
France's “Une. posed. to: have. a tv film exhibition,
Jerome Robbins
Frank Gervassi
NM: lechias.”
Femme est une Femme.” .. Britain's. this has been cancelled by. cultur al |
Bill Glover
“=.
Francia Russell .
Here are the remaining entries: “No Love For Johnnie,” Italy’s authorities -here. ““Pechnical diffi-.
Carleton: Hence
George
Schaefer
Arventina, “La Palota™; Austria, |“La Notte,” the U: S.. “Question culties” were ‘Biven.as the reason.
‘Byron Janis
Jules Seltzer.
—
“Den
Carles”;
Brazil,” “End =of ‘?” and ”’Romanoff and Juliet”: (U), But there seem to-be other Teasons.
-Howard Lindsay
‘Herbert T: Silverberg
Cansacetros”;
Chile,
“Un
pais |and Japan's ‘“‘The Bad Sleep Well.” Insiders..know. that. Dr.-- Alfred
Audrey Michaels.
Douglas Spingler
liamada Chile’: China,
“$14,000 Last named later. also was nomin- Bauer,. the. fest director encountGlen
Tetley.
‘Bruce Mozert
Witnesses”: Cuha, “Realengo 18": ‘ated by Japan as that country’ s ‘of- ‘ered several non-technical. difficul- |
“ Patti PageRobert Thompson | 7
Finland.
“The
Red
Pigeon’:
Mexico

City, June

20,"

Having: been a longtime admirer
of the pinpoint accurucy, thoroughness apd sense of fair play of
Vanigry, I couldn't help wondering at jour front-page headline
sume weeks aga: “Will Bob Ken-

Hollywood,

June. 27.

Apart from

Jeff Chandler Jeft an estate ©‘invited

in excess of $600,000, which he
bequeathed entirely to his two
daughters, Jamie, 14, and
Dana, 11.
Late actor's will hasn't yet
been filed for probate, since it

“Romanoff,”

the. fest

“Question :7” ‘while .“The

|.

Rooney-Doff (Fryman)
On Writers’ Unfair List
Via Robert Lewin Coin’ |

iMaena’SGeorge Skouas.
Gets Prelim Screenplay
But ‘Sign’ a Year Offa.

Berlin Fest’s Big
Retrospective

Cuda48

“TnAdmissions

|

iA]Nations, 1,700 Guests atBerlinFett

ficial contribution. ~
‘ties behind the scene..
France, “Une fémme erst Femme”
There .are. circles (and ‘not ‘only | _Edward Verso.
The Swiss-made “The . Shadows
L. A; to N.
ind = “Amelie
ou
ie
Temps |Are Geiting Longer” won't run at ‘the: exhibitors} who strongly : ‘ob-}awAimver*; Greece, “Antigone.”
the fest. Direetor Ladislao Vajda! jected to a.tele-exhibition in conJohn ‘Conte
Great
Britain:
“No
Love ‘for informed the fest committee ‘that.{junction with the fest. In particuRuth Conte
Jounnie”
and “Macbeth":
Indie, the film isn’t ready.
_lar,’ the: German
radio’ sfations.
Doris Day
“Love of Amuradha’; Israel, “De- |
Number of guests here for the!* didn't like the idea that Bauer went |
Hillard Elkins
siipiion ef a Fight’: Italy, “La; festival will be about 1,700. These on his own,
without. consulting
George W. George
Notte” and “L’Assassino”; Japan, include 500 newsmen, :700 film in-| them,-.as to.the tv exhibition: The
LL: Wolfe Gilbert |
“Bred Sleep Well”: Korea, “Mabu’": dustrialists; 300 official delegates radio stations. . apparently wanted |.
Budd Grossman ,
Rehreriands, “Uf It Doesn't Come ind 200. artists from all parts:-of jt; have their fingers. in the pie.
'“Joe.Liss The testival management had in- |. _ Martin “Melcher
Siem Heat”; Nigeria, “A Country the world.
Fooks Mtoe Future”, Norway, “Zone | The Berlin Film Fest operates on vited foreign tv producers, vidpix| — :James H.. Nicholson
Hugh Owen:
ef Danger”: Switzertand, “\larriage a‘ $250,000 budget. That's less than had already heen delivered, a tele-.
* Herman Ripps
of Mr. Mississippt” and “Shadows last year. In 1960,. ‘the Federal vision centre. had -been ‘set up,
George P. Skouras
more posters printed, .etc. Now,;. Bauer]
Are Getting Longer”;
Thailand, Government’
contributed
Spyros Skouras
“Bleek Sitk.” and Turkey, “Noting money. Of.the total the goveinnient says he hepes that next. year's ‘fes-.
Hal B. Wallis
‘Ieontributes about a third, the West tival will’ have a.‘tv. division: °
But Picces ‘of Glass.”
wt

~~. Jack, Rael.

- Herbert. Ross

Y.

|

NY. ok

Dorothy. Stickney

- | =.Lee Adams: .

- “Mitchell. Agrass
. Martin Baum..

“"l

‘Leonard's: Field

George: Jessel,

“+ Milt Krasny.

;|: “Mori Krushen
v

‘Rouben, Mamoglian

Arnold. Marks. ©

Mike. Merrick|
Charles. Strouse
_ Jack: ‘L. Warner.
“Dale Wasserman

:
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By. WILLIAM, ORNSTEIN:

: *' Holywood, June 27:
-; 20th &
~Awentieth-Fox s 1961-62 ‘pro-}

MPAA Status

: Holly w;0od, June 27.

Despite current’

attention :on|_

t at Republic

2 Shootat Sine o7.

Metro is going ahead with production of a feature which figures
be‘luse money, said feature being

| big-money: purchases of legit ‘prapmo
- Hollywood. June 27..
Republic ‘Studios this week
“Lady L.” This film was reported
Memo: ‘being’ completed by ‘| erties or bestsellers, film compa- | Mies have reported a general surge | ° is hitting an. all-time high in | !ast week to have been indefinitely
.
20th-Fox.
anent.
future.
status
-”
i "will be the most’ ‘powerful °‘pro
shelved, but actually the plan is
toward ‘Material - ‘written directly -: motion picture prodution with
' gram in ‘the: entire’ history of the. ‘in .Motion |‘Picture. Producers -°
for the’ screen. ‘AC total of 88 vehi- 42 features beforenager Daniel
to reactivate the production proj“Company,” -prexy. Spyros: -P.. -Skou- ; . Assn, ‘will “be submitted: to ., cles with no: previdus: basis are. in
veepee-peneral
manager
Lal
ect
in- about a :year from now
_ ras informed Variety. before plan- |: - .company board. for approval at. -|various stages: of preparation, .pro-. .J.
Bloomber
reported. Prod-"
}
‘fomorrow"
s
meeting
‘dg
New
-ing to New: York-‘accompanied
by}:
&
rep
Script and casting difficulties of
‘York.._ |duction or awaiting release by. ma- "uct, is all_on a stage-rental.
troubleshooter Sid.. Rogell.. Addi:
a not uncommon type in modern
| jor. studios. ‘Broken down, figure - basis .by indie. producers, intionally, five pix ‘designed: ‘as: “big| | ‘Company's. “'gesignation “bee _ | represénts: ‘38 completed features
cluding three’ religious films.
Hollywood caused the |postpone‘after a.
“. potential. - grossers,’
in’. work :.or’ came. effective: June 9, :
.° "Additionally, studio is active
ment after M-G had sunk over
‘|
now
editing
™
or
ready
for’
playyear's: “notice. _.Coritents. will ©.
"about ‘to: ‘start; ‘will. ‘be ‘completed
S
in.
tv
production,
with
Iot
ex;
$2,000.000
into salaries ‘Tony Curdates, nine now before ‘the -caim: before. Year -‘end. to” bulwark:cur: | . suggest “protection” -for _all-..
: pected ‘to ‘operate at. peak ca-.
tis and’ Gina Lollobrigida’, writing,
eras. and 41° on. slates . between
_companies on. “registration” ‘of
a Fent season's: releasing. sked.
revising
and
other pre-production
pacity
during.
the
coming
seaAl-., now -and_ mid-1962; :
i work. Getting a seript that would
son; eid ‘to Bloombers.
_
Vital: ‘in overall picture. are. nim. ‘titles and story material.”
“leged :“loopholes” : in. current-. “|: . Paramount, ‘Twentieth’ Century-!
“meet the approval of Curtis was
ber ‘of changes :‘being. engineered |.
-among the difficulties.
to. strengthen -creative .forces :for |: operation has’ cost.20th-Fox |-Fox and.-‘Warner’ Bros. lead. the’
field with thirteen entriés -each,.
:
future: operations. . ‘There’ will .be'| “enormous: amount: of money.” : -while.United Artists shows .a total
If it were to tatally abandon the
“Overtures Have: ‘been ‘made. none
ith Wind’
picture, M-G would be sinply let’ eliminations’ and -additions to Stas .
to company to- rejoin, but 20th- - | of .20 divided. among its independ-.
‘‘dio’s--roster: and :‘world-wide: ‘Pfo-}
i
ting
that $2.000,000-plus yo down
‘Fox will continue. adamant: un- | ‘ent production setups. ‘Of further
the drain as outright loss But the.
Auction activities. :
°
., less “stoppage ‘to: certain |‘in-- ; significance is. fact that two of -the
company
sees. merit in the basic
Prime =‘objective -of Skouras ts: =“equities are “promised.””
[eight at: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer are:
da ura es,
Ju y
‘ produce and for this reason will
eegood stories and subject matter.” |:
1 -|-that. studio's ° ‘giant Cinerama..co-.
produce
“Lady
L” next year Tne
+". Phey ‘are. “ MOSst- important." ‘prexy.|productions, “How. the West Was
.MGM. will put David O. Selr. |amount invested so far Suggests
'* gtatés. “ With ‘them: “problems of
“1.Won. now: filming: from :a James
nick's
“perennial
winner
.
“Gone
;
that
a
loss
is
expected,
the idea
sécuring outstanding. directors. .and
‘R. Webb. Script, ‘and “The .WonderWith. the Wind” {nto multiple re-; iS te recoup a considerable chunk
_easts |* ‘are’ not insurmountable.” ‘ United
Artists’
-| ful World :of ‘the. Bros. Grimm,’
‘Quintet with promising: grossing | _
‘July 5 in. saturation bpok- ‘af the money spent already
ee
—
< :. le&se
.on
set. to. go: in. ‘July. from a. screen- ————
: potentials. Slated to .be. fini by De-|
M-G * execs meanwhile are not
-play- -by. Charles Beaumont and ings. of ‘hard ‘tops and drive-ins.
“eember. for release “on: current
In’ curtent re-release, picture too perturbed over “Lady 1”. when
David: Harman... ~ «.

‘Mated "$80, 000.000. production.“cost |

‘8Big.Bioepers

year’s sked. embrace:
- 7:
“Paramount's list :-includes eight
' “Tender. Is :'The.-Night,* “Henry}
conipleted : pix: “Allin A. Night’s
OB. . Weinstein. ‘production, ‘Henry |. United. Artists reports: its. -suim- | Work; scripted by. Edmund Bel“King directing |Jennifer. “ Jones, mer ‘production. sked in full swing, in & ‘Maurice. Richlin;: . “Blood
Jason Robirds, Jr.;.Joan Fontaine,’ ‘With. eight big-budget. films,, .repre-| and Roses,” Roger. Vadim, Claude.

has -sa far grossed $8,000,000 and |
iviewed within context of the stuis expected ‘to hit:. $12,000,000 |dio's overall operation. This, they
Studio ‘attributes’ death

of

Clark‘ feel, is a small

minus

in relation

Gable, attention to Civil War Cen- :to the many production plusses of

tennial- and. fact film has been out ; ate and a robust fiscal year for

SiH: Ste: _ John; ‘Tom’ ‘Ewell, ete: ‘sentirig. .a- negative -‘eost. of “more Brule. and Claude. Martin; ‘‘On the. ‘of: réléase. for ‘the longest period ;the corporation ‘seperate story).
. .. Camera work ‘winds ‘in’ 20. .days than. $20,000. 008, either. currently -Double,”: Jack. Rose and- Melville. ‘of. time prior ‘to current runs to} Also, it’s underlined, every film
«sere; after three weeks:~ shooting . shooting ‘or. ‘set.:‘to. ‘go' -béfore|the’ ‘Shavelson; “The
Ladies Man,”
or another with a certain
_/abroad. :
| end. of. August. In ‘addition, com-. Jerry Lewis and Bill. Richmond: gross: prior to this”run is $35. 000.- ‘time
2 The ‘Comancheros, now. film- pany completed: the photography } “Hatari:”. Harry. Kurnitz and: Lee 000. figure ‘matched by foreign ‘Property, things not being Ike the
old days when performers were
fing at Moab, Utah, starring John: on four: other Pix in.
n the:last Several Brackett;: “My |Geisha,” ‘Norman take.
Wayne, Stuart -Whitman..Ina Balin, “Weeks...
Krasna;. " “Love .- ‘in A
Goldfish|. vas‘Wind ” previously. was released ‘un der contract and vorked accord-

‘ete:,. with: Michael. Curtiz. directing | ° “Eight |‘pix:on’: the ‘June-August | Bowl,” - Jack Sher; .“Too. Late every five years by Metro, but has_ ing to studio {instruction
for producer. George -Sherman... Hist -are: - “Infamous,” William Blues.” ‘Richard ‘Carr.- A single inj never been off screens in Europe. | Meanwhile, it’s reported In the
“Satan Never. Sleeps,’ based. ‘on. ‘Wyler production for Mirisch Com-.| production is “Hell is For.Heroes
;jeast that Curtis is in process of
vs :., Pearl: ‘Buck's “The China. Story;”
calling off his $3.000,000 breachan
. Starring..- Audrey: Hepburn Robert. “Pirosh:. original “scri
- now. filming -in England. starring ‘and
eatin
1 of-contract sult against M-G beShirley MacLaine;: Leslie Stev- which. Richard. Carr. is now polish
es Willian Holden, Clifton Webb and: ens’ “This. Land We. Love.” with ing, while four- are-..on ‘future:
cause pf the “Lady L” fout-ups.
: "France: Nuyen: with. Leo McCarey James Mason and Kate Manx: Fred Slates. ‘Latter are* ‘The Iron Men.”””
§
ONE. F R SELVES; :Attorneys for both sides are sald
. producing’ and directing. “This one -Coe’s “The: Miracle “Worker,” with Bruce : EHiot:. ‘“Kowloon: 7. Sidney |
ET
0
ty be at work on the details MG
i+ position.
is that .Curtis . was paid
:-4s being blueprinted as company's ‘Anne’ Bancrift; : Billy *.Wilder’s ‘Boehm: “Sylvia,” ‘Howard Fast,
“".." Hollywood, June 27.
POS
: Xmas.-Telease...
°~
Mirisch - production, - “One,. Two, and. “The Errand
pact and
Boy,” Jerry | “ ugateg wey ‘Enterprises has thile -under the . Lady"
State. Fair; o which: ‘starts ‘Shoot- i.Three,”- ‘shooting: in Germany with Lewis and Bill Richmond.
= | been set up as an indle production
“* "°™ free to work elsewhere.
cing ‘Aug. 8 in Dallas, starring Pat,
|
; James. Cagney, Horst Buchholz and] ‘Completed
"20th-Fox -.‘are outfit .by
Wesley Ruggles Jr., son
a
,
—
|-Arlene Francis;. .Mirisch’s ‘Pioneer, “Lion --of.: ‘Sperta.” George. St.
{Continued on.Page T.
tof the: director and attress ‘Arline
?
|.Go: Home,” with Elvis Presley.

jSONS OF DIRECTORS

|Sudge, and Tim. Whelan-Jr, son Seltzer. Muses on Cooper’s

-| George; “Tt -Happened.in Athens,’’
Also. Panama-Frank’s “Road to ‘Laszlo’ Vadnay; “Pirates of .Tor- |
; of late’ director. _
l
pepe
ogee
| Hone Kong,” with: Bing Crosby and _tuga,” Jesse. Lasky and .Pat SilBoxoffice Since Death;
.“Snow White and: the 3; "Initial project. willbe “Out of ;
‘Bob’ Hope; :Frank Sinatra's ‘‘Sol- ver;
‘the ‘Tiger's _Mouth,” authored and}
|. diers- Three, ?. With . Sinatra, Dean‘ Stooges.”
“Ulwood |Ullman -:and;
! scripted “by partners, who closed:
Martin: and™ Sammy. Davis Jr.; ‘and -Noel- Langley. and. “Marines. Let's
{financing
and distribution
deal
2
:
Jules: Dassin’s:“S.S. ‘Phaedra, " with|‘Go!”-.John :Twist.:. “The
China !
_ Philadelphia, June 27
Melina’ Mercouri and Anthony Per-: Story,” Claude. Binyon, is'in pro-; ‘with, Sutton’ Pictures Corp., new
; company: formed..as a subsidiary
Walter Seltzer, here to promote
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4 distribution
and. ‘exhibition
aie like to see the veteran performers
newcomer, is’ ‘winding. up -Seventh;. ling mild in Minneapolis and Wash- i=
I
scheduled.
to meet in Holivwood on the screem.
and. likely. will be’ heard: from, in;
‘ington.
nice.'in
-Denver and. Allied States Insurance: July 19: with: the. thought of comsthe. future.
jokayinbut:
Seattle
and: Philly:
In ans event Par has three oldie
Jing.up with a pubisc relations
:. “Gidget’ Goes: Hawalian” (Cob,|: ‘King of: ‘Roaring 20's". (20th); a
‘Hollywood, June 27.
project’ designed
to ‘create
att Croshs pictures Coming Up shortly:
- ‘seve nth- last:... stanza,.- is: ‘taking !shapes - good. “in. Omatia. | “Jules-{. . Ailied: States Assn. and Pru- as for reissue.
Blue Skies"
and
‘enhanced - _industry “image,”
_. eighth-place. “Gone - With Wind” ; Verne” ‘(WB), . good: in |Baltimore;
“dential Life -Insurance: Co.- of ” |
matter “Holiday Inu” are to go out as a
-(M-G). freissue) will. finish ninth.|_ tis. rated ‘modest in Buffalo. “‘Ladies! “America ‘have. entered into a ~ well as dealing with the pr.
“Raisin in’ Sun”. {Col ‘will Jand.}Man” {Par}: which hints —‘potential, j group ‘{nsurance - plan. for all
on a broad front. Details unspeci- package
To be sold separately ates
~ . fn 10th’ spot... “Last Time’ I Saw? looks. big “in’ Chi, okay in’ Cincy, |’ members
.
,
:
ise,
3
of national ‘exhib- fied as vet.
[" Eric. Johnston, president of the char ked. by 3 major caimpatsn 1s
a' - Archie” (UA) ‘will take 11th place. t good: in ‘Pitt. but. light nt-Washing- - organization
and: their - emWhite
Christinas
“}Motion. Picture Assn. of America. ;
while “Wild’in. Country” (20thi: is |ton. °
a Ployes.
. barely. managing to ‘wind. up 12th; STW Loves”. (MG). ‘still isbig |: Policies : ‘available. “un. a e T and. Emanuel! Frisch, chairman of | Inferesingl: ‘ Christicas” wil} be
‘although ‘strong. in, few. playdates. ‘in’ “Toronto: ‘but. fair.““in.. -Boston.
- group: ‘plan: will cost’:$1--per -pthe American. Congress of Exhit- Biven major marketing emphasis in
“One-Eyed . Jacks’. (Par), - “long. “Saturday.
Night- and — Sunday, $1, 000. a ‘month: or. °$120-: per 3.‘tors, made. a joint disclosure of ;the northern regions of the States,
yesterday
‘Tues : Experience has been the South-annhum for $10 ,000 policy. Al- >: : the’ meeting
‘much. higher’ 6n.. the’ list,.. and. ‘Morning’ (Cont),.. still ‘socko.~
“Never on: “Sunday” “(Lopery are. N.-Y., ‘shapes: big.‘in Boston’: rand lied has’ set up ‘committee to. °: They said invitations..to the se.-.ers areas, “where 2 Nteral White
unknown,
is virtuails
.. §nitiate ‘program. headed by _ sion ‘were sent ‘out by Walter —“Christmas
‘the. runner-up. ‘pix.
‘torried in.:-L. A.
Miz isch, resident of the Screet did not +o top glrongly for the
Batch of ‘new “product! “went: ‘Complete Bozoffice Reports‘on. "s “prexy:- “Marshall Fine, :: Cleve:
\ Pat picture.
he land” circult -‘head.
|
ow | Producers. Guild. wee launched. in current Faund,, “bodes | Pages. &
8-9.)
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“(Col),
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GROSSES

BOFFO 116,
TrapSmashsla000,alin
LA Improves; ‘Gidget’ Good $7100, jexonus
OMAHA; ‘KING’ 0K 86
d|
Ditto; ‘Stooges’126, set’1G,a
Trap’ Whopping 186, Wild’ Oke116,|
a
- Omaha, June 27.
“With four . New entries on tap,|
-biz- is on: upbeat at the downtown.
-first-runs-this session, “Exodus” is.
slick’ at the Admiral: on -opener.
“King -of. Roaring 20s” is okay at
two.:houses.. ‘‘Love «In: -Goldfish
Bow!” ‘at. the. Omaha. is. rated dull.
: “Secret Partner:’’ also new; at State:
is mildish.
Hard-ticket entries || Estimated ‘Total Gross

Pirate’ 126, Sunset’ Nice 96,id
.
Los Angeles, June 27. +
Truce at I. A. first-runs fs pick-?
tng up stiettly this session, backed |
by a pair of hefty neweomers. |
However, generally biz is: spotty. -

“Gidgct

Goes

‘sparking
theatres.

Hawaiian”

Key CityGrosses.

is rated’ Estimated Total Gross:

-(“This'Is Cinerama’’at ‘Cooper and|
ai ‘Spartacus” at Dundee. are picking
a

$21,000 or close jin four;
But the real champ its:

This Week .
$2,160,150
‘Based an "91 cities and.248-

“Parent Tap.” which shapes great
$16.000 at the 810-seat i.ofue. kav.

theatres, chiefly first runs, in:
cluding N.Y.)

“Wild

im

Country’

looms

okay:

$11 GUO in two houses, “Morgan the.
Pirate’

Tooks

like

fair

near im tvo locations.

Last. Year

$12,000 or.

‘Based

“Raisin

in

Sun”

shapes

Jangrun,

currently

light

in two

on

theatres.)

“By Love Possessed” is rated not -

so good in second at the Chinese
with S12. 000 after a torrid opener.
“Last Sunset” loons niee $9.00 or
near
ino second
for two _ spots.

93

cit, ‘$2.63.500

23 cities an

. This ‘Week .......:.: “$604,200 | Midtown’ -while “By “Love. Pose:
(Based ‘on, 30 theatres) :°
| sessed’: ."looks: big at Stanton,” |.
Last Year ....:....- $815,300: .| both newcomers. .:“Snow ‘White. and.

‘yup! a. bit in their- 19th, and fifth |. _
; weeks, respectively.
‘Estimates for This Week
sAdmiral (Blank) (1,239; $1-$1. 50)|
— Exodus” (UA).: Socka $11,000..
‘|Last week,’ “House of ‘Fright? ‘AD
land: “Oneration
Camel” (AD,

Three. ‘Stooges” ‘is rated conly fair -

(Based on. 26°theatres) _

}in' first-at Stanley,
“Angel Baby,”

‘Exodus’Bright
$14000,L'ville

1$4.000 at. $1 top.
| Chief, ‘Skyview ° (Blank) .11,000:

$10,000, Pitt Ace:

houses.

Estimates for This Wesk
Las Angeles. Hol'ywood |wes!i

| with exhibs. :claiming.. that receipts
7 aré. not up: to ‘same time last.year,
|“Parent Trap”. ‘shapes . smash at _

a

|

trant, ° shapes.

Pook

fourth -new. “ene.

sad. at ‘Randolph, i 7

-| “Pleasure. ‘of His Company’ still. As. oe
{hep: in third round at- Arcadia. .
“Last: Suhset’”” is rated ‘bright’ in
second at Goldman. “Two: Women’

‘still is torried in seeand at-the tiny...

-' 1,220; $1)—"King of ‘Roaring 20s”
“4 AA), and. “Gun Fight” -(UA).- Pass‘able. $8.000° or .near.’ Last-. week, | “House of Fright”. t{Al) and “Opera-

Homicidal Wow

in:

1 oniy. Saturday. proved. big ‘at
| fitst-runs here for. current session,. |

‘BroadwayGrasses,

-

; World. “Wild in. Country” looms °*:::*]quiet. in first. holdover stanza. at... : Louisville, June. 27.
the Viking. ”:
tion Camel* (AD, $6, 000.
. “BEKodus" and “Gidget: Goes |:
. Estimates: ‘for ‘This Week .
Cooper (Cooper). (687; $1. 55-!; Hawaiian” ‘are the -only -new. ones’
Arcadia ¢ S&S). 4536;. -99-$1 80)

8dea ‘This 1s Cingrama’ ‘Shar |here ¢urrently. Hard-ticket policy |“Pleasure of0/000ener

$5,200, Last week, $5.000.

‘on former at. the Brown is: making | eek;‘$1 Loo,

A3d

Last. a

Dundee §(C: ooper):. 1500: * $1.55 | this one big: in first: ‘United. Artists
“Boyd. (SW. ‘a.536;“$0.99. 75) 7
Spartacus” (U) 15th wk). |with“Gidget” is. rated fairly good. | “Rxodus” -4UA) (22d. wk):
Pittsburgh, June OT. |5o-201
Okay
Boff showing of “Homicidal” at | Looks. okay" $5.200,. Last | week,
“Wild In. Country” at the Kentucky, $7,000 or close. “Last week, $6.000..:.
the Gateway and fine returns from i$5,000.
;
‘Fox iMilgram) (2.200; 99-$1.80!—. “By Love Pocsessed” at Penn and {| Omaha: (Tristates) (2, 066; 75-$1) is okay and “One-Eyed Jacks’ at|
good biz by “Ladies Man” at Stan-' "Love In Goldfish’ “Bowl”: (Par). the Ohio is passable, both in third “Young: Savages” (UA) (5th: wk),
ley will give the Pitt deluxers. a. Dull $4.000 or ‘under.’ Last: “week, rounds. With schools out juve trade | Oke. $6,000. Last week,-'$7.000."
badly necded lift this round.
An-.|' ‘Wild In. Country”. (20th), $6,000. |
t
hat.
-Goldman’ (Goldman) * 1,200; 99> :
other new entry, “Davs’ of Thrills} Orpheum. (Tristates) (2.877; 75-4.
win
‘B&B-G&S-SW-State)
(1,757; and Lauchter,” shapes strong at 1 $11—** One-Eyed .Jacks” (Par) -“(2d}- _
mstumates tor
eek:
| Bright $11,000 or.thereabouts. Last’
1.106; 2344: 1 800; 90-81.501—"Gid- -arty Shadyside.
“Exodus” is show- '‘ wk). Fair-$7.000 after $12.500 bow. aegen. (Fourth | Avenue) (1100: / week, $14, 000:
oes
eet Goes Hawaiian”
«Coli and “Jazz ing renewed vigor in last and 16th i State (Cooper) .(743; $1)—“Secret.
——“Eyodus” ¢
‘eed 0
Mia
(Gol
r{
Boat” «Col. Fairly rood $21.000 or: round at. the Warner.
Other ho'd- ‘Partner (M-G). and “Two Loves” | with invitation preview, and. looks |
dtown, (Goldinan} 1,000; 99near. Last week. Warren’s,. Bald-. overs, “Lest Sunset” at: Fulton and oM-G):- Mild $4,500... Last week;. like. big $14,000-or near: Last; week, Smash $16,000 ot over. Last..veek,.
win
with Hollywood
Paramount. *“Breathless” at Squirrel Hill re- “ Absent- Minded. “Professor”
(BV) Absent-Minded -P. rofeygor” (Saag in’Sun?” Col). ‘5th, wk), :
Lovola. “Pleasure of His Company
main firm.
, (5th: wk), $5,500...
_ on wk), $6,000.
($6.5
we
2
‘Par’ sist wk. Warren’s,
Baldwin,
tr
‘|.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; ‘-sp—|3 Randolph
(Goldman) (2,500.99
Loyola: 4th wk. Hollvwood Para-; rae nats for This Week
“Wild In Country” .«20th) 13d) wk). I$1.
‘Shea
(1.635:
$1-$1.50\—
ame
Sick.
80)—"Angel
Baby”.
(AA):
mount. “Spanish Affair” (Par) tre- ,.°
ee
foe
‘At
ants oc
0
_ | Likely okay $6,000 or near, Ss
+$5,000. Last week, “Battle Bloody we
issues (Warren’s, Baldwin) «1st wk), $500. Sunset wenk. So000.. Okay |
as last’ week..
{Beach’ :(20th),- $7,000,
‘Two Loves” +M-Gt (40.0.) ‘Loyola)
Gateway tAssociated) (1.900:
Mary ‘Anderson. (Peopie’ $) (900: }.. ‘Stanley. ‘SW A2 500; 99- $1. g0)—_
f)
(2.019.

75

90-8).50-—-“Wild

ini

Camtry”
-20th> and “Right
Approach” «20th
Okay $11.000. Last
week. Las Aneseles; “Not Tonight.’
Henre” cndies, $5400)
Hollywood.
vith State. “Hou-e of Fright” (AT,
“Dead One” «Indie, 57.300.
Warren’s, Waweii. Wiltern, Bald-

tte, pa. 6CATC-FWC)

is takingap Nene Weeat. |§$1.80)—“Last Sunset” (U) 12d’ wk).

12.404,

31.501—“Homic idai™

'Col. »,

825: 90-81 58:—"Vorean the Pirate” :510.000. — J.ast- week,

Wow.
a

“Wild

“
» Country” 20th), $2,500.
7
XE-C
(Indie:
«States,
“Atlantis” . «1M G)i,,“By L
;
(UA).
(Tris, Fair $12. 000 or close. Lastj 160 ove, Possessed”.

keek,

[ris with

Warner

Beverly, | $1

00.

Beverly),

“Mad

Fine

treissues): Fair $4.500.. Last week,. “East Time: I Saw. Archie*..UA) a

Cj

fi
inn

June. 27.

“Jules Verne”

(WB) and -“Bimbo (2d wk), $7,500:.

|Great” (WB), $3.500.

; “Stanton (SW) ‘(1:483: '99-$1,80.—
«
: siBy Love’ Possessed” "\UA. - Big
“Last Time. 1| ‘incy: first-runs look in for a
OhioJacks”
(Setto $1
(900;13d
60-$1)—“One(UA!, $7,500.
(MO'EC)
(750: $1.25)—! modérate “session.:-currently,- but 1£Eyed
(Par).
wk). ‘Okay. $16,000. Last’ week, .“Gone; ‘With

ted

Last week.

Archie”
Orpheum,
“Raisin in Sun” 'Coli! SawShadyside
“ist wk, Iris, Orpheum;
9th wk.!

Warner

_175-$1)—“Dial M: for Murder: (WB |“sgnow’ White and. Three’ Stooges”
in ‘incy‘Fand “Strangers On “Train” (WB) |\20thi:. Fair’ $12,000. Last week,’

in|

ARG) and “Girl in Room 13 i Penn tUATC? (3,300: §1-$1. so_| .

-

‘ theere - are. s6me good ‘spots. .Ef-|seek’
f
$4,500. ‘after. second ‘week's.
$6,000.
Dor Coll” “Days of Thril's, Laughter‘ * (20th). | ect .of soaring home -attendance- {| Rialto ‘Fourth Ayenue) .(1,100;

of Reds- in ‘National League pen(Col)
‘Iris, :FWC)
Orpheum,
$14.700.
+Tall $3,000. Last week, “Angry;‘nant
race is. hurting... “Atlantis”
Vogue
1810: 90-81.50)—: Silence” ' Val) 12d’ wk), -$1,100.

7
$1.25-$2,20)—“This --Is

Cinerama

Wind” .4M-G)
7.000:
ca }$

ireissue)- (8th wk),

Studio (Goldberg): (483;.99-$1. 80) 8

(Cinerama) (11th wk), Nice $6,500 "It’s." -Hot. ‘in: Paradise”, Indie) .

“Parent Trap” ‘BV. Great $18.000.: Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $1. 25)—— 1 and “Mad Dog :Call” ‘holds strong
Tall:
at $oho0n EsAn. Flesh” (Indie) ”
ae
Last week. “Days of Thrills,: “Breathless” (FAW) (2d wk), Fast. at: Twin. Drive-In to retain biz lead| ter 10th week’s $7,000.
$3,100. Last week, $3.:600.
for second week. -Ozoner's. second | ‘United. Artists (Fourth Avenuey bra ae Wild Love" tindie), ee
‘Continued on page 15)
Stanley ‘SW: '3.700: $1-$1. 50)—: side is. good ‘with “Gidget Goes | (3.000; _75-$1.25)—“Gidget
Goes "$2.600 -in. 5‘ days..
Ie)

—~

Mels

—

“Ladies Man’ "Part

Biz Stll IH Rut

“ve

*

Last week,

|

Alb it C
? B of k
ei
ombany
rs

“On

wki, $6,000.

Good $12,000.; Hawaiian”

Double” . (Par) (2d: “China:

and

Only.

“Passport _ to Hawaiian” (Col), Fairly good $9.000 |‘

other

-new.

bill,

;or

close..’ Last ..week,

—

‘‘Atlantis” |._Rrans-Lux TL)

(500; 99-$1.80)

i “Posse ‘From. Hell” ..and "Pha-.j (M-G)-and “Secret, Partner” (M-G); |ei), “So- °. “$3,000. Ls a
Warner ‘SW) (1.516: '$1.50-$2.75). raoh’s’ Wonian.” rates nice at: i $8;500.:
;
$3,500, SO.
ast. wee i-

:——“Exodus”

‘UA) (16th and

final |:Grand.° Palace. -has okay ‘outlook.

"Viki

.“Fanny”
106, ‘Steoses’ Dull 56:|$6.500.
morrow Wed.
I,
week), -

Minneanolis, June. 27.
Film biz is stil! in a rut here
despite rapid shuffling of first-run
pix by exhibs. Five fresh entries
are on tap this session, but trade
still is laggard. “Pleasure of His
Company” at Lyric appears live- |

Stout $8.500.. Last week,. Vror: réissues . of “Raintree Coun-!
‘\WB) .orens to- ay" and “Don't. Go Near. Water.’
“Gone With Wind” ts an. upbeat
°

Double
” Olay$7,
000In”

for 10th ‘and_ final week. at. the |:
Capitol.."Lou Wiethe’s suburban |:

“(sle: .(1.00

ing

ey.

je

1,0 0; 98-91.801—

“wild: “in. ‘Coiintry”. (20th) .(2d wk)...
Quiet. ‘$6,3500. .‘Last week, $10,000. a
‘World. (R&B-Patiie)
(483;° 9G.
os

4 dg
4
a
Slow Buff; ‘Gi ef’96!|W, Fat
eco. wast cl 6,
soo.
ees

“Buttalo, June 27...
‘Company’ Loud $9,000, after 13-week :winner with “Ex-: . First-run:- ‘trade.
shapes generaily|
-odus,” .- relights:: ‘June’ 30. with |
Port; ‘Homicidal’ 76 “Fanny. ” “Tadies ©Man” ‘looms |.brutual. here currently. “Qne- ‘of D.C.Down; ‘Stooges’ Slow

liest newcomer.

“David and Goli-|

ath” is rated fair at State.

““Snow|

ane geluxer, ‘dark: bet frame |.
:

Portland, Ore., June 27.
tpassable. ‘in second at Albee...
‘Estimates for This. Week.
Soaring heat and outdoor com- |-.Albee (RKO)

‘few. bright spots is ‘the Center |
| Where. “On. the Double’”. is heading:|

13:100:. $1-$1. 25)—. for. an “okay: take. - “Gidget. Goes |

White and Three Stooces” at Or-} Petition and shows: are cutting
Theum looks very dull, in ‘initial, @¢e€P into first-run take this week. j “Ladies Man’’ «Par) 12d wk), Oke ‘Hawaiian” is- rated mild: at Century.
| However. some new entrants are! $7500 after $10,500. preem.:

a

.

"$10,000,‘Bowl’ Big86, =

- ‘Company’ Tall96, 2d”

Washington; June. 4
outing. Weekend ball games with
Capitol (SW-Cinerama). (1.400; "Never On Sunday” looks “hotsy ‘in Rash - ‘of . what appeared to be 7
N. ¥. Yankees blamed, too, for of- doing well. “Pleasure of His. Com- |$1-$1.50
— “Gone
With
Wind” third at tiny: Cinema.
Elsewhere,
fich tone
, pany” Homs: faney at the Broad-::
strong’ entries. Jast session. “gener- ~~
°
;wayv. “Homicidal” shapes lusty. at (M-Gt
‘treissue). -'10th-final |wk). biz looks mild-to sad.
ally fell short of. expectations, and
Estimates for This Week
: Orpheum. “Love in Goldfish Bowl” |Swell $9,500. windup. against -$7.500 |~
Estimates: for. This Week.
first-run. trade this Yound is. rated -.
Academy
‘Mann’
‘947; $1.25- is rated stim at,Music Box.
in ninth round. “Last Time. I.Saw | - Buffalo ‘tLoew) ‘3,500; 75--$1)—— modest.. Slow: pace. is. commonly
$1 50°—"Raisin in Sun” 'Col) 12d
Estimates for This Week 4 Archie” (UA) 'opéns June 28 for: “Last. Time I Saw. Archie” UA)
attributed :to -clear,-‘cool. weekend.
wk?:. Modest $4,000.
Last. “week, | Broadway
‘Parker’. (1.890: $1- | fortnight,
and. “When. Clock. Strikes”. (UA): weather: driving both’ townfalk and ,
$6.500. “On Double” ‘Par’ opens ;$1.50)—"Pleasure of. His Company” |: -Esquire .“Art: iShor) 1500; $1.25)— ! Slow. $10;000 -or ‘close. Last: week, ‘tourists ‘outdoors...
”Friday !30).
(Par). Fancy $8,000.
Last week,
“Dentist In: Chair” +Indie} 12d ‘wk. |“Atlantis” «MG) and. “Green” HelAmong -the™ initialers, 8Snow. - a
[met (M-G), $10. 900. *.
Century :Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150; ;“Gorgo” ‘M-G)} and “Green Hel- ; Fair $1, 200... * Lagt:..week. $2.000.
White and Three. Stooges”. Shapes: a
$1.75-$2.65'---“Windjammer™
‘NT’ met” M-G), $3,800.
Grand: (RKO); 11,300: “$1-$1. 2511 ‘Center (AB-PT)- (2,000; 70-$1)— slow:at Capitol. “Love in Goldfish“: °
treissue) (3d wkt
Healthy 59 000. | Fox ‘Evergreen) ¢1,600; $1-$1 49)! “Posse From -Hell.” (0) and. “Pha-. “On “Double”: (Par), Okay". $7,000. Bowl” is rated big. at: the: Town,
in while “Five .Golden Hours”: is
Last week, $11,700.
:—“Gidget
Goes Hawaiian” (Col). | -aoh’s Woman” (U). Nice .$7,000. |or over:. .Last” week, - “Wild |

ety
Gopher ‘Berger? 11.000: $1-$1. 25)! tand “Warrior Empress” TCol) (3d ‘Last week. “Raisin. In. Sun”, 4Col). Country” (20th),: $6,000,
—"Wild in Country” (20th) 12d! wk). Lively $5.000. Last week,' 13d wk), $6. 000. .
Century (UATC) 12,700: 10-$i)\—
i Guild . “Wance) _ 1800: - “SI 25) “Gidget Goes Hawaiian”. (Col) and
wk)
Modest $5.000. Last’ week, $6.700.
$6.500.
; Hollywood
Evergreen)
(1.900: ;' “Two-Way
Stretch”
Indie)” 2d |«ngost Dangerous Man Alive” (Col)..
Lyric

-1.000;

of His

Brisk $10.000

$1.$1.25.—

$1-$1.49)

Company”. 'Pari.. “Caine

or close.

—

“Pleasure of.

“Picnic”
(Col)
and j wk). Hotsy. $2.200 for. Bain -ovet |NTild. $9,000.
Tast. week. “Warrior ‘good: second. stanza at. Keith’ So
‘tCol) ‘reissues. ; $1.900 opener.
‘Empress”. -(Col). and “Mad | ‘Dog
': Estiamtes for: This. Week
. :
Last week. “Ben-Hur” | Hyde ©Park. Art «Shor: (500; Coll”.-(Col); -$3,000.
‘Ambassador-Metropolitan “«SWy)..
“One-Eyed Jacks 'Par) ‘5th wk), (M-G) (15th wk)? popscale, $3,300. Ee.25)—"Beware of Children” (In-| ‘Lafayette (Basil). (3.000: 70-$1)—
41,480;. .1,000; -:
90-$1.49). a-, “Last:
$5.000.
|
. Orieutal (McFadden) (2,100; .$1) die). . Sa-so ‘$1,100. Last ‘week, ““Curse’ of Werewolf’ :U) and Sunset”.
¢U)- (3d- wk). Fair: $9,000.
Mann + Mann? ‘1,100: $1.25-$1.50)!—Black Sunday” (AI) and “Little “Hitler's Inferno” tIndie), $800.
“Shadow of. Cat” (Ur. Sad $3,000. Last week; $10,500."
~
Ms
or
—-“Return to Peyton Place’ ¢20th) iShop of Horrors” (Al). Modest. $3.- | ‘Keith’s ‘Shor’. ‘1.500; 90-$1. 25). Last week, “Last-Sunset” (U) and
Apex (K-B) (940; 75-§1. 101-*Big (3d wk). Okay $7.500. Last: week, .500. Last week, “King Solomon's —_ ‘Last Sunset” (UW) 12d wk). “Slow “Ole Rex” (YJ). (2d: wk), $4, 000. .
| Deal” -(Indie). (3d) wk).: Oke:$3, 400. Cae
$4,500. ‘ Last week, $6,500.
£9,000.
“Fanny” -WB) opens Fri- Mines” (M-G) and “Knights Round
Paramount (AB-PT). (3.000:. 10- Last. week,. $4, 000.
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$f.80!—"'Gone With. Wind" 4AM-Gr
Vista —
“Fabulous World ©Juies “Wild - -In.Country” (20th)... and
Fenway ‘Indie: +1359
$159. 1
(B00:
$1
50-$3.50:—"La
Dolce
Vita"
‘(reissue) (8th. wk), . :.Fast $9.000. }
Verne” : (WB) and “Bimbo Great” |:.“Right - -Approach”. (20th). Niice Last week, -$10,000. :
tAstor) (1th wk, The 19th week “Tt Happened in Broad Dray diate?
CWB), $33,000.
Fair $2,009
Last)
week,
ended Saturday
(24> soared -to_ ‘Cont
‘$7,000. or... under: . Last’. -week;: sito Altists. (UA) a 667: $1.23-;|
‘Empire’ (Durwood) (1,280; $1- “Trapp Family”. (20th) and “Fiere-: :
)
“Alamo” (UA}: ‘6th. wk). : giant $28.500. including Saturday “General Della Rovere” Conte ‘sea $1.50)—“One-Eyed: “Jacks”. (Par) est: Heart’”: (20th), $5,000. run? (2d wk), $2,000.
j}-midnight
show.
‘Upbeat
reflects
Fair $5,000. Last week, same:
(5th wk, .Okay: $4, 500: ‘Last week,
Inc.)
|full week: of daily matinees plus - Gary :‘Sack 61,277, $125-$1 60)
State (Loew) :.(3;200: - 65-90): —
: Musie- Hall. -(Cinerama,
$3,500.
. “Last. ‘Time I: Saw -Archie” . (GA). a,
208: |$1:20-$2.65)—"This Is Cin-|.the added: midnight pe:formaner - “La Dolce Vita" ‘Astor. -19th
Kimo. (Dickingoni (604; 90-$1.25) and “When. Clock. Strikes”. (U). erama”’. ‘(Cinerama) (reissue). (4th ‘The ‘ninth was $22,600. Now play- wks Fancy $8,000)
Last week,
; sam
—"Never- ‘On : Sunday” (Lope) :(2d ‘Fair $7,000.. Last |week, “Ring. of wk), _ Steady, $12,000: Last . week, ring.
matinees every day.
:
Kenmere
(ndie’
-790,
$1 3f-run). ‘Baek .to. this house. after a Fire” (M-G) and “Green Helmet”
Palace (RKO: (1,642: 90-$2 50!
Night, Sunday
Maornvery --pleasant run -nearly a: year {M-G), $4,500.mi
Krim “(Trans-Luxs “Last Sunset” (U:. (3d wk. initial |“Saturday
ago. Then ‘good, this time sock at | Strand (National Realty) (2.200: (1,000; $1 29-$1.65) — “Love and holdover frame concluded yester- -fing” «Cont: (6th wk». Stout $7,$3,500; holds, Last week, -“Picntc. .65-90)—“‘Warrior Empress” (Col) )|Frenchwoman”
(Indie) .(2d. wk). ‘day (Tues.) was big $24.000 after Oy Last week, same.
Metrepolitem (NET; (4.357, 90in. ‘the /Grass” ‘Undiey Gth- Wke5 -and “Most Dangerous %ian. Alive” Socko. $7,000. Last | ‘week, $7,500, $20 000 for opener:
-days', $800..
(Col), ‘Dull. $3,500... : Last - week, | Mereury (UM) .(1,465;: $1-$1 80)—
Forum ‘Moss! (813; 90-$1.80:— $1.25:—“Trapp Family” (20th) and
/ Paramount ‘(Blank-United -Par) “Friendly: Persuasion” Ay ‘e- “Spartacus” (U) (2d wk).Fise $14,- “The Truth” (Kings). ened 80 — Save of Thrills, Laughter " 120the
1500.Last week, $14,700
700
issues),
$2,500.
- (Continued on bees 16)”
day (26). in abead, “Baisia io
(Continued on page 13)
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stian FestBids
Maas Sees Hong Kong Exhib Squeeze [San Seba
‘One-Eyed Jacks’ Plus Tinternational Sound
S
T
matis
Cartoon
‘Dalmatians’
Going To Highest Levelsin Wash.
2
London
,
.
Madrid, June 20.

Tokyo,

Of pes

ctl

Blited2eGets

convineed
cre which

be

presen

‘thined have 71 film houses with |

Official American entry at. San
that the total seating capacity of 70.751. ‘Sebastian International Film FesThere are eight tirst-runs in Hong
must he| tival will be Walt: Disney’ Ss.cartoon:
Kong and five in Kowloon; three
lexcls in second-run houses in’ Hong Kong! :feature. “101 “Dalmatians,” accord-|

June

en

20.

thre highest
Vass ten.”) said
Far
East
Tish As ceepee Irving Maas
He
cot referrmmg to exiibtor:
feaeese
cceated
in Heng
Kong
teeaneune

3

, and four in Kowloon. Prior to the
ruling, 14 of the total, including
10 first-run houses, showed mainly
American. tilnis while 25 of total

bocked

— domestic

product

Clarke. on the screenplay of D. .H. ‘Lawrence's: “Lost,” Girl.” Before: & :

heading for Switzerland on July: 7, Wald hopes. to. find: tire for. a.
to Dublin with |director Jack’ Cardiff. to. scout’ locations’ for
Danziger Brothers—Edward J..‘and Harry. Gee—have _
capital city. Festival. will also in-{ “Ulysees”.
ing

te

vite

reports: from

Marlen

Jacks. ”

the. Basque: quickie

Brando § “One-Eyed: Started. filming: a.new comedy at their. Elstree studios. It’s titled “She:
Always Gets Their Man,” and. is being directed by.“Godfrey. Grayson - :Sears, Terence Alexander,..
‘Sally Smith -and William. Fox —

-| with. An
Other films in contest ‘will. 4n-|_
. Adam

€x-

Faith, currently starring in “What a ‘Whopper’ at Pinewood, '- .-

by the clusively.
. clude “Hijo del Hombre” Son. of'|*celebrated his 21st. birthday on June 23. Pic is. being. made by: Viscount. 7
Man). .from Argentina, Poland's: Films for release through ‘Regal International.rep ink ,
“While la\ing principal stress on°
‘Joseph: Losey. is. «-.

merths age
tS) Treasury

f: Gin

Juttsee

, Jerry Wald arrived here to confer: with Nunnally Johnson on: actipt:
‘of “Mr, Hobbs Takes 4 Vaéation,” for James Stewart, and with T: E..B.:

“Jattends’
M.
Le
President, ™
forbidding the national interest factor,” Maas Great’ Britain’s. “Very. Important} ‘directing “The-Damned,” ‘formerly titled “On_ the. ‘Brink’, in which
product in? continued, ‘‘there is of. course the Person” and: ‘‘The Bonds”. entered: Shirley Atine Field and Macdonald Carey. appear..-It’s ‘a Hanmer pro-. «
duction for: release’ through Columbia. ‘Miss .Fields heads for :the.”
side as it effects our
dic furst run Astor Theatre, Kow- | economic
by Czechoslovakia,
Other. -.con- .Moscow fest next month for the screening |out-of-competition, of “Sats es
these’ three. theatres
Metro-: ‘servicing
Jean,
pea
thre second-run
testants. for the Golden’ Seashell: vurday_ Night and. Sunday Morning. ”
Jtje ard Sf gthay in Hong Kong. ‘has seriously affected our potential !
;at the July 8-17 fest are expected|.
Cheer
is ideed an reports that: in this market. This applies par- ‘from
Italy,
Franee,
Germany,|
to
the
Astor, Which
Cormtes: tf psfercsts are operahing ticularly
Mexico and ‘Canada. ‘Spain: -will be.
those be:ses A fourth. theatre, the’ ranked as one of the highest-gras- represented by. “‘Milagro para -losi{
: Jules “‘Dassin beginning his cupdated’ film version::SOF “the. classic oe
goead sm Toberty in Hong Kong, sing theatres in the Colony. In the Cobardes” ‘Miracle for. Cowards>
“Phedre”. with UA backing and. in. English: “Pie wilh be made here. ange...
since the Astor was
#\ostris
ounder- invesugation
but’ 15 nignths
directed
‘by
“Mur-Otl
and
‘starring:
in
Greece and is about a woman who ‘falls. in loye with ner’ “stepson. ae
Gur companies
have
neaneobire
tacnet
be served
by designated,
The.anguished femme is being played by Melina Mercouri, the son by ots
found it increasingly difficult .to Ruth. Roman.
the
(eraiate
there
beehins tf American

Paris

Wink

fedsas

7

ree

Venice Film-Festival! ‘Tony .Perkins, and: the: husband, py Raf Vallone. It. all'takes- place’ in a

Former

ihe as Laced on 1917 Trading release their films in an orderly. director Floris . Luigi:. Ammannati: -big internationat biz-circlés ... . Cy’ Howard: here for.a: vacation’
Wee tee
With the Eneas Act which, m in- find advantageous ;nianner.”
will participate on the Golden Sea- Fred Zinnemann felt a bit ‘strange, if gratified, at. ‘the-récent week ‘of: terpretatien ny the Treasury rep,!
shell jury along: with Mexican di- his films given at the’ French’ Film-Museum, the. Cimematheque'Fran-~ ::
ylaces
Chunese
Comuiunist
mer-'
a
‘rector Emilio Fernandez, - Spanish; caise, in homage. to.his career. “It makes me feel already. embalmed,” re
toacis and theatre owners in the
.CFitic Carlos’ Fernandez Cuenca,: he ‘opined. ‘To shake ‘this off he headed stateside.to. besin. prepping ~~
feree catecery. This agnores films _
‘Longtime. Yank resident. John Berry, who; ‘recently :di-:
and Germany's Paul Verhanven,, “Hawaii.” ..
ws onens
and
information
media |
‘|reeted a hit play in London,. Jean-Paul .Sartre’s “Loser. Wins;” says’ it
with others still to be named.
and) satel opinion-makers for the’
Dolores del Rio. ‘will attend: as a brought. several film directorial offers ‘which, is .his main line.. But.in 7
Ametioan
cause,
Maas
argues,
keeping ‘with burgeoning |international film. biz, his main callers were «|:
member
of
the.
jury
awarding
the
(yrcanal
fats
was
designed
tq
Pearl of Cantabrica, for ‘the: best: package people. with’ coproduction -plans.involving |‘both little cand. big mo
daay Germany access to strategic.
countries, :and -he ‘was bombarded. with. big. novels, scripts etc. But all
|
Spanish
film.
u
c
lentaasel
and
tureign
exchange
{ seem’ nebulous. and. unformed. “What; ‘price “success,” ‘sighs-Berry: His: |
By EVELYN LEVISON™
_ The festival this’ year will initi- last French-made pic. to. play.the: U.S: was “Tomango.” Berry is a Yank .”-..
Guemg the first World War.
Johannesburg, June 20.
ate a series .of ‘Seminars on films ‘stage-pie director and. actor. .The 14th Locarno|Film -Fest: in. SwitzerMas contends that, aside from
For the first time in South for children and will.arrange spe-. land will:have a ‘retrospective of over-20.of Fritz Lang’s German .and .
eccnenies, the ban acts contrary.
te American aims by reducing out: |Africa, the 30-year-old-‘Entertain- | cial showings for moppets at which American: releases and he is also expected to be'on-the jury. to. judge °
film opinion in per-: > ments ‘Censorship! Act has been adult specialists..in.the’ field will the. over 20.“pix in competition. There will- also be a $1,000 prize -for:.
Jets tor US

Fuss Over ‘Suzie

Peps Advance Sale

world’s
most
sensitive t
haps
the
applied to a ‘straight, play.. Alceld war area and at same time
g:ves added
release to Chinese . though every film is scrutinized
Comiumst film propaganda.
} by a Board of Censors, until now
No Results From Appeals
the stage has been free to present
Recenth returned from a thre e- ;al] offerings.
week
swing
of Southeast
Asia, | In choosing “The World Of Suzie
Maas toid Varirty, “Repeated apeals
by
myself.
and’ the
rep-; - Wong” Brian Brooke, actor-manmsentalives of the American. Film j; ager and owner of the Brooke Thezoard in Hong Kong have brought ° atre in Johannesburg, -unwittingly
he results. Qur State Department - put a match to the fuse. Schedand the LSTA are under constant:
pressure to improve the boxscore ,'uled to open at the Braoke on
«f our counter: propaganda effort.” ‘May 25, the production. claimed
Maas said. “Turner Shelton, the: press headlines when most of the
VSIA film chief direets a globeChinese cast walked out after the
exrcing orpanization and personcommunity—a week beativ travel. to the remote corners ; Chinese
‘fore
curtain-up—voted the play.a
of the carth in the interests of our
naticrpal ium etfort: his boss, Ed: slur on. its national virtue. ‘Brooke.
Muries. 20 doubt spends sleepless |
postponed ‘the opening, made .renichts tooking of how to utilize;
Vise ndermaiional
media to hest | placements ‘also Chinese} and was

| study ‘tot ‘audience. reactions.

| the best: first pic ‘by a filmaking newcomer.. . There. will also be.an . -

| exposition

\Germany’S.
Film

eexvantiace

pict!

But

by the

the Treasurys,

book.”

Maas

Biz Climbs In

of*the. French film’ pioneer

George. Melies han-’ -

.. After: seeing the. Polski. ‘spectacle

‘Rome

eee

|

Christopher Fry will. write the-Ainal- screenplay. for ‘Dino- Detaus ene.
| tiis’ $25,000 ,000. production of. “The Bible” -but battery of other writers” ~
| will prep an outline for him in meantime | ; Susan Strasberg: may ap- ~:~
pear in Damiano Damiani’s “Isola. di- Arturo,” : from: Elsa: ‘Morante. 7
novel: in Italy... . Francoise Sagan expected -here-to write ‘story. on _
‘shooting .of. “Giuliano” for worldwide. press: ‘handouts. by. ‘producer, Ga-: wee
latea Films... . biopic: of famed ‘bandit ‘is on location ‘in. Sicily... :

Many
Markets
~ Frankfurt, June: 20. *”

;

|:

| Director Pietro. Germi’s -{llness’. has. delayed. shooting: of. “Divorce—
Despite the ‘German’ producers” Italian. Style!’. (Lux-Vidés-Galatea) for two. months... , star Mareello”

complaints: about “dwindling: film|Mastroianni had to ‘meet. previous commitments. to ‘appear . ‘opposite’ 7
grosses at’ home and ‘the fact’ that" B.B. in her “Private. Lives,” now under way.in. Switzerland. . . Mae.
stroianni’s recent: ‘The: Assassin,” . diréctéd hy Elio: Petri, .is. Italy:is‘SEC="

the “American. picture °“ industry,- ‘ond entry at Berlin Fest
which. takes big profits out of :Ger- | Italy- ‘at Locarno Fest in.
many,
doesn’t. present ©enough (Worldwide) by Columbia
Miklos Rozsa, here to
German pix in the .U. S., the lat-

. “Nude Odyssey” .(Cinierizr reps _
this week, .
July’: ae “Nude” already bought’ fortelease .
Pics.,’ ‘for. reported $200,000.
~_.
record music ‘for “King :of Kings’* ‘yeports

he’ll also.do ‘Mutiny on:the Bounty”.. , Angie. Dickinson,-sez'a local . ._.
est statistics indicate |‘that -the’ report, will be honored by a 6-feot statue “Of self: (by. Assen -Peikoff)) .
German. film ‘profits from | other. erected in Sicilian village where she recently finished “Jessica”: (Dear). '
lands. are on the increase. During |. . Vittorio DeSica would like Burt Lancaster ‘for. his upcoming “Se
the first: 11 ‘months of 1960, .ac- questrati ‘di Altona,” to play a:.Nazi_ officer .. ...: New target date ‘for’.
“The. Leopard”: September with. ‘Luchino Visconti casting Faoio Stoppa: i
cording to-word: just out’ from, thet,in role of Angeliea’s father ‘in pic version.of Di. Lampedusa took..

rehearsing the newcomers when
another blow fell. Under pressure,

#0-

pointed

in memory

dled by the French Film Museum...

‘|pie “The. Teutonic Knights” ‘French .producer Raoul -Levy.. Tematked
jhe. would like to do a film with its.director, Alexandre. Ford. :
"
ns

cet
ocies the practical realities jit is beHeved, trom the parents of
a! ten ccanion and hanipers their ; for mer cast members, the Minis> ter of the Interfo: suspended all.
€ibert~ ae Hor: ° hong,
"perlormances pending ‘approval of:
“Were tag USES spends @ huné
Gree
oO Gadiws oro more par! -the script by the Board of Cen- German Filny. Export. Union, ‘there “Two Enemies” ‘DeLaurentiis) has been retitled.““The Best of. Enc mies? no —
i-Sors. The Entertainments Act gives
Year te peretiete the dren Curtain :
. David Niven-Alberto Sordi’ starrer: is winding in.Rome alter: Israeli vrs
the Minister power to veto. anv “Was - a 10°¢ increase’ in Gernian
at!) oceh? the dime in the rest. of*
PT
:
;
Spt
filn. er public entertainment
if; film ‘grosses. in’ foreign lands, ‘for: ocations e's Columbia: Feleases die cert
and the State Depart- |
Hmeapt

oat

qt al

creat

‘the Board

COSt

sieves

fer

Spumsers |

appearances

orld to counter-otis
rc gest
achivites,
se are
faa
the offer seein
" et
preparanc ia eebass
We tes

Thiqetee fi.
Qf
bee
Beech
fetiisc
fe. Phesees

ct

of Censors considers it

ba total ‘of around $6,250,000,

may give offense to religious con- |. “German, pix ‘during. that perlod
Viclions or fechngs of any scction iplayed. in about: 40 ‘foreign counGf the community, or is. calculated: itrics.
while biz in Europe.. has.
to tiring any section of the y-ub- i slowed: somewhat, rettirns are up
he rte cidicute or contempt..
iin the. Far East: and South Amer-

” Mexico: City.

.
|

Mexican fans. now. “petting glimpses. of American favorites’ as. with a
reyised downward. salary. demands, impresarios .dicker ‘for. ‘services. of

Jayne Mansfield, Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Benny Geéodmat.. This. ...

activity follows-on successful engagement of. Jarié Russell,’ ‘being, fol.
ica.
However. .another complaint lowed up. by Mamie Van Doren .
Rosaura :Revueltas,:. Castro..s) i=" of the West ‘German: film indusiry -pathizer, working to sign. up. Mexican. talent to revitalize. dead night: |ep
cesta tres
has
taken
the
inothe press with no derinite, er .is that everywhere the West ‘Ger-. clubs. of Havana; Theatrical, tv: radio and film.contracts are also’ to: ¢
Tes?
feet
$ sco onet tm tee mae
a-sured, opening date unfil- the ; Mans -£0, they .find that. the -Red- be dangled before- Mexican. ‘talent but ‘only fly in ointment..ts.. ‘that: ..
fetta rete dest? Bt, ‘¢ US
te pro@ecision
of the Boaid was. mice “financed. ‘East. Germans have beat -Mexico’s National -Assn. of: Actors will not give: grecn:. light. or-‘blésge.
|
sass gg oe f. Ateerticgm
known. . Mesnwhile
much
. Extras here,
~
rublic= | ‘em in a ‘battle for. the’ new: busi- ‘ings to: members who want to do their-turns..in. Cuba-.
InGtiar:
pees #s
og
HReng
Rom
Hy
by
say
of news breaks, tull-: ness.. The: Soviet.. Zofie’s DEFA;. ‘who get but $3.50 a day -without- fringe benéfits,. ‘would Tike- to get a
Tews
because THAN may be asfeatures: and sub- - which is financed: by-the Comimu- 100° boost but will settle for 40 or 50°%, according ‘to-their reps’.
teciaeedl
thoes)
ovemticted
by page Senday
in amportant dailies en- THst state. is offering lower-priced Ismael Rodriguez, row. that Toshiro -Mifune. has: completed first: pie*‘Gascsated caftetais As gee
ai leaders
yeort
ofa ited
“the Aster Tiaea- hanced an already lively. bau, nee films and. better. terms’ in such. ‘ture, wants him for “The Paper Man,” fable centering ‘around ‘humble
-campaign,
and the banning <t‘m-. neutral countries ‘as India, Pakis- ‘Mexiecun who. finds high’ denomination | bill ‘and: troubles this. wealth |
die
ore Bersvdcecs, the Farcest ame
miatod more interest. controversy
lan.. the United
Arab: _ Republic, brings him. Script based on:a.‘Luis Spota idea. and Mifune agr eeable
drestave
nce crea, witeh trem
}to. do it, providing his home -studio Toho. Films sanctions...”
a
,and
a@ecassion
among the general Ceylon: arid: Morocco. |
tTese fe tree
ef CS @permne ubttl
pubic Tian #oy play within local *
Me
tie toe a Ot
tna fed naticnal
: In addition,' the Export: Union . Peliculas. Mexicanas. ‘admits. having. lost . around $4,000.000. in ‘Latin:
‘American
‘area
in
past:
several:
‘years
because
of
economic...
‘political
nemeory..
Even.the
Bikini-Blitz,
un. Suggests, ‘it’s ca. bitter blow for the:
i oS
Co The tno iepertuit
upheavals. Now exchange controls in Chile, Ecuador and: Brazil adding ©
Stherean
files
om. leashed hy producer Tauhie Kush- | entire free
Western: world ‘that
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Minisic * advised

* business’

films.

do

Bandera. Molino,. distributer -prexy. said -that:.
‘maybe it would be.zr: good. idea to really. make a did for Eur opean: and: :
“Asian- markets now
. Henry Spits again raising Mexican union. hopes |
im ‘promising -to. dicker for shooting ‘of 10° medium ‘budget: ‘oaters .in:

their. best

in - ‘the. German- ‘speaking

of Cenuse:s.
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Saitzman_ “Followed after .a briet” wade
New Prod.SetupFormed |T stopover
. in Patis:. |Tisey: ‘plan: to
agente a releasing deal: With | a
By Broccoli, Saltzman ? distributor. Several
--ocher ©.
most
the F leniing watt

INany Speak Ger- |

@a-- second

Lching. : profitabie

of? tuaronean

but: unions eagerly promising full.:
cooperation and .no pay hikes or abuses. . Third International’ News-..
reel Congress unfurls. here Oct. 17. with ‘first Short- Subjects. Festival: :slated ‘for ‘same time,. ith President. Adolfo. Lopez Mateos’+ doing. in: :

countries - ‘as. Belgium.

E.Netherlands.

tongue. -

CoveTale, “eames: South ‘America

met ned) Seuth

debanaesbure
Lie.

The

TL his “European.

re REWL

Mexico..No definite deal mentioned

the

and

list of. the

‘Then ;

finally |.

export. slands’ for the}

.

London; June 20...

. preperties. ‘apart from

ed:by:the: fe
A. R. (Cubby? Broccoli: and Hare’istories, have been. acquit
.
:
The Export.” Union. claims. ihat ry Saltzman have joined forces in j Partnership.
i8 althouch: very few “German. ‘films: a-‘new production setup. As asstirt,.
It-ig stressed that the pidiect is -

of West” German’ ‘films:

DIENts

play

on: American

‘screens. those

they have

acquired screen

rights |quite separate. from Warwick Films, - -..°- oe

her WOM amy. Amerwinch do-get. in:do relatively. well. to all the. Ian” Fleming. yarns ‘onlin which Broccoliiis partnered with. *. "5 2 When, , “leoS In spite of ‘all the promises of the: James Bond, and plan to. put the? ; Irving. Allen.: They: ‘indicated, some... 7
Heber

Breche Cenmpany wet new South -Common Market. however, France first into production in Britain this . while back that they would go:their -:
African’ receeds last: year vweth- H; Placed anly number 10 in the ex- ‘fal}. Initial one will. be: “From Rus- own ° Way oDp- ‘eertain'° - projects,.
Irma Lo Donce.” he was Ne -tor ‘port receipts for Gerinan- films, sia With Love.”
thaugh Warwick wass stillan active: .
cem-; lee Frpe, to Heather Jene's lama. | tolloned by Itaiy. and Japan, —
Broccoli -has: planed toN.¥. “and entity.:

oan
tbe
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Vick. pier ta her Sundré-s” revival they. must: compete with the Reds;
ef $he Women? Gapher this. te)at, since these East German films are
wud ¢evan. much space tac ehlecuig loaded with. Soviet propaganda
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Maas Calis It Vitel Area
“Bas
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Postponed. once again. “Suzie
Wong” continued to-he advertised.
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FINDS PROD.
iera"ALARCON
'NationalFilm Finance Corp. Shows
GOING TOUGH IN MEX."
$51,a0Profit FewerAsk Pix Loans

Looms;toHandle8-10PixYearly,

cals

‘Mexico City, June 20..-

i Gabriel: ‘Alarcon; . ex-exhibition
; magnate’. here,’ ‘and. now. -owning. al
cinema chain in. Venézuela,; now ‘at-;

‘Parts, ‘June aT. +
. Je now: ‘looks likely. that - 1962}
“will. be a-big: ‘show: biz year. here.

Two‘Spartacus’Records _| produetion,

. Because besides the ‘promised: sec=

is

INTERNATIONAL

4“ st. dames'e’ Street,
Street Piccadjity _

‘tempting

London, June 27.

“KingsleyGets ‘Kitchen

to’ get’ ‘started. in México}

-‘lost’: the*first round.

| The National Film Finance Cor
:poration, the government

film bank,

'made a profit of about $51,500 for
1 London, June 20.
Hong Kong, June. 20... " Quiring Ordaz Rocha, ‘head of fed‘all .probability a French -“Hoily-|.“Just ‘as: ‘anticipated, | “Spartacuis' 5‘erally: owned circuits, categorically |. ‘Ed. ‘Kingsley. has acquired VU. S the- year ended last Mareh 31,
wood” built.on the Riviera. by -pri-. (UC) Has established: two records. :in :- turned. down: bids.amade by unions Trights to “The Kitchen.” the ACT though_in that perlod added fewer

. ‘orid ‘vidéo ‘chain; ‘there ‘will: be .in|:

production.
based
on
Arnold
vate and.’ ‘governmental interests. the Colony. -_Opus Set. an- -alitime ‘10 guarantee exhibition: time to infilms than in any year sitce It was
: It) will. be: called, ‘tentatively, the | boxoffice. mark.’ with $117,273 :on dépendent :producers. Rocha: said { Wesker’ s-first play. Film was made set up back in 1948.
by
the
technicians’
union
own
proCentre: Malraux oy the.Cite Euro-| first-run-in 49 days, Previous: b:0: the .circuits..must give preference
‘duction
company,
without
a
dis-.
In’ the 12 month
period, the
~-peene’ Du Cinema (The- European: high was. Yegistered| by “10° Coin ‘to’ films: madé. by “producers ,allied|
NFFC approved loans of nore tian
j}mandments” (Par). which did ‘$89,aa sith: .official’ distributorships and tribution deal. for Britain.
Cinema’ City)...
‘On completion: of the pie, UK
‘that ‘the ‘State has to protect its
.
This’ move
has been - bruited! 792 in 48 days: 7 .*:
$2,900,000
towards
the
production
“ about. here for. ‘the. last 16 years |' ‘The. 49-day. run. “by.“Spartacus” own interests” in assuring exploi- rights were | picked up by British of 30 feature films, enzht shorts
‘but ‘now. it looks. like’ a: becoming!‘was. the: ‘longest run by: any: film; *tation -for. films financed. with’ Film Lion; with overseas rights going to
Lion’: Interifational. It was the lat- “and one series af 39 vidfilm. Profit
_Yeality. . The main ‘private interests ‘foreign ‘or “Mandarin, here. “Com-. "Bank funds: |
ter company. which made the deal participation, which is a condition
tot will ‘be: ‘the’ pic: producing-distrib- maridmen ” lasted 43 days: on’ first- t “Any“free: time, .after. all. conimit
:of making a loan when the risk
' petup -of. Maurice Jaequin, | UF A-. run, Recently,: a Mandarin. ‘film..: > ments,: ‘would be- available to ‘in- with Kingsley.
imoney is dependent on the fitm
Comacica; -atid .‘the’: Studios.” Bow-|‘‘Les: Belles,” displgced ‘110C’s" dy’‘dies.. But there's little hope of ex-]._
recovering its costs, amounted to
tensive
‘exhib
dates.
for
them.
It's cg e
logne Co.. of :,Paris. .:The govern-|irenning
48 days. And now this:rec-approximately $555.000.
Ment is also:to come in. for a. good-'- ord
- has: epee > ‘smashed by ‘reported: that —Alarcon “has .about
Jokn
Terry.
NEFC
managing
7
$8,00,000
‘available
for.
-production
_‘|y'share: It probably will -be-main: :“Spartacus,”

- ‘activity, Now with official doors Smgapore
_ ‘[closed, ‘the only recourse are’ indie;

|
director,

Starts

explained that the bank
‘had approved approxhnately 90° o
of the applications received
Also,.
that the reduction in the number
“new ‘studios:-“The Victorine will, be.
of films aided was due to an im“’ @losed: down ‘soon,.
creasing: tendency for films to be
a Money: already- has. ‘béen °‘put |
..;. Singapore, ‘June 20.
iwholly financed without) reeourse
“: down for. -the-. land: ‘situated.. near.
Construction
on’
Singapor e's:; to the corporation, and because the
_ +, Grasse which. is :not: far froni Nice:
million-dollar’ National
Theatre industry Itself and private sources
Nt is. pointed” out, bythe’. future
chas begun. Robert. Newman, acous- !‘were
assuming
ai larger rews head: of -the studjos, - Dominique }.
‘tics. authority, is here engaged by sponsibility for the risk money
.
London,’ June: 20...
iawe Ponchardier: : ‘a“.writer - and‘ ‘film'}
the government through the Amer- :
While he welcomed
that ten-'scripter; that. when. completed the|.“with ‘the: approaching .. rétire-|
ican .Government to give expert
_deney,. the NFFC, he poimted out,
* studio will be able- ‘ta.‘handle 80te: ment after 30 years service.of. G.|
‘- yadvice on the building.
twas
Still
the
bigest
contributor
of
“100 pix-per year” - 7
| Darnley-Smith .as: managing: ‘diree-|:
Crescent-shaped theatre.. w hen: “risk money Loans are advanced at
.
“Paris, ‘June 27.
“The
good weather- ‘kely: “will ‘tor: of Bush’ &- ‘Rank. .Cintel, Henk
-ecompleted perhaps in .1962. wiil 2 above the bank rate. whieh aft.
allow exteriors must: ‘of: the year, ‘Cintel, and.’ Bush Radio, ‘all :of|:- The “Vichy ‘Film . Referendum |
ag well as interiors, which: is.--why"'|-which are part of the Rank ‘group,. wound: ‘up .at that watering spot! seat 7,000 under 4 roof and 13 on ‘the time of the report is running
more. in the. open air. Besides,
5°. The carporation:itvelf has fo
it: is “likened “to. Hollywood..
‘| John Davis, deputy: chairman ‘of|:June -17,: with the Golden Camerg
pay Interest to the Board af Tracie
“At one’ time. French producer the Rank. Organization, is to sgepa- gding to Vittorio De Sica for his: will have a stage inc orporating
: §0-foot-diameter revolving
plat- on the initial advances. plus ine
“lv andre’ ‘Paulve and actress ‘Viviane Yate. the ‘management ~Of these | 1949: pic, “‘Bicycle’- Thief." Official i
form with ample space for props terest paxiuerts to nrnmafe banking
- Romance -had’ the. “inside - track’ on three companies. :
“lentries...were. specially "selectedi,and
artists,
and.
a proscenium sources for the additforal $5.600‘: this -project:.- Also’ Jack ‘Warner} Starting July: 1, “J. C. CG. Bell, ‘Italo: pix dating from 1948 ta 1955.
‘about 60-feet wide. It will also
--and Darryl Zanuck ‘were “purport: who ‘is already.” on. the board -of.’ the idea being to- mark” changing ,* have: dressing rooms for 200 art- 000 it was allowed to horiaw a few
rears: back
@div” interested: in it: . ‘Italo: pro+:-Rank. -Cintel, ‘will’. be - appointed film. tastes and-to pay homage ae
ducer Carlo Ponto. ‘also ‘has. ex: | managing. ‘director. | ‘Then ‘on -Oct, ‘the : Talo: industry.
{ Since Its Incephon
the NFFC
“Alfred: H. ‘Ky:Wong is architect. has approved loans on the revolypressed
‘interest
-in.the
project.
11,
Dudley
Savard
;
‘will “become:: “This ‘ds. ‘just - ‘another - belated |
Jing credit:
orinciple
oof up to
f.
. Work on the buildings is, to start : managing director of Bush ‘Radio. : prize: ‘for De ‘Sica’s film.‘ A- group|
about
$59 000 000.
inefuding
88ain July ‘this ‘vear..so as’ to have’; They both ‘will jolii ‘the. board. of”of. non-released. French ‘pix were:
_ some space :ready-for use by. 1962. |Bush’and. Rank. Cintel:
(600.900 to the former British Lion
- jshown’ out ‘of: competition - but ;
setup)
It
now
holds
600000
pre.
' : The active Yank: filmmaking ‘abroad |
_{journalists. ou(numbered. ‘pix " per-.

~~ lyvia’ transferring:.of: better than|:

50°>. interest::it had’-in ythe. Vie | :

totine Studios. in‘ Nice over ‘to. the.|‘Dar

Re ; io

avis
sto eal

-

| National Theatr

exhibs, “a Weak link- ‘in’ the. exhibi-|
tion:picture here. ;

3 RankCompanies:VichyFestGives .

Thief’ TopPrize

is: -also

considered,

favorable

for}i

loneExhibition Onens,
~ Honors George Melies

tferred ardinarv shares in. British
Lion Films with a par value of
|
;$2 80 per share.
| testival organizers and city fathers |.
The revort Indicates that British
;may” have: the fest moving ‘to: an-{
|) .> dnsure it ample -utilization:
iLion will show a better result for
Paris, June 20.
' other’ town next vear.. Prizes were;
- . Several. .studios ‘in: Paris ‘may. be |.
the
vear ended last March 31 than
~ For the centenary. of. the birth
‘given by: a. ‘eross«section .jury “cho,
closing and ‘there has-been ‘tension|
tof Georges Melies, the French film it did in the preeeding 12. months,
sen.from the. audiences.
about a ‘lack: of studio .space.-which:
when
it made a pofit of more than
-|/pioneer who: invented many of the:
.
‘Buenos Aires, June ‘20..
the: new ones. in the South would’.
|special effects’ of, motion pictures, ‘$35.000 The NFFC reckons that i¢
‘Soon.-after the ‘TV -Channel. Q's:
straighten out...
.
.
..
investment
of $1.690 000 in British
an exhibition’ of his props, draw- :
me | Studio - blaze, another spectacular!
‘ings. cameras, caricatures.
manu- ‘T4on is worth at least that amaunt,
‘|fire . broke out: in‘ the municipally- .
~ mm.
+ nee
‘ scripts. posters, set, ete is being
owned Teatro. “Nacional. Cervantes|
(held at :the Museum of Decorative
‘lhere, -..However,. fortunately. it -ocArts in the Louvre until next Qca‘|curred a few-hours after the suc- |
‘Rotterdam; June. 27.
tober,
{cessful bow ‘here by the Jean-Louis}. Cinerania, a. johnny-come- lately + Melies began his film work-right !
" Barrault-Madeleine’. Renaud : Com- -in. Holland, has: surprixed the Jocal after. ‘the “invention ‘of projected ;
pany in “Précjeuses Ridicules.’ ” The -exhibiting. industry by its. pulling!‘pix by the.Lumiere Bros in 189%
; Cervantes’ blaze was in the ‘morn- power ‘and. stamina. The -initial .He was a magician and had his oun
“
‘Sydney, June. 20... Ling.
and destroyed. the Barrauft.: entry. at ‘what has heeame: -known' magic theatre at the time. He dis- Bornie. -Freeman; :.Metro |“chief i
“.
Berlin, June 20
additional as: the: -Cinerama ‘Theatre, “This Is" covered and. perfected numerone eeeed
here. -on. his return’ ‘from viewing. j Sets. ‘the ‘company’s There’s a decline in productions
“King, of. Kings” in «‘Hong ° Kong, lighting systern' and “wardrobe.: Loss. Cinerama.”’ ran. for. 26 weeks and. trick pic -effects-which ‘have rarels
‘is éstimated: at, about $500. 000, with. “grossed: upwards . of $2 40.000.
been surpassed . He was the first to abviows in many counties imeludsaid’ ‘that’. his . company °‘had “set’
plans. to’. swing ‘into “the bowling | insurance. : Coverage’ -” practic allyoe Currently, ‘the second attraction: show. that -film- could be used for ing Germany. but thete «ill be
' “Seven Wonders. of the World," is :: the Amaginative. and. spectacular onlya few less pix on the domestic
alley -biz. ‘Freeman’ said :the intro-1 nothing. ©
“ductory bid’ would. be .made- at: “Despite the.Toss of sets and: many: “in its’ 26th week: and looks to ‘run‘rather than“ :for just «recording
matket next +1963-62- season Thana
_..:: Bankstown key industrial centre’: .costumes, the: company. played to.* throughout’ the summer for a total. everyday actions.
sof 34-40 weeks. Fhe venture -is ‘Film: Museum. ‘curator
-.0, @ight miles “out-of “Sydney, with a: ‘packed - house in the Odeon The-.
Henti during the current one The fire
472°,
‘operated: under. Jease °‘by: Umer &: Langlois arranged and collected the’ German top distribs ‘Bavaria, Con:° other sites. under. survey” for: the.:atre the” following “Mondav:
*.“Rhinocéros” being ‘the play.°‘The “Spiegel. . Latter is Mare. Spiegel. exhibition. which, was inaugurated
“alley, spread: |
stantin, Gloria, Europe ! fa FilmAndre
“.* Asked: why. ‘Metro. Was “interest!Angel Pericet Ballet agreed. to pos" former “Motion “Picture” Assn. -of by -Cultureé Minister
hansa: will cone along vith 72
“Malraux.
_ding: itself in ‘a tenpin’ setup, -Free-.! poné opening at the Odeon:so. that America topper: in.Paris.
_ Gerinan-language and 34 foseieq
~ Man stated -that the changing’ face; ‘the French: company’ could -¢om-* ————:
‘plete
its
contiact.
A
midnight
bene|
films.
Last“year the 10 -big denues- of show biz nade it necessary’ to ;
{ie di-tribs Offered 111- German.
. keep’ pace with ‘the modern: trend. tit:show’ was -staged especially. io
help
the
company:
,
Metro, apart .from- ‘running: its:,
lingo and 73 foreign pix
Own eircuit™ coast to’ coast, "also |: In view’ of ‘the: Cervantés -blaze,
Five distribs don't belong to the
-operates drive-ins..and- recently’, the Helen Hayes Company ‘will’ 26° ‘Soviet’ .Kinopahorama travelog, “Between North-Pole. and Crimea” eee of last years big UW) anscompleted. a deal with independ- j to the: Colisto Theatre when: ‘it: ‘translation of ‘German titlée:, had-its’ W-Berlin. preem June 1 at the rymere: UPA
omed forces: with
plays
herein
,
August:.
“while
the-‘ ent ‘suburban. exhibs -for’ ‘a-:day: Capito] on’ Kurfuerstendamm. It's the. film that. won the Grand Prix ‘DEH and became Ufa” Filmhansa::
“:and-date policy with.-the Liberty:Actors’ Studio ‘Company. also’ will.’ at ‘the. Brussels World Fair and, under. the title “Great Is My CounPrisma,
which
has no of ‘ering- af
‘here. ‘and other ‘Metro. kevers.. : use the Coliseo for:its engageme nt “tRY?" Was--shown. at.. the. USSR exhibition in NYC two vears ago The tegen fos next ceqean
NEF he_..
Presently... inside ‘“réports:. ‘are =“early: next: ‘month..
+ Russo Kinopanorama process resembles the. U.S. Cinezania and Cene- Catue Nora chlacsified ay a mediam“that Metro is expected to make a, "Thé- Cervantes was: ‘built ‘by ac- miracle system but..falls:tectinically. short of the latter. There's some syed oouttit: Deutsche Cosmopol
deal with.’ Wollongong \Theatres, tréss. Maria ‘Guerrero. In time, :it curious. thing -about” this locally shown film. ‘inasmuch as the narra- shecame SFA, also medisuni-sized
“semi-country... exhibitors,. for. ay! became -a -white élephant..- cand: ‘tion’ of the pic shown in -W- Berlin isn’t the same that's going to run outfit now? and Union
ome bank“takeover
‘of the . Crown.. .Wollon- pashéd ‘into: municipal. ownership: ;‘in’ Berlin's Soviet Sector. The. East Berlin. Defa is prepping another reptey
gong.
|
7 Under such setup, it was. producing j
i narration for audiences: in ‘Commie Germany. The version shown a
Jancup of mediam-cszed
fits8
| cultural shows: at’. modest prices..
arn under such. aegis,.it’ invited W-Berlin -has beén..cut and narrated ky joa: Mars. Film W-Berlin inefudes ABC, Atdia, OFG FIR
: actor Paul Klinger. 4s doing:he narration ‘job.
and Pandota
wha
alosaz ustis
‘foreign companies.and.actors.as in:
NEA.
announced the iselease of
ithe -case .of. Barrault. and “Marcel| Sonalities at. this affair.
A difference of opinion between

Buenos‘hiresFire.
B Guts

future use .at-‘the. proposed -new®:
-plant...And the UFA. and.:Studios
Boulogne - participation. also...will }.

Theatre Where French
_ Legiter:Was Appearing

French Film Pioneer'

‘CINERAMA CONTINUES
_ SOCKO IN ROTTERDAM

. Meira Plas Entering
Bowling: AlleyBizin
Aussie; 1 SitePicked

Orly Few Less Films
Loom in West Germany
For 1961-62 Season

| ~ TnsideStuff—International

:Hoyts
SinsLongterm )
- Royal ‘Phitharmonic’ Orche-tra, touniled . fn 1946 by the late Sit
Marceau, who; preceded. the. Frencn Thonias ‘Beecham. will hereafter be. under. Rudolf Kempe as ‘chief
“Product Deal With WB “company.
|
:
“vpypconductor, | He's ‘been associate since Jast’ June: Lady Beecham, vider
a

-Sydney,, June: 20.:

The Hovts’ pic: leop. and Wainer;
Bros:--have. finally . settled: a: ong-|.,
term’ product hassle,” with -a..deal

“8signatured
bi:: Ernest
Turnbull.
‘circuit's chief... and: Warner: U. S:

As tothe US compares’ Hneups
nothing has changed tush
Metio,
29
Siln:s Col 285 20th-Fox. 26 TA,
_feems in London and:plays. for the: opera. season ancually at Gisneborue -

fork the: pill ‘plutocrat. ‘a knight. in. hig own

Moon’ Legiter in.
i1 Rome

|:

around 40 Geran lane and 40 fostegg py for nest season

right before

inheriting

-4 father's baronetcy, set the ‘deal with. Kempe. The orchestra

his

gives co1.-

22

Warners,

18

Par.

$5)

andl

ni.

“Rome,:-June. 20. .
Rosella Hightower, who's ‘Ainerican, and Nina Vyroubo.a
shos versal, 15. Thi- is @ total of 152.
“Dark of the. Moon” will. be the Fre nt ly via RuSsia.: both Jead dari¢ers with the International Baile of -filuns compared with 166 ta-t -e ar

executives. .Berry Greenberg, War-; Play. Guild- of Rome's, initial:pres- ‘the. Marquis De. Cuevas. now doing “The: Sleeping Beauts"”

In Parr.

There's

a strong

fesdency

an

the.

part of US. companies foward: re
leasing more non-Amesican -Beitwt French and Jtallan pix
Understanding. . there is that the’ “City's Teatro:de™ Servi. Play to be}
staged
|
by
the
English
-Janguage?
deal was. finally’ okayed . following
West: Germany has gifted the ‘Metropolitan Opera House. in Lane ois
The to
Eurupear dictrths in
‘; Broup was written by’: How ard Rich- | Center with $2.500,000. It's a gesture of cultural ‘exchange on a level Germany, Rank svitii mainly Brat.., Greenberg's, American «trip.
Several:.months: ago, ‘Hoyts. anid: ardson .and William. Berney.
different from the ESA-USSR ‘touring. Met. of. course, has a Wagnrerian Vande fils
and
Palla.
‘siaefty
oie United Artists couldn't see .eye-fo- - ‘Direction chores -are’. in. ‘bands! wing. . though considerably ‘shortened, in ‘recent: years. Full “Ring’ is Frenes prodact:, are comma alanz
eye. on. terms.. -Current ..Warner of Ella Gerber, with’ Claude -Mai- performed: ahout every ‘fifth year.: Meanwhile the Bundestag donation ° withi 28 fiinss 40 last year
In ad-deal; it's understood, . coyers about chant handling: choreography. Thir- (pera fact that: LincoIn Center itself despite a. .2ross donation ty ditton, ta the akeady mentioned
20 pix, with “The: Sundowners”” ity cast members: will be featured, date. from .all ‘sources Of. $71, 014,769 ts still short. $31,985.231 of {ts 269 filas there vail be about 30
topping the. list.’ 7
__hmoes needs,
a
- ”
Vin.this Production. .
{pix released by: sinaller companies.

“ner's- local: -chief,. is presently in:; entation of -the summer’ -@ason, ¢“Will. pot renew their contract. Instead they give up dancing to teact, a‘America as part ‘of a world tour. Starting. this :‘week in the Eterna! of. next September. They:“will found a. terp school together in Catine:

_..

Misc

Wednesday, Jane 28,1961

has shattered every gross past

15 years, except'The Ten Commandments.’We need only
a few-hundred more admissions before attendance record
on that one is broken.”

Newell Howard.
Ulman Theatre Corporation
Salishury, Md,

SIsrs

opened at the Byrd Theatre,

Richmond, in a driving rainstorm to tremendous business.
In fact, the biggest opening day since‘The Robe’ in
AZ ‘October, 1953.”
Jf

Perfect Picture ‘ ay ,
unre

for Summer

Playdates!

1S/
a

ih |
f

Sam
Bendheim,
Jr:
od Theatres
Neightorho

Richmond, Va.

PICTURES

_Wednceday »Sune28;1961

15

‘Homical Bof $40,000,Toronto Ace:
| Company Creat 106,Stern’ Big 196

‘oy BOe —. “The. Truth”: “UKings!,.
wt

Picture Grosses _

- Opened’ Monday +26). In-head.. “The |

off Cheaters”

«Cant)

3d wk-8 days’, *

. wasokay $5,800. after: $6,000 for;
; second. regular week.
. Plaga -(Lopert) (525; $1. 50-$2)—
| “Never | On Sunday”. (Lope) (37th
wk!
The’. 36th- ‘week concluded!
oa
gi
--(Continued from page

“WASHINGTON
SUNSET SMOOTH 76,
SEATTLE; ‘STOOGES’ 662

-

wk).: “Nifty: $9; 000 after: ‘$9, 700;: Monday:: (26): was. smash. $13,000.

“Some: new ‘fare : launched: ‘here
.. one. -exception. | ‘This single bright

‘“ spot-is. provided. by: “Last Sunset'”

“. KANSAS CITY

:

Palace

: this Stanza but it’s. unexciting with.

(Loew)

2:390;. $1-$1.49)

“Pate (Of:Man" Lope) ‘opens Julyj - Plaza (FMW-NT) 11,630; $1.25°—

(Sth. wk, “So-so. $2,500. ‘Last. week,

-at.-the. Music “Box. :“Sriow White
and” Three. Stoages”

Toronto, June 2

|ater. $14, 500 for 35th. stanza.
With “Homicidal” smash at nine68th St. Playhouse ‘Leo: ‘Brecher?. .
house Famous Players ant Tavlos:
“The
|
Bridge”
combo,
and “On Deuble.” “Pleasive
(370;
|
'$1.50-$2)-—:
iContinued from page 9
—_—“Ladies - Man” (Pari: (2d: Wit,
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- Code Office Ups. Fees
“Board

of. -directors.

of

the

+ Motion Picture Assn. of Amer-

BillyBudd Budget Item: Dramanine

fca has okayed a 20° increase.

fo: in fees: for: Production ‘Code. -

‘ Administration :services.’ .
— of‘America except the.harbor ‘running:.fire of. innuendos and. 2 “New fates Bointo effect July| PeterUstinov Shoots Entirely Aboard Two Frigates
‘plants’ ‘that’ Waterfront would-be "10.
of ‘New York?) .:’:
- —Alan Villiers as ‘Stage-Manager’
anti-labor.
But.
its
release
’.made.
‘Racketeering, “corruption, -eon—
ee
". gpiracy and: organized hoodlumism it. clear’ that. it .wasnot anti. -but,|’
‘pro-labor,
pro.
-the:
‘working
Biff
|
: “require exposing”: wherever they
By RANK: WERBA
-tentia of bringing the Melville
“-are. ‘to:-:be° found. The AFL-CIO on ‘the. docks. and: in. the: ‘hold; pro
jdrama to the screen is Melvya
Alicante, Spain, June 27
Committee “on: Ethical :Practiées, ‘the Gideon’s Army that .was trying:| ‘Holfywoodites - “used
to ~ com- :Douglas, who plays The Dansker,
“to its: honor and regret, has found: :to; help them. in. their.fight.- for|
-his first screen appearance in’ over
: : plain | that the. toughest picture to:
some mighty. dark corners: ‘in ‘a. “human.: ‘econditions—and |‘anti ‘only.
ia decade. Stellar Old Vie thesps
shoot was. the ‘one ‘entirely. filmed
“.." giumber ~ of °-unions.. --Obviously, ‘the -crooked “labor.. bosses whose.|:
|sach as John Neville and. Paul
on two sound: stages.- But “Billy
when the ‘AFL-CIO. expels. a mem- ‘crimes were. such’ that they: were |
‘Rogers also scem happily at home
: 4
Los Angeles, June 27.
-- ber- brotherhood, as ‘it “expelled, j. subsequently . expelled ‘from -the}
- me 27. |to
Buda”
thetty. Alicante.
all heat,
A visit among the supporting players
the has
offshore
location.
‘ gay, The Bakers and. Confectionery. ‘ranks: of the -AFL-CIO™ and. in. ‘a “Gene | - Nelson.’ wasdamage
is virtually’
Ustinov
Peter
here
,.
|
| “Billy Budd” takes place in the
suit
$150,000
his
in
675
$72;
-. Workers, it did not feel .that it|number of ‘cases. tried . and con‘year 1797 when the French and
against: Panorama:. Pictures: Corp.;. adapting -the Herman
Melville
." was giving. ‘a black-eyé to all: of. victed. ‘It was for $his reason that'.
revolutionary
spirit
‘for: injuries sustained: during :film-. classic. for the screen ‘singlehand- {American
_-v Vorganized ‘labor: To :-the contrary; “On The Waterfront’ was ap:[.
swept
Europe
and
the
British:
‘it was.ealling..attention to: this. un- -plauded: by. the rank-and-file as an: Ing, of “Natchez Trace’ in: Ten: |oq’ revesls that “Billy Budd” is be- Navy.
It’s the Impending threat
wholesonie -.and:: Un-Anierican.. ac- instrument in. their. cause: and -why.. nessee in August, ‘1957. Superior}ing completely.shot-on a late 18th of mutiny aboard the H. M. S..
‘Court. jury made award mainly for’ ‘Century
frigate—the
‘tivity ‘in order tp. cleanse and to. ‘it. was. encouraged by’ the .respetAvenger which provides the draStrengthen the genuine. labor move- sible: labor leaders who ran. dem- loss of." earnings. during Period he Avenger—and~ what .happens “in matic charge setting off an exocratic unions, and ..who,. to’ ‘this. was laid up. with a broken. pelvis. | the film takes" place ‘only above,
ment.
plosive
finale. Within this setting
Actor-dancer
claimed
he
was
‘|'very: day, hope -to .see- ‘the’ ‘maob-|
or beélow.:its decks, The only
_
‘Positive ‘Approach. .
thrown ‘froma horse, which rolted. difference. being that everything at Ustinov, as Captain Vere, becomes
Tt. is.exactly in ‘this. epicit that ‘element finally driven out ‘of. the: over. on-him: and: ‘broke his ‘pelvis ‘Alicante
the
arbiter
of good and evil which
i
is
filmed
on
the
high
seas.
harbor of New-York.”
: Jerry. ‘Wald: and Iare approaching |: great
he Is finally forced to reconcile in
while doing: a. scene for.Picture.
_ Best: ‘prepared. of all for this ‘con- terms of naval discipline |
the film adaptation’ ‘of Robert. F-. - In. the- closing. pages. of ‘68: ‘books
fining life on the’ unplacid Medi‘Kennedy's. “Thé Enemy Within. ” of Testimony, there ‘is:‘the followThe
Ustinov-Lubin
choice
of
.|terranean is Peter Ustinov who is ‘Terence Stamp in the titie role has
_.._ In our .first::conversation’ .as.‘to the. -ing. pertinent. exchange:
CHAIRMAN: .“T guess. “you: prob:
“|directing: ‘tthe Allied: Artists release created considerable curiosity In
+"... “gpirit, the content, the meat. of this
from his: own .screenplay of the fim circles.
- project, Jerry: Wald and ‘1.agreed | ably. agreed with ‘what: thé: Chair-|
Down in Alicanle
Melville. long. short.story. Starring there seems to be a unanimous
‘that if:this. picture: suggested .‘any. man. was Saying.a- little: while ago}
| —the- union :busters.or baiters zre
and: producing at the same time. conviction that the tousle-haired,
_ blanket: indictment “of. organized
those
folks
‘who
are
‘bringing
dis=” "HWollywood?:June 27.. | Ronnie’ Lubin Is executive pro-.
2 labor, it-would defeat. its purpose.’
on: untonism -by ‘such: prac-|- Bryan ‘Foy is -mulling. idea. of! ducer) Ustinov,: believe it or not, 22-year-old, six-footer will enter
"En. -our: view “the enemy within” repute
the Peter O'’Toole-Albert Finneytices. as: you -were. -condemning?”’ ‘converting old Joe E. Brown come-:
“ ghould ‘be a-motion’ picture that
| actually . .spends ‘odd .free ‘hours John Fraser ranks with this first
‘WITNESS: “When you: said that dies for Warner: Bros. to. ‘present’ aboard his yacht “Nitchevo.”
organized labor will welcome; since
assignment.
The young promising
r
felt.:like’
cheering.
mo,
. it “will be. dramatizing .not. the
use: on his WB. production ‘sked if
Robert ‘Ryan, delighted with his stage actor, however, is not at all
CHATRMAN: “People: who: hate
crimes of. organized labor. but: the-| |uriionismn. . . are-decidedly in the he.can. find. a new. comedian to fit, “heavy”. role ‘as. Claggert, finds concerned with film circle specucrimes. ‘against organized. labor.
this. many ‘pre-movie trips to sea Jation; “My career In motion picBut}. them.
- Weare fully aware—and do: not| minority in this country..
He's: ‘been screening: several . of|‘have steeled him .to- disregard tures,” he says, “depends on. how
‘Meed “labor leaders": ‘who ‘take these traitors and these exploiters the. Brown oldies with an eye. to 1 when. the Mare. Nostram— gives much plasure I get from acting tn
-: refuge in’.anonymity to~ point: it who. happen- to gain. a position of ‘updating them. ‘He's. already talked. with ocean-like. swells.
them.
If there’s no fun in It, I’m
out for’.us—that ‘the overwhelming ‘power in the ‘ranks: of unions ‘and to Marty Ingels for proposed cast-:
Playing the title role-in his first going back to the stage.”
majority of labor:leadérs' and rank- who. betray.” their’ meinbers ‘and: ing.‘but: no-deal. has: been.Set yet film, ‘promising. London .stage acOn the production level. both
‘who:
misuse
.
them,.
rob"
‘them
and.
and-filers are honest. and dedicated
tor Terence Stamp was more con- Lubin and Ustinov couldn't be less
-men who. have nothing: to fear from cheat. them: and. doubtecross :them.
| cerned: ‘with an infected arm after worried that “Billy Budd” Is an
. this forthcoming . picture, ‘just as- they are the people.who are the.
la.
smallpox’ injection than he. was “in between” picture. costing $1,. they ‘had nothing: ‘to. -fear from a |-union-baiters in my: book: Do. you
about the: flexibility of his sea legs. 200.000. Both feel that basic story
—
‘careful investization- that. sepa- | ‘have:‘a better name for:them?".
is the key to box office—not the
"Sailing: Specialist
. rated the honest. leadets' and mem:; “ WITNESS: “No sir... They’ will |
size of. the budget
Lubin has a
.Gestroy urtions. if they ‘keep. on.”
bers from ‘the ’wolves: prowling |:"
ort any. one. man can be said to dozen profit-making titles at his
Herbert:
A.
‘Hofmann,
.
‘member!
N: “They wilk: ‘bring |
among theni:who-hid in the sheep’s;
.
-of the board-..of ‘Loew's “Theatres. thoroughly enjoy’ this. five week finger tips to dispe! the trade's
disrepute
on:
Nanionism
‘which
we.‘
‘Clothing | of the 5th Amendment:
since: December, 1959,._ also . exec -hiatus: on the. high seas, that man “kiss of death” -a(titude toward
It is interesting to-note: that the. -want..to admire. and respect: and. v.p.. of "-Tisch Hotels, “thas .been! is’ Captain. Alan “Vintiers. pilot “in-betweeners.”
AFL-CIO : Executive Board voted which-over the long years has done elected. senior :v.p. ‘of.. Loew's with. ‘within. recent
memory
of thej. ‘ Ustinov's pretty wife, Suzanne
a mighty good job. to build’ some‘almost: unanimously. . ¢only- - ‘the
his- duties encompassing ‘adminis-: mock-up. Mayflower voyage. from ‘Cloutier, the only femme in the
. Teamsters : dissenting) |that any. thing’ ‘for .the: betterment: ‘of-‘the: tration: of: the theatre company and England to the. United States. Vil. cast (a mere walk-on! mentioned
Officer “who took. the 5th'‘rather |.*people ‘who work in this country.” subsidiaries, including ‘Loew’‘s liers ‘is one of the few living. func- that Ustinov bought his way out of
‘Who’ was the witness? °A. reac-|:
than’ givé an: honest answer to},
tioning ‘authorities’ on period sail- & seven-year contract with Darryl
Hotels..
questions concerning: his conduct: tionary, open-shop.employer? He
"Hofmann, :formerly- an, accouint- ing: ships. He darn well proved he ‘Zanuck at great sacrifice In order
happened to be ‘the militant. presiin labor -activities, was .an..officer| dént. of .a union. local :that was ant,’ joined the -Tisch organization;is ‘master of the. best prop ship to be free for the creative chalwho. did not deserve honors, special
fighting for its democratic ‘life:- Jin 1951. Laurence A. Tisch is chair- afloat (the .other ts called: “Rights lenge of stories like “Billy Budd ”
privileges ..and. responsibilities in
Similarly. - Robert- Kennedy's jman and chief ¢xec of the? parent. of Man") when a tropical squall on Ustinov himself observed that the
. the AFE-CIO. ‘I haye read literally} ‘book:
should’ convinée. any ‘reader: Loew's’ Theatres: and ‘his. brother, the -first day of shooting encour- “Billy Budd” type of modestly. ‘millions ‘of words of: the. Senate:
his crusade ‘is: not against Preston Robert Tisch, ds President aved pessimists aboard to belleve budgeted independent production
“1... Committee investigation: and. find ‘that..
“| that: Ustinov’s location trek would is. revitalizing Hollywood and at
labor but the labor racketeer.. His|of Loew’ s. Hotels. :
: |) §t ‘abundantly clear that those: who. ‘conclusion:
jJend up.on-a sea bed some 15 nau- the same time giving creative tal“.
had nothing.to hide had nothing. ‘our picture: must .be the theme of: ai
Alicante ent a chance to come forward,
jtical. miles- from the
" "to: fear from .any: investigation of'| ° For our nation. ‘to:“survive -|
coast-line. Both. ships were merclOn July 4, the sails on the
. their hooks: ‘and. their professional. | An the ‘period ‘of heightened." |
lessly. buffeted for ‘six solid hours H. M. S, Avenger and the Rights.
. - activities.” No; it. was only’ ‘the “international - campetition.. we
before limping: home to port with- of Man will come down and the
“sordid array: of: ‘gangsters ‘and '_- mist :reaffirm some -of) the-.. —. Continued’ from pase. ‘4 =| in the tropical resort's. breakwater. sturdy frigates that first debuted
hoodlums . who ‘use..tradé-unionism: |. " basic values of our forbearers, - ‘The. ‘odd-dozen junkies. here. AS-}. ‘Since then, Captain ‘Villiers has in John Paul Jones wil! be turned
as: a cynical” gimmick for self-en- |...
‘that. are. deeply rooted -: -sembled in a single dingy New taken his. watertight frigate and over (under Captain Villiers’ surichment, only. these’. seemed to --palues
‘York room: while they tensely await] merchant ship ‘out to sea six days pervision) to another English com“én the: history of our: country
- fear - “and. ‘resent. the. McClellan] : and ‘in its. rise to.a, position ‘of: ‘the... ‘arrival ‘of the: “eonnection’ |4 week, regardless of ebb or flow.. pany for the Alec Ginnis-starrer
Committe. .-Anyone who-‘has. read | ::
Renegade’ ‘—still another fn theos strength and respect-in:the “, who will relieve their: agony, are,;And-each day at dawn, Peter Us: Robert”. Kennedy’s: book-:on. the
‘| of course, no: more genuine. than’ inov, Bob. ‘Ryan; .Terence. Stamp, cycle of munity themes probably
- community of nations.” .
dhistory.of this. investigation knows | .: :Crying
Douglas, John
Neville, inspired -by the one on the Bounty.
were. the. actors --in Mr. : Gelbert's Melvyn
out
against
the”
“tgivant,
ot this for ‘himself. .
. Niall McGinnis, the balance of the There is no doubt
in anyone's
-F the ‘bully, the corrupter, corrup-} now notorious: play. -“Don't: Pre-Judge™:
-ted,” andm aking: {t-clear that he’ “But one: forgets: this, after five: rast, a..full camera crew (Robert mind that Peter Ustinov and the
‘Since. we intend to’ ‘follow. ‘the | -and. his staff have found too many minutes in their:
[seedy presence; Krasier’ 4s cinematographer) a entire “Billy Budd” unit will shout
“spirit of the Kennedy book; Jérry. examples on. both. ‘sides’ -of the partly ‘by réason of ‘their brilliant|sound- unit, make-up,. wardrobe, with joy as the final “drop anWald and. I aré confident ‘that the abor-managenient - table; Kennedy: performances:.and ‘partly ‘by. virtue |sparks, .a full catering unit, close
chors” rings out. From Alicante,
‘millions of ‘respéctable trade-union-: cites the AFL-CIO Ethicat Practice. of a. device: a8. Subtle as. At ds to.100 Alicante seagoing extras,a
the unit travels to the Associated
ists ‘will: not: harass. our film,. or. Code ‘as a standard that’. “should.|: ‘plausible.
jdozen British stunt specialists, a British Elstreet Studios In London
attempt’ any_ such |.“counteraction ‘be . introduced. : by. - Management
| - “On the stage; a prodiicer. visited Spanish - doctor and.the Captain's for six weeks of filming on cabin
by. combined’ inion forces”. as. the- groups. such..as the Chamber. of and tried to make them improvise} crew grimly sail out fo the bound- and lower deck scenes.
Variety .interview. implies, If . any: -Commerce. and the. National: As-. a play.. ‘On the screen, ‘a. film-|ing main aboard the single set, the
. “counteraction” is: to ‘be -mounted, sociation’ of Manufacturers.” ~
{director’ and..a cameraman visit H. M: .S. Avenger...
it will come: from the ‘same ‘com- | : And his book ends.with these them intent on making a, docu-|’ One: of the key instruments
- ination - ‘of .-uniscrupulous™ forces : words: “To: meet. the’ challenge of: mentary. film:.:
faboard is a camera .stabilizer de. that the: Attorney: General’ cor- ‘our. times, ‘so. that: ‘we ‘can : later |- “What. we-.see. is ‘the ‘document-|signed to eliminate the rock ‘n’
‘Tectly -and pointedly ‘described. as. -look baek upon this: éra ‘not.as one: ary'’s ‘rough-cut.’ it is full of tech-j|roll} and prevent audiences from.
‘The -Enemy. Within: -the ‘unholy |-of: which we need to be ashamed; ‘nical imperféctions, loose ends’:and.- getting seasick when Allied Artalliance of criminal --““UWnionists,” ‘but as a turning point. on the way: moments when. the film runs out{ists.-releases this.sea drama next
greedy ‘employers :and’ their. mouth: ‘toa better America, we. must first } and: the: screen. fs eft: blank.
year. In: addition to the stabilizer,
Hollywood, June 27
‘pieces, both legal and: ‘political,
“> “Yet ‘what ‘doesn’t work works! however, Ustinov has a theory of { Stanley Warner Theatres will
defeat:“the. enemy within.”
_ who. ‘prefer under-the-table~. ‘sweet: |
-| These :very = ‘imperfections | make| balance all his own: “When. the sea resume operation
of its Hollywood
- peart deals ‘and underworld :pay- |
“perfect. the fllusion of authenticity.| is. really rough I have the extras. Blvd. showcase around Sept. 28,
“offs to legitimate. contracts: With
“This is,. we feel, a real docu- run in opposite: directions to keep .when Cinerama gives up. house
legitimate. unions. | mentary.
the ‘boat: Steady.” _For cameraman : after Cinerama Inc. lease expires,
. Ig ‘preparation for. ‘the: writing | |
“Should. ‘such horrors bé shown? Krasker, who. is filming “Billy _according to SW zone manager Pat
of the screenplay .in question, ‘Wald |,
Yes,‘provided ‘the ‘cause ‘is good.| Budd” in black-and-white, there is Nolaro. —
‘and J have. not: only consulted with:|“The. Connection’: stops even |just no. solution to the unpredictaCinerama
has been
operating
. Kennedy: and’ hiss. Staff but” -with'|‘one young member. in an audfence| }1
t
As a result,:‘theatre for past two years on a
“. the Secretary..of. ‘Labor .and ‘other |
from. taking the first step. towards the.
ble “sway.
sea.
task. of
of the
matching
one dav’s : four-wall lease after SW had heen
a
Los.
Angeles;
June
27.
. Government: - officials.. who.
are}:
product for
Cy. “Howard :in“ Superior. Court full addiction it will have justified shooting with the next i at Jeast
vorrire- exhibiting Cinerama
keenly. aware of: the. ‘danger ‘of.
itself and served its.purpose.
7
minor worries preceding
five
years
Actually,
un Andicting : the -entire labor |move- action demanded $950,000 damages |: “A$ a-piece of: fiction,it bas little poaegams of: ‘such
'Cuncrama will close house on or
. “ahent. for the. crimes of the wolf: in suit’ filed. against..Jerry ‘Lewis, |value. Its. plot: {fs non-existent and
.
i
about
Sept.
21
to
restore
former
Frank
Tashlin,
Jerry.
Lewis.
ProPpack.:who. prey on? Jabor’.in ‘the.
its: religious symbolism. so. silly
Pills As ‘Overhead
name of labor. .Guided by: friends ductions. Inc.,. and. Paramount Pic-. that, for’ a minute or two ‘after the! But: seasickness, in fact. fs the ‘cond:tion before new equipment
vas
installed,
tures...
Corp...
Complaint
charged
.-@f labor, and’ by “our. owl coiiappeararice: .of..an 61d. Salvation bane . of “Billy Budd” NotwithNotaro plans to resume tirsteun
- .“" science “in: these ‘matters, we ‘sert- ‘unlawful use of a trade secret, in- ‘Army “lady, its. ftealism runs ‘the standing the extraordinary da Is
. J. ously” question: the.- propriety of fringement of common law: copy- momentarv, risk of disintegration.| consumption of .Dramanune
De- - exclusive pic operation. similar to
- i: ahonymous. “labor: leaders”: to use Tight |‘and breach ‘of. contract.
But -the. film. could be somebody’s| spite the ordeal, Ustinov. has its SW Beverly Theatie Ciressit
"the front-page of. VARte?Y for their Writer asserted that story. idea: ‘salvation, if taken. as a Piece of |spurred ..an atmosphere of good will install 70m and Increase aest‘muttered threats, apparently in the |and: screenplay:‘he had ‘originated |<‘acted’ fact.” |bumor. and. dedicated effort Rob- ing capacity from present 1,384 to
- hope. of. censoring this: ‘picture -be- -under title. of “The .Paris Story” |~ The Times
raises the. curious} 4rt Ryan, last in Spain.as John the 2.800. Thestre, which has been
.,' fore.it can see light ofa Projection had been: unlawfully. used’ id -the. point that “The Connection” might] Baptist In Sam -Bronston’s “King ‘tabbed Warner Hollywood, will be
Lewis - production, ° “CinderFella,” he. more. effective if less brilliant.|of Kings,” summed up his current ‘renamed SW Hollywood
. Inachine.
we
ee
released by Paramount..:
“The impeccable lighting and art-|chore with the comment: “John i
‘In much -the. saine way, “the }t
>
ful composition” -mars réalism and}the Baptist and Claggert. mark a i Dean Jagger plays St Peter in
oe‘waterfront .. -hoodlunts': masquerad- |.
The Daily. ‘Telecraphjnew epoch.. l-used to feel like. Dino De Laurentiis’ “Barabhas.”
{ng as “labor leaders” ‘launched .a es‘ Dongias Heyes’ first chore under illusion.
plumbs in’ most of my past. ‘and sound engineer Roy Mangano
similar campaign: ‘when. “On: The. his. ‘Rew writer-director... pact’ ‘at |sveaks of the film’ as. “a minorja
; making screen bow in role of
; “Waterfront” was still on the draw- 20th. will be ‘his: own original. story, triumoh-: for- ‘its, young director, films.” - Shirley Clarke.”
“Another: ‘impressed ‘by the po- Christ.
: Ang:boards: I remember well the: “HE. ‘One Is.‘toDie.”
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Screen Play by

FRANCES GOODRICH and ALBERT HACKETT
Based upon‘theBroadway play by PETER SHAFFER

Directed
byDANIEL MANN:
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~ FrawleySells18300

Tesirsa OKonTheLove

/Patelele I. Frawley, head of both.

Eversharp. - ‘Ine. and ‘Technicolor,
has sold 18,300 shares of the Ever‘sharp como. stock to business

[associates ‘at $25 per share.

WithCircuit‘OverheadCrusherOf,
_ Manager Hopefully Goes It Solo

‘Exchange: was. agreed to around | ___; |-Reb. 15 and ‘consummated last] ~
month,
Eversharp, with Frawley
MATOFSKY To. LONDON

Toronto. June 27.
Decision of Odeon Theatres (Cane
ada’ Ltd. to discontinue the Chrisa got ‘another: lease on. life in its|.
‘lat the helm, ts. now ‘in control of
- two-year. fight for a ‘Chi. showing Joo Levine ‘Locates: Jules Verne’é Techalcolor,
Levine. N. Y¥. Shop ¥or tie sees Bennett Fode, former manSchneer’s ‘Golden Fleece”
“ast ‘Tuesday (20) when the US: }": Great-Grandson. In :Parisager, quitting his job with the chala
_ _ Court. of: Appeals ruled that, the |
and carrying on as Independent
Harvey Matofsky, ‘now with the owner-operator of the 877-seater at
“Police Censor “Board” of. Chicago. Ro. drumbeat | “his “upeoming
. Y. office publicity: team of Jve $1 tup, with continuing pollcy of
chad’ -failed to. -give: an, adequate “Fabulous, World of Jules Verne”
4 Levine’s Embassy Pictures, is foreign films.
“heating to the ‘film... " Attorney dates. in New’ York, ‘Chicago. and
returning to European assignment.
Joseph ‘Schneider, ° . representing: ‘Boston, ‘Joe. Levine tracked -down
After three years of managing
He'll join Charles Schneer at Mor- the house for Odeon-—with the situs
~.. Zenith: International Film Corp.,’ the: 19th: Century’ French. ‘guthor’s
| ningside ‘Productions in London. ation fatterly failing to merct tts
‘ “was upheld in his contention that; great-grandson,. ‘Dr. .‘Jules -“Verne,
Latter has two features .readying required overhead as & unit in. Are
although, the denial-of: the permit: ‘who: turned ‘out: to be” (perhaps:
for Columbia
release, of. which thur Rank’s
-to :show:-the film :was-: signed :by: naturally). ‘a Parisian’ -psychiatrist.
Canadian
circult.—
A
new:
“machine:
and
method.
for
“Jason and Golden Fleece” will Fode has decided that forced overs
* the then-Police ‘Commissioner Tim=| : The, bilingual . Verne scion proothy O'Connor, “only ‘the. censor}: vided: boucoup. feature copy about. the. post-synchronization .‘and. dub- ‘take .Matofsky to. Yugoslavia for head and contributions to Odeon
.
... board had: seenthe: picture | fo its his: illustrious great granddad, bing of sound on film, Instant. Syne,. isame weeks.
‘head office operation warrants his
a) entirety: «
| giving: “Verne” a nice .sendoff in. was given an impressive :‘demion- { Publicist wife, who Is ptegnant, becoming an independent
1
will
stay
in.
London.
‘Appeals, Court took no Issue with: the. three. ‘Key..cities,. to boot.”
-] stration’ in -New. York :“by. backers.
Believing that the Christle over+
the entire subject: of ‘prior. censorJean Lenauer, . prexy-of .Instant|
head was inflated by Odeon, he has
ship,.. acknowledging: the’ ‘Supreme
Sync; Myer 'P.: Beck: veep of the
first got the annual rental cut in
Court’ decision .of several months
new. company (but. better known as:
f of its original take -hecaus@
1
80. ‘upholding -‘the ‘pre-showing
an: Indie -pressagent) and inventor
owner wishes the property to
UNSUITABLE FOR ‘FANNY’ ithe
‘2/5. "* censorship’ ‘of “Don :Juan,” - disDennis Gunst. |
be continued as a theatre. Ia only
“ bributed .by Times Film. Corp.
‘Unlike the legiter of the res |employing a projectlonist, cashier
Two components. are.-at the heart
_ Cineinnatl, June 27.
“Zenith, “according -to Schneider|
of Instant Syne: a device: which. title, Warners’ “Fanny,” which was jand one usher to keep the house
was ‘not seeking to test .or; ‘epee ‘Disorderly charges. against :eight permits the actor's voice to activate recently unveiled for the ‘trade, is ;:open and show a marginal profit.
“the: Timés Film. decision, but: felt’ | persons ‘who staged a revival. meet- the. sound recording machine, and without songs. Original script had; Danish-born Fode, who {ts a
that’: ‘they had no. ‘opportunity- for ‘ing. protest: demonstrations in front a cue track containing the dialog | Maurice Chevalier ‘singing three graduate in bustness administration
a ‘review. or appeal ‘atthe: ‘municipal cof the Imperial, uptown nabe, June to be -re-récorded or. ‘dubbed into numbers, one of which actualy was fog Columbia U, also has a malling
- level. Current: practice- is: for .the 5,..brought ‘fines of from. $29 to another language, which the actor. ‘filmed, - but: “all three were list of some 6.000. He also fees
. Police.::Censor. ‘Board. to see. the: $208 from Police. Court Judge Dan- hears via earphones while he post- scrapped.
that the advertising was over budgsyncs ‘(6r: dubs). the new track. Bé- | ‘Producer-director Joshua Logan etted by Odeon and that head ofa
: ‘picture. and: recommend consent- or. jel. Handley.
:. denial. of the application for a. per“The demonstrators, “Headed. by cause ‘the. actor: himself: activates felt the essence of ‘the’ original fice rules as te the number of
mae mit.. Police. Commissioner- then’ Rev. Melvin Sharrock, 49, business ‘both.the’cue track and. recording material; Marcel Pagnol's trilogy, ushers required ete contributed to
"Just. signs it. Zenith wants the’ poe. manager of Ged’s.. Bible. School,. dévice;: according to the backers, might be partially lost with vocal keeping Christie returns in the red.
-He also felt too much
-Jice: head.: now: Superintendent .O. “preached” against. thé “Virgin -Is-. -he.-can record’ much. longer pas- numbers.
While the major charris are cur'W.. Wilsoni,to see the film and to land” and “Female and the Flesh”. sages than ‘normally can be done ‘footage would be entailed.
fighting ‘double-time deby
the
-present
“looping”.
practice,
Another
consideration. had to do rently
“he accountable-for: the -board's films: being shown at the theatre.
with
the
overseas’
market.
{mands
of projectionists on Sun‘decision. *-*.
i - “Charges: were: ‘preferred by Carol lwherein seldom more than 20 sec‘WB
foreign
operations
chief jdays, his theatre is open on these
onds of-‘material {s.done at one
-: The ‘court. ‘detision.. said: ‘empha- Berkmeier,. ticket taker, and- Mrs: time. At the demonstration, nine Wolfe Cohen offered the thought |days.
“tleatly.” that the Times Film case. Atina Parker, manager, of the,thea-{minutes of: dialog was. re-recorded
that -non-U:S. markets don’t take |RENNER
Sa
RSE
‘does. not: give carte |‘planche: ‘au-:| tre.
by. non-actors, reading at’ sight, in’ too kindly to Yank musicals. Jack
thorization for: “ad hoe, :unfair,
Rev. Sharrock, “ gpeaker’ for the | approximately’ 15. mimutes, While Warner: and Logan concurred.
“abortive | ‘municipal. licensing: pra-. group, ‘told. ‘Judge: ‘Denning: ‘they the readings were not overly ‘dra-:
cedures.” It added, however: “We ‘had not seen the pictures, “but the Matic, the syne ‘was fine.
ouumens Continued from page 23 dammall
.. -re-emphasize. that it (the ‘Times. ‘signs were: enough: to make’ any|.
- ' Used in the. demonstration -was
*"gase) ‘does: hold that.a° city does: man shake |his head and blush. *
ris. It was In the game-room at
ja clip from an American film which
Soe
“pave ‘the -right, of prior restraint |"
Camp
Intermission,
the
Morris
jwas thus re-recorded in English. |:
, it handled ‘properly. me
summer home here. since its acs
|But, according to the backers, same |
;
‘Hollywood, June 27.
quisition by the Morrlses.
“; Zenith’ applied for § permit to. MakeupUnion:Vetoes
s principle »‘would -be involved :in
. Sphow. “Lovers’..on Sept. 19, -1959,
dubbing a film from. one language |- In ‘trailers, teaser and tv spots
The ornamental screen is in the
- gind was. notified by. Commissioner |
into. another, all that: would be re- on 10 pix, Columbia Pictures has form of slage proscenium and anHairdressers quired would be a cue track in the 21 players, five. producers and one
et
Stars’‘Pe
O'Connor. on: Sept,: 21 that: it -was .
nunciator. boxes as Installed In the
. .. denied: They then ‘appealed’ “tot:
-Hollywoo
une. 27.
‘
language. in. which pic was being commentator stinting for plugs.
Music Hall circuit of
Jack Lemmon, Joby Baker and: American
“+, Mayor: ‘Richard “J, ‘Daley.’ and .re-.|-“Hairstylists - ‘not ‘members: of: dubbed, and which could be.‘Pretheatres when they were under
SI6e Gallison. appear in plugo mate-eeived a: letter: from ‘the :Corpora-. Makeup. Attists ‘& Hair. Stylists: pared by one person, —
Morris management.
(rial. for “Wacklest' Ship in the
tion Counsel: ‘on-Dee. -15 ‘stating. Logal 706, IATSE, : and |“not on
“Prexy. Lenauer’ says the system
Signatures on the screen include
‘that: the city would. issue a permit | preferential :‘lists: of. studio’s --em-. will permit post-syn¢cing of as much |Army”; Miyoski Umeki and Miiko George M. Cohan, Mitzi Hajos, Al“if -one. of”. the, obscene .scenes ployment; :‘cannot perform services. as: five minutes’ ‘of. dialog in half. (Taka, “Cry for Happy”: .director- exander
Carr, Trixie
Friganza,.
producer
Sam
Fuller,
“Uinderworld,
‘would. be-removed.”
2
. ‘to’‘tars,’ according: to union: ‘an hour, wheréas it takes as-much
U.S:A.": prod-dir William Castle, James K. Hackett, Henry Miller,
a
Whole’ Reel. Out |
- Some ‘stars—and ‘their. agents—. as a day.to do: that much under the “Homicidal”; James ‘Darren, MI- Blanche Ring, Genaro & Gotd,
Zenith was ‘unable to. reach ‘the have ttied recently to bring outside. old method:: Cost: savings would: be chael © ‘Callan, “Deborah Walley, {Gertrude Hoffmann, Fred Nihlo, Juespecially: in ‘terms of ‘salalian Eltinge, Emma Carus, Amelia
.. Corporation’. Counsel’. for several. coiffure’ aftists. onto lots, It. was terrific,
“Gidget - Goes Hawaiian.”
' days ‘to: find’ out which--scene. he stated: ‘Union. immediately’ abject- ries of”high-priced — talent working | . Mike. Wallace does commentary Bingham, Andrew Mack, Loutse
by”
the
day::
_'meant. However, . a few. days ‘later: ed with result hair. treatments. are.
for: “t Aim at The Stars"; David Dresser, Jack Gardner, Ann PenInstant ‘Syne, which has patents |Susskind," producer, for “Ralsin nington, Louls Mann, Weber &
"they. received, a. letter. from: the |performed off the lots.
o>
Fields,
Sophie Tucker, Harry
Lau.-Commissioner in which he said: -he |- Recent case. which’ Local 706 ob-|pending. here and. abroad, ‘plans to
-. “wanted: the entiré’ fifth reel. omit- jected was. for’ Jeniffer. Jones | on. ‘make the ‘machine available on. a Gucer bao eer nr Sete edsei ‘der, Alice Lloyd, James cd Core
O'Clock’:
Cantinflas;
George
Sid‘ett.
WilHam
S.
Hart,
Fritzi
Scheff,
.
ted.
‘The. court opinion sald. that: “Tender Is: The -Night”...at “20th- lease-royalty basis..
,
in,
William Courtleigh, Empire City
“the boatd was the’ sole. group’.that Fox. It was’ reported -star: insistedJ.
ney, Debbie Reynolds, Maurice
Ross & Fenton, Julian Rose,
. had ‘seen: the. film. -in its entirety con own ‘hair, dresser ‘which cost!
fia BG. rang crash. im No ‘Barney Bernard, Jack Norworth,
“and ‘that: the. Mayor, Police Com-. Studio: $750.°
Greer
Garson,
“Pepe”
a
ey)
|
Arnold
Daly, Grace LaRue, Yorke
‘missioner. and ‘Corporation Counset } . “Only instance: where’ outside. colt-.
"And in “S A cr ked Ship.”
Adams, Floretice Moure, David
had, seen.only. the. controversial ‘| dure. experts can: wark. on lot in|
th
R Sal Ww 00
D + P.” : Warfield, Sydney Grant, -Charles
“ fifth. Teel.
| which. union doesn’t have: hairotic
s nl
agner, = olores ic haplin, Adelaide & Hughes, Elie
“Zenith will: now: have to start the dresser. ‘available :and .stand-by 1s |
art, Carolyn Jones, Frankie Ava-! ‘Janis, Stella Mayhew and Billy
lon; Ernie Kovacs.
; Taylor.
picture. through: the entire. permit provided. for,according to IATSE.
‘Halifax, June. 27.
“application “process: again. How
ee:
Speakiig at the exercles were
ever, the court: decision makes ‘it.
"With liquor laws still fairly tight:
7
George Jessel and Abe Montagua,
mandatory: for one of the. civic offi-.|.
fn ‘the. Maritime province, -Nova:
Old Howard
Columbia Pictures sales head Jes’ clals ta sée the film ‘and to discuss |
‘Scotia. Women’s’ Christian Tem-}
tsel, substituting for Sen Kenaeth
their. objections, if any,” with -f
_ perance Union is. attacking Sun-: —. ‘Continued from page 1 Gems: Keating,
addressed
the cutdeor
; Continued .from “Page. ‘2
Zenith, .Schneéider would not con.
=.
day.’midnight
shows at -drive.in: ‘da Wassau,
Billy “Cheese and imeet briefly, but at the Juncheen
ment on what Zenith would .do if such :“babble”. arid’ declared. that. theatres. (Only Quebec province:“Crackers” .Hagen, ‘Bozo Snyder, ithat followed, rendered a poetia
: the application is. denied: this time. “it behooves. broadcasters to asi and some Ontario cities have. Sun-: Mike Sachs; and. wave on wave of |jreading of the reflections upon the
theniselves. how. their stations are _day pix.) At its 64th aannual con- ltew ‘peelers, until the gendarmes ;‘late show biz {ifan on the present .
Baptist ! closed the spot for too. much ex- jentertainment scene. It was a mov_| contributing to the morals: of youth vention, in’ West End
Davis Adds NT&T Stock,’ who, have their: ears glued. to tran-' church here, -delegates also. elamied |‘posure.
sing tribute to the industry as well
sistor. radios,’ he. blamed lax. types of film were shown were “not, To get the goods, ‘the cops had .as to the showman.
Firks Meantime: Unloads parents’ principally, rather. than: tv ‘the best”. and -that’ “shocking. im-: to use the then new infra red film.: Montague described. the hospital
Leonard: -Davis, -board. -member | programs featuring-‘Violence, for ‘morality. goes, on ‘during and. after jshooting through bution holes in‘ias¢ the “heart of show business ar{
‘of: National --Theatres. & Television’ juvenile: ‘delinquency.
these shows.”
|’
{their topcoats. The film. shown injtien.” and dedicated
thire new
-Inc., last- ‘month:.bought ”4,000
‘Regardless of .the™ criticisri: lev-.
‘Objecttons: were ‘also: raised to.‘court, plus transcriptions of dia-: buildings to the “fulfillment of
~ shares of this corporation’s. com- éled. at tv, Lée said that -he feels ‘Sunday operation of swimming -Aogue, ‘closed the theatre forever {man’s true purpose---to care for
mon: stock, upping: his.holdings. to:f that. “by and large: the ‘commercial: pools,. skating rinks and. laundro- :Empty for some elght. years, it’‘his fellow man with dignitv anf
8;000 ‘shares...
‘broadcaster. is a very decent citizen \-mats.
.
.
stood practically abandoned. and understanding’ Montague was ino AY fellow . director.’ selling : the with every appropriate: concern for}
forgotten on Howard St... shortest |troduc ed by Richard
F
Walsh,
game --securities was Samuel. Firks.. the public interest.” ~-° street in the world, untli the How- ‘president of the JATSE
-He unloaded 5,000 shares and holds
Lee. told-interviewers -that he's |
: Lard National Theater and Museum: Representing the Morris family
a balance. of:39,16 shares:
| opposed ‘to. any. form : of :‘ty and: ra|Committee,
brainchild of Cam- were My and Mis William Mortis
‘dio censorship.” He. -declined. tol.
ibridge folk singer, actor. and one Jr, Mrs William C White iRuth
.commeit directly on Newton N.
‘time: producer Dean Gitter, began i Morris, ‘daughter of the founder
| Minow's recent speech in which |. Q “Greensboro, NC. June 27. {a campaign. to save the theatre.'and widow of former syndicated —
the ‘new. FCC. Jhead -assailed video.|:
- Greensboro Merchants Assn, ‘and.‘The committee was preparing to coluninist The Morris agency was
Howard ‘*E.. Kohn’. 2d has heen -as “a:vast wasteland”:and informed
; kickoff. {ts -nationwide.drive of $1.- -repped by its president Abe. Last“named national ad-pub- coordinator’ Stations that his commission. neéence-.'+19. downtown, business cancerns :‘$00,000 to. convert the Old Howard: fogel and Mr: and Mrs Nat Lef<
iwill
sponsor free -motien. picture:
wey for Samuel: Bronston’s “El Cid,” forth -would: scrutinize. their appli- j
parties for shoppers. this: ‘Bummer ee a civic center of the perform- :kowitz, latter the agency's tress“which. Allied. . Artists “will” dis- cations for licénse- ‘renewal.
ing arts.
“urer.
‘at the Carolina Theatre. a
“tribute in the’ western hemisphere:
“The.
Howard's
history,
from
. “Mr, Minow is a very. nice. Tittle’
The Morrises
and Mrs
White
a ‘Kohn: recently- ‘resigned ---from. Co-' ‘guy and-very: ‘bright, ‘but. I don’t: } Nell McGIll said ‘there wt be©. theatrical greatness to bare but-' make
their year-round home at
.Jumbia* where he served. .as. worla-’ think he wants to censor any body,” + 10. parties as was. the ‘case. last ;toms, began in 1846 when the first Camp Intermission, a short dis‘wide
.ad-pub..- coordinator. -for said: Lee. “I don’t think it-wise to. ‘year on consecutive’ ‘Wednesdays. Italian operas in Boston were pre- itance from the hospital, and are
The first party- was. held. June 21. sented {n. the theatre with its neo- active in the hospital's affairs
“Porgy. and. Bess" and “Pepe.”
1 try to ‘supervise: all stations from.
Starting at 10 a.m. each Wednes- Gothie faeade. Then
came the
-_
—<—
a
gto
Bast .week | indie publicist. Al ‘Washington.
What
hat wou Id. be“ ap-7
p: day not.and cold refreshments. will Shakesperean actors and the pot |
“‘Tamarin: was named to direct ‘the: propriate programming. for one
be
served
free
{n
the:theatre
lobby.
|
‘boilers.
By
1871,
the
theatre
en-.
Paul
Newman-Martia
Ritt Ce.
national’ roadshow unit. and, cam-: area might. not ‘be appropriate for
During. the:social period live organ. ‘tered its variety period will) the and Martin Poli will partner in
paign forthe -Bronston:.pic... Spe- -another.” ~
musi¢
will
be:
furnished.
forerunner
of
vaude
bills
Then.
production
of
“Sylvia.”
E
Vo Cune.Cial. ad-pub. unit :-has taken over ‘a: . Lee senses a:‘great. ‘movement
“ mew: ‘Suite~ of -offices. in the. AA. among. broadcasters |‘themselves: to. - Free: tiekets ‘gre obtained ‘from! in 1920, came burlesque. and the ningham novel, as a Newman ¢tare
Old
Howard
began
the
slide.
.
beec
for
Paramount
releuse.
y,
*
Ipartleipating
business
conceras.
homeoffice. building .in New. York. improve their product.”

- Chicago, Sune: QT. :4

te “pioneh import, “The ° Lovers,”.

A: PaveHATRSY, NATCH

_, | Exits.

InstantSyneDemo’:|
Promises Economy

|WB DUCKED LYRICS AS_|é

EVANGELISTS ‘PREACH’
~ BEFORE HOUSE, FINED!

Morris Memorial

Columbia’s Ballyhooligans

Are’An Assorted Group|

| Temperance (Remember?)

Sounding Off Against

» Driveln ‘Immorality’

~ Deejays Harmful

~ Kohn’s“EyCid’Post.

MeranisTheatres!
Come-On. for:Wives:

20

TOLLVISION

Metro, Blind To TV AtOutset, Adopts|

« Wedinesday, June 238, 1961

Exhibs “7 og
‘For all the supposed. anxiety in exhibition ‘over ‘pay-tv, seems:
that only six exhibs in the whole country mustered time, money.and.
effort. to make last October’ s FCC. hearings on: the: Hartford Phone-

Open-Mind About Toll; Scout Media /

vision’ application:

By GENE
Metro.

which

._It’s.a sensitive point with’ Philip F.. Harling, who heads the. anti- ;

ARNEEL.
in

the

years

. toll committee for Theatre Owners of America. ‘He noted the’sparse’

NEW TALENT AGENCY

ago:

was aloof to departures from tradi-

. were ‘TOAers.

dion, and deprecating television at
j{s outset, 1s on a home-toil alert,

Bill

intends to move in on some farm of

subscription

television

when

PALM SPRINGS ANTENNA ik
SOLD TO H&B CORP.

“turnout in rather. bitter. tones‘ in an. address this ‘week ‘to Mississippi-Louisiana ‘TOA Powwow—
—and alsogot.in the dig. thatall.six:

Shiffrin &
Dick
Unite Forces

Hyland

ao
Hollywood, ‘June 27...
H.. _& B. American: Corp. ‘has
Hollywood, June 27.
‘acquired * ‘Palm Springs: Television.
|_ William Shitfrin and Dick Irving!.Corp., ‘one of -nation’s: largest
Hyland talent agencies have been!;community tv. antenna ‘systems.
merged, forming Shiffrin-Hyland;i David E.. Bright: is -H...& B. board
Agency Inc. New outfit plans to chairman,
Carl -E. -- Leserman,
package television and theatrical | president. of selling ‘company.. Deat:}
films as well as representing per was set via all-cash transaction.

the

“right” system presents itself. «
has investigated the
“Company

'

Paramount-Telemeter, Zenith. and
Video Independent fee enterprises
along with a couple of others which
were not identified by M-G homeoffice residents.
Final decisions are deferred but

formers, writers, ete.
‘Bright. also revealed) H&B -has.
at Jeast one major conclusion, has
Hyland recently resigned from. holdings - and - ‘purchase: ‘contracts
been reached at M-G.
This is that 1 Frank
Cooper Associates, taking | totaling more than $9,000,000 on

livKahnReTol

DONNA’ REED. SUES. u

Claims" ‘She. Was: Unfairly Pundshed for. Role. Nix

‘Los Angeles, June. 27.

Well BuyFims)

Donna | Reed demands $142,467 fo
damages. in -breach of contract suit’
San Francisco, June.27...
against Universal Pictures Corp., in].
Irving ‘B... Kahn,’ president». oe
which she states that she rejectéd a
‘TelePrompter,
says that.when he.
role. in studio’s. “Wild Innocents”.
-because ‘it. did not. qualify .ag -a- ‘gets: his firm's toll-tv system set:
Up
in:
Liberal,.
Kan., “we're just..
starring: part under. provisions of.
going to show up’ one: morning at
her term pact.

first-run theatres are not likely to | his personal clients with. him. as {such systems ‘in UL S, Canada,
be. impaired by home toll because : per agreement with Cooper.
making - firm
country’s.
argest
there’s no substitute, so far as the
{the Kansas-City film exchange and.. .owner, operator. of field:..
public is concerned, for “getting
New acquisition ©serves
6,600 “AS a ‘result,- ‘studio. allegedly- sus-" ‘say. we -want.. to bid” on ‘motion,
pended her salary Aug. 30, 1958. . a pictures. cc
eut af the home” ‘and catching new
-all. seven
subscribers,. -delivering
-del
ve |.
product where it's displayed best.
of L. A. tv channels, a 24-hour un-|-

Ask Ozoners Aid

Also, «1: the public will have be-

jinterrupted

. high

fidelity

music

come aware of a given picture’s
; Channel, -]t was first. such cable ;
; Continued from page 7 —
values by the time it reaches .sub-;
installation in world.sequent theatrical run and, in line :has just joined United: Artists as al ‘Purchase. added to H&B's . fu-.

He ‘dropped... ‘this ‘remark. ‘during’:
the: course’ of. a panel .discussion -°
entitled. “Which Way: Home -TheProduct vatre?” at. the” just-concluded . 10th

Herts-Lion Oittlook: ‘Add
‘Theatre to Video.

{annual convention: of.: ‘the |‘Nation-._ Hollywood; June -27,. jal Community «Television Assn. ‘at
fgnored on home toll, and '2) as!
61 campaign
produced
$652,030,|tv, for which Bright said “publie} . Herts-Lion International racked the. Jack, Tar. Hotel.
home toll catches on the chance of !
acceptance | is now. reasonably: as-: up a net of $11,108 for its first |: Kahn was -being: closely: quesunattractive ; While the preceding year toox in sured.” He added company -plans year. of: operation, in- what prexy
survival
ior
many
theatres will be greatly reduced.
1$634.297, from all sources: Of. the to “play important role in devel- Kenneth Herts termed a “small tioned’ by J. ‘Seibert ‘Worley, Sham-.
rock, Tex., theatre owner who.also.
According to the M-G thinking, | last year’s amount, $520,004 came opment. ‘of this. medium. coo
but healthy profit.”
~
‘Owns. several community «. eable
second-rate exhibition will be on from audience collections. of whieh!
Herts, who said his. company had layouts. the way out once home toll steps
__ Jexpended $260,019 in new pilot |; ‘Kahn, :elaborating: said. uy.lived:
New
York
contributed
$164,777.
in, for the puulic will be more dis'
{films and for purchase of. feature ‘under, the consent decree. fat 20th- ..
inclined than ever to shell out for The sale of scrolls produced $95.-|
motion pix for its Latin American -Fox) nine years ;
“the. reason . faulty frojection, acoustics, sur- 388 and special gifts. amounted to
“I distribution arm, foresees -a: $250,- we.. chose Liberal. "for our first
roundings, etc.
i$36,636. Theatres perticipating .in
000 net for next. fiscal year. ‘Pre- (toll-tv) system. is. that. it’s a: small
diction, he asserted, :is predicated. town “and. we -don’t =want: the exthe collections this year rose tol.
‘on _firm’s recent entry into’ feature hibitors Pot-shotting |at us,” ~
3.817 as against 3,722 last year.
|film:product and first few months’ |
However, the average theatre .in-|
“Liberal — has - two- theatres;
‘TelePrompter: in tune. ‘Up: of its earnings of new fiscal. year. .
come dropped from $138.01 in. 1959.
owned - by”. National. Theatres, :of
home pay-see ‘system, -is. running
to $137.31 last year.
.} 680. ‘and°“800 ‘seats.: On the. out--

with this, inferior product will be 'veepee) pointed out that the 1960-! ture planning for advent of. pay-

‘TelePrompter's$

Testsin Gotham:

Pay-See Antenna

For Laredo, Tex.

Loew’s

with

Laredo, Tex., Juné 27.
“Tollvision” will make
its:

pearance

led jn circuit collections extensive

$112,680,

while

ABC-Para-

out

tests

reliability.

in N.Y.

of key

to. check

equipment

a

Originals’ Back

4 skirts.is a drive-in with capacity
of about: 15100 Our cable- ‘system.

eon
rn in income
from. the: prior to field installation: Test ‘is |
goes to 2,000-plus homes and goes Me,
tmas Salute with $6,081. | being. made. with . Western. Union|
by another’ 1;000° homes.
Who a
Continued from page —=
:Broken down by circuits, -Loew's| facilities, . the telegraph company —
can outbid- whem?”
|. .
_
‘brought in $115,322 with $112,680 ‘being a. 13% . TelePrompter Stock- ;:Land We. Love,” Daystar ‘Produc‘He ‘indicated his ‘firyh’s -posi

ap |from collectians and $2,642. from
here within four months,
the salute. while Fabian-Rose TheWarner)

aicording to George Spence, man- |
atres ‘including Stanley
ager ef the Community Antenna ;
brought in $76.302.in the
Bervice.

older...
‘| tions, Leslie’ Stevens; Vendetta
Heart of the. test |is’ the. efficiency ‘of A Gunfighter,” . Harvard, Sam | tion”: -W4S ‘that any scramble tor
of a. ‘punch-tapé. system. ‘No éoin-. Freedle; “Geronimo, " Levy-Gard-.| Hollywood product. between ‘toll-tv: oN

operators and

-exhibitors. would...’

can-pass-| age is involved in the FelePrompt- ner-Laven. Productions, Pat Field-come strictly | under. the ‘consent _ subscriber: er, and
iing and $4,509 from the salute;{ er . setup—instead,
“The .Nun
and. -.the
Spence. of Laredo Theatres, the |AB-Paramount, $66.938 in collec-. would ‘merely push. 2 ‘button: that. Sergeant,” Eastern: Films,’ Dawn decree, with. Straight. bidding. ‘the
owners of the new service,: said tions and $6.081 from the salute. would punch ‘tape for “admittance” ; Cerveris. ‘Future includes “The. decisive factor. :
that a contract far $272,000 has while RKO browght in $42.048 from ,to a show.. Same system ‘also takes Road to’ Hong >Kong," and “Five
_ All’ the panel. members—Kahn, ac
heen awarded
to Jerrold
Elec- the baskets and $5,756 from the ’| simulfaneous care of the billing. | Pieces of. Maria,” Norman. ‘Panama Morrell,” Martin.. Leeds,: presidenttronics
Corp.,
of Philadelphia. salute.
i; Outfit’ originally planned. a coin. and Melvin. Frank; “The Lonely of. Home Entertainment-“System, ...
Construction is expected to. get
The report. also pointed out that;box attachment for home sets, but Stage,” -Millar-Turman,
Robert. and Ken J..:Easton,. ‘executive.-enunder way soon.
.
audience collectipns have grown to, ' declared last year that..it was. | Dozier; “The New. Yorkers,” Essex, gineer of Paramount's Transeanada
Spence said that within’ the £520.004 in. 3.817 theatres, from |scrapping that in favor ‘of ‘the Betty Comden and Adolph Greene: :Telemeter: — agreed. tollvision.
specified period, 50 miles of cable $171,201 from 3.584 houses in 1955. :punch-tape: system.
:
|“Something .a Little Less Serious,” ‘would: ‘become &.reality in the U. S:
will be set up inside the city limits
within a ‘year, .- perhaps within -‘as .
Ray Schmertz of the 20th-Fox | Current test covers a ‘five-mile Stanley Kramer, - William: “Rose,
and four towers will be set up.
“
distance.
A
subsequent.
12-mile
test:
and “The Moundbuilders,”’ :, Mir- little. as. six. months.
exchange in Cleveland was named! The service has obtained permis‘Easton - -and ‘Morrell disagreca
is
also
scheduled
before::field
inisch-Alciona, Elliot Arnold.
“Man of the Year’ and a gold Will:
sion irom the Federal Communica- !
”
sharply
-With:
Kahn"
and’.
Leeds’
stallations
are
attempted...
statuette given him at the
Aside’ from the two MGM: ‘Cine about |‘Selling home. entertainment. a
trons Commission to piek- up. pro- |Rogers
Saranac
Lake luncheon. - He. in-;
rama pix, the. Culver City lot has:
grams from all three networks in|*
“on credit” (Morrell’s: term), but. |
augurated a program of special |
six more features in’ the original.
Ssn Antonio through a microwave '
all were highly. éptimistic. about :
gifts in excess of $200 in that city.
; category. “Ring of Fire,”: Andrew ‘their .‘immediate futures—all,
system.
of. >
4 Stone, and “A. Thunder of Drums, an
The main tower will be behind| Although Picker expressed satiscourse," “were “in a. ‘certain sense ‘Continued. from - page 7 es | James Warner
Bellah, are com- making. Pitches: tothe |300-plus:weds
Bordertown | faction with the 1960 effort. be. —
the
screen
of the
Prive-In Theatre. Plans call for a} cause of the lead over last year; he
‘Morris: Dworski,. head of | pleted, while in the future -are cableSystem “operators.on -band..
one :near', said. “I cannot help but” feel that. present esearch | at. Saranac’. de- “Very | ‘Important .Persons,” Ter:
fewer
near
Pearsall,
CotuHa and the third near Laredo. j:in view of the tremendous under- iscribed new | procedures | Worked rence’ Ratigan; “Souvenir,” ‘Daniel |==
- taking ‘of the hospital, in view of: out “at Will ‘Rogers. including the. Fuchs; “You're ‘Cheatin’ Heart,”
‘the lives we are. saving, of -the
air-drying of lungs to ‘permit more iStella Unger, and “The. Only. Game |
; health we are bringing -back
in Town,” Frank Gilroy.
3 complete studies of. the organ.
{our own’ people: and the advance.
—. Continued. trom page. 3 —
At ‘Columbia, ‘there .:are..four f%
Because of great: progress in the
iments we are making in ‘research ;
j healing of ‘tuberculosis. the bulk completed, one. in production :‘and signed
for the blessing of all mankind,
a ‘contract. with ‘ Cihemiracie
,
Continued from page 2 —
of
the.
patients
‘now
at
the
hospital}
4n
additional
five
on
upcoming
we must still do better. We must
slates.. Among those complete. are{July. -20,. 1960 ‘for distribution. ot
‘strive to get a bigger lead over! are of the nori-tubercular category. “Everything's: Ducky,” John Fen- pic, ‘ater | retitled
“Holiday
Hammer Films. T.vnch is a Cock-.
i Patients suffering from -other vari-

_ Rogers Scone

‘Scent ofMystery”

Brit. New Wave:

; last year. Tm sure we can do bet-!
ney. who has had meagre stage ex-! .ter, for, with. the passing of each!‘eties of ailments including lung
perience, but is now making his’ year's campaign,
we establish al ‘cancer, as well. as. varied heart ail-first film. “On The Fiddle": “with |:stronger public relations impact. inents are now being admitted.
another neweomer, Sean Connery. |We find that the knowledge of our
The prpposals to enlarge the re-

ton

Murray’.and

Benedict

Freed-

man;
“Gidget
Goés Hawaiian,”.
Ruth Brooks. Fiippen; “Homicidal,”
Robb..White; “Mad Dog Coll,” Edsearch facilities: will.-be taken upj t ward: ‘Schreiber, and “Underwater
Stamp play ed two minor stage roles | Will
Rogers
wok
accumulating, ic
Harris. :*“Three
betore being spotted by casting di- ‘not only with our industry em-i within a féw weeks by the board. City,” ‘Owen
Stooges . Meet
Hercules,”. with
rector Robert Leonard and jetted | plovees, but’ with the. public at for.consideration. .
Current
construction
on the Norman Maurer. ‘scripting,’ is’. be-.
into the big-time with title part of!, large.”
“grounds will: increase the capacity jfore the cameras, while in prepara-.|
Peter Ustinov’s “Billy Budd.”

What does that all add np to?|

Richard -F. Walsh, president of|
of the hospital, which
the Inter national Alliance. of The-'

Spain,” and. that on April 17, 1961, we

they ‘placed: an order. With: Techni-: oa
color. for. extraction prints for de-"
|.

livery.on or before June 28. .1961,Defendants, however, ac cording: to”

suit,-.on. May. 8, 1961, ‘diretied -all.
suspension | Of work’ by Techni-.

color.

°

*.

-

Plaintiffs. :asserted . there’ ore.

“Diamond. Bikini,” Dor-: ‘now a. limited number of theatres .
past year had a record number. of ;thy’ Kingsley; “Try Try: Again » [equipped to ‘handle ‘pix lIenséd ‘in.
Stage Employes, presided ;admissions
and’
discharges
(72
ad|
Richard
and.
Mary Sale;.“X: Wife,” 70m. and that suclr’ films ‘are. in.
meeting.
48° discharges - and °25] David Swift-Bill Manoff,. ‘and ' ‘Man. great: demand.’ A “number of fea-"

That Britain’s not interested in a atrical
potential Cary Grant, David Niven at the
or Jack Lemmon? Not a bit.’ Such
discoveries would have equal marRobert
uee Value. But in British pix these

during

the. tion are

-missions,
are now ‘being ‘filmed: in 70m, ~ i Bo
ideathst. Three new buildings are |From: the .Diner's: Club,’” John. |tures
according to complaint; and. value. “

Horton, star of “Wagon |being erected.“to house the. staff, |Fenton Murray.

i,
‘Scent .of. Mystery” Would, thus oe
ays, the way the yarns are being Train” tele-series, formed Bronzei‘which are now quartered .in. the : Allied Artists, Universal-tntera
‘American ” Inter- be diminished..
written and directed. there's a Ltd., as new: indie outfit and | main. building.. Space vacated. in | national ‘and
Specifically, “Todd anid:‘Miss Tay="wide-open market for virile young- bought “The Morning,” by William } the main: hospital part, will’ en- |national round out the list. AA has:‘To r asked ‘$1,000,000 damages from:
eters with fire and

acting abitity.

the patient capacity.
“"Dondi,” Albert Zugsmith, noW in ‘-Cinemiracte
and. $1,500,000. ‘from Of the 72. admitted, 25. were TB 1 release and. ‘Armored. Command, ” |five. - Doe ‘corporations.
- ‘and -five
and 47 non-TB, Of -the. 48. dis- Ron .W. Alcorn, ready to go, with
charges, 21 :were. TB, and: of. the: “The George Raft Story,” Crane John. ‘Doés. Complaint added that
“Scent”: is the: ‘only picture’ avail25 deaths, 10 were TB, The scope Wilbur, and. “The Carnival -Kid,"
‘of the. Will Rogers ‘includes. all Al Biller, prepping. At U-I, “Come |‘able in. theToda 70m process.
|chest diseases such as heart,-lung| Septembe:” ‘and “Lover. Come |.
cancer. ahd an increasing number. Back”. have
“been
‘completed;
of patients with mnon-tubercular!Stanley “Shapiro Scripting each:
-ailments.. The length of the stay ‘with Maurice Richlin. and Paul
at the hospital has been dropping. Henning,. respectively.
r
On. the upThe average period. for tuberculars;;coming schedule: are “Touch of |:
*Mink,” ‘Shapiro and Nate -Mon-.
thas
fallen
to
224
days
and
those,
NEWYORK |
Rockefatter Center ¢.
- of ‘other. ailments to. 76. ‘days.’ It aster, and “Fiona,” Shimon Win-|
bOs ANGELES
| was, also’ noted that the hospital celberg. All of. AIP’s entries are}
|
‘leosts have increased. Turnover in upcoming. “X” has.a script by: Ray ae ies
A Division of
7
Personnel has been’ stabilized: with |Russell, “Ali Baba” “and ‘the 7) 9."
NOVO INDUSTRIAL CORP,
"| co-starring GARY MERRILL © CHARLES RUGGLES
.|raising of .wages to. the N. Y.-State
Miracles of .-the. World,” Richard
| large

Fay Glenn, for initialer.

IT'S A FACT: | BONDED
PIM

There are over 15,000 sprinkler.
heads protecting BONDED’s film
storage and service installations.

Al! seven BONDED warehouses
are protected by automatic electronic burglary and alarm systems.

E
|[

I

7-AuDiOCITY MUSICMALL
N= ;

raw requirements and fringe bene- | Matheson,
ts,

and “The Haunted Vil- of

[iage,” ‘Charles Beaumont,

“.

A Patemesnt
Pictere in Techotenior

_ sodCaleEw SaaeSoati “COLERANA

an

.
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ORNER

Big Brother’in
1 Was
‘Portland, ‘Me. June 27.

CoeinSwitch Champions
“TensLoenve|FredSponsors
McCleery
‘(COSTOEARLY Tells&FCCAgencies,
of H'wood ‘Sins’

White ‘most: ‘broadeasters: have.“been. ‘doing. <a. ‘burn. aver. FCC.

Chairman Newton: Minow’s “vast. wasteland” ‘characterization’ ot

television. and his: -warhing he'll- use .the -FCC’s licensing power.|.
‘more’ stringently, they've kept their anger ‘to themselves. But: one |

‘ Broadcaster last: week took ‘to the speaker's: ‘rostrum. to blast the”

By. BOB: CHANDLER

“wasteland” characterization ‘as. “sheer. poppycock” and to. warn:':
“The. ‘sighs --of accomplishment |.
‘that. Minow’s crackdown -on. licensing: constitutes’ '“censorship -by ne
jand- proud smiles of achievement
fear of.subsequent punishment.’”
“| that bedecked the faces of network
.°.The broadcaster ‘was John. W. Guidér,- president. and “general.”
executives in’ March when. they:| Steve’ s ABC ‘Reunion’
"manager of WMTW-TV. in. Poland. Springs,- Me; operated--by Mt:. ‘locked up the: fall schedule at: the
“Washington TV. In a speech Friday. (23) before the: Portland Rotary.
Besides
head
writer
Bill
earliest date-in’ television history.|
“!. Club, :Guider minced. no words: in attacking’ Minow... “Don't ‘be mis- ; Dana swho’ lt double on the air
“Jed, ” he: said, ““by “people.-who. deny: the.-intent to censor while have:
now.
turned
into
-frustrated
|
“Jose
Jiminez"),
Steve
‘frowns: and agonizing headaches,
saying: ;. . that he planned. to-use-all his statutory powers to gain:. .
Alien” has lined up the other
-; more balanced programs. It’ is: censorship - when. ‘Big’ Brother in {| ‘For ‘by: closing out their. sched-|.. key members of the producules ‘so early—by- mid-March—the |
a Washington decides what you shall $60" and: hear. regardless of
tion team for his new fall
|
webs
neatly
Iocked
‘themselves
into
|
-_-.. your‘own: personal preferences.”
-ABC-TV variety hour.
Stan
box; or painted themselves into a] “Burns, an old. Allen sidekick,
“2. Quider stated: that’ “time and. time again’ during the past. few"-\acorner—you
pick the metaphor.
' “weeks we-have heard. plainly voiced ‘threats. that ‘station licenses ~'
- will also be part of the writing
_ May ‘not be renewed. unless stations-conform to the current think-.. - “Phe fact is that: what looked so} staff for the Wednesday, 7:30.. Ang, in: Washington. This. ig- censorship by fear of subsequent. ‘puns. . neat and -tidy three. ‘months. ago is
8:30 stanza.
3 ishment, ”
o beginning to‘look highly unappetizDave Brown will dtrect the
While the proposition .that “the.‘pliblic at large has: the.‘complete’ ing to the webs in light of televi‘ABC-TV series, and Leanard
‘property rights. to. radio “(or television)-frequencies”: is perfectly -1sion’s .fastmoving developments.
- Stern, ‘another Allen alumnus,
“true,” Guider.sald,. “it .is a. nionumental non-sequitur to jump from © {if they: had it to.do over again, to :,| will stage comedy segs for the
this ‘premise of. public ownership to -a conclusion that it: justifies. |make up new schedules, they'd
new
program.
Les Brown's
a federal administrative agency: assuming- the right to decide. + come.up. with a far: different: pic- [.- orch will do music. Charies

- what. the ‘people shall hear and see on ‘their’ television ‘sets, and.

‘what ‘may not be broadcast; under. the threat that if: it “does” ‘jtot,
_.comply:.a station-may lose its. Heense end. have its Investment rene.

.,

Dae= dered. completely’ ‘valueless. ro,

*

.| previously

ture for fall. _But it’s too Jate; __ Andrews’
vs will
will produce.
everything’ s locked into place, with
Program’. commitments,

spensor|

| contracts, talent, station clearances’:
=| —the works.

’Threatens to(uitABC7 |

. What: has. happened

in. three

"hls Don'twefor11PM.News

ratings have seen the. beginning of.|
the decline for- the big action.
hours. The networks ;aren’t so sure
S today that they’ve done the smart

and ad agencies

ex-

on

the

witness

stand

as the big daddy of the so--called
golden age of tv drama, took the
stand to debunk
the “good old.
days” and the “awful lot of hoopta
and
hoopdedoo”
about
sponsorfagency directives and censorship.
Another
producer,
Albert)
MeCleery, also was soft on the admen. but blamed program abuses
on the Coast trend.--“it's atmost

Eyewitness’ Nears

: ‘months - ‘to change the collective.|
thinking ‘of the networks?
Well:.
| for one. thing,. the. post-New Year's

The sponsor

ees, who have had their Jumps in
the Federal Communications Come
mission’s Foley Square's
inquity
again last week, in New York, yesterday had a-surprise champion
Producer Fred C've, hailed hy
many of the writing, producing,
directing and performing talents,

SRO; Cyanamid
In Alt.-Wk. Buy

frightening how tv has followed sil
the sins and omissions of Hollywood.”
Defending the banktrollers, Coe
said, in reference tu the old “Philtco Playhouse.”
“We
had
many,
many long fights about what happened but, basically, at all times,
they believed in w hat we were do. 99° of the time the shows
went on representing whal we were
trying (o effect, or -representing
our errors.” And, he said, for every

thing. -in.. scheduling: more action
“Marty,” there elght so-so dramas,
shows. for next season, many of them murder mysteries,
1: Another factor. has been ‘the “CRB-TY ‘came up with its first Situation comedies, etc
major primetime news & public
Minow:
‘.*touch—the
whiplashing,
He also defended the. American
affairs sale of the new season last
ABC, ‘Jim. Hagerty -tias threatened |. _ ABC- TV's ..early evening a with the. aid of ‘some “he
fron‘
Gas Association’s decision in the
news. strip is. faring better in
to quit. The threat, faintly veiled,
page’ newspaper coverage, by the J week when .it Inked American Cy- famed case of the “gas chamber’‘clearances:
than
its.
Jatenight
janamid
Co:
as
alternate-week
spon‘was. made™ during. a closed-circuit
‘young: FCC chatrman of the “vast
from the “Playhonse 90°°
'“. “telecast to: ABC-TV: affiliates’. on |: - counterpart... “Evening © ‘Re-:: wasteland”: of television, .and. the. sor. of “Eyewltness,” the weekly deletion
Nuremberg
trials
dramatization,
‘ June 20, and appears’to have ‘been. “ port,” the 6 p.m.. -stanza tem-. : resultant surge of opinion. from ‘the story-of-the-week news wrapup Fri- (American Gas Association will be
*:
porarily’
being
fronted
by:
Bill
represents
an the, direct result of: the poor clear-}°.
{public and from Washington ‘serv-. days. at 10:30. Deal
a sponsor of Coe’s NBC-TV Selz:
Shadel,
-is”
expected”
to
‘move
Cyanamid's
first.
major
network
. “ances ‘provided for one of his pet
nick rewrites this fall:
the .new~ty season with ”. ing as a Goad on ‘the collective net-- buy.
“ ” ““projects—a ‘nightly news ‘program |"into
:
zs work conscience.
Lo
“As a sponsor,” he declared, “T
100. ABC. stations clear“".. . gcheduled in cherished. local ‘sta-|.. ‘-about
Sale gives “Eyewitness” a three- have some control over policy. 1f
‘So despite their better judgment. ;
‘ing.
for:
the:
nightly
_
quarter:
|
oe ton” Hime |-between AE. and L154. “hour.
° ‘the nétworks are sitting tight, sad- fourths sellout, under an unusual I'm American Airlines, ] don’t want
Oo pat
-.. The ‘anchormen: on’ the. new ‘A diled -with. a. schedule. that neither. pattern adopted by the network. to do a play on plane crashes”
: “Appearing: on the: ‘program ‘with :,fall edition -will. be William
they, the. sponsors nof: the public, ‘Cyanamid: has two weeks out of
Most of sponsor ohiections, he
four. under. Its: alternate-week set- received. said Coe, were re down. “ABC-TV. -president .Oliver’ Treyz.
-Lawrence ‘in: Washington. and: : ‘fto’ a great. degree, simply don’t
Filters hougnt heat, unhappy plays -“if I've had
“rand the station relations v.p. Julius |: Al Mann‘in:N: Y.,. with John
|want. And that-early rush to com- up. Earlier, L&M
Ue Barnathan, Hagerty: was quoted: as |-. .Cameron: Swayze ‘doing feature - | plete. the schedule now. finds some one week out of four as a contigu- my interference, it's been -more
telling over 100° ABC-TV ‘station | ‘material and -all:-Squibb com- ‘| mighty | unhappy sponsors, who ous buy to its “Twilight Zone," just oblique.” he sald.
~ executives - during . the. “private” |: -Mercials on. the show. . Squibb: ~: fearing the lockup of.the schedule, ahead of “Eyewitness” on the FriHe recalled “fear" from sponsors
bought shows they didn’t like .and. day night | slate. ‘That gives CBS agencivs anent “Wine and Roses"
talk that if ‘they ‘didn't. back” him: - will’ sponsor’ three” of. the. five
40° this latenight. news ‘venture,| _ 15-minute periods each week. ‘paid premium. price for time they:! just one-week out of four ieft to
“Playhouse 90° drama on alweren't happy: about.. just to get sell, and the network has some cholism—but pointed out that the
_, about, all he’d be able. to say in'a.
their foot.in the door before it was. solid. interest In ‘that as wel!
' few -‘weeks,. _ when. the. stations|
show was aired and eventually had
closed. -Now, time’s going. begging, | UY n fortunately,
-would .be ready for a final account“Evewitness” ‘a. summer rerun.
‘| and at less than rate card.
“ing :on the matter,. is, |badIt.was nice
‘Tseems to be the only solid source
Stating that he never produced
‘Take. ABC,. for example. It was of primetime pubaffairs revenue at | “‘controverstal”
knowing you.” . plays. Coe rapped
7
locked
in,
except
for
one
timeslot,
“Just how many ‘stations. had ofs|:
CBS. Virtually nothing ishappening;a
Rod
Serling
“Playhouse
9°
‘Jin ‘March. Yet, only three or. four:
a fered to ‘clear. the 11-11:15. nightly|.
in terms of sponsorship on “CBS {lynch drama with Mexican setting
weeks ago, (program .v:p. Tom. Reports.”
. _ time at. the. time of the. ‘closed-cir- |: :
‘Couple of clients are in-!as loaded “with controversy for
Moore came ‘out with the statement’ ; terested, but nothing more - solid
°° guit. was not. disclosed, but at the:
(Continued on page 46:
}that ABC would program more live than interest is on the horizon. So
| moment there. are only about. 20)
<A
a 5
shows next year because, overall,.
-. stations who appear. eady_ to gol].
live ratings were 24° while ‘film far, “Reports” has only one seg-

By ART WwOODSTONE °

Only five months. after becoming|.
‘vicepresident in charge of news for. ;

. Better até

|MarsCandy Sets
0Brian-Powell

“along, at least for-a'time, with a]

_tietwork, news feed in a. time peri-|
‘od when.:most- of. the stations have}

Programmed local: news.

5006 ABCSpec
me

Chicago,’ June. 27.

GE Asks. Relief
On Berg Stanza

shows... overall . were -down (27.. ment -sold—AT&T will pickup a!
Even ..more’. significantly, without. ‘space show, and has options on two:
.| situation comedies, films would. more. But the other 36 stanzas are.
going begging so far. .
have been down.9%. ~ -

Six .days.: ‘after. the threat, Hag: ||Mars: Candy; chiefly in’ ctv. spot |. ‘ But. Moore. turned. up some eye- |. ' Cyanamid deal was set througa
- gerty’ ‘said he was “most. encour: | thie. “past. season, ‘is plunking down -brows—where was he going. to put Erwin, ‘Wasey, Ruthratt & Ryan.
aged.”: He refused; however, to dis-. an estimated $500, 000 for’ an Octo- the. live shows, with.a full sched-|:
euss his. threat: to: “ABC. ‘stations on ber | special .On ‘ ABC-TY, .which ule. already. ‘commitied? Only anGeneral Foods has asked CS89_:the grounds ‘that. a. closed-circuit.
swer was in one timeslot, Wednes> telecast, regardless. OF how: many will co-star. Jane. Powel! and. Hugh day 7:30 to. 8:30; where he moved
TV for rehef on the new Gertrude
-fO
O'Brian.
“Show.
will
“be
.a
-musical
‘in Steve Allen. But that’s the ex-.
| Berg stanza, “Mother Is a Fresh
- Continued on:
page 88).
3

NBC’s FallTiatupOn

Rose Bowl, ‘Laramie,’

'|adaptation .Of | the: Nathaniel ‘Haw- tent of the changes ABC can. make,

.:

“Feathertop, a

3 TessJoint w

howo
S
e
c
i
v
r
e
s
b
‘Pu

composed by Mary. Rodgers (daughter of Richard). Toni ‘Charmolf will
Us produce.. |
- Telecast. is set for Oct. 19 in the
8:30. p.m. hour and’ will be ‘apropos |

“WRGB, WTEN and WAST, three eharacter_ isa witeh.. It. is. to -be
2 . rival. stations: serving. the: “Albany-: geared for family ‘audiences, rather
Schenectady-Troy. market, momen-. than just the juve: trade.
;

~\tarily banded: last night (Tues.)

NacGrabs Of

‘the .Hollowe’en season: (per the
candy sales push) ‘in that the focal|:

candy

company’s: “first.

|Bowles, -has asked the network to
its tintcast ;se¢ if it can find a sponsor to take

Chicago, June 27.

NBC-TV, increasing

-| sthedule by some 60 hours next {3Iternate-weeks on the Four Star
package

reducing

its own

comiit-

‘|year, will do the Rose Bow! Game! tient in hall.
jin color for the first time next New
So far, no soap. as far as CBS
JZ Year's Day. Others that the web js. concerned
It's got troubles of

Pillsbury Bi

jwill put

the

hues

to

are

“Laramie, ee | ts

“Bob . Newhart
-NBC-TV has. plucked. off: some “Wells “Fargo,”
Show, “walt Disney's Wonderful
$1.500,000 in: Pillsbury business, -all:|

to |:
of. it:in. top primetime showcases,
- plug themselves, Apparently: réact-.
sponsorship of « special, “Feather- but ‘at. ‘something of-a sacrifice in.
ing to all: the: adverse .criticism
As .-the

man,” a full three months hefore
‘the series ls due to go on the sir.
-Food
company,
via
Benton
&

_.” Fargo,’ Newhart, Etc.

“(Continued
ontinued on
on page’ 4
48)

"|with ‘book by John Marsh and score

own,

what

{prime time
to sell,

with

a

availabilities

Including

such

Chank

stl

of

Jeft

alternate-

World. ‘of.Color,” “The. Bullwinkle |“eek vacancies as half of ‘Pete Ae

“Twilight
Zone.”
and
‘Show,” “David Brinkley’s Journal,” 1Gl adys,””
top” will be used,;. commercially, to.
of. pricing. 'For its $1,500,- and» the Saturday: night feature i’“Ichabod.” plus a quarter of tha
_.: (much _of., it -from Washington). ot’ unveil some «new. Mars - products: terms
thourlong “Checkmate.”
(C'BS'I he
000
:
gross,
Pillsbury’
will
get.
65.‘
film
Jocal radio. and tv for allegedly fail- ‘and new. packaging in. addition tu}
to
acrornmodate
General
Nighttime minutes next fall-tn such |- New tint shows were announced '8ad
-ing... to. meet their public::service pitching. for. .the . Hallowe’en: biz.
‘at an NBC demonstration of color; Foods. but not until it can fi in
commitments, the ‘three. ‘ouitléts,. ‘Néedham, Louis & Brorby. is the. ‘shows as the hourlong Dick Powell:‘tv for. set manufacturers and -offi- its awn gaps
anthology, “The Outlaws,”. “87th:
3
uniquely. combined « to preempt a ‘agency.
Precinct” and other hourlong spot ‘cers of Electronics Industry Assn a Show itself has been having its
.~ mighttime’ half-hour’ so that they] —
here last week. Web’s board chair-; troubles at Four Star
Sol Saks,
r
‘carriers.
all could. present. “‘Status—Televi: That “bolls: down’ to something (man. Robert W.Sarnoff, addressing ‘originally tagged as -producer and
-Sion ‘Northeast.”:
less than $23,000 per minute, With |the assembly at the annual Home ;head writer, has resigned. with Hy
_
“For. the -first time;: as ‘the ‘three | |
“\six~ minutes: per hourlong ,show, {Furnishings Market, called color! Averback moving in to replace
-' gtations pointed’out, “viewers. will |. For: the eighth: ‘straight. yeat,~{that would come to under $140,000, television the “new frontier” of ,him. Averback has been director
‘have:. had no: choice’. of - viewing,” Clievrolet has Picked up ‘sponsor: cost of the time alone. So essen-:{ ‘broadcasting and a “fresh stimulus ;and sometime producer on °*The
“gave. for ‘the: “‘self-analysis” that: ship’ of 12 five-minute ‘weekend: tially, NBC is ‘turning over the for the whole economy.” Color, he Real McCoys” for the past few
Cap-. business for the cost.of the time said, “packs an impact routed in ‘seasons As if that werent enougn,
‘the three ouflets were todo;
. ‘|newscasts ‘on’ CBS: Radio.
. +=Decision ‘to do this.joint show,. ‘sules.‘will:-be handled again by. ‘alone, with no program cost to the’ human psychology, confirmed by CBS this week also announced a
sponsor. Most of. Pillsbury’s bill-}eommon sense and proved agaminew and somevhat unwieldly ttle
. according to. the outlets,. was made. Robert Trout and Allan’ Jackson.
ate last February’ (before Minow’ si. ‘Renewal was placed via Camp- ings in. the past haye been ont CBS- {and again by tests. in every visual fer the show, “Mrs. G. Goes ta Cale se’?
‘TV: da.prime: hours:
advertising “medium.”
blast.
me,
bell-Ewald of Detroit.

Chevy’$.News; Renewal
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AFTRAns Okay ~ That$WhatMakes—
NABExec Says Board Was Loaded |H’woodStrike
Vs. 17 ins]
For Bear, But Collins ‘Made Em Purr’

“Somebody” 8 genuinely’ interested in Marilyn Monroe's ‘yoice.
John Aaron and Jesse Zousmer, coproducers. of NBC-TV’s: “Sas:

Hollywood, June 27.

American. - Federation of

Board

Washington. June 27.
+
of directors of the Nation-

al Assn. of Broadcasters

eame into

Washington loaded for bear in. the
shape. of LeRoy Collins, but went
away purring like kittens under
the persuasive stroke of the: former Florida Governor.

This account
Board

NAB

of the recent NAB

meeting

manager

William

here

was

given

by

of stations relations

Carlisle

in

a_

blistering

speech defending Collins and Jash-|
ing his opposition.

The

|

remarkable _ address,

amounting to the first official admission
by NAB
of dissension
within its ranks against Collins,
wus given to a meeting of the,
North Dakota Broadcasters Assn.
in Bismarck.

Carlisle

was

vehement

under a new administra-:

tion an SOB... when you know
he’s going to “be around in all
probability as your cihef regulater during the next four or ‘eight.

years ... is just about the poorest
end
most
ill-conceived
government relations I can think of .. .even though
it’s probably good
for the blood pressure.”
Carlisle said he could “predict
flativ’ that Collins “will make a
gZieater leader in his era” than the
Jate Harold Fellows was during
his regime at NAB.
In giving his version of the NAB
Board meeting. Carlisle declared:
“Collins will be a fighting president ... and is one now! If you
don’t believe
me, ask any one
«t the 44 member
NAB Board
who met in Washington. They came
te town with guns loaded, asking the same questions you ‘might
have
asked.
They
pulled
no

punches, they stated. their ‘views
strongly and in some cases sulFhurically. Those directors went
home .as happy with their leadership as ve never seen any Board
x0 home before.
“They
are
convinced
and
so
should vou be that we are on the
brink of great accomplishment if
We work together throughout this
nation as broadcasters. And they
like the guy in charge.”
It should
be noted that the

Board meeting okayed Collins’
Radio and TV Code _ supervisory
authority, turned down his proPosed merger of the Radfo and
V Boards of Directors, and
(Continued on page 42)

de-

FCC Won't Use License
Power for Censorship,.
Minow & Collins Avow;
There

footage of MM

vision &. Artists. at. a meeting. last |.
week voted : unanimously ‘to sup-

|

appearing’. (during early February, .1954)- betore.

units. of the 2d and-7th Divisions in.Seol gnd Taegu, Korea...

fon,

“:* .*.

‘But the’ NBC -producers couldn't find ‘the’sound, so they. checked.
Army Signal. Corps, Navy Signal, Marine Signal. and.Air Force Sigs

a local: ‘board. strike call}
PaulMolloy’s New Chi |‘port
against 17. independent statfons. }- ‘nal, all-the newsreels, .Paramount (which then had: MM under con:
200: members
were on}. tract), at least 10.men once attached to the 304th Signal which shot Sun-Times Pact: General. About.
-the footage, libraries,. Armed. Forces. Radio—everybody «-but
phd.
hand. No deadline has ‘been set.
'. Commander-in-Chief..
pension and” welfare fund |
Column a la Crosby} Wages,
Presumably, someone thought enough of Miss. Monroe's voice to: .
contributions. . ‘and ‘severance
“attach” it—for posterity. .
_Chicago, June 27.
Sun-Times
telecritic

Chicage

involving -’ 125° ‘announcers’.

“pay |

are
be ironed‘ out between. :

the,Paper ives, hm free Tein 10|anion and management,
Paul

Molloy’s

new

contract with |issues: to

“AFTRA

video peg, per John Crosby, whose
syndicated

column

spells off Mol- |some

‘members, ‘numbering

71,000, ‘will be assessed |$2 |.

loy’s regular space twice a week.} each toward. strike fund: of $14;000.
As

one

stated

of

Molloy’s

“He's.

it,

superiors ;Union will work toward continued

: ~WCBS.TV: Views: Press’ Gets Primetime Airing So

outgrown | the |-negotiations with stations but no |-:

straight tv format and shouldn't :idate has been set for resumption. :
be confined to it.’ Same se
| Claude ‘MeCue, exec secretary
expressed. the feeling that televi- of. AFTRA ‘stated, “It. would ap-

$.Really on
© the ‘Ale a
Dailies Will Know ad

- “WOBS-TV' Views the Press” ‘is
ipear that ‘the possibility of a Darwood Kirby Becomes. | not’
a-grudge show allowing. the tv.
strike is .more real now ‘than at
-medium. to. get’ “back at news“Candid Camera’ Emcee | .| papers, This was‘ made: clear by
‘Charles - ‘Collingwood.: . vet CBS...
newsman who is doing. the 15As Barber Ruled Out minute
the’s ‘the ¢.
critical’ commentary: on “the: . oa

sion isn’t so vital from day to day
to. the: to warrant a constant focus.-

point of obscenity in defending
Collins
helmsmanship
and .lambesting broadcasters
who
don’t
like his alleged sympathy ‘with
Federal
Communications
Chairman Newton Minow. Carlisle put
it this way:
“Calling the new: chairman of

the FCC

Tele-{ - ‘lute to the U.S.O:” , have found some “magnificent”. Signal Corps te

Washington, June 27.
are no signs the Federal

It’s understood Molloy has en- any ‘time: in the. last 20) years.”
joyed a good mail pull from-several
pieces he’s written recently on such | -

subjects as. family jite
laather

of eight}

and

morality, or:

antClip’Turns

Red. Barber has been ruled: cut

press each Sunday afternoon on. .
‘by Bob Banner Associates for the|
the’‘web's N.Y. flagship ‘station.
emcee: slot on- “Candid: Camera”
and Durwood~ Kirby. .was “soon-|: If it were a-case of one ‘medium.
won't have to do so in the future..
at. “another,.°. “I
“) chosen to take the Sunday slot. getting © back.
Kirby, apart from ‘multiple com- wouldn’t be doing ‘the: show,” ColIncidentally, he’s the only. one of |
‘mercial chores, .is.second banana. lingwood. averred. Since. ‘the show
his fraternity ‘i.e., on the tv beat)
to. Garry Moore on: the latter's. preemed in April, ‘scant-attention. ..
here to be offered a contract: It’s
Tuesday night CBS-TV. hour, also has been. paid it in’ the N.Y.. : press..."
understood to ‘be a five-year pact..:
{Asked if it.was a. conspiracy -of
a Banner package.
~
-Silence, . Collingwood. replied’ -he
_ Whether, Kirby. would double |
Ea Sullivan “will repeat a -¢om- over to continue hig.chores on the didn’t... think. so.. He conjectured
-- plete. two-year-old:. ‘show: in’ which Moore show hasn't been divulged ‘that not’ many | ty editors watch
he starred. Bobby Darin, instead of yet.. Apparently that: will have to the ‘screen at 3:45. p.m. ‘Sundays,’
.
..
using the“ Darin .sequence jin a await an evatuation of whether. ‘the! or perhaps: if nothing is said about.
_|CBS-TV: -rerun comprising turns workload. would. be too: great.
o the show, they .think. itl just:‘go |
| from several of:his: programs. De- immediate -reason. ‘was available away.”
ck of it, in motion pictures, He!

had been forced to strain, in those |
pieces, for a tv takeoff point but

For Rerun Shows:
\AFTRA toSullivan

Aussie Equity

Sets TV Strike:
Hit US. Shows
e

cote

To. widen {ts atidience—atid. pe
|for Banner’s turndown on: Barber,
despite a high. recommendation. for |chaps get more ‘press attention; if”
possible—the | yt show... will.- have
the. Redhead from CBS. a
: Meanwhile, “Camera” | produc a. half-hour. ‘outing: : tomorrow...
tion staff has been augmented .by (Phurs.). night at 10: 30 p.m: :To-" . |
Consequently, Sullivan will re- Don Garrett, .who- joins ‘the show morrow::‘night’s . outing’ also. will an
[run the completé Darin show Sept. as .an associate’ producer.: Garrett | give Collingwood a chance to" OX
raling that Sullivan: ‘would’ have to
pay: scale to..all performers. ‘who:
appeared with Darin even. though
he used only the: Darin clip.-

Syndey, June 27.
Actors’ Equity is ready-'9 as part. of his. summer .“Best. of has - been. a~ publicity --man‘.‘for periment. ‘with a half-hour. format.
0.
up teevee. operations Sullivan’. repeat series. Others. in ‘Screen ‘Gems. and other companies, |. “To! Collingwood | the. series: “on Ue.
here next month. via a -general|the show ‘are Edith Piaf, Trude most recently ‘for Joel. Wolhandier ‘the press. is .a labor of-love, the: .-.-strike covering the key commercial | Adams;--Wayne & Shuster,. ‘the Jate Associates, which has. been han-.| Taps.. _notwithstanding. © A. Rhodes :
°
and government-operated -stations. Richard (Lord) Buckley, ‘Jackie dling “Camera” Public! ty.
{ scholar, he’s been a ‘working newsAAE, headed by Hal Alexander,|Kannon,. Red Hamer, Peter Pitt.
man: since 1939, the’ past 20. years: :
is seeking a cutback in imported|and.Pompoff Thedy. Sullivan taped
with CBS, Although on ‘the. broad-

Aussie

ing to

hold

tv fare, especially the U.S. brand, |new introes- last week. claiming that film and tape shows|
Darin had protested the use: of
flooding this territory are throwing |his clip on the Sullivan outing on
more and more local performers|the ground that it could jeopardize}
ja deal for two specs now in nego-.
P. AAE is tiation, and ‘the song :.and ‘style of
According py
to Alexander,

on the unemployed. hea

alsa seeking
additional
payment|for repeat pérformances by. local

BBC Axi

t ( mo, -) casting. end of the: news, he’s fols.
lowed papers: and publications “t‘the:
; world: ‘over. as ‘part: of his job.
With “one” key assistant, ‘Te.

Others in Major
Program Revamp

-| searcher -Barbara Wendell .Kerr,
he. does: the’ weekly.outing. Col-. ._

-lingwood.: admits “that” it’s’ impos-..”
\sible .to -keep up :.with: all. the.
artists; the curbing of imported the. songs:-on that. show. fs‘
repatory. Treading mapped :‘out for
the
Knife”
which.
catapulted
Darin]
commercials and the fixing of a
the show. He Yeads every. edition. : Oo
percentage quota covering the im- to the bigtime:
Jof the. «seven
N.Y. “newspapers,
Contractually, ‘Sullivan - may ‘re-|.
portation of live talent from the
several : suburban
_ newspapers,
London, June: 27.
U.S. and England for tv appear- play that show if. presented’ in the
| ‘Christian. Science: ‘Moniter,.: : Wall .
original form. But {f:the Darin clip |.
ances and nightclub shows: (PresStuart Hood, recently-appointed Street Journal, 20. out... of -:town:
ently, Guy, Mitchell and Dorothy lather show.ard inserted on on {controller of BBC-TV. programs, is |‘newspapers, in ‘addition. -to trade
Dandridge ‘are appearing -here.)
j had to‘be obtained. Darin’s fee: for ‘sharpening his. axe: to make fire- and scholarly. journalisti¢ publica: All -actors taking part ‘in re-| the Te-telecast ds" T°: of ‘Scale.
tions, With months of reading bewood of “middle-of-the-road”. pro: F hind him”. apparently he- feels.
hearsals,
live shows ‘and other
media connected with tv will ‘stop
q grams. ‘This. new. policy, which’ will|: (Continued. on: Page 38)
work on July 18-under
an AAE
_/emerge..in.. the. fall,, gain impetus
directive. Length of the stoppage|
‘| during winter and reach full swing|
set by AAE is unknown at present,
by ‘next summer, is. to be centered
and it is also unknown. what action{”
station
operators
and. producers
taround making more impact: on tne 1
Fendall ‘Yerxa,. former v.p. and
j will take to offset. fhe AAE play.
viewer. Out, for instance, goes “The
AAE attempted some time: aga! managing
editor of.
the” N.Y. (Perry Como Sh ow.”

ABC’s Business:Series
Via SG; Yerxa’ Helms

tvia political pressure. to have’ aj Herald-Tribune, has beén signed to

BritishEquityBidsFor.
Fees Related toAudience.| :
Hood intends - to’ exercise closer | . Size,Sets ‘Point System’ |
scrutiny of programs ‘ideas; to: dis-.|

curb
placed
on. American - tape] longterm: contract as exec .editor
sHows. However, the government|of “American Business: Briefing.”
* London; June: 27.:
exercise censorship over program-?: declined to: bow to AAE. demands, ;Show is being sold and. distributed courage lukewarm. documentaries
- British thesps' ‘fees for. net. wt
ming via its power to refuse license !
‘pointing out that the majority of ;-by Screen .Gems ‘and is slated for and revise the drama. format -by: worked .tv programs in the-.U.S.
_ renewals.
iAustralians preferred impor ted -tv;a .Sunday. afternoon hour outing: dropping the: themed series. Light |“will be: upped considerably’ if’‘Brit- :
entertainment, too, is on. this new ish .Actors’ Equity proposals to tv
President LeRoy Collin of Na-|fare to the locally-produced. Sta-|on.ABC-TV this.fall. © tional Assn. of Broadcasters and tion operators produced facts and|
_Yerxa will be in charge ofa staff broom’s list for some ‘brushing. up.. ‘contractors. come:. through: -.They
FCC
Chairman
Newton
Minow figures to show it was impossible| of. business news reporters, and is. “I would prefer to see,” Hood says,|would: get. more at. home, too.. For.
made reassuring statements to this to produce. sufficient local tv. shows,: expected to appear on the program. “one good light entertainment: show now: Equity. wants payments. related
effect in separate televised inter- quite apart from the cost involved; Las on-the-air editor. Yerxa-is cur-. than half a dozen not-so-good ones..| to'size of audience and have worked. ©
views with Sen. Kenneth Keating to keep stations jn full operation.
;:rently’ serving .as_ anchor. man ‘on. We have got past the time when a.4 out a “points” system. that changes ~
(R-NLY.).
As one key station. executive! “Editor’s Choice” Sunday nights on’ singer. plus constitutes a show.” completely ‘the:“existing: fee struc-.
Both contended that the power jpointed
out, “Without. imported !ABC-TV.. -Program - -will be pro-- And viewers, he. believes, shouid ture. -,
to hold back on renewals must be: product our sponsors would not be! duced by Ameriican Business: Briefs. never have to ask why any: show.
Equity’ s plans isworked out thus:
imested with the Commission, and i interested. Current popularity. rat- ing Co., a new firm established by was screened—each should have; an
—Category ~A ‘(London and” tie.
ings fositively prove the average three ad. execs. Hendrik Booraem: apparent: reason. or point..
doesn't constitute censorship in it- |}
North) —5 points; Category B (Mid-.
Aussie viewer is not interested in Jr., Adrian. Samish. and ‘Sidney. '. BBC-TV’s. self-imposed quota. of. lands)-—-3 -points,.:and: Category: C: .
sell.
» Dean,
‘Asked by Keating whether the} ‘homemade fare.”
15% material (10% American and. (all --other regious)—1. point ‘each.
renewal authority amcunts to in5%
Eurovision) will
-not- be The total:.of 5 points ‘amounts. to
arrect censorship, Collins replied:
|changed. But Hood ‘will: still look roughly . - 2,500, 000: tv. ‘receivers. .
“} éont think the power standto the U.S. for Western and special Programmers. ‘Can ‘use up-to 5__
ing alone, in and of itself. reprenéws features.
-+ points for. an initial‘fee of say, $45,
sents
censorship.
I think
that
but if they use more a supplement- ...
power must be there. But of course
\ary fee should be ‘paid. This way,,.
the power could be exercised in
At FCC programming hearings in “New York, Gsodson-Todman’ s
./thesps. here, would: receive. about.
Mark Goodson outlined the company’s . deals’ with webs ‘on: film
such a way as actually in consti$180. for a: fully. networked: show....: .°shows this way:
tute censorship oy.
and a minimum of.‘$225, in the U.S. :.
ABC-TV has a profit interest in “Rebel” for’ the “‘netivork run
“Any grant af power presupposes
Fees in ‘tv generally, says Equity, o:
and domestic and foreign syndication: rights. Web made no. pilot "|
the possinility of abuse. But I
ABC-TV.
reports
about
$2,
500,000.
are
still governed by the influence’. .investment, but negotiated profit and syndie rights before slotting
haven't seen any indicatica from
in gross daytime business “from of. the initially: experimental
nathe property.
the FCC. as 1 know it and as I
three
advertisers
who
are
buying
ture.
of: BBC-TV when they: ‘were’
NBC-TV has proprietary interest ‘in “One ‘Happy. Family” and 7
have known it, that weuld indicate
‘lon the web's participating sales considered: : cohly. . extra. pocket
world syndication rights. Web shared in script and. pilot financing:
that that agency would use that
. ; money. Existing - agreement with
On “Phillip Marlowe” series of a-couple of seasons: ago, ABC :-} plan hext season. ~
Power in a way which wauld conhad no profit interest, and syndication. rights. were held. by’. Cali- ‘|. Hartz Mountain | Dog Food,. Oia ‘commercial tv: webs. isn’t --mauch:
sutute censorship”’
‘better, Problem of getting an -equit'|London
‘and
Golden
Grain
“Macafornia National Productions. production wing of NBC.
= For his part. Minow repeated his
jroni are. the ‘three bankrollers. able. fee structure for thesps is” Former “Jefferson Drum” series, ran. on NBC, was. financed by
ficquenthy-voiced)
declaration:
“I
signed
on
this
week
by
Ed
Bleier’s
|
Lnow
a. matter: of great, urgency, .
Screen Gems initially, and the pilot. for later series, “The Web, ad
don't think FCC has ever been
a.
thinks:s Equity, daytime * sales ‘department,
was a “Drum” episode.
guilty of censorship.”
Communications

Commission

will

The Gravy
in G-T

|ABC-TV’S JUSTADDED
DAYTIME $2,500,000':

ee

4
VI
FTeeaS
‘eee.

| RABDIO-TELEVISION

CARD

R

Singalongs.
Pittsburgh, June 27, :
The. singalong craze is:giving KDKA heie a lot of mileage:

“REIKNgany |Wes PlanCoverage of 4 Meer

; sPool Assignment
chDraw
~ WHET STAYSON.LaunCBS

JSurte’ Buzzelli,: station. promotion’ manager, ‘started off. in a- smatt |
way: 'by.. holding. competition: for singing. .groups :in ‘a shopping: |

centre. When. thousands of people came to':the East! Hills. centre. to: ‘sing: along with Neil Sedaka, sonie. local groups and station.
three-network , ‘Mohamet to the Mt. |
‘Next - season's:
announcers; «Miss ‘Buzzelli turned her -sights-higher and is now.
‘competitive. -race..looks,, from. the |.
_ Bob’ Banner and CBS-TV
.swinging with ‘one: of her. biggest promotions. ‘She will have group - “|- forecasts, like.the-‘hottest ever,
think they’ ve. got the guy to
competition ‘again.in another shopping -centré ahd will have finals: ~ ‘with a ‘potentially . strong program

“TV
Tonight.’
Bansat. Kenny ood Park on Aug. "10: whén a: winning team will.be-sé- — ‘| lineup bringing NBC back into the |... host
7
‘
“lected to Bo on. a N.X: trip. with auditions Slated. at Columbia and _lrace to challenge. both CBS ‘and -. ner’s hourlong musical-variety
-property which CBS is under‘Ca pitol."| ABC. while. the. former .seeks to
writing
as.
a
'62-'63
possibility.
.... » Miss. Buzzelli: had:‘contacted Jim Wiinston. ‘Columbia. distrib here; ” |maintain : its. supremacy and ‘the
Name's . Woody Woodbury, he's
" ‘to bring. ‘in Mitch Milter: for. her: first. bash: Winston Avrote and ~- latter overtake it.
.a
hitery. singer-emcee.
and
-‘ found’ out from. the William Morris: Agency, now. handling Mitch,

‘How. will it turn out? ‘Nobods" st ‘ right now-he’s busy workinga
> that -Miller‘is slated for six months: of ‘solid taping for his fall. tv. . leven
willing to .crystal-ball ‘the sit-. ‘: club in: Ft. Lauderdale.
“series. Winston also. learned that Miller. has been . besieged with

offers to play: ‘fairs. .and..arenas. at. prices. far ‘higher ‘than anybody -. uation at this early. stage. ‘of ‘the: _ , So: busy, in fact, that he just
Bame, but one- Of. the. ‘network re“ean't break away to come to
he ‘worked. with: at Columbia: with the:‘possible’ exception of Frank
search: _ Staffs, . In * a | Speculative.
N. Y. to do: the final audition
Sinatra.
Banner would like to see be‘On: days: preceding the shopping ‘centre. singalongs; “*KDKA. pra- ;‘| mood, came up. with > half the an. gramg¢ nothing: but: the “allright, everybody” alburis, with Miller's:
swer.. ‘They did a rating break- : fore signing him. So Banner,
along with CBS-TV N. Y piobeing used’ zbout: 15% of. the time. Other. albums that get played . down ‘on that ‘portion of each: netgramming ve¢p Mike
Dann
are singalongs by Bing ‘Crosby, Ames ‘Brothers, Guy. Mitchell; the "- work's ‘schedule consisting. of. cur‘and producer-director Julio di
-.. _, Four'’Lads ,and. the. Pete King’ Chorale. In “personal :appearances, — rent. ‘shows, due to-return in. the
Benedetto, planed down last
the station deejays, “Art-Pallan, Clark Race. Jim Williams and Bob -.| fall:-“Key ‘to“ the race. ‘next Seasnight (Tues.) to catch Wood“., Tracey: have been formed. into‘a‘ group ‘called “The Off Keys’ and: - son;--of course, Will: be. the new
program
‘entries, -but. the: break-|
bury’s act in Florida in. lieu
‘~ : ate. being, coachedi By:Bob’ Trow. Bill, Bickel.plays for.
f them ‘on. the’
down doés offer a picture of how
_ of Gotham. audit
audition,
organ, |
= the webs. stand going into the new A
a, season’ with what they've got... —
This is ‘the way it stacks |up, with
| figures based.-on the “April 11 NaoS {tional. report:

WBBMHatches aOhi1VWorkshop, |

Tmauetiec

pooled

tv

moments

The

mam

helicopter
will have a sileat
camera
lashed to
iMs nndesside
The camera will be
triggered bs the plot im the plane
“when the fielivopter. i, ready to
pick up the astronaut
off Cape
Canaveral
‘
;:
These
protective
steps
were
taken as a result of the lost foatjautomatice

receiving

flim

age in the plan of Shepherds first
‘flight
For seme
‘showing Shepherd

reason, pectures
being pieked up

‘in the Atiantie after hos 115 mide
‘flivht into svace never came out,
‘The second

jinto

snace

os

U

So manned

due

for

flersht

mid-July

‘from Cone Canaveral, with ane of
‘tose to astronauts slated for tha.

Northshield Back |
ToToday’ Freed
~ Joins Gitlin Unit

To Watch TV: By”
|

the

Star the astronaut

or Viel
For
the

HW

Grissom
mid-Julv

Glean

event.

or!

the

three maior ti networks and four
radio
webs are cooperating with

S

the NASA
space agency to come
hine thetr resources. to provide
live’
vnonled
coverave
of the

flicht

laa rating. with a .39:6%. share.”
“NBC holds over only 32 shows.

* Chicago; June 27.

WRBMAPY. by” way. of. livening |fo

providing

‘and radio network coverage of the
planned sevard Arterican manned
“space flight in maid-tady
1s taking
“no chance of losing footage mo cle

flight--ht Col. Jobn

CBS-TV._retains. the: most shows:
‘total: of: 28. -prograins or.136 week“ly quarter-houfs. . ‘These 136: quar{ bet-hours ‘in April averaged’ a 23, 2

calPrimetime DramaSpecsToo

CRS

+

NBC

was the pool coordina-

tor for the May 5 Shepherd fiecht.
This time it's CBS, with Robert

‘accouriting for 72: weekly: quarter-|
Wussler
monger of special prot
-|hours.. But this group is the cream.
ects for CRS News, as producer of
‘Ottawa, “June: 27:
‘of the, NBC. crop, averaging a 22.2{
“Robert Northshield : will be re- the pooled
coverage, and
Bob
~~ out one. of the most.ambitious pro-| * Canadian - National
‘Rail- al rating: and .a 35.5% share,
turning to “Today” as its producer Quinn, also of CBS. director
gramming” ‘ventures here’ ‘in years. |. “ways” -singing radio commer- —
“ABC. keeps-'22 shows oor.. 195
The CBS -o&o -will- launch ’a_ 39-|' cials are <“rather
has been
horrible, : ‘quarter-hours. : These: averaged a! sometime: in the next few days : An official request
“week series. of. drama’ workshops
but they’ do- ‘get attention and. - 19.5 “inthe April. ‘AL Teport, with ‘And Fred Freed, who was brought° made to have tv cameras this Gime
over from CBS-TV three months in the Mercury control room and
on Aug. 19 and is planning, besides, ~ it's. .part’ of ‘today's. advertis-:.|.°31 gos share.
tago ta oversee the NBC-TY early the rocket blockhouse
from four. to ‘six: dramatic. specials . ing techniques,” ‘said Donald
Broadeast.- |'
“As-to the castoffs, “CBS. drops!
2. 4in--prime ‘time ‘aver-:-the’ season..
‘Gordon, ‘president. of the rail- a 46. quarter-hours ‘which -averaged |imorning strip, will be moving into ers. also have requested to have
the Irving Gitlin creative projects “hive” transmission of the vuice of
-"" Batter are intented to be of the - “‘Way.- - iF
. a 14.2. rating: and: a 23.1% share,. area at. the same network:
..“Playhouse 90°: ‘stripe: but: with, of
.the astronaut at the time of his
“‘Curreitly ‘under: fire in ‘the: ..
“up local - television: ‘in the coming
__ fall-winter:.semester; has. ‘mapped.|

NBC's castoffs rated even. lower;
This. brings both producers — ‘flight.
Motion
picture
camera
crews will be stationed aboard the
‘rating and a. 23.4%. share. |
One of the several producers to receiving aircraft carrier and the
ABC. drops. 74_quarter-hours that take hig departure after intermina- Grand Bahamay Island where the
Station. seats and: television
-.*. ary. and-thespic, which ‘will -make.a
. :“yequisite’ of ‘residency :in this city to". aid. “Passengers” on. ‘hold: {had thé best rating average, 13.8) ble “uneasiness” in the presence of astronaut will be taken for a 24+
‘tT
with
<a, 27.8°- share.
“Taday”
host
Dave
Garroway, hour stav, when he will undergo
../for.,those -taking:: part. -Although:
overs. .
:
‘These of course are commercial Northshield quit. the stanza ‘mov-: extensive medical tests’ “Plan is to
.. the. workshop Programs “will lean}. 2" “You “wouldn't like .free:
quarter-hours.
from. 6-11 p.m. The ing into NBC News —production) fake the astronaut to Cape Canavea heavily: of amateur ‘talent, ‘eollege |: .. beer, too?”. he. asked:
ae
__!CBS
holdover rating average sh
about six months ago.
‘eral following that for a news cone
' drama.students. mainly, the project’.
~.(actiially lower-due to the fact thar.
Garroway.is.soon quitting the ference
“thas the blessings - of. AFTRA. here.|
the low-rated “CBS Reports” is:not stanza, and, in the course of the.
Second
Project Mercury flight
°) because it: ‘will: also. give. employincluded. since--Nielsehs. weren't, ensueing changes, NBC News feil will be vers similar to the fnifeal
"Ment. to ‘two. Or. three: ‘Professinals
available” in: April’ on: the seriés. heir to “Today,” so that in return-- flight, under the plans. -but there
| per outing.”
Thus, from what: the. networks. ing, Northshield ‘will still be re- have been some modifications Ig
Series is to. be bérthed on.Satur-}
have to show ‘for themselves. going porting to the web news depart- the Mercury capsule
:"-@ay afternoons. in azhalf-hour. for-:
yin,
CBS-TV. looks: due’ to repeat. ment. .
a
te a RLLAT | (Sa ND
‘That, with separate installments deof Gitlin's
> ‘Certain y.- if. / the. new
shows | -Freed,..an alumnus
vated, for. instance, to: mime,. ‘little’
‘former
setup
at
CBS
‘as
was
Northare.
the.
key
to.
Next,
season,
CBS
revues, theatré-in-the-round, Iinwill be the-least effected by them ‘shield too), was [ured over to
" :strel, and. Greek.: _ Japanese | and.
in ‘that, it. will have only about 10 NBC-TV to produce “Today” Yet
“{Contintied
ontinued .
on
on page. 48)
4
.new stanzas. coming: in... NBC,:.ou Freed, ‘whose heart has aiwavs
‘the ‘other. hand, . will) have’ new been. ‘in doing pubaffairs material
Talks Yooking toward ‘the: sett!e- |shows comprising a majority of its for tv, will, when he returns: to.
jment of the contract ofTed Cott,Seer
and: despite’ ‘the. high Gitlin, first produce one or two of.

, eoultse,- ‘the local. limitations.

“27

. Object. is :to ‘spotlight;and

House: of Commons’
Railway
Gordon was:
asked »- 192.-quarter-hours -averaging a 139, Northshield and Freed—tfull circle.
en- |- Committee,

_ courage” Chicago ta!ent, ‘both liter- | : if CNR

could provide’ softer

CottPull ‘Ot

\AsWNTATomer:

fice!Heads AMer
PolaroidBreaks

FTCSSets Revamp
To Cut Backlog

the “White Paper” Series.

‘

| National ‘Telefilm. Associates,” are | inew programs’ “will: tell the final}
_NBC story. ABC. lies. directly be“understood ‘to. have started. Nego-.ijtweén-the two, almost an ‘equal

~ Teeon ‘Secret’

. tiations. Were. -opened. -in.light of.swing ‘in weight. between

i

the expected . sale of NTA’s

sole’: “old.

‘WABC-TV’s Adams Shifts
‘new. and|
To WBKB: as Sales Boss

"eBS-TV. has’broken: the ice’ ‘ou:- remaining -tv. ‘property,. WNTA-TV. |

Chicago, June 27.
WBKB here -has hired away
1 Robert F. -Adams from sister ABC
o&0, WABC-TV, NY., to take over‘
| the revived post of sales director,
‘which has been vacant nearly six
years: Need tor a sales manager
“now would seem to be occasioned.

sellirig: of “Tye Got, 'a- Secret” ‘in i Newark- N-Y.,. to. the. NY, educa
its new “Monday. 10:30. -bertn.7
_ ‘Polaroid; an old. fan of emcee Gar-: ‘tional '‘group.
\. “py. Moore. las: picked up ‘a totalof - The. sale,’“expected almost daily.
22 weekly minutes*in. the show, has. “yet, to: be ‘gonsuminated. ‘al- *
“giving the netw ork: a‘ one-third’ sald. though’ it? looks :like’ NTA‘s ‘news
” gtatus for. something Tess ‘than’ half
prexy. Leonard: Davis lias a “clear
_ the season..

: ™ MayDrop

W Publicity Unit:

‘partly

at.

Jeast,
by
the
web's
: mandate: from. National Theatres |
-.. Polaroid. ‘deal. “wa: Doyle’. ‘Dane:
SJ: Walter Thompson ‘Is consid- ~ sloughing of the Jehn Blair 1ep
~ ‘Bernbach, is split into two separate: Television, to- sell off ‘the tv prop- : ering.the elimination of its. tv pub-.:. firm for its o&0o stations’ Chi «taorders of 11 weeks: each.’ ‘First or-. “erty. NT&T owns: the. controlling Jidity department.
The ‘agency, :‘tion: apparently. wants to be wel
“der-starts. in’ September,: and_.runs 38% ‘stock interest. in NTA,
ane: ‘of:the last with. a large tv pub- ‘manned on the sales side while tie
ABC
Spot
Sales
° through the. pre-Xmas season. Sec-|, . Exiting. of Ted. Steele ‘as v.P. and licity: staff, “has. already shuttered newly-formed
‘division is finding its. footing
“ond starts in April of °62,. running‘Beneral’ manager. ‘of WNTA. Radio. its. Holly ood ‘publicity office and

‘tactough ‘early summer: and. cover-.

after the’summer. replacements for
has: ‘created a. vacancy : Ernie’ Ford’ and Perry — Como -have.
Ang the: camera: ‘company’s |spring -AM&PM
sales: market.
;
‘which- NTA filled-by..appointing E. 7 run: their cycles. Ail] reach a final
»
!Web ‘has--been- ‘having: “trouble Jonny: ‘Graff. Graff, veteran °‘radjo: ‘decision on the N. Y. operation.
— peddling. the Goodson-Todman pro-,-and fv" broadcaster, ‘as well as. a~ High JWT’ sources Say that the
‘)+ duction: ever..since ‘its ‘decision .tu’ -distribittion: saley exec, had: ‘been. te flack operation in’ N. Y is in
.. “gwitch from its. current Wednesday !: in. charge . of NTA: syndication . ‘in jeopardy partly. because. the: Coast.

_ night berth. to: Mondays. : First: its the east..Graff, prior to his sy ndi- flack operation is closing—clients
oe
‘ealion sales experience, ;had been: ‘generally demand two-Coast sery. ‘sponsor’ caricelled. Then, ‘holding*
out. for-a pair of. alternate-week: program director and: head of Pro- ice-when it comes to publicity. But

‘Adams, who had been asst. sales
‘Manager at the web's flagship, re
ports ‘to WBKB
on’ Aug
7. the

week before the Blair representation igs to end. He has been watt:
WABC-TV
since July
1955 and
previously. had worked a~ an acount exec for WINS and the fos-

Washington, Jusie 27
Exten.ive revamping of Federal
‘Trade Commission's staff stracture
“will begin Jutv 1) Program features
a Separate burean to handle buin
Investigation
and) prosceution of
nusleading blurbs and other decep-

tive practices

7

The plan recommended by newly
installed
Chatman
Paul
Rane
TNixon and ohased by the Comintssion. is designed to expedite prove.
cotign of casey and cut back an.
1E-month
backlog of pending: tovestizations

FTC
voll

satd

centile

the

revisions.

responsishts

imestivation

and

tial

which
for

the

of. case,

6Hl ember ehinnate ot greath te.
duce dclass in prosecultans
Chief change in the staff_ins pate
fern in effect since 1934
«wilt he
abolition of the Bureaus of Letica-

tion
new

and

Investigation

Ones repiacipg Them

burean
setting

will take care
ard

wilh

tee

One

new

of false ail-

deceptre

practices:

In genetal while the otter wil tandic testeaint of trade cases
Dixon diedesed that a: of Vay

mer WABD
‘in the dass of tie
DuMont network . For a penod
3). there were 2598 pendine
tAdams‘
had
‘been
engaged ii the tesivgahons compared with 180% @
“More
‘important,
JWT,
as
with
.
sponsors, CBS found no. taker. Then .‘duction at WBKB, ‘Chicago.
it. decided to ‘switch’ to:.a- minute: : The: -tv station, in the’ meantiine. -other: agencies. will have fever op-- management Of CONC ert artists
sear before
oa jumg of 39°
‘sales. ‘pattern. But Moore,: who's 4 has Bone on. an abbreviated ‘sched-: ‘portunities next season to plug; ~
Dearie] § Murphy. 64 a veteron
- yital- commercial. ingrédient:in the ule, opening up ‘the. broadcast .day or promote its clients’ stanzas,
:FIC “later wall head up the new

to Jim Beach to FC&B

“1. show.. put.-his Toot, down. with ‘sev- {Monday- through. Friday at 3.25 since most network tv clients. now |
eral :restrictions as:to type. of spon- }p.m. and Saturday. and Sundays. at. buy. participating programs.
Last week. JWT and BBDO dis- |
“or; number of commercials he'd: do- 4-p.m. Two of. the few remaining.

Bareau of Deceptive

Practices and

"toas vail be the man vate hidosging:
radio-"3
commercials
for. thein.:, length. of - Sponsorship,- local. shows, “Record ‘Wagon’ and handed: their tv publicity depart-j.‘viceprez
(tiaxies
A
Seeens
who's
in charge of Centra!
ete. “He. ever insisted ‘that. sponsor- “Dance: Party,” will originate from ments in Hollywood rather than |Division sales, has signed on with been in charge of FTC's rad-otyv
ship be on:a. weekly minute basis if ;i Filisades, Park, effective Saturday ‘sign: with IATSE. Local 818. and ‘Foote, Cone & Belding a& a super -moemtoung program foo tne past
Chicago.

James

Beach,

June

former

27

ABC-TV

-pas the senior: scale- of $245 for visor in the agency's broad as‘
he's to-do. the blurbs. So-CBS" faces,{1:
eral years, was designated chief
Mabel Hilf was dropped dept: He starts July 6, working panes division under the Deceg‘a. considerably :. narrowed |field ot
‘Steele moved: ‘over ‘to-‘WINS. re- -flacks
7 Possibilities,
Aeenty: as: general manager: ,
“ (Continued. on page 48)
"hLeee Practices Bureau.
out of the Chi office.
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There’s a new generation of watchers, too.
Post-war famiies:See. younger, larger families . . ‘ieee!7
Speaders eae.. with at obvious TV ‘preference for ‘ABC

Currently, ABC has. 23. 167, (per average minute) of .
” the homes .where: the.‘head is. under’ 40. Net Y has

“19.89%. Net Z,.17.59%.*

_ Currently, ABC has26207"‘(per average minute) of
You don'thaveto6 slide slide fules or compute: cone
“puters to. find.out who are the biggest spenders ‘ia -:: the homes’ with 5 or more in the family. ‘Net Y_ has.
nerica.

Af you "Te.
¢ thehead of the household, ifyou're under

40, if there are five or more in the house, you're the 7
biggest spender in America. You have to be. Maybe’
‘not on Minks-and-Mercedes .ee » but:in the. Super” “Market.
.
How does ABC-TV: rate withsuchfamilies?First,

21.0%. NetZ, 18.2%."
It would be strange were'it “otherwise. . +. considering ABC’s leadership in. programming for the new.

generation of watchers. Over the entire spectrum of

ABC Television

- *Source:“Nielsen V indexAverage Audience RangeJoa.Apel 1961, Mon.“Sat:TOT

. communications—entertainment, sports, comedy,

news, public interest—no network communicates as
‘freshly,as dramatically, as vigorously as ABC-TV.

eee dhe Real McCoys... The Untouchables .. . The

Flintstones . . . ABC's Wide World of Sports... ABC
TV News Final’... The Churchill Series . . . these are
“pointedly superior cases in point.
Another thing about those big spenders. You not
only reach more of them on ABC. You reach them

_more economically.t

‘Makes ABC your best buy in network television.
Right? Right.

Pi.
Sun 620.u PM. int Cost Reports, Jon.-April 1961, estimated fimo and pus smed talee* cost

.
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Arcantine

Rill

Jayark’s H’wood Capsules | paneninnnaeannaateaaacas
actiatss

Predict Rejection of Argentine Bill

Jayark Films will go:the quickie

route: with a new. package of- 208.

To Ban ForeignSpanish Dubbing; ofolywaedprvnaign ite |
five-minute

tv to be done
would

jdopm

in that

he

rejected

li

H.

T
ong)
Plitt S European our
.
‘Berlin, June 27.

country,!

in its present

tv.

and other sources.

Films, dis .in

Europe

Cooper,

establishing |Garbo,:

who

office

is to

held in Argentina; fore-: either Berlin

be

set

up

vent

back

for revision.

;

and

Loretta

Tyrone

Gary

‘Young,

- Power,

Kostal. renewed _as. musical director. ‘of. CBS-TV’s “Garry” “Moore

Show” and “Candid Camera”. ,. Jack Lazare will take-a: day.. off: from:

Greta

his 'duties ‘on: “The Milkman’s Matinee”: on -WNEW. Radio ‘and emcee

Harold

“An Afternoon

in|

with Judy Garland” and the -evening. jazz session at.

‘Tan I On

to the: sible coproduction deals. He opines
that

| was the recipient: of ‘a. Blue Ribbon Trophy. award by the. Educational
Film Assn, for his production .of “Population | Explosion”. , Fred:
Robbins interviews. Bob. Hope, Saphia Loren, Dean’ Martin, Lee: Remic, ..
and Alfred Hitchcock ‘on. his ‘nafionally- syndicated | “Assignment Holly-.
wood” this week . ... Baryl Berney, actress and puppeteer, spotlighted:

yaa a Raises.

cations Committee of the House of tiated here also with UFA. on pos- :

1 -puties

.{ National Press. Photographers Assn.; held in Wichita, Kans. : ... Irwin”

=

Gable,

or Munich, probably

cast that the measure at issue, the the latter.
Guzman Bill, would be rejected in!
Plitt, escorted by Don Angel, an
jt« present form by the- Communi- American working in Europe, nego-

Senate

=

the ‘ personalities - fea- |(Irv)

Among

tured: are.. Clark.

Jr.,

‘completed a Latino tour.
Fineshriber, on the basis of con- Films

versations

ig

ya
mo
:
‘CBS prexy Frank: Stanton. addressed last week's awards banquet’ of “e

the: Robert. Stuart. archives.

sales offices for the vidpixery, An| Lloyd, Laurel & Hardy, John Craw-. Newport, R.L.; Jazz Festival, on July 3. ,..-In addition ‘to his ‘own heavy:
news” schedule, CBS newscaster. Allan jackson’ has taken’ ‘gver.. Robert
recently. office in London was set up three. ford, John. ‘Barrymore and. ‘Mae Trout’s. six Sunday programs . ; .CBS. News: producer-director Av.
;
:weeks ago. In Germany, an ABC
| Westin, now in charge of all news production. in, Europe-and England,,.

Fineshriber

vp. for

from

Henry Plitt, president of: ABC

The assurances were relayed

DEA

_TV-RatioProductionae

| biographical portraits |

Produc- |IN.NEW. YORK: CITY:
by. Julieart’
—~|,,%
tionsroduced’
in Hollywood,
series is culled

Assurances have been received+
hy the Motion Picture Export. Assn.
that the Argentine Senate bill requiring all dubbing for Argentine

Sane 28,1961

a tv series jointly made

UNICEF's‘ work |in lttdia in. her -guest shot. on WRCA-TV’s “Family” |

‘om ,show yesterday (Tues.)..-... Larry White, CBS-TV-v:p: :of daytime.

by.

programming; returns to NY ‘Friday. (29) after a two-week Coast: trip

As a result, the MPEA , exeC ABC and UFA should be a good|
—_
‘Ottawa: June 27.
ailgay (Dt ‘Art Linkletter will be in Minneapolis Friday (29) through.
noted that the a don suring ret,Germar both in the U.S. and]. - ‘Upped. ‘duties: on. fecord ‘players. Su day (1) to emcee the Twin City Home Appliance .and Outdoor ‘Live |
come
to
ermahy.
i
. oe
i
e 1,
™ “
an
current session. In this case. conej
ye
and filmed or taped television ae a News?" back ether desk after a found the world trip,during.

sideration of the dubbing ane

commercials were’ included .in| which she covered various news events . .. CBS newsmen’ Stuart Ne- ~~

by the deputies would be postpone

pert of‘this, develo
arent to US

Canada’s. ‘new’ federal budget.| ving and: ‘Phil Scheffler. back in-N.Y. after covering Stevenson's South:

Post

Res d to the Hous e ofCommons by

CEST

po

BS-T

bevond Ar gentina itself. If a prece-

the

dent were set there by a law like
Sn.

—u1es

Guzman s propos: f ilow in

iil the mator Latino markets, with
fie county eae local’ dub-|
measures

BOU

€

pro

abiv

spurt:

new

One

of Warner

budget ‘afinounced. that Nutrition for .an ‘upcoming CBS Reports” ‘program .
sti

vidfilms.

of ne neal burgh,

not end the

forces of nationalism,

-

rom

Tee

.

| of: program -‘gales... National. Audience. Board’s: upcoming study
measuring: opinion leaders’ attitudes toward tv. will ‘be made --available:‘and most-favored-na- for review : at ‘the Northwestern U. -symposiurn on. broadcasting, Aug:
3-4. ,.; Osear Brand, who. dropped: his daily . WCBS. Radio, N.Y: strip’

‘tion (non-Commonwealth, includ-

which

well.

he! Volume

because: of. schedule dislocations’ ushered

in by the baseball seasoni,.

changers:: is..upped °from Yemains. quite busy..In

addition to his Sunday" folkniusic ‘show :on ont :
WCBS Radio which. he's. retaining, he’s. set for spots:‘on .““PM:-East,”..:

bought the second j free to. 712%,.The general. rate of. and the “Dave Garraway ‘Show,’ roles. in a_U.S: Steel. industrial -film, :
30% is wnchanged. ‘Lower. duties.

threa |group of Warner Bros. post-’50 pix

in Argen-

tina however, Fineshriber warned.!as
Powerful

except

of 1;ing U. S. A.), :tariff. for. automatic

the latest deals being WTAE, Pitts- |record

measures

ree

The. British. preferential (Com-

the cost of dubbing the fear is that “Films of the 50's” has now been monwealth)

or defeat

-of -

Réa- .

“Charles Ss...

and video a. _sexcert. commer | Kennedy ‘is the new emcee of WNTA-TV’s “Dance ‘Party.”

Bros.|

ket would soon be lost to American; Sold in 90 markets, with one
Bill would

. CBS. ‘News corres ondent | a

tariff: category.

Wolume

the entire Spanish language mar-|
Revision

oaths Livingston, Pacific Coast sales.‘erp

for confabs

-motion-picture film :16m ‘or wider, | Steinberg, ‘CBS-TV’s public information: v.p., to’ the Coast . . .¥ Bob Or
¢ia Js). were

able in ro single Spanish-speaking

of restrictive

ere

seuss tang the genetaleneral
fac tv,,J0S0PR
Millmanhasbeen appointed comptroller oftheHeraldTbe
More intcasts: of threes centsnotin theg
for Grant ad agency, has. joined: Mideotape Productions as director

roliow

country is large enough to cover;

man

ha i
Fo

Second

indieated.on some still arid mo- and in:a tv children’s puppet séries, as well as running three “folk:

!

group is called | fon ndicated on some st

Two, with each. group

‘went on, will not rest until Argen-|ing about 40 pix.

be-[

music festivals . . . Magico Milbourne Christopher’ becomes the: second
| full-hour. segment. (singer Sam. Cooke was the first) on “PM East” this

q

aFilmed or, taned -coirimercials Friday (30), wherein -he “will ‘display his legerdermain. for the’ entire. 7

_
Of the 90 stations buying Vol-j bear a rate of 15% British prefer- ‘semester. of Mike Wallave’s eastern half of. the show.
tina tv hecomes more local in char-}|
-most-favored-nation, : .Milt Myers is working on. production’ of some. of the: ‘starizas ‘former as
ecter. Additional measures limiting| yme One, 13.outlets will edlorcast ! ence, 20%

foreign programs are already being’ the ‘color. cinematics

‘general:

in the group. |and 30%

ee
? s
OF Getscts Gam
mente,WME
Ulli,

widely discussed, he added.

WOR-TV.N.'Y.; KHJ. Los Angeles; |entered. Canada free.

WGN,

¢

Previously, ‘NBC veep Gene Burr fs doing ‘for_next- season's DuPont. series.. ton we a
NBC-TV) . ..: Cliff Norton’s “Furiny Manns”. series is now: playing the _
Japanese and Netherlands tv ‘circuits.
Jobn Cannon: doing more».

The colorcasting stations inelude| some. film’ and -tape.. ‘commercials
Chicago; _ WSB,

“Monitor” ‘interviews’ latest: being chats :“with kids in. summer’ camps:

Atlanta;

. Florence: Refff, of. the tv traffic-production ‘staff-at the Richard Ko aad

n Cems
eh
j Setsdd
an :Scree

Manoft agency,

Lucky,’ 3 Others |258 Steve? Boe | Taped-Go-Round On
9

pringfie

I

|

-

Twenty-five

0
Official Films has bought five tv the Misnty
film

production

firms

formerly

product

and

owned

their} “Eddie

of

the initial. group
1
“High
spending
Murder.”

Cantor

|

Story,”

and “Hon-.|

“Medicine
Medicine

‘61,”.-.a sequel

to.

‘60, has.gone into pro”

tady, N. ¥.; KVII, Amarillo; WFIE,

batch of

‘off-we

Wash.

stanzas;

“Yancey

Derringer.”

39;

hour shows; “Wire Service” and ||
42 half-hour segs of “Du Pont The-|
©
atre.”

privately

companies,

held

and

Sharpe-Lewis

Sharpe

has

been

a director of Official. °

alla

|

_

EY

. Gene Coon figured .the time. is ripe for
‘sign of complete recovery .
a good soldier comedy so. he’ $ prepping “The Leathernecks,” of which:

“Medicine

a
.

|-for the second

- his proposed series of :college plays. The. Hollywood ‘staffers recom-

group’ of shows.

..

mended it... Jimmy Saphier. back from his fifth trip-to ‘N: Y..on. the
: First. program ‘taped by ITV ‘sale
of six Bob Hope specials next season. He believes qne more. trip
deals with eye surgery for cata> -will do
it for ‘single ‘sponsorship: They'd love to split him‘up:but Saph _
‘racts,.-with..an actual ‘operation

S55
9-F\. . ] | vidtaped-at the Presbyterian. Med-

doa tyaaaptauon. ofve agreed {0 Shiffrin, Hyland Merge
Hollywood, June 27.
Film Board’s “Universe.” Pic, pro|
y
,
theatrical . distributi
duced for.
Irving
Dick
and -as
Shiffrin
‘Shiffrindocu-i
merged’
winning
have
Hyland
inuced’60, isfor,an award
William
_
|
distribution
theatrical
a
organizawith
Inc.,
Agency. tv
exploring- Space beyond |
mentary
the solar system,
;Hyland
tion packaging
and:
‘feature
film

‘Tightrope’ Gets Hotsy

Sales, Ratings Pace

Daily’ News

In 0’Seas Markets
¥Tightrope!,”

A=
.

.

ain't about to. make that kifid of deal . . . They're. still trying to find

‘Universe ; Dealiical. -Center. -Second’. program ‘in a matching sponsor (in. the -west) with Sealtest for the Bob Newhart
NJ
BRE |
BN
the: series —will deal with radio- show but so far only interest: Sealtest bought-four. out of five for east.
... Bell. Telephone, shopping: ‘fora. half hour show, ‘cooled on “Jehabod
7
7
Ractive medicine.and Me.” . . . After16 years asa “live” director:in-tv, Barry Shear.::’.:
Nafional Film Board of: Canada
will tackle his first film job directing a seg: of the’ Donna: Reed show,. .

of its stock for all the stock of the
five

7

oe

In the transaction, Official traded
‘an undisclosed number of shares

named

A

IN HOLLYWOOD

ad he was: one. His current tome about the Marines, ‘‘Mednwhile Back. at.
126 hour..vidtaped episodes. Facilities of International Video. Tape the Front,” is now-in its second printing and exciting studio interest...: <
of Beverly Hills ore‘ being -utilized- Marvin Young hustled east to meet with ABC-TV programmers about.

:

.
Uf

frack.‘meet

NBC’s John West beat the hosp rap:and eyeing hissolr sticks.a sure

techniques is. distributed Py,ppen

The new properties give, the Evansville; and KNDO, Yakima, |Gems. Initial

firm a

Israel for a: ‘four-week jaunt™.

San Francisco, June 27.” and Jast to Japan for country’s all-star baseball, game...

ds.; sere
tnaprogress
ere.medical:
eOD with
for Vol- |dealing
signing Schenecstations WRGB,
Sharpe and | umeRecent
W. producers.
by DonCoast
trolled Lewis,
Warren
One include
and

syndie

and

-|{23) on the Leonardo Da Vitici ‘with wife arid:two. children. - Thelma ..
‘| Carpenter guests on Joe Franklin’s ‘Memory. Lane”. "on. “WABC-TV...
today (Wed.).. . Roone ‘Arledge, exec producer of “ABC'S. Wide World:
.of Sports,” and commentator Jim McKay. off to England Sunday: 12)- to

‘Medicine: 6)’ Series ‘tape British Open, then to Moscow, to tape’ U.S.-Russian

or con- jdo. ”

114 eptsodes:
Lucky,” 34!
sa |
tacky
incu “Mr.et
Bees,

off to’ Europe

Arthur. D. Morse, producer on “CBS Reports,” sailed for: Naples, Friday:

indie

has. assigned iprojects as well'as

:

If he and Tony. Owen, the producer, hit.it off he'll do 10 more’. ..,Art’
| Rush looked in on Wayne. Daillard’s ‘Kansas. Story” in: ‘Topeka and.en=

thused to a poi..¢ of tieing: it in witha Roy Rogers special: . NBC-TV’s
to drum upp interest in next season's schedule will
motional caravan
promotio
a
pull into L. A. July ‘14: ‘Al Rylander and his .N: Y. aides wil] ‘team up with Hollywood's Casey Shawhan and. Don Allen to whoop it. up. 2for.”

acting as per- the affils, a

« Storer’s. KGBS celebrated. its. fitst year. -on the Air ‘with

a production team. composed of ‘sonal. reps. for: creative talent and
comment on the FCC challenge facing theskeinof Storer stations..
William
L. eooner: Walter -D._actors. Engels and Ellis
Mott to adapt the}
Hyland recently resigned as ‘vee-

currently
enjoying
t

IN CHICAGO «

a healthy off-netw ork rerun domes. film for tv. For the WPIX. telecast, lac of Frank Cooper Associates,
tically, is proving to pe one G €'new film footage will shortly be jwith whom: he. had merged five . Standard. Oil (now American), sponsor of.WBEM:-TV’s 5 top-rated 10:
hottest entries in Screen Gems’
made in Canada, plus. the addition-: years earlier, - brings
clients with p.™m. newscast for nearly seven: Years; has. Cut: back from .six: outings”.
international distribution.
= = | ne mass antical and vienal uraccecac hie te mau
ofilietin

-

a week to, three and a half,;.on a rotating ‘basis: Fahey Flynn and ‘P.. J.-

Series now is on the air in nine: Original script by Roman Kroiter ‘retains present. Shiffrin offices in Hoff stanza. went. SRO. immediately, however, with Santa Fe and. HliLatino markets. In Mexico City, in: will be revised for tw.
) Beverly. Hills..
;
May, °61, “Tightrope!” was the |
mumber one show in the. market,
with a rating of 58. Capping
rating performance was. the

that the Mike Connors

the

fact
starrer for

the May rating period happened “

be in reruns. Tela Junco. one Of]
the
largest Mexico City department}
stores, has picked up the skein for

its second year run
Show

and

now

England.

is playing in Japan|

French

dubbing 18)

due to start shortly, Domestically.|

the off-nerso-k entry is now sold

in 935 markets.

‘Steel Co.ToolsUpBolts

nois Bell moving in for. the: availabilities.
..-:.Ned. Williams, for years
deeply involved in.affairs of Chicago Unlimited andthe Chi-TY. Academy,. got a special verbal citation at the -ATAS- banquet last week for
his contributions to the local. industry—and. much deserved. He: goes

into retirement at year's end . ... Fred Kasper spelling off Paul Harvey
on his ABC Radio newscasts, thrice daily, while Harvey vacations for.
three weeks . . . Marilyn Mohr, N.Y. actress, joined WBBM as new:
“Vince Garrity out of sick..
General Television Productions. a subsid of ‘Meilink Steel Co. - | femme personality: ‘vice Jone Allison: .
o¢ Detrait and Toledo, has entered the network ‘programming | | | pay and back at his WAAF-: sports and deejay. chores |... Roberta Ber- :
‘{letti, formerly. of WBBM-TV’s program. dept., ‘replaced Tom Walsh as.
race
A
steel
company
in
the
tv
programming.
field,
however,
isn’t
_as odd as it appears at first glance.
.
}p.r. ‘assistant there. Few years ago she was secretary. to: Clark George.

7

First,, GIP program entry: will be .“Alexander the: Greatest:»'a

projected

half-hour

series

based

on

the -Satevepost

[at KNXT, Los.Angeles, when he was veep-g.m. of that station...

“Alexander: .| Lynn, Burton doing a new. interview-music ‘show from

Botts” series, starring Murray -Hamilton, Edward. Andrews’ and ‘|Randolph St. two hours a-day ‘on WCLM-FM,

wally. Cox. Pilot will be ready for screening shortly.

Meilink, Steel has been active in tv for years. with subsids

Hentici’s on

in addition. to his 18°...

thour weekend chore. .- .- WBBM-TV reviving : the -moppet newscasts, - “Junior Newsroom,” with: John Coughlin 'spieling . +. WIND launching

13, week series on the Art. Institute, ‘with ‘its diréctor, :‘Allan McNab,
engaged in the manufacture of tv equipment. vidtape ‘facilities,
closed-circuit ventures, etc. Meilink Steel subsid Géneral Tetevi- : hosting ;: ». WBBM-TV preempting “Gunslinger”: on. July 6 for aCanas,-.
‘|dian Broadcasting Corp..program of the late Sir Thomas:Beecham naar
sion Network in N.Y. is engaged in industrial and commercial
production, operating out of the former CBS studio at 109th and ~ conducting the Toronto Symphony. :
Fifth Ave. Parent Meilink Steel recently gave the okay. to enter
IN WASHINGTON
Tokyo, June 27. PO
ee
With price ceilings lifted... NET
tv age Fraps setting up GTP, Which hopes ‘to’ do two half-:
o
hour vidfilm series in N.Y..a-vear.
~
:
7
4s capectcd to renew only two of
GTP’s programming head is Bill. ‘Johnson. formerly of ‘Ziv-U Ac
Lynda Bird Johnson, 18-year-old daughter of: Vice President Lyndon:
it: five half-hour American series
-and Jack Anson Finke is head writer and story editor;
|B. Johnson, has-left for Austin, ‘Tex., to learn the telévision. business .
which expire next month.
by.
working
this
summer
in:
all’
departments:
of
her
mother’s
“Station
sth Sheldon the Greatest” series is directed by: Jim’ Sheldon. —
Web is expected to henceforth
h
y
.
oe
wo:
|there, KTBC-TV . .. Robert F. S: Whiteley |named. Toeal Sales’ manager
allocate major portion of its tv
Bot Peepers.”
eldon and
Finke have
a long.Men:
list ‘of In.
credits.
including
“Mis- : | for WMAL Radio, after account executive status for: six: years:ses« Kathy
ter
“Angel,”
“Treasury
Action,”
‘and “Jim.
import: bud«ct to series with hour-

Japan Yens Hours.

long e¢pisedes.

Backus Show.”

eee
:

~ {Continued on ‘page. 48).
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TV-FILMS

OOULEET [TabondanalsntShrink

~ SereenGemsSellsaliveOne

a f;FOLEY APS} Station SalesUpas Regio

” Screen: ‘Geis: ‘has: sold the new. CTV: Canadian: ‘commercial: et-.. |.
work: EY ‘musical : game. show... titled: “Showdown,” - Slated to be ©
telecast ‘starting in. the. fall; _Fridays: at'7:30 p.m. Deal: on. the halfhour show. is ‘said to represent. the’ first. “live”. show’|‘produced :by. -

an American ‘company specifically for the Canadian: market.
‘Musical game show-also. was said‘to be the first.of an assortment -|'” By.MURRAY. HOROWITZ
Ziv’ s Perelman Series
. of properties planned for. Canada ‘by SG: -It- will be: produced in* Multiple. hats of sy ndicators have
. Montreal’ ‘in: association. with |-CFCF-TV. Sale. ‘was: fezotiated ‘by‘Humorist S$. J. Perelman has
-: Steve’ Krantz, v.p. and ‘general manager of SG, Ltd., and “Michael “| mever been more in ‘evidence, as: . sold “Acres and Pains” to Ziy' Hind-Smith, national. program: director of -CTV.. Krantz: also. sold. | attempts. ‘are made to cope with}
United
Artists as'a prospective
Washington and. Foley Sq. developSG's new. cartoon .show. “Top Cat”._ Out:of the, “Hanna : Barbera

*
Accent on station sales tn thus
! outing of ssndication for the tal!

,1s exemplitied by the run of sates

j for “Shannon”
| Fubner.

+ ments and the eur tent state of. the . network series, with Perelman
.stable to CTY. |
‘agreeing to work personaly on
-CTY, the. commercial. network. in: Canada: ‘{s.due. to début in the _ syndic. Diz.
the adaptation of his sterics
* Many. syndicators find theniselves
_ tall. CTV. Stations: will “be ‘operating in the’ following. markets:
‘for tv. “Acres and Pains” is a
. Tordrito,’ Montreal, .Ottawa, Vancouver, Halifax, :/ Winhepeg, Ed- - ‘betwixt and between regarding the |--- series of stories: spoofing
1 Washington ard. ‘Foley Sq. develop- |” ‘subirban living
a fronton,“and.
d-Calgary.:
==} ments. On the one ‘hand, .the-lam- |
Pilot’ film. will have another
oe, ‘basting’ network ‘‘option:. time. is
‘writer collaborate with Perel| welcomed. by the distribs.:.On ‘the
tian on the script. Ziv-UA deal,
-| other ‘hand, though, the. ‘slams atl
negotiated. via .Frank .Cooper
the - action-ady enture format ig a
_Associates, represents the first
I blow at-what:has been a traditional:
tv outing for Pet ‘elman storie
tes.ae

SG
‘| sales

syfdication format: for years.

with

,

;

. +- os

| Aceording to ‘John’G:Mecarthy. Jos “UAN’s ‘AOkays’.

~—
-

.

of California

Tor six

like

Ziv-UA,

Independent

harvest among

the stations fn this

: season of short supply of
j runners
Among the stations that

Desi Net bs

ever; on ‘this: ‘Continued’ network |
|.eticroachment on what had been:

first-

have

bought the SG series are WIV,
Miami;
WDSU,
New
Ornleans,
WDAF,
Kansas
City,
KSTP.
Minneapolis
WERRG,
Mobile,
KLZ. Denver, KHVH,
Honolua,

local time has narrowed Pentries,|
4time.stots for syndication entries. |

Shepherd's i

Miles

SG,

A consequence of this: has-been. the ;
‘| diminishing. pool of . ‘syndie - pro- | sharp y 10
“at had to come--a- ‘pix: package | gram: ‘suppliers.

“prexy of Television Program ‘Ex-

port Assn., an “open mind” is’held |
title. with: ‘Astronaut

first

Television Corp.
and = Ftlmaster,
appears to be reaping the richest

|

There is no. mixed feeling, how:

new

western markets and Bunker Hul
Food
Products for 12. southern
markets
Seemingly
out of the
regional column for this) seasan
out is Falstaff, Cariings, Conoco,
Ballantine and American Oil

~ Minow,‘penMind

Linge,of America ‘Abroad ViaYank Vidpix F—
._]
ac
cable, Sez TPEA's | McCarthy
=.

SG's

haw racked up 33°) stattoa
following its two retonals

KJEO,” Fresno;
field;
WCSC,

From: the syndicators’ viewpoint,

KERO
Bakers
Charleston;
and -

by” ‘Federal. ‘Communications’ Com- famed. superlative. “The A-Okay’s|-another “heavy” in: the- situation |
KTSM, Et Paso.
.
::
jfatssion.” Chairman -Newton Minow | from. UAA”’ isthe title of the com-. has been: the ‘stations themselves.
Gross
Wii
00;
In years past, regional
sales
j Played a far more significant role
“0.2 “pegarding ‘the image of” America paniy’s latest -group of pix, from |‘From one “end.of the :country to
| another, ‘stations are charged -with ‘Net ‘profits of Desilu Produc. ‘!Regional adverlisers, for a vailety
~~) “conveyed by. the telecasting of U.S; United: Artists...
‘ot reasons, have pulled ino (beir
Group: consists of 32 ‘pix. allUA| driving:prices down to. the point:of

“ty. shows in: foreign counttles. |". released of the. late .’50's, “with ;discouraging ‘fresh. entries. and‘ colMcCarthy: ‘Peported: on. ‘his recent

Seven available in. color. Titles in-/ lapsing® ‘syndie ‘outfits...

flons: for

the

fiscal

year

ended. horns, many

of them

buying spots

Only. the |‘April -“99, 1961, dropped to $319,-|on loval. tv stations rather than
1146, equal to 28 cents per share on H buying elther full or partial spon-

‘meeting ‘with. Minow in.-Washing-: clude: “Legend. a the*Lost,” john)-hardiest outfits. have survived: °

-ton .to a-iieeting’ of: the TPEA: day,”
ayne,Bop:
ophia
“Paris
HoltHope, Loren;
Fernan
del,Anta
‘board. of directors; In‘his state‘ment following. the. “meeting,...Mc- Ekberg; “Paths. of Glory,” _Kirk
.- Carthy said that in. his Washington ‘der.
-Douglas,
Ralph .Meeker;
the :Great,”
Richard “‘Alexan-:
‘Bitrton,
- confab‘ swith. Minow he assured the
ECC’ chairman that, “by~ and. ‘Claire. *“Bloom,*:‘Frederic. March;.

|’ Outlook: for . ‘the as '61-'62 Seasdn:ls! the. 1,155,940 .shares of common _ Sorship of shows.
In this respeet,
ithe regionals apparently have fat
‘that most. of the: syndication houses.
outstanding.
Based on the-flowed the lead of advertisers on
re
‘terms ‘of personnel.:: Ziv-VA
¢on-. same number of shares, net-income! networks, now replete wilh par
tinues as. the bellwether ‘in’ the for the previous year was $811,550, ticipation buys.

|wiltcontinue to’ run ‘tight-ships in | stock

trade, with the: ‘largest. sales. staff|equivalent to 70 cents per share.
Gross: income for the ‘61 fiseal|
consistent - pattern of
firstrunners. In there pitching ‘in. year..was $19,845,513, against $23,-

Fast sell-off. of Ziv UA’s Brod
Crawford stanier “King of Dia-

:.-arge,”. the image: of-America ‘por “Twelve. Angry Men,”Henry. Fon-. and . most
--trayed ‘by our television. programs. da, Lee J. Cobb. :nee
abroad is. cnormously ©attractive

and favorable:

_

"

oO

monds”

Screen Gems’Hot.

*“Minow - “ stated’. that |“he “vas
‘pleased -that. <a: representative of.
*.. the ‘industry’:in. my position: was.
- concerning himself to such: an ex-|.

| market) Filmaster- organization and following factors on the decline in|
a few ‘others. What -happens to ‘gross and net incomes: Writers:
| National - ‘Telefilm Associates -is a 1Guild of America strike which tied
-{up production during the first half!
big question --mark..:
NTA, dinfortunately’ struck a Tot of .'60; conservative writeoffs to!
-| of. trouble af a ‘time when ‘{hie cli- certain program: development costs!

story,
Corp's

‘and information to:thé USIA. and
_ the National. Assn. of. Broadeasters: |,

heavily

accounted

far

Independent

=Television

“Whiplash”
has = mainly
{been sold to stations to date
“Beachcomber,” Filmaster’s entry,
got off to a heflv station sale.
sell-off via the good offices of ‘ITY

One-2-Week Pace

. ‘tent with this:matter. -He said that
“many: of the: things: F-had reported |
e.
to: him ‘were-enlightening.
” “asked me. fo present’ my. findings):

was

'
Tby station sales, Push of station
‘the: firstrun race are such -outfits.as. 406,100 the previous year.
Prexy Desi Anaz, in the annual buying also is reflected in the
+Screen Gems, Independent..Televi| ston Corp., the new (to the: syndie report to stockholders, blanied the | ‘“‘Ripcord” roster. ‘see separate

mate for. its. ‘dramatic ‘show case, for tv shows not yet on the afr; in-|Stations,
"The Play of The Week" never had- creased operating costs ag a result

~ On Post-48 Pix

Ine.

Ln are a

k, been better, in syndication.
The | of new union contracts negotiated !
" ““" met with Minow,” McCarthy|
|climate for ‘rerun sales on.:“P. of. during the year; and substantial
a -explained, ‘because ‘of “his blanket
|cuir"still is. excellent, but the out- reduction in the production of syn-:
- " fndietment' of the American tele-|. Bereen: Gems, ‘hatidling ihe: larg: ook for frésh production on the: ‘dicated shows. : Largest factor, he}
--yision industry. and his ‘statement ‘est.group of--post-~"48- features, ‘con-'} - series ‘looks -dim, indeed, :cat ‘this. ‘said, was the WGA strike.
- that “we. ‘cannot permit: ‘television | tinues to “lick: off sales at a” rate,
“Arnaz ‘explained that Desilu’s
we
“2: fin dts. present form to be our. voice, of slightly. better than’ one” a week. Point.
Season of.“61-62. will, find the board . of directors took no action
overseas. an
toe declare a quarterly dividend.
‘The 210: post-'48 Columbia. Pictures: |post-'48 feature: rosé in full bloom. normally payable in May, to conPerry Conto has fold business
_[elnematies,
;
‘out in the market: since |: All. of the major studios with.the serve assets and available. cash for
‘exception’ of ‘Universal and’. Para-|
associates he’s going owl af the
mid-Decémber,’ ‘how haye ‘been sold ‘mount. have -released... their post- the creation of top quality ty pro- ‘film business, whieh means thot
duction.
He stated that the comHin 32. markets. :
1°48's- to :tv.. In addition,. NBC-TV
{his two-year old Coal telefitur onpany {s_ negotiating with a major|
"Additionally, sq:fas.an “action | next: season: will have the. first. pix. talent-sales. agency to handle full- ‘iterprise, Roncon Productions, wilt
showcase
of
Holly
wood
prodict
in
ihe shullered
Likelihood is that
:giroun of 50 pix; also. post-'48's:- be:
time
sales
representation
for
Desi:
networking, . with a Saturday night.
j further residuals on * Happ. and
ing. sold ‘separately.:. _ The ‘action prime time slot: ‘NBC-TV's success. lu.shows on a national basis.
“Tate” will be sold to NBO
Desilu' also is negotiating for
group, ranging: from a running tiie or. failure will mean the difference
Decision to drop his fitts pro“RKO Genéral’s~ New ‘York: sta- of 60 to 72 minutes; .was bought by |of a- fresh, new: network. market. faster and wider distribution of its duction séems to have toliowed tie
product in non-network and fof- ifailure of agent GAC fy sell an
-for
pix
.of:
more
recent.
vintage,
or
. “tlon: WOR-TV. premiered its. Tues-. 10 of the:34 stations’ buying the-210. kill of networking of pix entirely.

Como Reported
Ankling Vidpix

“aor
orWOR.1

eign

‘day -night- “Big. Preview” feature

-

areas..

“The

Untouchables,”

{hour Roneom

pilot cated

pties °°

post-48: group. _Many. stations also | There's: big ‘money. at stake in the Arnaz said, currently is being ;«Rio, * which cost around $230 911)
shown in. Canada, Australia and ‘to pilot, had the good chance of
buy -pre-’48’s of ‘Universal's, .- also alternatives.
“all ‘competition. ‘in:‘the » to 11:15° marketed by: SG, “when; ‘they. make’: Of no small interest to the’ trade England, and plans have been com- i‘getting four minutes of sponsared
‘pleted for {ts introduction tu West time from Ted Bates, bot GAC
|
their:
post-'48
deals.
.
iis
‘Westinghouse
Broadcasting’s
ma; Btn.time. period. .jor thrust .in. programming, with. ‘Germany. and Japan,
-Taltialer, in -the. blockbuster line- | ‘Large’ ‘number ‘of pix involv ed in: “PM East, PM: West.” ‘Ninety- |" “If ‘distribution of all of our ;:couldn't get NBC to, ¢lear the tine
ee
a
ae
.. up, “The -High (and the: Mighty.”. deals, accompanied. by,sales policy ‘minute late ‘niter ‘eurrently, is being shows {s expanded” Jearly in the!
engineered
by
syndication
-v.p,
Bob.
‘pulled. a .24.4. average quartet-hour
télecast in nine
markets,
with current. fiscal year.’ Arnaz went
‘rating on -the Arbitron’ for’.a 38° ‘Seidelman, accounts. for ttie. one-a-. WFAA, Dallas, due to join in on ‘on, .“a more substantial flow
share. of.’ aud. (estimated at’ 2,200,- _week sales pattern. of: post='48's., ‘July 3... In addition to the five’ cash and residual profits will be i
| SG's policy is very similar: to. that
“oon view: ers):
realized during the current fis al
adopted by MCA TV. in: marketing Weslinghouse. o&0's, the Westing- year.
Investigations also are bebans Angeles June 27
“ -Based - on the: ‘premise ‘that
the.pre-’48 Paramount -library. ‘In- ‘house. entry. is on WNEW-TV, N.Y.; ‘ing conducted in other ateas of
Jatk Denose ts producer
vas
there's: ‘a’ large aud for good -sumWGN- -TV, |
terested competitive: stations .in a‘! WTTG, | Washington:
filmed
-entertaininent
including avarded S190) an bits $2295 ON
mer. video: fair, “The Big Preview”
Chicago;.
and
KT
PY,
‘Les
Angeles.
|
7
market.
are
given.
a
complete.“
list
|
suit
against
Sal
Lasser,
Sol
Lesser
In the tight time. situation, MCA! i that of theatrical motion pictures
chas: as: upcoming. pix, “The ‘Bareof “Columbia’s™ post-’ 48. pix. .with 2:
* During the fiscal vear, Desi- Productions and Notman Freensan
. 1 foot» Contessa, ". “Strangers ‘on a
TV has clipped off some-. fancy!.
‘sales price on each of the pix. Mar- |

film: outing with a rating: topping.

DENOVE WINS 106 IN
LESSER ‘TARZAN’ SUIT

Jolson|
lsales results with Jts-four. off-nei- lu “provided production
ination of a contract to produce
“and ‘others, with .several: kets: are. opened for. bidditiz. when ;i work. hour: series. ‘The. four: bour 'and facilities for four theatrieal
Jury found
” .* colorcasts:.”; ‘High: and1 Mighty” was one .or..more stations.” express an: ‘series. are in over 50-markets. and ‘motion -pictures in addition to 12 39 ° Tarzan” telefilm,
interest:
in
the
pix
catalog.”
a
sagains! Lesser and Les.er Produe
o tinted.
“ fa. ‘good sell off is indicated. MCA ji series.
" Latest: ‘gtations~ to sign. for’.-the* -TV's experience
tions.
Freeman's
taitte
was
partially settles
‘lL
post’"48's include: WKBWN- TV, ‘the -‘questios:. of whether. there’s.
dropped it finalities a- a defend

; wl, Train,” “Attack”: “The

SeTUICES

_2 ;,Story”

NEWMETRO-TVPACT
«FOR MONASH’S INDIE

aver

‘Ripcord’s’ Ripping Sales fant
in
bench

.| Yourigstown, . 0. “ahd: ‘KHVH-TYV, room for off-network hour- series in
+ Honolulu; each buying ‘275 cinema- |syndication. Of. course, -a flood of ; _ Lincoln

ties. In. addition to the: 210 post- -60-minuters. could cramp the com- jhas

Income

Life

Insurance,

In

asserfeddy

a darected

his

preaucature

fegmn.

verdic! “tam the

complaint.

bought Ziv-UA's
“Ripcord”. i
Deore as
"48's, each bought. 65‘ pre-'48. Uni- mercial style of any one .off-net-iseries for Louisville and the Acme ,*¢Tted that in an agreement en,
Building Supply Cy. has bought the |
‘tered into Mav 12. 1995 with de
|versals. .WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre, |work hour series.
Hollywood,: June 27:
series
for
Meridian, i fendants he was to recessge Las
Paul ‘Monash’s- three-year. exclu” ‘Pa;: and KOIN-TV, ‘Portlarid.- Orw., |. -Syndicators,. too, are-séarching skydiving
i Of profits plus $500 producer'ys fee
sive
producer-writer deal “with each. bought 325 pix, of which. 115 for" new forms of. entertainment. Mass.
“Metro. has-been ‘replaced with s were. pré-'48'3.: KOIN-TV, inciden-. In....general,. ‘there’s’ been a. ‘toneTotal sales to date are 87 mar-' for each segment
non-exclusive’. pact, under which. tally, is the third Newhouse ‘Station | down on“ ‘violence. in the sales ap- kets. ‘New station sales include
his newly-formed indie. company,. to buy post-’48's :from: SG. " —::
proach which most Hkely will. be WVEC, Norfolk, Va. WATE. KnoxPlan Romero Series
-. Vanadas Productions, will produce
|. - Among- stations --buying. ‘the at- ‘translated in future shooting: of ville; WTMJ, Milwaukee, WLWI,
:.
Cain’s Hundred,” hourlong: NBC-. tion group of ‘post-'48's are WBAL,. episodes. Some. syndicators ‘have Indianapolis: WKYT,
Lexington: ! Produce: Paul Vario ts negotas:
me EN. series, which he ‘created.
Baltimore;KPLR,.
St. ‘ Louts: gone into: the. documentary and ‘KHSL;- =Chico- Reading
Calif, ing with Lester Shurr for Cess
'Company will. concentrate. on. WKZO,. Kalamazoo; WKIR, . Mich- shortie field, others have diversified WKJG, Fort. Wayne and WTVP. Romers to star in his series, “The
development of new. teleseries; but gan, - and” four’ stations of |-the and gone in for eports shows.
Decatur.
*Man In the Streets of Europe” ©
|* In ‘short, there’s been a seramble
will also be-open to seek proper- Wometco chain,’ ‘latter. including
Standard Oil of Texas picked up
Plan is ty filo: the skein in var
tles for theatrical production. ‘Int-: WTV3, Miami; and WEGA, Jack-, ‘to catch ‘the. changing wind cur-. the series for its Texas-Ne« BMexi- ous capital citles throughout the
ba ‘tal “Cain” deal calls forB weeks. sonville.:
rents
.
1a the trade..
co marketing area.
world.

J

‘These numbers vividly sum up the picture of
television leadership today. What-stands out
clearly is that one network has consistently dedelivered the largest nationwide audiences night,
and day throughout the past season—namely,

the CBS Television Network? What stand out
less clearly, are the runners-up.:That's because.
one network ranks second at night, but third
during the day. While anot
another. network ranks +
second during the day, but third at night. When

__ Weim, Sane
2 28,1961.

it‘comes’ to.choosing the: network: which. can

“present his product most effectively, the most.
.important. thing for an advertiser iis to know

where he stands—clearly. It’s as simple as that.
cBs TELEVISION. NETWORK®.

*13% larger national nighttinie audiences than Network X; 12% larger than.Network Y;
16%. larger national daytime audiences then Network X; 91% larger than Network Y;
: 88%, more natlonat nighttime half-hour “wins than Network X; 33% more than Network Y;

17% more national home hours of viewing (Monday through Sunday, 7 am to II pm)

than Network X; 23% more. than Network Y;
rmore of the Top 10, Top 20, Top 30 and Top 40 nighttime programs and more of the
Top 10 and. Top 26 daytime programs than the other two networks combined.
WUadience:Gata: Nat Netsen, 1 Oct, ‘60-1 June, '6!, AA basis. Eves-« y. 8-1 pm. Day. Mon.-Fri, 7 am-S pm.)
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planning. Current programs in-|in.development Of pro-| SENIOR positions in: the develop-:

we acod me:j LABORATORY RESEARCH clude: the IRI 15—liquid hydrorammin
systems for ment of markets for aircraft ac-}i
gen rocket engine for Centaur |9
g
y
cessory power equipment. Duties
and Saturn and the 158—Mach military -and commercial} will include analysis of present }.
‘ALYSTS
and. future markets for air turn
mt}
3 turbojet engine. Advanced
bine drives, starters, hydraulic
Wy) or Math Advance Product Design ; Research and Development proree pn analyze Immediate openings for BS- MS-; grams are exploring the fringe| Logic ‘computers.
{drives, auxiliary power. units,
lenealiy, Using ‘Phes with experience in—
areas of technical knowledge in
fuel pumps, etc.; development of fste
magnetohydrodynamics, thermi-- At.R-W, computer programmers sales techniques, and. providing|
leadership for proposals and. in: |«

applications of Stored
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and itary, space and industrial ap- earliest phase of new producis and building new business.
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development, plications. Openings. exist at all. conception to the development
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levels of experience for’ engi- of complete software-packages|
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eK Special Report’.
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|

Justice.With Wilson. Hall, Pauline Freder- ; With Dr Gordon Seagrave, ethers

pas

Cecil: Barker’

:

| Director: Robert Priaulx

+ +

:ENBE- TY

Goodman,

Larry |

NBC- TV's .alert. news

iy. concluded Latino

employ ees’ i ‘Wayne &

Shuster" s ‘starring com- . : -Ameriga. “It. was

‘five months in- office. . The. first * lives): aspects “of. work: ‘abroad .and’ edy serigs,. “Holiday . Ladge.°’ is: ‘an,|formative and

half of the show,’ in which :Attor-not,” Saye for. ‘a’ passing, hardly ‘attempt:to recall-the former era in
“ney ‘General ‘Robert . F. :Kennedy|adequate mention, of’ why these: the Catskill... resort .belt, when :.outing.|
‘and: Lawrence

and

Wed

(21!.

ARMSTRONG

pub-— CBS-TV

10 p.m.

CORK

(film)

?RBDO:

CBS-TV's producer Ruartun Bene
intour of Adlai Jamin fashianed a winmns in atid“Tha

documentary’
“Needhian, ‘Lonis & Brotby, - [ Stey ‘énson: lo peg ‘an hour decumen- ‘teresting
;
PSSC&BY
, Ftary: on: what's: going on in South: Dedicated)
American - The

vs '” Presidential aides. and: threw..in a. té.show the more sensational :fT
__ Wrap-up of. Kennedy's. ‘standing in: such a: ‘word can. .be ‘applied’. to?
Major

¢film, tape).

| affairs department used: the regent.

(20); NBC-TV !Richards): were .actually” being: un-" State Farm ‘ins.,Lever Bros.

offered ‘close-ups. of :two. leading “American, but they were directed: CBS-TV.

oer the

Writer: Peter Kalischer

60 Mins.;

60 Mins; Sun.,°5. p.m.

“not ‘that,‘ABC cameras *: dneiden:!‘' Directér: Seymour Berns |

‘European.. ‘capitals :after” junior:: “State. - _Dept..

i Producer: Burton Benjamin
Assoc. Producer: Isaac Klemnermaa

:Watson. Dan Seymonr,: Len: Les- + jck, Richard Valieriani, others
“ser, Walfe- ‘Barzell,.. Vince -Wile; Producer: Chet Hagan

In: its:latest progress report: ‘onsi tally,: handled’: . quite- well. by- Bill’ Writers: - Hal.
0
‘administration |:Hattigan,: Jules’ Bucher and -Bill.- ‘Klein
Pres., ‘Kennedy’s

-Jast. Tuésday night

THE DEDIC ATED AMERICAN
(Armstrong Circle. Theatre)

FULL. OF PERIL—BRIGHT WITH
v
HOLIDAY. LODGE.
—
HOPE.
With. Wayne & Shuster, ‘Maureen

. Arthur,; Charles ‘Smith,

lias’

81
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an

inter esting,

thought

in- |‘of

Garden

Dr

Seagiave

Stery
"

The

s
.
ae
aes
ait~
provoking |hour . on Wednesdays
-21- ar niaht
cap
tured. the man and Bis woth. with

jinsght, charm and sweep
It Wasn't only the eacellence af
| y. to the form adopted by producer !‘the filming, Dr Seagrave. hraseif,

young’ entertainers .were hired ‘asf “Some: exception: could be taken
Fy O'Brien, the ! kids. took...the jobs: in’ ‘the -first ij

_President’s: ‘liaison.

to. - Congress,

place. ‘and, then, ‘why: ‘they “stuck |“toomeélers” to provide. impromptu

Were put into pérsonal and poli-: it ‘out...In-short, not-even:a: -welk entertainment’ at any -hour of the:
Hagan. Various’ NBC corres- “narrated the film and was the “on
1t was asystem that; “Chet
:Stage™ calmentator.
Credit)
for
”..gecond. half; comprising. a’ ‘round-" was’ given. . ABC: failed .-to: -niake.developed ‘some of the top comedy ;pondents fronted the cameras, each :{the fascination of the outing. ita ly
oP _ robin: talk by NBC-TV correspond- ‘the: difference between a’Narrowly: "jminds in: the theatrical field, help-.! telling a bit oF the’ economic and ibelones to him, fer he is a pet.
-ert. from.-Paris, London:and, Mos- gauged .‘show: and one: with some ;ful to the ‘boss..who paid little more ;ipolitical 'climaté of a. “separate isonality rich in meaning.
It 1s
|South, Americar. nation, while foot- ! very unusual to have a man write
“cow,: was .a- hit-and-run: news | perspective... which last. season: was. ‘than’ -keep, ‘and- beneficial:.to. the 4
.- analysis of. ‘a routine order...
: jsmissing too- “often ‘in.this. _priine- ‘ performer who got: experience.
ane
biography,
film
ty)
own
his.
put.
was
|lage. illustrating. the talk
_ art. 7 Wayne &. “Shuster,” the Canadian
; Babb: ‘Kennedy;. the. -President's © time: series. ;
t, m= essence; was whal
tus
comies «who. have held ©a--long“on the ‘sereen. In ‘another segment, i.itelamentare a8.
brother’ and: reputedly ‘the Govern-j <..".”
—
,
ment’s No. .2 ‘man, ‘was: drawn out}:
. “The Nation's Futirre a, tenure as-guests.n the Ed Sullivin: { Miss Frederick interviewed StevenThe’
viewer
sav’
Dr
Seagrass
in‘an interview. with NBC's. White.}- “Debating --with the- Russians: is—‘|Show, have proven themselves: to;‘son. ‘This dovetailing in and out, jand his staff at the hospital wy
“excellent ‘comics,: both in: the:
‘Hotise- correspondent, -Ray’ Scherer: ! well. Jike: arguing witha. “Commu! -be
The
lootate
fields: of writing and performing, :‘from stralght ‘talk, to interview, to: Namkham,
Burma
_ After some. fascniating -comments - nist.-’ Lotsa, fireworks: but- Hardly ‘pat ‘failed: to. come “off -here. The:
icovered a wide range of QIN ace
aetual -film footage, Made the: out:}
'.” about “his -personal rélationships - any. inecting: ‘of the: minds...”
tivities,
from
dehvering
babies
to
“vehicle Seems to” be ‘far removed;;
ing ehoppy, disengaging and at the| playing baseball with his nurses,
what “presidential: Press from either the nostalgic feeling of |
’.That’s ..
and. presi‘as: brother’
JFK,Justice.
‘i ‘with
dent; the.
Dept, chief
made|‘Séeretary
Cameras picked up the village surPierre Salinger: and:.N.Y: t yesterday. on which thé -premisé ts }isame time,. engaging the viewer.
‘forthright . prohouncements: on’. “his, | Times. - correspondent.
Above -and|beyond. the ‘form, | roundings, close to the buoiders of
Harrison |baséd and the realities: of present.
. VieWs °of. civil: Sights,” the Freedom Salisbury .:discovered: tor redis: Ove. ‘day hill-country entertainment.
*:- though, |‘was the content. Outing :: Red China, and showed the faces:

_. tical .focus. .was:. excellent: . The : rounded -picture: of private’ lives. day‘or night.

Riders, “juvenile

delinquency,

.

“

‘Wayne: & Shuster.as the’ comedy: '

time and again.‘pinpointed the w ide
‘management - ‘corrup- ered) oBCsturday” iat. Nation's
S %
pair were equipped. with, an obvi“tion, éte. “The younger Kennedy |they -tvok ‘on ‘Aleksei * Adjubey, °- ous, and: creaking. plot- in:‘the: sar‘pult separating the poverty strickspoke with .a ‘sensitive. intelligence:‘editor of-Izyestia and a. son-in-law. ter. ; “A,-BCOUp of funeral directors en masses and the wealthy few.
_/Sthat directly clashed-with his more 41 of Nikita: Khrushchey..: “and Mik-.:
--“popular™ journalistic: image - as.a!
~ |hail. A. ‘Kharmalov, ‘chief.of the aces pt their , conventian, billed Lhe on the: brink’ of. Castroism and
press. departnient of -the- ‘Sovict.-«themselves as florists: ‘The ‘comics:
tough ‘political hatchetman. Equal
“union * cand

‘yf the sick and theWwell.
Above

and beyond. the local col-

or in the pictures, was ihe good
doctor, himself
He was relaved,
crisp, humorous, and even giuft at
times.
He showed himself .a Yankee individualist who. had a star
Ay. intriguing. was. ‘O'Brien's’ detail-.
:
2 "suspected: them. of. being gangsters, |Communism. unless efforts of bridgfollow and, no matter what the
‘Ang of- his -futictioris as the. -White |aamot ihe’press Topic:was tree:* Land °that‘ was. the: initial comedy. ing: the guif separating the classes {to
obstacles, he pursued that star.
-.. House “lobbyist”..on ‘the. Congres-|
basis: “Under these. circumstances;. ‘proved ‘suecessful. It was a tale of He made a big to-do about his fis.- sional: scene -in.. ‘competition : ‘with ‘| Trouble: -with .sessions- of: this”W&S “had - some: reasonably-good
He used the
“Other. pressure ‘groups like the 'US.,‘sort: is “that °there's. no. ‘common : pegs for gags, “but nothing. ‘Suffici~| the benefits: of free institutions not cal responsibilty.
Charmer’ of.. Commerce.-atid. ‘the:! axioms : -from: “which. -to ‘take off. ently. ‘substantial to sustain the.shalt filtering down sufficiently to the same etcononiy of words to etch
large mass of people. It left the in human situation after human
postscript. to. NBC’s Sander: Van} Devates range along ‘two different ;hour. Job!
democratic situation, lending clanty to jus
‘focur’ ‘S . interview
with - O'Brien, } frequencies—words,. even:-in -trans-..: The. Production elements were. ‘question. ‘of whether.
-benefits ever will get to the people vision.
“there ‘was a -tfirstrate- sequence’ lation,. “don’t have the same. meani- |okay.
“Jose,
“dup
in:the
air,
while
the
pressures
Helping
the
personality
to
with: the chief White ‘Housé ‘mail :
4s -a-real difference: Is
ings and there tof: ‘Communist agitation appeared ‘emerge
were
Isaac Kleinerman,
_
analyst who: ‘spoke about ‘the vary- ‘between ‘Tweedledum , and ‘Twee-.
|lassociafe producer, and — Peter
immediate,
:
| CHALLENGE
Ing: public Fesponses. to: ‘the Presi~ », dledee. :
|Kalischer, writer, with a brief asSo. ‘that’ the. debate, “though: it: With :George. ‘Page, Dick: Goss, ':
; On the positive side were the ef-;
‘ ‘dent: 's” proposals...
‘forts. of some of the South Ameri- gist from Waltet Cronkite as nave
others .
The. eoncluding. ‘segment Was. a Was colorful: enotigh..and produced’:
.‘Suit,
‘Hat.
iters:.
Producer-Wr
|
rator, among others at CBS TY
never,
’
Sohn
lean.
‘governments
to
grapple
with!
excitement,
of
measure
i: taped”: powwow “among Edwin” some
Hore.
‘their problems ‘within the frameAS Newman, ‘front N.. ¥5 Joseph C.|realy’ got. off.the ground in‘ terms: Palmer*
ee
se
work’ -of: democratic
institutions.
Harsh, from, ‘Enigland;. ‘Frank Bour-! of its-neal.subject -matter,. ‘despite.’ Director: Cy. Waldron ~ a
“| Total image conveyed was of a high
., gholtzer from France; ~and Joh’ the- efforts -of ‘moderator. Edwin !‘30 Mins.; Monday; 10:36 p.m, .
EMMY
AWARDS
“Wire act; with the balancing per- CHICAGO
~”.Chaneellor, NBC's: ‘Soviet: corres- {|Newman: Adjubey, as is, the cus- _ WSB-TY, Atlanta (film)...
- This is. the’ second tn-a “ sertes ‘former having .a tough time with! lwith Alex Dreler. host: others
6pondent. ‘Fast .cat-ins -on. each: of |tom=.‘of visiting © Soviet” bigwigs,
Producer: Dan Schuffman
Horo.
-. the: correspondents :“resulted ina. couldn't. resist - ‘speechifying:. for !| titled “Cha)lenge,”” in-which -WSB-; his footing.

‘blur of ;ideas
which.

and. comments

‘in| “peace,”

and- ‘Salinger... -for

rio: sirigle

that’ TV

Seéks ‘to: present ‘provordtive |

‘point: “was: ade-'; matter, “had his. own - lapses: ‘into: programs” -that-.will stimulate. its:
HIGHER: HORIZONS
“viewers. and="‘put them to think: |
quately. developed.
| politics. of:
Joe Michaels, narrator
|
t With
Newman ‘handled, the “overall. ‘Such. is the disconcerting nature :ing: ww.
Producers: Eleanpr Riger, Tony
Wein
narration skilfully, Robert North--. of the’ Soviet: use of: hon-sequiturs:: a “Minuteman |
“posed some:
Messuri'
°
shield: Broduced and. James _Kitch-- |in. debate that the Russians several | pertinent questions... For: instance: Direetor:
Messuri
ell:directed, :
ee
Herm. times. got the better of the Ameri- During ‘the. fighting in- Korea, some’
Writer: Morton Siiversteln
matter
no
because
7.000 Américan troops. were’ taken|
yeans, largely
:
=
Tom : Priestley
| ‘how efficient. Salinger may. ‘be. bal prisoner. by .the enemy, OF that | Caniera:.
“Close Up.
ac
Mins., ‘Sat. (24), 10:30 p.m.
The: Blodds,.
an:‘Amerfcan: farnilj a press ‘Secretary, he’s..not overly number, only 4.000 were still- alive { ‘30
WNBC-TV, N.Y.
in. he ‘Bloods,for: the US.‘ tml articulate -fn- this kind of give-and- | at “the. end ‘of. hostilities. What}: “Higher™ Horizons” is the first
‘Teally said.-to caused °‘the: 3.000.to die in prison.
““Dent:, and -the ‘Alexatiders. for the’; ‘take: Nothing “was:
; filmed ” ‘documentary. out of the
Campbells “-—- both nameés :-were“change things; it. was merely a case | camps?
i WNBC-TV public affairs departold ‘ground|: Army | psychiatrists, sought- the !
same
the
2* héard-during this ABC-TV stanza}: "of going over
-ment: tand about -time too: and
answer: A Maj. William Mayer, an.
-§n.Chile,-also for the State Dept... . with ‘the ‘quickness. and cleverness} ,

t

chad their ‘problems, .but:problems. 9f'.the -participants, deciding » Who, Army.

1 Director: Cliff Braun
Writer: Don Bresnahan.
40 Mins., Tues., 9:30 p.m.

UNITED INSURANCE €O
WBKB, Chicago (ive & tape)
A
comparison
is
unfan,
of
course, because of the obvious dif
ferences in size and scope, but it
ought to be documented for the
record that the Chi Emus. Awards
shaw this vear came off in’ mast
respects, more successfally
than
its national
counterpart
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was little latitude, in the Jimited
time,

for excess

verbiigeaand the
scratching,
soit
stiicth
business
just enough enter tame

despite some flaws is a worthwhile ! customary back
psychiatrist, narrated. ‘the effort. in community service. It{ vas an aimost

ue (Chans
details: First they studied why..229.}
80.. personalized.‘that: they.-could , made. -the. points."
describes the. little-known “cul- affar with
| Turkish troops, captured in Korea,
hardly .be’ said ‘to represent. Uuniiver-- (:
tural enrichment program” taking iment interlarding the trophy press
| marched proudly to’ freedom: vat | Place in some . of Harlem's public |}
gal - afflictions. that: ‘result from‘iPIP’ THE:. PIPER |
entations to satufy
The telecast
‘the end. of the.-war.- Not: one. had |’schools.
“°° working: for- the'U.S. abroad. The
i made the Windy Crts fv ondastiy
‘Lacian
Spear,
Phys
‘Jack. &:
‘died and ‘they’ Jearned ‘that. these:
“.:. Bloods -were “afraid? of. ““menaces.” [With
lonk good, and that’s as tnuch as
Kaminsky --.
Program
has
been
described
at:
men had taken care ‘of each other. |.
-../ dike. “two. pythons, one cobra”
:Peter-Biech :
some ‘length .by Martin. Mayer in icould have been a-ked of it.
Oo

got 5tee‘Producer:apa
‘another: snake, whose name” and.

1 How did: they do. it, the -psychia-’

- | trists. asked each man. “Because I. his new book, “The Schools.” and

Don Bresnahan is ta be come
‘ama: Turk.” came. the fierce reply. } frankly... Mayer did a hbefter job: mended for a tight and efferent
than
did
this.
documentary.
Howseript,
dotted with enough wit to
61" can be termed:
“ a_ “Minuteman
GENERAL. MILLS|
dangerous.”
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‘the
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m series. .
‘the Piper” . ‘switched . over. to. NBCwhich
were
genuinely
funny
and
producers Eleanor Riger|
In thie: case’ “of.‘the. Alexanders; TV Sat. (24) in-a colortape. version years since American revolutionists: crema.
Tony Messuri went into the appropriate to the oceasion. It's
ee the problem was’ one of: money—a with ‘General’ Mills :remaining as | firéd. thé shut. -leard .round the. schools. involved and showed how just possible that Bresnahan, who
' . Jack of “it apparently..béing almost ‘sponsor.. Format .of-,this show. for|w orld—and warned that the sounds. the program, which utilizes field is chief writer for Alex Dreler in.
par’ for any.’.State “Dept. ¢areer- pre-school moppets ‘continues to be ::;OF freedom. are fading. .
trips to cultural events plus an up- the normal course pf things. has
“
gourse. But, on the. other: hand; puilt. around the make-believe. city; Also shown. were pictures of ‘the: graded curriculum, actually works. imissed his calling” This is not to
“this.-young: couple liked :to. enter~ ‘of Pipertown where Pip the Piper May’. Day ‘celebration in Moscow, They interviewed Dan Schreiber, belittle the four weathe:men and
_ tain their :Chilean- friends - ‘with and Miss ‘“Merrynote,.a ‘redhaired ; an awesome ‘show. of force.. Shots the junior high principal who's newscasters,
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_gonal)::the kind of: pubaffairs:. ap- by: Spear's. wife: Phyllis. Saturday's. ‘anew kind of:-tainuteman for a
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ie Torre and Jack Gould,

)osbbWillams, John|riffin,
latan

era, Percy Shain, Fred Remington,
_

t

Marie Torre
same old rotating faces. Thedoorwas | .
Eleanor Roberts
ike’ and. their ‘widespread: Variety. New York Herald Tribune
|labeled. ‘PM East’ and ‘PM West,’ a
Boston Traveler
O'Flaherty iis perfect as he.introduces
“Representing the first major effort 60-minute New York segment hosted’ “A tasty platter of smorgasbord. It us to the various characters of the:
| to give late night viewers something by Mike Wallace’and Joyce Davidson, was bright, informative,
and held’ a ‘great. and colorful. California city. For ™
other than Jack Paar and vintage followed by a 30-minute San: Fran-. ‘definite appeal-for viewers who have late viewers’ sake and that of.televi-.
movies, ‘PM East’ and ‘PM West’ cisco pickup, emceed by. smooth, “never found Jack Paar their cup‘of. ‘sion; we hope‘PM East’ and‘ ‘PMWest’ |
arrived with a trio of attractive hosts easy-to-take Terrence O’Flaherty. oe tea. The format is entirely different isa. great. success.”
ag
*
e
| -..Mr. O'Flaherty has an ingratiating with care and direction, there’s.no. -and far more solid, an hour and a half |.
manner.. .Miss Davidson is pretty and. reason why. this divertissement: -of fascinating and varied entertain.
“Anthony LaCamera
| @ competent interviewer...Wallace’s shouldn't cut the late night audience’ ment. It was a far different-Mike Wal- [
: Boston American =
right down the middle, leaving the face, low key, pleasant, efficient. Miss. iM ‘PM East’ and ‘PM West’ represent :
interviews
were first rate.’"
| other half for Paar and old movies to Davidson proved that she’s as bright. a very different. and highly ambitious _
s
a
a
‘and capable as she is ‘attractive. As ‘brand of TV. programming (with)three.
fight over.” « « ~e
Jack Gould
| for Terrence O' Flaherty, he has that: attractive people as: regulars. Mike °
. Bob Williams
The New York Times
y}warm appealing quality and lepre-. Wallace. reveals himself a mellower,
“Terrence O'Flaherty is headed for a
‘New York Post
formidable distinction: the first. TV “From this chair the: prospectus ‘| chaun spriteliness that will fast build’ more: informal; much friendlier inter$e
| viewer, while still maintaining full
critic to make a success of appearing seemed inviting. The promise is-the:|: fans.”
}.control
as a take- charge personality.
in fronit-of the cameras. Both he and interview everybody else
on television. |
his program seemed destined for the

winning column...there is a fresh_ ness to his half-hour that could prove

attractive indeed. He kas both surprising aplomb and an infectious
| manner on the screen; not so surpris-

' ing, he alsa boasts a turn of phrase.”
ry

6

5

‘9

forgot to do. The only new and invit-*

Arthur E. Fetridge

Blonde Joyce Davidson:seemed quite :

Boston Herald

ing development, ‘PM East’ and ‘PM. “Somethin g very new, different and. :at home as his girl Friday. Apleasant
West’ arrived as a little: bit ofJuck for: rather original has.come to the Bos-. surprise was: debonair Terrence.
viewers in the beginning of network’ -ton television ‘scene, -It’s. not a:copy } O'Flaherty. He shouldn’t.have much.
television's summer. ‘yerun-around," * of the Jack-Paar show. it combines. a trouble getting. the:lady viewers on
«© @ ei.
-. |great deal of Informative matter along” his Side”
oe
¢@
_
|
with
entertainment.
Mike
Wallace
is
a
|
Percy Shain.
. John Griffin
| different Mike. Here we. find a charm. |.
‘Boston Globe.
New York Mirror.

ling fellow,

"Mise.

|

—
:
7:

“Packs the same impudent viewpoint : |

one you can like. Miss
ing fellow,
Kay Gardella
“Two thoughts are definite. One that. Davidson
has a wonderful manner of as the Paar-session, but goes farther
New York Daily News
| Terrence O'Flaherty, host of “PM speech anda delightful way of cock-: afield: in ‘search of ideas and excite. “‘A new door opened for televiewers West,’ will be around your set for: _ing her head to one-side as she.talks,
“ment...8: briskly paced entertainment - .
last night. At the same time, clear. a long time to come. His appearance, -This girl's got it. For the opener, “PM | that was generally diverting and often ~
| fresh air swept through the stagnant, personality and all around style come. East’ and ‘PM West’. enticed us with Jaugh-provoking. With a mellower and
de-oxygenized Jate night atmosphere over just great! And Joyce Davidson} tidbits from. future shows. These éx- | more relaxed Mike Wallace assisted...

created by antiquated movies and. makes a good hostess along with cerpts gave us ‘an excellent idea: of “by pretty Joyce Davidson, this portion.
Mike Wallace ‘for ‘PM East’.a
n-eategories of :
| what upcoming programs will be ranged lightly over ten:

Jack Paar’s limited small talk with the

in Fanning, Cecil Smith, Pinky Herman,

im Frankel, Barbara Delatiner & George
Re yssen have said| about television’s two.
, NeWnighttime shows for grown-ups.
Barbara Delatiner
("PM East’ is a sixty-minNewsday
lute program from New
“Just
when
Jack
Paar
was
beginning
| “The most serious: threat: to ‘tack
| Paar's position turns up-tonight. It’s to pale and late movies were becom. | York City, starring MIKE
| an-excellent show, .worth, staying up | ing a drag, something new has been ; WALLACE with Joyce

“Cecit Sith

varying moods, from serious tosatiri-

cal..It’s.no longer. just Paar.or an old |: . .

movie forinsomniacs: Ws
sf é:a
Fred Remington

Pittsburgh |Press :

- towatch.!wo

|
“Everything is held short andt kept rad
“bright and occasionally mildly signif: |

_-icant; as was the case of the William
L Shirer interview.. -Mr,-Shirer's ‘re=

|

LosAngeles. Times: -

at

oo

ade

“Pinky Herman

| added to the wakeful watch to entice

_ |.us. from slumber. It's ‘PM East/PM
|

_ Motion Picture Daily.

«| Winner”

“A. free and easy format with Terry|.

and:Mike, the results:proved interest- |.
marks were: brief and chilling. The
ing-atid flavored with off-beat camera |.
‘New. York end is handled’ by Mike™
“PM
Wallace, a deft man with an interview, |

Davidson—followed by
‘PM West,’ a thirty-minute program direct from
| San Francisco, featuring
| TerrenceOFlaherty.
This |

of West!.. .the entry Promises to be aj

angles,. unusual: news slants, and

Rice

Dace,

ae

East/PM West is far and away |ig TY rich with humor
and music...alive
with
magnetic vitality. It’s
‘TV that's fresh and new

‘the most ambitious programming
and’ Joyce: Davidson, an uncommonly. geared. to. present. a wide latitude of. venture undertaken by the enterpris{ ideas and personalities. It appears
«pretty young woman with a soft-.
ing Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
WBC has beat.the two networks :
‘spoken competence and an admirable.| that
;
‘Intra-tradewise, it adds up to the neatin coming up with athreat tothe here-"
est (ifnot the most difficult) trick of
.- Jack of gush. O'Flaherty has:one of
‘tofore: ‘unchallenged domination of. -the year, Setting a’ new pace on the
those Irish smiles which the song:

_ writer must have had in mind when he -the national-late spot” NBC's Jack

said they’re like‘a.morn in:spring. ‘But: .‘Paar.’Ss e of
: content. is’ the:big criterion and. the |
-gimtant,a:
: “content: here was; on the whole, first |"

rate."

and worth Jooking into,

step-up of syndicated tapes. In an era | Mon, thru Fri. on the Westinghouse
. of dectining rating returnson the late Broadcasting Company stations in:
‘and late late feature pix presenta. | Boston WBZ-TV/Baltimore WJZ-TV)
f
-| tions, any such bold thrusts to reac- |- Pittsburgh KDKA-TV/San Francisco
tivate live nocturnal programming.

ee
: “uf.you want lively, ‘scintillating TY,. merit. commendation, enhancing its KPIX/Cleveland KYW-TV.
fp you'll: have.to. wait-until. after 11:00. ‘chances for receptivity by rion -WBC.. Contact TvAR for spot availabilities.
Win Fanning” p.m. The most: important program in- Stations. Polished, yes, and a ‘new’ 4
Pittsburgh Post Gazette.
“The. Westinghouse Broadcasting | novation -in years is a nightly: affair|Mike Wallace, warm and relaxed, to | |
Company” didjtaunch a: rocket aimed: |‘PM East’ (60 minutes) and ‘PM West" host the first hour ‘East’. portion of |
‘squarely at challenging the
t
Jack Paar .(30 minutes). Probably 9% out of-10. tie 90 minutes, It also has going for- Also-in New York WNEW-TV/Chicago
Sputnik, At last someone has.come-up | ‘televiewers. don’t care:a rap. who’ 'S. ‘it a gal out of Canadian TV, Joyce WGN-TV/Dallas WFAA-TV/Los Anges .
‘with a place to turn to while Paar is- | producinga program. Both."PM’s’ are.-| Davidson, whois definitely a cutie pie les KTTV/Washington WITG-TV.
& PM West''are available
pounding away ‘at the old tear-washed : unique because. they. represent the: with a low-key register that enhances. “PM East"
~. NBC-‘slave market. We shall be hear-. first nightly effort-at national pro-. -her attractiveness. As exposures pile. for further syndication on a limited |
“Ing a lot more about ‘PM East-West ‘gramming by: an. outfit: other: than. a up, it’s a cinch:so will Joyce Davidson basis. Contact WBC Program Sales [
fans. She’Ss got that quality"
at MU 7-0808 for complete details.
- television network,’mo
Ainthe months to:come,” oo
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‘THE LAST HURRAH

markets °

OLUMBI

these and over 200 other

This past week three more stations~KOIN-TV Ports

Chicago, Los : Angeles, St. Louis, Philadelphia,

land, Oregon, WBTV

Youngstown, Buffalo, ete, Have: greeted enthusi-

Charlotte and KHVH-TV

Honolulu—joined the rapidly growing st of stations _
that have acquired over 200 Columbia Post-1948

. astically the telecasting of the firstof these features. .
These great film masterpieces can work wonders fo |

feature films for telecasting in their markets. Al

. your market, too! Call or write.to Screen Gems, Inc.,

ready viewers in markets such as New York,

711 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Plaza. 11-4492,

CREEN ky¥ GEMS, rnc.
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

NDICATION CHART ©
my i |

Waniery’s weekly tabulation: ‘based on"patings: furnished. by. “American Research 7 buyers to: local ‘stations and/or ‘advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuabdle

ae 2"Bureau, ‘highlights: thé top ten network: shows on a local. lerel and offers a. rating’ ‘study.
fin depth ‘of the top ten: syndicated shows in: the ‘same particular’ market; © ‘This week
. ten.afferent, ‘markets. ‘ere covered.

In. the syndicated program listings of the top. ten’ shows, rating data. such. as. the ";2 performance: of the top ten network shows on the locat level, the Vamery-ARB

J

|;

“Over. the ‘course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The
“resulta of that tabulation will be fourd. weekly in Vaaisty. Coupled with the rating

erarts |

are’ designed’ to reflect. the. rating tastes of virtually every te market in the U
(*) ARB’s Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows
| exact picture of the rating performance. of syndicated shows is. to reflect the true rating.
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program are listed, with the |
| ‘strength of.‘particular: series. Various: branches oF | theAndustry, ranging. from media — multi-week ‘rating of all programs in the time period given.

= average: share of audience, coupled with data as. to time and day: of télecasting com:

. ffpetitive. programming in the particular ‘slot,.etc.,-is furnished. ‘Reason for detailing an

“SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 18-MARCH

“STATIONS: ‘WATE, ‘BIR, WIVK,

_ SID
or ‘TEN NEeTWoRe SHOWS TA
RR, |PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

MTN

fh
TOP. ‘SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
sejee: - PROGRAM—DAY—TI
TIME.
“STA,
"DISTRIB.

AV.

RTG.

Wagon |Train (Wed; 7:30- 8:30).
:
WATE
“|| 1° -Manbuat: (Thurs. 7:00)...
" 2.'Gumsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30),....-.WBIR
S0:1/.2. Look-Up. (Fri. 700).
)||-2. Assignment Underwater. (Tues.
_, 8. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. '9:30-100. -WBIR

<8, Route 66 (Fri. '8:30-9:301. 2.004...
WBIR

fe Andy: Griffith (Mon. 9:30- 10:
00)... ++ WEIR

_Sereen ‘Gems 29
Wa E. BieUA- 26
7:00). .WATE.... NTA
26°
*2, Rescue 8 (Mon. 7:00) ..
-» WATE . . Screen Gems . 26
|.
"
“#9
||
3..
Tombstone
Territory:
(Sun:
6:
001.
vavene
WATE
...
**
Fiv-UA
25
oo

...5.. Bonanza Sat. ..7:30°8:300|... cc... WATE.

“§. Rawhide’ (Fri:.:7:30-8:30).. eevieeses WBIRB:
.6, Laramie: (Tes, -7:30-8:30).; eae WATE

, ||4.Amos: & “Andy- (Tues. 6:30). . 6.3...>

|

“44. Highway Patrol (Mon, 6:30? sveeeeeessWBIR..

“3, PriceIs Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00. ....,.WATE®
“9
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\ ne of these days, some Manhattan desk.

f sergeant with a flair for symbolism is
going to replace ‘the familiar globes: flanking
the police station’s entrance with the masks of

tragedy and comedy.

|

Fven then, the building isn’t likely to‘be mistaken for, say, the Lunt-Fontanne Theatre—
except maybe in a very heavy fog—but the logic.

behind the new adornments would-be. hard. to.
challenge.
For the real-life, day-to-day drama of a. busy
police precinct makes every station- house a
kind of theatre-in-the-round.-: (What's more,
the newspaper “reviews” often maké the front

pages, and even “Death of a Salesman” never
got that kind of treatment.)

So rich are the dramatic possibilities -in. the
highly charged atmosphere of a-metropolitan
police precinct, that a professional author.can.
find just about any material he needs.

Aserious novelist like Ed McBain turns an X-ray
eye on the professional and personal lives of a
group of big-city detectives and weaves his ob-.
servations into an artfully-told suspense story..

On the other hand, a master- Hiumorist.likeNat.
Hiken takes a long look.at thelong z
arm of the

law and sees nothing but itsfunnybone. Point.
of view.

‘We didn’t choose the examples of McBain and’7
~Hiken at random. They happen. to.be the.creators of two new series that NBG will, becon:
veiling with considerable. pride this fall.

McBain willbe represented by“87th Precinct,”
Hiken is responsible |for “Car 54, Where Are
You?” Both shows: are headquartered iin a met-:
ropolitan station-house; ‘other than that,. they
have-about as much iti.common as’“Victory at
Sea” and “Mister Rober13,”

TO.CLEAR UP olie point: immediately, ‘Ed
McBain is actually a pseudonym of novelist.
Evan. Hunter, whose “The Blackboard Jungle,”
“ Strangers When We Meet” and—miost recently
—“Mothers and Daughters” were alt.greeted»
most warmly by.the: critics, ‘the public.and. the
Bureau of Inter nal Rev enue., |
Hunter's (or McBain’‘S) striking. gift.fornarrative and characterization has: Been just as: vie”

dent in. his. “87th Precinct” novels, the first

|

87

© eleven. of which havealready sold more.
1
than.
‘twozillion.copies...a

The big problem, ofcourse, is to make a plaster
mold o
of thesergeant’ s feet without upping him
ai to the surprise,

CoA televiewer not familiar withMcBain’ sdetec
: te tives’inhisbooks will:lean iin‘short order‘that. ° Wee- wor 't.do any tipping.-off here, either, exes there.iisn’ta:stereoty pe in‘thebunch. ‘And this.” ~ cept to saythat: the attempted solutions to that
problem. make for some of the most hilarious
- game.aura of cr‘edibility s
surrounds the cases on
sequences T y has eyer seen. Andi it matters not
© which: they.work, thepolice procedures: they
aoa
Ga
Re
aa
RE
be
BERET
ET
ae

Se,
-‘ “a0
_
. :2

: ‘follow and the assorted characters. they meet. in.
a the:course Of theirworking day.or.‘night.

o THE. PARTICULAR crry: in.which this hour-.
“Tong, Monday night ‘séries.‘takes place doesn’ t
have a name. Ii. might be.described asa.com:
| posite. of half a‘dozen. large,bustling, problem- |
‘ridden cities.‘somewhere’ between: the Mexican

“ts
"oy
_set
. :_

Ae
pe
NSetar
T ‘nce
at12free
ae

a and Canadian: borders and. the Adantic and.

. * Pacific Oceans,” _
But, the innate authenticity: of whateveer: hapon pens in: the. 35-block. ar€éa OV ered. by.ihe.87th
“ Precirict. will be’ appreciated: by all kinds of.
"we
...

_-

Wiewers =whether ‘they. happen to. livein a

: “bursting: at-the-seams ‘metropolis. or in. ‘some
sleepy little town,that’snever even. had a trolley
a
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mats,
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OTITIS
LEBEL
SET.
fo
ty
1

os Car toscratch its
i back,

| We: promise no’
o such:authenticity for theNat
| Hiken- created “Car. 54, ‘Where Are You?” Oh m
physically. speaking, itTLbe as. true:to-life:asa

= documentary. In:fact, much, of j
it willbe filmed
right on:
¢ the’streets ofNew York: Butzasfor the.-situations |in which Hiken’ Ss:lovable. cops.will

a whit to.us. that such asituation would happen

in reallifeabout orice a-millennium (and then,
only: ifthe wind were: right).

The aforementioned “Bilko” series was created
: by the very same Mr. Hiken. As we recall, it was

an excruciatingly funny show with but one
“major, unforgivable flaw: It was on another
. networ k.
We remember; too, that. the Pentagon (which

7 could easily have been miffed at the weekly
irreverence. for Army brass) not only enjoyed
the series but came to consider 1itan invaluable

aid-in the ‘Army’ $sFect uiting program.
‘TODAY, when many of our nation’s cities—in-

cluding New York—are finding it difficult to
recruit enough men for their police forces, it’s

conceivable that “Car 54, Where Are Your”
“may well be the laugh-getter to turn that trick.

Come to think of it, many such crucial shortages. might. be, solved with the right kind of
; comedy program. There aren’t nearly enough
psychoanalysts, for example. If Hiken can just

DEINE
rae.
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R
AEC
t=
ED.
eR
CLe
baie

be finding themselves—well, let’sjustsay,they‘Ie

come up witha show about... well, let’s see...

oe be.as..credible ‘as the:barracks shenanigans of.

there’s this handsome, sophisticated couple liv-

_ ‘the. Sergeant. Bilko- crowd. In.other Ww‘ords,
* you'l
uLTaugh your:‘head off..
os

ing:in aM anhiattan duplex . they're both ana-

of.
.
wads
IER).
TE
beret
Sea
AME
oC
net
8

OA case in point isthe “Car 64,‘Where Are You?” |
Sorrento
er

a

‘episode iin which the lads. at.the“ptecitet plan
to surprise‘their foot-sore house sergeant with
“an anniversary. gift ofa pair.of badly-needed.
~ or thopedic shoes. Le
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lysts. .-he’s a Freudian, she’s a Jungian and her
mother’ sa Philadelphian...
-and when -the mother. unex| pectedly phones to say she'll be
Visiting them fora few weeks...

But that’s another series.

VaRIETY's

weekly

tabulation

based on

ratings furnished

by. American Research’ buyers to local stations. and/or advertisers:to syidteators will
1 fina the. charts: valiabte.

Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and- -offers a rating study. -‘Over. the course of a year, ARB will tabulate .a minimum. of 247. markets. fhe a
tn depth of the top fen syndicated shows in the same particular markets. .: This week ’ results of. that tabulation will -be found weekly in. Variety. ‘Coupled with the: rating
|.
ter, different markets are covered.
performance: of the top ten. network shows.on the’ ‘loeat: level, the Variery-ARB charts. §
are - designed to reflect the. rating tastes of. ‘virtually . every tv market. in the: U.S.
In the syrdicated program listings of the.top. ten shows, rating’ data such a3 ‘the
ureraye share of audience, coupled with data as to time and. day of telecasting com(*) ARB’s. Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows | petitire programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason, for detailing an
shating one of the weeks with an ‘alternating or special program could not ‘be properly

erict picture of the rating performance of szyndicated shows is to reflect the true rating--‘Judged for comparative performance, Therefore, Feb. “Mar... data wil be. limited. to
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, Tanging from media
those syndicated shows : which Played. in.‘all:‘weeks.
Ce
*
(Continued from Page $5).
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Variety's 16th Annual Radio-TV Review-Preview

‘6th ANNUAL

RADIO-TV
REVIEW

“Issue. turns: midsummer

into a hot, new

buying

season for talent, broadcasting stations?, networks,

TV Film syndicators, as VARIETY staffers and the

industry’s major spokesmen

offer authoritative

insight into the past and the future of TV and Radio.

PREVIEW

oy “NET WORKS— The’ Radio- TV Review-Preview Issue.is an excellent showcase for
a

“emphasizing your ‘continuing, trade. ‘story

to SPONSORS,

AGENCIES — and

“AFFILIATES.
sales
- RADIO- TVSTATIONS— Follow. the network's. lead and place YOUR
‘message |before theeyes of NATIONAL. SPOT. ADVERTISERS and AGENCIES
who thoroughly read this’ once-a-year anal,ysis, .

TV FILM SYNDICATORS—n- Radio-TV Review: Preview Issue will be read
“by N ETWORK, REGIONAL and SPOT ADVERTISERS and STATIONS. Syn|
* dicators can put ona real push. to capture hold- out shoppers or back up already sold
‘product for the new season.

* TALENT— The Radio-TV Review-Preview Issue will be read by SPONSORS,

' AGENCIES, PROGRAM: and: COMMERCIAL -PRODUCERS and is an ideal
‘medium to place your credits and plans before this important buying audience.

7(Note: Last summer.one TV station previewed every
single. one of its fall programs

in a. two-page

VARIETY ad that resulted iin an unprecedented near
sellout. of its.fall schedule BEFORE

the season

started!)

|Make yourreservations at any HA

office now!

NEW YORK 36.

CHICAGO 11

‘HOLLYWOOD 28

I 54:.W. 46th St: |

400: N. Michigan Ave.

6404 Sunset Blvd.

RADIO-TELEVISION

40

‘Wednesday,Jane. 28, .i961.
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Prod. -Dir,:" Bruno Zirato Jr. *. ..Writer: ‘Allen Sloane .
oo
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HERE

ARE THE FACTS:
ARBITRON
AVERAGE

| AVERAGE

QUARTER-HOUR |QUARTER-HOUR
RATING
SHARE

WOR VT BigPreview” 24.2
Station A

17.5

Station B

9.0

Station C

7.0

| Station D

4:0

Station E

1.0

1. StationF

0.9

onWOR-TVs' The Big Preview’ Premiere
‘On Tuesday, June 20th, 9:00 P.M,to11:15 P.M.,
Warner Bros. “Films of the 50’s” scored again, top-

ping such competition as ‘Tom Ewell”, “Thriller”,
“Stagecoach West”, “Red Skelton”, “‘Garry Moore”,
“Alcoa Presents”, “Dangerous Robin”, and all the
11: 00 P.M. network station newscasts combined,

"SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED |

CORP.

‘Thus the'critical New York TV audience further confirms the
‘popular appeal ofSeven Arts’ ‘Films of the 50’s”. These Warner

_Bros, greats have won audience domination In top markets*
suchas Los Angeles, Calif.;. Philadelphia, Pa.; Detroit, Mich.;
San Francisco, Calif.; St. Louis, Mo.; Minneapolis, Minn.; San

“CHICAGO: 8922-D N.La Crosse, Skokie,TTF‘ORchard 4:5105

Diego, Calif.; Miami, Fla.; Rochester, N.Y.; Fresno, Calif.; Davenport, lowa; Charlotte, N. C.; South Bend, Ind,; Asheville, N. C.;

DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive

Wichita Falls, Texas, and Cedar. Rapids, lowa.

‘NEW YORK: 270Park Avenue.
- BEVERLY HILLS:232 So. Reeves Drive

. YUkon 6-1717
.ADams 9- 2855.

«GRanite 6-1564
6

: For listof Vvstations programming Warner Bros.“Fitms: of

Sa 50's" see.Third Cover. SRDS. GSpotwv Rates. and.Data)

Your nearest Seven Arts district manager has all the evidence of “Films of the

60's” audience-gathering force,Just call him,

ante Hmnvewen

42
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MEET MR. HOLLOWAY
‘first yock-raiser fell flat: because |
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The: sities were portrayed in the person| are stacked : too ‘heavily. ‘against |
With
Stanley
Holloway,
‘no one had told -him. ‘that. -’gift-| “Mayor Richardson Dilworth. took”
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bursting. break House.” But the chief: draw- acting it -up- ‘for. the. studio audi- |
to etrerse fron “Old Father Show: back was-that John Welsh could do ence. Show needs ‘a lot.of. work | prodded. its ‘point home’. ‘until. ‘fhe ; about corruption in the Democratic.
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mote. from “the proceedings. and.. , have.” warned - Mile.: Autier «which:iday !29) ‘with the same. newspaper
.
faults thes might ask what vous
Associated-Rediffusion,.
from .Lon- thus..béhaved like miniature. ice-| camera she’ was lodking af:. and: “panel Participating: .
——
wee
7
wot =
~“ludies”
were
doing in a 1920
boxes. Dulay had. the right idea when.”
don
“Ota, Saloon. |
H| “This wordy game returned to |and .-all ‘that’s needed now is added .
"On
the
whole,
however.
the the commercial web for a second |expenditure ‘on a: gag-writer, for]
Play. of the: Week.
Bhs fipped along pleasantly and |summer run, and. judging. by the {his interpolations ‘were largely flat
For this 90-minute: “Play. of‘the it’s certainly a change. to find @ |initialer,
complicated: i and.forced and, in this. internation-. “Week,”
shaky,
a
Associated-Rediffusion | —=« ‘continued from page 22 —=
Ba
producer who can _ restst | affair,
will
reach
no
greater al. roundup, it wasa great error ta chanced
an peep-into-the-future :
tatters, up a set with bits and; nejents than it did last year. Roy make ‘him speak . what he. called ‘type: play by Henry -‘Bentinck, ferred: “other “structural ; changes”
pieces anc things that dangle.
Ward Dickson emceed enthusias- “French.”
By and. pending. a study, In. the evés: Of.
|*“Countdown at. Woomera.”
Watt.
tically but could not prevent viewTopping the. bill
were the Peters. large, it justified: the’ experiment. some ‘ observers, the: meeting .can”
—,
ers from floundering in a welter |‘Sisters: who -purveyed their reli- for the..script was adult, crammed hardly be .chalked. Up :as.a hands-"
t
- of rules and ‘promises -of prize-| able close-harmony.“without put- with credible detail;.and was- gér- down: victory. ‘for Collins -fn |. this”
FHE
TRUTH
ABOUT
BILLY
|
money.
Dickson's wife, Shirley, |ting. the corpuscles. ‘out -of orbit. erally on the ballin ‘its convincing+,regard.
NEWTON
at the. kind
of© political
:Carlisle,- referring: to. dislike: “of
With John Welsh, Mary Hinton, |sat behind a large.dictionary, came |.“"Who Stole the. Jam?” was-a liv ely ‘look
out
three
times and blew a kiss— |-offering, and they. also gave a nice. machinations. behind «-Taunehing °a many. -industryites -of-.‘the’. New:.:
Fabia Drake, Ann Firbank, Hana:
iwhich
was
her
only
contribution}
‘Without,
.a
Song,’
“Until,”
and
nan
on
the
moon.
~
‘Frontier,
told: the ‘North . Dakota’.:
Pravda. John Brooking, Yvonne
closed. with ab up-tempo version |_ Set in Australia and:in 1968, the. meeting. that’ the “New -Frontier”
Coulette, Richard Hart, Clem- : in the whole half-hour.
It}
Idea.of
the
quiz
is
fer
contest-|
of
“Down
by
the
Riverside.”
for.
‘broadcasting.
“began the day
|
piece
concerned.
the
rocketing:
of
ence
Brittany,
Michael
Alex-|
ander, William Greene. Timothy ! ants to win letter-tiles, which they |was.a fluent act, svhich might hare {Robert McKerrell. (Neik McCallum). ‘Charles Van: Doren : “told :all’.
‘pick eyes-closed, by: answering a|.doneé better. closing. the’ first half, moonwards..
between { * Our. new ‘frontier began when Collusion
Pearce, Malcolm Gerard
They then rather-than rounding off the whole. the British .Government: Security
question
correctly.
Producer: Brandon Acton-Bond
payola scandals | ‘provided. ° fodder °.
A new British. group, the Bell- chief (John..Welsh): and a police-. for -our™ friendly newspaper.:come.. ae
build words, or. try to, on the]
Writer: Doris Lessing
_—
Each tile |-tones, launched :the ‘show with. a ‘man ‘on the ‘ground (Allan Cuth- -petitors.::Our new frontier began: |.
“Abracadabra
board:”
80 Mins., Mon., 8:40 p.m,
on the board is worth $5.60. if |mixture OF trumpet-blawing, which bertson). ensured that.a mysterious ‘even. before John Doerfer
BBC-TY, from Bristol
reLessing,
who's
notched } they spell out a-word they are | was agreeable, and .closé-harmony, package was. sent up with the pilot. signed. as. ‘Chairman - of. FCC. A
Doris
herself into the current novel with |worth a lot more. If they spell; which wasn't: ‘elose enough. . The It proved to contain a.noxious mounting: pressure -of” ‘regulatory,
several coszent items, has also au- out two words even more, and so | foursome .could blow their horns in germ. that could infect the entire: legislative and public :‘Opinion, Was
A very bright ‘aud an ex- unison; but their. voices .were puny ‘surface. of .the moon, and thus be a gathering. storm,: not. on. the. hori- |
thored. a couple
of .plays that: !on.
haven't, unaccountably, found Lon-! tremely lucky). partictpator ? who and lacked |a ‘strong bass.
warhing tothe rest. of. the world. ‘zon: but’ directly’ overhead. .
wr
“The Truth} makes a word with his. first four.
America’s. Garry Morton. on. a that: Britain. had a ‘superiority in.
don
legit
backers.
“Broadeasting’ “Was “in- ‘rouble
military .power that “couldn't be.
Newton,” second in
Billy
Avoeut
whether
|
individual
broadcasters
:.
\gainsaid.
Crisis came when Mc-.
line, had a provocative airing at a]Kerrell ‘discovered ‘the nature of permitted. themiselves’ to’ Tealize.. it.
provincial repertory, and, on fhe
OF
not.
.
And:
broadcast’
‘Program-.
oe
his parcel, and ‘refused: to leave it,’
streneth of it, was taken up by
making his return: jonr ney with’ its. ming: is. “still under the: gun today.
the go-ahead West of England outNewton.
Minow
is.
the:
chief-.gundiabolical contents: intact,
If. he
fit of BBC-TV. The writer's name
WBEM-TY, the CBS 0&0, paced Chicago. stations in. the. local Emmy: landed, the’ world: would he deci-. ‘and’ it: is believed that he ‘ean
suaranteed intellectual stimulus for! Awards competition last week, winning. in seven. categories. WBKB | mated, and the -complication | ‘Was’ count! on a sibsfanti al’majority ‘in”.
those tamilar with it, and this was!

Foreign Television Reviews |

Blast atPress

|

|
|

“Fo
oreignTV Followup

Collins

Inside Stuf—Radio-TV

‘ABC-TV) ran a close second with six awards,:and indie WGN-TV: and
despite "shortcomings | educational station WITW each got two. ‘WNBQ, the NBC anchor.

that the pilot has. lost .communica- 1-most . “Fegulatory, matters... “That's °
tion: with home base. -He. could not the way: ‘we. like ity‘but.‘that's.
speak. ta. them, but. they, couldn't the. ‘way, it’As?
Yack of hustre mm the eentral char-— , music jan:
| talk’ to him.
Carlisle.‘ “gaid *. ‘the: Sanduistify,
acter.
Irv Kupcinet, Sun-Times columnist, who "conducts “AL Random” on
“It was thus a ‘tense’ and. compel: throug NAB. has ‘to” “lead - fron,
Miss Lessing chose to revive an \WBBM-TV, repeated ‘as “TV Man of the Year ’ and copped. a second
‘strengti’Ye Which,” “he © said, cmust-Jing.
situation,
and
scripter
~Benout-of-tavor dramatic form — the! ‘trophy for best entertainment program. Dr. ‘Dan..Q. -Posin: ‘of ‘WITW
tinck ‘made it credible with -a fund. come. from- putting.: béoadeasting's |
play of ideas as conceived by Ber-! yas the only other individual. to'win two awards. :
of technical detail, which: was au- fhouse in: order. Referring to: Col-"
nerd
Sitaw.
Idea was that Billy
criticisms: of’. broadcasting’s:
thentic
throughout.. - Trotble. was ‘lins
John
Welsh), a philosoNewton
Affiliation with CBC's supplementary: tv network slices. the: profits'|
that he. didn't leave well.alone;: en- |‘shortcomings, he’ deelared: *.
phical pundit who'd achieved 80!of a non-€BC station, claimed E.-L. Bushnell, -w.k.. Canadian. broadcast.|. tering:
a sidé issue-which concerned:
“Will
any One: of: you tell: “me
years or lie, Was made the unwill- |figure. President of CIOH-TV in Ottawa. and-joint. owner of CJSS-IV ‘a girl. psycholosist. ‘She loved the:
that: there is: not too. mtich: crime:
ins
subject
of a “This-is-Your-| in Cornwall, Ont., Bushnell. made ‘his .¢laim as he ‘applied.té the Board
man, and. had telepathic. ‘communi-. ‘and. xialence. on. the. video screens.
Tute™-type ty proaram .He was de- of Broadcast Governors for BBG's okay for .CJSS-TV..to disaffiliate:
scended upon by techniclans and with CBC web. He said’-CBC supplementary stations’ were required to- ‘cation with him inthe outer’ re-’ of your children?--Forget. if: you..
the
wives
and = offspring
hed. carry sustainers at cost and suggested a new, arrangement be set. up gions: «Accordingly, she could tell. “wish, the |possibly: bad: ‘effects. on.
him what: to do—but she. didn'’t.. ‘kids. if. ‘such. there is! but” ask..:
pathe:ed during his lifetime. ‘The to overcome. this money-losing -‘system. CISS-FV, ‘said Bushnell, would
aren eed
play, which took place during the link with CJOH-TV ‘in Ottawa and ‘CFCE-TY. in: Montréal if BBG ‘Although . ‘Bentinck: -linked,. the: 1:3
amorous connection: neatly with his der: and mayhem is. ‘good prograiin: Loy
preparations for the show, was thus okayed its departure from the CBC net. and. would’ probably join.
the. niain-‘strand -of ‘plot. it ‘still: de-ting,’ as. you. conceive: good -Pro-": oo
an. examination of the stature and ! new CTV web eventually;
‘|}tracted from his main roint,.
| gramming.”’
purposes of Newton... and
it at-!
Nevertheless;
enough’ came
tempted to show that all his proCommunist. propaganda -broadcasts have reached: anewhigh ot 3.
3 200 ‘theoush, to make this an intriguing: ; Collins :wasn’t: hired: to’‘be.“the
phetic ideas were based on an un-jhours’a week, a 54°7. jump - during: the. past four years. “dcvording to topical dramatic event.: In-a. huge’; t-family- psychiarist- ‘of the. -broad- a
tuly private life and ‘an egotism 'U.S. Information Agency.
cast of tlose on 40 people (most. of :-casting -“industry.” “If. you: want.
that were quite the ‘opposite of
USIA. reported in its latest. rundown on. ‘Red international propas them : one-line « ‘mén), “Neil: McCal-. “somebody. to. whom you ‘can pay ©
what he was preaching.
: ganda efforts that: the increased. output is largely being ‘directed to. tuni impressed: as the: pilot, going a large..annual salary “in. order.
Said
vollection of. spouses in-j| the pivotal Latin American.and Far Eastern regions. Europe. and’ the ‘through the gamut. from: quiet -de-* ‘that - he may: talk: to. you,: ‘soothe cluded a Commie from Moscow, a Middle East are getting about the: same. -dose of. Communist bloc: -broad- dication.to hysterical solitude ably.: -you,” praise ‘you, periodically: “psy-' :
do-saode: campaigner. for banning! casts as. before.
Sylvia Kay. also ‘clicked as: the Choanalyze: you, .‘protect you from°..
the bomb, and an aristocrat who
| thought-reading. .girl-friend, ‘and: ‘all criticism. and travel '‘from: state:ABC-TY exploitation chief Sid Mesibov. ad-promo ‘director ‘Dean sturdy. Support came from Patrick: to* state and. meeting to. meeting.
Was
more
Tory tham Maermillan:
Also present were a tong-lost and | Linger and Ell Henry, the web’s Coast press boss, headed 2 contingent | Barr, Allan. Cuthbertson, and. John. ‘telling you how good..you are’ and
beatnik son sho was sparing with to Dallas early this w ‘eek to run the fourth’ annual ABC ‘clinic :for the Welsh.
; phi an -SOB’ the -FCC* Chairman’ .
»,¢ yOu. ‘don’t: want Collins!”
the words but expressed himself promotion: managers of its affiliates* in. the’. southwest. Twenty-three . Cyril “Coke directed and: ‘is
at boring length on -the clarinet. local promotion men attended the. two-day session. at: ‘the ‘Sheraton achieved his finest job to date. Hée|- Text’ ‘of Carlisle's ‘speech Was is-:
WFAA-TV ‘hosting. :George Biderman, tBiderman fitted. in film of. rocket-work. and. sued. from NAB. headquarters here:*
and
a girl
press-reporter
who: Dallas, with affiliate
turned out to be Billy Newton's ! & Tolk’, who handles Ralston’s. “Expedition” series, addressed. fhe: ses- conveyed admirably the. Purpose- .ta, the’ trade. press,. and .thus .obmuch-desired daughter, by a mis- sion, as did .B. B..Randolph of Aleoa..
On - the. tained’ poliey © cleararice. froin: ‘the
_| ful atmosphere «at: base.
tress
{strength of this. Bentinck,.a-new-: Association. .
wee!
Betty Furness was. made new. _ president’ of: the N: Y. ‘Chiapter of the comer to the commercial: -ehannel |. .
ALE the characters‘ sparked off
some
lively
and | crisply-written. Academy of TV Arts & Sciences by the lotal’s. board of. governors. last (he’s a talks’ producer. for BBC-TYV),
cominent on moral issues, The sex -week. She replaces Henry. White, general manager of: WNTA-TV, N.Y. showed promise. in: his ideas,.‘and| -Pitisburgh—_E: Wuerch. becomes ©
war Was mocked in the tantrums -Other officers elected are Bob Banner. as first veep, Larry: ‘Lowenstein skill in handling a Tighty. subject. , assistant program. . -Mmanager . “of
Wuerch ‘comes. from
ot-a
‘ite “who hadn't bedded her as second veep, Evelyn F. Burkey as Secretary and‘ Arthur Kent. as’ ‘All he seemed. to need was a prun- KDKA-:TV.
for theaminy.

in tm

shapinz

of the

whole

and 'trailed ‘with only one

award, that being: for Joseph: Gallichio as: best

husti. din tany moons. but con- treasurer. (Last term Miss Furness was second. veep. of’ the N. ¥. -Chap- ing of the imagination to manageable. Jimits.
Otta,
siamily. suspected -nim. of extra- ter and is a nativnal tr ustee.)

KPIX, in Frisco. ‘which like KDKA
ds one of the? Westinghouse chain. ,
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THE BAD AND sce cove:
THE BEAUTIFUL

BATTLE CIRCUS
HUMPHREY BOGART

JUNE ALLYSON

LONE STAR
GLARK GABLE

AVA GARDNER

CARBINE WILLIAMS
JAMES STEWART

THE ACTRESS
SPENCER TRACY
TERESA WRIGHT

JEAN SIMMONS
TONY PERKINS

ROYAL WEDDING
FRED ASTAIRE JANE POWELL

QUALITY MAKES THEBEST SHOWING EVERY TIME
NOW “The Best oftheFifties” SOLD. « TV«inhomes.
19 markets
covering over 20% of all
‘Stations know that audiences
know the standout image in pieture-making

is M-G-M..
Thirty great pictures of the 50’s are
already: set for 10 million homes through
the facilities of these stations. Will the hest

features going be showing in your market?
Check -us for availability today.
%

4
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a _-MtoonasBinghamton» Buffalo
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER TELEVISION
1540 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.
Chicago Davenport Eugene «Fresno Hondliiu
-Velamez00* Lebanon Miami New Haven + Philadelphia

Phoenix:St. Louis+Sa!t tske Cty can britonlo +Tulsa *Washington
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RADIO-TELEVISION

VARIETY ARBFEATURE FILMCHART ir
uk
7
Web,

Give USIA ‘New

Look’ or Junk

* ‘Variery-ARB’s weekly: chart offers a day-by- day. analysis of‘the top feature evening slotsa a of

particular market. ©‘On Saturdays and Sundays, daytime: feature slots compete with nighttime pix

it,Murrow Told

periods for designation as the top feature slot-of the day,
cudience is. furnished.

“Washington, June 27.
give U.S. Information

Either
vice

was

R. Murrow

tendered

Director

Occasion

was

Murrow’s

budget

besinning

for

July 1.

the

fiscal

The

WNBF
Program: WORLDS
Feb.

House

or about

Average

Share: 63 .

Jack Paar. .

BEST MOVIES

1956, UA

Repeat...

‘ Sydney

However, Murrow asked

merely for restoration of $398,000
for new transmitting operations in
Enziand, called “Project North.”

Other major VOA item slashed by
tie House was for speeding. conof the transmitter in
K:Vender aimed his criticism at |
USI\ operations in Latin America

vinchk, along with those in Africa,
vautd. be beefed up under the
azeucy’s budget.
The Louisiana
Democrat told Murrow that USIA
(entre. south of the border are

-] Monopoly, it set up a monopoly of
. its own. The ‘only. ‘way to. combat: ~ :
| this, ‘says. the. report,- is to, set up’:
; ‘another, network ° on similar lines, ”..

-. |NBDC, ’ successor

Mar.

he

8. “LILLIAN

Mar.

15 “VIRGINIA

-WNBF

Granada’s YoungPeopi Repertory

Mar.
Mar.

London, June 27.

ef p: NS out, Written, and acted
he snuns people, on Friday +30".
tl

‘Feb,

Mar,
Mar.

special

receiver,

3 “ADVENTURES.

the

the public morally, socially. and

;* | eulturally as.well as Just entertain- mL
jing them
a

10 “ANTHONY

ADVERSE”

S.ATURDAYS

at: Present.”

ABCMulls
sNew
A decision ona ‘change. in’ ABC= TV" daytime programming is due.

_

“4 July 15 and. apparently the switch:
‘COMPETITION _
‘{ hinges on ‘whether to do..a ‘kidvid ::.
;
‘STATION =
cultural. strip’
“Periscope®:: PROGRAM! =’: AVG. RATING» ‘in part of what.ealled
ig. now Dick:Clarks.
a

| Jack Paar

WINR ~

.11:30-1:00

&

Mo-

Council for Educa~

tional Television.
by
Tre
equipment, presented
genera. manager William A. Riple
and accepted for the Council by:
Donald.| .
its. executive
director,
Schein, 15 valued at $3,000.

18. “THE THIRD KEY”

Feb.

‘1956, Repeat
25 “THEY LIVE BY: NIGHT”
Farley Granger, Cathy..O'Donnell

.

Mar.
Mar.

Jack Hawkins, John Stratton

1950, RKO,

Television.-Indus.,

|

Repeat

4 “ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES”
James Cagney, Humphrey Bogart
1938, Warner. Bros., UAA, Repeat.’
11 “WATCH .ON THE RHINE”. Cots
Bette Davis, Paul cukas - |
1943, Wirne: Bros, UAA, Repeat

e
Be
a
ne
Be

“Bandstand”. time.

_“Periscope,”. to -be: produced: by 7

-,,{ Jules. Power; for’ a daily’ 5-5:30-:
"| p.m. anchoragé, will ‘evidently: not
. |be’ scheduled

unless a substantlat.

- |degree of advertising support can
‘|be found.
It’s understood, so far,

“!that- ABC-TV has been able to ate.

SE
Seay
ane
a

_|tract the promise of limited “busi- |
“/ness. from, two ‘bankrollers, -the

“amount: apparently not: sufficiently: ,

: large to. exact a-firm. commitment oe

fon “Periscope” from ABC-TV.

Deadline .on..a decision .is the.

:‘mid-July,

_ PROGRAM

date.

- Otherwise, “Clark.”

will probably: maintain

COMPETITION

the. 5: p.m.

slot.as w ‘ell as his: 4:5. hour,

| WLIB’SNEW ALI-NEGRO| SLANT ON WEEKDAYS.

“ave. RATING©
WIN R.

6.

WLIB,-NY.,- will target its entire”
Monday: through ‘Friday ‘program‘schedule to the metropolitan Negro”
_|-market. Change, effective Monday |
1 (26); restricts. programs: appealing ; to.other. ethiiic.groups to weekends. . ©
’ Station topper. Harry

_ | tributed

COMPETITION

|
' PROGRAM

“Ll: 30-12:30

Feb.

en
nt

-Daytime Kidstrip

“Shock ‘Theatre

BEST MOVIES

oo

| color ‘ty,, NBDC ©supports. toll-ty“for .minorities.which feel’ neg-.-

.| lected by: programs as -they stand Sed

ee

-

11:30-1:15

Program: WORLDS

rasore
Fae"
aae
ar

‘Besides calling. for: the:early ins M,

troduction of. commercial radio and:

WINE
_

OF AON JUAN”.

Average Share:. 86.

transmitter
fo

Jack Paar
11:30-1:00

1:30-1:00

WN BE Average Rating! 2

_Alnany, June 27.

hask-Hudson

STATION .&

.|- ally, ‘that. tv. and. radio should be.
- | much ‘more. devoted..to. educating.

AVG. RATING

Fredric March, Olivia De’ Hay illand
1936, Warner. Bros., UAA, ‘Repeat

WAST-TV,
Stanley
Warnerowned, kas donated a microwave
and

ae

‘PROGRAM

Loe

Errol. Flynn, Viveca Lindfors ©...”
1948. Warner Bros., UAA, Repeat

ty Girard a-TV atter some 260 audi-

coniplete. with

‘COMPETITION

John Garfield, E. Parker |
1945, Warner: 'Bros., ‘UA, Repeat
Feb. 24 “RICHARD TH” |
Laurence Olivier, Clair Bloom
I. E. Lopert, UAA,.
epeat

tions

system:

|

Jack ‘Paar

17 “PRIDE OF THE MARINES”

fr. Jace cast sear when the first of
Tio qitamiteadted weaters was pacted

WAST's ETV Gift

‘report: ‘goes -on -to say, emphatice -

.

Average Reting: . 9
Average. Sharet :69

field. of: edii¢ation. for -

{| adults. is gravely: inadequate.””. The. :

Average Rating: 7,

FRIDAYS. 11:30-1:30 Program: WORLDS. BEST: MOVIES

Craps of 2H hes been formed and
Wis appe. in oat i ‘shedded draThas ‘tech wlll be nationally neteer
teemeren
Mus ke wt
Tilssd
°The
Younger
Generafron the shea bed its beginnings

Rach thesp ip the repertory comPins sib appear in.
at least one
lead rohe and with work with the
Sapa
ai:recio:s over a= six-montn
period, Proaucer-of the skein is
Peter Wiideblond.

. important

1937, Warner Bros., UA, : Repeat.
2 “LAS VEGAS. STORY”
Jane Russell, Victor. Mature
1952, RKO, Television Indus. ‘Repeat.
9 “TENDER COMRADE”:
Robert Ryan, Ginger. Rogers”.
_1944, RKO, Television Indus., Repeat |

_WNBF

series

tere as PRE Rabbit Set’ by JereInv Wat. visi
AC spe ‘tak repertory

radio) and says: ‘While’. a. Breat..
. deal: of. educational: programs ‘for.
: children. are. adequate,. the équally.

—:

Average ‘Share: 57

power. to. supervise.”

and coordinate programs (including ©:

.

CITY”

-::

7°.

J} lines).
.
ee
O
ene
Pa
Te
On ‘educational tv, NEDC Fecome ....--:
‘meénds-. the. sétting. up. of an .au-: ©:

ce

| thority ‘with

Average. Share: 63.

-Errol Flynn, Claud Rains.

i this untrecedented ven

1:30-1:00. -

Average Rating: | 5

Sufwommittee
Chairman: John {
THURSDAYS 11:30-2:00
MecCieNan
=«D-Ark.
told Murrow
he beped improvements could be Program: WORLDS BEST MOVIES niide, while Sen. Johm Pastore (DFeb.. 16 “JEZEBEL”.
RiI+
said
tnat
while
waste
Bette Davis, Henry Fonda:
.
Shoubin’t
be -tolerated, the pro-|
1938, Warner Bros., UA, RepeatHrams strould net be discarded.
beFeb.
23
“PRINCE
&
THE
‘PAUPER”
crise aba’ fen” defects.

Tittaler

‘WINB.-

_| services. (which would be" in 405-"

Errol Flynn, Miriam Hopkins
1940, Warner Bros:,UA, Repeat

dieators,

a new

| Group -would ‘also ‘like’ to see the

duplication on 625-lines, on chan:
‘AVG, BATING —Hels
4-and 5,-of all’ channel land3°

oe

RUSSEL”

-

© |.
2. channel: could: be run inBand 3. ~~. °°.

Don Ameche, Alice Faye”
1940, 20th Fox, Fox Dream., Repeat .

Wausp't disappointed in the deterioration
of Uncle
Sam’s image
abro:d, Murrow said of course he
wis,
However.
he argued that
[:ynact made overseas
by USIA efforts can’t compare. ith those of
the commercial motion picture distributers, wire services and tv syn-

starts

=.

Pom
iee
:nee

to |the- ‘Popular 2.

! Television - Assn., _ which
came.
_.. |paigned successfully. for the intro-.
~~ {duction of.commercial.tv, says this.

STATION &

Jack.‘Paar

22 “HELL DIVERS”
:
Stanley Barker, Peggy. Cumimings
1958, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat.
Mar. 1 “THE LAST BRIDGEE”
.._Maria Schell, Bernard Wicki. 1957, Flamingo, ‘Repeat
~

Ae? "tead of the agency, Murrow
shoulki make
“more effective or
get rid of it,” the Senator averred.

Give abe TV

‘PROGRAM

Feb.

.

whether

COMPETITION

WEDNESDAYS 11: 30-1: 30
‘Program: WORLDS BEST: MOVIES:

net very beneficial.
Unless re-Vanped, Ellender declared, agency
Obes a ons “will Keep on getting

| proposals

First.’‘point: the group. wants to:
get across is that although the

Arthur Kennedy, Barbara Hale
1949, RKO, Television Indus., Repeat
7 “CROSSFIRE”

".
NBDC’s

= 7.| commercial: web: broke BBC’s' tv

Greenstreet, ‘Geraldine. Fitzgerald
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208five-minute factuals—unique mag-azine portrayals of the greatest stars

‘in the history of Hollywood:
TYRONE
* POWER.

*

. MARIE
DRESSLER

, j.GARY
*® cooper

., |. JOHN
* BARRYMORE *

*

_ CLARK
GABLE

*

FIELDS *

HUMPHREY
BOGART

JEAN
HARLOW

and 200 other stars
Hollywood Hist-O-Rama has an unlimited audience potential
..men... women... teenagers... Everyone who has ever

-been exposed to the glow and glitter of the silver screen will be
‘drawn to this star-laden attraction.

Hollywood Hist-O-Rama—produced in Hollywood about the
greatest names in motion picture history using the newest
pictorial techniques!.

Now in production for fall delivery

JAYARK FILMS CORPORATION
-Reub Kaufman, President

45 East 48th St., New York 17, N.Y.

7 Produced by: Julieart Productions, Inc.

MUrray Hill 8-2636
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producer relations on Monday (26) ‘ thre words, “took: like ‘the doors:of |. ‘Saudek said his “Omnibus” had |“cause: “T’'ve made 100 spéeches and open the’ gateway to increased sale:°
as their inquiry entered its second: doom" were deleted. The web left-| been turned down by. all three nets it’s all in: the record,” he neverthe= of U.S.:tv product. _This:-he doubts.
week
| the words in and another Sponsor. for the. coming season,‘-even less added a few pages-to the book. Instead :he. sees complications with.
QO the entertainment and dra:: bought it..
Among specific charges, Suss- the varying commercial. and statethough over. the: years the show:
said . ‘Friendly, has ‘retuened
miutie side, Paramount-Talent As- j The‘ deletion.
$9,000.000. in adj/kind said he had been forced. to Tin set ups... ‘Radio; in Waldman‘s:
Ssoviates producer Audrey Gellen wouldn't have hurt the show much, | revenues to: the networks.
relinquish |50%: ‘ownership.-of his opinion, is.a good yardstick: as- it”
but could have hurt the journalist
seored
advertisers
and
agencies
‘Both ‘Saudek and writer- Gore current. tv: ‘show, “Way... Out,” to has been in a position to broadcast*
specificf who wrote the words.
with
a
recitation
of
| Vidal. took .a. dim view of the CBS before the: web. ‘would slot it. ona world-wide ‘basis: for. years,.. we
nf
id
5
malianments and restrictions. stat- j In diseussing ‘the web's .policy: “Golden Age -of- ‘television,” the ‘He also had to give up “credit: for ‘but ‘there has been little. inter
:
‘ing at one point that “most of the of no outside pubaffairs packages, imid-50’s; touted so highly by. earli- his production firm, -although his change. of -programming.
time we had to-espouse the politi- Friendly compared the. situation }er: witnessés.. - “Looking back’ over. shop is. responsible. ‘all the. way.
Big” (unscientific): ‘benefit: ‘from to the New York Times turning 13--years -of. tv?” said Saudek, “I. ‘He charged: MCA -with. interfer-. satellite : ‘ty. must “be: from -a‘ néws_
cal views of the organization.”
ae
Lo
She was followed to the stand by over its. Sunday. mag to an “out- see no: Golden “Age. What .once enee in casting, and.-said. that. in angle with significant international nteat
Fred Friendly, exee producer of side . Packager: ” He said a pub- looked’ like .a promising child has his opinion the giant talent: agency. events, such. as a summit.. meeting,
“CBS Reports,” who, in outlining affairs
“rate”
was. developing,. become. victim’ of retarded devel- was in violation of federal antitrust being available as: instant tv to the...
the web's absolute sponsor hands- what with ‘all nets selling. some of’ opment; and ‘at.13 years” old, there. laws. in acting as: both booking whole. globe.. - “But,” -says, Wald- oo.
Jagent and. producer (Revue Pro- ‘man, “as far as entertainment goes, '~oo
off policy on pubaffairs and news, the shows for time charges ‘plus: a is. nothing more pitiable.”” .
who wants to watch. Perry’ Como. at
Vidal, who‘ scripted 20. ‘plays -ductions). "
tol of the net’s refusing a $200.- part of the production costs.
Irv Mansfield :Concurs

Producer Irving Mansfield,
{ne for chore variety drama

calland

ome
+

i
BBC's‘WaldmanNot
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on a show because

ABC's

Secondart: défended his, during the “ao-called Golden Age,” ARUN MCA, oftrying to force!3 in. the morning?" ay!

LOOK'
Wednesday, June 21, 1901

$YNDI “ATION CHART |
VaRIETY's: vieekly ‘{abulation. based on ratings furnished by“American Research

buyers ta: local stations and/or advertisers to swudicateors will find the charts valuable.

Bureau; highlights the: top: ten network shows on a-local. level: and offers a rating study *
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a mauninitm of 247 markets
Lhe |
iin depth: of the top-ten Syndicated. shows. in the same. particular: ‘market.. This week -pesults of that tabulation will be found weekly im VarRiEry. Coupled with the rating |
|ten different markets ‘are covered.
;
‘performance of the. top.ten network shows on the lacal lerel, the VARIETY-ARB charts

". Inthe syndicated program “listings ‘of the. top:ten: Shows,” rating data’ ‘such as the

are. designed

to reflect. the rating tastes of rirtuatiy every

to market

in the UN

“average share of audience, coupled with -data: as to time aiid day of: telecasting coim- Ses
{*) ARB’s Feb, -Mar. 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows
petitive programming in ‘the particular slot, etc., "is Surnished.. ‘Reason. for detailing an. sharing one of. the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be properly
Therefore, Nov.-Dee. data will be limited to
; ‘| exact picture of thé rating. performance of syndicated. shows is-fo reflect: the.-triie- rating . Judged for comparative performance.
“ft strength. of: particular series. Various -branches. of the industry, ranging from, media _ those syndicated. shows: ‘which played in all weeks.

DULUT H—SUPERIOR.
77"
RK,

foP TEN_NETWORK SHOWS... av.

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

Mon.5:30$2000. a NBA
~
sitetetes

5.. Steel Hour; Circle. Theatre: (Wed. §-10)KDAL .
—6.. Checkmate: (Sat, 7: 30-B:30)) ee
a..KDAL.

6. I've-Got A Secret (Wed, '8:30-9:00)....KDAL...
My’ Line. (Sun.

9:30-10:;00):....KDAL™

8.-G.E, Theatre. (Suti. .8:00-8:30)....)...KDAL,

“AV.

DISTRIB.

RIG.

; 55. Re ‘Third. Man; Show Mo. (Sat. ‘8:30)... ...-KDAL......NTA™
5047 3 Hi kt,b
hic a Fi ‘8:30.
_kpat
s
G
49 3. uckleberry
ound | Ti. 6:30). ..... --KRDAL..,.
Screen.
ems

_

. a “4.-Sea Hunt: (Sun. 9:30)...
eee WDSM. .>..Ziv-UA
7 5. Mr. District Attorney (Wed. “10: 15). -KDAL.:;...Ziv-UA

47
© 43:||
44

43

:

5. Quick Draw MeGraw (Mon. ‘6: 30)....LKDAL. ... Sereen Gems
6. Meet. McGraw (Fri, 10: 15). coesecees- KDAL.... ABC
,

451}.

.-KDAL *” 3!

<8 ‘Have. Gon, Will Travel: (Sat.8: 30-9).

STA. | |

alee Highway.-Patrol; Life (Thurs. 9:30)... WDSM.:.. . Ziv

Be Garry Moore. 1Tues.. 9: 00-10:00). wees
5 <KDAL.
3. Hennesey. ‘Mon. 9:00-9: 30}... wyeveoes . KDAL _
. 4 Andy: Griffi
eevee
_

“'g ga ean
ae

“FOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS

| aa a STA, RTG. fx‘PROGRAM_DAY—TIME

a -1, Candid Camera ‘Sun. 9:00-9: 30)...a _KDAL ee

”. ‘What's

STATIONS: KDAL,WDSM.. *SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16- MARCH 15, 1961.

=

Me

Ed ‘Sat. 6:00)...

STA.

RTG.

39

64. Issues ldeas, McCoys .. KDAL.

2

28.
26

39; What's My’Line
62 ‘Jack Paar

34.
30

26
25

49 Fight
. WDSM
0!Fight, Film: News eo
WDOSM
5
asterson; Maverick
... WI)SM

22.

—..... KDAL
ve eeee WDSM

43 Americans
—s_ saee WDSM
60 : Wea.; Skiing; Paar....... WBSM

iJack
24

“8. "Woodys: Yogi (Thurs. €30)..sseceeee:KDAL..., Screen Gems 23
KDAL.. .. Screen Gems.

TOP COMPETITION _ AV.

SH. ;)PROGRAM

:

sdeeeeewneeses' -KDAT:»+-MCA

a.. Manhunt (Pri. 9:00): wPe thes eeeeeser

AY.|

59

Paar ....

_ Detectives

42 Outlaws
35 |Michael

.... vee WDSM

ee)

37
34
30

44
17
34
17

17

WDSM

17

.....
seeeeee. WDSM

32

Shayne

.....

» WDSM

40

_ KDAL- Television’s : dominance is one of the interesting things you
see when you—
a,

ar

id

. ose A aaCOnD Loge AT THE DU LUTH-SUPERIOR MARKET
oA greatnetworkscheduledoes1
hot.automatically assure consistent, dominant lead_ eosin— italso takes: dedicatedand knowledgeable community programming and
~serviee,plsaggressive‘promotion.

TAKE ASscininLOOKAT THE DULUTH-SUPERIOR MARKET
~

. Ws. the:second-biggest. market” ‘inboth Minnesota and Wisconsin!

7~ Duluth-Superior--BIGGER than you think-and only KDAL delivers it all!
KDAL—CBS RADIO-TELEVISON /3—AN: AFFILIATE. OF WGN, INC. REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY-& CO., INC.
* Sales:‘Management population estimates, January 1, 1961.
AR
PT
ep
A
a
A

48

RADIO-TELEVISION

“Wednesday, Jane‘38,‘196i *
and the. loeal press. ; oo Vie’ Skages, director and. assistant program speemaunsinniaineiieininipntnney,
manager at KDKA-TV. for the past 11 years, is leaving the. station to].. -~

From The Production Centres
. Continued

from

page

‘become - ‘production manager of “PM East” in N.Y. .under- ‘producer |. =.
‘}Ben Park; .°. -Brace Gilson joins KDKA-TV this week: as staff an-]

4 nouncer ‘and. Bell Telephone weather reporter, replacing Adam Lynch: —
-|He comes from WNAC™ New Haven..
Carl Ide, WTAE: newscaster,|

26 i

or

Continued’ trom. page<]=:

Lennon, of “Lawrence Welk Show,” tendered her Saint. Monica (Calif. )| will. oppose his former colleague; Bill. ‘Burns. of KDKA-TV, in a 15- ' Shakespearean: theatre.’ By: 4a.
high school diploma In special ceremonies at Uline. Arena -here.: On} minute noon news. show starting July 3 .-.. Rod Roddy has left KQV sign it 1s :to: ‘De:‘both:entertaining”
hand were Welk and uncle John Lennon, a local.resident ... Joseph! 'as an.announcer .’,... Diane Means is the new pressagent at .WKPA’ anid ‘educational.
. Nick Corvelle of. the: same. station has added week-end announcing}
Goodfellow, NBC veepee and general manager of WRC-TV, accepted}.
“Station'sexec. producer, Don Dil.
Natonal Education Assn. award for outlet’s youth—panel show, “Teen. |duties ‘to. his sales work. He was formerly. on the air. for: WHLL,
Wheeling... .:The Varfety Club: Telethon: didn’t-fare too’ well on June Mon, ‘who will: “oversee the. drama’
Talk” in Atlantic City ceremonies. —

16-17. ‘due to“the low economic: state of ‘the area. Pledges came to a ‘projects; ‘has -been:. screening local

IN BOSTON .

on this telethon: -series talent for- several: months. and ‘says.
whole show. into town: and he “has ‘files ‘on. nearly “300. audi-.
racked up'$135 000 . .-:“Route 66” will begin ‘shooting In the Pittsburgh. tioneers.
Of that. number, he’ say‘s; .
hoy personality of WBZ-TV's “Boomtown” show, on recent Haiti trip area on July.27.. .. “A. 30-minute industrial film: written and nartated -about. 80.'are good. enough to work
to deliver planeload of goats for needy farmers...
WBZ-TV news ed by KDKA's Jim’ Westover won a ‘National1 Safety Film. Award. °
-Lon the shows. - Very likely a’ ‘Rune.
Ira Lurvey began handling new interp of the news segment ‘on station’ al
:fber-of the installments |will be pree<sinded Sunday 6 30° news Sunday (25:. Jack Borden continues: as
” Lpared out of the: -shop: by the drama:
hazed news reporter
... AF Benjamin scored two big beats on WNAC,
departments. of such Jo¢al schools fiat a half-hour exclusive on the flop on sale of turnpike’ bonds for 4. WCAU and :the: Philadelphia raglés pacted a new two-year: contract: as: Northwestern. -“Chicago, DePaul,
the Muss tugupike extension into Boston, and scored again by at least! which. gives station.’ ‘exclusive. radio rights for the pro football: broad-|and Goodman’ Théatre..:
ark eur with report that GOP candidate Robert Beaudreau had. With- [casts for 1962, ‘63. ‘This ‘season, the 11th consecutive year that WCAU |. Station --has: Put out ‘a:“eal. for.
d:asn kis name as public safety commissioner ...
WBZ did a special. |has aired the games, ‘is a sellout: with the regular. 14-game -schedule ‘original tv'plays: for the’ Erime time
piore interview feature on the Old Howard Theatre, 116 year. old fully” sponsored:. AS: previously, ‘sports ‘director Bill. Campbell will ‘do. specials. which indeed .promise, ‘if.
Tom Hagner: named account’ exec. in. the: sales. the material: suffices.-to. bring’ some
Lazu: natk following the fire which destroyed it, taping -Phil. Silvers, the play-by-play.
Bert Lahr, James Barton fram New York; Bud Abbott from Hollywood. ‘dep't of. WCAU-TV.. He replaces. Jack Wade, who has been. ‘promoted excitement back to local. ty. “This,.
to
CBS
television.
stations’:
national sales in Chicago. ete Roy. ‘Neal,: Says Clark: ‘George,: veep. “and genane Ann Corio from Boston . .
Dave Mohr named news director. of |
WlAR-TV and WJAR -radio,. succeeding Warren S. Walden elevated to! ex. WRCA-TV newsman ‘now-with NBC, in Hollywood (he. was eoordin- | eral:manager of the Station, ‘i$ preator
on
the-space
shot
at:
Cape.
Canaveral). is finishing a book ‘on space }-eisel
raeiv relations. director
Paul J. Dugas to WORL news. staff: from
shat
ti
.
. Sam. Serota; special ‘events direetor at WPEN, to stage the Careful
y-v not motivates:
the: p roject.
WBBX, Potfsmouth, N:; H., “where he was news and sports dir...
. Joe activity’.
to ‘get’ carried
away
‘Hero
Scholarship’
‘Fund
show
vat.
the’ Municipal ‘Stadium’ for. the’ fifth with his enthusiasm, . George: ‘said,
Sabia summer replac ement in WEEI news dept.
Norman. Knight |
stations appointed Mildred Alpert as fashion director and ‘commentator, year ‘Sept. 8) . . WRCV’s “Ask the: Doctor” cited by the:-Pennsylvania “Some of the things :
“we do’ areéen’t
Thomas Y. Gorman, WEEI g.m., received special plaque from officers Academyof: Generai ‘Practice for “consistent enthusiastic report from going ‘ta. be: the greatest shows. to.
and eres. of
USS Wasp for station’ $s eontrib to Wasp and naval aviation the general public. and excellent. acceptance by all physicians, Academy
come down the. pike,” but:‘at,least: ;
. Hugh Ferguson, WCAU farm director, to. at- they’ ll: be an. effort.” »-..
WTW-TV
bought. NTA’s “°’61 For '61” package of feature films members and others”
‘tend the National: Association of Television and Radio Farm: Directors |
for ts, most of the films are post-1950 productions,
Understood. that- ‘one. of. “the ~
convention, in. ‘Washington, D.C. (July: 9-12): Ferguson is veepee of the:
‘shows. under. consideration.’ is a ty:
. NATRFD.
te.

U.S

Information

. little -over $50,000. Largest ‘amount: taken.in

|. was. in 1956 when Perry. Como brought.his

Service> requested films taken by Rex Trailer, cow-

|IN ‘PHILADELPHIA

IN §SAN

FRANCISCO.

.

~,-‘L adaptation: of a. WBBM: Radio spe-.-

KPIX producer-direetor William E. “Wuerch named assistant program
manager at Westinghouse’s “mother. ship,” KDKA-TY, Pittsburgh . . .
ABC western vp. James Riddell, KGO-TV’s Dave Sacks - and KABC1V 5 Elton Rule tossed dinner party for visiting ABC execs at World

._-

-| cial last year, “Ballad ‘of the North °:- >
tand South.” “It had. ‘been aired lo--. .| Cally: and then:repeated’ on:
the. CBS.
: The Multiple’ Sclerosis. 18-hour telethon carried over WBAL-TV i
from network. :

IN BALTIMORE =

Mergenthaler High. auditorium

reached

“in. excéss of $60,000" at, close.

|. . Stars who helped were George Jessel, Cab Calloway, Lorne. Greene, |
Club Monday 126:—-it's all part of the ABC mid-year meeting
ea . KFRC.
e Billi Sweeney off to New Jersey for a Carmel Quinn, the Smothers Brothers, Buster Crabbe. and Connie Hines |. _
PRC promotion.
promot
manager
de

.~ Connie. is sister of Henry Hines, promotion and advertising director}.
vacation we KCBS general manager Jules Dundes named}.
director ot Cnited Cerebral Palsy Association of Frisco we 2KRON: of WBAL:TV, who. resigns his post July 1 to study for Holy Orders: of |
turning On some promotional heat to counter KPIX’s “PM Rast! W est”. the Episcopal Church. Taking -his. place is. Donald. Peacock, formerly. — § Continued’‘from.page.23 =.
.. Alex. Dietrich. has. left Evening|
we
KPIX added William P. Hessian, Jr., ex-KSBW-TY, Salinas, to ‘promotional assistance: with: station. .
Suinpapers advertising to become. director -‘of promotion. and publicity from JWT's: Hollywood °operation, -.
Bales
stale.
for. Claster Enterprises.. .. “Romper Room. Day’ at the Zoo drew es- | but Jim. -Swift: of: -BBDO publicity... “his -‘agency tn dane ose
‘|timated crowd of 7,000. Miss Nancy. was.on hand and sponsors obliged : ‘is. staying: with :
with. giveaways .: ; Ken -Calfee has ‘departed Claster Enterprises to. go other --capacity. ‘(Pat-” Hogan -of: °°
Young’
&
Rubicam
.on.-the. Coast:
Ray Tannehill, upped to news ” director of WERE, ‘took off for West. out on own ‘as. ‘package salesman .. . Jack Marsh, WJZ-TV: newsman,
Texas U, to inspect school for Peace Corps members. as: his first: as- has been awarded ‘Certificate. of Honor: -by Baltimore Police Dept: “in|‘Signed. OM. with iA for ‘his staff of 7
tWo.
om
sizniment ... Michael! Ruppe Jr.-is new KYW Radio advertising-sales. recognition | of oft-rendered. -assistance | to. officers ‘in ‘performance ‘of|.
JATSE fad. ‘served’ notice on”
promotion manaver, coming here from WIL, St. Louls... . Cleveland
their, duties” . < .o “Spectrum,” ‘new hour-long public affairs variety. pro-'
Electric Hluminating €o. to launch new series of five- minute programs
gram, bowed Sunday (25) on -WJZ-TV. Bob Jones is host of show \
Wwhich jagency and’ ‘indie publicists’ that ,
only . members - ‘of -the “Publicists
booming Cleveland on WERE, WABQ, ‘WDOK -and WGAR, with Bruce Ww‘Hl range from. topic to topie..
|-Assn:- would - ‘be allowed
‘On ‘sets
.Bob Forster ‘sits in ‘for Frank: °
MacDonald doing the narration . .
where: telefilm: was .produced,.oth: ...”
. Sid Andorn back on TV soon with |.
Sweeney on KYW record show .
‘|
erwise
-IA”
crafts.
would:
“walk.
off
oi
“Caucus,” opinion program on WIw. Andorn. operates “Open Forum"
came on the: 2°...
Retired ‘Federal. Judge ‘Frank: A.- Picard will be WWJ-TV's “Brofile" : ‘Le non-members
on WGAR Radio, had been absent from video. for several years ..
Terry Atkinson, W JW salesman, was burned. when his crusier eXx- subject this. week with newsman Britton. Temby doing the interviewing Stages. Scale: “is.the ‘same ‘as studio... os
.'35 tv stations across the nation. carried’a total-of 84 kines ‘and|publieists. but . ‘higher ©“than «that:
ploded and sank.

theee-week

IN CLEVELAND .

IN DETROI T.

tapes. produced by. the U’ of Michigan . Television Center: during. the signed with the networks by- IBEW.
“| week of. Juné 11. Subject’ matter ranged from ‘Shakespeare ‘to: ‘Amerl-. and. NABET. ‘Move. would.’ not. affect’ IWr's.
ca’s* “WwWestivard | expansion, abdominal surgery arid astronomy. .Figure
Don Trageser, KDKA's sales, chief and assistant: general manager, mark. sda high: ‘for UM-TV, according to UM broadcasting.-director Gar-. agency publicity. operation, operating
- mainly...
industrial. ‘-and
returned from N.Y. where he had three luncheons for 100 ad agency. fnet R. Garrison . .
WJBK-TV’s. documentary. “Detroit.-Speaks’:. will|
execs. With him was station’s top-rated artist, Rege Cordic. Trageser| show filmed highlights of the “Project Hope” hospital. ship ‘which sailed’ product: accounts. and. headed by”

IN PITTSBURGH.

°supplied each guest ‘with a full length LP album of Cordic's most on a missionary cruise to-the Far East last year .. -Romper - Room, , ‘Joe’ Boyle. Unit: in jeopardy Is Al.
-Durante's Program Publicity -oper-"*- an
famous programs. He has had 1,000 made up for other. ad agenc ies CKI .W-TV'S kindergarten: for children celébrates its ‘first birthday this|:
j
ation,
——¢
: Rural Newsreel and ‘the: Junior Fitness. Club. are: “tivo new |
week.
entries: in.‘the Saturday daytime Slot. on. WXYZ-TV.

TV Poser

mms

. EN: ST.

Continued from page 1 mecmm .

~ FMersPrepStereo

LOUIS :a

market franchises. And again, tv:|‘Host’ Russ. ‘Carter marklig: hls third ‘atiniversary. on .KSD-TV’s

“gt .

-BRirst. units. of :-RCA’s©new . FM es
stéreo. generator have been: ‘shipped

Louis Hop”... ..Roy “MeCarthy, KMOX Radio, named. prexy of. the: to: five statioris preparing to. enter.
Media: Theatre, Also: elected: Pete Martin, KXOK, vice’ president:. Jo: the steteo. broadcasting field. Five rative it is in terms of current con- Lovins, KMOX Radio, secretary,.and Dave Allen, ‘KMOX-TV, treasurer ‘stations. . are - WQXKR-FM, |N:Y.3.
w. .KMOX-TV. offering musical tributes ‘to. Municipal Opera. with WDTM._ - Detroit:. ‘KLSN, » Seattle;
tinued earnings.
1!
Some. operators, of course, are “Maisi¢al. for a. Sunday Afternoon”:.every Sunday,” with Muny*.Opera KIXL,: Daltas;: and ‘WUPY, yan,
Robert Hyland, CBS vice president -and general. Mass. -Loa
content fo ride with the earning stars as guests.
power of their tv-radio operations. anager. of ° KMOX Radio, announcéd ‘that the station's “At Your| Shipped ‘equipment: were |pre: rs
fee
Others, looking to continued cor- Service” all-talk. programming. has ‘resulted in an. average increase ofa ‘production: units... —
porate growth, have begun like Taft: 28°0.in ratings in, comparison ‘to previous music programming...
to explore other areas. Question ‘is The’ Katz. ‘Agency named national rep for’ ‘both. KSD-TV |and: KSD:
sagt LEONARD ee tork
whether to remain in allied fields'| ‘Radio.. --KMOX: ‘Radio and: WIL. were recent recipients .of the NaPl 2-1764
like ty and electronics or to’ move ‘tional Safety" Council's. 1960: Public Interest Awards. . Paul :Wisch-.|
into completely foreign fields such meyer named sales .service .and, merchandising manager. for KMOX‘as the Taft buy, which includes ‘a ‘EV >. . Rita Allen Taylor, former public relations and publicity director
‘restaurant business as well as the for.(KPLR-TV, named. an. account exec > with Glastris Advertising.
12ihk Annital
F
bowling lanes and amusement park. I
WHITE MOUNTAINS’ ©
not only caught. ‘them: by‘surprise
Triangle Stations, the ee
FESTIVAL of the 7 ARTS
-.fas much as. the -decline’ of the .acsubsid of Walter Annénherg’s. Tri|tioner, but: also addéd fuel to. the
July Sth to 18th
angle Publications, went the elecoa
fire of their: frustration.
tronics route, for example, buying —, Continued from. “page 2) —
SKY HIGH in the.
into a television equipment manu- j having been | ‘eommitted -to film ; : At this. point, some programnting
WHITE MOUNTAINS
feel: that the rush to lock up {ff ©
-|facturing firm recently. American most’ of the way down the Hine: -a - ‘execs
a schedule is a mistake,e
even with- [il
Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres
5 LAKES © 5,500 ACRES
‘The trouble really lay in the*fact out. the spectal consequences that|;
has. been concentrating its new.
that the: ‘nétworks locked’ up” so attended it: this ‘year.: They say
diversification efforts in electron-.
early, ~ Having closed :-out. their they should remain flexible as late
ies, purchasing blocks of--stock: in
schedules. in March, with “even.
new companies with major growth. hefty sponsor.money in tow,. they. as June, since even an: hour vid-.|
film doe&n't have to start produc- }
potentials.
imade- mast of: their : commitments tion until then. At the same time,
There’s still another diverisifica-. fas early’. as. February. -And. in FePike « New Hampshire
tion gambit—entry of broadcasters bruary,. the only’ research Tesults. they can assess. audience trends,
\{into stable, existing fields which thes had to-date on their program-: for a full season instead of a: half,
Information: Walter Jacobs
they ‘can measure ‘the sponsor ‘mar-'|{
. Poirfieta, £onn. —on historle: Green. oY
yield good returns but aren’t espe- ming reflected ratings: up. to Janu‘ket. more analytically and they can} -fleld - AU, 2 secluded . scres— reclally notable for growth ‘potential: ary...
of
‘move. more. easily: With the tide of stored “red barn, five bedrooms,’ 40-I
Metro/Media, which controls Met-.
‘This: year, the: decling. of the ac- public opinion.
“foot living. room, huge stone firepiace,
Topolitan Broadcasting, moved into
Billie. formerly with Radio Registry,
tion shows. set’ in-after the first}. As for the old saw about moving
beamed cathedral ceiling, new. svim-.[- a
‘the outdoor advertising. field over of -the year. “So. what: really hap- quickly - to tie up the best’ availannounces the opening. of her own 24
‘ming - “pool,” beautifully jandecaped..
| hour
“round- the- clack"
telephone
a year ago with its purchase of rened was that the networks. pro- able properties before the competi- | Asking: $72,500. For quick sale. Phone |
service. .
A message service for
control of Foster. & =Kleiser, the: grammed for next fall’ without the tion “gets'- to. them, .one . network
| STAGE, RADIO and Tv Artists. .. ‘collect . Garry. “Ath . ‘Realtor, : Pound
.
lacated at
iwestern outfit. And Govodson-Tod- slightest ‘idea: of what happened to veep wryly asked:
, Ridge,’ N, Yor PO. 45712.
326 E. 58 ST.. NEW YORK 22, N.Y. ||man. the tv packaging outfit; last ‘audience © trends: this season.
In. ' “So -howcum even: when we: get .
Plaza 2-7676
week. bought their-fourth newspa- other | Words, ‘they programmed all the ‘best’ ‘shows, ':so- many of
ee
ee
oes
wees |per, the Delaware: County. Daily. “blind,” and they got caught with them turn out. to be dogs anyway?”
a
a
Times in Chester, Pa. They already theit:pants down.
==
i
=
, h
eF
APT. FOR RENT
{{control the Pawtucket (RL) Times, ‘Even: without the Minow blasts,
a
Ottawa—CFRA,
indie:
“AM
and
t
125 west 43rd St.
the Elizabeth 'N.J.) Journal-and the it's likely: that the networks: would. FM station here, has’ scheduled |
WALE TO WORK!”
|Trenton Times.
.{ have looked to. the future for a new: ‘$800,000 for-expansion on. its ‘new | .
‘accent. on quality: programming, 580° ~ kilocycle © band,.: . inéliiding. 7
2’: Room Uafurnished
Air-Conditioned Apt.
Detroit—J ohn oO, Gilbert: .gen- what with the ‘beginning of: the -upped power to 50,000: watts, new [Wg
Elevator Bullding
, eral ‘manager
of W XYZ. Radio end for action:shows.
But the way. fantenna, and: expanded ‘building |. if
E. A. HEGY
i here. has become a veep of WXYZ Miron: captured ‘the. ‘public imagin- i for both. AM and FM- operations.
40 E 42 St., N.Y.C.
MU 17-8348
.
Inc, an ABC- owned ‘subsidiary. pation: and. set up a chain reaction | Frank. Ryan is: CFRA President,
a “growth” industry holds a somewhat limited future, however,. luc-

EMMETT KELLY

TV.Ina Corner:

PANT Nx)
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+-

counter- ; »

t In the second deal involving a
European company’s takeover of a

“How - are. ‘the: medium-te-small

tmajor WU. S. diskery, the Philips
music . ‘publishers ‘keeping « afloat;;CaedmonExpanding
Big3GetsSheetMusic |during
oe ‘and LP pricing policies. once again®
Co. of Holland, via tts US
sub|‘these days, ‘of. non-existent
“were.the ‘central. problems’ -facing!
Consolidated
Electronica
pop ‘sheet music sales and all-but“Action From TV Themes. ‘vanished: . royalties from ‘single From Words to Music ‘sidiary,
the. American Record “Mantfac-.
Industries Corp, has bought Mer-

. feiting, distributor: ‘transshipping

°

‘turers &° Distributors at’ its second . “Video theme: musie, which ‘has:
For the: first time in. its nine- cury Records, Chicago-based label.
-disks?. By coming up with special
annual convention: ‘winding: up ‘here :.been racking: up good: disk -sales. “angles, scrambling :for renewals, jeer history,. the Caedmon: label 1s While the amount
of cash and
today. (Tues:). Unlike «last.‘year,.is-now: ‘making & modest bid: in.the: -déveloping foreign contacts, cuf-: going in for music. Label, which stock inyolved in the deal..was mot
- however, when. ARMADA was only: ‘sheet music: market. The. Big’ Three. ting ‘masters for resale to- estab- : has devoted all its output to the disclosed, understood that the total

+. “able to make promises about: com- | (Robbins, Feist'.& Miler).has been.lished. diskerles,“managing artists, .spoken word, is breaking into the
.” Yatting:-some of ‘the. vexing. indus- putting out a series ‘of such’ “yideo’ -entering the educational ‘market; music market with two alhums,
‘tty: malpractices, .-the Organization ‘themes . ‘on. ‘sheet editions “with- “and hoping for. the best with what-|“Songs. of Courtship” and “Songs

purchase price was

around

$3 Oft},-

000. including a Richmond, Ind,
pressing plant owned by Mercurs's

. Was ‘considerably bolstered for a. - photos of the tv. show stars on. the. _ever ‘financial cushion -is -avatlable ‘of Seduction,” anthologies of eariy president Irving Green and Meic’s
“ "year-long
record |of ‘Concrete. .cover .and merchandised: as. “TV from: ASCAP: ‘and/or: BMI. per- iEnglish folk material collected by Ceast distributar, Hank Fine. A
oe ‘achievement, particularly in: -help-: -Musical Themes.” The lineup in- . formance ‘money.:. The fact is that: ‘Alan: Lomax and Peter Kennedy
few vears ago, Electric & Musical

«EMI!
of
England,
ing law enforcement officials crack ”‘cludes. music from ‘such: ‘shows. ax’ a’ flock-.of Jesser. publishers, de-i The two ‘LPs are part of a five- Industries
‘own on: ‘the: disk racketeers. | |’ {National Velvet,” :“‘Adventures-in: spite thé inevitable wailing, ‘are. ‘LP series, under the title of “Folk bought out Capitol Records
‘Symbolic. of: ARMADA's’ success |Paradise,” “Hong: Kong,” ‘Shirley‘Not only. staying alive. ‘but are- ‘Songs of Britain.” The first pack- =u. Philips’ interest In 2 U.S) diskgy this: field’ :.was:'the |
presence of ;Temple Show,” “Asphalt. Jungle,” ‘prospering: these days as
|
never ‘ages are due for release this week: ery was sparked by the early ex_Rep.. Emanuel Celler (D.,. N:Y.) as: “Klondike” ‘and “Moment of Fear.” _ before.
‘The collection was begun in 1950 piration of its reciprocal distribution deal with Columbia Records
oo. the. corivention’s guest” ‘speaker’ at| ‘Several of ‘the themes have al-# ‘Case’ of.Howie Richmond's pub-. bY, Lomax and Kennedy.
Kennedy. _
which is planning to handle its
last night's. closing. banquet. -Celler, tready: come up for second and third*lishing enterprises may not be Pre*|
_disks overseas under Its own label,
“wha introduced ‘a: bill” into-.Cori- ?printings; indicating.a. sale: of about "cisely typical of ‘the other’. publish. |
“Acquisition of Mercury gives Phil“gress ©‘this. session” which . would |20,000 ‘copies. ° Thé sheet “music.” “ers, . but .Fepresents the type of:
Ips @ firmly established operation
inipose heavy civil’ and’ criminal | moreover, has sparked more -cover- ‘enterprise - and ‘ingenu:ty” being |
for distribution of its disks in the
-penalities against. -disk- ‘counter-" ‘age of the themes by. ‘diskeries for.
; Shown. ;-in the. music industry.
cY. féiters, was scheduled to make a- both single and album output.
1 *. but Its phonograph lines as
publishing: wonder about io|
well,
hardhitting talk against - the ‘shady'
. opyears: ago when his firm. eame up |
wee
No changes in personnel or poi'” ceperators’ who. are. cheating legiti-.
; jwith a: phenomenal succession of
icy are in store for Mercury fol-

Reader’s Digest

Can'tInfringe
tareMaterial
~ Even IfinP.D.

“ate disk -companies, artists and.
‘the Government. itself: _ARMADA..

-/disk clicks,. Richmond, .with -his
associate ‘Allie ‘Brackman, das’ now
|adapted: to a business. pattern -in

prexy Art. Talmadge, also stressedj“i. this issue in‘his report tothe: mem~
ae bership. na

A

symposium on transshipping,

which. the:“single. hits are only. 50.
jn
much gravy.

T: akes Helm Of

lowing its acquisition by Philips.
As with the Capitol-EMI
setup,
it's expected that the deal involves

RCA Disk Club

vy Richmond ‘vas “among: the.first | Presaging a sharply stepped up; din’‘which a distributor. sells: nier-.|: of. the ‘upcoming publishers to see:: ‘competitive struggle for the disk
-chandise,at a discount to- stores.
the need .of acquiring .valuable’ club market;-the Reader's Digest
outside of his area, was moderated|copyright renewals. He. wrapped {has taken over the RCA
Victor
4 by igmund:H.: -Steinberg,.of .the}:
up
a-deal with the Roy Turk estate: Record Club operation: from: the
otirm, “Blanc, Steinberg, ‘Bal der. ‘B-{
“-.for. pieces: of .such: oldies -as “TH _Book-of-the-Month
Club
Harry
-. Steinbrook, |.Jegal- counsel . ‘for. ne ‘asuit. with: important: conse-Get By,” “Are You’ Lonesome. To-: *Scherman, chairman of the Book‘“ARMADA.. In. this. Jatea, only: ‘volun- quences. ‘in. the. educational: music
night”. and “Just ‘Another’ Day.” ‘‘of-the-Month Club, said his comtrry! cooperation. among the dis-i field. where - public. domain mate-

a continuation of
executive staff.

among numerous other, standards.- pany sold the disk business to contributors, “With. -help from: the. Man-: rial: :‘ds. extensively « used, ‘ ConsoliAnother’ deal with ‘Sam HH. Lewis. centrate in the book field.
can
‘prevent. - trans- dated Music won-a. temporary in-.
“gave Richmond. ownership: of. men: .Reader’s. Digest has set up a
a “shipping ©‘since ‘the antitrust” laws: junction in. -N-Y. Federal. Court...’
(Continued.
ontinued. on.
on page '§
52):
' make any ‘specific ban on the ‘prac-. ‘last.: week- against. Ashley. Publi: : —
{. holly-ow ned subsidiary, Reader's f, tice illegal.
\
a cations, -barring.. the latter. from
| Digest’ Music Ine., ta handle the.

_ .Wacturers,

4 Vietor club operation at its Piras:

Also .discussed . was’ the-. var ied.‘distributing’ one of. its educational
package ‘deals ‘offered: by all’ the‘. folios., Consolidated -ciaimed’ that

CocktailKlatch
~ ForDiskExecs

Mere’s

present

Mercury will handle both the
pop and classical catalogs controlled by Philips abread and wild
give it separate jahel identification.
Philps currently is operating aa 32
countries with its own
pressing
plans and distribution facilities in
each area.

Col’s Bill
BilGallagher Sez
Disk Club Moves Too Slow
To Handle Single Sales

T he |
y.antville, N.Y., headquarters
| magazine ‘became interested m the
Lclub’ after a successful foray into
Although Columbia Recards, 1s
the disk. market with a couple of exploring new areas ta promote its
pitched’ an insurance’ program .for |its: ‘own. -_books, “Easy Classi¢s: to."
12-LP packages which Victor's cus
singles records artists, Bill Gal. jts members. via-a talk by Kenneth :.Moderns.”
K.. Walch? manager of the. Phila: . ‘Interesting angle in. the “suit: ‘is
tom’. record: division produced and lagher, veepee in charge of sales,
pressed for’ Reader's Digest. Cir- wants it known that rt will not
. delphia Life Insurance Coz,s group “that both books. contain: piano ma-!'*
“_-* department.
~ terial “substantially:.. in: the ‘public
:-*An informal: Tuncheon arena for . cularized among its 8.500.000 sub- . peddle its single products through
‘. _. Woody Woodbury,” comic: “on.‘the! -domain. ._However. Consolidated: ‘ale -exchange: ‘of disk exec. views has’ -seribers at a $16.95. price tag. the Ns -record club.
According to Gallagher, the sinm -Stereoddities. label, and -Pat Har-' leged to have included. a. consider-" now béen. launched with the for-.. 12-LP sets in the longhair and pop
'": aington, whe has cut: a comedy. able. :amount of editorial .niatter: mation of the International Record: idioms went over ‘the 1,500 000. gles market is too fast moving for
“The club
album for United Artists,: were. on.. ‘such as marks.of fingering phrase- Men’s Club in ‘New York. Art Tal- sales mark. It Was a spectacular ‘the club to handle.
process of mailings and preso“hand: to -entertain the’ convention. -:ing and. expression: designed ‘for.an.- ntadge, United. . Artists: Records: ‘return for a mail. order cainpaign
tions,
he
says,
take
tao
Jonp to
~~. IA ‘also arrariged a, preview-of the. easier understanding: “of. ‘the cém-- vp. and ‘general Manager, initiated, _ Like: Book-of-the-Month
Club.
‘Ingrid Betgman starrer,. “Goodbye : positions. “Consolidated .’ ‘claimed °the ideaand the group. will hold Reader's Digest will buy. from Vie- keep up with current pop tnple
market
trends
Gallagher
stil) reWas ‘its first:meeting. Aug. 16: .
Again,"”. _ for’ converition delegates. ‘that:-this’ -editorial - edition
'_ tor the ‘disks to be distributed and
. copyrightable.. More -thiun oné-thirdwill pay all: handling and- promo- gards the disk jockey as the prime
j) of the selections. of. the ‘Congoli- . ‘There: ll-. be: ‘no- regular officers : tion’. costs: DeWitt Wallace. Read- mover of pop single product,
-| dated book appeared: in: the Ashley’ for:.the::elub with each: Junctieon |‘er's Digest editor and publisher. _ GaHagher also contends that Cet
is gearing its product for the adult
1 publication. In ‘addition. .there.w ‘as. to. be chairmanned by ‘a ‘different:
‘indicated that. the mag's subsecrip
!a claim that the ‘similarity in tities meniber.: Selected © by. the group. | tion lists would provide the ‘basis as well as the teenage market
Initial
chairman
‘assignment
went
In. pointing up the time it takes
’ between .‘the . books - would -cause".
of. the. club’s. market. He said
Records.
for the recard cluh to start: warkconfusion: in the ._minds. ‘of: the. to: .Gene Moretti: ‘MGM
director. “af foreign. operations, with” “We ‘are :particularly happy that ing on an item, Gallagher cited
“Public.”
Sidney Shemel,
who’ holds the: our millions of readers in the VS
“Sam Fox Publishing and the Edu: ° In: awarding the -temporaiy. in- same ‘position at UAL named, vice: ‘now -have the opportunity to pur- the cace of the original cast album
cational: Films: ‘Division ‘of. John. junction, - Judge Thomas: -Murphv. .- chairman:
chase, on a regular and convenient! of “Camelot” Th sas en Cal’s rege
~
.
Sutherland. Productions :-will. team-. pointed- to. seven - specific . ‘selerbasis,- the fine: recordings offered wiar release lasi December but the
There'll
be
no.
dies.
in
the:
club.
Abrough ”the. RCA Victor Recod club did not have it until Mav .of
ap
to: ‘produce. ‘a: -completely new ' tions: in’. the: Consolidated book ©
this year.
~audio-v isual concept for the. school where. he’ saw “substantial appro~ o Members -“Mil. be’ free. to : bring’ y Clubs.”Pes
ee
es eee centre 2 we
guests
to
each
of
the
luncheons:
Fur:
- priation’’. by the defendant. °
‘and music -class.-.
Columbia's ° record. club fs cur“. This concept will.‘involve: an ex- '.thermore,. the. ordet of. “group of ‘which: will: feature “a speaker. The~tently leading in this mziket with
club.
is:
planning
annual
‘awards
to
.
‘tensive. ‘series of educational films: pieces. as. well ‘as an- or iginal title:
, over 1,100,000. subsenthers
Unlike
on: various school music’ subjects, ‘and two- errors: in: common. to: hoth ; the: topselling :disk; artist. ete.. lim- |Victor, Columbia operates 1'4 club
i iting. itself. .ta- ‘the foreign: market.
‘as Well-as correlated: publications “through
its-own
facilities
Furst
in
to © foreign
aitists . who To and: recordings. -:‘The films, pre-'. the court: to. be “unmistakable, signe “Awards
-have ‘clicked in the U.S: .are also. the field, the Columbia club naw
Washington. Jane 27
- pared. by. Sutherland, will utilize ' of:copying: re
accounts
for
more
than
50‘-.
of
the
.on the. ‘agenda. It’s. expected -that.
Clearing its dockets of pavata
both animated and live action. They: :. The ‘Consolidated: “book: “Was ‘part.
Aiskery’s total volume.
—
cases, Federal Trade Consuitsion
- will-‘involve all phases. of musi¢ in- ‘of a series entitled “Musiefor Mil- .“Connie: . Francis’ will be the first.
guest artist:vat the:‘August. luncheon. i
tossed aut charres that Dot. ¢ “olutme
struction: “starting .‘at. ‘grade: ‘school Jions.”’ which: was dev ised ‘by. thes.
bia and Capitol distributing and ar
Inter ‘est: in: the club idea. has:now
level. “The text: and supplementary . ‘late. Jack: Robbins.: “Consolidated
calee subsids handed out) pavala.
recordings will’aid ‘the insructional was’ -bought ‘from. Robbins. in 1955 spread ta- Europe. vhere. chamers:
In addition, Interstate Elect Co,
‘techniques. Projected. on .the film. ‘arid. became: part: of- a firm’ ‘that “are-being set up in England, Ger-;
Ne Orleans distith had tt come
The - “project” will be «under .the;:includes - Embassy.-. ‘Music.- Dorsey a many. and.’ France- There'll be. an}
plaint dismissed
_ supervision ofmusic educator, Dr- ;: Bros. Musie, and..Amsco ‘uiic: Ep, exchange of ideas. and information-|Basie of these and previous ae~
Hong: Kong, June 27.
So
Richard Berg:. ‘chairman. of the-au-: : ta- last year,: Al .Ashley. had: been. among the various groups. accord,. A segment of this colon.'s boam- fions by FTC dismiccing the Stew
‘dio yisual committee:of the Music associated “with Consolidated’ but 7ing.‘to: the pr esent prospectus. .
ing.
record.
‘business
is
a
racket
of
pavola charges issued Jast vear
|
wrth
‘0
-to
interest
his
up
_ Educators National Conference. * 4 gave.
._;Pirated records
pressed in. Taiwan is that the anti-parola Jaw enacted
meMusic Dealers: Service, shee! music

.- Jabels- ‘and: their. effect on the list’ ‘the Ashley. book, “Easy Classics ‘to
| price - structure.. _ARMADA- also: ‘Contemporaries,’ " infringed one: of |.

; SamFoxMusicTeams”
~ With Film-Co. forNew--

Tack in Educ. Market.

DOT, CAPITOL, COL
; CLEARED OF PAYOLA

PiratedDisks From.
Taiwan Flood Hong Kong

; wholesale | operation ‘‘ewned- ‘by: Manie. Sacks Memorial for Nationalist China.‘are sold openaS
Philadelphia, June 27. ily by unscrupulous dealers «ho are
. Congregation Beth Israél,- one of. reaping sizable. profits and. getting

‘Richmond. -_Consotidated | is
‘VIRGIL THOMSON, DAVID’ Larry.
owned by. Paul Gewirtz with. Mery.

eee,
La

Jast

Seplember

remedy

provides

adequate

for the sub roca prasisice

_oldest ;‘synagogues . 2¥ ay. with it. Representations will Pete Fountain Combo
general mae ‘Philadelphia's
of -uhich. Manie Sacks: was’ presi- ;be. ‘made through official «hanneis
10AGAC’S DIRECTORATE: pert Wise. being
. dent: “until his*death ‘several years.;
“to urge the Taiwan authyrities to Toplines N.O. Pops Dates

-: Longhair composer Virgil: Thom- |.

Gayle. Reactivates Label

on
'"
“Chicago, Jurie. 27. “Lago, ‘is publishing a “Manie Sacks|clamp down
. have ‘been added to the council ot.{ ” ‘Tim Gayle, ‘artists rep and- indie: “Memorial. Book" -in honor of the business. .

-~; 780m’ and: pop .tunesmith. Hal: David|:

_ the. American. Guild: of. Authors’ & record ‘producer,: ‘ig reactivating his

such’ underhand

_late-REA Victor. ‘and: NBC exec’s!” ‘Legitimate Hong Kong disk deal-

Jazz

New Orleans June 27
clarinetist:
Pete
Fountain

will headline the Summer
Pops
jazz nights Aug. 1] and 12 at Munic-

- Composers in a move to- strengthen, Advance label: Frank Laverne, who: mémory.-. The -Synagogue’s 121st ers, seeking police help, are planhere
Founiain
‘ broad representation of tle. -eleffex: iwrote. “Pretend” .and.. other -.pop “annual -‘yearbook is being used to: ining a coordinated drive to.“tamp. ipa) Auditornum
‘These vill appear with his combo from
.-|tunes, 'Will: ‘serve. as.aber director: raise. ‘tunds to relocate :the con-‘out this kind of business
- - €rganization's rulirig body. his
own
French
Quarter
Inn
~
gregation
in
new.
community
here.
|
pirated
records
sre
popular
be'! AGAC 4s. also’ launching .a Jife: for the label.
Conductor of the jazz raghts will
insurance’ plan. for its. members: to
: First record planned is:.by. Nina .. : Lester. Sacks, Manie's: brother, is :cause a single disk often has rebe administered by the Goodmai- Gaylo, former thrush. with Ralph. now. president of. the. synagogue, icordings of the best of Elvis Pres- be “Sfulton Bush. An original worm
“Pollack - Agency. and underwritten Flanagan, and: will he.cut ‘in about: ‘continuing. the. Aradition Set by | Jey and Pat Boone. among other by New Orleans composer Vincent
|Lala wall be a highlight.
itheir, father:
a
headliners.
_by: the NY Life Insurance. “Co. | three’ weeks, .
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— jamReviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS

Mactovanir “Thema:
“7
From “Car.

|a ballad from the. “LADIES’ MAN”
Bernadette . ‘Beach: : “GIMME
GIMME” ‘Leeds*» is a cute rhythm | pic that’s enhanced ‘for ‘pop. play|
nuniber

tailored

songstress
“CLASS

for

nicely

the

RING"

by

teen

this

{by the vocal renditions.

is aj}probably won't

fair juve-styled ballad..
Gene
Bianco
iFleet wood:

make it this. time

around but it does have
ing -qualities. -

(Beejay-Feb-|

long-last-

The Truetones ‘Felsted): “SING-:

ruary?> is a lilting instrumental |}
ING WATERS” ‘Mellint) falls into}
“entry with a melodic line on Gene |a. nice melodic: ballad groove..and'|
4
Bianco's harp that could follow |there will be some programmers |

down the chek groove of “Cal-|
cutta.”
“HEAVENLY ’ SWING’

who

will

spring

to-it,

‘BLUSH-

|ING
BRIDE”
‘\Bourne*) has .@
(Hiavenbrook*: is a swinging side |rhythmic ballad step With a movealso highiy listenable...
forward potential.
The
Edsels
‘Capitol: “BONE!
Richard Turley (Dot): “ WANNA
SHAKER JOE” 'Fioret) rocks with |DANCE”
(Buckeye?! steps -along|
a vocal group power that could ex-|ordinary dancing lines -but. it. does
cite a lot of spinning turns
turns to
to Bive have
all-inclusive ‘teen
angles.|-

i

.

.

eee

we

oe

e@ @

ee

@

@

oe &

*

a

Titties

Jensen's

Iee Cream
mer

Cone”

norelty

eve

“Three

*

@ve

oe

@

Vanilla,

@

&

©

Two

@

@

-Chocolate,

“Dannis Dream” ‘Garland*» has likable
goud far occasional programing.
*,
*
*

ballad

JOUNNY M ATHIS 000. ee eee
(Coiumbia)

One

} cuits.

©

sents a‘well-rounded LP repertoire|.
that -shows off enough. moods to ‘been ‘developing

a ‘strong’ jaiz ‘fol- - :

“YELLOW

—

Rabéria Wynn (Jubilee): “SINCE:

berg.

| (Charlie :Parker).

‘The. Jazz buffs -"

(Howé-Lee*) ‘has. ‘sult isa flashy instrumental pack-. late alto saxist’s ‘revolutionary: jazz:
age loaded with inventiveness and style. ‘The. tapes were made during
lacks -the .extra push to keep it+ imagination. Grant. coaxes a lot: of (a concert in 1950 and are.-expertly

“}“DREAM

qualities..that's

BOY"

the standard-rocking quality but-it

Pistachio

(Emily- Hollyjot >: shapes up as this year’s sum-.
because of its breezy and flarorsome™ quality.

click

Record

Earl Grant: “Ebb Tide* ecea),oe ‘have something solid to grab hold. *
‘|GARY WENT: INTO: THE NAVY”
_| (Starre®) has ‘the kind ‘of . Jytie | Earl Grant has retired his pipes for of here. Although it. has a. “homethis
LP outing to concentrate on. made” sound effect, the. tapes do
plot and. melodic:
ne that can stir
¢ONE: up some” teenage - pleasure. his organ and piano styling. Re- present. a- vivid. ‘sampling of the.

KRIS JENSEN. wewgeeees PISTACHIO. ICE CREAM
(happ)
... Danny’s Dream
Kris

Dot-Hit

lad mood. bu€-“tle have trouble ‘Backing the star's keyboarding are -All are ‘built with. steady, ‘musical...
impact. :
stepping. ‘out on ‘the spinning cir- orchs conducted by Frank Hunter,
‘Marty Gold: and: Gene. Von Hall- | Charlie “Parker: “Bird Is Fiee’™

8

Darin Orch’s “Theme From ‘Come Beprember’ " (Ada surefire instrumental pic title click that'll keep Darin’s
top even though he’s batoning and not ‘vocalizing. “Walk
Me” ¢Adaris??) has an okay instrumental blues feel.
;

swore

WELK

Proudly. Presents His Fourth-in-

Hits”. (London). This is. fashioned ‘the. classical’ catalog and dresses ft.:
along the same lush lines as. “Man|up.
u with: his: colorful ‘instrumental’
‘| tovani. Plays Song Hits From Thea- flourishes. It- always’ adds ‘up. ‘to.
-|treland,” which clicked ‘off. a’ hot.{
strong programming material and_
sales rackup a couple of years ago.:
With “Carnival” the. big come-on,. there. always seems to. bé & market :
.this.. package “also. includes: nifties |for. this ‘kind of. stuff:.In ‘this.
from “West Side.Story,” “Sound of package, he ‘takes. material from ..
‘| Music,” “Camelot” ‘and. “My .Fair-: ‘Offenbach, ‘Gounsd” ‘and Debussy”
‘| Lady, ” among others to -hoid -the.
.
show buffs who go.-for a hand~J. for & merry ride.
']some instrumental. presentation. .. _ Olatunji;. “Afro Pereussion™ (Co- ;
Roger. Williams:. “Yellow Bird” lumbia).. Olatunji’s ‘drums... pluis’”
(Kapp). : ‘Roger Williams. will hold. flutes, plus: trumpets: plus. a :choir.’
[on to his ¢licko franchise with this|add. to some of. the most exciting.
Again the: keyboarder’ pre-|sounds, that, have beer. put into the’
jone.

The lowing. of late bit: the beat Telayed ©
‘eapture iriterest throughout.
- BIRD” BIw “Cruising. Down 'The softly rhythmic title song, the be-. here’ will widen his following. ‘The
| guiling. “Gigi’”.and the ‘pulsating tunes: aré.all.originals running: fhe: °
+} River.”
os
.
ny
“Roger's Bumble Bee” are top sam-: gamut, from the. passionate African:
SEPTEMBER '‘(Jimskipt) has‘a’ stow shuffle-bal- plings: of the’ variety:. ‘offered. | beat. to the. sensuous Latin: style:

Best Bets
cow

“LAWRENCE

_

ta-Row

BOBBY DARIN ORC H..be eeeeceeeee COME
(Alco) .. Walk Back To'Me
Boboy
aris-' is
name on
Baci: To

Kostelanetz. ‘ts -at «his ‘best. when:

_|nival’ and Other Great Broadway. he'takes a‘ familiar melody out of:

|-

market.{HIM” (Pogo*) is a fine ballad that

‘Criterion*:

“WALLFLOWER"

“I LOVE

sound out of such faves as “Misty;” edited for. this ‘package presenta“‘Canadian Sunset,” “Theme. From‘Bobby. ‘Freeman. WJoste: “PUT Exodus” and the: title song. among. tion. . Thé album -is distributed i
through Carlton.- -Records. ;
‘YOU.
“DOWN” .(Benell?)
plays
others.
' Jose. Duval:““Song - of Juan’ Vat :
around with a blues strut that has
‘Dinah Washington: “For Lonely ‘dez-Musie of Colombia”. (RCA: Vie- ..
Lovers” (Mercury)... The’ setting tor).. ‘Juan! Valdez: ‘is: Colombia's...
SAID: SHE: WANTS TO DANCE”.
for Dinah. Washington’ s vocalisties|“everyman” ‘and ‘he’s.. effectively
A tchockist) has. a chance to create.
. ./some: terping action around the here is. colorful... and. full-blown. .portrayed here in a seriés of native — a
Matched perfectly to-her. rich vocal. songs. expertly délineated:: by. Jose
} juke: areas..
-— | Eddie - -Vinson
(Bethlehem): sounds, the:-sides emierge..as per j |Duval. The tunes: include. ballads,
“CHERRY | RED:’.. (Leeds*)’. fools fect programming fodder- that’ will ‘folk itemis, uptempo” dances and
going:

LAU RIE, MY LOVE, chances for some pop impact. “SHE

......

Should I Wait’

Johnny Mathis’ “Laurie, My Lore”
( Nomat? + is in the- folk
genre but Ure warm vecalizing on a charming lyric will bring it
te the pop jorejront:jor a big. payoty. “Should I Wair” (Nomat*)
has a bailad quality that will go. far in the long- pull because of
surely stir:up sales: ‘interest. The | colorful. instrumentals. Ray’ -Mar-.
the understanding roca! approach,
‘around: with. ‘a-hot blues shout that.
Jfamiliar items are. the ‘best in ‘the
*
*
*
-\the ‘r&b jocks . like :to: promote. batch ‘and they include “You've Got :tin’s -orch. gives -’ent all’ a -flavor-"
j some “and” appropriate- backing’: for
STEW”
-:(Cherio?) | is Me
IVORY JOE HUNTER. ......... 6.BEC AUSE I LOVE YOU: 5“KIDNEY
Crying Again,”
“Stardust,”
strictly for the. r&b trade but the “Harbor Lights” and “Don't. Go To; 1 Duval's - vocalizing.- -:
(Capitol)
............- wee
I'm Hooked |F
noise: could -rub off on. ‘some pop Strangers. ”.’ Frank: ‘DiFabio prio: . - “Late
Irory Joe Hunter's “Because I Lore You” (Millharen-Luck ys
jocks.
| Hours-Opén:. Howse” (Brunswick): ;
"George. Jessel:” “Seeing: Israel:
Hus is a@ ballad with a strong roc king sound that the sharp vocal ©
i The jazz presented here is pegged
With George Jessel” (Strand). For
makes att ractir eato all spinning elements. to bring it into the pay*ASCAP. _1BMI.
along: an. easy-going swinging route,”
the stay-at-home: who énjoy making.
ors bracket, “Cin Hooked”
¢(Millharen- “Lucky Hit? has a lively.
! Phe arrangements are Set for. easy.
vicarious visits. to -far-off places,
rocking quality that a lot of teeners will enjoy.
‘listening. and easy dancing. and ‘the:
this
travelog
of
Israel
will
easily
fit
%
*
me
tempo: has .an intimate’ ‘rhythmie

AL HIRT ....... levecuees Leeee sees I'M ON MY way! Artist DiskDeals

the. bill.

_With George

Jessel .as

guide, the trip. ds..warm, enjoyable feel, The repertoire.has.some.old- ..
‘ies like “Yestéerdays,”-‘‘Let Me Off
and authentic. In addition to JesUptown”: and: “Sweet and Lovely”.
\sel’s sincere: wordage, - there are
al Hirt's “On My Way” (Jupiter®s swings with a selid pop im. f-_ Corals: The Demensions
as well as a -flck-‘of. less familiar.-.
pact to gtee this trumpeter as important a sales standing. in the
The ‘Demensions, ‘young vocal sounds and music of the country ..|material but the thing they alk’:
that
give
it
a
true:
touristy”
flavor..
Siuyies tivid as he's already developed in the LP market,.“‘Perky”
group, will now: record. under the’
‘have in eommon: is a good swinging en
¢Shapiro-Bernstein® + has a bouncy quality that the programmers
The group, which | :James. Darren: _“‘James - Darren ‘beat. . The. trio, .which.. features:
Coral - banner.
will jind to their tiking.
Al- Frank DiFabio on‘. piano,’ includes:
{clicked last season with::an- indie Sings ‘The Movies”. (Colpixs,
*
*
7
label release of ‘Over The Rain- though the. album. cover. plays -‘up Eddie ‘Sehwager. ‘on -bass and’ Lee.)
GENE McD ANIE Ls... were er ee eee wee
e eee «A TEAR bow,* is: debuting on Coral. with’ the “Gidget Goes Hawaiian” title,|:Schwartz on. drums, :
Gras.
(Liberty) ..... cee
meee eee lnee She’s Come Back =| “Count” Your Blessin gs” and. current Columbia Pictures release, |:

(RCA Vietor)

.0..0......06. wc

e eee oes

esses Perky:

Gene MeDaniels’ “A Tear” ¢Ludixvis flows in a big ballad rein

wth

lots of spinning impact

of Clas”

click, it can't

“She's

Come

Back”

-

Cedar-

Pa

‘Henry Jerome, Coral's artists &

repertoire

wosd-* has a vibrant gospel sound that cvuld stir up lots of. spinDing y wmrerest,
‘

James Darren ‘is. given. a ‘flock of |

| ‘Again.’

and sine it follows his “100 Pounds”

be stopped.

| the deal,

producer,.

,
Myers: College
Three

*

JACKTRACY RETURNS :
“TO-MERC FOR JAZZ A&R. *
The.|«.

tunes from other. pix. to play with.
From the “Gidget” pic, he has the.

‘negotiated_ [title song as well as-““Wild About |
.|The- Girl,”

Jitems

but there

are stronger | -

in “Not Mine,” “Until,

“Chicago, ‘June 27

Real Thing Comes Along” -and: “Be-.
THE DEMENSIONS. ... 0.2054. COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS 5 gehullgge Three..a combo ot(stu: cause
Darren's:
They're Young.”

: - Jack Tracy -is. going” ‘back, to
‘Mercury as recording director: in
(€ oral)...
ee ke ee eee eee
eee eee wees Again
Philadelphia; has-been ‘inked -to got a phrasing. vocal quality. that is. charge. of jazz ‘and special record‘ae Demensions® “Gount Your Blessings” (Berlin*: rocks up. .|Myers Records. Trio, composed. of -especially. attractive. to the femme’ ‘Ing. projects" ‘after. two year's. as:
jean-ager.
the pleasing Irving Berlin melody in a way that grips teenager .~ ‘Butch MecNally,: John LiveZey ‘and
‘jazz’ recording. ‘director. at’ Argo
Andre | Kostelanetz:. “A: Koste-- ‘Records. In the: hewly-created: speinterest and should ‘be as big as their “Over The Rainbow” click. {Bob Redmond, has -been‘ concertlast year, “Again” CRobbins*>+. puts another good ballad: into the
izing. on an. easternn college eircuit. lanetz Festival” (Columbia). . Andre. cial recordings position, Tracy will.
rece
vein and the kids wil have lots of fin with it.
was | Seek out offbeat: ‘material: for docu. «.
*

a

x

.

DAMITA JOL..
ccc ee ce ee ee eee LL BE THERE,
(Mereury) ....0..-....-. Love Laid Its Hands On. Me
Damia

Jo's

CVU

Be

There”

| Progressive-Triot)

isa

snappy

rhytion ploee with attractire vocal lines to get it moving on, all
spirecng ferels, “Lore Laid Its Hands On Me” (Tree- Bétablin* }
ts rhe gospel

groore which

the thrush

Ae

FRANKIE

AVALON

VOYAGE

tivie

with

belts

with fervor.

*

TO THE

BOTTOM

OF THE

bringing Mike’ Nichols. & ‘Elaine. .

; May to the label:
is
woe
On the. jazz. “side, Tracy’ ‘will, ‘ine
“Capitol: ‘Records’: “Judy. “At Carnegie. “Har will be" available ‘this | ‘eonjunction ‘with: Hal Mooney, beef ",
week. in limited :déluxe editions.. Distribution of these boxed units will up the: catalog and will-also have a
‘be made-.only on the N.Y.-New: England area; where requests for the hand. in merchandising: and1 promo-.
Judy Garland package are. heaviest. Complete. national’ distribution -of tion:
.

SEA jthe atbum in its ‘regular double jacket. is expected tobe accomplished|.

“by. mid-July: : . Bobby. Vinton, whose latést Epic LP is “Bobby Vinton
Plays For His. Lil Darlins,” will tour: the south for one week. ina
Araton’s “Voyage To The Bottom Of The Sea” ‘Debmar| rock ‘n’ roll .package which includes. Bobby Vee and Del Shannon. ...
is a pte title tune with strong melodic touches and it's
Julie Andrews. tiow. appearing in the Broadway tuner. “Camelot.”: will
into a highly attractire pop item despite the cronber‘do: an ‘album’ for’ Columbia. .
Jerry Murad & His. Harmonicats are
“The Summer of 61" (Debmar”).is just a so-so ballad. ° _|recording
.
‘their. second. Columbia album between shows at-/N.Y.’s Radio|.

(Chancellor)
Frankie
Robbrus” +
deretoped
some title.

“he

“Tangply Shors

mentary~ and: spoken. word record-.
ings.. During :-his first. ‘tenure. with.
| Mercury; :he was ‘responsible ‘for

ee

ee

The Summer of °61:

|

the season.

es

it a sales start.
“MY JEALOUS “SINCE I MET
ONE” iFiore*' is ordinary rockinga lis a fair ballad

e

ope

B"

ar?

‘oe

ee

. Wrees
on " ernstein . -

‘John

“Leonard Bernstein” by.
7 | City. Musi¢:Hall . ..:Riverside Records is launching this week its newBriggs (World; $4.50), -is the. result:
“Artist. of the: ‘Month? promotion program, which will showcase a of :20‘years’ research: effort. by- vet...
YO U". (Buckeye?} | different’ recording artist each month. Spotlighted for July - is: jazz musiéal ‘writer ‘and - reviewer, who.

LE eSecit Blue “Mitchell
3
... ..George Jessel introduced. his.new Strand. covered ‘Bernstein’s: ‘Philharmohie
aP
eeing Israel,” on the Jack .Paar tv show last: ‘Wednesday (21) debut’ for’ N.Y. .Post.:-Author subs.
Columbia.
ecords will have 17: new albums | on release for July titles his tome, “The Man, His Work. lead vocal.
inoaded with rocking touches that is while Epuc will hit the market with five ....Candid Records’ “Summer and His World,". and in: ‘sprightly;
acy. |Jazz. Star Program” will include. five. new. ‘packages and -a 15° bonus discerning prose’ “analyzes: his sub-..
The Four
Lads Kapp:
‘“GIUG-: sure to ROMANCE"
win teen: ‘approval.
MY
GIOLA™
+Comet")
is: an. Italian-!FIRST
(Beéct
de ine free. goods oni: fhe new’ release as well as the. label's entire: catalog ject: thoroughly in. each category,
1
aA
(Beechwood*)
‘Aretha Franklin,..disker on the: Columbia label, opens’ at N.Y.’s |
“Bernstein,” Briggs: ‘declares,. “is
sisled; melody with a lively beat; works up a few ballad kicks for the. Village Gate July 11 for three weeks:
‘Coast singers “Big” Miller
that could | brighter ble time, young disk set with a wispy vocal! and Hannah Dean will recreate their, roles in. Jon. Hendricks’ “Evolu-. ‘the Renaissance Man from Bostan:”
Exploring.
the’ paradox :-of. Berne... .
LoavesSe Or L OVE iE HL Aor. :SLYAE‘tion’ of the’ Blues” (a Columbia LP):at the Newport Festival:
“
i
““ Ay. attract some attention | . William. Allen & Orch (Laurie?:;
-RCA: Victor: spotlighting jazz ‘classics from its’ vaults’ in its: “July: stein’s - ‘musical, /aéhievements ins:
Hae ya
ac &
ballad beat.
| SPACE FLIGHT :FREEDOM 7” talbumi ‘Telease’ with four. LPs devoted -to Lionel Hampton, ‘Django diverse fields, writer. ‘believes. the. Ee
ecause of
the big ballad
bea
j (Wor Id*). puts the astronaut’s. flight ;‘Reinhardt, Dizzy Gillespie - ‘and Glenn ‘MiHer. Victor -is- also debuting' conductor-composér . ‘is. “not. far
Joni James +MGM': “GO AW AY” jinto a blues orbit for only mild re-} with’ a. new gospel singer, Bob Daniels, in a‘ set titled “Gentle Shep-- from being. The. Compleat: Musi(Sunbeam:
puts the’ thrush in a,sults, “THEME FROM FREEDOM: ‘her ".-. 4 RCA’s custom. department making. available a new: anti-static cian,” “Work follows. this. geheral.:.
moaning
folk blues. setting and |
(World®). plays up the. same_|.conipound. for stereo. LPs: for. all customers ‘after using it: exclusively: affirmation, .but: ‘does ‘not’ neglect °
she makes it quite effective.
“1! blues theme -without the A-OK’ for a year-and-a- half under. the “Miracle Surface” tag.
Elektra: attitudes’ of: the ‘opposition. ‘Book . __.
GAVE VEY LOVE” «Sunbeam:
Is‘ patter.
’ Lptexy Jac Holzman recording ‘on the Coast this week. ‘and returns. to. contains updated. Bernstein ‘dis- ”
the fotk tune refashioned by the;
Buzz &. Al (MGM: . “WEIRDQ” |New: York next. week: fora European trip with Theodore Bikel.. .|cography and illustrations. It is asinger with a stay quality.
lf(Acuff-Rose*+>}
-hag .enough .wild ,Trumpeter. Blue Mitchell, featured with the- Horace -Silver ‘Quintet: . ‘penetrating: : Useful -Study: ‘of ‘one|
;
Leslie Uggams ‘Columbia': “He; sounds and ideas to attract. some | being. spotlighted by Riverside Records this month ‘in. conjunction. ‘with, of this century'ss tmusicat ot

ballad
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i praRY”
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(Beechw odie i a peak .
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“SECRETLY” | his latest, “Smooth. ‘AS The Wind” package.
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Small Pubs Stay Afloat
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'Springfields, who ma de their disk |iaet mini in easdoo'tinPd evergreens ‘as. “For. All ‘We: Know" rent ‘wave of. singing: combos: ‘like
‘how tuo months ago, now have two:
and “I Believe In’ ‘Miracles.
| the. Kingston Trio, the Limeliters,

New York

15-minute shows on BBC-TV, July |Alley.

The Four Freshmen have signed

wtin tie newly formed VIP agency. 20 and 27.
Sac ety maestro Dick Gasparre

All in all, ‘Richmond ‘has about:
:The Cumberland Three, ete, ‘These

. The us. Songwriter-publisher, :20 robust: renewals in: his catalog, ;‘ books ‘have. proved. to be effective ..
.|résponsible *for numerous
Elvis: ! plus: his own. durable: hits. such: as | showcases for the--combos looking 7

in hiss 15th year at Loag Island's
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‘American material. for. release by. ‘helm in ‘conjunction ‘with Lyle | ested: in ‘another gountry's copy: | but who could not make a choice.! with some degree of certainty.”
Engel, . will ‘produce -a: line’ of ‘alPye in England. and elsewhere..
wee
—v—
er
ee
er
vee
4 Tight. |
: Chezar finalized. the deal ‘during bums on. sports ‘subjects and. As)
am april trip ‘to London. when. he | 2/so preparing a childrén. series. ag|: Perforniing: Rights Society here!

‘made a: study :of the British record well.as a “how to” line’ covering ‘says. ‘that approach after. approach
photography, gardening, .etc.
“has been made to the Soviets with- |
| _.ecene and Pye’s ‘marketing. and dis-. 4
“Sports-In-Sound, * a tlein: with: ‘out a hint of success. °The last|!
- tribution system::.Chezar was re-.{.
Sports © Afield mag, “has ®alréady| official attempt -at the ‘end of 1959
cently associated with General. Artproduced six: albums:

"SWEEPING THE COUNTRY!

“The ABC’ 's | Was. when the British: Government |

ists Corp, where: he was Haison be-. of ‘Archery,” “Training Your Dog: ‘met..a- Russian | delegation to dis-!
1ween that agency and the- ‘Grade’ ‘To Hunt,: ‘Point; Retrieve.” “Wing, |'cuss cultural relations. When. the.

organization in London. °

.|-Trap:and Skeet Shooting,” “Camp- |issue’ of copyright came ‘up the
| Ing~& Woodcraft," “Bass &- Trout

Sing

LOVE IN A
GOLDFISH
BOWL
rn

CAPITOL

we “Dating.
will‘plesone “EXPOSITION OF MUSIC”

RECO

}of the top. debutante parties of the |
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FICTURE

GOLDFISH
*

FAMOUS
1619

C codacy

A
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.

MUS'C

York
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Music by BEE WALKER

Unable To. Adjust Ei
Earlier Contract _-cators Association, ‘a Circus Night!
On. ‘Durante. Spec "in the: Cotton Bowl, a special chil-

“THE. COW AND Eva |

-Hollpw ood, June:977

dren's ‘concert, pageantry

cb Hope” ‘who ‘seidom shuts. his ” “Bast. Texas © on ‘Parade”
college: jazz concert.
eyes at night sans another com imite’°C

ae

AKEIT
LAST”
Words by GLADYS SHELLEY

Fes-‘

old fiddlers. ‘contest, - the.:
Musical
Festival {|
.Lamnual Texas.
: sponsored by the Texas Music Edu-

“HOPE CANCELS. ‘NEWPORT.

NF

[uir-comeny—

EME—.
. Ws HIT TH

; Music’ are a Gospel Singing

—

CCRFORATIO™
New

“TO THEME TEXAS te |

year in” Chicago tomorrow. night|”
4¢tThurs.). .The unit: Will, ‘dish ‘out:
Dallas, J une. 27.
‘|the music for the’ shindig .being |
|-tossed: by::-Mr. and Mrs. Marshall.- “FSposition of: Music” ‘will. be *
the
theme
for’
the
1961 ‘State Fair ;
|| Field: Jr. ‘at! their home. for their
/ot-Texas to be held here Oct. 7-22...
-daughter,. Joanne:
“Fhe
State
Fair
will
carry out the!
Davis,: hiinself; fronted the. orch
b:; theme with the staging. of musical+
{last ‘June 19. at: anothér major:deb:
events.
of
all
-types.
ranging ‘from.
affair: in Grosse’ Point. Mich That™
was the party Mr. and Mrs. Henry “Jaze, to. classical.
~
Among
major.
‘musical
events .
Ford 2d held at. their. honie: for ~
planned: for the *‘E xpésition of |
{ their: daughter,. ‘Anne. :

oLohdaMmnadlad)
IN

rn

"Date. for ‘Marshall Fields :

YOU'RE ONLY
YOUNG ONCE
LOVE

Capitol Recording

‘official. -action -

“being. taken, to: ‘Stop |

KING

COLE’S

trip. to Rus- |

sia, Says:,““Itwill-be an interesting|
trip. ‘for.Kaper—but. that's aH it.

-on ‘there “with no

Meyer Davis Unit Plays.

ABIAN

FAR AMOUNT

NAT

jf

title of the parent-firm, vill pro- ‘any-of his. music that they play.}
‘duce many. lMnes. of :Fecords ‘that. ‘It's’ a disgusting situation
and,'
have: special appeal. :
t.
‘unfortunately. it extends -to.the Far! t
iEast, ‘too. Unlimited. pirating goes.

RETCHIS

CHANCELLOR

went

“Sports-In-Sound, "the . Gorporate :: Will be. ‘He won't get a penny for i

Sing

on

the. talks

der ‘way. for - distribution ‘through Kaper- on. a goodwill

an established: Tecord |firm.
‘Friedman | “explained | -that

und

rF

temperature of

Fishing” ‘and “Modern -Boating— |.down ‘to ‘deep ”freeze. Numerous
| Inboard and. Outboard.” All of the|; people’ at- numerous times have
‘albumis “are - narrated ° by - ‘Sports! tried. since ta no avail,
| Afield’ editors.: ‘The:LPs are. being . AS Alan ‘Holmes of: ‘Robbins |
| sold. through’ sporting ‘goods "deal- ; Musie.- ‘Corp.,. whois to launch’!
jers and. negotiations: are: now un- ;Metro's
music | man= “Bronislau |)

HEAR
TOMMY
SANDS

|] ment,:has been forced to:cancel his

saluting

[ft
|

and ae

A-tie-in ‘with the “Exposition. ‘of
the show .to be presented

* Music" is

‘appearance at Newport. Jazz’ Fe- tival July I due toan earlier comit-. in ‘State. Fair Music Hell during
‘SONG OF THE RAIN ‘ment
to’ tape. the NBC Jimny, Due the 1961 fair: This. will be Rodgers:

4 HIT RECORDS eee Fs
ROGER. WILLIAMS on. Kopp
20th CENTURY. STRINGS
on. 20th Fox ©
:

Aa

eedee

rash

daseneanapaedaaee

“MILES MUSIC, INC., "New York
19, N.Y..

& Hanimerstein’s. Broadway ‘hit, ed
. “The. Sound of Music.” to be
staged |here by the national .com-:
“pany in 24 performances, The “Ice |
Rule: and. Garry Moore, aiso on Capades,” ‘which will give 26: ‘per- ;.
spec. With his’ sked |on. ‘Metro‘s | {oimances at the. Fair, also. will ,
“Bachelor: in. Paradise”. he Wan't” have numerous: musical themes, in-";
able to fit.in travel time for. east: cluding ‘a “Salute: to. Radgers +.
J
i Hanaberstein,”
ernjaa fete.
va
a

‘rante spec.’.

Il

|

‘Comic. reported. he: couldn't’ gel
{taped show shoved back because- of.
other commitments, held hy. Jan.ce

Comet Music Corp.

VAUDEVILLE

‘Wednesday, Jane.
0 28,1961.

Reno Taps New Bonanza inBra-less |
Revues; No Beefs From Civic Officials
By ART

DesiTough Tour,tila=Ice’
Finds BigShow BizFutureinAfrica

LONG

Reno's major show rooms

is pos!-

_-

tively an assortment of-bare breasts

Milwaukee, June 27.

Centenary. College Choir
‘Set for Music Hall, N.Y..

|

Peter Balistrierl, operator of Gai-.
hat
more
than just mammary | lagher’s, a local nitery, was. exam- |
vatue:. Bill Miller, operator of the ined. by the Internal Revenue ServRiverside Hotel, and Bill and Jim j ice here in regard to the tax liabil- |.
ities of Gallagher’s and the defunct.
Tomerlin, owners of the Golden Town Tavern.
Hote!, report record-breaking busiQuiz came three days after Fed- rs
ness since booking revues with the eral Judge Robert E. Tehan-denied |
Balistrieri’s
motion for an order.to
accent on the bra-less femmes.
restrain the IRS from plying him |. |At the Riverside, Le Crazy Horse
with questions until a tax agent} &
Revue is reportedly breaking all returned the books and records |.
house records since the. theatre- seized last Mareh 23.
a

1 feature

in the chorus, four .strip-

Philadelphia,

at the. Latin
The

‘Reservations Suggested’
At both hotels the shows are
prompting
“reservations
suggested,” albeit both revues have
been on the local boards for several weeks.
And there’s all indication the shows will be in for
(Continued on page 56!

ASBURY PARK CONV.
HALL USING NAMES

s
Asbury Park’s Convention Hall
will again try name shows during

the summer starting. July 1 with
its preem show headed by Dion.
Shamrock

will produce the lay-

outs this year.

Support for the holiday show
will include talent who have made
headway through recordings. In

$2,500,000

in ‘@.

to be

weeks

re-

opening

Gaslite Club. of Dallas Inc. “The ‘Strenuous .task to tour °.any. kind _
petition, which’ lists $239,561 in of show, especially an ice revue ..

GENERALARTISTS CORP.

debts..and $46,554 tn assets,. con- ‘which has to ‘provide. its own re-. |
Wa
fanhh‘|tains a motion for-‘reorganization -frigeration,' and. requires :ample” ,
-fof the business.: The. petition was. power: ‘and water to do so..
{sighed by. Norman A. Zable, the
.
Tremendous Hits ©
| corporation: president...
me
The Dallas club: was: permanently |: Yet: even. under. such adverse
enjoined: ‘on. April. 7by “Federal conditions. ‘ice’ shows are: a tre-..
Judge T. Whitfield: Davidson from ‘mendous hit in: Africa: In’ every
infringirig. ‘upon the. trade name of city on the “Holiday on: Ice” {tMer-

Casino, and the final

appearances
of Nelson Eddy
Gale Sherwood. at Palumbo’s.

imagination with diaphanous gowning about the upper ftarso.

of

June 27.

‘for. two

Night life here lost its’ name
power with the closing Sunday/-.
night (25) of the Pearl Bailey show Canv

gions but others leave Httle to the

Latham,

part in the soon

Pittsburgh

pers, a femcee and two magicians,
Mar Ronay and Channing Pollock.
Ja the Golden Show (with a lineup
of 15° only two of the girls are
ecomplefely bare in the upper re-

Harold

-| governments of Soviet. Russia, Red

“LILLIAN BRIGGS

China .and. East Germany who. are
| Caslite Club:ofDallas’ flocking
‘in -to’be the early: birds’
-Lon -this changing political scene.
{leased
Jerry
Lewis
motion
pic- Takes Bankruptcy Bath
* Food is starce and high. ‘priced.:. |*
ture “THE ‘LADIES. MAN.” Philly’§ latin Casino
Power and. water. aré: difficult.'to”
,
‘Headlines the HOLIDAY HOUSE,
because of. the: lack of...
= |For$239,651; Assets 4646 obtain
reservoirs. .And. water is turned off
Shutters for Summer, July:3rd. Dallas, June .27.
at.
6-p.m.
in ia number: of .couti‘Manager: JACK PETRILL.voluntary bankruptcy. petition. tries: as. a conservation. menue.
Lines Up Top Fall.Sked 162 West. 66thErect aor York | wasA filed
‘here Thursday: (22). by the. Under" these. ‘conditions it’s
.a-.

mates in Paris” is commanding a
full house for the three shows
nizhily.
i.e Crazy Horse cast includes
eight dancers in variaus stages of

Enterprises,

] | East; is “ directed’
by::Dr.: A... C:| It’s, difficult ‘to house a east. ‘since:
os
‘+ Voram.
t th Hallex
an nifo.:‘preem, the: .available. hotelsare generally:
at
the s2al : early in vuly, “| filled with representatives. of- tha.

Just completeed 14 weeks

restaurant began using top names.
mote than 10 years ago.
And at
the Golden, Barry Ashton’s “Play-.

undress

“+. Africa. asa show: business poteri«
‘tlal offers: much .promise... -But..
‘touring. through the dark contins ©:
ent: is. a tough assignment accord
ing to-Sid Cohen who returned ta:
- The Centenary “College 'Choir, ‘the -U.. S. last: week after.a stint —
| of Shreveport, La.,-has: been signed|:
as company :manager for “Holiday *”
for an’ engagement at’ Radio Ctty on Ice,” which: wound up'a State: ~
.| Musie Hall, N.° Y:, concurrent with
Dept. tour. Saturday: (24): “after | a
| the film, “Panny”. (WB), It’s a. 23°
voice group including 14 coeds... |. six. months tour.” oo
In: “Africa’s
“new - ‘Independent
The Group, which has done’ pre-countries, ‘Cohen said,. -there -is /a.
vious concert tours in. the . Far
fearclty ‘of Virtually “everything.

Revenooers Quiz Milw. —
Nitery Op on Tax Debts.

Reno, June 27.
Hypo%ed nitery business at two of

&

Latin Casino, ‘in

Delaware - Township, -N.J.,
orig-|.
inally planned to operate the year |
‘round, but the decision to close
for the summer was made several{
months
ago. The
banquet. and/
reservation staff. along with some

2 Sydney
|
Houses Gas
light Club

and ‘Louis Prima &. Keely Smith. [Following ..“Rudas’

differences

‘with..-Tivoli, headed

by Gordon

ANOTHER WORLD ASTRONAUT
RECORD SMASHER
[i
1
|

basis py each show, 50 that there

Shows making .the x arrangement.

Toronto, June ‘27...
Oslo, Norway one our danceae herehave been. i. SThankete |

3
:

DALLAS
INDIAN APOLIS

:

have no liquor licenses.-

>

.‘WHITEY’. ROBERT: S$2 on

Harold na cintraub, " owherinan.
ager of the Calypso Club, ‘claims:}
his business ig strictly ‘limited :to

members;

June 13,Mititen Dollar. Eiks,Santa Anna,‘a.~f 4
a 19,
;
a
ie:
as
ae Mets “Cow Minna “team :

Al. Steiner, owner-man-. | ae “Ohi.
ete -WEE MAG

ager. of the Blue ‘Note, admits that |f. -....0~

aswell as dancing. The. narcotics |"
[| squad of the Royal Canadian.|f
Mounted

LiMiTED
BOOKINGS
AVAILABLE
P

audiences

;

-

L

’

‘Abpreslativety,

Stanley W. Biinstrus

| oe SOUTH

=

up -members- along: the walls,
searched them for nearly an hour,
turned up one person. charged with
possession of an illegal -sweep-|
stakes book of. coupons.

Bas
|
COSTUMES
~ Gowns. and Costumes .
ANDIVIDUALLY" DESIGNED

MADE To. ORDER -

} lo Ww. aah Bt, NOY,

“ors-4050 fF

;

- Comedy Vertrllequism,

HAMILTON,
ONT., - [)
: ‘CANADA

re the door te always open here.” Bam. and 1 knew that” ithe nation’s stub
vs
MAIL TO,
ewnere will be bidding for you. fer yeu are thd world's newest. astronaut Jn}
-201. BOND ST.
biz:

city police |.

mae

Dearborn, Chleags,

ete

LAZA
9NEW YORK

| Om JACKSON 8.6838
St.

Poliee. and

raided his club last-week-and lined
|
|

with! a"Bit
eftrepidation,
sand frankly.
tam Sided, Hone, cofint ey ae
‘at the way you have. gene ever fo smath
Fake af your wee
thew

public }’-

_LUNDIN

BOOK SAM VINE FOR BIG PROFITS

ae eenae iastanieluk aipeesdontel Taree

CROWN—

operating..

\
4

halls: without:a Hcense, but owners
MAX LEFKO.|
declared’. they. will fight. the} . ECKERT
—
charges. Included ‘are The’:Carib-|:
. | bean, The Calypso, ‘The Trinidad; |.
‘which specialize in“ West. Indian
— music, and The. ‘Blue: Note, which | Have Stolen Cor—Must" Travel |
features ‘rock “'n’’ ‘roll. ‘The _ Spots:

“Club. ‘Owners:

ms
The susger elub elreult has a bright new ster. Sam, and te.
be you! - Your

:

if
i

T]he frequently ‘stages floor. shows’ =

Boston. uae

|

| Toronto Dance:Cubs [Mow
Appsaring.
yo: CASINO =
hha Licensing Shutdown “NON-STOP ©

the house makes money!

_ BLINSTRUB’S VILLAGE
0-303 BROAD
cours, Sora eae oe
,
- June 24,.1861
a"
UPCOMING = [| &. gan vies

et
rote
Ate
—s

:2

;

‘|: Different”©

club owner's delight for. wherever: ‘heplays, ‘it's SRO and -

;

and CLAIRE

Fottes” Pe And, “Tee «Delightfully

biz all over the country,‘
and Is known: In the trade as the.

3rd SMASH. WEEK
7 WEEKS IN 1 SEASON

‘.

The towns are sufficiently profit-

able to. support:.one iceshow, but RAY ROMAINE
{not two.during any season. The|.

-charge

Sam Vine Is without a doubt!the. most: amazing performer
on the American stage today. He's played to solid smash:

HILTON—

”: (Continued on page. 56).

‘will. be no. overlap:
|

World's Most. Entertaining. Hypnotist

SRO Wherever He Plays!
An Amazing Phenomenon!

Aside. from. ry “cast of some 50
| . petformets, the “production was;

ced. with high operation costs
-which. included transportation of.
25° ton. compressors to make. its.
Two. major ice°‘shows have ‘own: ice. Frequently the show had.
Teached an agreement on sched- to bring in its.own water and. wot uling. performarices at the Onon- “Up. its. own “ power.. Diants..
| dagea County War Memorial, Syra- |"
Toe .a: Novelty: woe
cuse, and the’. War. ‘Memorial
One’ of the odd aspecta of. icers:
Auditorium, . Rochester,. The cities playing: ‘Africa, according ‘to. Co- _
will’ be played on an alternate|.hen, is. the fact that it’ is prob-

|

—_——
-: &
- SS
ST
.*

STATLER

ary, it played to full .stadia~ at

2 ICESHOWS SOLVE. ©
UPSTATE NY.DATES
“|

CHARDAS, N. Y., TAKES HIATUS. ‘Cooper .and: Lloyd: Martin, he apThe Chardas, N. Y., will take. a. proached GUT for a Sydney house
six-week siesta during the summer to play in opposition to the Tivoli.
months starting Monday (3), and It's: ‘understood that GUT will ae
this year will be two shows daily: will reopen Aug. 15. ©
0
'lease.. the. State, Melbourne,
pilus terping in the ballroom.
—
Spot, in the Yorkville. sector of Rudas. fora short term. Meantime,
the.
trade
‘fs
eyeing.
“Gang
‘ware
Herb Zane’s band will back the New. York, uses Continental acts
primarily.
shows and play for dancing.
\ fare.

Currently

chain:

‘Listed. in‘ the. “schedules. ‘was. a prices’. ranging from: 4 ‘shilling up
-:
of 154 unsecured creditors to.one. pound. But:despite ‘the full:
houses, Cohen, revealed, ‘the. show —
here. last week when indie pro- having claims totaling . $103,852: lost
heavily: He‘ added. that “Holic:Secured
creditors
had.
claims:
of
‘ducer Tibor Rudas, brought “The $88,263. The: plan for Teorganiza- day’s” operator, Morris. Chalfen,
Crazy. Gang”. into the Capitol. Fri- tion states that the. Dallas corpora- who Is pioneering this type: enter-

other departments, will ‘remain in
action through the hot ‘weather.
The management will: take. advanitage of the layoff to install a Rem-|
ington Rand system for inventory, day (23). In the same -block, the tion ‘currently has a contract with} tainment in. Africa, _was hoping to.” -©.
controls, accounting and reserva- Tivoli . Toop’ is ‘praeming a new the Gaslite Management Corp. of come. out only even -at best.
There were times.when’ the unit’. Houston which allows the Houston
tions, the first such system to be:
revue tagged. “The Happy Gang” to firm to.operate the Dallas club for atrived in a town only to: learn - |.)
employed by a theatre restaurant.
The Latin Casino reopens. Sept.. take. the edge. off Rudas" -produc-|half of all profits. The rest of the that. its. equipment. hadn't’ come -:
profits, and. all profits from. new in. Under those. -conditions. the. oan
7 with Nat King Cole and. Jean tion.
Rudas, who leased. the Cap from tmemiberships, after ‘payment of -Management - had ' to ‘pay. and.
Carroll. Other bookings set for the
coming year include Tony Martin Greater Union. Theatres, spent -taxes. and commissions,. goes to. the house the east ‘when ‘no’ money :...
.
Y was. passing through the boxoffice:
and Dick Gregory, Sept. 21; Jerry. about $65, 000 to facelift the cinema Dallas firm..
The plan calis.:‘for a prorated It .was impossible. to.. come - out :°*:
Lewis, Nov. 2; Harry Balafonte, for. stage presentations. Prior toa.
Nov. 16; Alan ‘King and -Steve falling out with the Tivol! Thanage- payment to all. ‘unsecured creditors ahead even though the State Dept.
DePass, "Dec. 11, and return: en-. ment, he. played such hits as “Ori- and monthly payments’ on. club provided a-subsidy and the show.
played. under’. commerelal . spongagements of Steve ‘Lawrence and ental” Cavalcade”
and “Ziegfeld equipment to. secured creditors.
-[sorship.
,
Eydie Gorme, Sammy Davis. Jr:. Follies”. over the: Tivoli circuit.

the show will be Clarence ‘“Frogman” Henry, The Coasters, Linda
Scott, Richard Hayes and Frankie
Cafen. The Convention Hall policy

BLINSTRUB’S
BOSTON

tional

. Sydney, June 27.

Battle. of the: stageshows started: total

HAMILTON,

ONT, CANADA.
‘Oo

:

: NOW APPEARING.

THE GOLDEN, Reno
“Managementi GtORGE SOARES.
hee Jardin, tasVoges, Nev., Dw. 42182 :a

_Wedwesday,
June 28, 1961

“UNKNOWN SINGER GETS LUCKY CALL.

ENZO PINCH-HITS A TRIUMPH

LastSaturday, thePloza’s elegant Persian Rooni ene.

Last night Enzo Stuartl.. . left the ranks of the une
knowns forever, His was a triumphant debut) at ite
eonclusion the sophsiticated: Persian Room patrons rose
to their feet in a spontaneous tribute to one of the most
thrilling singers that ! hove ever heord In a night

. emergency Sevlacebiegt for
# ‘ailingKetyne Raniert, one
” of Italy's most popular sirigers. ‘He turned out to have

elub...

-, an impressively. dramatic tenor. ‘voice, good looks and:
‘the kind of. personal: magnetism: that: could: make. the
ohie women: ‘customers fanguish and swoon...
.
_ ARTHUR GELB, New: York Times.

NICK LAPOLE, New York Journal-American

Enzo Stuarti’s Persian

. Ws-a big week: forthesinging dan . a.newcomer, 7
. ‘Enzo Stuarti, had his.own personal, triumph when he de‘livered his chants at the Plaza’s Persian Room eee ond: bo
-geems destined for. stardom..
.

Room click Is keeping that
i.
| WALTER WINCHELL, New York Mirror

room open unfil July 1st.

4

Dovid Merrick, the dynamie Broadway produces, Is

‘LOUIS. SOBOL, New:YorkJournal-Aineriean -

said to he one of a long list of theatrical impresarles
who want Enzo Sfuarti...to star in a musical
‘ comed

SUCCESS STORY

y

e¢e

' DOROTHY KILGALLEN, New York Journal-Americen

The slight, curly-haired. ‘tenor wowed the ‘qudience
. Last week; the Plaza announced. that: business was.
too good to. elose the Persian’ Room. for the season ‘as

TENOR GETS BIG CHANGE AS
PERSIAN ROOM STAR;

-acheduled. Stuarti‘will. stay: on for another two ‘weeks,
and has ‘been ve-engaged for next ‘season. Producers.

from Hollywood and Broadway were catching: his show,
and night clubs. like. the Cocoanut Grove in Los Angeles:

Enzo got emergency call to sub Saturday night. “As
.@ result he has been signed to star in the Persian Room
tonight
— and MGM execs will be In his audience . . .
Persian Room tenor Enzo Stuarti. . Sensational debut
... caused Neal Lang to order thet.supper club’s season
extended for two weeks Into summer.
FRANK FARRELL, New York World-Telegram & Sun

‘and the. Venetian Room. in,San Francisco were. bidding "
for. dates.
“EMILY. COLEMAN, Newsweek

Neal: Lang, vice-president ‘and: general manager1 of.
the Plaza, delayed close of the season because. of. the

phenominal business enjoyed. by the Persian Room dur-.
Jing Stuarti’s, engagement. The. Handsome: young. singer x

chaos been. packing. them in-nightly since May 27,

..~ Neal Lang... started raving about a new young

: GENE’KNIGHT, New York Journal-Ameriean -

singer who had been colled in as a substitute for the
' Persian Room . . “It was the first time | ever saw our
‘Persian Room audience — and ‘especially the males—

BOY CINDERFELLA. STORY.

stand up ond yell for a singer... This boy is the hodtest
thing. J have ever seen or heard. What a voice.”’

Enzo. Stuarti; West. Paterson, NL A.3 gift: to.song

NICK KENNY, New York Mirror

booking ese Had /
‘em ‘yelling and ‘screaming «sea.

EARL WILSON, New ork Post
P [

Enzo Stuarti, the Ploza’s new

singing sensation,

Is

- getting. the screen-test routine from MGM .

. Sivartl is no. noviee. ai singing. A iell-groomed:
chap, he has a full-bodied voice that exudes an Italian‘te and: schmaltzy -air. It's the: type of singing: that
despite its bravura: style, at the same time .... has an’ we

MEL HEIMER, New “York Mirror

STUARTI SINGS OUT AT PLAZA

gir of intimacy... His work is such that he'll probably oe
‘get:on the roster ofregulars to
> play the.Plaza.

As far as the paying customers ot the Plaza‘s Persian
Room are concerned, Enzo Stuarti can do no wrong.
There were cries of ‘Bravo’ and unrestrained applause

: Jose,Variety

and cheers. and shouts of ‘Encore’. . . A voice full of
. power and resonance and beauty, with overtones of
r) Pinza and Caruso and Venetian gondoliers ... that

‘Neal: Lang,vice-president ‘end. general: manager: ‘of
the Plaza, wires that business in the Persian Room has.

‘snowballed ‘to the..extent he. his holding: ‘singer. EnzoStuarti for another.two weeks. : .

probably could shatter wine glasses.

TED MORELLO, New York World-Telegram & Sun

BOB DANA, New York World-Telegram ¢
és
Sun
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Thank you: NEAL LANG.
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Looking Forward to the Return. Engagement, MARCH 28, 1962
”Exclusive ROULETTE Recording “Artist

“My HEART BELONGS TO YOU — I'D CRY NO. TEARS.

7 ‘Direction: :

(Corvent | Release d-

Public Relations

MARVIN DRAGER
"Personal Manegement.

CHARLESTERRITO —- FRANK ZAPPALA

N GE REVERTS/HerbSiege’Expansion (PAT BOONE TO TOUR
TMOULIROU

VAUDEVILLE

“Wednesday, June.os 1961.

Dink Chainin $7,000,000 Buy
| TONITERY-STYLED TABS|
Of Chicago's Ambassador Hotels
Chicago. June 27.

attention-getting

guests.

The

bert J. Siegel: was elected chatr- in the Union of South’Africa: Deal
‘man of Baldwin-Montrose: ‘Chemi- was made by Eddie Elkort of -Gen-.

cal Co. This is the new. parent eral ‘Artists Corp. with, Promoter
corporation that .embraces. ‘Cent- Michael |Klasser.
livre Brewing Corp. (Fort: Wayne,
Boone. will. ‘start.“his - tour: in.

three assistants were axed Sunday

Ambassador East and Ambassa- |

Woche tee peed his & oe (25) and the house returned to a
‘'DeWoskin, has use
is extensive
the. : personal ‘contacts in New York -hightelub policy. Since the legit
snsrky Puinp Room and Buttery, land Los Angeles to bring show biz “La. Plume de Ma Tante” opened
have been rescued from a two-year‘ personalities to his inn. The Shera- Thursday (22), house had been
ownership limbo. Hotels were pur-: : ton-Chicago, with its plush new working on a strictly over-thechased
last Wednesday
(21) by;600-room addition, is .also bidding window tix sales tDasis at $8.50 per
Transcontinental Investment Corp. for the headliner trade. Of course,.} | plus tax.
Club now returns to a free cliof New York, owners of the Dink- there are those celebs who for. decTer hotel chain, for a price “in ex- ades have returned to‘such stand-. entele. operation..with tab reduced.
dor

'
West

.
Hotels,

Plans for GAC & Affils|: ~~DAYS IN SO, AFRICA.

At a board meeting:held yes-| “Pat Boone has. ‘been: booked for a
-terday (Tues.).1n New York, Her-. 9-day concert tour in several cities

. Hollywood, June 27.
Ina surprise move to cut everhead -.at’ Frank Sennes’ - Moulin:}.
Ex- Rouge, the boxoffice manager and.

noted for

Ind.), Baidwin Rubber and Mont- Johannesburg July’ 12 and:will takeTose ‘Chemical, which. recently: took ‘in’ various South: Afriéan. cities as
over General Artists” Corp...
well. as .a stop. in Rhodesia. All’
| outdoor
Siegel also. noted ‘at the ‘meet: dates. will .-be: Played. in.
ing.-that future’ expansion’ plans stadiums.
:
for GAC would be‘.detailed within|:
the next 30 days and. that. an. ex-|:
. panded scope. for ‘the:"agency was
cess of $7,000,000.”
le
as the quieter Drake Hotel and to $6.50, this including: show and envisioned.
Change doesn’t effect stasouth-of-the-Loop ‘Sheraton-. dinner.
e
Operations of the Ambassadors the
.. —
"Continued from page 2.a
.-| tus of “Plume” cast members,
who |
will be managed by Louis H. Silver Blackstone.
(Supporting acts and members of have. been working under an Equity Claridge Hotel. AC. On
ot Chicago, owner of the St. Clair,
ling to. the Trade: Winds sinte. it
Croydon and Eastgate Hotels here roadshows such as. the {ceshows; contract: since the. show opened
occurred of June’ 19, ‘justas40,-.
and father-in-law of Transcontin- circuses, traveling orchs and the: some two and a half years ago
000 . furniture meni:" traditionally”
. Atlantic City, June, 27.
ental prexy Robert K. Lifton. Max like have their favored hotels here. in New. York. Musicians are also
good spenders). came to:town for aTalent will be booked into Hotel convention. Crosby. was reportedly
Blouet. former manager: of
thejtoo. While the headliners put up unaffected, being- covered by a
Cliaridge’s Mayfair. Lounge this getting $3,500 a week..at the. club.
Executive straight legit contract, oo
George V in Paris, will continue|at
the . Ambassadors,
-/summer on weekends through Aug: :
as veepee and general manager.
House, Drake or Blackstone, . the |.
Crosby’s terminal leave was foré-130 with Stanley Gaver, of “South shadowed when he missed: the: sec-.
While the quality of the Ambas- rest: of the. cast lecate at the small-.
Pacific” cast, in‘ this ‘Fri-Sat. (30- ord show. at the. Trade Winds’ five*
sadors hasn’t diminished noticea- er Croydon Hotel or the’ Maryland
Ji). Billy ‘Kelly, comic, comes in days earlier'on June 15 ‘and 16;
biy in the interim period, still the Hotel in’ the heart of the Rush}
July 7-8 while. Harry Snow, tenor, ‘On the 15th he ‘walked out of his
uncertainty of its ownership sta- Street night life congerie.) _
— 5 Continued from. page 8 =
is set July. 21-22.
dréssingroom, looked. at the. pris
tus has cost the hotel something in
Zeckendorf owned the AmbassaBooking for the ‘weekend: of July: marily: prom night. crowd. and was image and provided an opening dors until about six months ago, ably the hottest continent. fn the
14-15
is
being
negotiated,
as
are
quoted
by the house pressagent as
for other hotels to bid for the at which time he sold them report- world, and yet most of. thé natives
glamour trade.
Until the fRotels edly to raise cash for his Gotham: have never seen nor: felt a piece the remaining summer weekends.. saying: “These kids don’t. want to:
Mayfair Guardsmen, a. year round. .se6. me. They want fo.“See, ‘Bobby* .
were sold to William Zeckendorf hotel. Buyers were Chicago realty
two years
ago, they had
been developers John Mack and Ray- of ice. Even the hotels. servedrinks musical trio, will back the week- Darin.”
end talent and play in the lounge | Crosby’ s.wife’ flew in’ the next. strongly imbued with the person- mond Scher. The two hotels haye that aren't chilled. ..
through the week. Barbara. & Bill ‘day, but: this: didn’t prevent him.
alities of successive owners Ernest. room accommodations for 900 and
The natives would: come: ‘up to ‘Duffy,
a dance team, shave” ‘also from fluffing off the second show
Byfield Sr., Frank Bering, James dining,
reception
and
meeting the rink and feel the ice, and re| that “evening without: explanation.
A Hart and Pat Hoy. They not rooms capable of handling 4,000. fuse to believe that a skater can}. been set.
‘He: was quoted as.saying. that. he.
only hosted the celebrities, they
Transcontinental 1s also reported. be .propelled without ‘any. motive
“Twas suffering : froma.. “nervous: exwere
part of the celebrity set to be negotiating for the leasehold power. They inspected the skates.
Jhauston.”':.
:
themselves.
of the Sherman Hotel from Mack. believing that they would find a
Milt: ‘Trenier’ and Duke: ‘Haxiett”
and Scher, who purchased it from small motor.

~ GaryCrosby

Weekend. Talent “Policy

Hol day’Tour

During

Zeckendorf's

~WAAGP

absentee

ownership,
other hostelries has- Zeckendorf. in a deal related to} The Russians: and -Red. Chinese
tened to make their own pitch for the Ambassadors transaction.
= ‘also send units to Africa, Cohen
=| said, most of them in the variety.
genre. They were ineffective -un-

MAKE WAY FOR—

1 til. the

Russians

threw in sing-

-erg who -could sing in the local
language.
Otherwise, the units
made no impact. ‘Taking ° a leaf
‘from the Russians,.“‘Holiday on
Ice” adapted a local .‘dance called
‘Righ-life, a ‘modern step unrelated
to any tribal terps, which is simllar to the now defunct conga. It’s

{flied . in for Crosby the first two
dent. of. the. local. ‘NAACP; ‘sald he nights, and: Doree’ ‘Crews finished,
plans: to test’ Harrah’s. assurance. out his engagement,
that the club does not discriminate
against . Negroes. Greer: was. one
of several Negroes who clafmed | Si
that. chartered buses for Harrah's
were cancelled when. they tried to}
board them
-Mark Curtis, public ‘relations -di-|. ge
rector for the club, said the buses |
‘were cancelled: because ‘the casino
was overcrowded. Greer declared
——

Continued from. pure: ¥ —

a highlight of the present show. that Curtis. stated Negroes: are al-.
ways welcome on the buses ‘and in|)
' Ingenulty. often solved the. hous- the club.
ing problem.
accra,
.the
“Harrah's: will have every chance .
staff of the U. S. ‘Embassy provid-. to extend the courtesy ‘they speak
ed lodgings in their: own homes. of,” Greer. said, “there. will :be

SMASH HIT
g

In. Leopoldviile,. where the show ‘some Negroes going. over there.” | %
had to. cancel out at the behest
(At Harrah's Club... in . Reno, |
| Negroes are frequently seen in. the | # club. playing at the ‘tables:. and |3 "all new Hotet. Avery. All new,
drinking at. the bars with no ob-| 3 -” large, beautifully furaished dee .
yious discrimination enforced. Sevhave
roome with private bath, tele ¥
eral other major clubs {n: Reno. also:
:
rioting in the. streets. and clashes allow Negroes ‘to’ use. the: ‘full .” - gvision & radio, Air. conditioning. .. g..
between the Congolese |-and UN facilities.)
if
AVERY.
&
WASHINGTON
STS.
;
troops.
- In Las. ‘Vegas, Dr. -Jaines B.
-The ‘stadia, Cohen’said, are gen- ‘McMillan, NAACP _ official,.. said] *
erally as‘ much as 20 miles out- charges ate being Investigated that }: : =
\side the cities. He declared that Negroes in Los
ngeles. were|}.
some of the natives start walk-. denied permission to board. charter | tithes‘FUN-MASTER.

ing toward

;

the

stadium

in the flights to

early morning. in. order to be there
| on time. The fields seat anywhere

|} up to. 20,000. They: were ‘built. par{ticularly for soccer, a very popular sport. there. There is a strong:

the

"", PRORESSIONAL—

desert resort... He

'

said the final decision on the. matter will be made in July at-a‘na-|}

COMEDY MATERIAL
forall Theatticals

“We Service the: Stars”.

tional. meeting of NAACP: officers. |] -

-.

“Buy. Professional — Be ‘Professional ©
as Gay Flies for $13, Plus $1.00: Postage

“The -use of freedom flyers - is a
mo
possibility,” he sajd.- Porsign: 35 :fer. $28
.
-Jn. San Francisco. the-“recent _
; e 3Paredy Books, Per
". $18 ©.
t} sion ‘prices ‘have. to be pegged. very opening. of Nevadarama, .a. tour
on Blackout Ai
Books,
ee
@4
Beeks, Per 6 Meo:
: low.
terminal to promote charter: -bus | ;
“How to. mastershe Ceremontes - ,
J trips. and flights into all points of.
|Nevada, was picketéd by about 20’. “We Gone ae Maia Open ;
| Negroes, carrying placards “with.
“BILLY GLASON
s-1316 4
such messages as’“Don’t Support}; 200 'W.34th St., .N.Y.C.,

potential for show biz. But admis-

Rone Nudes ‘e

(WE_TEACH BMCEEING 174 foneevy 1
{| Nevada's Jim Crow with:California (Let:
e ‘Real Professional ‘Teain “¥ou).
. ay ‘Gontinuca frem page —
Dollars. aa
the full: SUI:Mer season. , The ‘Golden show has. the Novelites co-.
We Are |
Prov te Preseut
| billed, which makes ‘for: another |
strong | attraction: for: .the Mardi
Gras Room.

|

CHARLOTTE.

‘At. Harold’s Club: and at. the

The Sensational Comedy Store of

- Currently at the
BLUE
ANGEL
NEW YORK
|

'tine, but there’s a hint the local
saloon set {s apparently Tore. im‘pressed with quantity.
-

ar

“HOLIDAY
IN: REO’?
Now Playieg. Third Teamphant’ Meath:

theme but remain fully costumed...
| At the Mapes, -Lili St. Cyr, who
normally keeps business above par
in the Sky Room, {is not the com-

An Exciting New Comedy PERSONALITY |

JOHNNY:

BARRY ASHTON'S GREAT. SPECTACULAR.

degree.
Four youthful-Parisians
head the. Harolds show in a can-can’

mand attraction as in prior years..
She continues with her bath rou-

nt

ARREN *° BRODERICK

‘Mapes ‘the stress is-.also on the
feminine .appeal,. but toa lesser:

“NEW FRONTIER HOTEL, Las: Megas |
Nevada.
HO OVER INDEFINITELY! |
‘Exclusive Representation: vo

SIMONE. FINNERENTERPRISES, 6223 Selma Re Wyre 28,cals.
|/—

7

“Phone: Hollywood, 42139

we

The .Tomertin Brothers .at the.
‘Golden were: the first to ‘introduce
a nude show’ to the Reno area. Bill
Miller followed. with Le -Crazy

And Already Booked For Return Engagement

_ — Opening June 30th — |

PLAYBOY CLUB, Chicago

| Horse . only

afew

‘weeks -later..

There. was much speculation that
the: local clergy. arid-city officials |

might. put a damper on the. action.
via. . public pressure but. to date |
there ‘has -been no collective effort, |}
although ‘some. members of. the.
cloth and the: city offices have au-.
ditioned: both shows.

Personal Management
BOB CHARTOFF
157 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

AE

It. can only. be assumed, .at ‘this,

JUdson. 2-1671

moment,. those ‘with an eye.on the

eity’s. morality ‘are not anti-nude—

Sito a. Point, :

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
~ FOR VERSATILE PERFORMER
Outstanding Young Male Entertainer wanted for established
world-famous group. Must-play trumpet oF: tenor |ax, sing
“and have definite flair.for comedy. «Contacts
~ MANNIE GREENFIELD, 9
§ Rockefeller Plaza,W.
NY.
clat 3.

a
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(usedPly AGYA Ee Bord Sos

” Proj
ject,to Rise on340AcreSitese
xte aeoes et TyEnd Trusteeship, Restore Local Rul
By: EMIL. ZUBRYN

wero

aTop4Philippine.
Fiesta
variety artistsAmerican
of the islands

“Mexico City, June 27.Nea:Hastings To.Pasture vl be featured. Alan’. Lee’ will}

City, a
“Entertainment. City,
of Disneyla
;

carbon |

‘copy

340 aere site COaneall eee.

in
Cincinnati, :June. 27. * assist Parker
.

:

Ned:‘Hastings, who: managed:* en

ivote for union members.

ists. is, being ‘soyght. on tuo counts

cident

| by ‘the: Philadelphia membership.
.| Both ‘actions are being taken under

faction

-:spectacles' -and_ ‘entertainments” |’ in.1928,. retires. June 30 at the.
“has obtained credits of $24,000.000| -: age of. 79 after 28 vears as pub:
andthe services of. John’-C. Ray;|: lie. relations director’ of the
» Ciney Zoo...
tg. man who. helped develop Disney-

_ land.
|. While: managing Keith's
Mexican: ‘promoter ‘Jorge: ‘Isaae, |° Theatre here, as successor in:

Detroy
AGVA

fillng

The Philly branch is. secking a Member of the ousted Philly exec
This: city's8.Century .21 Exposi-. temporary injunction against the board. is one of the members fiing

all-out’. advertising ‘and promotion Philly executive board was dis- Philly board, while Richard Maxhh. {S@lved |and its affairs taken over OWitz ts representing AGVA in the
rd th
d th
drive't

pinned on Hastings."
have a strong: Mexican flavor, has”
“hired... architect -Pedro. Ramirez |: . ‘The’ manager's duties.”‘ins

{by the AGVA national board) Un- aon
roug
e wo
rive to sprea
acts at. ‘the.
-: Vazquez. to: supervise --construction. : . eluded: reports onmoma
iE‘the Valted States: ‘Fair: opens: der the Landrum-Griffin Act. a:
the’ admini- | ona. a weeny
“With the.-blessing of .
stration, Entertainment: City: hopes|
The Has ings tab on comic
Joe
to. emulate: other amusement: parks |:’ Jackson. was told. to:.be: :“He's

“bicycle.”

ee

months: from . tomorrow—<April |‘member may bring. an action. after’
|21,:1962.. Members of the Century | 18 months in the case of a trusiee- ATL ANTIC CITY BURLEY

°:.{21 State

|. very: funny, but: can’t Tide 4

Htaly,. Germany, Den-

ete. :Isaac: is. already... pre-

action,

Samuel Rappaj ort is
Seattle: trusteeship which: has been in force the action,
1916 to John F.. Royal, a classic” tion, ‘now ‘algo. labeled
the acing on behalf of the ousted
1959 when
gag: of the: two-a-day era: was” .|World’s Fair—is: gearing. up. for an |since | ‘October,

" who: -denies .any -similarity with:.
Disneyland, for his -attractions -will

‘mark,

the

case Was a reversal tor
because it ruled on the
the Landrum-Griffin Art with a denial of a fair hearing before: puthetore Ons a member of the unfair list.
-thearing set for today (Wed
5006 on Ad-PromotionJudge Thomas. €, Egan in the’
Dick Jones. a former eastern
regional director of AGVA and 8
‘Philadelphia Federal Court:
‘Seattle, June 27.
§
pending
é
{ Expo

_:,

“dn the-U.S.,

It’s ex-

producingaaa the; the American Guild of Variety Art- | (ave will be relied on by the dis-

. Satelite, about’ .45 “minutes from
Keith ‘theatres in the midwest
the center of town. ‘This’““city’ of | - from 1906 until vaude's denise: Isa

_

’ Philadelphia, June , 27.9°

A temporary injunction .against_ against
Pected AGVA
that theIn the
recent
Detroy
Gene decision

Commission: -have ~ap- {ship and union must prove that the.

STARTS 2aTH VE AR

proved ‘spending $400, 000 for ‘ad- continuation is necessary. If. an ac. |

s

Hastings,. a ‘Harvard u half |-vertising, plus an ‘additional $100,-; tion is brought prior to the 18- |
‘dicting a boxoffice. Of.around. $10,- a
“000. G00" annually:
io miler ‘and grad of 1905; was'a. {000 for folders, booklets and other: month period, the membér must |.
Atlantic City, June 27
_Igaac. has been ‘working: on. the : reporter. in. Cleveland prior. to: - {Promotional materials. “
‘prove that it is necessary. Because
Believed to be the only bur

project for about>four years, And: “joining | the Prospect’ "Theatre *

-dn acknowlédgement; of- ‘aid -given| there,

"by
the administration,.
plans to:}
‘set-aside
a portion ofhe:boxoffice

hopes of ‘catching families when|

admissions: for -First “Lady Lopez |_ “°T® reaching Cincinnati.

- Mateos’: pet’ charity, breakfasts ‘for’. ———

ho'h a

Sipps“

ad.

- Stress. Cultural Themes:

s

or to Latin Qt

gppt

SL

o

., Sehgok kids..-

- Newspapers,. ‘magazines, outdoor ;of the time stipulation, the hurden

M as

trit ae

General: theme .of- the -fair. “wilt: mi

lesque house now

Second .injunction

. “relations. chief, ‘said Washington |effect.

‘become: a. State would:: ‘be. “covered” by

bill-|islation,

from tiking

buildings. housing. exhibits: lat thTL tin| e her Manhattan
with °
and: folklore: arts" of: the Mayas, 108 e Latin Quarter Starting.
Mi Gibs
Aztecs, ete. Visitors. na.
‘Foltecs;.
“is: coming in:
Gi son’
tional. or “tourist, ‘will’ not: only” be. th, iss
enitertained but. get a broad

over-

* heritage.

Center.

co

operating m the

nightly.

shows

New

Theatre

are

open

“where threé. dimensional. figures

according

to

the

brief festured

Patti

Ascal,

Wayne

Maxie

with

-pre-Cortezian - Mexico.

a

oe
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| LONDON NEW YORK — HOLLYW

16,000 ‘seating capacity, will, pre]|

-sent;. boxing.matches, wrestling,
cycling “Traces, ‘circus .. and ° other {fF
-vevents. A -2.600-seat. film: theatre |
* will have‘ Jatest: technical ‘develop“ments, Isaacs (is. dickering « with:
Teps. of -‘Cinerama and. Todd-AO.
|:

-COLONY > : HOTEL PIERRE

D

COCOANUT GROVE

~SOCIETY

Since the. city is. located . in-.the|
‘state of ‘Mexico, ‘it is not. affected:

’

by the boxoffice price freeze Still
‘In force in this capital...
= -"."

There is'to be an artificial lake, |

replete: . with

“Spanish.. galleons|].

‘voyaging -‘across. the waters, as vol-.|f -eanoes. along :shores erupt..And ex-.
hibitions-.will also-feature indus- |. :

trial; -artistic

‘and: ‘cultural ad- | f-

vances achieved by Mexico.’

co

--..
Lotsa -Amusements:
5
_ This won't .be a ‘purely. jonghatr
|
‘amusement park: There: ‘will be |i’ -.rides,’ ‘games . and
amusements.
aplenty... _Kiddie-: entertainment ‘is |}.
an -the.: hands of ‘Gabilondo, Soler |}
A!Cri Cri”), .an-. “actor | ‘who _hasj
long: ‘experience .in -youngsters’
radio-tv programs. He. is. working |¥ - out ‘special -“amusements for: chil-}f-

- dren ineluding-’ “The
Singing
~ Cricket, ” “the... fountain .which:
- ‘makes itself. big, then small, * ete..
_" cA ‘voyage to the .“center of the|

earth”. will. wind. up in :a. replica'|}

"of a Taxco. silver mine:: For sport.|}.
. “fans: there is. to. be a: toboggan|:

"slide. with: fivetracks and: winding
up:in- an: ice’ field replica ‘of the |{Valley of Mexico's: twin volcanoes,
_Ixtaccihuatl and: Popocatepetl.-.
\ ies
' There will: bé- plenty of. eateries, | oe
with -a. “flying -“platform” ’‘restai-rant highlight:’ This .will’ feature |f
‘automatically ‘served foods ‘and of-|i
fer. a -view oF: amusement: ‘park
grounds.’
.

vo Organizers ‘estimate a ‘daily attendance of. around: 100.000. per-

sons and

general’ ‘admission’. will’

|B:
|]

‘be ‘kept a low .16c.. Park- will “also.
‘mount a “special, ‘educational: sec-.
tion. so .that.. visitors can. have -an.
‘idea -of: the history. of.Mexico,

“THE COMEDIAN”.7 ::
The Only Real Monthly. . _—
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in. its 129th ‘Issue, Containing -a:

stortes,,

one-liners,..poemettes,

‘song

[FREE ||

=

_ |tiles,’ hecklers, -‘audience’ stuff, mone -|
: Toads “Parodies, |
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“gags,

bits,
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FULLY BOOKED THROUGH 1961
a

.

and

Act. |Arthuroe Grecco, Solange & Chatles

[which deals. with free speech and i work in skits.

rey entrance. ‘gates. to the heart center |f;

7
dicnerse’‘throwgh the. grounds.
A’ huge. “happiness”: hall. with

night

coniics

bow: 4strips sjbye midsummer. — He : said |} even a more centralized rule within ‘Murray Briscoe, Company also inSherry
Rogzvs,- Delbra
Oct. tie-in” -advertising .also. is as-|the union and curtail democratic cludes
Jotnny
group Dante and Petti Payne
The. Philly
-. :‘sured ‘in:newspapers‘and magazines procedure.
with’.“with many. companies doing: busi- claims this ‘is contrary to Title‘ Crawfords handles the vocals while

stand plus options... exhibits at the fair.

and ‘settings :will feature the gior-|f7

presented

Sunday

Net effect of the new leg- and run one week, Friday's preem

‘awe fs uction, ‘and is ‘set. for : ness in the West and who will have i Three of the Landrum-Griffin

|

here

its 28th
consecutive
«23'
far the
summer,

of.. ‘Entertainment’ City: t

all be. dominated” by -a° ‘pyramid

--Jes of:

Globe

performances

being ‘Two

is

they are planning: next year's. vaca-.| sought to. prevent new regulatiens

| tions. : Jay. Rockey, ‘Expo: public: | promulgated by AGVA

NY.

openedFriday
for
vear

‘stress ~ Mexican Indian.’ ‘cultures| a e.s iN)sake h t fe‘Philadelphia-; boards, posters,.decals and’ bumper jfiled with the court, is to create Lou

call picture: of .Mexieo's -ancient, awe

the

‘The house. burned in ‘advertising, and radio and televi- ofproof is upon AGVA in this pait «state

1008. and -he
In-©
Sion: stations
.will..carry..
heavy
‘the
outlined by Title
dianapolis
. andswitched
Louisvilleto beae
this .fall
‘and. ‘winter,
inyjof
|One
‘of action
the L-Gas Act.

7
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nae Exclusi
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7
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
including

“Love

_ Wednesday, June 28)1961
Is. Where -You|

Cocoanut ‘Grov e,
had ° {to have: her back, ‘and ‘the teason | _ Riviera, Las Vegas:
Copacabana, N.Y.
was apparent at her preem.’show.
.
‘Los: Angeles, June 23.”
Bobby
Ruyudell,. Larry
Daniets,: : Find It,” “It All Depends On You,”.|.
Las. Vegas; June 20..
: and such distlicks as. “Mama” and |. . Louis. Prima
& Keely: Smith, |Room; which. has. had a long ary | o
Bill Kexnedy, Barbara Dodd, Copa }
_, with. -Mitzt
Green; Sam: Butera -& |spell, was jammed with’ Hildegarde : Jules”‘Munshin, “Gerianne: Raphael,
Girts, Paul
Sheitey aud Frank; ; “Lipstick On Your Coilar.’ ’ Espe-: Dick Humphrey,
buffs;
Marte Bards; $5.50 minunum, $6° clalty effective is “You Made Me [The Witnesses; Dick. Stabile Orch;
[Hosen Leon, Betty.MéGuire, Anne:
>Love
You,” with special
lyries ,i
. $5. cover, $3- minimum:
week ends,
Fans gét'a full ‘measure. of. eriter- ‘Russell, Mary -K. Hurt, ‘Eddie. Ine
, dedicated to Al Jolson. Joe Mele,
tainment. from. this outstanding |nNeS,: “Ken. Malone, ‘Susan’ ‘Martin,
ot
guides the Louis ' In this. “big. ‘Youd; busy ‘show .performer who, with’ casual, quick- Jan Rhodes, ‘Leslie Hunter; :pre-.2 2."
Nee iy eise seemny to cvunt at her conductor.
the Copa this seasun except teen-' Basil orch '14) with ‘the Proper. Louis: Prima and Keeivy. Smith were witted ‘observations, makes. even: sented.:by David. Merrick.and .Le-::
:
ase fase
Bobbys Rvdell.- Fhe fact: finesse.
' SRO and. had the teenage prom set onening night ‘kinks ‘seem like: part ! land Hayward; book. by Arthur. - The Joyce Roberts Dancers (6: - Waiting in dreves. behind: the ropes |of. the show: Patrons know what. ‘Laurents: music, Jule” Styne; ‘lyrics,
ti.at the perennial produc tion numbe 3 were dispenied with for the intro. the star witi: an extremely ‘at “ind of the ‘preem ‘performance. to -expect’ from. Hildegarde and - Steplien ..Sondheim; | ‘dances. re-. .
iste Show opening night Thursday’ refreshing. hunk of flamboyant and |It looks like a reap of. many eocoa- they eat it Mp.
: staged |by’ Afichaet Mann:. “musical °:
22
beenuse
of the overload of ima¢inative precision terping:. Fie. nuts” for the. Grove..
The ‘pattern’. ‘is ‘familiar, . time .dleector, Peter Howard; Jack Cath"| |...
tidies on the dancin floor attests. five fummes’ and. one male were”
Dick Stabile. and his orchestra’ tested and -perfected, and .it wows: ‘cart Orch” (: 15); entire: production... --°:
7
,serruited . from local high schools, _kicked off: the session with. jump: the: customers every. ‘time. It’s all ‘under. supere ision OF Nell Hartley;
te the coungsters pul
flo prome ‘ors wilh fill up plenty: and would ‘be a strong asset to.’, version ot. *Man
there—the “thank yvou,.-my~ dear - $4.“am ineneu mn.
I. Love” and
—_
of taaies cere during Rydeéll’s two-. ‘other nitery production numbers. !: Stayed around to back fine. tapping people, "the: midperformance* COS- é
Bet the 19-vear old has.
Dave Barry is the cotnedy ‘star, ‘or free. niov.ng. dancer. ‘Dick Huin- tume change, the elegante gowns. ‘ The® Las: Vegas’ version of
Voom hoa
. *“Gype oS
voator
Whe to build as a per-; returning with a gencrous supply*phrey. Stepner’ was.'on.for three. the amusing chitchat with tablesit-: “sy” which: ,thed: out: at the: Lamdocser, witi: a jong-rangze pull to! of new material. He adds to tae numbers and howed off with -Sta- , ters. the bowoff bouquet. But this bertville, - > dey Music. Circus he-..”
ah: wae! te the business--uit: erowd
reputation he's lon# had here as: bile to:make way for headliners foremost’of America’s chantoosies fore aeening. onthe Strip:is a fair.
a-owell as the wine-jicketed end-: one of the most popwar comics to! Prima & Smith, with Sam: :Butera ‘keeps the routine fresh .by .adding ly faitiTul--earbon ‘of .the: “oviginal
ee
oo Celebcators
He's given work the Strip.
: & ‘the. Witnesses: backing’ ‘them to: inew numbers :to go with. her old. Broadway: hit. Reduction -of run-”
fierties appraisal in the New Act!
Curtain raiser is @ Moro-Landis “the hilt and cutting: up: along: the faves which the aficionados - con- ning tume doesn't hurt. the: show
°
| stantly clamor for.
Caer ies
,
' production: number... 4 “Salute to Wa.
much, ‘but one of the familiar’?!
Coantsdian Larrys Daniels is the George M. Cohan" whick wis done-. Prima. let Toose* ‘with: his brand : .- Current pop. ‘offerings - include :too.
tunes: a ‘Together’ ) is: missing.
Ware: appec ui this show. He has! successfully here ‘about a year ago. of vocals, bellowing through famil- “9Follow Me” from-“Camelot”: and-. ‘Of ‘course. this “production: ‘lacks
a.
oo,
manner,
but
lacks
the i Bash
features” voculs by Larry’ Jars “Ww hea You're Smiling,’ ™ *Fust-Never 'On Sunday” ‘in: which she this distinctive drive .of. Ethel: Mer-, ~.
Pon i. ta sta Up betore- headiisier- Grayson, the acrobatic terps of the*
a Gigolo” ‘and “I Ain't Got No- ‘does a’ clever bit ‘of- apotlighting' ,man,” but. it: gains: the. warmth, cant
ile reest
He
ormisfires wren
he Johnny
Wood Trio: andthe
16 -body” white “Miss Smith -in ‘and | ringsiders With a mirror disguised -iMersatility of Mitzi Green. :whose
eases
toe topicality owith soume
“Most
American
Girls” in the. outed. Wilh- a. lyric, -straight-£aced,’. ‘as a rose. ““Enchante” serves .as-a.' singiig: and’ acting make. her .a per-..°
©
Foses, a bit with an offstage * World.”
“played: up “to: familiar. ringsiders. :: vehicle for the headliner. to roaim “fect” choice’ for: the. starring. role..
' PU deal voiwe is only mildly ef-.
Stan Irwin presenniatron: fs An’ ‘knife-cyed. ‘and. mimicked . spouse about,. and. there’s|no one in. the ‘Miss
‘splendid. opening
Gr éen’s
fowerisher
and is barbs at tv offer? for three weeks, to be follawedby:“and. -all the other standard bits of business" who ‘is’. a. more ’ adroit night pesformance‘was siniooth and: ©
tyotePeo NeW,
tablehapper. |
' George Burns July lt.
Duke.
‘believable, making it-appear, that .-~
| biz ‘that he’s: popularized. Nae’ ‘Ler doz 3 his ainpi ane flying:
r Firstnight. ‘eustoiiters” were: ‘gen-.
‘On as a single Miss Smith'sscores . ero us with their.applause for both she'd ‘been: doing:the part for-years...
atetial Which at this point in the. 1
‘with. ballads, “I. Wish You Leve,’”” ‘her Vocal and 88 efforts and flipped © . “Gypsy”: ran. 100 minutes at the
Hate has becon:e tired. and notj
Beverly Hilts. Cinev
“Black Magic.” “Prisoner of Love;” over the “Mack.:the-Knife” windup.- Sree... Which <is.-too: long for a
tao fiases. In ftuct, i's about time
Cincinnati. June 16.
Megas show, and unfortunately qs.
someone started an or#anization to!
Marty Allen & Stere Rossi. Joan: t "Don't. Take: Your. Love. Erom Me,” - Bianist- director Fred Stamer does:net the: kind of vehicle w uch can:
ground alt jokes about the hazards : Fairfer. Moro-Landis Dancers. (121 }; Dcar-misses. on highs with “Misty,” -an .excellent. job in “his dual role,’ be. improved’ by trinmin;
~How‘and’
belts
a
rapid
fire
medley
with
.
:and ‘Danny. Ferguson’s_ band also. “ever, cyven. with: more. SET eamlin- .
ot aurpline flying.
. i with Bill: Raymond; Gardner Ben- ;
rates. credit: for. the neatly blended . ing. - this. version. ‘isa suie pet. to
Tie Copa line pranc “ed about in vedict Orch
(10), Jammy Wilber’ 1Prima. .
rautine fashion and fromthe loaks |Tria, “Larry - Vincents: $3.54 mini: 1 Prima. and Butera .introduce. a support it ‘provides.: Hae
“pack the Showroom for the ‘Sunts,
jhew nov ‘elty catch.’ number, *‘We
There's no. doubt . that”“this: is mer.
of most of them at the first show, /meunt, $1-$1.50 carer.
Kept Coolin. *” that’s. in.
_ 'tHildegarde's room: She. remains’: ‘Word: ofmouth ‘about the fine’ ine .
the
post-midnight
respite
was
probabivy a relief.
The dancing !| Alfen &-Rossi and sweet ‘sing-! “Not that ‘an. hour and:a half. of. through’ July: 1: Four- day's. tater-: ‘dividual: ‘performances ot. the cast.
caach ought to sharpen up their: ing Qoan Fairfax, give a metry | fast ‘paced |up doings heated -by .“Rowan & Martin. return for‘a.10-° will pring in .the- locals,”: and ‘the.
- Rees.
|title “iiself will’ pull -tie. tourists: ©
re:tlines and spirits.
luift Yo this Kentucky plushery” s regular . gioup .weren’t ‘enough, | day. stint.
For the dancing at the opening vacatlon season opener. “Adding show: was : tagged. by .guests-in-the- j
Added jnsuraneée,. though unneces- |
Shou,
the
Pau
Shollev
- Bemny ;
ind! class to the- 75-minute session aze ‘audience—‘participation.
-¢omes. from: the: absence of?
Pigalle, London. | 4 | gare
Te ank Marti orchs were in their” the location Moro-Landis. steppers. :Goodnian .was :coaxed’ on ‘staged i:
bras on some of the Strippers, giv-_
London, June 19.
Cirgs,
i extraed with the team of Mike; ‘and’ proved himself still undisUratal hhing torm.
ding it. an. “adults ©“only” as and .
ee
ee
O'Brien and Scott Leeds. and Bill |puted king. of :ihe. licorice’ stick. ! Eydie Gorme’ & Stere Lawrence, el:minating non--gamblers. ”
.
Raymond. production singer.
with a session. of “Sing” and Vic ; with Joe Guercio;:Corbett: Monica, .
Jue; Munshin,: in: the :Tole’ of.
Palmer House. Chi.
Marty
Allen
bowed
here — 30.: : Damone
contributed | a “Bmooth |i Ciss & Arthur’ Roberts, Line:: e129;- ar ss Green's patient, suitor;: “man= 7°
Jack Nathan and Tony. ‘Scott Ore:1S;
Chicago, dune 22.
*:
months ago with his. then partner «“Nearness of. You.” .
Lares to pive an-extra lift ‘to lines |
Lewis
twith
Austin ! Mitch DeWood in promising fash-*
Joe
E
Sheila &° Gordon MacRad. take|‘$8.7 > minimum, $4. 50 after 11. p.m,Sfand situations” whiclt aren't of ‘the
Alber,
Ben
Ardenj ion.
Dow
mle”
Pattern then as: now ‘a la? over on. Independence. ‘Day.
-most
" exciting © ‘sort: .. Gerianne
Er
die
Gorme.
and.
Sieve
Law:
*,) 83 corer
Martin & Lewis. ‘Pudgy ‘Allen ‘has
we
Hart. | rence ran..into: ‘trouble with ‘the Raphael in’ the. title’ role, -tits- her
a valuable linking in tall, -hand-{
‘ surroundings, ‘and. neatly: sidesteps.. local.
Musician’s:Union,
which.“Joe
EK. Lewis at the Paltner :; some and well Piped Steve Rossi.
2a!‘pedestrian ingenue. effort,
Howse’ mizet have sounded, out- |Their ‘vehicle is sure“re over a}. “Roosevelt: Grill, NY. a: | refused .to okay work ‘permits {or. ‘Special mention’ should go.‘to
who
Iandish a few years ago With this 40-minute route. Rossi: brings. on.
Milton: Saunders: Orch (53, Al ‘a trumpeter: and. drummer
“Jan: ‘Rhodes,
who. :“plays “June.
classery’s farily-trade orientation. ' Allen after scoring with *‘Song: ‘In : Conte: Trig; $1$1.50 cover. after’ are regarded ‘as..an integral ‘part. | (iavoci- Lee.-as- a "smait. girl, - and, of. their ‘show: -It may have caused|.
His packed opening-nignt audience | My Heart" for the ‘start of lively ‘9: 30 ‘p.m, *
‘ta’
Betty
MecGuire,.who
does aver y.
them
seme - anxiety,” particularly
Was t cross Section of focal politicos |, capering.
Takeoffs of tv weather
funny. ‘hardboiled stripper. Misg |
Grill’s-’ during. rehearsal, - but: ‘they. need. Rhodés- is’ one-.of: the most. bezuilAithough -the Roosevelt
‘headed by the Mayors and former. ‘ sals and Belafonte ‘and .some’ zany
Chez Pavee habitues plus the regu- "Teavlogy and acrobatics by. Allen podium. will: be. adorned by. only,‘not have - worried. : With: ‘their in” youngsters, -ever. to. appear
director: Jae
lar Empire Room gocrs.
As- with ! are topped by impact. af ‘topical -a’ five:-piece *-orch (Milton. Saun-: ‘regular - * musical.
‘here, ‘and ‘Miss: ‘MeGuire- Wonder.
by ° Allén when inter- ders’) and a. trio (Al. Conte’ s) for -Guercio; fronting’ the: aigmented: falls: “interprets - Some’.
several other acts that hay e moved ! one-liners
the.
“Jack.
Nathan
orchestra;
the backviewed by his. partner
Alten: Ait fhe ‘Fest. of the .summer.. hotel's:
over
trom
the
shutfered
Chez,
‘ing was loud and. vigorous, and not:‘show's -best laugh, lines.
Lewis’
wordly-wi->
showmanship ! a high with ‘firstnightérs’ in his veepee John G.;Horsnan has seen
4° -Anne- Russell |and. cr Hurt
a-cue
went
aw
Ty
on
opening:
nig:
at.
is not likely to offend anv of the; pant) .requiem ‘to: sFimmy “Savo, to.it that a lot of danceable muéie ,
‘Lag stripners, and -‘Eddie ‘Innes as a
in ‘mirror’ will .bé:.coming.. forth ‘despite che j Hitherto knewn here only :on. «Suspicious - landlord . ‘contribute
ritery reenlars, but micht prove a | doing a man. grieving
team Heavily to. ‘the yock. ‘department:
strons for a 1th birthday! over his adyancina ase. ‘Fast ‘fin- | ‘small size of: the | crews at -hand. | disks, this” husband-and-wife
little
‘In. Saunders. - -Foom: has. a mae-j{ -can.. look forward. tu a’ growing|}
|ish has Allen switching drinks. and
party.
Susan, Martin..as- -the teénage June™
.
stro who. follows the: fasv. beat, es-. popularity: ‘in ‘the. U.K.. stemming: is also liighly effective,. ‘and dancer :
+isecracking, sSorstelling, “sing-' purses of ringsiders.
Miss
Fairfax,
a.
neweomer,
is:
BR
tablished
‘in’ the premises -years | from ‘their Pigalle engagement, ‘Ken :Malone does. an-. outstanding,
ins” and drimking, Lesis remains.
the classie imase of the speukeasy jyoung Canadian who. . warms : up ago by Guy Lombardo... ‘Saunders:and the tv. datés that are certainly solo.’ bit which -brouglit - cheers :
with:.amusical. comedy: ‘doesn't have the. -full- blown melo- :‘to ‘ensue. They're youthful, eager from ‘first-nighters.”
rore and an. uncie-figure that any !lqnrickly
A Hammerstein - -med- dious quality. ‘that’s: ‘the Lomibardo .' entertainers, who may be excused. . The Jule:“Siyne-Stephen- Sond="
hard-drink:m teen. rer would. like | repertoire.
“Never On : trademark,’ but he. does ‘know that t for having. forsaken self-discipline heim | -songs,
“Tey
and
“Secret
Heart.*
tokasve.
He sorked some Chi fags;
‘including : “Ey erye.
into Lis f{ucniliar reutine on hooze, ’ Sumday” and “Follow” Me" Were: ‘it's the simple, unadorned --agrange- ; on their opening. ‘performance by: thing’s Coming. ‘Up Roses,” “Some. +.
Koll.
|'‘ment that. els. ‘the. couples on ‘ta; ‘indulging in an‘overplus et pssudo ‘Pedple.” “Small. World,”. “Little
well
received:
at
oO
ener,
hrogis and betting and thres in’
Marital. bickering, much of which
‘the. floor.
Sure tonical material! “The Ken- 7
| Lamb. *“¥ovll Never: ‘Get. Awash, we”
7
“This is Saunders’ first Rooser aitiw as obviously contrived.
and. “If ‘Mama ‘Was.. Married”. ‘are’:
ede oadministration’s. got a pre- |
Slate
Rees... L.
As
wel
When they come. down: tor the }done in: a’ most: -pleasing © style,
.| date, ‘after a decade’ of engage-.
“Eas
for overs. body but a Suy} !
Los Angeles, June 23.
‘ments * at ‘N.Y. s.Tavern on- the. ‘serious business in. hand —~i.eloek.ne for a bread.”
| “Shecky Gree Nee Betty” Reilly, , Green, : -the |Westchester’. Country. singing, the duo. easily. justify their j-smooth? backed’ by the J ack Cathe"
icart orch. -.
Bit it's maostiv the drall tales of|
Lon Pagani trin; $2.50 corer, two-| Club and. sundry prominent hotels. 1star: billing. ‘Their routine is well. {“Gvpsy". is.skedded for. an: ine!eee
his wanderings from the saigons |
> aravk minimis
He'll bring -his’ following “into. the ‘paced, and the. numbers: are Care- definite run:
Inde.
to tae race tracks threuzkout “the|
;
fully’
“selected,with
the
right
.Grilt
and
‘is
sure.
to:
keep
’em
weenie
covrtins with wineb Lewis is iden- | Sheckv. Greene mivht- as well,
‘happy in, this pleasant dancing. ats émphasis: on -‘ballads “Which “are-|: 7
titted, ated it’s a con istently sock? i discarg
hiy “Who's -He?" ‘trade-|
their ‘particular: forte. Each |fills} '- ‘Shamrocks: Nowston’
a
.
sone jerry
from: Sonta Anita te: i mark. ¥Coniic proved .at Thursday: hosphere.
who: alternates. on:a solo spot, but they're at their‘:
‘Saunders.
° ‘Houston: June’ 22.
Sates.
As aivays. hie has soume- l 115)
gpening. he has emerged to ||tenor |sax, clarinet, Niolin.-and. ‘yo best when onstage. together. one:
thing fer everyone
with a few. the top of the field.
..-..
cals, is: backed. by.. an accordion, complementing. the talent.of - the iFeige “Orch ly HO, cover: or”
Shorts of scoteh left over fur himOn, tell over an hour, Greenej
|piano, bass— and. drums.’ The peg | other, , .
_ REN teat.
Sit
:
;
works hard and fast. with running |
strictly“ rhy thmic ‘and |the. preésIn” a ‘show . which. raf”to.
Opoerues
get Dont Aiber as a. ‘patter of well-tinied jokes “and }is
;
always . _lighthearted.. ‘slightly. overlong. “50 °- ipinutes, : “Cindy. & Lindy “have appearaices. oes
torrer college trampoline cham- ;situations centering. most .heavily ! entation
pion
He's
imterpolated
some; jon race and. religion. He gets.| ‘Saunders “isn't trying. to -do any-| (there had: ‘been two preceding: of. being. a: ‘bright, -young..couple..
supply dance: ‘acts! “Portrait -of Love; “Lazy Wwho..can't 'Tise: aboye. their ‘rifaterihureer
omto. the) standard
tram} away with. plenty of: raw. material thing ‘more ‘than
| Music. ‘and -for the .demands of River.” “Guess Who I Saw Today” ral. despite fact..act “seems: to! have|
jumpin and bis turn provides a- and
campy - bits because ‘of.
‘ people who, come. to, the: Grill he | and.a Richard Rodgers-C ole Porter rbeen put together with eare: Cindy’~
divertins La. minutes ‘betore Lewis: honestly funny approach and” solid
satisfies.«
| nledley: were: the-‘highlights. oo
| tLord», is attractive brunet with: a/..
cores
On.
:
delivery.
Al Conte, the. Raosev alt regular, ;
Next
up is) Ki tix Kallen and
Sivle is ad-lib. though material“; who's’: Ahere ‘even when tlie ‘big; Apart. from .the resident ‘dancing v flair for comedy: whith" isn't. ‘ex= |
Jerwases
oe
ee
we
line,
which
didn't:
appear:
on
‘the’
{plo:ted enough. She: ‘ean- belt. but:
Jecnus
Prtw
& the Uarnenica
in set and pieked ‘from ..an.ap- |‘ bands are headlining, offers pleas-.
sos
Raseals July 6.
Moor,
parently:
limitless ‘repertoire. to] -ing - intermission- sounds - that's'! formal. . ‘preview show,: the’ entire: | belts, too seldom in thes30 minutes
sd
cast
linéup
is
of,
American
‘origin.’
pa*r is on stage.
} tit tenor of the audience. He uses. good for dancing. too. ‘rand all are’ newcomers - locally.
‘Doherty? - is, ‘pergotiable, Lindy
himself as. object of Jewish” ‘and.|.°

L ‘Citidy & Lindy, Gali. Gali, Shep”.

a

In addition: to: the terping lure.
Catholic joxes. negating objections. ‘Maiter ‘d’ Gerie ‘gives the room an
Las Vegas, June 20.
Ite their ernploy ment, then. ‘scores elegant. touch at. the: door and -the
Covrie
Francis,
.Dare
Barry, classically on routines like the:
sroceries are ‘from the top shelf..
Fe ce Roderts Dancers (6), Larry: San Francisco singer and Blue. Boy |.
:
_Gros..\Gr Wi
tie thit, Joliet “ W ond: Trio. Moro- | painting takeoffs, using a standard.

Sahara. Las Vegas

I. sheer’

3 Dancers

+16,

Louis Basti |hass fiddle as prop. W “ood stealing.

‘Corbett, Monica,’ after a slow and jjand: voice is “best. ‘displayed’ when...
‘¥ery.. quiet start, emerged - ‘as ‘a: Ihe harmonizes’ with- parther. ‘Mid-"
comedian of: considerable propor- way in act they do novelty. number
tions with a -wide range. of good. of a couple of ‘bright. young |drunks: .

Pelean,

laugh-making . humor. :

“Lat ‘Stork’ Club: and’ this is where

‘There. were . complaints’ ‘that!‘the -natives. ‘become :restless,’ for

oom
a

Onn ‘14;
preduced
by Stan} joke is the cleanest of ‘the lot;
|. Flame Room. Mpls::
. Monica: was. hard to follow in the humber-. drags, In’ begoft, “My Fair. oe
Theirth: crore parapl: 4, Moro-Landis, ‘ while. his dog- -bit ‘is hilarious: *
' Minneapolis. :-dJune 23.
| back of the room qn: opening night. Lady” medley...act shows life. and. :- |.
‘Hildegatde.
Fred
Stamer;
Danny’:
sStuyge divection. Sa .Leut; St mini. ,
AGVA prexy Jocy Adams, fol-|’
but ringsiders ‘enjoyed. his ‘flow of emohasizes what: might have: been...
I ite
i lowing local humor stint by Patsy: ; Fergusan. Orch M); , $2-$2. 50 cover, |fresh and offbeat.comedy, even if iGali: Gali: a. big. fave” .here .on™:
intro'd Greene, giving
| holding the -stage -for.a full: half: his: third. ‘showing;. ‘continues - to
ip Amare,
Conte Francis. itt her first out- him a chance to: heckle the ‘union |- A focal. favorite, “‘Hildegarde -‘is |hour. ‘was “slightly: overstay ing :‘his ‘amaze with his. légerdemain: | . Big
ine av a Feadiner here, Prideerully soundly.
{numbers .are~ his. ‘sleight ‘of: jiand [back ‘at- her pet. stamping ground. ‘welcome. _
:
and securely steps into the topline, Holdover
Betty
Reilly” “is a: fhis session:in the-Hotel Radisson |. ' Ciss.and Arthur. Roberts. ‘wha Mith baby’ chicks and‘ the’ eurrency:
spat. The vaung songstress has} ‘bouncer of real vaude style. Often | Flame ‘Room, the town’s toniest -opened the bill, found ‘it hard’ zo-: borrowed -from. tablésiders’ that re
charm,
beauty,
poise, and with; called “The Irish Senorita,
she.! supper: club where she. has always |‘ing to grip the audience with their: appears: inside..an.orange..
The Shep: Fields Orch is smooth,
this solid turn demonstrates that | sprinkles her stint’ with Mexican i a-top draw. Last season, for comedy. acro-dance ‘routine: - It’s. a
ove

she’s

arrived

as

a

potent

-nitery ‘and

‘are

attraction

Miss

Francis

sligs

13° numbers,

Yiddish songs and jokes that. the. first time, she:played a fort- ‘gompetent enough ::turn;- though. tas -it -usually-.is..Ft’s ‘a..good show,
old. but dclivered with. such night at Freddie’s,.also.a class’ spot. |most of ther stunts are on the ivell-. but would be better ‘if.headliners
. “sMyro. a Vreached their ‘potential 4Skip. °
- Dale: Now the. Flame. Room is delighted |-Wworn side.

fiair they: ‘Satisfy.

a

NIGHT

_Wedueeday June28,i961,

‘Falrmont, SF. vee
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CLUB REVIEWS

professional, repeats. many: ‘of.his |“Harrak’s, Lake Tahee “Wouldn't x Be Loverly” from
Lake Tahoe, June 23, ||
‘Fair Lady.”

Trade Winds,

_
° San.Franciseo, June'23,
| well. known. click items, assuming,
;
Gisele MacKenzie,. Krofft: Bros: {probably ‘with justification, that in. Dinh

Chi

Chicago, June 2).
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.
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Kasse 5, Mal Malkin Ore., Luts - Varona | with partner Diane, :to patter-and- :pert vocal. arrangements ‘by .Eddie. which is. most: eases will mean. they tes
VILLAGE
VANGUARD. -Miles Davis
Orc..
Dianne
Paine.
WALDORF-ASTORIAWoody
Herman.
‘song from Jimmy” Neil. ‘Don Gor- ; Truman. and top orchestrations by
Stay. closed.
Frank
Gari.
Norma
Douglas,
Ada
Ca- i FONTAINEBLEAU—Len| Dawson .Ore.. | don, a’ new.
tenor,.. has’ a- fairly, Don Ralke. Continuity flows crisp- ihe
Mur2ueire

S. Hoenn, Joe
VILLAGE

sells,

Bob

Baxter,

John

Modinos,

Ernest | Jay Nemeth,

Martha

Troppi.
BARN

Kasha

Voradero

Trio.

BLUE ANGEL
‘Pablo Candela‘ Revue.”
Pabi> Candela, Rufael Ilernan, Glamazons
(t. Lord Christo. Tino
apd Al Stuckey Orcs.

CLOISTER

Perez,

-Phil Tucker.

Lord

Eddy

Mike,
;

&

Mary

Ree. Edily Subwav Ore
CONRAD HILTON -“Ballads & Blades”
Jo
VMurre
Rodds,
Norm
Crider.
George
Smpson. Angelito, Fred Napier, Morano &
Rovwies, Clair Perreau Orc. Bill ChristoPher, Frederick & Gina, Boulevar-Dears
G-

Buulevar-Dons

DOWNSTAGE

Nai

Bersaid.

©)

ROGM

(Happy

Medium)

Carole

Dreyfuss, Sharh |

Sextette.

The well: “fnanced hotel : drive:
Taylor pleasant act but. must look to: his:Ay through ‘a. brief. chronology . ‘of ;
&. grooming
‘and
poise.
Dorothy: Show’ biz highlights, Starting with j was ‘culminated “last month whea =
attractive ‘dancing ::minstrel’: shows... and : carrying |the-people of Pittsburgh, and Phila:
Lawton,
Eddie Bernard, Murray -Frank- ‘Dunne .is--an
lin
warbler who. has. lotsa- potential. ;through ‘modern°‘musicals. .Visual-|.delphia voted: their “approval of SEVILLE—"“Caught in. Act.” Jack De,
Garry-is a nimble ‘hoofer,;impact ‘is -solid.- benefitirg from Sunday’. ‘liquor’ sales *in. hotels.: .
Leon. Terry Haven. Joe Ross, Jerry New |Iain
by: Anne Jones, Linda Lavin, Held & backed. -by four
Dancing ‘Debu- |Flo Garside’s costumes.and assured ; Foes of: the Blue ‘Laws are now..
au
tantes.: Billy Leslie, who also: offers |choreography and staging by. Raoul -working: -to end. -another. ‘Sabbath:
SKLMORAL—"“Iee. Frolics of: 61," Esco
‘
| proscription—the . ‘Saturday... -mid-.:.: 7
‘his
‘accordion
‘ace,
stages the en-! Appel
LaRue. Curtin & Hittle, Naries James.
‘Vie Charles, June Rae..
Essentially a. .talent " showcase,’ night ‘closing. <A bill. is kickiag |
tire ‘layout, while Allan Rabson
leads the. miniature orch in the pit. ; careful seléction of :the eight |per-; around -in. the State -‘Legislatitre ..v :
SAN FRANCISCO
Nae extend. the time: for thetaverns un- a
Layout is under. overall ‘direction formers is. evident. In overall
BLACKHAWK.-Fieddie Gambrell, .
Gord, sonality blend, ° Material - is . care: tik 2an.
‘of -Ross: Bowie.
BLACKSHEEP—Earl Hines Orc.
MURRAY

with

CHICAGO

Nita & Pepi, Carla Lucerne, ;.tial.

Aguilar,

Tommy.

Frank

Dick

FRANKLIN’S—Renee
Baxter,

Kave

Carole.

Havilland, Roy Sedley. Sue

iF
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“Talent
inEestasyOverO'Keefe ‘OTHER THEATRES, 5

| HOTELSBENET.

Toronto, June: 21:
“Phe easts’ of: touring shows. perhaps even more than’ the-manag gee:
“ments, have: what |amounts .to a crush en. the. O'Keefe: Center, :
‘Where.’ producers. are delighted ‘with the grosses’ their..shovs get
‘at «the "3.200-seat. new theatre,. the:.péerformers ‘are in ‘ecstasies.”
over the physical. setiip ofthe house, and éven. the company nianagers, stage’ managers and--technical.. department héads ate enthusiastic over the backstage equipment and conditions...
oe

By HOBE MORRISON”

By LES BROWN

to Reopen Opera House !
“Foronto., June 27.
-Fnve
Soon at Woodsville, N.H. 'butt in
bacis of dts: first season,

Chicago, June 27,

ceevee.
ane

Maurice .Winters,: company “manager of “Flower “Drum. Seng. we: “On. ‘the
“paid ‘during. the. musical’s.: second week: ‘here,:“This -is the most’ ‘tie O'Keefe Center forthe Perperfect theatre I've ever seen: It must: ‘be’ the finest in. the world.
‘forming - Arts: isan even greater
._ Everything’ about ‘this’ engagemerit has been ideal, including : the!
-" pleasantest and most obliging theatre: personnel Tye: ever encoun
tered.: All, ‘this—plus. an_ $88,500 gross.”
«

~Bat
NoneEvenPlamed mnLoo

|

-Woeodsville, N.H., June 27.

’ Closed for quarter: of: & century,
~ SUCCESS than had been. anticipated. the “Woodsville Opera.: House iil
be
reopened
as. an amusement
Its “totak. gross. for. the 37 weeks.’

“singe the opening last. Qct. 1, was

center.

Although dark since 1936.

_.Members:‘of ‘the ‘Flower. Drum” cast. were algo rhapsodie over — “Zan: unprecedented. $2,718, 697. Fig- ‘the establishment, with a redaced

new

theatres

have

been

metropolitan Chicago wathe

tn the last year, and at least (hice
vthers are planned for a sear or
two hence. There prohabiy hasn't
been ‘such construction activity in
behalf
ef legit)
and other
ine
theatiival presentations! here since

‘the’ O'Keefe. : “The: ‘dressing rooms are: ‘beautiful,’”. réported femme « “ured onan actual 8414 actual -‘play- seating. capacity of 273. \s said to the 1920's,
Jead- Arlene. ‘Fontana: “They re largé and Troomy ‘and. comfortable, .,. | dng wéeks,: that: Was ‘an average of be ‘in good condition with a sulid
The sew houses represent a tetal
_ stage, excellent acoustical “quai. ef sbent 36 850.080 worth of ical
‘with’ ‘perfect. lighting: and. ‘coniplete: facilities, . inclading: things’ : $78.803 per: week:,
like” hair-driers:: It all. makes. you ‘reluctant. to. leave. the. theatre -.ye.. The ‘theatre has tilted Toronto - ties, etc.
estate, of which the two theaties
It's planned to.resume entertain
.. t@. Zo back to your hotel after the show.” — .°
ot from a: cmierely, also-ran.’ in - the,
ato
Me Cormick
Place
have
ice
ments of various ‘kinds in the old counted for about $6 G00 000 Tie
: °° Franceska’ Kae, who plays the right ‘club singér and: sev eral hit.»
- overall. legit. picture toa position’: : theatre ‘this Summer.
;
:-.. roles in the ‘musical, commented, * Leaving. the .O: Keefe to: continue : as ‘one .of -the two ‘or. three.. ‘top
entup
jake
front
exposition
centie
|.
7 our tour will- be’ ‘like: going: back .ta. ordinary life.”
:
as figured to have cost $35 000 000,
_ ‘touring: cities, comparable in. its;
The Happy
Medhim
sappesediv
‘special. way to Chicago; Los’ An-'¢
srast S500 000 to hud and Theat @
. feles’ and San Francisco. The tre-'
of
Western
Springs
$250
0000 Pia
“mendous - grosses, drawn here. have«.
wWhights ‘at’ Second City was see
“tended to. he. a‘ revitalizing ‘factor

Miracle Worker

| PennsyBlueLawDented—ForLegit

for the. road‘as ‘a whole. ‘The Met.
- Opera. drew .$206,190 ‘for-a single).

Into Central City

week,vand six legit shows registered: a total of 10 aweeks over the.
$100. 000° niark).
,
The touring ‘production of “MinaSe
And Variety, Notto.Benefit
me
_.2 Indications” are’. that other. cities? ‘cle Wor ker” will lay off for three
~ have: observed and ‘are preparing ‘ “weeks following: the windup. nest.
‘Shear Reps‘ANTSA to: follow ‘the. example’. of Toronto:“Saturday 4}. of a 10-week pun at
-pittsburgh,: June 27: TBarey
‘and the ‘O'Keefe, notably ‘Detroit, “the” Erlanger
‘Theatre,
Chicago
“A. major. breakthrough’ in elitnt-| ' For--Television on: Coast’ where. the: rebuilt, Fisher. Theatre }iThe company will ‘then iehearse

leeshows and.Sports Okayed for.Sunday—But Cafes

yercethy

epegted

$100 G00.

present session comes to. a- ‘closein.
July. “Lawrence has always Thad a

Equity-AGYAWar

|ereagement end of the Colorado
“has brought greatly increased gen-.
engagement and the start of the

Tre Dhuaeqeaant

(soa
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For.hotels. the re-
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ae
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1% Gros

to he. Jocated in the bes s,.
has been built for toe

Capress

pi pose

‘shows from

of housing

New York

toa.

Phe licter

fact is in spiteof the expected
“Ceaith of Loco houses about a vear
from now, when the Erlanger is
‘tueheted for. demohtton ~

That the new construction. is ait
outhing

may

be taken

as ev:dencg

that the cra
of decentialized theae
tre may be athand Tf as frequertWoargued. dectntratization iso the

vill “future:
of legitoins the hunter.
‘for. restau- ‘ also. mark * the fade of Fried. Cae's lands, touring shews may fend so
‘original
Broadway
production
of have Jess importance.
and
jtecal
‘rants.‘stores, taxi companies, parking lets and, a‘ multitude ‘of. service ithe. ‘William Gibson -play. As of theahres will be forced fo cecate
firms. There are tentative. plans to: ‘ that’ date, the drama will have 1ex- then own mierest
istered ‘an 88-week -‘run at the
At least (we of the new hates,
_
Chicago; Jute. OF. - build: ‘another yew theatre,.a small-! Playhouse, N: YY.
-hoth theatres with cabaret: cvers
The ‘Pitt Variety. ‘Tep talked: to “Las Vegas has blown’ an‘ ill wind---vapacity :house. for’ local -proféstones:
dppes to be damp wet the,
|
sional
‘productions;
within
a
block:
Walter” ‘Kamyk,. one: of Abe. city’s to Chicago.. Where ‘previously: ‘there:
Happy VMedoam, just a sear cid
.
floor: had ‘been’ relative peace between of the: O'Keefe._Jepislators, © in 'regard
has been operating an the black
‘Instead of | killing” ‘the competi-. ‘Rosen Succeeds Pollack
“shows. and variety. hows: “in film: ‘Actors Equity and ‘the American
ae sue
cuthed
theaters. “I -do-.not. believe the Guild-of: Variety. Artists. over ‘samei:tion,-as had been fréely predicted, - _’ As ‘Music Man’ Manager with ao patchwork
“Je giskature intended: to. include ‘this’ half dozen: ‘revues. billeted in ‘caha-: the O'Keefe has also helped the ||. Milton M. PoNack: is withdras: from several cistvulile Now York
Roy al: Alexandra Theatre, formerly
rvUCs “The show fas a Gothen
type -of ‘activity in the’ bill he-lret theatres. here;: the jurisdictional *-the: local. spot-for touring: shows.:.ing aS company manager af the producer, daecter and cast
couse . they .“specifically -mention. ‘hassle ‘over. the legit. tuners: playing¢
‘touring edition-.of “Maisie Maw.”
Plas aciptteal Reeatrd © ts
en
‘eramia’ and if they: wanted to-in- !the. Vegas. clubs has’ disrapled the. Although «precise. figures .aren’t :now at the National Theatie, W:shavailable, the: 1960-61. season was:
the ether band. i using Chitcco
ihide -variety: shows” they: Would Fstatus quo. Al.
‘ington.
He'll
-he
succeeded
by
ae
“ithe. best in. many. years forthe. old
Talent ated
bes dimen paecine
fe
leve spelled-‘it: out.” +
*' The -focal chapter. of :aqy A.“at ‘Royal Alex: Not only did the house.‘Rosen. Pollack: “will: vacation -be- Capacty Hee ats opening ao nietth
Heé-.said. the: Nixon ‘Theater, the the. ‘behest .of its “national: ‘hoard have! ~More- playing. wecks, - but. fore. taking on a néw assignment as apo. the Phaywaehts. preduetcon
,company | ‘for.
another
Keo:it
_Fitesburgh-: Playhouse
‘and’: ‘the ‘of directors, now is inthe’ POSirON ./BPOSSES were: jigher: ~
Coutnacd tn pese 640
: Bloomgarden. production, the - uy,
“(nic Light, Opera would “be able |of. having ta “challenge? Equity’s; ) ~
“More Subscri ptions »
coming “The Gay: Life.”
“AG vperate--on, Sunday. but he did} purview, over. the“ existing -Jécit- {
Directty
due
to
the.
exciting
line-:i.
The Fublicity - for the. tcusing ¢
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floor . shows
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Ontario Stratford Festival

Stratford, Ont., June. 27.
‘When N. Y. Herald Tribune

7 gene critic Walter Kerr came
"here

$4-4-4-4-44-46446-064

last week

to’ cover

the

Stratford Shakespearean Festotal absence of scenery tends to}: tival openings of’ “Coridlanus,”

Coriolanus

| Connecticut Stratford at

Mom’ Py“Understudy

©

'y considerably. -.short-..of

‘Macbeth:

“success.

-

create confusion as to locale. —
“Henry VHI’ ‘and “Love's .. .
Stratford, Conn., ‘June 17. | Guest -ditector..Word - Baker ‘has|
Stratford, Ont., June 20.
American Shakespeare Festival ‘Theatre | tried ‘so: ‘hard to be. different ‘that
Stratford
Shakespearean.
Festival
Fe
Also, the group of columns sup-{ . -. Labour's, Lost,’ ‘his ‘authoress‘| revival’. of: tragedy by. William Shake- the audience. is bound:ts beat a:
rival of Grama sn three acts by Wilh
playwright-wife
Jean
Kerr
re| speare in two aets.. Direeted by Jack
Shakespesre
Staged
by Michael Lang- | porting the balcony gives an immained at their home in.LarchLandau, assisted by- Patrick. Hines; scen- | loss: quite. as much ‘as ‘the tenants”
costumes, Tanya Moisiewitseb; in: pression of clutter and obviously.|.
lasiz,
ery. Robert. O’Hearn:. ‘costumes, ‘Motley: ‘of Stratford-on-Housatotiic’ s extra~
clental neraec, Lous Applebaum; sword | Presents
mont; N. Y., with their young-.
problems
in’ trying’ to
lighting,. Tharon ase a
David:
fish!
stegen2.
Peter
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Sound
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A WARM THANK.“YOu To ALL THE pstingwisues
CRITICS OF ALL 24:CITIES IN ALL16 COUNTRIES PLAYED
ON TOUR WITH THE AMERICAN REPERTORY COMPANY.
ROTTERDAM.
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“Brilliant ode June Havoe asii
‘servant-girl, “beauity” contest} J
-champion: and «.‘fille: du ’-regi- {

ment’, -revealed ‘herself as an...

“unrivalled,. ‘many-sidéed actress }.
_° -who' could’ without effort follow .' ©
, an inimtable clown scene. with 7
| marvelously shaded’ scenes. of
: deeper meaning.”
eta

“apace

Niece. Rotierdamse Courant,

_ BELG RADE.
> Tune: Havoc: in’ ‘Skin: Of:
7 ou ‘Teeth’ as: Sabina ‘has pre: *“sented to ts the. embodiment. of.?:
wnt.

‘an’. actress ‘worthy -of. a: ‘great
_ Stage. ...an artist very. rafe in:
our climate.”

7

noe

Borba.

|

. With: eitquisitesiniform-" 7

‘tty:: of. style’. Junie. Havoc “in 7.:_.

‘Miracle Worker,’-as the mother ’. *
of. Helen “Keller, demonstrated a
a new. ‘aspect of.her.Talent.”we

sonal

cultural

"Borba. -

BRUSSELS

Co-produced by the
Theatre Guild and
ANTA. Sponsored by
the United
States
State Dept. and President Kennedy's per-

“

o.

June Havoe as. Sabina

really:carries ‘the action! -What.

a.stunning performance in this
part which

is so very varied:

and hence so terribly difficult! —

ex-

change program.
This first tour representing American actors
in
American
plays—"Skin Of Our

4

Teeth,” “The Miracle

4

Worker”
and
the
“Glass Menagerie.”
Opened in Madrid
March 5.
:

¢
,t

-Her overpowering energy. and”
“exuberance lift the whole play,
She is. like sparkling fireworks.
as she: plays to her delighted.
_audience:: AL we can do isade.

6

ATHENS.

‘REPERTORY. THEATRE
“COMES. TO GREECE AS: THE,
AMBASSADOR OF ART.
EROM AMERICA
From’ the? outstanding we
performances: ‘of the “plav’ by.

ete.
eel

=...

=the American ‘Repertory’ Com: *"
~ pany. one. must unhesitatingly |”
put. first. the alive .and glowingly humorousS acting of. Miss’ wa
‘June Havoc. .. A _Vrathyni.

nati,
abe
—

6

TEL: AVIV’
. And’ now ladies and gentle- *
meni... ..the star‘ of the ev ening

a

June

MADRID.
. How ative and attractive.

the
» American theatre is when

mire breathlessly the. facets of”
her: wonderful talents as she*
‘displays: them: to: us!”

De Nieuwe. Gids, .
Ghent/Brussels.

represented by this magnifi-.cent repertory company!
In

this superb

troupe

of actors

Helen Hayes and June -Havoc
were outstandingly fine, espe-

cially Havoc.

She gave a mage

nificent portrayal

.

London. Times ‘from Madrid.

. We’ praise unreservedly
all” the actors, particularly
June. Havee who, from the very

outset, reached across the footlights.

to

ence...”

capture

her

|

audi-

ABC.

|

. This play iis all the mide.

“worth seeing in that the lead-_
ing -role, that of the fabulous. *,

serving-maid Sabina, -is -en-*
‘trusted to Miss June Havoc,
who has such gifts as are rately

encountered! . 2

Le Peuple.

ularly that of June’ Havoe; sin-

gular actress.. Full. of joy, she
‘merited. many long applauses

. From the very first moment she appears, June Havoc
is the central foree of the performance,- because of the fabu-

jous variety of her nuances, her
ability to effect transitions, the
rich registers of her voice, the

all-around
which

virtuosity

with —

she .uses. her extraordi- °

nary talenis...

hd

Arriba.

~

ence ‘without -limit... 2She

is...

one of the. greatest of.actresses, 4
“with: fantastic powers of ex-"
. pression.” ' Every. sword: she utters, every gesture she makes.i
is
full of charm
and. :-meaning. .
‘Her tremendous’ gifts’ .and.
matchless’: “performance alorie.
ayould’ have made the playa
dynamic. exper ience.’ ” Maariv,

COPENHAGEN
|
PLAY FROM US. GUESTS |

-ee
noe
fee
oo
.o

net
enacted
slbiusan
the
tee
tedit
ee
arn

JUNE HAVOC'S SUCCESS! ”

ROME
“The acting is -rare, “partic

awarded her.”

Havoc!-. “Miss : Havoc.-

ruled: the’ ‘stage: ‘and. the’ audi- +

Baesesera.*

* June Havoc was absolute-

w great—trom start ‘to finish
= the finest actress one ‘could

owish: for. She-is a joy, a treas-.
‘ure-house: of ‘talent and: loveli-:'

bo,
Para
5 2setts

ness.:'The evening -was most |

“es decidedly. hers.””
|
“Fascinating
June Havoc be-"
“Jongs: to today’s theatre. In per="
fect.tune with the play she col«
ors ‘evervthing with her ‘own
“personality and. energy. Her
Sabina
is'-a- personal and
‘triumphant creation. Irresistible and exhilarating.” Tempo.

Politiken. . :

J line Havoc . othe won-

“derchild of ‘the "American show.
__ business, has. grown. up. into: being -a -consummate:. and. -con-.°
.stantly marvelous actress and a” 7

‘Superb woman.
_ Berlingske Tidende.

i
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| Vice NAL TRIUMPH?”
- DUSSELDORF

‘VIENNA |
Ons JUNE HAVOC AS. KATE.
o KELLER * .

-

|

aoe
“natural;. credible; stimpathe- °°
° etic. doing without any-of. the. °.

MUNICH

. “Thornton: Wilder himself:
. was ‘present, and: was" brought
wf ferth-at the conclusion ‘to ac_: plause: . Mr. ‘Wilder: hugged the

‘stars. of the.company.

‘a woman.”

the ‘deafening. ap-

We are

a 7 pected in- his. ‘most: optimistic o

hug June ‘Havoc. the ‘most; for

oe dreams « ” _ Arbeiter- Zeitung. «

surely this brilliant and endear-

‘ingly great. actress must he the

8-

- Sabina he has dreanit of in‘his
pe Dest dreams
4
of perfection'in the:
. “Pole: 3

. June Havac, theravish:na‘and eternal Lilith’; .’. a‘fa-..
..., ,bulous. virtuoso: with: complete: °. .

"Ty. original, hunior’: ;. dazzling: °-." .
“in: her. “abilities *: eo
able to. 06 * a

The

second. “appearance of

; ° June Havoe. was as Kate Kel“ler, the, mother of little Helen.

creaté a-picture: of ativ kind’she .. »«" Wishes in the’ twinkling: of .an.

Miss Havoc. did a fantastic,. alseve. It-is ‘impossible to imagine’ 3s.
_-the:role;-from now’ on; played... oF e 2 most * incredible .alteration, . of.

et byany,other actress. _ ”?:
EB

“Sher character from. the: glitter-

“ing: Sabina of the previous even-ing. ‘She ‘played this tortured
“and :.lonely.: mother with. com-

| Arbeiter-Zettung.,

June Havoe; the rhagni«

“pletely moving beauty and mel‘ancholy.: She is.an amazing ac-' .

a “ficent:humorist .and “lightning -

“© eomedy. virtuoso ofthe preced-". *-

_ tress,: She-is an event: here all

‘ing’ evening’s. Sabina, did--a

cb, herself.”

_“¢omiplete.-and.. astonishing. re‘versal in personality and played...
little Helen’s: mother with dig-/.)*.

:

“They: |are utterly brilliant
"these. American. visitors—their:

‘spectagular = assignment : -had

art is.a classicism ‘of our time,
” Inthe lead. is the incomparable

these
e shining.‘Amer-‘, yaks‘stOf
ars, the one
who.

-. Jie Havoc. >Surely there is no.
_ actress’. anywhere like -her!
“Even. amid such: formidable

eclipsed
Do pr” ‘others ‘was:
.June.: “Havoc. |
“She. pla

competition she is, unique.”

yed Sabina,. the. eternal’

“Feuilleton.:

housemaid' to. the: unending |de-

“light “of. the - audience:-” June’

WES tip.to toe . ...from. the first.mo-

‘mercurial -qualities’ of: her ins - Wes _ ment she appeared to ornament .

. “exhaustible tempérament, her
&)-Nirtuosity .with” mimicry and . ; -_
-*.. gesture,. her range‘of vocal sub-"
” “tleties. and: nuanctes.:. She dows: .

..-; bles.and redoubleés. the possibile ~~
, ities of this’ role, in:which: she ©
nds “really: three.-different ‘ac_

‘simple-minded servant. girl, the...
worldly musical-revue star; and ° -’*

i g,
: “Sune Havoe acted in-a’ thane:
_ °°
“ner totally
to the Nethers ._ «-Jands
stage new
and which definite- |. ~:

tion of this‘performance we can *

be grateful to:the Americans for’:
‘their visit, ‘because’ Juné ‘Havoc.
- Opens :up. hew: perspectives He.
a

whatever

she

“Tash” drony..: “No. “one ‘could re-

— _Sist her on: the stage’. JA truly
“+ glorious evening at the aes
aTheatre. “AllBerlin.cheered .

AMSTERDAM.

_: Breathtaking acting—an exhibi-_

feel

., gayety, wily seduction or whip-

“tractive and. w inning’ she. is in. .....
“herphysical person?”a oKurter.

VG Nederland.

the stave

almost

continuously

‘throushout, this is the favorite

plav of the three that are being
presented in this Repertory.”
Uhr-Blat.

“In the starring role of Sabinais June Havoc. She makes
startling changes of style all

within the same character,
mapnificent

artiste

is

~ HAMBURG

Doe
In all erotic: -color shades. _
~ ai hanging with them. from ~
.aet to act as a chameleon’
. changes” -its.-‘Gomplexions, ' “was
_
+ «the unbelieyv able virtuoso of: the
“"-<" Company.
...Juné Havoc.
_ - who.with the ‘greatest mastery

| “played on. the Strings of the au=" dience)...producing big and litolesemotions at will.
. Hannov ersche‘Presse.

A.

Miss

Havoc and as handsome as she
is talented. More could not be
said. ”
Morkur.

STOCKHOLM
Havoe:

and

with

her

plkstie, technisue,

made memorable characterization...”
Nya Pressen.

“June Havoc changed herself
in.each act—she -was brilliant.”

_ “June Havoc is tremendously
expressive and svmpathetic as
Helen Keller’s mother Kate...”

HELSINKI
“June Havoe’s Sabina—the
‘ author’s voice—was great with
her technical faeilities . 2. eom-

pletely charming,

A spiritual

actress...”

adored her.”

“s feels... whether it is explosive.

And: show. endlessly: ate

~~ marvelous: in: évery.. respect!

“Every main. and woman there

“audience

_the. sturdy,-‘triellow. and: ‘wise ©
“Amazon warrior. of, the-.recent’ *

_ly was ov erwhelming.. Inspired —_

~ :between: her- and. the audience.

Tune.Havoc= Wwith the fig“cure. of a. model; the. ‘tempera“tment. that’: distinguishes great
_ Star detresses; can, witha move
Of. her littlest finger, make an

. the coquettish, =

“with! a richness .of detail’«

»» the. stage a love affair: began

Ameri-

Magnificent—

Radiant—inspired. If for no
other Yeason than that she is on

vA sovereign: actress’ from

. the.

‘theart ot
F acting in Europe!”

Theatre.

strong

heen anes “Neues. Osterréich.

we

ean

“June

BERLIN

|
which “was fully as’ -perfect-in..~:
“2 its inspiration asthe other more.

the’ “Skin”.

“June Havoe fs the very atr
of the whole wonderful

“"Dusse'dorfer Nachrichten.

“nity” and: a. majestic :integrity tee

"” tresses. who: are ‘sisters’ under

Firelleton.

“gure: he: would. have: liked -to:

- play wright” could. have’ --ex-

Havoe" has everything!.”.

as

an actress .. » Commanding as:
a personality... A virtuoso at
the same time. warm and vulnerable. And what a figure of

“knowledge

.. . advantages-ustally written into *
““: Smportant roles;:-more than: the.

“June. Havoc—Brilliant

Sanomat.

A scintillating Sabina

‘whose talents glow lke an open
fire.

7

Parransonamat.

PARIS
“mostof all June Havoe
Beautiful, Intelligent vivacious,

wholesome and an excel'ent
comedienne in the bargain.”
Le Figaro.

“June Havoc’s Sabina is delicrously develish and filled with

stvlish. dazzle.”

|

Herald

Tribine,

FLORENCE

“The interpretation of Sabina as. characterized by June
Havoc is rainbow colored. This
is an actress of great versatility
impossible to believe that yes-

terday

we

wept

with

her as

Kate Keller, a role so different
‘from this one.”
La Nazione.

*Permanent
eres 115%East 95thStreet. New York 28, N: Y.
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¢CASTING

NEWS

+ gro. ‘Mail photos - and resumes: to James Burr (4038 Er 79th. St. LE[
above address:
-5-8066'. All parts available: sxeept
a" “Subways: | Are. ‘For " Sleeping” ‘Minnie and.:Gert.. ‘Mail photos and.
PMC), _ Producer, ’ David
Merrick resumes ‘c/o ,Byrne,. ‘above: address.

«'

‘1246. W.. 44th. St.,. N.Y¥.; LO 3-75201. Script

male: and femme. votces to dub=
‘a series ‘of’ five-minute tv. shorts._-

‘Mail photos and. ‘resumes c/o. above o
address,

.

‘available at .Drama ‘Book
“Lamp Unto = ‘My Feet” (religtAvailable. parts: young mad, second; Shop (51. W. 52d St.; N. Yo.
;
ous-dramatic< °series)." Producer,
lead, serious, - breezy; ‘must sing; |° “Music “Man” MC). ‘Producer: CBS “(324..W. 57th St., Ne Y.; JC.
Fovlediny
are aravab’e parts. in -upcoming Broadway,
off:_Broadyoung
femme, _lead, - attractive,
wij, and tonring shoes, as uvll as ballet, films; industrial and tele efficient, must. sing: femme, ‘30. Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 Broad- 6-6000); _ tasting | diréctor, © Paula “,
‘way, N. Y.; JU 2-1690). Part-avait- 'Hindlin, “Accepting ‘photos “and re-. -:
been obtained directly. by -the:
shcosg,
All injgaormation
has
Testo
: second. femme lead, ° -be autiful able for a top lyric: soprano, not sumes. ‘of general male and female.
Vanrery
Casting Department
by telephone calls, and has been Te! hlonde, - well-proportioned, must
less’ than 5 feet. 6 inches tall, ‘to. dramatic talent; co above address..
che led as of noon yesterday (Tues.)
“}Sing | and: ‘dance. ‘some; young: man,
|
"
Tie aca! ~ Ate; will be repeat Pd weekly until fulled, ‘and addi.!‘handsome, vital yet | ‘conventional, replace lead in the national: com-. No-duplicates.
Call :Lillian Stein,. above ~. “Naked City” dramatic. series). .
to tee fit will be made on *'y when information is secured from: : must: ‘sing. Mail. photos :and. res~ ‘pany.
ttre
Producer;
‘Herbert.
‘number.
Several”:
parts.
‘available
B.' Leonard is
to
service
performers
with
leads:
resp emcgle purties, The intentian
tt

++? ee
de

(Sereen. ‘Gems, 711. Fifth- “Ave.
than’ to. vaddress.
tos and resumes to -Miss’ Stein
| N. ‘Y.; PL 1-4432).. Accepting ‘pho- |.
without - ‘“Sunday. In New York” (Cr.
1,.Pro- sabove: address. “ Seript available at} “tos and: resumes of. general. male.‘ducer; David
Merrick! (246 ..W.
seodibron to the available parts Usted, the tadulatiun tnctudes pro- ath St. N.Y: ‘LO 3-7520). “Ava il-}>Drama’ Book Shop (91 Ww. 52d St.> and. female: dramatic talent. ‘by: mail
only, ¢‘o. above. address.
7
a
oe
OW eed Jor fater thes season, but, for which, the manage- !aple. parts: femme, 22, attractive
NBC-TV. (30 Rockefeller: Plaza, :
“Young: Abe Eineoln’” (MC).
fs ts yet, aren't holding oper casting calls. Parenthetical designa- {00d figure. naive, good ‘sense of
tT
N.
-Y.;
CI.
78306).
‘Casting
‘director
.
-Producer,.
Arthur‘:
Shimkin
'
c/o
|
sate a3 follows. (Ci Comedy, (D» Drama, (MC) Musicai Comedy, i himor- ‘man, over 235, . attractive, |
te
e's)
Unowal Drama, (R) Rerue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR)_ Dramatic ,»humorous,. likeable:. man, 25-28, Little Golden - Theatre, -630." Fifth Rick. Kelley.- is’ accepting.’ photos”
Ave., N.Y.; CI.5-6400).
Parts avail- ‘and resumes of. male and«femme ©
.
“handsome, -extrovert; “man, 20's,
Peed: g
‘able for male and femme singer-. dramatic: performers for ‘several
“good time Charilie,. juvenile;. char| dancer-actors. ...Mail photos ‘and !shows. “Mail -information. to-him,
Charles Curran {¢/o Lambs Club, :acter man and. wonian. Mail photos. |resunies: c/o John’Allen, above, ad- |.c/o above address. . No duplicates.
c.’o. Michael Shurt- dress..
130 W. 44th St., N.Y.;. JU .2-1515!. and. resumes
_WBBM-TV,, Chicago, (630°N. MeAvailable parts: six femme singers; ‘leff. above. ‘address.
‘Clurg. Ct, |Chicago; -WH-:4-6000). ;
20-23, must double with specialty: | “Top of the List” (R’. Producer, |
| Parts - available :-for*: ‘Thale - and _
OUT. OF ‘TOWN:
‘ballroom
dance
team,
20-23: Robert’ Weiner (234 W.- 44th ‘St.
femme performers, : all age: ands."
BROADWAY.
‘young comedienne,’ baritone, 20's. |N-¥.: 1,Q:'3-4370).” -Parts: av ailable |
CHICAGO
types, for 39-week series of drama
° “Fantasticks”: (MCh “Producer, workshops: plus four :fo: six prime
“Complaisant Lover’ ‘D-.
Pro- Aecepting photos and resumes, ¢.'0;: for. “male. and. femme revue ‘types.
7
Mail
photos
“and.
*
resumes
c/o
Don't phone. Ap-i
Faith Smeeth:: {Hotel Del. Prado, time original
@icet. Irene Maser Selznick (112 above address.
dramas. -Must’ be
ae
Cetiral Park South, N.Y... Avail-. plicants must have intimate night _ahove :address.
from Chi. Mail photos and resumes
9600). Understudy: parts. available ! c/o. Don. Dillion, above: address.
aie baie
ltngiish bos, 9-11, earn- ‘club experience:
‘|for all-six roles; five male, one“fe-;. est, unauflected, plavs Michael Red- ; “Jennie” (MD).
Producer, New- }
OFF- BROADWAY
male.
For audition appointment |=
giases son, undestudies.
for Red- . burge-Porter Prods. ‘1619. Broad“Clandestine. on the Morning -- contact Jim Warner, above .address..
giave and Googie Withers.
Mail: was, N. Y¥.; JU 6-4886-. Available.
{Iine” “1C) Producers, ‘John T.. “Medium: Rare” (R). Producer,
photos and resumes c/o above adparts: male lead, 30's, tall; fenime, iWeems & Robert. -Buccdélo (1035.
dries.
;20, etherial, small, lovely, must. Fifth Ave., N.¥:: JU 6- 6300'. Avail- | Robert. Weiner (234 W...44th St,
N.Y¥.; LO 3-4370). Parts available. =
“Get
it Up”
(MC). Producer, sing. well; character woman,
able. ‘parts: lead woman, - 40- 60;
“Share of. the: Pie” (featurette), ~
barmaid,
40's, plump;
character [pan 40-60: girl, ‘17; ‘two men, 25. for.male and femme revue types.
man, 40s; Irish man, 50's. Mail. pho- 30; man, 30-45; several. male and Apply: through agent or mail: photos ;; Producer, ‘Créative’ Mart -Films (507 Fifth:
Ave.
N.Y;
-OX. 71-5895). a
and:
resumes,
c.
0
above.
address:
i tos ‘and resumes, through agents; ‘femme. walk-ons. ‘All parts
are
Available ::- parts: girl, :‘2i,. - pretty;.
‘only, ahove address.
Negro. “Mail photos | and resumes|.
25; ‘shapely; ‘man, '40,:-tall,:
|
girl,
address.
“Kean” (MC). Producer, Robert c’o Allen: Davis, «- above
STOCK
‘|:Italian- ooking.. Mail’: photos: and
Lantz (667 Madison Ave., N.Y.;.TE Script available at the Dr ama Book
resumes: above address. oo
BOSTON
:
| 8-5838"..
Part available for
an Shop 151 W. 52d St, N.Yu"
“Anatol” (MC). Producer, ‘Ameri. | “Going Up” (pantomime comedy:
dancer.
Apply. 1. “dth Avenue North” (Ro. Produ||
acrobat-baltet
can.
Festival
(322.
E.
50th.
St.,
‘N-Y:;{shorti,
‘Producer;
Bill
Cannon
(380
through agents or mail photos and= ter, Shippen ‘Geer, in. association
Michael: "npatterberty
(341 PL 2-5640). Auditions: for Equity : ‘Riverside Dr., N.Y: ‘MU, 3-5174).
resumes c:o Apple, above address.. with
for: ‘male- and: |:
tomorrow” ‘(Thurs.) |Parts. available
Adxice from pros Juri Harais,
‘Auditions for femme
Singers to- Madison: Ave., N Y.;. MU. 9-2910). _dancer-singers
Resset. Gaovusk, {ERoME Rossiws,
Parts
available
for.
‘a
commedienne
. and open ¢all. dancer-singers Fri: femme .visual. comedy-‘performers...
morrow
'Thurs.),
-at
1b
a.m.,
AmHowarnp Bay and
many others on
Mail
phatos’
and.
resumes
c.‘0 above: .
-day
(30),
men,
at
10-a.m.
and
girls,
how to get a start in thé theatre,
bassador Theatre '215 W.. 49th St:, «with belting singing style and lead
Here is such practical information as:
Mail photos at.:10:45 a.m., at-rm.. 302,: Variety |address.
N.Y
“, ‘male dancer-singer.
Arts
Studio.
(225
W.
46th..
St.,
N:
Ye
® how to keep in touch with Produc“Kicks & Co.” (MC). Producer s,.jand resumes C'O- Geer,’ rm: 803, ‘Rehearsels begin. July: 10.
ers and directors
~
Robert
Barron Nemiroff & Dr. t above address:
@the rmght attitude for job-hunting
. PHILADELPHIA
“REHEARSAL SPACE:
“Mirrors” (DY). -Préducer, BarBurton Charles D'Lugoff (337 Bleee where tes hive in New York
Playhouse in the Park. producer:
40. ROOMS. from 20x23 te
bara
Burns
(507.
Fifth
Ave., N:. Y.;
ker St., N. Y.; AL- §-31791. “Avail-";umes

poe ot hy fie mauitgewments at tie shows involved rather
This information is published
?
sod
gause marathon,
th rse,

¢ ‘oO Michiel Shurtleff, above |for’ the second company. : “Mail

pho-

“]53d_& Hyde Pk.,. Chicago; HY '3-|

How to break
into the theatre

@ how to send out photographs

Equity and other theatre

umons and how t& join them
EXTRA: Appendix giving names,
ad-desses and phone nunibers of
proud wert, drama
agents, theatrical

schools, equity
photograp ers,

en.mMovinent agencies for part-time
jobs, telephone services.

If von want to work in the thea-

tre, m any capacity at all, this book
can be your passport. Get HOW
TO BREAK INTO THE THEATRE by
CHARLOTTE HARMON, who for
many

years

producer

Was

a summer

| -prano,: young, “attractive »

General Artists Corp..
CONGRATULATES

and“

Mail photos: and résumes ¢/o above?)

Richard H; Roffman (675 West End |

Mail photos. and. resumes ¢/o John.
30"Park
A.
Be(Voyager: ‘Productions,

“Outstanding Performance” as:

|75

“WEST SIDE STORY”
Contact: MICHAEL HARTIG (GAC)

contacts

and. professional

CAREER CO-ORDINATORS INC.
Actors, Singers, Models and Dancers):

153

DOLLAR

West

46th

St., New

NARISSA
York - 36

NICKEL

Personal Management

LU

Ave., NY.)

‘TOURING

PETER REILLY
|
dU 6-1827-8

VAL IRVING. .

424 Madison Avenue, New York:17,N YS
Pleza 5-0932... Me,

“Advise and Consent” (D). Proiducer; ‘Martin’ :Tahse
AssSociates.|}

111860 Broadway, N. Y.: JU 2-7650).
‘AML parts available. ‘Apply: through
[agents. or mail: photos and resumes
yo o Gary
Leaverton, , above address: ‘Don't phone.
[ “Antigone” tD}.. Producer. “Bal
; ward’ B. Shanley, «in” association|

advice: an. - | E

(A professional counseling and career ‘management service for
LYNN

Park

~ Available Now forBooking in Summer Theatres and Others

| with Jim Dolan 1102 -W. ‘79th St.,.
|NLY.: TR 4-4277). A star performer
a:
oe
| is being Sought for. either. the role:prea

WAITING. FOR YOUR BIG BREAK?
right

"One of the:true DeMilles.
of the.living theatre."

handsome;
femme,
24.
brassy;
‘character. man, sinister, errie. voice;
character. man, --idiot .type: . tenor,
‘26, mean,: jealous,: villainous; sev-}
eral: men,. 21-50,;- some must” ‘sing.

For.Best Actress and For Her

the

Nt A

Ave.,.N:Y:; RI. 9-3647:. Available
parts: soprano, '23,.'sensitive, beautiful; ‘baritone, 26, .-tall, :handsome,
rugged; man,
58-60,- aristocratic, |{
austere; soprano: 45; soprano or
contralto; 50: native Welsh °‘Woman;
two character- men, ‘short, elfish,
i must. sing; “character | woman, 55,
witch -type, deep voice: ‘man, 28,

SARAH SIDDONS
1960-61 AWARD

. but

Television

wit INVEST FROM ‘$50;000
) AND. ma
‘UP IN A PROVEN.AND SOLID
PROFITABLE
ENTERTAINMENT
|.”
| women}. -’soubrette, must
speak |
PROJECT THAT NEEDS MONEY. a
-French;. ‘character ‘baritone, vola‘Carrado
Film
Enterprises.
..
Pro||
‘FOR
EXPANSION
|
tile; tenor; juvenile, handsome, |

For the

it

RATES for SUMMER
OFF-B’WAY | PROD.

quick-t

|witted; -lyric soprano, ' ‘ingenue, i
“i witty, ‘independent; lead: contralto, |
sharp, determined; two character |

| address., Rehearsals .will begin in |
- Sept.
“Silver. Thread” (MD). ‘Producer,

On Her Nomination

do

and

Enterprises. (640 |
{| humorous: baritone, juvenile heavy,, ducer, |Carrado
Wer ite’ “Box: v-2197,- VARIETY.
good- looking; ° -character-, bass, old. West End Ave., N.Y.) . Parts avail-— 154 West Asth Ste ‘Rew. York a6, N. ¥
‘Indian: | teener. eager,: energetic. jable . for models,’ actresses,

GABY MONE

won‘t

PACKAGES

levers STAGES
“FORRENT
|

now

at suur baokstore, or direct from
Tne Drat. Press.
. WE-7, 461
Park Avenue South, Coe York 16.

Wishing

Ethelyn R. ‘Thrasher: (58° W: 57th | } 60x90 SPECIAL

1230 Fifth.

theatre

and director. $3.50,

17-5895), Available. parts: -boy,

N.Y., Studio 25; -LT::.1-0610).
Modern: « Spaciaus.« Clean: « Well
33-14, slender, dark ‘hair and. ‘eyes;
Ventilated
« Several Alr Cond :e« |
Italian. femme;
German
femme: Pats available. for male and.femme
|; Pianos. «Centrally Located.» Elegirl, 21, slender, attractive, dark dramatic: performers -and appren-.
“vator’ and. Switchboard
Service..+.
tce
Water:
«
Ratner’s Restaurant “on :
tices,
_Mail
photos-‘and
resumes,
hair; -man, 45: several ‘men, 18-26,
1 Promises. .
! college typés. .Mail photos. and through .. ‘agents. only, 7 ‘to Paul
“CEN TRAL ‘PLAZA.
resumes, C/o. Michael. Crain, above Stoudt, above: address.
q Block 'E. ‘of Cooper Union.
address. :
B. BIRNS, Mgr.
i “Sap: of. Life” (MC), Producer,
and. Ave. at 7th St..- AL 49800.
tProducers,
Robert
Fryer: and. 7‘Quartet Productions (30. E.--60th St.,
“SHOWS IN REHEARS. AL.
' Lawrence Carr, in association with:jN.Y.; WA 4-8400). Available parts:
OFF-BROADWAY
IJohn Herman 1234.W. 44th St., | two. tenors, . -16-25, ‘=handsome;. so“Much Ado -About Nothing” ’(C);.
LN.Y.; LA 4-2844), Available’ parts: . prano, "16-25,
attractive;
three;
Producer,
(Joseph- ‘Papp — (N. Y.
man, 19-21, tall, handsome,
cat-} femme- and. ‘two male. character |
a
Festival,
.
Hike, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium |
; actors, must sing. Mail photos and || Shakespeare.
Ave.;
‘N.Y.
SA
2-4008). —
Up to. 38. ‘feet ‘diameter.
height, fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual- ‘resumes.
}
c/o above address.
Ca il, Wire or Write .
STOCK
ity, natural beauty, fair; -girl, 21,;
“Shame the Devil” -4{MC). ProMACTON. ‘MACHINERY. CO.,- ine,
ep roilus. and Cressida”. (D).’ Pro-!
fragile; girl, 18, all-American. type: |ducer, Shame: Company: (Box 5-E,
. . Stamford, -Conn
boy, 19, sincere. ‘All roles. are Ne- | 145 E.. 15th /St., N.Y; LF 3-5257).| ducer, ‘American. Shakespeare Fes} ‘D. Bruce Jolinston, 2. “avis +o1si
Available -parts:. lead - mezza * so- ltival ‘Stratford, Conn.)..

an apprentice

@ Actors

OX

- able parts: man, 30’s, slender sing+
;er; southern
belle - ‘type - femme,
120,. belting voice, some dancing;
Negro
dancer-singer-actress
for
F ‘major role: Apply,.through agents
; only, c.o Sidney Eden; above ad| dress.
“Place
Without Twilight”
(D).

® how to find and use an agent
@ summer stock and how to become

of Creon of Antigone.
Contact !
‘Shanley, above address. . General ;
casting for’ the. fall. national tour |
of calleges and universities. Will. be ‘conducted later this summer.

’ “Farewell, |Farewell |Eugene” ;
(Cu Producers, Michael Byrne & |

lane
.

|

* Suly 31 thru ‘September. 30:

oe

MOLLY. PICON“A MAJORITY OF ONE”
For Information: : Call. Me. Pincas, ta 4-0872° er. Write
a Room 401, 234 w. 44th St. New. York, NN. Y

“LITERATE

~ PublishingStocks
(As ‘of. Jung .28, 1961, closing):

NY. Trib’s ‘New:Pres

iSCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

‘ Altyn ‘& Bacon (OC) .. 40'2—2
, American Beok (AS)... : 691447!8.
; Book of. Month: (NY).:: -2634—1]

writers, some’ in” ‘ public: domain,

ata
tle
aera
mine
Ree
Cpanel
SCAG
I

Conde -Nast: (NY)....: et

=
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By Frank Scully oOoeereeseeeees

1a!

Thayer,’ president. ‘and including such vintage ones as -Crowell-Collier:. (NY). . . .39:
Heallywood
+
:
_ ‘sof: the) Whitney’ Communications Jack London and Mark Twain, as_ : Curtis. Pub: Co. (NY). '
~ Frank Van. Hoven once had «& nut act called “The Mad Magician”
certain - ‘contemporary j‘Ginn & Co. (OC). ae +: ie
7
Corp.,.. has ‘been named president. Well “but after. researching on the 11se and fall of these epening or cloung
. of: the’ N.Y...Herald’ Tribune Inc. names.-“Helief: js that the Kremlin|.
‘Grolier (Oc).
a.)
oo 1Q --acts, the question arises. how could ‘they tell one mad magician frem
effective’ as. of-“yesterday. (Tues.). ‘was. pressured. for: the new. copy- Grossett & Dunlap, (OC) 25. —1!4 another? Acrobats and bicycle acts,. escape-artists, card-tricksters. sll
Walter

Oe
meeroe,
8ei

N.

‘ Announcement was mhade by: John| right setup by. Soviet scientists and | Hate’, Brace (QC)...
.:374+ “ dumb acts—don't have to.be crazy, but it helps.
_ Hay Whitney, the Paper’s :owner. ‘writers who've - heard many. com:|-Hearst’ (OC) ...... err
‘Those ‘who broke away from the mute circuit and gabhbed, like
.. ‘and publisher, who has been acting :plaints. on the: matter ‘from. foreign. Holt, R&W. Ny.
“ $784.
“ ventriloquists, ‘hypnotists and manionette manipulators, may have ¢sj colleagues.
"+ ag. president.
L.A. Times Mirror (oc) $3
leaped the psychiatrists but the rest were doomed.
Whitney. will, “assume. ‘the. new |:
_ post. of. editor-in-chief in’. addition|:

‘| Macfadden (AS).awe ile 1D4— 1% *. “The latest in a long hne which began with the antient Persians and
“McCall's: “Upped ‘Divry*
|i McCall: (NY) «05. waste 31M—134..in the Middle Ages had such disciples as Roger Bacon, Albertus Magnus
to. his duties: ‘gs publisher, While} “McCall Corp. declared a quarter McGraw-Hill iny). 5) S51
‘and. Michael Nostradamus and in modern times included Roland
--attive’ already in:. the ‘editorial-di-! ‘ly: dividend’ of. 1214¢ a share, pay-: iNew Yorker.(OC):-_ 12+100 —- 13 Travers, Carl Rosini, Fred Keating, Alexander Herrmann, Herrmann’s
__reetion’ of the paper, he. wants to.. ‘able .Aug: 1 .to: “stock. of record | Pocket: Books ' i0C)
32s
suceessor Howard Thurston. the Great Lasafette. Sam Du Vries, Car;, devote. .more.. time. - ‘to. editorial :‘duly 10. _Divey’ represents. ‘a 25°O° (Prentice Hall (AS)... 40 —ita, dini,. Horace Golden, The Gréat Gowongo, Si and: Mary Stebbins, The
"development.
" inereasé . to a rate of. ‘50c:A ‘year Ran’
aon?
4.314: Great. Milo, Henry. Clive, Paul Valadan, The Okito Family ‘five genet a1. it. Phayer,- WYho. wil: continue - as" ‘on new: sharés.- ue
: " Seo tapiouse 00 O 2614— ly. ions. ‘of. magicians), Blackstone, Gally-Gilly, Jack Norworth, Houdinl
president of: WCC, is’ a director’ of i: Last: May -31,° ‘the mag’‘publisher’ | Time Ine, OC)
82 4} 14 and Dunninger—all abracadabra expeits--seems to be the Amazing
cee

_, the Trib) and- shad ‘been. serving|as:! distributed one -share °for. every -H.W. Sams (OC) ’ae
+1
He travels with his paraphernalia in a huge trailer hitched to a tinv
.. chairman- of “the executive -com-:: two held. Prior tothe split, ide:was -j Western Pub. (OC)
"Renault ‘Dauphine—a tail wagging a dog ard certainly the triumph of
_amittee.. He's. a° grad of Columbia jpaid.
j hope oer experience. It ishis gvod fortune that he weighs enough to
pnd Yale ‘Law. Schoo] .and. served
“OC _0v er the. Counter.
TRebe. the car as well
as the show on the road.
‘aS lan assistant’. -attorney-general |.
: +Coronet” Up: For!Sale?”
“NY=N.¥.-Stock Exchange. _
{| He used: to support quite a troupe but now, except for a meuntain
of. New. York and - assistant -U.S.
Esquire: is dicKering* four -.or
Roger Coker. anda duck. He.once
district: attorney. John ‘Benson .will-} five potential buyers of its Coro- “AS—American - Stock Exchange. of props, he.is:'down toone assistant
put on a magic act with a cast of 500. It was af the opening of Pasco
" continue:“in- charge ‘of “editorial net: mag. Report. that: Macfadden |
.
Water
Festival
which
inaugurated
the:
Columbia River Project Fach
: cand -news operations,’ and: ‘Thomas.
the:
on
Publications. is‘ one ofthe irterest-| special one-day: conference
‘Scene in the production centered around one of Milo’s iNusions The
-"-L; Robinson will ‘continue. as: ‘Rened parties is denied: by Lewis Gil- writer and ‘his market. Among. the-. : show. was even filmed and shown behind the lron Curtain countries.
/* era. ‘manager 'directly-supervising | lenson, Coronet’ editor. Macfadden, '<
akers. _ was
Robert. Kirsch. stardard Oil picked up the tab.
_ all business: Separtiments. .
v fhe Says, had.- ‘discussed: it. earlier, ty, “AY Times. daily: book eritic and+ When he was a kid in Alliance, Ohio. Milo saw Rlackstone walk on a
but. jis not. pow. ‘in line. asa Pros~'‘author |‘of “In the Wrong. Rain” slage.and fill it with magic. and wonder That did it He wrote for a
cen
hee
HT
NRA
cnr
fala
APRIYA
SN
5@mm
‘London ‘‘Ameticar’. EL. Foldo - T pects: a
mi ito: -be filmed :‘with Sandra Dee’; five page mail-order catalog: that offered tricks for two bits But os
“The: ‘weekly . ‘London’ -American, | . “Impending selloff points up the Martin: Dibner, novelist;-- William|
real help came from the pubhe library.
“published in-- England. since March. “worsening dilemma in the: Améri|J. Fadiman, former executive story| - As proof that you can't really discourage magicians, Milo whose last
17, 1960, failed to -make. ifs ap> ‘Can magazine. field—most’ ‘of: the !
éditor. ‘Columbia Pictures; :Peter: name is. Brandon, tried to make a half dollar disappear to the amiuze_. pearance ast week: It. was primed I bigger. slicks’ being’ squeezed. by i Packer, novelist and tv. and film‘ ment of his fellow students uf the fourth grade. He swallowed it
osfor Yanks. living |in England. :
costs:.at ‘the same. time -that -cir-;writer; ‘Robert Campbell. owner | instead. It got, ‘stuck in his throat and he began to turn blue The
‘Leeds’ -business - ‘man: R. M. s.| culation, and .ad'. revenues are-ris=. fof: ‘Cainpbell’s book store- in West- : teacher turned him upside down and shook the half a buck out of him:
~Beutt, was. the: principal: angel. -|ing. Costs. appear.. to be winning!‘wood,’ and Mrs. Robert. Campbell, ‘saying: “Let this be a lesson to you. Stay away from tricks ”
op lthe “race.” ’ Situation is:at the. buy-: ‘an: “authority on. children’ * books.
|
One of his earliest performances was in a church basement, He was
“tus stage -re. Coronet despite” fact
Jim Bishop ‘© Autobiox
_
‘|aftempting to vanish a silk handkerchief into a drinking plass. The
Hearst syndiéated columnist Tim : the: “monthly. -is at an.‘all-time. cir-.}: Heth
- Musical. Biogs .
a
idea was to ignite a bit of photographer’ s flash powder and the handkerBishop. ‘doesn't . know” where |‘his [
| culation ‘high of ‘3,120,000: -Though| ~ $oseph ‘Wechsberg’s newest for ' chief would disappear. His assistant was her sister She prepa:ed
- next: assignment is. coming: from: | dickers are ‘on, mag’ says there are|
. Little, Brown, “Red” Plush 4nd:j ehough flash powder for the River Kwat It locked as if the whole
apart.from working on. his: ‘auto- |no ‘commitments yet. and that ne- iBlack Velvet,” deals. with diva Nel-- ‘place had blown up. The handkerchief vanished and so did her e:e“* .piog: for -Harpers;, “doing: the ‘night-j gotiations could: fail.
jlié. Melba’s. ‘life’and times.
_ |brows. ‘Everybody else was’ rushing to the window and gasping for
other|“interests obehet dye ABC-TV coverage of the -Eich- |: ‘Esquire’s
sir.
Pe, ait tdtls Atlantle « When- he was 18 he joined the Dan Fitch Dixiana Revue and was
’ mann. trial; -and five cols. :a week, ‘sides . Esquire)’ are.. Gentleman's je
1
Quarterly
-and
Coronet
Films;
.eduche. has: nothing to.do.
l“Beloved Friend,” .the. story of billed as “The. Boy Wonder From 4)hio.” This was funny because when
the’[cational . and - featuré™ ‘Pix distribu:
: PS—He. recently”, covered “VT chaikowsky. and his ‘patroness,| he audited for Fitch, the min«trcl never looked at him Near the end a
:
ae Chillingworth’ ‘murder:.: “trial in.| tor in,‘the 16m: field.
|-Countess.Nadejda Von Meck.. by + Hewsboy came in and sald: Fitch a paper. Milo was getting ready to
produce. @ rabbit, so he picked it out of the neck of the newshev's cout
“.. Florida and is-doing a book on that|
me ‘Catherine Drinker Bowen and Bar- |:
a, called’ ‘The Palm Beach: Murders.”
" Crowell’s’ Paperbacks” oe
‘bara’ Von Meck; and another by|dust as the kid was selling Fitch the paper. Then Fitch paid attention
‘Crowell. Collier, - which. ‘ diseon- iMrs: Bowen, “Free. Artist,’ saga’ of ito.the audition. |
* Dick:‘Hyman‘s ‘Encore:
_ {tinued its magazine line-in’ Decem- Lezaristie Russia's .19th century mu- | . Next Milo hopped aboard a medicine show In. Wisconsin where be
ae "Columnist, ‘now: publicist . Dick: ber,: '56,plans a. ‘move into the. pa-!;
isical prodigies, Anton and Nicholas;ihad.'to do a different magic act every night for two weeks. He also
had. to-sell ‘medicine. soap and candy and clean up the joint Besides
., °° Hyman, whose:* ‘Eooney Laws” Was: {perback- field in: the fall, ‘reflecting. ‘Rubinstein. soe
| that he appeared in two different ckits each night. The salary was $14
made ‘into. a. ‘syndicated ser:es and |the. publisher's. sounder fiscal. ‘posi|. ©
| a week, and two doughnut« and coffee every morning.
Jatér a: book;. is. encoring with “It's: tion. since it. dropped out: of. the]
et BL“Still
the. Law”: ‘McKay;: $2.95), an- I'slick .mag «field.
ey ATTER
' -His next big hit was a flop. He invented a watch trick, He hada
AN il0,

©” other. anthology. -Of: wacky Uz Si. “Line

of. softcovers,: some 40 or:

.

“

“Harry”. :Golden’s.. ‘biog. en. “Carl big Grecian urn which was seemingly a bowl of fire, though actu “ly

‘50 .a. menth,..will be tradenamed Salidburk” is a World: ‘publication : the fire was confined to a groove around the top fram a little coften
this fall.
| soaked. in alcohol. ‘He would borrew a watch from one of the audience,
Otto ” ‘ Soglow. his done. “some Collier Books. List will S¢ope fic- Ful
Mazazines: ‘for: Industry ‘Inc., of? drop it in.the Durning urn and rediscover it in a hox of rice. But the
: -characteristically’ funny ‘éartoons,, tion and ‘non-fiction, both ‘reprints’
|
New.
-York,.
“has
merged.
Bottling
‘first time he tried the trick the watch caught fire just pascing through
1: perfect companion. ‘pieces: for the ‘and originals, most, of: ‘them: -priced
Industry: Publishing Co..
the ring of fire. It.seems the face of it was made of celluloid. not glass,
" Jooney. regulations : which. Hyman. at 95e° to $1.50-per..°
ie.
-Lafigston
‘Huges’
few.
book.
of:
and
that ruified’ both the watch and the trick
‘.~ has “tmeartheéd’“from the -Jaws. of}. C-C. last: year acquired majority’:
His nightclub. career began with the Wally Hamilton Trio and a
- Hamlets, towns: ‘and some: surpris- ‘Interest. in ..an- ‘established “book. | verse, “Ask Your Mama: 12 Moods.|
I
tor
Jazz)”
is
onthe
Knopf
list
for
dancing
‘horse act. Milo was the rear end of. the horse and after that
‘ingly’: big” cities.” -At’s: a-fun ‘book ‘publisher, the Macmillan. Co. ‘Its!
act be had to make a quick change to white tle and tails and appear
-- ¢defunct’ mags. included: Collier’ 5,Inéxt.October.
for
r breezy summer perusing.
as-a
magician:
American Magazine, ‘and.“Womany
- George Costello promoted to y-p. | “I quit Hamilton, believing the two roles were somewhat incomHome Companion. |
. of. Prentice-Hall in. charge of the’, patible, -but ‘I wonder now if they were not identical.”
os
Haiara'sHola. Shift.
business and. Professional: books
The
northwest, including Vancouver, was best for his biz. and
‘Dr... Patrick “D: “Hazard, Gen aoe
- Actrese-Author. ©
, Giviision.,
Hyannis, - the Prez’s summer place. the worst because accommodations
ee known .in: ‘educational. ty- circles Actress. -Betty: Rollin, who has ‘a:
Hawthorn.
is
bringing
out
an
up.
there
were
away above a magician’s price range. State fairs were rood
and.an author who also has con-. feature part in the upcoming. ““Ma-.
dated revised edition of ‘Ted. Sau-|-everywhere but the best was Puyailup, Wash., which atiracted as manv
“tributed .to |Variety, -has. been. | jority" of: One,"! ‘strawhat presenta-;}
cier’s
fancy
“Bottoms
Up,”
a
$7.95.
l
as
200,000
2
day. Milo'’s magic started at 10 am. and went on til
Named * permanent. ‘director. of the. ‘tions ‘at .the. Westport and Paper
East-West Centeér’s. Institute - of: Mill. Playhouses: (starring. Molly gift: package of drink-recipes, etc.,.| midnight. His: was the only show.
originally published. by- Greystone | He had.a floating woman illusion and had to do it 20 tines a day.
statutes.:

" American. .Studies. at.. the: Univer- ‘Picon), -has gathered® a: collection ‘Press...
\Gorne. vi got so. bored with it he wouldn't even look “ what he Was
. ity ‘of Hawaii, Honolulu.
“1 Of. _wedding vows. under ‘the. title,
oing,: which earned
him the reputation of
being a terribly clever
“Hell move to Hawaii’. {tom the “I” Thee’ Wed,”. published... this. egret Gola, anexeeoftheOr. |magician..
‘Unfortunately, the woman In the act met with an accident.
‘University of Pennsylvariia’s’ ‘An month: by’ Doubleday. oF,
author of several other books cn ore could float on air, but not on water.
“nenberg_ ‘School Of. ‘Communica: .The volume, covering the humor-.
os
“drowne
.

She

went

swimming

and

swritten OA Pworld |. ‘He ran Into a streak of hard luck like that. Once he got ‘booked into
and: sentimental bup-. the subject, has
“tial. Eledgées in‘ various. times. and © ill publish in. October.
;
a ‘burlesque hotsse in Scollay Sguare. He was a tremendous hit Ie
| countries, is illustrated by.Sheila !y 'P
Fox's, ‘Legal Woes.
| met an agent who wanted Jo see the act. Milo didn’t have the courare
‘Jolin’ Fox, former. publisher .of: |.Greenwald.
William -Cahn is revising his |to tell him where the act was working, but he had to The agent thought
the . Boston’ Post, Owes. $45; 490 for |.
“The Laugh: Makers,”*.a pictorial |they were terrific and planned great things for them. The next day he
” thomnson’s. ‘Trinidad. Buys! . [history ‘of -American. “comedians, dled.
legal ‘services. and: ‘expenses to .ateee

“tons,

ay ‘ous, : serious

'- - torney ‘Isadore :H.: Y. “Muchnick; | - ““ExTorontonian Roy’ ‘Thonison’s- {published some years .ago, with up-| .“]t was the only audience we killed,” said Milo.
Judge: Edward J. “DeSaulnier.’ in‘ ‘British Publications’... has. :-bought:* dated stuff on theatrical comedy, | ‘They once worked the Shriner's convention in Oakland. Calif The act
‘Suffolk. Superior ‘Court ‘has. ruled. :‘97% -of the 98,220. ordinary shares |, Stage, screen and tv
_.Was ready; two of the staffers stuffed in boxes. Then the Shriners held
- Muchnick sued ‘Fox, claiming he! of. “Trinidad ‘Publishing. Co. (Guar-‘. ’ Laurence’ Marks artanged for. up ‘proceedings and went into a part of their ritual, which was to read

= ‘had. a: contract. to -perforni: ‘Tegal ‘dian, ‘Sunday. Guardian.and -Eve-.. ‘Signet ‘Pocket. Books to’ bring.: ‘out. Loff the names of members who had died in the last year. There were

7 services for him in ‘1957. and’: 1958, {ning News, ‘Trinidad’s. only. three’: his first novel, “Women and Chii-+:130 names involved and the reader read very slowly, The. performers
‘+ Newspapers). dren Last.” in paperback following | in. their cramped quarters almost turned into 1igor mortis by the time
| He. offered. $40.for “each $10 Ratidom -House. hardback publica" Milo could go on with the act. Afterwards they couldn't move an ss:im
“USSR To Pay’ Royalties?
a
tt
‘Russian dispositién: to avoid non-,,“share.

~ . Soviet-author royalties: ‘other ‘than‘|
occasional. Payments for some. tech-

:

nieal. works) is being switched;,ac-: I“UCLA

".

UCLA's. “Seminar -

: {tion-in early 1962.
.
: OF take a bow.
Timothy’ J. Adams,. San’ ‘Fran
Milo invented a couple of {Ilusions that were pips One was a head

aa

1 without a body, the head heing on a trav. Another

in Los Angeles is holding.,
ae Seuminc

was a hoy instusity

repartee sm changing into a girl. The boy stepped into the box, the curtains “eve
then opened the curtains and the
eens, to become |{‘drawn. Mepyeald,, ‘One, Two” and

. cording: to press reports last. week; i2,
’ series of. Thursday. evening lec-,
oo Move,:: if true; would” harmonize tures on the writer and his world, [sken fave

i

“With the -new. Moscow detente vis- |June. 22-29: and’ --July: 6-13. Prof. ,29
-B-vis,-“Washington in: the ‘wake of: ‘Abraham ‘Kaplan’ opened the:series;Peace Corps.at Washington, D. C.. maple ticks,Mand’ before her death ae eked hit fo tnke‘¢ae af i
- | witha lecture on June 227 Eugenie:Foy icGinley of Larchmont, boy. So that’s how M:lo “inherited” Roger Coker, who ie now bia
the Vienna Summit. '

‘Beal: for .recognition of :foreign: ‘Vale, ‘author of “The 13th aerate este Glide
- “guthors Teportetlly’ was «set: by | will.; speak: ‘on.the. world .of

ae articles and | business Manager, .appears.in

the act. and

js quite an inventer

1

Capt.

oF
.-and
:
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I. .R.. Maxwell, Girector of. novel - June

4

29; John: -Ciardi ‘on ‘honorary Doctor of Letters. degree

Premier. ‘Khrushchev. | Mayer and Wirt Williams: will hold, -Y.H.-.

Understood: :. Moscow:

‘agreed

to |a”

colloquy -:on- fact.

.

and: ‘fiction 4 -- Art ‘Buchwald's- ‘newest

a

“Lf I've Jearned

antholo-.: “that. show people

anything

about

are unselficn

show

J often

droppe qj

trick was

the. Pergamon :. Press, .England,|the world of poetry, July 6. and. at .the. 192d commencement at. Roger's improvements the head-without-a-bndy
“after talks with top ‘Soviet officials |Mme. Romain. Gary; :Dr._Frederick* {Dartmouth * college ‘in Hanover... “because it terrified too many people
“tneluding

«cf

tore qe.arrestee Sal ait light wet refleucan eat een vith

bu: inesc” “said Mile
think

it’s because

“st

their

accik

amend: its:.copyright’ Jaw, -exterid- July 13. Mme. Gary is special con- gy--of. some- 75' pieces first pub- jis inore with giving than receiving and aly in a few cases 2« mones-

Ang its cover: to’foreign: writers as:sultant. for, the ‘sergen -soar utee:ace ae ne rae edition ofae: ‘making a‘malin. or only vbjective The theatre has always heen man §
° “well. fie.
. 5 Of *
y LL”;
Dr.: Mayer,
Profes- ;:
era
a
and
¢lse-j source of wonder and iniagination:

“If ‘true;-it's‘the final payoff in ;sor of Humanities at Redlands, is ,Mhere is titled “How Much Is that;
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‘protracted negotiations, (Adlai

:. venson;

Web

autlior of. me
Ste- |the,

for one, went. to Khrush- ane
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bri Dollars

the author, ring out
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wich
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“Today's: ‘hip-swinging puitar-players

Aly; ig:no
World oh

arc

Slo- myself

entertainment

that

every

Before | aalk.

moment

of

Jike tasteless tex-prametion,
tank “0
J

on stage

iife contains

«ome

chev. two: ‘years ago with the issue) jof “The Enemy” and™‘Ada. Dallas”! nhim;:who teaches .Russian litera- ,and hate and prejudice are the Husons
to provide .western authors their ‘currently being: filmed: by MGM: jture: ‘at Sarah Lawrence Co'lege.;.
“When I] was:
kid tn grade school J saw

pause

and

magic

and

thai

Blackstone walk

* ur

on {Le

* fiscal due:.. .
; Williams {s also. Sunday book: edi- :alga: has’. a ‘World. book due’ tit!ed stage and fill it with wonde:
We had the kird of snagination tat as
- Commies, ‘as is-weil known: have."tor. for the L. A! Times...
Russian’ ‘Theatre: From the Ein
the. glory of the theatre. I] dant know whys, but Elvis does not have
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THE PILL

A NEW FORM OF CONTRACEPTION.

——
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VARIETY. .
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avinusl actual ingrediost. inthe pill?
| It said, “Evidence for the long term control, but—in many. vways—gives, it ;about £76,000 ,000are jepent 2
ly. Three quarters o p bat—about PINCUS: “Well, a humber of: years ago.
safety of this method of birth control. ‘tacit ‘approval- and‘support..
‘| we were workingat thehormone which |
will, of course, not becomplete for:an- _The Royal.Commission on Population, £52,000,000—on sheaths. ~.
No official figures are published fa does’ do this‘job: of preventing: ovula-]
‘other twenty years or more, What is” . reportirig in 1949, declared: ~
known so far, seems to raise no undue. “Public policy-should be. based on ac-| Britain, but we are told that the annual. tion. It:is' called. Pregesterol. ‘and we aoe .

CH REPTY

cyBBY: f.vice over) This is a pro- fears for the ‘future. More than two: ceptance ‘ofvoluntary parenthood, and | sales of contraceptives total around |.found. thatin women. it. was. very: ac-} . .
‘tive, but unfortunately it.was not very
gr amarte about u new method of family: hundred women have completed fwen- .contraception as one of the means of | £10 ,000;000:
planning «new form of contraception. ty-four or more cyles and a small |achieving ‘it. At present, though the |ELAINE: The pill,differs,from.allotter |active.wlien taken by the mouth, ...
NMaay miftions of people in Britain reg- number more than fifty.cycles of treat- :practiceofcontraceptionis widespread, contraceptives ina fundamental way. . Sowe turned to a- numberof our chen:f °°
ufarly use me chanical methods of con- ment, without apparent il! effect. That -pubtic. knowledgé of effective methods Instead ‘of being simply ;a barrier that: ist:‘friends: wha ‘synthesise. substances
comes between male sperm and female relating to Pregesterot and: asked them
egg, the- pill acts. on the egg mechan- ‘if they: could give us things to test.
of.
horall ontraceptives indtotally reject ELAINE: To understand the pill, tt is:“ss SOME, of the ignorance is due to | ism itself. It stops. any eggs from being: Among these chemists: was. Dr. Frank J
tae toe of them. It is no part of this necessary to understand conception’ it: thefurtive airthatclings tothe subject.” produced, ‘and thus makes’ any. meet-| Colton, who was the-chemist who- syn- 2
| The Royal Commission also.reported: ing impossible. 9°.
|
thesised Norathynadrel, and.when'we f°
Programme fo question those beliefs Selé.
or to suggest that they are wrong. Our COBBY: (voice over) These. are,‘male “The great majority of married couples ‘And, of course, it-is taken simply—by studied: Norathynadrel we:found that |”
sperm, hugely magnified. When: they nowadays practise some form. of birth: “mouth.
it was the -most ‘active. ‘substance. to}
ai Noy to intorm
But frat,a waram2- some parents may are releasedinside the female theyhave ; control iin order to limit their families.” Scientists of many. fands reamed: of , prevent ovulation when. taken: by. the |:

Uraceplioa. But there are millions of subsequen” fertility is nat impaired, pas, very uneven, and. faulty. knowledge
others who, for Jeeply felt reasons, ab- seems to be firmly: demonstrated.” ~ ‘Causes: a.‘formidable amount. of harm.

cotndee that thn programme is not

to swim about four inches to reach |ELAINE: A more: ‘detailed estimate ap- a contraceptive pill. Severaltried to. mouth, both'in animals and inwomen.}

the egg which comes into.position for |peared this “year in'a-‘report, prepared find one... |
t=) A ELAINE: How- ‘should the pills be tak-I:*.
‘en ‘for effective contraception? -. Lo,
ELAINE GRAND: I hereisnomoretitanic a comparatively few hours once every. for the Population Investigation Com- Two: men. suicceeded.-.
strugele than the struggle for concep- twenty-eight days. For conception to mittee by Griselda Rowntree and Ra- COBBY: (voice over) Tea.‘years: ‘ag0,| Pincus: Well,-a, woman is.instricted
tion. Its, fought,on each’ oceaston, by take place it is necessary for the-egg chel Pierce of the London. School.of : 57-year-old Dr. Gregory Pincus,,.Di-| to take the pill. beginning on the ‘fifth: |
‘Tector of: the Worcester Foundation day of.her menstrual cycle, ordinarily. ,
anything -up to five hundred million -to be in the right place’ and for. just. Economics.
male sperm. Sometimes, if a couple is one of these sperm to find it’ and fer-| They report ‘that of all: couples’‘mar-| for Experimental Biology in Shrews- with the evening: meal, and she. con-f .
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neither idely known noé widely prac-} tion women relying on a barrier ofoil. Miss Rowntree, you are ¢o-author of | prescribe ‘or cherhists to sell. contra-| pill—one a day—in the procedure’ that }.

tised, the population is growing rapid-] soaked sponge.

the most: recent report on Birth Con-j ceptives. (One other state—Connecti- _Fve ‘mentioned. Roughly: about 90. :

ly, even alarmingly. Someexperts now |The Chinese recommended a diet of| trol in Britain. How many people did cut—has a similar law.) :

per cent of ‘the time they are very:
refer to this growth as the population | twenty- -four tadpoles: which, if swal-+ you interview. for. your survey?
Shrewsbury’s’ 13,000. people live in faithful to the regime...
What does happen thoughit :rae
etplovion.
lowed in the Spring, were thought to |MISS. ROWNTREE: We interviewed 2,500 | white, tree shaded houses, which are ELAINE:.
Professor David Glass, of the London | prevent conception for five years.
people, all of:them married: men and | open to one:“another. The. ‘town. was you: thiss two or three. days?
Schvol of Economies, explains:—
The Greek philosopher, Plato, advo- women, aged between sixteen ‘and. six- started by thigrants from Britain who’ PINCUS: Well, therearetwopossibilities, .
PROFESSOR GLASS: The ‘population is | cated birth control becausehe believed | ty. years. .
arrived: about 240 years ago: In 1727, One is:‘that if. you miss:two or ‘thres |..
certainly blooming today;not so much | the law should permit only. men aged | ELAINE: - Were they arepresentative ; the seitlers formally named their town. ‘Successive days. you. will have a menhere in Great Britain, but throughout |between 30 and 35, and women aged | gro p?
after Charles. Talbot,, Earl of Shrews- strual period, because it’g the stopping’ |
aa
most of theyworld. This year, one hun- between 20 and 40 to. beget children.| Mtss ROWNTREE: Yes, they aredefinite- bury. Here” it was that George:‘Wash- of the medication which. gives th,
:
=
dred million babies will be born. There |Then in the 16th century—in 1564—} ly representative, except that we may | ington ‘camped during his campaigns | stimulus: to. menstrvation. :

will be a good many deaths too, prob-| came the first writtea mention of what |have missed
afew young married men |in the American
War of Independence. The. other possibility ‘is—and it ‘is rath.
ably 50 million of them, and many of

might be called a modern -contracep- who are away from home on. National

The Worcester Foundation for Experi- er remote but none the less real: that |.

them babies. But on balance,
the world | tive: the Italian anatomist, .Fallopius, Service, .
mental. Biology lies ‘between: Shrews- conception ‘will take place. And ‘it’s. .
will grow by 50 million people by the |described whatis now the most widely.| ELAINE: Did. the majority approveof -bury: and. the. industrial tows of Wor- for this reason ‘thiat.\we advocate. the.
end of the year.

used contraceptive device—the sheath: ‘birth control?

1 cester. Tt-was set up by. ‘some: citizens: faithful taking ofthe pill:every day.

That's quite a sum; it’s about the same | ELAINE: Since then, contraception has.| Miss ROWNTREE: ‘Oh yes, thegicat of. Worcester iin much the same way
as the iotal number ofeniigrants from |been the subject of public argument,| majority ‘approved.
:
that people of other towns set up their
Europe in the last hundred and fifty [of legal action and of religious dis- ‘Fhe younger couples ‘approved a little own art gallery or symphony. orchesyears. It’s the same as the total popu-| agreement. There have been bitter | bit more .than the older. people; the |. tra, Its. purpose, laid down by the

‘ELAINE: Obviously, clinicat testing. is |.
one. of the most important things any |

new drug ‘goes: through: What teste
have been. done on the pill?
lation of Great Britain.
battles. .
‘middle classes a.little bit more than | founders, was to do fundamental Té- ‘Piktcus: Well, ¢linically-controlled,|Or thinking of it in smaller terms,just |Then, about one hundred and sixty the wage earners, anid of coursé the | searchin Biology. and Medicine...
| scientific experiments have.‘been done | during the length of this programme,| years ago, these battles. were given in-|. Protestants approved |a. good. bit more. Foday,. the Foundation attracts: grad- in many parts of.the world: Our work |. :
some tive thousand more people will |creased significance by a new theory;} than the Roman Catholics.: But of | uates from all over the:-worldJapan, ‘began. Originally i
in.Puerto’ Rico over

] exist in the world.
:
.
a‘theory propounded by: a junior offi-| course I should say that~even among Korea, South. East Asia, India, atid the five.years ago, *
7
ELAINE: Many of these children will |cer of the Church of England.
| the Roman Catholics~as many as a Latin American Republics. Ithas miore But there have been tests donéin many :

not be wanted. They will be conceived |COBBY:

(voice over) Tlie Reverend | thirdseemedtoapproveof birthcontrol.| than 60 Research: Doctors permanent- _parts of the United States, as well as

by accident, either through ignorance |Thomas Malthus was the. Anglican |ELAINE: Did people give réasons for’ ly working: on subjects‘ranging from] outside‘of the United’States.
‘ot faulty contraception. —

,

curate in the parish of Albury in Sur-| their approval?

° ~

|

| the effects of: hormones on. atomic: For ‘example, shortly ‘after:we, began

‘There
no such thing as a perfect |rey. In 1798, as-a young Fellow of MISS ROWNTREE: Yes, the most impor- ‘tadiation,. to cancer. —
contraceptive, one that is at the same | Jesus College, Cambridge, he put for- ctant. reason was of course. family fi-| Here it is that Dr. Pincus works.
trn2 siarple, foolproof and acceptable |ward an alarming theory.
‘ances. These’ people thought it was a ELAINE? How does the'pill work?..

{ our: work;. Di..‘Edward Tyler. studied}
tT close to a “thoilsand. ‘women: in Los:

‘Angeles. Tt
Es
t all shades of opinion. But develop-] He declared that the population of the: . good. thing not to have more.children | PINCUS: ‘Well, this pill actually works imOther men: have worked with ninmnbers ments are tiking place that are worthy. world increased by geometric progresof notice and investigation. Such a de-[sion. That is: by two, four, eight, Sixvelopment is contained
in this pink. ‘teen,. thirty-two, and so on.
pellet. It weighs only one hundredth } But the produce of the world—its- food

than they could afford to bring up de-| to prevent the production of the egg ranging from. 50 to: several ‘hundred.
‘gently. Others thought that the welfare -that a woman. normally liberates from | ‘in ‘places’ liké Deaver, ‘Chicago,, San. a
of the. family: was important and that. her ovaries: every month. By. taking Antonio (Texas); |anid :so-on.
oe
the parents enjoyed bringing. up their: the pill throughout a month,a woman |’ Outside of:the United States therehave.

of an ounce, it’s smaller than ‘an aspi-| and -resources—increases only by arith- children more. andthe: wife's health |néver produces this egg and therefore. been well-controlled tests in ‘Hong.
rin tablet, and it is commonly

and

metical progression..That is: ‘by two; was not iinpaired bytoo frequent child, ‘she cannot conceive:

..

: Kong, where. several hundred women

-

widely called -The Pill.
four, six, eight, ten, and so on.bearing... foe
ELAINE: -“What, in the pill, stops her fhave.. been: studied; in. “Japan, where 7
Weli, some doctors, though they are in |He forecast that, unchecked, the. popu-}| ELAINE: Is itpossible. to éstimate how from: ovulating? :
| close to a thousand Wwoinen have been
the minority, believe that this pill may lation of the world would far outstrip |many: people. throughout. Britain:prac- PINeUS: In the pillthereis'a substance: studied—and in: various: parts ofEuy

he one of the discoveries of our cen-| the produce of the world. He forecast,| tise birth control?

| ;which.acts very much like the natural | rope; particularly in England.

J tury, and some governments are begin-| too, that disease and disaster would Miss ROWNTREE: Well; we‘haven't. ac- vhoraiones. of the. body that prevent. I mightsay that these are
a scientifically. a
ntaz to believe that the pill, and devel-} recur to bring the world back into. ‘tually: made this estimate, but if our | eggs from being produced during cer- controlled. tests. A. number of other | :
opments of it, may be a solution to | balance.
findings are representative, then it ‘tain times. in:‘the. cycle. ‘of a woman,| tests have been. done:iin ‘clinics: where:
{ their ever-more-pressing population |But;as a conscious. check, hesaid that ‘1ooks ‘as if about 6, million couples and also during pregnancy.
| straight rigid scientific supervision. has. a
problems. Well, what exactly is the | people should limit the populationiin- -out of.a total of 8 miltion cauples mar-|.As “you know, during pregnancy a} not been. carried. out:
pill? How does it work?
crease by what he called “Moral re-| ried since 1939, that is,people stillia “woman. never produces an ‘extra egg; And of course.the ‘women now: using: eo
COBBY: (1 vice over) The pill is. made | straint”—sexual abstinence...
| their child bearing years, ‘are
1
practis- this ‘wouid be biologically dangérous the pill under ‘these conditions, for: ex-{
mainly from achemical extracted from |ELAINE: Malthus's theory has not been | ing: birth control.
|.—and we are using thé.same principle ample, as. distributed. by Family Plaa-]_
}a@ root found in Mexico, and small} proven by time and cannot bear. too |.In. other words, about 12niillion hus- that’ ‘nature uses in pregnancy for pre-| ning --clinics, :‘number . in the many,
quantities of Estrogen Hormone. It is |close an.examination. But it did—and |bands: ‘and. wives in Britain are now venting eggs: from being produced.
many: thousands —paiticularly inthis _
& totally new form of cortraceptive,! still does—affect the thinking of people | using birth control of.somekind:* _ |ELAINEs In other words, the pill makes country. ..
—
working in a new way.
‘in all parts of the world.
ELAINE: Of course birth control costs | the body: act ‘as though: it were preg- ELAINE: If a woman ‘has been taking an
The British Medical Journal, the publi-| One result is that, either by public ‘money. And many millions: ‘of pounds riant, and it- therefore secs no. feason the. pill ‘successfully’ ‘for some years]
-.
cation of the British Medical Associa-| policy or private choice,’ more and:| are-spent every year.on contraceptives.| to produce another ¢Ogg...
| then stops, :can sho become‘Pregnant Loe
tion, printed in its notes on “ropay’s |more people do practise birth control. ‘COSBY: (voice over} The.business mag-| DR, PINCUS: .That’ 3a very.
004 natu- again?”
oF

pRuas”10March of this year an assess-| COBBY: (voice over) In Britain, the| azine, FORTUNE, reports that-in Amer-| ral explanation. .
PINCUS; Oh: defialtely.Usually, she
‘Government does not advocate birth teatwohundred million dollats—that's BLAINE: How was ttdiscovered—the | becomes Pregnant with’
w h greatrapidity So,

ment ofthe pill.

Above is part* of a programme being telecast at 9:35
5 tonight,june-28, 1961,on ‘the Britishindependent television
network. It shows how a subject long considered taboo can be aired inan informative and responsible. manner.
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